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NOTE TO THE APOCALYPSE.

Ben'GEL's valuable ' Commentary on the New Testament

fails notoriously when he comes to interpret the Revelation.

Time has so thoroughly exposed the fallacy of his calcula-

tions of times and seasons, that the publishers and editors of

this translation thought the wisest course would be to sup-

press that part of his work almost entirely. The best way

of replacing the matter suppressed appeared to be to take

that which is by far the best and the most valuable Com-

mentary on this part of the Scriptures, the ' Horse Apoca-

lypticas' of the Rev. E. B. Elliott (5th edition), so able, so

full of research, and which gives a complete accorint of all

other schemes of interpretation, ancient and modern ; and

to present the reader with as brief an abridgment of the

main part of it as could well be done. The publishers and

editors wish here to express their thanks publicly to the

Muthor of that important work for his very kind, ready,

ijnd liberal permission thus to use it. At the same time,

while Mr. Elliott's work is beyond all comparison the most

valuable which has yet appeared on the subject ; while it

coincides with the general stream of the ablest older expo-

sitors, as Mede and the two Kewtons ; while it has not

only added a large amount of illustration drawn from his-

tory, from classical litenituie, from numismatics, and from

o-itical sources, to what his predecessors had worked out
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before him, and has discovered and laid open many new

veins in the vast mine of wealth, which God has given to

the Church in this Book of the Eevelation,— it is granted

to no man to exhaust that mine, to no man, probably, never

to mistake in a labour of such extent. Accordingly we

shall have occasion to differ from him on some points, in

which we conscientiously, and after much research, believe

him to be in some degree mistaken ; and also to supply

some things which have escaped his notice, or which have

not been so fully considered by him. The differences and

additions will be found to be chiefly connected with the

following topics :—The Palm-bearing vision ; the early

portion of ch. viii. ; the Third Part ; the early portion of

ch. xii. ; the Dragon; the Dragon departing; his stand-

ing on the shore of the sea ; the Ten Horns of the Beasi

;

the simultaneous worship of the Beast and the Dragon, or

the double sovereignty of Pome at a particular epoch ; the

facts implied in the saying, " ]f any lead into captivity,

he goes into captivity ;" the Two Horns of the Lamb-like

Beast ; some few points in chs. xv,, xvi. ; and some regard-

ing the New Jerusalem.

The reader will thus perceive that ive do not presume to

offer a new scheme of interpretation, and so to confuse men's

minds still more on this important part of the ^yord of

God than has unfortunately been done already by the many

crude interpretations which have been put forth from time

to time, and especially of late years. Instead of disturbing

the main stream of interpretation, as given by ihe soundest

writers on this subject, especially Mr. Elliott, our work

will be found to be a handmaid to his and to theirs

;

making only such corrections and additions as do but sup-
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plement their labours, and establish the more tlieir diief

conclusions.

In addition to the prophetical interpretation, the reader

will also find a critical text from the best sources ; and

a new and more exact translation, which is often of no

little importance to the right understanding of the mind

of the Holy Spirit in this, as in other parts of the Holy

(Scriptures.

Novemb^; 1867.





THE

FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

CHAPTER I.

1. An apostle—The object of this title is to confirm

Timothy. Familiarity must be laid aside when the cause

of God is in question. [Transpose and read Xpto-Tou ^Irjcrov,

of Christ Jesus. Tisch. Alf.'] By the commandment—So Koni.

xvi. 26 ; eomp. 1 Cor. i. 1, note. Our Saviour—Thus too is

God the Father called, ii. 3; iv. 10; Tit. i. 3; ii. 10;

iii. 4; Jude 25; Luke i. 47. The reason is explained,

2 Tim. i. 9. [Omit Kvpiov, Lord, and transpose, to read

XpuTTov 'Irjaov, Christ Jesus, Tisch., Alf.'] Our hope—Synony-
mous with our Saviour.

2. Unto Timothy—The epistles to Timothy, Titus, and
I'hilemon, have some things rather intimated, as ver. 18,

than fully expressed, inasmuch as they are addressed to

individual persons. If an epistle to Timothy were not

extant, we should very much desire one that we might see

what Paul would most recommend to Timothy ; now that

there are two extant, we ought to make a very diligent

use of them. [Own—Gr. yvrjaiw, true, genuine. Alf] Son—
Acts xvi. 13. Grace, mercy, peace—To the churches Paul

writes, grace to you and peace. Here he adds mercy ; and
many years after, in 2 Tim. i. 2 ; comp. Jer. xvi. 6; Gal.

7i. IG. Mercy implies a grace, as it were, more tender

towards the wretched, and the experience of this Divine

mercy brings a fitness for the Gospel ministry, ver. 13,

16 ; 2 Cor. iv. 1 ; 1 Cor. vii. 25 ; comp. Heb. ii. 17. [Omit

qnuiv, our (with Trarp^c, father), also read Xpiarov 'i-qaov,

Clirist Jesus. Tisch. Alf] Jesus Christ, lit., Christ Jesus—Paul,

especially in this epistle, often prefixes the surname Christ

to the name Jesus; he refeis to the Old Testament pro-

mises concerning Messias, Avhich were fulfilled in Jesus

and were known to Timothy, 2 Tim. iii. 15.

VOL. III. B
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3. As—The conclusion is at ver. 18. [Meanwhile Panl
refutes the teachers of false doctrine, by the striking

instance of his own conversion. V. G.']

The divisions of this epistle are three :

I. The Inscription, i. 1, 2.

II. The Instruction of Timothy in the sanctified adsiinistka-

TION of affairs AMONG THE EpHESIANS IN PaUL's ABSENCE;
WHERE

I. Generally, he gives him a precept for those who erroneously
taught the law, and attests the sum of the Gospel by
his own example, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 19.

n. Specially,

1. He prescribes the order of prayer, ii. 1, 2, principally

to men, 8 : and good works to women, y, 10, with
modesty, 11, 12.

2. He enumerates the qualities necessary for a bishop,

iii. 1, 2. Also the duties of deacons and women, 8, 9,

11, 12, 13.

3. After impressively stating the most important points,

he explains what Timothy ought to teach, 14—iv. 3 :

in 4 and 5, what he ouglit to avoid, and what he
ought to foUow, 7, 8, 12, 13.

Then how he ought to deal with men and women, 1, 2 ;

With widows. 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16

;

With elders, 17, 18

;

With oii'enders, 20, 21

;

With Timothy himself, 22, 23

;

With those of whom he doubts, 24, 25 ;

With servants, vi. 1, 2.

4. They who teach otherwise are reproved, 3, 4, 6, 7 : but
Timothy is warned and exhorted, 11, 12 : and a charge
is given him, 13, 14 : precepts arc laid down to be
given to the rich, 17, 18.

III. The Conclusion.

To abide—The same word occurs Acts xviii. 18. The
presence of good men restrains bad ones. Timothy at

Ephesus, Titus at Crete, were not bishops, but were rulers

ot the bishops, and, as it were, Vicars Apostolic. That they

teach no other doctrine—Than that which I have taught.

Let them substitute nothing, let them add nothing. Oomp.
the speech of Paul to these very Ephesians, Acts xx. 28,

29, 30. The same word occurs ch. vi. 3, in which passage
i.s a condemnation of things opposed to sound doctrine, and
a commendation of good things. Things which appear
only to be different, still involve something contrary. They
were teaching ihn law in opposition to the Gospel, ver. 7, 11.

4. Neither give heed^ln teachmg. To fables and— (jniea-

logies—A Hendiadys [for genealogical fables; but this is
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wrong. The fables are probably the Gnostic invention of

Aeuns ; the genealogies, the lists of their succewsion.s.

These are endless, as being arbitrary and without any fixed

starting point. Hat.'] On fables, compare iv. 7 ; 2 Tiui.

iv. 4; Tit. i. 1-i : on genealogies, Tit. iii. 9. Since these

two things are joined, and because they who used to teach

such things boasted of the law, it is clear that the subject

of the discourse is not concerning genealogies of the Jewisli

families, but of the genealogies of the ages, against which
Jrenaeus and TertuUian quote this very passage. More-

over, Paul opposes to them the true consideration of the

ceons, ver. 17. But if you doubt whether they who taught

otherwise, used the term ceons (ages) already, we must all

the more admit God's wisdom, which confutes ivords not

yet framed ; comp. Matt. xxvi. 7, note. Vevea, generation,

and aluiv, age, are kindred. The more inquisitive Jews at

that time mixed freely with the Gentiles. Paul does not

find fault with civil genealogies ; but prefixes fables, a term
inconsistent with genealogies of families, which were cer-

tainly not fabulous. Paul certainly would not have cared

about tht! truth or falsity of them. It was a boast amongst

those men that they could search more deeply into the

mysteries of the law than others could—and this fact

greatly hindered the power of the Gospel, particularly

aroiind Ephesus. Questions—To be ended bj^ no decision,

nothing to be desired : pure truth is profitable. On this

and on strife about words, comp. vi. 4 ; 2 Tim. ii. 14, 23,

24; and lower down, ver. 6, 7 ; Tit. iii. 9. [For oi/<o8o/x,tar,

edifying, read oIkovo^Iov, economy, dispensation. Tisch., Alf. So
Seng.] Godly edifying— Edifying, lit., economy, here denotes

the act, not the state ; and, besides, the act is constant.

Where time is wasted in useless questions, there the neces-

sary and salutary duties of the house of God are neglected.

[It is better to render, the dispensation of God. Alf]
0. The end—Whither all things tend. The article marks

the subject. Whoever rightly regards this end, cannot

allow himself to be distracted by other things. Paul docs

not even write to Timothy about deep mysteries, that he
may ihe rather rebuke the Gnostics; tlie ruler of a church
in peifoiming his office ought to regard what is necessary,

not what is sublime. Of the commandment—Which you
ought to urge upon the Ephesians, ver. 3, 18. Charity,

lit., love—The foundation is faith, ver. 4; the end is love,

b2
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ver. 14; Tit. iii. 15, Contentions are opposed to this

love. Pure—2 Tim. ii. 22; Tit. i. 15. A good conscience

—iii. 9; 2 Tim. i. 3 ; 1 John iii. 19, note. Here, with
Paul, conscience is in the understanding ; the liecu-t is the

beat of love. The former would be in idea, the latter in

desire ; comp. Matt. xxii. 37, note. Offaith—Faith towards

God strengthens when the heart is purified as regards

one's neighbour, and the conscience corrected as regards

one's self; wherefore faith is put third. A discussion is

carried on concerning pure faith and a good conscience

conjointly, ver. 19, and iv. 1, 2.

6. From tohich—A pure heart, etc. Having swerved—The
same word occurs vi. 21 ; 2 Tim. ii. 18. 'Acrroxeti', is said

of one who does not reach the end at which he aimed.

Have turned aside—They not only did not become better,

but they became worse. A false and outrageous elevation

and extent of knowledge turns a man away from the faith

and from the perception of good and evil, etc. ; with
illiterate persons this is not so. Unto vain jangling—Tit.

i. 10; iii. 9. Under this one term he comprises vain

bahhlings and oppositions, vi. 20. It is the greatest vanity

when the discussion regarding Divine matters (Rom. i. 21)
is not based on truth.

7. Desiring— Eashly. Neither— nor— A good teacher

ought to be intelligent and trustworthy. Paul says they

have not either of these qualities. What—Gr. a; Tvf.pl

TLvwv, whereof. '*0?, ivhich, and ti?, what, differ. Neither

what they say—Thence come vain habhlings, vi. 20. [Eender,

nor concerning what things they make their affirmations. Alf]
Nor whereof they affirm—Thence come oppositions of science,

falsely so called, vi. 20. Be/3atos and ^eVis, firm and position

are in harmony. Affirm—Tit. iii. 8.

8. Law—lawfully—Kindred terms ; vo/ai/xws, according to

lohat is agreeable to the law. They used to strive about tlie

law. Tit. iii. 9. Use—Sophocles says, vo/xw xpr]a6aL, to use

the law, which, according to the Scholiasts, is equivalerit to

pofjioOeTeLv, to lay down the laio, and so Paixl does not here

speak of the hearer, but of the teacher of the hiw. [For

Paul is here inquiring, how the law is to bo, not obeyed,

but used by Christian teachers. Hut.'\

9. Knotcing—Construe with use. Is not made—A true

teacher therefore ought not to use the law against a righteous

person. Gal. v. 23. The antithesis is in the next verse.
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avTiKeiTai, is contrary to. For a righteous man—Many things

that follow are opposed to this one word. Therefore

righteousness extends fiir and wide. For the lawless—Panl

here speaks of the unrighteous according to the order

of the Decalogue, whence clearly the precept. Honour
thy father, is fourth, not third. [The Church of Kome
joins the second commandment to the first, and divides the

tenth into two. So Be7ig. also. Thus omv fifth is his. fourth.

To make our fifth into third, their third and fourth must be

joined and made second7\ Laidess and disobedient—The first

commandment, the foundation of the law, and of all obe-

dience. For the ungodly and for sinners—Not reverencing the

name of God, and therefore involved in great guilt, Ex.
XX. 7. For unholy and profane—With a profane mind
despising the true worship of God ; such were the veiy

people whom Paul notices ; comp. iv. 7. BejSrjXo^, profane,

is compounded of the inseparable particle /3c, Lat. ve, and

fSr]\bs, a threshold, especially a sacred one; whence tottoi

jSe^rjXoL, places accessible to the common people.

10. Men-stealers—Who by force make slaves of free

men. They who do not enlist soldiers, but impress them,

whether by force or by fraud, are not far diiferent from
these. Any other thing—Eepugnant to the ninth and tenth

commandments. To sound doctrine—So, 2 Tim. iv, 3 :

Tit. i. 9, ii. 1 ; and tvholesome words, vi. 3 ; 2 Tim. i. lo ;

and to be sound with regard to believers, Tit. i. 13,

ii. 2. The opposite is voaCiv, doting, vi. 4 ; a canker, 2

Tim. ii. 17.

11. According to—Construe with sound doctrine, ver. 10.

Paul fixes the authority of his own commandment. They
who know God's glory from the Gospel, vehemently hate

sin. The law is thus established by faith. Or, Kara, according

to, is construed with -xprjrai, use, ver. 8 ; although I do not

know if it can be said that we must use the law according

to the Gospel; or with Trto-rews, from faith, ver. 5. Glorious

gospel, lit.. Gospel of the glory—Glory redounds to the

Gospel fi'om the Divine blessedness, and thence comes
sound doctrine. Of the blessed—The same epithet is used

of God, vi. 15. A peculiar phrase, indicating immortality

and blessedness, the most powerful motives for a confession

of the Gospel. The sum of praise is blessedness ; comp. [ray]

notes on Chrysostom de Sacerdotio, p. 371. The Blessed

blesses, thence he is called Saviour, ver. 1. Which was com-
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milted to my trust—Tit. i. 3. Paul's peculiar prerogative,
Rom. XV. 16 : Eph. iii. 8 : Col. i. 25.

12. J thanlc—A modal expression. Tlie correlatives are
these : Christ committed the Gospel to Paul : Paul renders
thauks to Christ in that he is accounted faithful. He
thanks him, vei. 17 ; and in all his epistles and in the intro-

ductions to them. Who hath enabled me—True conversion
and calling confer poioer, Eom. v. 6. Counted me faithful—
A metonymy of the antecedent for the consequent : that is,

he hath committed the Gospel office to me : ^e^ei/os, initting,

marks the very act itself. The entrusting of the ministry
is the moral aspect : the putting me into it is the physical
view. In the phrase, he counted me faithful, there is an
dv^pojTTOTra^eta [men's actions are attributed to God]. If I

esteem any one faithful, and trust in him, this is opposed to

knowledge. The Divine judgment concerning Paul, that he
would be faithful, is infallible. God sees and knows all

things. Active faith, therefore, does not belong to him.
Faith and sight are opposed. I have desired to explain
all this by that Metonymy. [Render, accounted me faithful,

appointing me to (not putting into, but said of that appoint-

ment by which God fixes one's course to a certain end) the

ministry. Alf.^

13. A blasphemer—Against God. A persecutor—Against
holy men, lest the rest should be converted. Injurious,

lit., despiser—In rejecting my own salvation. This three-

fold relation to God, his neighbour, and himself, is often

made, especially in this epistle, and in that to Titus

;

see presently, ver. 14, an antithesis to this verse: also,

ver. 5, 9. Tit. ii. 12, where eucre^ws, godly, is opposed to

(±(re/3eia, ungodliness, and yet these two woids, soberly, and
righteously, are opposed to worldly lusts. So here love alone

has a threefold relation: it is love towards God, and its

opposite is a blasphemer; it is love towards the Church, and
its opposite a persecutor ; it is love towards himself, and its

opposite is a despiser. I obtained mercy—This, as if after a

parenthesis, is resumed; ver. 16. This sense of mercy Avas

constantly in the Apostle's mind, ver. 2, note. [God's
mercy and Paul's want of it are piit in sharp contrast.

Ellicott in Alf.'\ Because—Ignorance, in itself, does not
deserve pardon : but in the classification of reasons wliich

might uige a man to reject salvation, it is opposed to pride

and every greater wickedness.
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14. Was exceeding abundant— He shows by what means
he obtained mercy, namely, with faith, etc. The epistles to

Timothy are wonderfully full of this abundance. Grace—
By which I obtained mercy, ver. 13. Lord—Jesus. With

faith—Its opposite is, in unhelicf, ver. V6. And love—T\xe

opposites are, as we have said, blasphemer, persecutor, de-

spiser. Mercy and grace mutually correspond. Unbelief

and faith are opposed.

15. Faithful—An impressive prefatory formula. Paul

knows ivhat he says, and lohereof he affirms, and by the very

simplicity of his speech, refutes the false teachers, while dis-

coursing beautifully on common subjects, although others

aflected more abstruse topics. So too Tit. ii. 1. All—Even
faith is a kind of acceptance. This sentence deserves all

acceptation by all the faculties of the soul : ojro^oxr], acceptation

(from hix^crBai, to receive, Luke viii. 13), means when I am
thankful, and speak of a good deed : comp. the correlative,

dTToSeKTov, acceptable, ch. ii. 3. Christ Jesus— Christ, pro-

mised ; Jesus, manifested. Franck shows that in this sense

Christ is here put first, Jesus after Christ ; comp. 2 Tim.
i. 9, note. World—¥n\l of sin, John i. 29 ; Eom. v. 12

;

1 John ii. 2. Sinners—Great and notable. He also saves

the less guiltj^ ; but it is of much more consequence that

he saves such great sinners. It cannot but happen that all

who have tasted God's grace, will taste its universality too,

and in like manner also conceive favor towards all men.
Paul argues from himself to all. Chief, lit., first—This is

repeated with the greatest force in the next verse. Paul's

example is incomparable, whether we regard sin or mercy.

[No such example had occurred since the Lord's ascension.

r. G.-]

16. [I am—I am, he says, not Iivas ; he includes the ver}-

moment of writing. V. G.] Howbeit—Although I am chief of

sinners. [TJiat in me the first, or the chief, to which answers
all below. The greater this sin, the greater the proof of

long-suffering. Hut. Transpose and read Xpicrros ''ly]crov<;,

Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf.^ All long-suffering—Although a

less measure, as it were, may resto)-e those who have not

sinned so much; comp. Ex. xxxiii. 19 [intheHeb.], all the

goodness of the Lord with respect to a very guilty people.

For a pattern—That the rest might so be conformed to the

pattern, or might turn it over in their hearts and consider it.

If you believe, as Paul did, then you, like Paul, will ha
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saved. [In the same way, David also was eager to be an
example, Ps. xxxii. 6. V. G.] The same word occurs,

'2 Tim. i. 13. On him—On God. To—This can be con-

.strned with pattern. TBetter as the aim of faith in him.

Hut]
17. Noiv unto the—The doxology flows from a sense of

grace. To the King eternal—A common expression amongst
the Hebrews. The thought of eternity is very delightful

to those who are assured of grace, while it is very terrible

to the rest of mankind. Invisible—This relates to praise.

See how perverse they are who, because they cannot see

God, deny his existence. [Omit o-ocfxZ, wise, Tisch., Alf. So
Beng.] MoVw ©ew, the only God—So, the oiily Potentate,

vi. 15; comp! Ps.' Ixxxvi. 10; John v. 44; Jude 25. [A
magnificent reading ! Not Crit.J

18. J commit unto thee—To place before thy hearers, ver. 3.

[Its sum is indicated in ver. 5. V. G. An error. Its sum
is what follows, that thou mayest, etc. Hut., Jfe?/.] Pro-

phecies— Divine predictions (Acts xi. 27), given by many
witnesses concerning thee, vi. 12. Which went before—
When hands were laid on Timothy, the prophetic spirit

declared that many important matters should be entrusted

to him, iv. 14. By them—npo</)i7T€ta(.s, the predictions. Mightest

war—In this verse the simile is drawn from military

matters, in the next from naval affairs.

19. Holding—During the war. Faith—Faith is like a

most valuable liquid ; a good conscience, like pure glass.

Which—A good conscience. Having put aivay—[Gr. d-Trwcra-

fxevot, having thrust off; implying violence and resistance.

Alf.] It departs unwillingly ; it is always saying, Do not

hurt me. Whoever holds it, does not easily make ship-

wreck of his faith. Have made shipwrech— Gr. lvavdyri<jav.

Consequently they had begun the voyage of faith. Hesy-
chius explains Ivavayiqcrav as equivalent to iKtv^vveva-av,

endangered.

20. HymencBus and Alexander—A reproof by name ; corap.

concerning Hymenaeits and Alexander, 2 Tim. ii. 16, 17;
iv. 14, 15. Whom—Though absent. They were at Ephesus,
and Paul was at Rome. This was an apostle's duty

;

Timothy had only to watch and beware. I have delivered—
For the destruction of the flesh. Not to blaspheme—Lest they

shotdd fall into blasphemy, and fill up the measure of their

guilt, becoming more hurtful to themselves and to others.
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[He who has made shipwreck of his faith, is in great

peril of blasphem}'. Satan might harass them : he conlcl

not compel them to blaspheme. V. Q. This phrase, delivered

unto Satan, seems most probably to be a form of excom-
munication, Satan being regarded as ruler of all outside of

the Church. Hut., etc.]

CHAPTER II.

1, I exhort—In this chapter he describes public worship :

(1) Regarding praj^ers : (2) With respect to doctrine, ver.

11, 12. Therefore—This exhortation flows from the sense

of grace. Paul not only declares his own wishes, but also

what Timothy ought to urge. First of all he made—[P)Ut

TT/swrov belongs to irapaKaXS). Render, I exhort thee first of all,

(so Hut.) to make supplications, prayers, etc. Alf. Eng. \^er.,

he made is wrong]. The highest duty. [The apostle heie

furnishes employment sufficient to prevent any investiga-

tion into irrelevant subjects, ch. i. 4. V. (?.] Supplications,

prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanlcs—The plural adds

force to the expression : Serycrts, supplication (from Set it is

needful) is the imploring of grace in any special time of need ;

Trpoa-(.vxq, prayer is used in any setting forth of our desires

and Avants to God : ei/rev^is is intercession for others, men or

creatures, iv. o, even if they do not know how to pray for

themselves : evxci-pL(TrLa<;, giving of thanks, ought to be
rendered for all men, since, for example, God would have
all to be saved, and Christ is the Mediator of all. For—This

is joined with supplications—thanksgivings. All, at various

seasons, have special necessities. For all—Ver. 4, 6.

2. For kings—On whom other men depend [and who
often enjoy less opportunity of attaining the knowledge
of saving truth. V. G.']. All—Magistrates of the lowest

grade, even in villages, often possess much power for

good or for evil. Authority—As the royal counsellors, or

other magistrates, where there is not a king. That—
The reason for praying for kings. Quiet—Free, aliens

having been removed. For instance : Chrysostom applies

rjpeixiav, quietness, to the Holy of Holies, in the Temple : and
the word is a kindred one to tp-qp.o^, lonely, by Metathesis

[transposition of letters]. Peaceahle—Free ; they who are

aliens, who at all events make no disturbance. Li godli-

ness—Piety towaids God. A word constantly used by
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Timothy and Titus. [Luke employs the same term in the

Acts, and Peter in his second epistle. It may be called

a remarkable device, hostile to God's kingdom and
advantageous to Satan, that piety has been made a w^ord

of reproach, as in Pietist. The term itself does not in-

volve anything bad. But if it be designed peculiarly to

distinguish fanatics and hypocrites, why, pray, is piety

punished ? This is a grave matter. Experience confirms

the fact; in social intercourse, when a man, having said

not a word in behalf of religion, behaves rather modestly,

he is readily assailed by this title, which the common
people do not sometimes know how to pronounce. It can

hardly be told, how many sparks of piety have been
extinguished by the scoffing term pietist. God will execute

judgment for all this. Jude, ver. 15. V. (?.] Honesty—
Of men one towards another.

3. For this—Why we must pray for all. You ask, Why
are not more converted ? We do not pray enough. It is

a duty, both for ourselves and for others, to meet God's

will which is already inclined to us. And—Therefore. Our

Saviour—Who has actually saved us who believe. The
antithesis is in the next verse : Wlio ivishes that all, even

unbelievers, should he saved : comp. iv. 10. It is a marvel

that a soul which has truly found God's salvation, can deny
the universality of grace.

4. Will—Seriously, ver. 3, note. All—Not a part only,

much less a very small part : ver. 3, note. 3Ien—Lost of

themselves. Tu be saved—This is treated of in ver. 5, 6.

Come—-They arc not compelled. And—unto—This is dis-

cussed in ver. 7. Truth—Saving truth.

5. For—Ver. 4 is proved by ver. 5 : ver. 1 by ver. 4.

All are of universal application, Comp. Isa. xlv. 22.

One—Of all. They who have not this one God, by
one Mediator, have no God, [consequently they are not

saved. Yet God wishes all men to be saved by the saving

knowledge of Him and the Mediator ; but there is a

legitimate and most holy order in that will, by which men
should receive salvation. All mankind constitute as it were
one man before God ; it is right, therefore, that the recipi-

ents of salvation should intercede for those who are dis-

tant from it. ^Vere that done, how much better would
be the condition of mankind ! Let him pray, I beg, who
knows how to pray. V. G.l. And one—Lit., one also. He
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does not say, also one : and so the emphasis does not fall

upon the adjective, one. as much as upon the substantives.

^V e could not rejoice in the existence of God did we not

also rejoice in the Man Mediator. One—one—Mark xii.

29, 32 ; 1 Cor. viii. 6 ; Eph. iv. 6, 6. Mediator—This is

a kind of epithet of the noun, man; and the w^ord one

is connected with both of them together. Man—It is

not without a reason that the Saviour is here called man,

rather than God. The cause is set forth why all should

turn to this Mediator who has given himself for all : C()mp.

Eom. V, 15, note. The article is not added. Again,

ch. iii. 16, he calls him God.

(5. [Kender, Wlio gave himself a ransom in hehalf of all,

the testimony (i.e. that wliich was to be testified) in its

own seasons, etc. Alf] To he testified—Lit., the testimony.

Accusative absolute, as eVSety/xa, manifest tolcen, 2 Thess.

i. o. A word very well suited to the character of Paul

and Timothy ; for they were witnesses. The testimony of

universal redemption is here signified. In due time—Ch. vi.

1 5. note.

7. Preacher—A herald, solemnly appointed, sent by God.

A word of important meaning, as, 2 Cor. v. 20 ; 1 Thess.

ii. 6, at the end. An apostle—Of Christ. [Omit ey Xptarw,

in Christ. Tiseh., Alf"] I speah the truth—lie not—This

assertion belongs to the preceding clause ; for the parallel,

in faith and verity, is added to the next clause.

8. I will therefore—By this phrase is expressed the

apostolic authority ; ch. v. 14 : comp. presently ver. 12,

I suffer not. The particle therefore takes up ver. 1 again.

That men pray—[Eng. Ver., obscures the passage by
omitting the article ; the men, as opposed to the toomen,

ver 9. Alf] So, too, 1 Pet. iii. 7, prayers are assigned to

men, with some special view. This is said of public prayer,

where the hearts of the people follow the words of the

person who prays : comp. the next verse regarding tvomen.

Everywhere—Construe with men. On this matter Paul appeals

elsewhere to a similar practice in all the churches. Where-
ever men are, there are those for and by whom prayers

should be made. Lifting up—They used to turn the palms
of their hands to heaven, after the fashion of suppliants.

Holy hands— Wrath and doubting are in the soul : but the

hands, too, ought to be holy. The opposite is in Isa. i. 15

(endJ. The word oaiovs, holy, has a special meaning in the
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Greek idiom, and signifies freedom from violence. Wrath—
Whicli [liarassing men especially, F. G^.], is the opposite of

love (comp. 1 Pet. iii. 7, end), and is the mother of doubt.

[For 8taA.oyio-/i,oi), doubting (disputation, Alf.) Tiscli. (not Alf. )

reads SiaXoyto-yLtSi/, douhtings, disputings. See below.] Doubting

—Opposed to faith. Christianity consists of faith and love,

and embraces grace and trath. And so the sum total of

our wishes ought to be that we may pray, live, and die

free from doubt and wrath. Our prayers and our whole
profession of Christianity are either true or false together.

Grace nourishes faith ; truth, love, Eph. iv. 15. [But the

rendering, doubting, is wrong ; it means disputations. Hut.,

Alf, and see note above.]

9. Modest—Spiritually, as is further on described, ver, 10.

Shamefacedness—Ver. 11, 12. Apparel.—Gr. KaraaToXy. A
noble word. ^Vomen are pleased with elegant clothing : to

this the apostle here alludes. They were rich at Ephesus,
vi. 17. Sobriety—^A word of common occurrence in the

Epistles to Timothy and Titus. This virtue regulates all

private life. [Adorn themselves—Construe with with good

works. V. (?.] Not—Gr. firj. Ov, not, denies, fjir], forbids, in

a discourse of this nature. There is a wide difference

between ov, not, and /xr], not. Ov might have been used

here, because there is no fi.nite verb ; and so with parti-

ciples. But the particles cannot be exchanged. [For •>)

Xpva-ia, or gold, read kol xP^^'i'^ '^^(^ gold. Tisch., Alf]
1 0. Professing—The same word occurs ch. vi. 2 1 . With good

works—Construe with adorn ; with works, without speaking,

which belongs to men, ver. 8, 11, 12; 1 Pet. iii. 1. There
is a constant mention of works in the Epistles to Timothy
and Titus ; and those works are adorned with the title of

good which are performed in the ordinary concerns of life.

11. Let the looman learn—Antithesis to teach, ver. 12.

With all subjection—Antithesis of to usurp authority, ver. 12.

12. I suffer not—I do not commit to the charge of, that is, I

cannot commit it. Litotes [softening of a severe expres-

sion]. To usurp authority—To use authority over the man, by
teaching, by speaking, for instance, in prayer. Over the

man—This not merely denotes a husband, but the whole
race of man.

13. For Adam—The same reason which is applicable to

the first man, holds good with regard to all men : so also

that which applies to Eve, is equally applicable to all
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women. Again, what is said, ver. 15, of the salvation of

woman is appropriately understood of the first woman.
First—So that the first woman was created for him, 1 Cor.

xi. 8. 9.

14. Was not deceived—The serpent deceived the woman ;

the woman did not deceive the man, but she persuaded
him : Gen. iii. 17, thou hast hearkened to the voice of thy wife.

[She listened to sense and expediency, he to conjugal love

;

not to deceit. Alf. So Hut.'] In the preceding verse we
are taught why the woman ought not to exercise authority,

in the present, why she should not teach; more easily

deceived, she more easily deceives ; comp. Eccl. vii. 29.

Deceiving indicates less strength of intellect : and this is

the chief cause why it is not lawful for a woman to teach.

Being deceived, was in the transgression—That is, admitted

the deception (Gen. iii. 13, the serpent deceived me), and so

she began to be in the transgression. It is not said, ey

7rapa/3d(Tet yeyowta rjTraT-qdr], having come to he in the transgres-

sion, she was deceived. Consequently yeyore, ivas or became,

does not apply to the origin of the woman ; for the decep-

tion did not follow till afterwards : but yeyove, became,

closely agrees with Iv Trapaftaa-u, in the transgression, which
has the force of a substantive : see Acts xxii. 17 ; and
comp. John i. 15, note. The state of transgression quickly

following the deception, is here denoted. A very similar

phras^e occurs Num. xxvi. 10, iyev-qOrjcrav ev o-T^/Aeiw, they

became in a sign [that is, became a sign'\.

15. She shall be saved—She shall be delivered from this

off"ence. In child-bearing—The woman's office is heie

described, as contrasted with the duty of teaching and
governing : bringing forth and traimng children. The pai-

ticular cause of salvation is not here treated of: for many
who bi-ing forth children nevertheless perish : and many,
again, who do not, are saved ; but the condition, or state,

is signified in which a woman may attain salvation,

although she be not mixed up with the duties of men.
Consequently the if has a stronger force here than 8ia, in,

and the continuing presupposes standing in faith, etc. Con-

tinue—I'hat is the woman. A Syllepsis of number [agreement
(it the verb with a plural implied in the singular nomi-
native]. For sobriet}^ which is praised further on, is

becoming to women : comp. ver. 9. Let them remain within

bounds. In faith and charity—General divisions. Holiness
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with sobriety—Moderation is a special part of sandification,

it is a virtue which governs man in regard to himself as

faith does in respect to God, love with respect to one's

neighbour : holiness, especially chastity : moderation, self-

control, ver. 9, 11.

CHAPTER III.

1. Tliis is a true saying—This preface is used, because it

does not appear to be such in the eyes of the world.
DeSire—Gr. opeyerat

—

he desireth—Gr. iTnOv/xel, There is

great propriety in the use of these words in this passage :

opeyoj, to stretch Old, thence SpeyofiaL, to ash ivith outstretched

hand, to grasp ; liriOvixia, desire, of the mind, seeking a good
thing, produces ope^iv, outstretching ; again, opefts, outstretching,

indicates iTnOvjXLav, desire : 6peyear6ai, to reach after, is opposed
to (jicvyeiv, to flee from. In human affairs those things are

more acceptable which a man gives or does spontaneously,

than those for which he has to be asked : how much more
is this the case in sacred matters ! 1 Cor. xv. 16, end. Bat
away with all sacrilegious courting of favours. Still there

were some who desired it, James iii. 1. Paul does not
altogether reject their wish, but he reduces it to its proper
place. Good—Honourable, excellent, demanding virtues. To
this refer then in the following verse. \_Bishop—In the
New Testament this word has nothing in common with
the title bishop among us. It would be better rendered
everywhere, overseer. Alf] Worh—It is work, occupation,

not leisure ; Acts xv. 38 ; Phil. ii. 30.

2. ilf«6'<—Paul points out what Timothy ought to look
to in appointing bishops, ver. 15; and thus he minutely
describes the virtues as they meet the eye. Then—

A

good oifice must be committed to good men. A bishop—
Lit., The bishop. Deacons are directly opposed to bishops,

ver. 8 ; and so bishop includes presbyter ; Acts xx. 28,

note. Blameless—Without crime, bad repute, or just

suspicion ; comp. Tit. i. 6. Be—Not only in the dis-

charge of his duties, but even when he is appointed, ver.

10. j\Iark the order of the virtues which folhjw. The
husband of one icife—So ver. 12, ch. v. 9 ; Tit. i. (j. This
is the part of a blameless man, and is put in the first place.

It is the jsristine nature of marriage that oiie man shor.ld

have one wife. The husband of one wife is therefore simply
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a paraphrase for husband ; ch. v. 9, note. The opinion that

a second marriage is here forbidden to bishops, seems for

merly to have been derived from the Apostolic Canons ;

since the 17th Canon stands thus : "If any man after his

baptism contracts a second marriage or keeps a concubine,

ho may not become a bishop, etc." Some have understood it

as forbidding second marriages, and, indeed, the old trans-

lation gives this meaning : Ifany one after baptism is married

for the second time, etc. ; hence the unfavouiable inter-

pretation of the Canon was easily tiansferred to Paul.

But of what consequence is it whether a man has, for in-

stance, one woman as his help-meet during twenty years,

or two after a time of widowhood ? And why does not
Paul add, or be unmarried, assuming i-ather than requiring

the bishop to have one wife ? Unmarried persons were not
often met with at that time : he does not indeed bar them
from the holy office, but still he assumes that the father of

a family is a great deal fitter for it, and that of two candi-

dates, equal in every other respect, the one who has a
wife and virtuous family is preferable to him who is not
married, and has from that very fact less to recommend
him, ver. 4, 5 ; for he who is bound by the performance
of domestic duties, which are so frequently mentioned
here, has more power of influencing those who are bound
to the world by similar ties; he thus places before them a

more excellent example for their benefit, ver. -i. Besides,

indiscriminate celibacy has exposed many to blame. The
Jews, too, teach that a priest ought to be neither unmarried
nor chiLlIess, for fear he should be unmerciful, [it is im-
possible to understand this as a command to be the husband of

a wife, as Bewj. does. The most natural view is that it

forbids a secimd mariiage to elders (bishops) in the church.

So £r«/., Alf7\ Vigilant—^In mind; .so ver. It ; Tit. ii. 2 ;

for vq(f)(x) is to watch. This is opposed to slumber and sloth,

which are sins of defect. N7^c/)w, I vatch, when it is placed
alone, signifies both watchfulness and sobriety, and by j\Ieto-

nymy the one is put for the other (comp. 1 The.'-s. v. 8),
but when yfxijyopew, I luatch, and vrjcfxo, are joined (as in

1 Thess. v. (3), the latter denotes to be sober, and is opposed
to to he drunk. Sober—Self-controlled. It is opposed to

vehemence of mind, which is a sin of excess. Comp. Tit,

i. 7, 8, where Trapotvos (which in Greek signifies a bold,
rash man, as drunkards generally are) and ao)((ipujv, sober,
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are opposed. Of good behaviour—Gr. koct/xiov. Good be-

haviour is externally what sobriety is inwardly. Hesychius
explains Koa-fj-Lovs as blameless; Plato, Koafjiot kol cvkoXoi,

men moderate and good-natured. The new man is a sacred
entity ; he abhors every kind of pollution, confusion, dis-

order, excess, violence, laxity, assumption, harshness, de-

pravity, imperfection, or meanness ; he obeys but spaiingly
and privately the necessities of nature, and keeps all

traces of his corruptible body concealed ; Phil. iv. 8.

Given to hospitality — Towards strangers, particularly to

the needy and to exiles, who are despised by many. Ajd
to teach^See 2 Tim. ii. 24, note.

3. Not given to wine— Kefer to this, but patient. For
TrapoLvia here, as everywhere, not only signifies drunlcenness,

comp. ver. 8 ; 2 Tim. ii. 3, but also the rude importunity
which springs from it. No striker—Eitlaer with tongue or

hand. Nothing hinders us from taking this word literally,

2 Cor. xi. 20, note. To this refer not a brawler, comp.
2 Tim. ii. 24. [Omit jxr] a'urxpoKepS^, not greedy of filthy

lucre. Tisch., Alf]
4. One that rideth well—To this not covetous specially be-

longs. His own /joMse—Many men are very mild and gentle

away from home, who put no restraint on their passion

when at home, but vent it upon their wives, etc. [Having
children, not his children, as Eng. A^er., but having children,

and them in subjection. Hut., etc.] With all gravity—So that

there be no rioting; Tit. i. 6.

b. If a man know not—Paul affirms, that if a man
rule his house properly, then his children will be well-

behaved. How—It is more to rule the church than it is

to rule one's family.

6. Not a novice—Not freshly converted from heathenism.
Such persons could be set over other new converts. Acts
xiv. 23, with greater ease and safety than over veteian

Christians, who were numerous, and amongst whom there

was a greater number of candidates. This metaphor is

drawn from plants ; John xv. 2, note. The young plants

generally have a more luxuriant verdure ; the new convert

has not 3'et been humbled by the cross. [In every con-

dition of life, it may be noticed that those who immediateh'
commence at the highest elevation can scarcely consult their

own advantage, or cundescend to inferiors ; they cannot be
moved by the suff"ering of the afflicted, and cannot rule
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themselves, or maintain moderation in all things ; but all

tliese qualities are particnlarly suited to the office of a bishop.

V. (?.] The antithesis is an aged disciple, Acts xxi. l(i.

Lifted up with pride—The same word occurs, ch. vi. 4, note :

2'L'ini iii. 4. TvcfiM]s Kaioi, toburn ; rvt^o';, a smoldng lieat with-

aid Jiame : whence tliey are said TV(^uvo-6ai. to hefired, who by
nine, and a high opinion of their knowledge and pride are de-

prived of self-Control , and filled with giddiness: nee Is.

xxviii. 7. Lutheran version. Into the condemnation—Into the
isatue condemnation as that into which the devil like a novice
fell, being lifted up, at the very beginning of his glorious

pre-eminence : comp. Job xxxviii. 15, on the siibject of the

]M-oTid. " Me appears to have been laised and exalted above
the other angels, to the government of many angels, although
younger than many of them ; and this very fact proved
an occasion of pride to him." Artemon. Paul's words do
not support the whole of this statement. The condemnation

here spoken of is passive ; and yet reproach in the next verse

is active : condemnation refers to the inward state of the

soul ; reproach is opposed to the good report of the outside

world ; the devil may cause reproach, but he cannot bring
condemnation ; for he does not judge, but is judged.

7. Moreover— a good report—lie ought not even to suffer

from the reproach entailed by a past evil life. Eeport alone

is not enough ; there ought to be a good I'eport together

with the practice of virtues, and a good testimony as well.

Paul would have all Christians to be highly esteemed;
comp. ch. v. 14, note. Of them that are withoid—That these

may be gained the more easily, and God thereby glorified.

Reproach—Comp. ch. v. 14. The devil, by himself and
through the agency of malicious men, can seriously annoy
the minister who is subjected to evil reports. Snare—Com}).
Matt. xxii. 15.

8. Not double-tongued—Saying one thing to one person,

and another to another. The deacons might haply com-
mit these sins while performing their duties. The deacons
should not be double-tongued, nor the deaconesses slan-

derers, ver. 11. It appears that the deacons used to visit

houses oftener than the deaconesses. To ivine—The danger
of drunkenness threatens those who have officially to visit

)jiany houses.

9. Of thefaith—The deacons used very frequently to speak
on the Christian faith ; and though they might not speak, still

VOL. III. c
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they were bound to perform the duties of their ecclesias-

tical office with a pious mind, setting a good example.

10. And these aZso^The bishop ought to have more con-

spicuous and greater virtues, for he is of higher dignity

;

therefore no further scrutiny is needed ; but the deacons

were obliged to give a proof in their diaconate before they

were fully admitted into office.

11. Even so—This refers to ver. 8. Wives—Gr. yvvaiKas,

women. This depends on holding (having), ver. 9. [This is

impossible. The meaning is women deacons, deaconesses

must be grave, etc. De W., etc.] Not slanderers—Especially

amongst those that are without. Faithful—This refers to

ver. 9.

13. To themselves—They do not merely serve other people.

Degree, lit., stejo—Gr. /SaOfxav.—From the humility of the

deaconship to the higher offices of the Church. He who
is faithfid in a lower station is promoted to a higher one.

[But this interpretation presupposes a gradation of rank,

which was unknown to the Apostolic church. Hnt. The
meaning seems to be, a good standing j)lace at the great

day. Alf., etc.] Greai boldness—Towards God and men from

a holy life. In the faith—That they may be sensible of

being abundant partakers in his faith and benefits.

14. These things—The whcde epistle. Hoping—Paul did

not, however, put off the admonitions which were needful.

To come—Ch. iv. 13.

15. But if I tarry long—Comp. the beginning of ch. iv.

13. That—The design of the epistle. How thou oughtest—
Comp. iv. 11. In tJie house of God—God is the Master,

2 Tim. ii, 12. Which—Meaning the Church Universal,

not universally, but that part of it at Ephesus entrusted

to the charge of Timothy. The Church of God—The com-

munity of those icho are of the Lord, 2 Tim. ii. 19. Of the

living—The Church of the living God is opposed to the

temple of Diana of the Ephesians. The life of God is the

foundation of our hope, ch. iv. 10, and the source of truth

in this passage. This epithet is not attached to the first

use of the name—it is afterwards added as an Epitasis [em-

phatic addition], as in 2 Cor. vi. 16. \_Beng. would begin a

new paragraph with the words, StSAos, etc., with the sense,

Tlie mystery of godliness is the pillar and ground of the truth,

and, without controversy great, etc. But this is harsh and un-

natural {Hut.}, and is rejected by Tisch., Alf, etc.] The
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]ihi-ase departure from the flesh, lyinrf and fables is opposed to

the truth ; and this is specially noteworthy, cli. iv. 1 (the

particle 8e, tzow, being- interposed in ver. 1) ; ver. 1, 2, 7. the

hypocrisy of those xoho lie, and have their conscience seared, is

opposed to confession, in ver. 2 ; what belongs to old women,

to what is great, and profanity to godliness, ver. 7 fch.

vi. 3].

16. Without controversy—Confessedly. This is a wonderful

instance of Oxymoron [union of apparently contradictory

terras] : confession and mijstery. This sacred doctrine is

celebrated in the lohole Church, but in the Church ouly.

Now, if you have time, reader, peruse once more the text

from iii. 14 to iv. 7, 8, and consider the matter with an

unfettered and a religious judgment. [For ©eos, God, read

?•?. he who. Tisch., Alf, etc. It refei-s to him of whom all

that follows is spoken. Alf^ God—In ch. ii. 5, he had
called him man. By calling him God now, he makes duo

c(^mpensation for any apparent slight to the Son of God.

The greatness of the mystery for the most part depends

upon the greatness of the subject, God. When Paul writes

to Timothy and Titus, whose faith was established, he calls

the Father Saviour, and in turn the Son God; and he adds

three pairs of predicates, in which the whole dispensation

i)f Christ, from his departure to his return or assumption is

included. The sum of these, He teas taken xip in (to) glory,

is assigned to the same subject, God, Ps. xlvii. 6, (3 ; and
this one passage alone compensates for Paul's ambiguity

liere, if there really be any. Was manifest in the flesh—The
same verb is found, 1 John i. 2 ; the same noun, John i. 14.

This manifestation declares the whole dispensation of Christ,

(/nee visible to mortal eyes. Justified in the Spirit—Christ,

manifest in the flesh, walked amongst sinners and mortal

men. He was thought to be such a one as themselves,

indeed he bore their sins; but afterwards, by the death

he suffered in the flesh, he abolished sin laid upon him,

he claimed for himself and for his disciples everlasting

righteousness, with his Father's entire approval, and retiring

from the sight of men, he entered, b}' his resurrection and
ascension, upon that spiritual and glorious state which was
suited to his righteousness. On flesh and spirit, see Eom. i.

3, 4 : 1 Pet. iii. 18, note. Thus he was justified in the spirit.

At the very moment of his most precious death, he ceased

to be mortal, and to be laden with the sin of the world.

o 2
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On Christ's righteousness and justification, comp. Matt. iii. 15
;

Luke vii. 35; John xix. 30, xvi. 10; Acts xxii. 14; Eom.
vi. 10, 7; Ileb. ix. 28; Isa. 1. 8 ; 1 John ii. 1. [But this

introduces an idea strange to the passage. Hut. I'he mean-
ing is. was approved to he righteous in the Spirit (who rested

on him in baptism, led him to temptation, etc.) Alf.'] And
this very righteousness he himself preached, going in

spirit to the spirits in prison, and from that time power-
fully displayed it ; comp. Eom. iv. 25. This clause agrees

with the passage quoted from Peter ; as, he was preached

among the Gentiles, with 1 Peter iv. 6. Seen of angels—He
was seen principality after his resurrection hy angels, good
and also bad ; his dispensation was revealed to the former,

but the latter were filled with terror, Eph. iii. 10; where
the mention of angels, properly so called, agrees with this

summary of Paul. Preached—This is an elegant expression.

The angels were nearest, the Gentiles farthest removed.
And the foundation of this preaching and of the faith in

the world was laid before tJie assumption of Christ into

heaven, John xvii. 18. The first preachers and the first

disciples were, so to speak, the seed of the rest. In the world

—Tn the whole ivmid. [A stupendous fact. V. (?.] The
world is opposed to heaven, to which, as God, he has been
taJcen up.' He fills all things. Eeceived up into glory, lit.,

tal-en up in glory—He is noio in glory, and comes in glory,

is to be supplied. Firstly, he is manifest in the flesh ; lastly,

he was received up in glory. These things have a special

relation to the greatness of the mystery.

CHAPTEE IV.

1. Noio—The antithesis is between the ground, ch. iii. 15,

and shall depart; also between the mystery of godliness, and
the mystery of iniquity, of which the apostle speaks here,

andby name2The.ss. ii. 7. SpeaTceih—By prophets in Paul's

time, or by Paul himself, who was also a prophet : hence
he says. This hioio, 2 Tim. iii. 1. Expressly—As of a matter
of very great importance, and likely to happen soon, in a set

form of words. In the latter times—[Better, the after times. So
Alf, Hut^ Paul shows that these times, after our Lord's

ascension, ch. iii. 16, already existed, since he applies an
immediate remedy, ver. 5, 6 ; comp. 2 Tim. iii. 1. "Yo-Te/jos,
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latter, is said comparatively, for {WaTos, last, is quite dif-

ferent in meaning. Some shall depart from the faith—Comp.
2 Tim. ii. 18 ; shall depart, by denying what is triie, by
adding what is false. Some—Many and more by degrees

;

L'om. iii. 3, note. They are not pointed out by name. Some
fancy that this is said of Apollonins Tyanajus, ^^ho came

to Ephesus while Timothy was still alive. They deserve

but ill of the truth, who extenuate the heresies of the first

century too freely. From the faith—AYhich strictly main-

tains Divine revelation, ver. 6 [and of which the foundation

was described above. V. 6r.] Seducing spirits and doctrines

of devils—Seducing spirits are those which speak by means
uf false prophetS; and are called spirits, not merely with

respect to their own nature, but because they inspire

;

therefore spirits is parallel to doctrines. Aai/AoviW, of demoris,

is the genitive of cause. Aaifxavtov is often taken in a g0(xl

sense by the Greeks ; as, for instance, by the Athenians,

Acts xvii. 18; but it always denotes evil spirits in the

Septuagint interpreters, and in the Apostolic writings.

2. Speaking lies in hypocrisy, lit., through the hypocrisy

of liars— Constnie with they shall depart. That hypo-

crisy, which is the note of liars, shall carry them away.

Ttvts, some, viz., they are the seduced; liars, are the

seducers. Of liars, depends solely on hypocrisy. The phrase

of liars, speaks of a relation to others, and so the antithesis

is in their own [Eng. Ver., their"] conscience. Having their

conscience seared ioith a hot iron—As faith and good con-

science are joined, ch. i. 5, note, so hypocrisy (i. e., vn-

belief. Matt. xxiv. 51, note) and a bad conscience in this

passage ; and contrariwise, faith and knowledge of the truth

and thanksgiving are praised lower down. The medical use

of a cautery is to cure ; a dift'erent use, therefore, is here

denoted, viz., to brand. Those who are condemned of them-

sives. Tit, iii. 11 : those who are infamous of themselves in their

own conscience, which is branded with spots of deceit; not

having a conscience pure and good, inasmuch as they have
driven it away, but a polluted one. For so, in Tit. i. lo,

the seared with a hot iron are described by their conscience is

defiled ; just as liars here, by their mind is defiled. Kavryjp,

a branding iron means in a bad sense, the same thing as

a seal does in a good sense, 2 Tim. ii. 19 ; although Macarius
uses each word in a good sense of the flock of Christ,

riato, in his Gorgias, speaks of the soul as marked with
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stripes and covered with scars, throngli perjury and
iniquity, which each man's own conduct has deeply im-
printed in his soul. Claudian says, Why do you madly
deny what is plain? lo ! branded spots disfigure the
breast. Their, lit., their oion—While, however, they urge
others on.

3. Forbidding to marry—to abstain from meats—Here is

expressed the hypocritical appearance of false doctrines

;

it is very austere and plausible, giving color to the rest

of their teaching; comp. Col. ii, 23. Eesolve thus, com-

manding, not to marry, to abs'ain from meats. Kwkvu), I
forbid, is the same as I command not to do. To marry and
to abstain are construed with commanding; the negative

belongs only to, to marry. Paul refutes the more specious

error regarding meats. About matrimony he deeius it

enough to have named it (unless a, %ohich, that follows,

refers to this as well), and he refutes it also below,

ch. V. 14. Meats— They shall not interdict all meats
(therefore the article is not added); for who would obey
such prohibitions ? therefore they only forbid some kinds.

Besides, he who forbids only one kind, injures his Creator

and the faithful. The old heresies are denoted; but their

remains have come down to those who pride themselves on
antiquity. Of them—Gr. rois. The Dative means, as far
as concerns the faithful. For God hath created meats, even
for those who are unbelieving and unthankful. Paul
withdraws himself from those who are faithless and who
have no knowledge of the truth, leaves them, as it were,
to themselves ; he declares that his discourse is to the

faithful. Them which believe and hiow— The words are

synonymous. The second, knowing the truth, affords an
opportunity for declaring the truth, For every creature, etc.,

and forms a more direct antithesis to lying, i]/evSo?, contained

in fevSoXoywv, liars, ver. 2. Tlie truth—This is explained in

the next verse. [That is, Beng. would render, Jcnoiv the

truth, that every creature, etc. But Eng. A'^er. is right, ver. 4,

giving the ground of the preceding thought. So Hut.,

Alf, etc.]

4. Good—G[Gn. i. And—The particle connects the two
propositions, the second of which has this subject, efoenj-

Ihing tchich is received loith thanhsgiving ; the pi'edicate is, not

to be refused. With tlianhsgicing—This includes a good
conscience. Eom. xiv. 6.
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5. Is sanctified—Lev. xix. 2-i. By the ivord of God—The
word of God enters into all thanksgiving, jea,, even into the

creating and giving of food. And prayer—It is the duty
of God's childien to offer prayer for the creatures they use.

It is a great dignity. Not only Christians, but even Jews
and Heathens used to consecrate the table with prayer.

6. Put in remembrance, lit., suggest— Gr. vTroTLdi/jievo^.

Suggesting mildly. Eustathius explains, voeiv, perceiving

at once and spontaneously ; viroOiaOai, to cause, to perceive,

by admonition. A good minister—2 Tim. ii. 15. [Trans-

pose and read Xpto-Toi) ^l-qaov, Christ Jesus, Tisch., Alf.'\

Nourished up—[Or better, training thyself in. Alf] The
present, referring to the preterite, nourished up, 2 Tim.
i. 5, iii. 15. Continued nourishment. Of faith—For thee.

Of good doctrine—For others. Whereunto thou hast attained,

lit., whicJi thou hast followed. On this, see note, Luke i. 3.

7. Befuse—So as not to suggest them to the brethren.

Profane—The antithesis is further on, godliness. What-
ever does not aid this is profane, though it may be specious,

2 Tim. ii. 16. [Old wives'—Both old wives' fables and
youthful lusts must be avoided. V. 6?.] Fables—The anti-

thesis is faithfd, ver. 9. But exercise thyself—Gr. yvfxva^e 8e

a-eavTov. A rare expression (as 1 John v. 21), for yvfivd^ov,

exercise thyself. When Paul was with Timothy he used to

exercise him; he now bids Timothy to be a Paul to

hiniself.

8. Bodily exercise—Whether rough or pleasant. Profiteth

little, lit., is to a small extent.—Pertaining only to private

fortune, reputation, enjoyment, or long life. It is termi-

nated in this bodily life. Timothy, when a young man,
appears to have practised some bodily exercise, ch. v. 23,

which Paul seems rather not to praise than to forbid. He
adds a similar monition which is useful for a young man, to

the same argument against profane doctrines, 2 Tim. ii. 22.

For all things—In body and soul. Promise—Hope tends

tg this, ver. 10. \\ hatever does not tend to this is not

profitable. Of the life that note is—Which they who exercise

the bod}' seem to consult in other respects.

9. Faithful—To this short preface the following verse

is joined by for, as in 2 Tim. ii. 11. The pious often

appear to suffer loss in the enjoyments of the present life.

Paul here refutes this notion.

10. Tlierefore—On this account, for this end, with thia
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hope. We both labor and suffer reproach—Despising the
advantages and safeguards of this life : ovetSi^o/xe^a, ive suffer

ourselves to he reproach d, the Middle voice. We trust—
Despising the present, we have placed our hope on the
future. Living—Who will also give us life, ver. 8 ; 2 Tim.
ii. 18. Of all men, specially of those that believe—Paul shows
that he, and those like him, hope for a twofold salvation

from God : salvation in this life, for God preserves all men,
—jea, He would that all men should be saved eternally :

and more than this, in the life that is to come, for he especially

preserves the faithful, who even in this life experience
greater protection, inasmuch as their temptations are greater.

Specially—Here lies the force of the argument from the

less to the greater.

11. [0/ those that believe—Who put their trust in the
living God. V. G.] These things—Omitting all the rest.

12. No man—Behave in such a manner that none may-

be able to despise you as a youth. Worthless old men
gladly do so. An example—The means of obtaining true

authority. In word—Publicly and privately. [Omit ev

U.v€.vjxaTi, in Spirit. Tisch., Alf.\ In charity—in spirit—
2 Cor. vi, 6, note. In faith—Faith, regarded independently
of its office in justification, often enters into an enume-
ration of this nature ; it denotes the sincerity of a mind
tnisting in God, both in prosperity and adversity : ch.

vi. 11; 2 Tim. ii. 22: comji. Gal. v. 22, which passage

also has faith included in the enumeration. In purity—
Ch. V. 2.

13. To reading—Of Holy Scripture in the Church. To
this are added two principal classes : exhortation, with re-

gard to conduct ; and doctrine, with respect to knowledge

;

ch. vi. 2, at the end ; Rom. xii. 7, 8.

14. Neglect not—Hiey neglect, who do not practise it,

who fancy they cannot fall away. The gift—2 Tim. i. 6.

Construe, by prophecy, {with laying on of hands) of the

p-eshytery. For Paul laid his hands on Timothy, 2 Tim.
i. 6. The presbytery consisted of Paul himself (comp.

2 John 1; 1 Pet. v. 1) and Silas, and others also. Many
Latin copies have presbyteri, of the presbyter. The laying

on of hands is properly done by one who is a person of

higher dignity. Prtjphecy came by many, who, while Paul
was laying his hands on Timothy, congratulated him and
prophesied all good things ; perchance even when Timothy
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was absent. This youth, said they, is zealous and energetic.

God will work much good by him. [This is altogether

wrong. The presbytery laid hands on Timothy; but not

without Paul, 2 Tim. i. G. Hut., Alf.']

15. Meditate—Gr. fxeXera. MeAerar, to pradise is also ap-

plied to gymnastic exercises ; comp. ver. 7. Let this, ho
says, be thy study. He enjoined Timothy to continue in the

very same study even when older, Ep. 2, ch. iii. 14, etc. Who
would not wish to be engaged in the same study as long as

he lives? There are changes in all other studies; some are

fashionable to-day, others will be so to-niorro\v. That
only which is bestowed on Holy Scripture never appears

very conspicuous, but it alone never becomes obsolete.

It has a perpetual kingdom, free from tyranny and magic
power, a solid reward, a use that none will ever regret.

Give thyself wholly to them—He who devotes himself to these

studies will be less taken up with the courtesies and
pleasures of this world, and such matters as collecting

books, shells, or coins, in which occupation many pastors

carelessly waste a large portion of their life. Projiting—
Maintaining by exercise.

16. Take heed—^Hesychius explains, ajjjjly thyself; Job
xviii. 2, mark; and so, too, the son of Sirach often. In
them—Refer this to these things, ver. 15; or to what follows.

Them that hear thee—[Rather, to all that is said before.

Hut.'] Thou shall save—From being seduced, ver. 1 . T7tem

that hear—With obedience.

CHAPTER V.

1. Bebuke not—This pertains to what follows. An elder

—A word denoting age here. As brethren—In like manner
an old man ought to exhort the young men as children.

2. As sisters—This reverence greatly \)romoi en purity.

3. Honour—By kindnesses, ver. 17,18. Widows indeed—
Place [repetition of a word to express an attribute of it] ;

indeed excludes all who have children or who lead a life of

pleasure.

4. [Nephews, lit., grandchildren which is used in the

same sense by old English wTitei-s, and as late as

Locke. See Richardson's Diet.] Let them learn—The sons

;

or rather grandsons, for in the correlative progenitors

only are mentioned. This is an elegant change of the
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antecedent for the consequent : the consequent is that

the widows remain alone amongst their own relations.

First—at home—[Eng. Yer. does not render Ihiov, own.\

Before undertaking any public duty. To sheio piety at

home—The same word [euo-e/^etv, to shew pietij] occurs with
the accusative, Acts xvii. 23. The rule of piety is clear

from the end of this verse. To requite their parents—Some
consider this to mean the duty of widows who have a

family ; and Pricseus compares with it the expression of

Augustine with ]-espect to his mother Monica, She had
requited her parents, she had treated her family with pious affec-

tion. The well-known saying of the Roman censors about
old bachelors agrees with this sentiment :

" Nature writes

in j'ou the law of begetting, as of being bom : j^our parents,

by supporting you, have bound you, if you have any shame,
to pay the debt of rearing grandchildren." Val. Max. But
jxavdaviTwaav, let them learn, being t>f the plural number,
shows that the duty of children and grandchildren is here

treated of. Consequentl}' the widow in ver. 6, who has

no children, is opposed to the widow who has children,

because the former has none from whom she can receive

requital, and therefore has all her hopes placed upon God
alone. [Omit koKov kol, good and. Tisch., Alf.]

5. Desolate—The meaning of the word XVP°^^ widow, is

here explained by bereavement. Trusieth—The antithesis

is in ver. 4. Continueth in supplications—The antithesis is

in ver. 6.

6. She that liveth in pleasure—James v. 5. Te have lived

in pleasure and been wanton—Hesychius explains aTraraXa.v,

to revel. Is dead while she liveth—This may be said of any
wicked man, although he be alive and active, but especially

of a widow devoted to pleasure. Although she may appear

to herself to enjoy life, yet she is a living corpse, she is

no longer of any value, naturally or spiritually, and conse-

quently does not deserve any honour.

7. tliese tilings—Just spoken. They may be—True widows.

8. Provide not—With needful food and raiment. His

own—Even out of his house. Tliose of his own house—For
instance, especially a widowed mother or grandmother, at

home, ver. 4. Many parents veil their avarice in this

manner ; but here the duty of grandchildren is chiefly

treated of, and this ought to flow from love, and not be

opposed to faith. Hath denied the faith—Paul hopes that
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every Christian will provide for his mother. Faith does not
do away with natural duties, but perfects and strcnf^tliens

them. An infidel—Whom even nature teaches this, allhuugli

he has never embraced the faith.

0, Under threescore years—This [Gr.] genitive depends on

X^pa, ickhw, and not on the comparative, for, if it did, the

latter would have been Ika-nwv, less ; eXarrov, at least, is used
adverbially. So, too, Plato, rdXavra ovk eXarrov kKarov, at

least a hundred talents. Threescore years—The antithesis is

in ver. 1 1. Even virgins of this age might be classed with
widows. But assuredly the apostle would not praise those

who thrust their younger daughters into convents, there

to remain fiom early youth until they die. Of one—^Vho
lias been legally married, or has had one husband, or one
and afterwards a second.

10. Good worl-s—Gr. epyots KaXols. They are presently

enumerated, including diligently followed every good tvork,

where dya^os, good, is more than KaXos, lionorable, [Eng. Ver.,

good.'\ Have brought up children—Either her own or others',

for the good of the Church. Lodged strangers—T\vAt she
may be worlhy of public recompense from the Church for

ner benefits to its members. Have washed the—feet—

A

Synecdoche [part for the whole] of the part, for every kind
of meek and humble service. Tlie afflicted—With poverty.

[Or in any way. J.//.] FoUoived—It is for ministers a}"ul

men to lead in good loorks, Tit. iii. 8, 14, [where Beng. trans-

lates Trpoio-Tao-^ai, to lead, instead of Eng. Ver.. maintahi] ; it

is for women to folloiv up, by assisting to tlie best of their

ability., Every good work—[W herever any good arises either

near or at a distance, it is our duty to support it. If it

were the duty of widows, who were subsequently glad to

enjoy the assistance of others, how much moj-e does it be-

come men, and those, too, in office ? Many serve their
sons perhaps, their i-elatives, neighbours, or countrymen.
But, in fact, they consider it no part of their duty to

give anything to the unknown and to stiangers ; or if

any case seems to be foreign to them, or a little remote,
to attempt aught in its behalf; 1 Sam. xxv. 10. Who-
ever has attempted a good work will experience this.

r.G.-]

11. Refuse—Do not undertake their cause. The same
word occurs. Tit. iii. 10. When they have begun to iva.v

wanton against Clirist—lie speaks of ecclesiastical benefits.
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The genitive depends on /cara, against : what aTprjvos is,

see Ktjv. xviii. 3, '^delicacies." Wantonness and Christ are

utterly opposed. Christ—To whom they had wholly given
themselves up. They icill—Their devotion being no longer

entile.

12. Having—Certainly by this time. TJtey have cast off

their first faith—Ilto-Ttv aOereLv, is not to keep the faith : comp.
ver. 8. It is said to be their first faith—the faith of their

early life before they were counted in the list of widows.
Their second vows break this faith, and are opposed to it

:

com-p. first love, Eev. ii. 4.

lo. They learn—wandering about—This participle is not

put for the infinitive, but the class, learning, is blamed :

then follows the species, they learn what is learned by going

from house to house, that is, they pry into family aflairs.

The Mimesis [use of the words of one reproved or refuted],

consists in this, that they say they learn. For elsewhere

only those things are said to he learned which are good.

But these women learn by going about, they search out all

things, and thence go' on to something worse. From house

to house—2 Tim. iii. 6. Tattlers —In words. Busybodies—
Tn deeds. Speaking—This is construed with they learn.

They spoak what they have learned. Which they ought

not—lit. i. 11.

14. Tlie younger women—He does not add widows, fur the

T^ridow in this place is properly one who remains a widow.
And this injunction of the apostle is equally applicable to

the unmarried and to widows who were not sixty years of

age. The monastic system of nuns is utterly opposed to

the apostle's whole meaning : neither does Paul write

to Timothy about governing any society of monks, for

theie weie not any. To marry, to bear children, to guide the

house—Three stages of domestic life. Thus they will have
abundant employment, and be free from idleness and
curiosity. To the adversary—The word satan, Symmachus,
in Ps. xxxviii. 20, denotes by a.vTiK€ijxai, to be opposed, and in

the following ven^e Satan is mentioned : and yet here we
may understand avrtKet/i-evos, adversary, of wicked men

:

comp. ch. vi. 1 ; Tit. ii. 8, 10. To speak reproachfidly—
^\ hich lungs to magnify the vices of a few, and to impute
them to the whole Chuich and to its doctrines.

15. Already—A particle implying an appeal to experience.

Some— \\ ho have rasblv made a profession of widowhood.
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Are turned aside—And by so doing have given an oppor-

nxnity for calumny. After Satan—Who drew them away
from Christ.

16. Believe them—Ver. 10. Tlie Churcli—Believing the

widows." Tliat it may relieve~'T\\a,t is, the Church.
17. Doiihle—On account of their age and office. The

eldership inchides in itself veneration for age. Even Peter

opposes the elders to the younger men, and still he speaks as

if of an office, 1 Pet. v. 5, etc. Double, abundant, Eev.
xviii. 6. Especially—Some therefore were able to rule, and
to rule well, although they were not employed in word and
doctrine, that is to say, in studying the Scriptures, and in

instructing others. They who had been thus occupied, had
less leisure for working and acquiring a fortune, and there-

fore were worthy of compensation.

18. Tlie ox that treadeth, lit., ivhile treading. And—tvorthy—
The apostle quotes this either as if it were Scripture, or as

a proverb approved by the Lord, Matt. x. 10 ; Luke x. 7.

10. An elder—Ver. 17. Beceive not—Thus Timothy had
judicial power in the Church, ver. 21, 24. Accusation—By
the law of Moses, a private person might be cited, but could

not be condemned by the evidence of one witness : Paul
orders that an elder be not even cited ; for his innocence is

less questionable, and he is more exposed to envy and
calumny.

20. Tliem that sin—The elders convicted by witnesses.

Hie rest are distinguished from these. Others, lir., the

others—In the flock, either they who have committed the

same sin, or fear lest they should commit it. Fear—Fit

for those prepared to sin.

2L Before—Paul represents to Timothy the last judg-
ment, in which God will be revealed, and Christ with
angels will be seen; comp. 2 Tim. iv. 1. Nevertheless

the words, face to face, do not imply that there is no
reference to the present time, ver. 4 ; 2 Cor. viii. 2 1 . See
ch. vi. 18, etc. [For Kvptov 'Irjo-ov Xpio-roP, the Lord Jesus

Christ, read Xpurrov 'Irjcrov, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alfl And
the Lord—The article is not added, though soon after it is

in reference to the angels. Consequently the title of God
and Lord have relation to one subject ; comp. 2 Tim.
iv. 1. Elect—An epithet quickening Timothy's reverence :

elect, 1 Pet. ii. 6. Preferring, etc., lit., partiality—prejudice

—A failing of one who determines, before the matter is
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fully explained, v. 22, note. There should he judgment, not
prejudgment, v. 24. By -partiality—Prejudice owing to hatred,
partiality owing to favor. [We are often actuated by some
liasty impulse, and treat this or that person either well or
ill accordingly ; but we should act considerately, and con-

sider what suits the Divine will. V. G.~\

22. Hands— It was for Timothy to lay hands on the
presbyters. Suddenly, lit., hastily—Without examination.
Neither he partaker—This they do, who do anything hastily.

[Especially, who admit unfit persons into the ministry,

being held responsible for the consequences. Alf. In-

deed, in this passage, the sudden imposition of hands is

forbidden. Assuredl}^ in the other departments of life,

the participation in others' sins is very common This
Happens either before or after the act, in our thoughts,

affections, gestui-es, words, writings, works ; by doing,

omitting ; toward superiors, equals, inferiors, ministers,

subjects ; a greater or less share of the sin fiilling now
on the one side, now on the otlier. V. (?.] Ver. 24 shows
this to be a sound exhortation, and a precept is added,

which Timothy as a young man was to observe. Thyself

—The antithesis is other men's : Timothy is admonished
how to govern himself, while he is engaged in ruling

others, and this parenthesis is an elegant imitation of the

delaj'' that ought to intervene in such matteis.

23. No longer—A safe admonition, but with this proviso,

heep thyselfpure.

24. (Some— Not only is there a different estimate of

sins, but of the men also who commit them. Sins—Their
evil deeds, and hence their evil dispositions are to be
known. Open heforehand—Manifest 6e/ore inquiry is made,
(jr anything is determined concerning the men. Going

before—Going before the perpetrator, so that he is instantly

perceived to be unworthy of the imposition of hands. The
antithesis is, follow after. To judgment— So- far as concerns

the judgment to be formed of the men. Some—This has
greater weight than if he had said a second time Ttvwv,

some; some also their own sins follow. Follow after—
Meantime we must wait patiently until the matter be dis-

closed, and we must not inquire harshly. God, however,
guides his faithful servant so that he may act and speak
seasonably. The preposition eVt, after, implies no long
interval.
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25. That are otherwise—Which are not manifest beforehand.

The expression found in Tccl. viii. 14, is remarkable, and
at tlie present day should be specially noticed. Be hid—
For a long time. Cannot—Although they who thus act may
often wish to conceal their deeds.

CHAPTER VI.

1

.

Under the yoTce—Of heathen masters. The antithesis

is, hid. ver. 2. Service, therefore, among the faithful is not

a yoke. [It is better to lender, as many as are slaves under

the yoke. etc. Hut., Alf] Count—In feeling and in con-

duct. Tlieir own—Let them not turn away fiom them, and
give themselves up to others. Confusion is forbidden.

Worthy—Though lacking Christian viitue. Honour—Al-
though not Christians. The opposite, desjnse, occurs

further on. Tltat—not—For the masters would ascribe the

cause of their contumacy to this; comp. Tit. ii. 6.

2. i?re//ire(i—And consequently equal. Are—The masters.

Servants might seek a pretext for their disobedience,

whether they had believing masters or not. Both sins are

met. Do them service—h'emain in the household. [Render,
because those loho receive the benefit are faithful and beloved.

Alf.'] Are faithful and beloved—Understand, masters. Beloved,

having felt the Divine love, and therefore showing love

to their slaves. Partakers of the benefit, lit., subserving the

beneficence—Beneficence is the beneficence of God, as tlie

word, name. Spirit, lorath, stand for the word of God, the

name of God, etc. Believing masters, as benefactors, are

subservient to this beneficence. Believers feel the heavenly
beneficence towards men, and are subservient to it; for

instance, masters towards their household, and through
their household towards others. Consequently this teaches
believing ma.sters their duty : the seventeenth verse teaches

it also.

3. Teach otherwise—The antithesis is, teach, vei'. 2. The
conclusion answering to the beginning of the discourse,

oh. i. 3.

4. He is proud, hnoiving nothing—Ilarpocration : T€-n;<^w/i.ai

for iixfie/SpovrrjiJiai, I am gone oid of my senses. Knowing
nothing—Although he lays claim to Icnowledge : comp.
ch. i. 7. Doling about—The antithesis is wholesome, ver. 3.

Strifes of words—Note on 2 Tim, ii. 14. Whereof cometh—
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2 Tim. ii. 23. \_For Ipts, strife, read cpei?, strifes. Tisch. (not

J.Z/.)] Strife—Tit. iii. 9. Evil 'Hirmisings—By which those

are deemed envious who do not instantly agree to all

things.

o. Perverse dispiUings— Gr. 8ta7raparpt/3at. ALarpt/Sr], a
scholastic disputation. Uapa being inserted, gives an obnoxious
meaning, as KaraKOfir], concision, for TrepLTOfxy], circumcision,

Phil. iii. 2. It is opposed to consent, ver. 8. Perverse dis-

putings—Which are only suitable to men of corrupt mind,

2 Tim, iii. 8 : men of corrupt minds. Supposing—Since they

think, for there is not an and put before it ; comp. Kom. ii.

18, 20 ; 2 Tim. ii. 21 ; Heb. vi. 6, where there is a similar

use of the participles. That gain is ^od/mess— [That is,

a source of gain, gainful trade. Hut., Alf Peng., Godliness is

gain, correctly, not as Eng. Ver., gain is godliness^ given
for the sake of procuring property. [Omit acf^La-Taa-o ano

tS)v tolovtwv, from such loithdraw thyself. Tisch., Alf]
6. But—is—He does not altogether wish to deny that

godliness is gain. Great—For it brings contentment, a mind
contented with its lot,, a thing unknown to others. With con-

tentment—The companion of piety. Gain—A profitable

mode of life.

7. We brought—Understand, and yet we have obtained life;

see Matt. vi. 25. Nothing—When a man is born he con-

sists of soul and body : everything else is strange and ex-

ternal to him. Certain that—A declaratory form. Carry out

—W^hy then do we heap up so much riches ? The only
matter of importance is to have a journey free and unem-

barrassed, until we can reach our native land.

8. Having—It is distinctly affirmed that we shall have

thm. Food—Gr. Siarpo^as, by which we may be supported

in the meantime. Aia has this force. Raiment—And a

house as well. Therewith—Th.o\\^ money be wanting,

ver. 10. Content—Truly, we shall have enough in fact, why
not in feeling too ?

9. That icUl—This ivish is an enemy to the mind content with

its lot; it is not wealth itself; rich men, therefore, are not

ordered to cast their wealth away, ver. 17, 18. Be rich—
Have more than food and raiment. ' Fall into—drotvn—A sad

anticlimax. Temptation—This is a Paronomasia [play upon
words]: •n-OjOicTjU.os, gain, Tretpacr/j.6^, temptation. Temptation is

opposed to food and to faith : a S7iare, to clothing and to

righteousness : lusts, to a contented mind. A snare—Thus
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they do not find any gain. Destruction—Of the bod}'. Per-

dition—Of the soul also: comp. of all, ver. 10. This is

opposed to great gain, ver. 6.

10. Tlie love of money—If money is loved for itself, it is

no longer used to obtain food and raiment. Of all evil—
Since it destroys faith, which is the source of every

good. At first sight, the love of money appears to take

away the support of many crimes, luxury, wantonness, etc.

;

but in reality it is the root of every evil. All evils, ver. 9,

are included under temptation, a snare, lusts, destruction,

perdition; although the article twv, the (evils) [not ren-

dered in Eng. Ver.], does not properly relate to this

term, but, as usual, is added to Traj'Twv, all, to increase the

eifect; it is without its relative force. Wliich—Money.

Some—The Ephesians, ch. v. 15. Coveted after—Oh. iii. 1,

note. With many sorroivs—Of the conscience, grieving that

wealth has been ill-gotten ; of the mind, urging us to lay

up more. Faith is the remedy for these sorrows.

11. man of God—So the Septuagint, for the Hebrew,
man of God, that is, a prophet, a messenger of God to men,

removed from earthly things. Flee these things—After the

parenthesis, he resumes the subject from the end of the

fifth verse. Thus these things refers to ver. 4, 5 : for each

causes a marked antithesis : to which belong Jlee, follow.

Righteousness—This embraces all the rest, and is again

found in the first place, 2 Tim. ii. 22. Godliness—The
antithesis is the abuse of godliness, ver. 5. Faith—love—
The antithesis to these is envy, strife, ver. 4. Patience—
By which even calumny is endured, ver. 4. Meekness—By
which evil surmisings are conquered, ver. 4.

12. Tlie good fight—An antithesis to strifes of icords,

ver. 4. [Of faith, lit., of the faith, Alf] Lay hold—As
something close at hand. Leave to others their own
questions, ver. 4. A change of the consequent for the

antecedent, with the argument drawn from what is easy.

The same expression occurs, ver. 19. A simile from the

race-course • comp. 2 Tim. iv. 7, etc. TJiou art called and
hast professed—The divine calling and the confession of the

faithful are correlative. Each of them happens at baptism.

[But the allusion here probably is to some confession of

Timothy under persecution. Comp. ver. 13, end. Hut. If

at any time thou hast made a promise to God, he himself

considers that thou art bound to him ; and that is a special

VOL. III. 1)
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favour. F. G. Omit koI, also. Tisch., Alf.'] A good, etc.,

lit., that good profession.—[Concerning the kingdom of CJirist,

ver. 13. F. G.] So, too, in the following verse. But the
words are not the same : Thou hast professed, with the
assent of witnesses : He witnessed, without Pilate's assent.

Before many witnesses—Who would witness against you if

you fell away.
13. I give thee charge—See how great is the duty r)f

preaching the Gospel; 2 Tim. iv. 1. Wlio quicJceneth all

things—Hept. Neh. ix. 6. The creation of all things,

mentioned here, is presupposed. A part of the hymn is

expressed, and the whole is implied. The power of God
animates thee, too, Timothy, in thy duty, and will raise

thee up again to life eternal. Witnessed—The confession

of Christ animates all confessions. To witness a confession

was for the Lord, for Timothy to confess a confession.

Before Pontius Pilate—A well-known period of time. [That

(confession)—not rendered in Eng. Ver. All Christians

knew from Himself what he taught of his kingdom,
ver, 15.]

14. Without spot, unrehukeahle—The masculine gender.

Until—The faithful used to set before their minds the day of

Christ as approaching : we are in the habit of setting the

hour of death before ourselves. Appearing—This word is

of frequent occurrence in the 2nd Epistle to Timothy, and
in the Epistle to Titus.

15. In his times—Notice the plural number, which does
not diminish the shortness of the times very much : His, of

which the scheme, power, knowledge, and revelation are in

his own power. So tStos, his own, ch. ii. 6 ; 2 Tim. i. 9

;

Tit. i. 3. A Divine reservation. JEfe shall shew—To he

shewn is said of that which existed before. God will shew
him (Acts iii. 20) ; a most splendid encomium here follows,

involving the glory of Christ itself. The blessed and only

Potentate—Here are two predicates: the first, with the

addition of only, is treated of, ver. 16; for the words /j-aKa-

ptos, blessed, and aKi/paro?, only, have the same root, and
mean immortal ; hence honour is due to him : the second
is treated of further on in this verse, hence is due to him
everlasting poioer. This is why, when a confession of the

Gospel is in question, men in power, and the death they
threaten, should not be feared, ^'o eternal poioer is mentioned,
Kom. i. 20. Ofkings—OfLords—Spiritually and politically.
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16. Only—This term was properly deferred until now,
because another similar expression follows, no man, nor.

Hath—And therefore will give us. Immortality—The
adjective aOavaro^, immortal, does not occur in the Kew
Testament, we find a(f)6apTo<;, ineorruptihle. Neither a6avaro<;,

iramortal, nor adavaaia, immortality, is found in the Septua-

gint. The Book of Wisdom, written in Greek, has both.

UgU—After life, there is a direct notice of light. No
man—So Exod. xxxiii. 20 : what is denied to men, John
i. 18; 1 John iv, 12, will be the lot of the saints ; Matt. v.

8 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 12; 1 John iii. 2; Eev. xxii. 4. Can ap-

proach unto— No creatures, except in so far as they are

admitted by him, and he goes out to them.

17. Tliem that are rich—There were many rich men at

Ephesus. This Appendix of the Epistle is of great im-

portance. Trust—This evil trust, strengthening their grasp

upon wealth, checks the enjoyment, which St. Paul presently

mentions. Uncertain riches, lit., the uncertainty of riches.

Uncertainty—AVe ought not to rely upon riches, because

the.y are most uncertain for the time to come. [Upon, or] in

God—Gr. evri T(3 ©£w. [So many manuscrijits, but see below.]

Thus the antithesis to the woids in uncertain riches is more
strongly marked. Trust, leaning upon God is strong. [Omit
Tw twvTt, the living, read kv rw ©ew, in God, Tisch.. Alf]
Bichly—For else no man would be rich. To enjoy—Enjoy-

ment is in giving, not in hoarding. Idleness ought neither

to pertain to a man, nor to his resources : James v. 2, 3.

18. Do good—To be rich in good worhs follows this dili-

gence : ayadov, good, and KaXov, good or honorable are not the

same in meaning; a.yaOo<; implies blessedness (comp. Mark x.

18, note): KaXos implies beauty. Ready to distribute—In
imparting, individually. Willing to communicate—By lending,

and contributing to the common lot, with many. The I'ich

are generally best pleased with a division of proceedings,

plans, and property, and are haughty and insolent.

19. Laying up in store for themselves—The best investment
for the future. The antithesis is, willing to communicate. So
Tob. iv. 10, be not afraid to perform ivories of charity, for thou

icilt lay up for thyself a good deposit for the day of necessity.

Otherwise the rich gather riches not for themselves, but for

others. To collect by giving is a pleasing Oxymoron [union
of contradictories]. The preposition utto in aTro6r]aavf>i'CovTa<;.

Iwjing up in store, possesses great force, apart for a distant

v2
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time. A good foundation—An elliptical apposition, laying up
a treasure, that is, a good foundation. The metaphor is

ciimulative, as in Ps. xxxvii. 6, as is explained hj Gejer.

He calls works of beneficence a good foundation, and to this

is opposed the uncertainty of riches, ©cyaeAtos, foundation, on
which we depend as on a security. Against the time to come

—The antithesis is, in this world, ver. 17; com^). ch. iv. 8.

May lay hold—As if escaping from shipwreck. A merchant
having been saved from shipwreck, finds his property sent

home before him. A contest is mentioned, ver. 12: the

expression is the same, bx:t the figure different. [For

aldiVLov, eternal, read 6vT(i><i, really. Tisch., Alf Eender, that

which is really life. So Beng. Beally—^Comp. oWws, indeed,

ch. V. 3, 5, 16. True life from the living God.]

20. Timothy—He addresses him familiarly as his son,

ch. i. 18, with gravity and love. The conclusion, ver. 20,

21, answers to the beginning of the epistle, and must be

explained from it. Tliat which is committed— i. 18. So

the commandment, ver. 14; 2 Tim. i. 14, note. The anti-

thesis is vain habhlings. Profane and vain babblings—Sept.,

Toi's Kei'oXoyovvTas, those that mutter. Is. viii. 19. Barba-

rous words were in former times used by the Magi ; they

were said to be possessed of a magical power, though in

reality they had none ; indeed they were utterly icorthless.

Paul seems to have had this circumstance in view, as he has

substituted a word of greater significance ; fjiwvrj, a voice,

indicates vehemence: comp. 2 Tit. ii. 15, 16, note. More-

over, -yvwo-i?, science, suits [Hebrew word for] aicizard, which
the Greeks have certainly translated yvMa-rqv, a wizard, in the

books of Samuel and Kings. Thus Paul calls false teachers

by terms which signify magi and magic, to show how he
loathed them: comp. yoT^res, seducers, 2 Tit. iii. 13. Cle-

ment of Alexandria adds to these words of Paul, the heretics

being reproved by this word (fiwvrj's, reject the Epistles to Timothy.

And oppositions— A false knowledge eagerly embiaced
various oppositions taken from philosophy, maintaining

that there are two rival gods, one good, the other bad, and

in both wonderful oppositions. Paul notices these oppositions,

and at the same time ridicules them sharply by a play on

the words, because their teachers oppose themselves to the

truth, and their Oeaeis, positions [avri^ecreis, optj^ositions^ are

opposed to the foundations already laid. See the kindred

words, avriStart^e/Lio/ous, oj^pose themselves, and ^e/^eAto?,
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foundation, 2 Tim. ii. 25, 19. On the other hand, Paul
himself cmplo3'S the wisest oppositions in his epistles,

particularly in those to Timothy : 1 Tim. i. 7, 8 ; iii. 1 6

;

iv. 1, 6, 7; vi. 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 11, where we meet with. But
thou. Besides 2 Tim. ii. 15-23, the phrase. But thou, is

frequent; oh. iii. 10, 1-i; iv. 5. Of science falsely so called

— WJiich, ver. 21, refers to science, without any epithet.

The Gnostics, who are denoted by a change of the abstract

for the concrete, used to boast of their doctrine, and called

it science ; but Paul says it was falsely so called ; they are

without understanding, ch. i. 7.

21. Have ei-red concerning the faith—Although attempting
to gain science and knowledge, ver. 4, 20, and accurate

reasoning, they have nevertheless lost true sagacity, which
is of faith, not understanding what is to be believed, and
what is to believe ; comp. 2 Tim. iii. 7, 8. Grace—Not un-
known to thee. He briefly points it out. With thee—Ko
salutations are here added, because the epistle was not to

be publicly read. [Omit d/x,^v, amen. Tisch., Alf.^



THE

SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

CHAPTER I.

1. Paul—There are three divisions in this epistle.

I. The Inscription, i. 1, 2.

II. The Invttation, Come to me now that I am in bonds, variously

expressed.

I. He declares his desire for Timothy, 3, 4.

He exhorts him kindly : Be not ashamed of me, 6, 7. In the
following verses are added sad and blessed examples, 15,

16, 17.

n. A twofold proposition, Be strong and commit thy office to

faithful men, ii. 1, 2. The first part is treated of ver. 3-13
;

the second, ver. 14, with an exhortation to Timothy how tc

conduct himself previous to his journey, 15, 16; iii. 1, 2

;

iv. 1, 2.

m. Come quickly, ver. 9. Here Paul

—

1. Mentions his loneliness, 10, 11.

2. Orders his books to be brought, 13.

3. Warns Timothy of the adversary, 14, 15.

4. Points out the fickleness of man—the faithfulness of

God, 16, 17.

IV. Come before winter. This invitation is encircled with salu-

tations, 19, 20.

III. The Peayer, 22.

Paul wanted Timothy boldly to come to him while he
was in prison ; and he purposed, previous to his death,

bestowing upon him the evangelic ofiBce, iv, 6. This
epistle is Paul's last will and testament. It was written
long after the former one to Timoth}^, and yet its tone
and spirit are verj^ similar. [Transpose to read XpLa-rov

'l7](rov, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf.^ Kar' eVayyeXtar, according

to tJie 'promise—To this promise Paul was obedient through-
out his career. So Kara, after, John ii. 6 ; on the particle

and the subject, comp. Tit. i. 1, 2. Of life—Prepared both
for mo, for thee, and for the elect : hence the exhortation
to Timothy, ver. 10; ii. 8. [In fact the journey necessary
to be undertaken, appeared to involve peril of life. V. G.'\
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2. Dearly beloved—A fitting epithet : for there follows

the fullest declaration of love. In the first epistle he had
written oivn (real) ; and this is confirmed here in ver. 5,

[But see note on ver. 5.]

3. I thanlc—Although upon the limits of martyrdom, he
continues to give thanks. Paul thanlcs God for tlie faith

bestowed on Timothy, ver. 5. Thus from that witlwut ccasiwj,

to I may he filled with joy, is a parenthesis to ex])lain what
lullows, when I call to remembrance, etc.; ws, «s [Eng. Ver.,

that], is a particle of explanation. Whom I serve—Eom.
i. 9, note. From my forefathers [Eng. Ver. inserts my~\—
Paul means the forefathers : not Abraham, etc., whom he
calls rovs n-aTepas, the fathers, and not Trpoyovous, ancestors,

but the nearest forefathers. lie points to their long con-

tinuance in the true religion from a remote antiquity,

whether Paul's forefathers had been pious themselves

(which is very likely) or not ; for he does not add, my.

The memory of those who had gone before, and to whom
he is now being gathered, is a source of pleasure to him
now that he is ready to die. He even calls to mind
Timothy's grandmother and mother, ver. 5. This epistle

is deeply imbued with a spirit of kindliness and gentleness,

a ripe maturity of thought and expression,

4. Greatly desiring to see thee—He begins to invite Ti

mothy by degrees. Being mindful of thy tears—He does not

appear to be speaking of Timothy's formei tears, at bidding-

Paul adieu (for tears generally flow at parting. Acts xx. 37),

but of his pious tenderness. In this matter they were
both unanimous : Acts xx. 19, note. Tears, which are the

flower of the heart, mark either the greatest hypocrisy, or

else the deepest sincerity. To make tears a laughing-

stock, is a plain proof of the depravity of the times in

which we live. That—Construe with to see thee.

5. When I call to remembrance, lit., receiving a remem-

brance.—An outward opportunity, or some message from
Timothy, had reminded Paul of his faith. Ammonius
says, avdiLvrjuis is the remembrance of things past

—

vTTOfx.vqa-L'i, the suggestion of them by one man to another.

[But this idea is groundless here. Hut.'] Faith—Of all

Timothy's virtues, his failli was most in accordance with
the purport of this epistle. Dwelt in—^A continuous length

of time is denoted by this word. First— It may be before

Timothy was born, for Paul's memory reaches thus iar.
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No intimation is given us of the station in life whicli

the parents of Lois held. Grandmother—Dear is the

memory of those who have gone before, especially to

friends upon the point of death, as also to the descendants

of the pious dead. Mother—She had been the wife of a
Greek. Eunice—^This name is found in the Theogony of

Hesiod. It appears that Lois was Eunice's mother, and
that they were both dead. [Render, hut I am persuaded,

etc., as if to imply, notwithstanding appearances. There is

certainly an intimation of a want of entire confidence here.

Alf.-]

6. Wherefore—That is because I have been reminded. I
put thee in remembrance—Having been himself reminded,

he now reminds others. Stir up—The same word occurs

in Gen. xlv. 27 ; 1 Mace. xiii. 7
;

Iwirvpim, of raising up the

dead to life, 2 Kings viii. 1, 5. The opposite to this is

a-^ewvcLv, to extinguish; Matt. xxv. 8; 1 Thess. v. 19.

Timothy, owing to his long separation from Paul, appears

to have become somewhat remiss : comp. ch. ii. 22, note

;

at all events, he is now urged to greater exertions. The

gift—Joined to faith, ver. 7 ; living, ver. 7.

7. Spirit—The spirit which God has bestowed upon us
is not a spirit of fear, but of power : see the following

verse, and John xv. 26, 27. Fear—According to Eusta-

thius, 8eiA.os, 6 SeStws ras t'Aas, one loho fears bands of soldiers

;

comp. Sir. xxxvii. (11) 12. [But the etymology is utterly

fanciful.] This derivation is quite consonant to the sense

of the present passage ; comp. ch. ii. 3. The caiises of

fear are internal, rather than external. The fear which is

within us exaggerates the external causes. Every instance

of fear has its cause seated in the mind, but a courageous

disposition vanquishes outward causes, and drives them
away. Of poicer—Poicer is opposed to fear. By this is

meant the Divine power existing in us, not merely our own
natural strength, see ver. 8 ; so, too, with respect to love

and sober-mindedness. All these work in us, and urge us

on to the performance of our duties to God, to the saints,

and to ourselves. Power and sober-mindedness are two
extremes, but with a note of goodness ; love is the mean

;

acting as a bond and check upon both, and doing away
with the two bad extremes, timidity and rashness. On
power, see ver. 8, etc. ; on love, ch. ii. 14, etc. ; on soher-

mindedness, ch. iii. 1, etc. [These gifts are preferable tc
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any miraculous powers. V. (?.] And of lore—Love drives

away fear, and embraces even those who are in bonds

;

conip. 1 John iv. 18. And of a sound (sober) mind—A verbal

noun [in the Gr.]. To act with sober-mindedness is the part of

young men, Tit. ii. 4, 6 ; and Timothy was a young man,
oh. ii. 22; 1 Tim. iv. 12. He is therefore advised to give

up all the advantages and pleasures of life, ch. ii. 4 ; and to

root up and throw away the thorns, Luke viii. 14, by which
he may be entangled. The Spirit teaches this lesson

;

whoever learns it is freed from fear, and thus embraces the

icitness of his Lord. [But o-a)</)povio-/xos means correction;

admonition of others, to become sober-minded. Alf., Hut^
8. Be not thou therefore ashamed—Shame accompanies

fear, and when fear is overcome, false shame vanishes

;

comp. ver. 12, 16, where Paul sets forth his own example
and that of Onesiphorus. Moreover, he adduces instances

of the contrary in ver. 15. Of our Lord—An uncommon
Antonomasia [general designation for a proper name.]
In other places, Paul either leaves out our, or else adds the

name of Jesus Christ. Now, when he says our Lord, he
contrasts him with Caesar, whose courtiers used to address

him by this title. [Eather the word our is a link between
Timothy and himself, being about to speak of himself.

Alf] Nor of me—Men, particularly at Pome, are easily

ashamed of prisoners. But be thou partaher of the a^ictions
—Suffer afflictions, ch. ii. 8, 4, 5 ; and that, too, together

with me and the Gospel. Poioer—This attribute, which is

far above all other things, is clearly and well described,

ver. 9, 10. At the same time the previous exhortation,

ver. 8, is drawn from the subject itself; it acquires its

strength from the description which follows in ver. 9, 10.

Of God—Mention is here made of Jesus Christ and the

Holy Spirit, ver. 13, 14.

9. WJio hath saved—By conversion. Acts ii. 47. Here is

a noble description of the Father's love, the Saviour's grace,

and the whole economy of salvation, for the propagation of

which it is well worth while both to suffer and to die.

This salvation is to be applied, not merely to be acquired,

and for this very reason, that it is so intimately con-

nected with calling. All that stands under Kara, accord-

ing to, ver. 9, actually goes before salvation and calling ; in

point of fact, salvation and calling follow after. If any one
comes into the state of calling, this is the beginning of his
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salvation ; and in this sense calling is a part of salvation ;

salvation is the whole, but they are both intimately con-
nected. The very anxiety of the Shepherd precedes the
hearing of his voice by the sheep. With an holy calling—

Which is wholly from God. It claims its wholly for God.
<The holiness and Divine origin of this calling are described

further on at greater length, especially as the epithet, Ms
own, excludes our own works. His oivn—^Eom. ix. 11 ; Eph.
ii. 8 ; 1 Tim. vi. 15^ note.- Given us—It was given to us

previous to our existence, the Mediator then receiving it.

In Christ Jesus—The name of Christ is put first with great

force, when the old dispensation is mentioned ; when the

new one is mentioned, the name Jesus. Before the toorld

began—Tit. i. 2 ; Eom. xvi. 25, note.

10. Made manifest—In accordance with this are those

remarkable expressions, the a;ppearing and the bringing to

light. Appearing—In the flesh. By this is signified, not

simply Christ's advent, but his prolonged stay amongst
men. Death—The article gives emphasis. Paul here, as

it were, directly abolishes death; and, consequently, a

soldier of Christ ought not to fear death any more.

[Transpose to read Xpto-roS 'l-qaov, CJirist Jesus. Tisch. (not

J.Z/.)] Brought to light—A concise expression. It means
has procured for us (supply this from the antithesis, who
liatli abolished) and has brought by the Gospel ; comp. Eph.
ii. 17. Life and immortalitij—^Ilendiadys for immortal life.

TJirough the—We may construe thus : cfyavepwOelcrav Sto, Trj<s

—(Kai) Sib. rov evayyeXtov, made manifest by his appearing—
(and) by the Gospel.

11. Of the Gentiles—Construe with preacher and apostle.

There are three names, preacher, apostle, teacher. I. A
public preacher is in one and the same place. II. An
apostle goes about everywhere ; he would not have ful-

filled the duties of his office had he but declared his

message once. III. Teacher—Here is added constancy

and perseverance in teaching ; whence also arose suffer-

ing.

12. I suffer these things—These things happen adversely

to me. For—Confidence in the future drives away shame.

Wliom—He says, w, ivhom, not tlvl, [who he is, in whom ?] I

know him, in icliom 1 have placed my trixst, although the

world does not know him. I have believed—Connnitted my
trust to him. This denotes God's faithfulness; comp.
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ch. ii. 13 ; his power is mentioned further on. 1 am per-

suaded—Horn. viii. 38. Able—Against so many enemies.

TJiat which I have committed unto him, lit., my deposit—
There is one deposit which, being committed to us by-

God, we ought to keep, ver. 13 ; comp. ch. ii. 2, commit

:

there is another (mentioned in this verse) which, being
entrusted to us by God, he still keeps ; and this is our
soul, 1 Pet. iv. 19 ; comp. Luke xxiii. 46, ourselves and
our heavenly portion. Paul, just upon the point of death,

had two trusts, one to be committed to the Lord, the other

to Timothy. Keep—Even in death. Tliat— Ver. 18,

ch. iv. 8. [Against—Not merely until, but /or. Hut., Alf.']

13. Hold—A fit word for a discourse oh tiust. It is eye.,

hold, not exeis, thou holdest. It was no part of Paul's design

to give Timothy a summary of sound words, as if from a

teacher. Form, lit.,jjattern—[Gr. uTrorvTrwcrtv. Render, have an
ensample o/(the) healthy loords, which, etc. Alf.'] 'Y7roTii7roo|U,ai,

I revolve in my mind. Consequently Paul wishes Timothy
always to keep in view what he had once heard, and to retain

it firmly impressed upon his mind. An outward profession

c ught to ac(}uire strength from this fact. Paixl sets before

Timothy faith and love. Tliou hast heard of me—Comp.
ii. 2, where thou hast heard of me is used under a diiferent

arrangement of words. In this passage, indeed, Paul's

authority is put forward as a reason for holding it more
firmly ; and so from me comes first. But ch. ii. 2, thoib hast

heard and commit are antithetical ; hence thou hast heard

goes first. In—Construe with ^x^, hold : comp. 1 Tim.
iii. 9.

14. Tliat good thing ichich teas committed—That is, the

sound tvords I committed to thee ; comp. ch. ii. 2. By the

Holy Ghost—^He is the pledge of the heavenly trust ; who-
ever keeps this, keeps also the trust committed to him ; it

is for this reason that his indwelling is urged upon us.

15. \_All—Not without exception, ver. 16-18. Alf] In
Asia—And so they returned there ; still Timothy "did not
do so, although he was at Ephesus in Asia. Be turned

aivay from me—At Eome, ch. iv. 16. FhygeUns and Her-
mogenes—V\'e might naturally suppose that these would be
more steadfast than the others.

16. Give—He does not imprecate evil against the fickle,

ver, 15, but he prays for the firm and constant. Paul
means to say that Onesiphorus had acted well, but his
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emotion causes him to express this fact in the form of a

wish. Mercy—Onesiphorus had abounded in works of

mercy. The Lord—Christ. The house of Onesiphorus—One-
siphorus was either absent, or was then dead; and so

Paul, by his wish, honours both Onesiphorus and his

survivors, ver. 18. Oft—At Ephesus and at Eome.
17. And found—By Divine assistance. This was a great

matter in a large city, where there would not be many
who could take any interest in the prisoner Paul. To this

answers the word find, ver. 18. He found me in so great

a crowd ; may he find mercy in that last great gathering.

A similar allusion occurs twice, ch. ii. 9, note.

18. Grant—A pathetic Anaphora [repetition of a word in

beginnings.] Unto him, lit., to himself— In antithesis to

his house. The Lord—Christ for whom he hath done
this. Of the Lord— The same Christ who shall requite

him. The noun for the reciprocal pronoun, with em-
phasis, as Luke xi. 17, note; 2 Thess. iii. 5. Ministered

—Even after my departure ; 1 Tim. i. 3. Very icell

—Better than I.

CHAPTER II.

1. Thou—The beginning of an exhortation; ver. 3, ch.

iii. 10, note. My son—A reason why Timothy ought to

imitate Paul, namely, from a spiritual relationship. Be
strong—i. 7, and show thyself to be such an one. [This is

discussed in ver. 3-13. V. G.'] In the grace—A common
grace quickens and strengthens us for special duties. It

incites and stimulates.

2. Among—Before, 1 Tim. vi. 12. Commit—Before coming
to me. [A perversion of the sense. It refers to the general

duty of instructing other faithful men. Alf, Rut.'\ To

faithful men—The virtue of those to whom you commit
this trust. [This is discussed in ver. 14-21. F. (?.] Shall

he—After thy departure.

3. [For (TV ovv KaKOTrd6rjo-ov, thou therefore endure hardness,

read avyKaKOTrddrjaov, suffer hardship with (me). Also trans-

pose to read XpLo-rov 'Itjo-qv, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf] An
Anaphora [repetition of words in beginnings] ; comp. ver. 1.

'I'imothy is siimmoned to higher duties ; comp. ver. 2.

4. No man—In this verse the word abstain is praised

:

and in the following verse is added sustain. Tliat warreth—
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Whatever you do, do eai-nestly and thoroughly. Willi the

affairs of this life—With which merchants and workmen are

occupied. May please—Having the mind fully fixed on
military matters.

7. Consider—The intellect is a gift from God : to consider,

is the part of an ingenuous man. This is what Paul says

;

comp. ver. (3 and ver. 5. If the husbandman (Timothy) has

laboured, then he ought to be the first partaker of the fruits

(in Avhich the resurrection of Christ abounds) ; but if this

had been Paul's whole meaning, he woi;ld have said, t6v

IJi€TaXr}\l/6ix€vov, Set Koinav, he toho is to partahe, must labour.

Consequently, from this seventh verse we may gather that a

diiferent line of thought is implied, to this elFect : Paul

trained the mind of Timothy, i. 6 ; and so to him chiefly are

due fruits from Timothy. Paul does not openly demand (as

is necessary in the case of dull persons) an acknowledgment
and performance of the duty from Timothy, but he does it

ambiguously and enigmatically, by means of three figures

taken from the soldier, the wrestler, and the husbandman.
[For Swr;, give, read Swcret, will give. Tisch., Alf. Render, for

the Lord will give, etc.] And the Lord give thee—That is, he

will give ; so consider and for are connected : but aifection

adds feeling. The Lord—Christ. In all things—He had

given him understanding in many things already : and Paul,

assuming this, adds. May he give it in all things !

8. Bememher—So that you may follow. Paul, as usual,

quickens his own example by that of Christ. Of the seed

ofDavid—He desires Timothy to mark this genealogy, which
is a strong argument that Jesus is the Clirist. Was raised

from the dead—A concise form of speech, meaning, Wlio died

and icas raised from the dead; so we, ver. 11. Upon this

depends Kara, according to.

9. Wlierein—That is, in the Gospel. I suffer trouble—
KaKoupyos, an evil-doer, is akin to this. I sufter evil, as

though evil had already been committed by me. Bonds—
Similar to this is, is not bound. As an evil-doer—With
infamy and peril of life. 7s not hound—Namely, progresses

freely. [The hands are bound ; but not the tongue. Comp.
oh. iv. 17. Acts xxviii. 31. Clmjsost. in Alf.^^

10. Therefore—Because although I am bound, the Gospel
advances still. Salvation—icith glory—There is an exquisite

propriety in the use of these words : salvation, deliverance

from evil, is for the recipients of faith ; Sofa, glory, the
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abundance of blessings, is for those who reach the goal

;

Acts ii. 47 ; Eom. viii. 24, 21 : [comp. Ps. Ixxiv. 12.]

11. Be dead with—2i>v, with, occurs three times; namely,
with Christ; o-waireOdvofjiey, we be dead with, of those who
hope for life.

12. We suffer—The present tense: it means something
more pointed and significative than to die : therefore there

is also a reward beyond life, the Mngdom. If loe deny—
With the month. He also—Christ.

13. If we believe not—With the heart. The denial is

placed first, for it quenches that faith which did once exist.

Ahideth faithful—-This expression, when compared with,

He will deny, affects the believing reader most deeply
and unexpectedly : He remains faithful to hiDiself, towards
us, who are unlike him. [It is then our own fault, if we
fall into sin. V. 6r.] With this corresponds the following

axiom, He cannot deny. So in Deut. vii. 9, 10, he is praised

as the faithful God, who requites the just and takes vengeance
on them that hate him. He cannot—This impossibility is

praiseworthy, Jer. xliv. 22.

14. Of these things—Which you have heard from me, ver.

2, Put them in remembrance—Those over whom you are set

;

Tit. iii. 1. Before the Lord—Comp. note on 1 Tim. v. 21.

Strive not about loords—This does not mean a battle about

words, but one carried on by words, ver. 23, 24, about affairs of

the greatest consequence, ver. 17, 18. Comp. Acts xviii. 15.

To nop-ofit—Understand, 6v, which is, the accusative absolute,

as in Luke xxiv. 47. 'E^vxprjaTov, meet for use, ver. 21, is in

harmony with this phrase. To—Not only are they un-
profitable, but they are also injurious and subversive. 'Etti,

to, marks the consequence, as in 1 Thess. iv. 7, not to

uncleanness. Subversion and edification are opposed to each
other.

15. Study—A word consonant to the whole character of

this epistle. TJiyself—An antithesis to ivorlc, of which the

kindi-ed term is workmen. Approved—Approved to God ; not

reprobate unto every good worh, Tit. i. 16, but having his work

perfect, James i. 4. According to Hesychius, SoKt/xov, useful,

perfect. A loorhnan that needeth not to be ashamed—To whom
thine own conscience cannot cause any shame. The Scholiast

who is quoted by Priceeus with favour, explains aveiraia-xvTov

by 7rappr)aLa(6fji€vov, speaking freely : comp. Phil. i. 20. Then
follows rightly dividing, that is, one who will extend the
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word of truth amongst others. Bighily dividing, lit., handling

—Many fancy that the idea of cutting is implied here

;

but the Vnlgate translates it admirably, rightly treating :

comp. Se]tt. Prov. iii. G, xi. 5, opBoToixCtv 68ov<;, just the

8amo as in Latin, viam secare, to travel a road. Paul's

meaning is, that Timothy must prepare a straight course

for the word of truth, and guide his own walk by it,

without turning either to the right or to the left, teaching no

other doctrine, 1 Tim. i. 3 : and thus the antithesis of the

phrase, u-ill go fonvard [Eng. Ver., increase'], ver. 16, is

perceived more easily. [The meaning seems to be simply
to treat rightly ; truthfully, without falsifying. Hut., -4//.]

The word oftnith—Soon after comes the antithesis Kevo(pwvLa^,

babblings, of which compound the first part, empty, is op-

posed to tridh ; the last part, loudness of voice, to tlie icord

of gentleness.

16. Shun—The same word. Tit. iii. 9, has the same force

as in 7reptytVo/xat ; but Tt^piyivofxai [I am over and above, I
overcome, I get the better of another'] signifies separating and
overcoming ; 7repuo-Ta/i.at, the state or condition. Timothy
had never entangled himself; therefore Paul urges him
to constancy : remain thou separate. The (babblings)—
Eng. Yer. does not render the article. So ver. 21, 22, by
Anaphora [repetition of words at beginnings]. Therefore,

profane vain babblings, which foster great eirors, are not
the same as questions concerning useless things :—the one
is pernicious, the other useless, Tit. iii. 9. They will increase,

lit., advance—That is, they who utter such vain babblings.

To this refer their, ver. 17. It contains a Mimesis [use

of an opponent's words in rebuke or refutation] as after-

wards in the expression will eat. Such men, in their

own opinion, are advancing in sacred things. The future

is taken literally, for it is a prediction, as in will eat in the
following verse ; comp. iii. 1. To more ungodliness—So
l-\ TrXelov KOLiaaq 7rpoliaiVf.tv, to advance more in vice. Diodorus
Siculus.

17. Eymenceus—Who was persevering; comp. 1 Tim. i.

20. And Philetus—WIkj was his companion.
18. The resurrection—It may be that the Ephesians

had found a pretext in Paul's epistle to them, Eph. ii. 6.

(Tement of Alexandria says, that the defamers of marriage
interpreted the resurrection, Lulce xx. 3."), with reference to

this life. [So the hope of everlasting life was taken away
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V. G^ Overthrow—A figure drawn from a foundation, a
house ; see the following verses.

19. [Render, Nevertheless God's firm foundation standeth.

Eng. Ver. is ungrammatical. Alf] Nevertheless [Beng.
renders indeed]—sure—The antithesis is, overthrow, ver. 18;
by all means add the note on 1 Tim, iii. 1 5. Indeed has
its conclusion in 8e, but, ver. 20. The foundation of God—Foundation, that is, the thing in question ; as, for instance,

in a contract. The foundation of God, in which his people
trust, so that they cannot be cast down, is the firm and
steadfast faithfulness of God himself [Rather, the church,

founded by God. Hut., Alf., etc.] Standeth—He says to

stand, instead of to remain unmoved, as a sentence is said

to stand. The word depart answers to this. Paul gives the

force of the [Hebrew word for] tohe sure. Seal—In former
times sentences were frequently carved on seals. Tins—To
which all the rest of the ^'erse relates. Tlie Lord hnoioeth—

-

God has loohed upon and Ttnoios them that are his, and draws

his saints near to him, Numb. xvi. 5. He Anows his own
lovingly, and does not cease to know them, but always
keeps them for his own ; he will make known, Numb. xvi. 5.

And— Observe, says Petit, that from what Paul says, it is

evident that the seal was graven on both sides ; for on one
side of the seal is, the Lord Jcnoweth, etc. : and on the other,

let him depart, etc. Every one that nameth—Christ as his

Lord: comp. note on Acts xix. 13. This is done by
preaching, Jer. xx. 9, and by praising, Ps. xx. 7. The
name—On the name of the Lord, on the Lord knowing none
but his own, on unrighteousness, comp. Matt. vii. 22, 23.

[For XptcTToD, Christ, read Kvptov, the Lord. Tisch., Alf, etc.

So Beng.'] Depart from iniquity— Numb. xvi. 2(3 : be

separated from the tents of these wicked men. Paul puts the

abstract, injustice, for the concrete; comp. ver. 21, if a man
by purging himself shall go forth from these ; and at the same
time he refers to Isa. Iii. 11, Depart ye, Depart ye, touch no

unclean tiling; be ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord.

The imperative, let him depart, pronoimced in the name of

God, signifies a power of departing, the happiness also of

those who do depart.

20. Great—Such is the Church. Of gold and of silver—
Of valuable materials, hard and able to endure fire. Ofwood
and of earth—Of less valuable materials, frail and unable
to bear the fire. Some—some—The one, of gold, to honour;
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(lie other, of wood, for other purposes. A vessel made of

gold may indeed be applied to dishonovirable purposes, and
one of wood, to such as are honourable ; but this is not
lilioly to occur in a well-regulated household. Members tif

the Church who are inferior in gifts and grades of faith

and sanctification are not vessels for dishonor and no one
ought to iiurge himself from these.

21. If a man therefore—Timothy, for instance. Purge
himselffrom these—By purging himself shall go forth from the

number of those dishonoured vessels. The active voice combined
with the reciprocal pronoun denotes the full and free power
possessed by the faithful. For honour-^p-epared— \\ e have
four classes, the first of which is illustrated by the second,

and the third by the fourth. Therefore and connects the

two pairs. Comp. iii. 17, perfect—thoroughly furnished.

Sanctified—H\s own, fully consecrated to God. [Omit /cat,

and. Tisch., Alf^ TJie master—God, whose house Paul
calls the Church, in his epistles to Timothy. Every good

work—Ch. iii. 17; Tit. i. IG.

22. Youthful—^In which the young indulge, 1 John ii. 16,

note ; these vices are opposed to pmrity of heart, mentioned
lower down and at ver. 21. Paul had already warned
Timothy against old women s fables, and against the drink-

ing of icater, 1 Tim. iv. 7, v. 23 ; now he restrains him
from the other extreme, youthful lusts. Righteousness—
Placed first, and opposed to iniquity, ver. 19. With—
Construe with ^eace. [But Eng. Yer. puts a comma after

peace.'] Zeal for a holy cause is holy, Kom. xii. 9 ; 3 John
11. Tliem that call on—Comp. ver. 19, note; Acts ix. 14.

The Lord—Christ. Pure—^ (ir. 21, purge. Lust is opposed
to this purity ; it is attended by righteousness, faith,

love.

23. Foolish and unlearned—^For thou oughtest to instruct,

ver. 25, and be wise, iii. 15; comp. foolish. Tit. iii. 9.

Strifes—Tit. iii. 9.

24. Must not strive—Should not be bitter in argument.
Gentle, apt to teach : patient, instructing—A Chiasmus [cross

reference]. The servant of the Lord ought to be gentle

towards all, and then will he be apt to teach ; but he should
be patient towards adversaries, and then he will be able to

instruct : he should neither attack nor resist ; he should be
gentle, so as not to give rise to evils ; and patient, so that
he may endure evils. Apt to teach—This not only denotes

VOL. III. E
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fitness and ability to teach, but also patience and diligence.

For we must hold fast, Tit. i. 9, note, ana that, too, with

gentleness, James iii. 17, and perseverance, Acts xx. 31,

ill all long-suffering and doctrine, oh. iv. 2. Patient—Enduring
evils. There is need of zeal at times, but of gentleness

always.

25. Ifperadventure—Gr. fx-qTrore.. M.rj, interrogative : with

this expectation, if at any time, etc. God loill give them—For
this is beyond the power of man. A motive for patience.

[He who tries to nse violence, is proportionately unsuc-

cessful: nor yet should he yield to inactivity. V. G.] Repent-

ance—This goes before acknoidedgment. To—So ds, at, in

the following verse.

26. May recover—This is dependent on ifperadventure : if

they may awake, and shake off sleep. Out of the snare—Two
evils, captivity and sleep : two good things, awaldng and
deliverance. A concise expression. Taken captive—Luke
V. 10; taken captive willingly. By him—By the servant of

the Lord. [But this cannot be, as a^iToC, him, must ]-efer to

SiafSokov, the Devil. Rut., Alf] Wherever God goes first,

ver. 25, the work of his servant prospers : God routes them,

liis servant rescues them. At his—Construe with, they may
recover. 'Ek, out of, signifies the starting point, ets, to [Eng.

Ver., at'\ the goal. The one is, oppose themselves, ver. 25,

and the snare of the devil, ver. 26 ; the other is the acknowledg-

ment of the truth and the tcill of God. Sis—God's. [Eather,

the devil's. Hut., etc.] TFiiZZ—Free itself, and conferring

freedom ; 1 Pet. iv. 2. The antithesis is from the snare.

PaTil himself was awakened to the wUl of God; Acts

xxii. 14.

CHAPTER III.

1. This knoio also, lit., hut know this—The apostle writes

plainly, 1 Tim. iv. 1. In tJie last days—Which had begun
even then, ver. 5. A similar expression is found, 2 Pet.

iii. 3, and Jude ver, 18. Shall come—Unexpectedly. The
future, with respect to former prophecy. Perilous times—
When you will be able to find with difficulty your proper
path of duty.

2. Men sliall he—Such shall he of higher rank than ever
and more numerous in the Church, ver. 5. They shall bo
even worse than those who had abused the light of nature
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alone, Rom. i. 20, etc. Lovers of their own selves—The fir.st

}i)()t t)f evil. Covetous—The second root. JJisohedient to

parents—'i'he character of the times is to be gathered

mainly from the behaviour of the 3'oung. Unthankful—
A grateful mind is next to filial affection.

0. Incontinent—fierce—Rash and easily yielding. De-
spisers of those that are good—The antithesis is a lover of
(jood, Tit. i. 7, note 3.

-t. Heady—Rash, headstrong in action. High-minded—
1 Tim. \'i. 4, note ; as if a man were so stifled with smoJce

as to be no longer in his right senses, for such does pride

cause men to be. Lovers of pleasures— An epithet of

the Epicureans. Pleasure destroys the love and sense of

God.
5. Form— Outmard appearance, but still having some

mw^xdi principle of godliness. [Having repudiated the power

—not denying, as Eng. Ver. Alf] Turn away—TpeVerat, he

turns, he is forced to flee : aTroTpeTrerat, he turns away, he
retires voluntarily. Lustathius.

6. Of this sort—See preceding verse. They—He plainly

points them out. Which creep in—Privately. Silly women
—Who are presently described as like those in ver. o.

With divers lusts—Of the mind and of the flesh, iv. 3. The
very variety is a source of pleasure.

7. Learning—Curiously. Never—Whence they are easily

led capitive, ver. 6.

8. Jannes and Jamhres—Eusebius, i. 9, Pr^p. Evang.,

quotes the following passage from Numenius, a Pythagorean
philosopher: "Jannes and Jambres, supposed to have been
Egyptian sacred scribes, men possessed of great skill in

magic, when the Jews were driven out of Egypt," etc.

Jannes and Jambres were well known names in the time

of i'aul, for they are constantly mentioned in the ancient

books of the Hebrews as two of the principal magicians

amongst the Egyptians. Hiller, who is a very keen
('l)server, says that, according to the Abyssinian language,

Jannes means a jester or trickster, and Jambres, a juggler

;

and he considers it probable that in the course of time
the appellatives became proper names. If they were
simply proper names, we may still believe that formerly
tbcy were intermediate terms, indicating the profession of

the art itself; comp. Acts xiii. 8. Withstood Moses—By
emulating his miracles, at least to some extent. liesist—

•

V 2
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The antithesis is, shall suffer persecution, ver. 12. Beprohate
—Having no poiver to prove : comp. Eom. i. 28.

9. They shall proceed no further—Not so as to lead others

astray, although they and those who are like them shall

proceed to worse, ver. 13. [But in eh. ii. 16, 17, we are told

that error shall extend. But here he is looking to its final

extinction ; as Chrysost. " Even though error flourish for

a time, it shall not abide to the end." Sut., Alf.'\ Malice

often sinks deeper in when it is unable to spread itself.

Folly—Although they may seem to themselves icise. Theirs

—Ex. vii. 12; viii. 18; ix. 11. A very heavy punishment
is denoted by the apostle's moderate expression, in a matter

that was notorious.

10. But thou—An antithesis: so, too, after a new de-

scription of evils, ver. 14, ch. iv. 5. Fully hnoion, lit.,

thou hast followed—After the perseci;tions here mentioned,

Timothy became Paul's companion, Acts xiii. 50 ; xiv.

5, 19 ; xvi. 3. This word is used with great propriety, as

in Luke i. 3. So Antiochus of his son : I am persuaded

that he, understanding my mind (Gr. following) ; 2 Mace. ix.

27. Purpose—His purpose for the future follows his rule

of life: comp. Acts xi. 23, note; and long-suffering follows

upon faith, as in Heb. vi. 12 : patience follows love, as in

2 Thess. iii. 5.

1 1. At Antioch, Iconium, Lystra—Acts xiii. 14, 51 ; xiv. 6.

Wliat—Olos, how great, marks the importance of the subject

:

1 Mace. V. 56, he heard the valiant and icarlike deeds, how
great things they did. What persecutions—The repetition of

the noun after another has intervened, gives clearness and
weight to the narrative. Persecution and affliction are

species and genus : persecution is, properly speaking, the

act of driving a man from one city to another, or of

attempting to appreliend him when he tlees ; but affliction

is any kind of calamity, as the stoning of Paul, etc. /
endured—The distinguishing mark of an apostle. Delivered

—To be miraculously preserved is another mark : Ps. xxxiv.

(xxxiii.) 17, He delivereth them out of all their afflictions. The

I/OjyZ—Christ.

1 2. Yea and all—All, and they alone. To have persecutors

IS the tliird mark ; so far should persecution be from
offending any one. When persecution commences, it Is not

evident that it is the mark of an apostle, but it is made
manifest at last by the help and the endurance. Hence the
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third mark of an apostle, patience, which the apostle values
and prefers above all others. Everything may be taken
from a man, so that he may bo utterly mined ; but if he
has but patience, all things are preserved. From this

Timothy might gather that he, too, would have to suffer

persecution. There is a similar transition from 1 'uul to all

godly men, ch, iv. 8. TJtat will—Gr. OeXovres. Consider,

then, whether you are willing : comp. intending, xiv. 28.

Even a determined will has a beginning. Lice godly—
The whole energy of their life is devoted to Christian piety,

Phil. i. 21. Uve—Ho pass life. Gal. ii. 14. In Christ—
Out of Christ godliness cannot exist. [Indeed the world
easily wears such a mask of religion as depends on itself

;

but the piety which flourishes directly from Jesus Christ,

is very obnoxious to the modern Christians, who have
no token of good, just as it was to the Jews of old.

V. (?.] Sliall suffer persecution—And they will not refuse

to do so, Gal. v. 11. Tliey shall wax worse, ver. 13, answers
to this future.

13. Evil men—The antithesis is godly, ver. 12. nAai/w-

fx.cvoi, with a middle signification, who permit themselves to he

seduced. Seducers—Enchanters, like the Egyptians, these

were TrXai/wvTcs, seducers. Shall ivax—So that none will

persecute them, although they will persecute the pious.

Deceiving and being deceived—Pie who has once begun to

deceive others does not recover from that sin easily. He
also embraces other people's errors with greater facility.

14. But— thou,—Whatever they may do. He resumes the
thread of his discom-se from verse 1 0. Hast been assured of—nto-Tooj, I confiiTa a fact, or strengthen the mind : ev ols

eirLarwOrjs, in lohich thou hast been rendered faithful and firm
[out of the Scripture, ver. 15. V. 6r.]. Comp. Sept., Ps.

Ixxviii. 8, 37, Tria-rovcrOaL, to he steadfast. Knoicing—and
that thou hast knoion—^A double Etiology [assigning of a
reason], the first part of which relates to in the things which
thou hast learned, and the second to thou hast been assured.

There is a similar construction, 8ta

—

koL on, hecause^that,
at John ii. 24, 25 ; also imyvov^—koL oVt, hiowing—and be-

cause. Acts xxii. 29. [But this is wrong, and Eng. Ver.
connects properly, knounng of whom—and (knowing) that,

etc. So i2"w<., etc.] Of whom—Paul, an approved teacher,
ver. 10, 11.

15. And— After Paul's death, Timothy is still more
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l)Ound to ilie Scriptures. Paul does not bind Timothy to

himself alone ; he orders him, as his son in the faith, to use

the Scriptures. This should have weight with those who
are so devoted to their teachers as to admit nothing outside

their usual ken, although it may be presented to them
from Scripture. Sometimes a feeling of slothful mental
satiety and self-complacency creeps over men, under the

assumed title of steadfastness and sobriety. From a child—
The most tender age is best suited for assurance. Faith

may be impressed upon it, diffusing firmness throughout
the whole of life. The holy Scriptures—The books of Moses
and the prophets. For these alone were extant when
Timothy was but a child. Thou hast known—Since your
mother instructed you, ch. i. 5. Which are able—[Beng., loere

able, incorrectly. So Hut., etc. The particle, says Beng.,

acquires a preterite force from thou hast hwwn.'] This ability

denotes sufficiency and perfection. To make—loise—An ex-

}iressive phrase, of which the antithesis is folly, ver. 9.

TJtee—As though they had been written for thee only.

Unto salvation—-Your own and others' too. Through faith—
The unbeliever does not obtain wisdom ar-d salvation.

Through is to be construed with salvation; [better with
make thee wise. Alf.'].

16. All Scripture—Holy Scripture in all its parts. In
all his later epistles, Paul recommends the Scriptures to

the utmost of his power. Given by inspiration of God—This
is not a part of the subject (for what Scripture Paul means
is everywhere evident), but of the predicate. [But Alf.

takes it as subject, every scripture given by inspiration of God
is also profitable, etc.] It was divinely inspired, not only

when it was written by God, who breathed into the

writers, but also whenever it is read, by God breathing

into the Scriptiires, and the Scriptures breathing forth

Him ; hence it is so profitable. For doctrine—Doctrine

teaches the ignorant ; reproof convinces the erring and
prejudiced ; correction calls a man back from Avrong to

right; training [Eng. Ver., instruction'] in righteousness

actually instructs; ch. ii, 24; Sir. xviii. 13.

17. The man of God—Note on 1 Tim. vi. 11. May he per-

fect—In his duty. Unto all good ivorks—The various kinds
of which are enumerated, ver. 16. For the man of God
ought to teach, reprove, correct, train or instruct ; comp. iv. 2.

TBut this is too limited. Yer. IG shows what Scripture
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accomplishes, not in duties toward.*! other.s, bxit for the man
liimself who uses it. The phrase, every good work, i?

ireneral. Iluf.'] Throughh/ furnished—By the Scriptures.

He ought to be thorougldy j-ierfeded, and then he will

become perfect. To hccome and to he are different.

CHArTER IV.

1. [Omit ovv lyli, therefore (T). Tisch., Alf] Tlierefore—
This in inferred from the whole of eh. iii. I—Whom thon

knowcst, ch. iii. 14. [Omit tov Kvplov, the Lord, and read

XptcTTov 'Irja-ov, Christ Jesns. Tisch., Alf] Tlie quich and the

dead—Paul was about to die, but Timothy was to survive.

[For Kara, at, read /cat, and. Tisch., etc. Render, I adjure

thee before God, etc., and by his appearing and hingdom, etc.

J.//.] At—\Maen he shall appear ; Kara, at, relates to time,

Heb. i. 10. Appearing—'E7rt(^av€ta kol ftaa-iXeia, is a Hen-
diadys [i.e.. appearing of his hingdom] : cVt^aveia, appearing,

is the revelation and rising of the kingdom, 1 Tim. vi. 14, 15.

[An error ; each has place in the adjuration. Alf.]

2. Be instant— Urge. la season, out of season— Gr.
evKaipw^, aKatpojs. Pricjeus takes this word adverbially as

meaning assiduously, or at every time. He has collected

many instances of similar usage, which, however, do not

all involve the same principle. What the apostle means is

this : Be instant at ordinary and proper times, and beyond
these, whether it be or be not convenient to thyself or

to thy hearers, night and day, Acts xx. 31. Reprove—
rehuhe—There is an appropriate omission of the conjunction.

This passage does not oppose long-siiffering, but, on the

contrary, requires it. Doctrine—See note on ch. ii. 24,

3. Will come—And now is, ch. iii. 1, note. Doctrine—
This is followed by the concrete, teachers. Whoever despises

sound doctrine, soon abandons sound teachers. Lusts—In
which, much against their inclination, they are interriipted

b}- true teachers, and for which they seek a seasoning in

the sweetness of a laxer doctrine. Shall they heap up—Gr.

iTTiaopeia-ovcri. A very significant compound, signifying

abundance. Variety pleases men of itching ears.

4. Turn away their ears—A man's ears will not bear with
teachers that oppose the lusts of the heart.

5. Watch—in all things—So as never to fall asleep. So
-€pl iravra, in all things. Tit. ii. 7. Tlie work—1 Tim. iii. 1.
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Do—The joumey to Paul is specially included. Of an
evangelist—A noble appellation. Mahe full proof of lit.,

fulfil—Gr. 7rXr]po4>op7]aov. By resisting them and coming
to me. The same word occurs, ver. 17.

6. For /—A reason for influencing Timothy to his duty,

—Paul's departure and blessedness. Tlie end crowns the

ivorh Now—As in 2 Pet. i. 14, the time was made kno\\Ti

to Peter, so now to Paul. Ready to he offered, lit. and better

rendered. I am being offered—See note on Phil. ii. 17. Of
my departure—Phil. i. 23, note.

7. A good fight, lit., that good fight—Comp. note on 1 Tim.
vi. 12. The faith—What has been twice figuratively named
is now mentioned for the third time without any figure. I
have Tcept—To the end, Eev. ii. 10.

8. Henceforth—What a glorious particle !—the decisive

moment is come at last. Paul, at the instant of his de-

parture, contemplates his three states : (1) the i3ast, I have

fought; (2) the present, there is laid up; (3) the future,

the Lord will give. There is laid up—Labour and danger are

vanquished, and that for ever. Bighteousness—For which
1 have fought. The righteous refers to this. A crown—
[Better the crown. Alf] The croion was given after wrest-

ling, limning, fighting. SJiall give—With this the word
righteous agrees, 2 Thess. i. 6, 7. Tlie Lord—Christ. Of
whom also, ver. 1, 14, 17, 18, 22. In that day—I do not
know whether Paul was acquainted with the first resi^r-

rection, and claimed some such reward for himself. That
day is the last—the great day of judgment. Then at

length will the elect receive a large accession of ghuy,
2 Cor. V. 10. This passage must be understood gene-
rally. There is no reason why those, who have been par-

takers of the fii-st resurrection, should not also receive a

croivn on the last day, and be commended again in the gTeat
general assembly. The hrethren. Matt. xxv. 40, will be far

fewer than the others who benefited them, and so it is taken
for gi-anted that a favourable sentence is passed on them.
To me—An individual application. To all—This fills up
Paul's cup of joy, and urges Timothy onward. Many of
them had been won by I'aul. That Zore—Gr. r^yaTraKoari.

I'he preterite has greater force than uyaTryjo-as, having loved,

ver. 10, where there is a sad antithesis. This desire for

the appearing of the Lord presupposes a complete absorption
of Christianity, especially of faith. A change of the conse-
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queut for the antecedent. Ajypcaring—The first and the

second.

9. Do thy diligence—This is repeated, vcr. 21. To come
— unto me—AN'hat Panl has only intimated, he, in the

conclusion, states opeiily, ver. 21. Timothy was first to

be the comfort of the martyr, Paul; he was then to be
strengthened by him, and at last to carry on the work of

the Gospel, perhaps even at Eome, for a short time. It is

said that he was martyred at Ephesus.

1 0. [jPor—Paul is almost abandoned. V. G.'] Unto Thessa-

lonica—" In a Scholium in the Medicean Library we read,

and became there (cd Thessalonica) an idolatrous priest, of which
matter I have nowhere else read anything." Pricfeus.

Galafia—This reading appears to have crept in owing to

its rhythm with Dalmatia. There are good authorities who
read VaXXiav, Gaul, while some retain PaAAaTtav, Galatia,

and refer it to Western or European Galatia, that is, Gaul.

Titus—Therefore he had settled his affairs and departed

from Crete, Tit. i. 5. These persons had either accom-
i:»anied Paul or else had visited him.

11. Only—'H.e speaks of his companions ; for many of his

friends were present : ver. 21. Luhe—Liike has not brought
down his history of the Acts of the Apostles to this

period. Profitable—More than formerly. Acts xiii. 1 '6
;

XV. 38 : comp. Philem. 11. Demas falls away ; Mark recovers

himself: he who had departed in an easy undertaking,
ought now to be present in a more serious matter.

12. TycMcus—That Timothy might set him over the

Church ; but Paul leaves this to him : comp. Tit. iii. 1 2.

13. Tlie cloTce—Some consider this a book-case (book-
bag) ; but the case would not be named separately from
the books. [The meaning is doubtful, most probably cloah.

So Alf., De W.'] I left—The cloak may have been taken
frciui Paul at Rome, when he was first attacked. Now that

Timothy is desired to Ining it, personal security is plainly

promised him. With Carpus—The man to whom the apostle

would entrust so precious a charge, must have been very
faithful.

14. Did me—At Ephesus, or even at Rome. Eeward—
^Alf. (not Tisch.) after Lachmann, reads d7ro8oJo-ei, will reward,

but remarks that the toish of the common reading makes
no difficulty ; for it expresses, not personal feeling (see

ver. 16), but zeal for the gospel.] The apostle knew that
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he would not be unavenged, and so lie yields to the Lord's
judgment. Mucli—Therefore he will not cease. Our—
The faithful have one common caiise : and Timothj'- was
already I'aul's companion. The adversary was where
Timothy was, and where Paul had been, at Ephesus

;

Timothy, therefore, must guard against him.
16. First—It was now therefore the second; in which

he desires Timothy's presence, and trusts the Lord will

stand by him, so that he may overcome. Stood tvith^-'^vv,

with, denotes that there was not any great danger then.

lAll—HoAv lamentable ! V. (?.] Forsook—From fear. It

raay not he laid to their charge—Here is denoted the mag-
nitude of the sin, as well as Paxil's wish : aurois, to their

charge, prefixed to the verb, denotes that it will be imputed

to those who had hindered the saints.

17. Notwithstanding the Lord—The more so on this account.

Stood with me —Gr. irapia-n]. This has greater force than

TrapayiveaOai, to he present. Strengthened me—The antithesis

is, forsook. That by me—Oftentimes a single opportunity

is of the highest importance. All the Gentiles—Rome was
their capital. I icas delivered out of the mouth of the lion—
Ps. xxii. 22, save me from the lion's moidh. It may be that

Paul had seen a vision under the form of a lion. This lion

either signifies Nero, or some one who threatened danger.

At all events it is a figure ; for if he had literally meant
wild beasts, he would have said, from the mouth of the lions.

I was delivered, he says, and not he delivered me, because it

was not outwardly evident that the Lord had done it.

18. [Omit the first /cat, and. Tisch., Alf] And—Hope
argues from the past to the future. Shall deliver me—Paul
looks on the bright side of everything. Does he live?

He has been delivered. Shall he be beheaded? He ivill

be delivered, the Lord freeing him. Evil ivorh—The anti-

thesis is, his. [The evil works are especially faint-hearted-

ness and apostacy. Alf] And—a delightful conjunction.

He is the Lord, and Deliverer, 1 Thess. i. 10; and Saviour,

Phil. iii. 20. He takes away evil, and bestows good. Will

preserve—This word occurred to Paul from the Psalm quoted

above. Kingdom—Better than Nero's. To whom he glory—
The very hope gives rise to a doxology : how much more
then the reality !

20. Erastus—Trophimus—The reason why they do not

send salutations, is plainly implied. Ahode—Whil^ I was
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travellin_£>". Paul's second imprisonment was not a long
one, i'or ho wrote this epistle soon after his journey, and
a little before his death. At Corinth—His native place,

l\om. xvi. 2o. \Ileft—Consequently Paul had returned from
Asia to Eome nut verj" long before. V. G. The word left

implies an earlier companionship. De W.'] At Miletus—
Miletus was near Ephesus. Whether Timothy knew of the

illness of Trophimus or not, Paul might have mentioned it.

Afterwaids, perhaps, Trophimus accompanied Timothy to

pome. On this passage the Scholiast in Prica3us says

;

" Trophimus, Aristarchus, and Pudens. after sharing Paul's

persecutions, were at last beheaded with him."

21. Before icinter—In former times navigation almost
ceased during the winter, and Paul's martj^rdom was close

at hand. To come— lie is invited by the mention of

Euhnlus, and others who were with Paul, and yet were
alive. And Linus—He is named in the third place ; he was
not yet a bishop.

22. [Omit 'iTyo-oi's Xpi.crTo<;, Jesus Christ. Tisch. (not Alf.)]

With you— Ver. I'J. [Omit a/x^v, Amen, and the whole
subscription. Tisch., Alf.']



THE

EPISTLE TO TITUS.

CHAPTER I.

1-3. Paul—A suitable title for Paul's character and for

the office of Titus. [Transpose XpLo-rov 'Irja-ov. Tisch., J.Z/]

According to—Comp. Kara, after, ver. -i, 9 ; note on 2 Tim. i. 1,

It is an apostle's duty to spread the faith, Rom. i. 5. Faith
—'Faith and Hope are the sum of Christianity ; and Titus,

in all his teaching, was to regard this, and avoid everything

else; comp. 1 Tim. i. 5, iii. 15, 16, iv. 1, 3, 10. GocVs elect

—For whose sake we ought to do and suffer all things,

2 Tim. ii. 10. The elect were of the Jews and Gentiles,

and they held one common faith, ver. 4 ; 2 Pet. i. 1. Paul
was of the former, and Titus of the latter.

2. In hope of eternal life—Ch. iii. 7. Hope relates to the

promise. Which—Life. That cannot lie—The foundation of

our confidence. Before the tvorld began—The promise of life

eternal is contained in the appellation, God of Abraham, etc.

A direct promise to men is implied ; see Gen. iii. etc. The
eternal ages followed the creation and the fall.

3. Times—XpoVot, seasons, were longer than times.

4. Common—Otherwise Titus, being of Gentile extraction,

would fall short of it. [For eXeos, mercy, read koI, and,

(supplied in Eng. Ver.) Tisch., Alf.']

5. For this cause— There are four divisions in this

epistle.

I. The Inscription, i. 1, 2.

II. The Instructions to Titus, viz. :

—

1. Ordaiu good ijresbyters, 5, 6, for

2. They are needed amongst the wicked Cretans, 10, 11.

3. Rebuke them severely and admonish them, 13, 14.

4. Teach old men and women, also young men, and be thyself

an example of good works, ch. ii. 1, 2 ; teach servaiita,

too, ver. 9, 10; an admirable motive li-om the pith of

the Gospel is introduced, 11-14, 15.
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5. Warn them to obey magistrates, and to be gentle towards
all men ; here the same motive is repeated, iii. 1-7.

6. Good works must be perFonned, foolish questions must bo
avoided ; a man who is a heretic must bo left to him-
self, 8-11.

III. An Invitation to Titus to come to Nicopolis, and a warning not

to omit attending to some necessary matters, 12, 13.

IV. The Conclusion, 15.

[In Crete—Now Candia, a populous island. V. G.] Tlie

tilings that are ivantmg—Which, owing to my short stay,

I was unable to do when I was there. Set in order—iiriSiop-

Ouia-rj. Paul Stw/i^wo-aTo, set in order. Titus livihopOovTaL,

com-pletes the setting in order. As—Paul repeats in these

verses the qualifications necessary for presbyters.

6. Faithful—[Believing.] For if a man were unable to

bring his children to the faith, how could he hope to lead

others? Of riot—Which would be wrong-fully supported
from the goods of the church.

7. \Bishop—Or overseer ; see 1 Tim. iii. 2. Here plainly

identified with the p-eshjter or elder, ver. 5. Alf.'] As the

steward of God—The greater the Master, the greater also

should be the good qualities of the master's servant. Paul
calls the ministers of the Gospel, stewards of God, 1 Cor. iv.

1. note. A bishop's authority is, therefore, circumscribed,

but it is not for that reason nullified. He is a steward, and
the steward of God; but a steward has some power and
authority, something entrusted to his fidelity and skill

;

he does not simply use his bodily powers, he is not

a mei'e instrument or a machine : God's steward is not a

slave of men, a drudge, a sutler; but let him be a true

steward. Mark this in opposition to false politicians, who
wish the ministers of Christ, and the princes whose names
they abuse, and believers, and all things, to belong, not to

God, not to the faithful, but to themselves. Not self-willed

—The antithesis is in ver. 8, a lover of hospitality ; for a
self-willed man despises humble guests, as Nabal did,

1 Sam. XXV. ; he cares but for himself, and his possessions,

he bids other people keep their affairs and anxieties to

themselves. Not soon angry—The antithesis is a lover of
good. Not given to wine—The antithesis is sober. No striker

-The antithesis is just, one who decides by reason and
('(^lity, not by violence. Not given to filthy lucre—This may
bo sought in a matter that is honest in itself, as in the
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workshop, in bargains, in merchandise, yea, in the epis-

copate itself; ver. 11; 1 Tim. vi. 5; 2 Cor. xi. 12, 20;
Phil. iii. 19 ; 1 Pet. v. 2 ; 2 Pet. ii. 3. The antithesis is holy.

8. Temperate—'EyKparr)?, temperate, and aKparrys, incontinent,

are sometimes received in a wider sense ; comp. note on
Matt, xxiii. 25. The opposite, aKparri^ incontinent, is clear,

there was therefore no need for expressing it ; while
aKpaaia, incontinence, so far as it is opposed to TvapoLvta,

drunken violence, would less meet the notice of Titus.

9. Holding fast—One who holds fast, defends, urges
zealously. The Sept. generally translates the Hebrew term
b}' this expression. Faithful—Whence exhortation and power
to convict receive their force.

10. Vain talkers and deceivers— TJnridy is the epithet of

these two nouns. On vain talkers, see 1 Tim. i. 6, 7. Those

who deceive men's minds : unruly, like horses champing
the bit ; they will not submit to the obedience of faith.

11. WJiose mouths must he stopped—By the Spirit's power,
as the unruly deserve. Subvert—As deceivers. Whole houses

—A great loss to Paul. [But at present what comes to pass

throughout whole streets? What is done regarding vil-

lages and towns ? V. (?.] Teaching things which they ought not—
As vain talkers. For filthy lucre's sake—Construe with, they

subvert. The baseness is chiefly conspicuous in the vileness

of the gain ; Ez, xiii. 19 ; 1 Tim. vi. 5.

12. One—said—They who study profane writers too much,
ought not to exult because Paul quotes Menander, Aratus,

Epimenides : for he does not mention them by name.
Acts xvii. 28 ; 1 Cor. xv. 33. Of their own—In origin and
condition. This increases the authority of the witness. Evil

testimony was borne by others against the Cilician character

;

consequently Paul, a Cilician, could quote this without

reproach. A prophet—Epimenides, according to Diogenes
Laertius, uttered many prophecies, and he acted as a

prophet when he composed this verse, which Paul quotes.

Always—Every mortal man has lied at times ; to do so

always is a more serious matter. Liars— Unlike God,
ver. 2 ; and in their doctrine respecting God, since they
love fables, ver. 14. The Cretans affirmed that they

possessed the tomb of Jupiter ; therefore they were called

liars by the poets. Evil beasts—Ciete was esteemed to be a

country free from tcild animals. Slow hcllies— Vd>iOv con-

siders dpyos, slow, is used here by AphcBresis [removal
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of a letter from the beginning of a word] for fxiipyo^,

voracious ; eomp. ch. ii. 2(3. But the common idea is suffi-

cient : bellies are slow that are useful to nobody.
13. True—Although coming from a Cretan. BebuJce—

The chief part of the rehuJce follows.

14. Fables—The antithesis is truth.

15. Unto the pure— Understand and to the faithful, from
the antithesis, 1 Tim. iv. 3 ; Acts xv. 8 ; Kom. xiv. 23.

All things external are pure to those who are pure within.

[To the pure—Kot in their judgment, but for their use. Alf.^^

All things— Paul destroys the pretext used by defenders
of fables and of human commandments. To them that are

dejiled—This is treated of furtlier on. Unbelieving—This
is discussed in ver. 16. Nothing—Neither within nor
without. Mind—Eom, xiv. 5. Conscience—Of things done
or doing; 1 Cor. viii. 7.

16. Profess—And thence claim Jcnowledge ; 1 Tim. vi.

20. God—To know whom is the greatest wisdom. Deny—
God. Abominable—This is in harmony with the Sept.,

Prov. xvii. 1 5 : unclean and abominable. Iteprobate—We may
take this actively for those who are not good for anything,

because they cannot approve what is good either in them-
selves or in others.

CHAPTER II.

1. SpeaJc—Unrestrainedly, carefully, vigorously, boldly.

2. Aged men—Understand exhort from ver. 6. Sober,

lit., watchful—In feeling. Grave—In actions. Temperate

-In life. In patience—A most becoming virtue, especially

in the old.

3. As becometh holiness—Observant of holy propriety.

Behaviour—Gr. Karaa-T-qiia, is used of tlie ornament of the

virtues, which are soon afterwards enumerated. KaTaaTrjixa,

is a word of very wide meaning. Given, lit., and with
more force, enslaved—It is indeed slavery not to overcome
the appetite; 2 Pet. ii. 19. Teachers of good things—As
follows.

4. That they may teach the young ivomen to be sober—The
Cretan women were to be treated more severely by Titus
than the Epliesian women by Timothy, 1 Tim. v. 2. He
was to admonish the latter himself : Titus, the former, by
moans of the older women.
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5. [For oLKovpov<;, keepers at home, read clmvpyovs, ivorkers

at home. Tisch., Alf. Keepers at home—^Or better, keepers of
the house, Prov. vii. 11. V. G.']

7. Thys If—ThoiTgh. young. In doctrine— By this is

meant public teaching, to which Xoyos, speech, in daily

practice is presently opposed. [An arbitrary distinction.

Hut.'] In the one are required uncorruptness and gravity,

and to these sound and aKarayvwa-Tov, that cannot he condemned,

correspond in the other, so that the essence and form
may agree. Uncorruptness—Understand shoioing : thyself is

not to be repeated. [Omit adtOapcriav, sincerity. Tisch.,

Alf-]

8. May he ashamed—Great is the power of tnith and
innocence. [For v/xwv, you, read -^/awi/, us. Tisch., Alf]

10. Good—In things not evil. May adorn—The lower
the condition of slaves, the more beautifully is their pietj^

described. [Even slaves (servants) should not cast them-
selves away, as if it were of no importance what sort of

persons they are. V. G.]

11. [Render, For the grace of God was manifested, hringing

salvation to all men, etc. Alf] For the grace—hath appeared—
The appearance is twofold, of grace and of glory, ver. 13.

That hringeth salvation— As is shown by the very name
itself, Jesus [comp. ver. 10]. To all—[Of whom so many
various classes are named, ver. 2-9. V. G.], even to slaves

;

yea, even to the Gentiles; comp. ch. iii. 2.

12. Ungodliness—An antithesis to godly. Worldly—Which
is a hindrance to a sober and righteous life. Soberly,

righteously, and godly—The three cardinal virtues, from
which, either alone or in combination, all the others

spring.

13. Looking for—With joy. [And manifestation of the

glory of, etc. Eng. Ver., glorious appearing, etc., injures the

sense. Alf, etc.] Hope—of—God—This may be referred to

Christ. [But this is not the natural reference. Yet the

appearing of Christ is that of God also : so that the passage

is a proof of Christ's divinity. Rut.] Saviour—Ch. iii. 4, 6,

where the Father and the Son are mentioned in the closest

connection, as here, ch. ii. 11, 13. [Hope answers to the

name of Saviour ; the appearance of the glory, to that of

God. F. G.]

14. That he might redeem—An allusion to redemption

from slavery. A peculiar people—That is, above all others,
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peculiar to God. Comp. a i^eculiar peo;[)le, 1 Pet. ii. 9,

note.

lo.—Let no man—See note on 1 Tim. iv. 12. Despise—
The minister of God's word, being without arms, and
ignonintof the arts of war, is despised by those who refuse

to submit to the Divine authority, and put tlieir trust in

worldly defences. But perverse hearers despise him th;it

teaches slowly ; they ought to feel the authoritative incid-

catii/n, and not take authority upon themselves.

CHAPTER JII.

1. [Omit Koi, and. Tisch., Alf.'] To p-incipalities and powers

—Crete was a lioman province. To be subject, to obey—
This is opposed, foolish (uomp. Ps. xxxii. 9) and disobedient,

ver. 3.

2. No brawlers—Who do not attack. Gentle—^Vho yield

to an assailant. All—Crete was a great resort for mer-

chants, and they were usually such as are described, vei-. 3.

3. For—We ought to deal with our neighbour in the

same way that God has dealt with us. We—also—Eph. ii. 3.

Foolish—We have not known God of ourselves. [This is

the very character of human life without grace. Grace
alone cures folly. Some, strange to say, though remarkably

skilful and shrewd in some matters, yet in others, when
godliness or even mere natural eqTiity'is at issue, err greatly,

and permit themselves to be cajoled and their authority to

be basely wielded. V, G.'] Disobedient—We did not obey

God when he revealed himself. Pleasures-»-This consists

not merely in the appetite, but in evil speaking. Divers—

•

2 Tim. iii. 6. A remarkable epithet ; variety is pleasing.

4. Kindness and love—towards man—The very opposite

human vices are enumerated in ver. 3. Our Saviour—

A

kindred term, he saved, is found at ver. 5.

0. Not by works—The negative lends force to the whole
of the sentence ; we had not been righteous ; we had not

wrought in righteousness : we had 7iot any works by which
we could be saved. So Moses to Israel, Deut. ix. 5. [He
saved us—Christianity itself, as opposed to former suftering

(v. 3) affords a real salvation. V. (?.] By the toashing of
regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost—[Laver—not

toashing, as Eng. A'er., but the j>»/«fe or vessel in which
washing was done. Alf., etc.] The renewing is construed

VOL, III. V
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with hy ; for as laver and regeneration are closely connected,

so, too, are renewing and he shed on us. Two things are

mentioned : (1) the laver of regeneration, a periphrasis for

baptism into Christ; (2) the renewing of the Holy Spirit.

Comp. note on Heb. ii. 4. For in each place praise is

attributed to the benefits we obtain from Christ and the

Holy Spirit. Thus it is called the work of Divine Grace,

not simply with regard to individuals, b^^t also in respect

of the glorious economy of the New Testament. Regenera-

tion and renewing do away with the death and old condition

of misery, in ver. 3 ; 2 Cor. v, 17.

G. Which—The Holy Ghost. Through—This depends on
saved, etc., ver. 5, as is shown by the kindred terms saved

and Saviovr. [But Eng. Ver. rightly connects shed on us

and, through Jesus Christ, etc. So Alf, etc.]

7. That—This depends on he saved. Being justified—For
formerly we were without righteousness, ver. 5. His—
God's, ver. 4, 5. 'Ekcivos, he, indicates something at a

distance. The idea of distance arises from the position

of the words, and not from the thought itself The grace

of God is an ordinary expression ; and his hindness and love

to which all things are owing, have appeared. God is

very good : we are infinitely bad. Grace—Antithesis to

loorJcs. According to the hope—\Vhich before we had not.

[This hope softens the mind, 1 Pet. iii. 9. V. G.] Life—
Construe this with heirs.

Faithfid—This refers to what has gone before. TJiese

-Not trifles : 1 Tim. i. 7, end. Careful—No longer

foolish, ver. 3". [Diligence is needful. V. G.] Good—In

reality. The antithesis is, vain, in the following verse.

\_Frofitahle—The antithesis is, unprofitable. V. G.']

10. A heretic—Following of his own will, what has been
blamed in ver. 9. Reject—Cease to admonish him, for of

what use is it ? It would be useless labour. Matt. vii. 6.

11. Suhverted—By this the Sept. translates [the Hebrew
term in] Deut. xxxii. 20. Sinneth— \\ hatever he does or

thinks, it is wrong. Condemned of himself—His own judg-

ment accompanies sin, and condemnation follows close upon
it ; Rom. xiv. 22, 23.

12. Artemas or Tychicus—To whom Titus might commit
the Gospel. To came unto me— When matters are more
settled in Crete. There—He does not say here. Paul was
not yet at Nicopolis.
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13. Tliut nothing—Titus therefore had Ihe means. They
did not o-o empty.

14. Ours also—Not we alone, but ours alsf), whom we
have gained in Crete. It appears that they did not render

sufficient aid to Zenas and Apollos when they should have
dune so. [It is inevitable that some .should be ever trans-

feri'iug their business to others. V. (?.] Zenas and Apollos

were both with Titus in Crete ; for this is the reason

why a distinction is made between them and Artemas and
Tychicus, who were to be sent afterwards. Learn—B3' thy

admonition and example. For necessary uses—\_Alf. renders,

roatribuHons to the necessary wants which arise.] Just as

.spiiitual relationship [Lat. necessitudo, meaning also neces-

sity'] requires ; so, too, x/^eia, business, Acts vi. 3. Spiritual

relationship lays the foundation of obligations, so that one

cannot withdraw from the other. [Omit d/xT/v, amen. Also

the subscription, ivas icritten, etc. Tisch., Alf.'\

V 2



THE

EPISTLE TO PHILEMON.

CHAPTER I.

1. Paid—This epistle is at once familiar and veiy cour-

teous ; it relates to a private matter, and is inserted in

the Books of the New Testament, as aftbrding a specimen
of the greatest wisdom, showing how Christians ought to

manage civil affairs on holy principles. Franke says

:

The single epistle to Philemon very far surpasses all worldly

wisdom. A prisoner—Why then should Philemon refuse

him, ver. 9. [Transpose Xpicrrov ^Irjcrov, Christ Jesus. Tisch.,

Alf.] Timothy—This epistle (ver. 22) was written before

the second Epistle to Timothy.
2. To Apphia—Philemon's wife, who was interested in

Ihis aifair of Oiiesimus. Tliy house—-Philemon's.

5. Hearing—[Or for that I hear. Alf.] Paul had won
Pliilemon, ver. 19; he now praises his constancy. From
Onesimus himself he might hear of his faith and love.

Love—faith—to—Jesus and toward—saints—So Eph. i. 15;

but here there is a Chiasmus [cro.ss refeience of clauses] as

regards Philemon. The first is joined with the fourth, and
the second with the third ; but love is the first because he
urges an example of love upon Philemon, to whom the order

of faith and love had long been known. Paul thanks God
fur this blessedness of Philemon.

n. That—'^I'his depends on thou hast, ver. 5. Communi-
ratinn. lit., the communion of thy faith—That is, ihy faith,

^vllich thou hast in common with us. May become effectual

—At first Paul speaks indefinitely. By the acknowledging

of every good thing—Every good thing is all that riches which
.lesus, by a life of want and poverty, acquired for us. He
bi-iefly points out to his friena what he states more ex-

]>licitly in 2 Coi-. viii. 9, where we also read ye Imoto.

Jasus in his turn ought to enjoy (in his own people) the
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benefits which he has ah-oa(\y given ns. An elegant circle.

Beiiejit occurs, ver. 14. [For vixly, yoti, read ry/itv, us. Tisch.,

AIf.\ In—Construe with mai/ become. The good confeiTcd
upon Tis should redound to Christ.

7. [For x^p"-^^ joy, read x«P"^ grace. Tisch., Alf.'] Joy—
and consolation—These are generally taken together : 2 Cor.
vii. 4, and I rejoice, says he, for thanksgiving, 1 Cor. xvi. 17,

note. Of the saints—To whom Philemon's house was ever
open, ver. 2.

8. Wlierefore—I exhort depends upon this. To enjoin—
Great authority (as well as the foundation of authority)
is Philemon's obligation, ver. 19, demanding obedience,

ver. 21.

9. Love—Mine to thee, thine towards Onesimus. Phile-
mon's love for Paul has been mentioned already. Paul
lovingly asks one who loves him. Bather—He does not
say if you refuse you will incur my displeasure and Peter s also :

this would be too much in the style of the Koman [Catholic]

Court, and by no means becoming in an apostle.

The divisions of this epistle are three :

—

I. The Inscription, 1-3.

II. Having named Philemon's flourishing spiritual condition, ver. 4, etc.,

He begs him to receive Onesimus, a fugitive, 12-17.

And desires him to procure a lodging for himself, 22.

III. CoNCLCSiON, 23-25.

Such—He lays down three reasons why he prefers to

exhort and ask him affectionately, rather than command
him ; his own (Paul's) disposition, long since known to

Philemon, his old age, and his imprisonment. Old age
makes men gentle, comp. Luke v. 39 ; but even before old

age, Paul had been the same ; long ago Paul had depended
on the kindness of others, and even now, also, he de-

pends upon it. The gi-aceful courtesy of this epistle is

mixed with gravity. [Transpose Xpia-Tov 'Irjaov, Christ Jesus.

Also connect the words froniheing such an one, etc., with the

following verse. Tisch., Alf]
10. I beseech—This word is reiterated, as though after a

parenthesis. For my son—Besides other matters, he premises
a favourable description, but interrupts the thread of his

discourse till he mentions the hated name, Onesimus. The
whole of this epistle is redolent of joy for Onesimus, a
recent convert, from whom he appears to have concealed
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the fact of liis writing so kindly about him. Onesimus—
There is a sweet allusion to this name in the following
verse [in the Greek]. J have begotten—He was the son of

Paul's old age. \_Omit ixov, mi/, {with bonds). Tisch., Alf.]

11. Unprofitable—A liitotes [softened form of expression],

for he was guilty. The word departed, is also used in a

mild sense) ver. 15; again ver. lS,but if— he oweth. To thee

and to nie—He courteously places Philemon before himself.

He treats of himself, ver. 13, 14; of him, ver. 15, Ki.

Chiasmias [cross reference]. Profitable—This is an allusion

to the word Onesimus ; ovaLfjirjv, may I have joy, ver. 20.

'Without piety, not even a servant can do his duty ; with
godliness any man is jDrofitable.

12. I have sent again—Even before he had become tri;ly

profitable, Onesimus had thought well of Paul, and had
fled to him on the occasion of his crime. Beceive—A word
of gentle import, occurring again in ver. 17. [Omit irpo-

aXa,3ov, (do) thou receive. Tisch., Alf.'\ Mine own bowels—An
example of spiritual affection, ver. 17.

1;J. Wliom—llQ shows Onesimus to be worthy of con-

fidence now.
14. As it icere—A modifying particle ; for although

Philemon had not been forced, his willingness would have
been less patent. Necessity—It was not in Philemon's

power to resist. [^That thy benefit—Or, for the good lohieh

proceeds from thee should be not forced but voluntary. Mey."]

15. Perhaps—The apostle employs this language after

the manner of men, so 1 Cor. i. 16. Because the judg-

iiients of God are concealed. Departed—A softened form
of words. For ever—In this life and in heaven, Ex. xxi. 6.

An ambiguous phrase, yet exceedingly elegant. The
whole time that Onesimus was absent is biit an hour, if

<'ompared with this protracted space of time. Beceive—
Have him for thyself.

16. Not now as a servant—This he had been. Above a

servant—Equivalent to an epithet. But is connected with
a brother : above a servant : from him you will receive a

greater benefit tlian from a servant. Brother—He does not
add as. It is clear that he recommends him as a brother.

Beloved—^Ve love our brethren and our friends, not our ser-

vants. Spedall 1/ to me—Beyond all othei's : they, howevew
are not excluded. Unto thee—Even before me : to me and to

thee are taken with a brother beloved. In the flesh he i«
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above a servant, a freedman (comp. iirep, above, ver. 21); in

the Lord, a brother.

17. If thou count, lit. as Beng., tJiouhast—Therefore receive

is introduced. A jyartner—So that thine may be mine, and
mine thine. [But it is simply, one who has Christian fellow-

ship) with thee. Mey.']

18. If—ought—A mild expressien. Onesimus had con-

fessed his sin to Paul. Or oweih—A milder synonym is

employed after the verb wronged. Put—account—Mal-e it

of no account. Ilesj'chius. Eegaixl me as your debtor.

19. I Paul—His own handwriting. I will repay—Just
as a parent ordinarily pays his son's debts. The prisoner

writes seriously. He has confidence in his power to pay.

He promises, however, on the condition that Philemon
should demand it, ver. 21. TJiine own self—The obligation

due to those w^ho have gained souls cannot be adequately
reckoned. External property is due for spiritual blessings :

not however by law. Thou otoest even—This relates to

oweth, ver. 18. It is not onl}^ becoming that you should
for my sake pardon Onesimus, but you oice yourself to me.

20. Me—Onesimus was doubtless thy debtor ; that debt
is now due to me from thee. Have joy, lit., let me profit

—A play upon the name Onesimus. Refresh—By wel-
coming Onesimus. [For Kvpiw, the Lord, read Xpio-ru,

Christ. Tisck, Alf]
21. TJiou ivilt do—Towards him.
22. A lodging— \\ here others may visit me. Note the

power of hope. Paul, a prisoner, although at so great a
distance, makes this arrangement.

23. My felloio-prisoner—It is for this reason that Epaphras
precedes the others.

24. LuJce—He is named last, being most intimately con-

nected with Paul. In two Greek copies there is a note
stating that the blessed Onesimus was martyred at Rome
by having his legs broken. [Omit d/x,^v, amen, and the
subscription. Tisch., Alf.]



THE

EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

Many nameless writers have endeavoured to benefit their

leaders, though unknown to them ; but the author of this

inspired epistle represents himself as known to those to

whom he writes (ch. xiii. ver. 19); and by a great una-
nimity among the ancients, the apostle Paul is declared to

be the author of tiie epistle. In the first place, Peter,

when writing to the elect strangers scattered thi'oughout

Pontus, Gaiatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia, praises

the letter of Paul to them ; but the other Pauline epistles

are sent to Gentile converts ; this alone is to the Hebrews,
although he does not himself call them Hebretcs ; in the

title-page, which is certainly old (it was prefixed after

Paul's death), they are incorrectly styled Hebrews, instead

<-)f Christian Hellenistic Jews, to whom he wrote as we
have mentioned below, in ch. vi. 10. Moreover, we may
easily recognise the method and style of Paul, for he opens
by laying out a plan and heads of division (ii. 17) ;

places

the part which is intellectually instructive distinct and
separate from that which is practically instructive ; he
dwells on the part which is practically instructive at

greater length at the close of the epistle ; he quotes the

same passages of the Old Testament as he does elsewheie,

ch. ii. 8 ; x. 30, 38 ; and also in ch. i. 6 : he uses the same
thoughts and phrases. See notes on ch. i. 3, 6 ; ii. 2, 5, 8, 9,

10, 14, 15; iii. 1, 6, 12, 16; iv. 9, 16; v. 6, 11, etc.; vi.

1, 9, 10, 11, 12; vii. 2, 5, 18, s. 22, 25, 26, 28 ; viji. 1, 6,

11, 13; ix. 1, 10, s. 15, 28; x. 5, 39; xi. 7, 11, 13, 19, 35,

37; xii. 1, 4, 10, 12, 22, s. 27; xiii. 1, 5, 9, 10, 14, 18, 20,

21, 23, 25. Formerly some thought that Barnabas, or

lAilce, or Clement of Rome was the author ; the fact is, that

because they were all accustomed to use this nameless
epistle, they were severally reputed to be the authors of it.
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But wliy is this the only epistle to which Paul did not

prefix his name, which is clearly shown to have been dear

to those to whom he was writing? see ch, xii. 19. It is

because he did not address it to any one in particular, for

the ancients did not always do this, owing to the simpler

habits of the olden times. Comp. 2 Kings v. 6 ; x. 2, 6, where
the Hebrew prefix to the verb scarcely allows us to believe

that extracts are given rather than the actual letters.

Again, the fervency of spirit which in this epistle, as in

the first of John, bursts at once into the very subject,

strikes the hearers ; at the end of the epistle he com-

pensates for the salutation and thanksgiving, which is

usually placed by Paul at the beginning of the other epistles.

This epistle of the Apostle, and the two epistles of Peter (to

which we may add those of James and Jude, which are

very similar) were written about the same time to the

same believing Israelites, scattered in Pontus, Galatia,

Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia. Three years before the

destruction of Jerusalem, Paul and Peter were put to death

at Eome ; therefore this epistle to tbem [«.e. the dispersed

strangers] must have been written while the temple was
standing, ch. viii, 5. Peter wrote both of his epistles

shortly before his martyrdom, and in the second he praises

Paul's epistles, this one being particularly name 1. It was
then new, many of the first hearers being by this time

dead, Heb. ii. 3.

As Peter, James, and Jude, so Paul also here wrote in

Greek, not in Hebrew ; for he quotes the Greek version of

Moses and the Psalms, which differs from the Hebrew,
ch. i. 6 ; x. 5. He combines in one Greek word, KaTdTravai<;,

rest, the force of two Hebrew words, Sahhath and resting,

{comfort, ) ch. iv. 4, o. He translates Hebrew words into

Greek, ch. vii. 2 ; he lays stress upon the strict meaning
of the Greek word Sta^r^Kr;, covenant, ch. ix. 16. [The idea

that Paul wrote this epistle is now generally abandoned by
scholars. It was considered as uncertain in the second

centuiy ; the great reformers, Luther and Calvin, decidedly

opposed its Pauline origin; the language of ch. ii. 3, the

entire absence of personal notices of the writer, the general

cast of stjde and use of words, seem quite incompatible

with Paul's authorship. The question iclio wrote it is not

likely to be finally settled on conclusive evidence ; but

the most probable view is that it was Apollos. This is
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the hypothesis of Luther, and is adopted by BleeJc, TJiol.,

Liin., De W., Alf., etc.]

His whole aim is to confirm the faith of the brethren in

Jesus Christ, eh. xiii. 8, 9. Again he confirms it by show-

ing his glory. He calls this the sum, ch. viii. 1. So all

the parts of the epistle containing the sharpest warnings

and the most powerful incentives are delivered in ex-

actly the same style of language, and a doctrine and its

application are connected in each passage by the word
therefore.

This is the Simmaky :

—

The glory of Jesus Christ is made plain

—

I. By a PREVIOUS comparison with the Prophets and Angels, i. 1-14.

Therefore we should heed his words, ii. 1-4.

II. By a comparison of his suffering and his exaltation. Here we
must observe

—

1. The laying down of an assertion to start from, and a quotation

(from Psalm viii.), 5-9.

2. The handling of the subject. We have an author of our salva-

tion and glory made perfect; who for our sake previously

SUFFERED tliat he miglit become (1) a Mekcipcl i2) and a

Faithful (3) High Priest, 10-18. These three tilings are

explained one by one, being most suitably interwoven ever and
anon with his suffering and his exaltation.

A. He has priestly virtues :

—

I. He is FAITHFUL :

Therefore be ye not unbelieving, iii. 1-7, iv. 13.

II. He is JiERCiFUL :

Therefore let us draw near with faith, iv. 14, v. 3.

B. He has been himself called of God a priest. Here—
I. Tlie SUM is set forth by a quotation from Psalm ii. and ex..

and from that which he himself did, 4-10.

And thence the hearers generally are roused, ii.-vi. 20.

II, The thing itself is copiously

(1) Explained. He is to U3
o. A great High Priest,

I. Such as Psalm ex. describes :

1. After the order of Melchisedec, vii. 1-19.

2. With an oath, 20-22.

3. For EVER, 23, 24, 2G-2S.

II. And tlierefon^ peculiarly excellent

;

1. A Heavenly Priest, viii. 1-6.

2. And that of the New Covenant, 7-13.

$. The entrance into the Sanctuary, ix. 1, x. 18.

'2; It is applied. Therefore.

I. Show faith, hope, and love, x. 19-39.

These three things arc urged at greater length*
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a. Faith with endurance, which a ust be prac-
tised after the example of the ancients,
xi. 1-40. xii. 1 ;

And of Jesis himself, 2, 3

;

Is to be exercised, 4-11

—

CHEEUFtLLY, PEACEFULLY, HOLILY, 12-17,

)8. Hope, 18-27.

7, Love, xiii. 1-6.

n. For advancement in these virtues call (1) to

remembrance your formeu, 7-16; and (2) use
watclifulness over your present priests, 17-

19.

The prater, the doxology, and the calji conclvsion hannonise with
this passage and the whole epistle.

The various ways of addressing those to -vvhom the

epistle is written

—

e. g., hreiliren—are not employed at

random, but indicate either a new part of the epistle, or

the writer's state of feeling. So the apostle first addresses

them in ch. iii. 1, 12 ; as holy brethren, partakers of the

heavenhj calling, and simply as hrethren ; and not again in

this way until ch. x. 19. For it is at these passages in

juuticular that two exhortations begin. Moreover lie calls

tliem hrethren at the conclusion (ch. xiii. 22), and beloved

just after the sharp admonition in ch. vi. 9. He who
in this Synopsis of the epistle duly weighs these names and
ilivisions (^ch. ii. 17 ; x. 19-21)—of which the one is followed,

the other preceded by its own proper discussion in the text

—

and also the particle therefore, will readily perceive that

it has not been arbitrarily devised by us, but has been
drawn from the epistle itself, and will study it with profit.

In the same Synopsis we have noticed some comparisons

;

but the epistle itself has man}' more, which, however, may
he roughly reduced to two heads. I. Prophets, angels,

Moses, Joshua, Aaron, etc. are great, but Jesus is infinitely

greater. The opinion of the old Hebrews is

—

King Messias

is greater than Abraham and the patriarchs, than Moses and the

ministering angels. Schoettgen, whose Horge are especially

useful for this epistle, compares this opinion with the
other. II. The state of the old believers was good, but
that of Christians is better ; and this second head i.s chiefly

discussed in ch. xi. Kow, everywhere with good and
happy examples are also interspersed bad and wretch d
ones. There is then in this epistle a recapitulation of the
whole of the Old Covenant ; at the same time Judaism is
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abrogated, and the promulg-ition of the New Covenant
is carried to its climax and its height at the very point of

time which separates the four from the five thousandth

year of the creation. Vid. Ord. temp. p. 288. [Ed. ii.

p. 247, etc.]

CHAPTER T.

1. God—The apostle treats of God here; of Christ, ch.

ii. 3 ; of the Holy Ghost, ch. iii. 7. Spake—A Synecdoche
[i.e., part for the whole] including every kind of revela-

tion, as Ps. ii. 5. So prjfjia, a word, is used in a wide signi-

fication. At sundry times, lit., by many gradual stages— [So

Al/., etc.] God spake by many gradual stages. Tlie creation

was revealed in Adam's time ; the judgment in Enoch's;

and so from time to time a clearer knowledge was given.

He also spoke in divers manners of revelations, in dreams
and visions. Therefore by many gradual stages refers to the

essence, in divers manners to the form. In both cases there

is an antithesis to the one entire and most perfect com-
munication of God to us in Jesus Christ. The very number

of prophets in itself shows that they prophesied only in

part. Therefore, says the writer, you ought not to be
teixified by the novel features which Christianity presents.

In time past— (better, long ago)—For a long time there had
been no prophets, in order that the coming of the Son
might be more earnestly expected. [Malachi, the last of

the Old Testament prophets, prophesied several centuries

before the birth of Christ. V. (?.] By—'Ev [lit., in, but the

sense is God was in them, when he spoke by them. Liin.,

etc.] Therefore God himself was in the prophets, much more
in the Son. A mortal king speaks by his ambassador, not

in him. If the apostle had used iv, in, with a view to what
follows, so as to use it regarding the Son, he would doubt-

less have used 8ta twv Trpo^TjTwv, by means of the prophets.

Hence there is no absurdity in pressing the exact meaning
of iv, in. By the prophets—[lit., in.'] Artemon, in Pt. 1.

ch. xliii., urges that Luke wrote iv tois dyye'Aots, in the

angels; for he considers Luke the author of this epistle,

which opinion accords with a hintof Clement of Alexandria,

on 1 Pet. V. 13, where Luke is said to have translated Paul's

Epistle to the Hebreivs, although we have previously proved

it to have b^en written in Greek by Paul himself. All the
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manuscripts have, in the prophets ; and the epistle, showing
the excellence of Christ by so naany comparisons, cer-

tainly prefers him to the prophets, and to all of them

:

comp. ]Matt. xi. 13, xii. 41 ; John viii. 53. Kow it prefers

him to the prophets here if anywhere; in point of fact

it touches as it were casually, at the very bco;inning, upon
this comparison, which, hoAvever, is soon followed up in

others that are more striking. Meanwhile, this brief men-
tion of the prophets at the very opening of the epistle, is

an excellent way, on the apostle's part, of anticipating

objectors, and conciliating those whom he addresses by
making it plain that he accepts all the Old Testament

Scriptures, and has no desire to say anything contrary

thereto. [But it is the prophets themselves, not their hooTis,

in which God spoke. Alf., Liin.'\

2. Hath—Among the prophets the principal is Moses, of

whom Paul afterwards speaks separately. There is the same
antithesis between the Father and the Son as in Matt. xxi.

34, 37, and the very title. Son, implies his pi'e-eminence

above the prophets ; again it is insinuated that whatever is

said of the angels is to be understood to a much greater

extent regarding the prophets. [For l(rxo-T(Jiv, read £cr;^ttTov.

Render, at the end of these days, or this age. Tisch., Alf. So
Beng.'] In these last days—There is a similar expression in

Kumb. xxiv. 14, Sept. iir icrxa-Tov twv rjjiepujv, in the end of
the days ; also 1 Pet. i. 5, 20, and with a different significa-

tion 2 Tim. iii. 1, note. The antithesis is to in time past.

The apostle implies that no other speaking is henceforth

to be expected. This whole epistle, with which comp.
2 Pet. iii. 15, represents the end of all things as at hand

;

ch. ii. 8, ix. 26, 28, x. 13, 25, 37, xi. 40, xii. 23, xiii. 4.

SpoJcen, lit., S2)ake— All things, in the one most per-

fect way. Unto «s—The antithesis is to the fathers. In
His Son—In, often means hy, but here it has a stionger
meaning; comp. John xiv. 10. How great a j^rophet nui^t

be the very So7i of God ! The name, Son, is here put by
Antonomasia [use of a common for a proper name] as

equivalent to a proper name ; now in Hebrew a proper
name has no ai-ticle, and therefore in this case the article

is omitted. It is also omitted in ver. 5, ch. iii. 6, v. 8,

vii. 28. So Son, Ps. ii. 12. God hath spoken to us in

the Son alone. The apostles were also addressed; and
they ihemselves also are considered as persons to whouj
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the word was spoken before they could speak it to others

:

they were ministers of the ivord ; but the apostles taught

nothing new after Christ, and as the Father spake in the

Son, so did the Son in the apostles. The Son also spake in

the Old Testament hy the prophets, but in a diiferent way.
The majesty of this Son is set forth. I. Lit., absolutely—
(a) By the very name of Son, ver. 1 ; (fS) by three glorious

predicates, expressed by the same number of finite verbs

with the pronoun iclio : Wliom he made, By whom he made,

Who sat down ; whereby is described, as it were, his course

from the beginning of all things to his goal, ver. 2, 3.

1 1. In comparison with the angels, ver. 4. This, which has

already been set foiih, is aptly followed shortly afterwards

by its proper proof; and presently the veiy name of Son

is proved at ver. 5 ; his heirship at ver. 6-9 ; the making of

the worlds at ver. 10-12; his sitting on the right hand, ver.

13, 1-i. Let us consider these points one by one as they occur.

Whom he hath appointed heir of all things— Immediately

after the name of Son, his heirship is very properly men-
tioned ; and God really appointed him heir before he made
the worlds, Eph. iii. 11; Prov. viii. 22, 23; consequently

in the text the making of the worlds comes next. As Son,

he is the first-begotten ; as heir, he is heir of the univeise,

ver. 6. By tchom also he made the toorlds—[The phrase tovs

atwvas, the worlds, or the ages, is parallel with all things above,

denoting the luhole creation, the revelation of God in the

universe of space and time. So Ebrard, Alf., etc.] This

is the ancient ari-angement of the words. The emphasis

of the particle also falls upon the word made, giving the fol-

lowing signification ; he not only marked out the Son as the

heir of all things, but also made the loorlds by him. The
particle by does not diminish the majesty of the Son one

jot. On the fact, see ver. 10 ; and on the particle, comp.

ch. ii. 10. By the Son he made the loorlds, and all things

therein, ch. xi. 3. Therefore the Son was before all

worlds, and his glory reaches both to the past and to the

future, although it was only in the last days that God
spake to us in Him. Indeed he has thereby conferred the

highest salvation on these last days.

3. Who^on high—The third of the glorious predicates

is, He sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high.

Again, by means of the three participles, three important

points arc interwoven with this predicate. Paul mentions
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those points in the same order, Col. i. 15, 17, 20. The
first participle, and also the second, derive from the aorist

of the finite verb iKaOia-ev, sat down, the force of an im-
]ierfect tense, and may be resolved into because ; because he

was, because he upheld (comp. tuv, though he were, ch. v. 8)

;

but the third, since it has no particle and, and is also more
«losely connected with the aforesaid finite, is to be resolved

into after: TroiT^cra/Aei'os, after he had made. Being— and
upholding—The glory v^^hich the Son assumed on his exalta-

tion to the right hand of the Father, no angel has ever
assumed, but the Son assumed it ; nay, for that matter he
had it before, in respect of the Father, since his glory is

reflected in him, and in respect of all things since he upholds

them; John vi. 62; Eev. i. 18. Tlie brightness—Gr. dTrav-

yaa-fxa. ^Visdom vii. 25, 26 : For she (wisdom) is the breath

of the poicer of God, and a pure effluence from the glory of the

Almighty : therefore no defiled thing falls upon her. For she

is the BRIGHTNESS of everlasting light, and a stainless mirror of
the worliing of God, and an image of his goodness. 'Airb, in
this compound, is not privative but intensive, as in

aTToa-TLkftw, to be bright; airoTiKTOi, to bring forth, etc. It

implies neither increase nor diminution, but prolongation.

Of the glory— Glory denotes CTod's nature revealed in all its

brightness. Like the expression, his eternal power and God-
head, Kom. i. 20. The express image—^\ hatever is con-
tained in the Father's essence, is represented in the Son
as in something stamped from him. Of his person—Gr.
rTroo-Tao-ews [which Alf lenders substance : Lun., etc., essence

or being']. If the meaning of this woid be gathered from
the Septuagint, where it has various significations, but is

never applied to God, we may conclude that here it means the
steady duration of God's life and power, comp.ver. 11. There-
fore the parallels are the glory always unsullied, Kom. i. 23,
and the person that always holds, as it were. This feeling

seems to have made the old Eabbins call God a Place, or
rather a State. All things—The article refers to of all things,

ver. 2. By the ivord—'i'he Son of God is a person : for he
has the gift of speech. His (auroO)—Corresponding in
meaning to himself (iavrov) in the following clause. [So
Alf. Liin. Kot God's power. Alf. and Lachm. (not Tisch.,

1859) omit St' kavrov, by himself] By himself—Without em-
ploying the outward l.evitical means. This efficacy on his
part is clearly shown by the titles just enumerated. [Omit
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r}ix<2v, our. Tiseh., Alf. Eender, having made purification of
siTis.'] Purged—Here, then, is a secret anticipating of

an objection. Christ's life in the flesh did not seem, to

warrant such lofty statements regarding him. The apostle

replies that that was only for a time, in order to purge
away sins. In this chapter he specially dwells on the

glory of Christ in his divine nature ; in the next the glory

of Christ in his human nature, ch. ii. 6. The actual glory

of the Son of God before his humiliation he mentions
briefly ; that after his exaltation, very fully ; for it was
not till this point that the glory which he had from all

eternity began to be most clearly seen. And the purging

of our sins, and the sitting down on the right hand of God
which followed, are very fully discussed in ch, vii., and
those which follow. Sat down—By the Father's will

;

comp. he hath appointed, ver. 2. On this sitting, see ver.

13, 14. The priests stood while they ministered. Sitting

dotvn, then, marks the consummation of the sacrifice, and
the entering into a glorious kingdom. This finite verb,

sat down, succeeding the participles, marks the aim, sub-

ject, and sum of the epistle; comp. ch. viii. 1. Of the

Majesty—That is to say, of God. On high—-In the heavens,

ch. viii. 1.

4. So much—This verse contains two clauses, of which
the latter is discussed in ver. 5, but the former in ver. 13,

by Chiasmus [cross reference of pairs of clauses, etc.] ; the

interrogation enhancing the interest of botii. Chiasmus

is so freqvient in this epistle, that the mere observation of

this figure is of very great service in analysing it. See
ver. 9; ch. ii. 9, 12, 17; iii. 1,8; iv. 14, 15, 16; v. 7;

vi. 7 ; vii. 6 ; viii. 4, 10 ; ix. 1 ;
vx. 20, 23, 33, 38 ; xi. 1 , 33

:

xii. 22, 23, 24; xiii. 10, with the notes. You icill ask.

Why is it in this epistle alone that thefigure ispredominant through-

out? Answer: You may find it shown, in some of tln'SH

passages which I have just quoted, that Paul uses the

Chiasmus elsewhere also ; but he does so mcjre frequently

when writing to the Jews, whose learned men use such
a figure of speech frequently in their writings, as Sureu-

husius tells tts in his Book of Reconciliation, p. 78, 607, etc.

The apostle, then, who became all things to all men, has

wisely adapted his style to the Hebiews : and these in-

spired men had a greater command over all varieties of

style than the most experienced oratorts. Made better—
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1

By his exaltation, ver. 3, 13. The antithesis is to, made
lower, ch. ii. 9. Compare Mark x. 18, note. Kpem-wv,
better, more excellent, more powerful : the ancient heatliens

called the gods ot KpdTTove<;. Than the angels— Wliose
pre-eminence over all is great. He hath by inheritance—
obtained a—name—The name of Son snits the Son, because
he is the Son ; and in this name the inheritance principally
consibts. The all things spoken of in ver. 2 is something
superadded to the inheritance. TJie inheritance of the name
is more ancient even than the worlds ; whereas the heirship

to all things is only as ancient as the things themselves.
[This superangelic name, which he obtains for ever as

his own, as he mounts, along the path of time to the
throne of the Father, lies beyond the reach of stammering
human speech. The Scriptures quoted in the following
verses are but hints of its glory. Delitsch in Alf.'] Than
they—Ilapa marks great pre-eminence. Comp. vrapa, ver. 9 ;

ch. iii. 3. Angels are excluded in part expressly, ver, 5,

13, in part by implication; for since none of them have
assumed this name. Son of God, they are not heirs of this

name, and consequently not heirs of all things; but are
themselves a portion, though a distinguished one, of the
inheritance of the Son, whom they worship as Lord, ver. 6 :

and so far from the worlds being made by them, they are
themselves nothhig but created beings, ver, 7,

5, For unto which—In this epistle inferences are often
drawn from the silence of Scripture: ver. 13; ch. ii. 16;
vii. 3, 14. Of the angels—For none of them has ever been
invested with this glory. Son—Acts xiii. 33. I— a Son—
So the Septuagint, 2 Sam. 7, 14-. The promise made there,

/ uill be to him a Father, and he shall be to Me a Son, referred
to Solomon, but in a much greater degree to the Messiah,
when we consider how sublime it is ; otherwise Solomon
also would be greater than the angels. The seed of David,
or the Son of David, is a name denoting sometimes Solomon,
sometimes Christ, according to the context ; at other times
Solomon, and at the same time C'hrist in a higher sense

—

an ambiguity well befitting the times of expectation,
Comp, Ps. Ixxxix. 27, 28. The apostles are the true inter-

preters of the Divine words, even though we should not
arrive at this interpretation without them.

t). And again, ichen he bringeth in the First-begotten into the
world—[But TTokiv, again, belongs to the verb, when he again

VOL. III. G
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hringein, etc. ; i. e.. at his coming again to judgment, De
W., ThoL, Liin.^ Alf. etc.] Cump. with orav, when, the oVai/,

lohen, in James i. 2, joined with the 2nd Aorist subj. The
particle and marks that something greater is to follow.

The Son is not only greater than, but is Avorshipped by
the angels. 'H oUovfjievr], the world, is the world subject

to Christ, ch. ii. 5, as the First-begotten; see the. Psalm
that has just been quoted, and soon will be so again. 1'his

hrin(jin(j in means something more than sending ; yet botli

presuppose the pre existence of the Son of God ; and his

entrance into the world corresponds therewith, ch. x. 5.

He entered, by the will of God, when he presented himself

to do God's will, ch. x. 5; comp. ch. ix. 11 ; when he came

into the world, as he is everywhere said to have done.

UdXiv, again, is introduced, corresponding to the common
word, also, whenever Scripture on Scripture is quoted,

ver 5, ch. ii. 13, x. 30. But the force of this particle is

more clearly seen when inclosed in a parenthesis, the word,

I say, or something of the kind being understood, thus

:

But when (1 shall again state what God says regarding his

Son) He brings in his First-begotten. So John xii. 39, Tliei/

could not believe, because (I will again quote Esaias) the same

•prophet has said, he hath blinded. Matt. v. 33, Ye have heard

(I shall again quote an instance) that it was said by them of

old time. For the forms of quotation are somewhat freely

interspersed in a speech, as ch. viii. 5, for see, saith he,

instead of For, he says, See.

The title, First-begotten, includes that of Son, and makes
the force of the signification plainer. For it involves

the rights of primogeniture, which the Onlj^-begotten pos-

sesses beyond all others. So Paul also speaks, Eom. viii.

29; Col. i. 15,18. Here, the title. First-begotten, includes

the description of the subject of which the Psalm treats,

with the reason for that which is predicated concerning
him. He is brought in, for he is the First-begotten. He saith

—A form of conciseness. When the bringing in was fore-

told, the word was given ; when it was accomplished, the

woid was fulfilled. He saith, God, ver. 5. Therefore Him,
which fjIIows shortly after, refers to the Son. And let all

the angels of God worship /mn — Sept. Deut. xxxii., befo}'e

ver. 43, has these words, Rejoice ye heavens ivith him, and
let all the angels of God worship him, which are wanting in

the V'^irQw text and the Chaldee Paraphrase. Mill thinks
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that the omission was caused long ago by the recuiTeiUf-

of [a Hebrew word]. Then there follows in Moties, rejuuc

ye nations with his people, which Paul, Rom. xv. 10, also

refers to the JMessianic times. Moses, in his Song esje-

cially, wrote of Chrisst. But Ps. xlvii. 7, has, Worship him

all ye his angels [Eng. Ver., worship him all ye gods] ; and
I'aul is thinking of this Psalm, for the bringing in of thi-

First begotten into the world, corresponds with the inscription

of the Psahu in the Sept., that is, of David, ivhen the land is

brought under his authority.

7. Of, lit., unto—To the angels indirectly. Comp. ch.

xi. 18, note. The apostle seems also to have bad in

mind, Ps. ciii. 20, whicli immediately precedes the pas-

sage, Ps. civ. 4. He saitli—God by the prophet. Who
maketh—a flame—Sept. in the same number of letteis,

Ps. civ. 4. [But the sense is modified in the quotation.

The Psalm speaks of the winds as made messengers by the

TiOrd, because he uses them as runners ; and it has no refer-

ence to angels. So De W., Liin., etc. J Sjnrits, [better,

winds. Liin., Alf. etc.], and a flame of fire, imply not only

the office of angels, but their very nature, which is doubt-

less exalted, as the metaphor is taken from things the

most subtle and powerful, yet inferior to the Son's majesty.

So the words, toho maketh, imply that the angels are crea-

tures fashioned by his con)mand; but the Son is eternal,

ver. 8, and the Creator, ver. 10. The subject is angels, and
ministers, as is shown by the article being prefixed ; it finds

its antithesis in ver. 8, 9. Moreover, the antithesis of

Who maketh, intimating the creation of the angels, is found
in ver. 10, 11. I imagine that is said of the Father; comp.
ver. 8.

8, 9. Unto the Son—Directly. Comp. Trpo?, with reference '.i>

ver. 7. [Add Ka\. and, before pa^Sos, a sceptre. Tisch.. Alf.

Thy throne—thy fellows—So again, the Sept. says plainly in

i's. xlv. 7, H. Thii throne, God, is for ever and ever: ti.e

sceptre of thy kingdom is a sceptre of righteousness. Thou host

loved righteorisncss and hated iniquity : therefore God. er-en il.y

God, hath anointed thee icith the oil of gladness above thyf Hows.

On the Throne, comp. Lam. v. U'. [Supreme power over

all is implied V. C] God—The vocative case with tl;**

article is very emphatic. They do open violence to the

text, who think that it is the nominative here. 'J'he Thriw
and the Sceptre are joined ; God did not say, I will be thy

G 2
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throne, but I irnll establish the throne of the Son of David;

Ps. Ixxxix. 5, oO, 37. For ever—of righteousness—Eternity

and justice are attributes very closely connected, Ps.

Ixxxix. 15.

9. Therefore—^From the love of justice, wherein Christ

excels, there is deduced not merely his anointing, but the

perpetuity of the office to which he is anointed. This

discourse contains four parts : the throne—the sceptre— thou

lovest—therefore. Of these the first and fourth, the second

and third, are parallel by Chiasmus ; for in the former case

the happiness of the king, in the latter his excellence, is

described. God, even thy God—It may be resolved thus

:

God, who is thy God. Comp. Ps. xliii. 4, Ixvii. 7. But the

Son himself is called God, as in the preceding verse. The

oil of gladness—The oil of gladness and everlasting joy is

the Holy Ghost. Ahove thy felloios—Some may think that

these fellows are angels ; for even the angels are wont to

be called gods, sons of God, morning stars, although in a far

nariower sense ; and the Son of God is wont to be called

an Angel, though in a far nobler sense. Indeed the Son
of God has the angels for his companions, Gen. xviii. 2;

Job xxxiii. 23 ; Ps. Ixviii. 18 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; Matt. xxv. 31 :

and it might have been thought that he would have taken

angels rather than the seed of Abraham, if a different

dispensation had not demanded a different procedure,

oh. ii. 16; and that very humiliation which is presently

spoken of in ch. ii. 7, presupposes communion with them.

Nay, the 45th Psalm addresses Christ as God in this very

verse, and a little before as strong, a term applied to

the angels in Ps. ciii. 20. Therefore the angels may be

thought to be called Christ's fellows, especially since Paul

refers all the sayings here quoted to Christ's superiority

over the angels. [This seems to be the true reference, as

the whole context conti-asts Christ with the angels. So

Liin., Alf, etc.] Nevertheless Christ's peculiar connection

with men causes us to understand by his fellows men,

ch. ii. 11, etc. For the Bridegroom, as well as the Bride,

has his companions, Ps. xlv. 14: and there is the same
comparison in the 3rd verse of the same Psalm, Thou art

fairer than the children of men.

10, 11. 12. And—This particle connects the testimonies.

Thou in the heginning—shall not fail—Ps. cii. 20-28, Sept., of

old, Lord, hast thou laid the earth, and the remainder in the
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same words. The time of the creation is intimated, to

which the end of the world is opposed. TJiou—the same
to whom the discourse is addressed in the preceding verse.

Lord—The Sept. have repeated this from ver. 23 of the

same psalm. Christ is spoken of even in those texts,

in which many might especially argue the Father is

meant. Tlie earth—the heavens—A gradation. There is no

reason why angels should not be implied in the word
heavens, as the creation of man is implied in earth, whicli

passes away.
11. They—The earth and heaven. [More propeily, the

heavens, ver, 10. Lun.] Shall 2)erish—There is the same woid
in Luke v. 37 ; James i. 11 ; 1 Peter i. 7 ; 2 Peter iii. 6.

12. Tlie same—The same, never different without any old

age or change. So 1 Sam. ii. 10, Sept., He [Eng.Ver., the Lord],

13. But—An Epitasis [emphatic addition].

14. All—Although divided into various gradations with
various names, which withal imply some dominion : Eph. i.

21. Ministering— sent— They minister before God [are

employed in His praises. F. G.'\ ; are sent, abroad, to men [to

carry oiit God's commandments concerning other created

beings. V. G. Render accordingly, sent forth for ministry

on hehalf of these, etc. -4//.] Both expressions stand in

antithesis to sitting at the right hand. Comp. Luke i. li).

Those that shall be heirs—That is, the elect, and them that

believe or shall believe. A sweet periphrasis. Salvation—
From so many and so great dangers.

CHAPTER II.

1 . We ort^/Ai—Elsewhere the verb oi^eiXetv, to owe, is used

;

here Set, it behoves. The former implies moral obligation,

the latter imminent danger, ver. 3. The discourse now takes

the form of exhortation by motives corresponding to what
is said in the previous chapter, in reference to Christ as

prophet, king, and priest. A prophet, for there are the

words he hath spohen, ver. 2 : a king, for there is the word
throne, ver. 8 : a priest, for there are the words, he hath

purged, ver. 3. And so ch. ii., concerning him as prophet,

in this ver. 1 shortly afterwards, &c., as ling, Thou hast

crowned, ver. 7 : as priest, everywhere. 'I'he exhortation

begins in the first person, and then reaches its climax
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in the second, ch. iii. 1. More earnest—The comparative
ill the strict sense. Comp. the following verses. Heed—By
oiiedience, comp. ver. 2, note. To the things which we have

heard—Eeferring to ch. i. 1, at the end; and comp. below,
ver. 3, ch. v. 11. Speaking and hearing is preferable to

reading and writing. Lest at any time we should let them

slip, lit., glide past them—Ilapappuwftev. [So Alf., etc. The Eng.
Ver. quite inadmissible.] 2nd Aorist passive, with an active

signification, from pvw, I flow, and I pour out : lest at any
time, he says, ive shoidd flow past : with a trifling spirit

;

comp. Gen. xlix. 4. The apostle had in his eye the Sept.,

Pi-O"^. iii. 21, my son, let them not depaxt from thine eyes;

where also, ver. 20, we read, ve'^r; eppur/ Spocrw, the clouds

dropped dew, and so everywliere. Zosimns, 1. 2 : the empire

of the Bomans gradually failed (vTreppvr}). Gregory, that

what is beautiful should not be effaced by time and slip away
{rrapappvfj). This word is often used metaphorically. Hesj-
chius, slip. The punishment of the slothful is expressed
by a similar word, iTaK-qcrav, they ivasled away, Wisd. i. 16.

The Avord stands : the slothful man passes away.
2. By angds—Ata, by, is used literally, as in the next

verse, comparing Paul's words, Gal. iii. 19. Otherwise the

apostle's argument from angels to the Lord would be
worthless, ver. 5. God therefore spake by angels, Ex. xx. 1

,

[in such a manner, however, that it was the veiy sound
of God's voice, xii. 26. F. 6r.J. In the New Testament God
spoke by the Lord. Was steadfast—Its authority being
sanctioned by punishments inflicted on transgressors.

^(,'e?7/— Irrespective of persons. Transgression and dis-

obedience—Transgression, by doing evil : disobedience, by
neglecting to do good. The abstract is substituted for the

concrete, i. e. for the transgressor and disobedient, who
properly receive the recompense of reward. The antithesis in

the concrete is, if we neglect, ver. 8 ; the antithesis in the

abstract is to give heed to the things that have been heard. We
ought, lit., it behoves, takes the accusative with the infinitive.

Thence the sentiment : We (the subject) ought to give heed

to the things that have been heard (the predicate ). This pre-

dicate has the antithesis in the abstract. Beceived—Not
only in the sanction, but in the execution.

3. How shall we escape—The just and stern retribution?

So xii. 25, 27(6?/ did not escape ; ice shall not escape. Scdvation

—In the world to come, joined with glory, ver. 5, 10, notes.
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Tlie word salvation, which is repeated in the tenth verse, i.s

closely connected with the name of Jesus, which is the
watchword of the gospel of salvation. At the first—Yorraevlj
.so great a salvation had not been preached, noi- had there

been so angiist an exponent of it. To he spoJcen—From his

baptism to his ascension, Acts i. 2. By the Lord—A ma-
je.stic title; comp. ch. iii. 4, etc.: Psalm ex. 1. He does

not here say, hi/ our Lord ; for he intimates that he whom
the angels themselves call Lord, is Lord of the angels also,

Lnke ii. 11 ; Matt, xxviii. 6. [Whatever is mentioned,
ch. i., and afterwards, ver. 7-10, is comprehended in this

title. V. G.] The antithesis is, hij angels, ver. 2. Comp.
ver. 5, and the following. Was confirmed—Not by punish-

ments, but by graces ; comp. the word firm or fast in ver.

2. Unto us—The present generation. By them that heard

—From the Lord in person. They had also been eye-ioit-

nesses and ministers, Lnke i. 2 ; but the apostle in accord-

ance ^'s'itli his original plan (ver. 1, 2) mentions in this place

their having heard him. He here has an eye not merely
to the gospel history viewed in the mass, but to the several

portions of it, e.g., that containing the prayer in the garden,
etc., ch. V. 7, note. Paid, writing to the Gentile churches,

is wont to speak at gTeat length regarding his calling, and
the fruits of his labour; but here, in writing to his

brethren of the circumcision, he chiefly quotes the apostles

who had been for a long time with the Lord ; comp.
Acts i. 21, X. 41, xiii. 31, note; and these only roughly in

order to turn the attention of the Hebrews to the Lord
alone.

4. Bearing them icitness— "StweTrifxapTvpovvTos. A double
compound. It is Christ's office to bear witness, God's
to superadd testimony [force of eVt, upon, in composition]

;

and he did so, while Christ walked on earth, hy signs

and wonders, and when he was taken up into heaven, by
various extraordinary gifts. Acts ii. 22, 33. That testimony
refers wholly to our Lord Jesus Christ, Acts ii. 36, x. 36,

42 ; Eom. xiv. 10 ; 1 Cor. xii. 3 ; Phil. ii. 11. H any one
is inclined to refer various extraordinary gifts to Christ
while on earth, I have no objection. The parallelism in

the following note has guided my interpretation, if 1

mistake not. Divers—1\iq parallel is fxeptaixol';, impartatiom
[Eng. Ver., ^//"/s] ; comp. 1 Cor. xii. 11, According to his

own will—Most freely, abundantly, mercifully, not according
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to the will of the recipients. And hence it appears that

the gift is entirely supernatural. His own, Gr. avrov,

of God himself. Sept. OeXrjaLs, loill.

5. For unto the angels—not—This assignment of a reason

for ver. 3, where the terms salvation and Lord are skilfully

introduced, serves to begin a new paragraph. The greater

the salvation, the more glorious the Lord who is despised, the

heavier is the guilt of the despisers. It was not to angels,

concerning whom nothing to that effect is written, but to

a man, or the Son of Man, Jesus Christ, that God placed

angels and all things in subjection. Angels played a more
important part in the Old Testament, but in the New
Testament, where Christ exalts human nature, they are

regarded as our fellow servants. I used the expression,

more important part, warily. Even fi-om the antithesis it

may be thought that in the Old Testament greater

reverence was due to angels than in the Kew, where they

are now regarded as our fellow servants. Yet the fact that

they are our fellow servants, shows that in the New Testa-

ment they are not idle, but act merely in a different

relation to that which they hold in the Old. As angels are

here opposed to the Lord, so in ver. 16, they are opposed

to brethren. The apostle joins together those who be-

lieve in Christ alone. Put in subjection—This word is

now brought forward from ver. 8. God put in subjection;

for the language refeis to ch. i. 1. The world to come—
There is but one world for all times, ch. i. 6. Therefore

the world to come is used in the same sense as we say

to-morrow's sun, though there is only one sun for all days.

To come is, in Greek, /x,eA.Aoucra. The world is one, under
grace and under glor}' ; it is called to come, not because it

does not already exist, but because it was foretold of old.

The new dispensation introduced by Christ in the New
Testament is considered of such importance in Scripture

that thence there arises a division between the Old Testa-

ment times and those of the New Testament, together with

the eternity that follows them. The latter (i.e. the New
Testament times, and the eternity that follows) taken

together, are called the world to come. Good things that in the

New Testament are present, having been obtained through

Christ, are ever and anon spoken of as to come, because

regarded from the Old Testament stand-point, which looks

prophetically forward into the New Testament ; now
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these begin while the world to come is being subjected to

him, namely, at the time when first he was crowned with
honour and glory. On this Pauline expression, comp. note

to Koiu. iii. oO. Although, even at the time of this epistle,

it is to come, in its own way, that is to say, when all things,

even death, shall have been placed in subjection to Christ,

]. Cor. XV. 24, 25. Consider the words not yet, ver. 8, and
the actual description of the world to come, ch. xii. 2(i, etc.

The noun loorld, lias a wide meaning. See the psalm, which
is presently quoted and Isaiah ix. 6 ; Father of the world

to come, in Greek and Tjatin [Eng. Ver., everlasting Fatherly.

Of loliich loe speak— We teachers, ch. v. 11, note. [This is

groundless. We, the author of the epistle. Lu7i, etc.] By
this clause this verse obtains the force of a proposition.

And the proposition is. All things shall be subjected to Jesus

Christ.

6. But one in a certain place testifieth—Some (witness).

David did not here speak of himself; therefore there was
no need for mentioning his name. Kor must we con-

fine the passage to intermediate messengers; we should

refer the expression to the word of God, since that has

home testimony. David bore testimony in Psalm viii., to

which this chapter often refers, even from the 10th verse,

as we shall see. But, forms an antithesis between angels

and him to whom the psalm testifies that all things are put

into subjection. What is—under his feet—So clearly the

Sept. Psalm viii. 5-7. The clause, and Thou hast set him
over the ivories of Tliy hands, the apostle does not assume,

at least in his I'easoning, but deduces all things from the

preceding and following parts of the psalm. In that clause

mention is made of the ivories of Gou's hands, that is to say,

the sun, moon, and stars. (The sun is wanting, either

because, as the slavery and deliverance of his seed wei'e

shown to Abraham in the night. Gen. xv. 12 ; so the

humiliation and exaltation of the JNlessiah were shown to

David and sung by him at night; as also the word of the

Lord seems to have come to Job by night. Job xxxviii. 7,

31,32; or because Messiah, when forsaken on the cross,

saw the moon and stars, though the sun was darkened.) But
Christ's authority lasts after the duration of these. Wliai

is man—As compared even with the works of God, the
sky, &c., much more as compared with God himself? This
is a lowlier way of speaking than saying. What am 1 ?
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Man, without the article, as one of many, Ila^T^Tos, subject

to suffering and death. That iliou art mindful of him—The
state of the Messiah is described as such that in it He
seems to have been deprived of God's rememhrance and
care ; whence, with wonderful humility, the apostle speaks

with ecstacy of the mere remembrance of himself; how
much more of the great glory prepared for him ? It could

not be otherwise. Acts ii. 24 ; but he prays as if it could

hardly be so. Or—In this place the son of man has a

more insignificant sound than man. Son of man—Comp.
Psalm xlix. 3. Again the article is omitted. Visitest him—
The expression is intensified ; for rememhrance is compatible

with absence, but visiting implies that a person is present

and exercising care.

7. Alittle, lit., for a short time—Gr. (ipaxv tl [Eng. Ver. is

incorrect here ; though it is the sense of the Hebrew, as

Beng. gives it. Liln., etc.] The same word is found in Luke
xxii. 58. TJian the angels—In Ps. viii. 6, the Hebrew means :

Thou hast made the Son of Man to he little less than God, that

is, than himself. Christopher Corner has an exquisite para-

plirase : Christ having hecome man, humhled himself under the

cross, and ahased himself beloav God, ichen, the Divine nature

remaining quiescent, and not e.verting its power, God himself

the Lord of Glory was crucified and put to death.—Expos.
Psalm, p. 24. (Comp. Mem. prefixed, 2 Chron. xv. 16;
Is. lii. 14; Eccl. iv. 8.) In another Pauline epistle are the

expressions, thought it not rohhery to he equal icith God (/xr] wv
icra 06(3), and made himself of no reputation (Kei'oScrag iavrov),

Phil. ii. 6, 7, note. But the apostle retains the interpretation

of the Sept. as harmonising with the plan he has marked
out; for the Homonymy [something ditfering in nature, but

called by the same name from analogy] of the Hebrew
word [for God] signifies an invisible nature, and therefore

whether angelic or divine, superior to the human nature

;

and he who was made lower than the angels, was assuredly

made lower than God : but lie as it Avere supplies anew the

title, God, ch. iii. 4. For the apostle is accustomed thus to

use appropriately the words of the Sept., and to present to

the reader anew the force of tlie Hebrew, when it is more
suitable to the plan he has marked out ; ch. x. 8, xii. G, note.

[Omit the clause, and didst set him over the irorlcs of thy hands,

(kol KareoTrjaas, etc.) Tisch., Alf, etc. Tlte lOorTss of Tliy

hands—T\\(i sun, moon, stars, etc. Ps. viii. 4. V. G.']
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8. Pid all things in subjection—See 1 Cor. xv. 27, and what
precedes with the note. For—The apostle implies the reason

irhy he quoted this passage, namely, because we are therein

taught that it is Jesus to whom all things, including the

world to come, are put in subjection, ver. 5. For for is

often used to give a reason, ch. vii. 14, ix. 24 ; and so Paul,

liom. iii. 28. Under him—under him—Of whom he is

speaking, the Son of Man. \_Man in general ; who has not

yet attained his promised sovereignty. Alf.'] This refers

to Jesus, the explanation being very properly deferred

till the middle of ver. 9. All things—Ta iravTa. Ta. in the

second and third place acts as a relative to the preceding,

all things {TrdvTa). The article has the same force in John
xix. 5, 7 ; Gal. v. 13, vi. 14. Left—In the language of the

psalm, part of which is borne out, and part will be borne

out by what actually takes place. Nothing—Not even

angels, ver. 5, ch. i. 6. But now—not yet—Now serves as an
Anthjpophora [part of a refutation by anticipation], for the

time is marked by the word not yet, and this is joined to

6pa)ju,€v, ice see, as opposed to ^keTrofiev, we perceive [Eng. Ver,,

see'] that ichich is actually talcing place. More things than we
see are already subjected to Christ, and when the proper

time arrives, we shall see all things put in subjection to

him ; Eph. i. 22 ; 1 Cor. xv. 27, 28. But why are not all

things yet put in subjection to him ? Both because his body,

the Church, is in distress, and because he himself is not

reaignised, at least is not seen. The verb, /^AeVw, I behold,

marks something more definite, the verb, opdw, I s;e, some-

thing wider and more majestic.

9. [Render, But him ivho is made a little lower than the

angels, ive behold Jesus, on account of his suffering of death,

crowned with glory and honour. Alf. after Liin., etc.] £m<—The
antithesis is between that part of the psalm which w^ do not

yet see, and that which we already see fulfilled in Jesus.

What do we see? We see that Jesus, who had been made a

little lower than the angels, on account of the su tiering ot

death, has been crowned with glory and honour. In this

paragraph, made loioer—crowned—that, etc., there is a Chias-

mus, such as Paul has in Gal. iv. 4, 5 : and in the present

clause, for the suffering, etc.. (which clause requires no stop

before glory, 2afr/), that on account of which Jesus was
crowned, namely, the suffering of death is mentioned
according to the natural order of the subject, and not
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without emphasis, before the actual ciowning. The apostle

takes away the stumbling-block of the cross, which was
offensive to the Jews : and so refutes the argument, against

Christ's glory, which might be drawn from his sufferings

(his glory is a source of glory to us also), that it even makes
in favour of hi.s point. He shows us that the suffering of

death, so far from being any obstacle to the Messiah's

glory and honour, is rather a confirmation of them to us.

And thence he infers, that the making of Jesus lower
than the angels, since it was only for a short time, was not
in order that he might remain in death, but that, after

having once drained the cup of death, he might have all

things in subjection to him. Jesus is the person to whom
the humbling and the crowning, described in the psalm,

apply. It is therefore to the same Person, that the

dominion over all things of which the psalm goes on to

speak, appropriate!}^ belongs. We see, lit., we perceive,

ySAeVoaev—The act of looking, says he, speaJcs, There is the

same word in ch. iii. 19, x. 25. The circumstance and the

issue thereof, are in accordance witli the testimony pre-

viously borne in ver. 6 (at the beginning). A little, lit., a

little time— What, as compared with eteniity, are some hours

on the cross, days of suffering, years of toil'-' Than the

angels—Who can neither suffer nor die. Made loioer—
Made less, a worm : comp. Luke xxii. 43. The participle

implies that Jesus, as far as he himself was concerned,

might have assumed glory without suffering ; but his

bi-ethren were likewise to be taken into consideration.

The suffering of death—The main feature is the suffering of
death : ch. v. 7. Crowned—After death. With glory and
honour—Worthy of the Son of God. [Glory presupposes

death, honour and suffering. V. G.~\ That—This should

be connected with being made lower, and theiefore marks
the end for which this took place. B^J the grace of God
—Some formerly preferred (x<^pi5 ©eow) except God. Both
readings give a good sense ; let us look at each. The
latter clause, with the reading, x'^P'?' except, gives the

following sense : Christ has tasted death for every one except

God. The meaning of this sentence must be discovered

by an examination of its component parts. (1.) IlavTos,

every, is neuter, like iravTa, which, in the course of verses

8, 10, occurs five times, Origen, Theodoret, and Ambrose,

cited by Estius. For the masculine is generally plural, as
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i'lrlp Trai'Twi', in 2 Cor, V. 15; 1 Tim. ii. 6. And the plural,

TravTwv, TTtto-t, is generally masculine, though sometimes

neuter : but iravTo<;, Travri, unaccompanied by a substan-

tive or participle, are always neuter : comp. above, 2 Cor.

xi. (')
; i\Iark ix. 49. The apostle shows the glory of Christ

from Psalm viii., especially from the clause, Thou hast

put evenjihing under his feet; and he supplies the em-

phasis of the singular word [in Hebrew], which has been

lost by the Septuagint, when he uses the word 7ravT09,

ever;/. This word, everything (ttuv), to which is opposed

nothing (ovSev), which is also neuter in verse 8, and which
includes all. spoken of in John iii. 35, 36, embraces angels

especially, for Christ had been for a short time made lower

than they ; and thus the protasis and apodosis harmonise

with each other. We see not yet all things put in subjection to

him, hut yet that for which he tasted death is everything.

(2.) To taste daih, implies that the death was real and yet

short also ; as Chrysostom, Sedulius, and others teach, when
commenting on this passage. (3.) From this at length we
gather the meaning of vTrlp, for, everything. For, in this

passage marks the thing to be obtained, as John xi. 4

;

2 Cor. i. 6, xii. 8, 19 ; 2 Thess. i. 5. He tasted death for

everything, that he might claim everything to himself, that he

miglit obtain dominion over all things : that is to say, that

the Scripture, Thou hast put all things under his feet, might
apply to himself. (4.) The woid everything admits of one most
evident and proper exception. Paul, in 1 Cor. xv. 27, Avhen

treating of the same psalm and' the same word, everything,

adds : It is evident that he is excepted, ivhich didput all things under

him. Tliere is, then, the same excepti(jn made in this passage :

Evenjthing except God has been placed in subjection to Christ

;

Xwpis is used to express an exception. Theodoret acknow-
ledges that x^/ot?) except, is here used to mark an exception,

and what that excepti-on is we learn from the parallel

passage in the psalm. And the very exception marks as

significantly as is possible (and yet with equal brevity, in

order that the thread of the argument may not be lost)

the vast extent of the things placed in subjection to Christ,

which a7-e absolutely all things except God; and it is most
proper that the exception should precede the very thing to

which it is an exception. The same clause, retaining
x'^P'"'"''

by grace, will be explained as follows : That he by the grace

of God might taste death for everything. By the grace of God
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towards us, Gal. ii. 21 ; Eoin. v. 8, and towards Jesus him-

self. His enemies thought that Jesus suffered and died

through the wrath of God, Ps. xxii. 8, 9, Ixix. 27 : Is. liii. 4

;

John xix. 7. But it was entirely by the grace of God that

he suffered and died, and the gift of this grace is glory and
honour : Phil. ii. 9, hath given as a free gift, Luke ii. 40, 52

;

Rom. V. 1 5. And this noun, hy grace, means the same as

the verbs, art mindful, visitest, in ver. 6, from the 8th Psalm.

If we adopt this interj^retation, v-jrlp Travro? might mean, f<yr

all men, as far as regards the preposition ; but the neuter,

•n-avTos, is an objection. [On these grounds Beng. decides

for the reading x^P^'^-'
^^cep<. So Ehrard, with a slightly

different interpretation : tasted death in behalf of all (the uni-

verse) except God ; but Tisch., Alf, Liin., etc., with the great

weight of authorities, retain the common reading; in order

that hy the grace of God, he might for every man taste of death.

So Alf.)] Should taste—By this phrase, as in every other

place, is marked the reality of death ; and in this place, as

we have said, its shortness as well, which is aptly marked

by the genitive, OavaTov, of death; comp. ch. vi. 4, note.

[The metaphor must not be strained to include these ideas.

Liin., etc.] To taste death partially is a different thing from

the part or shortness of time in which the whole of death

is tasted. The signification of shortness is not opposed by
Matt. xvi. 28, for there the expression is negative, as in

Luke xiv. 24. It is withal borne out by Ps. xxxiv. 9, taste

and see ; otherwise taste would not be put before sight.

10. It became—"ETT/je-n-e. So Ps. viii. 1, Thy f/Zory is set

above the heavens. (Sept. -fj /xeyaA-oTrpeVeta crov.) As regards

the other parts of this veise 10, the proposition which

in verses 8 and 9 was adapted to the words of the same

Psalm, is now set forth in language better suited to the

apostle's purpose ; but with this difference, that verses 8, 9,

treat more expressly of the glory, from what goes before,

whereas ver. 10 treats more expressly of his sufferings,

thereby preparing the way to what follows. The predicate

of the proposition is, It became him for ivhom and hy whom
are all things. The subject follows, to maJce perfect, through

sufferings, the Captain of their salvation, who brings many sous

unto glory. Who brings (dyayovra) may be resolved into

that by bringing he might mahe perfect (tVa dyaywv Tekuwairj).

But the construction is as follows, that the Captain of salva-

tion maj' be also the One who brings into glory. [This render
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iiig is less correct than Eng. Yer. Connect ayayovTa with
aiTw, for it became Him (God) bringing many sons—to mdlcc

the Captain, etc. Lim., Alf., etc.] Ap)(rp/os, captain, is com-
pounded of apxV^ heginning, and ayw, to lead; and npx^) ^"

the text prospectively refers to TeActwcrat, to w,ahe perfect,

comp. eh. xii. 2 : whereas ayw has a retrospective refei'ence

fo ayayovra. Therefore the proposition comprehends many
important doctrines, which may be thus unfolded :— 1. Jesus
is tlie Captain of salvation. 2. It v^as necessary that he
should procure salvation by suffering, 3. He was p)erferted

by sufferings. 4. AVith that perfecting was joined the f/Zor//

of the sons. 5. The sons are many. 6. This whole plan
was an honour to God. though unbelief accounts it a dis-

grace. 7. It became God that Jesus should suffer and save

the sons ; because for Him are all tilings. 8. It became God
that Jesus should be made perfect and the sons brought to

glory : for by Him are all things.

Hence, preserving the order of the text, we lay down
four important points, marked by the same number oi

letters :

—

A. The glory of the Sons.

B. The sutl'ering of the Captain.

C. The salvation of the Sons.

D. The perfecting of the Captain.

These points are referred to God, for ichom and by icliom

are all things ; that is to say, to whom are to be ascribed

the beginnings and ends of all things. B and C relate to

the beginnings of things ; D and A, to the ends of things.

But the same four points are transposed in the text by
Chiasmus, so that the discourse runs on most elegantly

from the end, A, to the intermediate points which are

included in B, C, and D. Him—God the Father, who
is mentioned in ver. 9, and understood in ver. 5. For
whom—by whom—Paid is wont to accumulate ]irepositions

with neat and elegant points of ditierence. Many—As many
a.s possible ; and hence the general assembly or chuich in

ver. 1 2. Sons—The Old Testament fashion is to call them
children; comp. ver. i;3, 14, note; the iS'ew Testament
fasliion to call them sons, whc^^e condition is opposed to

that of slaves, ver. 16 ; as in Faid's epistles to the Komans,
viii. 15, and the Galatians, iv. 0. Jesus himself is the
Son ; he makes us the sons of God ; he regards us as his
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offspring. Comp. Ps. xxii. 31; Is. liii. 10. Unto glory—
This glory consists in the very fact that they are sons, and
are treated as such ; Eom. viii. 21. Examine John xvii. 10,

22, and all that is there said, and comp. ver. 7 of this ch. ii.

Glory and holiness, bringing unto glory and sanctification, are

closely akin in meaning, ver. 11. Of their salvation—This
veiy word presupposes destruction, to rescue us from which
it was necessary that Christ should suffer. Glory follows

salvation, in Paid's style, 2 Tim. ii. 10, note. To make—
perfect—In this verb is included the notion of bringing to

the end of troubles, and to the glorious goal, ch. v. 9. A
metaphor from the public games. For in the epistle, to he

perfected, perfect, perfectness, perfection, perfecter, as applied

to Christ and Christians, are frequently found. Thus
perfecting by sufferings implies two important points : I.

The glory of Chiist, since it is he to whom, as he has been
made perfect, all things are placed in subjection. II. Previous

sufferings. He presently treats of these sufferings expressly,

ver. 11-18, although he lias touched on them in what
has gone before. He has put the discussion regarding

glory in this very passage first, to render his exhortation

moie pointed, and to anticipate the stumbling-block occa-

sioned by his suffering and death. But with the ensuing
discussion regarding the priesthood, which is set forth in

ver. 17, he interweaves a fuller consideration of both these

points. Indeed, as regards the sufferings, the fact is evident

;

but he describes the glory, mentioning in suitable places

the fact that Jesus has been made perfect, that he is in heaven,

that he has been made higher than the heavens, that he sits at the

right hand of God, that he loill be seen a second time, that his

enemies loill be made his footstool : in this verse and ch. ir.

14, V. 9, vii. 26, 28, viii. i. 2, ix. 24, 28, x. 12, 13, xii. 2.

11. For— The close relationship between us is the

reason why it did not become Jesus to be made perfect

withoiit us. Se that sanctifeth—Chiist, ch. xiii. 12. Christ

is called he that sanctifeth, on account of the entire benefit

which he bestows, in that he by himself makes us holy, that

is. Godlike. They ivho are sanctified—The people, ch. x. JO,

14, 29. To sanctify, to bring to God, to be sanctified, to be

brought to God, to draw near, to have access, are synonymous.
He ivho sanctifieth has been begotten of the Father, and
appointed the Sanctifier : they ivho are sanctified are created

of God, and appointed to receive sanctitication ; comp.
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tSwKev, hathf/iven, ver. 13. This is the origin of his brother-

hood, and his communion with flesh and blriod (ver, 14),

All—C'cinstrue with who are sanctified. [This is impossible.

The position makes it refer to both parties, as the Enj^ Yer.
!So Liin.. Alf.. etc.] Of one— That one is Abraham, as JVJal. ii.

15-; Is. li. 2 : Ezek. xxxiii. 24. All men are of one, Adam :

all Abraham's descendants are of one, Abraham. [But the

One is God, as Father of the Christians, his spiritna'

cliildren, Xmh., etc.] In this whole passage, Paul, writing;

to Abraham's descendants, adapts his discourse to them a.s

standing apart from all nations, ver. 16, 17, ch. xiii. 12; as

also in I's. xxii., which is here quoted, ver. 12. Israel is the
subject in ver. 22, 23, 24; but the Gentiles, ver. 25-ol :

and ihe whole of the discourse which follows concerning
the priesthood and sacriiices are specially suited to the
capacity of the Hebrews. Therefore this epistle will at

some future time contribute largel}^ to the salvation of

Israel. If this one meant God, the angels should be in-

cluded ; but in ver. 16 they are excluded. lie is not

ashamed—Whereas, but for this cause (namely, that they
are of Abraham, who is considered, not as a sinner
needing salvation, but as the common ancestor, as one
who bad received the promise), [but see on of one, above],

there would have been many i-easons why he should be
ashamed ; for we had been by no means holy, but very
guilty, ver. 14, 15: yet he is not ashamed; nay, he accounts
it as a thing reflecting glory on himself, on account of the
holiness and glory unto which he has brought us. It

becomes God to have sons in such restored souls, Christ is

not ashamed of such brethren ; comp. is not ashamed, ch, xi.

16, note. To call—To declare by calling.

12. Saying—Here there are three quotations from the

Old Testament, by which the apostle's preceding discourse
is admirably confirmed by Chiasmus, in retrograde order.

For

The apostle mentions Christ says in the words of the
01(1 Testament,

Ver. 10, Sons. Ver. 13, at the end, I and the

children.

Ver. 10, The perfecting by suffering. Ver. 18, at the beginning, / vnU
put My trust.

Ver. 11, The relationship of the Ver. 12, Unto My brethren.

Sanctifier and the sanctified.

Vni. TIT. I'
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And again, ver. 14-17, the children, and the well-wrought

work of Christ and the brethren are mentioned in inverted

order. The two chains of quotations, eh. i. on the gloiy of

Christ, and ch. ii. on Redemption, harmoniously correspond
with each other. I will declare—will I sing praise—Ps. xxii.

22, Sept., save that for I will declare, a ditierent Greek word
js used. The Messiah declares the name of the good Lord,
which was unknown to his brethren, in order that they
also may praise him. Ps. xxii. 22. Will I sing—As leader

of the choir; comp. Ps. viii. 3.

13. J will put my trust in him—In Isaiah immediately
before the passage from ch. viii. subsequently quoted : In
Mm will I tmst, 2 Sam. xxii. 3, which the Church imitates,

Is. xii. 2. The filial confidence of the Messiah in fleeing

to his Father [and by no means was he disappointed

:

comp. ver. 10, end. V. (?.] from his sufferings is indicated,

ch. V. 7 : comp. 2 Sam. xxii. 4, etc. The apostle quotes
a small portion, and implies the whole passage. Our
Theologians justly blame the Schoolmen for denying that

the satisfaction made by Christ is simply and in itself

worthy to ensure our pardon. But yet in this satisfaction

the sweetest feature is that pure confidence which alone

supported him in approaching the Father ; Ps. xxii. 10

;

Matt, xxvii. 43. For he did not make a parade of his

merits, but rather confessed the sins that were laid upon
him, Ps. Ixix. 6. Therefore as he by himself through
feith trusted in the Father, so we by faith, trast in Christ,

and through Christ in the Father. This is a very strong

argument against the merit of human works. But Christ

employed this faith, not on his own behalf, for he and the

Father are one, but on behalf of his followers, ver. 16.

Every present help made him confident of future aid (comp.
Phil. i. 6), until he had gained a complete victory over
death and the devil. Behold—God—Is. viii. 18, Sept., in

the same words. It becomes the First-begotten to use the

term children, for he thereby implies that the same persons
are both his brethren and his younger brethren ; and all these

he presents to God who had given them to him to be saved,

in order that together with himself they may be glorified..

14. Forasmuch then as the children—The children in this

passage is not a noun denoting natural age; it is bor-
rowed from ver. 13. It is nut fitting in this passage to

group the Messiah with a band of children after the flesh

;
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he is speaking of his children after the spirit. The word
then introduces an inference from ver. 10, etc. [Tianspose

ai'/xaros and crapKos, hlood and flesli. Tisck, Alf., etc. iSo

Beng.'\ Have been partal-ers of flesh and hlood—The past is

used because at the time of the testimony given in the

psalm the greater part were already dead, in the psalm

he makes mention of brethren, in Isaiah of children: as

respects the time when David and Isaiah prophesied,

many of the brethren and children whom he was about lo

reconcile were already living, many were already dead.

These are not ea;cluded, but ««cli;ded. I partalce (Kotvwvew),

with the genitive, is found in Prov. i. 11 ; in the 18th verse

of which chapter, I share (/Acrexw), is used with the same
meaning : Koivwvr^o-as 68ov, goetli in company ivith. Job xxxiv.

8. In this passage, however, there is an elegance in the

change of words which makes he took part (/xerecrxe) express

the resemblance of one to the rest, to he partalcer ( kmvwv^Iv),

the resemblance of many to each other. Flesh and blood

aie sometimes put for man, Gal. i. 16 ; but here the words

are more properly taken in the abstract, as in 1 Cor.

XV. 50, although in this passage of Paul's epistle to the

Corinthians, flesh and blood mean, in addition, the innate

corruption of our nature. Elsewhere, as w^e have just

seen, flesh and hlood is the expression u^ed, the principal

part, flesh, preceding ; which word is sometimes used

alone : here blood and flesh is used (though some have
transposed the words), jnst as in Ephesians vi. 12. Against

flesh and blood, lit., blood and flesh— I dare not say

positively whether the expression occurs by chance, or

whether there is some reason for putting at/xa, blood, first

;

on which point Physiologists must be consulted. Although

my commentary does not descend so low as to touch these

points, yet it scarcely escapes the censure of hypercriticism

from those who are too careless about the exact meaning of

heavenly words. Himself—Avtos. Of the same (jwv avnov),

follows hannoniotlslj'. Lilcewise—napa7rA.7;crta)s. Elapa, like

the Latin sub. sometimes weakens the meaning of the

word with which it is compounded ; but here it is almost

the same as in all things which occurs presently, ver. 17,

ch. iv. 15. Therefore the apostle, in entering on this dis-

cussion, uses the word lilcewise (TrapairX-qauo?), in order

to explain his sentiments cautiously and gradually ; comp.
I'hil. ii. 27, note: and the less significant particle is

H 2
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the more suitable, because in this passage without sin is not
yet added. Therefore the reality of the participation remsiins.

Of the same—This, as the article shows, is not a mere
relative : it means the same things which happen to the

brethren while they groan beneath their burden of flesh

and blood, not even death being excepted. [But it refers

to Jlesh and blood, as in Eng. Ver., Liin., etc.] Tliat—Here
the subject is briefly noticed ; it is more fully explained

ch. V. 7, 8, 9. It will be worth while to compare thought-

fully the two passages, chapters v. and ii., until we clearly

see how both end with a eulogy on the great High Priest.

Through death—A paradox. Jesus, by suflering death, con-

([uered ; the devil, by wielding it, succumbed. Jesus, in

his turn, imparts life to us thi-ough his flesh and blood

:

John vi. He assumed our nature that his body might be
given Tip, and his blood shed. Therefore the delivering

up and the shedding are chiefly contemplated ; John vi.

51. Might destroy —This is inferred from thou hast put in

subjection, ver. 8 : comp. 1 Cor. xv, 27, with the preceding,

where Paul ttscs the same synonyms to destroy (Karapyctv),

to put under foot (iiTroTacro-etv). So Ps. viii. 8, that thou

mightest still (jov KaraXvaai) the enemy and the avenger. TJiat

/m(^—Subject to a certain limitation, namely, that the

captives should receive no injury thereby ; Its. xlix. 24,

where the devil does not seem to be c^Wedi just in a moral
sense, but a mighty tyrant, having power over his captives

;

Col. i. 13 ; 2 Pet. ii. 19, end : although power is here used
in a restricted sense as opposed to authority. Death was
the officer and servant of the devil, as of a hard master,

delivering to him those men whom he destroyed while

they were living in a course of sin ; but Jesus, by dying,

has made those who die his own, Rom. xiv. 9. Power—
Great indeed, Matt. xii. 20, 29. Of death—'Ey sin. That

is—The poiver was manifest ; men did not perceive who
was the secret wielder of it.

15. Deliver—From the devil, who had the powei- of

<h))»tb. Them—A demonstrative with reference to what
precedes. [Rather, to what follows ; them ivho through fear,

etc. Liln., etc.] TJirough fear - Even before they expe-

rienced the actual power, for that was not till afterwards :

on fear, comp. ch. xii. 19, 20 : Ex. xix. 21, 22 ; 2 Sam.
v[. 9. Of death—Sudden death was inflicted on unwary
transgressors under Moses, and even afterwards. All—As
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opposed to a little, ver. 9. The brethren live at different

times during many generations. Lifetime—That life was
not life. To bondage—As opposed to many sons unto glory.

Paul brings out the same antithesis, IJom. viii. 15, IG.

Toliticians define liberty to be living as we choose; slavery

to be living not as we choose.

1(3. Verily, lit., as we ivell know—^tjirov [Eng. Yer., verily

loses the force.] A particle of courtesy, implying conjecture,

but by the addition of ovk, not, promoting assurance. The
whole verse has a wonderful declarative power; comp.
-poSrjXov, ch. vii. 14. Not augols, therefore us; there is

no third party. Of angels—Without the article. That is

to sa}"-, those whom he takes are not angels without flesh

and blood. He took—on him—Christ lays hold of, or takes,

in the words quoted; about to aid, about to deliver, ver.

15, 10, 11. The same word occurs, ch. viii. 9; Matt,
xiv. 31. If the arguments related to the actual incar-

nation of the Son of God, the singular number a7igel, or

the angelic nature, would be used in the antithesis

;

as it is, since angels occurs in the plural, seed is taken
collectively. Seed of Abraham— So he calls the whole
human race, and he does so by Synecdoche [part for the

whole], because Genesis is referred to, and the promise
given therein to Abraham, which related specially to

descendants of Abraham, of whom Christ was one. [But
this is forced. The meaning is, the Jewish race. He names
one race instead of the whole, representing the idea more
vividly to the Hebrews to whom he writes. Liln^ Moreover,
this epistle is addressed to the descendants of Abraham, it

was unsuitable to say, of the seed of Adam, because there is

an opposition between the first and the second Adam. But
yet the Gentiles are not excluded, for it is not to them, but
to the angels, that Abraham's seed is opposed ; and all be-

lievers are the seed of Abraham. [See ver. 12, concerning
the church ; comp. Ps. xxii. 23, 26, 28. V.G.'] The omission
of the article before o-Trcp/xaros corresponds in my opinion
to the Hebrew construct state. It would rather exclude
the carnal Jews than include the Gentiles.

17. Wlierefore—This particle (oOev), occurs six times in

the epistle, but never in the epistles signed with Paul's
name; but yet it is found in Paul's speech. Acts xxvi. 19.

It behoved him—A noble expression, ch. v. 3. It behoved

him, both on account of his relationship, and because he
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had undertaken it in the Old Testament, ver. 12, 13.

There is now more confidence in his way of speaking;

comp. ver. 11, he is not asliamed. In all things—-In all

sufferings and temptations. To he made like—This is

a recapitulation of what precedes. A summary of what
follows is immediately added. Unto his brethren—Ver.

11. Tliat—The apostle three times touches on the High
Priesthood, till he reaches its full discussion, oh. vii.

He approaches the discussion by three steps. I. It

behoved him to be made like unto his brethren, that
he might becomk a merciful and faithful High Priest (in

this passage). II. He was called a High Priest when
he was made perfect, eh. v. 10. HI. He was made
High Priest when he entered into that which is within

the veil, ch, vi. 20 ; and this entrance being once made,
he always pleads with God in our behalf as a Priest,

ch. ix. 24. \_Be ig. renders, as Eng. Ver., a merciful and

faithful High Priest; but the Greek seems to mean mer-

ciful, and a faithful High Priest. Be W., Liin.'] Merciful—^This word, like faithful, is taken together with High
Priest; ch. iv. 15, v. 2. He was merciful toward the sin-

burdened people ; faithful as regards God. There is in

this passage a Chiasmus [cross reference]. We have the

Priest and the High Priest, who has the right of approaching

and of bringing men to God. A practical application is

made of faithful, ch. iii. 2, and of merciful, ch. iv. 14, etc.,

while High Priest is discussed, ch. v. 4, 5, vii. 1, 2, the

practical application being in ch. x. ] 9. There is a very

similar setting forth of many things in Eom. i. 16, note.

As regards these three points, merciful precedes might become

[Eng. Ver., might be'], because it is deduced from what
was previously said. It is right to connect the other two,

because they come under discussion afterwards together

with the first. But it is elegant to let merciful, and, con-

iointly with it, faithful High Priest., have a rather absolute

meaning in this proposition, because the subsequent dis-

cussion in turn contemplates faithfulness without the priest-

hood in Moses, and mercy with the priesthood in Aaron. In

the fi]-st place, Jesus is merciful. Ko one can suppose that

.Tesus was raoi'e merciful before he suffered, and is more
severe now. Only let us escape the wrath of the Lamb
which is yet to come. High Priest—The Latin Priest

(pontifex) was called so because he built a bridge at Rome, or
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sacrificed on a bridge; and the pi'iest was either alone or

with others ; but the High Priest was exalted above the

others over whom he presided. In the Gospels and Acts,

where the Jewish high priests are often mentioned, the word
pontiff, Avhich is commonly used b}' the Vulgate and others,

will, I think, oflend nobody ; but in this epistle, especially

where Christ is treated of, it is scarcely so suitable, I

think, to Paul's style, as to Numa's institutes. At any
rate Schmidt uses it reluctantly, and ever and anon substi-

tutes chief priest ; but a single word is better, especially

when there are other epithets in addition, as mercifid and
faithful in this passage ; for even in ch. iv. 14, one cannot
well sa}- a great chief pontiff. The most convenient term is

High Priest, which has long been employed by learned men.
As respects the subject, this glorious title of High Priest

recurs soon afterwards, ch. iii. 1. But Christ is nowhere
expressly called a Priest, except in Ps. ex., Zech. vi. ]3, and
in this epistle ; in this epistle alone is Christ's priesthood

professedly discussed. And hence it appears how peculiar

and how necessary this book of the Kew Testament is.

However, in all these places, even those from the Old
Testament, there is also mention of his kingdom as well

;

and this is frequently spoken of in other places without
his priesthood. Even on the Cross, on which this Priest

finished his sacrifice, his title was King. The office 01

priest, as well as that of king, belong to the First-begotten.

In things pertaining to God—So ch. v. 1. Hie sins—Which
bring death and the fear of death. Of the people—Whom he
called the seed of Abraham, ver, 16. He himself knew no
sin. Pie made atonement for the sins of the people, Isa.

liii. 8.

18. In that—This is used adverbially; Eom. ii. 1, [i.e.,

in sofar as or because. Liln.]. He is able—This power of

the soul is treated of, ch. iv. 15, v. 2. To succour—
Hence Paul infers the help, ch. iv. 16.
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CHAPTER III.

[The two divisions cb.. i. o, to ii. 18, and ch. iii. 1, to

iT. 16, are exactly parallel ; thus :

—

I. The Son and the Angels. II. The Son and Moses.

a. The Son is in himself snpe- a. The Son is in himself supe-

rior to angels, ch, i. 5-14. rior to Moses, ch. iii. 1-6.

(Exhortation, ii. 1-5.) (Exhortation, iii. 7-19.)

b. In him, man is raised above b. lu him, Israel is led to his

the angels, ii. 6-16. rest, iv. 1-13.

For he was at the same T/iere/ore he was at the same
time Ei(jli Priest, ii. 1 7, 1 8. time High Priest, iv. 14- 1 6.

Ebrard.']

1. Wherefore—A particle marking urgent exhortation.

Those very things said in ch. ii. should make ns tahe heecL

Brethren—He now first addresses those to whom he is

writing. And from ch. ii. 11 a sanctity attaches to the title

brethren. Holy—There is a Chiasmus [cross reference] in

this verse. Of tJie heavenly calling—Made by our Lord from
heaven, leading men to that place whence it was made,
ch. xii. 25, of the calling of God from above, as Paul says,

Phil. iii. 14. [Heavenly—Which comes from heaven, and
calls to heaven ; its origin, its substance, its aim, all are

heavenly. DelitscJi in Alf] The correlative of calling is

confession; of which the writer treats further on. So Paul
in 1 Tim. vi. 12. Partakers—The same word occurs, ver.

14, ch. vi. 4, i. 9, xii. 8. TJie Apostle—The Ambassador of

God the Father ; he who pleads the cause of God with us.

Hence we are called partakers of the heavenly calling. And
High Priest—Who pleads our cause with God. Hence we
are called holy. This Apostleship and High Priesthood are

both comprised in the one word Mediator. As an apostle,

Jesus is compared to Moses, as a priest to Aaron (which
title oi priest is resumed iv. 14), and at the same time is

preferred to both. He alone holds united and in a greater

degree both dignities, which those two b)others held

separately. Here he is called, relatively, faithftd, just

as he is called true, John v. 31, a testimony which cannot

be refused. Ofoiirprofession—Tsot that which is made to

men, but that which is made to God. This word finely

expresses the nature of faith, which meets the promise with
a ready response. God who sent his Son and gave him to
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us as oxiY priest, speaks (Xeyet) : man agrees {o/ioXoyeZ), assents,

subscribes. So ch. iv, 14, x, 23. This they did most usually

in baptism. The opposite is contradiction (^dvTiXoyia), ch.

xii. o. [Omit the word Xpia-Tov, Christ. Tisch.,Alf.]

2. Who was faithful—Comp. BIij sen-ant Moses is faithful in

nil my house, Kuni. xii. 7, at the end (comp. ver. 5 of the

same chapter). He calls him faithful, who himself is so,

and is recognised and praised by God as such. Hence
arises fidelity in office, and faith on the part of the hearers

without exception, for this very reason that Moses infaithful;

comp. Num. xii. 8, likewise at the end. To him that appointed

him—His heavenly Father appointed Jesus Christ to be both
his Apostle and Hicjli Priest, ch. v. 5 ; where to he made
(yev-qdr/vat), by the word of the Lord, corresponds to him

that appointed him (tw TrotTycravTi). Add Acts ii. 36. [But

TTOL^cravTi cannot mean appointed, but made, created ; He was
faithful to him that made him; i.e., either made him the Man
Jesus, the Apostle, etc. (Alf), or made him by eternal

generation. Liln.] And this arouses our faith. There
is a ver}^ similar expression, 1 Sam. xii. 6, 8 : God who
appointed (6 Troi-^cras) and sent Moses and Aaron. As also

Moses— So Deut. xviii. 15. He praises Moses, by way of

conciliating the Jews, before preferring Christ to him

;

although he has prepared their minds for hearing it, by
giving J esus the preference even to angels. In all— house—
A rare appellation in the time of Moses. B^i's— God's, ver.

0, note.

3. Foi-—The giving of the reason refers back to consider

(Karavo'tjcraTe). Of more—Christ, a prophet, as Moses, Acts
iii. 22, note (whereas the other prophets only explained

Moses) ; and yet different from Moses, ch. viii. 9 ; John i.

17. Here he is greater than Moses. Glory—iTonoitr follows

further on. Honour rather marks something iuAvaid in

this passage
;

glory follows it. TJie house—The genitive

is governed bj' the comparative, more (TrXeiova) ; for it is

an Enthymeme [a syllogism, in which one premiss is

suppressed] as follows ; Clirist is greater than the house
(for the house is being built : Christ has built the house and
all things, and so Christ is God); therefore Christ is greater

than Moses. The reason is : for Moses is less than the
house, as a minister, and as it were a portion of the house

;

comp. Matt. xii. 6, note.

4. But he—Christ, The article marks the subject, and
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has here also the force of a relative, as in ch, vii. 6. God
is the predicate. [This assertion of the Divinity of Christ

would he ont of place here, when the argument is

on his superiority to Moses, in God's house, as the Son.

Tlie Eng. Ver. gives the sense. So Liln., Alfi] God—
Absolutely. Moses was a God to Aaron, but not God
absolutely.

5. And—Another reason for Christ's superiority to Moses.
Sei-vant—So Num. xii. 7, Sept.- This implies the superiority

of Moses to all other prophets ; but on the other hand
describes Moses as inferior to Christ the Lord. For—He
served, that testimony might be given by him. Of those

things which were to he spohen—Which Moses was to speak
(ch. ix. 19), chiefly of Christ ; and afterwards Christ

himself was to speak. In ch. ix. 19, there is a verbal

parallelism, which however at the same time introduces

a similar reason, namely, what Moses had spoken and
was about to speak, to meet the exigencies of the time,

Num. xii. Miriam did not dispute Moses' authority with
reference to the past, but wished to claim as much to

herself for the future, on account of certain past proofs of

her fitness for it.

6. But Christ—Moses is inferior to him. The ambassador,
in the king's absence, holds a very prominent position, but
when he is present sinks back into one of the vulgar herd.

Here also understand is faithful. The Son shows his faith-

fulness in all matters appertaining to the Father and
himself as well. Over (eVl)—This word shows his sur-

passing power ; the word used in the case of Moses is in

(iv), ver. 5. His own, lit., his—[The house is God's

throughout; Christ its chief authority and glory. Liin.,

Alf] That is, God's, ch. x. 21. J/—There is the same
sentiment in ver. 14. This is an abbreviation of the

house we are, since we have confidence ; the house we
shall be, if we retain our confidence. Paul uses very similar

language, Col. i. 23, note. If ice hold fast—So ver. 14, ch.

X. 23. The word, Kparetv, is used with the same meaning
in ch. iv. 14, vi. 18. [Omit /jLexpi Tekov<; (Se^aiav, firm unto the

end. Tisch., Alf] The confidence—A word often used in

this epistle, comp. ch. iv. 16, x. 19, 35 ; like eAttis, hope,

ch. vi. 11, 18, vii. 19, x. 23, and TrXrjpo^opia, full assurance,

vTToa-Taat^, resting confidently on a belief; Trapprjcria, is con^

fidence toward God : KovxrffLa, is glorying over enemies.
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7. ^¥lleTof6re—[Connect with take heed, ver. 12. Lun.'\

A choice inference, which gives its force to this whole
passage. Jesus is faithful : be not ye unfaithful, ver. 2, 12.

\_As—The conclusion is at ver. 12. Not Crit.'] The Holy

Ghost saith—So ch. ix. 8, x. 15. To-day, etc.—Ps. xcv. 7, to

the end, Sept. To-day, namely, David's day, as opposed to

that of Moses, ver. 8. If—If ye will obediently hem- his voice.

Under this hearing is included any kind of hearing, ver.

16, ch. iv. 2. The force of this clause is joined in the

Hebrew with that which goes before, and thence falls on
what follows. Voice—Full of grace, in these prophetic

words, which ought to be hoard on that very account.

8. In the provocation—temptation—In ver. 9, by Chiasmus

[cross reference], temptation is first discussed, then provoca-

tion. Both refer to the History, Ex. xvii. 7, as being the first

account of this misconduct: comp. below ver. 16, they that

came out. ^^'e should guard against the first ofience ; for

from this more are very easily engendered, and the first is

usually the one most severely blamed. In—That is to say,

as in the day. So the Hebrew text has it. The wilderness

—The scene of most important events.

9. When, lit., with ivhich—Supply temptation. [Biit ov means
where : in the wilderness, ichere, etc. Liin. Alf. Omit /ae, me,

and for iSoKL/xaadv fx€, proved me, read Iv SoKiixaaia, by way of
trial. Tisch., Alf] Your fathers

—
"Whose hardness of heart is

often mentioned. Therefore the authority of the ancients is

worthless. Tempted me—Whether I was able or willing.

Proved—That is to say, thoroughly tried, not approved. Let
what follows be carefully considered. Saxo—Clearly, but
without good result. My ivories—-Most glorious chiefly in

helping, but partly also in punishing. Forty years—In the
Hebrew and Septuagint, this is joined with I ivas grieved,

as also it is below, in ver. 17. The people saw God's work
and offended Him, until they filled up the measure of their

guilt. Here it is joined with they saw ; and thus the hard-
ness of the people's heart is implied.

10. Wlierefore—This particle is lacking in the Hebrew
and the Septuagint. Iwas grieved—Gr. Trpocrwx^to-a. A uord
very often found in the Septuagint, but scarcely anywhere
else. ''0;![(^os signifies a raised eminence : hence oxOiui, used
of the mind, is I am roused ; Trpocrwx^La-a, I ivas grieved, so

that they could not enter into the land, when too late they
wished to do so. The phiase, to walh contrary, Lev. xxvi.
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24, 28, is akin to it. With that generation—[For iKuvrj^tliat,

read ravxTj, this. Tisch. Alf.'] The Greek eKeivrj, with that,

signifies removal and alienation. And said—With my
mouth I expressed the disgust of my soul. Observe the

gradation which follows : firbt disgust with those who sinned

made him say ; then anger felt more heavily against those

who did not believe, made him swear: comp. ver. 17, 18.

The first temptation (Ex. xvii.) soon became the cause why
God was grieved. Then followed the complaint regarding

the erring of their heart, then anger, and the oath. Thus
there is a wider distinction between disgust and anger, the

complaint and the oath. They— This word in the Hebrew
is very emphatic. Therefore it is not included in I said,

but the meaning is this : they perceived that I was dis-

gusted with them, but yet they did not one whit more desire

to know my ways. There is a similar antithesis between
they and I, in ch. viii. 9 ; comp. ver. 10. So hut they, Ps.

cvi. 43 ; comp. also Luke vii. 6 ; Is. liii. 7, in the Hebrew.
TJiey have not hnoivn my ways—This is unbelief; the sin

described in ver. 9, by they tempted. Concerning both,

again, ver. 12, 13, and ver. 17, 18. My ways—By which I

wished to lead them as my flock to i-est.

11. So I sicare—The oath preceded the forty years. [If
— Gr. £t not rendered in Eng. A^er.] The apodosis which
contains the actual oath is omitted for the sake oi Euphemism
[softening of the expression] : ^l, if, is here negative, as q
jXTji', surely, is affirmative, ch. vi. 14. They shall not enter—By
my ways. Jwto m?/ resi —In the promised land. The people
are compared to sheep in Ps. xcv. 7, whose supreme good
is rest, Ps. xxiii. 2.

12. Tahe heed—This word depends on ivherefore, ver. 7 :

the conclusion here to ver. 7, also introduces the word
brethren ; 1 Thess. iii. 7. The same word occurs in ch. xii. 25.

The heart is not to be trusted, Jer. xvii. 9. Lest—of unbelief—
Observe the connection. Christ is faithful, ver. 2 ; therefore

we ought to be faithful to him, not unfaithful, as our Fathers
were to IMoses, ver. 18, 19, ch. iv. 2, 3, vi. 12. In like

manner Paul contrasts God's faithfulness and man's faith-

lessness. Pom. iii. 2, 3 ; Tim. ii. 13. Be—Care must extend
to the future as well, on account of the greatness of the
danger. The future indicative is used for the present
subjunctive. Evil—An unbelieving ]ieoi>le ; an evil nation*

and unhappy ; comp. miserably ivicJccd, Matt. xxi. 41. In
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departing—The antithesis is to let us drmo near, eh. iv. 16,

and to confidence, which follows further on in ver. 14 ; comp.
Jer. vi. 8, let not my sold depart from thee. The whole of this

passage of the ajiostle is in harmony with Jeremiah, xvii.

5, C. Cursed is the man loho trusteth in man, and whose heart

DEVATXTETH from the Loiid; he shall not see when good cometh.

From the living God—The life of God animates our faith most
powerfully and promptly. The living God is also praised,

ch. ix. 14, X. ol, xii. 22. He who revolts from Christ,

revolts from God ; ch. iii. 12-19. [Namely, the very God of
Israel, Alf.] Chiasmus.

13. One another—So far from instigating and provoking

one another, let each exhort himself and others. Daily,

to-day—\^'ords etymologically related ; ch. iv. 7. While—
As long as. This to-day will not last for ever. Is called—
While that psalm is heard and read. Lest any—be hardened

—Repeated from ver. 8. Through the deceitfidness—Reference

to they do err, ver. 10. Of sin— Unbelief and sin are synony-

mous, John xvi. 9 ; Neh. vi. 13 ; when mentioned together

they dift'er from each other as the species from the genus ;

and unbelief, as the chief kind of sin, involves something

more sad and deadlj'. But if sin stands by itself, the genus,

sin, is narrowed down to this particular species, namely,

unbelief: as sin (ayuapria) is literally missing the aim, which
results especially from unbelief, the grace of Cod having

been neglected.

14. Partakers of Christ—Ver. 1, 6. So partakers of the

Holy Ghost, ch. vi. 4. Tlie beginning— to the end—Comp.
ch. vi. 11, xii. 2. A Christian, inasmuch as he has not yet

attained perfection, regards himself as a beginner. Of our

confidence— Qh.. xi. 1 : 2 Cor.ix. 4, note. Steadfast— Gr,

/3e^aiav. A common word in this epistle, with its synonyms,
unwavering (aK/Vivrys), immutable (d/i-era^eTos), safe (do-<^aA.^s),

strong (icrxi^'pos).

15. [Beng. and Eng. Ver. are both wrong in rendering
this verse ; it is variously explained, best by Ebrard and

Alf, who render, For (since) it is said, to-day, etc. ;
giving

the proof that we must holdfast, to become partakers, etc.]

Wliile it is said—The connection is with ver. 13, tha
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reference being made to exhort. Even in the psalm tho

Divine exhortation precedes, viz., come ye. Comp.
Ps. xcv. 7, that is, it rests with yourselves alone whether
this be merely an invitation and oifer, in the first place, or

also actual enjoyment, in the second. So in that he saith,

ch. viii. 13. As in the provocation—It is taken as a proper

noun, with its signification [in the Heb.]
16. [For TLvh, some, read rtves, loho. Also put a note of

interrogation after each clause. Tisch., Alf., etc. Render,

For who, when they had heard provoJced f Nay was it not all, etc.

Alf., Liin.'] Some, lit., loho (rtVes)—Many write some (rives),

but this weakens the apostle's argument : some, but not all, is

rather a general expression regarding the Provocation, ch.

iv. 6 ; Ex. xvii. 2. It is plainly a question, as in ch. i. 5,

13, and a very strong Anaphora [i-epetition of a word in

beginnings], withal, who, loith whom, to ichom, ver. 16, 17,

18; and those three verses mark, 1, The beginning of the

Provocation, soon after the departure from Egypt -. 2, The
forty years of trouble in the ivllderness ; 3, The refusal of

the entrance into the land of rest. Howheit not (dAA' ov)

occurs, ver. 16, as hut (el /xt)), ver. 18 ; for neither is properly

interrogative, but both stand under the interrogative word,

who (T6ves). That the force of the particle may be the more
apparent, imagine some one to say, Tliere were men loho j^ro-

vohed, hut not those who loent out. The apostle denies that,

and therefore says, icho icere they, hut these ? that is to say,

these icere the very persons. There are similar particles in

Luke, ch. xvii. 7, 8, and in Paid, 1 Thess. ii. 19. \_Beng.

explains Trarres, all, to mean here, none else hut merely tliose,

a meaning which it cannot by any possibility bear. Liin.,

Alf] These are not in this passage said to have been
hrought out, but to have come out. They had ab-eady

received a pledge of Divine help, and had followed the

Divine guidance ; but their future progress was not in

accordance with that excellent beginning (comp. ver. 14).

Chrysostom evidently reads, icho ; of whom, says he, has

mention heen made as being hardened ? where tho.!>e hardened

(comp. ver. 15) are the same as those who provoked. WJien

they heard—Ver. 15. Provoked—The Lord, by quarrelling

with Moses, Ex. xvii. 2. By Moses—'Whose words, when
heard, they ought to have obeyed.

17. WJiose—As proved by the event. So also ver. 19.

Carcasses fell in the wilderness—l^nm. xiv. 29, Sept., your
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carcasses shall fall in the tvilderness. This expression, car-

casses, mere perishable bodies, always marks indignation.

KwXa, carcasses, means limbs, or properly feet, according

to Eustatliivis. Eeducing the forty years into days, and
taking the average of deaths on each day, we have forty

deaths a day. A groat cause for writing Psalm _xc. !

19. They could not—Though they afterwards would fain

have done so.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Let lis fear—Where many have fallen, there is cause

for fear. A promise being left us—After others have slighted

it. There is the same word in the same sense, Eom. xi. 4.

'ATroXetVcTat, remaineth, ver. 6, 9 ; ch. x. 26, is a kindred

verb. This, interwoven with the exhortation, is proved,

ver. 3. The verb, I promise (eTrayyeA-o/Aat), and the noun,

promise ( cTrayyeXta ), are fi'equently used in this epistle.

The subject of this chapter is the rest of eternal life : for

it is still to-day, w^hile we are in danger of falling, if we
indulge in hardness of heart. To-day, if well employed,
ends in 7-est. Best is that which once obtained is never
again lost. We are now (comp. ii. 5, note) urged onwards.
^\ e are not denied a foretaste in this life; but we are

denied the fulness of our rest. All foretastes of rest are

evidently small, when compared with things above. Any
should seem—Euphemism [agreeable statement of an un-

pleasant fact]. Let each so run, that it may be said of

him beyond dispute, This man runs. AoKeiv, to seem, here,

vir6^€iyjxa, an example, ver. 11, and ivSeUvva-dai, to shoiv,

ch. vi. 11, are kindred terms: for he who shoivs a desire

does not seem to remain ; he who seems to remain is an
example of obstinacy. To come short—The same word occurs,

xii. 15. The examples of it occur, ch. xii. 17 ; Num. xiv.

40; Luke xiii. 25: to fail to keep the passover. Num. ix. lo.

'Yarepeiv. in Plato, at the beginning of the Gorgias, means
to come after the festival is ended.

2. For—This refers to let us fear. Unto us tvas the Gospel

preached. Let us regard this as addressed especially fo

ourselves, who are called Evangelical : ver. G. As well as

unto them—The promise of the Ian'! of Camian had been
made to those old fathers, ver. 6. Did not wqfit—Meiosis
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[That is, less is said here than is intended]. On the con-

trary, through not believing, they received the greatest

harm. Understand also, and will not profit us without faith.

Not being mixed—The word is entirely mixed with and
infused into the soul that believes ; and where it is mixed,

it shoAvs itself wonderfully, like a healing draught, or

aught else that is more potent, ver. 12, 13. In them tJiat

Jieard it—Eegarding these, comp. Rom. iv. 12, note. To
these are opposed those who have believed, in the next

verse.

3. For—This refers to a promise being left, ver. 1. [Eather

to faith, believed being emphatic. Liin.'] As—The only

hindrance is unbelief. Although—The protasis is, although

the icorhs were finished from the foundation of the world. The
apodosis is, yet he said, I have sworn. But because in the

text the apodosis precedes, the yet is suppressed. The
proposition is, a rest remains to us. The proof of it is this

(ver. 3-1 i). In the psalm, rest is spoken of; and yet the

that does not mean, I. God's rest from creation ; for this

took place before the Mosaic times. Therefore at the time

of Moses, another rest was to be looked for, of which the

men of that period, who had heard, plainly fell short. Kor
yet, II., does the rest, which they obtained by means of

Joshua, correspond with the description of this rest ; for

the Psalmist did not sing of it till afterwards. He sang,

therefore. III., of a rest posterior to all these kinds of rest,

one which will take place in heaven.

4. He spalce—God, who also speaks in ver. 5, 7. The
seventh (day). And God did rest on the seventh day from
all his works which he had made— Gen. ii. 2 ( Sept. ).

Bested, betook himself, as it were, into his own eternal

tranquillity. It is worthy of notice that Moses has

mentioned the end of the former days, but not of the

seventh. In the Hebrew version it is from his ivorJc. It

was one work, including many works. The single Greek
word, rested (KareVauo-ei'), corresponds to two Hebrew
words connecting two passages very suitably, Fs. xcv.

and Gen. ii.

5. In this (saying of the psalm) [Eng. Yer. place']—So

in another, ch. v. 6.

6. Seeing therefore—God does not wish his rest to be

unenjoyed : Luke xiv. 23. First—Under Moses. Preached

—A word rarely used with reference to the ancients. The
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promise of the land of Canaan is doubtless spoken of, but
with a view to the Gospel of eternal life. \0n account of
disohedience—Not unhelief, as Eng. Ver. Alf.']

7. Again—\\ ho would have imagined that Ps. xcv. con-
tained so important and impressive a sermon? Let us
highly prize God's words ; comp, eh. x. 8, note. He
limiteth—God. Day—This is inferred from tlie quotation

which presently follows, to day, etc. See what beautiful

emphasis he lays on day, as he frequently does on single

words, ch. ii. 8, 11, 12; vii. 11, 21; viii. 13; x. 9; xii.

5, 27 : the day of striving for the heavenly rest, ver. 8. In
—So ch. i. 1. [That is, dwelling in, inspiring David. But
it is rather in David, i. e., his book, the Psalms. Alf.']

So long a time—Upwards of four hundred years elapsed
between Moses and Joshua and David, who Avrote this

psalm. [For dpyjrai, said, read Trpodprp-ai, said before. Tisch.,

Alf So Beng.'i Is said, lit., as it was before said—The
apostle refers his hearers to the whole text, as quoted
above from the psalm.

8. Jesus, lit., Joshua—[The usual form of Joshua in Greek.
To retain Jestis here, as Eng. Ver., introduces utter con-

fusion. Alf.] Would he not—There is a like mode of

reasoning, ch. vii. 11 ; viii. 4, 7; xi. 15. Of another day
—By duly employing which, they may also attain to

anotlier rest.

9. Therefore—Because he speaks of another day. Eest—
Gr. (rafi/3aTL(T[xr)s. The word is used in exchange for Kard-

Trat'cri?, comp. the next verse. In time there are many sabbaths

;

but then there will be the l-eeping of a sabbath, one perfect

unbroken enjoyment of rest. This verbal noun is very
emphatic : it is not found in the Sept. There will be no
elementary sabbath in heaven, for earthly labour will have
been abolished ; but an unbioken rest which will vary,
however, according to the different state of tlie priests, and
the rest of the ble.-sed ones, and according to the intervals of

the heavenly times to which the new moons and sabbaths
of the Jews corresponded ; Isa. Ixvi. 21, 23. To the people

of God—When treating of reconciliation, he had said of the

people absolutely, ch. ii. 17; but now, when treating of
the eternal rest, he f-ays, to tlie people of God, that is, to

the Israel of God, as Paul speaks in Gal. vi. 16. He there-

fore specially intends the Israelites (as far as he is writing
to the Hebrews) and those, believers.

VOL. III. I
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10. For—Verse 9 is proved : He who has entered into

the rest of God, rests from his works; but the people of

God do not yet rest. Therefore they have not yet entered

in. It remains for them to enter in. [But the reference

is to Jesus. He lias finished his works and entered into

his Sahhath ; his people therefore shall share it. Comp.
ver. 14. Ebrard. So Alf.'] From his own loorJcs—Even
from good ones done at the fitting time. There is labour

before rest ; and that would doubtless have been the case,

even in paradise, Gen. ii. 15. As—God's work and rest

are the pattern to which we ought to be conformed.

11. TJiat—Future, great. After the same—As the men
of old time. [Better, fall into the same example of dis-

obedience, that is, into the same contiadiction with tliem,

so as to become an example. Liin., Alf.^ Fall—With the

soul, not merely the body; ch. iii. 17. Moses, when he

recounts the destruction of the people in the wilderness,

omits all reference to the ruhi of their souls. Example—
The same word occurs in viii. 5, ix. 23. He who falls

through unbelief is an example to others, who say in con-

sequence. See, that man has fallen by so doing.

12. Fm-—quicJc [i. e., living']—The power of God's word
and the omniscience of God himself are described as salu-

tary to those in whom God's woi'd is mixed with faith,

but as teiTible to the obstinate : comp. 2 Cor. ii. 15. Tlie

word of God—That is preached, ver. 2, and combined with

blessings, ver. 2, and with curses, ver. 3. For Christ, the

personal Word, is not said to be a sword, but to have a

sword (comp. Jos. v. 13, to which passage the one before

us referring to Joshua seems also to refer) ; nor is he called

judicial, but a judge. The title. Sword, given to God, Dent.

xxxiii. 29, is suitable to poetry, but not to the ordinary

prose style found in epistles. Piercing even to the didding

—A parallel occurs shortly, kpltlko?, discerning [Eng. Ver.,

a discerner.'] Of soul and spirit—Hence it is plain thit soul

and spirit are not synonymous, but the spirit is in the

soul. Man, viewed according to his nature, consists of

soul and body. Matt. x. 28 ; but when he has the working
of God's spirit within him, he consists of spirit, soul, and
body. Joints and marrow, desci'ibes by Synecdoche [part for

the whole], the inmost parts and recesses in the spirit,

soul, and body of man. Moses forms the soul, Christ the

spirit, 2 Cor. iii. 0. The body is drawn by the soul, botli
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by the spirit, 1 Thess. v. 23. The spirit is divided from

the soul by the power of the word of God, when the former

is claimed for God; the latter is left to itself, in so far as

it either dues not krep pace with, or does not follow the

spirit. And us the jvitits are not only divided from the

marrow, bnt moreover joints and marrow are each dividtil

into parts of their own ; and as intentions are not merely

distinguished from thoughts, but there are also distinc-

tions among intentions, and distinctions among thoughts ; so

not merely is the soul divided from the spirit, but soul

and spirit have each their respective divisions, as it were ;

Luke ii. 35. Flesh and spirit are also separated; 1 Peter

iv. 6, note. Thoughts and intents, lit., of the intentions and
thoughts—^ He comes from the greater parts as soul and

spirit, and fi om the less as Joints and morrow, to the mental
faculties. Intention (J.v6vjj.r]<jL<;) involves feeling ; then by
gradation follows thought (eVvota), expressnig something-

si mpler which existed previously, and is of a more in-

ward nature. Each fosters either what is good or what
is bad.

13. Creature—A word quite general: presently we have
all things. In his sight—His, God's, ver. 12. It will be
easy to analyse this statement, if both parts of it be put in

the nominative case. It is God, whose word is quick : it

is God, before whom every creatui'e is manifest. 80, in

ch. xi. 23, the nominative case is understotid : By faith

Mosea'' parents hid Moses. Ch. xi. 30 : By faith the Israelites

went round the walls of Jericho, that they should fall.

God's omniscience is revealed to men by ihe word; and
those who have not the word yet feel His omniscient
power in their consciences. A striking argument for the

truth of religion from its power. Opened—lit., laid on its had:

—Both in (ireek and Latin, I lay on its haclc is used for I lai/

open. Bodies Avhich lie forward, are scarcely considered

naked, for ihcy cover themselves ; those ivhich lie supine

have all their noblest and most distinguished parts dis-

])hiyed to view. [This is doubtful, but no better meaJi-

iiig has been given. This is es^entially that of Liin.,

Jj'i W.. etc.] Show, man, shame and fear towaid thy
( >od ; for no veil, twisting, bending, colouring, or dye, can
^t>\er faithlessness. Of him— God is again referred to.

With whom we have to do—W^ have to do with him, icith God,
with such a one as is described, ver. 12, 13, [from whose

I 2
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face and judgment we cannot flee. V. G.']. We therefore

need earnestness. The relative (6V) has a demonstrative

force : Aoyos, business. So Sept. Judg. xviii. 28, they had no

business with any man ; 2 Kings ix. 5, / have an errand to

thee ; comp. Acts xix. 38.

14. Seeing— that tve have—An exhortation begins in a

similar vp-ay, ch. x. 19, xii. 1. Then—He resumes the pro-

position laid down, ch. ii. 17. Great—lor he is the Son of

God, higher than the heavens. He is called absolutely, in

Hebrew phraseology, a Gi-eat Priest, ch. x. 21 : but here

the Great High Priest, greater than the Levitical high priest.

That has passed [th-ough^ into—Not merely has entered into

the heavens, ch. vii. 26. [Eng. Ver., into, is wrong. TJirough

to God's throne, as the High Priest thiough the veil to the

holiest. Alf., etc.] Let us hold fast—-From ch. iii. 1, to

ch. V. 3, there are four points explained by Chiasmus, since

they contain the doctrine and application, the application

and doctrine. Eefer, pray, to the Synopsis of this epistle.

15. Not—The apostle, by Chiasmus, compares the Levi-

tical high priest and Christ, (1.) As to qualities: (2.) As
to calling, ch. iv. 15, 16; v. 1, 2, 4, 5. Touched with—He
sympathises, as having suffered the same things. Is. 1. 6, 4

:

pity is a kindred noun, ver. 16. The reference is to ch. ii.

17. Our infirmities—A fitting word. The notion of sin, as

regards us, is included ; as regards Christ, it is excluded.

The words, without sin, follow shortly. Like as we—Since

he was made like us, ch. ii. 17. Without sin— So ch. ix. 28.

But how, it may be asked, can one tempted without sin

sympathise with those tempted icith sin ? As regards the

imderstanding, our Saviour's mind perceived temptations

far more keenly than we who are weak; as regards the

will, he repulsed their onset as qiiickly as fire does a small

drop of water. He therefore knows by experience what
endurance is necessary to conquer temptations. He can

sympathise, for he is both without sin, and yet tiuly

tempted.

16. Let us come—There is the same word, ch. vii. 25,

X. 1, 22, xi. 6, xii. 18, 22 : likewise to dratc near (eyyt^W),

vii. 19: to enter {daipxi-o-Oai). vi. 19: entrance (eto-oSog),

ch. X. 19. So Paid also, L'om, v. 2, access (Trpocraywyi]).

The throne—Ch. viii. 1, xii. 2 ; Is. xvi. 5. Of grace^This
woid also is frequently found in this epistle. Obtain—
Christ's mercy, beintr shown, is obtained : and God's grace
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moreover is found. The appropriate verb precedes tlie

noun in one case, and follows it in tlie other : Chiasmus.

Mercy— Reference to he touched with. Grace— Eeference

to of grace. In time of need, lit., seasonable—[Correctly in

time : before it is too late ; to-day. Liin., Alf, etc.] Be-
lievers do not all at once and long before, perceive the

grace prepared for them ; but, when the time requires,

they find it : and this seasonableness is peculiar to the New-
Testament dispensation, Horn. iii. 26, v. 6, and under it

to the times of persecution. Helj)—Ch. ii. 18.

CHAPTER V.

1

.

[Render, Every High Priest, being taken from among men,

is appointed for men in matters relating to God, that he may offer,

etc. Alf] Every—Every Levitical priest. The antithesis

is to Christ : for the Levitical priesthood is treated of, ver.

1-3 : and there is no apodosis added, since it is included

in what precedes. But ver, 4, in a new part of the com-

parison, there is a protasis followed by an apodosis. The
sum is this. All that is excellent in the Levitical priests

is found in Christ, and indeed in a higher degree ; all how-
ever that is wanting in them, is also found in Christ.

Takenfrom among men—Part of the predicate. Before they

were taken, they were in precisely the same condition.

Is ordained—The present ; is wont to be ordained. For—
From among men, for men, an elegant expression. In things

pertaining to God—So the Sept. Deut. xxxi. 27. Gifts—
Referring to inanimate things. Sacrifices for sins—Of ani-

mals. [But the words /or sins belong, not only to sacrifices,

but to the whole clause. Liin.']

2. Have compassion, lit., to have a moderate feeling—Gr.

fxcTpLOTT-adeLv. Hesychius, /xerptoTra^^?, enduring Utile things,

or kindly making alloivance. Moderation is opposed to severity

and rigor, which is shown only towards the obstinate;

ch. X. 28. Wli'o can—Who does not please himself; comp.
Rom. XV. 3. Tlie ignorant, and them that are out of the icay—
Who sin through ignorance and error. Simple ignorance is

merely want of heed and memory ; but error confounds
good and evil, truth and falsehood. Infirmity—Which is

sinful, and must be expiated by sacrifices.

3. [For Sta TavT-qv, on account of this— (Eng. Ver., by reason
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hereof) read St' awTT/v, on account of it (the infirmity). Tisch.

Alf]
•i. And—He here enters on a discussion regai'ding

(Inist's actual priesthood. No—Jjeyiticsd priest. Honour—

•

The priesthood is an honour. Glory (ver. 5) is sjmonymous.
Aaron—-Keceived it, having been called.

5. High Priest—So Christ is often called : often, however,
and presently at ver. 6, he is termed a priest. He is a
priest absolutely, because he stands alone, without a peer

:

a High Priest in the relation he holds to Aaron, his pro-

totype, and to ourselves whom he has made priests by
approaching God himself and leading us thither. He that

said unto him—The Lord, Ps. ii. 7, Mij Son—^The apostle

does not imply that the Father conferred the honour of

priesthood on the Son, ichen he said, Tliou art my Son ; for

without doubt his gene^-ation preceded his priesthood : he de-

clares, that the Son, who can do nothing of himself, but is

always under the control of the Father, doing only what
the Father wills, receiving only what the Father gives, has

also received from the Father the honour of the priesthood,

which none but the Son himself could hold. Hence the

connecting word, as, in the next verse. Thus David had
his sons as priests [Eng. Ver., chief riders'], that is-, con-

fidential friends, 2 Sam. viii. 18; and the name oi Son and
Priest, quoted from the Psalms in ver. 5, 6, is presently

repeated ver. 8, and ch. vii. 3, 28.

G. In another—So Paul also, Acts xiii. 35, He saith—
God. Thou—Ps. ex. 4, Sept. Melchisedec—There is no ad-

vantage in knowing more regarding Melchisedec than what
is recorded ; nay, the very silence regarding the rest of his

liistory is mysterious. He was certainly a king and priest

of that period, and of the human race also.

7. Who—Namely, Christ, the Son of God, the Priest. Wlio,

not this, is the word used, the relative pronoun being very
significant ; for what follows corresponds with the names
that occur in ver. 5, 6. Verses 7-10 contain a summary of

what is to be discussed in the 7th and following chapters,

together with a remarkable previous caution and prepara-

tion, ver. 11,12. This summary also comprises a most elabo-

i"ate account of the varioiis stages of his passion, Avith the

inmost causes thereof, from Gethsemane to Golgotha, em-
ploying withal the same phrases as the evangelists ; comp.
also Ps. xxii. 3, 20-25, Ixix. 4, 11, cix. 22. In the days of
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his Jiesli—In those days, the two especially, in which he
snfieied those things, to suffer whicli, he took upon him
the likeness of sinful and mortal flesh; ch. ii. 14, x. 20;
Matt. xxvi. 41 (at the end): when his weakness made him
seem a mere man, John xix. 5. Prayers and siq^plications—
I'lural; for in Gethsemane he prayed three times. The
words are not mere synonyms here : prayers come from the

soul ; supplications, from the body also. On both, see Matt.

xxA'i. 39. With strong crying and tears—On the cross he is said

to have cried, not to have ivept. Both of these, as the series

I if the events shows, refer to Gethsemane. Cry expresses a
lieartfclt cry, a strong desire ; more earnestly, Luke xxii.

44, icith a most loilling spirit. Matt. xxvi. 41, whatever be the
words used : it occurs everj-where in the Psalms, as the
word, say, marks thought also. Indeed, the unuttered
cry of the soul is more in keeping with tears and sadness

;

and yet there is no doubt that Jesus at intervals enhanced
his pirayers in Gethsemane by short cries, as he did his.

supplications by tears [observe the Chiasmus'] drawn not
merely from his eyes, but from his whole face and body, by
that transcendent agony (i.e. sweat). Comp. Luke xxii. 44,

with Rev. vii. 17, 16. To him that could save him from death—Ahha Father, said he, all things are possible to thee ; let this

cup pass from me. ]\Iark xiv. 36: comp. John xii. 27.

This ability is opposed to the weakness of Christ's flesh.

To save—Etymologically akin to salvation, whicli shortly

follows. From (ek)—Presently, ciTro. The two words,
otherwise equivalent, here harmonise with the difference

of the things spoken of : oid of death, from terror. The
death oid of which his Father could have delivered him,
he nevertheless underwent in obedience to his Fathei's
will : from its horror he was quite freed, in answer to

his praj'er. Tears—Christ's sweat and hlood were poured
out like ivater. Throughout his passion he cried and wus
silent alternately. Matt. xxvi. 37, etc.; Ps. xxii. 2, 3,

15. Ixix. 2, etc., cix. 21, etc., where silence implies a loounded

heart. And icas heard—In this passage, to save, and to hear,

are almost s^'nonymous. The reference is to the agony
and its result. He began to he sorrowful and very heavy—
even unto death, Matt, xxvii. 37, 38. To be sore amazed,
Mark xiv. 33. The agony and sweat are recorded in Luke
xxii. 44. When the cup was presented, there was also

presented to our Saviour's soul the dreadful image of death.
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and that a lingering one combined with pain, ignominy,
and cursing ; whereby he was moved to pray that the

cup might pass. But the purity of filial atfection in

our Saviour immediately tempered that dread with holy
reason and moderation, and afterwards, as his calmness
returned, absorbed it altogether. And he was heard, not in

not drinking the cup, but in now drinking it without any
dread : in consequence of which pra3'er also he was
strengthened b}^ an angel. The fear was something more
dreadful than death itself : the dread having been removed
before the arrival of his enemies, he resolved that that cup
must be drunk, which conditionally he had wished not to

drink. Johnxviii.il. From—An abbreviated expression,

as spinhled from, ch. x. 22. So I's. cxviii. 5, heard me {and

set me) in a large room. In that he feared, lit., from horror

—[Jjoth translations are wrong. The true meaning seems
io be hy reason of Ms pietij, or of his reverent submission. Liin.

Alf., etc. (after Bleek.y] Here there is in the Greek word a

peculiar elegance, and a nicer shade of meaning than in

fear. Comp. moved ivith fear (eiXalSrjOels:), ch. xi. 7. Death

was used shortly before with(jut an article ; now fear

(evAa/Jeias) takes the article, and its relative force indicates

that the meaning of ewAa^etds, horror, is included in death,

which was fearful in its onset.

8. Though he were a Son—This paragraph, in the days, etc.

contains two parts. The first is, in the days—obedience hy

the things lohich he suffered; the second, and being made
perfect—of eternal. The former speaks of things that are

very humble ; for death and to be in dread, and, although the

dread of it be removed, to die, and to learn obedience from

such suffering, may appear somewhat servile; therefore this

clause, though he were a Son, guards against an}' mistake

that might arise from what goes before and follows after in

this passage. The second part is altogether joyful and
glorious, and implies that we must repeat from ver. 6,

because he was the Son : comp. ch. vii. 28, at the end. In

his agony in Gethsemane he so sweetly, so often, called

God Father, Matt, xxvii. 39, etc. ; and hence we have the

clearest proof that Jesus was the Son of God even before

his resurrection. Learned—The verb to learn, placed before

the veib to suffer, refers elegantly to the ready will with
which Chiist learned. He learned obedience while he began
to suffer, while he applied himself to drink the cup. The
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word to learn implies a heginning, and corresponds to the
malnng perfect, which is soon to follow, Christ alone
opened the way of obedience according to his Father's
will. Obedience may be rendered without prayers. Obey
—That humble obedience shown in suftering and dying.
Phil. ii. 8, note. As Thou loilt, he says to his Father.
Heard (elo-aKovadeh) , and obedience (vTraKorji'), are etymo-
logically akin. The Father hearkened to the Son, and the
Son to the Father. Likewise Christ obeyed the Father ; we
obey Clirist ; see next verse.

9. Andbeing made perfect—By sufferings, ch. ii. 10. The
author of eternal salvation—For which the dear Lord Jesus
Christ have thanks frum us for ever, says E. Schmid, piously.

Moreover, author (atno^), is a very meet and appropriate
word (comp. 1 Sam. xxii. 22, occasion) implying, that Christ,

being perfected, pleads the cause of the brethren, because
it is now clearly his part to accomplish their salvation; for

he is able (comp. that was able, ver. 7, ch. vii. 25) : and
ought to do (comp. it behoved, ch. ii. 17). [He is something
to which one can cleave. V. (?.] Observe also the epithet,

eternal salvation, which is opposed to the shortness of Jesus'
days in the flesh, and is derived from ver. 6, forever. Con-
cerning this salvation, refer to ch. ii. 10, 14, etc. The eternity

of salvation is mentioned, Is. xlv. 17, Israel is saved by the

Lord ivith an eternal salvation. Unto all— Great power, ch. ii.

10, 11, 15. Them that obey him—2 Cor. x. 5. We must
ohej likewise by suftering and death [as Christ obeyed the
Father. V. G.], and especially by faith, ch. xi. 8.

10. Ccdled—[This depends closel}^ on what precedes

;

inasmuch as he is called. Alf, etc.] His name was the Son
of God, his surname, Priest. The calling of Jesus as priest

not onlj'fullow^ed his being made perfect, but also preceded
his passion by the period which elapsed between this

circumstance and the writing of Ps, ex. 4. The same word
occurs 2 Mace. xiv. 37, where it is said that Eazis was called

the Father of the Jews.
11. Of whom—[Melchisedec, Alf, etc.] He now begins

that long precautionary pieface which consists of rebuke,
admonition, exhortation, and consolation. Ehetoricians
call it the securing of good will. Preparation of the heart
to which the doctrine is committed, often requires more
labour than the doctrine itself. 3Iany things—That is, too
much : comp. ch. xiii. 22. We—Paul, as usual, includes
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Timothy or others : comp. ch. vi. 1, 3, 9, 11, ii. 5, xiii. 18.

Hard [to interpret]—Through your fault, not the writer's.

To he uttered—Correlative to hearing. It is not redundant,
but is opposed to toriting, as ch. xiii. 22. Hard to utter,

harder to write, and yet on that account it is more neces-

sary to write tliem. Bull—Gr. voiOpol. Ch. vi. 12. The
derivation implies the absence of running, loitering on the

I'oad, [this derivation is inadmissible]. Ye are, lit., ye

have become \_Alf.]—The good and bad points in the state of

the Jews must be observed, v. 12, vi. 10, x. 25, 32, 33, xii.

4, 5, 12.

12. Teachers—A term here not of office, but of ability.

The antithesis is, that one teach you. For the time, lit., less

correctly, on account of the time—So Aristotle, in the 7th book
of his Politics, ch. 9, uses this phrase. The antithesis

is to hy reason of use, ver. 14. Time is used either in

the abstract for years, or in the concrete for strength.

Age either brings sti'ength with time, or else is impeded
thereb}^ Ye have need—[^Again need, Alf, etc., Eng. Ver.,

less correctly, joins teacli you again], ye have become such as

have need follows. The former refers to the doctrinal articles

of the Old, the latter to those of the New Testament. That

some one [Gr. nva], lit., ivhat—Gr. riva. You must be taught
not only the ver}^ elements, but even ivhat they are. They
are therefore enumerated, ch. vi. 1, 2. First principles, lit,

elements of the beginning—A Pauline word, Gal. iv. 9. This
l)aragraph to the end of the chapter quite abounds with
Pauline words. Letters, elements, primary, simple. The
rough outline in the Old Testament is to the fully

developed doctrine in the New, as letters to higher learning.

Bat yet letters figuratively denote the beginning of learning,

called rudiments. So every branch of learning has its own
elements, and the title elements is often given to a system
that is by no means subtle. Comp. the end of the note on
2 Pet. iii. 10. [Of the beginning—Ch. iii. 14, where one
phrase illustrates the other: though one implies theory,

the other practice. The antithesis, by the introduction of

a figure drawn from meats, is explained at the beginning
of ch. vi., where the word itself recurs.] Of the oracles of
God—Eom. iii. 2. Of milk—Milk here means Old Testa-

ment doctrine ; 1 Cor. iii. 2. And—And therefore. To
this refer /or in the next verse. [Omit koX, and, (before oi\

not.) Tisch. (not ^//.)1
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lo. TlicU useth—Even the strong nse milk, bnt not milk
in partienlar, mucli less milk alone. Therefore this passage
lefers to those who either take or .seek nothing bnt milk.
rnsl-ilful—Not expert, withont strength and practice. In
the icord of righteousness—Of discernment, in the following
-verse. For rigliteousness is such perfection as, after its

^eparation from evil, attains to the just degree of good
txercised corresponds therewith; comp. xii. 11, where
exercise and righteousness are likewise joined. Such a word

>f righteousness is Christ's doctrine in the Kew Testament
-in both cases righteousness of faith and life is understood,
according to circumstances. Bales—The antithesis is to

them that are of fidl age : comp. Eph. iv. 13, 14.

14. Belongeth to—The full grown both desire and are
capable of receiving strong meat. Tliem that are of full

age—Etvmologically akin io perfection, ch. vi. 1 [in Greek].
The perfect and the learners are opposed, 1 Chron. xxv. 8. Use

—Gr. et\v. The Sept. use this word, Judg. xiv, 9 ; 1 Sam.
xvi. 7 : Dan. vii. 15 ; and also Wisdom xxx. 14. It is used of

a whole in which the parts in turn have themselves and are

had, hold and are held ; and here it means the strength of dis-

cernment arising from spiritual maturity : not habit acquired
by practice, 8ta ti^v e$Lv, because their discernment is habitually

stronger. Exercise follows habit ; and strength makes a man
betake himself to exercise with alacrity, dexterity, profit,

without atiectation or clumsy imitation of others. Judg-
meid—Properly the organs of sense, as the tongiie, the
organ of tasting ; comp. alaOrja-a, perception, Phil. i. 9,

note.

CHAPTER VI.

1. Therefore—You might think that we should say, but,

8e; but wherefore, 8io, is more animated. So Paul also,

Kom. ii. 1, note. Leaving—In this disciission. [But this is

an exhortation to the reader, naturally following the reproof

for their dullness, ch. v. 12, etc. Liin., etc.] Otherwise
these principles are not rejected, but presupposed. The
apostle, speaking in the name of himself and of the other
teachers, uses the plural. Of the beginning of Christ, lit.,

The word (Ch. v. 1 1) of the beginning of Christ—Gr. toi/ t^s apxq's

ToG Xpto-Tov Xoyov : TJie princifles of the doctrine of Christ.

The three pairs of principles enumerated in this and the
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following verse, were of such a nature that a Jew, well
instructed among his countrj'men out of the Old Testament,
must have applied them almost entirely to Christianity.

Eegarding repentance, the resurrection, and the judgment,

the matter is plain ; for since eternal life is here mentioned
only hy implication, and in the antithesis, ver. 5, ex-

pressly, it is also in harmony with the system of both
testaments; again the apostle speaks of faith in God, not

in tlie Lord Jesus; comp. Acts xi. 21, note. He speaks

of baptisms in the plural, for the Jews had various kinds
for initiation ; and the laying on of hands (Num. xxvii. 18,

23) was very common among them. He who was well

acquainted with these two things quickly comprehended
the doctrine implied by Christian baptism and by the aposto-

lic laying on ofliands; and this is the very reason why these

two points are interwoven with others that are more fun-

damental ; namely, because the gift of the Holy Spirit cor-

responds in the antithesis to these, of which both have
reference to peifection, not initiation. These six points

therefore were the principles of the oracles of God, ch. v. 12
;

also the principles of the doctrine of Christ, viz., among those

who learnt Christ ; for Paul often uses Christ fur Christianity :

Gal. iv. 19 ; Phil. i. 21, my life, or abiding in the flesh, is

Cfirist, that is, the work of Christ. Add Col. iii. 11, note.

These points had formed, so to speak, the Christian Cate-

chism of the Old Testament ; and those who had begun to

recognise Jesus as Christ were regarded as having the

principle of the doctrine of Christ as soon as a new light

burst on these fundamental points. In oppoisition to this

beginning stands perfection, that is, the perfect doctrine con-

cerning Christ himself [ver. 4, 5J. Let us go on—A word
implying energy. This subjunctive is properly placed

before the indicative, we will do, ver. 3. Laying—An archi-

tectural expression. Again—Again, ver. 6, corresponds

with this. Foundation—Synonymous with tlie principles.

Of repentance, etc.—He might have said, concerning God
and faith in him, concerning sin and repentance ; or at least,

concerning repentance from dead worlcs, concerning faith in

God ; but he straightway says, the foundation of repent-

ance, etc. So we need not waste time in musing upon
sin, but should begin by betaking ourselves to repentance.

Thus we should connect faith with the first mention of

God. Consequently Theology is practical. From dead
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icorH So ch. ix, 14. This term implies a loathing of

sin.

2. Of the doctrine of baptisms [Of the baptisms of doctrine

according to Beng., but less correctly]—[The word /JaTrTtcrynwv,

baptisms, (washings, Alf), must be understood to include also

Jewish purifications by water. Liin., etc.] Baptisms is not
preceded by and, for three pairs of doctrinal points are

enumerated, and the second point in each pair has the con-

junction; but only the third pair is similarly connected :

whence also it is plain that of baptisms and of doctrine must
not be separated. Baptisms of doctrine, were baptisms, the
receivers of which devoted themselves to the sacred doctrine

of the Jews; therefore the addition of the word of doctrine

distinguishes these from the other Levitical washings

;

ch. ix. 10. Of eternal judgment—See Mark iii. 29, note.

3. This—lieference to let us go on. If—For, in the next
verse refers to this. Without the Divine blessing, worship
is useless ; ver. 7.

4. It is impossible—For men, however well qualified.

[But the impossibility cannot be thus limited to men. They
cannot be renewed Liin., etc.] 07ice—The adverb is used
for the sake not of limitation, but of precision. Enlightened

— Chiistianit}' is the Whole, and we enter into it through
the Gospel received by faith, and through baptism. Here
followthe three partsof the \\ hole correspondingtothe three
highest blessings of the New Testament, which proceed/row
the Son of God, from the Holy Ghost, andfrom God. So enlightened,

ch. X. o2. Hence this wojd is frequently used in the Fathers
with reference to baptism. Life and light are often mentioned
in connexion with, and often included in, each other; con-
sequently, as regeneration follows upcm baj)tism, so also

illumination. This expression is especially applicable to the
Israelites, who, through faith in the Old Testament, weie
not destitute of life when they abstained from dead works,
ver. 1 ; but yet were afteiwards bathed in new light by ihe

New Testament. And have tasted of the heavenly gift—The
efiect of light is sight: now in addition to sight theie is also

taste, by which believers who have been invited ought
to be retained for ever. Tlie heavenly gift is the Son of God,

as is expressed in ver. 6,

—

Christ, who is tasted by faith,

and also in his holy Supper ; 1 Pet. ii. o ; this word taste

implies more than repentance from dead works, and faith
in God. The participle, that have tasted, yei'o-a/tevovs,
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althonglitlie genitive and accusative are often used promis-

cuously, yet seems in this passage to imply a difference in

the cases. The one {i.e. the genitive) denotes a part ; for

we do not fully taste Christ, the heavenly gift., in this life

;

the other (i.e. the accusative) means more, forasmuch as the

ichole tasting of the preached Word of God belongs to this

life, though the powers of the world to come are joined

with this Word. [But the expressions are strictly parallel.

Lun.'] Partakers—This partaking, as we have remarked on

ver. 1, implies more than baptisms of doctrine and laying on

of hands. In this clause the word taste is not employed,

because the Holy Spirit is here regarded rather as the pro-

ducer of this taste, than the object of it. Of the Holy

Ghost—Mention of Him is often joined with that of Christ

:

Acts ii. 38.

5. And have tasted—A new taste, likewise involving

more than a knowledge of the resurrection of the dead and

eternal judgment. The good word—Jer. xxsiii. 14, the Gospel.

Powers—Of most exquisite taste—There is a grandeur in the

plural. There is the same word, ii. 4 ; comp. xi. 34. Botli

passages manifest the emphasis attaching to the word
powers. Of the world to come—Eternal glory is specially

implied ; comp. ver. 2, at the end ; just as the city to come

is spoken of, ch. xiii. 14; but the notion of the present

time is not excluded under the New Testament, for in this

sense things to come are also spoken of, ch. ix. 11, x. 1,

ii. 5, note.

6. If they shall fall away, lit., and xclio have fallen away

—An impressive word, suddenly occurring, produces a

just dread. He speaks not merely of those who relapsed

into their former state, but of those who fell from that

most glorious state, and at the same time from faith, hope, and

love, into fresh ruin, ver, 10, etc. ; and that of their own
accord; ch. x. 29, note. The apostle does not say that

those to whom he is writing are such, but implies that they

may become such. The egg that has contained and lost

the embryo of a chicken is not even eatable ; he who has lost

faith is in a more deplorable state than he who has never

believed. To renew— again—The renewal had already taken

place ; and so the word again is added corresponding to

once, ver. 4. But it is particularly worthy of notice that to

reneio is used in the active voice [in Greek] ; it is impossible

for men, not with God. Therefore the apostle undertook
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this task whicli he is performing under this very condition,

if God permit ; ver. 3, note : Matt. xix. 26. [There is a

similar warning, x. 26, V. G.'] Ministers have long ago
done what they could for such persons ; Tit. iii. 11. The
former have a fixed measure, and these obstinate persons

by tlieir opposition have overstepped it : it remains for

ministers to leave them to God, and (of whatever degree

thuy are, in the meantime to admonish them, and hope
regarding them) to await what God will give, 2 Tim. ii. 25,

by means of special afflictions and workings. Unto repentance

— It is meet for the Apostle to mention that which is the

first foundation stone, ver. 1. Other things are understood,

which are regarded either in themselves or in their effect.

Seeing they crucifij—afresh—By former participles he has

described the subject : he now adds the reason of the

impossihiUtij. The preposition in crucifying, dvaaravpowTas,

signifies upwards in Herodian, but here, in this passage, it

means again, for it is paiallel with the ava in avaKaivi^uv,

to renew. The addition of to themselces forms an opposi-

tion to put him to an open shame, i.e. in the eyes of others ;

comp. aravpod) with the same case. Gal. vi. 14. Hence
it is plain that the persons meant are those who, out

of hatred and bitterness, deliberately mock Christ, and who,
if they could, would actually do to Christ the very thing

that the Jews had done under Pilate. They who disbelieve

the efficacy of Christ's cross, long since endured in all its

pain, or imagine that he was justly crucified by the Jews,
virtuall}"- say that Christ ought again to be crucified,

comp. liom. X. 6, 7.

7. The earth—A figure. WJiich drinJceth—Not merely on
the surface. TJiat cometh—Of its own accord. Oft—This
softens the once, ver. 4. Upon ii—The use of the genitive

is more expressive than that of the accusative, for it

marks the unceasing kindness of heaven. Bringeth forth—
By the natural process of generation. The antitliesis is to

tiiat which hcareth in the next verse, implj'ing an absence of

law and order. Meet—As opposed to rejected. [^Also— Gr.
Koi not rendered in Eng. Ver.]. This particle intensifies

the present tense of the verb, is dressed, that is, continually.

r>y Chiasmus, dressing, blessing; cursing, burning, are opposed.
Receiveth, lit., is partaker of—So Beng., (jjarialcers of ; Alf^
The antithesis is found in nigh. The Divine blessing on
good land is lasting : the Divine cui se follows bad land.
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On both, oomp. Jer. xvii. 5, 7. From God—It is not merely
cultivated by men.

8. Wldch heareth—This is also joined with that drinketJi.

Tliorns and briers—Onh/, or at least chiefly. Bejected—8o
that it is left nncul tivated. Nigh unto cursing —So that it is

loaded with all evil. Whose—The land's. To be burned

—These words in this passage are expressive of great

severity ; comp. Sept., Is. xliv. 15 : That it may be for men to

hum; in ver. 16 there is the same ellipsis, an end for con-

firmation. Fire is the punishment of the Jews, Matt. xxii.

7, and of their land. A prophetical rebuke a few years
before the city Jerusalem was burnt. The most abandoned
of the Jews were those who resisted the faith in and
around the city. [27te land is itself to be burned, as were
Sodom and Gomorrah, with fire and brimstone from
heaven. Liln.^

9. But—A remarkable Epitherapia [mitigation of what has
been said]. Beloved, loe are persuaded— 1 Cor. xiii. 7. This
is the only passage in which he thus calls them beloved for

the sake of exhortation. For though Faul often exhorts

without using this title, he nowhere uses it except for the

purpose of exhortation. So in the epistle to the Romans,
it is likewise found once, ch. xii. 19, but it occurs more
frequently in the Corinthians and Philippians. Better

things—Things more consistent with piety, ver. 10. Of you

—An hypothetical antithesis, those who are categorically

mentioned in verses 6, 7, 8. That accompany salvation—
Gr. ixo/xeva a-ujTrjptas. A fine expression, God, by conferring

on us salvation, holds us (ex")' ^^ ^7 depending on
Him, through faith, hold on (ixo/j-eOa), just as we speak of

holding on to an anchor : comp. vi. 19. Salvation itself will

hold good men fast.

10. For God is not unrighteous—That is, he is entirely jwsf

and good. Of love—Hope is treated of, ver. 11 ; faith, ver. 1 2 ;

love in this passage. So Paul speaks in 1 Cor. xiii. 13, and
everywhere else ; likewise below, x. 22-24. He uses tlieir

l;jve as an opportunity of stimulating their hope and faith.

Ye have shewed—The past is of great service, even where
at present hope is small from whatever cause it may arise,

Rev. iii. 10. Paul uses the same word, 2 Cor. viii. 24.

Toward his name—Comp. 3 John v. 7 ; Matt. x. 41. The
name of God excites true love. In that ye have ministered to

the saints—A Pauline phrase, Rom. xv. 25; 1 Cor. xvi, 15.
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I>oncficence was sliown to the poor saints in Jerustlem by
the brethieu in Greece and Asia. See the passages (juoted.

It often so happens in the case of Paul, that though ad-

dressing Jews and Gentiles promiscuously, he appeals to

those motives that touched one party more peculiarly.

1 1

.

And we desire—Therefore we thus speak. Eoei-y one

—Not merely collectively, as heretofore. Do slieio—The
verb is repeated from ver. 10. The same—in hope and
faith as in love. In this epistle it is deemed more neces-

sary to nvge faith : in that of James, ivories : ch. x. u(), xiii. 7.

Tliefull assurance of hope—Long-suffering, ver. 12, is akin to

this. So, in full assurance of faith, ch. x. 22 ; and Paid often

uses it, as liom. iv. 21. The Greek word {TrXxjpocjyopLa) which
implies the notion of a full load, means fulness either of em-
ployment, 2 Tim. iv. 5, 17, or of the mind, 1 Thess. i. 5,

and here ; Eccl. viii. 11, Sept. Unto—Join it with do shew,

12. Be not, lit., that ye hecome not—[Eng. Ver. misses the
delicate force of the Greek. Alf.'] Slot'iful —Lowei- down
follows the antithesis, through faith, etc. Thej^ were dull of

hearing, ch. v. II: he now cautions them not to become
slothful absolutely, in mind also. Through faith and patience

— So Paul, 2 Tim. iii. 10, and James v. 8. There is the

long-suffering of love, 1 Cor. xiii. 4 : there is also the lo7ig-

suff'cring of faith, \'er. 15. Inherit, lit, inherited—The par-

tici])le with the force of an imperfect tense [in Greek];
comp. ver. 15; for Abraham is referred to. Promises -By
this very word their faith is roused, and shortly tlieie

inWows made promise.

lo. By no—This epistle delights in comparisons: here it

declares that no comparison can be found. He sware—He
now consoles, by God's oath of mercy, those whom he had
warned by God's oath of wrath, though the latter did not
extend beyond the wilderness throughout eternity ; for

from that oath David and Paul make no inferences regarding
their own times, but the oath of mercy holds good forever.

14. Surely—Gen. xxii. 17, Sept. By myself have I sworn,

saith the Lord ; Surely blessing I will bless thee, etc. So Gen.
xiii. 10. Devarius collects instances of this word, and
thence infeis that ^ /x-qv is merely ornamental when ajJ2)lied to

a promise or an oath ; but otherwise in the case of single affirma-
tions tchere it is necessarily employed. It may be re>olved
thus : let there be. rj, whatever may happen. Yet ^y]v, thia

shall be done. [Cut tliis analysis" is fanciful.]

VOL. in. K
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15. After he liad patiently endured—As is seen from Ahi-a-

ham's life. Obtained the promise—Keceived that which had
been promised ; ver. 14.

16. By the greater—Generall}'^ by God himself. And—
And so, because of the authority of the greater, which is

brought forward. An oath—-A last resource, which we
ought not to use while any other method of removing strife

remains. For confirmation—all strife, lit., an end of gain-

saying unto confirmation—[So Alf., etc., the Eng. Ver., strife,

does not suit the context]. By which a controversy is

terminated in a confirmation of the point in question,

beyond all exception : Prov. xviii. 18.

17. Wlierein—In which case. Willing—counsel—Woi-ds

etymologically akin [in Greek]. The utmost kindness is

here expressed. More abundantly—Than might seem to

have been done without an oath. Confirmed, lit, interposed

—[Eng. Ver. less correctly.] God [who might have re-

quired of us the fullest faith in his word. V. (?.], drawing
nearer to us with wondei'ful condescension, acts, as it were,

the part of a Mediator, and comes between himself and us,

as though, while swearing, he were less than himself by
whom he swears. Art thou still unbelieving, thou who
hearest the promise ?

18. Two—The one the promise, the other the oath. In

vjJiich—Refers to two things. Strong—So as to swallow up
all the gainsaying of doubt. Steadfast (^f^ef3aLav), follows in

ver. 19. The two words are also joined, ix. 17. He is

strong (Icrxvpo^), who can deal his enemy hard blows : he
is (/SeySatos) steadfast, who is not moved from his position.

[Encouragernent not consolation, as Eng. Ver. Alf, etc.] Who
have fled for refuge—As from a shipvirech : an anchor follows.

Set before us—The same word occurs, ch. xii. 1, 2.

19. WJiich—Hope. The following things are compared:

—

A ship

;

The soul.

A sure anchor

;

Hope, tliat is, heavenly blessings

set before us by God, hoped fur

by ourselves: in a complex
sense.

The connexion of the ship and The consolation through God's
the anchor

;

promise and oath.

Sure— As regards us. Steadfast — As regards itself.

The veil—He step by step returns to the priesthood, ch. ix,

3, x. 20.
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20. \_Alf. renders well, lohere as forerunner on our hehalf,

entered Jesus, liaving become a High Priest for ever, etc.J Fore-

runner— Swift. A very significant term : a forenmncr
implies followers. He is elsewhere called the^rs^, iha first

fruits, the Jirst-begotten. After—This [in the Gr.] is placed
it the beginning of the clause for the sake of emphasis.

CHAPTER VII.

1. Hiis—The subject is tJiis man, namely, he who is men-
tioned, ch. vi. 20, in the Psalm, as well as in Genesis.

The predicate is ver. 3, loithout father—continually. The
summary of this chapter is as follows : Christ, as is shown
by the type of Melchisedec, who was greater than Abraham
himself, from whom Levi is descended, has a truly ex-

cellent, new, perfect, steadfast, everlasting priestho(.)d.

King—Priest—Christ is also both. Of the most high God
—So the Sept., Gen. xiv. 18. Who met Abraham returning

from the slaughter—The Sept., Gen. xiv. 17, and the King of
Sodom went forth to meet him after his return from tlie

slaughter.

2. Gave a tenth part of all—Sept. First—In right of his

own name : after that, in right of the name of the place.

Even the names of men and places often contain mysteries.

Righteousness—peace—So righteousness and peace are men-
tioned as connected with each other, by Paul, Eom. v. 1.

And^also—Supply being for tvhich is, answers to being inter-

preted.

3. Without father, without mother, icithout descent—[That is,

who has neither father, mother, nor genealogy recorded in

Scripture. Liin., (and nearly all commentators). But the

words seem to mean more; and are perhaps purposely
o})scure, to intimate some unknown superiority of Me)-
chihfcdec. Alf^ The parents, ancestors, children, posterity

of Melchisedec are not descended from Levi, as was re-

quired in the case of the Levites, ver. 6, and they are

not even mentioned by Moses; this silence is full of

mystery, which is presently explained. There are few
of the Levitical priests whose mothers are mentioned in

Scripture ; but yet the Levitical purity of the latter was in

all cases carefully enforced, Lev. xxi. 13, 14 : at any
rate, mention is made of the wife of Aaron, from whom all

the priests sprang, Ex. vi. 23 ; and of Sarah, wife of Abra-
K 2
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ham laimself, Is. li. 2. Having—According to the state-

ment of Moses, who yet relates the death of Aaron.
Beginning—The eternity of the Son of God is implied. Of
clays—It was not so snitable to say, beginning of life or end

of days, ver. 16, where power is mentioned together with

life. But made like unto the Son of God—But properly refers

to the opposition between the negatives which precede, and
the positive whieli follows after, presupposing the former
also. The liJcening of Melchisedec to the Son of God has

reference to both, but is more expressly connected with
the latter, because it has a clearer reference to the positive

statement. The Son of God is not said to have been
made like unto Melchisedec, but, on the conti-ary, the Son
is the more ancient of the two ; he is the archetype

;

comp. viii. 5, [where in like manner heavenly things are

set forth as being more ancient than the Levitical. V. G.].

Abideth—-The positive for the negative as regards Mel-
chisedec : he remains and lives, ver. 8 ; that is, nothing is

said regarding his decease or succession. But as applied

to Christ it is literally true.

4. Consider—Te see; comp. Acts xxv. 24, note; oi,

rather, see. For Paul in this passage begins to teach, and,

at the same time, produces astonishment. This man is in

harmony with this view. Unto lohom—As his supeiior and
as a priest. Ecen—The greatness of IMelehisedec in all those

things which precede and follow this clause is described
;

but the principal point is the receiving of tithes. For this

appertains to a superior. The patriarch—He praises Abra-
ham highly, to make Melchisedec greater. A patriarch is

even greater than a king, for he is the ancestor of kings.

Of the spoils—Which properly belonged to Abraham as the

(•(inquevor,

5. The people—An abbreviated expression, to be resolved

into a subject and predicate, each consisting of two parts.

The priests (and Levites) tithe (the Levites and) the people,

Kuiii. xviii. 21, 26; Xeh. x. 38. Comp. Paid's style, Rom.
V. 16, note. According to the laio—Ch. ix. 19. Brethren—With
whom they are of the same natural condition. But to these

are preferred the Levites ; to the latter, the priests ; to

tliese, again, the patriarch Abraham ; to him, Melchisedec.

6. From them—As he was more ancient even than they.

And—T\\\s>: verse contains two propositions, of which the

former is preceded, and the latter followed, by the explana-
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tiori : Cliiasmus. At Ihe same time this second point of

})re-eminence to Abraliam in Melcliisedec, namely, tlie

blessing, is fitly joined -with the former point, namel_\-,

the tithes—since a description of it is afterwards fully

given. Tliat had—This increases Abraham's dignity, and
implies that even the posterity, that had been even then
promised to Abraham, is inferior to Melchisedec. Tlie

promises—Plural. Where Christ is spoken of, the word
promise is used ; in other cases, promises. God had already

twice previously made a promise to Abraham. Gen. xii. 2,

xiii. 15, before the blessing of Melchisedec. Blessed—The
protasis of the passage regarding the Levitical priests

implies also the blessing which the priests pronounced on
the people.

7. Is blessed—That is to say, if the blessing be accom-
panied with the authority appertaining to priests.

8. Tliat he liveth—Melchisedec's death is not recorded in

the Old Testament. That is positively expressed by the

term life, for the sake of the apodosis regarding Christ.

[But see Ps. ex. 4, when an endless priesthood, and there-

fore life, is affirmed of jNIelchisedec. Alf.']

y. As I may so say—When, in making an exposition, some-

thing of importance had imexpectedly to be said after the

other parts, which had been and could be discussed, this

courteous phrase, so to speak, not found elsewhere in the

New Testament, was usual with the Greeks to avoid

hyperbole and the prolixit}^ of a precise discourse, or for

the sake of anticipatory mitigation, intimating that the
thing can hardly be told unless expressed in the present

words, and yet must be told. Levi—The progenitor of the

priests. Who receiveth—Ver. 5.

10. Yet—He SFLjs yet, not already. Children, when they
pass out of the power of their parents, become their own
guardians ; but while in their power, much more in the
loins of their parents, follow their condition. It may be
said, "Was not Christ himself, according to the flesh, in

Abraham's loins, as well as Levi ? Comp. Acts ii. 30. Am.
Christ is distinctly set forth in the Psalm as a priest after

the order of Melchisedec, and in such a manner that

Melchisedec is likened to the Son of God, not the Son of

God to Melchisedec, neither is Christ placed under Abra-
ham, he is opposed to the Levites. And Abraham, when
Melchisedec blessed him Gen. xiv. 19, already had the pro-
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iiiises, Heb. vii. 6, namely, those which included both the

blessing, expressed more generally, and the natural seed,

moreover, Levi also, Gen, xii. 3, 7, xiii. 15, 16: but

those pTomises under which Christ was comprehended
followed Abraham's meeting with Melchisedec, as did

Abraham's faith, which was so highly praised, Gen. xv. 1,

etc., where the opening words, After these tilings, deserve

notice. [Better answered, did Christ proceed, from the

luins of a human father ? Ehrard^
11. If therefore—The apostle, quoting Ps. ex., now shows

that the Levitical priesthood is inferior to that of Jesus

Christ ; because Melchisedec, according to whose order

and likeness Jesus Christ is a priest, (1.) is opposed to

Aaron, ver. 11-14; (2.) has no end of life, ver. 15-19.

Perfection—The Sept. employ this [Greek] word, Ex. xxix.
22, 'etc. ; Lev. vii. 37, viii. 22, 28, 29, 31, 33, where Levitical

perfection is spoken of; here absolute perfection is hni:>lieA ;

comp. ver. 19. The article is not added, and thus Paul

increases the force of the negative expression. Were—
Gr. ^v. So had been, ch. wiii. 7 . For—the people—The con-

junction/or, placed after the noun [in Orig.], as in ver. 28,

implies that the noun, people, is here emphatic : the ivhole

people of God. It also shows why any one might possibly

ascribe perfection to the Levitical priesthood, and why it is

necessary for this notion to be refuted ; comp. for, likewise

added to if, ch. viii. 7, 8. Under it—The Levitical priest-

hood. This [eVi.] preposition with the dative often denotes

the object, and that sometimes with the force either of

cause or effect, ch. viii. 1, 6, ix. 10, 17, xi. 4. [But the true

J eading here is, eV av-n)'?, upon it, i. e., on the ground of it.

Tisch., Alf., Lun.'\ Beceived, lit., had received, the law—The
Pluperfect, because the time in which Ps. ex. was given,

intervened. The people were instructed regarding the

Levitical priesthood only, a subject embraced by the whole
law, in which there is no mention of any other priest-

hood, ver. 5 ; but Ps. ex. introduces teaching of a ditierent

kind, forasmuch as God has changed the priesthood. Wliat

further—The further is very emphatic. Need—For God
does nothing in vain. Another—Comp. the epithets, new,

second, ch. viii. 13, x. 9. Should rise—^Anew, ver. 15. The
•antithesis is be called, according to the old system. Be
called—In the Psalm, at the time of which Aarcn, i.e., the

order of Aaron, was flourishing.
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—

Being clmnged—From order to order, from tribe to

tribe. For—He shows why, in ver. 11, he presses the

words of the Psahu regarding the order of Melchisedce,

because it thence follows that with the priesthood the

law was also changed, and that both became Christian, as

opposed to Mosaic. Of the law—Ver. 5, 16, 19, 28; ch.

viii. 4. Order is said of Christ.

V.\. Of whom—Jesus of ichom these things are spoken
by the Psalmist. Pertaineth to, lit, had part in— We
have the same [Greek] verb, ii. 14. At the altar—Le-
vitical.

14. Evident — Therefore, at that time, Jesus Christ's

genealogy involved no difficulty; this' very fact entirely

removes the diffieulties that have subsequently arisen.

It is both evident and sufficient that the thing was once
clear. Out of Juda—See Luke i. 27, note, and ch. ii. 4, 5.

For the tribe is specially referred to
;
yet so also is the

city where our Lord was born, namely, Bethlehem-Judah

;

nay, even Plebron, the city of Judah, where Lightfoot

thinks it highly probable that he was conceived. That—
sprang—As the branch of righteousness.

15. It is—evident—Namely, the assertion in ver. 11, [that

no pei'fection was brought about by means of the Levitical

priesthood]. For that, lit., if—An elegant particle for

when, addressed to those who might think the assertion

either sti-ange or doubtful, as Acts xxvi. 23. Similitude—
Included in order, and called similitiide, because it is pur-

posed to speak of the eternal power of the priesthood in the

next verse from the phrase /or ever, ver. 17.

16. Wlio is made—A priest. After is joined with priest.

The law of a carnal commandment—Power is shortly placed

in antithesis to law ; life to commandment ; endless to carnal.

Commandment recurs, ver. 18; law, ver. 19. On the flesh,

comp. ix. 10. The power of—life—Both words recur, ver.

25.

18. [Render, For there is the abrogation of the former com-

mandment—etc., (ver. 19), and the introduction of a better

hope, etc. The clause, for the law made, etc., is a paren-
thesis. So Liin., Alf, etc., and Beng.'] Is—In the psalm.
A disannulling— ^0 talceth away, ch. x. 9. Of the command-
ment going before—This commandment is denoted in tho
abstract, ver. 16, and in the concrete, with men, ver. 28 ;

just as the first testament or covenant, ch. viii. 7, 8. Weakness
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and unprofitableness—So Paul speaks of loeah elements, Gal.

iv. 9 ; and he also often longs for, and has an eye to, that

which is profitable, ch. xiii. 9 ; comp. the Epistles to

Timothy and Titus.

19. The law made nothing perfect—Paul speaks very simi-

laily regarding the inability of the law, in that it was weak
through the flesh, Rom. viii. o. The bringing in—Properly

the bringing in afterivards. Construe it with is, ver. 18. [In

the psalm, doubtless. V. G.'] The antithesis is manifest

:

a disannulling indeed, but the hinging in. After, in bringing in

after, is opposed to before, in going before, and is the same as

[yacTo.,] after [Eng. Ver., since^, in ver. 28. Of a better—That
is, not wealc and unprofitable. The epithet better is common in

this epistle. We draio nigh—This is true perfection.

20. Inasmuch as—Supply from what follows, he loas made
a priest. [This is not necessary. The sense is, Inasmuch

as (it was) not without an oath—by so much better a testament,

etc. Alf.'] The conclusion is by so much, ver. 22. An
oath—A magnificent compound [in the Greek].

21. By him that said unto him—In other cases, he who
receives an office swears ; but in this it was he who con-

ferred the priesthood. It is not in Moses, but in the

psalm, that we are thus taught. See how great is the autho-

rity of the Psalms, ver. 28. The Lord sware and will not

repent—So Sept. It is intimated by the oath itself that the

deci"ee will not be annulled on repentance. [Omit Kara rrjv

Taftv M€A.;)(to-e8ex, after the order of Melchisedec, Liin,, Alf.'\

22. Ofa better—An eternal covenant never to be repented

of, ch. xiii. 20. Testament—Henceforth this word occurs

frequently, ch. viii., ix., x. ; also xii. 24, xiii. 20. It is

also often found in other writings of Paul. It denotes a

divine appointment, partaking of the nature partly of a

covenant, partly of a testament. Surety—Its synonym is

mediator, ch. viii. 6.

23. Many—In succession. To continue—On earth. Op-
posed to continueth absolutely in heaven, ver. 24.

24. Continueth—In life and in the priesthood. He—
Because he himself continues. Tliou art a Priest, in the

singular. Not passing away—[Eng. Ver,, uncluxngeahle.']—
Into the hands of successors.

25. Wlterefm-e— Because he remains. Also— He not

only remains, but also saves. To save—By own name,

Jesus. To the uttermost—So Luke xiii, 11. Join it with he
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is able, as also ever to liveth. Tliem that come—Vty faith,

ch. iv. 10, X. 22. Throurjh him—As a priest. Unto God—
Ch. xi. 6, xii. 22, 23. Ever liveth—Because he ever liveth,

he is able to the uttermost. He is not prevented by death

;

comp. ver. 23. To—That is to say, he makes inter-

cession for them. Comp. the gradation in a very similar

])assage of Pmd, Eom. viii. 34, and for the expression to

(ets to) ; comp. ch. xi. 3. It is true that there was only one

oifering, ver. 27 ; but the intercession for our salvation goes

on for ever in heaven, ver. 26 : and hence we can never be

separated from the love of God in Christ. See again Eom.
viii. 34, 38, 39.

26. Such—In consequence of what precedes, there is in

this and the following verse a great outpouring of holy

joy. Became us—Who were by no means holy, etc. Thus
the words, it hecame, produce such a paradox as Paid
loves when kindling into praise. There is the same word,

ch. ii. 10. Holy—In relation to God. Harmless—In rela-

tion to himself. JJndefiled—Deriving no stain from other

men. There is the same word, ch. xiii. 4. All these pre-

dicates jointly paraphrase the word holy, and arc illustrated

by the preparation of the Levitical high priest for the feast

of expiation, when he was also bound to remain alone,

in the high place. Our High Priest was bound to be wholly
free from sin, and also from death, after he had once expe-

rienced it. Separate from sinners—Kot only free from sin, but
also separate from sinners. He was separated when he left

the world. Examine the next clause, arid John xvi. 10
;

1 John ii. 1. Higher than the heavens—And therefore than
the dwellers therein. \_He is the true God; comp. Job,
xxii. 12; Ps. Ivii. 6; Prov. xxx. 4. V. G.] Eph. i. 21,

iv. 10. Made—Christ was higher than the heavens before,

and was afterwards made so ; comp. being made, ch. i. 4.

There is the same force in the participle, made perfect, at

ver. 28.

27. Not—The negation is twofold, and is thus evolved.

He has no necessity to offer (1.) daily; (2.) for his own
sins also. Kot daily, for he has done so once for ail. Not
for his own sins for he offered himself a holy sacrifice.

There is, moreover, an inverted Chiasmus. The first

lollows from the second, the second is confirmed by ver. 28.

Often in Scripture two positions are laid down, and are
proved hj a double for following them. Daily—Properly
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year by year, eh. x. 3. [But the reference is to the daily sacri-

fice. Liin., Alf.'] The Hebrews speak of the day of atone-

ment as the day, whence some translate the word here used
on each day of atonement ; but it here retains its ordinary

meaning, so as to be an hyperbole expressive of indignation

(such as at ch. x. 1, /or ever), intimating that the high priest

had no more power by offering yearly on a stated day than if

he had offered daily with the common priests, ch. ix. 6, 7.

TJiis refers simply to the offering, not to the offering for

himself also. [Eather to offering for the people ; the latter

of the two parts named. Liin., etc.] Once—Eom. vi. 10,

note ; so below, ch. ix. 12, x. 10.

28. For the law—hut the loord—The placing [in orig.] of the

conjunction after the nouns gives great point to the antithesis.

The word—Most firm in consequence of the oath. Which
was since the law—Not only the word, but the Divine oath

itself is said to have been given after the law (comp. ver. 18)
in David's time, and that too by David, as God very often

swears by the mouth of the prophets. Comp. Acts ii. 30,

where mention is made of Christ's kingdom as confirmed

by an oath at the same period. Paid argues from the order

of revelations, as Gal. iii. 17, note. Below, ch. x. 7, 16. [^Con-

secrated—Literally made perfect. Alf, etc.] Son—Of God.

The antithesis is, men having infirmity. For evermore—Ee-
solve thus : The Son (once perfected) was made a priest for

ever, ch. v. 9, 10, note. Absolute eternity is here intended.

Jesus remains a priest for ever. Though his work is at an
end, his state remains.

CHAPTER VIII.

1. Of the things ivhich we have spolten, lit., in the things

which are being said—While these things are being said,

while we are discussing this subject, while we are stating

all these things concerning our High Priest, the chief point

in the whole discourse, as the order requires, now comes
before our notice ; ctti, in, expresses coruiomitancy, which
is expressed by while. Sum, lit., the head—[Not the sum,

as Eng. Ver., but a chief point, (Liin.), or the principal

matter. {Alf.)'] That is, the principal point. Such—The
capital proposition, which is very prominent. For, having
quite explained the type in Melchisedec, he begins plainly to
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discuss the superiority of Christ's priesthood to the Levi-

tieal. Is set—After having completed the sacrifice. [This

is the very sum of the matter, says the apostle, that Christ,

sittint;;; in heaven, fulfils his ofiice of priest, oh. x. 12.

V. (?.] Of the majesty—That is, of God, ch. xii. 2, at

the end.

2. Minister—Supply, being : so ministry, ver. 6. Of
the sanctuary—So cnlled absolutely, as being the true one,

nut made with hands, ch. ix. 8, 12, x. 19. Of the true—
Ch. ix. 24. TatenmcZe—Ch.ix. ll,iiote. Pitched—Firmly.
[Omit Kol, and, before ovk, not. Tisch., Alf^ Not man—As
Uoaes.

3. For—The reason why the term minister is used, ver. 2.

Of necessity—Supply ivas ; [not is, as Eng. Ver., for the

author recognises but the sacrifice once for all, ch. vii. 27.

Liin.'] for the aorist, shoidd offer, follows.

4. For—The reason for saying in the heavens, ver. 1 :

a Chiasmus : comp. ver. 2, 3. On earth—If our Priest were

a priest upon the earth [or rather, if he, Jesus, were on the

earth, had his abode here. Liin.'] if his priesthood went
no further than the earth, he would not be a priest at all.

(Christ, while discharging the office of priest, entered into

heaven. Seeing that there are, lit., were—Since there icere

already priests existing. [Omit t6jv kpiwv, priests. Tisch.,

Alf. Eead, there are those icho offer.]

0. Serve—The same verb is often used in ch. ix. ; also

in ch. x. 2, xiii. 10. The present tense is i;sed, since the

Temple was not yet destroyed, ch. ix. 6, xiii. 11. Example
and shadoio—A Hendiadys : the latter word is added, lest

the former should be understood in too high a sense ; each
is repeated separately, ch. ix. 23, x. 1. It here denotes

the manner ; after the example and shadow. So after the

example, ch. iv. 11. [So Eng. Ver. But it is better to

render, lohich serve the representation and shadow of, etc. Liin.,

Alf. etc.] Of heavenly things—^Vhich are both older in

design, and reach further in the consummation. Comp.
liev. xi. 19. The mention of the mount accords with
heaven. Was admonished^or see, saith he, that thou make all

things according to the pattern shewed thee in the mount—
.Kx. XXV. 40, Sept. ; and so xxv. 9, xxvi. 30, xxvii. 8.

6. Noio—This is opposed to if ver. 4. \_3Iore excellent—
Divine. V. (?.] By hoiv much—The character of the duty
follows the nature of the testament, that the promises
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contained therein may be fulfilled. Mediator of a—covenant—established—These are all expressions of Paul, 1 Tim.
ii. 5 ; Eom. ix. 4. Was established—By an appropriate

difference in the words, it is said concerning the Old Testa-

ment, the people had been established in the laio, ch. vii. 2

;

but the New Testament itself has been established on the Into.

Man violates it: God keeps it. Upon promjses—Which
are enumerated, ver. 10, 11. The old promises, viewed
strictly, had reference to the things of this life, and they
were fulfilled to the letter, in order that the people, being
wearied with them, might then embrace the heavenly ones
with greater eagerness. [But the better promises are espe-

ciall}^ those of forgiveness of sins, which the old covenant
could not attain, Kom. viii. 3, etc. Liin.']

7. TJiat—The pronoun suitable to a past event. First—
A Metonymy ; for blame does not fall on a divine insti-

tution, but on a real and personal object. With them, is said

ver. 8 ; whence it is plain that not only the New Testa-

ment (or Covenant) is free from blame, but also its people.

Should—have been sought—A fitting expression. The former
(covenant) would have covered all the ground.

8. Finding fault—An opposite expression, as /awMess, in

the last vei 3e. Ammonius says : Blame is an accusation against

a careless person ; and in the case of the ancient people,

there was carelessness. There was practical disregard of

God on the part of the people, and this drew upon them
His disregard; ver. 9, note. With them—Those under
the Old Testament. Behold—Jer. xxxi. 31-34. Israel—
Jiidah—Therefore the Ten Tribes, as well as Judah, are

partakers of this covenant.

9. I made— Sept., I arranged. To perfect is more than to

make and arrange. In the day—To this one day are opposed
days in the plural, ver. 8. These many days are the days
that intervened between the day of the Exodus and the

New I'estament. WJten I took them by the hand—While
their sense of the Divine help and power was fresh, these

Jews of old obeyed ; but it was their wont soon to revolt and
turn God away from them. This was their custom ; comp.
they continued not, which soon follows. It was not merely
a single act. Out of the land of Egypt—There are three

periods: 1. Of promise ; 2. Of training; 3. Of fulfilment.

The training began at the time of the departure from
Egypt, with that which was destined to wax old (ver. 13).
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Tliey continued not in my covenant, and I regarded them not—
Correlatives, as ver. 10, on the contrary, I icill be to them

a God, and they shall he to me a people ; where, however, the

relation is revei'sed : foimerly, the people had begun to

abolish the covenant : in the new covenant, God both

begins and perfects all things, ver. 10, 11. And I regarded

them not—Sept. The Hebrew is, and I rided over them,

although some claim for the verb ride over, the meaning,
disregard, from an Arabic idiom. Indeed, God's rule and
disregard may, in a manner, be reconciled by taking this

view : I treated them as if they were not mine ; Hos. i. 9 : nor

icas I p'opitious to their sins ; Deut. xxix. 19, xxxi. 16, etc.

Those over whom such rtde is exercised are not cared for,

do not enjoy that acce.^s which is the privilege of allies or

friends, John xv. 15: but are treated as slaves ; and as to

whatever befalls them, no great concern is shown; Ezek.
xxiv. 6 (at the end) ; Jer. xv. 1, 2. There is something
similar in Jer. iii. 14, Ex. xx. 3,'-!, 37. But both passages

contain a promise rather than a threat ; nay, so does the

present, Jer. xxxi. 32.

10. Covenant—3Iy covenant, Sept. Israel—Here Judah is

to be understood. A new union of the people. The two
houses in the Old Testament, ver. 8, become one house in the

K ew. Iwillput—The participle [in Orig.] for the verb ; 2 Pet.

i. 17 ;
giving I will give, Sept. [But it is better to connect

it with what precedes ; this is the covenant lohich I will

establish, .... giving my laws into their mind ; and on their

heart, etc. Alf] So giving [Eng. Ver., he giveth']. Is. xl. 29.

There aie four sentences arranged by Chiasmus. The first,

I will put ; the second, I ivill he ; the third, and not ; the

fourth, /or aZZ. The second explains the first; the fourth,

the third. My laws—Heb., my law. The summary of these

laws is presently given, I will he to them a God, and they

shall he to me a people. Write them—Sept. I icill write them

and behold them. In their heart—So that they may obey
theiJi from the heart.

11. They shall not teach—A change of the consequent for

the antecedent; that is. All will be taught by God himself,

especially love, Avhich is the sum of the law. The aid of
brethren in teaching is not expressly denied ; for men
must first be taught, while the covenant itself is proclaimed
to them ; Acts iii. 25 : Is. ii. 3 ; then those who, through
the remission of their sins and knowledge of the Lord,
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attain to that insight which makes the covenant pecu-

liarly plain, no longer require the instruction of brethren.

We have no need to tcrite unto you ; ye have no need that we
write unto you, says Paul, 1 Thess. iv. 9, v. 1. There will

be a full accomplishment of these promises when that lohich

is perfect, namely, eternal life, has come. But on the way
it is surely the duty of each to exhort himself and his

brother; xiii. 22, Jude, ver. 3. Nay, even the doctrine,

which is meat to the strong and milk to the weak, if, in

both cases, they be found in the way of godliness, delights

the godly; Heb. v. 12, 13, xiii. 7 ; in fact, it is only now'

that these very persons have come fully capable of leceiving

doctrine, 1 Cor. ii. 6, iii. 1 ; and the apostle himself, both

here and throughout the whole discharge of his office, teaches

or instils doctrine. The grand crowning point of all, Know
the Lord, is learned from the Lord. One points out to

another every doctrine that is in harmony with this teach-

ing ; admonition finds a special place ; 2 Pet. i. 12. In the

mean time the doctrine is not burdensome and forced,

because grace renders all very teachable ; for it is no
longer the ministration of the letter, but that of the spirit

;

2 Cor. iii. 6, note. Nor does the firmness of believers

depend on the authority of human teachers. This is also the

reason why the New Testament Scripture is shorter, and
why some things are not decided with sufficient clearness.

God himself teaches his people. [For Trkria-iov, neighbour,

read ttoXlttjv, (fellow) citizen. Tisch., Alf.'] His brother—
This implies a closer relationship than would be expressed

by the word neighbour or felloiv-citizen. [Shall know me—
From having had very deep experience of my grace

;

Jer. ix. 24. V. 6r.] From the least to the greatest—He that is

feeble among them shall be as David, Zech. xii. 8.

12. i^or—The forgiveness of sins, the root of blessings

and of knowledge. To their unrighteousness—The abstract

for the concrete ; sin is abolished ; sinners obtain gi-ace.

[Alf. and Tisch.. 1849, omit koL twv avo/xcwv avrwv, and their

iniquities. But Tisch., 1859, restores it.] And their iniquities

—Not found in the Sept. or Hebrew version; but the

apostle adds it to give greater weight; eh. x. 17 : comp. x.

8, 5. Will I remember no more—Comp. x. 3.

13. In—The time is marked at wliich it was said by
Jeremiah. He hath made—old—For there cannot be room
for both. The use of the past tense, he hath made old,
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iiuiilies that it had become old at the time when he spake

by the mouth of Jereiuiali. The New covenant was only

once promised in the Old Testament under this very name.

And yet the apostle lays great emphasis on the name. C)t'

such importance are the loords of prophecy. That wliich

decaijeth. lit,, is being made old— By God's word. In

2 Cor. iii. 14, also, Paul speaks of the Old Testament (or

covenant). And waxetli old— Forasmuch as the people

revolt from it. There is an antithesis between old (TroAatos)

and neto (K-au'os), and also between old (yepwv) and yonng

(I'e'os) ; hence the New Testament is spoken of, ch. xii. 24 ; for

there is a new life, ch. x. 20 ; 2 Cor. v. 15, 17. Ready, lit.,

near—Jeremiah uttered these prophecies at the time of the

Babylonish captivity almost at the close of the prophetic

age. at a long interval [899 j'ears, V. 6r.] after the coming
forth out of Egypt, not very long [about 627 years] before

the coming of the Messiah, the nearness of which was
proved by that very fact.

CHAPTER IX.

1. The first—Cb?;enanHs understood ; not tabernacle. For
the tabernacle was the worldly sanctuary, as we shall see

further on. By a most apposite ellipsis, the word covenant

is omitted, inasmuch as it is better suited to the Kew
Testament; and therefore, in the 15th verse, it is called

the New Testament, the substantive being placed befoie

the adjective. [We have here a noble description of

Christ's entry into the true sanctuary, as far as to ch. x.

18. V. 6r.] Ordinances—-Those by which the duties of the

sjici'ed office were filled [ver. 6, 7]. The same word occurs,

ver. 10. Of—service—External. Worldly sanctuary—An
Oxymoron [union of two apparently contradictory terms].

The sanctuary was Mundial (to use the appropriate teim
by which Sidonius expresses the material to), or Mundane
(as Paul speaks of the elements of the icorld, Gal. iv. 3), and
farHoZ, ch. vii. 16. It consisted of precious materials, but it

was material nevertheless. The division of this verse is as

follows : first, the duties are set forth, then the sanctuary ;

the discussion follows, first, regarding the sanctuary, ver.

2-5, and then regarding the duties, ver. 6, etc. (There is

a similar cross reference in PanVs first Epistle to the
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Corinthians, ix. 1, note). The contrast to both is in ver.

11, 12.

2. The jirst^-ThQ outer tabernacle, Tlie candlestick and
Il:e table—K type of life and light. The shew bread, lit.,

the setting forth of bread—[So literally the Greek ; the

shew of the bread. Alf] A change of the abstract for

the concrete ; the bread which had been set forth. The
sanctuary—Gr. ayta, not ayta. Farther on we have tj Xeyo/xeV?;

ayttt dytW, which is called the holy of holies : here ayia with-

out the article denotes the sanctuary, in opposition to ayia

dyt'jjv, the holy of holies. Some read dyta here.

3. Which is called—So ver. 2, is called. The opposite is,

the true, ver. 24.

4. Golden—The apostle uses this term which has a
precious and glorious sound, so of glory, ver. 5. Censer—

•

A thurible ; not the altar of incense, which, inasmuch as the

whole burnt-oifering is not mentioned, it is needless to

speak of here. [The word may mean either censer or altar

of incense, and the rendering is doiibtful here. Liin., Ebrard,

etc., adopt the former ; 'Alf. with Eng. Ver. and Beng., tbe

latter.] The thurible alone, with the ark of the covenant, is

mentioned in this passage, because it was the chief part of

the fuinituie which the High Priest used on the day of ex-

piation ; and although on that day he brought in and again

took out the thurible, yet the [Gr.] participle, tohich had, suits

the fact. Again, it comes first, because a fuller description

of the arJc follows. Wherein—That is, tJie ark; for awr^s, it,

refers to the ark, ver. 5. Tlie golden pot that had manna—
3Ianna has the article [in Greek], the pot has not, for the

thing contained was of more importance than the thing

containing. Ex. xvi. 3d, one goldeyi pot, Sept. Some are oi

opinion that the pot and rod of Aaron, two very remark
able monuments, established for a perpetual miracle, had
been taken out of the ark before the building of the temple

;

others, that they had been subsequently placed within it,

because the tables which were kept in the ark are alone

mentioned ; 1 Kings viii. 9, In the same passage, however,
it is clearly shown that Solomon followed the example of

Moses ; the apostle is considering the times of I\Ioses, ver.

6; ch. viii. 5.
' Comp. ch. xiii. 11, where there is no

mention of the city, just as here there is none of the temple.

What shall we say then ? The tables alone were in the ark

itself, but the pot and the rod were before the testimony, and
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therefore before the ark, Ex. xvi. 34 ; Niiii). xvii. 25 Lin tin.-

llebre\vj, close to the ark, as it were a]ipendices to it ; in

the same way tlie book of the law and the emerods of the

Philistines were put by the hide of the ark : Deut. xxxi. 2ti

;

1 Sam. vi. 8. Therefore in has rather a wide sigiiiticaticni.

as ill Luke ix. 31. [T/'f] «ja?ma— [Eng. Ver. omits tliti

article]. A memorial of God's providence towards Israel.

Rod—A memorial of the legitimate priesthood, Num. xvii.

10, in the Hebrew. The tables of the covenant—Deut. ix. 9.

These are put last by a gradation,

5. The Cheruhims—Ex. xxv. 20, xxxvii. 9. Ofglory—Tht-y
were of the most valuable materials, and represented the

glory of God, overspreading the Cherubim ; Ezek. x. 4.

Shadowing—Sept. covering, in the texts above cited. Of
which—The pronoun refers to everything mentioned, fi-om

yen 2. We cannot now speah—The apostle proposes to

discuss, not so much the sanctuary and its furniture, as

the sac;rifices ; he does not say, we cannot afterwards, but
we cannot now, suggestion that a profitable discussion of

these points each in their turn is possible.

C. Went, lit., eater—The present tense [in Gr. eicriacrti',

Eng. Yer., icent, is incorrect. Alf., etc.]. So ver. 7, 13, 22,

25, ch. X. 1.

7. Once every year—So Sept. Lev. xvi. 34. Once a

year ; on one day of the year, but once. [Once a year—
That is, on one day only of the year ; but twice or oftener

on that day. Lev. xvi. 12-16. Liln. So Alf., etc.] For
himself—The Vulgate has pro sua, for his own, that is, en-or.

1 am of opinion that virep riuv eavrov, for the en-ois of himself,

wan not in the Greek copy from which the Latin version
was taken. Although the priest was free from the errors

of the people, he was not exempt from sin : he therefore

needed sacrifices, ch. vii. 27. Errors—This word, like

knowledge, in a contrary sense, has a very wide application.

Kum. XV. 22-:il.

8. Signifying—As it were a fact which otherwise Avould

liave remained concealed from us ; so signifieth, ch. xii. 27.

Tlie icf/y—Comp. ch. x. 19, 20. Tlie Holiest— Twi/ dytW.
Tnis Greek plural corresponds to the Hebrew singular.

The relation which the holy place bore to the holy of holies
was the same as that of the entire Levitical tabernacle to

tlie celestial sanctuary. Next, as the holy place did not
permit of any one's entering the holy of holies, so ilu-.

VOL. III. L
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whole tabernacle prevented an entrance into the celestial

sanctuary. First, therefore, lower down, has a figurative,

ambiguous meaning. If we take it oi place, it means the

fore part of the tabernacle, as opposed to the holy of holies

;

if we take it of time, it signifies the entire Levitical taber-

nacle, as opposed to heaven. Was—made manifest—The
same word occurs, ver. 26. Was yet standing, lit., having

as yet a standing—A suitable plirase. When Paul was writing,

the temple, or first tabernacle, was not yet destroyed

;

still it had no longer any standing, ever since the veil had
been rent. Its standing being subsequently shaken, the

tabernacle itself was soon afterwards utterly destroyed.

9. Which was a figure—[A parable). "Hrts, foro, before the

feminine noun parable, 7rapa(3oXyj. The relative refers to the

thi'ee verses which precede. Present—[That is, thenpresent, as

Eng. Ver. But the meaning is, for the time present, i.e., now
present to the writer ; a figure reserved unto this time ; of

heavenly things now first made accessible. Alf., after

Delitsch ; rendering what follows ; according to which both

gifts and sacrifices are offered, having no power, etc.] In

respect of the standing. The standing, emphatically such,

no longer existed, although the tabernacle was not as yet

broTien, destroyed, or overthrown. The antithesis is, things to

come, ver. 11. [For KaO' ov, in which (time), read Kaff rjv,

according to which (figure or parable). Tisch., Alf.~\ Gifts

and sacrifices that coidd not—The victims possibly appear
more eflicacious than the other gifts : and so the efficacy is

appositely withdrawn from the sacrifices. Him that did

service—The priest who offered on his own behalf, or the

Israelite for whom the priest ottered. Conscience—The same
word occurs, eh. x. 2, 22. The antithesis is, of the flesh,

ver. 10, as ver. 13, 14, [1 Pet. iii. 21].

10. Only—The precepts relating to meats are, so to speak,

an appendage to those relating to sacrifices ; this particle

modifies the weight of this appendage. Sacrifices do not

purify the conscience ; meats relate to the fiesh. On both,

see ch. xiii. 9, etc. Paul frequently uses fiovov, only, abso-

lutely; 1 Cor. vii. 39; Gal. ii. 10, v. 13; Phil. i. 27;
2 Thess. ii. 7. In—'Etti, with the dative, signifies some-
thing concurrent, as we have already observed upon the

appeiidage ; comp. ver. 15, 17, 26. Sacrifices in public

worship, and meats in daily life, met together in the cere-

monial law : which continually treats of both, and is almost
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ci'iupletely oucnpicd with this and with isimilar nialfers.

'Meats—Some of which were never permitted to an}', othei-i<

not to all ; and that not on every occasion, and in evei y
place. Drinks—Lev. xi. 34 ; Num. vi. 3. Divers icashings—
They were very numerous, of priests, of Levites, and others

[b'or 8iK-ttro')/xao-t, read SiK-aiw/jara

—

Tisch., Alf., etc. So Bentj.

Kender. divers washings, ordinances of the jiesh imposed, etc.

-4//'.] The apposition of the nominative and of the oblique

case, as Luke xxii. 20, note. Imposed on—As it were a

burden, without intermission. Of reformation—Sept. amend,

•Ter. vii. 3, 6. The verbal form Stop^ujcrts, correction, answers

to the epithet hotter, ver. 23.

11. Christ—High Priest^So Lev. iv. 5, the priest who is

anointed. Paul, in this place, considers Christ as a Priest

;

with Moses, xP'-o-'J'os, anointed, is an epithet. Being come—
He then exclaimed suddenly. Withdraw, ye Levites, ch, x. 5,

7. Of good things to come—-Ch. x. 1. The good things are

described at the end of ver. 15. By—To be taken with
entered, ver. 12. Greater—More noble : so, more excellent, ch.

xi. 4. Tabei-nacle—His own body, ch. x. 6, 20 ; comp. John ii.

21. His body is opposed to the tabernacle, as is his blood

to that of goats, etc., ver. 12. Schomer, commenting on
this passage, says correctly, /Ae tabernacle is here taken for the

icay into the inner sanctuary. For the word KTto-ew?, which
follows, proves an abstract idea of this kind. It is not
therefore the Tabernacle that is meant, but the huildmg,

the institution; die Anstalt. Again, the Body or Flesh

(for flesh cannot be separated fiom the body) is the veil,

and the sanctuary is Heaven. I trust that in this way the

subject is distinctly cleared up. [So many commentators.
But the better meaning is the heavens ; the lower heavenly
spaces as the vestibule of the heavenly holy of holies. Liin.,

and nearly so Alf, and many.] Not made ivith hands—This
was in consequence greater. So Paul, Col. ii. 1 1 . Not of this,

lit., tluU—The Tabernacle, through which Christ entered.

was not of tJutt building or workmanship. [Literally, not of
this creation; i.e., of the visible earth, the made world. Liin.

Eng. Ver., this huilding, misses the force. Alf, etc.]

12. Of goats and calves—One goat and one bullock were
offered at a time, Lev. xvi. 0, 3 ; that animal, however, was
not better in itself than any other of the same species. We
have therefore the plural in this place. An additional

reason is found in the annual lepctition of the sacrifices.

L 2
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Into the holy place—Heaven, ver. 24. Eternal—Not for a day
or a year only. Having obtained—So, Ifound a ransom. Job
xxxiii. 24. The zeal of the finder, his wisdom and good
faith, the newness and joyousness of the finding are signified,

*;h, X. 20. The approach of Christ to the Father was
difficult, eh. v. 7. 5,0 one had previously trodden the path
of life; Acts ii. 28 ; John iii. 13. Christ could not fail to

find : yet it was a work of labour to seeh.

13. For—He shows that the power of the sacrifice of

Christ alone is as great as he stated in ver. 12. [Transpose

goats and hulls. Tisch., Al/.l Bulls and goats—Animals,

merely the modifying term. Of a heifer—Ked, Num. xix.

The illustrious Zeller, in commenting upon this passage, has
much enlarged the treatise of Maimouides ' On the Heifer.'

The Jews maintain that nine red heifers were sacrificed

from the time of Moses to the destruction of the second

temple. Unclean—A participle : it has less force than the

adjective common. To be taken with sanctifieth ; compare
what follows. Purifying—Purification was effected by
aspersion, not by washing ; washing however followed

with no interval between ; Num. xix. 19. This clearly

explains the difference between justification and re-

generation.

14. The blood—And death ; see the verse which follows.

Through the eternal Spirit>—See Luke iv. 18; comp. Eom. i.

4, XV. 16. Tlie spirit is opposed to the state of irrational

creatures. [This is the true meaning. Many understand
it mistakenly of the Holy Ghost. Liin., Alf] The epithet

eternal is understood from ver. 12, 15, ch. vii. 16. It is

oj^posed to the ashes of a heifer. Without spot—Above every

Levitical victim. Pm-jye—Corresponds to purification, ver.

13. So ver. 22, 23, ch. x. 23, i. 3. The future is employed
as a contrast to the present, sanctifieth, Levitically, ver. 13.

From—From and to, denote conti'ariety. Bead works—
Dead tilings, which defile. The contrast is living. The power
of sin and death was abolished by the blood of Christ. To
serve—For ever, in a manner most blessed and truly sacer-

dotal [ver. 12 : Eev. xxii. 3. F. G^.].

15. Of the new testament—Here the testament itself,

rather than the newness of it, is dwelt on; comp. ver. 16.^

By means of death, lit., his death having happened—-Thatj

is. at the time when death happened. The point of time]

wlieu this took j)lace separates the Old from the New
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Testament. For the redemption of the transgressions, that were

under the first testament—There is a similar passage in Paid's

epistle to the Horn. iii. 24, 25. The preposition, under, not
only points ont the time, but hints that there was in the

Old Testament no power of redemption, and that on that

account the people were greater transgressors. 'AttoAiIt/dcoo-is,

the redemption, is found here : XvTpwcn?, the simple form, in

ver. 12. The promise—Given to Abraham. Might receioe—
For they could not do so in previous times. They lohich m-g

called—Named heirs (ch. iii. 1). Inheritance—A suitable

expression. There is an allegory : testament, death, in-

heritance.

16. Testament—^laOrjKr]. The omission of the article

[in Greek] suits the general view, as in Gal. iii. 15.

There must he the death, lit., be shown (or implied)— The
Greek verbs ^cpeo-^at, to he shown, 7rpocr4>fpi(j6ai, to offer, ver.

14, have a reference to one another. Of the testator—
This is consonant to our Lord's words before his death

;

Luke xxii. 29.

17. After men are dead, lit., over the dead—A concise
phrase meaning upon the death of the testators. Sept., Lev.
xxi. 5, over the dead. [Eng. Ver. does not render this.]

Otherwise, lit., surely it is not f—[But render, seeing that it is

never availahle ichen he that made it is alive. Alf. The particle

(/AiyTTore) implies a question : iirel, since, has much force in an
interrogative sentence, Eom. iii. 6; 1 Cor. xiv. 16, xv. 29.]

18. Wliereupon—The words covenant and testament differ;

but they have the same meaning, so far as they both
denote an agreement or arrangement, sanctioned by bloodshed.
When the agreement is sanctioned by the blood of another,
as, for instance, of an animal, which cannot covenant, still

less make a testament, it is not properly had-qKTj, a testament

;

but yet a covenant differs not much from the nature of a
testament, because of the slaying of victims. Where the
arrangement is sanctioned by the blood of him who makes
it, that is by his death, it is properly a testament, which is

also expressed by the [Hebrew teim] for covenant in a wider
sense. The particle, tvhence, must not be pressed too far,

as if the Old Testament were dedicated by the blood or
death of the testator ; it has nevertheless its proper force,

in as far as it intimates that the Kew Testament, and
consequently the Old, was necessarily dedicated with blood.
Was dedicated—On the very day of the initiation, the Old
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Testament most properly commenced, and it continued

until the very night and day of our liOrd's betrayal and
death.

19. Spoken—Ex. xxiv. 16. Every precept according to the

law—[But the words, according to the law, belong to having

spolien. Liin.'] Moses had recited or read the command
ments in Ex. xx., and possibly those of tlie following

chapters. This curt reference to the written book sums
up all that was recited. Of cahes and of goats—Tliey are

expressly called little calves, Ex. xxiv. 5. The woid lohole

burnt offerings in that, are the goats of this passage. With
•water and scarlet wool and hyssop—Theae words are not
found in the yjassage cited, but are taken from other places

in Moses' writings. Lev. xiv. 5, 6. Bool-—The Latins

from the Vulgate, and many others, take this word with he

sprinMed : as he tooh the booh of the covenant, Ex. xxiv. 7.

[This is impi)ssible ; and Eng. Ver. is right. So Liin., Alf,
etc.] There is appositeness in the connexion oi the blood and
the book : this appears from the comparison of the words,

the blood of the testament ; so that in this rite the blood is

demonstrated by itself ; the testament, by the demonstration

of the book, and that the dedication may be perfected by
the double exhibitiun : avro, itself [not rendeaed in Eng.
Vei'.], is added [to book^, because the testament described

in the b(Kik was more important than the blood

The other things which the apostle mentions in this place

are not found in the 24th chapter of Exodus. They may
be taken fiom other passages ; respecting the aspersion of

the book, however, which was an important part of the

rite, there is nothing in the writings of JMoses. Again, if

the book had been sprinkled, and the apostle alluded to the

circumstance, he would have joined it with the sprinkling

not of the people, but ©f the tabernacle and vessels, and
therefore of the altar. It was not fitting that the book
should be sprinkled, for the book, containing God's icord. repre-

sented God himself Elacius is of opinion that the book was

sprinkled. The tabernacle [which was at that period

adapted to the altar, Ex. xxiv. 6-8, xxv, 8. V. G.'], and the

vessels doubtless required purifying, ver. 21 ; Lev. xvi. 16, 19,

20, 33 ; 2 Chrou. xxix. 2 1 ; but the book, or the word of God,
did not need it. This being so, the koi, and, before Travra,

all, is not only not inconvenient, but on the contrary

exceedingly elegant. The sentence is copulative : Moses
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sprink lull all the people, on the one hand ; and on the other

tlie Tabernacle. And all the ;peo})le— iSejit. sprinkled it on the

people, Ex. xxiv. 8.

20. Enjoined unto you—Ordered me to bring to yon.

2 1

.

Sprinkled—He poured half of the blood upon the altar.

Sept. The vessels— Even the garments.
2'2. Almost with blood—Almost, nearly. The force of this

restrictive adverb does not fall upon all thimjs : for it

admits of no exception, but npon blood ; inasmuch as other

n)aterial things besides blood were employed, ver. 19.

[This is wrong ; as in the Eng. Ver. The crxeSoi/, almost,

belongs to the whole sentence ; as often in Greek. One
may almost say that by the law, etc. Lun., Alf, etc.] Withoid

shedding of blood is no remission—See in particular Lev. xvii.

11. Bemissio7i—Levitical.

23. Therefore—The conjunction implies that the things

mentioned in ver. 18, are, as a matter of fact, included in

this passage. [Delineations—that is, types, symbols; not as

Eng. Ver., patterns. Alf] With better sacrifices—The plural,

answering to the Levitical plural, is used for the singular,

because of the excellence of the one sacrifice of Christ,

which was in every respect perfect. If a Jew enquire,

"What are your sacrifices ? We reply : Our sacrifices consist

in the single sacrifice of Him who was crucified. In this

conchision, to be purified, which makes an Ilypallage

[attributing to one subject what strictly belongs to

another], should be supplied : for the heavenly things are

pure in themselves, but we needed purification that we
might enjoy them, ver. 14. So, is sanctified, 1 Tim. iv. 5, 4,

that is, the use is made holy in our case. Comp. Lev. xvi.

16, 19; Num. xviii. 1.

24. ^0^—Jesus never went into the innermost part of

the temple at Jerusalem ; he never caused a sacrifice to be
offered for himself during the entire period which elapsed

between his baptism and his sacrifice. The figures of the

true—The true were older : those made with hands were
simply an imitation, ch. viii. 5. Into heaven i7se//"—Beyond
which there is nothing. Now—So ver. 26. To appear—
This is a very suitable word in reference to God : in

reference to us, he hath been manifested [Eng. Ver., hath

appeared], ver. 26, and he shall be seen [Eng. Ver., shall

appear], ver. 28. In the presence of God—More than Aaron
in the tabernacle before the ark.
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25. Nor yet that—He did not enter in order, that.

26. For then must he—It is here taken for granted that

Christ died for the sins committed since the world began,

ver. 15. Christ at the beginning was according to the

Divine Nature. Philo teaches that the Jewish high

priest offered sacrifices for the whole human race. Have
suffered—Consequently the offering is not without suffer-

ing. Once—Once is here absolute : it is foreshadowed

in the once, relative, and Levitical ; ver. 7. In the end

—When sin had reached its highest ; comp. note John i.

10. Of the world, lit., of a^/es—The beginning of these

ages must not be reckoned from Moses, but from the

creation of the world : comp. ch. i. 2, note : the end here

is consequently not that of the Old Testament, but of the

world. The sacrifice of Christ divides the age of the

world into two parts ; and the first of these parts is

assuredly not shorter than the second. Sin—The singular,

with much force. A'ppeared, lit., has been manifested—In

the world.

27. And as—A comparison which strengthens the con-

clusion greatly. It is appointed—By the Divine sanction.

Once—The 07ice in the next verse refers to this. To die—
The verb for the noun ; death and the state of death. But
after this—Death and judgment are immediately connected,

because the intermediate state of man is uniform. Judgnhcnt

—When Christ shall he seen. Comp. this with ver. 28 ;

Matt. vii. 22, note.

28. [Add Koi, and, after owtws, so. Tisch., Alf.] So—That
is, Christ freed us from death and judga\ent ; nevertheless,

in name, they both remain. Offered to bear—(^omp. 1 Vet.

ii. 24, he hore our sins : they were laid upon him by the

Father : while therefore he was borne upon the cross, he
took our sins upon him. We find the same idea in the

Sept., they shall bear your whoredom. Of many—An agreeable

contrast : once, of many, who lived during so many ages.

Is. liii. 12, Sept. A second time—Thus the absolute power
of the single sacrifice of Christ is clearly demonstrated.
Again, in John xiv. 3, agrees with a second time here. Both
places refer to his coming, in itself. But the first advent
was in the flesh, in the strange form of a servant ; the
second advent is in His own glory. In the eyes of all who
had not before seen and acknowledged him, he is at that

time Coming. Let us think of the arrival of a guest, the
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intimate friend of tlie master of tlie house, but yet not

known to the family. The father of the family will say,

A brother returns ; but tlie family will say, A guest is

COMING. Ajjpear, lit., will he seen—In his glory. Unto

them that look for him—The dative of advantage. The
Avicked also will see him, but not for salvation. To them

that hole for him, he will be a Saviour, Phil. iii. 20.

[Without sin—On him. The whole work of atonement

done. Alf.] Unto salvation—Consequently to free us fi'om

condemnation.

CHAPTER X.

1

.

Shadow—The contrast is image. The very image—The
first image and archetype, ch. ix. 24, note. Although the

shadoiv preluded future events, it did not prelude, as in a

picture, but followed a very little while after. Corap.

viii. 5. Can never—So ver. 11. With the same—[Eng. Ver.,

with those~\. Kot in number, but in kind. Which they offer

[Eng. Ver., offered] continually— Offer, namely, those who
otfer, draw near an : minister. They offer for ever ; that is,

they do not cease to offer, and they will not cease unless

they are forced. Year hy year—This relates to the whole

sentence, as far as the end of the verse.

2. For then—This is plainly the meaning of eVet, inter-

rogatively, ch. ix. 17, note. :

3. A remembrance—Public; comp. ver. 17. pRather, a

recollection, a calling to mind. Liln., Alf] Of sins—Of the

last year and of eveiy year. The day of expiation, wdiich

fell on the 10th Tisri, did not synchronize with that of

Christ's crucifixion. The oblivion of sins is opposed to this

admonition, ver. 17. Every year—An Epanalepsis [resump-

tion] : comp. ver. 1. He chiefly dwells upon the annual

sacrifices.

4. Take aivay
—

'At^aipetv. HepuXeiv, to remove entirely

;

ver. 11. In the books of Moses, great effects are ascribed

to this elementary worship, with a view of showing that it

is not in themselves that they are so efiicacious.

5. Wlien he cometh into the world—-The advent of the Mes-

siah into the world is represented in the 40th Psalm. The
tabernacle itself was part of the world, ch. ix. 1 : it is

called the world here because the sacrifice of the Messiah

has a far wider application than the Levitical sacrifices,
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extending throughout all ages, throughout all the world,
which is claimed for him, inasmuch as he is the heir of it,

Ps. xl. 10. The word coming in is expressed in I am come,

and represented by it, ver. 7. Sacrifice—Tliou hast no
pleasure— to do thy will—Sept. The version in this psalm
reads, sacrifice—thou desiredst not ; I wished to do thy will,

my God; and desire thy laio within my heart. The apostle

joins the words, to do thy loill, God, which had been
separated from those which follow, to the preceding words,
referring to the same thing as the words forty years in the

desert, ch. iii. 9. But a body hast thou prepared me—
Heb., Thou hast hored my ears, viz., that I may obey thy
will with perfect love. Comp. Ex. xxi. 6 ; Is. 1. 5. The
slave whose ears were bored was claiured with his whole
body by the Master whum he loved. Samuel Petit attri-

butes the Greek version of the prophets and the Psalms, as

well as the senteuce, thou hast fitted for me a body, to the

Essenes, for among them there were no slaves, but they
ministered to and obe3'ed one another in corporate bodies or

colleges. The most earnest supporters of liberty might
retain the reading, ears; but the apostle defends the literal

signiiication of the word, body. The ears are a part : the

body, as a whole, follows the obedience of the ears. TJiou

hast prepared for me a body, for sacrifice ; ver. 10. The
mention of the whole here is very appropriate. A similar

observation of Paul, on the body of Christ, Rom. vii. 4.

7. Then—Of this particle we shall speak on ver. 8. The
parallel terms are: then; I come; in the booh; I said; of
Me ; it is written. I come, lit., I am come—The verb is tjkw, I
am come, treated of, Eev. ii. 25. In the volume of the booh it is

written of me—This phrase (volume of the booh) cannot be ^^n-

derstood of any part of the Pentateuch, for with the excep-

tion of the Pentateuch, no prophetical Scriptures, which
the Psalm might seem to refer to, existed in David's time

;

many, nay, all the parts, treat of Christ; neither can it

mean the ivhole, for the entire volume of the law, though

often cited, is never thus named. Again : here the sacrifices

are called the first, and therefore the volume of the booh

cannot mean the book which contains an account of

previous sacrifices. Further, the rejection of sacritices by
God, and the self presentation of the Messiah to do His
will, succeeded the perpetual oifer of sacrifice. Wliat then

is the volume of the booh ? We shall not wander very far to
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learn ; it is the very page on which this psalm was wiitten.

There are two parallels : I have said, Lo, I am come ! and
in the volume of the hook it is written of me : hy this very Scrip-

ture I promise to do thy will. The Messiah becomes bound
by both expressions ; and hence his presence in the fullest

sense of the prophetic spirit is perceived. David had
before his eyes, in his hand, the book in which the psalm
was written : he shows this book as the Messiah's bond,

Neh. X. 1. From the very day on which this psalm was
written, it became incumbent on Christ, in some sense, to do
God's will. Consonant to this is the fact, that in thy booh,

or in the book of the Lord, is not written, but simply in the

hook. Comp. Ps. cxxxix. 16; Is. xxxiv. 16. Augustine
supposes the phrase to mean the beginning of the Psalms,

but at that date they had not been collected into a volume.
Others have understood this passage of the whole Scripture,

but the Old Testament Scriptures had not at that time

been collected so as to form one volume. \_I come, or rather,

I have come, was Jesus' creed, as it were. I am come, says

he, to fulfil the law, Matt. v. 17 ; to preach, Mark i. 38 ; to

call sinners to repentance, Luke v. 32 ; to send a sword, and to

set men at variance. Matt. x. 34, 35 ; I have come down from
heaven to do the will of him that sent Me, John vi. 38, 39.

These are the very words of the fortieth Psalm. 1 am sent

to the lost sheep of the house of Israel, Matt. xv. 24; I am
come into this icorld for judgment, John ix. 39 : / have come
that they may have life, and may have it more abundantly, John
x. 10; to save lohat had been lost. Matt, xviii. 11 ; to save

men's lives, Luke ix. 66 ; to send fire on the earth, Luke xii.

49 ; to minister, Matt. xx. 28 ; to seek and to save that ichich

was lost, Luke xix. 10, comp. with 1 Tim. i. 15; I am come
into the world the Light, John xii. 46, etc. ; to bear witness to

the truth, ch. xviii. 37. See, Reader, that the Saviour fulfil

his purpose in thee. But thou, say wherefore thou art

come hither. Dost thou also fulfil God's will ? from what
date? and how? V. G.'] Thy will—That God wills and is

pleased in something veiy different from the legal sacrifices,

is clear from the circumstance that the flesh of oxen and
the blood of goats did not satisfy Him. What He does
will, however, may be gathered from the preparing of the
Messiah's body, by which, when it was offered, we were
to be sanctified; ver. 10. Christ, in the Psalm, acknow-
ledges and cordially accepts God's will.
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8. [For Ovo-iav Koi Trpocr^opav, sacrifice and offering, read

Sva-Los Koi Trpo(T<jiopa<;, sacrifices and offerings. Tisch., Alf.'\

Ahove, ivhen he said—then said he—Paul presses the order of

the words in the psalm, and this order depends on the

adverb, then. He shows that it falls at the very point

of time when, immediately following the words sacrifice,

etc., placed above in the psalm, the words Lo I am come

are found. The word then is the boundary between them.

First Paul employs the general word of the Sept., elirov,

said, then one of greater force, elprjKev, said he ; and there-

fore the participle, Xiywv, is taken in a past sense. Observe
the great authority of the Psalms. The oath of Jehovah
was given at the very time that Psalm ex. was written.

The formal invitation was given to the people when Psalm
xcv. was written, ch. iv. 7 ; Heb. vii. 28, note. The
declaration of the Son was made when Psalm ii. wus
written ; Acts xiii. 33 note. So the Messiah promised God
to do his will when Psalm xl. was written. This writing,

which David sealed, is opposed to the laio by Moses written,

ver. 8, end. Christ, therefore, ever appealed most forcibly to

the Scriptures, more particularly at the commencement of

his passion. By the laio, lit., according to the law. All

that is said in ver. 1 is by this argument proved from the

psalm.

9. [Omit 6 0eos, God, Tisch., Alf.'] That—A particle of

great force ; that he may immediai-ely establish the second.

May establish—By the highest authority, by his own hand-

writing, as it were. From Lo-TrjfXL, I set up, comes o-rao-ts, a

standing, ch. ix. 8, with the same notion.

10. By the lohich will—Of God, performed and thoroughly

satisfied by Christ and his sacrifice. Does not this deserve

the name of satisfaction ? Sanctified—This word is found,

ver. 14, 29, ch. xiii. 12, ii. 11. Of the body—Yer. 5.

11. [Every priest—Particularly ever}' high priest. V. G.']

12. This—So ch. iii. 3. Others read airos, he, by an easy

alliteration. One—The contrast is, the same sacrifices often,

ver. 11. For ever—The oblation of Christ once accom-
plished, will remain for ever the one and only sacrifice

;

another will not supersede it. [But this belongs to what
follows : for ever sat down. Liin., Alf] Sat doivn—The con-

trast is standetli, ver. 11. The sacrifice of the mass is not
consistent with sitting down at the right hand of God : for

the sacrifice of Christ is neithei; continued nor repeated
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in the mass. The apostle not only pi-csses the identity,

but also the term, once, in reference to the sacrifice of

Christ, in opposition to the Levitical sacrifices, which were
often offei-ed, although they wei-e the same. An oft-repeated

sacrifice, although it bo the same, is not pleasing to God.
The body of Christ is not only one, but his oblation is one
also, and it is inseparable from his passion : ch. ix. 26. Every
subsequent oblation nullifies the former ; and every
former oblation demonstrates the superfluity of the latter :

ch. X. 2, 18.

18. Expecting—The knowledge of our exalted Lord is

not denied by this verb, Kev. i. 1: comp. Mark xiii. 32;
but his subordination to the Father is implied ; Acts ii. 20.

Sitting and at rest, he expects. His enemies—Their strength is

situate in sin.

14. For by one offering—Should we not prefer the reading

for one offering hath? For the discourse proceeds in the

abstract, also in ver. 11 ; with the same verb, reXeiovv, to

perfect, which here supports the apodosis (conclusion), it

proceeded similarly, ch. vii. 19, ix. 9, x. 1. [The former is

better ; Clirist being the subject throughout. Liin., Alf.^ For
—This assignment of a reason refers to ver. 12. Those who
are, lit., loere, sanctified—The present participle [in Grreek]

with an imperfect signification. This sanctification was
accomplished in the very act of the sacrifice, ver. 10.

15. Also—This is not a testimony added to the argu-

ments, for the evidences preceded them ; but fjLaprvpwv,

tvitnessing, is added to jj-aprvpovvras, those who hear witness.

Paul had already brought forward the testimony of the

Father to the priesthood of Christ, ch. v. 10 ; that of the

Son, ch. X, 5 ; he now produces that of the Holy Spirit

:

drawing in each case the same conclusion, ver. 18. Consult

the abstract of the epistle. He repeats this reference to

the Holy Trinity in his admonition, ver. 29, note. After—

-

The verb, says he, is swallowed up in the clause, saith the

Lord, in the following verse. But the word after pioves

that the remission of sins belongs to the Kew Testament,
and it is for this reason that the intermediate words oi

Jeremiah are not repeated here. The passage of Jeremiah
is cited Heb. viii., on account of the word new, and ch. x.

on account of remission. The term Spirit of grace agrees
with this : vei'. 29.

16. TJiis—'See ch. viii. 10, 12.
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18. Eewzmwn—This is evident from ver. 17.

19. [The doctrinal discussions of the epistle are now
closed; and the author proceeds to exhort his readers by
applying them. Liin.'] Having—The exhortation is deduced
fi-om the topics discussed in ch. v. 4, beginning with the

summing up. To enter—High Priest—Ver. 21. The apostle

treated of the High Priest from ch. v. 4, 5 ; of the entrance,

ch. ix. 1, 12. Now by a cross reference, he mentions the

entrance in this verse, and the High Priest, ver. 21, at the

beginning of his exhortation. There is the same idea and
figure in ch. vi. 20 : comp. the following chapters.

20. New—'!rp6u4>aTov. The Sept. often use this word.
Its proper application is to an animal recently slain. It is a
kind of Oxymoron [union of apparently contradictory

terms], for recently slain, and living, are joined together.

As soon as Christ had passed by the point of death, un-
qualified power and life were at hand. Which—Supply
entrance ; a synonymous term, way, follows. They are not,

however, simply synonymous, biit so far as the xmy reaches

the goal, THROUGH the veil. Hath consecrated—We find the

same verb in ch. ix. 18. It implies that we are to follow

in the way by which Christ went. His flesh— Which., like

the veil, was rent.

21. High Priest—Ch. vii. Over the house of God—Gh. iii. 6.

22. Let us draw near—By that way. True—Which has
thoroughly imbibed the truth, ver. 26. Offaith—Hope and
love are added, ver. 23, 24. These three abide. Faith and
hope have very frequently the same relation : therefore

they are very closely combined in this passage, and they
unite in the following sections : ch. xi. 1, [xii. 18, xiii. 1],

etc. Hearts—Both the hearts and the body are cleaned,

ver. 23. Sprinkled—^o ch. xii. 24, ix. 13, 19, 21 ; 1 Pet. i. 2.

From—A concise phrase, sprinkled and delivered from an
evil conscience. Conscience—Ch. ix. 9, note. Our bodies,

lit., the body—He alludes to the Levitical washings ; he
does not, however, say the flesh, but the body, by which the
whole substance of man is by Synecdoche [the part for a
whole] signified. The body also had formerly been polluted
by sin, but it is washed, that it may be fitted, after the
fashion of Christ's holy body, for an oblation : Rom. xii.

1 : 1 Cor. vi. 13, 20. Washed—Single verbs and single

participles are connected in ver. 22-24, and the conjunc-
tion, Kttt, divides the members of the sentence. But the
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arrangement is, verb, participle; ])articiple, verb; verb,

participle, by a cross reference. With jjure ivater—Ezek.
xxxvi. 25 ; John xix. 34 ; 1 Cor. vi. 11 ; Tit. iii. 5 ; 1 John
V. 6. [With sure—of hope—In a similar manner cleansing

is joined with hope, 1 John, iii. 3. V. G. Bcng. would
render, and having our bodies washed with pure ivater, let us

holdfast, etc. So Ebrard, Liin., etc.]

23. Profession, lit,, confession— Confession was made in

baptism. It must be retained.

24. Let us consider—So eVtcr/coTroSi'Te?, looking diligently,

ch. xii. 15. To provohe unto love—Contraiy to this is provo-

cation to hatred.

25. The assembling of ourselves together— The modern
Greek version rendeis iTrLo-vvayoiyrjv, by av)(yocrvva^Lv, the

assembling of very many. The apostle, howevei', alludes to

the Jewish synagogue, the preposition, eVt, somewhat
changing the meaning of the word. The sense is : You
ought not to frequent the synagogue only, like the Jews

;

this you gladl}' do, but also [the additional force of IttI in

composition] the assembly, as Christians : it is not, how-
ever, the assembling into one place, or for the promotion of

one faith that is implied ; the term is employed in a middle
sense, the mutual assembling through love, the public and
private communication of Christian duties in which one
brother does not withdraw himself from another, but each
provokes the other. For even spiritual heat and zeal

separates things of a different nature, and unites those
which are similar. The order of the argument is thus
satisfactorily explained, for in it, next to faith towards
God, love to the saints is praised; as also the use of the

verbal noun, eTTLcrvvayM-piv, assembling together, in the singidai'

number ; of the pronoun, iavrwv, of ourselves, not our ; so,

also, the complaint, as the manner of some is ; and the con-

trast, exhorting. Some—Who possibly feared the Jews.
Exhorting—The power of exhortation, which is required,

includes the peculiar zeal of each person. And so much the

more—This relates to the whole exhortation from ver. 22 :

comp. ver. 37. Ye see—From the signs of the times, and
from the sacrifice for sin that was consummated, ver. 13.

The day—Of Christ. After Christ's advent in the flesh,

which had been expected during so many ages of the
world, his glorious advent is considered to be approach-
ing; comp. ver. 27, 30, 35. [The Hebrews lived closu
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iipon the great foretaste of it, the destruction of the Holy
city; the bloody and fiery dawn, (Delitsch) of the Great
day. Alf.]

26. If we sin—In this passage, to sin means a complete

defection from God, ver. 29, eh. iii. 12, 2 Kings xxi. 16;
the violation, not of the law, ver. 28, but of the whole
New Testament dispensation, ver. 29. Comp. desjjised,

ver. 28, note. Wilfully—After the recognition of the truth,

the excuse for ignorance is taken away. After we have

received—This relates not so much to individuals as to the

condition of those who believe in the New Testament

;

nevertheless, the conclusion is equally valid with respect

to individuals, ver. 29. Of the truth—The truth and grace,

ver. 29, apply to the New Testament. Tlie Spirit of grace

is called the Spirit of truth in John xiv. 17. No more—The
benefit of the sacrifice of Christ is always clear to those

who do not reject it, but they who do reject it, have nothing

else. For sins—Eefers to if we sin.

27. Fearful— A very bad hope. Looking for— Very
difierent from that which is described in ver. 13. Fiery—
the adversaries—'YirevavTcov^. Is. Ixiv. 2, fire will consume the

adversaries. We must not seek for any special meaning in

vTTo : in Ex. xv. 7, vTr€vavTLov<i is applied to the most open
enemies. Fiery—Deut. xxxii. 22; comp. Ps. cvi. 18. In-

dignation—Deut. xxix. 20; comp. Ps. cvi. 18. Devour—Ch,

xii. 29 ; Is. xxvi. 11.

28. He that despised—Not by any (trivial) error, but by
flagrant transgression, tending to overthrow the whole law
—a crime to be punished by death. Few violated the law
so grievously as to be punished by death. Without mercy—
Without mitigation or postponement of the prescribed

punishment.
29. Sorer—Which is ivorse and more horrible than any

bodily punishment. He—Who commits the most frightful

sins against God, whose Son is the Priest, ch. v. 5, and
against the Son, whose blood is the blood of the New
Testament, and against the Holy Spirit, who is the Spirit

of grace. Such a man repudiates the whole formula and

confession of his baptism ; he rejects the whole dispensation

of the New Testament ; comp. vi. 6, note. Wlio hath trodden

—When he ought to have adored. He who sins wilfully

treads hiiu under foot, ver. 26. Of the covenant—The better

covenant which God hath made. Unholy, lit., common—
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Kotvov. As if it were the bluod of a mere man, com-
mon or eveu guilty. [As the blood of a malefactor, whicii

Jesus was, if he was not the Sox of God, Liin.] The
contrast is, lie was sanctified. And hath counted—Without
thought : comp. 1 Cor. xi. 29. WJiereivith he loas sanctified—
Clu'ist therefore died eveu for such as he. The t^ame word
is used of the redeemed, ver. 10, 14, ch. ii. 11 (where they

are distinguished from the Redeemer, who sanctifies) ; ch. xiii.

12, where the blood is also mentioned. And hath done-

despite unto—By rejecting him. Despite is done by deeds

;

hlasphemij is uttered in words : comp. 1 Tim. i. 13, note.

Where blasphemy is added, the guilt becomes most serious ;

Mark iii. 29. Of grace—See note ver. 26.

30. Him that hath said—God, who does not threaten in

vain. Unto me—See Eom. xii. 19, note, from Deut. xxxii. 35.

Again—A few words in the same song of Moses being-

interposed. Tlie Lord shall judge his peo^ile—Deut. xxxii.

36. This epistle has frequent references to the song of

Moses, and to Deuteronomy, a book which will receive

abundant explanation from it. He will judge in grace and
in anger, as he shall find each one.

31. To fall—It is a good thing to fall with faith, 2 Sam.
xxiv. 14; with rashness it is terrible, ver. 27 ; comp. Sir.

viii. 1.

32. Call to rememhrance— The Imperative mood. He
subjoins a consolation. After ye were illuminated—That is,

immediately after your Christian baptism, ch. vi. 4. In
baptism, Christ is put on ; Christ is the light ; therefore the

light is put on in baptism. Enlightening signifies a further

addition to the force and power of the Spirit, which
previously subsisted from the Old Testament, arising out of

the strength of the New, in the case of those who were
baptised. This was the entrance into Christianity ; bap-

tism was the means of salvation to the proper objects of it.

I am of opinion that this divine institution is not, even iu

theory, as highly valued as it should be. In the baptism of

Christ, his humanity was gloriously illuminated. He was
indeed the Son of God before ; nevertheless, the virtue of

this Divine testimony had a deep and lasting influence

upon him. But since man consists of body and soul, so

divine ordinances have a double aspect. There must be
no separation, the glass must not be confounded with the

liquor, nor the sheath be grasped instead of the sword.

VOL. III. M
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33. Partly—partly—ToCro. This pronoun is here used
adverbially. Two subjects are proposed, which are ex-

plained inversely by a cross reference, ver. 34.

34. [For Secr/Aois jxov, my bonds, read Seo-/Atots, those in bonds.

Tisch., Alf. So Beng.'] Me in my bonds, lit., those in bonds

—They are named in ch. xiii. 23 ; and therefore Paul
is speaking not of himself, or assuredly not of himself

alone ; comp. ch. vi. 10. Ye took—An elegant Oxymoron
[union of apparently contradictory terms], as is clear

if we compare spoiZm^/. Of—goods—'YirapxovTwv. "Y-n-ap^iv,

substance, is with the Greeks a kindred term. Knowing—
Kesolving with confidence. Tliat ye have in, lit., /or yourselves

—[So Beng., more correctly than Eng. Ver., knowing in your-

selves]—The Dative signifying property, so ch. v. 4, to take

to himself. Personal property is described, Luke xvi. 12

(xii. 33). Abetter—Heavenly; comp. ch. xi. 16. Enduring
—Exposed to no spoiling. [Omit iv oipavoh, in heaven.

Tisch., Alf]
35. Cast not away—When confidence has once found a

place it does not retreat, unless it be driven away : but it

is driven away and rejected by those who do not persevere.

Hath—The 37th verse refers to this present tense. Becom-
pense of reward—So ch. ii. 2, xi. 26 ; and fji.i.(r6oTra86Tr]s, one

loho pays a reward, ch. xi. 6.

36. Patience—'Yirofxovrj';. From this verse to the 38th,

the apostle gradually introduces the prophet, Hab. ii. 3, 4.

(In the Sept. inroixelvov, WAIT.) The loill—Ch. xiii. 21.

Done—That inasmuch as you have done God's will hitherto,

you may now also show patience, and consequently obtaiii

the promised reward of obedience. [But it refers to the

future : the doing of God's will must be completed before

the promise is received. LUn.'] Comp. ch. vi. 10-12. We
must do and suffer, 1 Pet. iv. 19. It would seem that the

apostle derives his arguments from the past ; he recapitu-

lates the instances of their having done the will of God,
ver. 32, 33. Doing the will of God for the present and the

future is, however, not excluded. This doing of God's will

is taken for granted in all those virtues of believers, which
are enumerated in ch. xi. ; otherwise the things which are

there praised, for example, in ver. 33, would have been
fruitless; comp. Matt. vii. 21, 22. Ye might receive the pro-

mise—That is, eternal life, which the Old and New Testa-

ment believers will jointly receive at Christ's advent. See
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next verse. Tlie promise, life eternal, is found in eh. iv. 1,

ix. 15, xi. 13, xii. 26. Individual blessedness is denied to no
one, but the great consummation is diiificult, and as yet
future. On that future day there will be a great improve-
ment, which ought to be all the more highly valued. Even
the present flourishing state of faith, of which many have
abundant experience, cannot be compared to it. Tie
promise—Hab., above cited.

37. Yet a little while—[_Yet a little, little ivMle. Alf.']. So
Sept. Is. xxvi. 20. The word fxiKpov, little, with the addition

of ocrov oo-ov, how much [repeated to intensify the meaning]
takes a diminutive, and at the same time an indefinite form,

and therefore very well siiits this passage : see Gen. xxvii.

30, Sept. Shall come, lit., who cometh—The apostle, by the

addition of the article, appositely applies these words to

Christ.

38. [Bead 6 Se St/caios fiov, hut every just man (shall live,

etc.) Tisch., Alf., Liin., etc.] Now the—The apostle trans-

poses the divisions of the verse, and thus, by the addition

of the next verse, makes a very suitable cross reference.

For there is a repetition of the things which are opposed ;

faith unto life, drawing back : drawing back, faith unto life,

ver. 08, 39. The particle Se, but [Eng. Ver., noio^,, makes a

contrast to the idle. Just—Eom. i. 17, note. By faith—
Sept., by my faith. Comp. a similar prefixing of the pro-

noun [in the original], 1 Cor. xi. 24; John vi. 54, ix. 10.

Heb. in the faith of him, that is, loho icas seen, viz., of

Christ, who ivill not fail: an elegant contrast. I refer the

text to the Hebrew, as far as can be. But, lit., and—
With elegance : for both portions of the verse arise out of

the same sacred feeling. • The Hebrew may, as it appears
to me, be thus rendered : Lo, if a soul draw itself back, the

soul of that man is not right (nor pleasing), in the case

of him (tbat is, loho ivas seen or promised) ; but thejust, in the

faith of that (promise) shall live. Comp. Mark xvi. 16.

[In the Hebrew] there is a metaphor from those who
conceal themselves in dark caverns.

39. We are not—A couiteous expression, according to

Paid's style, Eom. viii. 12, note. Wiio draio back, lit.,

of the draiving back—Answers to draw back, ver. 38. Unto

perdition—Those who do not approve their souls to God
perish. To the saving of the sold—Answers to it shall live,

ver. 38.

M 2
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CHAPTEE XI.

1. Now faith is—This is resumed from cli.x. 39. The apostle

in this passage gives such a definition of faith as is most
consonant to liis purpose of strengthening the minds of the

brethren. The substance of things hoped for, the evidence

of things not seen—['YTroo-rao-is, rendered substance by Beng.

and Eng. Ver., means rather confidence, as it does in ch. iii.

14 ; and the sense is, is the confidence of things hoped for (not

yet really attained). Liin. So Alf., De W., etc.] Tilings

hoped for are the species ; things not seen the genus : the

former are future, and grateful to us ; the latter are past

and present, and either grateful or unpleasant to ourselves

or others, ver. 3, 7, 8, 27, 29. The two clauses of this

verse, in which there is an Asyndeton [an absence of con-

junctions] form a gradation. Moreover, as the things not

seen are to the things hoped for, so is the proof of the things to

tlie substance; consequently, faith is the substance by which
the future things which are hoped for are represented or

established as present ; it is also the proof of the things by
which that which is not seen is established as a realit}'.

That which is absent is opposed to substance ; a nonentity,

a dream, to the evidence of things. It is clear from this that

the two words, TvpayixaTMv eXeyxo?, evidence of things, ai"e very
closely connected, and, as it were, form a compound word

;

it is also evident why things is put, not in the first, but in

the last clause. 'YTrdcrracrts, substance, is opposed to viroaToXfj,

draining bach, which was lately repudiated, ch. x,, end ; the

expression is taken metaphorically from a column standing

under a heavy buiden, and it signifies patience and constancy;

comp. ver. 27. 'YTroo-racrts is in the Vulgate rendered sub-

stantia ; this is correct, for substance is opposed to opinion,

[see above]. Substance therefore pertains to something-

certain, and, consequently, to something present. Future
things are represented hy faitli : eXcyxos is evidence in the

language of the philosophei-s. Substance comes first ; then
evidence of things; but the examples which follow refer,

first, to the proof of the things, ver, 3, and, secondly, to the

substance of the things hoped for, ver. 6, etc., by a cross

reference.

2. By, lit,, in it— In faith, i.e. by faith ; the verses

which follow have in faith : through faith, ver. 13, 33. For^'
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Paul sliows the nature of faith from the examples of

the ancients. Many things which they hoped for but did

not see, subsequently came to pass and were seen, the

event confirming faith. Ohtained a good report—A word of

most profound significance. God not only gave testimony

of them, but in part to them. They received the testjmony,

and this was equal to the things themselves : comp. ver. 4,

5, 39. Hence they became icitnesses, so that they might

testify to others, and others of them ; ch. xii. 1. The elders

—lipidj3vT€.poi. Who lived in former days and for a long-

time. He does not say, apxaloi, the men of old, by a kind of

Prosopopea [personification] ; for they, just as if the}'' were
present, still deliver a vigorous testimony; ch. xii. 1.

This is a remarkable summaryof the Old Testament, in which
the apostle, by an admirable gradation, embraces the aims

of the ancients—their labours, wanderings, expectations,

trials, martyrdoms. He also shows how we ought abun-

dantly to seek, under the veil of history, for the essence of

doctrine, which essence is sometimes briefly implied. The
earlier predecessors [of the Hebrews] practised patience

chiefly in a long life ; the later in bitter afflictions.

3. By faith—To a certain point also without faith, Eom.
i. 20; but much more by faith, as for example in Gen. i.

We understand—The Elders also understood it, and for this

reason there is a previous mention of them in ver. 2.

Adam also, who was created after all other things, under-

stood what he did not see done, but he believed it to have
been done; but concerning his faith, Moses observes a

mysterioias silence. The apostle follows Moses, except

that, when mentioning the things which occurred before

the sacrifice of Abel, he recognises the faith of the first-

created. Adam is regarded but as the root of our misery

;

everything else that might have been said of him is sup-

pressed. The worlds—The ages [in the Gr.']. A grand plural,

by which is implied the onward course of heaven, of earth,

of all things in them, visible and invisible, to the goal

;

and, subsequently, their everlasting condition when they
have reached the goal ; and, further, every change that

accompanies the goal. As creation is the foimdation and
the instance of the whole Divine economy, so faith in crea-

tion is the foundation and the ensample of all faith. Were
framed—I'he framing, the consolidation of the whole world,

includes the creation of individual parts, and a continued
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jirovidence througliout all ages in a wonderful harmony.
By the word—By tlie command, power, without matter or

instrument. That which follows further on is consonant to

this. So that—Comp. ets to, to, 2 Cor. vii. 3. Tlie ages include

many things which are not yet seen ; it is not strange that we
l>y faith alone understand that these were produced by the

word of God; but we by faith alone understand best that the

creation of these visible things was thus effected; this

shows more clearly the marvellous power of faith. Were
framed is enlarged by this clause. [For ra fSXeirofjieva,

things which are seen, read to /SAeTro'yaevov, that which is seen.

Tisch., Alf. Not out of things apparent hath that which is seen

been made. -4Z/.] Observe carefully the distinction between
the words. ^acVo/xat, I appear, I begin to be seen, with the

notion of beginning
;
^AeVo^at, I am seen, I am before the

eyes. Ta ^Xeiro/xeva, the things which are seen, have arisen out

of those which begin to be seen, exist, and are-to-day ; the light,

the heaven, the earth, the stars, etc. ; but the same things were
(jiatvofxeua, appearing, when they were made out of non-
existent entities, 2 Mace. vii. 28, and were ordered to come
forth : and thus it might be said, the things ivhich are seen

have arisen from those which began to be seen, jiamely, in

themselves ; that is, the things which are seen to-day, were
beginning to be seen at the first ; they were not from ever-

lasting, but they began to appear and to be conspicuous

at some time or other, for they did not previously exist

;

comp. Ik, from, Rom. vi. 13. But as far as we are con-

cerned, the apostle, by the prefix not, gives a different

meaning. He states that the things which are seen ivere not

made of the things which do appear. For the first man was
created, and we were born, after the creation of the world.

We did not see the creation. Ponder over the well-known
question of the Creator, Job xxxviii. 4, 5. Therefore by
faith we perceive the creation. Faith has a retrospective

and prospective ground for its practice. From this it

appears that the particles ^yj Ik, not from, should be ex-

plained in their order, although occasionally ov and yu,^,

not, with a preposition, are transposed for the sake of

courtesy, while the sense is generally the same ; so

1 Chron. XV. 13, ovk iv t<3 Trporepov v/xas eivat, before you were

employed.

4. A more excellent—And therefore more highly valued.

Both brothers in their sacrifices followed their own mode
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of life. But Abel in his mode adopted a more righteous
method. The husbandman Cain offered of the fruits of the

earth ; Abel, the shepherd, offered of the firstlings and fat.

The latter, therefore, took of the best, which, it is declared,

the former did not. At the same time Cain's offering implied
only a confession of obligation ; Abel's victim, a confession

of sin, and a desire for atonement. This was well suited

to faith. Than Cain—Who lacked faith, and on that account
had not the testimony of God. By which—He obtained by

faith righteousness and the testimony of righteousness,

ver. 7. Testifying—For cTrelSev, he had respect to, Gen. iv. 4,

by some sign which Cain also saw. By it—Faith ; taken
with heing dead. [But Eng. Ver. correctly construes with
speaheth. So Liin., etc.] ; comp. ver. 13 ; for hy has the
same meaning as in; 1 Tim. ii. 15. [For AoAei, speaks,

Tisch. (not Alf.) reads AaAetrat, is spoken of] Speaketh—
S2)eaks of himself, and those like himself against the Cainites,

ch. xii. 24.

5. Was translated—Why ? Our faith awaits this. Gen. v.

22, 24, Sept., and Enoch pleased God, and he was not found
because God had translated him. Not— He was therefore

translated, without death from mortality to immortalit3\

Before—Taken with pleased. [But it is better, with Eng.
Ver., to connect it with had this testimony. So Alf, etc.]

Pleased—Instead of to walk with, before God, the Sept. has to

please, also Gen. vi. 9, xvii. 1, xxiv. 40, xlviii. 15; Ps. cxvi.

9. Comp. Ps. xxvi. 3, xxxv. 14. It not only means to

please, in a passive sense, but it also implies the desire of
pleasing : comp. please, Eom. viii. 8, notes,

6. Without—He proves Enoch's faith by the issue. To
please—To shoio one's self pleasing to—The parallel occurs

further on, to come to God, to walk with God. The apostle

therefore skilfully combines the Hebrew and Greek texts.

To God—For he is invisible, ver. 27. Must—A needful and
firm inference is here implied. Believe—^From this passage

we may conclude that Enoch had been blessed with no
Divine appearance ; neither had Moses before he left Egypt,
ver. 27. The thesis, that he is, etc., was strong in Enoch,
and it is asserted from his faith. It would seem that Enoch's

faith, which is here described in so peculiar a manner, had
not very many perspicuous data. Otherwise the descrip-

tion of Paul would have not been brought to this precise

point. That he is—Hence 6 "fiN, he ivho is, is used abso-
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lutely, Wisd. xiii. 1 ; comp. of things, note, ver. 1. He
who walks with God, acknowledges that he is God. This
is opposed to antediluvian atheism. And—This word also

depends on on, that. Tliat he is, lit., will be—The future gift

of the reward is signified. The reward is he himself, who
is earnestly sought. With God, says Moses, meaning com-

munion. Bewarder— As of Enoch, whom he translated.

TJiem—Not of others. Tliat diligently seek—Without seeing

him. A noble compound [in the Greek].

7. Being warned of God—K prophetical revelation does

not remove faith, ver. 20. Of—Of the coming deluge,

taken with the preceding participle. Moved, ivithfear—The
same participle is found Acts xxiii. 10. On tlie other hand,

the incredulous world had no fear ; it sought no method of

repentance or escape. It despised and laughed in security.

An ark—The omission of the article suits that remarkable
stiiicture. By the ivhich—Faith, ver. 4. Condemned—By a

notable testimony. TJie world—Which in no wise resembled
Noah. Of the righteousness which is according to—[Eng. Ver.,

hy\ Faith—So Paul, Eom. i. 17 : Kara, according to, is em-
ployed in the same way. Tit. i. 1. Noah was a righteous

man, Gen. vi. 9 ; a preacher of righteousness, 2 Pet. ii. 5.

Heir—In the succession of the patriarchs, some of whom
were always the leaders of those who believed the promise.

[But it means simply attained the righteousness ; not strictly,

inherited. Liin., etc.] The word is apposite here, and there-

fore frequent, ver. 8, 9, just as cTrayyeAia, promise, ver. 9,

11, 13, 17, 33, 39.

8. [Render, by faith Abraham, being called, obeyed to go

out, etc. Alf. So Beng.] Abraham—Eom. iv. 1, 16, etc.

Called to go, lit., obeyed so as to go out, and loent out—A gra-

dation ; comp. 2 Cor. viii. ver. 10, end, and ver. 11. Should

—A word suitable to future events. So ver. 20 ; comp.
ver. 1. Not knowing—Comp. Acts vii. 3, end.

9. Sojourned—He went as a stranger, ver. 13, note. Of
[the] promise—[Eng. Ver. omits the article]. It had been
promised immediately. Gen. xii. 7. In tabernacles—Gen.
xii. 8 : strangers use tents. The contrast is a city, ver, 10.

With—The same style of living, an index of the same
faith. Taken with sojourned. [Better, as Eng. Ver., with
dwelling. Liin., Alf, etc.] And Jacob—Who was fifteen

years old before Abraham's death. Heirs tvith him—Else-

where sons are not called co-heirs with their parents, but
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heii-s. Isaac did not owe tlie inheritance to Abraham,
nor Jacob to Isaac, biit they received it individually irom
God himself. This expression, the heirs of the promise, and
he obtained the promise, are said of the thing promised, cli. vi.

17, 12, 15; but both forms, the heirs with him of the promise,

and obtained promises, ver. D, 33, and he who had received the

promise, ver. 17, are said of the promise of something future

:

and believers are said to receive, to obtain the thing promised,

especially in this chapter, ver. 13, 39. The difference in

the phrases suits the differing scope of ch. vi. and ch. xi.;

f(n- in ch. vi. the condition of the men of old is praised, and
}iroposed as an example ; but in ch. xi. the condition of

those who believed the New Testament is celebrated in

comparison of the other.

10. A city—Which is not removed; ver. 16. Founda-

tions—Which the tents had not. On these foundations, see

Rev. xxi. 14. Whose—Which is worthy of God,i\\Q builder.

Builder and maker—These synonymous terms imply that

the whole city was built by him alone ; he not only made,
but invented it.

11. Alsu Sarah herself, lit., even herself—Herself the weaker
vessel. Seed— By her aged husband. [Eender, received

strength to found a seed (i. e., posterity). Be W., Liin., etc.

Omit eVeKey, icas delivered of a child. Tisch., Alf.^\ Past

age—There is a similar passage in PauVs epistle to the

Komans, ch. iv. 19. She judged him faithful— Otherwise

she would not have laughed. Her laughter implied some
mistrust

;
yet more faith, especially after the reproof.

12. Of one—From Abraham, by Sarah. Sprang—Sons.

13. Tliese—The pronoun refers to those who are men-
tioned from ver. 8. They obtained clearer promises. Died

—Faith is very strong among the dying ; ver. 20, etc.

;

and in death hope in the future and the invisible is most
unclouded. In faith—He does not here say by faith, for

in faith better suits they died. Comp. in, Matt. i. 20.

The promises—The things which had been promised, ver.

39 ; good things, even heavenly, ver. 13, end. [Omit
Kttt Trctcr^ei/res, and were persuaded of them. Tisch., Alf]
Having seen—embraced them—This with afar off makes an
Oxymoron [union of contradictories]. In this figure Paul
delights ; Eustathius explains do-Tratccr^ai, to clasp or to

draw to ones self by grasping his hand, and to embrace him

;

this is the custom of friends when they meet one another.
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The faith of the ancients is thus beautifully described, and
the passage plainly refers to John viii. 56. Abraham saw

the day of Clirist, and he rejoiced. Confessed—Spontaneously.

The confession of being strangers arises from the embracing
heavenly things. Strangers and pilgrims—Gen. xxiii. 4,

I am a stranger and a sojourner- ; Gen. Ixvii. 9, tite days which

I sojourn—ivhich they sojourned [Eng. Ver., of my pilgrimage'] ;

irapa in TrapeTTLSrjfjiOL, modifies the meaning. The worldly

cleave to the world ; believers scarcely cling to it in any
wise, either in fact, or in heart assuredly. On the earth—
The contrast is heavenly, ver. 16,

14. Declare plainly— A remarkable verb. They seek—
Cosmopolites do not call themselves strangers in the world.

15. Tliey had been mindful—They had forgotten by faith.

An opportunity—During so many years.

10. Is not as/iamed —Although they are dwellers on the

earth and strangers. He is not ashamed, for he has

bestowed a great blessing upon them, such as it becomes
God to give. He has also fulfilled the promises made to

them ; therefore he is not only not ashamed, but he glories

in it. A Meiosis [softened expression]. Or, he is not

ashamed, for they eagerly grasp at it, provided that it does not

appear that God's good pleasure was deservedly obtained

by their obedience. To be called—The middle voice. He
first called himself, and then they called him, God of Abra-

ham, etc. A city—In which he reigns himself. [How
splendid.may we -suppose its grandeur to be, inasmuch as

God himself displays it ! V. C]
17. Offered—As far as was in his power. He—This pro-

noun augments the emphasis, as 6, in ch. vii. 4. Beceived

-7—Also by faith. Only-begotten—As regarded his wife Sarah

and the promises. Abraham sent his other sons away.

18. Of whom—The pronoun refers to only-begotten ; or

rather the verse explains that term. IIpos, as to, has a

limiting force. The word had been spoken to Abraham,
but referred to Isaac ; comp. tt/oos, to, Luke xix. 9. [But

it means unto vjhom, i.e., Abraham. Liin., Alf., etc.]

19. Was able to raise him up, even from the dead—[Eng.

Ver., to raise him up from the dead is wrong ; omit him up ;

but believing in God's resurrection power. Alf.] Although
hitherto there had been no instance of a dead body being
raised. In a similar way Paid praises the faith of Abra-
ham, Eom. iv. 17 21. He argued that if he had sacrificed
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Isaac, who had neither wife nor children as yet, his son
could be restored to life, and that thus the promises woxild

be fulfilled in him. Wlience—An inferential particle. He
received Mm in a figure, lit., he in a parable bore Jiim—"Qv is

understood. There is a phrase very like this in Kum. xxvi.

10, they became (ei/) a sign. Abraham not only bore away
his son, as he had previously led him to the mountain, but

he became a parable (figure), and so obtained a good report,

ver. 2. For all posterity celebrates the faith of Abraham,
who offered his only-begotten son : so 7rapa/3oAr/, a parable,

Hab. ii. 6, and elsewhere. [But TrapafSoXfj seems to mean
abandonment, giving up. Eender, on which account he received

him by means of surrendering him ; i. e., obtained his son, by
the very act of giving him up. Liln.']

20-22. By faith—There are other instances of faith in

Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph; but the apostle thinks it sufficient

to give one in each case, concerning events for the most part

future. Blessed—Allotting to both his sons the future, as if

it were the present. [Add koL before irepl. Tisch., Alf]
21. Wlien—dying—Kear to death ; Gen. xlvii. Tlie sons of

Joseph—He blessed his own sons also, and divided Canaan
amongst them, as if it were already theirs. The blessing

of the sons of Joseph, upon each of whom he laid his hands,

had many important peculiarities. He had long known
his sons ; he could not distinguish those of Joseph by sight,

but he did distinguish them by faith, Gen. xlviii. 10 ; and,

although grand-children, he called them his sons, trans-

ferring the right of primogeniture to Joseph, and adopting
his two children. And worshipped—The Lord ; Gen. xlvii.

31. The apostle refers to the act of Israel, as related by
Moses, when he was assured by Joseph that he should be
buried in the Promised Land ; comp. ver. 22, by this assu-

rance the mind and body of the patriarch were aroused.

Upon the top of his staff—This is clearly the reading of the

Sept. in the passage above cited. The Hebrew signifies of the

bed; so also the Chaldee paraphrase, and Aquila and Symma-
chus. The bed of Jacob is mentioned in Gen. xlviii. 2, and
xlix. 33. We may believe that a staff was close to Jacob's

hand ; for this is usually the case among the aged and the

feeble. Hombeiyk compares Homer, who introduces his

heroes haranguing, leaning on a staff, but he rather feebly

renders this passage he bent himself. Moses does not mention
Jacob as speaking, to say nothing oi standing, during this rite.
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TLere is "better reason why Moses mentions both the hed

and the head of the hed, rather than the staff, and the top of

the staff. For King David worshipped on his bed, 1 Kings i.

i7. Jacob having slightly changed the position in which,

reclining, he had received the oath that Joseph swore

upon his thigh ; having also turned his face away from the

other part of the bed towards the top, where the pillow is,

would seem to have summoned all his strength, and to

have worshipped on his knees, as in Gen. xlviii. 2. He
might, however, have supported his side or arm upon the

bed itself, ^^'hether the apostle knew, from Divine or

human testimony, the truth of the detail concerning the

stall, or thought that it made no difference upon the whole,

he correctly retains the reading of the Sept., and so further

on in ver, 23. T7je writers of the Old and Neio Testament

occasionally supply their mutual omissions. Noio and then they

insert some things from the traditions of the ancients, ichich ioer«

hut partially known through the lapse of time. Surenhus.

22. Made mention—Of what he had never forgotten, the

promise which he had made to their fathers. He, as it

were, renewed it for the future. Concerning his hones—So
that even though dead he might leave Egypt and go into

the Promised Land. Those who are faithless, have either

no anxiety, or a vain and foolish one, about their bones.

23. By faith—It is not the faith of Moses that is here

referred to, but that of his parents ; so ver. 30 speaks of the

ftiith of the Israelites, and not that of the inhabitants of

Jericho. Parents, lit., his fathers—[Eng. Ver. is correct,

though the word is rarely so used. Liin., Alf, etc.]. The Sept.

version of Exod. ii. 2 is, and seeing that he loas a goodly child

they hid him three months : and ivhen they could no longer hide

him, the mother took to him an arJc. In the Hebrew every-

thing is ascribed to the mother ; by the apostle, to the

fathers. By the term fathers, the Syrians understand father

and mother ; but we cannot prove that this was so with
the Hebrews and the Greeks. In Chrysostom we read

he hegins with the parents of Moses, some undistinguished

Me^. So fathers, ch. i. ], iii. 9, viii. 9; Eph. vi. 4, note.

It cannot be shown that yovets, parents, which occurs

so frequently, is ever in the New Testament employed in

place of Trarepas, fathers. Moses was hidden by his fathers,

viz., by his father Amram, and by his paternal grandfather

Kohath, and not by Levi, his grandfather on the mother's
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side. Kohatli therefore was alive when Moses was born.

The correct exposition of this text is very useful in sacred

chronology. [Of course these inferences cannot be trusted.

.4//., etc. See above.] They saw—With a presage of great

events. Proper, lit,, fair—Acts vii. 20, note. They loere

not afraid—The impression is used for the effect, ver. 27,-

note.

24. By faith, Moses—Faith is so far from being opposed

to Moses that he is a singular example of it. The name,

Moses, is repeated becaiise in ver. 23 the apostle is speaking

of his parents" faith, here of his own. When he loas come to

lyertrs—Exod. ii. 11, Sept. Refused—An example of great

self-denial.

25. Choosing—Resolve into and he chose ; but 7]yy]aafX€vo<i,

because he esteemed, ver. 2(3. To suffer affliction with—The
people had been oppressed. The contrast is enjoy. Of sin

—In which at the idolatrous Egyptian court he would have

been implicated. At the same time the concrete, sinners,

viz., the Egyptians, is signified by the abstract. The con-

trast is of God. For a season—It is opposed io faith, which
looks for future things; and therefore put emphatically

before exctv, to have.

26. The reproach of Christ—So ch. xiii. 13. The expec-

tation of Christ, which Moses held so firmly, was the centre

of everything for which the Egyptians and all the heathens

contemned Israel, more particularly for circumcision. The
opposite, uncircumcision, is called the reproach of Egypt,

where the people were not circumcised. Josh. v. 9 ; but
Moses did not on that account desert his people. [Better

Bleeh in Alf. ; reproach of Clirist—that which he liad to

bear in person, and has to bear in his members. For cv

AtyvTTTcp, in Egypt, read AlyvTrrov, of Egypt. Tisch., Alf] He
liad respect—He looked forward to a distance. The recompense

of reward—This follows the reproach of Christ. It is more
precious than the treasures of Egypt, and to be expected

b}' Moses and by all the saints. A grand expression.

27. Not fearing—He was indeed afraid, Exod. ii. 14.

Nevertheless he did not fear (habitually). Either may be
known by its effect. He feared, and fled ; he did not fear,

neither did he care in what light the king would regard

the death of the Egyptian nor his own flight. This was
characteristic of faith, by which he subsequently offered

a firm resistance to the king. Him tvho is invisible—God.
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He endured, Beng. held—[That is, held God tlie invisible]

;

steadily, firmly, with expectation, by the strength of faith.

[But Eng. Ver. is right. Alf., etc.]

28. He that destroyed—So Sept., Exod. xii. 23. It was
doubtless a good angel. Comp. Acts xii. 23.

29. Tliei/ passed through—Moses and Israel. Bed—The
sea of Edom. Assaying—Rashness without faith is sig-

nified. [With equal rashness many rush into eternity.

F. (r.] When two persons do the same thing, it is not the

same. So far the apostle takes his examples from Moses
and the books of Moses, Genesis and Exodus ; subsequently

from the earlier and later prophets.

80. Compassed about—Without machines, Sept., Josh. vi.

6 (7). In this passage the faith of Joshua is covertly

praised ; nevertheless, the miraculous staying of the sun is

not spoken of, inasmuch as there was to be nothing similar

to it : Josh. X. 12, 14. Seven <fe?/s—Elsewhere many sieges

lasted for many years.

31. The harlot—Josh. ii. 4. The reason here given for

the habitual reception of strangers by Eahab, increased our
wonder that she was subsequently saved.

32. Of—A noteworthy accumulation of subjects and pre-

dicates. Gedeon—The order in point of time is BaraTc,

Gideon, JephtJiah, Samson, Samuel, David, the prophets ; the

reason of the change may be found in the note on the fol-

lowing verse. Samuel—The prophets are properly named
after Samuel. David was also a prophet ; but Samuel was
a prophet, not a king. Of the prophets—Elijah, Isaiah, etc.

Other believers are also meant, who had in any way a con-

nection with the prophets.

33. 34. Who—aliens—To the seven subjects just given are

added nine predicates, and the verbs solemnly introduce

each sentence. For it is of David in particular that subdued

kingdoms is said ; 2 Sam. viii. 1, etc. Of Samuel they wrought

righteousness ; 1 Sam. viii. 9, xii. 3, etc., 23, xv. 33. Finally,

of the prophets in general they obtained promises; for the

utterance of the promises subsequently fulfilled in Christ

was to them vouchsafed, and with peculiar fitness, Dan. ix.

21. Here the meaning of the phrase agrees with the word
prophets. So we now say to obtain a diploma : comp. note

ver. 9. It is also said of the prophets, they shut the mouths

of lions, quenched the violence of fire, Dan. vi. 22 (where the

Sept. has the same expression), iii. 27 ; these are the last
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miracles of tlie Old Testament, and in the Hagiographa

also. [Books, such as Job, Esther, etc., which the Jews
reverenced less than the Law and the Prophets.] Here,

what is ascribed to God and to his angels in the texts cited,

is said of believers also. In fine, to these instances, in

which faith is so clearly evinced, more ancient examples
are added which receive testimony from them, by a cross

reference, as in Matt. xxii. 46 ; comp. ver. 41, 29, in retro-

grade order. It is said of JepMliah in pai'ticular, they

escaped the edge of the sword, Judg. xii. 3 : of Samson, out of
weakness were made strong, Judg. xv. 19, xvi. 28, 29 : of

Barak, waxed valiant in fight, Judg. iv. 14, 15: oi Gideon,

turned to flight the armies of the aliens, Jud^. vii. 21. Thus
these four predicates, comp. ver. 32, mutually, answer to

the foi;r subjects in a retrograde order, including the

gi'adation. So faith animates the greatest, nay, the most
heroic deeds, civil and military. Finally, notice that the

authority of the earlier and later prophets is authoritatively

proved by this accumulation of subjects and predicates.

34. Turned to flight—By putting to flight and slaying

the same. Of aliens—Of enemies.

35. Women received—Tore away as it were. Women—
Believers, by nature weak. Dead—Dead sons, 1 Kings
xvii. 22; 2 Kings iv. 35, Raised to life again, lit., /row a
resurrection—He says from, not hy. They looked for a
future resurrection. And others—He proceeds from those

who act to those who suffer (although Abel, ver. 4,

had long been an instance of acting and suffering)

;

and the particle Se, hut, makes an emphatic addition.

AAAot, others, separates the genera ; cVepoi, others, the

species of the sufferers, ver. 36. Paul notes the same
difference, 1 Cor. xii. 8, 9. Tortured—'ETv^ivavia-Orjcrav.

[Or as Deng, would render it, were clubbed to death, from
TVfjiTravov, first, a drumstick, then a cudgel. I'he derivation

seems to be correct ; but the particiilar kind of torture

referred to is uncertain. Robinson compares English, .to

break on the wheel, and Alf. so renders it ; ivere broken on

the wheel. So Lun.'] Deliverance—Eleazar employs the word
aTroXvOrjvat, 2 Macc. vi. 30. The writer of the second book
of Maccabees was careful to let it appear that he required

some indulgence ; he excuses himself, ch. ii. 24—31—33:
in spite of this, this history of the Jewish people from the

building of the second temple to the beginning of the New
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Testament, is very precious. Better—This resurrection is

better than that which restores to mortal life. There is a
reference to the commencement of the verse. The contrast

is evident. Women received their dead, and recovered them
from a resurrection to a temporal life. Martyrs who
suffered death placed before themselves a better resurrection,

not to temporal, but to eternal life. Comp. 2 Mace. vii. 9,

11, 14, 29,^36. [So De W., Alf., etc.]

36. Had trial—This makes their firmness more praise-

worthy. The bitterness of experience overcame many who
appeared strong. The same phrase occurs, Deut. xxviii. 56.

The refined and prosperous know not this experience, but

let them not avoid it. MocMngs and scourgings—The same
word is found, 2 Mace. vii. 7, 1. Yea, moreover—Augmen-
tative ; comp. Luke xiv. 26. Of bonds, etc.—The apostle

appears to speak of recent instances, although such exist in

the canonical books.

37. They loere sawn asunder—The Jews have an authentic

tradition, that Isaiah loas sawn asunder loith a wooden saw, by

Manasseh; and therefore most of our commentators apply the

phrase, were sawn asunder, used in Hebreios of the sufferings

of the saints to the sufferings of Isaiah; Jerome on Isaiah,

book XV. If the story be a fable, as Fostatus thinks, this

really happened to others. Were tempted— This section

has four parts : the first complex, of mochings, etc. ; the

second complex, they ivere stoned, they were sawn asunder ; the

third simple, they were tempted; the fourth simple, they were

slain by the sword. The third answers to the first (trial, they

were tempted), the fourth to the second, and the deaths are

alternately mingled with the torments ; they ivere tempted,

in every way (the same word is found, ver. 17, ch. ii. 18).

With threats, insults, torments, the variety of which ex-

celled the power of language ; again, with caresses ( I Thess.

iii. 3, note), which are as burdensome as promises and benefits.

Were slain by the sword—Sept., by the slaughter of the sword.

The sword, which is mentioned by Paul, is the extreme of

punishment ; Eom. viii. 35. note. In sheeps' sTcins—As Elias,

Sept. 1 Kings, xix. 13. Nevertheless, false prophets imi-

tated Elias in outward habiliment ; Zech. xiii. 4.

38. Ofwhom the world was not worthy—The saints, although
few and miserable, are more precious than all the rest of

the world. No precious thing is to be compared with it, Prov.

viii. 11. The clause is taken with they went about; never-
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theless, it is employed in this passage because of the con-
trast between the spacious world and the caves of the earth.

They wande7-ed—Banished by wicked men. And [the^—
[Eng. Ver. omits the article, see above]. The article makes
an Epitasis [an emphatic addition] and therefore. Comp.
Chrysostom De Sacerd., p. 493. Caves— 1 Kings xviii. 4, i;^.

[Render, in deserts and mountains and caves, and the chinhs

of the earth. Alf^
39. And these all—A pathetic summary. Having obtained

a good report—Ver. 2, note. TJie promise—Namely, the
Divine inheritance which was promised, ch. x. 36, note.

[Othe)- promises they did receive ; but not this great one.

Alf.] It is probable that some degree or accumidatioii of happi-

ness roas added to blessed souls, when CJirist came and fulfilled

all things ; so when he was buried the evangelists affirm that many
rose from the dead loho doubtless ascended with him into heaven.

Flacius. Christ himself was not fully perfected in his

death, ch. ii. 10; the living and the dead have obtained
This full perfection, ch. x. 14 ; the full perfection of each be-
liever comes to pass at his death, ch. xii. 23 ; but the
universal and final perfection of believers will happen at

our Lord's advent. Of this the text speaks in this place.

40. Havingprovided— Ilpo^Xeij/afxevov. An admirable word.
Gon foresees that which faith does not yet see ; Gen. xxii. 8, 14

;

John vi. 6. From thin foresight flowed the entire dispensa-
tion of ages, and the testimony of God to the men of old.

Some better thing—This better thing is the clearer revelation
of the salvation promised ; a surer confirmation of it

;

a nearer expectation, exhibited through Christ; and at

length salvation itself and glory. Without us—A softened
form of words ; not only not without us were they fully

perfected, but they are rather perfected with us than we
with them. He does not say, that we may not be perfected

without them, but that they may not be perfected without us.

This must be carefully noted ; for our aggregation to them
alone is not so much implied, as that our condition is better

than that of those who were lookingfor [his advent].
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CHAPTER XI r.

1. Wherefore seeing that we also are compassed about by,

lit., we also having so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding

(literally, lying around) us—The Greeks frequently use the

verb, Kei/xat, I lie, and its compounds, as in ver. 2, in various

senses ; and therefore lie, here, must not be pressed too far.

But Trepi, round, is used with great emphasis of a cloud

almost surrounding, pressing upon, us : irepl in einrepLaraTov,

agrees with this adversely. Cloud—He says cloud on
account of the vast multitude and of the holy speed with

which they ascend to heaven. A holy and pellucid cloud,

Clem. Alex. Strom, liv. Of witnesses— Ch. xi. 39, note.

Weight—"OyKov (from eveyKov, I bore), weight; when
ascribed to the mind, haughtiness, pride. [This is against

the context. Better, every hindrance. lMn.~\ This weight

is must adverse to spiritual moderation, and is very closely

allied to madness. That doth so easily heset—YivircpiaTarov.

IleptcrTao-is, a standing around : thence, by Synecdoche [use

of the class for the species], danger, disadvantage : and so

ewTre/otoraTos, easily besetting. Hesychius explains, very easily

by raising difficulties, and putting in peril. On the other hand,

airepiaraTov, unattended by danger, Galen: afxapTLa, sin, the

genus ; cuTrcpto-raTos afjiaprta, unbelief, the species ; for the

peril of sin is immediate, and because, if it be committed, it

involves us in the greatest danger ; ch. iii. 12, etc. ; Neh. vi.

13.» Let us run—Let us end our contest in the race— 1 Cor. ix. 24,

25. With patience—This refers to ch. x. 36. To this patience

weight is opposed in respect of excess, and the sin which so

easily besets us in respect of defect. Both these maladies are

Judaic. To despise, answers to the former ; to faint, to the

latter; ver. 5, note.

2. Looking—^A(f>opC)vres—'Atto signifies afar, as in d7r€-

ftXeire, ch. xi. 26. He, says the apostle, sits at the right hand

of the throne of God. To the author [incorrect] and finisher

of our faith, lit., to the chief—By this appellation Jesus

is distinguished from all those who are enumerated in

ch. xi. He himself is the only example, the only rule

and standard of faith. He is called the Leader and

Finisher of our faith, because he, from the beginning to

the end, showed faith in the Father; ch. ii. 13. [Kather,

becauso he awakened faith in us, and is bringing it to per-
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fection. Lwn.] Our faitli looks to L.m first and last : from
him it is derived and strengthened for its final effect

:

believers, from the beginning to the end, have regarded
and do still regard him ; ch. xi. 26, xiii, 8. For—Expressive
of the faith of Jesus. For the joy set before him, viz.,

which he would soon experience, Acts ii. 28. With equal

Avillingness he meanwhile submitted to the cross. \_For

the joy. that is, that he might receive the joy. V.G.] Such
was the disposition i^if Christ, that the cross appeared to

liim n joy ; ver. 11. Thus irpoKUfxevov, set before (the race),

and TrpoKeLixevrjs, set before (the joy), answer to one another.

The cross—Paul, having confirmed the faith of those to

whom he is writing, at length Titters the word cross, so

odious to many. Despising—Painful though it was : Ps. Ixix.

20, 21. The shame—The shame, connected with the cross,

was very great. Conip. xiii. 13 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24, note

;

Slatt. xxvii. 35. And at the right hand—After he was fully

perfected. At that right hand there is joy, Ps. xvi. 11. and
glory. Joy and the cross are opposed, and so also shame

and sitting at tJie right hand of the throne of God.

3. Consider— By comparison instituted. The Lord
endured all this ; how much more should his servants

undergo some suffering! There is an appeal to feeling;

it very rarely happens that yap is employed with an
imperative ; it is the same thing as saving, for the Lord
endured such contradiction, and you ought to remember it.

The force of the Etiology [assigning of the reason for con-

sidering'] falls upon the second verb, which is placed beside

if. Contradiction^^hicih implies opposition, John xix. 12:

Acts xxviii. 19. It more particularly denotes the nature

of unfaithfulness, as confession folluws faith. Of sinners—
it is said of us, against sin, ver. 4 : comp. ver. 1. Sin itself,

by which we are tried and others drawn away, attacks us

:

it is not sin that contradicted Christ, but sinners. Lest ye he

wearied—in your minds— Sejit, weary of my life. Job x. 1.

For in other places Ka/j-vuv, to be weary relates to the body

:

but €/<Xvo/u,€i/ot, faint, is used absolutely, ver. 5. Faint—
Ver. 5. He who, in point of fact, faints, is habitually

wearied out.

4. Not—yet—A vigorous Asyndeton [absence of conjunc-
tion]. Resisted—'AvTiKarecrTT^Te. He uses this word in a
good sense, because contradiction is taken in a bad sense.

See the Sept. in a text quoted further on. Unto blood—
N 2
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Unto wounds and death. Vaul, as in tlie passages cited,

passes from the race to the pugilistic contes^t. You have
expended your wealth, he says, not your blood ; ch. x.

.SI. Tut sterner trials before your minds [such as ^'ou

have not hitherto experienced ; 1 Cor. x. 13. V. GJ],

Against—To be taken with resisted. Comp. Deut. xxxi. 21,

Sept. [But Eng. Ver. properly connects it with striving.

So Liin., Alf.'] Sin excites a strife; it is our duty to

resist.

5. And—And nevertheless now. Te have forgotten—^You

have dismissed from your minds and memories. So to

remember is employed both of the memory and the mind.
Tlie ecchortation—A notable evidence to the authority of the

books of Solomon. Oomp. 1 Vet. iii. 6, iv. 8, IS, notes

;

and ch. v. 5 : 2 Pet. ii. 22. This exhortation should have
greater influence with you than all the words of those

who exhort aflect them that struggle in the world. Children,

lit., as unto sons—For it is said, my son, with the greatest

love. My son — Prov. iii. 11, 12, vie, son; the rest, as

far as receiveth, in the same words. Solomon thus calls him,
whom in the book of Proverbs he teaches in the name of

God. [Despise—faint—Gr. oAiywpet

—

IkXvov—Two extremes :

oXiytMpuv, to despise, refers to a self-willed mind ; eKXvecrOai,

to faint, to one that is crushed. The former is called loeight,

ver. 1 , the latter, the sin, not sin generally, but the easily

besetting sin, that is, unbelief, ch. iii. 12. Not. Crit.'] Despise

not—That is, do not contumaciously despise. Subjection is

commanded, ver. 9, in respect of chastening, which is more
gentle. Nor faint—Flee not back with a faint mind. Patience,

ver. 7, is enjoined with respect to rebuke, by which a man is

more severely condemned.

6. And scourgeth—Supply will chasten, as a father scourges

his son, in whom he delights. The apostle retains the reading

of the Sept., and he scourges, although in other passages it

does not signify paternal chastisement. Blood is drawn by
the lash, ver. 4. He himself implies the meaning of the

Hebrew text in the verses which follow. It is the part of

a wise teacher not to censure openly a version [of God's

word] : nevertheless he must explain the force of the

original to those who are ignorant of it.

7. [For £1, if read eis, unto or for. Tisch., Alf. Render, It

is for chastisement ye are enduring ; as with sons, God is dealing

with you. Alf] The needfulness of chastisement is hero
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declared, and also in the next verse ; but the duty of those
who are chastised in ver. 9. Therefore ver. 7 refers to

chastisement rather than to patience. In ver. 7 and 9, chastise-

ment also includes reproof; but in the 5th verse, the one is

distinguished from the other. Dealeth—Shows himself in

the ver}' fact of chastising. Sons—Not children merely.
The condition of sons is the most glorious. For what—It is

taken for granted that all require chastisement for a
fault.

8. If ye he tcithout—If ye are and wish to be ; x"^P'^^^

without, a mournful word. Partakers—A favourable teixo.

All—All sons, ver. 7 ; all witnesses, ver. 1 . J7ien are ije

hastards and not sons—An Enthymeme [incomplete Syllogism
in which the projjosition—we do not wish to be bastards^

but SOILS, therefore we shall receive the chastisement- is

suppressed.

9. Furthermore—A particle which follows up the argu-
ment proposed, and urges the hearer still more. We—
had— In our early years we endured with patience.

Fathers of our flesh—A contrast to the Father of spirits.

Generation by man is carnal; by God, spiritual. The
propagation of the soid through our parents is not denied in

this passage, in the same way as by the mention of spirits

it is not denied that our flesh, that is, our nature, is formed
by God. We gave them reverence—The fruit of chastisement

is that we are turned to virtue and to progress. Unto the

Father ofsjnrits—A delightful expression ; comp. to the spirits,

ver. 2;j. So Sept., the Lord God of the spirits. Num. xxvii.

If;, Xum. xvi. 22. And live—In spiritual and everlasting
life. This is expounded in the next verse. Sjnrit and life

are often mentioned together : kuI, and, signifies a conse-

quence, as also and we reverenced.

10. For a few days—Of which our life in the flesh consists.

Not only are those days, during which the chastisement itself

lasts, implied, but also those to which the fruit of chastise-

ment refers. [But this expression, for a few days, belongs
to both clauses ; he, too, for a few days chastens. Liin.'] The
CIS answers to Trpos, at the end of the verse : comp. ch. ix.

13, 14, Paul joins these prepositions in a similar way,
Eph. iv. 12. See note on this passage. After their own
pleasure—Thus it is in fact. Our fathers in the flesh

commit many errors in chastising us, both from indulgence
and severity ; they do not so much chastise, as imagine that
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they chastise us. But the Father of spirits chastens us

wholly for our benefit : awTois, to them, includes a contrast to

those who are chastened by our fathers in the flesh. That

we might he partakers of his holiness
—

'AyioxT^ros. 'A.yLW(yvvr],

righteousness, ayLaa-fjiO'?, sanctification, dyioryys, holiness. The
holiness of God, that is, God, who is holy, to whom men.
unless they are holy, do not attain; but they who do, shall

enjoy an everlasting spiritual life. [It is a duty to follow

this Holiness with son-like reverence ; and yet we are not
permitted to approach it. F. (?.] An abstract term, as

Majesty, i. •'!
; his glory, Jude ver. 34 ; the excellent glory. 2 Pet.

i. 17. That you become partakers of the Divine nature, that is,

of God, 2 Pet. i. 4, agrees emphatically with the present

passage.

11. No chastening appeareth, lit., all chastening doth not

(qypear— Which the fathers of our flesh and the Father
of our spirits employ. Seemeth—• The sense of pain fre-

quently impedes a sincere judgment. But—Anticipating

an objection. Grievous—Those who punish appear only

tu regard the pain of those who are punished ; but this

is not the case : 2 Cor. i. 24, vii. 8. Yieldeth—The fruit,

which had been formerly kept back. Peaceable—of righteous-

ness—And the works of righteousness shall be peace. Is. xxxii.

1 7. The chastener shows that he has acted faithfully : he

who is chastised acknowledges this, and is thankful : hence
2^eace. Of righteousness—After the argument has kept the

reader in suspense, this declaration is sweetly added at the

conclusion : the peaceable fruits of righteousness, endowed
with which man joyfully approaches the holiness of God.

Unto them which are exercised—They have a lighter burden,

which, whatever it may be, they bear more easily. They
grow wise.

12. Wherefore—The exhortation is resumed from ver. 1.

Lift up the hands which hang down, and the feeble knees—Is.

XXXV. 3, Sept., be strong ye weak hands and feeble knees. So
also Deut. xxxii. 36; Sir. xxv. 25. This exhortation has

three parts, referring to ourselves, to others, and to God.
Paul also frequently refers to this threefold division, as

1 (Jor. vi. 11. The first part commences with hang down;
the second with peace ; the third with holiness : the first is

referred to in lest any man fail ; the second, in lest there be

any root of bitterness ; the third, in lest there be any fornicator

oi p-ofane person. The Anaphora [repetition of the same
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word in beginnings] proves this by using lest thrice. Hands
—Your own, comp. ver. 13, and those of the brethren,

ver. 15 : Is. xxxv. 4. So hnees and feet.

13. Paths— Conspicuous. An Hexameter verse, very

opportune. Make straight paths for thy feet, Prov. iv. 26.

[Straight—Advancing onwards to joy and grace, ver. 12, 15.

V. G.\ For your feet—The dative corret>ponding to the

Hebrew genitive in the text of Proverbs above cited. The
feet need help, for they are lame : not less than the hands

and the knees. Tliat ichich is lame—This is in the feet, the

same as hanging down in the hands. Cease to halt between
Judaism and Christianity. Comp. 1 Kings xviii. 21 ; Is.

xxxv. G. Be turned out of the ivay—To the right hand or to

the left out of the straight path. The being turned out of the

invi adds a new detect to lameness. Be healed—Proper

exercise contributes to health.

14. With—Taken' with peace; comp. many, ver. 15.

And [that]—Kat top, [Eng. Ver. does not render the article].

The article increases the emphasis, ch. xi. 38. Holiness—
The principal parts of which are chastity and sobriety :

comp. ver. 16. [But not merely these ; the sense is general.

Alf] No man shall see—As a priest ; Eev. xxii. 3, 4, or as

a son : comp. 2 Sam. xiv. 24. Tlie Lm-d—Who is pure and
holy.

15. Lest any man fail—Through tardiness in running.

Lest any root of bitterness springing up trouble you—Lent.

xxix. 18, Sept., lest any root of bitterness be in you, spi-inging

up in gall and bitterne.<s. But instead of Iv x^^V^ ^'^ ^'^^^'

tlie apostle wiote evox^fj, trouble, in precisely the same
number of letters. 'Evo^A-fj may have been introduced inl<>

Sept., or the apostle may thus have written. At all events

the phraseology has been varied with great propriety to

recommend the study of peace. The word TrtKpt'as, shows
that the apostle did not write iv xo^V- ^^ Hebrew, a man
who thinks very wickedly is called a root. This also agrees

with the context. Sweet peace is destroyed by bitterness.

The adverb above is opposed to root, which is below ; comp.
Is. xxxvii. 31. Many—Deut. xxix. 19, the irrigating [stream]

toith the thirsty [soil or earth].

16. Fornicator—Ch. xiii. 4; 1 Cor. x. 8. Or—Lust and
gluttony are akin. Profane—Throwing away a spiritual

prerogative for the gratification of the appetite ; Esau ate

and drank, and rose and went away ; Gen. xxv. 34. A graphic
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portraiture of a profane mind. As Esau—An instance well
adapted for striking terror into the sons of Jacob after the

flesh. One—This augments the sin ; it does not deserve

mercy ; comp. Gen. iii. 6. Sometimes a single action has

the greatest weight in either scale [of good or badj. This
is evident from the example of Eeuben, of Saul ; on th(3

other hand, of Abraham, of Phineas, etc. Mis—He had
therefore really j^ossessed it before. Holy sobriety and
temperance become those who share the spiritual primo-
geniture. Birthright—Most precious. The Hebrews, to

whom this epistle is written, possessed the right of primo-
geniture before tlie Gentiles, ver. 23, note.

17. For ye knoiv—The reason of the admonition from
Gen. xxvii. 30, etc. Afterwards—He who has not, loses,

Luke viii. 18. When he ivould—Eom. ix. 16. Was rejected

—He did not fall away from every blessing, but only from
that which would have followed primogeniture. Place of
repentance—It is said that there was no repentance ; even
with respect to Isaac there was none. So far was he from
changing his opinion that he said of Jacob, I have blessed,

him, and he shall be blessed. Gen. xxvii. 33. In the Sept. and
elsewhere to ixcravoeiv, and even /zerayoia, means repentance,

by which a man changes any opinion whatever, in shoit,

a change of mind. But in the Kew Testament it always
implies that repentance by which the sinner heartily fui--

sakes sin. Again it is not said, that no repentance was in

the power of Esau; although he undoubtedly abandoned
the rights of the first-born, he never relinquished the

blessing ; it cannot be said, therefore, that he sought a change

ofpurpose, even if ixeravoM had this meaning. Finally, the

distress of mind which impelled Esau to ask back the

blessing, is called [jLeravoia, repentance ; the word referring

to the conclusion [to the spiritual rather than to the literal

Esau] ; with regard to profane despisers, who spontaneously

reject grace, ver. 15, 16; comp. notes on Matt, xviii. 1:5
;

Gal. iv. 29. They will indeed seek repentance afterwards,

but in vain, ch. vi. 6 ; Matt. xxv. 10, 11. The same phrase
occiirs. Wisdom xii. 10, but executing judgment upon them little

hy little, thou gavest a place for repentance. Merarota, repentance,

is used as it were impersonally, as dihqjxa, toill, 1 Cor. xvi.

12. It was no more in Esau s power. The nature of the case

admitted not of it. With tears—Formerly he would have -had
it without tears ; subsequently, though weeping, he suffered
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a repiiLse. [The sternest men now and then weep, 1 Sam.
xsiv. 17. What is not done at the time, is subsequently

done with difhculty. V. (?.] Let us use the opportunity

!

Luke xiii. 28. It—The blessing. Thus has it been em-
phatically written [But avrr^v, it, refers to /xeravota?, repent-

ance. He sought repentance carefully. So Liin., Alf., etc.].

The Synonyms here are, when he would have inherited, when

he earnestly sought.

18. For—not—The reason why they ought to obey the

whole of this exhortation, which has been deduced from
the priesthood of Christ, because the salvation and the

vengeance are more immediate. Comp. ch. ii. 1. Come—
Leut. iv. 11, Sept. and ye came near and stood beneath the

mountain, and the mountain burned ivith fire unto heaven ; darlc-

ness, blackness, storm, [Eng. Ver., darkness, clouds, and. thick

darkness]. To the mount—Its name Sinai is elegantly omitted,

while Sion is mentioned. That might be, lit., was, touched—
[This is right, not as Eng. Ver., might be touched. Liln., Alf.,

etc.] By God, so that the whole was moved, ver. 26

;

Ps. civ. 32, cxliv. 5, and was in the meanwhile to be
touched neither by man nor brute. Thus ij/r/Xafftav, to touch,

is used in Judg. xvi. 26. The mountain was touched at that

time only ; but the everlasting seat of God is described in

ver. 22. [This sense is doubtful. Lim., Alf., etc., would
render was touched, or was being touched, by men, i.e., to test

it, as a blind man feels.] That burned with fire, lit., to the

fire which burned, Beng.—[Eng. Ver. correctly refers it to the

mountain that burned ivith fire. 80 Liin., Alf] Blackness and
darkness—TJiere is no light without fire, and no darkness without

blackness. Ephrem Syrus. Hence the peculiar fitness of these

words is apparent. We have already seen that the Seventy
use the same phrases : ^o(/)os, gloom, is a synonym for yvo^os,

blackness.

19. And the sound of a trumpet—Ex. xix. 16, Sept., the voice

of the trumpet sounded loudly. The trumpet rouses hearers to

listen. And the voice of words—So Deut. iv. 12, Sept. The
Decalogue is meant. It was uttered with a loud voice,

Deut iv. 12, V. 19 (22). Which—Taken with they tlmt heard.

Entreated—That not another word should be spoken, Ex. xx.

16 (19). Should not be spoken to them any more, lit., that

there should be no more added—Deut. v. 19 (22), Sept.

Tliese words the Lord spake, and he added no more : for the lest

was subsequently intrusted to Moses.

20. TJiat which was commanded, lit., forbidden— The
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command, Even if a least, etc. The participle [in original]

in the place of a noun, as in the following verse. If so

much as a beast touch the mountain, it shall be stoned—Tlie

exact words of Moses with respect to the mountain are,

A hand sluxll not touch it, for he shall be stoned with stones, or

jjierced by an arrow ; be it beast or be it man, he shall not live,

Ex. xix. 13. There is here a twofold proclamation, that the

beast be slain by a dart, the man by stoning. The apostle,

aiming at brevity, takes the subject from one jDroposition,

the i^redicate from the other, leaving the rest to be under-

stood from them. [See below.J There is a similarly concise

phrase in ch. vii, 6 ; Acts vii. IG, notes. It may be called a

semiduplex oratio [that is, two clauses, each of which svipplies

what is wanting in the other. Omit rj f^oXtSi KaraTo^eu^r^o-e-

Tat, to thrust through with a dart. Tisch., Alf. So Beng., etc.].

21. [Punctuate with a comma after and. making so fearful,

etc., a parenthesis, and (so fearful was the sight) Moses said,

etc. Liin., Alf] The sight—A very true sight is implied.

Moses—He alone was admitted very near, and on that

account he felt and saw more than the rest. He acted as

the messenger between God and the people ; but during the

proclamation of the decalogue he stood as one of the hearers

;

Ex. xix. 25, XX. 2t) (19). I exceedingly fear and quahe—I am
struck with fear of mind and tremour of body. The words
differ: 1 Cor. ii. 3, notes. In Deut. ix. 19, where the verb

is in the past, the Hebrew has the present Moses
marks his fear and trembling on account of the anger of

God, which had been kindled on account of the sins com-
mitted by the people after the publication of the law ; but
the sight which Moses, who was previously reckoned one

of the people, himself beheld, increased his fear at their

misconduct, for the toom« torn continued to burn; Ex. xix,

23, xxxiv. 27 ; Deut. ix. 15.

• 22. But—A sevenfold opposition. [The systematic con-

trast Beng. seeks is not to be found in the text. Liin., etc.]

Let us notice the divisions :

I. The mountain that was Mount Zion.

touched :

II. The fire that burned : The city of the living God.

III. Blackness : Myriads of angels and first-born.

IV. Darkness : God, the Judge of all.

V. Tempest

:

The spirits of the just made perfect.

YI. The soimd of the trumpet : Jesus, the Mediator of the New-
Testament.

VII. The voice of words : The blood of sprinkling speaking

excellent things.
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In divisions I. and VII. there is a manifest opposition

:

doubtless there is also an oppusition in the intermediate

divisions, the ninnber of which the apostle adapts one to the

other. In the Old Testament, access was of such a kind
that the people were kept back ; in the access of the New
Testament, everything is open. Ye are come—Having
received the faith of the New Testament. From this

beginning, they who are partakers in Christ receive a

greater benefit from this access, until their consummation in

death, until the judgment, until everlasting life. This
is not said of the access to the church militant, inasmuch
as the others came to the Israelites rather than the Israelites

to them ; but the glorious state of those who believe in the

New Testament is here described, a state perfected by
communion with the Church, with Christ, and with God
himself. This access, too, no less than the first, ver. 19, was
united with the privilege of hearing, and that in this life,

ver. 24, etc., although our approach is much more obvious

tu celestial eyes than to ours, which are still covered, and
it brings with it the best liopes for the time to come. The
apostle, in this place, shows an admirable acquaintance

with the divine economy, worthy of PauFs blessed rapture,

2 Cor. xii. 2, 4. Mount Sion— This is the abode of Christ's

dispensation [and therefore embraces the spirits of just

men made perfect. V. G.], Eev. xiv. 1 ; John xii. 15 ; 1 Pet.

ii. 6. And unto the city of the living God—The abode of

God's dispensation, ver. 23, [including mj'riads of angels

and of the first-born. F. G.'] : for there is a cross reference.

1 . Zion. 2. TJie city of God. 3. God the Judge. 4. Jesus the

Mediator. The first and fourth, and the second and third

correspond. The heavenly Jerusalem—Eev, xxi. 2. An in-

numerable company, lit., ten thousand—They are spoken of

absolutely, as in the prophecy of Enoch, Jude ver. 14 ; comp.
Deut, xxxiii. 2 ; Dan. vii. 10, Of angels—We cannot
render [as in Eng. Ver.] the ten thousands of angels, to the

assembly and Church, etc., for we must retain the conjunc-

tions ; and the general assembly unquestionably appertains

to one body, the Church to another ; for who would Join the

synonymous terms, general assembly and CImrch f The
Church consists of the first-born : and consequently the general

assembly, of the angels. But the ten thousands consist not
only of the general assembly of angels, but also of the Church

of the first-born. [Beng. reads then, to the innumerable multi-
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tude (namely) tlie general assembly of angels, and the church of

the, etc. Alf adopts the same order.] For the term, ten

thousands, suits both, and to both the dative fxypidcnv is

adapted. Let what I shall soon mention, be added. Mean-
while notice the cross reference of the genitive and dative

;

ayyiX.(jiv iravqyvpei, assembly of angels, and eKK\i]<Tta. TrpoiTOTOKtuv,

Church of the first-born.

23. General assembly—This word, togetlier with Church and
Judge lower down, express something very sacred ; which is

even now in heaven, and will be at its height when Jesus is

revealed from heaven. Comp. the phrase, all angels, all nations.

Matt. XXV. 31, 32. Church of the first-born which are written in

heaven—The sons of God, from the ages which precede Christ,

and the believing Israelites, come under the head of ihe first-

horn ; Ex. iv. 22 ; Jer. xxxi. 9 ; E|>h. i. 12 ; particularly the

patriarchs, Matt. viii. 11, those who first accompanied the

first-born who rose from the dead, together with the rest of

the ordinary flock. Matt, xxvii. 53. The Church or assembly
consists of these, just as the general assembly consists of the

angels. The first-born in the time of Moses are inscribed.

Num. iii. 40 ; but these, of whom the apostle speaks, are

written in heaven, because they are citizens of the heavenly
city. Comp. a-n-oypdcfieaOai, to be inscribed ( toa;eci), Luke ii. 1.

Hence it clearly does not follow that, because they are

written in heaven, they themselves were not in heaven.

They are, however, written, that their names may hereafter

be publicly read; Eev. xx. 12, xxi. 27. 3Iade perfect, is a

pleasing contrast to these firstborn ; for the procession of

the saints is led by the one, and closed by the other.

Finally, it is worth noting that the first-born are in the

G-radation more closely united with the mention of God
than the angels ; comp. James i. 18. God the Judge of all. lit.,

according to Beng., And to the Judge, the God of all—[But Eng.
Ver. is correct, Alf, etc.] Lie is the God of all, Eph. iv. 6

;

your Judge, propitious to you, opposed to yotir enemies. And
to the spirits ofjust men made perfect—Last of all, the apostle

enumerates those things which, arising from the dispensa-

tion of Christ, more gently affect and refresh the eyes of

travellers, who are dazzled with the splendour of the

dispensation of God. Spirits, separated souls, 1 Pet, iii. 19.

The three children in their song exclaim : ye spirits and

souls of the righteous, bless ye the Lord. The just made perfect

are the believers in the JSew Testament, who enjoy after
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their death, the fruit of the perfection eflfected by Christ's

death, and of the righteousness arising out of it; conip. ch.

xi. 40, note. [Kather, all the saints that sleep. Alf., etc.]

Their number was still incomplete, and for this reason,

they were separated from the myriads, and consequently

from the first-born. W hy ihe first-horn and the spirits ofjust

men made perfect aie separated in the description, will

appear from the series of ideas soon to be evolved [by me j.

While Paul himself is alive, he says that he is not perfected,

Phil. iii. 12 ; for the verb rereXeKa, I have finished, has one
meaning, TeAetoO/xat, I am in the way of perfection, another.

The foimer relates to the office, the latter to the person.

TeXetov/xat, is not applicable, so long as a man has but a
single step before him, even if he make no further progiei-s

in his inward perfection beyond that point. Christ himself

was perfected in death ; Heb. v. 9. In the second epistle

to Timothy, Paul congratulates himself that his course

is run. In that to the Philippians, he eagerly urges them
on to the race ; and with that object he describes himself as

one who is still far from the goal; comp. Heb. iii. 14,

note.

24. TJie mediator—Formerly Moses, the very ambassador,

feared and trembled : now access has been granted to the

Mediator of the New Testament. Of the neio covenant—
Elsewhere it is called Kaivr], new, here, via; veos. implies

the newness of that which is innate, or even living;

comp. ch. viii. 13, note, ch. x. 20; Is. xliii. 19. To the

blood of sprinkling—A noteworthy combination : to Jesus,

the Mediator of the new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling.

in this passage the blood is considered as it exists in

heaven, in the same way as Mediator, God, the myriads, are

considered. [Beng. argues at length that Christ's blood is

actually preserved in heaven. We abridge his discussion,

retaining its essential features.]

§ 1. The blood of Jesus Christ was most abundantly shed in

his passion, and after his death. In the Old Testament
sacrifices, the shedding of blood was required, and all the

blood was to be shed, so that none remained in the veins

and vessels of the body. This also was accomplished in

the one oifering of the New Testament, the body of Jesus.

His most precious blood was in every way shed ; in the

garden, by the sweat ; in the palace, by scourging ; on the
cross, by the nails ; after death, by the spear. Thus Christ
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was evidently jpM< to death in the flesli, 1 Pet. iii. 18. Comp.
Ps. xxii. 15, 16, as his whole body was given up, so his

whole blood was shed : Matt. xxvi. 28.

§ 2. The state of blood lohich was shed followed the actual

shedding of it. The Khedding of blood was actual whilst it

was beii)g shed. We call the state of shed blood the whole
period, be it long or short, which elapsed while it remained
out of the Lord's body.

§ 3. Tlie hlood of Christ, even after it was shed, was free

frum all corruptiun. We are not redeemed with corruptjble

things, with silver or gold, hut ivith the pkecious blood of
Christ, 1 Pet. i. 18, 19. The preciousness of Christ's blood

excludes all corruption.

§ 4. The blood which icas shed was not again put into the

bidy of (Air Lord. [We omit BengeVs arguments on this

point.j

§ 5. At the time of the ascension, the blood separated from
the body was carried into heaven. The ascension was the

entrance of the Priest of the New Testament into the

sanctuary. At the death of Christ the veil of the earthly

temple was rent, and the true sanctuary, heaven, was
then opened ; but the entrance itself was effected by tbe

ascension into heaven. The resurrection happened on the

third day after his death, his ascension forty days after the

resurrection. Moreover, Christ entered into the sanctuary

by his own blood ; not merely after the shedding of his

blood, nor by virtue of that efiusion, nor with the blood

once more taken into the body ; but by the blood. There-

fore the Priest carried into the sanctuary his own blood

separate from his body. [Bengel here quotes one Scherzer

in refutation of the opinion of those who taught that the

particles of the body of Christ which adhered to the crown
of thorns, &c., are miraculously multiplied in the Eucharist.

J

At the very time of his entrance or ascension, Christ had
his blood apart from his body. The body was bloodless.

It was, however, not inanimate, but alive. Blood in the body
would not have answered to the type of the priest under the

Old Testament, who entered into the sanctuary with the

blood of the animals. See ch. ix. 7, 25, and particularly

ver, 12, where the [Greek] prepositions mutually correspond

in meaning. [Bengel here quotes at length the comments
of various German authors, whose works are now forgotten ;

all his remarks bear more or less upon the fact that the
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analogy between tne type and the reality (Christ) required
such a view as he takes in this fifth section. He cites

passages from Chrysostom and Calvin to the same eifect.

They have no interest for English readers.]

§ 6. The blood of Jesus CJirist remains shed hlood for ever.

If the return of the blood of Jesus Christ ever coidd ur

ought to have happened, this would have taken place at

the very moment of his resurrection, not later. But we
have already seen (in the preceding section) that such was
not the case. It did not happen at the resurrection, and we
can discover no point of time to which we may ascribe the

return. The state of the blood which was shed is per-

petual. Jesus himself and his body are in heaven. His
blood is also there, but not in the body. [To establish this

Bengel cites Rev. i. 14, 16 ; Lukexxiv., from S. Augustine.!

There are also other proofs that the blood was separated

from the body. The Scriptures represent the body and
blood as divided, not only in the suiierings and death uf

our Lord, but also in the last supper. Examine ch. xiii.

9, X. 10, 29 ; 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25. They are considered

as distinct, because there is in their essence an actual

distinction. The blood, therefore, as shed, is still before

the eyes of God ; it still speaks fur us ; it is still the blood

of sprinkling : 1 Pet. i. 2. {Bengel hei'e makes an inverse

comparison between the blood of Abel and that of Christ.j

The blood of sprinkling is also for the same reason men-
tioned aj^art from J'esus himself, just as the entrance into

the sanctuary in the blood of Jesus, and Jesus himself the

High Priest, are celebrated apart; ch. x. 19, 21; and
again, just as the hlood of Jesus is regarded apart from his

body; ch. xiii. 11, ]2. The very rait;ing of the great

Shepherd of the sheep from the dead is said to have been
effected through the hlood of the eternal covenant. [This is

but an epitome of Bengels exposition upon this point. Jn
the Latin it extends over a very wide space.]

§ 7. T/ie ancient doctors of the Church achnoioledged this fact.

The fathers were unanimously agreed that the body of

Christ was not only hloodless, but aerial. [The author of

certain treatises, printed among the works of St. Athanasius,

Theodorus Abucaras, the Scholastic Divines, Gerson
Meisner and others, are here referred to by our author.]

§ 8. Hie personal union and the state of shed hlood agree.

In the three days of Christ's death there was no opposition
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between them, still less after that time. This view is in

no wise Nestorian or Eutychian.

§ 9. Tlie resurrection of Jesus Clirist, and his glorious life,

do not set aside the state of shed blood. What will happen
in regard to our own blood I cannot tell. But the Lord
will assuredly conform our body to his glorious body.

[This again is an abstract of Bengel's observations. He
investigates the bearing which this section has upon the

fourth.j

§ 10. Tliis doctrine of shed blood very strongly corroborates

the union in two kinds. The relation between the body
and blood of Jesus in the Holy Communion are very

distinct. He says first, Hiis is my body : then, This is my
blood. At Christ's death, the blood flowed out of his body

;

the showing forth (1 Cor. xi; 26) of Christ's death requires

that the bread, after blessing, should be eaten in meraoiy
of our Lord, and that the cup, in like manner, should be

drunk in remembrance of him ; 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25. [In

confirmation of this view, Bengel cites various

from Lightfoot, Dannhauer, and Thomas Bromley.]

§ 11. It is a remarkable support to our faith. [Bengel

again cites Thomas Bromley.] Assuredly believers in the

exercise of their faith, and more particularly in the Lord's

supper, enjoy the efficacy of the blood of Jesus Christ as

much as if they had been present when it was shed.

§ 12. This fact requires very careful consideration from
those who love the Lord Jesus Christ. [The authority of

Andrew Hochstetter is here quoted. The author also

refers to some of his earlier works.]

1. We obtain a double benefit by the blood of Christ,

viz., I. Deliverance from the guilt of sin ; II. The gift of

new powers of life, which are STibsequently employed in

good works. The former is called justification by the blood

of Jesus Christ : the second he obtains who eats his flesh

and drinks his blood, John vi.

2. But as the blood of Christ is the blood of sprinkling,

we may enquire whether it does, as such, befal the faithful

in both ways or only in the former.

3. In the Old Testament, the sprinklings were numerous

:

whether we consider those who officiated, or the thing

sprinkled, or the men and things for whom and on whom the

sprinkling was effected, or the object of the sprinkling, iox

dedication, for consecration and the like. The whole body
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of tho people were sprinkled, Ex, xxiv. 8; xxix. 21;
Aaron and his sons, Lev. viii. 23, etc. In both cases, at

first, for initiation ; and therefore, as the phiase is, once for
all. For lepeis, also, there was this rite when they first

began to hold any intercourse with others n Israel, by
whom they had long been excluded. The sprinkling at

the altar was ever the chief; but the Israelites, on their

part, were kept in communion with God by eating part of
the victims.

4. In the New Testament there is a sprinkling by the

bluod of Jetsus Christ; since this is the only New Testa-

ment sprinkling, while all the other Levitical ceremonies
referred to Christ, all sprinkling of this nature must have
been typical of the one sprinkling. Thus the blood of

Christ is celebrated in respect of its spiritual excellency,

not only as opposed to that of bulls and of goats, but also to

the ashes of a heifer in the water of sprinkling, ch. ix.

13, U.
5. Tlie sprinkling of blood is mentioned by Peter, 1 Ep. i. 2

;

and the blood of sprinkling in this passage. We are said to

be sprinkled in our heart, and by sprinkling to be freed from
an evil conscience, and in consequence possess a true heart in

full assurance offaith, Heb. x. 22. We meet with no further
instances of sprinkling in the New Testament. Esaias, how-
ever, (cb. lii. 15) prophesied that Christ, the great Servant of
Jehovah, shall sprinkle many nations ; the kings shall shut theii

mouths at him. From this we see once for all who it is who
sprinkles, and who are spiinkled ; also how the sprinkling
is the necessary sequel of his sufferings ; that the obedience
(jf faitli follows from it, just as Peter combines obedience and
the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ.

(3. The Levitical sprinklings did not purify in a physical,

but in a moral sense. For, 1. It was not merely the hand,
or that part of the body which happened to have become
unclean, it was not even the whole body that was
bprinkled ; the aspersion was general, wherever the blood
or water fell. 2. The sprinkling Avas analogous to the
blood of the passover, which was not sprinkled on the
body, but on the gates, Ex. xii. 7, 13 ; and yet it benefited
the Israelites. 3. When a man had been sprinkled, and
not till then, he was to wash his body and clothes. Con-
sequently the sprinkling had a moral, and the washing a
physical effect.
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7. The washing is analogous to this ivasJiing in the New
Testament, which is ascribed to pure water, the Holy
Spirit, 1 Cor, vi. 11 ; Heb. x. 23 ; also to the blood of Jesus

Christ : He has imshed usfrom our sins in his own blood, Eev.

i. 5 ; TJiejj have washed their robes, and made them white in

the blood of the Lamb, Eev. vii, 14.

8. But sprinkling has a moral power. The sprinkling is

effected by the communication of the meritorious poicer, or better

by the atonement and redemption obtained by Jesus Christ.

iJorsche.

9. The passage in John vi., on eating the flesh of Christ

and drinki7ig his blood, is very emphatic ; but it must not be

stretched too far. The language is metaphorical and un-

common. From the commencement to the end of the

colloquy, eating the flesh of Christ and drinking his blood

are resolved into Faith. Comp. John iii. of the new birth.

By these metaphoi's we are protected against taking faith

in too feeble or trivial a sense. We are taught that the

boldness of these figures does not exceed proper limits.

10. In all these matters it is clear and certain that by
eating Christ's flesh and drinking his blood, or else by faith,

1. Christians are intimately united with Christ; 2. that

they owe this union to his flesh and blood, eating the one,

as they do, and drinking the other ; 3. that the flesh and
blood of Christ have in them a close and effective operation,

bringing us to eternal life.

11. Wherever elsewhere cleansing from sin is attributed

to the blood of Christ, it must be taken either in a moral

if the context require this, in a physical, or in both these

senses; Heb. i. 3 ; iJohni. 7. So the mdor?/, Eev. xii. 11.

12. All these things outstrip our natural faculties. It is

therefore very needful to be upon our guard against the

attractive fallacies of the senses. [Beng. here quotes a

passage from a German collection of sermons, and com-
ments upon it. The most curious portion of his note is

a comparison between mental activity and physical heat.]

13. In a word, the precious blood of Christ is applied to

us in sprinkling, in washing, in drinking, on account of

the personal union, in a real, yet supernatural, way, and in

consequence utterly incomprehensible.

14. In a similar manner on our Y>^rt, faith not only has a
moral power, but in its own way a kind of physical efficacy

inrd operation to justify and save us.
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15. I shall indeed rejoice if by what I have said any
occasion shall be given of increasing the love and know-
ledge of our Kedeemer, who has paid the price of his blood.

The capacity of our heart towards the holy mysteries is

enlarged, not so much by the activity of the understanding

as by the growth of the new man.
16. Jesus can save to the uttermost them that come to God by

him, ivho ever livetli to make intercession for them.

[For KpecTTova, better things, read Kpeirrov, better. Tisch.,

Alf., etc. So Beng.] That speaJceth—Not that crieth. Tluni

[that of Eng. Ver.j Abel—Abel's blood which was shed in

the first murder, is put by Synecdoche [use of a part for the

wholej for all the blood shed upon the earth, crying to

heaven for vengeance, multiplying the other cries of sin

that are in the world. This loud cry of the blood concealed

by Cain, is vanquished by the open and quiet intercession of

Christ's blood in heaven for us, and from heaven to us ; comp.
better things, ch. vi. 9.

Now let us sum up the question to what point Christians

have come

—

A. Mount Zion,

B. The city of the living God, tlie heavenly Jerusalem.

G. a. And myriads,

1. Tlie general assembly of angels.

2. The church of the first-born written in heaven •

p. God the Judge of uU :

D. y. The spirits of just men made perfect

:

5. Jesus, the Mediator of the new covenant

:

e. The blood of sprinkling, speaking better things than
Abel.

This enumeration is not only not confused, but is very
deliberately arranged. A, B, C and D, refer to each other
by a cross reference. In B and C, the wider extension
of God's dispensation is described, and that with reference
to its glorious appearance at the last day. Now it is chiefly

present to our faith, ver. 2(j, ch. xi. 1. This is Paul's view,
Kom. ii. 16, note. In A and D, the inner dispensation of
Christ, of the New Testament, as far as it extends in the
intermediate time, is described. This again is Paul's view,
1 Cor. XV. 24. A precedes B in natural order, because
JMount Zion is seen before the New Jerusalem, Eev. xiv.

xxi. ; and therefore D and C, and the special points in
D and C, come to be regarded in retrograde order. Comp,
ch. xi. 33, note.

o2
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25. See— An admonition which is sharpened by the

omission of ovv, therefore. That ye refuse not—Through un-
belief. Him that speaketh—That is God. His word now
present is of such a kind as to be the prelude of the final

earthqtialce. The same word, which is heard in the gospel

from heaven, will sliake heaven and earth. The blood speaks

to God, ver. 24 ; in ver, 25 there is a speaking to us :

XaXovvTi, that speaketh, ver. 24, is neuter, agreeing with alfia,

hlood ; XaXovvra, that speaketh, is masculine. The apostle

i-eturns to his starting point in ch. i. 1. They escaped not—
They could not avoid hearing, yea, they rushed headlong
on their punishment. Wlio refused—Ver. 19. Him that

spake, lit., that spake warnings—God himself: ver. 26, be-

ginning. From heaven—Mount Sinai on earth touched upon
the lowest region of heaven, but from the heavens, and
consequently from the very heaven of glorj', the Son
has brought his blessedness and preaching ; thus it is that

the kingdom of heaven is frequently mentioned in his dis-

courses. The Father also has superadded his testimony. Now
in his word he sets before us the shaking of heaven ; see

ver. 26. If we turn away—This word implies greater con-

tumacy than refused.

26. PT/tose «02ce— Inasmuch as it was Hs voice. What the

nature of the speaking in earth and heaven was is here
explained. The use of the article, tov, ver. 25, therefore,

does not overthrow the view that he who speaks in earth

and heaven is one and the same. There is, however, a

Mimesis [use of an adversary's words in argument], and the

feelings of those who do not acknowledge him that speaketh

are expressed. The earth—The earth was shaken, Sept.,

Ps. Ixviii. 8. We read in this psalm that the very heavens
dropped at that time, there, that is, in the vicinity of the

Mount, Now—The apostle shows not only what God has

noto promised, but what he is doing. He hath promised—
The promise made to arouse the hopes of the saints, although

the ungodly are terrified at it : consequently the tenor

of this passage is strictly evangelical : comp. ch. ii. 3. [For

o-€ta), shake, read o-eto-co, will shake. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Yet

once more I ioill shake not only the earth, hut ^.Iso heaven

;

Haggai ii. 6, 21. In the Sept. version, yet once I shake the

heaven and the earth and the sea and the dry land. The apostle

unites the two verses, by which he proves that it was one

and the same shaking. One verse of the prophut dunu'.es
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the beginning, and the other the end. This shaking begcau

ill the first advent of the Messiah ; it will be completed
at the second: on the first comp. Matt. iii. 17, xxvii. 51,

etc., xxviii. 2 ; Acts ii. 2, iv. 31 : on the latter, Matt,

xxiv, 7; Kev. xvi. 20, xx. 11. There is an illustrious

testimon}' given by [Sir] Isaac Newton in his commentary
on Daniel, p. 91. There is hardly a p-ophccy concerning

Christ in the whole of the Old Testament, which does not to some
extent at least refer to his second coming. I will shake—This
expresses a promise.

27. Of those things that are shaken—The heaven and the

earth. The removing—The same word is found ch. vii. 12.

The contrast is, may remain. It may be said : When the

earth was first shaken, no removal took place. Why then
is a removal now joined to a shaking of the heaven and the

earth ? Answer : This shaking is total and final. It is

jyromised ; there is therefore an implication that better

things will succeed, that is, those things which move not,

which are immoveable. The first was the prelude of the

second. As of things that are made—The reason why those

things which are made, are removed : formerly they were
made by creation, and so made as not to remain of them-
selves, but to remove ; subsequently that those things alone
may remain which do not remove. Thus Paid, 2 Cor. v. i.

The things which cannot he shaken, lit., are not shaken—The
city of the living God, ver. 22 : the new heaven and the
new earth. Rev. xxi. 1, note. May remain, lit., shoidd

remain—He says, fieivr], shoidd remain, not fjicvr], may remain.

It depends on made. [That is, made, that— shoidd remain,

etc. But this is wrong; and the sense given by Eng.
Ver. is right ; the removal of the things shaken—that, etc. So
Liln., Alf.] Mevw, I remain, is often employed of things
which remain when others pass away : Cor. xiii. 13.

28. Beceiving—A promise from God, accepting it with
the tcillingness of faith. [Rather, since the kingdom tee receive

is such, let us, etc. Liin.'] A kingdom—More glorious than
the present heaven and earth. Let us have grace— Be
grateful, Luke xvii. 9, and elsewhere. XdpLv ex^Lv also

means to be acceptable to. Acts ii. 47 ; 2 Cor. i. 15, very
nearly. To have grace, in a passive sense, is to be affected

with grace : so here, very ncarl3\ To find grace is an act

;

/" have grace, a state, united with the will of the believers.

We may serve—As royal priests. With reverence —Becawtm
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we perceive our own imwortliiness, that we may not offend

the eyes of God. And godly fear— Because we perceive

the Divine Majesty, that we may not bring ruin on our-

selves. Hes^'chius renders euAa/^eio-^ai, to take care, to fear.

Hope is modified by reverence and fear, that it may not
degenerate into wanton boldness; comp, next verse with
cli. X. 27.

29. For—A very notable Epplionema [added exclamation].

Our God is a consuming fire—Deut., several times cited in

ver. 18, 19 ; for the Lord thy God is a consuming fire, even a
jealous God, Sept. Our God, in whom tve hope, is also to be
dreaded.

CHAPTEE XIII.

1. Brotherly love—The divisions of this grace are ex-

plained in the sequel. Paul uses the same word else-

where. Continue^Although, old things have passed away

:

it continues (a Pauline word) of itself; 1 Cor. xiii. 8, 13 :

let it also continue with you.

2. Be not forgetfid—Although you have been defrauded.

This duty is easil}^ forgotten, ver. 16: therefore remember-,

ver. 3, 7. Have entertained—unawares—"EAa^ov ^ei'ia-avre?

[literally, having entertained, were not aware of it\ ; for

Xo.66vTe<i i^evLcrav. A transposition frequent with the Greeks.

Mistrust of unknown guests is here disposed of. Some—
Abraham, Lot; Gen. xviii. 2, xix. 1. Angels—Thus an
unknown guest is frequently worthier than ho appears. He
has angels for his companions, although they are not
visible. Actions are valued with reference to what a man
does, not to what he fancies he does. Matt. xxv. 40, 45.

3. Bemember—In your prayers and almsdeeds. As bound
with them—Because of the unity of the body under the one
head, Christ. In the body—In the natural body, which is

not yet free from adversity, and the perils that were their

lot. One man suffers much misfortune during his life,

as Jacob ; another in his youth, as Joseph ; another in his

manhood, as Job ; and another in old age ; this admonition
is partiotilarly suited to such an event.

4. Honourable -Supply let it be—[hut Eng. Ver., ^s], comp.
ver. 5, that is, let it be held in honour. The word is opposed to

whoremongers. He warns the xinmarried, who are in great
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ir of fornication, to marry, looking upon marriage as a

privilege, and worthily to use the benefits it confers

:

comp. 1 Thess. iv. 4. [Kender, Let your marriage he in hunonr

in all fhiugs^ and your marriage-hed be undefiled : fm- fornicators,

etc. Alf. after i?«i., etc.] In all—The danger of fornication is

of greater extent than that of adultery : comp. 1 Cor. vii.

2, every one; all should esteem marriage highly, thus if a
man do not marry himself, he shoidd not prohibit others

doing so, 1 Tim. iv. 3. The bed—The marriage-bed, the

condition and use of marriage. Marriage—the led—lohorc-

mongers— adidterers—A cross reference. Undefiled— Again
supply let^-he [but Eng. Ver., is]. A contrast to adidterers.

God ivill judge—The vast majority of whoremongers and
adulterers undoubtedly escape the notice of earthly judges.

Such misconduct is not made public as in early times,

Kum. V. 20, 21. Many, although their conduct is well
known, escape civil penalties and ecclesiastical discipline,

or feel it very slightly. [Occasionally, alas ! judges them-
selves are whoremongers and adulterers, while filling the
highest ecclesiastical and political offices : and therefore

they know how to conceal their sin ; but they also shield

others like themselves, when the case admits of it. Very
many acts of this kind remain entirely concealed in the
world, or are extenuated by various means, or are upheld
by force. V. (?.] God tvill judge : [Fearful to be said I

ch. X. 30, 31. V. (?.]. He will more i:)articularly punish
those whom man punishes not. Comp. 2 Sam. iii. 39. The
apostle speaks of the judgment as close at hand. [At that

greatest of all days, what deeds, think you, will be
unveiled ! Then indeed detestable crimes will cease to be
regarded as a mark of polished manners. V. 6r.]

5. And be content, lit., being content— The participle

for the imperative mood ; comp. the ellipsis of the verb,

let— 6e, ver. 4; here there is a similar ellipsis of fee ye. Such
things as ye have—Thus also, Patd, speaking of himself,

Phil. iv. 11. Hath said—That which was said to Jacob, to

Joshua, to the people, and to Solomon, applies also to us. In-ill

never leave tliee nor forsnlie thee—Gen. xxviii. 15. The Seventy
omit the first clause, and read, I idHI not forsake thee ; Deut.
xxxi. 6, he will not fail thee nor forsake thee ; so ver. 8 : Josh.
i. 6, I loill not forsake thee nor overlook thee ; 1 Chron. xxviii.

20. he tvill not fail thee nor forsake thee. It is therefoi'e like a
Divine adage. He will witlidraw neither hispresence nor his aid.
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6. The Lord is my—Ps. cxviii. 6, Sept., and Ps. Ivi. 5, 12,

nearly.

7. Them which have the rule—Ver, 17, 24. This word has

a very wide signification. It is used of a prince, a teachei-.

Further on the passage is explained, who have spohen to you

the icord of God. Consequently he means teachers from tlie

first of the apostles and witnesses, or their disciples and
companions, who had dejjarted a little while before, or were
soon about to depart. Faith—ChieRy displayed in the issue.

Follow—The imperative mood. We more readily contem-
plate and admire the happy death of God's servants, than
imitate the faith by which they have attained to it.

Considering—That is, when you remembering conside)'.

The same noble term is found, Acts xvii. 23. The end

—Blessed, eagerly desired. Of their conversation—In the

faith, constant.

8. [This verse is not connected with ver. 7, (as in Eng.
Ver.), but is an assertion preparatory to the command,
in ver. 9, Jesus Christ is the same, etc. Liin., Alf, etc.] Jesus

Christ—A solemn appellation. The sum of the Gospel,

which must be maintained by faith. He means not only

the doctrine concerning Christ, but Jesus Christ himself, of

whom the doctrine of faith treats. Our predecessors died,

saved in that faith which is maintained by the word of God,
The same—Some insert a comma, but incorrectly. The
opinion of the apostle is as follows : Jesus Christ is always

the same. He who was yesterday, is the same to-uay, yea,

for ever. [Ever the same Saviour and the same Teacher

V. G.] Again, the sound doctrine, which your teachers

delivered to you is ever the same, it does not vary, ver.

7, 9. He is always the same: ch. i. 12, Tliou art the sayne

:

the same in the Old and in the New Testament ; ch. xii.

2, note. See also 1 Cor. iii. 11 ; Phil. iii. 16. He is

immutable. He never dies, although the teachers do.

Yesterday and to-day—These words are used in a literal, nut

a figurative sense, 1 Sam. xx. 27 : but the apostle speaks

more comprehensively. Jesus Christ, who loas yesterday,

is the same to-day ;
yesterday, before his passion and death

;

to-day, in glory ; comp. ch. i. 3 ; Rev. i. 18. As night inter-

venes between yesterday and to-day, but j'et is swallowed
up by them, so the passion did not interrupt the (if 1 may
so say) yesterday glory of Christ, and his glory of to-day, so

as to deprive it of its identity. These words have a pro-
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vei bial force, ycsicrday, 7/cstcrdai/ and the day before, yesterdai/

and to-day, yesterday and to-morruw : Is. xxx. o'd ; Dent. iv.

42 ; 2 Sam. xv. 20 ; Sir. xxxviii. 23. Jn this general sense
the yesterday and to-day of the apostle resemble a proverb

;

thus their meaning is any jjast and present time, more par-

ticularly that implied in the argument up to this point.

Jesus Christ is the same yesterday—before his advent, befoie

his passion, before his ascension

—

to-day in heaven
;
yesterday

and to-day in the first and second part of this admonition :

yesterday in the time of our earlier and later predecessors,

to-day in our own age. And for ever—Ver. 20, ch. vii. 3,

IG, 24, 25.

9. Be not carried away—[For 7rept(^epeo-^at, carried about,

read napacfilpeo-de, carried away. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.]—Ilapa,

by, in composition has this meaning, ch. ii. 1. The contrast
is, to be established, 1 Sam. xxi. 13. Sept. version, he feigned
himselfmad, lit., he icas borne aside. Divers—Which differ from
one faith in one and the same Jesus Christ. There was
variety in the Levitical cultus, ch. ix. 10. Strange—\\h\c\\
differ from the faith of your riders. Even the Levitical cere-

monies were to their pi'esent faith strange, ver. 9-14; the
apostle had already forgotten their antiquity. He does not
consequently call them old, but strange. Doctrines—Thus
Paid, Eph. iv, ] 4. For it is a good thing that the heart be

established—A categorical sentence : ice have the heart esta-

blished by grace ; to which the contrast, not with meats, C(jr-

responds ; the apostle forcibly adds good, to sharpen the
exhortation. So Paul, Eom. vi. 17, note. Ka\6v, good,

beaTitiful, salutary
;
pleasant also, without strange variety ;

profitable. The contrast is, have not profited. Be established

—Be/SatoScr^at. %T7}pi)(6rivai, to be propjped up, is a kindred
verb, just as in the Hebrew idiom, the heart is upheld by
bread, or the staff of bread; Judg. xix. 5; Is. iii, 1 ; Ps. civ.

15, etc. This is denied of meats, but claimed for grace.

With grace—Grace, which through Christ became our ha])py
lot when he offered his body. Not — Judaism and
Christianity do not agree. With meats—A modiiied expres-
sion, as ch. ix. 10. Those meats which were eaten in the
holj' place are signified. The contrast is, to eat, ver. 10.

The Jews have their meat; we have ours, and for us it

is most healthful. Not profited—Comp. unprofitable, ch. vii.

18. Tliem that have been occupied, lit., walked—Long and
much. Tlierein—To be taken with, they that have walked.
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10. WeJiave—This verse has two claxtses : ver. 15 and 16

depend upon the first, the intermediate verses on the

second. There is a cross reference. An altar—Tlie cross of
Christ, on which his body was offered. Wliereof—They
who eat of the sacrifices, and of no other, are partakers

in the altar: comp. 1 Cor. x. 18. ^o—Gal. v. 2, [Tisch.

(not Alf.) omits i^ovaiav, right. Render, are not able (per-

mitted) to eat.'] To eat—The meat, the flesh of Christ given

for us. A contrast to ceremonial meats. It is eaten, espe-

cially in the Lord's Supper, wherein his body, which was
given for ris, and his "blood, which was shed for us in

the single sacrifice of the cross, are set forth. The taber-

nacle—A parabolic ambiguity, so ch. ix. 8, note. If we
consider the Protasis [preceding clause] in ver. 11, we con-

clude that the fore part of the tabernacle is meant; but
if we consider the Apodosis [the consequent clause] in

ver. 12, the whole Levitical cultus is signified. He says,

sarcastically, tyj a-Krjvri, not iv ry cTKrjvrj, who serve the, not in

the, tabernacle. In a similar way, Paul, Rom. vii. 6, note.

11. For whose—is brought into—And no sin-offering, ivhereof

any of the blood is brought into the tabernacle of the testimony, to

reconcile ioithal in the holy place, shall be eaten, it shall be burnt

in the fire. Lev. vi. 23, 30. Of those beasts—Ch. ix. 12, 13.

Bodies—fcZood—Which were shadows of the body and blood

of Christ. [Omit Trepi d^taprtas, for sin. Tisch., Alf] Without

the camp—In which was the tabernacle, together Math tlie

Levitical priests, and all who cleaved to that cultus. So
the Sept. Lev. iv. 12, 21, etc.. xvi. 27.

12. Tiiat he might sanctify—Might cleanse from sins, might
bring from the world to God. This answers to sanctuary,

ver. 11. The people—Ch. ii. 17. His oivn—A contrast to

of beasts. Blood—The mention of the body is implied in

the verb, he suffered; and in consequence the 11th ver.,

which refers to the blood and bodies of animals, has its

Apodosis [conclusion] here. Siffered—The burning of the

victims was a type of the passion. The passion is that on
tlie cross, without the gate. Without the gate—As if he w^ere

not considered worthy of the companionship of man ; Matt.

xxvii. 32. Comp. Lev. xxiv. 13. He suffered t(;///«OM< tlie city

gate (although the apostle expressly abstains from the men-
tion of the word city). This city was like to the camp in

the wilderness. It had the temple, as the camp had the

tabernacle.
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13. Therefore— The particle, which here comes first,

inspires believers with determined resolution. So thcref<,re

at the commencement of eh. xii. Withotd the camp—Ver.
11. The camp denotes Judaism. Bearing—As Simon the
Cyrenian ; Matt, xxvii. 32. His reproach—The cross, xii. 2.

14. For—The reason why he says camp, not city, ver. 13.

Faith looks upon Jerusalem itself as a camp. Continuing—
to come— MeVovcrav, ixiXXovcj-av. Paronomasia [play upon
words. It cannot be expressed in English]. Not continuing

alludes to the approaching overthrow of Jerusalem. He
does not deign to call that a city which does not continue.

"We do not continue here, and the city does not continue at

all. City—Ch. xi. 10, note. In the same way Paul, Phil,

iii. 20. One to come—Ch. ii. 5, note.

15. By him— 1 Pet. ii. 5. TJie sacrifice—The altar is men-
tioned, ver. 10 ; the sacrifices are now enumerated : of
praise in this verse, of good deeds ver. 16. Of praise

—For the strong salvation. Continually—A continued sacri-

fice. Kothing of the Mass. Forget not in ver. 16, answers
to continually, in this passage. The fruit of our lips—So the

Sept. Hos. xiv. 3 ; Is. Ivii. 19. In the former passage the
Hebrew should be rendered, account our lips as calves (for

sacrifice) ; in the latter, fruit of the lips. Giving thanks

lit., less correctlj^, confessing— In faith, despising the
world's contumely.

16. To do good—To the poor. To comm^micate—Towards
the deserving ; Gal. vi. 6 ; comp. ver. 17. With such—This
also refers to the preceding verse ; iviih these, with such, not
with the blood of beasts, [But it means with such as are
mentioned in this ver. Liin.\ Is ivell pleased—The verbs
€v—8vcr—apea-TovfxaL, sigTiify lam pleased, displeased, with this.

Ava-apeo-ToviJ.evo';, ill at ease, as those who are threatened
with disease are wont to be.

1 7. Obey—Remember your teachers who are dead, ver. 7 :

obey the living. Submit—This means more than obey. Obey
them in those things which they enjoin as salutary : submit,

even when they appear to demand a little more, "Iva, that,

depends on this verb. They—As they are watchful, so,

when they wish you to be watchful, you ought to submit.

As they that must give account—Assuredly this urges a man to

watchfulness, and to be upon his guard against any abuse
of power. Chrysostom, in his treatise De Sacerdotio, book
vi., v.as always deeply impressed with these words. I have
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made a few remarks on the subject in my edition of that

work, p. 490. With joy— If the}' see any answer to their

vigilance. And not—He is not a good minister who does

not either rejoice or grieve, or both rejoice and grieve.

With grief, lit., groans—The groans of other creatures are

listened to ; how much more those of pastors ? TJiat—This
pionoun does not refer to they who are to give an account,

but to they loatch. Disciples ought to obey and submit to

their leaders, so that imthjoy, etc. It would not be pleasant

for the leaders themselves to render their account ivith sorrow :

on the other hand, to zvatch loith sorrow, is not injurious to

the leaders, but it is useless to the heareis. Unprojitable—

•

Sorrow is opposed to joy, and from it sighs flow. It abun-
dantly weakens leaders ; their sighs do not projit, yea, they
seriously injure the disciples.

18. Pray for us—Such is the custom of Paul, particularly

in concluding; Eom. xv. 30. For— The force of the Eti-
ology [assigning the reason] properly falls on ver. 19.

[Because— On. So Beng. ; but more correctly, that (ice have)

Alf., not rendered in Eng. Ver.] We trust, is used in an
absolute sense, so loe are confident, 2 Cor. v, 8. Conscience
produces confidence; 1 John iii. 21; 2 Cor. i. 12. We
trust—[Beng. puts a pause here. But Eng. Ver. correctly,

ive trust (that) ive have, etc.] That we ourselves are being
heard, and shall be delivered. Good—honestly—KaA.T;j/, KaXws

;

kindred words. Willing—The conscience follows the will.

In all things—Neuter : see note on 2 Cor. xi. 6.

19. I beseech—This is the first occasion in the epistle of

Paul's writing of himself alone. The rather, lit., but feebly,

more abundantly—Taken with to do, [but properly with I
beseech, as Eng. Ver. Liin.']

20. Now the God—He asked the brethren to pray for

him, ver. 18 ; he now prays for them. Of peace—Paul
frequently speaks of the God of peace, Rom. xv. 33. Here
the verb, join you together [Eng. Ver., make you perfect]

agi-ees with it. That brought again from the dead—God
brought the Shepherd : the Shepherd the flock. He brought
him from the deep and set him on high, where he is seen

by all. The apostle does not conclude before making
mention of the resurrection of Christ. That great Shepherd

of the sheep — An apposite term. You have, he says,

many rulers, ver. 17; but he is the rider of all. lam
absent, ver. 19 ; but God is not absent, nor will he fail you.
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The reference is to Is. Ixiii. 11, by which the apostle at the

end of the epistle over and over again prefers Christ to

Moses, of whom Isaiah speaks in tlie text cited. [But the

figure is very common in the Old Testament, Lm/i.] Through,

lit., in—Significantly. Taken with who brought again ; comp.
ch. ii. 9, 8ta, for; so also John x. 17, 18; Phil. ii. 9.

Everlasting—A noble epithet. The eternity of the covenant
implies the necessity of a resurrection: Acts xiii. 34, note,

from Isaiah.

21. 3Ialce you perfect, lit., join you perfectly together—
1 Cor. i. 10, note. To do—working—Since God works, we
will worh. [God fits us for acting ; nay, he acts himself,

2 Pet. i, 3. V. G.] TF/H—Comp. Is. liii, 10, on the resur-

rection of Christ, and the progress of the will of God.
Through— Taken with working— Phil, i, 11. To whom—
God, ver, 20 : Eom, xvi. 27, note ; Gal. i. 5, note. Glory
can only be given to God, if we submit to His will,

Comp. on Christ, 2 Pet. iii. 18. Glory—Those to whom he
wrote had given no occasion for a joyful exordium in which
thanks might be given ; Paul therefore put the Doxology
in this place : comp. Gal. i, 5, 6, note, [Omit twv atwvcov,

and ever. Tisch., Alf]
22. I beseech, lit., exhort— of exhortation— rTa/Da/caXois*

7ra/3aKA7jVew5. Cognate words, sweetly used, TJie loord—
With which your ministers largely exhort you in your
presence. The contrast is, I have sent, I have loritten

:

comp. Acts XV. 27, 32, I have written, lit, sent—This j9ora-

cletic, hortatory epistle, Li few words—As compared with
the abundance of matter.

23. Knoiv ye— Joyfully. Our brother— So Paul styles

Timothy; see note, 1 Cor. iv. 17. Set at liberty—He had
therefore been imprisoned. If he come—To me. Con-
sequently they had been in different places.

24. All them that have the rule of you—They were oppressed

by dulness of mind ; but this epistle has solid food for the

perfect. Consequently, if any Scripture should be denied
to the many, this is assuredly one. Nevertheless it is

addressed to the many, rather than to the rulers, to whom
it was not so needful. [So the narrative is addressed to

women, children, servants, young men, etc., Eph. v. 22, etc.

;

1 John ii. 18; 2 John 1 : and to all combined, 1 Pet. iii. 8
;

V. 5. Paul gives an injunction to Archippus through the

Colossians, iv. 17. V. 6?.] The writings of the apostles
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were publicly read in the Chtircli, as those of the prophets
were in former times : how much more ought every man to

be left free to read them in private, as much as is necessary,

without a dispensation from the Pope! It is of more
advantage frequently to read that which it is safe once
to hear. Paul in other passages mentions bishops and
deacons ; Phil. i. 1 . Here only them who rule—ministers

;

comp. 1 Thess. v. 12; 1 Tim. v. 17. He sends them all a
salutation ; for those to whom he is writing were in divers

places. All the safw/s—Believers, particularly Israelites.

25. Grace—A clause peculiar to Paid.



THE

EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES.

CHAPTEE I.

I. Peter, John, and James were engaged in the apostle-

ship of the circumcision (see Gal. ii.) ; James at Jeru-

salem, and in Palestine and Syria ; Peter at Babylon and
other eastern parts ; John chiefly at Ephesus and in Asia

Minor, Of the twelve apostles, these three and Jude
have left ns seven epistles, called General; an old title,

though not equally ajjplicable to them all, as some of them
are addressed to individuals ; they are also styled the

Seven Canonical Ejpistlcs, to distinguish them from the

canonical epistles of St. Paul. Ancient tradition states

that John wrote from Ephesus to the Parthians; Peter

from Babylon, to the dispersed Jews of Pontus, Galatia,

Cappadocia, Asia Minor, and Bithynia ; Jude from some
unknown place, to the same persons as his brother James,
who wrote from Jerusalem to the twelve tribes scattered

abroad. The writer of the present epistle is the apostle

James, concerning whom see Acts xv. 23. [No doubt the

James who wrote this epistle is the James referred to

there, and in Acts xii. 1, xxi. 18. He is called by Paul,

Gal. i. 19, the brother of the Lord. But this President

(Bishop) of the church at Jerusalem cannot have been the

son of Alpheeus, one of the twelve, brother of John ; comp.

John vii. 5, with vi. 67, 70. Nor can the state of things

implied by this epistle have been well reached before that

James was put to death. Acts xii. Alf. So Hut., and
many.]

This epistle consists of three parts, viz :

—

I. The Inscription, ch. i. ver. 1.

II. An ExHor.TATioN,

1. To patieuce, tliat tlie brctlireu may endure outward, ver. 2-12,

aud overcome inward temptutions, ver. 13-15.
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2. That, with respect to God's goodness, vcr. 16-18
;

Every one be swift to HEAR, slow to SPEAK, slow to

WRATH.
And these three subjects

(«) Are proposed, ver. 19-21

;

[b) Are discussed

:

I. That HEARING be combined with doing, ver.

22-25

;

[And especially with bridling the tongue, ver. 26

;

With compassion and abstinence (purity\ ver. 27

;

Without i-espect of persons, ch. ii. ver. 1-13.]

And, moreover, that faith be combined in all cases

with works, ch. ii. ver. 14-26.

n. Tliat the SPEECH be modest, ch. iii. ver. 1-12.

ni. That WRATH, together with other proud passions,

be restrained, ch. iii. ver. 13-iv. 10, 11, 12, 13-17-

3. To Patience, which again

{aj Is enforced by the COMING of the Judge, in which
draws near

—

r. The calamity of the wicked, ch. v. ver. 1-6
;

n. The deliverance of the righteous, ver. 7-12.

(b) Is nourished by prayer, ver. 13-18.

III. The Conclusion, by Aijodioxis [transfer of duty to aiiother], ver.

19, 20.

Of the Lord Jesus Christ—In this epistle James only
introduces the name Jesus Clirist twice ; in this passage,

and in ch. ii. 1. Xor does he ever use it in his speeches

;

see Acts xv. 14, 15, xxi. 20, 21. A frequent mention of

the Dame of Jesus might have been attributed to vanity

on the part of the writer, who was the Lord's brother.

For this reason he knew Christ less after the flesh ; 2 Cor.

V. 16. He says nothing of Abraham, of Isaac (except

a cursory mention, ch. ii. 21) of Moses, of Judaja, of

.Jerusalem, or of the temple. The whole epistle flows

from the new source of Christianity. To the twelve tribes—
Of Israel. Which are scattered abroad—1 Pet. i. 1 ; Acts
viii. 1 ; Deut. xxviii. 25, xxx. 4. Greeting—Gr. xa'P"v, to

rejoice. This word was common as a salutation, and most
appropriate here. See joy, ver. 2. [which is rather in-

creased than diminished by afflictions, V. G.'] The
apostle's purpose is, in the midst of the afflictions of the

times, to exhort to patience, and to check Jewish pride,

which was increased by the abuse of Christian faith ; in

fact, to recommend a middle course, namely, spiritual

tranquillity of mind. Comp. note on ver. 19 with Ileb.
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xii. 1. The Epi«tle of James corresponds in man}' points
with that to the Hebrews, and also with the first of Peter.

This agreement we will note when it occurs. Different

prophets and different apostles constantly use the same
sentiments and expressions for confirming the minds of

their hearers.

2. All ^0?/—[That is, all sorts or Jcinds of Joy. Alf., etc.].

That is, every trial shoi^ld he regarded as a joy. Hence
the all is transferred from the subject to the predicate,

leaving the sense as above. Comp. Heb. xii. 11. So
1 Pet. 10, of all grace; Is. Ix. 21, all righteous. See Num.
xiii. 23 ; Dan. xii. 1 ; and comp. Eev. xx. 15. In joy, the

highest, all other degrees of patience are comprised.

Brethren—An address often used by James, especially in

the commencement of a section. Ye fall into—Comp.
Luke x. 30 (where the same word is used), with ver. 36.

Divers temptations—Of soul and body ; as, for instance,

diseases; ch. v. 16. See 1 Pet. i. 6.

3. Trial—[Beng. here omits the words t^s -n-LaTeuyi, of
faith, but without sufficient reason ; and they are retained

by Tisch., Alf, etc., as they were in later years by Beng.

So r. G., etc. (E. B.y] So 1 Pet. i. 7 ; and Prov. xxvii. 21,

Sept. The word so translated means trial patiently under

gone. The word trial is here spoken of in a wide sense,

and includes the trial of faith, hope, and charity. And
even supposing the reading " offaith " be not established,

yet, to James also, faith is all in all. See ver. 6 and ch. v.

15. And the trial of faith is especially established by
Peter's authority. Wo7'Jceth patience—The same expression

occurs, Eom. v. 3, v/ith the addition, and patience expe-

rience. See ver. 12. Patience—See ver. 12, and note on
Luke viii. 15. So in the Sept., Ps. Ixii. 6.

4. Perfect tcorh—Which proves the perfect man {Tikuo<;,

perfect, further on). The man's character is declared by
his condition and his work. To such perfection, joy is

needful. The word perfect here is synonymous with tried.

ver. 12. Comp. note on 2 Tim. ii. 15. Let., have—He
exhorts, as in ver. 2, count. That patience is perfect

which rejoices. Perfect and entire—This denotes some-
thing positive ; icanting nothing, something relative. For
to leant is contrasted with to abound. [\Vorldly or even
literary men. when desirous of speaking in high praise of

a person, are apt to call him an accomplished man, Thiji

VOL. in. 1'
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passage shows us to whom sucli an epithet can be applied

with truth. Trial and perfect toorh are necessary. Without
faith that which seems perfect to the world is nothing in

the sight of God. F.(?.]

5. If—The connexion of subject between the first and sub-

sequent verses of this chapter, and the first and subsequent

verses of chapter 4, will be plain to any one who, while

suffering wrongfully, examines this passage. For good
and bad feelings are variously excited. Wisdom—Whereby
we understand the source and reason of our temptation,

and how it must be borne ; and how, for instance, sickness

is to be met. Patience is more in a righteous man's power
than wisdom. The former we should exhibit, the latter we
should strive for. The height of wisdom which governs
patience, in temptations arising either from poverty or

riches, is described in verses 9, 10. Let Mm ash—James
lays great stress upon the prayer of faith. Comp. ch. v. 13,

14, 15. To all— Who ask aright. Liberally— [Eather
simply, the true force of Gr. a7rA.ws.] Construe with who
giveth to all. Divine simplicity is a wondrous marvel. He
giveth to worthy or unworthy simply, without reference to

the use they make of his gifts. To this simplicity that of

believers, not that of the double-minded, corresponds. Up-
braideth not—He gives no repulse, nor does he in con-

ferring blessings upbraid us, either with our past folly and
unworthiness, or with our future abuse of his gifts.

6. In faith—To James also faith is all in all. Comp.
oh. V. 15. In the middle of the epistle he onlj^ removes
obstructions to faith [and displays its true nature. V. G.'].

Is like—The same word occurs in ver. 23. A wave of the

sea—Such is he who is destitute of wisdom, which he has

failed to seek through prayer. Driven with the wind—From
without. Tossed—From within, by its own instability.

[This distinction was not held good in the Greek usage.

The two words are synonymous. Rut.\

7. For let not that man think—Faith is no matter of con-

jecture. He who only conjectures or thinks, as the double-

minded man, thinks in vain.

8. [Render, He (the man described above) is a man with

two minds, unstable in all his ways. Alf, (nearly so Hut.y]

A double-minded man—The same word (ch. iv. 8) is applied

to those whose hearts are not pure, and simply devoted to

God. These are the only passages in the Kew Testament
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or the Sept. where this word occurs. Such a man has, as

it were, two souls, of which one thinks in one way, the
other in another. See Ecchis. ii. 12, [On the word man,
see ver. 12, 20. F. G.] Unstable—From not seeking Divine
guidance by prayer ; and such a man, being void of wisdom,
is at variance with himself and others, ch. iii. 16.

9. The brother—A\'ith this title James signifies the poor,

rather than the rich. Of loiv degree—Tempted by poverty.

Rejoice— Lit. Glory. The best remedy against doubh-
miiidedness. This verb recurs, ch. ii. 13, iii. 14, iv. 16. In

that he is exalted—James proposes the subject of rich and
poor. The former he treats of presently in ver. 11, the

latter in ver. 12, intending to consider them both more
fully in ch. v. The design of his whole epistle is to bring

all things into their pioper relations. Comp. ch. ii. 1,

V. 13. [Or rather, to show the excellence of Christian

equality. Ed.] Exaltation means blessedness, the crown of

life, that knows no fading.

10. The nV/t— Signifying, by Synecdoche, every one that

is flourishing and distinguished. In that he is brought loic

— Construed with let . . rejoice. Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 9 ;

2 Sam. vi. 22. The making loic, does not mean the fading

away of the ri(!h man, but the lowliness of mind which
results from the contemplation of that fading away. The
floicer—The most beautiful part of the grass, see 1 Pet.

'i. 24.

11. Tlie sun is risen . .perisheth—Four points; the first

causing the second, and the third the foiirth. Burning
heat—The midday heat and scorching wind, subsequent to

the sunrise; a gradation. The (/race— Which is in the

flower. Shall fade aivay—In death. His ivays—The com-
pounded word, evTTopia, success in his loay, is elsewhere
applied to the rich ; but the apostle uses the word tto-

petat5, ivays, uncompounded, and in the plural number, to

express the troublesome diversity of the rich man's occu-

pations.

12. Blessed—This expression, and crown of life, are con-

trasted with fading away. Enduretli—[Bengel reads shall

endure, but incorrectly. Alf]. See ver. 3 and 4 ; 1 Pet.

ii. 20. [Omit 6 Kt'pios, the Lord. Tisch., Alf. Render,
ivhich he hath.'] Hath promised—See ch. ii. 5. Tltat love

him—Love begets patience, [lie knows how to view all

temptations in the right light. Eom. viii. 28. V. G.]
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13. No man . . lolien he is tempted—Here follows anotlier

section on the subject of temptations. A knowledge of the

source of a trial greatly aids us in enduring it. Say—In

thought or in word. He—That is, neither do any of our

sins exercise an outward influence on God, as leading him
to tempt us to worse : nor does he spontaneously tempt any
one. This ver}'- fact also characterises the Divine sim-

pliciiy, treated of in ver. 5. The word airos, he, often con-

veys the idea of spontaneity, with which the expression

of his own ivill, xer. 18, corresponds. [The rendering of

aireipaa-TO';, cannot be tempted, in Eng. Ver. is wrong. It

means unversed in, ivithout experience of, i.e., God has nothing

to do ivith evil ; and this sense suits the context well. Hut.,

Alf, etc.]

14. Every man, contrasted with no man, ver. 13. Drawn
away—In the commencement of the temptation, which draAvs

him from truth and virtue. Of—Lust is the harlot

;

liuman nature the man. His own—Therefore we must seek

from within not from without, the causes of our sins. Tbe
suggestions of the devil do not become dangerous until we
adopt them as our own. Every one has his own peculiar

lust, arising from his own peculiar disposition, tempera-

ment, and habit. Enticed—In the course of the temptation,

admitting the enticement to evil.

15. Wlien it hath conceived—Sin, by man's will. Sin—
The act of sin. This does not prove the lust not to be sin.

As' man begets man, sin begets sin. Finished—Having
attained full-grown strength ; which does not take long to

do. Death—Sin is born pregnant with death.

1 6. Do not err—The worst of errors is to attribute our
evils, and not our blessings, to God. It is the office of lorn

to withdraw us from this error. We have here a faithful

admonition. Comp. ch. v. 19.

17. Every—The connexion of the language is manifest,

if thus resolved : Sdo-ts, a giving, altogether good ; Swprjixa, a

gift, altogether perfect. No evil things come from above,
but good and perfect things alone. Good and perfect are

the predicates
;
giving and gift [both rendered gift in Eng.

Ver.] the subject, of the sentence. The sense shows that

iu both clauses the word every appertains to the subject.

[This weakens the sense. He says not only that no evil

comes from God. but further that all good comes from him,

and not from elsewhere. Hut., etc.] Coinp. note on all,
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ver. 2. Good gift—Lit. good giving. A good giving, as opposed
to sin (ver. 15), signifies something which iu its origin and
its continuance tends to righteousness and piety. Perfect

gift—A ijerfeet gift, as opposed to wlien it is finished, and
death, ver. 15, signifies something appertaining to perfec-

tion and a life of blessedness. Comp. 2 Pet. i. 3. 7s

from above—[This, and Bengel's translation, Is that which

descendethfrom above, are both wi-ong. Eender

—

Gift descend-

eth from above, from the Father of the lights (the heavenly
bodies), etc. Alf So Hut., etc.]. Comp. descendeth, ch. iii. 1 5.

The Father of lights—The title of Father is here peculiarly

appropriate, as begat he lis follows in the next verse. He
holds to us the place both of father and mother. Besides,

he is the Father of lights in the kingdom of grace and
glory ; and therefore much more is he the Light itself,

1 John i. 5. The mention of life by regeneration (ver. 18)
is, as Tisual, associated with that of light. With ivhom is no

variableness, neither shadow of turning. The word TrapaXXayr],

translated variableness, expresses a change in the under-
standing (see 2 Kings ix. 20, Sept.) ; the word rpoTTT],

turning, a change in the will. The astronomical metaphor
in both words is most appropriate to the expression,

Father of lights. [Dv. Clarice even finds here an allusion to

horizontal parallax of the heavenly bodies ; a phenomenon
unknown for man}' centuries after James wrote.] Variable-

ness and turning occur in nature (see rpoTras, translated

ordinances, in Job xxxviii. 33, Sept.) in the alternations of

day and night, and in the changes which make the days
longest at one time, and the nights at another ; but there

is nothing such in God. He is simple Light. Any
variableness or turning which takes place is in us, not in

him. The word translated shadow sometimes signifies

resemblance ; but its meaning here is stricter, as being
opposed to light ; and so shadoiv of turning denotes the first

casting of a shadow, accompanied by a revolution. The same
1 lebraistic use of the genitive is found a little further on
iu ver. 21, swperfiuity of naughtiness, whence we may con-

clude variableness to be opposed to good gift, ver. 1 7, and
shadow of turning to perfect gift. UapaXXayr], variableness,

means something more than shadoiv of turning, so that the

negation is graduated; not even a shadow. To have no
variableness, is good; to have not even a shadow of turning,

is perfection.
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18. Of his own will—A will most loving pure, free and
fruitful. Comp. John i. 13. With this the word mercy,

1 Pet. i. 3, corresponds. Of his own ivill is contrasted with
lust, when it hath conceived. [This is forced. Hut. Eender,
because he willed it; i. e., of his own mere will. Alf]
Begat he—Contrasted with hringeth forth, ver. 15. Us—
Believers, especially Jewish believers. There is a twofold

generation spoken of, one good, the other evil ; the evil

described by abstract, the good by concrete terms. Of
truth—The Gospel. A kind of first fruits of his creatures—
We are of God, by creation and generation, his worhnan-
ship, Eph. ii. 10; his offspring, Acts xvii. 20. Of all his

visible creatures, great and many though the}' be, believers

are the first fruits, the first and noblest part, holier than
the rest which they help to sanctify ; and therefore these

(believers) are disciplined by temptations. A kmd of—

A

modest expression ; for properly and absolutely Christ

alone is the first fruits. [I\ather, it denotes consecration,

as in the Old Testament ; that ice might he a sort of first

fruit of God's creatures, because first of all his creatures

consecrated to him, as being born of him. Hut.]

19. Wherefore—A summing up (of what has been said)

and a setting forth of what has still to be said, under three

heads. Excess in words and emotions, of the tongue and of

the heart (see ver. 26) is unfavourable to profitable

hearing. EL^ertj man—Contrasted with no man, ver. 13, to

which, as well as to ver. 18, the present verse refers. Swift

to hear—The true way to hear, with obedience and in a
light frame of mind, is treated of from ver. 21 to 27 inclu-

sive, and throughout ch. ii. Slow to speak—This is treated

of in ver. 26, and throughout ch. iii. Slow to speak—So as

to speak nothing against God, ch. i. 13; and nothing
wrongly of God, ch. iii. 1-13. Sloio to ivrath—This is

treated of, ch. iii. 13, 14, and ch. iv. 5. Slow to wrath or

impatience towards God; slow to anger towards his neigh-

bour. The man who is slow to wrath will readily gain

the mastery over all anger, at least over all sinful anger.

Hastiness impels to sin.

20. Wrath—A most powerful emotion. Ofman—Persons
of the male sex indulge most in anger, 1 Tim. ii. 8, and
their good or evil actions are more prominent. [But no
.such sharp precision in the use of the word dvSpos, man,
is to be supposed here. Hut., Alf.'\ The righteousness oj
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God—All duties of divine appointment and pleasing in

God's sight. Worlceth not—That is, altogether impedes the

righteousness of God ; although, in its heat, it seems to

itself to be actually working that righteousness
; [and this

is why this subject forms the leading part of this thrce-

membered sentence. V. 6?.]. The working of God's right-

eousness is done more purely without wrath.

21. Lay apart all filtJiincss — A metaphor taken from

apparel, ch. ii. 2. The word pvrrapLa, signifies defilement,

which is washed away by hearing the word, John xv. 3.

Superfluity of naugldiness— [Abundance — This is a better

word ; superfluity is peihaps too strong for Trepto-o-etav. Alf.'\

Excess, which is generally wrong, especiall}^ in speaking

(]Matt. V. 37). [Excess in thought, word, deed, or gesture,

is a fault. V. 6?.] Naughtiness here does not signify malice

or icickedness ; but badness, vice, the opposite of virtue ; and
its use here in the genitive gives it an epithetical force.

Receive—In your mind, your ears and your actions. [Act

as ready hearers. V. (?.] With meekness—Which is con-

trasted with wrath, and should be exhibited in all things.

Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 12, Anger and hastiness of mind hinder

hearing, therefore meekness is necessary. Engrafted—By
regeneration, ver. 18, and by habit, [fostered fiom your
earliest years. V. G.], Heb. v. 14; and also by custom,

handed down from your Israelitish ancestors
;
[the people

of God. V. G.'\, ver. 1 ; comp. 2 Tim. i. 5. As being

engrafted, it is most intimately and closely connected with

the faithful, Eom. x. 8, and therefore is to be received

with meekness. Word— The Gospel, 1 Pet, i. 23, etc.

Wliich is afcZe—Mighty efficacy ! To save—The hope of sal-

vation fosters meekness, which in turn siTstains the

hope.

22. [Deceiving your oicn selves—Who take pleasure in

hearing. V. (?.]

23. The self-conceit of slothful hearers is here exposed.

Natural— [I.it., the countenance of his birth. Alf]. Comp,
ch. iii, 6, In a glass—Lit., mirror. The fact that Scripture

presents to each man the picture of his own soul, is an

argument for its truth.

24. [He beholdeth himself—The hearing of the word can

scarcely fail to impart some self-knowledge : 1 Cor. xiv.

24. V. G.'] Straighticay—Turning away to other matters.

The repetition of the word and forcibly expresses this
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frivolous haste. Gen. xxv. 3i. Fm-getteth—Forgetfulness

affords no excuse : see ver. 25 ; 2 Pet. i. 9.

25. Whoso lookeih into—Answering to ver. 24, beholdeth

himself in a glass. The word TrapaKvirro), properly, to bend

forivard to look, implies a search after something hidden,

not stopping at the surface of the mirror, but penetrating

as it were within it. Ecclus. xiv. 23, he thai peereth through

the windoivs of imsdom. Such curiosity, if productive, is

hlessed. Tlie 'perfect laio of liberty—So styled, in so far as

it is established by faith: Eom. iii. ol. Comp. notes on

eh. ii. 12 and 8. James guards against any abuse of

Paul's peculiar expressions concerning the bondage and yoke

of the law. He who keeps the law is free: John viii. 31,

o2, A man should make the perfection of his knowledge
and obedience match the perfection of the law ; otherwise

he is not free, but guilty. Comp. ch. ii. 10. Continueth

therein—Contrasted with goeth his way, ver. 24. Tliis man
—The repetition of these words is emphatic, and exhibits

more clearly the reason of the apostle's assertion.

26. If any man—He now subjoins an example of doing

the icork. [Omit eV vfjuv, among you. Tisch., Alf, etc.

Seemeth to be—Or rather, imagines he is ; seemeth to himself

to be. Alf] Beligious—A worshipper of God, in public

and in private. Hesychius defines the word (Gr. dprjaKos)

as one of more advanced knowledge and finer intellect

than others ; and fficumenius in a like sense, as one who
knows and diligently observes the secret things of the

law. Bridleth not—^A most fitting metaphor. Comp. ch. iii.

2, 3. Sis tongue—And his heart. His heart—And his

tongue. These each lead and each follow the other. The
tongue speaks what the heart feels, ver. 19. [These two
are similarly coupled, in Eccles, v. 1, 2 ; which book of

Solomon especially agrees with this epistle of James in

urging moderation in all things. Comp. Matt. xii. 34.

The tongue sins in scolding, perjury, lying, jesting,

promise-breaking, mui-muring, etc. V. (r.] ; see ver. 19.

27. Beligion—[Or, religious service. Alf.]. That is, the

worship of him only who succours the wretched and shuns

the worldly can be right in the sight of God. Pure and

undefiled—Emanating from j^ure love, and removed from
worldly defilement. To visit—Of one's own accord, with

counsel, comfort, and kindness. The fatherless and widows
•—That is, by Synecdoche, the miserable, even strangers,
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wlioin most men neglect. In their affliction—For if under-
taken fur other motives, it is not religion. To keep—
Anxiously. Himself unspotted—Which may be efiected by
avoiding intercourse with those who do not benefit us, and
wliom we cannot benefit.

CHAPTER II.

1. MyhretJiren—This admonition is based on the equality
of Christians, which the term brethren implies. Faith—
\\ herein the poor abound. Of glory—Comp. Luke ii. 32 ;

Is. xl. 5; Eph. i. 17 ; 1 Pet. iv. 14. The glory is Christ
himself. Thus James, as an apostle ought, both declares
him to be the Son of God, and promulgates the fact of His
resuiTection. Christ is glory ;' therefore faith in him is

glorious ; and believers in him are glorious. With—Lit.,

in. The phrases, to have . . in respect of persons, and to retain

in knowledge, Horn. i. 28, aie similar. Respect of—Lit.,

receivings of. The one receiving refers to rich men, still

strangeis to the faith ; the other, and a far different one,

to poor Christians. No respecter of persons recognises,

and no honour of earth can equal, this glory of the
faithful.

2. TJiere come—As a stranger, unknown. Assembly—
Lit., synagogue. And that a sacred one; since he adds
your. The name synagogue was transferred from Jews to

Christians. A man with a gold ring—The use of rings was
less common in the old times than at present. This is

merely said in contrast to a poor man. In goodly apparel—
Shining, new, of various colour.

3. Have respect — Lit., look upon. With admiiation.
Him that iceareth—Although ignorant who he is ; for he
might be a heathen. [Omit avrw, unto him. Tisch., Alf]
Thou . . thou—These words have here the force of proper
names. Sit thou here—Contrasted with, stand thou there. In
a good place—Lit., honoiiraUy. There—Far off from us.

4. Are ye not partial—Though ye have discriminated
between rich and poor, ye have not done so with the hesi-

tation, consideration, and allowance, which was due, at
least as much, if not more, to the poor man as to the rich.

The same word discriminate, here translated as being partial,

occurs in Pom. iv. 20. He staggered not at the promise, &c.
To this compounded word, the simple one judges is op-
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posed, implying those who definitely settle a matter.

Discrimination should precede judgment; whereas you
neglect the former, and execute the latter. [But SLaKpivecr-

6at never has this meaning in the New Testament ; but

means to doubt. Render, did ye not doubt within yourselves ?

that is, your faith abolishes such distinctions ; by making
them ye become of those who doubt that faith. Alf., Hut.']

Judges of evil thoughts—Approvers of the evil thoughts, of

the rich, who are outwardly brilliant, but are full of

wicked thoughts. Those who honour the rich man above the

poor have no express wish to approve his evil thoughts ;

but James shows that they do so in practice, and blames

them for it, inasmuch as a rich man in his pride is full of

evil thoughts. This too common sentiment is taken for

granted.

5. Hearken—By this address the apostle arrests and
restrains those in too great haste to judge ; showing the

presumption to be rather in favour of the poor than of the

rich. Our judgment should yield to God's, even in out-

ward gestures and ceremonies. [The rendering is, tovs

TTTwvovs T(3 Kocr/xw, Tiscli., etc., the poor as regards the loorld,

Alf. ; or rather, the poor to the ivorld, that is, those who
pass for poor in the world. Hut.] Chosen the poor—Those
who are chosen are in need. Neither every poor man,
nor poor men only, are here meant ; for poverty or wealth

in themselves neither make a man good nor bad ; but the

poor in general are declared blessed rather than the rich
;

see eh. v. 1. And the words rich and ivicked, poor and
righteous, are often used as synonyms. See Is. liii. 9

;

Amos ii. 6, v. 12. The rich man, if righteous, abandons

his riches ; the poor man, if wicked, forfeits the blessing

of his poverty. There were many Christians among the

poor ; few among the rich ; especially at Jerusalem, and
amongst those to whom James was writing. Comp. note

on ch. V. 1, etc. ; see also 1 Cor. i. 27. Bich in faith, and

heirs—Beza's interpretation is. He chose the poor, that they

mit/ht become rich, etc. ; and Schmid's, He chose the poor, who

nevertheless are rich, in faith, that they might be heirs, etc. The
latter, contrary to the design of the apostle, separates two
closely connected ideas, those of rich men, and heirs. The
former makes faith and love come after election. For James
only treats of election, faith, and love, in the order in which
they present themselves to our knowledge, thus furnishing
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us with a rule for judging respecting the poor; and in

that order both faith and love precede election. The
meaning of the apostle is : God hath chosen the poor, who are

rich in faith, and ivho are heirs, etc. ; whence follows this

argument. We should acknowledge and treat as God's

chosen those who are rich in faith and heirs, etc. ; but the

poor are rich in faith and heirs ; therefore, etc. Thus, so

far is election from preceding faith, that even heirship (a

consequence of faith) precedes election; and, duly con-

sidering the contrast between God hath chosen, and ye have

despised, we reach this conclusion : God highly regards,

and we should highly regard, those Avho are rich in faith

and heirs of his kingdom. In faith—Towards the Lord of

Glory, ver. 1. The riches of heaven and of the world to

come are assigned as a consequence to this faith, even as

the inheritance of the kingdom is assigned to love. Heirs—
As being sons. Of the kingdom—The highest dignity.

6. Ye have despnsed the poor—In too lightly regarding

them. A most forcible expression. Bo not rich men"?

—Not all rich men, but many of them, and no others

;

since poor men could not if they would. The apostle men-
tions this to show the unworthiness of the rich, not to

excite the righteous to envy. Draw you—Lit., they draw

you; the demonstrative pronoun as in ver. 7. They are

the persons who act with open violence under the sem-

blance of justice. Draw—Oppressively.

7. Blaspheme— Prov. xxx. 9. The apostle is chiefly

speaking of rich heathens. Comp. 1 Pet. iv. 14, ii. 12.

There were but few rich men among the Jews, at all

events at Jerusalem. That loorthy name—The name of

God, worthy above all names to be praised, since he is

good, and his name is good. By the ichich ye are called—
Whence ye are called the people of God. Similar expres-

sions occur in Gen. xlviii. 16 ; Is. iv. 1.

8. Ye fulfil—By not showing respect of persons. Tlie

royal law—Which will not be enslaved at man's dictation
;

since it is the very law of liberty, ver. 12, and the essence

of all commandments, as commanding all men to love and

to be loved ; this is the great command of the Great King,

who is Love itself, with whom there is no respect of

persons, who exalts all who are his to freedom and to his

kingdom, who has both power to forbid their respecting of

persons, and to punish them if they transgress his man-
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dates. According to— This particularises ; the Scripture

quoted is apart of the law, which is the ivJiole. Comp. ver.

10 and 11. Thou shall love—Even by holding in honour.
The royal law is the law of love. Luther says : Love is

empress : comp. note on 2 Cor. ii. 8. Thy neighbour—Even
if he be poor.

9. Ye have respect to persons—This prevents a man loving
all equally. Ye commit sin—Your every act is sin. To
this refer the for, ver. 10. Are convinced— Incurring
blame by your respecting of persons.

10. Offend—Especially in a grave way. The Greek
word translated offend, is used to signify every-day errors,

ch. iii. 2.

11. For he that said—The whole law was given by one
Being. Those who violate His will in one point, violate

His whole will.

12. So speah ye—Be such in speech. This recapitula-

tion glances back to ch. i. 26. By the laio of liberty—See
note on ch. i. 25. That law abhors all servility, and
therefore all respecting of persons.

lo. For . .judgment— God's judgment upon us, which
none can elude, shall be suited to the character which
each has displayed; it shall be merciless to him who
showed no mercy. No mercy—Supposing all under con-

demnation, this word becomes synonymous with love, ver. 8.

[Omit Koi, and. Tisch., Alf. So Bengel.'] Mercy—Divine
mercy, corresponding to the human mercy previously men-
tioned. [But the sense is altogether general. In the case

of the mercifid, the judgment which would condemn us all, is

overpoicered by mercy. Rut., Alf.'\ Bejoiceth against—A grand
expression, and a maxim worth remembering. Judgment
willingly endures this rejoicing against itself. The
apostles frequently, as in this place, omit the connecting
particde.

14. What—From ch. i. ver. 22, the apostle has been
exhorting men to work; he now meets those who make
their (professed) faith a pretext for evading works. Paul's

teaching was this : Eighteousness and salvation are of

faith, not of works. As human perversity abuses all

things, there were already false Christians who abused
this doctrine, quoting Paul's words against his meaning

;

wherefore James (repeating in verses 23, 21, 25, the same
phrases, proofs and examples which Paul made use of, in
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Eom. iv. 3; Heb. xi. 17, 31) refutes not the doctrine of
Paul, but tlie error of those who abused that doctrine,—an
error which tries to shelter itself behind the words of

Paul, ver. 24, 14. The use of expressions good in them-
selves is sometimes restrained by the misuse many make of

them. Comp. Jer. xxiii. 33 with Hab. i. 1, and Mai. i. 1.

IS' one will deny that the characters of I'aul and of James
were diiferent. And in this chapter esi^ecially indications

of this difference may be traced. Comj). note on Gal. ii. 9
;

but they must not for that reason be considered antago-
nistic to each other, as one who should hold exclusively by
either Paul or James might suppose. We ought leather

reverently and frankly, without restrictions or straining of

terms, to receive the teaching of both one and the other, as

apostolic, and emanating from Chiist and his Spirit. They
both wrote truth, and both wrote well ; but their method
differed, as employed upon different classes of hearers.

Moreover, James himself, on another stage, had pleaded
the cause of faith, Acts xv. 13-21 : and Paul had forcibly

insisted upon works, particularly in the epistles written

towards the close of his life, when men were alieady mis-

using the doctrine of faith. Now, however, as we shall

presently see_j they both use the same words, though not
entirely in the same sense. This short verse forms a
summar}^ of three divisions. Verses 15 to 17 refer to Wlmt
doth it profit f Verses 18 and 19 give the answer to If any
man say, and verses 20 to 26 explain Can faith save Mm f

That faith without works is dead is repeated thrice,

namely, at the end of each part, in verses 17, 20, and 26.

Though a man say he hath faith—The apostle does not imply
that any man (in such case) has faith, but that he fancies

and declares himself to have it. Therefore James here
speaks (as Paul does everywhere) of a true and living-

faith ; so also in ver. 22, and end of ver. 18, where he
treats of a good man under the influence of faith ; but
further on in this verse, and in the rest of this rebuke, he
speaks (by Mimesis or imitation, for shortness' sake, and
after the manner of men) of the hypocrite's faith, which
rests on self-deception : ch. i. 22. His aim is, not to show
that faith can, but that it cannot exist without works.
The contrast he draws is not between faith and works, but
between the empty name of a boasted faith, and one
which is well grounded, true, and fnaitful. Can faith—
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Lit., can the faith. The article the has the force of the

demonstrative pronoim, that. That pretended faith which
is called by the name of faith, even as that wisdom which
liars boast of, is called loisdom, eh. iii. 1 5. Him—Such faith

neither benefits his neighbours nor saves himself.

15. If—Lit., hut if. A comparison (the conditional

clause of which conveys in itself an appropriate and
fitting admonition) which gives occasion to the repetition

in ver. 16 of the words ivhat doth it profit "? from ver. 14.

16. And one of you—This tacit personality brings his

conclusion more forcibly home. Depart in peace — A
common form of refusal in our own day. God help you !

That is, I will not. Be ye warmed and filled—Excellent and
kindly counsel, if accompanied by warm clothing and
sufficient food.

17. If it hath not ioor^s—The absence of stich works as

living faith produces in other cases, is a proof that faith

itself (this is the force of being alone) is absent, and that it

is a dead faith which the man boasts of in its stead. Is

dead—As the mere expression he warmed and filled, is not

satisfying food and warm apparel, so the expression, I
have faith, is not real faith which saves the speaker and
benefits his neighbours. The word dead fills us with
horror. The abstract is put for the concrete. Faith is

dead means, the man who says he has faith has not that

life which is faith itself. See for a similar form of expres-

sion, note on ch. iii. 4. Being alone—Lit., hy itself. \Vhen
it has works it is living, and shown to be living, not by the

works, but by its own nature. It does not derive its life

from works.
18. A man may say—Lit., some one icill say—Asserting

the true nature of faith and works, and holding more
correct views than the man spoken of in ver. 14. [Omit
(Tov, thy (with epywv, icorhs). Tisch., Alf. Eender, xoithout

the works, (i. e. which should accompany it.) Alf] Shoio

me thy faith xoithout thy works—(Show, if thoxi canst, that

is, thou canst not). And I will show thee my faith by my
works, which I know 1 have. Here are two sayings, the

former speaking of faith before works, the latter, emphati-
cally of woiks before faith. The former refers to, thou hast

faith; the latter to, I have works. [The word x'^P^'^i without,

adds point to the challenge. Not. Grit.']

19. TIiou believest—The word thou is emphaticall}' re-
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peated. [Read 6tl eh 6 ©cos eVrtv, Thou helievest that God /»

one. Tisch., Alf., etc. The order of these words varies much
in mamiscripts ; but in all the readings the idea of the

unity of God is the prominent one. This article of faith is

given as an example ; and this one is selected for the

reason which Beng. gives. Hut?^ One God—That funda-

mental article, which always separates believers from un-

believers, is distinctly set forth. Believe—T\\\ii word is

taken in its widest sense. For devils feel and understand,

and cannot forget that there is a God, and only one. And
tremble— In fearful expectation of eternal torments. Such
faith as this neither justifies nor saves; and yet it has

some effect in the contrary direction. The addition of

these words, unexpected by the readers, is very forcible.

20. Wilt thou ?—A question considerately asked. Vain
men do not wish to know, and dissemble the matter.

Vain man—Boasting vain things. Without works is dead—
As is both exemplified and proved in the following verse.

Dead—Lifeless, void of justifying and saving eflicacy.

21. Abraham our father—So Paul in Eom. iv. 1. Justified

by ivories— James recognises the internal and peculiar

power of faith, which precedes works, and differs from

works and their reacting influence upon faith (ver. 22).

But hypocrites know nothing of this ; and are all the

more ready to attribute merit to works, of which they

themselves are destitute. James therefore argues from
their own point of view; and for their conviction gives

prominence to works, assuming, however, the active prin-

ciple of faith as their basis. Kor does he use the verb

SiKaiovaOaL, to be justified, in any different sense from Paul

;

according to whose meaning justification is most intimately

connected with salvation. But that sense is one so

pregnant with meaning, as to make the extension of the

term justification on the one side as wide as that of the

term sin, with its guilt and corruption, on the other. See
note on Romans iii. 4;^. So the term justification denotes

that whereby a man may be, may be accounted, and may
be pronounced, righteous, that is, one with whom God is no
longer angry for guilt, but reconciled, and who, in his

turn, is no longer a foe, but a friend to God, ver. 23.

Comp. Rom. viii. 7, with the verses preceding and follow-

ing. This precise signification of the word StKatovr, to

justify, is used by Paul in a strict, by James in a wide
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sense, and why? Because Paul is speaking of tlie act of

justification, whicli, for the most part, consists in the

remission of sins ; while James, as is important to note,

is speaking of the state which results from such justifica-

tion (inaccurately but frequently called a second justifica-

tion), when a man perseveres in the righteousness which is

of faith, and progresses in that which is of works. Thus
it is that Paul quotes Abraham as believing, from Gen.
XV. 6 ; while James quotes him as offering his sou, at a

much later period, from Gen. xxii. 10. The former says,

It was counted to Mm ; the latter adds, and he teas called the

friend of God. a title afterwards bestowed. Paul says, God
Justifies, justifies the ungodly, and loe are justified; James
simply says, man is justified. The former mentions faith

only, not works, though thej spring from faith ; the latter

mentions both. [^When he offered—Not had offered, as Eng.
Ver. Alf] Upon the altar—Implying the entirely earnest

character of this worJc of Abraham.
22. Hoiv—[Properly, that. Alf] We have here two clauses,

the sense and mutual interdependence uf which will be
clearly perceived by emphasizing the words faith in the

first, and works in the second. Faith—By faith Abraham
offered Isaac, Heb. xi. 17. Wrought with—Therefore faith

and works have each an energy, efficacy, and operation of

their own ; and indeed faith precedes and accompanies works.

Works do not give life to faith, but faith begets works and
works complete faith. Was made perfect—He does not say,

icas made alive. It is the perfection of faith, and its gain-

ing of the friendship of God, which depends on works
;

not the reality of faith, for faith is real before the woi'ks

are done, ver. 23. Comp. John xv. 10. The vigour of

faith, which begets works, is increased by that actual

begetting and performance, just as animal heat is increased

by the labour which it stimulates. See 1 John iii. 22.

Abraham returned more perfect in faith, after offering Isaac,

than he had net out. Faith itself is perfected, that is,

proved true, by works. [Not shoivn to he true, but com-

pleted, developed, and brought to perfection by obedience.

Alf]
23. The Scripture was fulfilled—This is an anticipation,

for it was fulfilled before it was written. But at what
period of Abraham's history was it fulfilled'' When he
first believed, or when he offered his son ? At both times

;
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but James chiefly refers to the pcriixl of his ofifering r.f

Isaac, inasmuch as ho is spoakint;' of Abraham's condition

after justification ; to Avhich also belongs the statement, b-

was called (he friend of God ; but from this expression h«.t

proves justification by works; from the other, justification

by faith. And he ivas called the friend of God—This is the

second part of the whole verse ; and does not refer to the

teas fuljilled. Abraham was the friend of God before liis

death, and was called so both by his descendants after his

death, 2 Chron. xx. 7, and by God himself, Is. xli. 8. As
regarded worlcs, he was the friend of, one loho loved, God, in an
active sense : as regarded justification hy worJcs, he was the

friend of one loved by, God, in a passive sense. John xv.

l-t implies both senses. [But the sense here is rather

God's friend, he whom God loves. Hut.'] The Hebrew
word is 3nx, which in the passages quoted has an active

foi-m, and a passive signification. At all events, the
parallel expressions in Isaiah are servant, elect, and friend :

and in the Sept., 6v rjydTrrja-a, ichom I loved, as in 2 Chron.
XX. 7, it is Tw rjya-Trrjfxivu) crov, beloved by Thee. On which
passage the Halle reviewers note that the Arabs call

Abraham by a sort of proper name, Alchalil, that is, friend

of God. So also in the Vulgate, but not in the Greek, we
find the sense Abraham was made God's friend, assigned to

Judith, vii. 22.

24. Ye see—So seest thou, ver. 22. [Omit toiVw, then.

Tisch., Alf] By worlcs.. is justified—See note on ver. 21.

A man—Whether Jew or Gentile. OnZ^—Scripture has
thus presignified (the error of) those whom Erasmus
styles "gospel-bearing Cyclops," and those degenerate
followers of Luther who raise the standard oi faith only,

not the faith meant by Paul, but a faith divorced from
works.

25. Bahah the harlot—After citing a man, Abraham, the
father of the Jewish people, a tcoman is brought forward, of
Gentile race, and dissolute life, to obviate the error of
thinking that works should only be required of Jews.

26. For—That is, therefore, see note on Eom. iii. 28.

The body without the spirit—Ilvivixa, spirit, often signifies

breath, the sign of life ; but when opposed to body, it means
the soul or spirit ; a sense not foreign to this passage.

Faith with()Ut works is like a body without life ; but
living faith does not for that reason derive its life from

VOL. III. Q
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works. St. James's reason for mentioning works rather

than the peculiar energy of faith, has been pointed out,

ver. 21. Vain professors have the /orm, hut not the power

of godliness. 2 Tim. iii. 5 ; Tit. i. 16.

CHAPTEE III.

1. Be—Voluntarily. Not many masters—[Lit., teachers.'].

A well-governed tongue is rare. See all, ver. 2. Therefore

few should be teachers. Comp. Eom. xv. 18. And for the

same reason a teacher should not be much given to talking.

Greater condemnation—For more numerous offences. Comp.
Wisdom vi. 5. [For we must give account of all our

words. V. G.]

2. Many—In many and various things and ways. All—
We all offend. [We all, without exception. Alf.'] The
apostles do not even except themselves; 1 John i. 8.

Offend—The Greek word thus translated properly refers

to a slip or error of the tongue. In word—Even in one
word ; contrasted with maiiy. Our words do not always
correspond with our meaning. The same—And he only.

Able to bridle the whole body—The description of a perfect

man. The body—That is, himself, in contrast to his tongue,

which is but one member; see v. 5. Comp. body, ver.

3, 6.

3. [For iSoi), behold, read ei Se, but if. Tisch., Alf. Beng.

reads i'Se, lo, without sufficient authority.] Horses—In the

Greek this word is placed in the beginning of the sentence,

for emphasis' sake. Mouth—Mentioned with special fitness,

since the tongue is in the mouth.

4. Also—Gr. Koi, (in this place properly having the force

of even.) Not only animals, but even ships. Fierce—The
resistance is twofold ; the bulk of the vessel and the force

of the wind. With a . . helm—A simile elegantly applied to

the tongue. The phrases, little member, ver. 5, and very

small helm, correspond. The same may be said of the pen,

which takes the place of the tongue between absent

persons. The governor—Lit., the desire of the steersman. To
this force, desire, the feeling which prompts the tongue
corresponds. Listeth—That is, whithersoever he, who rules

the motion, wills.

5. Boasteth great things—Makes great pretensions, both as

to the past and the future. Things are often great, which
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the careless consider small. The words ivorld, course of
nature, and licll, ver. 6, also express the idea of greatness.

Behold—This word, used for the third time, forms an

introduction to the third comparison. [For oXiyov, little

(fire), read tjXlkov, how little. Tisch., Mf. TBut rjXiKov

usually means how great, and so De W., here). Eender,

behold how small afire Jcindleth hoio great a forest. Hut. Alf.']

6. A world — Lit., tlie world. A part of the subject

Avith the article prefixed (as in 17 crinXovcra, that defileth,

lower down) as showing why the tongue is called a fire ;

hecause it is a world of iniquitT/. The expressions, how great

a matter, and ivorld of iniquity, are interdependent. As
man moves the universe, so the tongue moves man, in-

fluencing him altogether. Metaphors drawn from the

world to man are frequent; see Ps. cxxxix. 15; Eccles.

xii. 2. And not to man only ; to the whale, for instance,

J onah ii. 3, 6, 7. And such comparison James here makes
use of. TJie world has its higher and lower parts ; these,

in a good sense, are heaven and earth ; in a bad sense,

earth and hell ; and the same relation which in the world
heaven or hell bears to the earth, such in man the heart,

which sways the tongue, bears to the whole body, or nature.

For according as a man is good or bad, heaven or hell has

its veins within his heart ; whence so many strange things

are diffused through the whole course of nature. Ps. Ixxvii.

18, may teach us what this course of nature is. The voice

of Tl}y thunder icas in the heaven. Thy lightnings lightened the

loorld : for as there hihi., in heaven (Sept. rpo^os, a wheel), as

opposed to "pan, rfi olKovjxevrj, the -world, signifies the celestial

or aerial sphere, so here Tpoxps t^s yereo-ews, the course

(wheel) of nature, as opposed to ry yeewy, hell, or the heart,

signifies the higher parts of the earth, or the entire natuie

of man intermediate between heaven and hell ; and thus

the body with, its entire constitution. Comp. ver. 15, from
above, earthly, devilish. The word yevecrts is used for the

physical conformation in ch. i. 23 ; and for the lifetime, in

Judith xii. 18. The metaphor from a round wheel is very
appropriate, for as a wheel revolves with great swiftness,

so does the sphere of heaven and the life of man. And if

this be set on fire it kindles in its revolutions, and is soon
so wrapped in flame that the flame seems no longer to be
merely borne upon the wheel, but to be itself a wheel.
Compare tliC flaming wheels of God's throne, Dan. vii. 9.

Q 2
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So—[Omit owws, so. Tisch., Alf. So Beng. Eeuder, the

tongue is among our memhers that one which, etc. Alf. So
Beng.'] There are three comparisons, each beginning with
the word hehold, ver. 3, 4, 5. The third comparison begins

in the middle of ver. 5 ; its conclusion begins with ver. G,

and contains two statements, one of which is, The tongue is,

etc. ; the other, The tongue is among our memhers, etc.

;

between these two statements the oiVws, so, would be out of

place. The explanation follows in the words seiteth on fire,

and is set on fire, etc. ; in this, drawing a metaphor from

the universe to man, the wheel represents man's rational

nature ; but the lower part, the heart, is hell ; the tongue,

situated bet^^•oen these, is set on fire by the lower, and
sets on fire the higher part, being itself a loorld or orh of

iniquity. [This is inadmissible. Eender, which defileth the

whole body, and seiteth on fire the orh of the creation, etc. Alf,

and nearly so, Hut^ Defileth—As a fire does, by its smoke.

Setieth on fire
—is set on fire—The passive follows the active,

for he who transgresseth with his tongue has less and less

command over himself

7. For—There is nothing fiercer than fire. Evertj kind of
beasts—Lit., the nature of beasts. Is tamed and hath been

tamed—Is tamed, in a passive ; hath been tamed, in a middle

sen«e. Of manJcind— Lit., to the nature of man; dative of

obedience. [But the dative is the agent; tamed by the

nature of man. Hut.']

8. No mmi— Contrasted with of man, ver. 7. That is,

no other man, scarcely a man himself [But there is no
reference to others. No man can tame his tongue. Hut.

For dKarao-xeTov, unridy, read dKardaTaTov, restless, (fickle).

Tisch., Alf.] Unruly—Like_^re, ver. 6. Full—Nominative,

connected, after the parenthesis, with ver. 6. The evil is

specially past restraint when full of deadly poison.

9. Tlierewith— therewith—A most forcible expression. [For

0eoF, God, read K-uptov, the Lord. Tisch., Alf., etc.] After the

similitude of God— Vv'e have lost our resemblance to God
;

>et there remains in us some indelible stamp of nobility,

which we ought to reverence in ourselves and our fellow

men ; moreover, we remain men, capable of being, through

the Divine blessing, created anew, after that likeness to

which we should conform ; this work it is which those who
i;«i«e impede. Absalom loses his father's favour; yet the

ueuple acknowledge him to be a king's son.
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10. Out of the same raoiith pioceedeih blessing and cursing—
See Ps. Ixii. 4. Ouglit not—Lit., need not; that is, it is

entirely unseemly.

11. A fountain—Whicli the heart resembles. Place—
Lit., opening. Which the mouth resembles.

12. Can ?—He now prepares to turn from the mouth to

the heart. Of the former he had said, ought not ; of the

latter ho says, can not; it is impossible. [The true reading
ia, oi'Te tiXvKov yXvKv iroLrjcrai vSwp, nov can salt (water) bring

forth su-cct loater. Tisch., Alf., etc. Nearly so, Beng?^ I'lio

apostle here pronounces impossible what he had declared in

ver. 11 to be unfitting, namely, that two contraries should
spring from one source. So—This woid is used before

salt, etc., as rendering more exact the similitude in ver. 1 J,

and as introducing the conclusion which is immediately
after to be stated in plain terms.

13. Who?—All wish to appear wise; but all are not
really so. Let him shoio—In act rather than in words ; see

ver. 1. A good conversation—The opposite whereof appears
in ver. 16. What a good conversation is appears from ver.

17, 18 ; comp. 1 Pet. ii. 12. With meehiess of loisdom—Li
meekness, wherewith true wisdom is associated.

14. Bitter envying — lAi., emulation. Neither kindly
emulation nor kindly wrrath, which spring from faith and
love, are here condemned. Glory not, etc.—Those glory

and lie against the truth who profess themselves wise
Avhile harbouring bitter emulation.

15. [Render, This wisdom is not (one) descending from
above, but earthly, etc. Alf, Hut. From above—Ch. i. 17.

V. G.'] Earthly—Kot heavenly, for that descends from
God the Father. Sensual—Kot spiritual, for that descends
from God the Holy Spirit. Comp. natural, 1 Cor. ii. 14;
sensucd, Jude ver. 19. This is the middle term between
earthly and devilish. Devilish—Such as even devils possess,

ch. ii. 19 ; ver}- different from the wisdom which Christ

imparts.

16. Tliere confusion—Contrasted with the peofe referred

to in ver. 1 7. The character of such wisdom is shown by
its results, which James does not dignify Avith the name of

fruits. Comp. ver. 17, 18. Every evil icorlc—The force of

the every is plain, if we interpret thus : Every worh is evd

which S2)rings from such a source ; the opposite to this is,

full of mercy and good fruits, ver. 1 7.
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17. First pure—From defilements, earthly, sensual, or

devilish. By a kind of anticipation he first sweeps away
from view that unholy peace with the world which lays

hold on and cements together everything it meets. See

ch. i. 27, and ch. iv. 4. Thus also, cleanse your hands, etc.,

ch. iv. 8 ; 1 Pet. i. 22. Peaceable—The whole character

;

its various points follow. Gentle—Fair, not harsh ; in the

matter of a neighbour's duty. Easy to he entreated—In the

matter of a neighbour's fault. Full ofmercy—In the matter

of a neighbour's misery. Good fruits—Two of the more
eminent good fruits are mentioned, and are worthy of par-

ticular commendation to all whom the epistle addresses,

"^amel3% the absence of partiality, and the absence of hypo-

\^,isy. Without partiality— It makes no unnecessary dis-

tinctions, such, for instance, as between the great and the

lowly ; it embraces all things good and just, and rejects all

things evil. It acts impartially, not harshly esteeming one
above others. [Thus Beng. gives much the same sense as

Eng. Ver., loithout partiality. But the true sense seems to

be, without doubting, free from every kind of duplicity and
Tincertainty. Hut., Alf, etc. Omit koX, and. Tisch., Alf.]

Without hypocrisy—That is, loithout pretence. Far removed,

from all dissimulation and flattery, which is shown towards

the powerful, either directly or indirectly, by comparative

harshness towards the humble.
18. Tlie fruit of righteousness . . in peace—See note on Heb.

xii. 11. The fruit of righteousness is most abundant;
even though that abundance be not immediately manifest.

Righteousness is peaceful; peace is fruitful. Is soion in peace

—The fruit is. The peace is described in ver. 17. Of—
By. See the opposite of this, ch. iv. 1, 2. To maJce peace,

as ver. 12, to yield water.

CHAPTEE IV.

1. From whence—James implies that many are continually

asking the causes of quarrels, though they are obvious.

Wars and fightings—Contrasted with the peace, which ch. iii.

treats of. The fighting is the act of war. The expression,

Ye fight and war, follows in ver. 2 ; making a cross

reference. [Read koL -n-oOev na-xo-i-, ct^d whence ^iive) fightings.

Tisch., Alf, etc.] Hence—From lusts, imj)lied in the last

chapter, and expressly mentioned in ver. 3. That war—
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The same word is used in 1 Pet. ii. 11. Members—The
body is the first seat of war ; thence arises war of man
against man, and king against king, and nation against

nation.

2. Ye lust—Repetition of the term already used, to in-

tensify the meaning. Te lust refers to desire for a thing

;

ye kill and desire, to the action of man against man : ye fight

and war, to the action of army against army. Te kill and
desire to have— Lit., ye hill and envy. From hatred and
emulation ; one feeling expressed by two words. The same
verb is used, ch. v. 6. One who covets anything desires

the removal of its possessor. He calls them murderers

here, as adidierers in ver. 4. Comp. 1 John iii. 15. Comp.
Ihe word (fyovevere, do ye kill ? in the Sept., Ps. Ixii. 3 ; which
Psalm the whole epistle of James closely resembles in

tenor. See notes on ver. 7, 12, 14, ch. i. 3, ch. iii. 10.

See also Ps. x. 8. [Omit Se, yet. Tisch., Alf., etc.] Because
—Explaining the three statements, ye have not, ye cannot

obtain, ye have not. Ye ask not—For the lustful, the mur-
derous, and the contentious cannot pray.

3. Receive not—Here he does not say, ye have not. To
ask and to receive are relative terms. Ye ask amiss—He
thus refutes those who wish to appear somewhat better

than others.

4. Adulterers and adulteresses. [Omit /xoixoi /cat, adulterers

and. Tisch.. Alf., etc. The feminine only is used ; for the

Lord is husband of ever}' soul that is his. Alf."]—In such a

war both sexes are implicated, and break their troth

pledged to God. Friendship of the world—Pleasure is the

way of the world, ver. 3. Enmity—Opposed to friendshij).

See 1 John ii. 15. Whosoever therefore—The force of the

first statement is increased by the expression, icill he (lit.,

wills to he) and is. Enemy—Who shall obtain nothing by
prayer. Is—The Greek verb is in the middle voice, making
the sense equivalent tn, renders himself.

5. [The best explanation of this verse is given by Alf,
who renders. Do ye think that the Scripture saith in vain, the

spirit that he (God) placed in us (when the Spirit descended)
jealously desireth (us for his own) ? The emphasis is on
jealously desireth, and the reference to Deut. xxxii., where
Jehovah's love and jealousy of his people are described.!

In vain— Without reality, as having no reference to perdition

or salvation. Whatever Scripture says is said in earnest,
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and we should reverence its every word. Saith— Lit,,

states, rather than speaks ; states what follows. The Spirit

—Of grace and love. TJiat dwelleth—Lit., that hath taken

up Ms abode. In us—His sons under the New Testament.

To envy—The word <t>96vo<;, envy, does not occur in the

Septuagint, nor is it likely that James, who in ver. 6

quotes another passage exactly, should have intended to

make any such great alteration here. Hence we may infer

that he is here quoting the New Testament writings,

which we find from 2 Pet, iii. 16, to have been reckoned
among the Scriptures. Some refer this either to Gen. vi, .'j,

3; to Numb, xi, 29; to Prov. xxi. 10; or to some lost

book. But these words of James come sufficiently near to

Gal. V. 17, 18, 19, where envyings are mentioned as among
the works of the flesh, and the Spirit is said to lust against

the flesh, in such wise that those who are led by the Spirit

are not under the law, but under grace. [But see Alford's

interpretation at beginning of this paragraph, according to

which that of Bengel, based on the translation, lusteth to

envy, as meaning lusteth against envy, is incorrect. Ed.] It

is, however, with 1 Pet. ii. 1, 2, 5, that this passage best

agrees. Laying aside envyings, desire the sincere milk of

the word, a spiritual house. And the continuation in ver.

6, He giveth more grace, corresponds with 1 Pet. ii, 3, the

Lord is gracious. Any one sufficiently familiar with the

passage in Peter will at once recognise James's allusion to

it ; nor does the order of time in which the epistles were
written make against this view ; for James not only

expresses his concurrence with Peter's, but also with
Paul's writings. Envy—The friendship of the world neces-

sarily produces envy, which the Holy Spirit, who hath

taken up his abode in us, cannot tolerate.

6. He givetli—God. More—'Lit., greater. In proportion

as ye depart from envy. [Nay, but the more grace, because

of this jealous desire. Alf., Hut., etc.] He saith—Or, it (the

Scripture, ver. 5) saith—James confirms the testimony

of Solomon, whom he quotes with jDeculiar fitness in dis-

suading us from hindrances to wisdom. God . . grace—Quoted
exactly from Prov. iii. 34, Sept., with the substitution of

God for the Lord. James entirely agrees with Peter : see

1 Pet, V, 5. Besisteth—In the Hebrew, will laugh at. The
disposition of the humble is to give to God anything in their

power, should he demand it; the proud endeavour to
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resist him, as Pharaoh did ; therefore he rewardeth accord-

ing to their deserts ; he resisteth the proud, he giveth

grace to the humble. The proud—Pride is tlie mother of

envy, treated of in ver. 5. The Hebrew has scoffers, such as

those who imagine the Scripture to speak in vain. Grace—
He to whom God giveth grace forgetteth all envy.

7. Submit yourselves therefore to God—Ps. Ixii. 5. This
submit yourselves correisponds with the humble, in ver. 6

;

and the injunction, after explaining the character of this

submission, is concluded in ver. 10. Comp. 1 Pet. v.

6. Resist, .from you—The contrary ioWows, draw nigh. .

to you— CouiTp. resist, 1 Pet. v. 9. The devil—Who is proud,

and mostly tempts by pride ; who is the enemy, on whose
side pride and envy fight in this world. Will flee—[Shall

flee ; apromise, rather than a statement. Ed.] As vanquished.
A joyful word. See 1 John v. 18.

8. Draw nigh—Our drawing nigh to God by faithful

prayers, follows the flight of the devil from us rather in

the order of nature than of time. See ver. 2, 3. He icill

draw nigh— As favouring. A most gladdening expression.

Cleanse—That ye may be able to put the devil to flight.

Purify—That ye may be able to draw near to God, aban-
doning your sjiiritual adultery. Ye double-minded—Who
(endeavour to, Ed.) devote themselves both to God and to

the world ; see ver. 4. Various classes are addressed in

this epistle ; at one time holy brethren ; at another, sinners ;

at another, wacerers. The double minded man errs in heart

;

the sinner, in heart and hands.

9. Be afflicted—That ye may be weaned and estranged
from the world. Such affliction is blessed. He does not
here add howl, as in ch. v. 1 . [Heaviness—Lit., to falling of
countenance ; equivalent to the German Kopfhdngen, hanging

of the head (a, sneering expression for piety. Ed.). Comp.
1 Kings xxi, 29 ; Is. Iviii. 5 ; Mic. vi. 8. Those who rail

at others for this, are generally the persons who have best
reason to hang the head. V. G.']

11. Speah not evil—Having in ch. iii. treated of peace,
and in the beginning of ch. iv. of confusion, he now notes
other excesses of a restless soul. And jndgeth his brother—

•

[Lit., or judgeth his brother. Tisch., Alf] The article is

prefixed to the second, not to the first mention of brother.
To speah evil of, but still more, to judge, a brother, is in-

jurious to fraternal equality. Judgeth the law—Acts as if
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it were not tlie "business of the law to perform that very
function which he himself usurps. But if . .thoujudge . .thou

art . . a judge. Eepetition of a word to express one of its

attributes. Of the law—This is the last mention of the

law in the New Testament. It neither occurs in the

epistles of Peter, John, or Jude, nor in the Eevelation.

12. Lawgiver—That is, God is the only lawgiver loho is

able, etc. [Add koL Kptr^s, and judge. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.']

Who is able—We have no right to judge, especially since

we have no power to execute judgment. To save—See
Vs. Ixii. 1: "From him is my salvation;" and ver. 3, 7

and 8 of the same Psalm. Inversions of terms are frequent

in Scripture, as hill and make alive, wound and heal, afflict

and comfort. WJio art thou—A person weak in thyself.

[For Tov hepov, another, read tov TrXyja-tov, thy neighbour. Tisch.,

18. Go to now—Interjection, and to excite attention:

see ch. v. 1. Ye that say—That is, as a boast, ver. 16.

To-day or to-morrow—One says to-day, another, to-morrow,

just as suits themselves ; as if they had a free choice. We
will go—Lit., ice may go; subjunctive mood, implying
urgent reasons for doing so. Such a—This is used instead

of naming the city. And . . and . . and—These repetitions

express the self-will of the careless soul. A year—Lit.,

one year, as if they would presently go on to arrange for

other years as well.

14. Ye know not—Prov. iii. 28. Life . . life—On which
your actions of to-morrow depend. Vapour—Gr. arfxU,

dim. [lit., a puff of vapour, Ed.]. It is even—Lit., /or it is

even; the particle, for, in the question, being forcibly

repeated in the answer. [For ioTcv, it is, read Icrre, ye are.

Tisch., Alf]
15. For that ye ought to say—Eeferring to ye that say,

ver. 13. This sentence has the imperative force, rather say

ye. And do, etc.

—

If the Lord will ice shall both live and do.

We shall both live forms part of the conclusion ; otherwise

the and would not be inserted before the do. The boastful

man speaks as if (1) the character of his doings, (2) his

doings themselves, and (3) his life, were in his own power

;

whereas (1) his life, (2) his doings, and (.3) the cha-

racter of his doings, depend upon the will of God. We
shall live— Subjimctive mood in the Greek; implying

modesty.
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16. Ye rejoice in your boastings—Their arrogance is ex-

pressed in the words, we will go . . and get gain ; their

boasting in their presuming on time. Evil—Contrasted
with good, ver. 17.

17. That knoweih—An abrupt conclusion, leaving the

haughty to themselves. Doeth it not—A sin of omission.

[Not merely ; but the doing the opposite, evil. Hut., Alf.']

CHAPTEE V.

1. Te rich men—[Who have neglected the way to enjoy
3-our wealth, namely, by doing good. See ver. 2, 3. V. G.']

Foreign nations are often apostrophised by the prophets,

though the prophecy was only likely to reach the Jews,
and not those nations. In the same way the apostle

addresses unbelieving rich, not so much directly, as to

teach the saints how to bear the violence the rich inflict,

ver. 7. Miseries—This was written a few years before the

siege of Jerusalem. Tliat shall come upon you—Suddenly
and swiftly.

2. Corrupted—The grasping nature of the rich is noted.

[Eather, the future judgment is prophetically set forth as

present. Hut., Alf.] Moth-eaten—See Job xiii. 28.

3. The rust of them—Synecdoche, for they. The very rust

of their riches and garments will testify to the bondage in

which their means (of doing good, Ed.) were kept, profiting

none, but lying idle and unproductive. Against you—[To
you. Hid., Alf.]. Shall eat—By death. Your flesh—Living-

flesh, Gr. aapKa% not dead flesh, Gr. npla. As . .fire—

A

proverbial expression for swift and total consumption ; the

previous rusting being something slow and partial. For
the last days—In the last days. A tieasure is generally

amassed for days to come ; ye have collected too late
; ye

shall not (have time to, Ed.) enjoy. The same phrase
occurs, 2 Tim. iii. 1. In this passage the apostle refers to

the Lord's coming as a warning for the wicked, in ver. 7, 8,

etc., as a consolation for tlie righteous.

4. [It is worthy of observation, that, various though
injustice is (see Job xxii. 6-9, xxiv. 2-12, xxxi. 7-13), that

committed in harvest is only mentioned in this single

passage of the Scripture. V. G.] Crieth—Tlie cry of those

sins specially ascends to heaven concerning which men are
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silent. [Or of those which take refuge in violence, so

great as to hinder their expiation in this world. V. G.']

Such sins, for instance, as unchastity and injustice. [In

our days, from the want of Church discipline, the whole
life and -conduct of all merely nominal Christians consti-

tutes one crying sin. The blame of which is due, not only

to the wicked, but to those who are too cold and lax in

their discharge of public functions. V. G.] Both the Icept-

hack hire, and the defrauded labourers raise the cry, which is

twofold. Are entered—The antecedent used for the con-

sequent. The meaning is, the Lord now cometh as an
avenger.

5. Ye have lived in pleasure—In specious delights, pro-

cured with the misappropriated hire. On the earth—Now to

be destroyed. Been wanton—With sordid, insane, and
suicidal luxury. Living in pleasure produces wantonness,

which is akin to slaughter. [Omit w?, as. Tisch., Alf.'] As
in a day of slaughter — A proverbial expression. The
slaughter alluded to is that of oxen, sheep, etc., for feasting,

not that of the rich.

6. Ye have condemned and hilled—Lit., ye have condemned,

ye have Jailed, the conjunction being omitted to express

the idea of haste. The just (person)—We may assign a

distributive meaning to this word, placed as it is, in the

singular number, as signifying each individual just person

whom the wicked get into their power; but it refers

primarily to Christ himself, TJie Just One ; see Acts iii. 14;
who was put to death by Jews and Gentiles ; and second-

arily to James, the writer of this Epistle, surnamed the

Just, by the Jews. With this view he doth not resist you, in

the present tense, accords : the absence of the conjunction

and (in tlie Greek; it is supplied in Eng. Ver. Ed.) before

which latter clause, implies that the wicked took occasion,

from the very patience of the Just One, to stimulate them-
selves to kill him. Comp. Wisd. ii. 10-20.

7. Tlierefore—Whatever the wicked may do meanwhile.
Coming—See ver. 8, 9, 12. Of the Lord—Jesus Christ.

Waiteth for—Obtains, in the harvest, by waiting. Gr.,

iKde)(erai. The Sept. translate by the same verb in the

future, e/cSe^erat, the Heb., shall reap, in Hosea viii. 7.

Precious— As the price of his labour and patience. Until—
Construe with hath long patience. He ceases not until he
receives. He receive—From heaven. [Omit verov, rain.
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Tisch., Alf., etc. It is Tinderstood.] Hie early—After

sowino;. The latter—When harvest is near.

8. The coming—Which will also bring p-ecious fruit

Draivethnigh—The apostles spoke thus truly; though the

times spoken of in 2 Thess. ii., and in the Eevelation,

must intervene. Comp. note on Acts ii. 39.

9. Grudge not—Lit., do not groan. From impatience.

Lest ye be condemned—Such groanings are injuiious to

those who titter them, as well as to those against whom
they are uttered. TJie Judge— Christ ; whose office is

usurped by those who, in their rash groaning, anticipate

the time of judgment. Standeth—And heareth all things.

The door—Lit., the doors. A very close proximity. See

Matt. xxiv. 33.

10. [Omit ixov, my. Tisch., Alf."] The prophets—Wlio in

their day were exceptionally persecuted, and were there-

fore blessed. See Matt. v. 12. Wlw have spohen—^ye have
here an indication of how great the world's violence and
the prophet's patience were. In the name—The prophet's

obedience in praising the name of the Lord is signified.

The word iv, in, is understood in the Gr. Suffering afflic-

tion—Lest you should fancy something new to be happen-

ing to yourselves. The cognate verb, imKoiraOeL, is afflicted,

occurs in ver. 13.

11. Whicli endure — Above those who have lived in

pleasure. Patience — James returns to his first point.

Comp. note on ch. i. 3. The end of the Lord—AMiich the

Lord vouchsafed to Job. Ye have seen—[But the true

reading is tSere, imperative; see (the end, etc.). Tisch., Alf,

i. e., do not limit your attention to Job's suffering, but see

the end God gave him. Alf^ The word is similarly used
in reference to a thing done long ago; see Heb. iii. 19.

Patience and its result correspond ; see ch. i. 4 ; Matt. xxiv.

13. James does not silently pass over the end of Job's

patience. That—Or Since, depending on the preceding

words. The sentence is a continued one
;
patience, and the

Lord are each twice mentioned. Sir. ii. 11, full of com-

passion and mercy, long-suffering, and very pitifid. [Omit
6 Kvptos, the Lord. Tisch. (not Alf.) Eead, That he is, etc.]

Very pitiful —^ As not afflicting the sufterer above his

strength. Of tender mercy — As mercifully granting a

happy issue.

12. Swear not—As, for instance, through impatience.
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With this the proper use of language in adversity is con-
trasted, ver. 13. Neither hy heaven—Matt. v. 34, 35. Let
your yea he yea—The same in word as it is in fact. Comp.
ver. 9. [But the requirement here is not truthfulness but
simplicity. Let your yea be a simple yea, no more, etc. ; as

Matt. V. 37. Hut. Read vtto Kpicnv, under judgment. Tisch.,

Alf. So Beng.'] Comp. ver. 9.

13. Let him pray; let him sing psalms—We may sing

psalms in adversity, and pray in prosperity ; but the mind
in adversity is less disposed for singing, and what best

suits the state of the mind is most fitting to be done. This
used chiefly to be done in public, in the congregation of

the faithfal, as the antithesis, spoken of the sick, ver. 14,

Let him call for, etc., teaches.

14. The elders—Whose prayer represents the prayer of

the whole church. Anointing him loith oil—This gift which
Christ had committed to the apostles (Mark vi. 13) was,
even after the apostolic period, continued to the Church.
And this strikingly simple, conspicuous, and salutary

(miraculous, Ed.) grace, was the one which lasted longest

of all. Ephraim Syrus gives a remarkable instance :
" If

in fulfilling thine office, thou anoint the sick with oil."

It even seems to have been divinely granted, in order to

be always in the Church an abiding specimen of the other

gifts, just as the portion of Manna remains as a specimen
of the ancient miracle. It is plain that James assigns the

administration of this unction to the presbyters, the or-

dinary ministers of the Church. This was the highest

medical, as that mentioned in 1 Cor. vi. was the highest

judicial faculty in the Church. Happy simplicity ! Lost
or interrupted because of unbelief. For both the Eoman
Church, which has its extreme unction, and the Greek,
which has its consecration of oil, are compelled by experience

to attribute to that mystery or sacrament (as they term it)

far less healing efficacy than James does to the apostolic

rite. Whitaker forcibly writes against Dureeus, " Let
those who by their prayers can obtain healing for the sick,

use oil ; let those who cannot, abstain from a mere empty
form." For the whole first intention of the unction was
miraculous healing ; failing which it is but an empty
form. The laying on of hands, however, is a pious external

rite, even if it do not confer the Holy Spirit ; for its first

intention was not limited to that object. In the name—
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This is surely no less connected with let ilicin pray, than
with anointing ; for which reason the p-aijer offaith follows.

Of the Lord—Je.sxis Christ.

15. The prayer of faith shall save—[He does not say the

unction shall. V. (?.]." When a number of believers pray,

the whole force of their faith is diffused through the

whole body of the Church. James might have complained
of great injustice, had any one accused him of attributing

the remission of sins to works. And if he have committed

sins—A man might be sick, even without having com-
mitted sins. Tliey shall he forgiven him— Lit., It (the com-
mission of sins) shall be forgiven him.

16. Confess—The sick man, and he who has committed
an injury, is ordered to confess ; the offended party, to

pray. The sins which most distress the mind are to be
confessed ; he to whom the confession is made, is both
more moved to pray, and knows better how to frame his

entreaty. [But the direction is general ; and does not refer

only to wrongs done towards others. Hut., Alf.^ One to

another—So we may confess to any who can pray. That ye

may be healed — Therefore diseases were prevalent.

Effectual—Efficacy is followed by a favourable hearing

;

whereby prayer avails. Thus three points are mentioned

:

(1) the efficacy; (2) the favourable hearing; and (3) the

availing of praj'er ; this last only results from the two
former. The first is inward, in the soul of him who
prays : the third produces external effects besides.

Availeth—Even when made for others. Bighteous man—
Who is not himself entangled in any transgressions,

17. Elias—The whole effect of prayer is supernatural,

and therefore miraculous, though it do not outwardly
appear to be so. Subject to lilce passions—The same woid
occurs in Acts xiv. 15. Having the same passions, the
same mental and physical affections to which such efficacy

seems foreign. He prayed earnestly—(Lit., He prayed with

prayer, Ed.). While the idolatry of Baal lasted, he made
simple but earnest prayer ; using no other means for the
accomplishment of his object. The Hebrew idiom, in

which a verb and (cognate, Eu.) substantive or quasi-sub-

stantive are combined, always signifies vehemence ; as,

dying thou shall die, thou shalt die a death worthy of the

name.
18. He prayed again—After the idolatry was abolished.
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His attitude in prayer is told us in 1 Kings xviii. 42, And
the earth, etc.

—

And so the eartli, etc.

—

Brought forth her fruit

—Which she had been unable to do shortly before.

19. Brethren—Under the guidance of the Holy Spirit,

James, in few words, brings his Epistle to a close. I, he

says, in this Epistle, seek your salvation ; let each of you
seek that of his neighbour, Comp. Heb. xiii. 22, Any . .

one—Every one should seek the salvation of every other.

Do err—Through sin. One—Whoever he be, that (soul)

shall be his gain. An appropriate conclusion to the

Epistle.

20. Let Mm Ttnow—Both he who converts, that he may
be more zealous still ; and he who is converted, that he

may gratefully obey. Sliall save—A promise; the fulfil-

ment of which shall hereafter appear. A sold—Lit., this

soul. The sinner's; a great work. From death—Which
(otherwise) shall engulph sinners. The connexion is

:

Aid one another, in banishing, not only diseases (ver. 14)

from the body, but death fiom the soul. Shall hide—Im-
pelled by that very love which actuated him in recalling

the wanderers. See note on 1 Pet. iv. 8. A multitude of

sins—Either the sins which the wanderer had committed,

within the knowledge of him who reclaimed him, or those

which he was about to commit, James makes his con-

clusion like that of an ordinary book, rather than of a

letter.



THE

FIRST EPISTLE OF ST. PETER.

CHAPTER I.

1. The remarkable combination of gravity witli liveli-

ness in Peter's language is most attractive to the reader.

His purpose in each epistle is, to stir up the pure minds of

believers by way of rememlarance, 2 Pet. iii. 1, and to

fortify them not only against error, but against even doubt,

ch. V. 12. This he effects by reminding them of that

Gospel grace, by the bestowal of which the faithful are

incited in the discharge of every duty and the endurance
of every affliction to bi-ing forth the fruits of faith, hope,

and charity. This first Epistle has three parts.

I. The Insckiption, ch. i. 1, 2.

IL The stikring up of a fvue feeling. He stirs up the elect

—

^a) As those Born again of God. Here lie mentions both
GOD'S benefits towards believers, and believers' duties
towards God ; interweaving these one with another, by-

three powei'ful considerations, which derive additional

force from the mystery of CHRIST.
(A) God hath begotten us again unto a lively HOPE,

to an inheritance of glory and salvation, ver.

3-12.

Therefore HOPE to the end, 13.

'B) As obedient sons, bring fojth to your heavenly
Father tlie fruit of FAITH, 14-21.

(C) Being PURIFIED by the Spirit, LOVE with a
PURE heart without guile. 22, it. 10.

(i) As strangers in the world he stirs them up to ABSTAIN
from fleshly lusts, ver. 11, and to maintain

—

(A) A good CONVERSATION, ver. 12.

(1) In particular,

1. Subjects, 13-17.

2. Servants, after the example of Ohrist,
18-25.

3. Wives, iii. 1-6.

4. Huabandii, 7.

(2; In general, all, 8-15.

VOI4. lit K
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(B) A good PROFESSION :

1. By vindication of tlie faith, and by avoid-

ance of evil company, 15-22, iv. 1-0.

(Christ's wliole course, from his passion to

the iinal judgment, gives force to tliis

part).

2. By theu- virtues, and a good administration

of their graces, 7-11.

(c) As partakers of future glory, he stirs them up to SUSTAIN
adversity. Let each one do this—

1. In general, as a Christian, 12-19.

2. In Ids own particular state, v. 1-11.

(The title ayairrjrul, beloved, twice employed, sepa-

rates the second part from the first, ii. 11, and
the third from the second, iv. 12. The state

even of the elders is regarded as a biu'densome
state in this life, whence there should be a salu-

tary looking forward to glory, v. 1-4 ; and the

injunction, submit yourselves, v. 5, also introduces

suifering and endurance notwithstanding ; and
this seems to be the very reason why the apostle

separates these two conditions, v. 1-11, from
those which he mentions, ii. 12, et seqq.

III. The Conclusion, 12-14.

Scattered throughout Pontus, etc.—He is addressing the

dispersed Jews ; see James i. 1, though he further on

addresses Gentile believers, as mixed with them, ch. ii. 10,

see note on iv. 3. He names the five provinces in the order

which occurred to him, as writing from the East. In Acts

ii. 9, the order is Cajjpadocia, Pontus, and Asia. The Epistles

of Peter used to be placed before those of John, James,

and Jude; which seems to have been the reason why
these seven got the name of General Ejnstles ; that title

particularly suiting the first of St. Peter. It is uncertain

whether Peter first sent this Epistle into Pontus, or to

Jerusalem, where the Jews congregated.

2. Elect—[Literally, to the elect strangers of the dispersion.

So Alf.'] In heaven ; chosen, from the whole Jewish people,

and from all mankind. Comp. this and ver. 5 with Matt,

xxiv. 24. Strangers—On earth [their country being heaven.

V. G.]. According to the foreknowledge—This is also mentioned

in ver. 20, and includes goodwill and love. This verse, con-

taining as it does an intimation of the mystery of the

Trinity, and of the whole system of salvation, fonns a

summary of the entire Epistle. [He treats of the Father

in V. 3, 15, 17, 21, 23 ; of the Son in v. 3, 7, 11, 13, 19, ii.
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.S ; of the Spirit in v. 11, 12, 22. V. G.] Father -Even 01 ti

Father. Tlimugh—Lit., Iw—See note on 2 Tliess. ii. 13. Unfo

obedience—That obedience which is shown thvou<>h faith is

meant; see note on ver. 22. Panl certainly, in the passai;:e

above quoted, combines together sanctification of the Spirit

and faith. Remark also the particles, Kara, according to, kv,

in (Kng. Ver., through), eh, unto; as indicating the character

and relation to election of the three cardinal blessings

mentioned. Comp. Rev. i. 4, 5, 6. And sprinkling—Tlie

obedient are, in feet, sprinkled to the remission of sins

;

1 .lohn i. 7. Bnt the sprinkling mentioned here is passive,

referring to an obedient reception of the sprinkling. See
again, on obedience, ver. 14; and on the blood of sprinkling,

ver. 19. Be multiplied—Still more. The same word occurs,

2 Pet. i. 2. See Dan. iii. 81.

8. Blessed be—That is, God hath begotten us again, etc.

;

for which thanks be to Him ! Father—This whole Epistle
accords strikingly with the Lord's prayer, and particularly

with its earlier portions. Compare the expressions in each
as follows :

—

Our

;

Ch. i. 4, at the end.

Father

;

i. 3, 14, 17, 23, ii. 2.

In heaven

;

The same.
Hallowed be thy name. i. 15, 16, iii. 15.

Thy kingdom come. ii. 9.

Thy will be done. ii. 15, iii. 17, iv. 2, 19.

J)aUy bread. v. 7.

Forgiveness of sins. iv. 8, 1.

Temptation. iv. 12.

Deliverance. iv. 18.

And Peter makes frequent and express reference to prayer,
ch. iii. 7, iv. 7. According to his mercy—Which we needed,
Eph. ii. 1, 2. Hath begotten us again—^.See ver. 22, ch. ii. 2.

[From here on to ch. ii. 10, Peter recites what God has done
for our good ; and draws from the fact of his providing for

our salvation most effective encouragements to hope, ch. i. 0-

13; to sanctification and fear in faith, 14-21; to love,

ver. 22, ch. ii. 10; bringing in the doctrine of Christ most
sweetly by the way. V. G.] To a livelj/ hope—This hope in

the inheritance of heaven, ver. 4 [or rather, hope itself in

the heart. Hut.'] ; and it is called licehj. as fostered by the
resurrection of Christ. Peter frequently uses this word
living, lively; ch. ii. 4, 5; and mentions hope in ver. 13, 21

;

ch. iii. 15. Comp. the epithets used in ver. 4. With hope,

R 2
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moreover, he combines faith and love, ver. 8, 21, 22. By
the resurrection—Which gives life to the hope. Comp. ver. 2 1

.

[l^hat is, Beng. understands, a hope that lives through the

resurrection, etc. Bnt it is better, as Eng. Ver., to connect
with hath begotten, etc. A!/., Hut.]

4. An inheritance—Sons, regenerated, are heirs. See also

on this subject, ch. iii. 7, 9. Incorruptible—As being divine.

Undefiled—For no impure person, however close his rela-

tionship, can share that inheritance. Tliat fadeih not away
—For the heirs themselves fade not away, they die no
more. Peter delights in accumulating synonyms ; see ver.

7, 8, 19, and ch. v. 10. Meserved—From the beginning.

Comp. ver. 10. In heaven—In God's presence. For you—
AVho are alive to day.

5. WJio are Tcept— [Lit., guarded, Ed.]. The inheritance
is reserved, the inheritors are guarded ; so that neither fails

the other. A striking corroboration of this occurs in 2 Pet.

iii. 17. By the power of God—'Who keepeth, and will keep
you: ch. v. 10. Comp. 2 Pet. i. 3, [1 Thess. v. 24; Matt.
xix. 2fi. Without this defence how could we stand against

the adversary ? 1 Pet. v. 8. V. (?.] No man can contrive

means of his own for reaching that goal. God's power
protects us from onr enemies ; his patience, from ourselves :

2 Pet. iii. 15. The apostles themselves afi'urd example of

this. Tlirough faith—By fViith salvation is both received
and retained. Beady to be revealed—The revelation itself

takes place at the last da}^ ; the preparations for it began
viath Christ's coming. The vford reveal is frequent in this

Epistle, see ver. 7, 12. 13, iv. 13, v. 1. In the last time—
Peter regards the whole period from the beginning of the

New Testament dispensation till Christ's coming in glory

as one short time, .compared with the times of the Old
Testament dispensation. [But last is absolute here : the

last day, Alf] Comp. note on Acts i. 11. Therefore con-

strue in with ready.

6. Ye . . rejoice — Present tense, see ver. 8. Augustine
makes it imperative, rejoice ye. Comp. James i. 2. For a
season—Lit., for a little time. This is said of the whole
Church, see ch. v. 10, and comp. ch. iv. 7. If need be—The
»/is affirmative, as in ver. 17.

7. Trial of your faith—That is, jonr faith, thus tried. For
it is the faith which is likened to gold. 3Iuch more precious

—This epithet belongs to the faith. [Than gold—Not than
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of gold, as Ping. Ver. The gold itself is the precious thiiij^

compared. Al/.^ Wliich perishelh—With the world; see vei.

18 : and ishall then no longer profit any one. The same
participle occurs, John vi. 27. Though it be tried—Or, but

which is tried—Faith is compared with gold, not as to it.s

perishableness, but as to its trial hy fire. [Gold must peiislx

at last, though it have withstood trial by fire ; faith is much
more precious, since it cannot perish in trial. Ed,] Might he

found—For it is not now apparent; but it shall be when
all things else perish. Praise—In words. Honuur—ln
deeds. Glory—In the judgment. [Tisch. and Alf. would
transpose pr««se and honour.] At the appearing—Lit., at the

revelation. See ver. 13.

S. Having not seen—Or not having known personally. A
})aradox, for acquaintance generally begets love. Pelcr
makes this statement here in reference to love; a littJi;

later he repeats it in reference to faith. In lohom—The in

and now properly refer to the believing. Ye see not—i'lesent

tense ; that is, though you do not yet see him in g]or>

.

The apostles who had seen him, considered their own faith

not so gieat as that of others who had not. Unspeakable-—
Even in the present tiiaie : i. Cor. ii. 9. Full of glory—
Glorified in itself, and glorified by witnesses. Comj).
ver. 10. In other respects it is unspeakable.

9. Receiving—in the present time. \Tisch. (not AJf.)

omits {i/xoii/, your.'] Of faith— Ver. 8. Souls—The soul espe-

cially is saved ; the body shares in the resurrection.

10. Of which salvation—The fact of its prediction, and
the zeal of those M'ho foretold it, are strong arguments for

its truth. Inquired and searched diligently— Lit., sought out

and searched out—These two compound words are strongly
emphatic. The ^vord occurs in its uncompounded ibrm in

ver. 11. What they obtained by their inquiry and search
is expressed and defined in ver. 12. The searching (ver, 11")

refers to the first and principal object of their inqtiiries

as to Christ himself; the inquiring and searching diligently

refer to their further searching, as concerning Christians.

The prophets—Lit., prophets ; and other just men : see Matt,
xiii. 17; John viii. 66. The omission of the article in

(xreek as well as in (English and) German imparts dignity
to the style, by withdrawing the hearer's attention from the
special consideration of individuals to the whole class to

which they belong. So in ver. 12. Angels are mentioned
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[not the angels, as Eng. Ver.]. Unto you—Who live in these
•lays. Gh-ace—New Testament grace, see ver. 13 ; true

grace, see ch. v. 12 ; and comp. John i. 17.

11. What, or what manner of—The disjunctive particle, or,

exhibits the great desire of the prophets to know whether
those things were to happen in or after their own daj's

;

ver. 12. The lohat denotes the time absolutely, an era so to

speak, marked by its own date : the what manner of refers

to the character of the time marked by the events occurring
in it. Dan. ix. 2. The Spirit of Christ—Which testified of

Christ ; Kev. xix. 10. The Spirit of God, Gen. i. 2. [Rather,

as Hut., the Spirit of Christ, as being the same Spirit which
dwelt in him ; and as he, the Word, is the revealer.J Tlie

sufferings— Whence the salvation comes. Of Christ— VVhich
should happen to Christ. Glory— Lit., glories ; which should
follow these sufierings. The glory of his resurrection

;

the glory of his ascension ; the glory of the final judg-
ment and the heavenly kingdom.

12. Unto whom—As they searched. Not unto themselves—
Matt. xiii. 17 ; Ps. cii. 19 ; Dan. xii. 13. [For rjfuv, us,

read vfxlv, you. Tisch., Alf] Us—The times comprised in

the seventy weeks of Daniel exactly reach to the days vi

Christ upon earth, and to the faithful then living; and
these weeks came to an end in Peter's time. This shows
the force of the expression unto us. The things—Lit., those

things ; for the word prophets is understood with ministered,

as appears fiom the corresponding clause, not to themselves.

The words a, ivhich, and el<s a, into lohich things, refer to aura,

the things. Now—-The Latin expression is, to-day. With the

Holy Ghost—Lit., in the Holy Spirit—The Evangelists there-

fore were infallible witnesses. From heaven—That is, from
God. TJie angels—Lit., angels; see note on prophets, ver. 11.

Here the revelation from heaven culminates. Prophets,
righteous men, kings, desired to see and hear the works
and words of Christ ; Matt. xiii. ; Angels desire to look
into what the Comforter teaches concerning ChiLst. Desire

—This then was not so early revealed to the angels, at

least not to all of them. A well ordered curiosity, there-

fore, is not only a virtue in prophets (ver. 10), but also in

angels. To look into—Lit., to take a side glance into. Though
more nearly concerning us than angels, that which is

levealed to us by hearing, is revealed to them by sight,

which is a higher honour. See 1 Tim. iii. l(j.
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13. Wherefore—An exhortation is now drawn from what
precedes. Gird up—To collect your strength. Comp. stir

up, 2 Pet. i. 13. The loins of your mind—A like phrase

occurs in Job xxxviii. 3. Sober—See ch. v. 8. Hope to the

end— Lit., hope perfectly. \_Hope perfectly without doubt or

dejection, loith full devotion of soul. De W., Alf.'] The word
hope is repeated from ver. 3. That is to be brought—Lit.,

tvhich is brought. Which is afforded and exhibited. The
same word occurs in Heb. ix. 16. Our hope should corre-

vspund in perfection with the grace which is vouchsafed us in

perfection ; fn- these are correlative terms. At the revelation

—The continuous revelation extending through the whole
Kew Testament period, and including the first and second

comings of Christ: see Tit. ii. 11, 13. [But this refers to

His second coming. Hut., Alf'\

14. Obedient children—Lit., children of obedience. See com-
mencement of ver. 1 7. Obedience is rendered either to the

Divine truth, ver. 22, or to the Divine command. The
latter is the fruit of faith ; the former, faith itself. Theje-

fore Peter, in ver. 3, expressly incites them to hope, (which
very word he uses, ver. 3, 13) ; in ver. 14, to faith, (which
he mentions twice in ver. 21) ; in ver. 21, to love, which he
combines with faith and hope, ver. 7, 8 ; mentioning hope

loith faith in ver. 21, and faith with love, in ver. 22, and
ch. ii. 6, 7. In your ignorance—Their condition, even as

Jews, before their call.

15. As—The highest model. Wliich hath called you—
Peter often refers to this calling, ch. ii. 9, 21 ; iii. 9,

V. 10; 2 Pet. i. 3, 10. In .. conversation— See ver. 17,

18.

16. [For yevecrOe, be, read ecreo-Oe, ye shall he. Tisch.,

Alf.^

17. Ye call on—[Render, call on as Father him who, etc.

Alfj. And are called by his name. Without respect of
persons—Either of Jew or Greek. Without respect ofpersons

. . in fear—Comp. 2 Chron. xix. 7. Work—In the singular.

The doings, good or evil, of a single man, foim a single

work. In fear—Fear is combined with hope, both springing
from the same source. Fear prevents our falling from hope.

Of your sojourning—He calls them sojourners, as being in the
world, see ch. ii. 11 ; not, however, without some reference

to their dispersion in Asia, ver. 1.

19. Not icith corruptible things—See ver. 23. Vain—

A
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ciiurse of life is vain which leaves no fruit when time

is past. Received by tradition from your fathers—One Father

only is to be imitated; see ver. 17. The same antithesis

occurs, Matt, xxiii. 9. In religious matters men are too

fond of walking in their father's footsteps, and this was
specially the error of the Jews.

19. Precious—The blood of Christ is incorruptible, ver. 23.

As—An explanation of his using the word precious. Without

blemish—Jesus Christ had no inward blemish. Without spot

—Nor did he contract any outward spot,

20. Fore-ordained— Acts ii. 23. jBe/ore—Therefore in

Christ all God's good pleasure is fulfilled. But was manifest—TJie foreknowledge was only in God. [Read i-n-' ia-xa-rov

Twv xpovoif, at the end of the times. Tisch., Alf] Times—Of
the world.

21. By Rim—By Christ, whose resurrection exhibits the

proof and power of faith and hope. [^Believe—By the power
of that manifestation. V. G.] Your faith and hope—These
two are most intimately connected, and yet difiter, as

referring to the present and the future. [Faith is derived

from the resurrection ; hope from the glorification of Jesns

Christ. V. G. Might be—Properly are ; a simple statement

of fact. Alf.'] In God—Alone, ch. iii. 0, who hath exalted

Christ, and prepared an anchor for us (Heb. vi. 19

;

Rom. viii. 34) ; and whom, but for Christ, we could only

have regarded with fear; now we believe and hope

clearly.
22.'Have purified—Lit., havingpurified— \_A covert exhorta-

tion
; purify them ; assumed as a fact. Alf. Not as Eng. Ver.,

seeing ye have']. Having undergone purification of soul.

Hence presently the word pure is used of the heart. The
word translated purified, implies chastity and all other

purity. See the Sept. Your souls—Without the conjunc-

tion, as ver. 14, 15. In obeying—This is faith, to which
love is usually joined ; for Peter attributes purification to

faith, Acts xv. 9. TJie truth—As revealed in Christ. [Omit

8(0, llv€VfxaTo<s, through the Spirit. Tisch., Alf] Through the

Spirit—The Holy Spirit confers that obedience and purity.

Comp. ch. i. 2. To unfeigned love . . love—Two steps : comp.

2 Pet. i. 7. Hence the antecedents of love, in ver. 22,

and in 2 Pet. i. 5, 6, may also be compared. Unfeigned—

As flowing from the truth. Comp. ch. ii. 1, 2. See that ye

love— Lit., love ye. With this the sentiments in ch. ii. 3, 10,
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agree. [OmitKa^apas,_25«re. TiscTi., Alf. T\.ead from the heart.]

Fervently—Ch. iv. 8.

2;;. Being horn agam— Whence their brotherhood. Of..
seed—Lit., of. . sowing. God's word is the seed : the preaching
of God's Woi'd, the sowing. Therefore, afterwards, the
( xprcssion hy the Word is used, not of seed, etc. Liveth and
abideth—Constme with the Word, ver. 25. The Gosj^el, as

1 icing in itst'lf incorrnpfible, bears incorrnjjiible fruits, and
not, dead works. The word that liveth is full of power; it

abideth for ever, and is exempt from all corruption. [Omit as
ror ol(2va,for ever. Tisch., Alf]

24. All flesh— Is. xl. 6 8. Flesh—That is, man, in his
condition by nature. As—The Sept. does not contain this

as, nor the thereof hirther on. |Tor avOpwirov, man, read
ai'77';s, it. Tisch., Alf] Tlie j/ross—That is, ihe flesh. Withereth

—From the roots. Tlie flow, r— Tha.t is, the glory of man.
Falleth away—(Droops) from tlie top.

25. The Lord—The Sept. has, our God. By ihe Gospel is

preached—See ver. 12. Unto you—\Vho are thus imbued
with immortality.

CHAPTER II.

1. All malice—All vice. The threefold repetition of the
word all implies three classes. Malice—A vice of mind,
opposed to virtue. Guile, and hypocrisies, and envies—In
actions. Cruile injures ; hypocrisy deceives ; envy assails our
neighbour ; all do wrong to love ; on which see ch. i. 22.

All evil speakings— In words.

2. As new-horn—Who are capable of nothing but to

desire. The primitive period of the Kew Testament Church
is denoted. Babes— In whom is no guile. Sincere—Con-
trasted with guile, in ver. 1. Milk— ^Vhich was called seed,

ch. i. 23. Of the Word— Tlie milk of the Word is for the

Word itself. [But this is wiong. Render the spiritual,

guileless milk. Alf. So Hut.] TJtat ye may grow thereby—

•

Supply unto salvation. [Beng., Tisch., Alf.] We are said to

be born again unto salvation, ch. i. 3, 5, 9 ; and in this

passage, to grow unto salvation. Peter had in view Ps. xxxiv.,

which, in the 9th verse, in the words following those
used by Peter, ofters salvation. " taste and see that the

Lord is good : blessed is the man that trusteth in him."
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Fuller and happier experiences follow the first tastes of

God's goodness.

3. Te have tasted—Tasting excites appetite. [Comp. Mai.

iii. 10. F. (?.] That—Ps. xxxiv. 8. In the next chapter

Peter quotes the same Psalm. Tlie Lord—Heb., -Jehovah,

Christ, see ver. 4 ; Ps. xlvii. 6.

4. Whom—In apposition to the Lord, the Stone. Coming—
Voluntarily, throiigh faith. A living Stone—Ver. 6 and 7

declare how this is regarded by believers and unbelievers.

The name given to Peter by the Lord himself remained

fixed in his mind ; hence he makes various allusioas to it,

not only in the use of the word Stone, Acts. iv. 11, but also

in his frequent mention o^firmness. Living—Both as living

from the beginning, 1 John i. 1, and as alive from the dead,

Eev. i. 18, after his rejection by men, both Jews and
Gentiles. Disallowed—Especially before his death ; see

note on ver. 7. Chosen—See ver. 6.

5. Ye— Yourselves, sharers of his name (Stone). Lively—
Such living stones may be at once both a house and a priesthood.

Stones—Many names which in the singular number signify

Christ, are given to Christians in the plural. Christ is the

Living Stone ; Christians, lively stones. From him also they

receive such titles as sons, priests, kings, lambs, etc. So the

Shulamite is named from Solomon. Are built up—Indicative

mood, as in Eph. ii. 22. [Better, the imperative. Be ye as

living stones, huilt up. Hut., Alf, etc.] House—-A temple. Holy

—As being God's. Priesthood—A multitude of priests. This

is set forth just after, and again (the contrary being pre-

mised in vei'. 8) in ver. 9 and 10. Sacrifices—Of praise :

see ver. 9. Acceptable— Is. Ivi. 7. By—Christ is both

precious himself, and is the means of our acceptance ; for

he is our altar. See Is. Ivi. 7.

6. [For 8to Kol, therefore also, read Stort, because. Tiscli.,Alf.]

It is contained—The verb is here used impersonally. Behold

—See note on Kom. ix. 33. Elect, precious—Elect refei's to

the stone ; precious, to the cMef corner-stone. The word elect is

also applied to believers, in ver. 9. He that believeth—From
this is drawn the expression, you ichich believe, ver. 7. Shall

not be confounded.—As a believer, he shall feel that the

preciousness of Christ abonnds towards him.

7. Precious—Lit., the preciousness. or the price, noting the

manner in which the faithful regard Christ. [But the

context shows that the refeience is not to their regard for
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Christ ; but to their own portion. Eender h'terallj : To you
then tvho believe is the honour. The rendering of Eng. ^ er.

is quite ont of the question. Huf., Alf.] Stone. . head of the

corner—See note on Matt. xxi. 42. Peter has already quoted
Acts iv. 11, the passage which he cites so apjiositely here.

The Syriac translator, or the Greek copyist before him,
passing his glance from the first to the second mention of

stone, omitted the intervening words, as sometimes happens ;

but they evidently belong to the passage. In the (ith and
7th verses Peter quotes three texts ; the first from Isaiah,

tlie second from the Psalms, the third from Isaiah again.

In ver. 8 he alludes to the third, in ver. 4 to the second
and first, which were even then in his mind. Therefore
the words disallowed, in ver. 4, and they disalloived, in ver. 7,

refer to each other. The dative, to them ivhich he disobedient

(as also, to you which believe), corresponds with the Hebrew
prefix ^, and signifies as regards tliem which believe not

;

and with this dative the rest of the verse is connected,

making the construction easy : was made the head of the

corner and a stone of stumbling, etc. The union of the two
quotations softening the disparity between the accusative,

ets K€<f)aXr]\\ to the head, and the nominative, Xl$os, stone. 1'he

expression in the Psalm has a twofold agreement with this :

for, firstly, they who rejected the stone were clearly dis-

obedient ; secondly, in }'ejecting the stone they unconsciously
contributed to its becoming the head of the corner ; nor,

however it gall them, can they now hinder this, and tliey

shall find by experience, to their own great sorrow, that he
is the head of the corner : Matt. xxi. 44. The head—Christ

is the head of the corner primarily to believers, who are

built upon him ; but unbelievers also come to know this in

another way.
S. WJio stumble at the woi'd, being disobedient—Propeily,

WJio stumble, being disobedient to the word. In ver. 7, the
apostle showed the different judgments concerning Chri.st

entertained by believers and unbelievers ; he now shows
the actual difference between those two classes. In the

word of the Gospel the preciousness of Christ is set forth
;

disbelievers in that word both despise Christ and stumble

at the word. Whereunto (lit., unto icliich) also they loere

appointed—The tchich refers to sttimble : those who do not
obey, stumble, and are also appointed to stumble. This appoint-

ment is subsequent to their unbelief and stumbling, as the
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intensitive particle also, and the placing of this clause at

the end, tend to show. And yet stumble is used in a present,

and were appointed in a past sense ; which implies that by a
most just judgment of God the disobedient daily stumble
more and more. Were cq)pointed answers to behold, I lay,

ver. 6 ; but with this difference, that God is said, in the

active sense, to lay (appoint) Christ and the elect; while
the disobedient are said, in the paissive sense, to be appointed.

Comp. note on Rom. ix, 22.

9. Bat ye—The apostle turns from the consideration of

so sad a subject to console the gjdly ; as 2 Thess. ii. 13.

Generation .. peculiar—He twice quotes two striking texts,

which indicate the relation of believei's to their Father and
their God: Is. xliii. 21. Sept., Mn nation, the chosen; my
people lohom I have formed for myself to show forth my praises ;

and Ex. xix. 5, G, a peculiar people from all the nations, a royal

priesthood, and a holy nation. Peter does nut add, from all

thenations ; for he is honouring Gentiles also with this title;

ver. 10. Chosen—Excellent. A royal priesthood, a holy

nation, a peculiar people (lit., a people for a possession)—A
kinjdom of priests is a Hebrew expression ; God is its king,

believers his priests. See Kev. i. G ; and comp. 2 Sam. viii.

18 with 1 Ciirou. xviii. 17. A holy people (a people for a

possession) God's own. In the Sept. the word 7rept7rotr;(rts,

possession, corresponds in the abstract with Trepiovcn'j'i, peculiar,

in the concrete. Comp. note on Eph. i. 14. Should show

forth—That is, acknowledge and tell out. The Sept., Is. xlii.

12, reads, TJiey shall tell out his excellotcies in the isles. The
out, in tell out (Gr. l^ayydkrjTi) indicates the ignorance of

many, to whom the faithful should proclaim the praises

of God. Praises—Lit., excellencies. His wondrous glory, in

this verse; his compassion, in ver. 10; his goodness, in

ver. 3. [Comp. Num. xiv. 17. V. G.^ The word dperr), virtue,

excellence (here translated praise), is used once by Paul,

Phil. iv. 8, in speaking of the godly ; by Peter, in this one
passage of his First Epistle, in speaking of God ; in his

Second Epistle, at ch. i. 3, also in speaking of God ; and at

eh. i. 5, in speaking of the faithful. Of him—Of God. See
note on 2 Pet. i. 3.

10. WJiich in time past— See note on Rom. ix. 25; and
compare the expression in time past with ye were, in ver. 2b.

The quotation from Hosea is a sort of enigma. Its literal

application, in Hosea, is to the Jews ; the context proving
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that it must be a particular one ; but the miud of tbo

writer here embracing a wider view, he assigns to the

quotation a more extended application. I will call them mi/

people who icere not a peojjle, holds good both of Jews and
Gentiles; thus care is taken to prevent the sense of the

text appearing twofold. Not a people—See note on Rom. x.

19. Much less God's people. The first half of the verse

refers to the Gentiles, the last to the Jews. As to Jews,

see the context, and Tit. iii. 4 ; as to Gentiles, see Acts xv.

14. [Wlio were uncompassionated, that is, unpitied, objects uf

aversion and wiath ; hat now compassionated. So Alf., better

than Eng. Ver.]

11. Dearly beloved—A friendly and kindly exhortation.

/ beseech you—So ch. v. 1. [This is the beginning of a long

exhortation; the second part of which begins a,t ch. iii., lu

the middle of ver. 15. Both parts have tliat whereas, etc.,

the first in ch. ii. 12 ; the second in ch. iii. 16. Not. Crit ]

Strangers and pilgrims—Lit., strangers and sojourners—

A

gradation. Ye who believe, from among Jews and Gentiles,

are not only in a strange dwelling, but in a foreign state
;

which is a good reason for abstaining. See in Sept., Lev.

XXV. 23 ; Psalm xxxix. 13 ; and comp. note on Heb. xi, 13.

J.6s<mn—Imperative; as in ch. v. 1, after I exhort follows

feed ye. Thus the expressions, luiving your conversation, etc.

(ver. 12, and ch. iii. 7, 8, 9), and ready (ch. iii. 15), are

connected. Fleshly—2 Tet. ii. V>, 18. War—For they

not only obstruct but assaiL A powerful expression.

12. Conversation—Strangers and sojourners should show
themselves forth in two respects : I. In their conversation,

the right character uf which is laid down for subjects,

ver. 13; for servants, ver. 18; for women, ch. iii. 1; for

men, ch. iii. 7 ; for all men, ch. iii. 8 : II. In their confession,

ch. iii. 15, 16, a passage cleaily referring to the present

one. Each point depends upon the will oj God ; see ch. ii.

15, iii. 17. Speah against you—A comujon thing even then.

See ver. 15, ch, iii, 16, iv. 4, 14. As evildoers—As if ye
refused obedience to jiowers and magistrates and honest

laws; ver, 13, 14. By—Construe with they may glorify.

Good works—Hence them that do well, ver. 14, 15. This is

true submission. Wldch they shall behold—The same word
occurs, ch. iii. 2. Other men closely scrutinize the doings

of the righteous. GloiHfy God—As having children re-

sembling himself. In the day of visitation—In the day (the
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time) ; used indefinitely. [The note in V. G. interprets this

as the last day. E. B.] The divine visitation is here meant,
when God makes clear the long hidden innocence of the
godly ; which he often does by means even of hostile

judges diiring their investigations, thus converting the
adversaries themselves. The same Greek word occurs in

the Sept., Is. X. 3, Jer. vi. 15. Christians must wait for

that day in patience.

13. Every ordinance (lit., every creation) of man—A king
or emperor, or governors appointed by them, are called

creatures, by a use of the abstract for the concrete ; as we
say, in political language, to create a peer, etc. (comp. in

Heb. ix. 11, building, lit., creation): hence the force of the

word every is divided by whether, or. And these are called

creations of man, as managing the affairs of men after the

manner of men. Which expression savours of a heavenly
perception, in the apostle reaching high above all human
things. And under this very name (creations of man, Ed.),

those who have reached the nobility of faith might despise

all such creations ; an error which Peter guards against by
commanding them to submit themselves for the Lord's sake

;

for his sake, who once was subject, though all things be
subject unto him. For—The highest obligation, for the

sake of Christ, whose honour is involved. To the king—
To Caesar; those were Eoman provinces to which Peter
was sending his Epistle. The Jewish zealots used to refuse

obedience.

14. Them that do well—A frequent expression in this

Epistle.

15. The ignorance—As exhibited, for instance, on the
subject of the integrity of Christians. This word affords a

reason for Christians showing pity to Gentiles.

16. As free—Without maliciousness. This depends on
ver. 13. [That is, submit yourselves, as free. But it is better

to connect with ver. 15: put to silence by well-doing, as free,

etc. So Alf] Comp., as to this, liberty, ver. 9. Malicious-

ness—A slavish vice.

17. Honour— Persons less known should be treated

courteously ; brethren, familiarly. [But courtesy is too weak
a term for Tt/AT^o-are, honour. Appreciate their worth, and
show that you do so. Hut.] This vei'b, in a past tense

(Aorist), is followed by three in the present. Our liononring

the king must not interfere with our loving the brotherhood,
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or fearing God. All—To whom honour is due ; see Eoni.

xiii. 7. The brothei-hood~~An abstract term; see oh. v. 9.

We must love the brotherhood as being brethren. God—
See Prov. xxiv. 21, Sept., My son, fear God and the king.

Honour—In practice, and not in theory only. The king—
Ver. 18.

18. Servants—He enjoins duties upon these, not upon
their masters, most of whom were heathens. Subject—The
participle in the Greek is used as an imperative, depending
on the submit yourselves, in ver. l;5. From whence the impera-
tive form should be repeated by Zeugma, as also in ch. iii. 1.

Not only—Gentleness wins readier obedience than harsh-

ness. To the good—Who inflict no injury. Gentle—Who
pardon errors. Froward—Who without reason make use of
harshness, blows, and reproaches.

19. TJianhivo^-thy—In the sight of God, ver. 20. For
conscience toivards God—Doing, for conscience sake, things

good and pleasing to God, even though they please no man
(consider the force of glory in the next verse). [When the

good doings of a just man are not approved by the world,
and he fails, either before or after their commission, to gain
approbation, support, or even the expression of gratitude,

experiencing perhaps the very contrary treatment, he may
well be afi'ected with considerable pain ; but if his con-

science be secure of God's approval, pleasurable feelings

alone remain. V. G.] Wrongfully—That is, enduring sufter-

ings wrongfully inflicted.

20. Glory—The word (/cXeos), thus translated, signifies

praise, not so much from the many, as from the good ; and
in this case from God himself, in return for insults. Buffeted

—Lit., beaten loith blows. The punishment, and a prompt
one, generally inflicted on slaves. [For your faults—More
exactly, when ye do wrong and are buffeted for it. Alf.^^ Suffer

—When assailed with deliberate evils. [Read tovto yap,

for this (is acceptable). Tisch., Alf] Acceptable—Peter
imitates the phrase which, as a new disciple, he had heard
from the Lord; see liuke vi. 32, seqq.

21. Hereunto—To imitate Christ, who, having been him-
self once regarded as a servant, deigns to set himself foith

as an example to servants. Were ye called—By a heavenly
calling, which found you in a servile condition. Leaving—
On his departure to the Father [to giory. F. G.\ An
example— Lit., a copy, suited to the capacity of a beginner,
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learning to paint. Thus Peter clearly depicts to servants
tlie example of Christ, giving prominence to those features

which are specially suited to servants. Ste^is—Of inno-

cence and patience. The same expression occurs, Kom.
iv. 12.

22. Who did no sin, neither was guile found, etc.—See
Is. liii. 9, Sept., He committed neither open nor secret sin.

\Vords peculiarly adapted for admonishing servants, who
l;xll so easily into sins and deceptions, into quarrels with
their fellow-servants, and threats which arise from in-

efl'ectual anger.

23. Beviled not again—Ts. liii. 7. He threatened not—
Though he might have done so as being Loi'd [and althougfi

he had declared his second coming, Matt. xxvi. 64. V.
6?.

J.

How much more, then, are servants bound to show patience I

[And indeed such weapons (as threatening^) are often used
by the weak ; such as slaves were especially, who might,

therefore be more disposed to threaten their masteis with
the judgment of God. V. (?.] But committed—[Not himself,

as Eng. Ver. supplies, but] judgment. Bighteously—The
peace of the afflicted is based upon the justice of God.

24. Who—Peter infers that we are both able and bound
to follow in the footsteps of Jesus. His own self hare—
Personal exertion befits a servant, who must himself do
whatever has to be done. Jesus Christ, far from putting

others in his place, took upon himself their burdens.

Peter's statement accords with Is. lii. 11, Sept., He himself

shall hear their sins. Comp. note on Heb. ix. 28. In his own
hody—Most afflicted. On the tree — Slaves used to be punished

by the tree, the cross, or fork [an instrument in the shape

of the letter V, borne on the neck, the hands being made
fast to the ends]. That—This word implies the expiation

of sins, properly so called, to have been made on the

cross of Christ; since its fruit alone sets free from the

bondage of sin. To sins—Plural ; sin being manifold. Unto

righteousness—Singular ; righteousness being entirely single.

Comp. righteousness. Is. liii. 11. Shoidd live—In a free service.

25. By whose stripes (lit., stripe) ye loere healed, etc.

—

Is. liii. 5, 6. A paradoxical expression of the apostle.

Healed with a stripe. The word stripe means strictly weal,

mark of a stripe ; common on the back of a slave. Sir, xxiii.

10. Sliepherd and hishop—Whom ye should o6e^. These two
words are synonymous; comp. ch, v. 2.
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CHAPTER III.

1. In subjection—As the discourse proceeds, the participle

is substituted for the infinitive, by a considerate change of

construction ; see ver. 7,8. If any—Peter speaks leniently.

The tvord . . the ivord—Used in two senses : first, as meaning
the Gospel ; secondly, as meaning speaJcing [preaching,

Alf.'\. Their very converse breathes the force of the doc-

tnne. May . . he icon—The future subjunctive, a tense rarely

used. It implies something more remote than the ordinary

future.

2. Coupled with fear—Piefer this to chaste, not to conversa-

tion. Fear is generally enjoined upon all Christians by the

Apostle, but particularly upon women, that their conversa-

tion may be chaste.

3. WlioSe adorning . . let it he—As giving external indica-

tion of inward character. Women thus clothe themselves

with the spirit, in claiming for themselves, and regarding

as their own, not outward but inward adornment. Adornimj

. . not—Though they use whatever adornment is needful,

yet they do not do it for the adoinment sake. Of plaiting

. . of ivearing . . of putting on—These expressions imply the

offices of the toilet, which waste so much of time.

4. But . . the hidden—Inward is the exact contrary to out-

ward ; but the word hidden is here used instead, as implying

a proper desire of concealment. Man—See note on Eph.

iii. IG. In—Prefix which is. That hidden man is not the

ornament itself, but the object of that ornament. The
ornament itself is incorruptible, whence women whose hidden

man delights in such a spirit are thus adorned. Not cor-

ruptible—See note on Eph. vi. 24. This is the opposite of

outward adornment, which is corruptible. Comp. ch. i. 18,

on gold. A meek and quiet spirit should be incorruptible ; if

corrupted, it changes to (obstinacy and fear. Meeh and

quiet spirit—He is meeJc who causes no disturbance ; he is

quiet who tranqiiilly bears distuibances caused by others,

whether superior, equal to, or inferior to himself. The end
of ver. 5 refers to meekness; the end of ver. 6 to quietness.

Moieover meekness refers to feeling ;
quietness to conversa-

tion, countenance and conduct. WJiich—As being incor-

ruptible. [Kather, the meek and quiet spirit. Hut.'] In the

sight of God—^Vho looketh to inward rather than to

VOL, III. B
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outward things ; and whom the godly take pains to

please.

5. The holy loomen— Most worthy of imitation. Wlio

trusted in God—Lit., who hoped. This epithet is part of

their description. Hope in God is true holiness. Being in

subjection—The adornment of the ancient matrons is shown
to have consisted in their heing in subjection (whereof Sarah
is an example), doing well, and not heing afraid, etc.

6. Obeyed—Gen. xviii. 6. Htm—Although they were
children of the same fither : Gen. xx. 12. Lord-—-Gen.
xviii. 12, Sept. ; also 1 Sam. i. 8. Daughters—The daughters
should imitate Sarah, as the sons should Abraham. Ye
are—Lit., ye have become. He is addressing even Gentile

believers. Do well—[That is, The holy women, doing well,

etc. ; but Eng. Ver. is much better. Eender, of ichom

(Sarah) ye have become children, if ye do good, etc. Alf., etc.].

And are not—Comp. ver. 13, 16, 15. In doing well you
need fear no man. Afraid—Anger seizes upon men, fear

upon women. Amazement— Better, terror ; arising from
without, see note on ver. 14. Comp. Prov. iii. 25, Sept.

7. LiJceivise—This likeness does not refer to special duties,

which vary in husbands and wives ; but to the foundation

of their love : so also in ch. v. 5. Knowledge—Masters are

to show gentleness, ch. ii. 18 ; husbands, knowledge. This
knowledge, shown towards the weaker vessel, implies

moderation, and produces the judgment explained in the

note on 1 Cor. vii. 25. Therefore it excludes all violence

whereby terror is inflicted on the weak, especially violent

anger. Adam set an excellent example of marital rule as

tempered by moderation, in naming his wife himself, but
leaving to her the naming of her children. [Connect thus ;

dwelling according to knoidedge loith the feminine as ivith the

iceaker vessel, etc. Alf.j As—This word is t^vice used, in

reference firstly to knoivledge, and secondly to honour. The
weakness of the vessel requires moderation ; the fact of their

heirship demands honour, which is a still weightier con-

sideration. Weaker—Comparative ; for the man is weak
himself. [Rather contrasted with the man, the stronger.

Alf] Vessel—This word expresses the sex as well as the

whole disposition and temperament of woman. Giving

honour—This is said as balancing the injunction to women
to bo in subjection. Comp. ch. ii. 17. Honour—As shown in

just estimation, kind treatment, and chaste association.
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Comp. 1 Thess. iv. 4. Heirs together—Gr. avyKX-rjoovo/xoL.

Others read crvyKXr]pov6fxoL<i. [The latter reading is riglit.

Kender, giving honour as to those loho are also fellow-inheritoi-s,

etc. .4//.] The hope of eternal glory makes men generous:

and gentle. Tlie argument further on, in ver. 9, is similar.

Bless, as being called to inherit a blessing. Comp. elected

together tcith you, ch. v. 18. Hindered—Gr. iyKoiTTea-Oac. Tlii.s

reading is preferable to that of some [Tisch., not Alf.\

Gr. eKKOTTTeo-^at, cut off. . For the apostle does not wish the

prayers of husbands to be even obstructed or interrupted.

But they are interrupted by intemperance and wrath ; see

1 Cor. vii. 5. The remembrance of injuries recurs to us at

no time so much as when engaged in prayer. [Nor is it

uncommon for prayer to cease altogether, when strife arises

between friends or neighbours, or colleagues, or learned
men. V. G.'\ And God doth not forgive the unforgiving,

even though they pray. Prayers—^Vhereby ye lay hold on
that inheritance, and (should) implore the salvation of yt)ul-

wives. Comp. note on 1 Tim. ii. 8.

8. All—From ch. ii. 18 till now Peter has been describing
particular duties. Of one mind—By an inverted Chiasmus,
or cross reference, the three parts of verses 8, 9, correspond
with the three clauses of Ps. xxxiv., quoted in verses 10
and 11. [And therefore the ex-pression finally refers to his

exhortation to a right convei'sation, ver. 11, not to the con-
clusion of the whole epistle. V. G.] Earing compassion—
(that IS, sympathising. Ed.). In prosperity and adversity.

Love as brethren— Lit., having brotherly love, towards the
saints. Be pitiful—Towards the afflicted. [For ^lAo^poves,

courteous, read TaiTeLv6<i>pov€<;, humble-minded. Tisch., Alf.^

9. Evil—In deed. Bailing— In word. Contrariwise—This
refers to the railing, for the evil is mentioned as the contrary

of what is set forth in ver. 8. [For etSdrcs on, knoicing that,

read otl, for. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.'] For—No railing can do
you injury; comp. ver. 13. Ye ought to imitate God whn
hlesseth you. Tliereunto—So ch. iv. 6, for this cause. A
blessing—Everlasting, the first-fruits of which the godly
already possess. See next verse.

10. He that will love life and see good days—If ye desire,

Peter says, to taste of that inheritance, ye must abstain

fiom evil either of word or deed. Ps. xxxiv. 13. Sept. has.

Who is the man desirous of life, loving to see good days ? And
herewith the Hebrew and Syriac versions agree. Peter,

s2
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retaining the sense, makes the expression more forcible, He
that mslies to love life. lie who wishes to live so as riot to be

weary of life. [This puts the love of life too far out of sight.

The love for life, in the higher sense, like its possession,

implies a peculiar state of mind. Hut.] The opposite of

this oecurs in Eccles. ii. 17,7 became weary of life. So Gen.

xxvii. 46 ; Num. xi. 15. Let him refrain his tongue—The Sept.

put this passage, as far as ensue it, in the second person,

12. For the eyes—The Sept. omit the /oi-, Gr. on, other-

wise the passages are identical down to do evil. Over the

righteous—Who thence receive life and long days. Face—In

displeasure : comp. 2 Sam. xxii. 28. Anger disturbs the

whole countenance. Love atfects the eyes.

13. And—This word has an inferential and assertive

force. Who is he that tvillharm you—That is, a matter is

often much easier than it appears. The opposite of this is,

that lohich is good. See Is. 1. 9. Sept., Followers of that which

is 'food—John, in his 3rd Epistle, ver. 11, says. Follow that

loUch is good. Satan is called the Evil One ; whereas God
is good, though the epithet, TJie Good One, is not usually put

for his proper name.

1 4. Ye suffer —Gr. Tracrxotre, a milder term than KaKovo-Oai,

to he afflicted. Happy—Ch. iv. 14. For that cannot pre-

vent the happiness of your life ; on the contrary, it increases

it. A striking aspect in which to regard affliction, (the

cross). Be not afraid of (better, with) their terror—[The

Greek may be rendered in either way, but here, as in Sept.,

etc., 4>6f^ov, fear, is subjective. Alf, etc.]—neither be troubled;

hut sanctify the Lord God in your hearts—Hq teaches how to

bear adversity without diminution of happiness. Is. viii. 1 2,

1'!, Sept. Fear not the fear which the wicked entertain and

would excite in you. The expression to fear a fear is used in

the same way as to rejoice with joy. One only is to be feared,

even the Lord ; who is sanctified by pure fear, and who is

trulv honoured as God by a correspondence between the

feelings of the pious and his divine omnipotence. Is. viii, 13.

1.5. [For 0eov, God, read XpLarbv, Christ, Tisch., Alf]
And . . 7-eady—Lit., hut ready. The word but is forcible, and

ready implies boldness. Not only should the conversation be

good (see note on ch. ii. 12), but every man should be ready

to confess. To every man that ashetli you—Among the heathen

some' were openly ill-disposed, some were in doubt; and it

is to these that laelievers aie commanded to return cour-
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teous replies. Hope—Which those profess to hold who call

themselves sojourners upon the earth, and who shun its

lusts: see ch. ii. 11 ; comp. Heb. xi. 13, etc. The hope of

Christians has often roused others to inquiry. [Add dA./\a,

but, before /^era, icith. Tisch., Alf.] With—This depends on
ready to give an answer. Meekness we need, towards ot71'-

selves ; fear, towards others ; a good conscience, towaids
God. Fear—In other words, respect. Men conscious of

innocence are more easily provoked by accusations, and
find it harder than the guilty do to retain meekness and fear.

Therefore they are here admonished to unite meekness and
fear with their good conscience, and thus to make their

victory complete. Meekness is specially requisite in our
dealings with inferiors

; fear (or respect) in our dealings

with superiors.

16. Having—This, without any copula, is added to ready.

[For KaTaXaXQcnv, read KaTaXaAeta^e, and omit vjxdiv ws kuko-

TTouov. Tisch., Alf, etc. Eender, that in the matter in ichich ye are

spoken against, they may he ashamed, etc.] That falsely accuse

your good conversation—A concise exprest^ion for : that falsely

accuse you because of your good conversation.

17. Better—Happier, in numberless ways. If . . ivill . . he

so—And this will of God, kind in itself, is manifested in

the events which befall us. [Lit. if the ivill of God
should ivill. Luther says :

" Go forth in faith and love

:

if the cross comes, take it up ; if not, seek it not." Alf.']

Of God—For our will is different. Comp. Christ's words to

Peter, John xxi. 18.

18. For—Anything is hetter which makes us in life and
death more like to Christ, whose death brought the best

issue to him, and the best fruit to us. Christ—The Holy
of the holy. The expressions Christ for sins, a just man for
the unjust, have a sweet sound. Once—Never to suffer

more. It is hetter too for us to suffer once with Christ than
eternally without him. Suffered—And so suffered as to be
slain by his enemies on account of his confession. But
this did not hinder his preaching, an office which he dis-

charged before the day of his death, on the day he died,

and immediately after. For sins— As if he himself had
committed them. Just— [Lit., a just man. Alf. Who has
])rc-eminently accomplished good for us: ver. 17. V. (?.]

Why then should we not suffer for righteousness' sake? see

vei-. 14. [For Ty/xas, us, read v/Aas, you. Tisch. (not -^Ij'.jl
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That he might hring us—That lie himself, in going to the

Father, might bring ns, who had been alienated, with him
to heaven as justified, ver. 22, by the same stages of

humiliation and exaltation which he himself passed through.

From here to ch. iv. 6, Peter shows the close connection

between the path or progress of Christ and that of believers,

(a path wherein he himself was following his Lord,

according to that Lord's prediction, John xiii. 36), inter-

weaving with his statement reference to the unbelief and
punishment of many. To God—Whose will it was. The
use of the dative, tw ©ew, in the Greek, is more forcible

than that of the accusative with a preposition would have
been. Put to death—As if he had ceased to exist. Peter

shows how a means of access has been provided for us.

In tlie flesh—[In the spirit—Not hy the spirit, as Eng. Ver.

Beng. is right. Hut, Alf.'\ The flesh and spirit here do not

denote the human and divine nature of Christ : comp.
ch. iv. 6 ; but either of them so far as it is the principle

and condition of his life, and the correspondent working,

whether among men in righteousness, or with God in glory.

See note on Eom. i. 4. The soul in the body is best adapted

to the former state ; the soul out of the body, or with a

glorified and spiritual body, is best adapted to the latter.

Comp. 1 Cor. XV. 4-i. Quickened—Contrasted with ptit to

death. For the rest, Christ, having life in himself, and
being himself the life, never ceased to exist, or recom-

menced existence in the spirit. But as soon as bj death

he was liberated from earthl}'- weakness, immediately (as

distinguished theologians acknowledge) the power of his

indestructible life began to display itself in new and
entirely unencumbered ways. The raising of his bod}'-

from death, and his resurrection from the grave, of necessity

followed quickly his quickening and going to preach to the

spirits, ver. 21. Christ liveth unto God, Eom. vi. 10;

comp. according to God, ch. iv. 6. The discourse of our

Lord in John vi., which ver. 68, shoAvs us to have been
becomingly received by Peter, remained fixed in his heart;

and Peter's writing in ch. i. 2, 19 ; iii. 18, 22 ; iv. 1, may
be compared with that chapter of St. John, and particularly

with ver. 51, 63, 62,63.

18, 19. In spirit. . to the S2nrits—Concordant expressions.

19. By ivhich—Rather, in which. With, the living, Christ

dealt in the flesh ; with the spirits, in the spirit, llo
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himself hath power over the living and the dead. There

are wonders in that Avorld which lies beyond our ken. In

a passage full of mystery we are not wairanted to abandon

the strict sense of the words, merely from want of parallel

passages. For those to whom any mystery was first

revealed believed God's word most fully without any parallel

passages. For instance, our Saviour said but once, this is

my body. The mystery as to the cJianging of those who
shall be alive at the last day is only written once. Went

—To those spirits, see ver. 22. They- were not in his

grave, he went to them. Preached—By this preaching,

which followed his quickening, Christ already showed
himself to be alive and righteous. No matter how dis-

tinctively this preaching was a preaching of grace, the

use here by Peter of the word evrjyyeXLo-aTo, He preached

the Gospel, would have been inappropriate, inasmuch as the

hearers had fallen asleep before the Gospel times ; therefore

he uses the wider term, he preached (proclaimed). Noah,

a preacher of righteousness, was despised, 2 Pet. ii. 5 ; but

Christ was a more powerful preacher, who, quickened in the

spirit, fully refuting the unbelief of the ancients, asserted

a righteousness of his mm, which they had disbelieved.

Had Peter been speaking of Noah's preaching, the word
sometime would either have been altogether omitted, or else

joined with preached. This preaching, then, was a foretaste

of the general judgment, comp. ch. iv. 5, and the Word
itself must be taken in its wider sense to signify that to

some it was a preaching of the Gospel, tending to impart

consolation (Christ's more special office); while to others,

and pos.sibl}' to the greater number, it was a preaching of

the Liw tending to excite fear. For if the judgment itself

shall bring joy to some, its proclamation could not have

been terrible to all. The author of the Adumbrations
(attributed to Clemens Alexandrinus, and to Cassiodorus),

says, " They did not behold his form, but heard the sound

of his voice." Calvin (Institutes, Bk. 2, ch. xvi. 9) says,

" For the context tends to show that the faithful, who had
died before that time, were sharers in the same grace with

us ; because, in showing that his death aifected even the

dead, it amplifies the power of his death, since, while on

the one hand the souls of the righteous rejoiced in an
immediate view of that visitation which they had been
anxiously expecting, their utter exclusion from salvation
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was, on the other hand, more plainly revealed to the lost.

And though Peter does not expressly say so, he must not be
understood as classing the righteous and the wicked without
difference, but only as wishing to show how each had a per-

ception of Christ's death." To the spirits—Peter does not say
that all spirits were in that place of custody, for many might
have been in a gloomier one ; but he implies that Christ

preached to all that were there. In prison—In a prison the

guilty suffer punishment; they are kept in custody till they
learn the decision of the judge. Analogous to this is the

reference, in Gal. iii. 23, to the condition of those livii)g

under the Old Testament dispensation. The apostle calls

them spiiits, not sotds, as in the next verse.

20. Sometime—This sometime (which also in ver. 5 is

made to signify a long period), and this long-suffering,

which presently follows, apply to all ages of the Old Testa-

ment dispensation down to the death of Christ. It is

called forbearance, Eom. iii. 26. That long-suffering pre-

ceded His first and second comings appears from this

passage, and 2 Pet. iii. 9. Were disobedient—Lit., had been

unbelieving ; had given no credence in their lifetime to the

patriarchs who admonished them in the name of God.
Waited—[For a-Traf iieSex^ro, once waited, read air e^eSexero,

teas waiting. Tisch., Alf., etc. So Beng.'\ That is, continued

waiting, that men might believe. There is greater force

still in separating the diro from i^eSexero, he continued waiting

until the end of waiting, till the men died. In—Understand as

it was. To the mention of God's long-suffering that of one
of its most striking instances is subjoined, for these reasons

:

1. Never did so many at a time perish as in the deluge.

2. The mention of water enables Peter to pass on to the

subject of baptism. 3. The destruction of the world by
water is the prelude to its destruction by fire, 2 Pet. iii.

6, 7 ; and of the last judgment, ch. iv. 5. Nor is it strange

that the sometime should have a wider signification than the
days of Noah, since the days of Noah formed a much longer

period than those in ivhieh the arh loas a preparing, which
latter nevertheless are mentioned directly after the days of
Noah. Comp. with this the gradually closer marking of

time in Mark xiv. 30 ; Luke iv. 25 ; Deut. xxxi. 10. How
comprehensive was this preaching ! Wliile (the) arJc ivas a
preparing—The article is not prefixed to ark in the Greek
here, or in Heb. xi. 7. This omission is in conformity with
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the opinion of unbelieving spectatois. The building of the

ark occupied a long period, nor is it likely that many aided

Noah in his work. All that time, more especially, the long-

sutiering of God was waiting. TF^emn— [Not, as Bengel,

whereinto'j. Those who entered the ark by faith, sought

aud found safety. Few—Therefore it seems probable that

when the rain came down, some out ui so great a multitude

repented ; and though they had not believed while God's
long-sutiering waited, and the ark was a preparing, yet

began to believe after the ark was finished, and the punish-

ment sent; and that to these, and such as these, Christ

afterwards showed himself as a preacher of grace. Luther,

in his 'Homilies' on 1 Peter, published in 1523, assigns

little weight to this interpretation ; but shortly before his

death he leaned much more to it. In a well-known passage

of his 'Commentary on Genesis,' ch. vii. 1, with which his

exposition of IJosea (published 1545), ch. vi. 2, agrees,

he refers the two days to the descent into hell, and citing

this passage of Peter, says :
" Here Peter clearly states

that Chiist not only appeared to the departed fathers and
patriarchs, (some of whom doubtless Christ at his resur-

rection raised with him to eternal life), but also to some
who had disbelieved in the days of Noah, and waited for

the long-suffering of God, that is, hoped that God would
not deal so severely with all flesh ; he preached so as to let

them see that their sins were pardoned through the sacrifice

of Christ." Eight—Leaving out Ham, who was to incur

the curse, they were seven, a sacred number. By—Lit.,

through; a most appropriate word, signifying a passage,

apart from any consideration either of the actual peril

threatened by the waters, or of the safety afforded by the

ark ; and with this the following verse agrees.

2L [For <5 read o, and for i;/xas, us, read w^as, you. Tisch.,

Alf. Kender, which, the archeiyj^e, is now saving you (namely)
baptism, etc.] Now—At this time, in other respects an evil

one. Doth . . save—Withdraws us from the ruin of the whole
world, and of the Jewish people. This corresponds with
were saved, ver. 20. Peter shows that, as formerly, some
perished by want of faith, and some were saved by faith

;

so also, under the new dispensation, some (as here) are

saved, and others perish : ch. iv. 4-6 ; but that both classes,

though in different ways, experience the poAver of Christ,

which very consideration tends powerfully both to with-
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draw the godly from the wicked and to strengthen them in

patience. Not . . of the flesh— [Bengel translates thus, Bap-
tism, not of the flesh']. Peter explains how and how far

baptism has so salutary an eft'ect. There were baptisms
even among the Jews : but these cleansed the flesh, and
nothing more. Even now in baptism the flesh is cleansed,

but baptism does not merely consist in such cleansing, nor
does baptism save as being a manual act, but as being the

answer of a good conscience; Eph. ii. 11. Of the flesh is

placed first for emphasis, and to this the putting away offilth
is ascribed (not as in Eng. Ver., the putting aioay of the filth

of the flesh) ; and the conscience is contrasted with theses/*.

Answer—[Eng. Ver., answer, is quite wrong. Eender, the

inquiry of a good conscience after God. Alf.']. To ash God, to

consult him, to address him confidently, are marks of

godliness ; not to «s^ him, or to ask idols, are marks of

wickedness : see Judges xx. 18, 23, 27 ; 1 Sam. x. 22, xxiii.

2, 4; Is. XXX. 2; Hos. iv. 14; in all which passages the

Sept. use the word eTrcpwrav, the cognate of cVepwTT^jaa,

asking, in this passage. Therefore it is the asking of a good
conscience, which saves us ; that is, the asking in a good
conscience, feeling our sins forgiven and cast aside. Comp.
V. 1 6 ; Heb. X. 22. This asking (right to ask) is conferred

in baptism, and is exercised in every act of faith, and
prayer, and Christian life ; and to this asking God always
vouchsafes an answer. Comp. Deut. xxvi. 17, 18, and
Is. xix. 21. Sept. By the resurrection—Construe with doth

save, [and refer back to ver. 18, quickened. Hut.']. Comp.
ch. i. 3, 21.

22. Is gone—Lit., having gone. And is—Lit., is. The
Vulgate, by far the most ancient version reads. Who is on

the light hand of God, having sivallowed up death, that loe might

he made heirs of eternal life. According to Mill, this is the

reading of all the Latin MSS. Peter draws special in-

ferences from Christ's passion, death, quickening, resurrec-

tion, ascension into heaven, and judgment of the quick and
the dead ; but from his session at the right hand of God,

either no inference at all is drawn, or that which the

reading of the Vulgate supplies. In his death Christ

utterly destroyed death : but his session on the right hand
of God presupposes the fact of his death once suffered

to procure us life ; and implies a state of life glorious,

eternal, and salutary for us. See Acts ii. 28; Eom. vi. 9,
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10 ; Heb. vii. 10, 24, 25 ; 1 Cor. xv. 54 ; John xiv. 19. TLo
preterite force in the participle KaTa-Kim', having suallowed up,

is to bo specially noted. Aivieh—To him the angels of

every rank, both good and evil, are made subject, and all

men as well.

CHAPTER IV.

1. CJirist—The Lord of glory. [Omit v-n-lp rj/j-wv, for tis.

Tisch., Alf.] Arm yourselves—As against enemies. \_T}ie

same mind—Of suifering willingly. V. G., i. e., the same
intent, resolution, to sufier, as he had. Hut., Alf.'] For—This
is the same special subject for thought referred to in Rom.
vi. 6-11. Sath ceased — Hath obtained a cessation, an
immunity.

2. That he should (lit., may) live — For it is constnied
with he hath ceased. The expression, in the fle.sh, ver. 1, is

connected with that in ver. 2. Sin, ver. 1, displays itself

in the lusts, and suffering in the flesh is a reminder to man
that the rest of his time in the flesh must come to an end. Of
men—Of himself and others. Lusts—Which are various ;

but tJie luill of God is single and perfect. The same anti-

thesis occurs in 1 John ii. 17. Live—The Greek word
yStwcrat. live, is appi'opriate. It is not applied to brutes.

3. May suffice—A softened expression, for our past times
should not have been wasted in sins. At the same time
the loathing of sin felt by the lepentant is noted. [Omit
tjfjuv, us, and rod /3lov, of our life. Tisch., Alf] To have

wrought—That is, for you to have wrought, as is presently
declared. Wlien ice ivalked—Advancing further and further

in our madness. In contrast to this see He icent, ch. iii.

19, 22. [Gentiles—Heathen, as opposed to Cliristians. Alf]
Excess of nine, revellings, banquettings—The evil acts men-
tioned before these are sins of individuals ; these latter,

sins of whole societies. Abominable— In violating God's
most sacred right. Rom. i. 23, 24. Idolatries—Of various

sorts. So manifold, in the antithesis to this, ver. 10.

4. Wlierein they thinh it strange—On your resolving that

you have lived badly long enough. Ye run not with them—
In troops, eagerly. The same—As they run to this day, and
as you used to do with them. Excess—Lit., confusion.

This is set forth in ver. 3. Speahing evil ofyou—'Remoach'
ing you with pride, eccentricity, secret impiety, etc.
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5. Who shall give account — Especially of their blas-

phemies. See Jude ver. 15. To Mm—To Christ. That is

ready—The apristles, when not professedly treating of the

time of Christ's coming, represent that coming as appearing
imminent to their expectation and piety. Hence Peter
classes the levilers of his day as among the quick, as though
soon to be judged.

6. For—This particle connects the ready, ver. 5, and at

hand, ver. 7. The Judge is ready. For, once the Gospel
has been preached, the end alone remains. To them that

are dead—^Petev calU all those dead, who weie alive through
the whole New Testament period, from the time the Gospel
began to be preached by the apostles, after the Ascension,

with special reference to Christ as Judge, Acts x. 42 ; and
whom that Judge, whose coming is at hand, shall find

dead, and shall raise to life, ver. 5. It is preached also to

the living ; but Peter mentions the dead, because the saying,

that they might he judged, is principally accomplished in

death. From which very point it is plain that the preach-

ing he refers to is one previous and not subseqxient to that

death, When the body is put off in death, the state of the

soul for good or evil is undoubtedly fixed. The Gospel
is preached to none after death. Christ himself (ch. iii.

20) preached it to tliose who had lived before his time ; it

is preached abundantly to the living in the New Testa-

ment ; and the Lord takes care for those to whom that

preaching never cauie in life. Was the Gospel preached—
Christ was preached. During their lifetime he caused

himself to be proclaimed to them by the Gosptd. [But
this seems to violate the plain sense of the words, which
assert that the Gospel was offered to the dead ; the spirits

in prison, see ch. iii. 19. Hut., Alf., etc.] The Gospel is

always being preached in the present day ; but I'eter speaks

in the past tense, from regarding, as we ha\e noticed, the

day of judgment to be close at hand. Tliat—The end and
efficacy of the Gospel is to make men like to Christ in life

and death, ch. iii. 18. A way of salvation through Christ

is both secured and set forth to all. Those who have
believed are safe, and should be imitated rather than
reviled by others ; those who not only have not believed,

but have even reviled, are justly punished. Might he

judged . . hut live— The receivers of the Gospel imitate

Christ's death by their repentance, and by all their
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subsequent sufferings, down to their })liysical death. That
death, in respect of their old man, is called the judgment,
to which judgment, tending to separate evil from good,

believers themselves readily assent; nor shall they be
subject to the fearful universal judgment, ver. 5, 17, 18;

1 Cor. xi. 'A2. But they also live with Christ ; and, as being

already quickened with Christ, are said to live, not to be

made alive. Comp. ch. iii. 1 8 with Eph. ii. 5. As to this

jud(jmerit and living, comp. ver, 1, 2, 3. For believers,

while still in the flesh, already receive the earnest of these

things. According to men— For they are exempt from
human things. According to God—For they live to God.
In the Spirit—See note on ch. iii. 18.

7. Tlie end—^Vherein the number of qui(;k and dead
shall be complete [in the last judgment. V. (?.]. Of all

things—And therefore of the ariogance of the wicked, and
of the sufferings of the just. Therefore—Here the apostle

returns to exhortation, and conti-asts with the sins enu-

merated in ver. 3, the duties set forth in ver. 7-11. For
luxury and being sober and watchful are contraries ; so are

lusts and love ; so ai'e excess of wine, banqudtings, revelUngs

and hospitality; so are abominable idolatries and the legiti-

mate ministering of heavenly gifts to the glory of the true

God. Watch—Temperance is an aid to icatchfulness, as both
are aids to prayer. The intempeiate are sleepy, and the

sleepy are slow to pray, as unwilling to take time for that

purpose from the labour of ordinary life. Prayer—^Vhicll

is essential at the last.

8. Have fervent charity— He takes for granted the

existence of this charity, but enjoins that it be fervent.

[For KaXv{j/ei, shall cover, read KaAilTrret, covers. Tisch., Alf.

ISo Beng.'] Charity shall cover, etc.—See Prov. x. 12, in the

Hebrew, The Sept. reads Charity shall cover all icho are not

contentious. Comp. I'rov, xvii. 9. He who loves much
screens the faults of him he loves, however many tbey may
be ; and, as far as possible, conceals them from himself and
others, and makes his piayer to God (for his friend). And
such love as this the Divine love accompanies with aid and
approbation, and rewards the loving man in kind. Matt.

vi. 14. This chanty is more specially needful from tlie

nearness of the Judge : James v. 9. And blessed are they

whom the end of all things finds with none but covered

sins.
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9. One to another—This refers to persons dwelling in

dilferent cities or countries. Grudging—Lit,, murmurings ;

which are obviated, either by observing an equality of

friendlj' duties, or by not too narrowly measuring their

inequality,

10. The same—Without striving after any other. Mani-

fold grace — Which distributes various gifts, either of

preaching or of ministering. See next verse.

11. As the oracles of God—Let him speak what God
suggests to him, at the moment. As of the abiliti/—Vigour-
ously. In all things—For of him, and by him, and to him
are all things and all men. To lohom—God. A like expres-

sion, applied to Christ, occurs in 2 Pet. iii. 18. Praise—
For instance, for the wisdom which supplies the oracles.

Dominion—Lit., might ; which gives power to the godly.

The same description of glory occurs in ch. v. 11,

12. Beloved, think it not strange—An affectionate exhorta-

tion. Such a taste of God's power as that referred to in

the preceding verses forbids us to he offended as at a strange

thing. That adversities should befal the righteous is strange

in one sense, since they are sons of God ; but not in another

sense, since that is the very thing calculated to purify

them. TJie fiery trial—Ch. i, 7. [Eender, which is taking

place, (not as Eng. Ver., which is to try you^, in your case (or,

among you. Hut.) for a trial to you. Alf] Trial—Lit., for
trial, and only for trial. Which is—By the Divine counsel.

You — Gr. i'/xLv, dative of advantage. Happened — By
chance,

13. Rejoice . . that—Tliat (Gr. iVa) has more force than
because (Gr, ort) would have had. Through joy with
desire we attain to joy with triumph. Compai-e that in

John viii. 56. The reward of joyful expectation is what
the apostle has in view. Ye are partakers— Voluntarily. Of
Christ's sufferings—Ver. 1, Inasmuch as—[In so far as. Hut.,

Alf], The glory not only reaches, but greatly exceeds the.

measure of the sufferings. With exceeding joy—As being
free from all suffering.

14. If ye he reproached for (lit., in) the name of Christ—
The Gentiles thought it a reproach to call any one a
Christian, ver, 16. 27*6 Spirit of glory and of God—The
same Spirit which was upon Christ: Luke iv. 18, He is

here called the Spirit of glory, who overcometh all the

reproaches of the world, and the Spirit of God, whose Son
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is Jesus Christ. Glory, the abstract, is put for the concrete,

as in 2 Pet. i. 17, 3, 4. The definite article is prefixed

twice, with the utmost emphasis, as in Kev. xxi. tj ; and
the (jlcn-y may bo interpreted as a Hendiadys for glory and

God, that is, the God of glory; or as an appellation of

Christ (comp. ver. 16, as a Christian, and notes on ver. lo,

and James ii. 1), implying that the Spirit of Christ is

identical with the Spirit of God the Father. Believers, in

deep-felt joy, experience the same Spirit at one time as the

Spirit of glory, at another as the Spirit of Gud, in senses

the diftbrence between which that Spirit itself displays.

[Omit all in this ver. after avairaveraL, rests upon you. Tisrli.,

Alf., etc.] Upon you—That Spirit resteth on the righteous

even before they suffer reproach, but in that very suffering

they receive greater strength and richer consolations from

the Spirit. See Num. xi. 25, 26. He is evil spohen of—
Christ. Se is glorified—In the midst of the insults ye
suffer, ver. 16. Peter writes from experience. Comp.
Acts V. 41.

15. But . . none—Lit., /or . . not. The particle /or implies

the reason why the Lord is glorified on the part of those

who suffer; for it presupposes in them an unwillingness

to suffer in any other way than as Christians, or to commit
anything worthy of punishment, contrary to that character.

A similar imperative is used, in ch. iii. 3. As a murderer, as a

thief—Disgraceful epithets. As a busy-hody in other men's

matters—The repetition of the particle as, in this place only,

makes a wide difference between the busy-body and the male-
factor, but also makes a difference between the busy-body
and the Christian. Such persons are they who, piofessing to

be impelled by great prudence, fidelity, and detestation of

the world's wickedness, thrust themselves into pitblic or

private, sacred or secular matters, with which they have no
concern. Such men often incur the ill-will of the world,

even in greater measure than they deserve (particularly

from persons in authoiity, who are less tolerant of honest

advisers and critics than of persons of their own sort), and
thus they are more apt to meet with sufferings. And this would
be still more likely to happen with Gentile magistrates.

16. Let him not be ashamed—Though the world be ashamed
of shame. Let him glorify—Peter might have said, by anti-

thesis, let him esteem it an honour ; but he shows that the

honour must be attributed to God. Let him glorify God,
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who, while he counts him worthj^ of the honour of sufter-

ing, confers on him a great blessing, as well as an exemp-
tion from the future punishment of the wicked. There is

a similar antithesis in Ps. Isxix. 12, 13. On this behalf—In

respect of better sufferings. See next verse.

17. That judgment must begin—One continuous judgment
extends from the time of the apostle's preaching till the

last day. Begin—Middle voice, in Gr. make its commence-

ment. At the house of God—The Church, ch. ii. 5. Here
judgment begins, leniently. Jer. xxv. 29; xlix. 12; Ez.

ix. 6. Wliat shall be the end— The judgment, at first

endurable, gradually increases in severity. The righteous,

their duty done, behold in safety the miseries of the wicked

;

the wicked, in persecuting the just, fill up the measure of

their own misdeeds, and learn what portion they shall have

;

but this the righteous know better than they, and are

therefore patient.

18. And if the righteous . . appear?—Prov, xi. 31, Sept.

Very severe punishments are inflicted on the righteous

who occasionally sin, how much severer ones shall the

wicked undergo ? Nero's persecution of the Christians

only preceded by a few years the calamity of the Jews.

27(6 righteous, the ungodly, and the sinner—Righteous as regards

one's neighbour, ungodly as regards God, sinner as regards

oneself. So, by supplj-ing contraries, we might read the

sentence thus: "If the righteous, the pious, and the holy

scarcely be saved, where shall the unrighteous, the un-

godly, and the sinner appear ? " Scarcely—This expression

is modified by that in 2 Pet. i. 11, Ministered abundantly.

19. Wherefore let—Lit., wherefore let even. The Gr. Kai,

even, with a participle (as here) is equivalent to even though

with a verb, ch. iii. 14. The fact of our suffering should

not cause us any distrust. According to the will of God—
For doing God's will ; not like malefactors, who suffer

according to the will of God, who wills their punishment,

ver. 15. The will of God is in Christ. Commit—As a trust,

not in fear of, but rather as rejoicing in, sufferings, in the

conviction that they are sent for good. Tlieir souls—Though
their bodies seem in danger of perishing. In icell-doing—
To do well and to suffer well should be the only care of

those who are called upon to suffer ; God himself will take

care of all else. Construe with commit. Well-doing is

alwavs combined with confidence. Ch. iii. 6 ; 1 John iii.
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22. Unto a faithful Creator—To whom souls are safely

entrusted, who, even at the first, does not inflict sufiering;?

for our hurt. In what sense can the supra-Lapsarians

regard the Creator as faithful to all ?

CHAPTER V.

1. Elders—This word refois to ofjice, in ver. 2 ; and to

age, in ver. 5. Who am also an elder—Lit., a fellow-elder.

Mutual exhortation is particularly useful among equals and
colleagues ; with fitness and modesty the chief of the

apostles thus describes himself. And a icitness—Gr. fxaprvs,

marfijr, witness. Peter had both witnessed the Lord's suffer-

ings, and was himself undergoing sufferings. [But he
means here an eye-toitness : I who say, Christ suffered, etc.,

say this of what I saw. Alf] A partaker—Rev. i. 9. This
is an incentive to good shepherds. Glory—See ver. 4

:

2Pet. i. 16.

2. Feed—By discipline and doctrine. Not by constraint—
Necessity is laid iipon them, 1 Cor. ix. 16, but their willing-

ness hinders their feeling so. This injunction applies both
to the undertaking and to the exercise of the (pastoral

j

office. Those pastors are far from blameless, who, were it

practicable, would prefer a different occupation. Not for
filthy lucre—The receiving of payment is not forbidden, see

1 Cor. ix. 14; but there should be a cheerful readiness free

from all greed. \Bid—The repetition of this word shows
tliat both the motive and the purpose must be faultless.

V. C] Of a ready mind—So that the feeding of the flock,

not the payment for doing so, may be the main object.

3. As being lords—Who only command and oppress in

a haughty and overbearing .spirit. The elders afterwards
assumed lordships, whence from the word Senior, elder, came
the Italian Signore (Lord, Sir). God's heritage—[Eng. Ver.,

God's heritage, is incorrect. The word means as usual, the

lot or portion assigned. Hid., Alf, etc.]—Lit,, lots; in the

plural; the floch, which follows, is singular. The flock is

one, under one Chief Shepherd, Christ ; its portions are

many, according to the number of places or overseers.

The language vei'ges on Mimesis [the imitation of an adver-
sary's expressions] ; for the congregation is not the peculiar

portion (or lot) of an elder ; but one who domineers over it,

treats it as if it were. KA^pos means first a lot ; thenctt

VOL. in. i
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that portion of the Church entrusted to an elder to feed ;

thence the duty of the pastoral office ; thence pastors in

general ; and finally the clergy. How great is the final

change and debasement of the idea! Ensamples—The
purest obedience is obtained by example. [Such as is

seldom seen paid even to the most imperious. V. (?.] Such
mutual intercourse as is here enjoined subdues the desire

for lordships.

4. Shall appear—Faith is required to serve the Lord,

although not yet seen. \_Alf. renders, ye shall receive the

amaranthine (everlasting, or unfading) croivn of his glory].

5. Likewise—Humility is the key-note of the foregoing

and following exhortation. [Omit {i7roracro-o/xei/ot, be subject.

Tiseh., Alf] One to another—Irrespective of seniority. Be
clothed with—Gr. iyKOfjufSwcraaOe (lit., be braced. Ed.)—'K.o/x/So'i

means a knot or sleeve-band, particularly in the dress of a

slave. Hesychius assigns to the verb the meanings of putting

on a dress, of binding, and of wrapping up. Hence we may
take it here to signify, put on and wrap yourselves up, so that

no violence can strip you of the garment of humility. God—
See note on James iv. 6.

6. The mighty hand—God's hand appoints ranks ; breaketh
down the proud ; exalts the lowly. He who submits himself

to ordinances of man for the Lord's sake, ch. ii. 13, submits
himself to the Lord. Comp. Eom. xiii. 2. In due time—At
the proper season. Peter often has the day of judgment
in view. [But this is more general, at the fitting time.

Alf.-]

7. Casting—Heartily. [Exemption from anxiety is wonder-
fully associated with humility. F. 6r.] See Ps. Iv. 23, Sept.,

Casting your care . . be vigilant—^These two duties are closely

connected ; see Luke xii. 22, 37 ; and Peter as.signs a reason

for each of them. Be not anxious, because God provides

;

be vigilant, because the devil seeketh. Careth—Gr. fie/Xei

;

a milder term than fxeptfiva, care, anxiety (used above).

8. Be sober—\_Bengel translates this watch in spnrit ; and
the following words, be vigilant, ivatch in body; but this

distinction is not well founded. Both words refer to the

mind; be sober . . be watchfid. Alf Omit ort, because. Tisch.

Alf.]. Your adversary . . he may devour—He assails the

righteous both by violence and under the semblance of

justice. See Rev. xii. 10. Roaring—With rage. Seeketh—
With craft. Whom—Especially from among the saints;
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Job i. 8. He may devour—In a spiiitual, and also in ;i

physical Kenso. One of liis chief snares is the sadness

caused by anxieties, which is injurious to faith.

9. In the faith—[Bengel would read by the faith ; hnt Hut,

Alf., etc., support the Eng. Ver.]. T/te same afflictions—Not
similar, but identical onfes. The same governs the word
d8€A<^0T^7T^ brotherhood [Eng. Ver. brethren], in the dative.

The apostle's meaning is, " The same things are undergone
by you as by your brethren." Comp. Matt. v. 12; 2 Cor.

i. G ; Phil. i. 30. [Therefore it is no bad sign if the devil

liarass you with sutfeiings. V. 6r.] Are accomplished—The
measure of sufferings is gradually filled up. In the world—
In theichole world which lieth in the wicked one, the devil ; ver.

8. In contrast to God's eternal glory, ver. 10.

10. Of all grace—Of grace entire and unmixed, which
begins and perfects, which calls and establishes. [It is an act

of grace for God to afflict us. V. G. Tisch. and Alf. read

v/xas, you. for i;/x,as, us.] By—Lit., in. Construe with loho hath

called. Suffered—Some sufferings must be undergone ; then
perfection comes, etc. A while—However long that time be,

it is little and brief compared with eternal glory. Malte—
Lit., himself make, etc. [The word aiiros, himself, is not
rendered in Eng. Ver. Himself, without any aid of man.
V. (?.] Only watch ye, and resist the foe ; God will do the

rest. Comp. I, Josh. xiii. 6, 1. Maize . .perfect—[For KarapTtcrai.

make perfect, read KarapTLcrei, tvill perfect. Tisch., Alf. So
Heng.] So that no defect can remain in you. The Doxology
which follows is rather declarative than supplicatory, as

some interpret it. Comp. 1 Tim. i. 17; 2 Tim. iv. 18.

Stablish— Lit., will stablish. So that nothing shall shake you.

Strengthen—Lit., will strengthen. So that ye may overcome
every opposing force. Language worthy of Peter (a rock).

He thus confirms his brethren.

11. [Omit rj B6$a koI, the glory and. Tisch., Alf] Dominion
—The effect of which is described in ver. 10. [Omit twv

alwvwv, and ever. Tisch. (not Alf.)]

12. Silvanus—Silvanus or Silas, the companion of Paul,

seems to have been sent by I'aul to Peter ; who takes this

opportunity of expressing approval of the" doctrine and
doings of Paul. Comp. 2 Pet. iii. 16. As I suppose—That
Silvanus was a faithful brother was not revealed to Peter,

but, having had but little previous intercourse with him, he
supposed the fact according to his notions of prudent charity.

T 2
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and therefore entrusted this epistle to liim. I have written

briefly—In this very ef)istle. A concise way of saying,
" 1 have written, and have sent my writing by Silvanns."

Comp. Acts XV. 23. [Unto you belongs to have written; not

to faithful, as Eng. Ver., etc. Alf] Exhorting—For brevity's

sake. Doctrine requires fuller treatment than exhortation.

And testifying— Lit., testifying in addition. The Greek word
is a compound one. They had already heard the testimony

from Paul and Silas : Peter adds to this : 1 John ii. 27.

That this is the true grace—That the present grace (2 Pet. i. 12)

is the true grace formerly promised by the prophets, and
that no other is to be expected. Wherein ye stand—See

note on Rom. v. 2. In tme grace our standing must be

true.

13. At Babylon—This was Babylon in Chaldea, which
abounded with Jews. The countries are named in ch. i. 1,

in their geographical order from Babj'lon. Elected together

with—Peter seems here to refer to his wife ; comp. ch. iii. 7 ;

for she was a sister ; see 1 Cor. ix. 5 ; and with this the

mention of his son Mark accords. [Most commentators
refer this to the Church in Babylon, as Eng. Ver. Alf. holds

with Bengel.]

14. Of charity—Of holy love. Peace—That is, I pray for

your salvation : farewell. [Omit 'Ir]crov, Jesus, and a/jirjv,

amen. Tisch., Alf.'\



THE

SECOND EPISTLE OF ST. PETEE.

CHAPTEE I.

I. [The authenticity of this Epistle has been disputed
with much plausibility, and is more icidely questioned among
scholars than that of any other in the New Testament.
Neand. Be W., Hut., and many others, take decided ground
against it; but Ols., Briichier, Alf., etc., defend it with
ability, and with strong, if not conclusive reasoning. The
question was little discussed in Beng.'s day.] Simon Peter—
To his former Epistle he had only prefixed his surname ; to

this one, however, he prefixes both his names ; recalling to

mind at the close of his life his condition before his

surname was given. The character of this Epistle is in

striking accordance with the former one, and with Peter's

utterances as recorded in the Acts. See note on ch. ii. 22,

iii. 1. Like the other, it consists of three parts, viz. :

—

I. The iNSCRrpnoN, i. 1, 2.

II. A XEW AWAKENING OF A PURE FEELING ; in which,

—

1. He exhorts his partners in tlie faith to increase in divine
gifts, and to show all diligence in growing in grace, and
in the knowledge of Jesus Christ, 3-11.

2. He adds incitements, drawn :

(1) From the firmness of true teachers, 12-21.

(2) From the wickedness of false teachers, ii. 1-22.

3. He guards them against scofl'ers :

(1) By refuting their error, iii. 1-9.

2) By describing the last day, with appropriate exhorta-

tions, lO-H.

III. The CoNCLrsiON : in which
1. He declares his agreement with Paul, 15, 16.

2. He recapitulates the Epistle, 17, 18.

A servant and an apostle—A servant of Jesus, his master

:

an apostle of the Messiah. Wlio have obtained—They did not

provide it for themselves. Like precious—Faith has its
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predoumess, as laying hold on precious promises ; ver. 4. The
faith of those who saw Jesus Christ (as Peter and the other

apostles), and that of those who believed without seeing

him, are equally precious, as flowing from Jesus Christ

;

they lay hold on the same justification and salvation ; 1 John
i. 3 ; 1 Peter i, 8. With ms—The apostles, ver. 18. [Or
rather, the Jewish Christians ; with whom the Gentiles are

also admitted. Sut., Alf.] Tlirough tlic righteousness of God—
This gives a reason for the faith being equally precious. This
righteousness of God precedes faith ; for the faith depends on
the righteousness. Comp. note on Rom. i. 17, iii. 26. The
title of Saviour is appropriately added.

2. Through the knowledge of God and of Jesus our Lord—
\Bengel omits the words : God and of Jesus.] This short and
simple reading seems to have been the original one in the

Vulgate, as, a little previously, of the apostle himself. For
the Epistle takes the knowledge of God for granted, ver. 3 ;

but lays particular stress upon the hiowledge of our Lord,

namely, of Jesus Christ, in ver. 8, eh. ii. 20, and ch. iii.

18, where the conclusion corresponds with the beginning
here.

3. According as . . unto us . . all things—The animation of

this opening, beginning with the exhortation itself in ver.

5, add, etc., is remarkable. For this is its object : see ver.13,

ch. iii. 1 . The word as is explanatory ; 2 Cor. v. 20. Comp.
carefully the parable of the ten virgins, Matt. xxv. Tiu^

flame is what is imparted to us by and from God, without
any eflbrt of ours ; the oil is what man by his own zeal and
faithfulness should contribute to the support and extension
of the flame. The matter is expressed in this passage of

Peter without any parable. The 3rd and 4th verses tell us
what the flame is, the 5th, 6th, and following ones, what
man should contribute to it, supposing him to have the
grace of God. His Divine poicer—God's ; from whom all

power of life and godliness proceeds. All things—This is

connected with the all in ver. 5. That pertain unto life and
godliness—So it is not by godliness alone that we obtain life.

The Divine glory confers life (comp. Rom. vi. 4) ; the Divine
power confers godliness. Corruption is contrasted with the

one, lust with the other; ver. 4. Of him that hath called us—
To this refer the calling in ver. 10. The calling and the

knowledge are correlative terms ; the knowledge of God is

signified, to which he calls us. [For Sta 8d^s koI dper^s,
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hy glory and virtue (which Eng. Ver. wrongly renders to

glory, etc.), read tSta 86$r} Koi dpeTrj, by his oion glory and
virtue. Tisch., Alf., etc. So Beng.^ Glory and virtue—This
explains what his Divine poiver is ; as God's natural attributes

refer to his glory, so do his moral ones to his power ; and the
two are intimately connected.

4. Wliereby—By his glory and virtue. The glory makes
the promises exceeding great ; the virtue makes them precious.

Unto us . . that ye might he—This is a gradual approach to

exhortation ; and the change from the first to the second
person is supported by the expression like precious, in ver. 1.

Are given . .promises—The promise itself is a gift, as Avell as

the things promised which follow. Peter, both in speaking,

as in the Acts, and in writing, as in his Epistles, uses the
]ilural of substantives for additional solemnity. That hy

these—The glory and virtue. [No, but by these promises. Hid.,

Alf.l Actual communion with God was promised ; where-
fore Peter might have said because by these ; but lie uses the
word that even more forcibly. For the promise is given in

order that, attracted thereby, we may obtain the exceeding

great and precious thing promised. Partakers of the Divine

nature—The Divine nature is, in other words, God himself.

So, the Divine power, ver. 3; the excellent glory, ver. 17 ; his

holiness, Heb. xii. 10 ; are all used to signify God himself.

So. nature of man, James iii. 1, is translated in Eng. Yer.
mankind. As having escaped is contrasted with partakers,

so corruption through lust is contrasted with Divine nature.

Further, glory and corruption, virtue and lust, are contraries
;

and therefore the expression, Divine nature, comprises both
glory and virtue, and is called the Divine poiver, as being the
source of all good ; and the Divine nature, as admitting us
into itself. There is, however, a gradation ; the two things,

namely, the reception of the Divine poiver, and the par-

taking of the Divine nature (that is, sanctijication), ditFering

in the sense that a part does from the whole. Having
escaped—Lit., having escaped away; with haste and speed.
This escape is mentioned here not so much as a duty
towards, but as a blessing from, God, which accompanies our
communion with him. Corap. ch. ii. 18, 20.

5. [Eng. Ver., besides this, is wrong ; Gr. ai<To tovto, this

very thing, means on this very account. Hut., Alf^ Tliis—Tlie

conformity of the godly man's character to the Divine gifts

he receives is well expressed here. This very thing has a .sort
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of adverbial sense, equivalent to according to this very thing.

Giving—Lit,, edging in, introducing; Gr. Trapeto-cveyKavTes.

The compound word implies modesty. God v^orks; we
give diligence. Diligence—This is a comprehensive term

(see note on 2 Cor. vii. 11), and in this passage refers to

virtue, knowledge, etc., which follows ; wherefore the give

diligence, in ver. 10, refers to this exhortation, as well as to

the endeavour mentioned in ver. 15, and to the diligence

mentioned in ch. iii. 14. Add—[Not as Eng. Ver., add, hut

furnish forth, in exercising the former, the latter also. Alf.'\

.

With this the expression shall he ministered, ver. 11, corre-

sponds. Our diligence results from God's gifts ; entrance

into his kingdom results from our diligence. To your faith

—Lit., in your faith. In ver. 3, this is called knowledge,

whereby grace and truth are recognised ; and God furnishes

us with this just as he does with life. Faith is the gift of

God ; Eph. ii. 8 ; therefore it is not faith which we are

ordered to furnish in addition, but those seven fruits

enumerated, the list of which is headed hy faith and closed

by love. Virtue—Whereby you may imitate the virtue of

God, ver. 3, and perform with energy all the duties

of spiritual life. Each new step we take prepares and

simplifies the next, and each one we complete tempers

and perfects its predecessor. Tliis is, however, rather the

order of nature than of time. Virtue properly signifies an

active tone and vigour of mind ; 1 Pet. i. 13. Faith begets

this ; see 2 Cor. iv. 13th and beginning of 16th ver.

(Whence proceeds knowledge or moderation ; comp. note on

Rom. XV. 14). Virtue makes us active, watchful, circumspect,

quick to discern what things yve should do for God's, our

own, or others' sakes, and where, and how, and when to do

them; see 1 Cor. xvi. 18. Next is temperance, springing

from knowledge, which discriminates bad from good, and

teaches us to flee from evil. From temperance proceeds

patience ; for as intemperance weakens the mind, so temper-

ance banishes effeminacy and gives vigour. Yrom. patience

l)roceeds godliness (piety), which sanctifies the natural

affection towards parents, and even towards our Creator.

Patience removes all hindrances to godliness. From godliness

})roceeds kindness (lit., brotherly love) ; he whose natural

affections are sanctified advances to a purely spiritual

love. The list is closed by charity, general love ; Col. iii.

14. He who feels as he ought towards his brethren
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extends his regard to strangers, and even to enemies.

Thns it appears how each step gained in this scale of graces

produces and facilitates the next; and by retracing it

backwards we may also observe how each succeeding step

attempers and sup})lements its predecessor : He who has

charily will exercise brotherly Jcindness without partiality

;

he who has brotherly Jcindness will feel the absolute necessity

of godliness ; he who has godliness will mingle no stoicism

with his patience ; he who has patience finds temperance an
easy matter ; he who has temperance is able to deliberate

calmly, and arrive at hnowledge ; and this hnoioledge guards

his virtue from being swept away by any sudden assault.

The contraries of these things, in the case of the wicked,

are similarly connected ; unbelief begets vice, etc. Knoiuledge

—Moderation ; see note on 1 Pet. iii. 7.

6. Temperance—Which avoids evil desires; therefore

abstain. Patience—Which bears with adversaries and
adversities ; therefore be patient. Godliness—Whereby the

faithful make God their supreme object. Godliness may
consist in piety, if a sanctified piety, towards kindred,

parents, brethren, etc. Comp. 1 Tim. v. 4.

7. Brotherly kindness—Towards the saints who are your
brethren in the Lord. Charity—Which springs from

brotherly Jcindness. 1 Pet. i. 22.

8. TJiese tilings— Virtue, temperance, etc. There is a con-

dition involved ; only if you possess these things, you have
true Jcnoidedge. Comp. for, ver. 9. Be in you—Truly. The
same phrase occurs, Acts iii. 6. To this refer not barren.

And abound—Plenteously. Such abounding quickly follows

truth. To this, nor unfruitful refers ; that is, you shall

have that good and plenteous fruit which the Jcnowledge of

Jesus Christ gives ; ver. 3. They maJce—In the present

time. In—Gr. eis There rather towards. Alf.^. Comp. et'?,

at, Rom. iv. 20. Knotoledge—Becognition [^perfect Jcnoidedge,

Af-I, combined with cleansing from sins.

9. But—Lit., for. Because. Is blind—The degrees of

relapse are depicted by a felicitous inversion of style. Such
a person, 1, Forgets the cleansing of his old sins; 2, He
loses sight of present privileges, ver. 12 ; 3, He is altogether

blind to fidure ones, ver. 11. The inversion consists in

considering the future, present, and past, in preference to

the past, present, and future. Cannot see afar o^—Hesychius
makes the Greek word thus translated "signify s?//eri}i(//nn«
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ophthalmia. Hath forgotten—Lit., received forgetfulness. A
most fitting expression, implying a voluntary change ; comp.

cote on Eom. v. 19. He who keeps in mind how many
the old sins are from which he has been cleansed, finds

abstinence (from sin) more easy.

10. TJie rather—They who already give diligence should,

nevertheless, give still more. Brethren—The impressive-

ness of this passage appears from the fact of its being the

only one in either Epistle where Peter has made use of this

title. Your calling and election sure—That is, to assure your-

selves ofyour calling and election. For this confirmation belongs

to those who otherwise might fall. Our calling, humanly

speaking, precedes our election. Sure—This assurance results

from virtue, knowledge, temperance, etc. ; for which reason

if ye do these things immediately follows.

11. Abundantly— Qo that at any time, not as if escaping

from shipwreck or from fire, but in a sort of triumph, you

may enter in with an unstumbling step, and take delight

in things past, present, and to come. Here Peter does not

say scarcely, as in his first Epistle, ch. iv. 18. This abundantly

corresponds with abound, in ver. 8.

12. Wlierefore—He speaks in anticipation of his own
immediate departure hence, and entrance into the kingdom,

ver. 15, 11. I will not he negligent—[For ovk ajxeXyjcro), I will

not be negligent, read yueXX^o-oj, I will take care. Tisch., Alf,

etc. Qo Beng.']. Peter says in fact; I shall regard you as to

he always admonished ; I will never calculate how much I

may have already admonished you, but always consider

such admonition as my duty. The present tense of the

verb fxekXu) has a future meaning, therefore the future form

has a cumulative force ; I shall he about to admonish.

Hesychius explains it by the word aTrovSao-w, I shall eagerly

strive; which synonym actually follows in ver. 15, where

the eagerness of the apostle may be observed to extend by
this epistle to the time after his decease ; whence we see

the fitness of his reference to ^vrjfxr}, remembrance. Alivays

—He indicates his reason for writing another epistle so

soon after the first. Peter considered the necessity of

admonition to grow in proportion as the corruption of evil

men increased, ch. ii. 2. Know—The truth (not tliem, as

Eng. Ver.). Established—To stir up, ver. 13, is a kindred

expression. He both desires tbem to be firm and

thoroughly upright.* Present truth—Truth is present, as in
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the New Testament; see note on 1 Pet. v. 12. [But it is

as in Col. i. Ki, the truth of the Gospel (known and professed)
among you. Alf.']

13. Tabernacle—The immortality of the soul, the brief-

ness of its abode in a mortal body, and the ease of de-

parture in the faith, are here implied.

14. Shortly I must put off, etc.—Lit., the putting off of my
tabernacle is sudden—Present tense. Persons dying of a
lingering illness are yet able to instruct others ; but the
cross was not to permit this to Peter ; therefore he does all

in his power beforehand. TJie putting off—Violent and yet
desired. So decease (lit., departure), ver. 15. Hath shewed
—He had shewn it, John xxi. 18, 19, in the words when
thou shall be old, etc. ; and old age was now coming upon
Peter ; besides, he may have had some subsequent indi-

cation.

15. I will endeavour—On this depends that ye may be able.

TJiat ye may be able—This epistle, left them by Peter, was
calculated to make them able to keep these things in re-

membrance.
16. For—He shows that the subject of his writing was

one worthy to occupy him even so near his death : alleging

the testimony of the apostles and the declarations of the
prophets. Followed—Lit., followed in error. Cunningly de-

vised—See feigned, ch. ii. 3, Gr. l^aKoXovOrjcravT^s. There
is no error in this matter. Fables—Such as the Gentiles
believed of their gods. Tlie poiver and coming—Lit., the

power and presence, that is, the most present majesty. [This
is unnecessary and injures the force. Hut., Alf.] Power is

opposed to fables ; comp. 1 Cor. iv. 20, where it is opposed
to word. The transfiguration on the mount is a type of the
revelation of glory in the last day ; and the whole testi-

mony of the apostles refers to that revelation ; Acts x. 42.

Eye-ioitnesses—Admitted to his profoundest secrets, as for

instance on the mount. His—This word (Gr. e/<ctvos)

implies something distant, admirable, and great. Majesty

—As the names of the Father, and the Son are correlative, so

are the expressions, excellent glory and majesty. In the
text excellent glory is ascribed to the Father, majesty to

the Son.

17. He received — By the testimony of his Father.
Honour and glory—Divine. The word glory is presently
repeated. WJien there came . . a voice—This is repeated very
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impressively in the following verse. To Mm—Alone. \By,

littered by the Sublime Glory, i. e., God himself. Hut, Alf.,

etc. Not from, as Eng. Ver.] The excellent glory—That is,

God himself.

18. From heaven—From God. We—John was still alive.

Holy—The mountain was holy from that very circumstance,

at least for the time.

19. We have . . more sure word—[Render, and we have more
sure the prophetic word, i. e., more sure than that mere voice.

Alf ]. He does not say more clear, but more sure. There-
fore we have no need to discuss here the comparative
clearness of prophecy before and after its fulfilment. But
unquestionably the language of prophecy becomes more
sure from the fact of its fulfilment. Eom. xv. 8. For the

same reason the word of a prophet, either in itself, or in its

reference to those to whom Peter was wiiting, was not

more sure than the word of an apostle, ver. 12, 16. [Nor
is prophetical language placed above the sight and hearing

of the apostles. For under the New Testament dispensa-

tion the day is shining ; and what the apostles in the

mount beheld and heard, so far from yielding in brightness

to the light (lit., lamp) of prophecy, was a splendid beam
of the day itself. V. G.'] The word of prophecy was always
sure in itself; but it became more sure, not perhaps to the

apostles, but to their hearers (in whose name Peter says

tve have, rather than ye have), to whom the apostles proved
its fulfilment in Christ Jesus while pointing to its future

entire fulfilment. The dawning of the day makes you sure

of having seen rightly what you had beheld indistinctly by
the light of the lamp ; see note on is, ver. 20. Ofprophecy
—The collective utterances of Moses, Isaiah, and all the

prophets, form one altogether consistent ivord of prophecy.

For it is not to the sayings of individual ])rophets that

Peter here refers, but to their whole collective testimony,

as now disclosed ; comp. Acts x. 43. Moses, moreover, had
been with them in the mount. Te do ivell—Veter does not
attribute slowness of heart to those who place more confi-

dence in the word of prophecy than in himself and the

other apostles ; for every one ought to praise that prop of

faith which affoids him most support ; but he invites

them to advance further. Take lieed, as—The light of day
does not remove, but overpowers, that which a lamp affords.

By the greater light the inferiorit}' of the less is perceived,
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and the light of the less augmented ; by the less, the
superiority of the greater is made manifest. [A grateful

remembrance of prophecy is inculcated ; comp. ch. iii. 2.

V. G.'] Light—Better lamp ; which is used at night. [But
the light of prophecy is still useful, even to those who
walk in the day. V. G.'] Shining—(present, not imperfect
tense, as Bengel would interpret). Darh—Where there is

neither oil nor light. Place — Like the human heart.

Until—The use of Scripture, especially for the conviction
of others, is not entirely done away with even in the
enlightened, as Peter's example proves (comp. until,

Matt. i. 25). But what was matter of jiromise by the
prophets is matter of possession to the enlightened ; where-
fore John, for instance, in his first Epistle, though writing,

and constantly reminding lis that he is w]-iting to the
enlightened, never appeals to prophetical statements, and
only alleges apostolic testimony; for the darkness was
past and the true light was shining ; 1 John ii. 8. And
thus appeals to prophecy are found to be much more fre-

quent in the earlier than the later writings of the New
Testament. Tlie day—The full light of the New Testa-
ment. The light of the Old Testament difiers from that
of the New, as lamp-light does from day-light ; see 1 John
ii, 8. Dawn—Dispelling the darkness. The day-star—
Jesus Christ; Eev. xxii. 16.

20. Knowing this—Which is why ye do well to take heed
to prophecy. First—Before I say it. So ch. iii. 3. In
these epistles Peter rather reminds than instructs. [Eather,

first of all, as 1 Tim. ii. 1. Rut.'] Prophecy—In the body of

Scripture. No prophecy is—Lit., prophecy does not become.

Whatever the prophets have set forth as true, remains true

to this day. A lamp is not the day, and yet it dispels dark-
ness. Of. . private interpretation—As the sight of the apostles

is contrasted with cunningly devised fables, so the inspiration

of the prophets is contrasted with private interpretation.

Therefore that whereby the prophets revealed to men
things previously secret, is called interpretation. Prophecy
is neither human in its origin, nor does it ever so swerve
from its proper purpose as to begin to be a word of private,

that is, of merely human interpretation, but is altogether a
matter of heavenly revelation, and not only recognised
as such, but even made more sure by the events which
fulfil it.
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21. Came not—Lit., was not hrougJd. So ver. 17 and 18.

In old time—Lit., at any time; whether nearer or more
remote ; hence prophecy is used indefinitely (not with the

article prefixed, as Eng. Ver.). By the will—The desire
;

see Jer. xxiii. 26, Sept. Man often feigns his desires in

fables, or obscures them in error. Comp. icillingly, ch. iii. 5.

Of man—Alone. The definition, holy men of God, is con-

trasted .with this. But . . by—Comp. John xi. 51. [For ol

ayioi ©coS, holy of God, read airo ©eou. from God. Tisch.,. Alf.

Eender, But men spoTce from God, home hy the Holy Spirit.

Alf] Holy— As having the Holy Spirit. SpaJce—This
includes also the writing of the Scriptures. The past tense,

spaJce, proves Peter to have been speaking of the Old Testa-

ment prophets ; comp. notes on ch. ii. 1, and iii. 2. Moved—
Lit., carried. This refers to was brought (Eng. Ver., came).

This antithesis is most beautiful. They did not bring,

they were brought : they were passive, not active ; that

which is brought moves and furthers nothing by its own
labour. Comp. on the prophets, Ps. xlv. 2 ; Jer. xxxvi.

18. The word spaJce also indicates the facility of the

prophet's utterance.

CHAPTER IL

1. There were false prophets—Li contrast to the true Old
Testament prophets referred to in ch. i. 19. Also—Even.
Among the people—Of Israel. He is addressing Israelites.

He specifies one of these false prophets in ver. 15. There

shall be—And had even then begun to be. This was a

repetition of a prophecy previously given ; see ch. iii. 2
;

Jude 11. False teachers — In contrast to the true New
Testament teachers. Sliall privily bring in—Gr. Trapeicrd^-

ova-LV, the Trapa prefixed implies bringing in besides the

saving doctrine of Christ. Damnable—Not only injurious,

but destructive. Even—The expression sivift, prefixed to

the reiterated word destruction, is a]ipropriately used.

Denying—[A striking expression for Pete)- to use. Alf.].

Denying in doctrine and in doings ; Jude, ver. 4. They
deny his having truly come in the flesh, and thus do away
with the whole mystery of redemption ; 1 John iv. 2, 3.

The Lord—Whom the true doctrine testifies to be the Lord.
Hiat bought them—Whom they should have confessed, even
unto death : ch. i. 16. Bringing—Man brings it upon him-
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self; God brings it, to punish him, see ver. 5. Scdft— Yux
the Lord cometh quickly.

2. Mamj—Alas ! [For aTroXetais, destructions (jyernicious

ways), read aoreA.y€tats, licentiousnesses. Tisch., Alf. tSo Bang.]

Licentiousnesses—[Eng. Ver., pernicious ways]. Luxury is

the bait which leads many to such following : Jude 4.

Perdition at last seizes on such following. Lnxur}', not
perdition, so meets the eye as to lead men into blaspheming
the way of tiiith ; and this is the crime whereby the punish-

ment mentioned in ver. 6 is incurred. By reason of whom—This refers to their. The way—Ver. 15, 21; Gen. xxiv.

48, ridX 1"n, in the way of truth. Shall be evil spohen of—
By those who are without, unable to distinguish between
true and false Christians.

3. Covetousness—Ver. 14. Feigned—As dealers do. Make
merchandise of you—The sense is, they shall deceiA^e, they
shall receive money. It tends to console and fortify the
righteous that punishment is fully described before the
mention of evil works. Of a long time—As it were from of
old, from the fall of the angels. Lingereth not—i.e., is in

full vigour. It is one and the same judgment upon all

sinners, which is revolved without intermission in the
mind of the Judge until it break forth ; and in (the case of)

those who are mentioned in the Scripture as having been
punished, is shown what (punishment) awaits others

;

although sinners themselves slumber, thinking that judg-
ment lingers. Their destruction—[Eng. Ver. damnation^. To
which they will be sentenced, bo alao judgment and destnic-

tion are mentioned in connexion, ch. iii. 7. Slumbereth not

—The same word occurs. Matt. xxv. 5, note. Compaie
hioweth, ver. 9.

4. If—The conclusion is in ver. 9. Angels—Most noble
creatures, Kom. viii. 38, note. Spared not—So also ver. 5.

A severe punishment is implied against those who, you
might have supposed, would have been spared. Chains—
Twisted (bonds) of twigs, hemp, hair, etc. Thus Secr/xols,

chains, Jude 6. Of darkness—Larkness itself keeps them
bound and acts as a chain. W isdom xvii. 17, LXX. They
were bound with a chain of darlcness. Cast them down to hell

—Gr. raprapwcras. The verb raprapow neither occurs else-

where in the Old Testament, nor in the Septuagint. There-
fore its signification must be sought elsewhere, from Homer,
Hesiod, Plato ; according to whum Tartarus is the lowest
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place in nature, most horrible from darkness and cold.

Whence Hesychius (says) " Tartarus, the lowest place

beneath the earth, etc." But slaves of Tartarus may also

dwell, for example, on earth ; Luke viii. 31 ; Eph. ii. 2
;

Eev. ix. 11, 14, xii. 9, etc., as one taken captive in war
may walk about outside the place of his captivity. There-

fore the angels who have sinned are given to Tartarus (are

cast down to hell) step by step. Delivered—As a judge
delivers a prisoner to the officers. To he reserved unto

judgment—ThQ judgment of the great day, Jude 6.

5. Old—Before the flood. Noali the eighth persow-^Noah
with his family were eight (in number). Eaphelius shows
this use of numerals (to have been prevalent) among the

Greeks. Comp. 1 Pet. iii. 20. To (with) eight souls the

universe, the densely populous world of the ungodly, is

opposed (contrasted). A "preacher of righteousness—Not onl}'

was he himself righteous, but he had also preached right-

eousness to the world. Flood—Therefore although the

righteous shall be saved, yet the ungodly cannot hope to

be saved with them.

6. Cities—Therefore there were like sins also in the

neighbourhood of Sodom, Gomorrha, etc. Condemned them,

with an overthroio—The Sept. use the words Karao-rpicjieiv, to

overthroio, and KaraaTpoc^irj, an overthroio, Gen. xix. 25, 29.

Making—An indestructible memorial of God and of the
Divine judgment.

7. Just—See Gen. xix. 1, 7. Filthy— Gen. xix. 5. Of
the iciched—^Who sinned against nature.

8. TJiat righteous man . . vexed his righteous soul—This well

notes the reflex action of sorrow. Lot vexed himself ; and the

Sodomites were to blame for his vexation. Unlawful deeds

—And words.

9. Enoioeth—And remembereth. Even when men know of

no aid. This is proved by the examples cited. As to

God's will (to deliver) there is no question. To deliver—
Other examples exist in Jer. xxxix. 18, xlv. 5. The

godly—Such as Noah and Lot, who were godly and just

men. Unjust— The ungodly and unjust; such as those

just mentioned. To he punished—A future event, but, from
its imminence and certainty, expressed in the present

tense. [But it is rather, under punishment, present. Alf]
10. Chiefly—Such will receive the greatest punishment.

After— Walking after the flesh is a general term, doing so in
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the lust of uncleanness is a special one. And—There is liere

a distinctiou made between impurity and blasphemy. The
latter subject is at once discussed, presumptuous are theij,

etc., the former in ver. 1:5, that count it pleasure, etc. Each
discussion has its own nominative and finite verb. Tliis

distinction is still kept in view, ver. 18 ; Tliey speak great

sioelluK/ words of vanity, they allure through the lusts of the flesh.

Despise government—He uses the word government in liis

})roposition, and dignities in his discussion of it, expounding
the one word by the other. , Tn both places he seems, by a

line US"© of the abstract for the concrete, to signify the

fallen angels ; for that railing accusation, which he here
declares should not be brought by angels against dignities,

Jude (ver. 9) in language moie definite, but to the same
purpose, states not to have been brought by the archangel
against the devil. The government seems to refer to thf.

prince offallen spirits, the dignities to the other fallen sjnrits.

At all events Jude (ver. 8) distinguishes the singular and
plural number, despise dominion and speah evil of dignities.

Each apostle shows that he is speaking of created beings,

whom the wicked do not know. Angels, though fallen,

still, as creatures of God, have a certain goodness, and in

the excellence of that nature which they received from
God, retain an indelible stamp of majesty; (comp. Luke
X. 18, 19; Matt. xii. 26, 29; John xiv. 30; 2 Cor. iv. 4,)
which we should respect, not for their sakes, but for God's,

(.'omp. note on James iii. 9. For the punishment of the

angels is the most august mystery of the Divine judgment

;

into which, of his own motion, neither man nor angel

—

not to say the wicked—should intrude. See Sir. xxi. 27.

And yet somehow this was the thing which the persons
spoken of by Peter and Jude endeavoured to do, turning
everything into confusion, ver. 12; Jude 10, 19. Observe
from hence the majesty of the saints, who shall have power
to jixdge angels; 1 Cor. vi. 3. Presumptuous— Though
Michael did not presume; Jude, ver. 9. The verb, are not

afraid, soon follows its nominative case, they presmnptuovx.

[But Eng. Ver. is coiTect.] Are not afraid—Although puny
in strength and power. To speak evil—Their first crime is

evil-speaking, whereof the root presumption, pride, is fii.st

mentioned; their second uncleanness, ver. 14, the root

whereof, luxury, is also previously mentioned, ver. 13.

11. Wliereas—Lit., where. [An example of the dignitit-s

VOL. Ill u
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Eender, Where angels being greater (than they) in strength and
might, bring not, etc. Alf.] Used for ivhen, a particle adapted

to reproof : 1 Cor. iii. 3. Angels—And therefore the arch-

angel. What Peter here had in view, whether known at

the time to his readers, or not intended to be so soon

revealed to them, was expressed by Jude at a later period.

This epistle and that of Jude are stiikingly parallel.

Power—Right is defended by might, as is most fitting. Men
are weak in both ; angels excel them ; but God is best and

greatest of all. Are greater-—An impressive pleasantry

;

greater than puny men. Bring not against them—Against

dignities ; see Jude, ver. 9. Bailing—Even truth, if imbe-

comingly asserted, may become railing. Judgment belongs

to God, not to the angels. Before the Lord—[Omit -n-apa.

Kvp'oa, before the Lord. Tisch., (not Alf.f]. They refrain

from'judging, OTit of reverence for the Judge's presence.

12. Brute — Lit., unreasoning. Widely different from
angels, Ps. xlix. 21. Natural beasts, born—Or born natural

animals; ignoble in their very origin, and, from the fir.sr,

acting according to nature, Jude, ver. 10 ; obeying the

natural guidance of sense, as to food, etc., and discerning

nothing higher, nothing supernatural, nothing spiritual

;

therefore the mention follows of the things that they under-

stand not. To be taken and desiro?/ed—Contrasted with men
who should have endeavoured after heavenly liberty and
glory. Speak evil — Our language should be carefully

guarded. Shall utterly perish in their own corruption—[For

K'XTa^tQcLpi^crovTat, shall utterly perish, read koI (^iOap-qcrovTat,

shall even perish. Tisch., Alf.~\. The destruction which un-

righteousness causes, receives utterly miserable destruction as

its due reward. Speaking on another subject, the word
<aTa<t)Oapi](rrf, thou shalt waste away in corruption, occurs in

Ex. xviii. 18, Sept.

13. Shall receive—By their own desire. [Render (with a

.^ull stop after righteousness). Imagining a pleasure delicate

viving for a day, spots and blemishes, luxuriating in their deceits

'means of luxury obtained by deceit), while they, etc. Alf.,

Rut.'] (7oM?i<—A like phrase occurs in ch. iii. 15. Pleasure

—The highest pleasure after which men should strive [and

^-hich includes all others. V. (?.]. Li the day time—Lit., in

he day ; in. the day of your feasts of charity, whenever
'.hey take place, and regardless of what may be on the

norrow. Spots.. and blemishes—They are spots in them-
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selves ; blemishes, as inciting others to rail against th(>

Church itself. As sjpots most mar the brightest things, su

they disfigure your leasts of charity. Sporting themselves—
Delighting in self-indulgence and derision of others.

Deceivings—Jude, ver. 12, says ayd-TraLs, feasts of charity ;

Peter, making an important change in the letters, says

aTrdrats, deceivings. An anonymous Greek commentator,

praised by Mill, says : "It is not for (brotherly) love, and
to share your salt, that they join with yoti in the feasts,

but to find suitable opportunities to deceive your wives."

At all events, Peter's allusion to the love-feasts is clear

from the fact that both he and Jude use the words feasting

with you, the one adding sporting themselves, the other, /eed/H(/

themselves. While they feast icith you—Gr. crweiiw^i^ov/xevot.

The word whence this is derived, (.voi-^ta, means a splendid,

and for the most part, a sacred feast.

1-i. Of adultery—Lit., of an adulteress. An adulteress,

that is, alluring lust, has taken their eyes captive. To
this the words from sin, are parallel. Beguiling—With
tliose eyes, to carnal sin. Uear^—The heart is mentioneel

as well as the eyes. Ezek. vi. 9. Cursed children—[Not as

Eng. Ver. cursed children, hut children of a curse, i. e., devoted
to the curse. Alf, etc.]. Not of blessing, in Christ, 1 Pet.

iii. 9. Curse specially falls upon covetousness. See the

verses following.

15. Following the loay of Balaam—See note on Jude, ver.

8, from. Is. Ivi. Bosor—Synonymous with Beor.

16. The dumb ass., the prophet—A striking contrast. So
great was Balaam's madness that an ass had to speak,

lest it should escape reproof. Dumb—Without a human
voice.

17. Hiese are—The character of false teachers has been
described, from ver. 10 to ver. 16; now their method of

dealing with disciples is referred to. Wells—Wells and
clouds both promise water; even so they speak great

swelling words, as if they were luminaries of the Church.
Comp. ver. 10, 19. But these wells and clouds yield nothing;

these great sivelling words are words of vanity. [For i/e^eXot,

clouds, read bjxi)(Xai, mists. Tisch., Alf. So Beng. in Test, and
V. G.] To whom—To the persons, not to wells and clouds.

Comp. note on wandering stars, Jude 13. 31ist of darhiess—
This mist is literally the chill shudder that accompanies
da-rkness. Comp. note on Ileb. xii. 18. Is reserved— M.n>A

u 2
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especially because of the number of souls they destioy.

See next verse. [Omit cts atwra, /or e»er. Tiscli., Alf.'\

18. Those that were clean escaped from them who live in error

—[For oVtcds, quite, (Eng. Ver., clean), read oAtyw?, scarcely.

Tisch., Alf. So Beng., but rendering oAtyws, a little time,

also for aTro(^vy6vTa<i, were escaped, read a7ro</)ei;yovras, are

escaping. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.]. There is not an apposi-

tion in the words those, them ; them is governed by from, as

show from Avhat they have escaped ; and those that live in

error, mean either the same or other false teachers. Here
(in the Gr.) we have an accusative governing an accusative,

as in Luke xviii. 9 ; but the addition to the verb of 6A.tyws,

for a short time, greatly increases the force. As soon as

some have escaped from those that live in error, the un-
happy men are ensnared by them afresh. Such rushing to

ruin is indicated in ver. 21, 22, as the reason why a fool

remains a fool, Prov. xxvi. 11, a dog a dog, a sow a sow.

1 9. Liberty — From fear of the devil and loathing of

the flesh. Of the same is he brought in bondage— 1 Sam.
xvii. 9.

20. After they have escaped—This is said of those who are

enticed, as in ver. 18. And these are involved in the min
of their beguilers ; they are overcome. Pollutions—Which
cause corruption. But—Omitted in Eng. Ver. The par-

ticle between two participles implies a contrast. Worse—
Opposed to better, ver. 21.

21. Delivered unto them—See Jude, ver. 3.

22. [Omit 8k, but. Tisch., Alf.] But—You may marvel at

their relapsing ; but it is not surprising ; they remain
what they were before, dogs and sivine. Proverb — Of
Solomon. See Prov. ch. i. 1, xxvi. 11. In his first epistle

(ch. i. 7, ii. 17, iv. 8, 18) Peter had frequently cited the

book of Proverbs ; he here quotes them also in his second.

This is an additional argument for the common authorship

of both epistles. Vomit — Gr. i^ipafxa, a word of rare

occurrence. Domesticated animals contract the stomach
(which causes vomiting) more readily than wild ones.

'\\'ho can fail to loathe the vomit of sin.

CHAPTER III.

1. Now—already—This shows him to have written his

Jlrst epistle not long before. The seven General Epistles
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seem to have been written shortly before the death of their

several authors. They had considered writing less needful
throughout their lifetime. Bij loay of remembrance—See eh.

i. 12, 13. Ye already know, see ver. 3 ; ye only need a
reminder ; Jude, ver. 5. Pure—Unmingled with error.

2. Proplieis—See Jude, ver. 14. As the apostles— [For
y/xCov, of us (the apostles), read v/x,wv of your (apostles) ; Tisch.^

Alf.]. Who dwell now among you, contrasted with the

ancient prophets. Comp. apostle of the Gentiles, Eom.
xi. 13.

3. Knowing—The nominative agrees with (that) ye (may
he) mindful, ver. 2. Comp. Acts xv. 23. This the righteous
knew from the apostle's words. See Jude, ver. 17, 18.

First—So ch. i. 20, see note. Shall come— In greater
number and with greater boldness; thus in their own
persons confirming the truth of this prophecy. Scoffers—
[Eead e^TraiKrai, iv iixTraiyfjiovfj, scoffers in scoffing, Tisch., Alf.

So Beng. in Test, and V. G.]. This word the Sept., Is. iii. 4,

applies to those who, even though they do not jest or laugh,

still perform the most serious things with the utmost
levity. [They are altogether given up to scoffing, having
no other ground for their proceedings. V. (?.] Lusts—
Which are the source of error, the root of licentious-

ness.

4. Where is—They imagine that the coming should have
already taken place, or that it never will ; in which opinion
they say further, all things continue as from the heginning.

The promise—Thus termed by mockers, not as trusting that

promise themselves, but in mimicry of the righteous who
wait for that promise. His—Of the Lord's coming, whom
they disdain to name. The fathers— \\ ho trusted in the

promise. All things—Sky, sea, and land. As they loere—
Lit., thus; that is, they are unchangeable. Fi-om the be-

ginning of the creation—These scoifers at least admit the
world to have had a beginning.

5. Tliey . . are ignorant 0/—\Vhich is the cause of their
speaking as they do. This is in contrast to ver. 8, Be not

ignorant. Willingly — Their ignorance is wilful. They
(ibstinately neglect all consideration of the deluge. By the

word of God—Gen. i. 6, 9. Construe this with the heavens

were . . the earth (was). By the word of God the duration of

all things is unalterably fixed. Heavens . . earth — The
heavens and the earth before the deluge differed much iu
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condition, if not in substance, from their present state.

Were of old—Jtist as they now are. The deluge might
have appeared just as great an impossibility then, as the

destruction of the world by fire now; but the one has
happened as the other shall. Just as scoifers in Peter's day
argued against the dostnxction of the world by fire, so

scotfers before the deluge may have argued against its

Cuming. But as the latter were, so the former shall be
proved wrong by the event. The instance of the deluge
refutes the mocker's argiiment of there being no changes,

ver. 4. The pluperfect tense (lit., had been) refers to the

time between the flood and the creation, to which the word
then, ver. 6, also refers. Out of the icater and in (lit. by) the

water—A gradation. The water had covered the earth
;

the earth emerged out of the water ; and the water served to

keep the earth as the Creator formed and ])laced it. Water
is so much lighter than earth, which sinks in it, that all

water has earth underneath it
; yet the surface of the earth

everywhere rises more or less above the water; as if the

water, against its will, and under the compulsion of God's
supieme command, yielded and surrendered so much space

to the earth, Ex. xx. 4 : Ps. xxiv. 2 ; civ. 5-8 ; cxxxvi. 6

;

,lob xxxviii. 10, 11 : 2 Esdras xvi. 59. [But the tnie ren-

dering is, and the earth formed out of the water (as material)

and by the tcater, (by means of, as Ben(j.) Hut., Alf] Stand-

ing—Lit., consistent. Supply teas. This denotes the con-

.struction and duration of the earth, and so standing corre-

sponds with of old.

6. Wliereby—By the heaven and the earth ; which pro-

duced the confluence of water. Tlie world iJiat then was-

That is, the human race. For it is not to heaven and
earth, as Burnet supposed, that destruction is here assigned.

See ver. 7, 10. [But the latter is right ; the icorld here is

the heavens and the earth, ver. 7. But the destruction meant
is such a change that the old state of things gave place to

a new one. Hut.] The deluge was universal. Perished—
The addition in ver. 7 ofjudgment and perdition is emphatic ;

corresponding with the expressions shall per/s/t, shall be

judged, Kom. ii. 12. Before the deluge God had said: My
Spirit shall not ahrays strive icith (Vulg. pass judgment on) man.

Gen. vi. 3. Judgment is reserved for the last day.

7. But the heafens and the earth which are now—Are the

fcjame heavens and earth they were before (though they
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appear to have undergone no slight change at the dohige;

;

but scoffers spotik as if they were not the suine. The
apostle therefoie adopts their language. 11 is using

the word hut institutes a comparison between ivaler andjire.

(The fact of ihe workl's destructi(jn by) Jire shall refute

these scoffers. This verse also depi'iids upon that, ver. 5.

The same—Better his. [For t<5 atTw, the same, read tw airov,

his. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] The article is seldom placed

before airov, of him, his; but instances occur, lleb. ii. 4 ;

James i. 18. Reserved—Which accounts for tlie heavens

and earth lasting so long. Unto fire—Contemplate those

fiery meteors which in our own times so often llaKh across

the sky. Of imfjodly men—Of the scoffers of whom he is

writing, and others also.

8. Be not ignorant— Lit., let not. .escape you. In contrast

to they . . are ignorant, ver. 5. lie instructs the faithful at

greater length than he replies to scoffers. One day is icith

the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.

Comp. Ps. xc. 4, Sept. The apostle means to say, Thou
ait our refuge, eternal God ; not we ourselves, thy
perishing creatures, because a thousand years in thy sight, etc.

jNIoses in the I'salm describes the absolute eternitj' of

God ; Peter, the same eternity' in its relation to the last

day, and those who watch for it; thus denoting 1, God's

eternity itself, which in its nature and operation won-
drously exceeds eveiy measure of time; 2, God's omnis-

cience, to which all future is present ; 3, God's power,

which needs no long delays to accompli!^h its purposes
;

and, 4, God's long-suffering, free from all impatience of

expectation and eagerness for haste. This one thing—Con-

nected M'ith the subject of discussion. This is the only

point of doctrine in tliis epistle, which is for the most part

hortatoiy rather than doctrinal. One day is icith the Lord as

a thousand years— I'eter prefixes this to the words of the

Psalm ; its meaning is, in one day, in one moment, he is as

blessed as in a thousand years, or in all eternity ; in one

day he can accomplish the work of a thousand years.

Whence follows, in the next verse, the Lord is not slack, etc.

He can always fulfil his promise. And a thousand years as

one rf«/y— (I'eter, matching the former clause in the present

one, and applying both to the subject under consideration,

approjjriatelj' varies the words of Moses). The deduction

is : with God there is no such thing as long delay. As a
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thousand pieces of gold are to an enormously rich man as

a single penny, so a thousand years are as one day to the

eternal God. Wherefore in the next verse we read, he is

Inng-suffering, granting us time for repentance, without
liindrance to himself Comp. Ecclus. xviii. 10, 11. In
short, the age-dial of God differs from the hour-dial of man.
Its index shows all hours at once in the busiest action and
most deep repose. With him times pass with neither less

nor greater speed than suits his will and purpose. He has
no need to hasten or delay the end of things. How can
we comprehend this? Were it in our power, neither

Moses nor Peter need have added the words with the

Lord.

9. Is not slach^As though the time of his promised
coming were arrived; see note on Heb. x. 37. Comp.
Ecclus. xxxv. 17, a passage strikingly parallel with this of

Peter. His promise—That promise in ver. 13 shall be
fulfilled, whatever mockers (ver. 4) may prate. Is long-

suffering—For which reason he waits till the number of

those who shall be saved is filled up, ver. 15. [For et?

'^/xas, " to usioard," read ei? ifxas, to you. Tisch., Alf.'] Tliat

any—Not even the some just mentioned. Should perish—
AVhich would be the case if he gave no space for re-

pentance. Comp. 2 Esdras viii. 59.

10. [Omit iv vvktI, in the night. Tisch., Alf."j The heavens

—Which the mockers assert (ver. 4) shall continue as the}'

are. With a great noise— Lit., icitli a rushing sound (as of an
arrow, water, etc.). Elements—That is, the works in the

heavens, as the context shows. [So Alf., etc., and this

seems best. But Hat. prefers to consider the expression as

referring to the fundamental divisions of the heavens.

Compare the powers of heaven. Matt. xxiv. 29.] As in

(accounts of) the creation, so in (those of) the end of the

world, the sun, moon, and stars generally receive especial

mention (see Matt. xxiv. 29) ; and are certainl}^ included

somewhere in Peter's representation, and more especially in

the word elements than in those of fire, air, loater, and earth.

For Peter mentions earth separately, in which term he in-

cludes water, and possibly air as well (though Scripture

seldom refers to this in speaking of nature), and he states

fire to be the very instrument whereby the elements shall

melt. The same word is used in Wisdom, ch. vii. 17.

This is a most choice metaphor ; for as a lettei on a parch
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ment,* so is a star in the sky. Works — Of nature

and ait.

11. Shall he dissolved—[For ovu, then, read oiJtws, thus.

Ttsch., Alf. Render, These things heiruj thus to he dissolved

;

i.e., since tliey will be. Alf.']. We read in Gen. i. IG, that

the stars were also made on the fourth day of creation.

They also, as well as the earth, shall be dissolved. Those

are in error who limit the account of the creation, and the

description of its destruction, merely to the earth, and that

part of the heaven closest to earth ; and make out that the

stars are older and destined to outlast the earth. It is of

heavens in the plural, not merely of the heaven immediately

surrounding the earth, that both dissolution and recreation

are predicted in ver. 10-13. Ought—This is the command-
ment referred to in ver. 2. Conversation—In temporal

matters. Godliness—In spiritual matters.

12. Hasting unto— Jjit., liastening. The coming—Which we
should be looking for and hastening by offering prayers for

Christ's speedy coming. A person eagerly dewirous of

anything will press forward its accomplishment by all

means in his power. Of God—The day of God is a rare

expression. God grants many thousand days to men ; a

single one, the last of all, is his own. WJierein— Lit., hecause

of which (coming). A cross reference of four parts : ichat

manner of persons—looking for— hecause of ivhich—hid new

heavens, etc. The fiist part is deduced from the third, the

second from the fourth.

13. Nevertheless— [But—Not nevertheless, as Eng. Ver.,

which makes the contrast too strong. Alf.\. Promise.—Ver. 4.

2hw heavens and a new earth—This is a great mystery ; it is

something external to God and external to man. Wherein

dwelleth righteousness—Which shall keep them from growing

old. There will be an absolute separation between good
and evil. Matt. iii. 12, xiii. 30. Therefore its inhabitants

must be righteous, ver. 11, comp. ver. 6, 7. In the

new world, comprising heaven and earth, righteousness

dwelleth. The new world is one whole, wherein right-

eousness dwelling, that part of it which unrighteousness

had defiled shall be purified.

* The won! elementum, element, was used to denote a letter of the

alphabet.

—

Fmissd. Comp. still further, Is. xxxiv. 4, "The heaven
shall be rolled together as a scroll;" and Rev. vi. 14, "The heaven
departed as a scroll."

—

Ed.
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14. Look—With trembling and with gladness. The
word has a wide signification. Of him—Clod.

15. And account that the long-suffering of our Lord is salva-

tion.— Though scoffers account it slackness, ver. 9, Even as

—This refers to his whole treatise thus far. Our beloved

brother Paul—Paul has nowhere praised Peter
;
yet Peter

praises Paul, showing that he bore him no ill-will, notwith-

standing that Paul had sometimes reproved him, and had
ftir excelled him in working for the Lord ; there could

have been no question of Paul's love for Peter. Unto tjou—
Hebrews. He implies that, as being Hebrews, they had
less need for him to write to them at length, and expresses

approval of Paul's Epistle (to the Hebrews), wherein, as

well as in other epistles, Paul had written to the same
purport as Peter on the subject of the approaching end of

the world. See Heb. i. 1; ix. 26; x. 25, 27.. [More
probably in the Epistle to the Romans; see ch. ix. 22,

etc. Dietlein in Hut.^

16. In all—Peter wrote this epistle a very short time

before his own and Paul's martyrdom. Therefore Paul

had written nearly all his epistles, even that to those

whom Peter was addressing, prior to Peter's writing of

this. Peter therefore had read all Paul's epistles (which

may have been sent him by Paul himself) without taking-

offence at Paul's mention of him in Galatians, ch. ii. Wlio

then can doubt that the Epistles of Paul were collected

into one body at an early period ? Of these things—Of the

Lord's coming, delayed by his long-suifering, and yet close

at hand and sudden, whatever might occur in or before

that coming. Inasmuch as Paul had seemed to place the

day of the Lord further off than the other apostles, some
had either questioned or altogether denied the fact of its

coming. In lohich— Among which things. [Kather, in

tohich sayings of Paul, on this subject. Hut.. Alf] Some
things—Not all. Hard to be understood—Hard to be under-

stood is one thing, incomprehensible, another. WJuch—
Which subjects and which sayings (of Paul). With this the

Scriptures, and the subjects mentioned in them, correspond.

Lfnlearned—Devoid of teaching from above. Wrest— Lit.,

distort ; though plain enough in themselves. An instance of

this occurs in 2 Tim. ii. 18. The other Scriptures --There-

fore. Paul's epistles were already counted as Scripture;

comp. hath icritien, ver. 15. Unto— That the Scriptures
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may seem to accord with the perverse interpretation of the

reprobate. Their own— Without iujuritig Paul. Destruc-

tion—Ch. ii. 1.

17. Ye— Warned by others' ruin. Stedfastness—Lit.,

defence. Comp. ver. 17, ch. i. 12. This defence is grace,

see Jude, ver. 21.

18. Ch-oto—The more, in proportion as others decrease [in

grace and knowledge. G. F.]. For ever— Lit., to the day of
eternity. This name suits well with the sense in which the
apostle has used it throughout this chapter. Eternity is

day without night, pure and perpetual. [But the idea is

simply duration, as opposed to time. Hut., Alf. Omit
d/xT;i', amen. Tisch. Alf. brackets it."}



THE

FIRST EPISTLE OF ST. JOM.

CHAPTER I.

1. [The second ver. is a parenthesis; and that which, etc.,

ver. 3., resumes the sentence thus internipted, Liicke,

etc.] Tliat which was—-John simply writes an Epistle

[adorned with a magnificent introduction, F. 6r.], without
either inscription or conclusion. He does not appear to

have put it in circulation, but to have communicated it

personally to his hearers. Comp. ver. 4 with 2 John, ver.

12. He says here that lohicli icas. instead of he ivho was, ch.

ii. 13 ; because of the immediate recurrence of the words
that which. The apostle, in mentioning God and Christ, is

fond of using an epithetical for a proper name, as He himself,

The Holy One, The True One, and periphrastically, He who is

from the beginning. He first refers to Tlie Word himself;

and then to what they have iieard of him. Was—Even
before his manifestation. He was with the Father ; ver. 2.

From the beginning—This expression, frequent in the epistle

before us, must be taken according to its context, and not
always in the same sense. See ch. ii. 7, 13, 14; iii. 8. In
the present passage, from the beginning, comprises the whole
state of the >\ ord of life with the Father, ver. 2, antecedent

to his manifestation. Comp. note on in the beginning, John
i. 1. Wherefore the variation of the sense is not in-

appropriate. Thai which we have heard—The sense of

hearing, whereby wo receive instruction, is first men
tioned ; then, in its turn, that of seeing. Both are repeated

in ver. 3, where we may supply the words, I say. John
adduces such strong evidence of this manifestation as to

find it no longer necessary to quote the prophets. Comp.
note on 2 Pet. i. 19. He speaks in the plural number, as

in his own name and in that of other fathers. He appears
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to have written at a period when many of the fathers wero
still living. We have looked upon—rnll3% 0/—They had
felt the reality of his flesh, and therein the glory of the

(^)nly-begotten. Was refers to the glory ; was manifested, to

the" flesh. The ivord of life—[That is, Christ. Hut. Not the

word concerning Christ, but our Lord himself. This is the

key-stone of the sentence. Alf]. TJie Word, and the Life,

were terms nsed separately ; then, in apposition, tlie Word,

the lAfe ; then the Word of Life, the Word in ^«hom ivas Life :

John i. 4 ; then, the Life (that is, eternal) ; then eternal Life,

ver. 2. So the expression, the God of glory, includes the

simple title of God.
2. Was manifested—He manifested himself in the flesh to

our sight, our hearing, our handling ; John i. 14. The
i^ame word is used in reference to his coming in glory ; eh.

ii. 28. And hear ivitness, and show—The testimony is the

genus, including two species, shotoing and writing, ver. 3

and 4. Shoiving lays the foundation, ver. 5-10 ; whereon
writing builds, ver. 4, note. Unto you—Who have not seen.

Eternal life—That life eternal, which has existed from the

beginning and been manifested to us, is menticmed in the

beginning of this epistle; that life eternal, which we shall

enjoy for ever, is mentioned at the end. This title alone is

sufiicient to show that there is no denial of the supreme
goodness of Jesus in Mark x. 18. Was—Comp. ver. 1. With
the Father—Viith God; John i. 1.

3. Have . . heard—Here placed after seeing, since the

declaration is chiefly by hearing. Fellowship iviih us—The
same fellowship as we have, who have seen. [Better, with us,

as Eng. Ver. Hut., Alf] Such fellowship as makes him
ours; he in us, and we in him. With the Father—Who
Kent the Son, ver. 4-10. With his Son—fient by the Father;
ch. ii. 1, 2. As to the Holy Spirit, see note on ch.

iii. 24.

4. These things— To facilitate expression he chaugps
from the emphatic singular to the plural. These things,

not others ; much less such unimportant and even trivial

matters as the supporters of tradition allege. Write we—
To this present tense corresponds the past one, ch. v. 13.

Comp. ch. ii. 1, 12, etc. A writing is a strong confirmation.

That—Joy is made full by a complete and abundant con-

firmation of soul in faith and love. To this the combined
declaration and writing strongly conduce. See 2 John, ver.
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12. Joy—See also in the Gospel of John, ch. xv. 11 ; xvi.

22. Tbore is a joy of faith, a joy of hope, and a joy of

charity. The joy of faith is here principally noted, and is

briefly expressed as you7' joy ; but the joy of hope and
charity is also implied.

5. The message—See ch. iii. 11. The announcement, re-

lating to the main matter. Neither in his gospel nor in his

epistles does John name his message the Gospel [euayye'Atov],

but calls it the testimony, the loord, the truth ; and here, by a

very like term, the announcement [dyyeAttti']. The apostles

declare what Jesus declared in proclaiming and spreading

the declaration they received from him. In ch. ii. 7, it is

called the ivord. Of him—From him, the Son of God, John
i. 18. Light—The light of wisdom, love, and glory. God is

to the spiritual, what light is to the physical, vision. As
John calls God light in this passage, so he calls Christ

light in ch. ii. 8. Darkness—The meaning of this is shown
by its opposite.

6. If we say—To say anything other than the fact, is

a fraud; ver. 8, 10. (Jomp. ch. ii. 4, 9; iv. 20. To say,

means here to persuade oneself and others, to think, to

profess, to pretend. Felloioship—See ver. 3. Walk—By
our actions, inward or outward, whithersoever we may
turn. In darkness—Comp. ch. ii. 8-11. Me lie—A like

expression occurs in ch. ii. 4. Do not the truth—That is,

truth does not enter into our course of action.

7. As—Our imitating God is the best test of our having
fellowship with him. He—God. Is—This word is more
deeply significant, and more fitly applied to God, than

vxdketh would be. We have fellowship—That is, then we
say with truth that we have fellowship, for tvalking in the

light is its certain and immediate consequence. One with

another—Mutual, between us and you. [It is strictly

fellowship one with another, here on earth, and not loith God
that is here meant. So Liicke, Hut., Alf, etc.] Comp. note

on John xiv. 10. And the blood—Thus fellowship with the

Son of God is described. On the blood, comp. ch. v. 6 ; John
vi. 53, 54, 55 ; Rev. i. 5. [Omit XpuxTov, Christ. Tisch., Alf]
Cleanseth—By remitting and removing : comp. ver. 9. All

sin—Of nature and of act.

8. Sin—Those who say they have no sin (singular), and
those who confess their sins (plural), are contrasted. He
therefore is speaking of actual sins, as flowing from original
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sin. In proportion as mon have contracted more or kiss

guilt, so they need more or less to confess their guilt ; see

Prov. xxviii. 13; and that, too, in respect of the past, ver.

1 0, as well as of the present, ver, 8. John includes in his dis-

courses, all to whom his message comes, both the good and the

bad, each according to his proper standard. But even in his

time there were some who, in extenuating sin, disparaged

grace. Tlie truth—John frequently includes faith in liis

mention oi truth ; ch. ii. 4. The words in the Hebrew are

cognate. Not in us—Not in our hearts, and therefore not
in our mouths. The faidt is in us; it is ours: the glory
belongs to God. See next verse.

9. If ice confess our sins—This verse, like the 10th of ch.

ii., is placed between two contrasted statements, namely;
We have no sin, ver. 8, and We have not sinned, ver. 10. I'ht'

former refers to the guilt of sin which still remains; the
latter to its actual commission. By the one, ice deceive our-

selves) by the other, we make God a liar. It is best to

confess to God, who regards us as guilty sinners, ver. 10
;

and John's language here asserts the universal necessity of

this confession ; for he does not merely say, if we have
sinned we must confess ; but we must all confess that we
have sin, and that we have sinned, although our sins may
differ in degree ; otherwise we should not need cleansing

by the blood of Christ. Is—As we may experience for

ourselves, unless we make him a liar. Faithful—In doing-

all that we can imagine a God of goodness to do. And
just—Sparing the sinner and abolishing the sins. So also

Jesus Christ is called the righteous (just), ch. ii. 1. [The
wider idea, just, is the ground of the faithful, whicli it

includes. God is faithful, true, because he is jxist, upright.

Liicke.] To forgive us our sins—In removing their guilt.

To cleanse—So that we may sin no more.
10. We mahe him a liar—If God says, thou hast sinned, it

is a crime to deny it. Comp. ch. v. 10. His word—Which
is true, ver. 8. The word accuses us truthfully; but is

banished from the heart by our contradiction. In us—And
therefore we are liars ; ch. ii. 4.

CHAPTER II.

1, Mij little children—The diminutive, affectionately used.

He now first mentions to whom he is writing. These
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things—Wliicli follow. [Nay, hut which precede ; ver. 8-10,

of ch. i. Hut., Alf., etc.] TJiat ye sin not—Emphasize the not.

He warns them not to pervert what he says concerning
reconciliation into a license to sin. In this passage there is

an antecedent, as in ch. v. 18, a subsequent, qualification of

the language. All the Divine precepts, words, and judg-
ments, ai'e directed against sm, and tend either to its

prevention or its abolition. If any man sin—And lose

courage to ask for himself; see, on this point, John xvi. 26.

An advocate—Who pleads with the Father not to withdraw
his love from us. TJie righteousness—See ver. 29. Jesus

Christ, with the Father, at his right hand, is called the

righteous (John xvi. 10) chiefly from his having gone to

the Father, after offering a full sacrifice for sins. His
righteousness takes away our sin ; and is not lessened by the

fact of his being the advocate for sinners. See Isa. liii.

11, 12.

2. He—Lit,, he himself; an emphatic addition; the

Advocate prevails most from the fact of being himself
the propitiation. Is the propitiation—That is, the propitiatory

sacrifice (comp. ch. iv. 10 ; 2 Cor. v. 21). Which the Saviour

himself is. Therefore there had been enmity between God
and sinners. Our—The sins of us, believers. This does
not refer to the Jews ; for it is not to Jews that John is

writing. See ch. v. 21. For the sins of the whole tvorld—
Had lie said only of the loorld, as in ch. iv, 14, we must
have understood the whole world; but since he actually

mentions the whole world, who presumes to limit his

meaning ? See ch. v. 19. The propitiation reaches as far as

the sin. [This holds good against Calvin s assumption

;

" the all does not include the reprobate," etc. Hut., Alf.']

3. Herehj we do know—That is, this is our only soui-ce of

true knowledge. To know that we hnoio, is reflex knowledge.
Spiritual characteristics are frequently defined in this

Epistle ; ver. 9 : manifest, we know, ch. iii. 10, 14, 19. This
refutes the Gnostics, who boasted of their knowledge, while

refusing obedience. That we know him—To be the Advocate,

the righteous, the propitiation. See ver. 4, 13, 14 ; Isa. liii. 11.

[But the avTou, him; refers to God, here and in ver. 4, 5 ;

not to Christ. LikJce. So Hut, etc.j Keep—See note on John
viii. 51. Commandments —Of ^aith and love.

6. His word— Respecting the Father; ch. i. 5. Plis

•precepts are many ; his word is one. Verily—It is no lie or
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empty vaimt. The adverb at the commencement of tlie

sentence is very forcible. The love of God—To usward,

regained for us by Christ, [liather, otir love to God. Hut.,

etc.] Per/ec<^d—Having gained perfect sway, it is also

perfectly known: ch. iv. 12. Hereby—Referring to the

previous words, whoso heepeth ; comp. hereby, ch. iv. 6. In

him—To know him ; to be in him; to abide in him, are syn-

onj'mous terms for successive conditions.

6. Abideth—This word occurs frequently in ch. ii., iii.,

iv. It implies a permanent, uninterrupted, and ceaseless

condition. Oufjht—By the force of that Divine example.

So, we ought, ch. iii. 16; iv. 11. Even as he—Whom we
foi-merly beheld. Comp. ch. iii. 3, 5, 7, 16 ; iv. 17. Believers,

whose hearts are occupied vnth thoughts of the Lord, have

no difficulty in supplying his name. Walketh—While on
earth.

7. [For aSeX^oi, brethren, read dyaTTTjroi, beloved. Tisch.,

Alf.'\ From the beginning—From your first hearing of the

Gospel of Christ. See ver. 24; ch. iii. 11. Word— See

ver. 5. [The question is often asked, what commandment
is here referred to ? Some say to walk as Christ walked, ver.

6 ; others, the law of love, ver. 9, etc. But the command
meant is that which sums up the whole of Christian duty,

including all others ; it is presented first in one form, ver.

6, then in another, ver. 9, but these are not ditferent com-
mandments, but the same. Hut., etc.] Which ye have heard—
John did not see any necessity for repeating what this word
was, it being so well known. He often refers to that ichich

they had heard, for they had heard it even before the apostles

wrote.

S. A neiD commandment—^First written to you now in this

Epistle. This passage savours of the apostle's fulness of

the Spirit. Wliich thing is true—Is truth, substantively, as in

ver. 27, where the same Greek word is contrasted with lie.

Whence also the Greek has o, ivhich, in the neuter, agreeing

with a.X.r]dh, truth, instead of ^, which, in the feminine,

agreeing with evroXij, commandment. The sense is : the

commandment is truth ; that is, the darkness is truly vanish-

ing, etc. A proper definition of what is old and what new
is here added to the mention of the word new, as to that of

the word old, in ver. 7. The old is that which we have
had from the beginning ; the new is that which is true in

VOL. III. X
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Christ Jesus and in ourselves. This is implied by the

difference of tense in ye had and is. In Christ, considered

by himself, all things are, and all things have been, always
true from the beginning ; but in Christ and us, conjointly,

the precept only becomes a truth on our recognising the

truth which is in him, and having the same flourishing in

us. John praises the present being in the truth of those

to whom he writes, as being a more glorious position than

that which they held at theii- first hearing of the Gospel, as

Eom. xiii. 11, 12; whence also the old precept could be
pleasingly set forth to them in a new aspect. [Render,

which (thing, namely, that this commandment is a new one)

is true in him and in you, because the darkness is passing away,

etc. Alf. So LUcJce, Hut., etc.] Because—This is the

precept, that we should love our brother, which results

from the light. Consequently we should supply there/ore at

the beginning of ver. 9. Is past—-He dues not say passes,

but is made to pass, to undergo a change which shall result

in its absorption. The same word is used in ver. 17, as

contrasted with abiding. So Ezra ix. 2, Sept., ivas transferred

[not as Eng. Ver., mingled themselves. Ed.]. Remark the

force of the present tense, in shineth. The true light—Jesus

Christ ; see John i. 9. Now—Already, among you ; and
shall shine more and more for ever ; see ver. 28, and comp.

until now, ver. 9. Shineth—For this reason John had less

occasion than Peter to quote the prophets in his Epistles ;

comp. 2 Peter i. 19, as to the day, and the day star. Peter,

with his Epistles, stands about midway between the date

of our Lord's suffering and the close of John's life.

9. In the light—As if in his own element. So m, ver. 11.

Brother—Who believes ; see 3 John 3, 5, 10. The very name
suggests a reason for loving him.

10. There is none occasion of stumbling in him—The con-

trary state to this is implied in ver. 11, hath blinded. But
the idea of the one is supplemented by the other. In him
who loves, there is neither blindness nor occasion of

stumbling ; in him who loves not, there is both blindness

and occasion of stumbling. He that hates his brother is

a stumbling-block to himself, and stumbles against himself

and everything else, outwardly and inwardly ; he who loves

his brother has an janobstructed course.

11. But he that hateth—A direct contrast. Hatred is
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wherever love is not ; the heart does not remain empty. Hath
blinded—J)a)kness not only surrounds him, but has also

rendered him blind.

12. I write unto you, etc.—John, as in this whole Epistle,

so in this chapter, calls all to whom he writes " little

children;" but in ver. 13-27, he makes a special division

of them into fathers, young men, and children. Thus the

words translated, little children (reKria), and children (TratS/a).

are not synonymous. In writing to the little children, ch.

ii. 1, he says, at the beginning of the paragraph, I write

(comp. ver. 7 and 8) ; and here, at its close, he adds, I hate

written; thus not changing, but repeatedly confirming his

former statement. See vei-. 12, and comp. 1 Pet. v. 12,

/ have loritten. lie then appropriately addresses persons in

thi-ee different stages of natural life, and variously imbued
with grace ; accosting as fathers, those who had seen the
days when Christ was upon earth ; as ^joung men, those who,
having overcome the wicked one, should also be vigorous
in subduing the world which lieth in wickedness, and the

lust of the world ; as children, those whom, after the de-

parture of the fathers and the young men, the latter days,

and the Antichrist to be revealed therein, awaited. His
address, moreover, contains a statement and a discussion. In
the statement he saj's : I Avrite unto you, fathers ; T write

unto you, young men ; I write unto you, children ; but in

the discussion: I have ivritten unto you, fathers, etc. The very
words, I have ivritten, being twice inserted at ver. 2 1 and
26. The plan of these passages is very like that of the

beginning and conclusion of the Epistle ; for. in ch. i. 4, he
says, ive icrite, and in ch. v. 13, he says, I have written.

Having ended his threefold allocution, he addresses them
once more collectively under the title of little children, ver.

28. Unto you—The doctrine of the remission of sins applies

also to tlie fathers, referred to above. Are forgiven—I'hu

apostle thus summarises his statements as far as he has gone,

and proceeds to consider other doctrines based on the forgive-

ness of sins. Mis—Jesus Christ's.

13. Because—Thrice used in this verse; comp. ver. 3 2,

and 1 Pet. v. 12. [Bengel interprets, that, but the Eng.
Ver., because, is right. The apostle is declaring why, not

what, he writes. Hut., etc.] He proposes, for futui-e dis-

cussion, three points, which he here summarises. Ye have

htown —A heavenly Father, in preference to fathers accord-

X 2
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ing to the flesh.. Tlie Father—And therein all things : sea

ver. 20.

14. I have written—In ver. 13 and 14: he turns from the

present to the past tense ; and not without good reason,

since he thereby suggests a very strong admonition. Ye
have Jcnown him that ivas from the beginning—Jesus Christ.

The beginning, not of the Gospel, but of all things. See
note on ch. i. 1. Artemon objects to this, that the Father
might be meant ; we answer, why not ? John frequently

uses a desci iptive for a personal name in speaking of Christ.

Comp. ver. 20. Fathers, as well as the apostle, had been

alive in the days when Jesus Christ was manifest upon
earth ; and some of them, as is probable (comp. note on ch.

iii. 6 ; 1 Cor. xv. 6 ; Matt. xiii. 16), had known him both by
faith and sight ; at all events they had all known him by
faith, and had beheld that golden age of the Church, with
which is contrasted the age of their descendants, who should
resist Antichrist. John repeats this clause from the previous

verse, without addition, subjoining to his statement an
equally brief discussion, and respectfully addressing the

fathers, as those to whom it was unnecessary to write much.
The knowledge even of these respecting Christ is great and
comprehensive. Knowledge is imputed to the fathers and
children : strength to the young men. Strong—Other young
men are strong in body

;
ye in faith. The ivord of God—

AVhence strength cometh ; see ch. iv. 4. Abideth in you—
Neither can the Evil One tear it from j^ou, nor Antichrist

imperil you. T7ie Wicked One—Who lies in wait particularly

for the young, John appears to have in view some special

proof of virtue displayed b}'' the young men to whom he is

writing ; of such sort was their firmness of confession in

Domitian's persecution ; and such was the return of that

young man whom the apostle, with the utmost tenderness,

won back from robber}' to repentance (although this

circumstance is only stated to have occurred after John's
return from Patmos ; comp. note on ver. 22.).

15. Love not the world—'This specially applies to young
men. Follow up your victorj^ over the Wicked One, in whom
(in whose power) the whole world lieth ; ch. v. 19. The
love of the Father—The Father's love to his children, and
their love to him. [But here it means, love to the Father.

Sat., etc.l 7s not—Contraries cannot co-exist.

16. All. . . the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the
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pride [vain glory, Alf.'\ of life—The world contains all these,

and nought else. Tlie lust of the flesh signifies those things
Avhich minister to taste and touch, the two so-called senses of

enjoyment ; the lust of the eyes signifies those things which
arrest the senses of inquiry, eyesight, hearing, smelling

;

the Greek word aAa^oveta, signifies arrogant pride, which
inukes a man presumptuous either in word or deed ; it is

also included under lust in the next vei'se ; therefore tJie

pride of life denotes that which elicits lust, and spreads it

more widely through the world, making a man wish to be
as great as possible in food, dress, means, furniture, build-

ings, lands, servants, retainers, appointments, etc. Comp.
Rev. xviii. 12, 13. Chrysostom, in relating a youthful
example of such pride being overcome by Divine love,

speaks of the vanity of life, and the show of life. TJie lust of
the flesh, and the lust of the eye, are each a spark ; but the

pride of life is a conflagration. Even men who love not
the pride of life may perhaps follow the lust of the eyes ; and
those Avho have overcome this lust, still very often retain

the lust of the flesh ; for this spreads widest and deepest,
amidst the lower, middle, and upper classes, even among
men who seem to exercise self-denial ; and from this, in

turn, unless it be conquered, a man readily passes to the

lust of the eye, if occasion offer, and hence to pride of life, if

his means permit. The three cardinal vices, sensuality,

avarice, and pride, though they do not coincide with, are
yet included in these three. Comp. Luke viii. 14 ; Deut.
xvii. 16, 17 ; Matt. iv. 3, 6, 9. And youth, as liable to

misuse its strength, is specially warned against these three.

Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 22 ; Eccles. xii.

1 7. And . . thereof—A short way of saying : the world and
the lust thereof, and those who love the world, pass away,
but God, and he that doeth the will of God, abide for ever.

\_TJie lust thereof, the desire of the world ; not after it, but
that which dwells in it, and gives its character. Hut.,

Alf] That doeth—As the love of the Father constrains
hiui. TJie ivill—Which requires from us continence, tem-
perance, and moderation, as contrasted with wealth,
glory, and life. See Prov. xxii. 4.

18. Little children—See note on ver. 12. The doctrine
concerning Antichrist is not above the comprehension of a
more tender age ; see note on 2 John ver. 7. Tlie last—
Kot the last age of the world, but the last period referred
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to in his address to fathers, young men, and children. [There
were altogether three periods beginning successively, and
though for a time concurrent, yet ending successively also.

The season of the fathers and young men Avas on the point

of terminating; and therefore John says to the littl' children

it is the last time (lit., hour), it is in this last time that we
all are living. V. (?.] And as—That is, And the fact is so,

as ye have heard, namely, that Antichrist cometh (not shall

come), and even now are there many, etc. For a similar ellipsis

see note on ver, 27. Ye have heard—Ch. iv. 3. TJiat—The
p:irticle is not redundant (comp. next ver.) ; but makes the
language clearer. Antichrist—The Spirit had foretold that

many should fall away from the truth of Jesus Christ the

Son of God ; but John on!}- uses the word Antichrist in

the singular number in his first Epistle, ii. 18, 22, iv. 3
;

and in his second Epistle, ver. 7. He does not use it at

all in his third Epistle, his Gospel, or the Eevelation

;

and it occurs in no other New Testament writer. Whether
the word itself be an apostolic phrase, or one derived from
the conversation of believers, John, to obviate possible

errors, wishes not only antichrist, but antichrists to be men-
tioned ; and in speaking either of antichrist, spirit of anti-

christ, or deceiver and antichrist, he includes in the singular

number all liars and enemies of the truth. Believers had
heard that the sjjirit of antichrist and antichrist himself were
to come. This John acknowledges, and adds that the

spirit of antichrist is already in the world, and that many
antichrists have arisen. And as the name Christ is some-
times used for Cliristianity, so antichrist is used for anti-

christianily, or the doctrine and persons of the opponents

of Christianity. [But this generalises too much the par-

ticular term. Hut.'] There is one prominent adversary,

who is spoken of as the Horn speaking great things, Dan. vii.

8, 20; as the man of sin, 2 Thess. ii. 3, 4; the beast that

ascendeth out of the bottomless pit, Eev. xi. 7 ; but he
f-eems to be regarded as antichrist, rather from the usage of

the Church, ancient and modern, than from the apostle's

meaning here. John admits the fact that antichrist was
already come, as showing that not only one, but many had
appeared ; a fact which he regards as both more important
and more deplorable. A whole ck\ss of persons having
good or evil dispositions in common, is often denoted by a

word in the singular number with the article prefixed.
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The good man [every man that is good], etc. Matt. xii. 35,

xviii. 17; 1 Pet. iv. 18 ; Tit. ii. 8 ; John x. 10, 112 ; and so

everywhere, especially in Proverbs : also 1 John iv. 2, 3, G.

Thus the liar, the deceiver, antichrist, ch. ii. 22 ; 2 John
ver. 7. Thei'cfore antichrist, or antichristianity, has been
propagating itself through all ages since the close of

John's life, and continues to do so, till the great adversary

of all arises. Shall come— Lit., comeih. From somewhere
else ; in contrast to there are, lit., there have arisen, namely,
among ourselves; see ver. 19, and comp. Acts xx. 29, 30.

Even note— Actually, as opposed to the mere previous
hearing. Wliereby . . it is—And this shows the necessity of

his exhortation.

19. Tliey went out—Contrasted with they icould have con-

tinued. For if—The true believer does not easily fall

away ; ch. iii. 9, ver. 8. [Tliey icould, etc.—I'he apostle

speaks absolutely. By exhorting his readers to abide in

Mm, he implies that they might fall away
;
yet is it sure

that he who abides not, cannot have entered with his ichole

heart into the fellowship of the Lord. Hut.'] But . . that—
That is, hut tliey loent out that, etc., as Eng. Ver. [Tliat they

might he made manifest that all are not of us, (all, that is, who
are found commonly among us). Alf. after Liicl-e, etc.]

20. But (or, and) ye have an unction from the Huly One—A
concise mode of expression (like those in John i. 18, xiv.

10, see notes) signif^'ing : ye have an anointing from Christ

;

ye have the Holy Spirit from the Holy One. The word
unction alludes by contrast to the name antichrist, ver. 18.

Compare, he which hath anointed us is God, 2 Cor. i. 21

;

Christ, the anointed, is the Son of God, Acts iv. 2(5, 27 ; the

anointing is the Holy Spirit, Heb. i. 9. The little children

possess this spiritual unction; for the gift of the Holy
Spirit was conjoined with the baptism which they received ;

in token whereof we find the custom of anointing with oil

the bodies of the baptised to have been introduced on the
authority of this very passage. John speaks more full}- of

the Holy Spirit, ch. iii. 24, iv. 13, v. 6, in accordance with
his method of touching cursorily topics which he intends

to handle more clearly and fully further on. Comp. is

001-n, ver. 29 and ch. iii. 9 ; and confidence, ch. iii. 21, and
ch. V. 14. From the Holy One—The righteous One; comp.
ver. 1, 29. The Son of God, John x. 36. See Dan. ix. 24,

on the anointing of the most Holy. The holy oil was foiTQerb'
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niaterinl, see Ex. xxx. 25 ; now it is spiritual. And —And
therefore. All things—Which it is needful ye should know.
Seducers were to be repulsed with this reply, just as a

prudent man answers a pertinacious vendor, I do not icant

any.

21. I have loritten—He had done so in the conclusion of

ver. 13. Because—See note on yer. 13. This address is

very assuring, being as much as to say : Be assured that ye

know : comp. ver. 3. Tlie truth—Concerning the Son and
the Father as well, see ver. 3. No lie—Truth is absolutely
true, and fosters no falsehood.

22. Wwf—See ch. v. 5. A liar, lit., the liar — Jn
reference to the abstract word lie, ver. 21, and equivalent

to saying, icho is guilty of that lie and imposture f TJiat—The
highest truth is, that Jesus is the Christ; see John xx. 31.

This was the grand point which Paul was always setting

forth in the Acts, and which he takes for granted in his

Epistles ; and this same; gi-and point John makes frequent

mention of, both in his Gospel and in his first and second
Epistles ; whence we may infer those books not to have been
written by him quite at the close of his life. Antichrist—
See ver. 18. The truth concerning Jesus, that he is the

Christ, that he is the Son of God, and that he is come
in the flesh, must be held in its entirety. He that denies

one part concerning Jesus hath not the Father and the Son at

the same time ; and this effect has been and is produced by
the spiiit of antichrist. Tlie Father and the Son—That is,

the Son, and, therefore, the Father.

23. Wliosoever denieth the Son—Even though unconscious
of thus denying the Father too. Hath not—In acknowledg-
ment and fellowship ; see 2 John ver. 9. [The words, he

that acknoicledgeth the Son hath the Father also, are printed in

italics in Eng. Ver., because not found in the common
Gr. text. But they are part of the true text, and as such
are added by Tisch., Alf., and all critical eds.]

24. [Omit ovv, therefore. Tisch., Alf] Fe—The pronoun
is antithetical ; and therefore a transposition is used, as in

ver. 27. Tfiat which—Concerning the Father and the Son.

Heard—Emphatic. Let. .abide—An exhortation, giving to

if. .remain the force of if ye he of those in whom it remains.

From the heginning—This in its turn is now to be empha-
sized. Ye also — In your tuni. Comp. in us, in you,

ver. 27
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25. He—The Son; see ver. 27, 28. C/s— Who abide in

him. Life— Constrae a.s depending on the antecedent
verb, and as meaning, the jyroraise is life eternal.

2(j. TJiese thimjs—From ver. 21. Have I written—Accord-
ing to his wont, John begins and ends with the same
formula ; and having, so to speak, conchided liis paren-

thesis, he continues ver. 20 in ver. 27. Seduce—That is,

attempt to seduce.

27. Ye have received from Idm—John i. 16. Ahideth in you

—This indicative involves a most subtle exhoitation

(comp. 2 Tim. iii. 14), furnishing the following answer for

believers to make when pressed by seducers. The unction
abideth in us ; we need no teacher ; it teaches us what is

true ; in that teaching we will abide. Eemark the pleas-

ing transition from this introduction of another speaker's

language to the direct form of address in the following

verse. Ahideth in you, and ye shall abide in him, are corre-

lative expressions. And—And therefore. Ye need not—

A

courteous phrase, suggesting how believers should repulse

deceivers. God is sufficient to those who are taught of

God. Any man—Whosoever. The rejection of the whole
class facilitates that of individuals who wish to appear
better than their fellows. Teach—See note on Heb. viii. 1 1.

You—Ye are little children, but not ignorant. But as—
Supply between these two particles the substantive verb,

as in ver. 19, 18, ch. iii. 12 ; 2 Cor. iii. 13. Nor need we
imagine the as here not to have its conclusion until the is,

or ye shall abide. The same—[For to aiTo, the same, Tisch.

(not Alf.) reads, to avTov, his'j. At all times, self-con-

sistent, invariable and the same to all the holy. [Rather,

the same which ye received. Hut.'] Teacheth you—The
mutual fellowship of those who have pai-taken of the

uncticm in one body, is not put an end to, but is approved.
Teacheth is in the present tense, introducing the past, has

tauffht, which prepares the way for the future, shall abide.

Of all things—Which ye ought to be taught and to know,
in contrast to the same. And is no lie—Like that of which
others boast. Jf— The unction. Ye shall abide -The
faithful are thus told to say, As the unction hath taught us, we,

remaining in that unction, will remain in the Son, and so in

the Father also, ver. 24. The future tense here has a con-

solatory and hortative sense. The language throughout
from ver. 18 down to the present passage, especially the
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mention of teaching and anointing, is beautifully adapted to

little children.

28. Little children—Having finished his separate address

to the three ages, he resumes addressing them all together.

Abide in him—-In Jesus Christ, for he shall he manifested.

Confidence—As having kept the truth (see ch. iii. 21, iv. 17,

V. 14). Not he asha7ned—0h.l how great will then be the

shame of Jews, Socinians, and all whom he shall declare

not to be his. At his coming—Which John announces to

the fathers, young men, and children. Hence he would
appear to have written this epistle before the Book of

Revelation, wherein the Lord's coming is for the first time
represented as deferred. Tertullian considers the Epistle

the later of the two in date.

29. If ye Icnow—From mentioning the future manifesta-

tion of the Son and the sons of God, the apostle enters on a

new discussion concerning sin and justification. Eighteous

—See ver. 1, ch. iii. 6, 6. Ye know—Ye recognise. [But
it is perhaps better to take yivwo-Kere as an imperative :

knoiv ye that, etc. If you know that the Son of God is

righteous, learn to see also that none is a child of God who
does not practise righteousness. Lilclce. So Hut. For ttSs,

every one, read koI ttSs, also every one. Tisch., Alf.^ Every

one which, etc.—And such alone. Is horn—The righteous

one begetteth righteous sons.

CHAPTER III.

1. Hath hestoived—Hath not only decreed and conferred,

but also manifested. Should he called—That is, that we
should be so in fact as well as in title ; which latter seems

to the world a vain thing. Sons of God—What is greater

than God ? And what tie of kindred closer than sonship?

Therefore—A consequence, as ver. 13. The word behold is

to be contrasted with the world which despises the godly.

Us—Who are like to God. [Wherefore if they who dis-

regard God hold thee in high esteem, thou hast good

reason to be anxious as to thy condition. V. G. Alf adds

at the end, koX ia-jxkv, and tee are (i. e. children of God). So

Hut. and Lach., with good reason; but Tisch., LucJce, etc.,

omit it.]

2. Beloved—Beloved by me, because the Father loves us.

iVo10—At the present time, contrasted with not yet. Pay
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special attention to the emphasis, which, in this verse,

falls on the words, nrnv, not yet. irhnt, like him. Sons—Re-
peated from ver. 1. What loe shall he—What more we shall

be, in virtue of this sonship. This emphatic ichat implies

something ineifable, as resulting from likeness to God, and
which, so to speak, exalts the sons of God to a godlike

condition. [Omit Se, hut. Tisch., Alf.] We know — In

general terms, [Render, hut we knoiv that if it were mani-

fested (namely, what we shall be), we shall he like him, etc.

Alf, etc. So Beng.] When he shall apjpear—Lit., if it were

manifested. The same word occurs in eh. ii. 28. Like

him --^ Like God, whose sons we are.- For— From con-

templation comes resemblance, 2 Cor. iii. 18 ; as the whole
body, the countenance, and, above all, the eyes of those

who gaze upon the sun, are sunned. [But this for (since)

gives the reason of ive knoio. The sight of God is the sure

Christian hope. Hut.'] We shall see— Seeing mentioned
here implies all the other senses as well. Him—God. As
he is—That is, manifestly.

3. This hope—Of faith John has been already treating,

and has still somewhat to say ; of charity he purposes to

treat further on, but at present treats of hope. In him—In
God. Purifieth—Holiness is here appropriately mentioned
in connexion with the sense of sight, which delights in

jmrity. He—Jesus Christ, see ver. 5.

4. Whosoever committeth sin—Opposed to he that doeth right-

eousness, ver. 7. Also—By the very act of sinning. Trans-

gresseth the law— Lit., committeth lawlessness. The word
dvofiLa, lawlessness, hreach of law, has a somewhat more
appalling sound, especially to those who have high regard

for God's law and will, than afxapna, sin (error). By the
law is the knowledge of sin. (Comp. ch. v. 17.) The
crookedness of a crooked line may be seen of itself, but is

still more evident if compared with a ruler. The apostle's

words in this passage most fitly refute philosophical sin.

For—^Lit., and. Nay, indeed, the principles of sin and
iniquity are not only akin, but identical. Comp. koI, and,

ch. V. 4, and yap, for, ch. v. 3. Sin is the transgression of the

law—Sin is the siibject of this sentence, as being that

whereof the whole discourse treats ; with this statement is

contrasted he that doeth righteousness is righteous : the doer
of righteousness is not counted unrighteous, but has the
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testimony and the praise of righteousness : see ver. 7, and
comp. Gal. v. 23 ; 1 Tim. i. 9.

6. Was manifested— In the flesh. To take away—See

note on John i. 29. Our sins—[Omit r//i,aJi/. our. Tisch., Alf.

To take away sins, i. e., all sins, not merely ours, nor some.

Alf.']. Our sins, as being specially displeasing to him.

In him—To this the words he is righteous refer, ver. 7.

(3. Sinneth not—-In him the good of righteousness is not

overcome by the evil of sin. Hath not seen him—Though
he possibly may have seen the Lord personally, in the

flesh ; or even spiritually, yet in the moment of sinning he

is as one who has never seen him in anywise. \_Hath not

seen—That is, continuously, from the past to the present.

So the Greek perfect often implies. Hut., Alf] Nor knoion

him—Truly ; even though he had formerly known him
personally. Sight and knowledge make men like unto

God ; see ver. 2.

7. Let no man deceive you—As any one does who imagines

he can be accounted righteous without works of righteous-

ness. \_Is righteous—See Deut, vi. 25. V. G.]

8. Of the devil—Lit, /rom the devil, as a son ; see ver. 10.

Neither the word horn, however, nor seed, is here used, but
ioorks. For from the devil proceeds corruption, but not

generation. For— Opposed to for, ver. 9. Sinneth— A
concise expression for : has sinned from the beginning,

causes all sins, and continues to sin. He sins himself with
ever-growing guilt, and leads others into sin ; he is never

satisfied. [But this arch-sinner shall be confined in the

abyss as in a prison-house, and shall undergo his punish-

ment in fire. V. G.] From the beginning—Ever since the

devil first was the devil. [Or ever since sin was sin.

LUcke.] He appears to have kept his first estate a very
short time. For this purpose—The devil does not cease to

sin ; to do away with sin is the province of the Son of

God. TJie works— Which are most entangled, and the

unravelling of which was a task worthy of the Son of

God.
9. Doth not commit sin—This assertion is presently in-

tensified : and lie cannot sin. A special reason is assigned

to each proposition ; doth not commit sin, for his seed re-

maineth, etc. ; cannot sin, because he is born of God. His seed

remaineth in him—God's seed, that is, the word, with its
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power, remains in him who is born of God ; see 1 Pet. i.

23; James i. 18; although sin may, by many a furious

assault, attempt to overthrow the regenerate. Or rather

tlius : the seed of God, that is, he that is born of God, ahideth

in God. [But the former is right. Alf. See 1 Cor. iv. 15.]

Such persons are in truth the seed of God ; see Mai. ii. 15,

marginal reading. He cannot — The possibility of his

sinning is not absolutely denied, but the possibility of

regeneration and sinning being coexistent is. Thus, how
can he, ch. iv. 20 ; conip. Kev. ii. 2 ; Acts iv, 20. It

resembles the case of an abstemious man, who cannot drink

wine, or that of persons cherishing any antipathy. Gataker
has well paraphrased the passage thus :

" The regenerate

does not sin : he aims at leading a life as free as possible

from sin : and never of his own will indulges in sin.

Wherefore, if at any time he have oifended, he neither

abandons himself to, nor persists in, sin ; but, acknowledg-
ing his error, he immediately returns to his pievious

course as speedily and as fully as possible." He adds the

image of the needle turning towards the pole, easily made
to deviate, but always returning to the right direction.

Is born of God—The words, of God, should be here empha-
sized, which will show that the apostle in this verse is not

merely arguing in a circle.

10. In this—This relates to the preceding words. Neither

—Lit., and. He that loveth not—A transition from the

general to the particular. [But the love is not a part of

righteousness, but its substance and essence. Hut.^

11. The message—A very liberal epithet for the law,

which is a word not used by John.

12. Not as—An ellipsis. See note on ch. ii. 27. Cain—
The Scripture speaks more leniently of Adam himself than
of Cain and his like. Of that wicked one—This expression,

and the word evil, further on, is opposed to of God,

ver. 10.

13. My brethren—[Tisch. and Alf. omit jxov, my]. This is

the only passage wherein John addresses them as my
brethren, in contrast to the world without, and the frequent

reference to the brethren. Elsewhere he addresses them as

beloved, children, etc., ch. ii. 7, i. 12. Hate—As Cain did his

own brother
;
[with a deadly hatred ; because their evil

works are reproved by your righteous ones. V. G.].

14. We have passed—Therefore we were in death before;
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From death—Of soul. Unto life—And that an everlasting

life, of soul. This is another reciprocal expression : ive in

life; life in us ; see ver. 15. Because—A cause proved by
its effect. [Omit toi/ a8(X(j>ov, Jds brother. Tisch., Alf]
AbidethSfill.

15. A murderer —-As Cain w^as. Every hatred is an
attempt against life. But life does not assail life ; he who
hateth his brother desires either his brother's death or his

own. Hence duels arise. [While, in ver. 16, we are com-
manded to lay down our life for the brethren, duelling,

dreadful to say, requires a man to risk his own in order to

end another's life. This, so far from being an act of valour,

is one of desperate folly. We may imagine the devil him-
self to marvel how men who bear the Christian name
could ever fall so low as this. It is sad that those who
rule the earth with all the power which God has placed in

their hands, should be unable or unwilling to suppress

duelling. One such atrocity may involve in the most
grievous guilt before God a whole army, ay, Christianity

itself, and the entire race of man.] Abiding—'EitQrnsX life

truly exists in him who exercises faith and love.

16. Love—That is, the nature of God's love.

17. This ivorld's good—Lit., imrldhj means of living. Con-
trast/^-d with lives, ver. 16. Shutfeth—The sight of the

miserable at once appeals to, or even opens, the hearts of

beholders, who then, of their own will, either shut up their

compassion altogether, or open it more freely. Comp.
Deut. XV. 7. His bowels (of compassion)—With his compas-
sion his liberality is also either shut up or opened. Dwelleth

—He says that he loves God, but proves at that moment
that he does not.

18. [Omit fxov, my. Tisch., -4Z/".] In word—^In idle word :

contrasted with deed. In tongue—In dissembling tongue

:

contrasted with truth.

19. Hereby—On this we Jcnoic and shall assure, etc.,

depends ; and the words, for God is greater, etc., ver. 2 ),

refer to this. [For -yn/wo-KOyaev, we hnow, read yvuio-oixSa,

we shall know. Hut., Alf, etc., (not Tisch.y] Of the truth—
The word of implies origin ; see Rom. ii. 8. Truth makes
love true, ver. 18. Shall assure—So that they shall cease

to condemn us. The same Greek word occurs, Matt, xxviii.

14. Our hearts— Peter and Paul are the only sacred

writers who make use of the word crvveiSricns, conscience ; it
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is only used once in the Sept., and then in a different

sense from theirs ; see Eccles. x. 20. John never uses it,

but implies it nevertheless in this pasj^age, hy saying, our

hearts ; for it is conscience which is assured or condemns.
Before him—We shall assure our hearts in prajer bofure

him who knowelh all things truly.

20. [^Beng. writes 6 n lav, whatever, for on eav, for (be-

cause) if. The sense then is. Whatever our heart condemns

us for (we shall assure our hearts, ver. 19), because (Gr.

on again, not rendered in Eng. Ver.) God is greater than our

heart and hnwetli all things. As Luther says :
" Thougli

conscience weigh us dowji, and tell us God is angry, yet

God is greater than our heart. The conscience is but one
drop ; the reconciled God is an ocean of consolation." This
is the best interpretation among the many suggested. Hut.'\

Condemn — JS'ot for our general condition, but for our
occasional errors. The emphasis should be laid here on
the word condemn, in the next verse on the word heart.

God is greater—Lit., because God is greater. Conscience is

weak, and only partly knows us, and that with a certain

fear, nor has it an}- power of giving pardon ; but God is

mighty, knowing thoroughly the past, the present, and the

future of us and all mankind, and both able and willing

to forgive. This fact in itself does not assure the heart,

but the righteous gain assurance by acknowledging this

fact, by confessing their sins, by appealing from their

conscience to the God who is greater than their heart (con-

science), and by endeavouring in no way to withdraw
themselves from God's omniscience, ch. i. 9.

21. Condemn us not—Either as never injured, or as now
appeased. Confidence— In afsking. This is repeated in

oh. V. 14, 15. Tliis confidence is something far beyond
the tranquillity A\lierein we can assure our hearts before

God.
23. On the name—Comp. Heb. vi. 10. As—This par-

ticle refers both to the believing on the name, and loving one
another. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits rjfXLv, us.']

24. By the Sjnrit—This is the first mention of the Holy
Ghost in this Epistle, according to the Divine plan, as

exhibited here and in John xiv. 1-3, 26. And this verse

seems to introduce the subject of the Holy Ghost, which is

pursued in ch. iv. The Spirit itself is a gift to us, as well

as what that Spirit bestows.
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CHAPTER IV.

1. Every—Which presents itself. Sjpirit—By which any
teacher is moved. Try—By the rule given in ver. 2, 3.

Many—In that tige, as at other times. A terrible crop of

heresies sprang np in those days, which John courageously

combated. Were he alive to-day, he would be accounted

too severe by some. False prophets—See 2 Pet. ii. 1

;

Matt. xxiv. 11, 24. Have gone out—From their posts.

They have entered the world ; see 2 John ver. 7. World
—Which it is easy to deceive ; see ver. 4, 5.

2. Every—The apostle here speaks of spirits peculiar to

that age ; at different periods false prophets have assailed

different points of Christian doctrine. Every spirit—The
Spirit of God is himself one ; but every teacher truly

taught by him has his own special inspiration, which is

called his spirit. Confesseth—In word and in heart. He
thus assumes the doctrine to be already ratified and con-

firmed. Is come—On the fact of this coming all Christian

doctrine depends, as being partly assumed by, partly in-

cluded in, and partly inferred from, that fact. In the flesh

—Therefore he himself is something more than flesh.

Those heresies which deny the reality of Christ's flesh,

assume, and thus confirm, his Godhead, with which they

cannot reconcile the fact of his manhood, which they
deem unworthy of his Godhead.

3. [Omit Xpicrrov iv aapKt IkeXvOora, that . . . Christ is come in

the flesh. Tisch., Alf. Read, that confesseth not Jesus.'] And. .

now—See note on ch. ii. 18.

4. Te—Who acknowledge Jesus Christ. Have overcome

—See ch. V. 4, 5. [Them— The false prophets. F. (?.]

That is in you—God. TJiat is in the world—The spirit of

antichrist, the evil one.

5. Speak they of the world—They draw their language

from worldly life and feelings. Heareth—Because they

agi-ee with its notions.

6. We are of God— And therefore speak from God.
Hereby—By what is stated in ver. 2-6.

7. Let us love—From the very doctrine he is defending,

he deduces an exhortation to loving. See ver. 9. The love

of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Spirit

;

see ver. 2, and Rom. v. 6. Love—All love is from God.
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8. Knotveth not—Ts not born of God, and knoweth him
not. [Or ratlier, hath not known. He that loveth not, hath

not learned to know God at all, for God is love. Lucke.]

God is love—Here, as in ver. 16, the Greek definite article

is not jn-efixed to love. This little sentence, even in the

brief space it took to write, must have f^iven more pleasure

to John than all the world besides could have bestowed.

9. Towards us—Lit., in us. That is, the love of God
which our whole spiritual experience proves us to possess.

Because—This motive of love is drawn from ver. 3. Froix

what is there said as to Jesus Christ having come in the

flesh, the existence of mutual love is inferred in ver. 7.

The consequence is proved by God's love towards us in

sending his Son that we might have life. It is a, proof of

God's loving us, and a motive for our loving one another.

10. Is—This denotes something antecedent to the mani-

festation. (rod—Most worthy of love. Us—Most unworthy
of love.

11. God—Who owes us nothing.

12. God—Otherwise invisible. Comp, ver. 20. Dwelleth

in us—This subject is treated in ver. 13-16. Is perfected—
Accomplishes everything which results from the expiation

of sins. This subject is treated of ver. 17-19.

13. Because . . of—God is, wherever the Spirit of God is.

14. And tee—We ourselves. So John xv. 27. Have seen

and do testify—This is inferred from what follows in ver. 16,

we have known and believed. The act of making acquaint-

ance is denoted by the expression, ive have known ; like the

Gemian idiom, kennen lernen, to learn to know, to make
acquaintance. For a certain degree of knowledge precedes

believing, even as believing precedes testifying. But the

words have seen denote the full satisfaction of sight in

beholding. Tlie Son—There are two grand tests of our
dwelling in God and He in us ; these are our communion
with the Holy Spirit, and our acknowledgment of God's
Son ; see ver. K, 15.

15. Tlie Son of God—And, as such, the Saviour of the

world ; see ver. 14.

16. And ice—There is here a repetition of beginnings,

from ver. 14 (see note), and also an epitasis, or emphatic
addition ; wherefore the words to us, a little further on,

strictl}^ mean, in tis. [Iw love—The love of God. V. G.]

17. Herein is our lone made perfect—Lit., love with iis is

VOL. III. Y
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herein perfected—God's love in itself is ever the same, and
ever perfect ; but icith us is progressively perfected, rising

higher and higher in proportion as it has stooped low down
to us. [But this is not God's Zore, but the principle of love in

the abstract. Alf] That—To such a degree as that. Bold-

ness—The opposite o^ fear, ver. 18. In—See note on Rom.
ii. 16. The day—That day to others even more terrible

than the day of death. Because—This refers to herein.

He is—Jesus Christ is love, in heaven; which words,,

though unexpressed, contrast with in the world. In the

expression, in heaven, I include his previous sojourn upon
earth ; the word is certainly refers to the present actual

condition of Christ. Are we—Who love God. See next
verse, and John xv. 10. In this ivorld—Which is devoid of

love, and in dread of judgment. The mention of the world

proves the word he to mean Jesus Christ. Comp. ver. 9.

18. Fear—Which shrinks from God and the day of judg-

ment. The conditions of men vary. They may have
neither fear nor love, fear without love, fear with love, or

love without fear. In love—Towards God. Perfect—To
this refer made perfect, ver. 17. Hath torment—As being
distrustful ; imagining and resolving all things to be
adverse and hostile to itself ; and fleeing from and hating

them. [But KoXdcn<i is properly the torment of punishment.

Fear of God includes punishment, i. e., the consciousness of

deserving it. LiicTce, etc.]

19. We love—Dismissing our fear. [Omit avrov. Mm.
Tisch., Alf. We love refers to love in its root and ideal

;

and is abstract. Alf] He first loved us—And how much
more hereafter ! Therefore fear is cast out.

20. Whom he hath seen—In this life we are limited to our
outward senses. How can he f—This is equivalent to : it

is impossible that such a man can, for the time being, love

God.
21. Commandment— Which those who love God must

keep : Matt. xxii. 39. [He who loveth not his brother,

neglects the commandment to love one another, and therefore

does not love God. V. G.]

CHAPTER V.

I . Wflosoever—The conclusion of this paragraph, in ver.

-13, shows its whole scope and bearing. And every one—He
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who loveth not his brother loveth not God, ch. iv. 2C ; he
who loveth God, loveth his bruther. The apostle elegantly
places his mention of love in this part of his treatise, in

order to refer it to its final cause, faith, which is th«

beginning and end of his whole discussion. Also—His
spiritual atlection is great, towards every one that is his

brother : the harbouring of any aversion is directly injurious

to the new life. 'Him that is hegotten—An Enthjmeme [syllu-

gisiu with only one premiss expressed] the conclusion of

which is : The believer enjoys the love of all who love their

God ; and loveth them in turn. See ver. 2.

2. And—A Hendiachjs (expression of one thing by two)
loving him and keeping his commandments, which together
amount to obeying him. See next verse. [For rrjpwfjLey,

keep, read Troiw/xa', do. Tiscli., Alf.'\

3. Are not grievous—In themselves, or to those who are
regenerate and love. In themselves they are delightful

;

but the expression, not grievous, is used as a refutation of

those who imagine them grievous.

4. Whatsoever is horn of God—See note on John iii. «>.

Hie tcorld—Overcometh not only the world itself, which
opposes the keeping of God's commandments, and the
acknowledgment of Jesus Christ ; but also all the worlds
allurements or terrors. The victory—As faith gains, the
world loses, power over our hearts. Faith—Eemark the
power of faith.

5. Who is he—The believer, and none other, overcometh.
He counts nothing dearer than the Son of God.

6. [Omit ev tw ovpai'io, 6 JlaTrjp 6 Aoyos kol to ayiov ITj-er/ia*

icai ovTOi ot rpets cv eiVf koX Tpels etcriv 01 fjiapTvpovvTe<; iv Trj y^.
For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the

Woi-d, and the Holy Ghost : and these three are one ; and there

are three that hear icitness in earth. Tisch.. and all ciitical

editors. The words are clearly proved to be no part of the
text. They are not found in any Greek manuscripts before
the 1 6th century : in any Gieek Father, even in arguments
for the Trinity : nor in any ancient version. Further, the
variations of form in the few codices which contain them
show them to be an insertion translated from the Latin.
They are alien from the context, in themselves incoherent,
and betray another hand than John. Alf., etc. They are to

be unconditiunally rejected, as demonstrably spurious. JJo

result of modern criticism is better established. Liickt.

Tf 2
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Bengel defends the passage in his Critical Ap^oaratus, though
with hesitation, chiefly on the authority of the Latin

Vulgate, seemingly ignorant of what has since been fully

proved (Alf., etc.) that the most ancient Latin copies are

Avithout it. It will be seen, however, that in his e.Kposition

he defends it also on internal grounds, but his arginuent

has no force against the conclusive testimonies which prove
it spurious.]

Some find it difficult to discover the scope and arrange-

ment of this Epistle ; and yet if we candidly examine it,

this may be evolved without any strained interpretation.

In this Epistle (or rather this treatise, for an epistle is a

communication sent to the absent, whereas John seems to

have been present among those to whom he wrote this),

John purposes to confirm the blessed and holy communion
with God and Jesus Christ, which believers enjoy, by
displaying the tokens of their most exalted condition.

Its parts are three :

—

The Opening, ch. i. 1-4,

The Discussion, ch. i. 5-v, 12,

The Conclusion, ch. v. 13-21,

In the Opening the apostle shows his authority for

preaching and writing from the fact of the manifestation of

the Word of Life; and clearly sets foith his design (see

Ira, that, ch, i. 3, 4). With this Opening the Conclusion

(which we may here dispatch) corresponds, exhiliiting his

purpose still more fully, and recapitulating those tokens by
the words tee know, thrice repeated in ch. v. 18, 19, 20.

The Discussion contains two parts, treating—

I. Separately.

o. Of fellowship with God, ui the lip;ht, ch. i. 5-10.

fi. Of fellowship with the Son, in the light (ch. ii. 1, 2, 7, 8)

to which is subjoined an application, suited to fathers,

young men, and children (v. 13-27) ; combined with which
is an exhortation to abide in him (ch. ii. 28-iii. 24 ; thnt

the benefit they derive from his manifi station in the

flesh may extend to his manifestation in glory.

y. Of the corroboration and benetit of that abiding by the

Spirit, ch. iv. throughout ; to which ch. tii. 24 leads up

;

comp. ch. iv. 13.

II. Collectively,

Of the witnessing of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit;

whereon depend our tluth in Jesus Christ, our bring born of

Icod, our love to God and the sons of God, our obedience to

bis commands, and our victory over the world, ch. v. 1-12.
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Just as the Conchision and Opening correspond, so do tlio

parts frequently begin and end together. See above ch.

ii. 12. There is sometimes a previous allusion in one part

and a subseqticnt recapitulation in another. Every part

treats of blessing fioni God, and of the duty of believers :

and from the fact of God's blessing, the duties of loving

God, of imitating Christ and of loving our brethren, are

deduced by most suitable inferences ; and although many
things seem to be repeated without order, yet, if wo regard

them from a different point of view, we find the same
inferences deduced from other causes in the most orderly

manner.
Tliis is he—John assigns his reason for only ascribing

victory over the world to him who believes in Jesus as the

Son of God ; namely, that if the witnessing of men sufficiently

establishes the fact of faith in Jesus Chri^^t being invincible,

the witnessing of God makes it absolutely certain. That

came hy tcater and hlood—-He does not say that cometh, but
that came. The water signifies lapfism, first administered by
John, who thence received the name of the Baptist, and
who was sent to baptize with water, as a means whereby
Jesus might be made manifest as the Son of God ; see John
i. oij, 34. Baptism was also administered by our Lord's

disciples, John iv. 1, 2 ; Acts ii. 38, etc. The blood signifies

that of none other than Jesus Christ himself, shed in his

]>assion, and drunk (spiritually) in the Lord's Supper, Jesus

Christ—Lit., Jesus, the Christ. By the very fact of his

coming hy water and blood, Jesus is proved to be the Christ.

Not by water only—Lit., not in the umter only. Just before

he said hy, here he says in water ; both words express the

contrary of icilhout, 1 Cor. xi. 11,12; Heb. ix. 7, and comp.
Ileb. ix. 12, 25. The apostle plainly shows that the word^^

iuimediately preceding are well considered. The article

prefixed to water has a relative force. The hy seems properly

to refer to the water, the in to the hlood. For John's baptizing

with water preceded the (actual) coming of Jesus, and set

Jesus came by water; but to accomplish the work his Father
gave him to do, Jesus shed his blood, and so he came in

blood. But by water and blood—Lit., but in. etc. He not
only undertook the task of fulfilling all righteousness, in

coming to bajpfism (Matt. iii. 15) biit he completed it in

shedding his hlood, John xix. 30 ; which being done, both
blood and water issued from the side of the dead Jesus on
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the cross. John xix. 34. And it is the Spirit that beareth

witness—To Jesus, the Christ; ver. 5, ch. ii. 22; 2 John
ver. 9. Because the Spirit is truth—The apostle here declares

what he means by the Spirit, namely, truth. But, then, what
does he mean by truth f He unquestionably includes in this

delibei-ate enumeration all things, apart from actual Divine
testimony, which testify of Jesus Christ. What those things

are we shall gather from John's and other New Testament
writings. The Scriptures, that is, Moses and the prophets,

testify of Jesus Christ ; John v. 39, 46, i. 46 ; Acts x. 43.

So did John the Baptist, John i. 7. So did the apostles

afterwards, John xv. 27 ; 1 John i. 2, iv. 14; Acts i. 8, ii.

32 ; and chiefly the writer of this epistle, John xix. 35.

Now in collecting testimonies concerning Jesus Christ as

having come, the apostle clearly did not omit the Gospel

;

but never calling it by that name, he speaks of it as the

testimony. He could not very well say in the passage before

us, three things testify, the testimony, the water, and the blood

;

so he speaks of the truth (not only as Jcnoion, but as preached)

instead of the testimony, and signalizes this truth by the

word spirit. With which subject the predicate, beareth

witness, elegantly accords. Consider the precise meaning
of the word spirit; ch. iv. 1, 2 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 12; Eev. xix.

10; John vi. 63. The word spirit, in this sense, includes

also the prophetical testimony of the Old Testament, with

its fulfilment and demonstration. The apostle says, "Jesus
Christ came by water and blood," but does not say, "the
water and blood bear witness." Again he says, with striking

emphasis, " And ir is the spirit that beareth witness :

" but

does not say, " Jesus Christ came by (or in) the spirit," for

the spirit had been testifying ages before the coming of

Jesus Christ, while the water and the blood were most

closely connected with that coming. And the bearing

witness is with all the more fitness assigned to the spirit,

from the fact that the spirit is of itself capable to do so,

whereas the water and the blood can only obtain and use

that power through the spirit.

7. For there are three that bear record—Lit., for there are

three bearing record. The use here of the present participle

instead of the substantive, implies a continually present

act and result of bearing record. The apostle had previously

spoken of the spirit in the neuter gender, it is the spirit that
beareth witness, but now speaks of the spirit, as well as of
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the water and the blood in the masculine gender, they are

three bearing record. In 1 Cor. xiii. 13, tliree Greek feminine
substantives, faith, hope, and charity, are spoken of as three,

in the neuter gender ; but here three substantives, all neuter
in the Greek, the spirit and the vv^ater arid the blood, are

spoken of in the masculine gender as testifying ; not that

either the spirit here spoken of (the truth of the Gospel),

or the water, or the blood, are actual jiersons, but that by
the figure of Prosopopoeia, or Personification, they are so

regarded, from the fiict that to testify is properly the act of

persons rather than of things. The apostle therefore, in

passing from the previous to the present verse, uses for

conciseness sake a figure, to this effect : There are three
classes of men charged with the duty of bearing this

witness (comp. ver. 9 with John v. 34) : 1. In general,

that class of witnesses who have to preach the Gospel ; 2.

In particular, that class of witnesses who administer
baptism ; and 3, That class of witnesses who saw and who
proclaim the death of the Lord. We have therefore here a
most important Metalepsis (or combination of two figures

of speech); for, firstly, by Synecdoche, a single witness is

made to stand for an entire class ; as if it were said that the
prophet, and the haptizer, and the apostle, were the three
bearing witness ; for those three functions are still distinct

though they may be united in one person ; comp. Eph. iv.

1 1 ; and this makes the Metonymy, or change we shall

presently consider, more suitable. The degrees of these

fiTnctions appear from Matt. xi. 9, 11, where, however, the
word prophet is used in a stricter sense. Secondly, b}'

Metonymy, the spirit, and the icater, and the blood, ai-e

mentioned instead of those who actually testify, the eye-

witnesses and ministers. The spirit, and the water, and the

blood—The apostle here changes into the natural order the
previous expression, wherein the spirit held the third place.

For, as above noted, the spirit had been witnessing for agea
without the water and the blood, which the water and the
blood never could do without the spirit. And these tliree

agree in one—The prophet, the baptizer, and the apostle are

equally of one terrestrial nature (comp. are one, 1. Cor. iii.

8), and are appointed for one purpose, to bear witness of

Jesus Christ as having come into the world. Comp. was
present to heal, lit., was present for the healing ; Luke v. 17.
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In owe—Lit., in the one ; the use of the article in the Greek
taakes the meaning rather in the same than in one.

9. If—From a minor, but an undeniable point he argues
to one of more importance. Of men—In any matter what-
ever (John viii. 17); as well as in setting forth the
testimony of the spiiit, and the water, and the blood ; for

though they do this last by the Divine appointment and
command, they still remain men. John v. 34; iii. 31. The
witness of God—The Father ; whose Son Jesus is. See the
latter part of the verse. With the testimony of the Father,
that of the Son and the Spirit, alike divine and celestial, is

also signified as opposed to witness of men, in the plural.

The witness of the Father is, as it were, the basis of that of

the Son and the Holy Spirit, much as the witness of the
spirit is the basis of that of the water and the blood.
Is greater—[And therefore far more worthy of acceptance.
V. (?.] John V. 96. This as—This is its purport. [For
7]v, ivhich (he hath testified), read on, that. Tisch., Alf]

10. In himself—In his heart.

12. He that hath—By faith. TJie Son—This verse has two
clauses : in the former of which the words, of God, are not
added to the mention of the Son ; because believers (of whom
that clause speaks) know who he is ; while in the latter

clause it is added, in order that unbelievers (of whom that

clause speaks) may in some way know what a serious thing-

it is not to have him. fiai^—Emphasize this word in the
first clause, and life in the second.

13. [The readings here vary greatly. Tisch. reads ravra

eypaxf/a vfxlv Iva t'lSyp-e otl Iwrjv '^x^re alwvLov, ot Tri(7TevovTe^ cis to

ovofxa Tov vlov tov ©eou ; These things I wrote unto you that ye
may know that ye have eternal life, who believe on the name of the

Son of God. Nearly so Alf] Tliese things—Which are con-

tained in this Epistle. [Kather, what immediately precedes.

Then the idea, eternal life, is resumed from ver. 11, 12.

Comp. These things, ch. ii. 1, 21, 20. Hiit.'\ The expression
write ive, used in the beginning, ch. i. 4, changes in the
conclusion into have I ivritten. Unto you that believe on the

name of the Son of God—A summary of verses 5-10. That
ye may know that ye have eternal life—A deduction from
ver. 11. And that ye may believe—With a closer hope of

life. A deduction from ver. 12. We must be implicitly

faithful.
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14. According to his will—Avaost reasonable and universal

condition. [The word his, refers to God. V. G.]

15. We have—Even before the event (comp. 1 Sam. i. 17,

18) ; and we know the event also not to be a matter of

chance, but an answer to prayer.

16. iy any man—One of the strongest possible instances

is given, that of one man praying for another, in the most
grievous sin. Conip. ch. ii. 1. See—Therefore the re-

generate can distinguish such from sin unto death. Sin a

sin, which is not unto death—Any sin, save sin unto death.

It is permitted to pray for such an one so long as we have
no proof that his sin is one unto death. Unto death —The
disease of which Lazarus actually died, was said to be not

unto death, for he was soon raised to life again; see note on
John xi. 4; on the other hand, Ilezekiah was sick unto

death. Is. xxxviii. 1, and would have died but for a miracuhnxs
recovery. But John is speaking here of the death and life

mentioned in chap. iii. 14. Therefore sin unto death is

defined by contrast, ver. 17, where the subject is all un-

righteousness, and the predicate contains two members, sin,

and sin not unto death. Therefore any unrighteousness
committed in ordinary life is a sin not unto death ; but sin

unto'death is not any common or sudden sin, but a condition
of soul in which faith, hope, charity, or in short the whole
new life is extinct ; a condition wheiein death is consciously

and voluntarily embraced, not from the allurements of the
flesh, but from actual love of sin for sin's sake ; in fact,

a wilful rejection of grace. A man who sins thus is

deliberately repelling life from himself: and who then can
procure life for him? [But the Apostle means a definite

act of sin, which can be seen, as implied by see, at the
beginning of the verse. This must be the denial that Jesus

is the Christ, ch. ii. 22, comp. 2 John ver. 10, 11. Alf., etc.]

There is also a sin unto phi/sical death, as for instance, in a

nation ; instance the case wherein the prophet having thrice

prayed for their deliverance from such death, is forbidden
to ask it further ; Jer. vii. 16, xi. 14, xiv. 11, xv, 1, 2. And
even Moses himself in this way sinned a sin unto death,

and to death which could not be averted by prayer : Deut.
iii. 26 ; comp. 1 Sam. ii. 25, iii. 14, as to the house of Eli

;

and, on the other hand, as to the eflficacy of prayer to

remove sin and death, see James v. 14, 15, &c. He shall

ask—lie shall ask who has the confidence mentioned in
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ver. 14. He shall give—God sliall, wlien duly entreated.

[Kather, and shall give (by his prayer) life, etc. Alf.'\ Him
—The brother. Life—Therefore he who sinneth is in

death, and yet sins further unto death. For them—In so far

as their sinning is not unto death. ITiere is a sin unto death

—The highest law is that of faith and love ; therefore the

greatest sin is that whereby faith and love are destroyed.

Life springs from the one, death from the other. But what
we call mortal sin is not meant here ; namely, all sin com-
mitted by the unregenerate, and some of those committed
by backsliding brethren, who, strictly speaking, are the
only ones who want life to be given to them. I do not say

that he shall pray—That is, I say that he shall not pray. God
does not desire the righteous to praj' in vain ; Deut. iii. 26.

Therefore, if one who sinneth unto death be brought back
to life, that happens by the will of God alone. For it—
This expression implies lemoval. Pray— See note on
John xi. 22. The Greek word here implies the asking of a

captive or a criminal. It is not used, for instance, in con-

nexion with our Lord's piaying.

17. All unrighteousness—Instances of sin not unto death
are of continual occurrence during life. And—That is,

and indeed. The sense is : all unrighteousness is sin, (but)

not (necessarily) unto death; and the statement of all un-
righteousness being sin is made to prevent any one
regarding unrighteousness too lightly.

18. TJiat whosoever—lie now guards against ver. 16, 17,

being made any excuse for carelessness. Is born . . . is begotten

—Not only who has advanced far in the new life, but he
who is regenerate at all, heepetli himself. [But the differ-

ence is, that the latter simply denotes him ivho was born, as

a historical fact ; the former, that he is one born of God.
Hut.'] Keepeth himself—Does not fail from want of will.

[For eavTov, himself, read avrov, him. Tisch., Alf, etc. Bender
it keepeth him, that is, the new birth. Alf] Toucheth him not

—So that he does not fail from outward assaults. The
wicked one may approach him, as a gnat to a candle ; but
not only does not injure, he does nut even touch him. Con-
tj-ast lieth, ver. 19.

19. Of— A concise expression for: We are of God,
and abide in God ; but the woiid is of the wicked,
and lieth wholly in the wicked one. Lieth in wickedness

—Lit., lieth in the wicked one. [Therefore the world lying
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in the wicked one hath no more power than he to touch the
sons of God. F. (?.] The wicked one, here, is opposed to

Him that is true, ver. 20. The whole world (including

learned and respectable men, and all others except those

who have laid hold on God and Christ), not only is touched
by the wicked one, but, through idolatry, blindness, fiaud,

violence, lust, impiety, and ever}' kind of malice, altogether

lies in the wicked one, senseless, and void of life from God.
See 1 Cor. v. 10, xi. 32. In this brief summary the text

before us most vividly portrays the horrible condition of

the world. The world and the doings of worldly men, with
their conversations, their contracts, their disputes, and
their associations, form a sufficient commentary on the

statement. [It is more astonishing that the worldly
commit crimes no worse than their worst, than that they
act so badly as they do. In their wretchedness they
regard themselves as happy, and the sons of God as hope-

less of safety. V. C] To this lieth, the word abides, as applied

to God and the saints, forms a contrast. Ye regenerate ones
have what ye pray for : ch. ii. 2. [Ye have good reason
for wishing to ily away from the world to God. F. (?.]

20. Is come—See note on Mark viii. 3. Hath given—That
is, God hath given; for in the previous clause also God
is the implied subject, thus : God hath sent his son : and to

this his, which presently follows, is to be referred. [But the
subject here, as there, is the Son of God. Htd.] Under-
standing—Not only knowledge, but power to distinguish.

Him that is true—Supply, His Son Jesus Christ, as in the next
clause. 'Whence we may see in what a majestic sense the

Son uses this title : Eev. iii. 7. Tliis—He that is tnie, the

Son of God, Jesus Christ, who is fitlj^ named Eternal Life.

[But Tliis refers to God the Father, namely, him that is true,

in whose Son ice are. Comp. John xvii. 3. Liiche, Hut., Alf.^

Eternal Life—The conclusion of the Epistle accords with
its commencement.

21. Keep yourselves—In my absence, lest any man deceive
you. A more forcible expression than he on your guard.

From idols—Not only from worshipping them, but from all

communion, or semblance of communion with them : Eev. ii,

U, 20. [Omit d/x^i/, Amen. Tisch., Alf]
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SECOND EPISTLE OF ST. JOHN.

I. Tfie Elder—An epithet suitable to a familiar Epistle

such as this and the following one. And indeed the

familiarity of form in this short Epistle is admirably pro-

portioned to the importance of matter. The Epistle con-

sists of three parts

:

I. The Inscription, ver. 1-3.

II. An Exhortation to perseverance in true love and faith, 4-11.

III. The Conclusion.

Elect—He calls her elect, from her spiritual condition.

That this word is an epithet rather than a proper name
appears from its recurrence in verse 13 as applied to her

sister, as well as from the form of the Greek word. These

persons were either widows, or women surpassing their

husbands in holiness. Lady— Lit., Cyria. This word
[equivalent to the Hebrew Martha, V. (?.] is a proper name.

[This seems to be the most probable view, that the letter

was addressed to a Christian woman, named Kyria. So

Lilcke, Alf. (in Proleg.), etc.] This can only be questioned

by a person either ignorant or oblivious of the style of the

ancients. The appellation lady, (lit. mistress), except in

reference to slaves under her authority, could scarcely in

those days have been applied even to a queen without

exciting envy. Even in addressing illustrious persons

proper names were more generally used than titles. But
the Elder very fitly places a word betokening the spiritual

kindred whence his Epistle flows, between his own name
and that of her to whom he writes. The word Cyria

recurs in ver. 6. The Syrian version retains the proper

name ; and Athanasius, in his Synopsis, says " he (John)

writes to Kyria," omitting the word elect. Titles and
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proper names were, however, frequently confounded
together. Whom—That is, the mother and children. The
truth—This love is not only true, but it depends on Gospel
truth. See latter part of ver. 3. All—An instance of the
communion of saints.

2. For the . . . sahe—Construe with Hove. Those who love
in truth, love also for truth's sake. Dwelleth—Even now ;

the future, shall be, immediately follows. Comp. note on
1 Cor. vii. 37.

3. Be—Lit., shall be; at once a wish and a declaration.

[For fjieO' vjxu)v, with you, read fjieO' rj[jiwv, with us. Tisch., Alf.l
Comp. 3 John, ver. 2. Gi-ace, mercy, and peace— Grace
removes guilt ; mercij, unhappiness ; and pmce implies con-
tinuance in grace and mercy. Peace—Even under tempta-
tion. The Lord—This is the only passage in St. John's
Epistles which applies this title to our Saviour. John
usually speaks of him as the Son of God. [Omit KvpCov, the

Lord, Tisch., Alf] In truth and love—On the former see
ver. 4 ; on the latter ver. 5. Paul generally says faith and
love; for truth and faith are sj-nonj^mous ; the Sept. con-
stantly expressing both by the same word. Comp. 3 John,
ver. 3.

4. J found—A rare rejoicing, rarely found in our days.

Of thy children—The foiTU of the Greek (plural rather than
dual) implies that Kyria had at least four children. Comp.
ver. 1 and 4. John had found these children in the house
of their maternal aunt; see ver. 13. As—The rule.

5. Not as though I wrote a neio commandment—Love fills the
whole space, as truth requires.

6. His— The Father's, ver. 4. Te should walk— Just
before he had said, Let us imlk. Now he uses the second
person, corresponding with ye have heard ; that is, from us,

the apostles. In it—This verse exhibits a very pleasing
inversion of terms.

7. For—The reason why he commands them to hold fast

that which they had heard /rom the beginning. [Eather, that
of his exhortation to love. Love is the best safeguard
against error. Hut.'] Many—See 1 John ii. 18, iv. 1, [For
eia-rjkOov, have entered, read i$i]\6av (6ov, Alf.) have gone out.

Tisch., Alf] Entered—The world, engrossed with its husks,
is averse to God and Christ ; but it is the leaven of Satan
which makes it oppose them. Come—Comp. 3 John, ver. 3

;

1 John, iv. 2. [Better, coming in the flesh ; the great truth
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of the Incarnation, without reference to time. Alf.'] Tim
is^A gradation. This very thing stamps the deceiver and
antichrist, and none of darker dye than this can be found.

A deceiuer— Opposed to God. Antichrist—Opposed to Christ.

The warning against (being) Antichrist applies even to

women and young men. See ver. 4, 5. Antichrist denies

the Father and the Son, and doth not confess that Jesus

Christ is come in the flesh.

8. Yourselves—In my absence. pFor a-TroXearp-e, read aTro-

Xeaw/jLev, and for elpyacrdfjuOa, read elpydcracrde, and for otTroXa-

^wfxev, read aTvoXdfJijTe. Tisch. Eender, Look to yourselves

that ye lose not the things which ye wrought, (but Alf. here reads

elpyaadixeOa, we wrought,) hut receive a full reward']. Bengel
considers the apostle to have written that ye lose not the

things which ye have wrought. The change of persons induces

some to read the whole sentence in the first, others

in the second person. But—There is no medium in the

rewarding of the saints ; they receive either a full reward
or none at all ; the sentences before us are directly opposed.

We must, however, consider that there are different

degrees in glory. Full—In full communion with God.

See ver. 9.

9. [For irapafiaivitiv, transgresseth, read irpodyoiv, gdeth before

(you). Tisch., Alf] Transgresseth— Perfidiously. [Omit

Tov Xpio-Tov, of Christ. Tisch., Alf] The doctrine of Christ—
Which shows Jesus to be the Christ, the Son of God.

He—And he only. \_Tisch. (not Alf) transposes Son and

Father.]

10. Come—As a teacher or a brother. Bring not—By
a true profession. This doctrine—That of Christ. God
speed—Let him be unto you as a heathen man, whom, how-
ever, it is safer to salute ; see 1 Cor. v. 10. The apostle is

speaking here of a familiar, fraternal, Christian salutation.

Salutations appear to have formerly been very rare amongst
the unacquainted and strangers.

11. For—There may be sternness even in love. Is par-

taker—In addressing him as one who can obtain joy and
salvation while in his antichristian state. [The relations

of purer doctrines are of the subtlest. V. G.] ^ct'Z—While
on the other hand, partaking in good deeds is blessed

Deeds—Opposed to faith and love.

12. Many things—And joyful ones. This was why the

apostle only wrote on this occasion what was immediately
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necessary and urpient. I icoiild not—The very act of writing
is not always delij^litfnl to a heart filled with holy affection.

With paper and ink—In contrast to face to face. I'he apostle

made use of paper rather than parchment for this brief

Epistle.

13. Greet thee—The apostle kindly gives the greeting in

the children's words. [Slost delightful fellowship. V. G.

Omit dft^v, amen. Tisch., Alf]
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THIRD EPISTLE OF ST. JOHN.

1. TJie Elder—There are three parts to this Epistle

also :

—

I. An Inscription, ver. 1-2.

II. A Recomjiendation of strangers to their hospitality ; wherein he
(a) praises the former good deeds of Gaiu;*, 2-6 ; and {b) gives

utterance to his recommendation, combined with reasons and
(examples on both sides, 6-12.

III. A CONCLVSION, 13-15.

To Gains—Caius, the Corinthian, mentioned in Rom. xvi.

23, either identical with Grains, the friend of John, or much
resembling him in hospitality ; if the same person, he

must either have removed from Achaia to Asia, or John
must have sent this Epistle to Corinth.

2. Beloved—This word occurs thrice, ver. 2, 5, 11. Above

all things—[Lit., respecting all things]. In all respects.

Prosper—In property, etc. Be in health—Of body. As—
Where the soul prospers, all things else can prosper.

3. For—A man's spiritual prosperity, which is what is

sought for him by the prayers of the saints, is known by
his works. I rejoiced—This is enlarged upon in ver. 4.

Even as—A declaratory expression. Thou—In contrast to

Diotrephes, ver. 9.

4. [Head iv rrj aXtjOaa, in the truth. Tisch., Alf.]

.5. Tliou doest faithfully—Thou doest something which
I readily promised mj'self and the brethren you would do.

Thus, the whatsoever harmonizes. Thou doest—In a labour

of love. [For koI els toij?, read koI tovto. Tisch., Alf. Eender,

and that (although they, the brethren, are) strangers.]

And— And particularly to strangers, which is a maio

point.
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6. Bi'fore the Church—Such examples are pnl)licly recorded

[and in a most familiar manner, V. G.'] as an encouragement.

Thou shall do well—A courteous form of exhortation. Oomp.
(in pre^^ent and perfect tenses) Luke xx. 80 ; Acts x. So

;

Mark vii. 37 ; John iv. 17, xiii. 13 ; James ii. 8, 19 ; 2 Pet.

i. 19. Bring forward on their journey—With provisions for

the way. See Titus iii. 13. Continue to bestow benefits

to the end. After a godly sort—Lit., In a manner ivorthy (f
God. lie honours God who honours such as are described

in the following verse.

7. [Read tov oi/d/xaros, the name—Without aurov, his. Tisch.,

Alf^ Name—Supply God's, Lev. xxiv. 11. Comp. James
ii. 7. [Kather Christ's. Alf. They ivent forth—-Either as

exiles, or to preach the Gospel. V. G.] Nothing—They
waived their rights, and either abandoned the reward of

their labour, or submitted to the spoiling of their goods.

From—Construe with the}' went out. [But it belongs to

talcing nothing., as in Eug. Ver. Hut.']

8. Fellow-helpers—In hindering obstruction to the trutJi.

[Rather fellow-helpers (with them) for the truth. Hut., Alf,

etc.J

9. Wrote—[Read iypaipd n, I uyrote somewhat (to, etc.)

Tiseh., Alf]—Concerning these things. That epistle is not

extant. Unto the Church—-Of that place whence those

refeiTed to in ver. 7 went out. This meets the possible

objection of Gains, " Why do they come unto us?" Who
loveth to have the pre-eminence among them—If while the

apostle was still alive such a one as T)emetrius could arise,

what must not have been the case afterwards ? Us—Who
recommend, and those who are recommended.

10. If I come—See ver. 14. I will remember—Lit., I will

remind ; that is, I will take cognisance of and mark his

conduct in a way to make him feel. Malicious words—
^^'herewith he attempts to excuse himself. Them that icould

—That would receive us and them. Casteth out—A piece of

great presumption.

11. That tvhich is evil—In Diotrephes. TJi-at which is good

—In Demetrius. Is of God—As born of God, who is good.

[Omit 81, hut, (in the last clause.) Tisch. Alf.
j

12. Demetrius—He appears to have been a hospitable

minister. We— I, and those who are with me. And ya

hnow—We deceive in no point.

VOL. 111. £
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13. [For ypa</>eti/, to write (first clause), read ypd\j/ai aou,

to write to thee. Tisch., Alf.]

14. Friends—Comp. John xv. 15. A title rare in the
New Testament, as having been absorbed in the higher one
of brother. Philosophers are in error who suppose no friend-
ship to spring from faith. By name—In the same way as if

all their names were written.



THE

EPISTLE OF ST. JUDE.

I. Jude—This Epistle consists of three parts :^

I. The lyscRipnoN, vcr. 1, 2.

II. The Disctssion, which exhorts to contending for the faith, 3;
and, after describing the destruction and the character of

the adversaries, 4-16, admonishes the righteous, 17, 18, con-
firms them, 19, 20, 21, and instructs them in their duty
towards others, 22, 23.

III. The Conclusion, with a Doxology, 24, 25.

This Epistle accords closely with the Second of Peter,

which Jnde seems to have had in view. Comp. ver. 17, 18,

with 2 Pet. iii. Peter wrote his shortly before his death ;

whence we may infer that Jude lived later than he, and
remarked in the Church the downward tendency which
Peter foretold. Jude, however, omits some matters, treats

others from a different point of view and in different

language, and adds others, with evident apostolic wisdom
and gradual]}^ increasing sternness. Thus Peter quotes
and corroborates Paul, while Jude does the same by Peter.

Brother of James—James was the better known as the
Lord's brother; therefore Jude modestly describes himself
as tlie brother- of James. To them—A periphrasis, or circum-
locution, with which that in ver. 4 is contrasted. [For
rjyLatr/j.evoi';, sanctified, read rjya-TrrjixevoLs, beloved. Tisch., Alf.,

etc. So Beng. Render, to the called, beloved in God the

Father, and kept for Jesus Christ. Alf] V^ ith this introduc-

tion the conclusion ver. 21 corresponds. Preserved—It is a
joy to be preserved uninjured for Christ : John xvii. 2, 1 ]

,

15; 2 Cor. xi. 2. The language here implies the source
and consummation of salvation ; and the passage is calcu-

lated to prepare the minds of believers, and prevent
their being startled by the mention of such dread evik.

z 2
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Galled—Such calling is entirely the prerogative of Gud's
bounty.

2. Mercy, etc.—In what was a time of misery ; this is why
mercy is placed first. See on the mercy of Christ, ver. 21

;

on peace, in the Holy Spirit, ver. 20 ; on the love of God,
ver. 21. An evidence for the Trinity. [Better, mercy from
God ;

peace, resulting from it, among men ; love, the active

life of men, proceeding thence. Hut^
3. [Wliile I ivas giving all diligence, etc. : i. e., while

engaged in preparing another, more extensive Epistle

(whose loss we have to mourn) he was called away to write

this, for a special purpose. De W., etc.] To write . . . salvation

—Contrastedwith ordained to . . . condemnation, ver. 4. Of—
The purport of this Epistle, see ver. 20, 21. Its commence-
ment and conclusion closely agree. Common—Through like

•precious faith, 2 Pet. i. 1. This is the ground of mutual
exliortation. Salvation—Even severe admonitions are salu-

tary. To write unto you and exhort you— Jude considered

the hortatory form the one best suited to the period

when he wrote ; he makes his exliortation accompany his

writing, as a matter of course. The actual exhortation is

introduced in ver. 17, 18 ; in the passage before us he states

that to be his object in writing. Contend for—Our duty is

twofold, to fight vigorously for the faith against its foes,

and to build ourselves up in the faith. See ver. 20, and
comp. Neh. iv. 10, 17. Faith—^Whereby we attain salva-

tion, ver. 20, 21. Once—That is, once for all; no other

faith shall be given : comp. afterward, ver. 5. Delivered—
By God. To the saints—To all who are holy thrcjugh their

most holy faith, ver. 20 ; construe with delivered.

4. Who tvere before of old ordained to this condemnation—
Wjiose coming was predicted (see ver. 17), and the fact of

whose having to undergo the punishment we shall presently

notice, is clear from the examples long ago recorded of

punishment inflicted upon like oti'enders. The i-eference

here is not to predestination (concerning which, however,

an expression similar to the present occurs, Is. iv. 3, written

among the living), but to the prediction of Scripture. Of old

—In the time of Enoch, see ver. 14 ; who, if the speaker,

was at least not the writer of these words ; and therefore

this must be a concise expression for " Who were long ago

mentioned by Enoch, and afterwards marked by Scripture.''^

Therefore compare the ungodly with ver. 15. To—In the
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sen.se of so far as recjards. Tltis—An emphatic expression,

as if the apostle were already actually witnessing their

]iunishment. The langiiage of Enoch includes all the

ungodly of the world before and after the flood. They are

all alike as well in character as in punishment. Grace—
Of the Gospel. [Omit 0eov, God. Tisclt., Alf. So Beng.]

Our—Not of the ungodly. Denying—Compare with this

the portents of the early heretics recorded by the fathers.

Loi-d—Lit., Master. And Lord— Jude shows that the

wickedness of those of whom he speaks assails both God
and Christ ; they change the grace of our God into lasciviotis-

ness, and den}' our only master and Lord Jesus Christ.

This point was overlooked by those who inserted the word
God in the second clause ; a passage exactly parallel occurs

in 2 Pet. ii. 1, denying the Lord that bought them.

5. [Omit iVas (after etSdras). Also for tovto, this, read

n-dvTa, all things. Tisck, Alf. Eender, But I loish to remind

you, knowing as ye do all things, etc. Eng. Ver. is wrong.

Alf] Ye . . . knoio—Lit., You, knowing as ye do. The accusa-

tive absolute, as in Acts xxvi. 3. His reason for only ad-

monishing them is, that they already know and have learnt

it. With this expression that of Peter, knowing this first,

etc., corresponds. Once—Once for all, as in ver. 3. Having
saved—In contrast to destroyed.

6. Angels—See note on 2 Pet. ii. 4. Wliich kept not—

•

Therefore they ought to have kept it. Estate—Lit., State of
rule ; the state once for all assigned to them, under the

Son of God, Col. i. Left—Voluntarily. Their own habita-

tion—The glorious one, best suited for them ; contrasted

with darkness, further on. He hath reserved—Hath decreed

to reserve. Everlasting—A terrible epithet here. Comi>.

eternal, vei". 7.

7. In like manner—Lit., In like manner with these, ungodly
ones, who shall suffer a like punishment. [Eather, in like

manner with the angels, ver. 6. Hut^^ Giving themselves

over unto fornication—The Greek word here used is gene-

rally applied to a still more abominable lust. Going afiet

strange }Zes/t—Unnatural lusts. [Are set forth— (Lit., lie^

are exhibited, Ed.)—Therefore these cities were not situated

in, but on the shores of, the Dead Sea. V. G.^ For an

cvample .. vengeance— These two words are in opposition;

the vengeance which they undergo is an example of eternal

fire, as Cassiodorus says; for the actual punishment of
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those cities is not eternal. Comp. Ez. xvi. 53, 55 ; 2 Pet.

ii.'6.

8. Likewise also—Lit., lAhewise also indeed. The word
indeed, not rendered in English version, has a declarative

force, instituting a comparison between the impurity of

these sinnei's and that of Sodom ; whence the similarity of

their punishment is clear, ver. 7. Filthy dreamers—Agitated
by impure and confused dreams, whence they conjecture

the future. The words in ver. 10, they knoiv not, are equi-

valent to this. Comp. Is. Ivi. 10, 11. [The one word
ivvTrvcat,6fi€voL, dreaming, very graphically describes the

character of the mere natural man, A dreamer fancies he
hears and sees many things. He is disturbed by desires,

by joy, by pain, by fear, etc. But in such a condition he
has no power over himself ; his own ver}'^ condition is like

the jDhantom of his dream, sprung from his own imagina-

tion. Hence, with the whole force of their reason they
are unable to conceive how the children of light, walking
in the light, can enjoy true liberty. V. G.'] Dominion—

•

See note on 2 Pet. ii. 10.

9. Yet Michael—It matters not whether the apostle men-
tions this contest as a matter of personal revelation, or of

tradition from the elders. It is enough that what he writes

is true, and admitted to be so by the brethren. Comp.
note on ver. 14. The word yet answers to the word indeed,

in ver. 8. See note. The archangel—As the archangel is

mentioned only in this passage and in 1 Thess. iv. 1(3 (on

the important subject of the resurrection) we have no
means of deciding whether there be but one archangel or

many. When—At what period, or on what day this dispute

arose, is not stated ; it must have been after the death of

Moses. With the devil—Against wht)m Michael specially

should contend ; comp. Rev. xii. Contending . . disputed—
The force of the Greek implies a judicial contest. Ahmit

the body of Moses—The language plainly signifies the actual

dead body of Moses. In a point full of mystery we have
i!o right to strain plain language to our own interpretation.

The devil, who hath the power of death, and in virtue of

that power, claiming perhaps to obstruct the resurrection

of Moses, made some sort of attempt against his body.

Durst not—Modesty is an angelic Anrtiie. And on this

account a greater victory is granted to Michael ; see Rev.

xii. 7. Schottgen quotes from the Synopsis of Sohar:
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Man must not rail injuriotisly at t/ie race (i. e. evil spirit)

opposed to Jiim. Bailing accusation—See 2 Pet. ii. 11. The
Lord—And he alone. The angel assents to his judgineut,

by anticipation. Rebuke thee—The prerogative of God.
10. Those things lohich they Icnow not—Lit., As many things

as they hiow not. Spiritual things, concerning God and the

saints. They know—The word oiSacri, they know, in th-i

former part of the verse, denotes a more subtle kind of

kuoAvledge than the word l-n-ia-Tavrai, they know, here.

Naturally—Concerning natural things, bj'- their i^atural

senses, obtaining such knowledge in the natural course of

natural desires. The word naturally is opposed to having

the Spirit, ver. 19. Tliey corrupt themselves— Comp. next
verse.

1 1. Woe f—Jude is the only apostle who denijunces a
ivoe, and that only in this one instance, for which he assigns

a threefold reason. Peter, equally forcibly, calls the same
class accursed children ! Of Cain—Who slew his biother.

Ran greedily after—Lit., Save heen poured out ; lilce an un-
confined torrent. Of Balaam—The false prophet. The
gainsaying of Core—Who thi'ust himself into the priest-

hood,

12. Spots—As in the writings of Peter and Jude, there

seems a sort of play upon the words dyciTrats, love-feasts,

feasts of charity, and dTrarats, deceptions ; so moi-e or less in

their use of the words o-7rtAd8es here, and o-TrtAot, 2 Pet. ii.

13. For the former may be taken to mean spots, as the

Vulgate renders it ; comp. v. 23 ; but Hesychius, in addi-

tion to this sense, interprets it, rocks, surrounded hy tiie sea

;

while o-TTiA-tts also means a storm. The reader may take

either sense. This metaphor is followed by four others,

taken from the air, the earth, the sea, and the sky. Feed-
ing . . tcithout fear— Sacred feasts should be observed ivifh

fear
;
[which is opposed to luxury. V. C]. The act of

feasting is not in itself sinful ; it is the feasting without
fear which is here blamed. Themselves—Not the flock.

Trees ivhose fruit withereth—Lit., Trees in the leafless and
fruitless state icherein they appear in late autumn. vVe have
here a gradation consisting of four parts ; the first and the

second, which depend on the first, referring to the fruit
j

the third and the fourth, which depend on tV -» third,

refeiriiig to the tree itself. Without fruit—Producing no
fruit fit for eating. Twice— [Yii'&i, by the seeming death
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of winter, then, by real, hopeless death. Alf.']. Entirely

dead ; both as regards their original condition, and their

condition as Christians. Plucked up by the roots—This is

the climax of the gradation.

13. Foaming out—Swollen by abundance. Is. Ivii. 20.

Wandering stars—Later ages have discovered that planets

(lit., wandering stars) are bodies dark in themselves, hut

shining with borrowed light. This fact Jude indicated by
the Divine light vouchsafed him; and the subsequent
mention of darkness shows that it is not merely wander-
ing, but the wandering of stars to which he alludes;

comp. 2 Pet. ii. 17. For the same reason we cannot under-

stand him to speak of the ignis fatuus. To whom—As
before, to the mention of clouds, trees, and waves, so now
to that of wandering stars, an appropriate statement of

their end is added.

14. Enoch—Who shall say whether St. Jude derived this

statement from some ancient writing, or from tradition, or

from direct revelation? The seventh—In ver. 4 the anti-

quity of this prophecy is shown. It appears to have been
the first uttered concerning the coming of the Judge.
Between Enoch and Adam only five patriarchs intervened.

1 Chron. i. 1. And the translation of Enoch took place

before a.m. 1000 : and this very title was commonly used

among the flebrews as appropriate to Enoch. There is

mystery, too, in the expression, seventh from Adam ; for in

Enoch the sacred number and exemption from death con-

curred ; all things which hold the seventh place are highly

thought of. From Adam—The first coming of Christ was
foretold to Adam ; the second, to Enoch. The seventh

from Adam prophesied concerning those things which shall

come to pass in the seventh age of the world. Of these—
Bengel reads, to these. Not to these only, and not to men
only who lived before the flood; for he says all, ver. 15.

[Alf. supports Eng. Yer., as above.] The Lord—The name
Jehovah was therefore already known in the time of

Enoch. With ten thousands of his saints—Lit., With hiy
myriads; of angels; see Matt. xxv. 31.

15. Judgment—Enoch looked forward beyond the deltige.

Upon all—A general term ; upon all men who have sinned.

To convince—This conviction, already existing at the time,

shall be consummated in the judgment. All that are un-

godly—A particular term. Have spoken—See ver. 8, 10.
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Against Mm—Even though the speakers might not havo
imagined all their hard speeches [whereby also the Lord's
sons and servants are assailed ; see Job xlii. 7 ; Mai. iii.

13. V. G.] to be aimed at him. Ungodly sinners—To be a
sinner is bad ; to • be a sinner, sinning without fear, is

worse.

16. Murmurers—^ Against men. Comjplainers— Againsi
God. Walking—As concerns themselves, see ver. 18.

17. But beloved—So also, ver. 20. Bemember—Therefore
those to whom Jude wrote must have heard other apostles as

well as him. Of the apostles—From whose number Jude
does not exclude himself; for in the next verse he says
they told you, not, they told us.

19. These — Their character proves them to be the
persons foretold, ver. 18. TJiat separate themselves—[Omit
iavTovs, themselves. Tisch., Alf.] TJiey separate from God,
and from lively communion with the church

;
yet not from

its outward communion ; see ver. 12. Comp. Hos. iv. 14,

[Prov. xviii. 1 ; Is. Ixvi. 5 ; Luke vi. 22. V. 6r.]. Sensual

—Pervaded by mere animal life, without the spirit. Not
having the spirit—Therefore the spirit is not an essential

part of man.
20. But—Separating, and building up yourselves, are oppo-

sites, as are also sensual, and in the Holy Ghost. Most holy—
Than which nothing can be more holy. This superlative

in the singular ninnber has a strong hortatory and per-

suasive force. Praying in the Holy Ghost—See Eph. vi. 18;
Zech. xii. 10 ; John iv. 24. Jude mentions the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost, as well as faith, hope, and love,

in this and the next verses. Praying—Zeal is required of
the righteous, but still more prayer, as a means of obtain-
ing Divine help.

21. Yourselves—He only who defends himself can pre-
serve others. See next verses. Looking for—Those who
fortify themselves can wait with confidence. Mercy — A
contrast to fire, ver. 23. Unto—^ Construe with looJcing

for.

22. [This verse should read, koI ovs (j-Iv iXey^ere SiaKpLvo-

fievovi, and some indeed convict when contending tcith you.

Tisch., Alf. So Beng., rendering differently.] And—He
who has provided for his own safety, may take measures
for the safety of others.

22, 23. [The true reading is o&s 8e croj^eTe ck irvpbs apird-
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^oKTcs" ov'i Sc cXceiTc Iv <l)6f3io, hut save others, snaicldng them

from the fire ; and others compassionate with fear. Tisch., Alf,
etc. So Beng.~\ Some loho are doubting, convince; hut save

others, pulling them out of the fire; of others, have corapassion in

fear— The apostle enumerates three classes of persons

whose salvation the saints should seek; the first of these

is troubled in intellect ; the second in lieart, sorely ; the

third also in heart, but in a less degree. Therefore, Tst,

conviction, or the demonstration of right and wrong, should

be set forth to those who are harassed by doubts and waver
in perplexity. 2nd, Those whom the /re hath already, as it

were, seized upon, must be saved, snatched in any way by
rapid effort. 3rd, Those who can be led back into the

right way by fear alone, and by a kind pointing out of

their danger, are to be treated with compassion and gentle-

ness. Hating—This is fitly joined with compassion. The
wretched, the apostle would say, are to be saved from the

fire in a different way than from the mire. The latter it

is sufficient to treat with clemency, provided they are

made to fear ; the former may, from the fact of your only

snatching at them, feel your hatred of and disgust at the

very appearance of pollution. Even—Not merely the flesh

itself, which they pollute, ver. 8, but the garment which
they wear. T)te garment—That is, the whole outward habit

of life, wherein we come in contact with others. The
phrase is in some sort proverbial.

24. To keep you from falling— [For {i/aSs, you, read avTov?,

them. Tisch., Alf. Beng. also reads avrov-;, but renders it

you, incorrectly]. In contrast to those wicked ones. Tliem,

for T/ou, refers to the statements in the foregoing verses, as

Matt, xxiii. 37. Before the presence of his glory—In his own
presence, when he shall be revealed in the utmost gloiy.

Faultless — In yourseh'es. In antithesis to, Jceep from
falling.

25. [Omit (To4>o), ivise ; also after aoiTrjpL rjfjiwv, our Saviour,

add Slol ^Jqaov XpLaTov tov Kvptov rj/xwy, through Jesus Christ

our Lord. Also omit the first koI, and; and add after

i^ovata, power, Trpo Trai/ros tov ataJvos, hefore all time (^and now

and, etc.) Tisch., Alf.'\ Glory and majesty—Eefer this to tlie

only God. Dominion and power—Kefer this to him that ia

able.



THE

REVELATION OF ST. JOHN THE DIVINE.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

The following interesting account of Bengel's laboiirs on
the Apocalypse Ave t;<.ke from Liicke, ' Versuch einer

Vollstaiid. Einleitung,' etc., p. 547 etc. :

—

" That school of interpretation which finds in the

Apocalypse the history of the Church, culminated, in

learaing and spiritual insight, in the labonr.-> of Bengel.

His system, as set fortli in several works, but chiefly in

his German Commentary on the Apocalypse (tlie Gnomon
being devoted to tlie exposition of the words and a random
gleaning of thoughts), is briefl}^ this.

" He assumes that, in spite of tbe multiplicity of failures

hitherto, it is possible to expound the Apocalypse correctly,

even before it is entirely fulfilled. Perhaps, he says, the

course of time will still make it clearer; and each age does

its pait by throwing such light on the present and future

from this prophecy as its own need requires. Yet each

expositor ought to follow up diligently every ray of this

light, collect them with care, and watch in humble patience

for what God will reveal to him. The main points to be
regarded are the facts and the numbers. It cannot be for

nothing that twenty definite numbers are determined in

this boc)k. "Without disregarding the grammatical and
historical side of the interpretation, which he treated with
skill and elegance in the Gnomon, and without neglecting

the intimate mutual connection of the visions in this book,

which form, if we may so say, the network of its plan, he
yet thought the most important task to be the explana-

tion and application of its prophetic sense and the deci-

phering of its chronology : as well that of the ]iredictions

already fulfilled, as that which is yet future. He brc ught
to this task wonderful resources of knowledge and intel-

lect ; but how sad it is that a spirit so noble, so richly
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endowed in many things, so far in advance of his age,

should in this respect be so enslaved by it as to waste
such vast scholarship, labour, and genius on what, after

all, was only a huge error.

" The main features of his chronology are these. The
Apocalypse has seven names for periods of time : liour.

day, month, year, time (/caipos), period (^poVos), age or era

(aiwv). The first point iis to distinguish where the Apostle

speaks of common time, and where of prophetic time ; the

next, to find a key to the length of prophetic time. The
latter he finds in ch. xiii. 18, where he understands 666
years of common time to be named as the explanation of the

forty-two months of prophetic time (vei-, 5). Dividing 666
by 42, he has fifteen and sixth-seventh years for the value

of a prophetic month ; i. e., a prophetic day is about half a

year. Again, comparing this 666 with the 1000 years of

ch. XX., the proportion being nearly 2 : 3, he assumes that

it must be exactly this, and so makes the 666 stand for 666
and two-thirds. Dividing this by 666 (or 1000 by 999)
the result is one and one nine-hundred and ninety-ninth.

From this he deduces the Apocalyptic century (111 of

these units) to be 111 and one-ninth. On this basjs he
reckons the short time (ch. xii. 12) as 888 and eight-ninth

years ; the no more ... a time (time no longer, x. 6), as be-

tween 999 and nine-ninths and 1111 and one-ninth; and
even the era, amv {eternity), as 2222 and two-ninths. This

was the key by which he fancied himself able to open not

only the previously fulfilled predictions but the Apoca-
lyptic future.

" Among the results of his system were these. The final

rage of Antichrist for three and a half years extends from

A.D. 1832' to A.D. 1836. The fight with the beast from the

abyss, and his overthrow by Christ's appearing, were to

occur on June 18th, 1836. From then to 2836 Satan was
to be bound, and then loosed for a season, until 2947.

From A.D. 2836 to 3836 would be the millennial reign of

Saints in heaven, and the latter year the date of the end of

the world and the last judgment. All this was to Bengel
no play of fanc3% but the solemn pursuit of truth under a

sense of duty. It is strange Avith what mingled modesty
and confidence he contemplates this system. But he
admits that if the year 1836 should pass without remark'

able changes there must be a fundamental error in it.
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" It were wrong to ridicule the mistakes of such a noble
Christian spirit, to whom Theology aud the Church owe so

ranch. We can only regret that his age was unripe, and
could not show him that his principles and method were
wholly wrong. As it was, his work was the occasion of

many others : some opposing him, but rarely on general

exegetical grounds, others striving to develop and complete
his system. Its influence was not limited to the learned,

but was greatly felt among the people, and extended
beyond Germany, especially to England, where it seems
to have given rise to an extensive literature. But since

the middle of the 18th century the tendency of interpre-

tation of the Apocal^^pse in the Evangelical C'hurch of

Germany has been very dilferent. Weary of the fanaticism

that grew out of the current interpretations, and carrying
out the free Protestant spirit more and more as science

and thought advanced, expositors have adopted it as a
fundamental principle that every Biblical prophecy is to be
interpreted historically ; that is, according to the views and
the perspective of events that were historically conceivable

at the- time it was written. As this piinciple and the
word of Christ, ' It is not for you to know the times or

seasons, which the Father hath kept in his own power,'

meet and refute the obtrusive and curious chropological

exposition, the understanding of the Kevelation has become
continually simpler and surer."—Pp. 547-554.

The Editors of the present editiun of the Gnomon have,

after long consideration, resolved not to reproduce Bengel's
speculations upon the fulfilment of the Apocalypse. Their
readers will find in the above passage the chief reasons
which have induced them to take this step. At the same
time many valuable critical and exegetical remarks, which
have no bearing upon the author's scheme of interpretation

but which tend to elucidate very clearly the sense of the
sacred writing, have been incorporated into the comment
Avhich they here substitute.

Among English writers on the Apocalypse the most
recent is Dean Alford (Greek Testament, etc., vol. iv.,

Part II., London, 1861). Adopting no s/ys/em of interpre-

tation, he endeavours to follow the indications of the text

and the analogies of Scripture, gathering all the light

he can find, and fieuly acknowledging obscurities aud
difficulties wherever they occur. The result has less
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apparent completeness than those commentaries which
square all things to a pre-conceived plan. While he does
not reject tne Church-history view so decidedly as Liicke

(quoted abo^e). Dusterdieclc, De Wette, etc., he is quite free

from the enthusiasm that is continually reading contem-
porary events in the words of St. John. We have freely

used Alfuid's Commentary in our additions to the Gnomon,
and, for the convenience of our readers, s^ubjoin the leading

canons of interpretation (condensed in language) on which
he insists in his Introduction. It will be seen that oixr

own opinions are in many cases very different from those
of the Dean ; but as in every instance we give our reasons

for the belief that is in us, the reader will be able to form
his own conclusions :

—

" There is obviously a close connexion between the

Apocalypse and our Lord's prophetic discourse on the

Mount of Olives. The more deeply we consider this, the

firmer will be our conviction that the two must correspond
in detail. Thus Matt. xxiv. becomes, as Williams says,
' the anchor of Apocalyptic interpretation

:

' and, indeed, the

touchstone of Apocalyptic systems. Its guidance must be
followed in interpreting the seals, and ' he that goes forth

conquering and to conquer ' must be Christ.
" The sixth seal cannot belong to another period than

the close approach of the great day of the Lord. Hence
Mr. Elliott's historical system, which requires it to mean
the downfall of Paganism under Constantino, is inap
plicable.

" As the seven seals, so the seven trumpets and the
seven vials run on to the time close upoji the end. This
is shown unmistakably at the end of each series. (See
ch, X. 7, xi. 18, xvi. 17.)

" In ch. xii., all Scripture analogy, and that of this book
itself (comp. ch. xix. 15), requires that the man-child who
was to rule all nations be understood of our incarnate Lord,
and of no other.

" The word angel throughout the book always means
angel : never our Lord, never a mere man. The seer care-

fully distinguishes the Divine Persons from the ministering
angels."—Pp. 249, 250.
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1

THE TEXT.

Beiigel proceeds to speak of his labours in revising the

text of this book, a work which has been done by later

scholars with far greater advantages. The following sum-
mary of the history of the text is abridged from the 4^2^"-

ratus Criticus, another work of Bengel :

—

" Erasmus, by his own admission, had but one Greek
manuscript on the Apocalypse, by John Capuio [Keuchlinj,

the text being scattered through the commentary of Andrew
of Caesarea. From that, he says, I had the words of the text

written down. [In not a few places he clearly took the com-
mentary for the text and thus inserted readings foujid in

no Greek manuscript. Treg.'] And, that being imperfect, he
supplied the deficiencies of its text from the unrevised

Vulgate, in a hasty manner, and, from the fact of his

altogether undervaluing the entire book, did this with

anything but the greatest care. Stephens the printer, albeit

a man of learning, being overwhelmed with occupation,

evidently printed the text of Erasmus word for word

;

especially that of his last edition, which is the one gene-

rally followed. But before the time of Erasmus and
Stephens, that is, previous to the Eeformation, another

remarkable text, which must not be disparaged, and which
bears the strongest testimony against the papacy, appeared

in the Complutensian edition in the very heart of Spain,

and was widely distributed through other parts of Euiope.

Subsequently to this the Oriental languages and codices

were more extensively studied ; and the original Latin

version (whence I obtained the gleanings in my ' Appa-
ratus Criticus') was restored; the works of many Greek
and Eoman fathers, containing confident and c:..pious

quotations from the book of Eevelation, were brought to

light and verified; man}'- and various Greek manuscripts

on the Revelation, previously little known, were compared

;

and of two of these which came into my possession one
fortunately contained Alexander of Caesarea's commentary,
by the aid of which I was enabled to se& exactly where
Erasmus was right and where he was wrong.

" Another most important point is, the Alexandrian Codex
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(acknowledged by all true critics to be incomparable fur

age, genviineness and authority) has been brought into the

\Vest, All these later aids provided by God, Erasmus and
Stephens, if alive to-day, would welcome with wonder
and delight, in a very different spirit from their followers,

and both would declare the purest text of the Apocalypse
to be, not those editions published by themselves undei
such disadvantages, and scrupulously reprinted by their

followers, but both classes of editions conjointly, supported

by the general voice of Christian antiquity and the pith of

its writings. It is on such foundations only that my
criticism is based. By this means not only many passages,

which, though of secondary consequence, are by no means
insignificant, but also some of the utmost importance, as

regards the Divine economy, are restored to the iVpocalypse

by the Eoyal Proclamation of Jesus Christ to them that

love His appearing." [Yet the common Greek text of the

Apocalypse, and that to which our Authorised Version
corresponds, are essentially the same as that of Erasmus,
and contain readings, at least in the last six verses, which
have no foundation but his rendering into Greek from the

Latin Vulgate. Treg., etc.]

THE PLAN OF THE WOEK.

It will be observed that the construction and arrange-

ment of the Apocalypse, as we present it, differs considerably

from the various editions of that work which have hitherto

been published. We have divided it into three parts, the

first of which is a new version of the sacred text founded

upon the best authorities, and arranged according to sub-

jects. The second contains the evidence, showing in what
respects the prophecy has been already fulfilled, or is in the

course of fulfilment ; while the third part is a grammatical

and expository comment upon every passage that seems to

neod explanation.

We now proceed to say a few words respecting the prin-

ciple upon which the following translation has been drawn
up and arranged :

—
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1. We have made as few changes as possible in the

Authorised Version, only such in point of fact as are abso-

lutely necessary, an'i we have striven not to be pedantic.

The reader will observe that the same Greek word is

always, as far as accuracy will allow, rendered by the same
English word ; for there is in the Eevelation this very
remarkable feature :—It not only refers to and expands
many parts of the older prophets, but it also in many
places refers backward to itself, having certain catch words
(as a learned commentator has somewhere called them),
but having also more than that.

2. The arrangement of chapter and verse has been done
away, and the text is printed by subjects. The chapter

and verse, however, are given in the margin, and the whole
is separated very distinctly by headings and breaks. The
plan of the book will thus be found very simple. It

will appear clearly to the eye, and so help the mind. Had
this ai-rangement been adopted from the first, many great

mistakes in the intei-pretation would never have been
made. A strong example of the vast importance of a

correct arrangement may be perceived if we compare
ch. ix. 12 with ch. x. 6, 7, and ch. xi. 14.

The following epitome will be found useful to the under-
standing of this prophecy.

I. General Introduction. Ch. i,

II. Epistles to the Seven Churches. Ch. ii. iii.

III. Introduction to the prophetic portion. Ch. iv. v,

IV. The prophetic portion, consisting of five principal

divisions or parts :

—

a. The First Part containing a continuous stream of

prophetic history, from the date of the Eevelation, i. e.,

from the conclusion of the first centuiy to the time of the

end, or the triumph of Christ. Ch. vi. vii. viii. ix. x. xi.

(3. The Second Part. — Allusion having been made
briefly in the First part (xi. 7) to a certain persecuting
power called the Beast from the Abyss, who should make
war on the saints of Christ, and for a time prevail against

them, and also to certain judgments to be executed upon
him by Christ on that account (xi. 18), the history of the

Beast from the Sea, or the Abyss,* is now more fully given,

beginning from the cause which gave rise to him (ch. xii.),

* Proved by Elliott to be the same power.

VOL. III. 2 A
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and brought down to the vintage or treading of the -wine-

press, the same period as that reached by the First Part.

Ch. xii. xiii. xiv.

y. The Third Part.—Allusion having been made, both

in the Second and Third Parts (xi. 15-19, xiv. 9-20) to

a time of Judgment on the Beast from the Abyss, the history

of this judgment is more fully entered on under the

emblem of seven vials full of the last wrath of God, and the

prophecy brought down to the same point as before. Ch.
XV. xvi. Comp. xi. 18, and xvi. 1 ; xi. 19, and xv. 5 ; xi. 19,

and xvi. 18 ; xi. 19, and xvi. 21.

8. The Fourth Part.—Allusion having been made both
in the Second and Third Parts (xiv. 8, xvi. 19) to Great

Babylon and the Judgment to be executed on her, an explana-

tion of what is to be understood by Great Babylon, and a
detailed account of the judgments she is to undei'go, are

given at large to the apostle by one of the angels of the seven oials

of the last wrath of God ; and the prophecy is not only brought
down to the treading of the wine-press, the same period as

under the former part, but in the twentieth chapter is

carried onwards through the millennial reign of Christ to

the final judgment of quick and dead. Ch. xvii. xviii.

xix. XX.

e. The Fifth Part.—Allusion having been made in the

Fourth Part to The New Jermalem, or the Bride, the Lamb's
wife, an account is given at large of this new and trium-

phant condition of the Church of Christ to the apostle by

one of the angels of the seven vials of the last wrath of God, and
the whole is wound up with the prayer, " Come, Lord Jesus.

Even so, Amen." Ch. xxi. xxii.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

The revelation was shown to the Apostle John within

a century after the first coming, rejection, death, resur-

rection, and ascension of the Lord Jesus Christ to the right

hand of God. ITie great object of it is to lead the thoughts

and desires of men to His second coming; to show His
government of the Church and of the world in the mean-
Avhile; and to encourage His people patiently to look an*^

wait for His final triumph, and theirs with Him. This is

why we find so many allusions in it to that coming, 'ipxeruu^

o ep;)(o/xei.'o?, ep)(^ov, He comes, He loho is coming, Gums, Lord !
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It was not given to make us pi-ophets Cas is remarked,
if our memory serve us aright, by Sir J. Newton), nor
to show our foreknowledge, but His. Kone is worthy to

unseal the future, nor to unfold the great purposes of God
but He. There is nothing more calculated to impress

modesty and humility on those who would enter on the

study of it than this solemn warning at the thret^hold. Even
the apostle who had lain in the bosom of the Lord was
reminded of this when he was called up in the Spirit intd

heaven, there to see and to record visions for the benefit of

the Church. Many liave too much forgotten this, and
brought the study of the Eevelation into discredit witli

some of their fellow-men. Conflicting systems of interpre-

tation have done the same. But none of these errors, nor
all the rashness of hasty judgments, can make of no efl'ect

this declaration of the Holy Spirit, — " Blessed is he that

readeth, and they that hear the words of this prophecy,

and keep the things which are written therein." Thei-e is a

stamp of heaven upon it, and a fund of instruction in it for

every Christian heart. The most unlettered have drunk
at this fountain and had their eyes opened and their spirits

refreshed ; while at the same time it abounds in matter foi-

the most cultivated minds, and for those most versed in the

great events which concern the Church and the world.

Theie is, however, a danger in these studies of uiistaking

knowledge, which makes one think oneself wiser than
one's neighbour, for faith which works by love and looks

for Christ's coming. But the book itself contains a cor-

rective for this ; there is no part of Scripture wherein
all honour, and power, and might, and wisdom, are as-

cribed so often and so entirely to the Lord. There is always
a danger also of giving a disproportionate importance to

what relates to our own times. For this also the Kevela-

tion co]itains a corrective ; for it unfolds the vast plans oi'

God from the time of the last apostle to the second coming
of the Lord. But it contains many lessons of the deepest,

importance besides these. At its veiy commencement it

shows to the ages of sufferei's who were to be, ere Christ

should come, the beloved apostle, their companion in

suffering, and in the patient waiting for His kingdom.
And far more than this, at its commencement also, it biings

before the mind the Lord Himself, the greatest of sxitierers,

2 A 2
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and the most faithful of witnesses, who was dead, as now
alive ; . declaring His knowledge of His people's sufferings,

and encouraging them to be faithful unto death, as He had
been, that they may reign with Him, as He reigns with the

Father. At the very opening, and as a necessary and fit

introduction to all that follows. He is brought before us as

the Son of Man, the first fruits of the resurrection ; as He
who loved us, and shed his blood to wash away our sins

;

as He who is to come in the clouds of heaven, when every

eye shall see Him ; as He before whom all nations shall bow
down ; as the first and the last, who was, who is, and who is

to come ; as having all power and might : as our great and
eternal High Priest, with hair as white as snow ; as the

Searcher of hearts, whose eyes are like a flame of fire ; as

able easily to tread down and destroy all opposers, having
feet as of fine and solid brass, which has been made to glow
in the heat of a furnace : His voice like mighty and irre-

sistible waters ; His word like a sharp two-edged sword,

penetrating what no weapon of earthly temper can reach,

the inmost thoughts and intents of the heart : the visible

glorj^ and majesty of his person like the sun shining in

its greatest intensity, so that none can behold it of them-
selves. He is shown to us as the careful, watchful ruler ol

all Churches, walking about among them throughout all

ages, and at all times ; holding their ministers in His hands,

to make of them what He pleases, and to dispose of them as

seems good to Him, and having the Spirit of God to pour
out on them, that their light may shine to the glory of

God ; as full of tenderness to His people ; in John, as an
example, laying His hands on them, and taking away their

fears, when they shall see Him in His glory ; as knowing all

that concerns them, their declensions, their troubles, their

sufferings for His sake, their struggles and difficulties ; en-

couraging them to hold fast, to be firm, and to conquer, for

He is soon coming to give them their reward, and make
them partakers with Him in His kingdom.

A further solemn and fitting introduction is that wherein

the beloved disciple, suffering for the truth, is called up in

the Spirit into the heavens to behold what is passing there
;

the throne and Him that sat on it ; the rainbow around
it, the promise of no further judgments tJiere ; the twenty-

four elders peacefully seated on their thrones of glory
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round about it, and crowned as victors ; the lightnings

and tlie thunders of God's displeasure, which were after-

wards to be seen falling in judgments on the earth, and
are here seen to issue from His throne ; the Spirit distii-

buted from thence through all time to all churches, as He
who has the distribution in His hands shall choose ; the four

living creaturts or companies of the redeemed in heaven,
each different from the other, yet all vigilant within them-
selves, all watching the unfolding of God's purposes, all

looking for the final triumph of their Lord, and theirs

with Him ; always full of thankfulness and of praise ; all

they, and all the elders blessing Him that sat on the throne,

and the Lamb slain for them, giving Him all the praise and
the honour, and acknowleilging Him as the source of all

strength, and the alone cause of theii- Siilvation ; all falling

down with one accord and worshipping before the throne
;

and then, as the Lamb unfolds the first seals one after the
other, repeating the burthen of the whole book, " Come !

"

tiU a body of sufferers for the truth on earth cry in their

turn, " How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou not
judge and avenge our blood ? " and they are told to wait till

another body of sufferers should be complete, who should
come triumphant out of a yet gicater tribitlation, bearing
witness for Christ unto death as they had done. Such
are the thoughts and feelings suggested to us ; thoughts
which should bear us onward on entering u]3on the study
of this book of the Kevelation of Jesus Christ, and which
should be carried throughout it, till with its last words all

learn to say, " Come ! even so, Lord Jesus."

Some deny that any part of the book of Eovelation has
a relation to the events of earthly kingdoms ; but this is

quite against the analogy of the older Scriptures as regards

the great empires which were brought into contact with
the Church of God ; and what is far more, it would take

from our view the history of Christ's rule at the right hand
of power for these 1800 years ; it would make all prophecy
begin when He comes, whereas on the contrary, He is shown
as King of kings, and Lord of lords, the governor of the

world as well as of the Church ; ruling all nations, breaking
kingdoms to pieces, overthrowing kings and judges of the

earth as He thinks fit, if they oppose Him and His will,

and persecute His people. He is seated at the right hand
of power, to do with all churches also as He deems good

;
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combining all events in one great and progressive plan,

which He is carrying out to His final and complete triumph.

Here then is history written by the finger of God, and the

light in which the great events of the Church and of the

world are looked on by Him.
The book of the Eevelation is not only full of references to

the Old Testament proj)]Lets—io Isaiah, to Jeremiah, to Ezekiel,

to Daniel, to Zeehariah—but it also contains in many cases

a fuller expansion of what they were permitted to see and
record.

It is full of references to itself. Many words and expres-

sions found in one part are repeated in another, like a

play of electric light, backwards and forwaids, a lepetitiou

which, when attended to, makes the whole as well as the

parts clearer ; or connecting one part with anothei-, like the

links of the tabernacle curtains, and so showing where they
refer to the same events.

It abounds in pointed allusions to the circumstances and
to the prevailing errors of the times of which it speaks, and
especially in allusive contrast.

it has many emphatic icords and expressions, by which
allusive contrast is signified. These should be carefully

sought out by the diligent student, and reverently heeded.

They will be printed here in spaced type, e. g., These,
Their, x. 3 ; xiv. 4. The decree of Frederick II. against

heretics. Hi sunt lupi rapaces, Hi sunt angeli pessimi Hi
sunt, &c., may be adduced as a striking instance of what
we mean. ( p. Eev. xiv. 4.

It is confessedly a boolc of symbols. The reason for

employing such in prophecy is obvious. In interpreting

them the simple rules which common sense dictates should

be attended to. Their uieaning should be sought either

in their use in other parts of Scripture ; or in the analogies

of the older prophets ; or in the prevailing thoughts, feelings,

and customs of men at the time which they ai'e supposed to

describe ; or in the common use of such symbols by histo-

rians of repute, or by men in general. The same symbols
should, as a rule, be always interpreted in the same way.

Into the question of the genuineness and authenticity of the

Revelation we shall not here enter. The slow reception of

the book hj some of the early Churches, showed caxition as to

the canon, and only adds strength to its final acceptance by
all. There can be no well founded doubt on these points.
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The dale.—'J'ho reader will find an excellent article in

Smith's ' Dictionary of the Bible ' on the Eevelation, which
briefly despatches the question of the date and the schools
of interpretation. The whole subject is fully discussed in

Elliott, with whom Alford agrees. The old opinion of the
] )onutianic date would never perhaps have been questioned,
t'ut for the purpose of helping out a wrong theory of inter-

pretation.

One exception, however, we must take to the article

in Smith, and in a few brief words expose the errors

advocated towards the conclusion of the part on the schools

of interpretation. The writer well and briefly despatches
the praaterist and futurist schools, and advocates, with reason,

the continuous historical sense ; but then he would apply
Lord Bacon's theory of double and even multitudinous fulfil-

ment to the case of the Revelation. This is obviously erro-

neous where a Icmg series of events is prophesied. There
can be no double fulfilment in such a case as that ; at least

all probability is against it. \\ ho ever thoiight, for instance,

of attributing double fulfilment to Dan. ii., Dan. xi. ? The
theory of double fiilfilment in the case of many of the
Psalms, &c., may be held safely, and is just, because in
these and in other examples we have typical men, some of
the leading events in whose lives foreshadowed Christ. So
Babylon's idolatry and destruction may be typical of those
of Kome ; but there is a broad distinction between these
cases, and a long detailed prophecy of events, which were
plainly to succeed each other. It is then a false application
of a sound theory to employ this principle in the interpret-
ation of the Apocalypse.
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PAKT I.—EEVISED TRANSLATION.

Passages in square hrackeis imply that there is some doubt as to th«

reading : and that the enclosed words appear to us the most correct—Ed.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.—Chap. I.

I. The Eevelation of Jesiis Christ, wMcli God gave unto him,

to shew unto his servants things which must shortly come

to pass ; and he sent and signified it by his angel unto his

2 servant John : Who bare record of the word of God, and of

the testimony of Jesus Christ, whatsoever things he saw.

3 Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of

this prophecy, and keep those things which are written

4 therein : for the time is at hand. John to the seven churches

which are in Asia : Grace be unto you, and peace, from him
who is, and who was, and who cometh ; and from the seven

5 Spirits which are before his throne ; And from Jesus Christ,

the faithful witness, the first begotten of the dead, and the

prince of the kings of the earth. Unto him that loveth us,

fi and washed * us from our sins in his blood. And made us a

kingdom—priests unto God and his Father; to him he the

7 glory and the might for ever and ever. Amen. Behold,

he cometh with clouds ; and every eye shall see him, and

they which pierced him : and all the kindreds of the earth

8 shall wail because of him. Even so. Amen. I am Alpha

and Omega, saith the Lord God, who is, and who was,

9 and who cometh, .the Almighty. I John, who am your

brother, and companion in the tribulation, and kingdom

and patience in Jesus, was in the isle that is called

Patmos, for the word of God, and the testimony of Jesus.

1'^ I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day, and heard behind
1 1 me a great voice, as of a trumpet, Saj^ing, What thou seest,

* Others /reed.

—

Ed.
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write in a book, and send // nnto the seven churches ; unto

Ephesiis, and unto Smyrna, and unto Pergamos, and unto Thy-

atii-a, and unto Sardis, and unto Philadelphia, and unto I.ao-

dicei. And I turned to ^ee the voice that was speaking with 12

me. .\nd being turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks ; And 1 '>

in the midst of the candlesticks one like unto a Son of man,

clothed with a garment down to the feet, and girt about the

paps wath a golden girdle. His head and his hairs were 14

M'hite as white wool, as snow ; and his eyes loere as a flame

of fire ; And his feet like unto fine brass, as if they had been 1 .">

rendered fiery in a furnace ; and his voice as the sound of

many waters. And he had in his right hand seven stars: 1(;

and out of his mouth went a sharp two-edged sword : and

his countenance icas as the sun shineth in his strength.

And when I saw him, I fell at his feet as dead. And he 1

7

laid his right hand upon me, saying. Fear not ; I am the

first and the last And the living one ; and I was dead ; and, 18

behold, I am alive for ever and ever ; and have the keys of

death and Hades. Write therefore the things which thou 1'.'

sawest, and the things which are, and the things which are to

be after this ; The mystery of the seven stars which thou 20

sawest in my right hand, and the seven golden candlesticks.

The seven stars are angels of the seven churches ; and the

seven candlesticks are seven churches.

EPISTLES TO THE SEVEN CHUECHES.—Chaps. U., III.

Unto the angel of the church in Ephesus write; These II.

things saith he that holdeth the seven stars in his right

hand, who walketh in the midst of the seven golden candle-

sticks : I know thy works, and trouble, and thy patience, 2

and how liiou canst not bear them which are evil : and thou

didst try them who call themselves apostles, and are not,

and didst find them liars : And hast patience, and didst 3

bear for my name's sake, and hast not been wearied. But 4

I have this against thee, that thou hast left thy first love.

.

Eemember therefore from whence thou art fallen, and repent, o
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and do the first works ; or else, I am coming unto tliee, and

i will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou

T) repent. But this thou hast, that thou hatest the deeds of the

7 Kicolaitanes, which I also hate. He that hath an ear, let

him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches ; To him
that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which

is in the paradise of [my] God.

8 And unto the angel of the church in Smyrna write

;

These things saith the first and the last, which was dead,

and came to life ; I know thy tribulation, and poverty, (but

thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say

that it is they who are Jews, and they are not, but are

10 the synagogue of Satan. Fear none of those things which

tliou art to suffer : behold, the devil is to cast some of you
into prison, that ye may be tried ; and ye shall have tribu-

lation ten days : be thoa faithful unto death, and I will give

1

1

thee the crown of life. He that hath an ear, let him hear

what the Spirit saith unto the churches ; He that over-

cometh shall not be hurt of the second death.

] 2 And unto the angel of the church in Pei'gamos write
;

These things saith he which hath the sharp sword with two

1

3

edges ; I know where thou dwellest, even where Satan's throne

is : and thou boldest fast my name, and didst not deny my
faith, even in the days of Antipas, lolio was my witness, my
faithful one, who was slain among you, where Satan dwelleth.

14 But I have a few things against thee, [that] thou hast there

them that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac

to cast a stumblingblock before the children of Israel, to

eat things sacrificed unto idols, and to commit fornication.

15 So hast thou also them that hold the doctrine of the Kico-

1

6

laitanes in like manner. Eepent therefore ; or else, I am
coming unto thee quickly, and I will fight against them with

17 the sword of my mouth. He that hath an ear, let him hear

what the Spirit saith unto the churches ; To him that over-

cometh will I give of the hidden manna, and will give him

a white stone, and on the stone a new name written, which

none knoweth savins; he that receiveth it.
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And unto the angel of the church in Tliyatira write
; 13

These things saith thcr Son of God, who hath his eyes as it

were a flame of fire, and his feet are like fine brass ; I know H)

thy works, and love, and faith, and service, and thy patience

;

and thy last works to he more than the first. But I have 20

against thee, that thou suft'erest that woman Jezebel, which

iialleth herself a prophetess, and teacheth and deceiveth my
.servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed

unto idols. And I gave her space to repent, and she willeth 2

1

not to repent of her fornication. Behold, I do cast her into 22

a bed, and them that commit adultery with her into great

tribulation, except they repent of her deeds. And I will kill 23

her children with pestilence ; and all the churches shall know
that 1 am he which searcheth the reins and hearts : and I

will give unto every one of you according to your works.

But to you, I say, the rest that are in Thyatira, as many as 24
have not this doctrine, which have not known the depths of

Satan, as men say ; 1 do put upon you none other burden ; 25

but that which ye have hold fest till I have come. And he 26
that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him
will I give power over the nations : And he shnll rule them 27

with a rod of iron; as the vessels of a pottei .le broken

to shivers : as I also have received from my Father. And 128
will give him the morning star. He tlmt hath an are, let 29

him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

And unto the angel of the church in Sardis write ; These III.

things saith he that hath the seven Spirits of God, and the

seven stars ; I know thy works, that thou hast a name that

thou livest, and yet thou art dead. Be watchful, and 2

strengthen the things which remain, that were about to die :

for I have not found thy works complete before my God.

Remember, therefore, how thou didst receive and hear, and I)

hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I

will come [upon thee] as a thief, and thou shalt not know
what hour I will come upon thee. But thou hast a few names 4

in Sardis which defiled not their garments ; and they shall

walk with me in white : for they are worthy. He that over- 6
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Cometh, sliall thus be clothed in white raiment ; and I

will not blot out his name out of the book of life, and I

will confess his name before my Father, and before his

6 angels. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches.

7 And unto the angel of the church in Philadelphia

write ; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true,

he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and none
8 shall shut; and shutteth, and none openeth; I know thy

works : behold, I have set before thee an open door, which

none can shut : for thou hast a little strength, and didst keep

9 my word, and didst not deny my name. Behold, I will make
them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews,

and they are not, but do lie ; behold, I will make them to

come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I loved

10 thee. Because thou didst keep the word of my patience,

I also will keep thee from the hour of trial, which is to

come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the

].l earth. I am coming quickly: hold that fast which thou

12 hast, that none take thy crown. Him that overcometh

will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall

go no more out : and I will write upon him the name of my
God, and the name of the city ofmy God, the new Jerusalem,

which Cometh down out of heaven from my God : and my
13 new name. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the

Spirit saith unto the churches.

14 And unto the angel of the church in Laodicea write

;

These things saith the Amen, the ftiithful and true witness,

1

5

the first of the creation of God ; I know thy works, that

thou art neither cold nor hot : I would thou wert cold or hot.

1

6

Thus because thou art lukewarm, and neither hot nor cold, I

17 am about to spue thee out of my mouth. Because thou

sayest, I am rich, and have become enriched, and have need

of nothing ; and knowest not that if ever any one were

wretched, it is thou, and miserable, and poor, a\id blind, and

18 naked : I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire,

that thou mayest be enriched, and white raiment, that thou
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mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do

not appear ; and to anoint thine eyes with eye salve, that thou

mayest see. 1, as many as I love, I rebuke and chasten: 19

be zealous therefore, and repent. Behold, I stand at the 20

door, and knock : if any man hear my voice, and open the

door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he

with me. To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with 21

me in my throne, even as 1 also oveicame, and am set down
with my Father in his throne. He that hath an ear, let 22

him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROPHETIC PORTION.

Chaps. IV., V.

After this I saw, and, behold, there was a door opened in IV.

heaven : and the first voice, which I heard as it were of a

trumpet talking with me, which said. Come up hither, and 1

will shew thee the things which must be hereafter. Imme- 2

diately I was in the Spirit : and, behold, a throne was set in

heaven, and one sat on the throne. And he that sat was in 3

appearance like a jasper and a sardine stone : and tliere ivas a

rainbow round about the throne, in appearance like unto an

emerald. And round about the throne tcere four and twenty 4

thrones : and upon the thrones I saw four and twenty elders

sitting, clothed in white raiment ; and on their heads crowns

of gold. And out of the throne proceed lightnings and voices 5

and thunderings : and there loere seven lamps of fire burning

before the throne, which are the seven Spirits of God. And 6

before the throne there was as it were a sea of glass like unto

crj'stal : and in the midst of the throne, and round about the

tin-one, were four living creatures full of eyes before and
behind. And the first living creature ims like a lion, and the 7

second living creature like a bullock, and the third living

creature had a face as it were of a man, and the fourth

living creature was like a flying eagle. And the four living 8

creatures had each of them six wings round about him ; and
they are full of eyes within : and they rest not day and
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night, saying, Holy, holy, holy. Lord God Almighty, which

9 was, and which is, and which is to come. And whenever the

living creatures shall give glory and honour and thanks to

him that sitteth on the throne, who liveth for ever and ever,

1 The four and twenty elders shall fall down before him that

sitteth on the throne, and worship him that liveth for ever

and ever, and cast their crowns before the throne, saying,

11 Thou art worthy, our Lord and God, to receive the glory

and the honour and the power : for thou hast created all

things, and because of thy will they were, and they were

created.

V- And I saw on the right hand of him that sat on

the throne a book written within and on the backside,

2 sealed with seven seals. And I saw a mighty angel pro-

claiming with a loud voice, Who is worthy to open the

3 book, and to loose the seals thereof ? And none in heaven,

nor in earth, neither under the earth, was able to open the

4 book, neither to look thereon. And, as for me, I wept much,

because none was found worthy to open the book, neither to

5 look thereon. And one of the elders saitli unto me, Weep
not : behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root ol

David, prevailed to open the book, and the seven seals

6 thereof. And I beheld in the midst of the throne and of the

four living creatures, and in the midst of the elders, a

Lamb standing as it had been slain, having seven horus

and seven eyes, which are the [seven] Spirits of God sent

7 forth into all the earth. And he came and took the hook

out of the right hand of him that sat upon the throne.

8 And when he took the book, the four living creatures

and the four and twenty elders fell down before the Lamb,

having every one of them a harp, and golden vials full of

9 incense, which are the prayers of the saints. And they

sing a new song, saying. Thou art worthy to take the book,

and to open the seals thereof : for thou wast slain, and didst

redeem [us] to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and

10 tongue, and people, and nation ; And thou didst make them

[unto our God] a kingdom and priests : and they reign on
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ilio eavtli. And I beheld, and T heard the voice of many 11

angels roimd about the throne and the living creatures

and the ciders : and the number of them was myriads of

myriads, and thousands of thousands ; Saying with a loud 12

voice, Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive the

power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour,

and glory, and blessing. And every creature which is in 13

the heaven, and on the earth, and under the earth, and

on the sea, and all things in them, I heard saying. Unto

him that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb
he the blessing, and the honom-, and the glory, and the

power, for ever and ever. And the four living creatures 14

said. Amen. And the elders full down and worshipped.

THE PROPHETIC PORTION.—Chaps. VI.-XXII.

CONSISTING OF FIVE PRINCIPAL PARTS OR DIVISIONS.

I. The First Division of the Prophetic Part.

The First Seal—vi. 1, 2.

*And I saw when the Lamb opened one of VI.

the seven seals, and I heard one of the four living

creatures saying, as it were [with] a voice of thunder,

Come, And I saw, and behold a white horse : and 2

he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown was
given unto him : and he went forth being victorious,

and to be victorious.

* The reader will observe tliat the first four seals, the first four trum-
pets, and the first four vials, are distinguished from the others, by being
printed with a wider margin. The object of this arrangement is to

cull attention to the fact that each of these four is more linked together
in the propheej- by certain points of resemblance than arc the remaining
sets of three. Whi 11 we come to the interpretation it will be found
that they form epochs in history. In the case of the vials it may
be thought that the fifth should bo classed with the first four, and yet
there are grounds for separating it from them. The points of analogy
between the first four trumpets and tiie first four vials respectively, as

also between the sixth trumpet and the sixth vial, should be carefully

noticed.
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TJie Second Seal—yi. 3, 4.

3 And when he opened the second seal, I heard the

4 second living creature say, Come. And there went
out another horse that was red : and it was given

to him that sat on him to take the peace from the

earth, and that they should kill one another : and

there was given unto him a great sword.

The TJiird Seal—yi. 5, 6.

5 And when he opened the third seal, I heard

the third living creature say, Come. And I beheld,

and lo a black horse ; and he that sat on him had a

^ pair of balances in his hand. And I heard [as it

were] a voice in the midst of the four living creatures

say, A measure of wheat for a penny, and three mea-

sures of barley for a penny ; and as to the oil and

the wine, see thou wrong not.

TJie Fourth Seal—7, 8.

7 And when he opened the fourth seal, I heard the

8 voice of the fourth living creature say, Come. And
I looked, and behold a pale horse : and his name

that sat on him was Death, and Hades followed with

him. And power was given unto them over the

fourth part of the earth to kill with sword, and
with hunger, and with pestilence and by the

beasts of the earth.

The Fifth Seal—9-12.

9 And when he opened the fifth seal, I saw under the

altar the souls of them that were slain for the word of

10 God, and for the testimony which they held : And they

ciied with a loud voice, saying, How long, Master, the

holy one and the true, dost thou not judge and avenge

11 our blood on them that dwell on the earth? And there

was given to them [each] a white robe ; and it was said

unto them, that they should rest yet for a [little] season,
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until tliciv fi'llow-servants also and their brethren, that

are to be killed oven as they, should bo fulfilled.

The Slxih Seal—vi. 12-vii. 17.

And I beheld when he opened the sixth seal, and there 1 ?

WIS a great earthquake ; and the sun became black as it

were sackcloth of hair, and the Avhole moon became as it

wore blood: And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, 13

as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken

of a mighty wind. And the heaven departed as a scroll 14

when it is rolled together ; and eveiy mountain and island

were moved out of their places. And the kings of the 15

earth, and the great men, and the chief captains, and the

rich men, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and
fi'ee man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of

the moimtains; And they say to the mountains and to 16

the rocks. Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him
that sitteth on the throne, and from the -wrath of the

Lamb : For the great day of his wrath is come ; and who 1

7

is able to stand ?

[And] after this I saw four angels standing on the VII.

four corners of the earth, holding the four winds of the

earth, that no wind should blow on the earth, nor on the

sea, nor on any tree. And I saw another angel ascending 2

from the sun-rising, having the seal of the living God : and

he cried with a loud voice to the four angels, to whom it

was given to hurt the earth and the sea, Saying, Hurt 3

not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have

sealed the servants of our God on their foreheads. And 4

I heard the number of them which were sealed : and there

were sealed an hundred and forty and four thousand, from

every tribe of the children of Israel. Of the tribe of Juda 5

were sealed twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Eeuben twelve

thousand. Of the tribe of Gad twelve thousand. Of the 6

tribe of Aser twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Nepthalim

twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Manasses twelve thousand.

Uf the tribe of Simeon twelve thuusand. Of the tribe of 7

vol.. III. 2 B
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Levi twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Issachar twelve

8 thousand. Of the tribe of Zabulon twelve thoitsand. Of

the tribe of Joseph twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Ben-

jamin were sealed twelve thousand.

After this I beheld, and, [lo,] a great multitude, which

no man could number, of every nation, and of all kindreds,

and peoples, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before

the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in their

10 hands ; And they cry with a loud voice, saying. The salva-

tion to our God which, sitteth upon the throne, and to the

11 Lamb. And all the angels stood round about the throne,

and about the elders and the four living creatures, and

fell before the throne on their faces, and worshipped God,

1

2

Saying, Amen : The blessing, and the glory, and the wisdom,

and the thanks, and the honour, and the power, and the

13 might, he unto our God for ever and ever. And one of the

elders answered, saying unto me. What are these which are

14 arrayed in white robes? and whence came they? And I said

unto him, My lord, thou knowest. And he said to me,

These are they which are coming out of the great tribu-

lation, and they washed their robes, and made them white

15 in the blood of the Lamb. Therefore they are before the

throne of God, and serve him day and night in his temple :

and he that sitteth on the throne shall be a covert over

1

6

them. They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any

more ; neither shall the sun strike on them, nor any heat.

1

7

For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne shall

feed them, and shall lead them unto fountains of waters

of life : and God shall wipe away every tear from their

eyes.

The Seventh Seal (includes the Seven Trumpets)—viii.-xi.

Introduction—viii. 1-6.

\'III. And when he opened the seventh seal, there was

2 silence in heaven about the space of half an hour. And
I saw the seven angels which stand before God ; and to

3 them were given seven trumpets. And another angel came
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1

and stood at the altar, having a golden censer ; and there

was given unto him much incense, that he should put it

to the prayers of all the saints upon the golden altar

which is before the throne. And the smoke of the incense 4

AN'ent up with the prayers of the saints out of the angel's

hand before God. And the angel took the censer, and ^

tilled it with the fire of the altar, and cast it upon the

earth : and there were thunderings, and lightnings, and

voices, and an earthquake. And the seven angels which (i

had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to sound.

Tlie First Trumpet—viii. 7.

And the first sounded, and there followed hail 7

and fire, mingled with blood, and they were cast

upon the earth. And the third part of the earth

was burnt up, and the third part of the trees was
burnt up, and all green grass was burnt up.

Tlie Second Trumpet—viii. 8, 9.

And the second angel sounded, and as it were a 8

great mountain burning with fire was cast into the

sea : and the third part of the sea became blood

;

And the thii'd part of the creatures which were in 9

the sea, that had life, died; and the third part of

the ships were destroyed.

The Third Trumpet—viii. 10, 11.

And the third angel sounded, and there fell a 10

great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp,

and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, and

upon the fountains of waters ; And the name of 1

1

the star is called Wormwood : and the third part of

the waters became wormwood ; and many men died

of the waters, because they were made bitter.

Tlie Fourth Trumpet—yiii. 12.

And the fourth angel sounded, and the third 12

2 B 2
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part of the sun was smitten, and the third part of

the moon, and the third part of the stars ; so as

the third part of them was darkened, and the day

shone not for the third part of it, and the night

likewise.

Introduction to the remaining Trumpets, or the Tfiree Woes—viii. 1 3.

13 And I beheld, and heard an eagle flying in the midst

of heaven, saying with a loud voice, Woe, woe, woe, to

the inhabiters of the earth by reason of the other voices

of the trumpet of the three angels, which are to sound

!

The Fifth Trumpet, or First Woe—ix. 1-12.

IX. And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fallen

from heaven unto the earth : and to him was given the key

2 of the pit of the abyss. And he opened the pit of the abyss

;

and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a

great furnace ; and the sun and the air were darkened by

3 reason of the smoke of the pit. And there oame out of the

smoke locusts upon the earth : and unto them was given

authority, as the scorpions of the earth have authority.

4 And it was commanded them that they should not hurt the

grass of the earth, neither any green thing, neither any

tree ; but those men which have not the seal of God on

6 their foreheads. And to them it was given that they should

not kill them, but that they should be tormented five months

:

and their torment wo,s as it were the torment of a scorpion,

f, when he striketh a man. And in those days shall men seek

death, and shall not find it ; and shall desire to die, and

7 death fleeth from them. And the likenesses of the locusts

were like unto horses prepared for war ; and on their heads

were as it were crowns like unto gold, and their faces

8 were as it were the faces of men. And they had hair as

it were the hair of women, and their teeth were as it were

9 the teeth of lions. And they had breastplates, as it were

breastplates of iron ; and the sound of their wings was as it

were the sound of chariots of many horses running to battle.
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And tlioy have tails like unto scorpions, and stings, and in 10

their tails is their power to hurt men five months; They 11

have a king over them, which is the angel of the abyss,

Avhose name in the Hebrew tongiio is Abaddon, and in the

Greek tongue he hath his name Apollyon.

The one woe is past; behold, there come two woes 12

more after this.

The Sixth Trumpet, or Second Woe—ix. 13-xi. 14.

And the sixth angel sounded, and I heard a voice from 1 .'>

the [four] horns of the golden altar which is before God,

Saying to the sixth angel; Thou that hast the trumpet, 14

Loose the four angels which are bound at the great river

Euphrates. And the four angels were loosed, which had 15

been prepared for the hour, and day, and month, and year,

for to slay the third part of men. And the number of the i tj

army of the horsemen was two myriads of myriads : I heard

the number of them. And thus I saw the horses in the 1

7

vision, and them that sat on them, having breastplates fiery,

and jacinth-coloured, and like brimstone : and the heads of

the horses were as it were the heads of lions; and out of

their mouths issueth fire and smoke and brimstone. By is
these three plagues were the third part of men killed, by
the fire, and the smoke, and the brimstone, which issueth

out of their mouths. For the power of the horses is in ID

their mouth, and in their tails : for their tails we7-e like

unto serpents, and had heads, and with them they do

hurt.

And the rest of men which were not killed by these 20
plagues yet repented not of the works of their hands, that

they should not worship their demons,* and their idols of

gold, and of silver, and of brass, and of stone, and of wood :

which can neither see, nor hear, nor walk : Neither repented 21
they of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their

fornication, nor of their thefts.

* Dead men deified.

—

Ed.
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X. And I saw another mighty angel coming down from

heaven, clothed with a cloud : and the rainbow was upon

his head, and his face was as it were the sun, and his feet

2 as it were pillars of fire : And having in his hand a little

book which had been opened : and he set his right foot upon
^ the sea, and his left foot upon the earth. And cried with

a loud voice, as lohen a lion roareth : and when he cried,

4 seven thunders uttered their voices. And when the seven

thunders uttered, I was about to write: and I heard a

voice from heaven saying, Seal up those things which the

5 [seven] thunders uttered, and write them not. And the

angel which I saw having taken his stand upon the sea

and upon the earth lifted up his right hand to heaven,

6 And sware by him that liveth for ever and ever, who created

the heaven, and the things that therein are, and the earth,

and the things that are therein, [and the sea, and the things

7 that are therein] : There shall be no more time, but in

the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he shall

sound ; and then the mystery of God is finished, as he gave

8 glad tidings to his servants the prophets. And the voice

which I heard from heaven, I heard speaking unto me again,

and saying. Go, take the little book that hath been opened,

that is in the hand of the angel which standeth upon the

9 sea and upon the earth. And I went unto the angel, and

said unto him. Give me the little book. And he saith unto

me, Take it, and eat it up; and it shall make thy belly

"'O bitter, but it shall be in thy mouth sweet as honey. And
I took the little book out of the angel's hand, and ate it

up ; and it was in my mouth sweet as honey : and when I

11 ate it, my belly was bitter. And they say unto me. Thou
must prophesy again to many peoples, and nations, and

tongues, and kings.

XI. And there was given to me a reed like a rod, saying,

Eise, and measure the temple of God, and the altar, and

2 them that worship therein. But the court which is without

the temple cast out, and measure it not ; for it is given

unto the Gentiles : and the holy city shall they tread under
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foot forty and two months. And I will give imto my two 3

witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hun-

dred and thi-eescore days, clothed in sackcloth. These are 4

the two olive ti-ees, and the two candlesticks standing before

the Lord of the earth. And if any man willeth to hurt o

thorn, fire proceedeth out of their mouth, and devoureth

their enemies : and them if any man willeth to hurt, he

must in this manner be killed. These have the authority 6

to shut the heaven, that it rain not in the days of their

prophecy : and have authority over the waters to turn

them to blood, and to smite the earth with every plague,

as often as they will. And when they have finished their 7

testimony, the beast that ascendeth out of the bottomless

]iit shall make war against them, and overcome them, and

kill them. And their dead body sliall lie in the broad-way 8

of the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and

JOgypt, where also their Lord was crucified. And some of 9

the peoples and kindreds and tongues and nations see their

dead bod}' three days and a half, and they suffer not their

dead bodies to be put in a tomb. And they that dwell 10

upon the earth rejoice over them, and make merry, and

shall send gifts one to another ; because these two piophets

tormented them that dwelt on the earth. And after the 11

three days and a half the Spirit of life from God entered

into them, and they stood upon their feet ; and great fear

fell Tipon them which saw them. And they heard a great 12

voice from heaven saying unto them. Come up hither. And
they ascended up to heaven in the cloud ; and their enemies

beheld tliem. And the same hour was there a great earth- 13

quake, and the tenth part of the city fell, and in the

earthquake were killed names of men seven thousand, and

the remnant were affrighted, and they gave glory to the

God of heaven.

The second woe ,is past ; behold, the third woe cometh 14
quickly.
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Tlie Seventh Trumpet, or Third Woe—xi. 15-19.

15 And tlie seventh angel sounded ; and there were great

voices in heaven, saying, The kingdom of the world is be-

come tJie Jcingdom of our Lord, and of his Christ ; and he

16 shall reign for ever and ever. And the four and twenty

elders, which sit before God on their thrones, fell upon

17 their faces, and worshipped God, Saying, We give thee

thanks, O Lord God Almighty, who art, and who wast

;

because thou hast taken to thee thy great power, and

18 reignedst. And the nations were angry, and thy wrath is

come, and the time of the dead, that they should be judged,

and that thou shouldest give the reward unto thy ser"\'ants,

to the prophets, and to the saints, and to them that fear

thy name, small and great; and shouldest destroy them

19 which destroy the earth. And the temple of God was

opened [in heaven], and there was seen the ark of his cove-

nant in his temple : and there w^ere lightnings, and voices,

and thunderings, and an earthquake, and great hail.

11. The Second Division of the Prophetic Part, xii.-xiv.

TJie History of the Beast from the Sea, or Abyss ; from the causes in

which he had his origin to his final overthrow ; or, The History

of the Persecution of the People of God after the Establishment

of Christianity.

XII. -^^^ there was seen a great wonder in heaven ; a woman
clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and

2 upon her head a crown of twelve stars : And she being

with child crieth out, travailing in birth, and pained to

3 be delivered. And there was seen another wonder in

heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven

heads and ten horns, and seven diadems upon his heads.

4 And his tail draweth the third part of the stars of

heaven, and did cast them to the earth: and the dragon

stood before the woman which was about to be deliveied,

for to devour her child as soon as she should have

5 brought it forth. And she brought forth a man child,
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who is to rule all nations with a rod of i]-on : and her

child was caught up unto God, and unto his throne. And 6

the woman fled to the wilderness, where she hath [there]

a place prepared of God, that they should feed her there a

thousand two hundred and threescore days. And there was 7

war in heaven : Michael and his angels hegan to war against

the dragon ; and the dragon warred and his angels, And 8

prevailed not ; neither was thcii* place found any more in

heaven. And the great dragon was overthrown, the old ser- 'J

pent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the

whole world : he was cast down to the earth, and his angels

were cast down with him. And I heard a loud voice saying 1

in heaven, Now is come the salvation, and the power, and

the kingdom of our God, and the authority of his Christ

:

for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused

them before our God day and night. And they overcame 1

1

him because of the blood of the Lamb, and because of the

word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives

unto death. For this rejoice, ^/e heavens, and ye that dwell 12

in them. Woe to the earth and the sea ! for the devil is

come down unto you, having great wrath, knowing that he

hath biit a short time. And when the dragon saw that he lo

was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman which

brought forth the man child. And to the woman were given 1-4

the two wings of the great eagle, that she might fly to the

wilderness, to her place, where she is nouiished there for a

time, and times, and half a time, fiom the face of the serpent.

And the serpent cast out of his mouth water as a flood after 1

5

the woman, that he might cause her to be carried away of

the flood. And the earth helped the woman, and the earth 1 (J

opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood which the

dragon cast out of his mouth. And the dragon was wroth 1

7

with the woman, and departed to make war with the reranant

of her seed, them that keep the commandments of God, and

have the testimony of Jesus.

And he stood upon the sand of the sea, and I saw a beast X III.

rising up out of the sea, having ten horns and seven heads,
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and upon his boms ten diadems, and npon his heads names

2 of blasphemy. And the beast which 1 saw was like unto a

leopard, and his feet were as it were the feet of a bear, and

his mouth as it were the mouth of a lion : and the dragon

gave him his power, and his throne, and great authority,

3 And one of his heads as it were wounded to death ; and his

deadly wound was healed : and all the world wondered after

4 the beast. And they worshipped the dragon because he gave

his authority unto the beast : and they worshipped the

beast, saying. Who is like unto the beast ? and who is able

5 to make war with him? And the-re was given unto him a

mouth speaking great things and evil ; and authority was

6 given unto him to work forty and two months. And he opened

his mouth in evil-speaking against God, to speak evil of his

name, and of his tabernacle, them that dwell in heaven.

7 And it was given unto him to make war with the saints, and

to overcome them : and authority was given him over every

8 kindred, and people, and tongue, and nation. And all that

dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose name hath

not been written from the foundation of the world in the

9 book of life of the Lamb slain. If any man have an ear, let

10 him hear. If any leadeth into captivity, into captivity he

goeth ; if any shall kill with the sword, with the sword must

h e be killed. Here is the patience and the faith of the

11 And I saw another beast coming up out of the earth;

and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.

12 And he exerciseth all the authority of the first beast before

him, and causeth the earth and them which dwell therein

to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed.

13 And he doeth groat wonders, so that he maketh fire come
1 -i down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men, And

deceiveth them that dwell on the earth because of the won-

ders which it was given him to do in the sight of the beast

;

saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should

make an image to the beast, who had the wound by tlie

15 sword, and did live. And it was given him to give breath
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onto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast

fihoukl both speak, and cause that as many as would not

worship the image of the beast should be killed. And he 16

causeth all, both small and great, and rich and poor, and

free and bond, to receive a mark on their right hand, or on

their forehead : And that no man might buy or sell, save he i 7

that had the mark, the name of the beast, or the number of

his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath under- 18

standing count the number (.f the beast : for it is the number
of a man ; and his number is 6ix hundred threescore and six.

And I looked, and, lo, the Lamb stood on the Mount Sion, XIY,
and with him an hundred ioxty and four thousand, having

his name and the name of his Father written on their fore-

heads. And I heard a voice from heaven, as it were the 2

voice of many waters, and as it were the voice of a great

thunder : and the voice which I heard was as it were of harpers

harping with their harps : And they sing as it were a new 3

song before the throne, and before the four living creatures,

and the elders : and none could learn the song but the hun-

dred and forty and four thousand, the redeemed from the

earth. These are they which were not defiled with women ; 4
for they are virgins. These are they which follow the

Lamb whithersoever he goeth. These were redeemed

from among men, as firstfruits to God and to the Lamb.
And in their mouth was found no falsehood : [for] they are 5

without fault.

And I saw another angel flying in the midst of hea- (i

ven, having everlasting glad tidings to preach unto them
that sit on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred,

and tongue, and people. Saying with a loud voice, Fear 7

God, and give glory to him ; for the hour of his judgment
is come : and worship him that made the heaven, and the

earth, and the sea, and the fountains of waters.

And there followed another, a second angel, saying, 8

Babylon the great is fallen, [is fallen,] which hath made all

nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her foinication.

And another, a third angel, followed them, saying with a i)
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loud voice, If any man worshippeth the beast and bis image,

10 and receiveth Ms mark on his forehead, or on his hand, He
also shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which hath

been mixed undiluted in the cup of his indignation ; and

he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the pre-

sence of the [holy] angels, and in the presence of the Lamb :

11 And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and

ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship

the beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark

of his name.

12 Here is the patience of the saints, they that keep the

13 commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus. And I

heard a voice from heaven saying, Write, Blessed are the

dead which die in the Lord from henceforth : Yea, saith

the Spii-it, that they may rest from their troubles ; for their

works do follow them.

I7ie Harvest of the Earth.

14 And I saw, and behold a white cloud, and upon the

cloud one sitting like unto the Son of man, having on his head

15 a golden crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle. And another

angel came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to

him that sat on the cloud, Send thy sickle, and reap : for

the time is come to reap ; for the harvest of the earth is

1(3 ripe. And he that sat on the cloud cast his sickle to the

earth ; and the earth was reaped.

The Vintage of the Earth.

17 And another angel came out of the temple which is

18 in heaven, he also having a sharp sickle. And another

angel came out from the altar, having authority over the

fire (of the altar) ; and cried with a loud cry to him that

had the sharp sickle, saying. Send thy sharp sickle, and

gather the clusters of the vine of the earth ; for her grapes

1

9

are fully ripe. And the angel cast his sickle to the earth,

and gathered the vine of the earth, and cast it into the

20 winepress of the wrath of God, the gi-eat winepress. And
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1

the winepress was trodden without the city, and blood

came out of the winepress, even unto the horses' bridles,

by the space of a thousand and six hundred furlongs.

III. The Third Division of the Prophetic Part, xv., xvi.

Tho Jiidyment on the Beastfrom the Sea or Abyss, or the Seven

Vials of the Last Wrath of Ood.

And I saw another sign in heaven, great and marvellous, -^V

seven angels having the seven last plagues; for in them

was finished the wrath of God. And I saw as it were a 2

sea of glass mingled with fire : and them that are vic-

torious over the beast, and over his image, and over the

number of his name, stand on the sea of glass, having

harps of God. And they sing the song of Moses the servant 3

of God, and the song of the Lamb, saying, Great and mar-

vellous are thy works. Lord God Almighty; just and true

are thy ways, thou King of the Gentiles. Who shall not fear, 4
Lord, and glorify thy name ? for thou only art holy : for

all the Gentiles shall come and worship before thee ; for thy

righteousnesses were made manifest. And after that I 5

saw, and the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in

heaven was opened : And the seven angels came [out of the 6

temple] that had the seven plagues, clothed in pure white

linen, and having their- breasts girded with golden girdles.

And one of the four living creatures gave unto the seven 7

angels seven golden vials full of the wrath of God, who
liveth for ever and ever. And the temple was filled with 8

smoke from the glory of God, and from his power; and

none was able to enter into the temple, till the seven

l")lagues of the seven angels shall have been finished.

And I heard a gi-eat voice [out of the temple] saying to XVL
the seven angels, Go your ways, and pour out the seven

vials of the wrath of God upon the earth.

The First Vial.

And the first went, and poured out his vial into 2

the earth ; and tliere was a noisome and grievous
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sore upon the men which had the mark of the beast,

and upoth them which worshipped his image.

The Second Vial.

3 And the second poured out his vial into the

sea ; and it became blood as of a dead man : and

every living soul died as to the things in the sea.

ITie Third Vial.

4 And the third poured out his vial into the

rivers and the fountains of waters ; and tJiey became

5 blood. And I heard the angel of the waters say,

Thou art righteous, who art, and who wast holy,

Q because thou didst judge thus. For they shed the

blood of saints and prophets, and thou hast given

7 them blood to drink ; they are worthy. And 1 heard

the altar say. Even so, Lord God Almighty, true

and righteous are thy judgments.

Tlie Fourth Vial.

8 And the fourth poured out his vial upon the

sun ; and it was given unto him to scorch men with

9 fire. And men were scorched with great heat, and

spake evil of the name of God, which hath the autho-

rity over these plagues : and they repented not to

give him glory.

The Fifth Vial.

10 And the fifth poured out his vial upon the throne

of the beast; and his kingdom was darkened; and they

1

1

gnawed their tongues for pain, And spake evil of the God

of heaven because of their pains and their sores, and they

repented not of their deeds.

TJie Sixth Vial.

12 And the sixth poured out his vial upon the great

river Euphrates ; and the water thereof was dried up, that
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the way of the kings from the east might be prepared. And 13

I saw three unclean spirits as it were frogs, out of the mouth
of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast, and out

of the mouth of the false prophet. For thej are the 14

spirits of dcemons, working miracles, which go forth unto

the kings of the whole world, to gather them to the war of

[that] great day of God Almighty. Behold, I come as a 15
thief. Blessed is he that watcheth, and keepeth his gar-

ments, lest he walk naked, and they see his shame. And 1

6

they gathered them together to the place called in the

Hebrew tongue Armagedon.

Tlie Seventh Vial.

And the seventh poured out his vial upon the air; 17

and there came a [great] voice out of the temple [of

heaven], from the throne, saying, it is done. And there 18

were lightnings and voices, and thunders, and [there was]

a great earthquake, such as was not since there was a

man upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake, and so great.

And the great city was divided into three parts, and the 19

cities of the Gentiles fell : and great Babylon came in

remembrance before God, to give unto her the cup of the

wine of the fierceness of his wrath. And every island fled 20

away, and the mountains were not found. And there 21

falleth upon men a great hail out of heaven, every stone as it

were the weight of a talent : and men spake evil of God
because of the plague of the hail ; for the plague thereof

is exceeding great.

IV. The Fourth Division of the Prophetic Part—xvii.-xx.

Crreat Babylon and the Judgment on her.

AxD there came one of the seven angels which had the XVII.

seven vials, and talked with me, saying. Come hither ; I will

shew unto thee the judgment of the great harlot that sitteth

upon [the] many waters : With whom the kings of the 2

earth committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the
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earth were made drunk wi'i,Ji the wine of her fornication.

3 So he carried me away in the Spirit into a wilderness

:

and I saw a woman sitting upon a scarlet coloured beast,

full of the names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten

4 horns. And the woman was clothed in purple and scarlet,

and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls,

having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations and
5 the filthinesses of her fornication : And upon her forehead

was a name written, a mystery, Babylon the Great, the

6 mother of the harlots and abominations of the earth. And
I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints,

and with the blood of the witnesses of Jesus : and when I

7 saw her I wondered with great wonder. And the angel

said unto me. Wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell

thee the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that

carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and the ten

8 horns. The beast that thou sawest was, and is not;

and is to ascend out of the bottomless pit, and go into

perdition : and they that dwell on the earth shall wonder,

whose name is not written in the book of life from

the fotindation of the world, when they behold the beast

9 that was, and is not, and shall come. Here is the

mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven

10 mountains, on which the woman sitteth ; And they are

seven kings : five are fallen, one is, and the other is not yet

come; and when he cometh, he must continue a short

11 space. And the beast that was, and is not, he is both an

1

2

eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition. And
the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have

not received a kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings

1

3

at one with the beast. These have one and the same pur-

pose, and give their power and authority unto the beast.

14 These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall

overcome them (for he is Lord of lords, and King of kings)

and they that are with him who are called, and chosen, and

15 faithful. And he saith unto me, The waters which thou

sawest, where the harlot sitteth, are peoples, and multi-
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tudes, and nations, and tongues. And the ten horns which \q
thou sawest, and the beast, these shall hate the harlot, and

shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh,

and burn her with fire. For God gave to their hearts to 17

accomplish his purpose, and to accomplish one and the same

purpose, and to give their kingdom unto the beast, until

the words of God shall bo fulfilled. And the woman which 18

thou sawest is the great city, which hath rule over the

rulers of the earth.

[AndJ after these things I saw another angel coming XVI 1 1.

down from heaven, having great power ; and the earth was
lightened with his glory. And he cried with a might}

voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and
is become the habitation of dtemons, and the hold of every

foul spirit, and the cage of every unclean and hateful bird.

For [of the wine] of the wrath of her fornication have all 3

the nations drunk, and the kings of the earth committed

fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth waxed
rich through the abundance of her delicacies. And I 4

heard another voice from heaven, saying. Come out of her,

my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that

ye receive not of her plagues. For her sins reached unto 5
heaven, and God remembered her iniquities, Eeward her q
even as she rewarded, and double [unto herj double accord-

ing to her works : in the cup which she mixed, mix to

her double. How much she glorified herself, and lived 7

deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her : for in

her heart she saith, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and
shall see no sorrow. Therefore in one day shall her 8
plagues come, death, and mourning, and famine ; and she

shall l;e utterly burned with fire : for strong is the Lord
God who did judge her. And the kings of the earth, who 9

committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall

bewail, and lament for her, when they shall see the smoke
of her burning. Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, 10
saying, Alas, alas, the great city Babylon, the mighty city

!

for in one hour did thy judgment cozno. And the merchaTits 1

J

VOL. ui. 2
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of the earth weep and mourn over her ; for no man buy ;3th

1.2 their merchandise anymore: Merchandise of gold, and cf

silver, and of precious stones, and of pearls, and of fine

linen, and of purple, and of silk, and of scarlet, and all

manner of thyine wood, and all manner of vessels of ivory,

and all manner of vessels of most precious wood, and of

13 brass, and of iron, and of marble. And cinnamon, and

amomum, and odours, and ointments, and frankincense, and

wine, and oil, and fine flour, and wheat, and cattle, and

sheep, and merchandise of horses, and of chariots, and of

14 bodies and souls of men. And the fruits that thy soul lusted

after departed from thee, and all things which are dainty

and goodly perished from thee, and they shall be found

15 no more at all. The merchants of these things, which were

made rich by her, shall stand afar ofi" for the fear of her

1 fi torment, weeping and wailing. And saying, Alas, alas, the

great city, that was clothed in fine linen, and pui'ple, and

scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious stones, and
pearls! For in one hour did so great riches come to

17 nought. iVnd every shipmaster, and eveiy one sailing to

the place, and sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood

1

8

afar off, And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning,

19 saying, What city is like unto the great city! And they

cast dust on their heads, and cried, weeping and wailing,

saying, Alas, alas, the great city, wherein were made rich

all that had the ships in the sea, by reason of her costliness

!

20 for in one hour was she made desolate. Eejoice over her, thoti

heaven, and ye saints and apostles, and prophets ; for your

21 judgment did God avenge on her. And a mighty angel took

up a stone like a great millstone, and cast it into the sea,

saying. Thus with violence shall Babylon the great city be

22 thrown down, and shall be found no more at all. And the

voice of harpers, and musicians, and pipers, and trumpeters,

shall be heard no more at all in thee ; and no craftsman, of

whatsoever craft he he, shall be found any more in thee ; and

the sound ofa millstone shall be heard no more at all in thee

;

23 And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee •
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and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be

heard no more at all in thee : for thy merchants were the

great men of the earth ; for by thy sorceries were all the

nations deceived. And in her was found the blood of 24
prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon the

earth.

After these things I heard as it were a great voice of X K
much people in heaven, saying, Alleluia; the salvation, and

the glory, and the power of our God: For true and -

righteous are his judgments : for he judged the great

harlot, which corrupted the earth . with her fornication,

and avenged the blood of his servants at her hand. And a 3

second time they said. Alleluia. And her smoke goeth up for

ever and ever. And the four and twenty elders and the foiir 4

living creatures fell down and worshipped God that sitteth

on the throne, saying, Amen ; AJleluia. And a voice came 5

from the throne, saying. Praise our God, all ye his servants,

and ye that fear him, small and great. And I heard as it (j

were a voice of a great multitude, and as it were a voice

of many waters, and as it were a voice of mighty thunder-

iiigs, saying. Alleluia: for the Lord our God the Almighty

hath reigned. Let us be glad and rejoice, and give the gloiy 7

to him : for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife

made herself readj^. And to her was granted that she 8

should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white : for the

fine linen is the righteousness of the saints. And he saith 9

unto me. Write, Blessed are they which have been called

unto the marriage supper of the Lamb. And he saith unto

me, These are the true sayings of God. And I fell 10

before his feet to worship him. And he saith unto me.

See thou do it not : I am thy fellow-servant, and of thy

brethren that have the testimony of Jesus : worship God:
for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. And 1

1

I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse ; and he

:;hat sat upon him icho is called Faithful and True, and in

righteousness he doth judge and make war. His eyes were 12

as it were a flame of fire, and on his head were many
2 c 2
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crowns ; and he had a name waitten, that none knew,

13 but he himself. And he loas clothed with a vesture

dipped in "blood : and his name is called The Word of

] 4 God. And the armies ivliich ivere in heaven followed him
upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean.

15 And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he

should smite the nations : and he himself shall rule them

with a rod of iron : and he himself treadeth the winepress

16 of the fierceness of the wrath of Almighty God. And he

hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written,

17 King of Kings, and Lord of Lords. And I saw an angel

standing in the sun ; and he cried with a loud voice, saying

to all the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven. Come and

18 he gathered together unto the great supper of God; That

ye may eat the flesh of kings, and the flesh of captains,

and the flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of horses, and of

them that sit on them, and the flesh of all men, both of free

] 9 and of bond, both of small and of great. And I saw the

beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered

together to wage the war against him that sat on the

20 horse, and against his army. And the beast was taken,

and with him the false prophet that wrought the wonders

before him, with which he deceived them that received the

mark of the beast, and them that worship his image. These

both were cast alive into the lake of fire burning with

21 brimstone. And the remnant were slain with the sword

of him that sat upon the horse, which sivord proceeded out

of his mouth : and all the fowls were filled with their flesh.

XX. And I saw an angel coming down from heaven, having

the key of the bottomless pit and a great chain in his hand.

2 And he laid hold on the dragon, the old serpent, which is

the Devil, and Satan, and bound him a thousand years,

3 And cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut and sealed

it over him, that he should deceive the nations no more, till

the thousand years should be fulfilled : and after that he

4 must be loosed a little season. And I saw thrones, and

they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them

:
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and I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the

witness of Jesus, and for the word of God, and which

worshipped not the beast, neither his image, neither re-

ceived his mark upon [their] foreheads, or on their hands

;

and they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years.

[And] the rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand 5

years were finished. This is the first resurrection. Blessed G

and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection : over

such the second death hath no authority, but they shall

be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with him
a thousand years. And when the thousand years are 7

expired, Satan shall be loosed out of his prison. And shall 8

go out to deceive the nations which are in the four quarters

of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them together

to the war : the number of whom is as the sand of the sea.

And they went xvp on the breadth of the earth, and com- 9

passed the camp of the saints about, and the beloved city :

and fire came do\^Ti [from God] out of heaven, and devoured

them. And the devil that deceived them was cast into the 10

kike of fire and brimstone, where also the beast and the

false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for

ever and ever.

And I saw a great white throne, and him that sat 1

1

on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven fled

away; and there was found no place for them. And J ^'A

saw the dead, great and small, standing before the throne

;

and books were opened : and another book was opened,

which is the hooh of life : and the dead were judged out

of those things which were written in the books, according

to their works. And the sea gave up the dead which were lo

in it ; and death and Hades gave up the dead which were

in them : and they were judged every man according to

their works. And death and Hades were cast into the lake 14

of fire. This is the second death, the lake of fire. And lo

M^hosoever was not found written in the book of life was
cast into the lake of fire.

And I saw a new heaven and a new earth : for the first XXI.
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heaven and the first earth were passed away ; and thero

2 is no more sea. And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem^

coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride

;; which had been adorned for her husband. And I heard a

great voice out of the throne, saying, Behold the tabernacle

of God is with men, and he will tabernacle with them, and
they shall be his people, and God himself shall be with them

4 [their God]. And [God] shall wipe away every tear from

their eyes; and there shall no more be death, neither

sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be pain any more

:

5 for the former things are passed away. And he that sat

upon the throne said. Behold, I make all things new. And
6 he said, AYrite : for these words are faithful and true. And

he said unto me, They are done, I am Alpha and Omega,

the beginning and the end, I will give unto him that is

7 athirst of the fountain of the water of life freely. He that

overcometh shall inherit these things ; and I will be his

8 God, and he shall be my son. But the fearful, and un-

believing, and the abominable, and murderers, and whore-

mongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, their

part is in the lake which bumeth with fire and brimstone

:

which is the second death.

[V,] Tlie Fifth Division of the Prophetic Part, xxi., sxii.

The Nevj Jerusalem and Conclusion

.

9 And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven

vials full of the sei^enlast plagues, and talked with me, saying,

Come hither, I ^dll shew thee the bride, the Lamb's wife.

1 And he carried me away in the Spirit to a great and high

mountain, and shewed me the holy city, Jerusalem, descend-

11 ing out of heaven from God, Having the glory of God : her

light loas like unto a stone most precious, even like a jasper

12 stone, clear as crystal; She having a wall great and high,

having twelve gates, and at the gates twelve angels, and

names written thereon, which are the names of the twelve

13 tribes of the children of Israel: On the east three gates;
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and on Ihc north three gates ; and on the south three gates

;

and on the west three gates ; And the wall of the city hav- 14

ing twelve foundations, and on them the twelve names of the

twelve apostles of the Lamb. And he that talked with me 15

had as a measure a golden reed, to measure the city, and

the gates thereof, and the wall thereof. And the city lieth 16

foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth : and

he measured the city with the reed, twelve thousand fur-

longs. The length and the breadth and the height of it

are equal. And he measured the wall thereof, an hundred 17

ami forty and four cubits, according to the measure of a man,

whioh is that of an angel. And the building of the wall ig
of it was of jasper : and the cit}^ ivas pure gold, like unto

clear glass. The foundations of the wall of the city had 19

been alomed with every manner of precious stone. The first

foundation loas a jasper ; the second, a sapphire ; the third, a

chalcedony ; the fourth, an emerald ; The fifth, a sardonyx ,• 20

the sixtii, a sardius ; the seventh, a chrysolite ; the eighth,

a beryl ; the ninth, a topaz ; the tenth, a chrysoprasus ; the

eleventh a jacinth; the twelfth, an amethyst. And the 21

twelve gites were twelve pearls ; every several gate was of

one pearl: and the broadway of the city loas pure gold, as

it were transparent glass. And I saw no temple therein : 22

for thi Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are the temple

of it. And the city had no need of the sun, neither of the 23

moon, to shine in it: for the glory of God did lighten it,

and tb Lamb is the light thereof And the nations shall 24

walk ly means of the light thereof ; and the kings of the

earth lo bring their glory unto it. And the gates of it 25

shall n)t be shut at all by day : for there shall be no night

there. And they shall bring the glory [and the honour] of 26

the natons unto it. And there shall in no wise enter into 27

it any uing that defileth, neither icJwsoever woi'keth abomi-

nation, )r a lie: but they which have been written in the

Lamb'sbook of life.

Anl he shewed me a river of water of life, bright as XXII.
crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and of the
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2 Lamb. Tn the midst of the brcxidway thereof, and of the

river on this side and on that side, was a tree of life, which

beareth tw^elve manner of fruits, and yieldeth her fruit every

month : and the leaves of the tree are for the healing of the

3 nations. And there shall be no more curse : but the throne

of God and of the Lamb shall be in it ; and his servants

4 shall serve him : And they shall see his face ; and liis

5 name shall he on their foreheads. And there shall be no

night there ; and they shall not need [the light] of candle^

nor the light of sun ; for the Lord God will lighten them :

6 and they shall reign for ever and ever. And he said unto

me, These saj-ings are faithful and tiiie : and the Lord

God of the spirits of the prophets sent his angel to show

unto his servants the things which must shortly be done.

7 And, behold, I come quickly : blessed is he that teepeth

8 the sayings of the prophecy of this book. And i teas I

John, ivlio ims hearing and seeing these things. Aid when
I heard, and saw, I fell down to worship before tie feet of

9 the angel which shewed me these things. Then saitti he unto

me, See thou do it not : I am thy fellow servant, and of thy

brethren the prophets, and of them which keep tie sayings

10 of this book : worship God. And he saith to me, Seal not

the sayings of the prophecy of this book : for the tine is at

1

1

hand. He that is unjust, let him be unjust still : and he

that is filthy, let him be defiled still: and he that is

righteous, let him work righteousness still : and he that is

1

2

holy, let him be made holy still. Behold, I come qpickly

;

and my reward is with me, to give every man acording

13 as his work is. I am Alpha and Omega, the fist and

14 the last, beginning and end. Blessed are thy that

wash their robes, that they may have right to th tree of

life, and may enter in through the gates into tie city.

1

5

Without are dogs, and sorcerers, and fornicators, aid mur-

derers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth and naketh a

16 lie. I Jesu*3 sent mine angel to testify unto yu these

things in the chua-ches. I am the root and the )fispring

17 of David, the bright morning star. And tb Spirit
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and tho bride say, Come. And let him tliat hearoth say,

Come. And let him that is athirst, come, ^^'hosoeve^ will,

let him take the water of life freely. I even /testify unto 18

every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this

book, If any man shall add unto these things, God shall

add unto him the plagues that are wi'itten in this book

:

And if any man shall take away from the words of the 19

book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part from

the tree of life, and out of the holy city, which are written

of in this book. He which testifieth these things saith, 20

Surely I come quickly. Amen. Come, Lord Jesiis. The 21

grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with all the saints.

Amen.

PART II.—EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL
COMMENTARY.

CHAPTER I.

1. Tlie revelation—Gr. dTroKoAvi/zts. The Latin fathers

correctly translate this term by revelatio : for that which
was before covered is now unveiled. Of Jesus Christ—The
suffix O^okoyov, divine, is undent. It is evident from the
addition of this word that in early times there were doubts
as to the authorship of the Revelation. St. John wrote the
book, but the author is Jesus Christ. Wldcli God gave him
—Did Jesus not know it before ? The man Christ Jesus,

even in his glorified state, receives from his Father, by his

hypostatic union with him, that revelation which by his

Spirit he imparts to his Church. Alf. To shew—Comp. ch.

xxii. 6. It will be .seen that there is a constant reference

from one part of tho book to another. Shortly—Chronology,
says Paulus Antonius, and Christianity go hand in hand.

2. TJie testimony of Jesus Christ—Gr. tv/v jxaprvpLav 'Irjaov

Chapter I.

Ver. 2. Omit re, and. TUch., Alf., Treg.
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XpioToO. Comp. ver. 9 ; vj.. 9 ; xi. 3, 7 ; xii. 17 ; xxii. 6 ; xix.

10; XX. 4.

3. He that readetJi and they that hear—The public reading
of Holy Scripture is praised in many passages of God's
Word, Deut, xxxi. 2; Neh. viii. 8; Jer. xxxvi. 6; Luke
iv. 16 , Acts XV. 21 ; Col. iv. 16 : 1 Tliess. v. 27 ; 1 Tim.
iv. 13, Of this 'prophecy—In reference to St. John the
Apocalypse is a prophec}- ; in reference to Christ it is a

revelation.

4. Seven—The number of perfection ; comp. ch. i. 4 ; iv.

5 ; V. 6. So the series of God's judgments, each as com-
plete in itself, are sevens ; the seals, the trumpets, &c.

Which is, and which was, and which is to come, lit., which

or tcho cometh— Gi'. 6 ipxo[J-evo<;, not 6 io-o/xevo's, as the

structure of the sentence might lead us to expect. These
words are a paraphrase of the Hebrew term Jehovah,
and it is perhaps for this reason that the participles

are not declined. It resembles the paraphrase in the

Hebrew, Exod. iii. 14, I am that I am; which the Jeru-

salem Targurn renders, icho was, is, and shall he. Be W.
The seven spirits—Gr, twv lirra TwevfxdTwv ; Ciomp, i, 20, i-nra.

XvxytaL, seven candlesticks, €7rra iKKk-qcriaL, seven churches, and
ch. iv, 5, cTrra XafxirdSe?, seven lamps. The connexion
and comparison are of the highest importance in the expo-

sition of the prophecy.

5. The prince, etc.—Gr. 6 apxe^v, k.t.X.; comp. xix. 16;
Ps. ii. For the anomalous construction, comp. ii. 20, iii.

12. To him that loved, lit., loveth us—With a perpetual

love. This is right, the present is used to express the

certainty that Christ loves his own, continuously, for evei*.

Dust.

6. And hath made, lit., and made—Comp. ch. v. 9, 10.

Christ made the whole body of his servants priests to God
the Father, and his faithful soldiers rejoice in their King

;

comp. Ex. xix, 6 ; royal priesthood, 1 Pet, ii, 9,

7. Shall wall—In fear and penitence. The former will

be the mciiirning of the impenitent and careless world, the

Ver. 4. For airh rod 6, from lie ivho ig, read atrh & &v, from him [fifl]

who.
Ver. 5. For ayair-ljaavTi, read ayaTrwvTt.

Ver. 6. For ^aaiXus /cal, ];/iiris and. read ^affiXdav, a kingdom.
Tiifdi., Alf., Trcg. Omit twv alwuav, for ever. Tisch., Alf., not Treg.
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latter of the comforted and rejoicing church ; com p. ch.

xii. 10. Alf.

8. WJuch is, and which was, and which is to come, lit., ivhich

Cometh—Gr. 6 wv, koI 6 ^v, koL ip^6fji.ei'o<;. In ch. xi. 17,

6 ipx6iJ.€vos, which comcth, is omitted in the best manuscripts
;

tiiis is an important point in the interpretation. TJte

Almighty—Gr. 6 iravTOKpaTwp ; comp. xix. G, xv. 3, xi. 17.

The Sept. render the Hebrew, Jehovah Sabaoth, Lord of
Hosts, bj TTavTOKpaTwp ; and this title, thus connected with
6 ipxofxei-o^, is worthy of notice; comp. Zech. xii.

9. Tribulation—The Church has ever in times of suffering

and sorrow derived consolation from this Divine pro-
phecy.

10. On the Lord's day—Gr. ev rfj KvpiaKfj rjfJiepa. The
reader is referred to Mr. Elliott's valuable note upon this

passage ; comp. my sabbath, that is, the sabbath of Jehovah,
as opposed in the Old Testament to the Festival Sabbaths.

11. Saying—Gr. Xeyovcrrj?, in agreement with trumpet, and
not with voice, an anomalous construction. Bengel asserts

that it is a Hebraism.
12. To see the voice—To see him to whom the voice

belonged. Seven golden candlesticJcs—Gr. cttto. Xvxviat ; comp.
ch. i. 4. A church, however pure in constitution and
doctrine, though it be of gold, cannot be a useful Xu^vta,

candlestich, unless a Xaixirds, lamp, from the throne of God
and the Lamb be kindled in it, unless Christ pour the Holy
Ghost upon it; comp. ch. iii. 1.

13. Garment down to the foot .. golden girdle—Comp. Dan. x.

5, clothed in linen, whose loins were girded tvith fine gold of
Uphaz. The son, lit., a son of man—The Authorised Version
is inaccurate ; according to Hebrew ideas a son of man sig-

nifies a man, thus, when Jesus called himself Son of God,

Ver. 8. For 6 Kvpios, the Lord, read Kvpios 6 Oeh^. Tinch., Alf., Trecj.

Ver. 9. Omit koI, also. Tkcli., Alf., Trerj. Omit iv r-ij before ^aaiXeia.

Ttsch., Treg., read, in the tribulation and liingdom. For 'Ir^aov XpicTTov,

Jesus Ctirist. read iu 'Itjo-oD, in Jesus. Tisch., Alf, Treg. Omit the

second Sid, for, and the second Xpio-rov. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 10. Transpose and read ijKovaa (puvvv ottiVco fxov. Tisch., Alf.,

not Treg. Translate voice great as of a trumpet.

Ver. 11. Omit iyui elfiL rh &\(pa hat rh ai/x^ya, 6 irpSnos Kai 6 fcrxo-Tos

Hal, lam the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last and. Tisch,,

Alf, Treg. Also Ta?s iv 'Aala, those in Asia. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 13. Omit fina, seven, Tisch., Treg. Alf. brackets it.
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the Jews understood him to .mean, he made himself equal

with God ; the sense therefore is, having the nature of man, or

having the nature of God, that is, the Son has the same kind

of nature as the Father from whom he derived it. So

Dan. vii. ; Dan. iii. 25, like unto the Son of God, that is, like

a God.

14. His eyes ivere as a flame of fire—Comp. Dan. x. 6,

Septuagint, wo-ei Aa/ATraSes Trupos, as lamps offire.
15. Fine brass—Comp. Ezek. i. 4, 2t!. Gr. ;i(aA/<oXt73avos,

a species of brass like incense ; the word that the prophet

employs is probably the same as Aurichalchum ; comp.

Liddell and Scott under the word opet'xaAKos. Bochart in-

terprets, ichite brass. As if they burned— Gr. TreTropiu/xei/ot. If

the analogy of verbs in ow be adopted in the case of this verb,

the translation should be, ivhich have been madefiery, glowing ;

comp. ch. X. 1, OL TToSes avrov ws (rrvXoi Trvpds, his feet as

pillars oj fire ; Ezek. i. 7, they sparkled like the colour of bur-

nished brass ; Dan. x. 6, his arms and his feet like in colour to

polished brass. Voice ..sound ..tcaters—Com-p. Dan. x. 6,

the voice of his ivords like the voice of a multitude.

16. His countenance— Comp. ch. x. 1, Dan. x. 6, his face

as the appearance of lightning.

17. Fell—Comp. Dan. x. 7-12. As dead—His impression

is that of terror.

18. Was dead, lit., became dead—Gr. iyevofjirjv ve/cpos, not

a-n-iOavov, thus denoting the difference in the times and in

the events.

20. The mystery—Gr. to iivcmfjpLov; comp. 2 Thess. ii.,

Eev. xvii. ; a mystery is something formerly unkno-oii, but

now revealed ; the predicates should be anarthrous, as in

the Greek, that is, we should read angels, not the angels;

churches, not the churches.

CHAPTER II.

1. TJie angel—Comp, Haggai i. 13, Tlien spake Haggai the

Lord's messenger in, the Lord's message to the people; Sept.

Ver. 17. Omit ixot, to me. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 18. Put a colon after (oiv. Treg.

Ver. 19. Add odv, therefore, after ypd\pop, write. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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'Ayyaios ayv€A.os Kvpior ayyeXtais Kvpt'oi) t(3 Aao ; Mai. ii. 7,

r/ie priest's lips should keep knoioledge, and they should seek the

laic at his mouth, for he is the messenger of the Lord of Hosts ;

Sept. ayyeXos KvpLOV TravTOKpaTOpo^ iaTLV. Kote also that in

l\lal. iii. 1 John the Baptist is also called ayycAos KvpLov

TravTOK/Daropos, and Jesus Christ himself 6 ayycAos rr}? Sia-

6riKi^<;, in all which passages the Hebrew has the same word
Lightfoot from the Talmud says, On sabbath eve the minister or

angel of the synagogue sounded a trumpet from the roof ofa high

house, that all might have notice of the coming of the sabbath.

A minister of the Gospel of onr Lord and Saviour Jesns Christ

should always bear in mind that he is called to be the Lord's

messenger to deliver the Lord's message to the people, the

Lord's message and not his own. It will be observed that

each address to the angel of a Church ends with a promise
given to him that overcometh. Of Ej^hesus—Timothy was
Bishop of Ephesus, and died shortly after the piiblication of

the Apocalypse. Polycrates, a subsequent bishop of the

Ephesian Church, described his martyrdom in a work
which has been, like many other writings of antiquity,

grievously interpolated. Yet the main facts are preserved.

An Ephesian festival, called the Catagogia, was, we are told

by Polycrates, celebrated on the 22nd of January, three

days after which Timothy was put to death ; this happened
in the reign of Nerva, who died on the 27th of January,

A.D. 98 ; the Apocalypse therefore was sent to Ephesus but
a short time before Timothy's death.

2. Iknoio—Qom^. ii. 9, "13, 19; iii. 1, 8, 15. Christ

knows intimately the condition of every Church at all

times, its works, its trials, its sufferings, its declensions, its

growth, its wants, its patience, its faith, its love, its luke-

warmness. How gi-eat and wonderful He who thus

searches the heart and the reins, as all the Churches
are to know. Apostles— Gr. toijs kavrovs keyovTa<; utto-

o-ToAors, those icho call themselves apostles, namely, at Ephesus ;

comp. ch. ii. 9, twv Acyovrtuv ToD^atoLS cTrai kavrovs, loho say

it is they who are Jews, namely, at Smyrna ; ccimp. ii. 20, r/

Xtyovaa eaur^v tt/do^^tiv, who calleth herself a prophetess, namely,

Chapter II.

Ver. 1. for "S.<pealirr\s, of Ephesus, ruad fV 'E<p4<rc(i, in {at) Ephesus,

Tisch.,AIf, Treg.

Ver. 2. Omit <rou, thy, with ko-kov, labour. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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at Thyatira; comp, iii. 9, twv XeyovTOiv eai;rous 'louSacous ctvat,

who say that it is they that are Jews, namely, at Phila-
delphia.

3. Hast lahnured, better, hast not laboured—Gr. Koirtav, used
for Kajjiveiv, to he weary ; Matt. xi. 28 ; 1 Cor. iv. 12 ; John iv. 6.

Labour is taken in a double sense, I know thy labour, and
yet thou dowt not labour, that is, thou art not wearied by it.

5, Bemeinber—Even in the very iirst steps of declension,

whether in churches or in individuals, Christ's loving-

voice says Eeuiember whence ihou art fallen. Or else—
Gr. el 8k fjir], these particles are used without a verb, ver.

16, eav ij.rj with the verb, ver. 22, ch. iii. 3. Come—
The coming of the Lord was about to take place at one
time, the announcement of his coming was lirst made at

Ephesus, and finally at Laodicea.

7. An ear—Faith, says Clemens Alexandrinus, is the ears

of the soixl. To him that overcometh—The seven promises

have a diiferent construction ; in the last four 6 vlkujv, he that

overcometh, is marked with greater emphasis, just as if it

had a distinctive accent ; in the first three the connexion

between the phrase he that overcometh, and the following

verb, is closer. In the midst of the paradise, lit., in the para-

dise—No tree is here mentioned but the tree of life ; the

introduction of the words, in the midst, probably arose from
cb. xxii. 2, or Gen. ii. 9.

10. Shall cast, lit., is about to cast—Gr, ixiWeL /SaXeir, about

to cast, the object is understood ; supply, some.

12. Sword—Gr. po/A<^at'a, comp. ch. vi. 8; in ch. vi. 4;

xiii. 14, we read a different woid. fxa-^aipa.

13. Antipas— Supply, did not deny. Antipas was put to

death in the reign of Domitian ; it is said that ho was cast

Ver. 3. Read /cat inroiJ.oy^v ex^'^i '^"' fHa-trraa-as Sih rh ouofid fiov, Kai

o'; KiKonianas, and hast patience, and didst bear for my name's sake,

and hast not laboured iheen weary). Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 5. Omit the word raxv, quicMy. Tisch., A If. Treg. brackets it.

Ver. 7. Eead, in the paradise (omitting /tteVw.iu tlie midst of). Tisch.,

Alf, Treg. Also add to deov the word /xov. Tisch., Alf. { Treg. in mar-

gin). Read, of my God.

Ver. 9. Omit to spya Ka\, worlis and. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 10. Tisch. adds after iSov, behold, S^j, now {for certain ; Alf, who
brackets it). Treg. omits it.

Ver. 13. Omit to epya icai, worTts and. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 13. The re.idi'.ig liere is doubtful. Tisch. reads iv raiy rj/j-fpais

ah ... ) iria-Tds fjLou {Alf. brackets : 2'reg. omits u.ls and /xov^, in the days
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into a heated brazen bull. The tradition, however, is nut
well authenticated.

17. Hidden manna— In later parts of the Apocalypse
frequent references occur to the victories of Joshua.
Now, when Joshua, and the people led by him, entered
Canaan, it is expressly recorded that the manna which had
fed them in the wilderness ceased, neither had they any manna
any more. It was hidden. In another sense, too, it wan
hidden. It was laid up in the ark in the Most Holy Place,

as a memorial for future generations. It was hidden, as a
mystery in God's oracle. But it reappeared in its spiritual

reality in the Divine Joshua, Jesus Christ. I am the true

bread which came down from heaven, says Christ ; and thit,

true bread, this hidden manna, is promised to all faithful

Israelites who follow that heavenly Joshua. And the
white stone, the stone of absolution from original and actual
guilt, is also promised to all who are named with the iiame

of Christ. Wordsworth, Lect., p. 175. Jesus Christ is the
true manna, the food on which his people feed in secret.

A white stone—The ancients were much accustomed to write
on stones, especially employing them in voting at elections.

The distribution of food to the inhabitants of Rome was
effected by means of white stones. Comp. also Ovid, Metam.
XV. 41 . Mos erat antiquis niveis atrisque lapillis. His damnare
reos, illis ahsolvere culpa. The name of Christ is written in
the exculpation. Some interpret the white stone, of the
stone of hospitality ; but this is inaccurate.

in which Antipas, my loitness, my faithful one. But the shorter reading
is better. Render, in the days of Antipas, my witness, my faithful one.

Alf
Ver. 14. Tisch, omits on, because. Treg., Alf., bracket it. So, Tiscli.,

Alf., Treg. The received text has rhv Ba\aK. But the sense is the
same, the datire being a Hebraism. Alf, etc.

Ver. 15. For & /xitrii, which thing I hate, read daoicos, in like manner,
Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 16. Read fieravSriaov ouv, repent therefore. Tisch., Alf. {Treg. in
brackets).

Ver. 17. Omit (payelu airh, to eat. Tisch., Alf, Treg.
Ver. 19. Transpose and read, /tuY/t a«(i sertv'ce. Tisch., Alf, Treg.
Ver. 19. Omit koI, and (before to eax^^TO; the last). Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Read, and thy patience, and thy last icorks to be more, etc.

Ver 20. Omit oKiya. a few things. Tisch., Alf, Treg.
Ver. 20. Also read, koI SiSdaKei Kal Tr\a.ya, and teachelh and seduceUt

(my servants to commit, etc.). Tisch., Alf, Treg.
Ver. 20. Read tV ywaiKo. crov, thy wife, Alf., TiscL, not Treg.
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20. To teach, lit., teaclieth—Thou permittest that woiian
to teach, and she does actually teach ; comp. ch. xi. 3. 1

loill {five to my two witnesses that they prophesy, and they shall

prophesy: comp. also ch. xiii. 16.

23. With death—©amros here prohably means pestilence,

as in ch. vi. 8, to hill with sword, and with hunger, and with

death (pestilence).

2-1. Depths—In Dan. ii. 22 the word depths is used in a

good sense, he revealeth depths and secrets.—Bengel.

25. Till I come—Gr. axpi? ov av rj^w—Gr. tjkm, has the

force of a perfect, and the future rj^ia, will come, ch. iii. 1,

implies greater nearness than the present epxa/j^ai, when
standing alone ; comp. J ohn viii. 42, ii. 4, iv. 47 ; 1 John
V. 20 ; Luke xv. 27 ; Mark viii. 3, note. So the Sept. often

;

Kum. xxiii. 1 (or ch. xxii. 36) ; Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; Jos. xxiii.

14, 15; Judg. xvi. 2; 1 Sam. xvi. 2, xxix. 6, 10; 2 Sam.
iii. 23. Eccles. v. 14 is a remarkable instance.

26. He that overcometh . . to him—Gr. 6 vlkwv.. avrw. In

the Greek this has a very ungrammatical appearance ; it is,

however, consonant to the Hebrew idiom. See examples,

ch. vi. 8, vii. 2, ix. 12 (where the feminine is put for the

neuter), xx. 8. Comp. Ps. xi. 4; and so Ps. Ivii. 5, ciii. 15.

27. Bule—Gr. Trot/xavet, shall tend as a shepherd; comp.
Ps. ii, 9, in the Hebrew, thou shalt break in pieces. The
variation arose from the omission of a Hebrew letter in

the text. St. John does not so much imitate the Sept.

translators as he does of his own authority use a word
which is very appropriate; elsewhere, in referring to

ancient p'ophecy, the Hebrew text is adhered to, ch. vi.

16, vii. 17, xi. 4. Of my Father—While on earth our Lord
said, my Father ivhich is in heaven ; he is now in heaven with
the Father, and therefore the latter words are omitted.

Ver. 21. Road Xva fxerayoriffrj. Kal oh 04\€i ixeravorjffai 4k Trjy iropvelas

obTTJs, to lepent, mid she willeth not to repent of her fornication, Tisch.,

Alf., Treg.

Ver. 22. For avTwv, their, read aur^y, her. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 24. Omit ual, and, after \eyw, say. Tisch., Alf, Treg. Rerder
to you I say, the rest that are, etc.

Ver. 24. For fiaXii, loiU put, read fia\\a>, put. Tisch., Alf., Ticg.
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CHAPTER III.

3. Hememher therefore liow thou hast received— Gi". fxvrj/xoi'eve

TTws £t/\r;<^a5. Contrast with this the address to the Church
of Ephesus, fivT/jfioueve oOev TrcVrtoKa?, remember from whence

thou had fallen, ch. ii. 5.

4. Bniment—Comp. iv. 4, vi. 11, vii. 0, 13, etc.

7. Shtdieth, lit., shall shut— Gr. KXeiaei, the emphatic
fi;ture, not as in Aiithorised Version, the present tense.

Translate no one shall shut.

12. Pillar—Gr. o-rvXov ; comp. Gal. ii. and the comment
of Gesenins on Ps. xi. 3, and the corresponding Hebrew
word, a metaphorical term.

14. Tlie beginning—Gr. 17 dpx^' A title of the supreme
deity among the heathen, meaning " The beginning, or

first origin of." See also Liddell and Scott, " the first place,

or 2)oicer over."

17. Because—Gr. on. This refers, not to what precedes,

but to what follows ; so ch. xviii. 7. Wretched, lit., the xvretched,

—The article is emphatic, a circumstance which in this

and other passages has not been sufficiently attended to

;

the meaning is, if there icere ever one ivretched, it is thou. So

the Authorised Version, there shall be iveeping and gnashing of

teeth, is weak, because the emphatic article is neglected ;

so also 1 John ii. 22, the translation should be, who can be

called a liar if one of this hind is not ? Comp. Alford's note

on Matt. viii. 12. See also John v. 35 ; and in 2 John 7,

render, if ever there be a deceiver and an antichrist, this is one.

Chapter III.

Ver. 2. For /xeKKei, are ready {about), read f/j-fWov, were about.

Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 4. Prefix to this verse aWa, bid. Also omit koI, even. Tisch.,

Alf., Treg.

Ver. 7. For oiidels icXetei, oiiSels avoiyei, none sliuUeth, none openeth,

read ovSels K\eiffei . . . ovSils avoi^ei, none shall shut, none shall open.

Tisrh., Alf., ( Treg. only makes the former change).

Ver. 8. For Kal, and (^before oiiSels, none) read Tfiv, tuhich. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg.

Ver. 11. Omit lSa-'>, behold. Tiich., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 14. Foi AooSiksW, of the Laodiceans, read iy AaoSi/ceia, in La<f
dicea. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

VOL. III. 2 D
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18. I counsel—God here ignores his Almighty power. It

may be to show his alienation. Comp. English idiom, 1

advise you to he careful. This counsel is all the more
remarkable because it comes before the allusion to the

marriage supper, ver. 20. Comp. xix. 9, as well as the

several points in ver. 21, 22, with those in ch. xx. 4, xxi. 5,

xxii. 3, 5. Eye-salve—Gr. KoXXovptov. Supply dyopacras,

having purcJiased eye-salve, anoint thine eyes. The physician

Celsus enters deeply into the subject of eye-salves, which
were abundantly used by the ancients.

19. Love—Gr. cfuXw, the Philadelphian angel, ver. 9,

r]yaTrrj(T€, he loved ivith esteem; the Laodicean, he loves loith

favour. The former, with his judgment ; the latter", with
grace. Comp. John xxi. 15, note. In each passage the

former word implies more than the latter. In St. John, the

spiritual relationyhip is worth more than St. Peter's judg-

ment. Here, in the Apocalypse, it is a more blessed thing

to be esteemed in the Lord's judgment than to be chastised

through simple grace.

CHAPTER IV.

2. A throne—Gr. Opovo? : ver. 2, iirl tov Opovov ; ver. 3, kvk-

\66ev TOV Opovov ; ver. 4, kvkXoOcv tov Opovov ; ver. 5, Ik tov

Opovov and Ivunnov tov Opovov ; ver. 6 , ivomiov tov Opovov, ev /xea^

TOV Opovov, kvkXm tov Opovov. Comp. Ezek. i. with the above
passages. Comp. also Ezek. x. 12, 14, 20 ; xi. 22 ; and
many other verses in these chapters ; Joseph. Antiq. xi.

13, 3. In heaven— The constant references in the Book
of Revelation to the temple, the assembly, the throne, the

altar, the ark of the covenant, show how deeply they had
impressed the mind of St. John. They all had their

allotted part in the Jewish tabernacle services, and are

here very naturally used as emblematic of events in the

Christian Church and of things in heaven. They have

Ver. 18. Read iyxpiffai, to anoint, for eYxP'"''"') anoint. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg. Render, and collyrium ' eye-salve) to anoint thine eyes.

Ver. 20. Tisch. (not Treg. Alf. in brackets) adds koI, and (which ia

superfluous in the sense, Alf.) before ilaiKtiaoixai, Iwill come in.

Chapter IV.

Ver. 2. Omit the first /cal, and. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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been solemnly and many times affirmed in the Old as well

as in the New Testament to be types of lieavenly realities

and so for all time. For instance, we haA^e in the Eev, (1^
tie High Priest

; (2) the altar of sacrifice (ch. vi.)
; (8) the

altar of incense (ch.viii.) ; (4) the twelve tribes (ch, vii.)

(o) the four companies of God's people ronnd about the

throne
; (6) this throne is undoubtedly the mercy-throne

;

(7) the twenty-four elders answering to the courses of the

priests and Levites arranged around the throne as priests

and Levites around the tabernacle and temple ; (8) the

Lamb slain; (9) the blood of the Lamb; (10) some saying

they were the true Jews and God's people when they
were not; (11) souls under the altar as the blood was
under the altar, and the life or anima in the blood, Lev.
xvii. 11

; (12) the court without, or court of the Gentiles,

ch. xi.

3. Jasper.—The sardine stone is fiery, and has a blood
like appearance ; the jasper is whitish red. The rainhoio

Comp. ch. X.

4. Four and twenty elders—lipeajSvrepoi,. There is little

doubt that these four and twenty elders are taken, as Mr.
Elliott suggests, from' the twenty-four courses of the

priests. Comp. as regards the Old Testament Gen. 1.,

the elders of Joseph's house ; Ex. iii. 1 6, the seventy elders of
every city; 1 Kings xxi. ; 2 Kings x. ; Deut. xix. 12,

xxi. 2, 6, 19 ; Josh. xx. ; Ruth iv. 2 ; Ezra vi. 14. In the

New Testament we frequently read of the scribes and
elders of the Jews; the same word is employed of the

elders of the Christian Church ; Acts xi. oO, xiv. 23, xv. 4,

XX. 17; 1 Tim. V. 17; James v. 14; 1 Pet. v. 1; Heb.
xiii. r]yov[ji€uoL ; 1 Thess. v. 12 seems to have the same
sense. From Sept. irpeaf^vrepo's rrj^ cruraywy^s, elders of the

synagogue. Josh. vii. 6, we learn their representative cha-

racter for all the people. The way in which the.^e

elders are described as employed deserves notice, (l)

They are seated, and therefore rest from their labours.

(2) They wear white garments, and are therefore in-

vested with a sacerdotal character ; they are justified.

Vcr. 4. Omit iUov, I saw. Tinch., All'., Tmj. Omit iaxo"' i^'cy f'nd

Ti^ch., Alf., Trey.

2 D 2
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tliey are triumphant. (3) They are crowned, and are

seated on thrones. (4) They are round about the
throne. (5) The Lamb is in the midst of them. (6)
They lead the worship and the praise of Almighty God.

(7) They are represented as falling on their faces before

the throne and the Lamb while so doing. (8) They cast

their crowns before the throne when the four ^wa, living

creatures, give thanks, that is, they acknowledge themselves
to be unworthy to lead the worship, etc. (9) They have
harps, by which is signified the praise they offer to Almighty
God. (10) They have vials, that is, they offer up prayer.

(11) They are with, that is, they accompany, the Lord, like

the ^wa of Ezekiel. (12) They are seated round about the

mercy throne in the Holy of Holies, because lound about the

tabernacle were ranged first and nearest the Levites and
priests, who were, afterwards at least, divided into twenty-four
courses, and then beyond them wei'e the four camps. Comp.
I Chron. xvi. 4-6, 37, 41, xxiv. 4-18, xxv., and Joseph.
Antiq. ix. 133. It is material to remember that the twenty-
four courses continued to the time of Josephus(Comp. Luke
i.), and were therefore well known to St. John. Comp.
Patrick on 1 Chron. xxiv. 7, and Joseph. Antiq. vii. 14, 7,

and Life of Josephus, § 1. In Josephus against Apion. 2,

§ 8, the reading should evidently be hventy-four instead of

four. See Whiston's note. Josephus was contemporary with
St. John, and lived to the reign of Domitian. Comp. again
Sc<)tt's note on Ezek. xi. 1-3. Some writers inform us that

JeriTsalem was divided into twenty-four districts, over each
of which there was a prince or president, and the one that was
over them all was the ruler of the city. In Ezra iii. 11

we find that on the restoration of the temple they sang
together in course, in praising and giving thanks to the
Lord, taking up tlie song of praise by tuins, so that there
hhould be little or no pause probably, as here they rest not
da}' nor night. Continual thankfulness and praise prevail

in heaven, and make the joy of those before the throne

;

ioi- a good and pleasant thing it is to be thankful.

(5. Sea—Contrast the sea mingled with fire, xv. 2, and
comp. for the crystal Ex. xxiv. 10, where translate, not
9s a paved work of a sapphire stone, &c. as Authorised

VcT. 6. Read oic flaAacrcro as a sen. Tisch, Alf., Treg.
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Version, but an it tcere a work with tJie transparency of the

mjjphire, as the very heaven itself in its clearness; Ezelc

i. 22, where ti-anslate, not as Authoiised Version, the terrible

crystal, Init the admirable crystal. Alsn ver. 20, where trans-

late, not as Authorised Version, above the firmameM that

(^>cas) over their heads (tvas) the likeness of a iJivane, as

the appearance of a sapphire stone, but above the firma-
ment which had tJie appearance of a sapphire stone, over

their heads (was) the likeness of a throne, etc. Comp.
Ezek. X. 1. Four beasts—Gr. ^wa. That the four ^wa are

the spirits of the redeemed in heaven aM^aiting and pravini-,-

for the redemption of the body and the coming and trinmpli

of Christ, may be affirmed from the fact that those whoiu
he shall then bring with him are now with him, Phil. i.

,

2 (7or. V. The same word is used Ezek. i. Sept., Heb.
n*n, where the Authorised Version aptly renders livin^f

creatures; Ps. Ixviii. 11, a congregation; 2 Sam. xxiii. 11,

13, a band, a troop of men. In the Hebrew the word
is feminine, as collective nouns commonly are. From
the above passages we clearly gather the meaning of

this very important teiTu, which has not been suffi-

ciently noticed. They are four companies of living people
;

the imagery is doubtless taken from the four camps which
surrounded the tabernacle, and therefore the mercy-seat,

all which was a pattern of heavenly realities. In the

Pevelation, as we have seen, the Zwa are the redeemed ; in

Ezekiel they are called chenihim; in Gen. iii. however,
the cherubim correspond to the angels of the Revelation

;

and in other jiassages the redeemed are called tcrayycAoi,

Matt. xxii. 30. The cherubim in tire Holy of Holies are

angels. Comp. 1 Pet. i. The reader will find it very
profitable to di'aw out the comparison of the tabernacle

types with those of Ezekiel, the cloud of the divine presence,

the gloiy over the mercy-seat accompanying the people,

or rather they accompanying the glory of the Divine
presence made h)cally manifest. Comp. the frequent ex-

pression, thou that dwellest between the chenihim, and Jeho-
vah's riding on a cherub, Ps. xviii. 10, God is surrounded
by his people in heaven, who ever dwell with him, and
will come with Jesus when he comes in the clouds of

heaven. They here ciy epxov, come, because they long for

that day, though now with the Lord.
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7. Lion—Comp. 2 Sam. xxiii., lion-like men; men of
might fit for the battle, tvhose faces are like the faces of lions ;

Ps. xxviii. 1, the righteous is hold as a lion. A calf—Gr.

/Ao'o-xos, the word by which the Sept. render Ezek. i. 7.

Moo-;^os is more ambiguous than the Hebrew, which should

determine the sense, and which, though used for a calf,

means also very frequently a hullock, a steer, or a heifer

broken into work, Hos. x. 11 ; Judg. xiv. 18. When not
broken to the yoke this is explained in the context, Hos. x.

1 1 ; Jer. xxxi. 18. The Hebrew is a general word for one
of the ox tribe, withoixt distinction of age or sex. It is not
what we call an ox in contradistinction to a bull. Tavpo?

seems even to be derived from it ; comp. the Hebrew word.
The ox is the symbol o^ patient labour. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. {>.

TViou shaft not muzzle the ox that treadeth out (the corn). For
our sokes no doubt (this) is written ; that he that ploweth

should plow in hope, and that he, etc. For the moral qualities

signified in the symbols, comp. St. Peter, add to your faith

courage, aperrjv ; knowledge, yvwo-tv
;
patience, viro^ovrjv. 1 Cor.

xiv. 20, in understanding be men. Flying eagle—Not an
eagle at rest.

8. Holy, holy, holy—Some copyists wrote this nine times,

according to the liturgical custom of the Greeks ; but St.

John, like Isaiah, wrote it but thrice. In St. John'the four
living creatures cry to him who sits upon the throne, that

is, to the Father, from whose right hand the Lamb, Jesus
Christ, takes the book sealed with seven seals. The rpto-a-

ytov (three times holy), as the Greeks call it, occurs also in

Psalm xcix. Mercy, Justice, and Majesty ; the first past,

the second present, the third future, are loudly celebrated in

three addresses to Holiness ; that offering of praise, like the

one in the text, explains its own meaning.
Holy, He who was :

Holy, He who is :

Holy, He who is to come.
He showed himself one to be worshipped as holy in the

creation of all things : He shows himself holy in governing
all things : He will show himself holy in the consumma-
tion of all things. From Him, and through Him, and to

Him are all things : to Him be glory for ever.

^'er. 7. For &vdpcoTros a man, read avOpwirov, of a inau. Tisch., Alf.

Trey.
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In a similar hj-mn, Isa. vi. 3, the words, the earth is

full of his glory, are added. But iu tlie IJevelation this is

deferred until the glory of the Lord fills the earth, on
the destruction of his enemies. See ch. v. 10, xi. 16, 17, 18,

xix. 2. From these texts we gather that the four living

creatures are more occupied, while the action is in heaven

;

the elders, while it is extended to the earth. Bengel.

9. Wlien—Gr. orav, whenever . . shall give ; note also the

other futures. Each future expresses a simultaneous as-

cription of glory on the part of the living creatures and of

the elders; and it also includes a frequentative sense; as

often as the beasts give glory, immediately the elders fall.

11. Glory, etc., lit., the glory, etc.—Gr. Tr]v 86$av Koi -rqv

K.T.X. Comp. Nehem. xi. 17, xii. 8, 23, 31, 46. Joseph.

Antiq. ix. 13, 3. For thy pleasure, lit., because of thy icill—
Gr. 8ta TO OiXrjfxd crov, the Authorised Version is hei'e erro-

neous. They are, lit., they were—Gr. yjcrav. And icere created

—Gr. iKTLa-Orjaav, they were created. Similar expressions are,

he shall be blessed, 1. e., continue blessed. Gen. xxvii. 33

;

/ have written, i.e., I do not change it, John xix. 22 ; is

tamed, i.e., permits itself to be tamed, James iii. 7 ; shall be

changed, i.e., shall undergo a change, and continue changed.

Ileb. i. 12. Creation is the basis of all the other works of

God, and consequently it is the foundation also of all

thanksgiving from his creatures.

CHAPTEE V.

1 . In, lit. , on—Gr. ctti. Comp. ch. vi. 5, ev 777 x^V^' ^^ ^"'^ hand.

The preposition liii very frequently has this sense. A booh—
Kot seven books, but one book sealed with seven seals. With

seven seals—The number seven occurs very often in this

prophecy, and four of these visions, viz., (1), the seven
angels of the Churches

; (2), the seven seals of the sealed

book ; (3), the seven angels with trumpets ; (4), the seven

angels with vials, are described at gieat length. The
seals represent the universal power given to the Lamb.
By the trunapets the kingdom of the world is shaktfn until

it becomes the kingdom of Christ, and by the vials the

Ver. 11. For eiVJ, they are, read fi(rav, they were. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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adversary is crushed. These sevens are divided into fours

and threes.

2. Strong— Mighty is a better rendering; comp. r«.

ciii. 20.

3. No man, lit., none—Gr. ovSet's. Open—In ver. 1 St.

John saw the book : in ver. 4 he says that it could not be

seen. Bengel.

6. One—Possibly one of those who rose Avith Jesus and

ascended into heaven: Matt, xxvii. 52. It may be that

this elder was the patriarch Jacob, as the name of lion is

given to Christ. Lion—Gen. xlix. 9. Boot—Is. xi. 10. In

that day there shall he a root of Jesse, ivhich shall stand for

an ensign to the people : to it shall the Gentiles seek, and his rest

shall he glorious.

0-6. The Lion . . . a Xam&—Represented (1) as standing,

(2) as having been slain, (3) as being in the midst of the

throne of the four t,(aa, and of the twenty-four elders,

(4) as having seven eyes, that is, as seeing the Church
throughout all ages, (5) as having seven horns, that is,

power through all ages, (6) as the foundation stone of the

Church, because of these seven eyes, comp. the corre-

sponding vision of the prophet Zechariah, (7) as receiving

worship from all Israel, (8) as opening the seals. The
Lion of the tribe of Judah is the root of David. His rest

Avill be glorious ; this it is for which the Eevelation cries.

(). Lamh—Whom the flock will follow: comp. John i. 29,

1 Pet. i. 19. Seven eyes—Comp. Zech. iii. 9 ; iv. 6, 10.

Not hy might, hut hy my spirit, saith the Lord, shall my temple he

built. Note also the seven eyes as in the foundation stone.

Sent forth—Gr. aTreo-raX/Aevoi, because of 6^^aA./x.oi, eyes.

8. Vials—Contrast with these the (/>iaAas of the seven

angels, vials full of wrath, and the iroTrjpLov, cup of the

woman full of the intoxicating wine of her fornication.

Odours—Gr. ^u/Ata/xarwv, incense; comp. ch. viii. 3.

Chapter V.

Ver. 4. Omit koI avayvwvai, and read. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 5. For avol^ai, to open, Tisch. reads 6 avoiyuv, he that openeih

(not Alf., Treg.) All editors omit \vaai, to loose.

Ver. 6. Oniit Kal ISov, and lo. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 7. Omit rh 0ifi\lov, the book. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Read, and
took it.

Ver. 8. For KiOdpas, harps, read Kidapav, a harp. Tisch., Alf, Treg.
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9. Wast slain, and hast redeemed, lit., redeemedst.—Both
these verbs are in the aorist tense. Out of every kindred—
Comp. the order in ch. vii. 9 ; xiii. 7 ; xiv. 6. Tongue . . .

nation—Comp. ch. xiv. 3, 4, respecting the 144,000.

10. Kings and priests— Comp. ch. xx. 6 ; 1 Pet. ii. 5, 9.

They cast their crowns before the throne, but in the sight

<jf the great King they do not call themselves kings, and
yet the priestly access is an honour so great that the

power of reigning on earth cannot surpass it. In ch. xx. 6,

those who have part in the first resurrection are called

jjriests, and it is said that they shall reign, though the name
of kings is not given them.

11. TJie angels—Gr. ayyeXwv observe (1) they are round
about the throne, the elders, and the ^wa; (2), they are

innumerable. Afterwards (3) they restrain the winds
and the storms of heaven ; (4), they loose them

; (5), they
blow tinrmpets of war and judgment

; (6), they scatter the

fire; (7), they pour out the vials; (8), they gather the

vintage; (9), they convey the revelation; (10), they
explain it; (11), they refuse worship; (12), they acknow-
ledge themselves to be fellow-servants with us of a common
Lord. Ten thousand times ten thousand— Gr. myriads of
myriads. If in the first myriads we understand but two,
this number equals two hundred millions. The addition

of the smaller number shows that the whole must not be
taken indefinitely. Bengel.

lo. Every creature—Comp Ps. ciii. 22. In, lit., on the sea

—Gr. iirl. Blessing, etc.—The article the should have been
inserted before these nouns.

CHAPTER VI.

Those who would have a clear idea of this portion of the
prophecy, would do well to compare the succession of

Ver. 9. Omit vfias, us. Tisch., Alf. (not Treg.) The object is not ex-
pressed, nor need it be. Comp. INIatt. xxv. 8. Alf.

Ver. 10. For -^mus, us, read avrovs, them, and for fia(rt\iv<TOfj.ev, ice

sJiall reign, read ^aatXevovaiv, they reign. Tisch., Alf., Treg. For ;3ao-t-

Aei'r, Kings, read ^aaiXeiay, a kingdom. Tisch., Alf., (not Treg.).

Ver. 14. For iKiyov, said, read XiyovTa, saying. Read, and (I
heard) the four living creatures saying. Also read rh 'kjx^v, tita

Ame)i. Tisch., Alf. (not Treg.j Also end the sense with irpoatKWTjcaf,
worshipped.
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chapters and verses in the Eevelation, and of the chapters
in (jribbon, as far as Gibbon goes. Of cotirse there, is some
little deviation, but that is only what we must expect, and
an additional confirmation of our views. We subjoin a

sketch :—

llevelation.
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1

answered after they are removed : yet their removal is

frequently a signal for calamities to break forth, as the

recalling of an ambassador precedes a declaration of war."

This will explain why the living creatures who are the

spirits of the redeemed in heaven cry one after another
" Come," as well as the answer in the successive seals—each

one being a step toward the coming of Christ. Even the

first, the peaceful period, is a step, for it enabled the Gospel

to spread, and the spread of the Gospel led to the opposition

of the world and to the ensuing judgments, all, one after

anothei', breaking down opposers, till at last the crowning
oppositi<m and the crowning destruction come ; and this is

the reason why ' The Decline and Fall ' of Gibbon is so

applicable—each step that Gibbon makes in it having been
before shown by Christ in the Revelation. The living

creatures cry one after another f^pxov, come, and so directly

or indirectly call forth the accompanying judgment; comp.
Ezek. i. 13, and x. 7. The lightning goes forth from where
the living creatures are; it is in the midst of them, biit

they are unharmed by it.

2. Conquering and to conquer— Gr. vikQv koL iva vlk-^ct-^.

Much confusion has arisen from the ambiguous use of

the verb conquer. Some have said that because in the

Antonine period there was no extension of territory (although
Mr. Elliott shews that even this is an erroneous view)
there were no conquests. But viKaw means simply to

he victorious, and this may be without any extension

of territory. From the time of Augustus his policy

and that of his immediate successors had been, it is

true, no longer to advance the boundaries of the empire.
But a fii'st exception occurred exactly in Domitian's
time, by the addition of Britain, and a second in that of

Trajan, in whose reign Dacia Trajani was included within
the limits of the Imperial government ; comp. Gibbon,
ch. i. n. 20, 21 :

" The Senate were informed that the
kings of the Bosphorus . . . Albania, Osrhoene, and even
tlie Parthian monarch himself, had accepted the diadem
from the hands of the Emperor ("Trajan)." Zosimus, ch. 1,

speaking of the good prince Nerva, says, " Neque tantura

Ver. 3. Omit koX /SAeVe, and see. Tisch,. Alf., Treg.
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ea quae superiores memoriae principes amiserant recuperS-

runt sed etiam non possessa prius qusedam adjecerunt."

4. Med—Gr. 7rv/5pos, the same word is -used by the Sept.

Zech. 1,

5. Black—The Greek poets called the famine which
this horseman would inflict upon men, if he were not

restrained, black hunger, gloomy famine. The same epithet

is found in the Latin poets.

6. A measure of 'wheat for a penny, lit. a cha^nix of wlieat

for a denarius—Comp. Gibbon, ch.xvii., the passage between
notes 57 and 58, " The frequent and regular distribution

of oil and wine, of corn or bread, of money or provisions,

had almost exempted the poorest citizens of Eome from the

necessity of labour." All these supplies were drawn from
the provinces, and were to them a heavy burden. In the

Medicean collection of medals at Florence there is a coin of

Xerva, with the inscription fisgi judaici calumnia sublata,
with the palm-tree, the emblem of Judea, on the obverse

;

the date there given is a.u.c. 850, or a.d. 97, in which there

is possibly some error. The voice was as it were a
Christian voice, and exactly characterises the inefteetual

attempts of Alexander Severus to arrest the fiscal oppres-
sion of the times. It is well known that this prince was
an admirer of Christian morality. See thou, lorong not—In
the Greek the accusative stands before the verb, it is not
here, therefore, governed by it ; at all events, aSt/cew, wrong,

almost always, if not always, has the accusative after it;

it is called the accusativus respectus.

8. Pale—Gr. ^Awpos, which in ch. viii. 17 means green,

here should be translated pale. With death—That is, hy

pestilence : comp. Sept. Ex. ix. 3 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 13. Fourth
part.—This can have no reference to the political quadri-

partition under Diocletian, which did not occur till after

the events here foretold. Kal, and, is possibly emphatic
by repetition.

9. Under the altar—The answer to the cry of souls under

Ver. 6. Tisch. and Trcg. insert &s, as, in this verse, before tpuvfiv, a
voice; tliey appear to iiave good manuscript authority, though they
print it in brackets.

Ver. 7. Tisch. omits <puiu^u, the voice of ; {Alf. brackets, Treg. retains

it). All editors omit koX jSAe'ire, and see.
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the altar, " How long dost thou not avenge our blood ?" is

found partially in x. 6 ; in xiv. 13, aw apn; and in xiv.

1-18. The angel from the dva-iaa-T-rjpLov has power over

its fire, and under him comes the treading of the wine-

press, xiv. 18. See also xvi. 7. Thou hast given them blood

to drink, for they are worthy, and I heard the ALTAB
say. Even so, etc.

10. Hoiu long—The first edict of toleration was published

A.D. 260, bj' Galliemis, after the persecution of Decius, the

severest up .to that time. Shortly afterwards began the

rise of what are called the restorers of the empire. They
were morally a better class of men than their immediate
])redecessors, yet to the Church were they worse. The cry

(jf the martyrs, how long, etc., is contemporaneous with
the period of the restorers. Instead of Christ's coming-

according to the prayer, epxov, come, of the preceding seals,

the sufi"ering people of God saw the empire restored, and
more fiercely oppressive than ever. All this is marvellously
exact. Then comes the Constantinian revolution, and the

overthrow of the persecutors, but the Church has been
already told that she must yet wait a long time, and not
consider Christ's i-eign as come (as Eiisebius and many
others unfortunately did after the triumph of Constantine),

foi' another set of martyrs was to suffer. Consult the re-

nuivkable table of the comparative tranquillity or turbu-

lence of the empire at diflfeient periods from Commodus to

Diocletian, and the persecutions, which the reader will find

further on ; it is very telling and instructive. Comp. also

the well-known passage from Eusebius, " Now let us see,"

said the persecutors, when they threw the ashes of the
martyi-s of Lyons into the Ehone, "now let us see whether
their God will save them." The souls—Gr. (/a;xat : comp.
Lev. xvii. 11, and the Sept. translation, 'H yap ij/vxi] iraa-q^

(TapKO'i alfjia avrov ecrri.

11. Wiite robes—Add to the passages which Mr. Elliott

has cited upon this subject, a very remaikable and illustra-

tive contrast in Gibbon, which has not caught his attention.

Ver. 11. Tisch. reads, eSSdrj axirols, {Alf. and Treg. add tKaarcf in

brackets) aroX)] \evK-n, and there was given to them (each) a white'robe.

Alf. Also omit jxiKphv, little. Tisch. {Alf. and Treg. bracket it.) Gr,
Tx\T)p'j:6oiin. Treg. witli best authorities. nK-npiiawin. Tisch., Alf.
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See Gibbon xvi., notes 175-6, where, speaking of the pre-

parations of Maximus to renew the persecution, he speaks

of white robes given to the heathen pontiifs. The African

writers, says Wolf, inserted /xLKpbv, little, to solace the

martyrs; although in cases where the delay is really

not short, they who affirm that it is short make no deep im-

pression on their hearers. The best consolation is the truth

itself, which, in the mean time, in the veil of speech, softens

down the more unfavourable points which are from time to

time mingled with the more joyful, as the longer delay

in this passage. Prophecy denies that this time is short.

Its subject extends from the time of St, John through

the remaining ages of the world, not much fewer than

those which were past, by a continuous thread to the

end of the world : and yet it shuts up many things

into periods of time of considerable length, which are

definitely expressed in their places ; otJier things are done

eV Tttxet, quickly. The saint in rapid succession opens

the seven seals, under the fifth of which the souls cry

out. This cry, this complaint, long afterwards, in thp:

SAME WORDS, is transposed into a song, oh. xix. 2 ; but

only then, when the judgment of the saints dnd the

apostles shall be passed upon Babylon or Eome, ch.

xviii. 20. Therefore two classes of martyrs are pointed

out : the one under heathen Eome, the other under papal

Eome. The former are ordered to lest until the latter

are added to them: the age of St. John already had the

former ; the thirteenth century bore the fi.rst fruits of the

latter. To the former, therefore, while they were awaiting

the latter, there was not a little time. Bengel. It is remark-

able that Gibbon connects the martyrs under Pagan with

those under Christian persecutors just as the Eevelation

does. See ch. xvi.

12. Sun—Comp. Biley on Eev. xii. with reference to

this symbol. 27*6 moon—Comp. ch. viii. 12 ; xii. 1. It

has been supposed by some that this is an emblem of

the world, but it is much more probable that it t\-pi-

fies subordinate ruling powers, which the Senate at

the times of these visions was : comp. Montfaucon, torn.

Ver. 12. Omit iSov, lo. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Kead v ffeX-nuv S\r), the

whole moon. Tisch., Alf,, Treg.
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iii. p. 58. Prndentius, cited by Gibbon, chap, xxviii.

n. 21, calls the Senators '' pulcherrima lumina mundi ;" and
Gibbon speaks of the '^extinction of the Senate:" General

Index, aud ch. xliii. n. 39-41. As blood—Lactantius, qnoted

by Gibbon, accuses Maximian of destroying " fictis crimina-

tionibus lumina Senatus." As to the moon becoming blood

see his Index :
" Their power and authorit}' annihilated

by Diocletian" [4th seal] ; and in his text this work is said

to have been completed by Constantino, and then at last,

" entire extinction of their body and name." Index [answering

to the time of the 4th trumpet].

14. Mountain—The title "Your Eminence" was intro-

duced under Diocletian and Constantine, at the time of this

vision, Gib. ch. xvii. ; and is still given to the Cardinals.

Island—The Latin insula. It is used to this day through-

out the large cities of Italy, to signify large blocks of

building belonging to some great family. In Eome and
Turin, those masses of houses which are separated by
streets are so called. Moved out of their places—The ruin

of the great politicians and landholders is here implied.

15. Hid themselves—By a just retribution. For the

terror and consternation of that day see a lively picture

in Eusebius. Comp. Milman's 'History of Christianity,'

A'ol. ii. :
" The Christians again fled into the country, and

began to hide themselves in woods and caves."

16. Fall on us and hide us—Comp. Gibbon, ch. xx. n. SO-

81 :
" The irresistible power of the Eoman Empire was dis-

played in the important and dangerous change of the

national religion. TJie terror of a military force silenced the

faint and unsupported murmurs of the Pagans." 80 in the

case of Alexandria, ch. xxviii., n. 45-46, " when a sentence

of destruction against the idols of Alexandria was ]:>ro-

nounced, the Christians sent up a shout of joy and exulta-

tion ; whilst the unfortunate Pagans, whose fury had given

way to consternation, retired with hasty and silent steps,

and eluded by their flight or obscurity the resentment of

their enemies."

We have endeavoured elsewhere to show by ex-

Ver. 13. For fidWei, casteth. Tisch., (not At/.. Treg.), reads fia\ov<Ta,

oasfhig.

Ver. 15. Transpose, chief-captains and rich men. Also omit iroj,

evc)-y, before i\evd€pos,free. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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amples, by internal evidence, and by the use of the
same sj'^mbols in other passages, that this sixth seal

is applicable to the Constantinian revolution, and not

to the day of Christ's coming. That the passage must
not be taken in a literal sense is evident : all the stars

of heaven will not fall upon the earth at the second
advent. There is moreover no notice of a new heaven
here, and yet on that glorious occasion the elements will

melt with fei-vent heat. Again, ch, vi. 12-17 is but a
^art of the sixth seal ; all ch. vii. is included in it. The
earth and the sea exist subsequently to it, ch. vii. 1. and
are swept by storms, which, whether they be literal or

figurative, are equally conclusive against the literal view.

After Christ's coming the sea is abolished. The usage of

the same symbols in other parts of the prophecy is utterly

destructive of the literal theory. Ch. ix., a fallen star

;

ch. viii. 10, a star falling from heaven ; a third part of the

stars darkened, a crown of twelve stars on the woman's
head, a third part of the stars drawn by the tail of the

dragon. The meaning, therefore, is " persons conspicuous

either in an ecclesiastical or civil sense." This, indeed, is a

common use of the word by historians and journalists.

The word o-etcr/xos, earthqiialce, further confirms our view.

The reader should bear in mind its frequent use in the sense

of shaking, or agitation, political or social. Matt. xxi. 10

:

all the city ivas in commotion, lada-Orj ; comp. Gibbon, ch. xiv.

end; xvi. n. 175-176; xviii. n. 68-69; xx. note 0-1; xxviii.

n. 67-68 ; above all, Eusebius's oration in praise of Con-
stantine, and his ' Life of Constantine.' What Gibbon says

(ch. xvii.), moreover, about the titles and dignities and the

order of things under Diocletian and Constantine, may be
read with interest, as explaining the symbols of this passage.

CHAPTER VII.

1. WmfZs—The restraining of the winds here denotes a

mitigation of impending evils. Eor they are held back

that they may not hurt the earth and the sea. The

Chapter VII.

Ver. 1. Treg. omits Koi, and (not Tisch., Alf. brackets it). All read

vovTo, this, for ravTo, these.
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allegory is very striking ; comp. Isa, xxviii. 2 ; Ezek.

xxxviii. 9. It may be noticed that these winds are four

in number, that is, they proceed from all sides; comp.

Zech. ii. 6.

2. Earth—Gr. rrjv yrjv. By this term is probably signi-

fied that portion of earth which was then subject to

Komau sway ; the Eoman Empire, in point of fact, as

distinguished from the 17 otKovfievr], the inhabited earth.

3. Hurt not—The following passage, which illustrates

the suspension of the storm, may be added to those which

My. Elliott quotes :
" L'Eglise triomphait a ce moment sans

doute ; mais comme en un jour d'ete on voit de noirs

nuages s'amasser a I'horizon, et preparer une tempete pour

la fin du jour, ainsi I'orage commen^ait a gronder sur

toutes les frontieres de I'Empire Remain." Blumhardt, b. 2,

c. 5, end ; Best's translation, v, i. p. 214. As an illustration

of the accompanying earthquake, ibid. iv. 16, or p. 450 :

" Le plus grand bouleversement dont I'histoire ait conserve

le souvenir." Sealed.—By this sealing the servants of God
are preserved as a remnant that should not be destroyed

under the calamities of the seven trumpets.

There is a very illustrative passage on this in a small

publication which gives an account of the conversion of

a lioman Catholic priest in Belgium, the Eev. H. Van
Maasdyk, now the pastor of a congregation numbering a

thousand people in Brussels, the greater part of whom are

converts under his ministry. The tract is entitled, ' The
Power of the Word.' He relates that even after he had
come to the knowledge of the truth as regards the main
features of the Gospel, and had thrown off the errors of Rome,
he was much troubled about the question of the existence

of a visible Church, when suddenly, as it were, all his diffi-

culties disappeared, as he one day read the words in 2 Tim.
ii. 19. "Yes," said I to myself, "I have found it. Jlie

Lord knows those that are his. He will bring them together.

If we know him, he will know us. If we acknowledge
him as our head, we need not disquiet ourselves as to where
the members of his body are. The Lord alone knows
where his body is, his Church, and he directs it, he leads

it, and he makes all work together for (its) good."

4. Israel—Possibly in the strict sense, though most
persons take it in the figurative. The Jews must be

VOL. III. 2 E
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sought in the Apocalypse more than most interpreters have
found them. Bengel.

5. Twelve thousand—GomTp. Jer. liii. 30, from which we
see that round numbers have frequently an exact value

The twelve tribes are mentioned in six pairs. Bengel.

6. Napthali . . Manasseh—Dan is omitted, because the tribe

had now long ago fallen aivay to the single family of Hussim,

as the Hebrews say ; and this family itself seems to have perished

by wars, before the times of Esdras. For in the Chronicles,

where the posterity of the patriarchs is mentioned, Dan is omitted.

And perhaps this is predicted in Amos viii. 14. John of

Aniioch relates that a few of the tribe of Dan survived, and fled

into Phcenicia. Grotius.

It is less correct to say that Dan is omitted, than that his

small numbers, included in Manasseh, are joined with
Napthali, whose full brother he was. For, if this is not

tacitly implied, Napthali is the only one in the whole series

who is not named in connexion with his full brother. As
for the others, Levi here occnpies his own place again, and
Joseph has two portions, one in his own name, the other in

that of J\Ianasseh. Bengel.

9. After this I beheld and lo ! a great multitude .. stood ..

clothed—In the original there is a singular mixture of cases,

not uncommon in this book. A multitude of the blest is

here described in a parallelism, together with the sealing

which precedes, and the trumpets which follow. Under
these trumpets the plague does not affect those that are

sealed. Into this place the o_)(A.os, multitude, falls, after

a happy departure from the world ; afterwards more com-
panies of this kind are enumerated, ch. xiv. 1, xv. 3. The
degrees of happiness vary, but the lowest is above all i^eed.

of cleansing. Of all nations, etc.—Gr. ck -n-avTos cOyov<i koI

(fivXwv, of every nation and kindred, etc. In such an enume-
ration other passages either have the plural or the singular

four times ; see notes on ch. v. 9. In this passage alone

the singular is put first, and then the plural three times,

not without reason. This midtitude is led forth out of the

whole human race. That race is one ldvo<i, nation, all along

from its origin ; Acts xvii. 26. But in progress of time,

Ver. 5. Omit i(r<f>payt(rn4voi, were sealed (vfiih 'Pov^^v, Beulieii). Thch..

Alf. {Treg. brackets it). So the same word throughout vtj'scd 6, 7, 8.
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while Adam himself was alive, it was multiplied, and sepa-

rated it.selfboth into tribes, and peuplcs, and languages. Sengd.
12. Honour—The number seven is throughout the Eeve-

lation, without exception, diviiled into four and three ; th(-»

first four acclamations refer to the trumpets of the fii>t,

second, third, and fourth angels; the remaining three to

the trumpets of the fifth, sixth, and seventli angels. Bengel.

14. Tlicy which come, lit., those who are coming—Conse-
quently the number is not yet complete, and cannot there-

fore be exactly defined, ver. 9. Great tribulation—Gk.
The great tribulation, that foretold to the martyrs under
the fifth seal, when they were bid to wait for their

brethren.

15. TJierefore—No one is permitted to appear if he be
not clothed with a white robe.

CHAPTEE VIII.

1. Silence—The more frequent the voices are in this

book, the more remarkable is this silence of expectation pre-

ceding the blast of the seven trumpets.

2. Seven angels—Who stand before God, a great prero-

gative : Gabriel is one of them, Luke i. 19. Seven trumpets

—By these trumpets the kingdom of the world is shaken,
until after the most formidable opposition, it is under
the tnimpet of the seventh angel subjected to the Father
and the Son. The trumpets of the first four angels are

closely connected, so also of the fifth, sixth, and seventh
angels, which it must be clearly borne in mind are icoe

trumpets.

3. And another angel came ..altar ..censer ..incense . saints

..throne— Wlien the Israelites pray, says an author, quoted by
Cartwright, bk. iii. ch. viii., they do not pray altogether, hut

each synagogue or congregation pray sepdtrately, first one and
then another. Wlien all the sytiagogues have finished their

Ver. 12. Tisch. ("not Alf.) omits the last afcV, amen. Treg. brackets it.

Ver 14. For Kupte, Lord (Auth. Ver., sir), read Kvpie fiov, my Lord.
Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 17. Tisch. reads irotnalt'ei...6ST}ye7. feedeth, leadeth. But At/.,

Tre(j.. etc.. with the best authorities, retain the future. All read Cccjjs,

of life, for ^(i(Tas, living. Ecudcr, to fuuntuins of waters of life. Alf.

2 k2
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prayers, the presidimj angel ofprayer hears all the petitions they

have Offered up in every gyna<jogue, forms them into crowns, and
jilaces them on the head of God. as it is said in Ps. Iv. 2, ail

jiesh shall come as thy crown.* It thus appears that the Jews
say, there is an angel who presides over the pi-ayei-s

offered up in their synagogues ; the Apocalypse, however,
teaches us that it is an angel who ofl'ers incense, but it is

the saints who pray. The incense of the angel, and the

jn-ayers of the Chui-ch on earth are acceptable to God
through Jesus Christ, not through the angel. We have
here the Divine Liturgy and its effect upon the world.

Bengel. Upon the golden altar— Gr. hrl -6 k.tA. Xote the

variation in the cases ; the angel stood i-l -or 6v<rLa(rrqpiov,

hy the side of [a/] the altar, and offered the incense e-i to

bvaLaa-rqpiov, upon the altai".

7. Sounded—Bengel is of opinion that the first trumpet
rt-fei-s to the Jewish wars under Trajan and Hadrian ; comp.
our observations upon this subject in their proper pkce.
As it were a great mountain—Bengel refers this to the iiTup-

ti'-n of the Barbarians from the third centuiy upwai-ds.

9. Were destroyed—Comp. ch. ix. 18, tJie third part of men
teas killed.

10. The third—Bullinger and most of the commentators of

the Eeformation period who are supported by Bengel. main-
tain that the star is Arius, and that the Arian and Vandal
calamities are here described. Others interpret the star as

Count Bonifacius, who invited the Tandals to invade Africa.

11. Wormwood—Arianism, which was full of bitterness.

Theodoret uses this term of the Arians, who under the influ-

ence of George of Cappiidocia drove out the bishops. Victor,

bk. i. de Persec. Vandal., expresses his pity for St. Augustine,

bishop of Hippo, during the siege, the sweetness of delight is

changed into the bitterness of wormwood. But Alf. is half

* But there is an error in this commentator's translation. The ren-

dering of the Authorised Version is correct, unto thee shaH all flesh come.

—Ed.

Chapter VIII.

Ver. 5. Tlie true order is, thunderings and lightnings and voices.

Tisrh., Alf. Treg.

Ver. 7. Omit iyyeXot, angel. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Add after eis r^v -/riv.

itpon the earth, koX rh rpirov tt\s yrtt KOTexaTj, and the third part of tlie

tarth was burned up. Tisch., Alf., Treq.
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inclined to interpret it of intemperance. " It is hardly

poHsihle to road of this third plague, and not think of the

deadly efroct of thoHO strong s{)irituoiiH drinks, whieh arc,

in fact, water turned into poison. I'lie very name afjuinthe

ifi not unknown in their norncnclatuns, and there is rxo

effect which could be so aptly described by the falling of

fire into water as this, which results in ardent spirit, fire-

water." But it is scarcely possible that the third part of

the waters of the lioraan world, of its rivers, &c., and ol

their sources, can have this reference.

12. Was smitten—Tliis was in the fifth centurj', when
Italy and Kome, the seat of empire, were occupied and
obscured by foreign nations.

13. Anfjel, lit., eagle—I saw another aw/el fly in the midst of
heaven ; ch. xiv. G, undoubtedly refers to this passage, but

the reading eo/jle, does not destroy this reference. 1'he

term ea/jle, not anfjel, in this passage, shows that it is not

strictly an anfjel who is meant ; and the reference to this in

ch, xiv. 6, teaches that by the word anfAher angel is denoted,

an illustrious herald belonging to the human race, as dis-

tinguished interpreters acknowledge. Woe, woe, woe—
About the end of the fifth century there were presages

enough of future calamities. 'JTie second woe is more
disastrous than the first ; the third than the second. Tlte

trumpet—The singialar for the plural distributively, that is,

trumpet for trumpets. Bengd.

CHAPTER IX.

1. Bfjffffmless fnt—Gr. jnt of the abyss, that is, the orifice

or opening of the abyss.

2. The mn and the air were darkened—An instance of Hen-
diaflys [i.e. tJie whle shy was flarkened], as ch. i. 14. His
head and his hair, ch. xix. 16, his vesture and his thigh. The
air was obscured, as it is illuminated by the sun ; the sun,

as it transmits its light through the air to men. Hence
the singular verb ia-KOTurOfj, was darkened, is used in the
(ireek. Hence we need not enquire separately, what the

sun and its darkening means ; what the air and its darken-

Ver. 13. For a.-^/(\ov, arigd, read deroC, eagle. TUch., Al/., Treg.
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ing means. The darkness which befell the Je^v^s in Persia
is here pointed out. Bengel. [Sixth century.]

4. Who—Gr. omves : qualitative and generic, not ot nor
oTot. The distinction is between the class " men " and the

classes " grass," " green thing," " tree," etc., not between
Nonie men and others. The article tous is generic, ol

dySpwTTOL, men ; some have suggested that olVtves means qui

ncilicet, quijype qui, inasmuch as they, but this can hardly be
correct.

5,10. Tormented ..hurt—Gi\ (Saaravia-Owcrt ..aBiKyjcrai. One
fact expressed in two ways, both in a pavssive and in an
active sense. The locusts, dSt/<oi5crt, hurt ; men j3acravLl,ovTaL

are tormented. So, to slay and to he slain, ver. 15, 18; to

have those who nourish [feed] and to he nourished, ch. xii. 6,

14. Five months—The number five is repeated ver. 10.

This feature of the vision is taken from the popular notion

that the locusts show themselves in the five months begin-

ning with May. Diist., etc. The men, ssijs Bengel, who
were tormented were Israelites, without the Divine seal

;

the locusts, Persians, who harassed them severely.

6. Shall desire to die—A terrible contrast to the desire of

the apostle, Phil. i. 23, springing from holiest hope. Diist.

8. Hair as the hair of women—That is to say, long hair.

According to Pliny an Arabian custom. The Persians in

ancient times wore long hair.

9. Running—To make the construction plain, (^navrj, sound,

is repeated with ap/xara, chariots. The running horses draw
the chariot ; but the chariots themselves in their course are

stiictly and immediately the cause of the sound. See Joel

ii. 5. Bengel.

1 1 . Abaddon . . Apollyon—'A^aSStbv . . ^AiroXXvu>v. The Sept.

renders Abaddon by d-n-wXeia, destruction ; here it is put in the

concrete, 'k-rroWvoiv, Apollyon, the destroyer. The Greek and
Hebrew nomenclature of this angel, according to Patrick

Forbes and James Durham, indicates the oppression of the

Greeks and Hebrews by the locusts. Mr. Elliott, we venture

Chapter IX.

Ver. 4. Omit fxSvous, only, Tiseh., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 10. For Kfvrpa ^u eV, read Kevrpa, koI eV. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Render, tails like to scorpions, and stings, and in their tails is their power
to huH, etc. Alf.

Ver. 11. For koI ex'""'"'. (^nd they have (Auth. Ver., had), Tisch, (not

Alf. Treg. omits koI, and), reads ex"""""'* leaving.
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to think, is wiong in saying that the angel in the Apocalypse
applies only to angelic spiritnal ageacies, good or bad, as

ho does part ii. eh. iv. § 3, p. 426, ed. 4, Comp. what we
have said on the angels of the Churches. Note also that

in ch. i. ii. iii. the angels are called stars, as here Mahomet
is called a fallen star and the angel of the abyss, for tlio

key of it was given to him. The angels of the Churches
carried a message from God to the Churches. The angel

of the abyss brought a message, not from God, but from
the abyss, the emblem of hell. Comp. ch. xix. tlie beast

arising from the abyss. The rise of Mahomet and f^f

the Popes was nearly cotemporary, bringing in Satanic

doctrines and doctrines of deceit, not a message from Jesus
ti) the Churches. The abyss, ch. xx. is closed and sealed,

that Satan should not deceive the nations any longer.

12. The woe—That is, the first looe.

13. PoMr ^on?s—The ancient copies omit /o«r. The altar

of the incense had horns, but Moses does not mention the

number. Before—Where the Divine Litui-gy is sung.

14. Bound— Comp. Gibbon, ch. xxviii. " Under his
"

(Basil's) "reign the Roman arms were again formidable
to the barbarians, and he appeared in person on the hanJcs

of the Euphrates, and curbed the pride of the Saracens."

15. An hour, lit., the hour—The definite article shows that

it is not any hour, day, month, or year that is signified
;

but a definite period of time. According to Bengel this

period embraces the time that elapsed from the closing

years of Abubeker to the death of Motassem, a.d. 634 to

A.D. 840.

16. Two hundred thousand thousand—The Apocalypse ex-

presses doubly several periods of times, especiall}^ under
the first and third woes ; but it marks the duration of

the second woe once only, by tJie hour, and day, and month,

and year ; and in turn under that woe, instead ®f a second
indication of time, it indicates the number of the equestrian

armies, that is, of the horsemen. The second woe is a
period of about 207 years of men ; therefore for every
year (if there arose other or fresh horsemen every year)

Ver. 13. Alf. and Treg. (not Ti'sch.) bracket recradpccv^four.

Ycr. 16. Gr. Sva-fivpidSes. Tisch., Alf., Treg. The common text has
5ro ^upmSfy fxypiaZoov, litfrally, iiro myriads of myriads. Omit /cal, and.
hi'fuiv ijKOva-a, I heard. Tisch... Alf., Treg.
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the immense body of 2,000,000, or at least if the reading,

8is, two, be doubted, 1,000,000 horsemen are collected.

When St. John adds that their number ims heard hy him,

he hints that the certain number specified, if it is put
for an uncertain one, yet has not a wide uncertainty

;

and that the greatness of the number, however incredible

it may appear, is still to be credited. Bengel. William
of Tyre, quoted by Usher in his ' De Christianarum Eccle-

siarum successione et Statu,' writes :—" Eegnante apud
Grsecos Eomanus qui cognominatus est Diogenes et cum
omni prosperitate Constantinopolitanum administranti im-
perium egressus est de intimis finibus Orientis Persarum
et Assyriorum Satrapa potentissimus Belpheth nomine
infinitam incredulorum naiionem secum trahens multitudinum

quce numerum diceretur excedere et universam terras super-

ficiem opererit. Ascendens ergo in curribus et equis fines

ingressus est imperii." His language as a Christian prelate

illustrates the religious feeling of the day. " Quid multa?
Perit Ghristianus exercitus, fidelium prosternitur acies;

sanguis, Chiisti redem-ptus sanguine, ab impiis effunditur."

17. Of fire .. brimstone—Lucretius, bk. 4, combines the

same colours. Lutea russaque vela et ferruginea, saffron and
red and darJc iron colours. Ferruginea are the same as hya-

cinthine, jacinth. Virgil says ferrugineos hyacinthos, that is,

according to Servius, dark-coloured hyacinths. Therefore in

this passage, the breast-plates ofjacinth and the smoke answer
to one another ; as the breast-plates of fire and the fire, and
the breast-plates of brimstone, and the brimstone. Literal and
figurative things are blended in this and the following

A'^erses. Bengel.

19. I'heir tails .. heads .. hurt—Such, according to Pliny,

is the double-headed dfX(f>tKapy]vo<;, amphisbcena. Tlie amphis-

bcena has a double head, that is, one from the tail also, as though

it loere not enough that poison should be poured from one mouth.

Lib. viii. ch. xxiii. And the dreadful amphisbcena rising

upon its double head. Lucan. Tlie amphisbcena rises upon its

two heads, of tvhich the one is in its proper place, the other is

in the same part with the tail ; hence it happens, that by leaning

Ver. 18. Read airh rSiv rpiciv irKrjyaiv, of these three plagues. Also
omit fK, hy (before smoke, and before brimstone). Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 19. Head ^ yap i^ovcrla tSiv 'Imrcov, etc., iaTiv, for the power oj
horses is in, etc. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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tJie head on hotJi sides, it creeps along in circular trails.

Whatever be the kind of head the ainphisbajna has, it

illustrates this picture in the Apocalypse.

20, 21. Yet., not (ovre) ..neither (kol ou)—A predicate of

two members in Latin ncque ..neque, neither ..nor. See

.similar particles, John iv. 11; 3 John ver, 10; Mark v.

o, 4. Fornication—Gr. rr^s Tropvcta?, the plural is used,

1 Cor. vii. 2. In the text, however, we find the singular

number in the midst of several plurals. Men commit
other acts of wickedness intermittently, but those who
are impure in heart are guilty of one continuous iropvua,

fornication.

The parallelism between the seventh trumpet and tho

seven vials of the last wrath clearly shows that the sixth

trumpet is the second woe, and that there will be no
further delay than that of the seventh trumpet—which
will be the last woe—that then and in the days of that

trumpet the mystery of God will be finished according to

the glad tidings to his servants the projihets.

The seventh trumpet, it must be remembered, is a icoe-

trumpet. From this alone there is the strongest proba-
bility that this trumpet is parallel with, and embraces, the
seven vials of the last wrath, and this will receive strong
corroboration from a comparison of xi. 13 with xvi., time of

wrath and judgment on the nations; xi. 19 with xv. 5,

ark of covenant opened in heaven; xi. 19 with xvi. 18,

lightnings and earthquake ; xi. 19 with xvi. 20, great hail

;

the action of the twenty-four elders in xi. 16-18.

There can be hardly a doubt, first, that the trumpets are

intended to denote successive and continxious events. See
viii. 13 ; ix. 12, 20 ; x. 6, 7 ; xi. 14, 15. Secondly, that the
vials are also intended to denote successive and continuous
events. See xvi. 9, 11. By analogy, therefore, it is

probable that the seals have the same character. The
deepest conviction in this matter, however, is produced by
the correspondence of the successions in the series of events
Avith the successions in the prophetical series, when they
have been clearly and closely examined.
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CHAPTER X.

1. And—The passage from ver. 1 to cli. xi. 13, is very

remarkable. There is in it an adumbration of the awful

trumpet of the seventh angeL For while the dragon is yet

in heaven, and the seven-headed lieast and Ihe two-headed

beast are about to ascend out of the sea and the eaiih,

while there appears to be no end to the calamities of the

world, an angel places his right hand upon heaven, his

riglit foot upon the sea, his left foot w^ou. the earth, and

declares with an oath that all these enemies, however thej

may rage, shall eventually be i-emoved. This passage

has parallel parts: ch. x. 1-7, and ch. xi. 13. The ascent

of the beast out of the bottomless pit, ch, xi. 7, is future

;

the earthquake by which the great city is divided into

three parts, ch. xvi. 19, precedes the earthquake by which

a tenth part of the same cit}^ falls. This, says Bengel is a

certain observation. As pillars of fire—Gr. ws o-rvX-oL Tia'pds.

The pillar which led the Israelites by night is called o-rvkos

TTupos, pillar offire.
2. A little hook—Gr. /3t/3XaptS(,oi', a double diminutive.

But in ver. 8, 9, 10, /Sl/SXIov. This word suggests that the

hooh first appeared to St. John very small, compared with the

vast stature of the angelic appearance, grasping, as it

were, heaven, sea, and earth. Aftei-wards the voice from

heaven called it a hooh, on account of the importance of its

contents, and St. John, with teachable mouth and hand, fol-

lowed this title. On the sea . . . on the earth—Newton and
others interpret the sea as Europe, the land as Asia : hence

the rivers denote Afiica, and the sun belongs to the whole
world. Comp. viii. 7, 8, 10, 12 : xvi. 2, 3, 4, 8. The sea is

Europe ; the earth, Asia. Bengel.

3. Boareih—Gr. ^uK-arai. 'Qpvicrdai expresses the voice of

an animal under the influence of hunger or anger : fjLVKaa-

OaL, its natural voice. They both are used to express the

lion's cry. Theocritus ascribes the latter to the lioness.

6. TJiat there should he time no longer—There is, indeed.

Chapter X.

Ver. 4. Omit ras <poivas kavjoiv, their voices; also /ioi, xinto me. Tisch.,

Alf., Treg.

Ver. 5. (After avrov), add tV ^f^'du, rifjlit. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Read,

his right hand.
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great doubt respecting these periods, and many say that

nothing can be known befoi'e the end. I5nt this assertion

abandons the martyrs and •wilnessos of the truth at the
lieformation, and before and al^er, who relied on the Apoca-
lypse, and especially on cli. xiii. and xvii., and destroys the
piinc'.ipal advantage of pi'ophccy, which forewarns and fore-

arms ns against threatening, evils. The truth is, that for

the opening of prophecy, either the whole event is neces-

sary, or a considerable part is suflicient. If the whole
event is necessary, the Apocalypse will never bo understood
bofoi'o the end of the woild ; for so far the event extends,
nay, even to eternit}-. If a considerable part is sufficient,

why not use that part to measure the future by the past,

and not to run upon events without preparation ? The rash

man is he who sleeps in danger, not he who foresees it.

We ought not to be so confident in determining the future,

as not to leave what the text has not defined, or the inter-

preter does not yet distinctly see to be determined by the
result. But they who avoid all particulars, do not know
what to watch for in the event. Spiritual docility and
sobriety are in entire harmony. Bengel.

7. WJien, etc., lit., lohen he is about to sound, and the mystery

of God icas.fnlfiUed—Kai, and, has a consecutive force, and
then, as John iv. 35.

9. Give, lit., to give—This use of the infinitive makes the
style exj^ressive, and gives to it either a sense oi majesty, espe-
cially where God speaks, or modesty, as here. For St. John
from time to time, in this book, has expressed great and
almost excessive reverence for the inhabitants of heaven

:

oh. vii. 14, xix. 10, xxii. 8. The infinitive, therefore, corre-

sponds with the modesty which he exhibited towards the
angel in asking for the little 'book. After the example of

St. John, we ought to unite humility of heart with close

searching of the prophets. Bengel.

11. Again— Like others before thee, ver. 7. 31any . . .

kings— Whose career coincides -with the period described
in ver. 6. Prophecy—John throughout the whole course of

the book acts in a vision.

Ver. 9. For Sos, give, read Sovvat, to give. Tisch., Alf., Treg, But it

Btandfl for the imperative as often.
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CHAPTER XI.

1. Was given—This is not the reed that speaks. 'ESo^tj

fioi Aeycov may be resolved into ivas given me, he who gave
it saying. But the speaking is more suitably attributed to

the rod itself figuratively, St. John not seeing Him who gave
the rod, who is to be known from ver. 3, 8. For thus also

John heard the altar speaking, ch. xvi. 7.

2. 27*6 court—In the tabernacle of Moses, in the temple
of Solomon, and in the temple of Ezekiel, the Sept. usually

has avXr], court. A court in the open air is meant (in which
grass grows readily): hence it is tvithout the temple. Some
read within, but this court, being the only one, cannot

possibly be within the temple, from which it is dis-

tinguished. Again, in Ezek. viii. 1 6, the inner court. But
here only the outer court (in contradistinction to the temple) is

mentioned : which in the measuring must not be reckoned as

part of the temple, but as it is an outer court, so it ought to

be regarded as outside the temple. Without . . . out— Gr.

€$(j}Oev . . . e^w; comp. Isa. xxxii. 19, the city shall beloio, in

a low place. Tread under foot—See Luke xxi. 24, note.

Forty-two months—These and the 1260 days in ver. 3, are

common months and days ; for in the event they are later

than the number of the beast, which being put in part

enigmatically, in part literally, fixes the point where the

book passes from prophetical times to common times, as

I more fully show elsewhere. Bengel. Forty-two months

are 1260 days, i.e. three years and a half. Thus half of
seven is a ruling number in the apocalyptic periods of time.

A time, times, and the dividing of time, ivas the duration of the

oppression of the saints in Dan. vii. 25. TJie shutting up of
heaven against rain, in ver. 6, reminds us of Elijah (comp.

James v. 17; Luke iv. 25), and the turning water into blood,

and smiting the earth with plagues, of Moses, whose testimony

endured through forty-two stations of Israel's march; comp. ch.

xii. 6; xiii. 6. Alf. The reader will do well to compare
our remarks on this subject.

Chapter XI.

Ver. 1. The true reading is, koI 4d66ri fxoi Ka.Kaij.os '6ixoios pd^Sw, Ae'y&jv,

a7id there was given me a reed like a rod, saying. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Kiyoiv, saying, is out of the construction. It is not the reed that speaks.

Alf.
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8. Will give—Namely, that they may prophesy. Kal, and,

here follows, with the same force as the Hebrew and, in

Job vi. 9 ; Gen. xlvii. 0. To my two witnesses—Not JMoses

and Elias, but two illustrious men, resembling at once

them, and Joshua, and Zerubbabel. But Elias the prc'iih't is

certainly to come before the coming of Christ to judgment,

just as John the Baptist came before the coming of Christ

in the flesh : Mai. iii. 2;} (iv. 5). The genius and mode of

jnocedure of Elias are related to the last coming, just as

the genius and mode of procedure of John the Baptist to

the former; comp. Matt. xvii. 12, note. Bengel.

4. The Lord—In ver. 13, he is called the God of heaven,

as Isa. liv. 5, the God of the earth; Gen. xxiv. 3, the God of

heaven, and the God of the earth ; but in this passage he is

called the Lord of the earth, as in the parallel passage,

Zech. iv. 14.

6. The key to this verse is found in Jas. v. 17, 18;
1 Kings xvii. 1. We may here notice an objection that

has been recently raised by Mr. Garratt to Mr. Elliott's

interpretation of this chapter. Mr. Garratt says that it is

impossible that the witnesses can be represented as clothed

with sackcloth after their resurrection and ascension to

the political heaven. The answer is that historical facts

exactly correspond to this apparent inconsistency. There
was what may well be described as a resurrection of the

witnesses after their apparently complete death, and their

being reduced to silence, namely, at the Keformatiou.

The limits to which this should extend are specified

immediately afterwards, ch. xi. 13. And yet, notwith-

standing this resurrection and ascension of the witnesses

for a time and in part, their sackcloth-witnessing has not

yet been put off in the other and larger parts of the old

Eoman world.

8-9. Bead bodies, lit. dead body—The word corpse, in the

singular, is used collectively, Fs. Ixxix. 2; Isa. xxvi. 19;
Jer. xxxiv. 20 : and so here, to Tnwjxn, the corpse, of two.

Also, the head of Oreb and Zeeb is spoken of for the heads,

Judg. vii. 25. Presently afterwards, the third time, the

Ver. 4. For rod Qeov, God, read rod Kvpiov, The Lord. Tisch., Trecj.,

(Alf. has Kvpiov, the Lord.)
Ver. 8. For to irrw^iara, dead todies, read rh iTTUfia, dead body ' i.v.

tnrecJ:. Alf.) Tisch., Alf., Treg. For rjixciy, our (Lord^, read avrwp, their.

Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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plural, TO. TTTw/iaTo, is used. Although we see no reason for

the difference, yet it would be rash to say that there is

none. In the street . . . was crucified—The place of cruci-

fixion was outside the city under Tiberius, perhaps under
Adrian also. Eusebius informs us that the scene of

the Lord's martyrdom, or the place of the cross, was in-

cluded in the city built by Constantine, and mentions the
neighbouring street. The shape of the city has been
changed in various ways, and will be changed hereafter.

Whether the city has the place of the cross within the walls

at the present day, or not (for travellers difler, those who
deny it appear to have the soundest grounds for their

opinion), at the time of the witnesses, at least, it will un-

doubtedly have the place of the cross in the street, either

within the walls or without: comp. the street, a market-jjlace,

2 Sam. xxi. 12; Prov. xxvi. 13; Keh. viii. 1; Luke x. 10,

(comp. Matt. x. 1-1) ; Esth. iv. 6. The beast has been this

long time in great trouble for Palestine ; after his ascent

from the bottomless pit he is in greater trouble. Bengel.

9. TJiree days and a half—Kot three or four. This passage

alone would be an irrefragable proof how scrupulously, that

is, how exactly, the interpreter, who trembles at the words of

THE LORD, ought to take prophetic numbers, without heeding
their proverbial roundness.

11. S;pirit of life—Gr. Trveu/xa ^wrjs. So the Sept. Gen.
vi. 17.

13. Of men seven thousand—Gr. ovo/xara avOpo'i-n-iov, ^lAcaSes

eTTTa, the names of men seven thousand. A frequent apposition :

comp. ch. vii. 5, 6 ; 1 Kings iv. 32; 1 Chron. v. 21. And
the remnant—Who survived the decimation: that is, sixty-

three thousand men. Lightfoot, Chron. N. t., on John iii.,

quoting Baal Turim on Numb. xxiv. 8, remarks that the letter

Tsade (i.e. 70) is gifted loith a certain peculiar significance,

which shoios beforehand that he will root out the seven nations

(namely, of the Canaanites), and in time to come the remaining

sixty-three nations, that is, all the nations of the ivorld. This

passage of the Apocalypse softens the sadness of the omen.

Ver. 9. For ^\ii\iov(nu, shall see, read /SAeVouo-o/, see. Also for acp-fi-

„;.^77 „..-fir— ,.„„,! x^; o^.^^, T.'t.nl, Alf 'T'„„« t?^, s
r. 9. For ^Ki^ovmv, shall see, read /SAeVouo-o/, see. Also i

, shall suffer, read acplovcrt, suffer. Tisch., Alf., Treg. For /.

graves, read fj.vrjfj.a, tomb (grave). Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 10. For xapoS(r<j', shall rejoice, read xo^'^povaiv, rejoice. Tisch.,

Alf., Trer,.

Vur. 12. For ^/coutroj', read ^Kov<ya, I heard. Tisch,, Alf. (not Treg.).
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1

Were affrujlded—This is more desirable news tliau that of

those in icliose case no dianye takes place, and who do not at all

reverence God: Ps. Iv. 19. Coiiip. also Rev. xvi. 9. They

gave glory—A mark of their conversion : Jer. xiii. 16. To
the God of heaven—He is called the Lord of the earth, ver. 4,

wlieii ho declares his authority on the earth by the two
witnesses against the disobedient. lie is called the God of
heaven, when he not only gives rain from heaven, after a most
disastrous drought, but also shows his majesty in heaven, by
talcing up the two witnesses into heaven. Bengel.

15. The seventh—The principal trumpet is that of the

seventh angel. The near approach of the events, vp^hich were
to follow in it, were often viewed by the apostles separately,

and held forth by them to the faithful : but by the length

of the interval, scoflers denied the veiy end itself, in

which the events were to issue. The faithful did not fully

comprehend the length of the interval. Each class fur-

nished the Apostles with a reason for explaining the mystery
more fully : 2 Pet. iii. 2 ; 2 Thess. ii. In heaven—This is

strictly parallel with that passage of Dan. ii. 44, In the days

of those Icings (not after they shall be destroyed), the God of
heaven shall set up a Icingdom. He is called the God of heaven,

showing his majesty in heaven. Comp. in general ver. V6,

note. Afterwards the actions descend to the earth. See

presently, on the kingdom of the ivorld. Saying—Gr. keyov-

res; see also ch. v. 12. Dionysius of Alexandria thus gave
his opinion of the writer of the Apocalypse not 200 years

after it was written :
— '' I notice that his dialect and language are

not strictly Greek, hut he employs barbarous idioms, and even sole-

cisms." ''But," says Lightfoot, ''he forms this judgment con-

cerning dialect and phraseology without being skilled in either,

and censures as a fault that which chiefly commends this book.

For John ^eoStSaKTos (taught of God) everywhere in his Apoca-

lypse assumed the style of the Old Testament; ichile this man,
who was ignorant of the Hebrew language, reckoned as a sole-

cism the ivhole of that which was the dialect of god, and
believed iluxt that lohich he could not understand was barbarous."

Ver. 15. All critical editors have Keyovres, saying, for Kiyovaai, the

feminine, agreeing with tpaivaX. voices. Read, eyfvero rj /SatriAt/a rot)

Kofffiou, the kingdom of the world is become our I/ord's a7id his Christ «;.

Tlsch., Alf., Treg.
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Still the readings of the Apocalypse (which present the

appearance of solecism), as Dionysius shows, are ancient,

numerous, and have an analogy to one another ; but those

which follow the ordinary syntax have been introduced by
copyists, many ages after Dionysius. The kingdoms of the

world give way to God's kingdom of the world. Thus
Obadiah, ver. 21, and the Psalms often. The fulfilment of

this oracle is in vain sought in the time of Constantine ; the

prophecy will he fulfilled after the destruction of the beast.

Vitringa. And of his Christ, lit., anointed—This is the first

time Christ is named in the prophetic treatise, after the

introduction of the book, namely, in the mention of the

kingdom under the trumpet of the seventh angel. For
Christ (the anointed) is called King by Antonomasia (the

common name king meaning the same as his proper name,'

Christ). Elisha the prophet was anointed, 1 Kings xix. 16;

priests were anointed, Exod. xxviii. 41 ; but kings with

especial propriety. Whence the title anointed, put abs©-

lutely, denotes nothing but a king. It is usual to say the

Lord's anointed, not the anointed king : but (of a priest), the

anointed priest, by way of epithet : Lev. iv. 5. Nay, the

anointed is even expressly distinguished from the priest,

1 Sam. ii. 35; Ps. cxxxii. 16, 17, In the whole Gospel

history the name Christ is never set forth under the title

of priest ; very frequently under the name of King. And
moreover, as often as Messiah is mentioned in the Scripture,

there is a reference to his kingdom. The priestly office and
the prophetical also are both contained in the kingly,

(which by a metaphor is the meaning of shepherd also

:

ch. xii. 5). See Heb. ii. 17, note. Among the Gentiles

also, one man has often borne the kingly office in addition

to the priestty, sometimes under the title of priest, some-

times under that of king. Bengel.

17. Who is, and who icas—Some have added, koX 6 ipxo-

fj.evo's, and art to come. The shorter reading here also is the

true one. The fuller one is derived from a parallel passage.

Such varieties of reading are not to be decided in a cursory

manner on general grounds, but by careful investigation,

by the proofs which peculiarly belong to each passage. In

Ver. 17. Add n-al o ^px^lJ-^vos <wd art to come. Ti'.-rh., Alf., but

these words are wauthiu; in best IMSS.
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the piopliecy of the New Testament, that is, in the Apoca-
lypse, the title 6 wv koX 6 tjv koI 6 €p;^o/x€vos, which is, and
which was, and which is to come, by which the tetiagramuia-

ton, JHVII, Jehovah, is usually expressed, is, as it were, set

forth anew ; and the future itself, ichich is to come, as though
reviving in the second coming of Christ, on which see Ilel).

X. 37, is placed before us, until at the entrance of the most
important trumpet of the seventh angel, first the words,

Koi 6 ipxo/Ji-evo';, and ichich is to come, and afterwards also the

words Kttt 6 Tjv, and ichich ivas, are magnificently absorbed,

and pass into the simple 6 wv, which is. Hence it comes to

pass, that even great things from this very passage are not

said to come, as lately they were said to come, ver. 14, and
ch. ix. 12, but to have come, presently in ver. 18, and ch.

xiv. 7, 15, xix. 7. Those persons do not sufficiently hold

fast the normal force of Scripture which ought to be
retained even in addresses, who, even still in prayers and
in hymns, from time to time say Jehovah, instead of Lord, or

Jah, for under the trumpet of the seventh angel this

tetragrammaton ceases to be used, and the digrammaton,
YH, (which expresses existence), alone is uttered by the

saints with praise, ch. xix. 1 [abridged from BengeT].

17-18. Hast reigned- and the nations were angry— Gr.ifSao-t-

Xevcras' kol to, Wv-q wpylcrOrjcrav. Comp. Ps. xcix. 1, Sept.,

KV/360S i/SaaiXevcrev 6pyi^€(r6(ii(rav Xaol, The Lord reigned, let the

peoples be angry.

18. Tlie time—Grr. 6 Kaipos, that is, co-tiv, it is time. But it

belongs to rjXdev, came (is come). Be judged—Gr. KpiOrjvaL;

this verb, equally with Sowat and SiacfiOapui, to give and to

destroy, is said of God ; comp. Isa. Ixvi. 16 ; Ezek. xxxviii.

22, Heb. ; and Ezek. xvii. 20, x. 35, 46 ; Joel iii. 2, Heb.

;

and Sept. (not KpiOrjvaL, but StaK/at^-^vot) ; jer. ii. 35, xxv. 31,

Sept. There is an allusion to the wonderful condescension

of the Supreme Judge, whereby, for the sake of showing
the justice of his cause, He blends discussion with his un-
bending judgment ; Eom. iii. 4, see note.

CHAPTEE XII.

3. Bed—This colour symbolizes the persecuting spirit of

the dragon. Comp. the horse of the second seal.

VOL. m. 2 F
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5. Brought forth—The Christian Church brought a male

child : Christ, considered not personally but in his kingdom.
This is Constantine after he had gained possession of the empire.

Vitringa. An erroneous view. It does not, as others assert,

signify the conversion of Israel : for the Israelites do not

bring forth in their conversion, but are born : the crown of

twelve stars prefigures the conversion of the twelve tribes :

comp. Gen. xxxvii. 9. The birth here described has long

since taken place : not so the conversion of the Jews. The
woman brought forth when in the ninth centx;ry more
nations than at any previous time were, with their princes,

converted to the Christian faith. Bengel. A man child—
Gr. vlov appeva, a male son. Scholars have quoted similar

combinations from Aristophanes and Alciphron ; TratStoi/,

child, is the genus, vlo? the species. With a rod of iron—
To punish their protracted obstinacy. Bengel.

6. A thousand two hundred and threescore days— I am
quite unable, in common with all ajpocalyptic interpreters,

to point out definitely any period in the history of the

Church corresponding to the 12 GO days of ch. xii. 6, or any

in the history of this luorld's civil poicer which shall satisfy the

forty-tioo months of cli. xiii. 5. As far as I have seen, every

such attempt has failed. Alford. The reader is referred to

our view of this important point. Dean Alford speaks ns

if the 1260 days were ended, whereas, if they are not, it

is by no means surprising that the subject is not vet

cleared up.

7. Michael—An archangel : Dan. x. 13 ; Jude ver. 0, War
—A war occasioned by the TrXdvi-j, deceiving, which led

all the world captive. Against, lit., with—Gr. ixera, not

Kara. So ver. 17, ii. 16, xi. 7, xiii. 47, xvii. 14, xix. 19.

8. In heaven—In which, all along from the triumph of

Christ up till then, he had accused the brethren of the

dwellers in heaven, ver. 10. Comp. Jer. xii. The earth is

included in heaven ; not the reverse. Bengel.

Chapter XII.

Ver. 5. Kepeat, irphs, unto (before rhv dpouou, his throne). Tisch., AIJ.,

Treg.

Ver. 6. Add eVe?, then, after ex^. hath. Tisch., Alf. {Treg. in brackets.)

Ver. 7. For ixoAdfirijav, warred, read rod TtoXefj.'qo-ai, to war. Tisch.,

Alf., Treg. The construction is peculiar. For /cara, against, read fj-erk,

with, with aU critical editors.
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9. Devil . , . Satan—Gr. Sta^oXos . . . craravu?. The Devil

and Satan are exactly synonymous ; for Satan and Sta/3oAo?,

devil, mean to interpose for resistance ; hence also the Sejit.

frequently has 8id/3o\os, Devil, for Satan, which is trans-

ferred to the Greek, 1 Kings xi. 14, 23, 25. The only

difterence lies in the Hebrew and Greek idiom ; and the

adversary who harasses the Gentiles is pointed out as the

Devil, he of the Jews as Satan; here, indeed, saints of

both classes. Grotius refers this double appellation to the

Jews and Gentiles. But the observation belongs to the

text, in which both the Hebrew and the Greek names are

joined together ; in other texts, even the appellation of the

devil, standing alone, may no doubt refer to the Jews.
Wliieh deceiveth—Seduceth. The devil is a liar and a
mui-derer, John viii. 44 ; a seducer, as here, and raging,

ver. 12, where despair, for the shortness of the time, in-

fluences his rage. But the saints who overcome him, have
faith, love, Jiope.

10. Accuser—Gr. 6 KOTrp/wp. This is not used here as a

Greek word, but as a Hebrew woid, the purely Greek
synonym, 6 KaTrjyopwv, ivJiich accuseth, following. The two
languages are joined together, as in ver. 9, and repeatedly

in this book, which has reference to both Israelites and
Gentiles. Bengel.

11. Not— This negative contradicts the accusation, the

substance of which is indicated by this (i.e., that they did

love them). Tlieir own life, better, soul—In like manner
Satan had also accused Job, Job ii. 4. Against him who
renounces his love of life the calumniator has now no
power.

12. Woe—This is the last denunciation of the third and
most grievous ivoe, which has already been frequently
denounced ; and under it at length the beast assails. Woe
to the earth and the sea—The earth is placed before the sea,

either because the earth, as opposed to the heaven, is

superior (to the sea), and the sea is only part of the eartli,

which in the following verse is included under the earth :

or liecause the third woe really began in Asia, ocfore

through the beast it began in Europe. Bengel.

Ver. 10. All critical editors have o Karrjywp, the accuser. Common
text has KaTr)yopos, with the same sense.

Ver. 12. Omit to7s KaroiKoda-i, the inlutlitcrs of. Tisch., Alf., Treg,

2\2
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14. Two icings—The Hebrew dual, the two icings, does not
always involve the number two : but it is used even fur

four or six wings, Ezek. i. and Isa. vi. "Whence in the

Sept. it is never expressed by 8vo TrTepvy€<;, two wings.

Therefore in this passage the Greek, not without great

significance, is at 8vo Trrepuyes, those two wings. The great

eagle itself is the Roman Empire : the two wings, the power
over the East and the West. Into his place—This place

comprises very large regions, Poland, Bussia, Hungary,

Transylvania, etc., by the addition of which to the Church,
A.D. 965, thenceforward the Christian power reached, in a
continuous tract, from the Eastern to the ^Vestern Empire.
Time and times and half a time—Kaipov koI Katpov'; koL rjixKrv

Katpov. So Dan. vii. 25, xii. 7, Each passage refers to the

calamity of the holy people. The plural, Katpovs, times,

denotes two times. The plural number is to be taken most
strictly. By the phrase after years, the space of two years

is signified, so the law of manumission :
" Being bidden to

go free after years, he shall be free after the space of two
years ; and that interpretation both the favour of liberty

demands and the words admit." According to the usual rule

of the ancient Hebrew doctors in expounding the sacred writings,

the plural numher is to he understood of two, if there is no reason

to the contrary. Surenhusius. From the face—That is, is fed.

Comp. 2 Kings xvi. 18, and Judg. ix. 21, (where the

Hebrew accent plainly renders the expression parallel), and
Neb. iv. (9) 3.

17. The remnant—The faithful scattered in the lands of

the faithful. Wldch heep the commandments of God—This
pertains to all those who have the dragon for their adver-

sary. Tlie testimony of Jesus—That He is the Sox of God
and Saviour of the world.

CHAPTER XIII.

1. J stood, lit., he stood—On the visions at the waters

comp. Dan. viii. 2, x. 4; Ez. i. 3; Gen. xli. 1. Out of tlie

Ver. 17. For rod 'ItjitoD XptaTou, Jesus Chrvst, read 'Irjcrov, Jesvs.

Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Chapter XIII.

Ver. 1. Treg. reads ^(naQt), he stood, for ia-rde-nv, I stood. But Tisch.

ana Alf. retain the latter. The former seems to have the best authority
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sea—The three woes traverse the world from east to west.

The first was in Persia, the second proceeded from the

Euphrates, the third, under the dragon, is sustained by
the beast in the west. Bengel. A beast—Gr, O-qpiov, a dimi-

nutive in sound, but not in sense : even elephants are

called 6r]pLa,

i. Who . . . able—That is, eo-Tt, is. Thus the Sept. • Num.
xxiii. 1 (xxii. 38). Comp. also JS'um. xiii. 31 ; Gen. xxxii.

28 ; Dan. iii. 17. The worshippers of the beast challenge

others : WJio is like the beast ? JMio is able to make war with

him ?

5. Forty and two months—Ver. 5 marks one impoiiant

point, and ver. 7 another, as the calamity grows. Many
persons, when they hear anything of this kind for the first

time, wonder at it, as news of future events, instead of

reverencing it as the word of God : they say, in short, that

the matter is worthy of consideration, and yet they do not
consider it, so as to lay aside for a little time lighter

subjects (and what subjects are not light compared with
these, so great?), and examine into the truth; and then,

when they have once or twice heard and related it, having
lost the taste of novelty, they loathe it ; and with the cha-

racter which they always had, they rush into the Divine
judgments, known or unknown, regarding' neither things

pa>>t, present, nor future. Let them take care what they
are about. We do not write for them ; we will not be
silent, out of regard for them. See ch. xxii. 10, 11. Bengel.

7. To make war with the saints—Dan, vii. 21, Sept., he

made war with the saints. So TroXe/xov ttoluv, to make war,

from MSS. and Versions. The order is, ten horns and seven heads. Tisch.,

AIJ. Treg.

Ver. 3. Omit eTSov, I saw. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 4. For ts, ichich, read '6ti, became Tisch., AJf., Treg. Add
Kol and, before (the second) ris, who. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 5. For BKaa-iprt/jLias, blasphemies, Tisch. reads p\a(T<pr}fA.lap, blaS'

pheinij. Alf. and Treg. have B\d(T(prijj.a, blasplieuious things. For
TToK^fjiOv Troirj(ra.i, to make war (A. V. has to continue) all read iroiTJcrat,

to work.

Ver. 6. For $\a(T<l>r)fiiau, blasphemy, read ^Xaadnj/J-ias, blasphemies.
Ti.^rh., Alf, Treg.

Ver 7. Add Kal Kahy, and people fafter cpv\T]v, kindred). Tisch., Alf..

Treg.
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Eev. xii. 17, xix. 19, and Sept. often. Every—Gr. Traa-av

(every kindred, etc.) " The law of the Roman PontiflFs pre-

vailed over a greater portion of the earth than that of the

Emperors."—Gregory VII.

8. Shall loorsMp—The word in ordinary use when the cere-

Tiionies about the Pope are treated of, is adoration (worship),

correlative to which is a hiss, that is, of his feet, just as

Trpoa-Kvvdv, KvveLv is to hiss ; whence the Hebrew hissed

:

i Kings xix. 18. From—Gr. dTro, here equivalent to before,

as Matt. XXV. 34, note, and is plainly construed with
vn-iUen : comp. ch. xvii. 8. The Apocalypse often mentions
fhe Lamb slain ; it never adds, from the foundation of the

world : nor, indeed, was he slain from the foundation of the

world : Heb. ix. 26. They who allege that he was thus

slain in the Divine decree, in a like sense may say that he
was bom, raised from the dead, and ascended into heaven
from the foundation of the world.

11. And another beast—This is afterwards more frequently

called the false prophet : and here his veiy action is described

as that of a false prophet : that bewitched power and
wisdom, which independent of the Word of God, without a

Redeemer and Comforter, is reverenced by many indi-

vidually and collectively, which has no dread of Deism,
.Socinianism, Pelagianism, which abuses the dogma respecting

the internal Word, which would without scruple reconcile

Christianity with Mahometanism itself, and moreover, the

jjerverse interpretation of the Apocalypse itself, and of the

whole of the Sacred Scripture will fit this beast. Out of
the earth—Tlie earth, as opposed to the sea, comp. ver. 1, is

Asia, which contains Palestine, Persia, etc. Bengel.

12. Tlie earth and them which dwell therein—A remarkable
expression, for in ver. 14, and in other places, it is said, them

Ver. 8. For Si'...to ovS/iara, whose names, read o5...tJ) Svofia, that is

'every one) ichose name. Tisch., Alf^ {Treg. has wv...6vofj^a, whose
name).

Ver. 10. The readings here are confused. The best text runs thus :

«? Tis els oiXM<^^i*o''''t''> f's oi'xM'''^'^''''*"' aTrdyer el tis ev fiaxtJ-ipa awo-

KT^ve?, Se7 avrhv, etc. He that is for captivity, into captivity he goeth: he

Hint will kill with the sword, with the sword must he be Jiitled. Tisch.,

Treq. Nearly so Alf.

Ver. 12. For (the second) -noiei, causeih, Tisch. (not Alf., Treg.) has
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that dwell on the earth. There is no difTcrence of meaning,

except that hero, in vor. 12, the sudden universality of

worship seems to he implied, possibly by some political

iustrmnentalitv.
1."). So that—Gr. a'o, often employed by St. John. In all

his books he has iised ware, so that, only once, ch. iii. of his

(iospcl, ver. 16, where tm, that, follows.

15. Shoidd be hilled—"Christ did not do this; nor have
liis prophets nor apostles tanght, nor have kings, now
become Christian, understood this, that they shoidd kill,

and think that the service of Christ is to be advanced by
bloodshed. For the true God does not wish compulsory,

]jut willing service. Therefore also in this, nay, especially

in this, he will show to those who have understanding,

and are strong in reason, that he is in truth Antichrist,

that he is in truth not Christ, but that in accordance with
his name he is opposed to Christ. He is Christ who shed

his own blood, lie is Antichrist who shed the blood of

others." Muperti in Bengel.

IS. Let him that hath understanding count—Not, he that

readetli, voetVco, let him consider, understand, as Matt. xxiv. 15,

but vovs, mind, understanding, is pjesiipposed ; and he who
has understanding alread}' is aroused also to computing the

number of the beast, and to make a calculation. Nous, the

undtrstanding , is distinguished from the spirit, 1 Cor. xiv. 14;

but here it is distinguished from wisdom. Bengel argues
at gieat length that the number here referred to is the
number of years in a prophetic period. His scheme is

wholly groundless ; we add, merely as a curiosity, his table

of periods :

—

A half'time is in ordinary years Ill J

A time (Kaipbs) 222§
The number of the beast 666g
Time, times, and half-times 777|
A short time 888^
A millennium 999|
A chronos (period) HHi
An age 2222|,«C!.
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CHAPTER XIV.

1. Thousand—They are the same an hundred forty and four
thousands mentioned ch. vii., but now in a mucli more
glorious condition ; hence they are mentioned without the

article ai, the; just as in ch. xvii. 3, Orjpiov, a beast, without

the article, to, the, is the same beast as that in ch. xiii, 1,

but afterwards very unlike its former self. Some relying

on the reading of Erasmus, which does not contain the

name of the Lamh, have expressed a hope that the name of

the Father, and not that of the Lamb, will hereafter be cele-

brated. These enemies of the Nicene faith and of Christ's

glory are deceived. Tlie name of the Lamb and the name of
his Father are assuredly written on the foreheads of the one

hundred and forty-four thousand. St. John by degrees more
definitely describes the voice which he heard ; and the

article y), the, has the force of a relative, conveying the

meaning that the same voice was heard first as that of many
waters and of a great thunder, then as of harpers. Bengel.

4. To God., the Lamb—Hence they sing a hymn before

the throne of the former, and are accounted willing to ofi'er

themselves as followers of the latter.

5. Are blameless—No one, says Bengel, in Greece, Asia,

Syria, or Africa, and I do not hesitate to add Italy and
ancient Armenia, in this passage reads the clause, before

the throne of God. They had not the editions which are in

common use now ; they had the genuine reading.

6. An angel—Under the name of angels the preachers of

the heavenly doctrine came, ver. 6, 8, 9. They are opposed

Chapter XIV.

Ver. 1. Eead rh apvlov, the lamh. Tisch., Alf., Treg. That is, the one

mentioned ch. v. 6, etc. Alf. Add, after ex"'''''"'. having, rh 6vofj.a

auTou Kol, his name and. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 2. Read koI t] (paiyyj V ^jKovcra u^, and the voice which I heard

.'was) as (of harpers, etc.). Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 3. Tisch. omits {Alf. brackets) ws, as it were. Treg. retains it.

Ver. 5. For Ukos, guile, read xpeCSos, falsehood. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Also omit fvcoTTwv tov epSvov tov &eov, before the throne of God. Tisch.,

Alf., Treg.

Ver. 6. For KaroiKovvras, dicell, read KaOr^fji^vovs, hterally, sit. Tisch.,

.ilf., Treg.
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to him wlio published the threefold woe, ch. viii. 13. Those
who assert that the aid of angels, or of one angel in parti-

cular, was employed here (Rev. xxi. 7) in order to animate
the confessors of the Gospel, in the same sense in which au
angel is said also to have stood beside I'aiil (Acts xxvii. 23 ;

comp. Dan. x. thi-onghoxit), are unquestionably right.

Zeltner. We think this observation applies better to the

three preachers here mentioned. Bengel. Everlasting—Gr,

aiMviov, of the age, alibv, an age, is attributed to the Gospel,

or to the office of publishing it, which the angel here has.

Preach—Gr. cuayyeAtcrac. There is a similar construction

between ch. iii. 10 and this passage. Sit—To sit on the

earth implies greater innocence than to dwell on the earth

:

the latter is said of citizens, the former of strangers. They
whom the three woes strike are spoken of as dioelling upon
the earth ; i\\Qy to whom the everlasting Gospel is preached,
as sitting on the earth. The difference between the words
plainly appears from Isa. xviii. 3, Heb. Judgment—Lange
refers this preaching to the evil times ; however, it ought
not to be fixed too late. On Matt. xxiv. 14, which he com-
pares, see ch. vi. 2. Fountains—Gr. irrjyas, without the
article ; for fountains are, as it were, contained in the word
sea ; although, in themselves, they also are of importance
in the universe.

8. Babylon—Babylon the great, -pwt absolutely, has a nobler
sound than Babylon the great city. All the best manuscripts
omit the word city, as we have pointed out. Made ..drink

—Luther (in Bengel) says : "I indeed at first, who am not
greatly versed or skilled in histories, attacked the Papacy a
priori as the saying is, that is, from the Sacred Scriptures.

Now I greatly rejoice that others do the same a posteriori, that

is, from history. And I seem to myself to enjoy complete
triumph, when, as the light appears, I understand that

history agrees with the Scriptures." And thus the history

of the ati'aiis of Rome, which is more and more brouglit

into the light, serves to confirjn the preaching of this

second angel. But laying aside party zeal, it is right that

we should here especially weigh the events which took

Ver. S. Head &\\os Sevrepos &yyi\os, another a second angel. Tisch.

Alf. not Treg. Bead Ba^uKiov ri yueyaXrj, Bohylon the great (without r\

iroAis, the city), also for (irk, for she, read %, who. Tisch.', Atf., Treg.
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place in the East at the beginning of this century, by
missions sent less from the Pontiff than from Borne ; and,

on the other hand, those begun by Gospel missions. The
impure draught given to the nations is followed by a purer.

Another—The preaching of the angel with the everlasting

Gospel is good ; that of the second and third is also good

;

yet the second and third angels are different. If any—" If

any man shall worship the beast and his image, and shall

receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, he also

shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is

poured out without mixture in the cup of his indignation

;

and shall be tonnented with fire and brimstone in the

presence of the angels, and befo]-e the face of the Lamb.
And the smoke of their torment shall ascend for ever and
ever ; and they have no rest day and niglit, who have wor-
shipped the beast, and whosoever shall have received the

mark of his name." This threatening is the most fearful

(jf all in the whole of Scripture. The fear of Him, who is

able to destroy both soul and body, banishes the fear of

those who slay the body, Luke xii. 4, 5, 10. Wine of wrath

. . cup of indignation—As the wine is to the cup, so is icrath

to indignation. A designed difference of words; eh. xvi. 19,

xix. 15. Indignation, -q opy?) leads icrath, tov 6vfjLov, into

action ; comp. Eom. ii. 8, note. Poured icitlwut mixture—
The verb K€pdwviJ.t, mix, is used generally for pour, even of

unmixed wine. "AKparov is unmixed, that with which no grace

or hope is blended. Such an unmixed portion is already

mingled and prepared for the worshipper of the beast.

There is, says Bengel, at hand a salvation, which awaits the

saints, and a punishment, which overhangs the wicked;
comp. Ps. Ixxv. 9.

II, For ever and ever—Gr. €ts aioims alwvwv, imto ages of
ages. Elsewhere ets toijs atwvas twv atwvwv, unto the ages of

the ages. Each form of expression is, as it were, squared ;

as a myriad of myriads, the heaven of heavens. The article is

emphatic, especially where the discourse is on the subject

of ' the eternity of God. In these expressions, there is a

fitness in the use or the omission of the Greek article.

Ver. 9. Read &K\os dyyeXoi rplros, another a third angd, Tisch., Alf.,

Tre.q.

Ver. 10. Omit ayiwv, holy. Tiech., Alf. (not Treg.).
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Bengel. Ascendeth—The present, after a future, has the

force of a future, but -wnth emphasis.

12. Here—The.-e words lulcng to the proclamation of

the third angel, which also contains a species of antithesis

t(j the threefold woe. Tltai Irep—Either the abstract and
the concrete, patience and they that keep are joined, or rather

the nominative is used for the genitive, twj/ dytW 01 rrj-

pouvTcs, of the saints who keep ; comp. ch. i. 5, 1:5. The latter

is right ; the endurance of the sain's who keep, etc. Alf.

Henceforth—That voice -which said, Write, Blessed are the

dead which die in the Lord, that they may res!, etc., was uttered

by one of the inhabitants of heaven, with whose person

and condition it particularly accords to call Jesus Lord.

The Spirit himself, as it were by a parenthesis, interprets

tliat voice, and at once approves and amplifies it by
the word oTrapri, from now; so the words. Write, Blessed,

xix. 9, are followed by an asseveration. From now; that is,

they are blessed, saith the Spirit. From now, from this very
poiiat of time, when their voice speaks in the series of pro-

phecy. A saying of the Spirit occurs also, ch. xxii. 17, ii. 7,

etc. ^loreover the Spirit speaks in the saints, especially

the aflflicted ones, 1 Pet. iv. 14; and those seeking their

liome, 2 Cor. v. 5. 'Im, that, depends upon the word
fiaKapLoi, blessed, blessed (in this) that, etc., as ch. xvi. 15,

xxii. 14. Best—Gr. draTrai'o-wvrai. The first aor. subj.

;

comp. ch. xxii. 14. Tlieir labours—Their gratuitous reward
being also included by implication. Bengel.

14. And—TJie harvest and the vintage, here described,

precede the last judg-ment. Each of them is described also

in Joel iii. 18, etc. Bengel. One sat like—Gr. KaBi'-jix^ov

ofjiOLov, [so all critical editors]. Some read Ka6-qixa'o%

ofxoiJO% [so common text]. It is not without reason that the

best manuscripts in so many places agi-ee in so extraor-

dinary a figure of speech. As, after long consideration,

I do not think that I shall easily give up the instances of

this construction, so I do not obtrude them upon the notice

of any one. The sense remains the same, in all respects,

Vcr. 12. Omit the second 55f. here {are). Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 13. Omit /xoi. unto me. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 14. All c/itical editors read Kadrtfievop Znotov, one sat like, but
common text Las Kadrifiivos Sixoios.
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Bengel. Is ripe, is dried—Having ripened in a good sense
for reaping. Matters at the present day very closeI5
approach this point; what remains is scarcely growing
further.

15. 0/ the eariJi—Thus also ver. 18, in the vintage. Th&
earth is not here contrasted with the sea; yet the extent of

this word is restricted in ver. 20, by the city.

18. Fire—Gr. 7n;pos, in the singular number. It appears,

however, to be used for the plural. For the Gr. word Trvp

has not this number. Comp. waters, twv vSaTwv, ch, xvi. 5.

Clusters .. grapes — Gr. toijs (36Tpva<; . . al a-racjivXaL These
words are often synonymous, but they occasionally differ.

See Sept., Numb. xiii. 23; Gen. xl. 10. Borpvs is the

whole or cluster ; o-racfivXal, the parts, grapes. Of the vine—
Singular number. The wicked are like one vine, they

hang together in one mass. Are fully ripe—For punish-

ment. Cast—By the agency of this angel, the grapes will

be brought from the huge vine of the earth into the wine-

press. Tlie great ivine-press—Gr. ttjv X-qvov tov fxiyav. This,

says Bengel, is a Hebraism ; he says that it amplifies the

sense, but it is difficult to see how. The passage was for-

merly expounded, he cast the great (the haughty, ancient

enemy) into the wine-press of the wrath of God.

20. Blood—Blood of clusters of grapes, red wine, meta-

phorically the blood of the idched. It refers to the slaughter,

not to the eternal i^unishment of God's foes. Other enemies
also fall into the wine-press, ch. xix. 15. Horse bridles ..a

thousand and six hundred furlongs—These phrases impl}-

a deep and extensive torrent of blood ; comp. ch. xi. By
the space of—Gr. aTro crraStW; comp. John xi. 18. Some
refer this to the circuit, and some to the lengih of Pales-

tine. The latter is too small, the former too great. Bengel

suggests the valley of Kedron, which lies between the

city of Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives. This, however,

is obviously impossible. The expression may be literal;

comp. Ezek. xxxii. 6.

Ver. 15. Omit ffoi, for thee. Tisclu, AJf.. Treg.

Ver. 18. For outtjs, fier, Tiscli. (not Alf., TrVreg.) reads rr\s yris, the

earth.

Ver. 19. All critical editors have tV ^v'^v rhv fxiyav, the great iciiw-

pre^s.
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CHAPTER XV.

1. Is filled lip—After the consummation, a better state of

things is at hand.

2. Gotten the victory over—Gr. vt/cajvras e/c ; an extraordinary

phrase. The orator Lyciirgns has viK-qv Xd/Soi Trapd. Tlie

numher of Ms name— In fact there are not three things

spoken of : but the name of the beast, or the numher of his

name (disjunctively) is the mark itself. Tlie mark (cha-

racter or stamp) is the genus ; there are two species, the

name of the beast, and the numher of his name. Hence it is

that the mark of the beast is usually spoken of indefinitely,

ch. xiv. 9, xvi. 2, xix. 20, xx. 4 ; but Avhen used definitely,

it is either the mark o/his name separately, as ch. xiv. 11,

or the numher of his name separately, as here. For each of

these ideas includes the other ; or at one time the name of
the heast, at another the numher of his name, is more promi-
nent ; comp. ch. xviii. 20. Bengel. Stand on the sea of glass

—Gr. cTTt, with the accusative, signifies either above, ch,

vii. 1, xi. 11, xiii. 1, xiv. 1, or near, at, ch. iii. 20.

3. The song of the Lamb—The Lamb sings this song in

honour of the Father. King of saints, lit., of nations—Comp.
ver. 4, Jer. x. 7.

4. All nations—After their conversion, which is here

implied, as well as the method and time thereof. Comp.
Jer. xvi. 19.

7. Vials—The ^ioX-q, says Erasmus, is a vessel like a

pitcher, widened at the top ; the breadth of these vials

contributes to the magnitude of the sudden out-pouring.

8. Smoke—The veil of God's majesty. No man—Not
even the angels, who were provided with the vials. When
the plagues are ended, access to the temple is allowed.

Chapter XV.

Ver. 2. Omit e'/c toC xapi^yjuoTos aurov, over his mark. Tiseh., Alf.

Treg.

Ver. 3. For ayiaiv, saints, read ievwv, the nations. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 4. Omit ere (the first) thee. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 5. Omit iSuv, behold. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 6. Tisch. omits 'Tref/. brackets )6/c rov vaov, out of the temple (not

Alf). All omit Kal, and (after KaQapbv, pure),

Ver. 8. Read e/c rov Ka-n-vov, tcith the smoke. Tisch. (not Treg., Alf).
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CHAPTER XVI.

1, Vials—The Epistles to the seven churches are dis-

tributed into three and four. The seven seals are divided

into four and three, and likewise the seven trumpets, as we
have seen : and now also the seven vials. The trumpets
have shaken the kingdom of the world in a long circuit

;

the vials with swift and shai-p violence break to pieces in

particular the beast, who had clothed himself with the

kingdom of the world, and his followers and resources.

Therefore the trumpets and the vials advance in the same
order. The first set of four touch the earth, the sea, the

rivers, and the sun : the remaining set of three fall in other

quarters, and are much fiercer, Bengel.

5. Wliich art and lohich loast—See on ch. xi. 17. At the com-
mencement and at the close of the Apocalypse the Lord is

called 6 iravroKpaTOip, the Almighty ; here, at the revelation

of judgments, he is called 6 oo-tos, the Holy. First of all he
is praised on account of his might, lest in the time of his

patience he should appear to have no strength, whereas in

the end he will display enough of might; afterwards he
is praised for his grace, when retribution commences.
Might and gr-ace are alike assigned to the Lord in Ps. Ixii.

11, 12. God exhibits his oion grace in all his works,

and he receives the attribution of grace from all saints.

6. Are worthy^An abrupt sentence, it has great force.

So ch. xiv. 5, are loithout fault. Ps. xcix. 5.

7. I heard the altar say—St. John heard the altar, where the

cry arises and vengeance descends, or those who served at

it. St. John did not see them, so that the altar itself

appeared to speak. Compare the phraseology, ch. i. 12,

ix. 13, xi. 1. So the Sept., Job xxxii. 7.

Chapter XVI.

Ver. 1. Bead ras fTrra <pta.\as, the seven vials. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 3. Omit &yy€\os, angel. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 4. Oinit ayyeXos, angel. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 5. Omit Kvpie, Lord. Also read 6 lav Kal 6 iiv '6(tlos '6ti, which
is and was holy, because, etc. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 6. Omit ydp (the second) /or. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 7. Omit &\\ov eK, another out of. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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9. Blasphemed—A dreadful sin, blasphemy: but yet
against the will of the wicked it turns out to the honour
of God : for the men confess that they are overcome. Bengel.

10. Was full of darhness—Gr. iyeuero io-Korwfjiivr], became

darkened, much more emphatic than i(TKOTu>dr), or ia-KOTLcrdr],

was darkened, ch. ix. 2, comp, ch. viii. 12. There are

similar expressions, ch. xvii. 16, ch. i. 18; Ps. xxx. 8,

Sept. The Arabic translates ceased ; but this is too strong.

Pain—rov -rrovov, Sept. ttovos.

12. Upon—Gr. cTTt. We render eVi, upon, rather than in,

because on account of the drying up of the waters there is

no intermingling, as in the case of the sea and the rivers,

where the preposition d% upon or in, was used. March
Tliereof— And so of those rivers which flow into the
Euphrates. The Turks at the present day live near that

river. If Mahometanism, as some think, will soon be
crushed, it may possibly happen that the sixth angel will

not pour out his vial until somewhat later. Bengel.

13. Comp. Sept., Ex. xxxiv. 4.

15. Shame—Gr. t'^v dcrxT;ju,ocn;viji/, which the Sept. gene-
rally so renders.

16. And he gathered them together—Gr. a-vvrjyayev. We
cannot here suppose that a singular vei'b is used for a
plural (as the Syrian version implies), because the neuter
noun TTvevn-aTa, spirit, precedes by so long an interval, ver.

13, 14, and in ver. 14 we have the plural verb cicrt, are.

Who was it then that gathered together the kings? The
sixth angel. Through all this chapter the noun angel is

often understood. Without inconvenience this verse is

connected by a leap with ver. 12. Comp. they are tlie

qirits of demons which go forth to gather them, and they

Ver. 8. Omit &yye\os, angd. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver 9. Bead ^fi\aff<pi\in\<Tav ol &v6panToi, men blasphemed. Tisch. (not

Alf., Treg.).

Ver. 10. Omit dyyeXos, angel. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 12. Omit &yyi\os, angel. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 13. Read a>s ^drpuxoi, as it ivere frogs. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 14. Omit rris yris Kal, of the earth and. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 16. Treg. has Arviagedon; Tisch., Alf., Harmagedon.
Ver. 17. Omit &yyi\os, angel. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Also omit e/c tou

oupavov, of heaven. Tisch., Alf. {Treg. brackets it).

Ver. 18. The order is lightnings and voices and thunders. Also for ol

6vdp<x>not eyevovTo, men were, read di'dpunros eyeVero, there was a man.
Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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gathered them. Armagedon—That is, either the city Megiddo

or the mountain Megiddo. 2 Chron. xxxv, 22 (valley of
Megiddo). We do not care to inquire whence Megiddo

itself is derived; for it is used as a proper name of

a place in Palestine, well known, on account of great

occurrences m ancient times. It is not mentioned in

this allusion on account of the mournful slaughter of

Josiah, but on account of the slaughter of the Canaanite

kings ; Judg. v. 19.

21. About the weight of a talent—Of many pounds singly.

CHAPTER XVII.

1. Judgment— Gr. to Kpt/xa. In Hebrew, the account

[reckoning] ver. 16.

2. With whom— Tyre committed fornication with the

kingdoms of the earth: Is. xxiii. 17, 18. Comp. Eev.

xviii. 23.

3. A scarlet-coloured heast—As the dragon was red. The
Roman ceremonial explains this. The text speaks of the

time when the woman sits on the beast.

5. The great, the mother, etc.— Benedict XIIT. superla-

tively honoured the haughty name of Rome, in his indiction

for a general jubilee, a.d. 1725. "To this holy city, illus-

tritms for the memory of so many holy martyrs, and
especially learned in the doctrine of the blessed apostles,

and hallowed with their glorious blood, the princes of the

Church flock together with religious eagerness of mind.

Hasten to the place which the Lord hath chosen ; ascend

to this new Jerusalem, whence from the beginning of the

infant Church the law of the Lord and the light of Gospel

truth has flowed forth to all nations ; a city honoured with

so many and so great benefits, loaded with so many gifts,

that it is most deservedly called the city of priests and
kings, built for the pride of ages, the city of the Lord, the

Chapter XVII.

Ver. 1. Omit fioi, unto me. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 4. Omit kuI, and (before Kexpvaw/xevr], decked with gold), Tisch.

(Alf. brackets it), not Treg. Also for avTTJs, her, read ttjs 7^j, the

earth's. Tisch., Alf. (not Treg).
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Sion of the Holy One of Israel. Here, in truth, make
confession unto God in the great assembly, praise him
among much people. Inasmuch as this very Catholic and
Apostolic Roman Church constituted the head of the world
by the sacred seat of the blessed Peter, is the vwiJier of all

believers, the faithful interpreter of the Divinity, and the

mistress of all churches. Here the unsullied deposit of the
fliith, here the fountain of sacerdotal unity, here the keys
of the kingdom of heaven, and the supreme power of

binding and loosing ; here, finally, that inexhaustible trea-

sure of the sacred indulgences of the Church, of which the
Eoman Pontiff is the dispenser, is guarded." But St. John,
in accordance with tnith, paraphrases, Trapa^pd^et, and
explains this haughty title : Babylon, etc.

7. Of the woman . . . of the least—There follows, by Chias-

mus (cross reference to these clauses), a discussion on the

beast, vor. 8-14 ; and, with a repetition of the short preface,

and he saith to me, a disciission on the ivoman, ver. 15-18.

Out of the bottomless pit—The beast ascends out of the sea,

when he begins to be : at last he will ascend out of the
bottomless pit. Tliat [/te] was—[See below]. The reason
why the inhabitants of the earth wonder at the beast : So
John ix. 8, Bengel.

8. That beast, that [he'] was, and is not, and shall come—The
passage is momentous. The tetragrammaton, Jehovah,

Lord, has a magnificent periphrasis, 6 wv koI 6 rjv koL 6 ipxo-

/xei/os, who is, and ivho was, and ivho is to come. But the
dwellers on the earth wonder at the beast, as though a
kind of antitetragrammaton ; for he was, and is not, and will

be present. The Lord is described as 6 ipx6fx.a/o<;, coming :

the beast, TrapeWat, will be present, when the other king
comes, ver. 1<) ; and his irapova-ia, presence, (comp. on the
whole 2 Thess. ii.) is by far the most destructive. To the

Hebrew word, go or come, both ep^ofiai, come, and Trapetyut,

be present, correspond in the Sept.; and in this place, koI

Trapea-TaL, and shall be present, most appropriately accords

with ^v KOL ovK eo-Tt, was and is not, and conveys a meaning

Ver. 8. For inrayeiu, go, read virdyet, goeth. Tiscli., Alf., not Treq. For
Ka'iTTfp icTTlv, and yet is, read koI irapecrrat, and shall come (shall be at

baudj. Tisch , Alf., Treg. Render, that beast, that he was and is not and
siudl come again. Alf.

N OL. m. 2 Q
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something less strong than koI Ipp^crat, and cometh, or /cat

ccrrat, and shall he. Bengel.

9. Mountains . . . kings— The seven mountains of Eome
were formerly defended and adorned with seven citadels.

Pacatus says :
" These things thou didst survey, Eome,

from thy hills ; and elevated in a seven-fold citadel, thou

wast lifted up to a greater height through joy
;

" " These
hills," says Fabricius, " Virgil in his ' Georgics,' and Au-
sonius in his ' Epithalamium,' on account of the royal dwell-

ings once situated on them, called the seven citadels." The
seven mountains were the Palatine, 'the Cajpitoline, the Ccelian,

the Esquiline, the Viminal, the Quirinal, and the Aventine.

But the prophecy refers to the seven mountains according

to the time of the beast, in which the Palatine is deserted,

and the Vatican flourishes. The others are the same as of

old. The seven heads of the beast have no double significa-

tion, the one of the mountains separately, confusedly; the

other of the kings, separately, distinctly: but they have
but one signification, yet so, that the thing signified is

something compound, cojisisting of a mountain and a king.

Some seek for the seven mountains at Jerusalem ; but they

are in eiTor. See Is. x. 32. Suppose that there were
formerly seven mountains there, there were never seven

kings there, much less were seven mountains joined with
seven kings individually. The city itself was destroyed

before St. John wrote. Jei'usalem is never called Babylon,

even when it is most blamed ; and the order of the

prophecy places Babylon in mudi later times. All these

things point to the city Eome. And the first head of the

beast is the Coelian mount, and on it the Lateran, with

Gregory VII. and his successors ; the second, the Vatican

mount, with the temple of St. Peter, built by Boniface VIII,

;

the third, the Quirinal mount, with the temple of St. Mark,
and with the Quirinal Palace, built by Paul II. ; the

fourth, the Esquiline mount, with the temple of S. Maria
Maggiore, built by Paul V. Thus far the dwelling and the

acts of the Pontiffs were among these mountains ; so that

to the first head a second is added, the first not Mling
immediately to decay ; to these two a third ; to the three a

fourth; and afterwards to the four a fifth, until the five

kings, and all things that have been established by them
on the five mountains, fall. If we turn to the BuUarium,

1
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we shall observe periods from Gregory VII., in the first of

which almost all the Bulls, given in the city, are dated

from \h.Q Lateran ; in the second, at St. Peter's ; in the third,

at St. MarFs and from the Quirinal ; in the fourth, at

S. Maria Maggiore. No fifth, sixth, or seventh mount has

been thus honoured by the Popes : and this very fact tends

to prove the truth of this interpretation. The seven moun-
tains will be clearly understood, when the seventh is

honoured. Bengel.

10. Five . . . one . . . the other—Gr, ol irh/Te . . . 6 els . . .

6 aA.Aos. The article has a relative force to the seven, who
are distributed into five, and one, and the other. A short

space—This extends as far as the hour, in which not the

one by himself, but the ten kings reign with the heasf,

ver. 12. Mathematicians, musicians, painters, and all

artists, bestow pains upon the smallest subjects, they seek

elegance in the smallest matters in particular ; why then

should we not comply with prophecy showing itself, which
is most admirable in the smallest calculations? With
respect to this also, the works of the Lord are exquisite,

[sought out, A. v.], Ps. cxi. 2. But no fiLKpoXoyta, hair-

splltting, and curiosity of man can exceed or come up to

their minute nicety,

11. Even he is the eighth, lit., he is both the eighth and is of

the seven—Kat, Koi, are equivalent to both, and. "OySoos, eighth,

is part of the predicate, therefore it is without the article :

the pronoun avTos, he, agreeing with it, is also part of the

predicate, adding emphasis to the eighth, in so far as he

himself is distinguished from the seven. The eighth and the

seven are masculines, so that the noun king or kings is to be

imderstood. There is here an allusion to the long cele-

brated and great adversary, whom all antiquity and the

whole Church of Eome regard as some one individual man.
Bernard, who is called the last of the Fathers, has hit the

matter closely enough. For in his old age, in his sixth

discourse on the Psalm, Qui habitat [He tlmt divelleth, etc.,

Ps. xci.], after bitter lamentations on the corrupt state of

the Church and its ministers, he says, " It remains that the

Man of Sin will be revealed, the Son of Perdition, the

daemon, not only of the day, but even of the mid-day.

Ver. 10. Omit koI, and, before d'eh, one. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

2g 2
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who is not only transformed into an angel of light, but
is also exalted above everything which is called God, or

which is worshipped." Of the Eeformers, who in other

respects had their attention especially fixed upon their own
times, and not without reason, Francis Lambert acknow-
ledged that one remarkable adversary, the Son of Perdition,

was hereafter to come ; and he mournfully described that

calamity. Among the Propositions of Jerome Zanchus was
this :

" Although the kingdom of Antichrist has long ago
been revealed, and he who holds the primacy in it, and
reigns, is the true Antichrist, yet it is not in opposition to

the sacred writings to say, that just before the end of the

world there shall come one of remarkable character, and
outstripping all men in iniquity, the true and perfect

Antichrist, who may even work miracles." Argentina, in

a Prelection on the End of the World, argued to the same
effect, and for this view he was severely censured. The
divines of Heidelberg, a.d. 1561, approved these conclusions,

and those of Zurich confirmed them as follows :
" Since

wickedness becomes greater day by day, and is increased

without measure, there is no reason why there should not

at last arise some one Kar i^oxrjv, by pre-eminence, who may
very far outstrip in his impiety the other enemies of the

Gospel, and who may be altogether destroyed with the

breath of the Lord's mouth." And much in the same way,
on this subject at least, Brerd replied in the same year to

Marpach : "I should be unwilling to dogmatize on the

subject of Antichrist; we know that the Papacy is Anti-

christianity. But it may perhaps happen that among the

Popes there may arise one who will surpass all the rest in

impiety, craft, decicits, cruelty, and tyranny, and may give

occasion to the Son of God to hasten his coming for the com-
plete destruction of the Papacy, and the judgment of the

quick and dead. The Lord will take care of this matter

:

we will perform our own duty, and will wait for the coming
of the Lord." Bailly : " What if we should concede to the

Papists (in this the orthodox are not obstinate) that in

the long series of Eoman Antichrists there should at the

end of the world arise one more wicked than his brethren,

(though they are wicked in the extreme,) by a kind of pre-

eminence of wickedness,—one who should closely resemble

ijJie days of Antiochus : they will gain nothing by this con-
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cession." Vitringa says, appropriately, on this passage

:

" That the beast itself is also the eighth king, according to

the order of his predecessors. Thus it can withoiit any
difficulty be imagined, that after these kings of mvistic

Babylon one is still to be expected just before the close of

the power of Antichrist, who shall slay the witnesses of

Christ, and rage against the Church above all others ; and
of him the Spirit had especially prophesied under the name
of the beast ; ch. ii. 7." And all at the present day, say.s

Bengel, who understand the prophetic periods, and among
these the forty-two months of the beast, in their ordinary

signification, agree, namely, in ascribing so short a power
to the one king. I am not accustomed to rely on testimonies

of human authority : the truth has no need of them ; but
when there is a possibility of its being supposed that any
doctrine is paradoxical, it is expedient to collect the antici-

pations of the truth which lie hidden in the minds of men.
This one last king will differ most widely from all his pre-

decessors, as in malignity, so in the manner of his destruc-

tion. They, for the most part, die by a natural death ; he
shall be given alive to eternal toi-ment : ch, xix. 20

;

2 Thess. ii. 8. We have given this long note by Bengel,

not that we agree with it, for the eighth head is no more
an individual than the previous seven, indeed the eighth is

of the seven, but because it is just possible that there may
arise one more wicked than his brethren at the last v/ho

shall rule the papal Eoman Empire. If so, however, it is

highly probable that his wickedness will be of the gross

and sensual character which marked some of the popes of

the Middle Ages, hut of a far more refined and therefore of

a more damaging kind : reformed Eomanism, combined
with a bitter hostility to the Gospel and to those who
keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of

Jesus, as Julian's was a reformed Paganism, and so Satan
transformed into an angel of light. But we prefer not to

speculate on the subject at all, but to wait and watch,

giving heed to such warnings concerning the future as can
be safely gathered from what we are told beforehand ot

the great and final struggle between Christ and his fol

lowers on the one side, and the Beast, the Dragon, and thu

False Prophet on the other. See chap. xix. Of the seven—Frmasius admirably says, "Lest we should deem thia
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one, whom he calls eighth, of another race, he subjoined,

He is of the seven.

12. 27*6 ten horns—The ten horns correspond with the

ten toes of the kingly image : Dan. ii. 41, 42, vii. 7, 20, 24;

and since each of the feet has five toes, we must wait to

see whether the ten kings are to he divided by any means
into two divisions of five. They have received no . . . they

receive, have, give [see on ver. 13] ... shall make war—The
past, the present, the future. They have not received, because

they gave their kingdom to the beast: ver. 17. Objection:

The order of the text is thus changed. Answer : Let the
Chiasmus lately noticed be weighed : in accordance with
which, even in ver. 18, present things are put before the

future things noticed in ver. 14 ; and, independently of

that verse, even before the future things of ver. 16. The
slaughter of the kings is also mentioned immediately
before the destruction of the beast, ver. 8, 14. As kings—
Not having received the kingdom until now. One hour—
Comp. ver. 10, note. Not in one hour, as ch. xviii. 10 ; but

for one hour. A similar use of the accusative occurs, ch.

XX. 2. WitJi the least—The beast has followers, ten kings

;

antithetical to (ver. 1 4) with Him, the Lamb, who also has

his followers. Bengel.

13. One mind—Great agreement of opinion is not always
characteristic of a good cause. Give—For conflict with
the Lamb.

14. Called, and chosen, and faithful—The companions of

the Conqueror are described. They are here called kXtjtoI,

called : at ch. xix. 9, KJiKX-qjxevoi, called. Each word is used

once only in this book, as als iKk^Kroi, chosen. Comp.
1 Kings i. 41.

16. Horns—The mention of the ten horns before the beast

teaches that the prevailing party in this most hostile laying

waste of the harlot shall be parts of the horns : for avTwv,

of them, ver. 17, also has reference to the horns rather than

to the beast. The sentence, and the ten horns which thou

sawest, and the beast, these shall hate the whore, is very plain,

comprising, as it does, the horns and the beast under the

Ver. 13. For 5iaSi8c6(rou<7ij', sliaU give, read SiSJotrtv, give. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg.

Ver. 16. For in\, upon, read koX, and. Tisch. Alf., Treg.
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word ovTOL, these; and it is fully accommodated to the

weighty sense, which it, and it alone, conveys, namely, that

not only the ten horns, but also the beast himself (and by
this view Protestants are freed from a most invidious

suspicion of sounding the trumpet against Eome) will hate

the whore. It was arranged by the providence of God,

that the Apocalypse should be published at Complutum, in

the midst of Spain, before the Reformation, in a very pure

form, especially in the portions which appear hostile to

Eoman pretensions. In this passage the Complutensian

edition exhibits the reading koL to drjpiov, and the heasf, and
marks it with a point, as a sign of approbation. Almost
all the copies do the same. The collation of so many
manuscripts would be useless, if the true reading of such

passages were discussed indefinitely, or left in doubt. TTie

whore—A question arises, whether the beast, ascending out

of the bottomless pit, first carries on war against the two
witnesses, or lays Babylon waste. He, as it seems, first

destroys Babylon, when the kingdom has as yet scarcely

been given to him by the ten home ; then, having left that

station, he pours out all his fury upon the sacred city, and
soon afterwards with his followers incurs final destruction.

For upon the ascent of the two witnesses into heaven, when,

the multitude repented after the earthquake, ch. xi. 13, the

mystery of God is fulfilled ; and the ten horns give their

kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God are fulfilled.

And her herself—Emphatic, in antithesis to the flesh and the

possessions of the whore. Bengel.

17. His will—Namely, that of the beast. The expression

yvwixr] 6eov, will of God, occurs Ezra vi. 14, Sept. ; but here

St. John means the will of the heast, against the whore. And
to agree—Gr. koI TrotrjcraL fiiav yvwfxrjv, and to fulfil one will.

A twofold point of importance is recorded ; first, that the

ten horns fulfil the will of the heast ; and secondly, that they
among themselves fulfil one will, namely, that of delivering

tip their kingdom to the beast alone.

18. Beigneth— Gr. rj exovaa jSaatXeLav, having Jcingdoiu.

This is to be taken for the present, at the very time in

which desolation threatens the whore.
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CHAPTEE XVIII.

2. Mightily— Gr. Icrxou A construction of the dative

common in the Sept. See also Acts ii. 30; Eph. iii. 16;
Phil, i 18 ; John iii. 18. Is fallen, is fallen—Some manu-
sciii^tft and translators, ch. xiv. 8, and here, put hreae, is

/"alien, once only ; and it might seem that one of these

passages was moulded to conform with the other. Some-
times Epizeuxis [an immediate repetition of the same word]
increases the emphasis ; but Babylon is fallen, is fallen, is

said in Is. xxi. 9, long before its fall ; nay, even before its

flourishing condition : Babylon is suddenly fallen, Jer. li. 8,

not long before its very overthrow. It is plain that the

actual overthrow is not here to be understood, but that it

is a prophecy respecting the overthrow which will cer-

tainly and quickly follow; for not until ver. 4 are the

people of God commanded to go forth. But the people of

God are not those whose pastor is the Eoman Pontiff, as

some have wished to show from the Apocalypse. God
says, my people, not the people of the Eoman Pontiff;

as Acts xviii. 10, the Lord is said to have much j^eople in

the city of Corinth, without any exact reference to Paul or

any other pastor there. Habitation—This had not yet been
added in ch. xiv. 8. Bengel.

4. Come out—This command, to come out, is given imme-
diately before the plagues of Babylon attack her.

5. Have reached— Gr. cKoXXyOrja-av. This Apocalyptic

phrase answers to that passage of Jer. li. (in the Greek
xxviii.) 9, i^yytcrev eis ovpavov to Kpt/xa aiir^s. Her (Babylon's)

judgment hath come near to heaven; the Hebrewwas in St. John's

mind. Whether at djuaprtat here denotes sins, or rather

punishments, the passage in ch. xiv. 13 is different, for the

ivorks follow with those who die in the Lord, the sins do not

follow with Babylon, even to the heaven. Bengel.

6. Beivard—The saints will reward in a holy, moderate,

rather than violent manner.

Chapter XVIII.

• Ver. 1. Omit (the first) /cai, and. Tisch., Alf. Treg. brackets it.

Ver. 2. Eead Kal e/cpo|€i/ iv tVxi'p? ^wyp, and lie cried with a mighty
voice. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 6. Omit v^uv, you, and avTrj, unto her. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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7. I sit ... am no . . . shall not see—Gr, KaO-qjxai . . . ovk

dfjl . . . OX) fir] tSo) • KOi$i]iJiai, I sit, which has the force of a
perfect. Therefore Babylon displays the most unconcerned
security for the past, the present, and the future. She
calls herself Queen: and Bossuet is in error when he
thinks that we seek in Eome a corrupt church only, and
not also a royal city. Both are had in view. See eh.

xvii. 5, 8.

10. Babylon the strong city— "That strong city," Ilia

civitas valida, says Tertullian (' De Cultu Foem.' c. 12).

'Pwfxr], Borne, means strength. The earlier inhabitants had
called it Valentia, the Greek settlers Borne. AVe may also

refer the strong. Is. liii. 12, to the name Borne. The place,

as expressing a mark, is much stronger in the writings of
the prophets than of the philosophers. In like manner,
chariots and axes (TreweXeKcarfjievwv, heheaded with an axe),

characteristic of the Eomans, are specified, ver. 13, eh.

XX. 4.

11. etc. Mercliandize, etc.—The construction in the Greek
is easy to Trpd/^ara, sheep, ver. 13, and i/'tix^-^j soids, is in the
same case and construction ; but at LTnrujv, peSwv, a-wjxdTwv,

horses, chariots, slaves, we must understand a fresh yo/xov,

merchandize (of horses), etc. ; for horses, chariots, and slaves,

serve to transport dilFerent kinds of merchandize. There
is a mixture of cases. If we examine the Bomish ceremonial

we may see that all kinds of these wares repeatedly occur
in abundance.

12. Thyine ivood—Gr. Ovivov. 0ua is, according to some,
iitria, an African gourd, but citria is in Gr, KiTpia, 6va,

tliya. The latter tree is also fragrant ; and thus the citria is

not unlike some kinds of thya. See Plin. Ixiii. ch. 16,
throughout. There is no place here for ebony, but shortly
afterwards. ^Ek fuAov TLixiwrarov, of most precious wood. For
^Xov, some African copies read Xt&ov, from alliteration with
the preceding words. Vessels are not made out of most
precious stone, but out of precious stone, or out of most
precious wood. Such especially is ebony, which is often

mentioned together with ivory. The one excels in
whiteness, the other in blackness; each is remarkably
smooth.

Ver. 8. For Kpivwv, judgeth, read Kplvas, hath judged. Tisch., Al/.,

Treg.
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13. Amomum—A kind of shrub, the wood of which
affords a sweet odour. This reading must not be omitted.

The people of Italy are fond of Amomum. And beasts

^i.e., of burden] and sheep—These genera differ. Comp.
Sept. Jer. xxxi. (in the Greek xxxviii.) 12, One of the

Seventy, or, as the Talmudical treatise on the scribes

teaches, after the number of the books of Moses, one of the

five translators has used this distinction to express clearly

the passage, Gen. xlvi. 34. Chariots—Gr. peSwv. Vulg.
rliedarum. The word is found in no Greek writer before

St. John. "Many Gallic words prevailed, as rheda, which
Cicero uses," says Quintil. 1. i. c. 5 ; Isidore says that

the rheda is a Tcind of four-wheeled carriage: 1. xx. 12. The
Arabian translator, who was better acquainted with Greek
than with Latin, substituted, of mules and camels. The
word thus introduced into Latin, and become Latin, is not

without design used in this passage. There is a reference

to Eome, and the luxury peculiar to Rome. Jerome
on Is. Ixvi. says : ivith Gallic wagon, and war - chariots,

and horses of Cappadocia and Spain ; and carriages of
Italy [rbdis italic:], etc. Slaves— Gr. croifxdrojv, bodies.

The Greeks often use o-w/xara, bodies, instead of slaves

:

Tob. X. 10, and Sept. Gen. xxxvi. 6, Ezek. xxvii. 13. ^vxal
avOpcjTrojv, souls of men, stands for carcases, the dead. Num. ix.

6, xix. 11, but also for the living. Lev. xxiv. 17, especially

captives or slaves, Num. xxxi. 35, 40, 46. Here,- where
merchants are introduced complaining, the bodies are

slaves, used for carrying merchandize or their masters :

the souls of men are slaves, so far as they ai-e themselves
accounted merchandize.

14. And the fruits, etc.—Gr. rj oiruipa. So Sept. Jer. xlviii.

32. From the things which were imported into the city

by merchants, a transition is now made to those domestic

delights, of which this one species only, 17 oTrwpa, there held
in the highest esteem, is expressly mentioned. But after-

wards two kinds follow ; ra AiTrapa, the dainty things, are the

rest of the delicacies, which delight her with herself: to.

\afx.Trpa, the goodly, consist in dress and clothing, things

Ver. 13. Eead koI KLvva^icD^ov koI &fji<efiov, and cinnamon and amo-
mum. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 14. For airrjKeev, departed (the second time), read airdXero,

terished. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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which are splendid in appearance towards others. These

words, therefore, find a suitable place here, though some
suspect that they ought to be placed after ver. 28. But as

the^econd person is employed in ver. 10, and also follows

the third person in ver. 22, so it is here also.

17. Trade hij sea—Gr. ry]v OdXaaaav ipydCovrai. This verb

ipyd^ecrOai is not only to effect anj'^thing hy labour, but also,

which is the meaning here, to be engaged upon, to luive

to do with. So the Sept. oflen.

18. What city is like—One city above all others in the

world was deemed incomjyarahle, viz., Eome. IMai-tial calls

Kome the goddess of the lands and nations, to which nothing

is EQUAL, and nothing second : and Athenseus calls her, the

epitome of the ivorld.

20. Holy apostles, lit., saints and apostles—Qaints are placed

before apostles and prophets, either as a genus before the

species, or as those, some of whom were slain before the

aptostles and prophets.

21. Thus—This word is a proof that this prophecy is not

yet fulfilled.

22. Musicians, that is, singers: for these are the chief.

Comp. Sept. Gen. xxxi. 27, Ezek. xxvi. 13. Craftsman—
The arts of painting, sculpture, and music flourish abund-
antly at Eome.

24. In her—The angel speaks this also
;
yet he does not

say, in thee, but in her, (comp. Matt, xxiii. 37), namely,

in tlie deceiver of the nation^ who is now so overthrown
as not to hear the last part of this address. Of all that were

slain—Lipsius and others show that all the theatres of the

Eoman empire were marked by the slaughter of Christians

;

and he says, "that Eome alone became as it were the

GENKRAL SHAMBLES for slaj'ing the sheep of Christ." Pagan
Eome shed much blood, papal Eome not less. Bengel.

Ver. 17. For irS?M rwv nrXoluiv o '6fj.t\os, all the company in ships,

read iras 6 enl TOTTov irXfODv, every passenger (lit. every one who saileth any
whither). Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 20. Eead of ayioi koI oi air6(TTo\oi, saints and apostles. Tiech.

Alf., Treg.
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CHAPTER XIX.

1. A voice—Widely differing from the complaints de-

scribed in ch. xviii. Hallelujah—Gr. aXXrjXovia. This is a

most important cry, on which we consider it necessary to

make a few remarks. It is a Hebrew word compounded of

Jiallelu, and yah or jah. The name Jah occurs in hymns
of the Old Testament; Ex. xv. 2, Is. xxxviii. 11, Ps. cxviii.

5, 14, 17, 18, 19, and elsewhere repeatedly, especially in

Hallelujah, which in the New Testament is found in the

Revelation only, and in this one chapter alone repeatedly.

It is not an abbreviated fonn of Jehovah, for the latter is

more frequent, and both are sometimes employed together

:

Jah Jehovah. It must be derived from the Hebrew root to

he ; in the sense 6 u>v, he that is. Even if we derive it from
the future, it must retain this meaning, He that is. Thus
God is called Jah because He is : He is called Jehovah,

because He ivill he, and is, and ivas : He is called Jah
Jehovah, because, as in the song of Isaiah, He is celebrated,

as He has shown himself a present God in the very act

itself, and at the same time it is with all confidence

declared that He will show himself for the future. The name
Jehovah was frequently used at times when promises drew
towards accomplishment : Jah is adapted to all times which
are gladdened with present aid, and therefore especially to

the last times. Thus the consideration of the future, and
also of the past (Jer. xxiii. 7) coalesces with the present

:

and he who was before called He ivhich is, and ichich tvas,

and which is to come, 6 wv kol 6 rjv kol 6 ip^o/J-evo?, is at length

called which is and which was, 6 wv koL o tjv, and which is,

6 wv. Hallelujah therefore is again and again suitable to

this song, Rev. xix., and in it the name Jah, 6 wy, which is.

The observation of Kimchi is often quoted, that Hallelujah

resounds, where it first occurs in the Psalms, upon the

destruction of sinners and the ungodly : Ps. civ. 35. More
instances from the Rabbis to the same purport, comp. Prov.

xi. 10, have been collected by Cartwright. Bengel.

Chai^teb xix.
Ver. 1. Omit Kot, and tat the beginning). Also add ws, as it were,

after iJKova-o., hea.rd. Also omit fj ti^?;, honour. Also for /cupi'qs tw 0s^
7iu-(^v, unto the Lord our God, read tov Qeov tj/jlcov (are) 0/ our God.
Tisch., Alf., Trerj.
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1

2. True—The words which in ch. vi. 10 are related in a
form of prayer are now expressly repeated, and transposed
into a doxology.

5. Praise our God—Gi". alvelre tw ©e<3 rj/xwy. So the Sept.,

1 Chron. xvi. 36 ; ch. xxiii. 5: also 2 Chron. v. 13, xx. li».

The solemn praise which used to be offered to the Lord by
the Levites is described in these places. Add the passage,

Ezra iii. 11, respecting all the people, in the same phrase
in Hebrew and Greek. How much greater solemnity is

there in the Apocalypse! All his servants, and they that

fear him, small and great, are stirred up to a solemn pro-

claiming of his praise. They perform this in ver. 6. Comp.
Ps. cxv. 13.

6. And—The stirring call set forth in ver. 5, Hallelujah,

is now fully responded to.

7. Hath made herself ready—That is, hath begun to do so,

as TreTrtcrrevKa, I have obtained faith, etc. On the marriage
itself, see ch. xxi. 2, 9, etc.

8. For—A particle of explanation, as ver. 10.

9. True—A remarkable epithet. It is used by itself in

this passage only of the Apocalypse, as Trtcrro?, faithful,

of the witness, ch. i. 5. Elsewhere both are joined. TJie

faithful and true tvitness, ch. iii. 14. Faithful and true put
absolutely, ch. xix. 11. Then, faithful and true loords,

ch. xxi. 5, xxii. 6. In other places a different epithet

is added. Jesus, holy and true, ch. iii. 7. God, the Lord,

holy and true, ch. vi. 10. Just and true are the icays of God :

true and just are Ins judgments, ch. xv. 3, xvi. 7, xix. 2. 'Where
the epithets are used conjointly, God is called holy, with
reference to himself

; faithfid and just, with reference to his

people, and in the word given to them : true, in his work, the

issue of which, especiallj^ in this place, answers to the

word which preceded. Where one epithet only is used, as

faithfid at the beginning of the book, and true here, near
the end, the force of the other is to be understood. And
as He himself is, so are his w^ords, and ways, and judg-
ments.

10. And I fell—St. John seems to have looked upon the

Ver. 5. For tK, out of, read airh, from. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Omit Kal.

bofh. Tisch., Alf., Treg.'

Ver. 6. Add (sifter 06bs; ^u£j/, our. Tw/t. Trej. in brackets; not Alf.;

Read tlie Lord our God the Almighty, etc.
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things in ver. 9 as the conclusion of the vision : yet
there remained things more excellent than those which
preceded.

11. A white horse— Antithesis to ovov, ass, Matt, xxi.

Judge—Comp. with this chapter many passages of the New
Testament on the coming of Christ in glory, the resurrec-

tion of the dead, and the judgment. There is in truth but
one coming of Christ in glory, at the last day ; of which,
however, the destruction of the beast is an illustrious and
remarkable prelude. Comp. 2 Thess. ii. The sum of the

testimony on the resurrection and the judgment has refer-

ence to the same last day.

14. T}ie armies—Called, and chosen, and faithful, ch. xvii.

14, White—This is not a superfluous epithet, for some
linen is yellow.

1 5. Sword—For slaughter. Bod—For subduing.

17. Come hither—Victory cannot but follow. The flesh

of the enemy is given beforehand to be torn in pieces by
birds.

19. With—The enemies will undoubtedly attempt to

attack the saints on the earth. But Christ the Lord, with
his heavenly band, will engage them.

20. The beast ivas taken—But the angel eKpaTrjcre, laid hold

of the dragon, ch. xx. 2. The beast and the false prophet
even then shall be reduced to extremities; the dragon
shall have strength, but shall be restrained. Alive—This
destruction is much more dreadful than the death itself of

the body. Comp. on the Son of Perdition, 2 Thess. ii. 8

;

also Dan. vii. 11, 26, and Is. xi. 4, where for the Heb.,
Sept., cto-e/J^s, impious, the Chaldee paraphrase has, the

impious Moman. The lake of fire—The word gehenna does

not occur in the Apocalypse.

21. Tlie remnant—Even the kings, ver. 18, 19. They are

mingled with the crowd, as Pharaoh and others.

Ver. 12. Omit wy, as; also add after exwi', fead, oud/xaTa yeypa/x/ueva

Ka\, names written and (a name, etc.) Tisch. {Alf. iu brackets; not
Treg.).

Ver. 15. Omit koI, and, so as to read, the fierceness of the wrath, etc.

Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 17. For koI (rvvayea-6e, and gather, read a-vydxdvTf, he gathered.

Also for ToD ^€70X011, read rb (j.4ya : render, to the great feast (or supper)

of God. Tisch., Alf, Treg.
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CHAPTER XX,

1. An angel— Cluver says a created angel. Primasius,

Ticonias, and Andreas of Ccesareia connect the lOth and 20tli

chapters most intimately. Schmidt acknowledges that the

destruction of Antichrist (what he understands by Anti-

christ does not matter here) is prior to the millennium.

Bengel.

2. A thousand years—A.D. 1716, Zeltner published a dis-

sertation on the Chiliasm (he might have said more properly,

on the millennium) now present, in the beginning of which he
expresses his surprise " that any one can shrink from the

title of Chiliast ;" because it is plain that he who embraces
the Divine authority of the Apocalypse, must also of

necessity admit the thousand years in some sense. Very-

well said. In a short time, they who believe that the
millennium is coming will be found to be correct expositors,

rather than those who contend that the millennium has
passed ; those who speak against the course of the sun do
not delay it. In the mean time let every one consider in

what things he himself seeks a happy life. There is no
error, much less danger, in saying that the thousand years

are future, but rather in interpreting these years, whether
future or past, in a carnal sense. The doctrine of the Son
of God is a mystery, his cross is a mystery, and lastly, his

glory also. He himself is a sign, which is spoken against in

one point after another. There is abundant ground to

believe and confess him. Bengel.

3. Shut—KXeUiv, to shut, is said not only of a prison, but
also of a captive; but here it means shut upon him, so

that the words upon him belong to both shut and sealed.

Comp. Sept. Gen. vii. 16; Job xii. 14. That no more—
Only one benefit is here expressed, but that of itself by
far the greatest, and with many great blessings joined with
it. For when the chief enemy is removed, the kmgdom of

God gains vigour without impediment among the nations,

Chapter XX.

Ver. 3. Omit Kot, and, before fj-era, after. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Omit
avrhv, him. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Render, and shut and sealed over him.
AIj:
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and the great mystery of God, announced by the prophets,
is finished. Eev. x, 7.

4. Thrones—Judgment-seats. Beheaded—Gr. twv TreireXs-

Kio-fievMv. IleAcKvs, an axe, especially used by the Romans
in punishment. Baphelius compares Polybius. After having

flogged them, they beheaded them with an axe, after their (the

Eoman) custom. Lived—Returned to life, in the sense in

which the rest of the dead lived not before the general resur-

rection. So the same word with the same foice, ver. 5, and
ch. ii. 8. John saw them not only when alive again, but
when reviving (comp. Ezek. xxxvii. 7) ; as before he had
eeen the dragon being bound, and not only when bound.
With—They shall be with Christ (ver. 6) and with God
(ver. 6), not Christ and God with them. Therefore that

kingdom will be in heaven. Comp. ch. xxi. 3, /xera, with.

A thousand years—Two miUennial periods are mentioned in

this whole passage, each three times: the former is the

millennium in which Satan is hound, ver. 2, 3, 7 ; the other,

that of the reign of the saints, ver. 4, 5, 6. " There is," says

Lange, "no foundation for two periods of a thousand years,

either in the text, or in fact, in the connection of the parts

of the Apocalypse." But the second millennium extends

even to the resurrection of all the dead, ver. 5 ; the former
comes to a close before the end of the world, ver. 7, etc.

Therefore the beginning and end of the former is before

the beginning and end of the second.

5. First—Many, even of the ancients, admitted the first

resurrection. Within an age of a thousand years is concluded

the resurrection of the saints, who rise again at an earlier or a
later period, according to their merits. Tertullian. Ambrose,

on Luke xvii. 4, speaks to the same purport, but not so in

another place : hence I do not quote his words. The
remarks of Augustine ('De Civitate Dei,' Ixx. c. 7) do not at

all touch upon the first resurrection of bodies, but on the

errors with which some had corrupted it. In later times

great numbers have again defended this resurrection.

Bengel. But see Elliott's valuable disquisition on the

subject.

6. In the first resurrection—The j3Ethiopian version has,

on that day which precedes his coming.

7. The thousand— Those thousand years only, during
which Satan was bound ; for now again Satan is treated of
The article is used demonstratively, to point out the former
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of the two subjects or periods of a thousand years. So the

article to, the beast, ch. xiii. 15, refers not to verse 11, but

to verse 1. Comp. Sept., 2 Sam. xxiii. 19, 23. Loosed out of

his prison—A concise expression : that is, shall be loosed

from his chain, and sent forth from his prison.

8. Gog and Magog—Magog, the son of Japhet, was tlie

ftither of the northern nations towards the east. The
jnince of those nations is called Gog in Ezekiel xxxviii.

2, and here. A prince and a people most hostile, perhaps

worse than others, though themselves less wicked then than

after the new -n-Xavr], deceiving. The article t6v, with Gog,

of itself shows the intimate connection between the prince

and the people, as does the Paronomasia [sirailai'ity in

sound] Gog and Magog. Both words signify lofty, elevated.

Comp. Ililler's Onomasticon. Therefore Magog is used as a

proper name : but Gog, the chief syllable, being left to it

by Aphoiresis [removal of the first syllable], seems by Anto-

iiomasia [substitution] to take the place of a proper name,
until that fierce leader of so many nations under Satan

appears at length in his own name. Jerome, on Ezek.

xxxviii., would not have refused to take Bos as a proper

name, if the name of such a nation (the Kussians) had been
known to him. To gather together—JS'ot to deceive and gather

together, but to deceive for the purpose of gathering together.

The gathering is the end of deceiving. TJiem—In other

places the Apocalypse regards the leader in preference to

the forces, ch. xii. 7 ; but of Gog, the prince, it recounts

nothing apart from Magog, which is his forces, partly

because enough had been said of him by Ezekiel, and partly

because Gog makes an unsuccessful attempt, and in his

oveiihrow is mingled with the crowd itself, as the kings in

ch. xix. 21. See note. Bengel.

9. Tlie beloved city—So Jerusalem is called, Eccles. xxiv.

11. But here it comes under the name both of camp and
city. Hendiadys [one sense in two words]. Hateful—Mcai-

(n]fjL€uo<;, ch. xviii. 2, and beloved, rjya7n]ix€uo<;, are opposed to

(.)ne another; and yet in this place there seems to be
pointed out a security on the part of the city, which is not
altogether harmless, as Deut. xxxii. 15.

10. Devil—The punishment of Satan commences now.

Ver. 9. Omit airb tov Qeov, from God. Tisch., Alf. [Treg. brackets.)

Ver. 10. Add Kal, also, after Sirov, lohere. Tisch., Alf., Trtij.

VOL. III. 2 H
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Up to this period lie continues to sin without restraint, if

we except his imprisonment during the thousand years, in

which his worst deeds are interrupted.

11. And— Up to this the events to be accomplished

between the day of St. John's vision and the last day have
been described. Fled—This is the day, that day, the great

day, Heb. x. 25, in which the earth and heaven flee away ; and
thus the last day, that of the resurrection and judgment,
ver. 12, etc. ; John vi. 39, xii. 48. All judgment is given

to the Son : John v. ; Acts xvii.

12. Stand—The standing of infants, by far the greatest

part of mankind, is surprising. According to their works—
There is nothing which will not then be brought to light.

Let your works be good and not evil. Bengel.

CHAPTER XXI.

1 . A new heaven, etc.

—

Hie new heaven and the new earth

take the name of heaven and earth rather than the former
ones : therefore the substantives [in the Greek] precede in

the former clause only ; and the order, for the first heaven and
the first earth, etc., follows. It is not a flourishing state of the

Church in the last time which St. John here describes, but
he speaks of all things entirely new and perfect for ever.

Augustine. There are many obscure things in this hook ; but

in tJiese words, where he says, God shall wipe away every tear

from their eyes, and there shall be no more death, neither sorroiv,

nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain, that which is

spoken concerning the future loorld and immortality, and tlie

eternity of the saints (for it is only then and there that these

things will cease to be) is spoken with such light, that we ought

neither to seek nor to read anything plain in the sacred writings,

if we shall think these things obscure : De Civitate Dei,

book XX. Passed away—IlaprjXOe, passed by. But in ver. 4,

aTrrjX.dov, as ch. ix. 12. To pass away is something more

Ver. 12. Transpose great and small. Tisch., Alf., Treg. For QeoS,

God, read Qpovov, the throne. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. li. Add at the end ^ \iiJ.vi\ toS irvpbs, the lake offire. Tisch.,

Alf, Treg.

Chapter XXI.

Ver. 1. For vaprjKde, passed by, read airv^^Oav ''or —dov) passe(.l away.
Thch., Alf, Treg.
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in sound than to pass hy. Death, sorrow, crying, and pain,

altogether pass away ; the former heaven and the former

earth pass by, giving way to a new heaven and a new
earth. Bengel.

2. Jenisalem—Gr. 'lepouo-aA^/x, St. John in his Gospel

always writes, and with good reason, Hierosolyma, 'Upuao-

Au/xa, of the old city ; in the Kevelation always Jerusalem,

'Upov(raXr)[x, of the heavenly city. The latter is a Ilebiew

name, the original and the holier one : the former, after-

wards in ordinary use, is a Greek name, employed in a

political sense. Paul observes the same ditierence, when
refuting Judaism, Gal. iv. 26 (comp. the same Epistle, i. 17,

18, ii. 1); Heb. xii. 22; although at other times he uses

them indiscriminately, and says to the Komaus and
Corinthians, for the sake of cr(.fxv6Tq<i, [solemnity], and to

gain their favour, Jerusalem, 'IepovcraXt]fJi. I saw—The text

[(J) John being omitted ; see above] connects the new
heaven, the new earth, and the new Jerusalem together.

The new city does not belong to the millennium, but to the

state of perfect renovation, and of eternity. This is clear

from the series of visions, the magnificence of the descrip-

tion, and the contrast with the second death : ch. xx. 1 1

,

12, xxi. 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, xxii. 5. Coming down—This may be
understood in vision, of the act of descending : in the reality

signified, without reference to that act, it may be under-

stood of the Divine condescension to men. Words which
originally imply motion, often signify a condition, and
among them this very verb descend ; Ps. civ. 8 ; Jos. xv. 3,

10, etc. The whole city is inclusive and included, in so

far as it includes the inhabitants, it descends.

3. Behold—It is unnecessary to understand the verb

ia-Ti, is [as A. V.] Behold the tabernacle of God is with

men ; for tSou, behold, of itself points out the fact, as in ch.

xix. 11, and frequently. With them— Viyilius of Thupsus

(under the name of Idacius Clarus), has, with them on the

earth. St. John saw the city coming down out of heaven

from God, but does not add, to the earth. His people ....

with them . . . their God—A most blessed close.

Ver. 2. Omit iyw 'ludvvns, IJohn. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 8. For ovpavov, heaven, read dpdvov, the throne. Tisch., Alf. 'not

Trty.).

2 H 2
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5. I make all things new—Gi". kulvo. -n-avTa ttoiw. A more
ancient reading i«, Kaiva irotw TrdvTa, I make new all things ;

where Kaivh. ttolw, make new, answers to the one Hebrew
word, and ought not to be separated. This is a word
<,)f publication, not command.

6. Aljjha, etc.—A glorious title of God. The former
clause is explained by the latter.

6-7. Tliat thirsteth . . . he that overcometh—Two classes of

men ; two of gifts. Of life—No death now remains, ver. 8.

8. But—See the same antitliesis, ver. 27, ch. xxii. 15. V.G.

Sorcerers— Gr. ifiapfjiaKots, derived from (^apfiaKov, drug,

which may be employed in either a good or bad sense

;

it is often used, as well as its derivatives, to signify noxious

medicine, witchcraft, which is often prescribed as salutary

to men and beasts, but is most pestilential, whether taken
by itself, or when joined with an express compact or

secret intercourse with devils. Hence it is joined with
idolatry. Gal, v. 20. See Elliott, under ch. ix. 21.

11. Light—Gr. 6 (^wcn-qp, which in the singular (comp.
Gen. vi. 16) means a part in a building which is open to

the air, or admits the light of the sun, such as windows do,

or spaces between the battlements of walls; or a light,

ver. 23.

12. Wall . . . gates—An inverted Chiasmus [cross refer-

ence] ; after treating of the gates, the wall is resumed, ver.

1-t; comp. ver. 12 and 13 with ver. 14.

14. Foundations—One placed on another. Apostles—The
fishermen of Lake Gennesareth.

16. Twelve thousand furlongs—Stadia. Stupendous magni-

Ver. 5. Omit;uoi, M;/fome; also transpose/aj</«/«? and (rwe. Tisch.,Alf.,

Treg.

Ver. 7. For -navra, all things, read ravra, these things. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg.

Ver. 9. Omit irpSs jue, unto me. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 10. Omit t^v fxeydXriv, great. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Eead the hclij

city, Jerusalem.

Ver. 11. Omit Kal, and. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 12. For exo^o""" '^e. and had, read exovaa, having. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg. Eead a ia-Tiv {rd, Alf, Treg..) oudfiara, which are the names.

Tisch., etc.

Ver. 13. Connect all these clauses with /cot, and. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 14. For eV avTols, in them, read eV auToi;', on them. Also read

SciSeKo ovSfiara, the twelve names. Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 15. After elx^v, liad, read fi-erpov, as a measure. Tisch., Alf,
Trey.
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tude! Alexandria is said by Josephus to have had a

length of 30 stadia, a breadth of not loss than 10 stadia.

According to the same, the circuit of Jerusalem is 33

stadia; that of Thebes, according to Dicasarchus, 43; that

of Nineveh, according to Diodorus Siculus, 400. Hero-
dotus, in his first book, says that Babylon had 120 stadia in

each side, and 480 in circuit," and that its wall was 50

cubits thick and IJOO cubits high. All the cities in the

world are mere villages compared with the New Jenisaleui.

[The constniction here with cVt, literally, over twelve

thousand stadia, is distributive, (though not in the following

verse) ; it signifies that twelve thousand stadia is the

extent of each side of the city, not of the whole circuit]

18. Tlie huilding—Gr. 17 ev8d/ir/o-ts. Therefore the struc-

ture itself of the wall is here jasper, as it is commonly of

stone.

19. Garnished—That is, built and adorned; for the very
foundations are jewels ; as the very gates are pearls. Hero-
dotus, lib. i., says of Babylon, eKeKoa-fjirp-o 8e ws ovSev aAAo
TToXtcr/Aa, and it ivas adorned as icas no other city, where the

adornment is the ditch, the wall, and the gates.

24. And—Erasmus added twv awloixevwy, of them which are

being saved, and so did innumerable editors, following his

authority without further examination. If Erasmus were
alive now, he would no doubt immediately expunge the com-
mentary of Andreas, which he introduced into his text.

He also, and others, who first revised the New Testament in

Greek, if they could compare the copious materials collected

in these two centuries, with the scantiness with which they
themselves formerly had to contend, would gladly yield to

the truth, and exhort the must eager defenders of the

reading established by them, in some instances so feebly,

either to follow or lead them to better things. Bring—
Gr. (fiipova-L. The present, after the future shall ivalh, -n-epL-

TrarTt]aov(TL, has the force of a future : com. ver. 26.

27. Shall in no wise enter—From this any one may judge
whether he shall enter or not.

Ver. 10. Omit koI, and. Tisch., All'., Trcg.

Ver. 2-i. Eoad koI KepnraTriaovaii' ra edv-q Sia tov (bocThs avrrJT, and the

nations shall walk by meaius of her light. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Omit /cat rrj*

Til^nv, and honour. Tisch., At/., Treg.
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CHAPTER XXII.

2. Healing—Gr. Oepairda, which has an inceptive signifi-

cation (a beginning of health) ;
yet there will be nothing

like disease. Comp. Ezek. xlvii. 9, Hence the difficulty

of the question of the salvation of the nations may be
explained.

3. In it—This must refer to the street ; comp. Job xxix.

7, Sept. But it refers to the city itself, as ver. 2, airnys, of it

;

although in truth the throne will be in the most conspicuons
place of the city. Him— \\ here both God and the Lamb
are mentioned ; the following demonstrative, avrov, him,

has reference either to the Lamb, ch. vi. 17, also ch. i. 1,

XX. 6, because in these places wrath, revelation, the kingdom,

are ascribed to the Lamb; or it has reference to God, as

here, because the throne is more frequeutlj^ ascribed to God

;

wherefore also, ch. xi. 15, f^aaikevaei, shall reign, refers to

the Lord. It is not they shall reign there; nor has any
passage auroyv, of them, in the plural, on account of their

intimate unity. In mentioning the Lamb, he implies also

God ; in mentioning God, he implies also the Lamb.
6. And—There is a strange disagreement between inter-

preters respecting the distribution of speeches in this

conclusion. But if Bengel's interpretation is right, tlie

speakers are the angel, ver. 6 ; Jesus, ver. 7 ; St. John, on
his own action and his correction by the angel, ver. 8, 9.

Again, in the same order, The angel, ver. 10, 11 ; Jesus,

ver. 12-17 ; St. John, ver. 18 and 19; St. John and Jesus,

and again St. John, ver. 20, 21. Faithful and true—To be
received with firm faith, and with a worthy interpretation.

The truth of these words was confirmed ; in particular, on
the marriage of the Lamb, ch. xix. 9, and on the renewing
of the universe, ch. xxi. 5 ; now generally, as in an epilogue.

Chapter XXII.

Ver. 1. Omit Kadaphv, pure. Tisch., Alf., Trerj.

Ver. 5. Tisch., etc., omit exel, there. Alf. {Treg. in brackets) reads
€T(, more (lons;er). Tisch. omits ri\iov, of the sun (not Treg. Alf.

brackets it). Also for (pwriCei, giveth light, read (pwria-ei {Alf., Treg.) or
(^b>riu {Tisch.) shall shine upon.

Ver. 6. Read Kvpios 6 Q^hs rSiv irvtv^aTuiv tOiv •irpo<p-t]rwv, the Lord
God of the spirits of the prophets. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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1

the tnith of tho words of the whole book is confirmed :

and that is consistent with itself, even where many refuse
to believe, l^ut woe to them who love falsehood rather
than this truth, and who defame tho truth as falsehood,
and especially that very truth which lies between these
cnnfirmations, ch. xx. 1, etc. Tlie Lord God, etc.—There is

one Spirit, by whose inspiration the prophets spake : 1 Pet.

i. 11 ; 2 Pet. i. 21 : but individuals, according to the mea-
sure given to them, had their own spirits. The God of
these sjiirits is the Lord ; for instance, the God of David,
the God of Daniel. And He sent his angel, that the very
near accomplishment of those things which had been fore-

told by those ancient prophets might now be shown to

St. John. Bengel. Sent—The conclusion accords exactly
with the introduction of the book.

8. And I— Dionysius of Alexandria took this with
fjiaKdpLo<;, blessed, ver. 7 ; et/xt, I am, is rather to be under-
stood. Before the feet—St. John had first wished to worship
the angel, ch. xix. 10; now only at his feet he prepares to

Wdiship God. But the angel does not permit this.

9. \_For']—More recent Latin editions and Erasmus inserted
yap, for. But " the whole of this speech of the angel is con-
cise and elliptical, as the speech of those who greatlj'- loathe
anything usually is." There is a very similar example of
the omission of yap, for. Acts xiv. 15.

10. And he saith unto me—It is the same angel who speaks
in ver. 9 and 10; yet the formula, and he says to me, is

placed between, because the angel (ver. 10) is following
up afresh the discourse mentioned in ver. 6, after the inter-

ruptions of ver. 7, 8, 9. Comp., and he says to me, ch. xvii.

15, xix. 9. Seal not—They are like those sealing, whose
purpose it appears to be, under specious pretexts, to restrain
the fuller handling of this prophecy.

11. Let him do righteousness—Thus, 6 Trotwv Tr)v StKaiocrwr/v,

Ver. 7. Read Ka\ ISoh, and behold. Tlsch., AJf., Treg.

Ver. 8. Transpose heard and saw. Tisch., Alf., Treg. For Ka\ ffi\e\f/a,

and seen, read koL '6ti iSov, and when I saw. Tisch., Alf. (but with eJSoy.

not Treg.).

Ver. y. Omit yap, for. Tifch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 10. Tisch. (not Treg.) omits {Alf. brackets) '6ti, for.

Ver. 11. For ^uTraxroToi, be filthy, read pvirapivdriTu, be defiled (i. e.

defile himself). Tisch., Alf , Treg. Render, let him that is unjust commit
injustice still ; and let the filthy pollute himself still ; and let the righteout

do righteousness still, and let the holy sanctify himself still. Alf.
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ivlio doeih rigldenusness, 1 Joliri ii, 29, iii. 7. [T7ie] hoh/—
And pure, avoidiu!^' all things filthy and profane, contrary
to the practice of dogs and swine.

13. I am Alplui, etc.—The Lord Jesus plainly speaka
here. There are thi-ee clauses ; the first we examined, eh. i.

8, where the Father speaks of himself; the second, ch. i. 17,

where the Lord Jesus speaks of himself; the third, with
the first, we touched upon at ch. xxi. 6, where again the
Father speaks. iS'ow, in this passage the three clauses are

accumulated for a manifest proof of the glory of the Lord
Jesus, who testifies of himself both what the Father had
spoken of himself, ch. xxi. 6, and what lie himself had
spoken of himself, ch. i. 17. Is it then one and the same
sentiment which is expressed in a thi-eefold form? Is ay,

something more is contained in it. The clause Alpha and
Omega is, as it were, the basis of those titles, which we just

noticed, of God and Christ ; and has a kind of general, and,

as it were, hieroglyphic force, to be determined by the
other titles which follow. This is first spoken by the
Father, ch. i. 8 ; and the second answers to it, in which
Christ calls himself the First and the Last, ch. i. 17. Crell,

who is well refuted by Wolf, translates it, most excellent

and most abject. He himself, by Isaiah, explains it as Him,
before whom and after lohom there is no other God, the Author
of salvation. This at the beginning of the book. At the

close, lie who sits upon the throne says, I am Alpha and
Omega, and He himself explains it, the Beginning and the

End, ch. xxi. 6. Then the Lord .Jesus says, / am Alpha and
Omega, and Jle also adds the explanation, but a twofokl

one : for he both repeats that saying of his, the First and
the Last; and now, when the throne of God and of the

Lamb is in the New Jerusalem, speaking of himself He
adds that which the Father had said, the Beginning and the

End. Bengel.

14. His—Those of him who is coming, ver. 12. He
himself speaks concerning himself. See a very similar

phrase, ch. v. 10 : them, that is, us. That they may, etc.

—

Ver. 12. Omit (the first) koX, and. Also for eo-rai, shall he, read iarXv.

is. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 13. Kal fyiv rh &\^a Ka\ rh ufxeya, irpwros Ka] ecrxaTos, v apxr}

Ka\ rh -TiXos, I am Alpha and Omega. Tisch., Alf., Tng.
Ver. 14. For Tcoinvvres tos erroAeks aitrov, do Ms commandments, read

rKvi'opris tcls (TToKas durwv, wash their robes. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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Gr. ti'tt icrrai, thai tlicir right shall he, etc. "Iva, that, explains
the hlessedness here mentioned, as ch. xiv. 13; and ecrrai,

shall he, for y, may he, makes the discourse exceedingly em-
phatic. Hie tree of life—Of which they who eat live for

ever : Gen. iii. 22. TJirough the gates—Namely, as those

having a lawful right.

15. Loveth—A good mind loves the truth, a had one
folsehood. The observation of Aristotle, 8th boot Topic,

ch. 14r, may, as it were, be accommodated to this passage by
transferring it to spiritual things. It is the part of a good
disposition to love the truth, and to hate falsehood : of a
bad disposition, to hate the truth and to love falsehood.

Such, indeed, are we all by nature ; but one receives the
truth, another continues to imitate the deaf adder, Ps. Iviii.

4, 5. Hence many are averse to the harmony of the truth,

especially in the Apocalypse. The things which are set

forth are plain from the words themselves and the paral-

lelism, but aw(f)pocrvv7], loisdom, must be brought to bear.

16. [To] the churches—Gr. rats iKKXrjaLaL-;. The genxiine

reading, to which, as not being understood, one has prefixed

e'l', in, another eVl, in (or at). Bright . . . morning—Gr. o

Aa/x7rp6? 6 TrpwiVo?, He does not say eojo-c^opos, daivn-bringing,

nor (f)(x)(T4>6pos, light-bringing, but uses a new appellation.

This greatly increases the force of the signification.

17. Come—The whole matter hinges on this, and we may
confidently and with joy be able to hear the announcement,
I come, and to reply. Come. But if we have not yet attained
this, let us take care to attain it. That heareth—The Spirit

and the bride saying. Come.

18. 7 testify— Ver. 18 and 19 are a solemn witness, a
weighty admonition to all hearers of the Apocalypse. If any
man shall add, there shall he added upon him plagues : if any
man shall take aicay, from him shall he taken away blessings.

Ketaliation. It is more gi-ievous, as it appears from the

Ver. 15. Omit njor. Tiscli., Alf., Treg.

Vcr. 15. Tisch. (but not Alf., Treg.) prefixes eirl, in (or at) to rats

fKKXriffiair, the churches.

Ver. IG. Omit koI, and, after \ojUTrpby, bright. Tisch., Alf. {Treg. in

brackets).

Ver. 17. Omit koI, and, before 6 BiXwv, ivhosoever will. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg.

Ver. 18. Read p.apTvp-2 iyiii, I testify (without yap, for). Tisch., Alf,,

Treg.
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annexed threatenings, to add, than to take away ; though
many critics are of a contrary opinion, being more timid

in the erasure than in the admission of glosses. To change,

is at once to add and to take away. First, any hearer may
offend in this matter when he endeavours to pass oflfas Apoca-
lyptic writings those "which are not such, or suppress those

which are truly Apocalyptic. An unskilful expounder, who
is blind and rash, oifends, and especially if he deems him-
self to be endowed with a singular prophetic gift and faculty.

An xmfaithful translator and copyist, who writes out the text

incorrectly, exceedingly offends : for while the text is un-

corrupted at the fountain-head, the offence of the expounder
and of the hearer may be corrected ; but when the text is

corrupted, the injury is far greater. Yet in all these

modes the offence may be committed in a greater or less

degree, the faithful being hindered, so that they cannot

hear the Lord's / come, and to answer Come, and so to enjoy
the truth and fruit of the whole book, or of the separate

parts and portions, and to recognise the glory of Jesus

Christ: ver. 17, 20. Nor is it a slight fault, perversely,

unfairly, and unseasonably to bring forward mysteries, and
produce in the world and its princes envy and suspicion

towards the kingdom of God. It is not the modest endea-

vour, it is not the desire of advancing, and not blocking up
the way to the truth arising from other sources, which
is here condemned ; it is profane boldness, arising from

excessive self-conceit, which is condemned. St. John
especially forewarned Cerinthus, who afterwards incurred

this censure. This clause applies to the case of all the

books of Holy Scripture : comp. Deut. iv. 2 ; Prov. xxx. 6 ;

but it especially applies to the Apocalypse, the crowning
point of prophecy, which was exposed to peculiar danger,

and the minute and admirable connection of which might
have been disturbed or obscured by the change of even

a single word. The separate parts of this book, guarded

as it is by so severe an interdict, are very important. The
extraordinary multitude of various readings in the Apoca-

lypse cries aloud that all have not at all times acted with

religious caution in this matter. [In this very interdict,

about the not adding or taking away, Bengel has observed

twenty-four varieties of reading introduced by copyists.

Comp. hi^ Not. Crit.] Thanks be unto God, who has pre-

served to us marks and traces of the genuine reading
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through the dangers of so many ages. Bengel. Ifany man
add—To add, is to put off to the future those things which
are ah-eady accomplished : to take away, is to regard future

things as already accomplislied.

19. The tree of life, etc.— TJie tree of life itself, and the

Iwhj city itself, ai-e the first and the last (ch. ii., iii., xxii.),

nay, even the sum of those distinguished privileges, th-e hope of

which is given to the faithful in this hook.

20. I come quicliy—Thus Jesus speaks; St. John, both

afterwards and before, says Come. These coincide at one

moment. So Ps. xxvii. 8, My heart says (seek ye my face :)

Thy face do I seek.

21. The last word, afjJr^v, amen, found in many manu-
scripts and all published editions, should be omitted. How
ready the copyists were to insert the particle Amen in

doxologies and clauses containing a prayer, since it is

usually found in such situations, appears from almost all

the books of the New Testament at the close, and from the

annotation of Wolf on Eev. i. 18, where almost all the

copyists have absurdly inserted a^jL-qv. One copyist who
omits it is of more value than ten who add it at their own
pleasure.

Now, if any one should write out at full length such a

text, for instance, of the Apocalypse, as many persons

prefer at the present day, he will have a reading which
is full, intelligible, tinged with parallelism, that is, inter-

polated, and almost everywhere made up of the fewest

and most recent authorities, which, when compared with
the editions, would not much differ from the text published

by the Stephens and the Elzevirs. Bengel. Bengel's recen-

sion in the margin sometimes differs from the greater number
of authorities : but this happens in those places which were
less frequently quoted by the Fathers : yet it is not

unsupported by competent authorities, whose antiquity,

together with exegetical proofs of the text itself, makes up
for their deficiency in number. With the exception of such

Ver. 19. For /3ij8A.ou Tr\s Cms, hook of life, read tov ^vKov ttjs C«^^s,

free o/ Zi/e ; also omit koI, and
(
from). Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Ver. 20. Omit val, even so. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Ver. 21. The readings vary. Tisch. reads tj X"P'^ ""^^^ Kvpiov 'Irjcrov

fiera irduTuv, the grace of the Lord Jesus (be) with all. Alf. reads /j-era

Twv ayioiv, loith the saints. Treg. adds XpiffTou, Christ, and reads, toith

all tlte saints. Tisch., Alf. omit a/xriv, amen, Treg. brackets it.
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passages (for they are to be treated for a while by way
of exception), Bengel's text in its whole tenor approaches

the copies, which are by far the most numerous, extending

from the times of St. John to all ages and coimtries,

whether Greek manuscripts or versions, and especially the

noted Italian version, or the Fathers Irenceus, Hippolytus,

Origen, Aihanasius, Andreas, Tertullian, Cypian, Jerome,

Primasius, etc. His readings are for the most part brief;

and where there was a manifold variety, he takes a middle

course ; he everywhere retains its ancient and austere, that

is, its natural character. Wherever he has not been able to

exchange his own views for the opinion of others, com-
petent judges will, he hopes, recognise not obstinacy (for a

view which has already been carefully weighed, through

many doubts and considerations, is less liable to change),

but love of the truth. And, he continues, when they have

considered what foundations I first laid, and duly weighed
what answers I have made to doubts in various quarters,

they will perhaps determine that a suitable defence of other

passages also, which no one hitherto has censured, if they

shall be censured, will be easy for me to make, or will

suggest itself to my readers, if I am silent or dead. We
have in every case indicated the passages in which our text

differs from that of the German commentator; and we
venture to think that, great as was the improvement which
he introduced, the present edition is an advance upon his.

Note.—In the comment we have for the convenience of our readers

followed in great measure the Authorised Version. They will be able

without diflQculty to compare the latter with the Kevised Translation

which we have given.

—

Ed.
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PART III.—PROPHETICAL FULFILMENT.

The Seven Churches.—Chaf'S. II., III.

General BemarJcs on the Seven Clmrches.

There were other Churches at the same time in the same
parts, as for instance Colosse, Hierapolis, and probably many
others. "NVhy then are Seven chosen ? and why these Seven ?

There must have been a reason. Is it to signify that

ever}^ possible condition in which a Church can be, and yet

be recognized by Christ as a real Church, is to be found in

these Seven ? Some have entertained this opinion, but the

choice of the number seven rather indicates, as a symbol, com-
pleteness in point of time than completeness in point tif

extent : i. e., the ivhole Church at any particular time is not
here meant. For that the number twelve would be used, as

in ch. vii., xii, 1, xxi. 12. Several schemes have been pro-

posed for referring these Seven Churches to seven succes-

sive epochs. See Elliott, 5th ed., vol. i. p. 77. The
following scheme appears to us not improbable. We do
not advance it as a certainty, but throw it out as a subject

for inquiry. (1) Ephesus, the Apostolic sera, from the
date of the Tievelation to what has been called the ajra of

Martyrs. (2) Smyrna, the a^ra of Martyrs, from the end
of the 2nd century to the beginning of the 4th. (3) Per-
gamos, tlie Constantinian period, and till the Papacy, 4th,

oth, 6th centuries. (4) Thyatira, the Papacy, including
the first years of the Reformation, from the 7th to the
16th century. (5) Pergamos, the Eeformation, after tlie

first few years, until the French Eevolution. (6) Phila-

delphia, the £era of evangelic missions, beginning contempo
raneously with the French Eevolution. (7) Laodicea,
the period on which we are now entering. Mr. Elliott's

objection does not lie against this scheme, for it was only
towards the middle and end of the period here ascribed to

Thyatira that the Papacy became so dominant as to silence

the witnessing for Christ; and the Lord might well re-

proach " the Churches " that they suffered Eome to usurp
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the power which she did. (1) First steps of declension in

love and zeal. (2) Severe persecution. (3) Worldliness,

and commencement, not merely of declension, as in (1), but
of falling aioay from the truth. (4) Suffering one Church to

usurp power over others, together with idolatry and creature

worship, i. e. iropveM, and so prevalent apostacy. (5) For-

mality, with acknowledgment of the truth. (6) Eeligious

revival and extensive missions. (7) Lukewarmness. It will

be found that all this fits in with the successive states of

the Church from the days of St. John to our own time, or

to days which we may be approaching, and of which
assuredly there are already some signs. There are

several jjoints of internal evidence and historical corre-

spondence besides the number seven, which seem to indi-

cate that the above is not an incorrect view.

TJie first period fits exactly. So does the second. We
know from Eusebius that the persecution had a purifying

effect upon the Church, which was beginning before this to

decline, as even he in his ' Ecclesiastical History ' allows.

The third period. Here " The sharp sword with the two
edges " answers to the fact of the invasion of the Northern
Barbarians during the period supposed. " I know thee where
thou dwellest " answers to these facts, Eome in this period,

though corrupt in many respects, was the upholder of the

truth amidst the general prevalence of Arianism. That
by Satan's throne is meant Eome, in opposition to Jeru-

salem, Christ's throne, Jer. iii. 17, there is little doubt.

Eome is the throne of the beast, xiii. 2, to whom the dragon,

that old serpent, resigned his thi-one, comp. xii. 9 ; xiiL 2.

"Antipas, my faithful witness, who was slain among you,'"

may answer to this, the first Christian blood shed by
Christians professing the truth (not Arians) was in this

period, that of Priscillian and his companions to be hereafter

spoken of. " Some that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitans."

What this doctrine was is explained by the true reading

6/XOIW9, V. 15. It was just in this period that creature-

worship and idolatry began.

The fourth period. Here the correspondence with other

parts of the Eevelation describing the period, which we
suppose to be intended, is very close and remarkable,

comp. xiii. 14, with ii. 20 ; xvii. 2, with ii. 21 ; xvii. 1,

2, o, with ii. 22 ; comp. again, ii. 24, with 2 Thess. ii. 9.

Comp. again, the fact that in this case there was to be
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" a remnant,^'' in Thyatira, ii. 24, and that the last works of

this faithful remnant were to be more than the first, ii. 19.

Comp. the judgments on, and the languishing condition of

Jc/A'bfl, ii. 22, 23, with the facts of Kome's history and the
judgments on her and those who commit adulteiy with her,

ii. 22, foretold in other parts of the Eev.; also her calling

herselfa prophetess. Comp. again, ii. 26, the rule over the
nations to be given to the feithful, with Eome's pretension

to give that rule, as pointed out by allusive contrast, x. 2,

Note the warning to the protestant nations in the words

—

" He that keepeth my works to the end ! " ii. 26, and link

this with the warning under the sixth vial. " Blessed
is he which keepeth his garments lest he be stripped," as

Ahaz made Judah naked, 2 Chron. xxviii. 19. In all this

there seems a striking correspondence between Thyatira and
the period we have indicated.

Tlie fifth period. So in Sardis and that indicated for the
Eeformation period, and the remarkable attributes of the
Lord Jesus Christ which stand at the head of the Ep. to

Sardis, shewing what was needed and what should have
been asked for, viz., men full of the Spirit, as ministers, and
so fitted by Christ for ruling the Church in that day ; note
also vv. 2-4.

The sixth period. Here the agreement is obvious. There
is another point, ii. 24, 25, from which it would appear
that the seven churches are symbolical of seven periods.

They to whom the fourth letter is addressed were to have
no other burden laid on them, but to hold fast what they
had tiU Christ should come. So also iii. 3. And all the
letters are addressed to Clmrches, not to individuals, though
profitable for such.

^\'e need only remark further on the Seven Epistles to

the Seven Churches, that the attributes selected as belong-
ing to the Lord Jesus Christ, are appropriate to the states

of the several Churches, as also are the rewards ; and that
almost all the rewards have their correspondence in some-
thing said of the New Jerusalem. The view which we
have proposed above is in some measure supported by the
several calls to repentance which the Lord addresses to the
Seven Churches :

—

(1) Eepent, or I will come and remove thy candle-
stick.

^2) Blank, as regards a call to repentance.
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(3) Eepent, or I will come and fight against them that

hold the doctrines of the Nicolaitans.

(4) Hold fast till I come (you the remnant). I am
casting her who has committed adultery on a bed of

languishing and will kill her children.

(5) Repent or I will come on thee as a thief. Eemember
&c., &c. Watch and hold fast.

(6) J am coming quickly. Hold that fast which thou hast

that none take thy crown.

(7) I am at the door and knocking. He that overcometh
shall sit with me on my throne.

The Seven Seals.

It will be found that the division by seven seals, seven

trumpets, seven vials (the number seven indicating com-
pleteness of a period of time), aifords the most perspicuous

and philosophic division of which history is capable. The
seven seals embrace the period from the commencement
of the visions to the consummation, that is, from the Eoman
Empire prosperous and victorious to the final consummation
and the establishment of Christ's kingdom on the ruins of

that empire and the nations into which it was broken up
by the invasion of the Northern Barbarians. The seven

trumpets include the period from the great change which
took place in the Roman Empire by the invasion of the

Northern nations to the same consummation. The seven

vials cover the period from the French Revolution,

which broke out soon after the Turks were no longer a

woe to the Latin kingdoms. It is evident that this great

convulsion was the commencement of a new sera, from which
the beginning of the breaking up of the old one may be

dated. This breaking up is still in progress. Each period

is complete in itself, and in the three series of seals,

trumpets, and vials, we have the grand divisions of

history.

The idea that seven involves a complete period will help

to throw light upon the use of that number in other cases,

as in the case of the seven churches, of which we have
already spoken, of the seven spirits, of the seven kings,

of the seven horns of the lamb, &c.
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1

Tlic First Seal (abriaged from Elliott).

The first symbol under which the Roman Empire was
represented to St. John's view, indicated it under the
colour of triumph and prosperity.

" I looked, and lo ! a white horse ! and he that sat thereon
having a how ; and a crown (frT€</)avos) was given him

;

and he went forth conquerinij and to conquer." It was as if

prosperity, long unknown, would spring up and continue
for some time within the empire, a prosperity introduced
and accompanied, except as peace might vary them, by
wars of victory and triumph ; wars to which the lulers

would go forth conquering and to conquer ; assuming the
general inviolability from foreign foes, and perhaps (for

the words to conquer seemed to intimate as much) advancing
the limits and the greatness of the empire.*

This was precisely the state of the Eoman Empire for

the eighty or ninety years succeeding the banib;hment of
St. John, i.e., from the death of Domitian, at the close

of whose reign he was exiled, a.d. 96, until the accession

of Commodus, a.d. 180. If we turn to Gibbon; we find

him, just as in this first s^anbolic sketch before us, deferring

for a while to enter on the great subject of the decline of

the Roman Empire, in order to describe its glory and its

hapjnness in this very a^ra, as the ajra that immediately pre-

ceded its decline.

It is represented as a period of oi^tward and inward
prosperity scarce to be paralleled in history ; a period in

which the vast extent of the Roman Empire was governed
by absolute power, under the guidance of wisdom and
virtue ; a period unstained icith civil hlood (like the lohite

of the horse in the vision) ; a period remarkable for

extraordinarily protracted intervals of external peace, and
as remarkable for the wonderful and almost uniform
triumphs in war, by which the glory of the empire was
illustrated, and its limits extended.

In the two earlier decades of this period Dacia, Armenia,
Mesopotamia, and other provinces were added to the

* In this we believe Mr. Elliott to be in error, and to have createil

an unnecessary difficulty. The Greek words merely signify '• victorivu»,

and to be victorious," and do not in any way necessarily imply an
increase of territory.

VOL. III. 2 I
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Eoman Empire. The following 43 years wliicli constituted

the reigns of Adrian and Antoninus Pius, were years oi

nearly unbroken peace.

In the next place the reigning emperors would suggefet

themselves—by their absolute authority, and the manner in

which they used to cherish the nation's happiness, advance
its prosperity, and guide its triumphs—as the rider. Nor
were visible symbols wanting in the vision to foreshow
the very same to the Evangelist.

Firstly, tJie white horse of the rider might suggest it

;

white having been in early times the favourite colour for

horses used by Boman generals in their triumphs, and, by a
singular coincidence, noticed as such by Pliny in his

account of Trajan's return to Eome from his foreign

victories. Secondly, the crown, the laurel croion, given him
would seem sufficient absolutely to confirm the impression.

The presentation of the crown to the emblematic rider ou
his going forth is yet an additional point of resemblance in

the symbolic picture to the imperial usages at Rome in the

time of St. John. The going forth of an emperor to war was
an occasion perpetually taken by the senate and others to

express their good wishes and their auguries of success.

In token of which palm-branches, laurel crowns, and other

such like offerings were presented to the emperor ; and
commemorative medals struck, with the legend Profectio or

Expeditio Aiigusti. And, if success had already begun to

favour him in the war, they had a mode of expressing the

successes accomplished, together with those that were
anticipated for the future—the conquering as well as the

to conquer.

There is one objection alone which may present itself

;

one difficulty in the way of this application as a whole,

viz., from the circumstance of the rider having a how in his

hand. The javelin, and less frequently the sword, are the

weapons represented in the hands of Roman tauperors, on
medals and other extant monuments of antiquity. From
this Vitringa and others, though not unconscious of the

general fitness of the emblem of a croicned rider on a white

horse, going forth conquering and to conquer, to depict the 8era of

prosperity and triumph under the five Eoman emperors who
immediately followed after the opening of the apocalyptic

visions, argue that the bow was an Asiatic and barbarian

weapon and badge, and purposely inserted in the hiero-
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glypliic io divert the tliou<:;lits of tlie ubservev frum the

Komaii ?-nipire and emperois.

But this is not correct ; for there was one particular

province and peojile, among (lie provinciah of the Roman
Empire, of \vln)m it was also moie distinctive than of any-

barbarian peojile whatsoever, 1 mean the island and islanders

of Crete. Their colonial origin, mythologiad traditionary

legends, miliiorij history, and manufactures, Sbtteat this peculiar

connexion of the Cretans and the how. As to their origin,

it appears from ancient authors that Crete was originally

peopled, in part at least, from that part of Palestine situate

on the Mediterranean coast, which was called by the Arabs
Keritha, by the Syrians Creth ; its inhabitants being called

by the IlebroAvs Crethi or Crethim, or as the Septungint
have translated it, Kp^res; respecting which Crethim, lioch-

art adds, that they were noted archers, some of them being
employed by David as his lifegiiard : see 2 Sam. viii. 18 ;

XV. 18 ; XX. 23; 1 Kings i. 38 ; 1 Chron. xviii. 17 : in all

of which places the word, though in our translation

Ckerethites, is in the original CretJiim ; and this word by
the Chaldee Paraphrast is interpreted archers.

Sir I. Newton supposes tliat Crete was thus peopled from
Palestine aboiit 1055 B.C., Avhen many of the Phoenicians
and Syrians fled from King David into Asia Minor, Crete,

Greece, Lybia. Others date the migration earlier. But,
whatever the epoch, this is certain, that in Crete the archery
habits of these colonists, as well as the name, remained.
The earliest traditionary legends of the Cretan islanders

ascribe a similar pre-eminence in the art to their fore-

fathers in the island native-born. Diodorus Siculus tells

us that Apollo (the Cretan Apollo) was affirmed in these

legends to have been the first inventor of the bow, and
how he taught the natives archery ; Avhence their superior

skill in the art before and above all other men. As to

military history. Homer, Pindar, Pausanias, Thucydides,
&c., frequently refer to the Cretans employed in the wars as

archers. Moreover the Cretan manufacture of hows (not to

eay of arrows also) was celebrated. No European bow was
so noted as theirs. The name Cretan, in fact, came to be
attached as an appellative to bows.
The bow, therefore, was pre-eminently a Cretan weapon

and badge. In addition to all this a Greek epigiam or

epitaph is extant, consisting of a set of emblems, Ihe how
2i2
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being among them, which represented that the person,

whose epitaph it was, was a Cretan.

But how does all this bear upon the point in hand?
firstly, it is well known that with the exception of Otho
alone, all the twelve Caasars, from Julius to Domitian, were
of old Boman families. Otho himself, though not of

Roman, was of Italian family ; an Italian family more
ancient and noble than all the rest ; for he was descended
from the Etruscan kings. But after Domitian there was a
notable change on this head in the character of the

imperial succession. But before showing to what foreign

country or province the five emperors which succeeded

Domitian may be ascribed, it is necessary to prove that

they may be all classed in one and the same family. This

was the fact, inasmuch as Trajan was adopted by Nerva,

Adrian by Trajan, Antoninus by Adrian, Aurelius by
Antoninus : each, as their medals and other extant me-
morials of antiquity illustrate to us, taking the name of his

predecessor in virtue of the adoption. Thus according to the

well-defined Roman law of adoption, all were reckoned as

of Nerva's family. In respect to Nerva's own national origin

and extraction, we learn from an allusion of Dion Cassius

that he was an Italiot, or colonist of GreeJc extraction settled

in Italy ; and we learn still further from Aurelius Victor

that Nerva was, in respect of family extraction, a Cretan.

The meaning of the hoio in the rider's hand is now
manifest. A javelin or sword in the hand of the rider, as

Vitringa would have had it, would not have added any-

thing to the meaning or distinctness of the hieroglyphic :

the crown sufficing to designate emperors ; and the javelin

and sword, although appropriate, not being distinctive of

them. But by the addition of a how there was actually

prefigured the very provincialism of the family to which
(Jirst of any families not of Italian origin) the empire was
about to be committed : and under whom, and lohom alone,

the symbolic horse was to assume and to retain the white

colour, the nation to enjoy prosperity, and in its wars to go

on conquering and to conquer.

The Second Seal (abridged from Elliott).

In the second seal a red horse was presented to the eyes
of the Evangelist ; the colour of Avar, and by the ex-

planatory words added, we are informed that it was civil
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war. The emblematic rider evidently signified the iiisfra-

mental cause or ruling agency ; and it would seem as if

the presentation of a sword to him was the badge to fix the

application of the emblem. " There went forth another horse

red ; and to him who sate thereon it was given to take

peace (perhaps the peace, the previously existing peace)

from the earth, and they should kill one another; and
there was given unto him a gi-eat sword."

Gibbon again afl'ords us the means of explaining this.

We find the bright period above described, immediately and
suddenly followed in his narrative by that of a long

and almost unbroken series of bloody civil wars; the

Prcetorian guards and their commanders being the originating

instrumental cause. It was the Prefect of the Prtetorian

guards, with others, that first introduced ''the reign of the

sword" by coiispiring against and murdering Commodus.
It was the Praetorian guards that set up Pertinax as his

successor, and a month or two afterwards murdered him.

There are many other instances besides these of the

licentious fury and military domination of the Praetorian

guards, as the selling of the empire to Jtdian, and the

massacres of CaraaiUa, Elagabalus, &c.

The eera, as one of civil war and bloodshed, is perhaps

unparalleled in the world's history. It was, of course, the

more remarkable on account of the almost immediate

transition to it from a state of prosperity such as the

empire enjoyed before. And it was yet further deserving

uf notice from its abiding and fatal influence on the empire

itself. For it constituted its first marked cera of decline.

" The licentious fuiy of the Praetorian guards," says

Gibbon, '' was the first symjjtom and cause of the decline of

the Eoman Empire."
We cannot, therefore, well err in supposing this aera of

Poman history to be the one prefigured in the second seal

;

the fiery, ensanguined colour of the hoise signifying the then

symptomatic phase of the Eoman body politic, inflamed as it

was with civil fury, and stained with civil blood; the

rider the Praetorian giiards that caused it. Moreover other

and direct evidence is embodied in the hieroglyphic. For,

just as in the former seal, a distinctive badge of the person

intended by the rider, and one very intelligible to a

contemporary, viz., the presentation of a sword to him, was
exhibited, " There was given him a great sword."
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The presentation of a sword to a Roman functionary was
not an act characteristic of appointment to eveiy office of

military command and service. The symbol had in those

days a meaning much more distinct and particular. The
presentation of the sword was followed hy the bearing of tlie

sword ; and the bearing of the sword implied the right of

Judicially using it. And the Eoman emperors were so

jealous of this power over the lives of citizens, that while

in the provinces, by a law of Augustus, they only granted it

to the supreme rulers and presidents (as to Pontius Pilate,

for instance, in Judsea) ; it was in Rome itself, and for

100 miles around it, granted to but one individual, viz., the

Proitorian Prefect. Hence the presentation of a sword to

any one at Rome by the emperor, was the well-known
badge of his appointment to the Prtetorian Pi-efecture ;

the phrase, laying do^^^a the sword, was equivalent in

meaning to laying down the Praetorian Prefecture; and
the bearing the sword girded on him on state occasions

designated him to the citizens as the Prcetorian Prefect.

It was, in fact, a badge as distinctive of his office as the

crown of that of the reigning emperor, or the fasces of that

of a consul under the old republic. St. Paul notices it as

such in his Epistle to the Romans xiii. 4, where he thus
describes a magistracy and magistrate of high power there,
" He beareth not the sword in vain."

There was just one point of difference between the act,

as described in the sj^mbol, and that in real life, inasmuch
as in the latter the sword presented by the emperor was
the common short Roman sword, called in the New Testa-

ment the [j.dxo.ipa ; and sometimes, perhaps, a dagger : in

the former it was a [xaxaipa indeed, but of size unusual and
exaggerated. It was intended evidently to express some
extraordinary and unnatural use of the sword, as expressed

in the clause following " taking peace from the (Eoman)
earth, and that they (the inhabitants) should kill one
another." The fitness of which, as applied to the Praetorian

Prefects of the age referred to, is obvious. The sword was
given them to use judicially only, and in Rome and the

district round it. But it was now destined in their hands
to be felt unnaturally throughout the empire ; and, on that

vast scale, to have the illegitimate exercise of exciting the

Roman people to revolution, civil war, and bloodshed.
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Tlic Third Seal (abriagcd fi-om Elliott).

Tlie prosperity of the age of Trajan and the Antonines,

as shewn in the first seal, passed away, to return no more.
But the civil dissensions and bloodshed of the Prajtorians,

as shewn in the second seal, though markedly intermitting,

did not pass totally or for ever away at the epoch that

corresponded, as will be shewn with the third seal's

opening. It was an intermission, however, precisely such
as to exhibit more prominently and distinctly than coidd
have been otherwise, a new element of disease at work in

the body politic ; a disease of consequences so pernicious
and lasting as to constitute a second notable ajra of

decline ; and which at once began to stagnate its life-

blood, and to darken its outward aspect witli distress and
mourning. " When he opened the third seal I beheld,
and lo ! a blach horse. And he that sat on him had in his

hand a pair of balances. And I heard a voice [as it w^ere] in
the midst of the four living creatures, saying, a choenix of

Avheat for a denarius, and three choenixes of barley for a
denarius ; and see that thou hurt not, or rather, that thou
lorong not in regard to, the oil and the wine."

The intent of the symbols of this seal is less obvious
than of the others, and requires some considerable thought
and attention. A famine of the chief aiticles of food
(Avhether literally taken or metaphorically) has been
supposed by most interpreters to be denoted by them ;

their opinion being grounded on these two suppositions

—

that the choenix is the Attic choenix of three half-pints
;

and that the notice of the denarius as the price of this

choenix "of wheat, from the midst of the living creatures,

was a notification of the average market price of the a^ra.

Now were the Attic choenix the measure intended, the
price mentioned, namely, a denarius, would certainly indi-

cate a state of famine. But x^tvi^, is derived from ^aW) and
means anything holloioed out, into which anything may he put or

poured : and hence was sometimes used generally and inde-

finitely, as in Ezek, xlv. 10, Septuagint ^vyos Sixatos, koX

fxerpov SiKaiov, kol ^oii'tf StKat'a ecTTw vfjuv rov jxeTpetv. Let there

he among you a just balance, and a just measure, and a just

choenix; and, when used specifically and definitively, was
sometimes applied to one measure and sometimes to

another. In the ' Memoires de I'Academie des Inscrip-
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tions,' tome viii., pp. 377, 401, end, it is observed that

there were three chcenixes, besides the Attic, vised in the

Koman Empire, bearing to the Attic the proportions of

4, 6, and 8, to o, respectively; the last-mentioned, and
most notable because the one naturalized at Borne, being

one-foiirth of a Eoman modius. Besides which there was
the choenix of the Septnagint translators defined by them,

Ezek. xlv. 11, as equivalent to the tenth part of a Jewish

chomer, or as equal to an English bushel. We must not

then, like some commentators, suppose that the word is

used at all indefinitely, for this would be altogether out of

character with the point and precision observable all

through the apocalyptic prophecy. There is, therefore,

one meaning of the choenix exclusively and alone in-

tended ; and seeing that the Eoman people and Eoman
Empire are the subject of the prophecy, it is surely not

unreasonable to infer that the Boman choenix is alluded to.

In addition to this there is that on the face both of the

hieroglyphic in the vision, and of the Eoman history of

the times also, which seems alike to reject the Syrian and

the Attic choenix. The three prominent points in the

hieroglyphic symbols are the horse's colour black, the

constant emblem of distress and mourning—the rider's

bearing a pair of balances in his hand, the constant sign of

equity, and the cautionary or directive ivords addressed to the

I'ider against injustice and wrong. Now the Septuarjint or

Syrian choenix, or wheat at a denarius («. e., 7|(i.) a bushel,

would indicate an asra of plenty which, though not incon-

sistent with the balance-bearing of the rider and the

equitable caution given him, is diametrically opposed to

the black or mourning aspe(;t of the Eoman horse ; nol' is

there any such aera of plenty discoverable in the Eoman
history, especially after the Antonines. Again the Attic

choenix, or wheat at 7^d. the three half-]nnts (i. e., about

27s. a laushel), would indicate an cera of famine which,

though Avell agreeing with the blackness of the horse, would
seem strangely to consort with the rider's bearing the

balance of equity, and the cautionary admonition given

him not to injure or be unjust. Kor, moreover, is there

anything correspondent with such an £era of famine in the

history of the times.

Thus do both the Septuagint or Syrian, and the Attic

choenix seem to be set aside; and we are forced in a
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manner on the other choenix, which we deemed the most
likely to be meant, from its being the one adopted among
Koman measures. In relation to what the price of wheat
intimated, being a denarius for one-fourth of a lioman
peck or modius, i. e., about 10s. a bushel, it might possibly

not vaiy very far from a medium price; and be indi-

cative of dearness rather than of cheapness, though not
such dearness as to constitute famine. It will now bo
shewn, I think, that the second cause and a3ra of decline

corresponds with that of the third apocalyptic seal.

Gibbon (i. 285) prominently notices that the second
notable cause of the decline of the Eoman Empire was the

aggravated oppressiveness of the taxation, consequent on a

famous edict of Caracalla, and especially as administered

by the Provincial Governors, which, though it admitted
provincials into Eoman citizenship, nevertheless forced

them to pay the provincial tributes in addition to the

distinctive taxes of a Eoman citizen. The edict was
compulsory, and the weight of taxation thus enforced upon
them intolerable. "Every part of the empire," says

Gibbon, " was crushed under the weight of Caracalla's

iron sceptre." And although his successor, Alexander
Severus, whose character it was to do justice and love

mercy, mitigated the evil, he did not, he probably dared
not, do away with it altogether, inasmuch as it was
the chief source of pay and largess to the armies. His
administration was an unavailing struggle against the

corruption of the age ; and for what he did, and showed
that he wished to do, he paid the penalty of his life,

" His prudence was vain ; his courage fatal." And not
only so ; but " his attempt toward a reformation did but
serve to inflame the ills it was meant to cure."

Gibbon dwells upon this evil as constituting a further

cause and asra of decline in the empire. The question for

us is whether this may not have been the very evil and
asra prefigured in the vision under consideration.

In the first place, this much is obvious, that the epoch

well accords with the chronological position of the hiero-

glyphic of the third seal before us ; follo^ving closely, as it

did, on the aera of the Praetorians depicted under the

second seal.

Again, in regard to the state of the people, as aficcted by
the evil spoken of, its accordance with the black colour of
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the horse in the hieroglyphic—the sign of distress and
impoverishment in the b(.)dy pulitic—is also evident.

Indeed, in the graphic description of Gibbon, the very-

trope of the hlack colour of this third horse is adopted to

illustrate his subject. In metaphorical language, not

dissimilar to the apocalyptic emblem as regards the

aspect under which it represents the oppressed empire, he

observes, " In the succeeding age the noxious weed sprang

up again with the most luxurious growth, and darkened the

Eoman world with its deadly shade."

A further point of agreement will appear in the identity

of those articles of produce on which the taxation fell, and
those noted in the vision. For the former, like the latter,

comprehended both corn produce, including wJieat and
barley, and also from such of the provinces as best produced
them, icine and oil.

Moreover the system of largesses, which consisted at this

time of corn, wine, and oil, and meat, greatly aggravated

this evil.

The provincial Presidents or Proconsids, whose duty it

was in each province to collect the produce and revenue,

will, after consideration, appear as the agents which answer
to the rider of the blacJc Jiorse.

Kow there were boundless opportunities for exaction in

such offices as these ; and this in early times forced itself

on the notice of the Eoman senate and people; and
precautionary laws were enacted by them, laws adopted
and added to subsequently by the emperors. They were
styled laws against extortion and injustice on the pai't of

the provincial governors ; and in their general charges

against injustice well corresponded with the tone and spirit

of the monition to the rider in the text. Besides which,
and with the same object of preventing injustice, par-

ticular precautionary provisions were sometimes, in other

laws, made against it ; especially by naming the price at

which the governor was to rate and purchase. The
Cassian frumentarian law can be cited as a specimen ; in

which law, indeed, the actual price of wheat varied

greatly from the one mentioned here ; the former being a
modius for a denarius, the latter a choenix, or fourth part of a
modius, for it. But as time went on and the republic

passed into an empire, and the empire became settled and
mature, great changes took place in the value of money,
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and by consequence in the price of corn also, at Rome, and
thi-oughout the enipii'o. Of the average price at the exact

period of the apocah-ptic vision, we have not any record.

But we have tlie eklcr Pliny's record of prices in his time :

a record altogether authentic; and as he died a.d. 79, two
years only before Uomitian's accession, not far removed
from that we speak of. From this it would seem that the

then average price of wheat was about three times greater

than in the age of Cassius. Consequentl3^ " One-third of

a modius of wheat for a denarius !
" would have been in

I'liny's time the language of equity to provincial governors :

and respecting batiei/, as it was usually twice as cheap as

wheat— '' Two-thirds of a modius of barley for a denarius !

"

And if we turn these fractions of a modius into choenixes,

the prices will be found to be not far different from
the prices named in the text, that of loheat named by Pliny
being somewhat less, that of barley a little more ; but the

difference is such only as might be easily accounted for by
supposing a small advance of prices in the 1 G years inter-

vening, and from the fluctuations in price common, in

years closely succeeding each other, in every age and every

country.

There would be nothing therefore in the price of corn

here specified to indicate fiimine or even scarcity to St.

John in the sera prefigured ; indeed it might be said that

there was nothing at all remarkable in the price, unless it

was a somewhat disproportionately high price of wheat as

compared with that of barley.

And just as the monition of the Cassian law, when read

or heard by a provincial in earlier times, must have
suggested to him the Republican Prtetors or Quajstors as

the parties addressed, so doubtless must this have suggested

to St. John the provincial governors as the real parties

addressed in it—the real parties personated in the rider.

And this the rather, since to the first monitory clause

respecting the wheat and the barley, there was added
another clause, as it were, from the midst of the living

creatures, in the same spirit of equity, respecting the wine

and the oil; precisely the like to what was added also

in the Canon Frumeniarius, delivered to the presidents of

provinces by the Roman emperors.

We have recognized the provincial president's resem-

1 lance, in respect of one of his characteristics, to the third
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seal's symbolic rider. It remains to show the resemblance
to him in respect of the other, viz., the rider's holding in
his hand a pair of balances. And this is very obvious and
striking. Like Cicero, their great predecessor, the pro-

vincial governors hi p-ofession recognized their duty, and
the rectitude and propriety of the rule enjoined them.
And in testimony to this, and as their pledge of fulfilling

it, they were wont to strike coins stamped with the very

symbol that the rider bore, that most familiar emblem of
equitj'^, a pair of balances.

We have seen what were the professions of equity with
the governors. But they were professions, from the time
prefigured in the vision, almost always falsified ; and the
injunctions of the law to equity, however solemn, for

the most part altogether in vain.

We have now the solution of the enigma which at first

sight appeared so inexplicable, how, under the influences of

one that held the balance of eqiiity as his badge, the aspect

of the Roman horse did yet gather blackness.

Thus we see how the voice from the midst of the living

creatures bore, like all else, with perfect unity of eifect, on
the main point intended in the vision. It signified an aera

in which justice itself would raise its voice in vain for the
oppressed, the black colour of the horse indicating its

ineffectiveness. The eera of Alexander Severus, the same
that was selected by Gibbon for his painting on the
subject, answers exactly in this point.

We cannot doubt, then, that this gera of Caracalla was
the very subject prefigured under the third seal. For
surely there is not a particular that has not been shewn to

have its correspondency in the features of this period of

Eoman history.

The Fourth Seal (abridged from Elliott).

" And when he opened the fourth seal, I heard the

voice of the fourth living creature saj'-. Come ! And I

looked, and behold a pale horse ! And his name that sat

on it was Death ; and Hades followed after him. And
power was given him to kill on the fourth part of tlie

earth with the sword,—and with famine, and with pesti-

lence, a n d by the wild beasts of the earth."
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The meaning of this symbol is very easily explained.

The rider was not, as before, the representative of human
functionaries and nders. For who is meant is expressly told

us. It was the personification of Death. To mark that it

was the actual King of Terrors— and not, as otherwise it

might possibly have been construed, the destroyer niercl}-

of political existence—his badge, if it can be so called,

was Hades, or the grave following him, the recipient with
its opening jaws of the victims slain by Death. The com-
mission was given him, by the supreme arbiter of life and
death, to kill upon the lioman earth with all the four sore

judgments of God:—with the sword, and with famine, and
with pestilence, and by the wild beasts of the earth

;

and the horse, symbolising the Roman people, appeared
deadly pale and livid under his influences, a hue sympto-
matic of approaching dissolution.

It is to be shown now, Avhether th(?re was such an ?era in

the Roman imperial history, and whether it followed, as fiom
the sequence of this vision on that of the ."-eal preceding
it might be expected to do, at no great distance after the
time of the second Severus.

The a^ra in the Roman history following within twelve
or fifteen years after the death of Alexander Severus, is so

strongly marked by coincidence in every point with this

terrible prefigurative emblem, that interpreters who ex-
plain the six first seals of the history of I'agan Rome, one
and all agree in referring the fourth seal to it. Gibbon
speaks of the period from the celebration of the gi-eat

secular games by the Emperor Philip, a.d. 248, to the death
of Gallienus, a.d. 268, as twenty years of " shame and
misfortune, of confusion and calamity." He speaks of it

as a time in which (mark again the correspondence of his

figure with the death-like colour of the horse in the apoca-
lyptic emblem) " the ruined empire seemed to approach the last

and fatal moment of its dissolution." He depicts as the agen-
cies of destruction which were consuming it, 1. The sword :

" Every instant of time," he says, " was marked, every
province of the Roman world was afflicted, by barbarous

invaders and military tyrants." 2. Famine : he speaks of a
general famine, as " the inevitable consequence of rapine and
oppression which extiipated the produce of the present and
the hope of the future harvests." 3. Pestilence : " Famine,''

he says, " is almost always followed by epidemical diseases,
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the effect of scanty and unwholesome food. But otlier

causes must have contributed to ihat furious plague, which,
from the year 250-265, raged without intermission in every
pj'ovince, every city, and almost every family in the Roman
Empire." " During that time," Gibbon adds, "5000 persons
died daily in Eome, and many towns that had escaped the
hands .of the barbarians were entirely depopulated." '' And
could we venture to extend the analogy of Alexandria,
where statistical tables were kept, to the other provinces,

we might suspect that war, pestilence, and famine had con-

sumed, in a few years, the moiety of the human species."

Truly the history must be allowed to agree with the

prediction. If the emblems were most terrific, the facts of

the history of the period we have been referring to appear,

if possible, yet more so.

There is, first, one of the agencies of destruction men-
tioned in the vision, passed over without notice by the

historian, that of the wild beasts of the earth. But though
unnoticed by him, it is not unillustrated. For it is a well-

known law of nature that where the reign of man fails,

that of the wild beasts begins ; and that they quickly
occupy the scenes of waste and depopulation. Within a
few years after the death of Gallienus, we have it on record

that their multiplication had been to an extent, in parts of

the empire, that made it a crying evil. "Quando cum
feris bella," said Arnobius, about the year 300, " et pra^lia

cvim leonibus gesta sunt ? Non ante nos ? Quando perni-

cies populis venenatis ab anguibus data est ? Non ante

nos?" "Was it not so before our time?" He speaks of

these wild beasts, as one of the plagues with which the

land had been recently afflicted, and of which Christians

were upbraided as the guilty cause : his answer being that

the evil was not unprecedented, but what had been known
before ever Christianity was promulgated. Thus here,

too, is the fulfilment recorded. In respect of this, as of

the three other agencies of destruction, the history answers
the prophecy.

Lastly. As to the power to hill over the fourth part of the

earth.—Of God's four sore judgments (as they are called in

Ezek. xiv. 21) all are described as in action at this time in

the devoted land. Kow from one passage in Ezekiel, to

another passage in Jeremiah, both admirably illustrative of

that under consideration, we infer that each one of the four
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had, in the divine appointment, its allotted localities of

iestniction, and allotted individual victims. I'he one in

Ezekiel is this (xxxiii. 27), *' Surely they that are in the

icastes shall fall by the sword, and him that is in the open,

field Avill 1 give to the beasts to be devoured ; and they that

be in the furls and caves shall die of the pestilence.'^ That
in Jeremiah (xv. 2), "If they say. Whither shall wo go
forth? then thou shalt tell them, Thus saith the Lord:
Such as are for pestilence to pestilence ; and such as are for

the sword to the sword; and such as are for the famine to

the/amZ/te; and such as are for the captivitij io the captivity.''''

In like manner the sword, the famine, the pestilence, and
the wild beasts had each their allotted fourth in the dest)-

lations of the Roman Empire under this seal. Unto Death,

sitting on the pale horse, there was power given to kill on
the fourth part of the earth with the sword ; and, as re-

garded the three other parts respectively, with the other
three plagues, " with famine, and with pestilence, and by
the wild beasts of the earth."

Table of Roman Emperors.

A reference to the following list of Eoman emperors
will elucidate many points respecting the first four seals,

that might otherwise appear obscui'e.

The first section, from Augustus to Domitian, is the

age of the twelve Caasars, as they are usually called, and
embraces a period of years b.c. 25 to a.d, 96.

The second section includes the reigns from Nerva to

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus inclusive, and extends from
A.D. 96 to A.D, 180. The number of emperors in this list

is five.

The third section includes the period between Corn-

modus and Diocletian inclusive, a.d. 180 to a.d. 303. In
this list the number of emperors is thirty-five, without
enumerating the thirty tyrants, as they are called, who
were in fact but nineteen.

The names of those princes who fell in civil or foreign

war, by lightning, by pestilence, and hy treachery, in a

word, by any violent death, are noted with an asterisk,

it will be found that we have here a telling and an
admirable evidence of the fulfilment of the earlier portion

of this prophecy.
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Augustus to Domitian ..

Nerva to Marcus Aurelius
Conimodus to Diocletian

§ 1. Eleven Princes.

Augustus B.C. 31
Tiberius a.d. 15

*Galigiila ,,37
Claudius , , 41
N'ero , 54
*Galba ,, 68
*Otho ,, 69
*Vitellius ,,69
Vespasian 69
Titus ,, 79
*Domitian ,,81

§ 2, Six Princes.'^

Nerva a.d. 96
Trajan , 98
Hadi-ian ,,117
Antoninus Pius . . . . , , 138
Marcus Aurelius ; L. Verus , , 161

Princes. Years. t,
.

Averse
Reigu in Years.

11 .... 126 .... 11-45
6 .... 81 .... 14-00

35 .... 123 .... 3-.)l*

52 333

§ 3. Thirty-five Princes.

*Commodus a.d. 180
*Pertinax 193
*Julian , 193

*Caracalla and *Geta .. ]] 211
*Macrinus and his Son , , 217
*Elagabalu3 ,218
*Alexander Severus . .

, , 222
*Maximin and his *Son , , 235
*The Two Gordians . .

"

, , 237
*Maximus and *Balbinus , , 237
*Gordian, the Third . . , , 238
*Philip and his *Son . .

,
, 244

*Decius and his *Son . . , , 249
*Gallus and Volusian . . . , 251
*^milianus ,. .. ,, 253
Valerian ,,253
*Gallienus ,,260
*The Nineteen Tyrants , , 260
*Glaudius , , 268
*Aurelian ,, 270
*Tacitus ,,275
*Florianu3 , 276
*Probus 276
*Carus , 282
*Numerianus . . . . , , 283
*Carinus 283
Diocletian , 284

The Fifth Seal (abridged from Elliott).

We are now about to enter on the fifth symbolic vision.

And in doing so, let attention first be called briefly to

the new form and character that marked it. Hitherto, the

prefiguration presented to the Apostle has been in the form
of detached and independent pictures, detached from the

general fixed scenery of the Apocalypse, and in themselves

complete and self-explanatory. But when the fifth seal

was opened, a part of that significant scenery was called

* Or, including the 19 Tjrants, 54 Princes, with an average reigu of 2'27 yeais.

t ilie periud of tlie Firat Seal.
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into xiso—as the rest was soon to be also—to aid in the

devek)pment of the subjeet prefigured. The attention of

the observer was directed to something passing in the

altar-court of the apocalyptic temple; and tliis loi.ality is so

associated with the new vision, as to constitute an integral

and essential part of it.

*' When he opened tlie fifth seal, 1 saw under the altar

the souls of them that had been slain for tlie word < t

God, and for the testimony which they held. And they
cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, O Lord, holy
and true, dost thou not avenge our blood on them that

dwell on the earth?" To which was added, " And white
robes were given unto every one of them : and it was said

unto them that they should rest yet for a little season,

until their fellow-servants also, and their bicthren, that

should be killed, even as they, should be fulfilled."

Thus the scene now depicted in the altar-court was one
not of living worshippers, but dead ; the voice heard not

of psalmody or praise, but of sutTering. It issued from be-

neath the altar ; and came, as the sacred description tells us,

from " the souls of them that had been slain for the word
of God, and the testimony of Jesus "—shadowy forms ap-

pearing there, we may suppose, since white robes are

afterwards said to have been given them. There was
prefigured, evidently, some notable oira ofpersecution against

the church, from " them that dwell on the earth," the Komau
rulers and people ; they having been raised up, apparently,

froui the judgments of the seal preceding, to elt'ect it; a

persecution of virulence such, as that other visible worship

and witnessing for the faith would be now suppressed, and
this alone remain to Christians, to offer themselves in sacrifice

to God, in the cause, as well as after the example of their

dying Master, or, as St. Paul expresses \i,pour out their souls

in libation, at the foot of his altar. This was the first point

piefigured in the vision.

The historical fulfilment of this is most striking. Little

as was the probability of such an event, during the deso-

lating judgments of the fourth seal just alluded to, the

lioman Empire iKas raised up from its state of imminent
dissolution. "Oppressed and almost destroyed as it had
been," says Gibbon, " under the deplorable reigns of Vale-

rian and Gallienus, it was saved by a series of great princes,

Claudius, Aurelius, Probus, Diocletian and his colleagues
;

VOL. in. 2 K
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who, within a period of about thirty years, triumphed over
the foreign and domestic enemies of the State, and deserved
the title of restorers of the Roman world" It is observable,

indeed, that although raised up in its integrity (with the

exception of Dacia, which was abandoned by Aurelian to

the Groths), it was not in its unity—a quadripartite division,

under two senior emperors, the Augusti, and two juniors,

the Ccesars, having been instituted by Diocletian, as neces-

sary to provide against the difficulties and dangers that now
on every side claimed the imperial attention. So that the

dissolution of the horse, the symbol previously of the un-
divided empire, had, in fact, taken place. During the

progress of its restoration indeed, the Christian Churches
enjoyed toleration and rest. But no sooner had the resto-

ration been completed —in fact, in the veri/ same year that

that auspicious consummation was celebi'ated by Diocletian

in his triumph at Rome, in that same year, a.d. 303, the

persecution that we speak of began.

It was early that year, that secret and ominous councils

were held in the royal palace of Nicomedia, between
Diocletian himself and Galerius, the Eastern Cajsar pi-evi-

ously nominated by him, on the subject of the destruction of

Christianity. " Perhaps," says Gibbon, " it was represented

to Diocletian that the glorious work of the deliverance of

the empire was left imperfect so long as an independent
people " (i. e. the Christians) " were permitted to subsist

and multiply in it." Then the blow was struck. On the

23rd of February the mission of an armed force to destroy

the great church of Nicomedia, and burn the sacred books
in it, was the signal for commencing the perseciition ; a

persecution whicli secular and ecclesiastical history alike

agree in representing as the longest, the most universal,

and the fiercest that ever yet raged against the Christians
;

and by a remarkable coincidence, a chronological a^ra,

dating from Diocletian's accession, and until the introduc-

tion of the Christian cera in the sixth century, of general

use among Christian writers, although instituted for other

and astronomical purposes, has received its title from it,

and is called the mra of martyrs. Churches to be demo-
lished, the Holy Scriptures burnt, the confiscation of Church
property, death to the holders of religious assemblies,

Christians to be put out of the protection of the law : such
were the heads of the first edict. Then followed others,
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imposing penalties of imprisonment, tortnres, and deatli

;

fin-t again.st the Christian bishops, presbyters, and other

ecclesiastics, then against all' Christians, if obstinate in

their f lilh. In this serines of crnel edicts, Diocletian de-

clared " his intention of abolishing the Christian name."
The fury of the populace, readil}-, for the most part, seconded
the dechired intention of the emperor. And thns, with the

jiartial exception of the western provinces, under the rule

of Cassar Cbnstantius Chlorns, Christian blood was shed
throughout the e.\.teiit of the Koman world. And long

befoi-e the nine or ten years of the persecution expiied,

such had been its effect that the three other emperors,

Diocletian, Maximian, and Galerius, united to raise pillars

commemorative of their success, on which inscriptions,

extant even to these latter days, recoidcd their vain boast

of having extirpated Ch-isiianitij. "How long, Lord, dost

thou not avenge our blood on them that dwell on the

earth?" In the "how long" it was /ttr//<er implied, that

although this persecution was the first and only one noted
in the prefigurative visions thus far exhibited to the evan-

gelist, yet it would not be then a new thing for Christian

blood to be shed by them that dwelt on tlie Eoman eauh,
including, as the words signified, both rulers and people,

but only a continuatice or repetition of the treatment long
previously experienced from them. The verifying of this is

the next object. A sketch of the persecutions of Christianity

in the Koman Empire is almost necessary to our entering

into the feelings expressed in the words "How long "by
the souls under the altar.

It must be remembered that Christianity was in its very
essence a icar of aggression on error, idolatr}', superstition,

and vice, in all their forms and in all their workings—an
aggression tniprecedented in tlie world's liistory—and begim at

a time when, with growth of ages, they had associated them-
selves with all the political institutions, as well as the lesser

individualities of domestic and social life, and this in an
empire the mightiest the world ever saw. During the
supreraacy of the three preceding empires, the Persian,

Babylonian, and Grecian, it was otherwise. Then it was
ordered in God's providence that religious truth should be
in retirement ; on the principle of seclusion, not publicity,

and with self-preservation as its object, not aggressive war
and victory. Hence it was shut up within the narrowlimite

2k2
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of Jiidea, as the religion of a nation^ not of manJcind or the

world. But on the introduction of Christianity the case was
directly the reverse. " Go ye into all the Avorld and preach

the Gospel to every creature"—such was the charge to liis

apostles by Him who had come as the Saviour into this lost

w^orld : and it was declai'ed their commission to go forth

and maice war, though not with carnal weapons, on evil and
error in its every form, " casting down all imaginations

and every high thought that exalted itself against the

knowledge of God." It could not, therefore, be expected

that man's corruption would not rise against the religion

that disturbed it, or that the Prince of the darkness of this

woild, when thus assailed in his very citadel, would bear

it without the acting out of the bitterness of his enmity. It

was from the pojndace that the persecution of Christian

teachers and people began in the Eoman Empire. This
was to be expected. Tlie war was made, not as in the other

wars, on men in the associated mass in the first instance,

but on men one by one individually ; and, in every case,

the conquest sought was not that of the mere profession,

bTit of the heart. For there was that in the Christian faith

to convince the reason, calm the troubled conscience, com-
fort the sorrowing heart, and satisfy its irresistible longings

after God, that with the sincere overcame eveiy obstacle,

and led them to join themselves in willing union to that new
and despisedbedy ofmen called by the name of the Saviour

Jesus Christ. In every such case new tastes and principles,

and by coi^sequence new habits of life, new associations, and
the relinquishment of the old followed. Thus the family first

felt it. There consequently began the first outcry of oppo-

sition. The members of a house were divided, three against

two and two against three. Then it was felt in the little

social circle ; then, as the numbers of converts increased, in

the towns and districts surrounding ; so from a thousand
centres the outcry arose and waxed louder and louder

:

" These are they wdiich turn the world upside down."

The Prince of this world had his ready instruments to fan the

gathering odium—the Jeivs scattered over the Roman world,

indignant at the thought of the truth and salvation of God
being offered to Gentiles ; the Magicians, who found their

false miracles exposed and confounded by true ones ; the

Pagan Priests and trades, that found their craft threatened ;

and, at length, the Philosophers too, indignant at their
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philosophy being exposed as fot)li.shncss. Supn-stifion, with
its dark and unholy tenors, added to the anti-Cliristian

feeling, and gave it a deeper bigotry. Having no idols, it

notifitd the Christians as atheists. The disasters of the

natural vvoild— inundations, deatli, pestilence, eartliquakcs

— it charged upon them. It was the anger of the gods

against the Christians,

From the people the outcry against Christianity rose up
to the Governors. At first thej' tieated it with indiff'erence,

then other results fulluwed. 'Vhe Jir.st Imperial persecution
of Christians, that by Nero, was one of singular cliaracter and
origin, inasmuch as he took advantage of the odium preva-

lent against the Christian body in Rome, to fix upon them
the cliarge of the incendiarism of the city.

Under Domiiian, the second Imperial persecutor, the cas-e

was dillerent. Tlie numbers had now so incieased in the

empire, that his jealousy, being awakened by informers

against sundry classes as plotting treason, natui-ally awakened
against Christians among others. Besides the usual charge
of atheism, it was said that this aspiring body was seeking

a kingdom. So the jealous Emperor slew, in the person of

his own uncle Clemens, the Chi'istian of noblest blood and
rank ; banished the only surviving apostle of the Christian

faith to Tatmos ; and summoned the nearest surviving
relatives of Jriim the Christians called their king. V>\\\, he
found the last mentioned to be poor men, heard that it was a
kingdom not of this woild, and dismissed them with con-

tempt. Thus far St. John himself had beheld the progress
of persecution. Soon after, on Nerva's accession, Christians,

among other suil'erers from Domitian's tyranny, were set

free. Against Christians, as Christians, no direct law as yet
existed.

About this time, however, or soon after, the effect on
public habits and feelings had become so striking, and con-

stituted a social phenomenon so entirely new, and on so

vast a scale, as necessarily to arouse both the curiosity and
anxiety of the ruling powers. The Governor of Bithynia,

'

the younger Pliny, wrote to the Emperor Trajan of the

temples being in disrepute and almost deserted in his

province, from the influence of the body of men called

Christians ; and at the same time, of the popular fury being
such against them, as to charge them with every ciime and
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violently to call for their punishment, though on examiua-
tioii their morals seemed to him to be singularly virtuous

and innocent. This was an a^ra in the history of the per-

secution of the Christian Church. In Trajan's rescript, the

law was first declared respecting them, thus far mildly, in-

asmuch as thei-e should be no inquisition for Christians by
the public officers; but that, when brought in regular

process of law before the Governor, and tried by the test of

sacrificing to the gods, the recusants should suffer punish-

ment. The rescript may have been thus far mercifully

intended, as a protection of innocent Christians, against the

violent seeking and tearing them from their homes. Yet as

it constituted Christianity in itself a religio illicita, a faith

criminal to adhere to, it furnished a readj' plea under which
Christians might be thenceforward accused and punished,

whensoever the ruler was unjust or the populace enraged,

and the Governor (like Festus) willing to do them a

pleasure. So in many parts it even now operated. Souls

of martyrs were gathered from one place and another under
the altar. Ignatius, the venerable Bishop of Antioch, headed
them. In the full triumph of his faith he journeyed to

Eome, his appointed place of martyrdom. A little while

after in the great amphitheatre at Kome, amidst the brutal

shouts of the assembled myriads, he was thro^\ni to the

lions.

Now began the aiyoJorjies of Christians. Qnadratus and
Aristides were the first to appeal in behalf of the Christian

body to Trajan's successor Hadrian ; then afterwards, Justin

Martyr to Antoninus Pius. And both Hadrian, in the spirit

of equity, issTied his rescripts against punishing Cln-istians

for anything but political crimes, and the first Antonine,

yet more decidedly though not uniformly with success,

protected them against violence. But the second Antonine
adjudged Christianity to be a direct crime against the State ;

enjoined inquisition against Chiistians, the application of

torture if they refused sacrificing, and, if still obstinate,

death. The wild beasts, the cross, the stake—these were
the cruel forms of death that met the fidthful. Many
were now gathered under the altar : among others the souls

of PoJijciwp, of Justin Martyr, and of the faithful confessors of

the Church at Lyons.

Then the ivMie horse passed from view.
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As the period of the red! horse succeeded, and when, amidst

tlie civil commotions ensuing, they that shed Christian blood

had it given them in a measure to drink blood, the Church
enjoyed a temporary respite which lasted through the reign

of Commodus and to the commencement of that of ISulpitius

8everus. But, shortly after, a law of the last-named emperor,

forbidding conversions to Christianity imder heavy penal-

ties, at once indicated its increasiiig progress in the enipiie :

and also as Christianity could not but be aggressive and
jiroselyting, revived persecution against it. >.ow Irenceas,

Bishop of Lyons, suft'ered. But the brunt of the persecu-

tion fell on the Churches of Africa and Egypt. And Tcr~

tullian, the Carthaginian presbyter, rose up as their apologist.

Under the third seal, and when again, in God's righteous

retribution, the people that had so long instigated the malice

and the rapacity of unjust provincial Governors against

Christians, had their lot darkened b}' the letting loose of

that very rapacity and injustice on themselves, at that

lime the same voice in the Imperial Government that called,

but ineffectually, for equity in the general administration,

called, but as ineffectually, for equity also towards Christians.

Alexander Severus confessed his admiration of Christian

morality, and of Ilim too who had been its first and divine

teacher. On a particular occasion he even recognised the

Christians as a lawful corporation, and protected them at

Eome against their enemies. But it was protection partial

only and transient. Martyrs wei'e still slain. The name
of Hq)polytus. Bishop of Porto, stands eminent among them.

]\Ioreover, the former antichristian laws remained unre-

pealed. And, after his death, his successor Maximin renewed
the imperial persecution against them ; the rather as against

a body which Alexander had favoured. His edict was
directed specially against the bishops and leaders of the

Church. But in its effects it went further. It animated

the heathen priests, magistrates, and multitude against

Christians of every rank and order. " Smite the shepherds,

and the flock shall be scattered."

The actual martyrdoms unto death had not indeed thus

fr\i- been very many, i.e. as compared with the multitude of

the Christian body, so Origen declared near the middle of

the 3rd centurj'. There had been enough to show man's

bitter enmity against the truth, enough to exhibit the
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glorions sustaining power of Christian faith. If not more,

it was His doing that could shut the lion's mouth. More-

over if the martyrs slain were not so many, the confessois

who suffered in other ways for the faith were innumerable.

But while Origen made this statement respecting the past,

he added, in a remarkable passage, respecting the future,

that the tranquillity then prevailing was not to be expected

to continue.

Such was at that time the anticipation of Origen ; very

sion it had its fulfilment. The period of the fourth seal

hucceeded to that of the third. It was seen by the Emperor
Decius that if the State religion were to be preserved, the

Christian must be crushed ; that the two could not long

exist together. Thereupon he determined on crushing

Christianity. Like those of the second Antonine, his edicts

commanded inquisition of Christians, torture, death. Then
was the consternation great. The Bishop of Alexandria,

Dionysius, expressly records it. For the Church had
now lost much of its first love. There were some apostasies ;

there were many faithless :—the libellatici and the acta

/«c/ew<e«—professors who neither dared to confess, nor to

apostatise, and bribed the magistrates with money to spare

them the conflict. But now IJeath on the pale horse, having

received his commission, had entered the empire. The
sword of the Goths, one of his appointed instrumental

agencies, struck down the persecuting emperor. His suc-

cessor Valerian, presently after, animated by the same spirit,

renewed the persecution. The bishops and presbyters,

those that led on the Christians to the conflict—and the

Christian assemblies, that which supplied the means of

grace which strengthened them to endure it—against these

the imperial edicts were now chiefly levelled. Then was
Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage, added to the glorious army of

martyrs. But God again interposed. Valerian had his reign

cut short by the Persian sword. And Gallienus, his son

and successor, trembling under God's sore judgments,

though still unconverted, sensual, hard-hearted, issued for

the first time (a.d. 261) an edict of toleration to Christianity.

Their churches and burial-grounds were now restored to

Christians ; their worship permitted. Though the popular

outbreaks against the disciples were by no means altogether

discontinued, Christianity was legalised.
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Such, in brief, were the persecutions of Christians in

the Roman Empire prior to that by Diocletian. During the

progress of the gradual restoration of the empire which
C(jmmenced soon after Gallienns' edict of toleration, the

toleration continued. But as soon as the restoration was
completed, persecution broke out afresh after its slumbering,

like a giant refreshed with sleep. It combined in itself the

bitterness of all the former persecutions, with the new
feature superadded of war against the Holy Scriptures, by
the destruction of which, it was now rightly judged, that

Christianity might best be destroyed. " V\ hen he opened

the fifth seal, 1 saw the souls of them that were slain for

the tcord of God and for the testimony which they held."

Many were faithless, under the terrors of the persecution ;

many traditores that betrayed their tri;st, gave up the floly

Scriptures, and helped to prompt the persecutor's boast of

having extirpated Christianity. But the faitliiul. the faith-

ful even unto death, were many also. The Bible was
preserved ; and the Church continued to witness for the

word of God and the Gospel of Jesus. During the progress

of these persecutions, the feelings of martyrs wereof joy and
gratitude for the most part at being permitted the privilege

of partaking of Christ's suiferings though, as the second

clause in the vision reminds us, mingled with the thoughts

of coming venjeance. Cyprian and iJfrtr/a?ms, another African

martyr under the same persecution, warned their persecutors

and animated their brethren, by proclaiming the approach-

ing avenging of their blood. But it is the seeming cry of

the martyred saints, the voice of their blood in the ears of the

survivors, that theanalogy of what is said in Scripture points

to us as the precise meaning of the symbolic clause. And
by these, the attendant and surviving multitudes of the

Christian bod\-, the cr}'- of the blood of their martyred

brethren was constrtied as in harmony with their own
feelings, and as calling for immediate and destroying ven-

geance on their murderers. And this vengeance, in fact,

the early Church did for the most part, like Marianus and
Cyprian, expect and look for. But, behold, in contraven-

tion of their expectations, it was delayed, through two
centuries and more, from year to year and reign to reign.

Christian blond was again and again shed by their enemies,

specially in this last and most terrible persecution by
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Diocletian. Then the voice seemed to them to wax louder
and louder, and with a tone of murmuring and impatience

mixed in it, as well as of suffering, and with almost

an impeachment of God's attributes of holiness and truth

for having so long spared the guilt}' and left his Saints

to suffer, to cry " How long, l^ord, holy and true, dost

thou not avenge our blood on them that dwell on the

earth ?"

Now, as to the last clause of tlie vision. " And white

robes were given unto every one of them : and it was said

unto them that they should rest ^-et for a little season, until

their fellow-servants also and their brethren, that should

he killed even as they, should be fulfilled." In this

response to the martyrs' ciy three things were observable

:

The first was, that the avenging that they cried for, the

great avenging, was not to be until after the slaying of

another and distinct series of Christian martyrs, called

their brethren and fellow-servants. And these could not

be any but the sufferers under Antichrist—there being no
other persecuting power revealed as to come after Eome
Pagan, but Eome antichristian. The second, that the in-

terval of waiting was to be a "little while"—a term of

doubtful meaning as to the actual length of time intended,

because of the doubtfulness of the standard by which to

measure it ; but to be taken apparently in the same sense as

other similar expressions in the prophecy, " Behold I come
quickly." The third was, that in the interval, and evenfrom
that very time, they—the martyi's already gathered under the

altar from the persecutions of Rome Pagan—they, " every

one of them," hut not their hrethren that were to be slain after-

wards (the reader will mark this point of distinction) were
to appear, as it were, on the theatre of their martyrdom,
vested in white : a symbol expressive, if taken generally, of

triumph, if taken forensically, and with reference to persons

judged and condemned as criminals, of public justification,

" The white robes are the justification of the Saints." Now,
in the inner sanctuary, as in the vision e. g. of the High
Piiest Joshua in Zechariah, this investiture would imply
justification in the sight of God. But in the open altar-court,

just as thfiir dejection under the altar, and the crying of

their blood from thence, indicated the sufferings and con-

demnation of the Christian Saints as criminals before their
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fellow-men, so their investiture with white there must he
construed as implying the public recognition of their right-

eousness before the world, and as the public triumph of their

C'hiistian cause. " \\'hite robes were given to every one of

tlicm." It is not a promise that they sholild be' given, as of a
thing future, but a declaration that they toere given, as of

a thing even then present.

But how could ihifs be ! A public triumph of the Chris-

tian cause! A public recognition of the martyrs' righteous-

ness ! In order to this, nothing less was necessaiy than a

complete revolution, and the triumph of Christianity in the

scale of political power over Paganism. Such a consumma-
tion as this happened, and instantly too, as the vision of the

next seal typified. And thus was proved, in respect of the

slaughter of Christian Saints b}' the Ivoman Pagan Emperors,
that whereas the varied calamities depicted under the three

preceding seals were causes and sj/mptoms of the decline of

their empire ; this, represented under the fifth seal, was—in

perfect consistency with the dramatic unity of the seals

—

a cause and symptom of it yet more remarkable and in-

fluential than any other, indeed, the immediate cause of its

fall.

TaUe of the overthrow of the ILeathen Iloman Emjierors.

This Table extends over the j'cars a.d. 303 until a.d. 324,

the year in which Licinius, the last competitor of Con-
stantino, was killed. The Council of Kice met A.n. 325,

in the year following his death. P. denotes Persecutor.

Emperoi:.
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The Sixth Seal (First part).

The arrangement of chapter and verse, separating vi.

12-17 from vii. 1-17, has perhaps contributed to erronecms

views respecting the sixth scd. Ch. vi. 12-17 has looked
like a whole, whereas it is apart. Isolated from what pre-

cedes and follows, it might be thought a desciiption of

Christ's second e<aning, or of the final judgment; but then
no reason can be gi^^en for its insertion here, nor any
relative jilace assigmd to it in the jjrophetic history. "We
have seen that the subject is continuous from the first seal

To the fifth inclusive. The sixth embraces all between
vi. 11, and viii. 1. These considerations alone show that

vi. 12-17 camiot be a desciiption of what is above supposed.

Other considerations confirm the conclusion. This cannot
oe the final judgment of ch. xx. 1 1 ; for then the earth and
the heaven flee away from the face of Ilini who sits upon
the throne, and no more ]3lace is found f »• them ; the dead,

small and great, stand before Him, and death and Hades
are cast into the lake of fire, which is the second death.

Here four angels are seen immediately afterwards standing
on the four coiners of the earth, restraining the four winds
that they should not blow on the eaith, nor on the sea, nor
on any tree till a certain act is done, vii. 3 : then one-

third of the earth and of the trees is burned up, viii. 7 ;

one-third of the sea becomes blood, viii. 8, 9 ; one-third

of the siin, &c. is darkened. Kor can this be the day of

Christ's second coming ; for then not a few only are to be
sealed out of the tribes of Israel as God's sei-vants, but the

people are to be all righteous. Is. Ix. 20. See on ch. xx. 7.

'J'he heavens are then to be on fire, and new heavens and a
new eaith created, wherein righteousness shall dwell.

Here the sun is turned to darkness, and the whole moon
to blood ; but this is said, Joel ii. 31, of some period before

the great and terrible day of the Lord, which does not

occur till afterwards, Joel iii. 15. The obscuration of the

heavenly luminaries is also used of the overthrow of

.lernsalem and Egypt by the Chaldees, Joel ii. 10 ; Ezek.

xxxii. 7. Every mountain and island is moved out of its

place ; but the same image is used, xvi. 20, where other

earthly judgments follow% see ver. 21. The apostle does

not say that the great day of the wrath of the Lamb was
come, but the people in their consternation think so. The
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stars fall to the earth, but this cannot be literally true of

any period ; whereas stars falling, or cast to the earth are

a common emblem, viii. 10: ix. 1; xii. 4; Dan. viii. 10.

This, and the rolling together of the heavens as a scroll,

seem to be boiTowed from Is. xxxiv. 4, where what will

happen at the second coming of Christ is perhaps intended.

But the imager}' in which God's drawing near to judgment
on a country or nation is described, where the judgment is

such as involves an entire social and political overthrow,

is often taken more or less, and natiirally so, from what
is to occur in the great judgment of all ; but there is

generally something in the context to distingui.sh the one
from the other. "When the sixth seal is opened there is a
great earthquake. An earthquake, o-ctcr/xds,* is a common
and natural emblem in the liev.—viii. 5 ; xi. 13, 19 ; xvi. 18

—and in historians and other writers, of a great overthj-ow,

or revolution which shakes the institutions of a country
to their foundations. It was often used in the pulilic jour-

nals in 1848. The sun and the other lights of heaven
are used in the Eev. viii., xii., xvi., and often by historians

and others, as emblems of the ruling powers ; their ob-

scuration and fall, of the overthrow of those powers ; the

sun of the supreme or imperial power, the others of subor-

dinate authorities. " The extinction of the Western Em-
pire" is Gibbon's way of speaking of its overthrow.

The rolling of the heavens together as a scroll may well

figure an entire and sweeping change in the whole govern-

ment and polity ; the moving of every island and every

mountain out of their place, sume great social change in all

that was high and lofty, and raised above the common level,

though not in authority as rulers. But here is no ordinary

earthquake or convulsion, such as when the lower strata of

society are upheaved, shattering and overwhelming the

upper. Here the great, the wealth}', the military chieftains

are in terror, and fear the wrath of Christ ; but not they

only, slaves are in terror as well as free men. The whole
is aptly emblematical and singularly descriptive of the

entire overthrow of the ruling powers of l'aganism"j" in

* Comp. Matt viii. 24, xxi. 10, in the Greelc

t Tlie term ^aaiKfhs, ver. 15, should not bi- overlooked. This new
title hfid just been adopted by Diocletian, Gibbon, c. xiii. n. 98-99, and
the plural agreed with his division of tlie imperial power. The titles of

many subor(iiIlat^' officers, your Eminence, your sahlime and ivunderful

21(ifjui(ude, your illustn'ous and viagnijiceid IIiijhnts&, which sprang out
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the Roman Empire and of the great social, political, and
religious convulsion under Constantino. ' Tlie heutliena

themselves spoke of those events in somewliat similar

terms. " The ruin of the Pagan religion is described hy
Sopliists," saj-s Gibbon, c. 28, " asa dix^adfiil and the amazing
prodigy, whicii covered the earth with darhiess and restored

the ancient dormmons of chaos and night." Couip. Jer, iv. 20.

To enter properly into the subject one must read the

history of the time (as Eusebins's ' Life of Constantine,'

B. i. c. 58, 59; ii. 12; Oration in praise of Constantino,

c. 17), where the overthrow, the terror, and consternation

of the Pagan rulei's and of the Pagans generally are vividly

portrayed. The latter part of ver. 15 was literally ful-

tilled in Maximian and nearly so in Licinius ; the latter

part of ver. 17 in all the Pagan emperors and Ca3sars of

that time. They publicly and avowedly fought against

the cause of Christ and so against Christ, as Mr. Elliott

lias shewn. Maximian and Diocletian were associated on

(me of their coins as Hercules and Jove destroying the

hydra of Christianity. Maxentius went forth as the pro-

fessed champion of the heathen ; ]\Iaximius made a vow to

Jupiter to extirpate Christianity if he were victorious,

Licinius, after his apostasy, staked the falsehood of Chris-

tianity on his success, and ridiculed the cross. The con-

sternation and alarm were great in proportion, on their

defeat one after the other. They felt they had fought

against Christ, that it was HE who had defeated them, not

an earthly power alone. This was aggravated in many
cases, as Mr. Elliott has also shewn, by the terror of tlie

death-bed : Galerius being eaten of worms, as Herod had
been, asked the prayers of the Christians ; and Maximius
called on Christ to pity him. The consternjition was
not confined to the rulers : even the slaves felt it, having
many of them denounced their masters in the persecutions.

What was begun by Constantino was carried on by his

successor. There was a tempoiary levival under Julian,

who in his turn was pledged to destroy Christianity if he

returned successful from the Persian war, in which, how-
ever, he too perished. The overthrow of Paganism \\as

completed under Theodosius before the end of the fourth

century.

of tlie new policy introduced by Diocletian, may,

allusion, ver H; see Gibbon, c. xvii. n. 7U-75.
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The opening of the sixth seal, thus interpreted, fit^ hitc

its 2)lace perfectly in the continiious stream of pro})hetio

history, both as regards what precedes and what follows,

[i.] As regards lohat precedes.— The imagery of this great

earthquake and convulsion comes immediately after a

great cry of martyrs who had hmg suffered for Christ, and
that manifestly by Pagan persecutors : hwt they were told to

wait for a time. The end ivas not yet : another set of martyrs

were to suifer as they had. In the meanwhile He that is

to come shewed that He was nut indifferent to their

sufferings for His sake, that He was sitting at the right

hand of God, breaking to pieces the mightiest of the earth

and all their hosts with as much ease as we shatter an
earthen vessel with an iron rod. There is, as it M^ere, a

voice from the throne of God here, saying, '' Be wise now
therefore, ye kings ; be instructed, je judges of the earth.

Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and so ye pei'ish from the

right way, if his wrath be kindled, yea, but a little." He
raised up Constantine for this end. Constantine was but

the iron rod in his hand. The power and the victory

were HIS. [ii.] The opening of the sixth seal, thus inter-

preted, fits exactly into its place also as regards loliat follows.

—Read Eusebius's account of the state of feeling amongst
the Christians after Constantiue's victories and the triumph

of Christ's cause, and the truth of this will become the

more apparent. Again and again we see in his pages that

the prevalent belief was, that the kingdom of Christ was
come, His happ}' reign over the earth triumphantly and
permanently established. But, no ! The time was not yet,

as the prophecy had before shewn. Storms were already

gathering on the frontiers of the empire, and were only

restrained from bursting for a season, as it next goes on

to shew. They were far fiom being all Christians, who then

professed to believe on Him. There was a remnant, ac-

cording to the election -of grace, no more. The Church,

His Bride, was not yet manifest; corruption, and even

creature-worship, were, as will be seen in some of the next

parts of the sixth seal's visions, soon to creep in; and

then, as the seventh seal opened, the suspended storm was
to sweep over a part of the empire, corruiDtion yet further to

increase in doctrine and practice, and woe to follow woe
until the seven vials of the last wi-ath of God were poured

out in iiucoession. Then, hut only then, was the Bride to bo
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revealed and the end to come. To the remainder of the
sixth seal we therefore now address ourselves, and the
following Table will show the storms suspended from Con-
stantino to Theodosius.

Table of the threatening Tempest of the Northern Barbarians.

Kmikhoks and
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THE EMPIRE DIVIDED INTO EAST AND WEST.
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THE EMPIUB REUNITED.

Tlieodosius sole Emperor J}92

Usurpation anil ileiieiit of Eugenius .. 1 3'J4

Death OK TiiEODOSRS 395

" The genius of Rome expired with Theo-
j

dosius"—Gibbon, c. xxix.

The Great Tempest hursti ; (revolt of tlio 1

Gotlisj I 395
First on a part of the Eastern Empire, 1

Gi-eece 390

THE EMPIRE AGAIN DIVIDED INTO EAST AND WEST.

Then after a brief
pause in all its

fury and in suc-

cessive discliarges

on the land (a.d.

400) sea, moun-
tains and rivers

of the Wcslera
Empire, darkening
atlength the entire

heavens of that
part of the Roman
world.

" EXTIXOTION OP
THE WESTKKX Em-
piBE." — Gibbon,
Index and ch.

XXXvi.

476
or

The Sixth Seal (Second part).

The resemblance between Eev. vii. 2, 3 ; viii. 5, and
Ezek. ix. 2-4 ; x. 2, cannot but strike an attentive reader.

There must be some analogy between the events signified.

Ezekiel describes severe and approaching judgments in

consequence of a departure from God by Israel of old.

^Ye read here of impending storms, and find them soon

afterwards bursting with destructive eifect over a part of

the land, the sea, the mountains and rivers, and darkening

a part of the heavens above. Wo cannot but conclude

from these indications alone that some departure from tho

truth was taking place at the time to which this part vt

2 l2
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the vision belongs. "We have already seen strong reason

for attributing it to the period which intervened between
the overthrow of Pagan persecutors and the invasion

of the Barbarians. We shall find this confirmed as we
proceed. The empire at the time of that invasion had
become nominally Christian. So great a calamity as that

invasion cannot have been permitted by Him to whom all

power is given in heaven and on earth, who died for his

people, and who is of gi-eat long-suffering, without an
adequate cause in the condition of the professing Church,
then co-extensive with the empire (Amos iii. 6). Corrup-

tion in teaching and in practice must have set in to an
extent sufficient to provoke such a judgment. The period

to which we suppose the .vision to belong has been some-
times represented as the golden age of Christianity, because

it furnished many eminent Christian authors ; but their

writings bear ample testimony to the sad condition of the

nominally Christian world, and to the lamentable errors

in doctrine, which then crept in, and established them-
selves in the Church. The pages of Gibbon give but too

correct a picture of the times. The 20th, but especially

the 28th chap, of his history, will be found a melancholy,

but most remarkable, commentary on the remainder of the

sixth seal. The 28th chap, is headed, " Final destruction

of Paganism. Introduction of the worship of saints and
relics among the Christians." Its concluding words are

:

" The religion of Constantine achieved in less than a

century the final conquest of the Eoman Empire, but the

victors themselves were insensibly subdued by the arts of

their vanquished rivals." Or, as it has been well said by
others :

" Paganism with its expiring breath poisoned

Christianity which had conquered it." " In conquering
Paganism Christianity became itself Paganised." Or as

Blumhardt, ii. 5 :
" Christianity seemed to have conquered

Judaism and idolatry ; but in fact it associated them with
itself. The pure and spiritual religion of the apostolic

age gave place to one which became more and more a

religion of the senses ; and we shall soon find anew in the

Church, as she became outwardly triumphant, all that we
condemned in fallen Paganism." Or Hall on Purgatory :

" Saint worship succeeded to the expiring struggles of

heathen idolatry." Eeferences in proof will be given as

we proceed. AVe must now closely examine the remaining
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emblems of the sixth seal, and shew how they foreshadowed,
briefly but exactly, the condition and teaching of the
Church between the overthrow of Paganism and llie

tempest which from the North soon swept over the Western
empire.

vii. 2. While the four angels were restraining the four

winds, and the storm was suspended, " I saw," says the

Apostle, "another angel* having the seal of the living-

God, and he cried with a loud voice to the four angels to

whom it was given to hurt the earth, t^v y-qv, and the sea,

saying, Hurt not the earth, nor the sea, nor the trees

(ch. vii. 7, 8), TILL wef shall have sealed the servants of

our God on their foreheads."

[i.] ^Vhat is the seal of the living God ? The Scriptures

themselves must answer.

1st.—Eph. i. 13 :
" In whom also, on your believing, ye

were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise, which is

the earnest of our inheritance, until the redemption of

the purchased possession." Eph. iv. 30 :
" Grieve not the

Holy Spirit of God, by whom ye were sealed for the day of

redemption." 2 Cor. i. 21 :
" He which stablisheth lis with

you in Christ, and anointed us, is God, who also sealed iis,

and gave us the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts."

2ndly.—2 Tim. ii. 18, 20 :
" Who erred concerning the

truth, saying that the resurrection is past already, and
overthrow the faith of some. Nevertheless God's firm

foundation stands " (see Ellicott and Alford), " having this

seal. The Lord knoweth them that are his." (Comp. Numb.
xvi. 5 ; Nahum i. 7.) And " Let every one that nameth
the name of the Lord " (Ellicott and Alford) " depart from
iniquity. But in a great hoiise there ai-e not only vessels

of gold and of silver, but also of wood and of earth, and
some to honour and some to dishonour." J

* Comp. vii. 1, I saw four angels; vii. 2, and I saw anotlier angel

with the seal of the living God ; viii. 2, 1 saw seven angels ; viii. 3, and
another angel with a golden censer came and stood at the altar ; ix. 15,

the four angels were loosed; x. 1, and I saw another mighty angel

coming down from heaven, clothed with a cloud, and the rainbow on his

head, and his face as the sun, and his feet as pillars of fire. Comp. i. 1.5

;

Ezek. 1. 28.

t " Till ice have sealed." Comp. "Let ns make man."

% Both Ellicott and Alford, following Estius, too much confound " the

It^undatiou " with " the building ;" and for that reason the first explana-

tion of the seal, as above, is to be preferred, though the text from
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[ii.] ^yho is the angel represented as having the seal of

the living God ? The Scriptures must answer again. lie

can be none other than the Angel of the Covenant
(Mai. iii.), let the seal be taken in either of the above
"vvays.

1st.—Acts ii. 33 :
" Being by the right hand of God

exalted, and having received of the Father the promise of

the Holy Ghost, he hath shed forth this, which ye now see

and hear,"

None but He can give the Holy Spirit, and seal with
that seal.

2ndly.—And when there are many called by his name,
tares with the wheat, good fish with the bad, vessels of

gold and silver with others of wood and earth, none can
distinguish them, and know who are his, but He himself.

Eev. ii. 23 ; 2 Chr. vi. 30.

Those who are sealed are described as " the servants of

God." Comp. i. 1 ; ii. 20 ; xi. 18 ; xiv. 1 ; xix. 2, 5 ; xxii.

3, 6.

They are sealed on their foreheads. Comp. ix. 4 ; xiv. 1

;

xxii. 4; and contr. xiii. 16 ; xiv. 9 ; xx. 4; xvii. 5. While
the eye of Him who " searches the reins and the heart

"

can alone distinguish them from the rest, as really sealed

by his Spirit, they nevertheless openly confess Him, each
in his several station.

The seal is the seal of the Living God, the source of Life ;

comp. John vi. 51 : "I am the living bread," i.e. life-

giving.
" And I heard the number of those who were sealed : an

hundred and forty and foiir thousand ivere sealed ; they

were from every tribe of the children of Israel. Of the

tribe of Judah twelve thousand loere sealed. Of the tribe

of Benjamin twelve thousand ivere sealed," &c.

These twelve tribes cannot be the literal Israel, as

Elliott has shewn. We are brought to a period when no
great conversion of Jews took place, biit the contrary. In
the New Testament, Israel is a name applied to the

2 Tim. furnishes useful illustrations. Notwithstanding false teachers
;ind their errors, the Church is firmly founded on a rock ; and, therefore,

still stands amidst them all, and cannot be overtlirown, or perish. Of
tlie remaining words Alford well says, " Those who are truly the Lord's
are known to Him, and depart from iniquity, but in the visible Church
are many unworthy members."
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Christian Clinich, Abraham's Kced by faith, not by tho
tiesli. Jewish imagery is employed througliout the Kove-
lation. Tlic bondwoman's children arc here mingled
with those of the free, e. </., Jiidah, Reuben, Gad, Asher

;

not according to the order in Genesis ; there being in the
( "liristian dispensation " neither bond, nor free." Levi is

reckoned as one of the twelve tribes, which was not the case

under the old dispensation, after the tribe of Levi were
taken in lieu of the first-born for the service of the

sanctuary,*

We may reasonably conclude, therefoi'e, that we have
here the Christian Israel, and the number twelve indicates

the whole of it, the whole professing people of God;
professing, as is evident, f\)r " the servants of God " are but
a small number compared with the whole, an election out

of them.
Very different, however, was the feeling of the day on

the first triumph of the Christian cause, as the pages of

Eusebius testify, " Thus [Constantino] by the appointment
of the Cajsars fulfils the predictions of the holy prophets,

according to what they uttered ages before. And the

saints of the Most High shall take the kingdom."—Orat. in

praise of Constantino, ch. 3. "Thus the whole world
appeared one well-ordered and united family, in that the

ancient oracles and predictions of the prophets were
fulfilled :

' He shall have dominion from sea to sea and from
the river unto the ends of the earth.' And again, ' In
his days shall righteousness spring up, aiid abundance of

peace.' And ' They shall beat their swords into plough-
shares, and their spears into pruning-hooks, and nation

shall not take up sword against nation, neither shall they

* Gen. xlix. 28. " All these are the twelve tribes of Israel.'' Levi is

among tbem. In Num. i. he is no longer reckoned among the ticelve. In

Deut. xxxiii. Moses blesses "<Ae children of Israel," ver. 1, and Levi is

among them ; but they are not then called the twelve tribes. Simeon is

omitted and left without a blessing, probably in consequence of the

leading part which that tribe took in the idolatry and apostasy at

Sliittim, Num. XXV. 14. Comp. also Num. ii. 13 with xxvi. 14. Dan is

omitted in Rev. vii. It was througli Dan tluit idolatry and apostasy

began in Israel after they were in possession of the land; and idolatry

and apostasy continued in that tribe to the end. Possibly this may be

one reason why Dan is omitted in Rev. vii., where tlie worship of those

that are no gods, and so the apostasy, is intimated as begun, and to be

soon followed by severe judgments.
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learn war any more.' These words, predicted ages before,

have received in our own day a visible fulfilment."

—

Ibid. eh. 16.

Mr. Elliott has well explained and largely illustrated

what he calls " allusive contrast" and shewnhow often it occurs

in the Scriptures, in the articles of the Church of England,
as in the Tridentine decrees ; not to say that it may be
found, more or less, in the literature of all countries. In.

the Revelation it performs a very important function, and
in the sixth seal we shall find many examples. Here we
have one. " The Eevelation of Jesus Christ, which God
gave unto him to shew unto his servants things which
should shortly come to pass," had indicated by the emblems
of this seal two centuries and more beforehand, that the

whole body of the Christian Israel could no longer at this

time be acknowledged as " servants of God," vii. 3 ; there

would be but a remnant according to the election of grace.

Gibbon's 20th and 28th chaps., as already said, shew but
too plainly how exactly the condition of the Church at this

period corresponded with these prophetic emblems. Ch.
20 :

" The exact balance of the two religions continued but
a moment : and the piercing eye of ambition soon dis-

covered that the profession of Christianity might contri-

bute to the interest of the present, as well as of a future

life. The hopes of wealth and honour, the example of an
emperor, his exhortation, his irresistible smiles, diifused

conviction among the venal and obsequious crowds, which
usually fill the apartments of a palace. ... As the lower
ranks of society are governed by imitation, the conversion

of those who possessed any eminence of birth, of power, or

of riches, was soon followed by dependent multitudes."

And in his 28th chap., of a somewhat later period: "The
churches were filled with the increasing multitude of

unworthy proselytes." The 25th chap, furnishes addi-

tional evidence to the same effect, under the heads
." Valentinian restrains the avarice of the clergy." "Ambi-
tion and luxury of Damasus, Bishop of Home." This
picture of the times is but too much confirmed by un-

questionable evidence. Abundant proof will be found

collected in Mr. Taylor's 'Ancient Christianity.'* The

* See the testimony of Mosheim, Milner, Waddington, Milman, lo

the same effect.
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blood that flowed in the streets and in one of the churches
of Kome at the election of Damasus, is, of itself, sufficient

to shew how far all weie from being Israel, who were of

Israel.

The words of God, and the emblems He thinks fit to

employ, are pregnant with meaning. Mr. Elliott has

shewn that the principle of allusive contrast has a yet
farther application in the sixth seal. Its emblems pre-

figure not only a large admixture of unworthy members in

the Church, who were not " servants of God," but the

corrupt teaching which prevailed, and which, in part at

least, was the source of the corrupt practice. The emblem
which prefigures the false teaching stands, moreover, first

in the vision, as might be expected. The Lord Jesus
Christ, the angel of the covenant, is represented as Himself
sealing " the servants of God " with " the seal of the
living God," the Holy Spirit of promise, the earnest of
their future inheritance. He it is who comes with light

and life, enlightening and quickening with this seal ;

marking also with it as his own, and as secure thereby,

and numbering without a single omission, a remnant
according to the election of grace. But in the language of

even the most eminent bishops and teachers of the Chvirch

at this period, baptism is called acftpayts, " the seal
;"

XapaKT-qp, " the mark " of the Lord ; </)WTto-/i.os, " illumina-

tion ;" cfivXaKTy'jpLov, " a preservative ;" ac/j^apcrtas ei'8vp.a,

" the clothing of immortality ;" cronyptov, " saving ;" ttolv

oTi TifxLov, " unsurpassed in value."* Although langxiago

in some respects like this may be found, as is natural, in

writers of a somewhat earlier date, it was not then the
characteristic of the times, as it now became ; persecution

checked it ; now the circumstances of the times encouraged
it. All the ceremonies which accompanied baptism wore
the same doctrinal aspect. The person to be baptized first

turned to the \N'est, while words of exorcism were pi-o-

nounced ; then to the East, as if for illumination from
heaven ; he was enrolled in the church register, as of the

number of Israel, written unto life; a crown was set

before him in token of victory ; a white dress put on him,
as washed from sin and robed for immortality ; he was led

up to the altar and received with psalms ; and the bap-

* See the referenoea in Elliott.
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tized were spoken of as elect, lioly, and faithful. In
consequence of sxich teaching baptism was frequently not
received until late in life, in order that baptismal inno-

cence might not be lost ; somewhat like extreme unction

in later da3's. Constantino is a notorious example, as

Gibbon relates, and also Augustine. In all this we have
on one hand man, the exaltation of the ministerial office,

and the inherent efficacy of the sacrament : on the other

Christ is all, and in all. The errors of the period were no
transitory ones ; but were perpetuated in the Church, and
stereotyped in after times in the formal teaching of Eome.
Kot only may the facts above stated be proved by docu-

ments of that day, but the most eminent ecclesiastical and
other historians, as Mosheim, Waddington, Milner, Gieseler,

Blumhardt, Gibbon, all agree subatantially in the same
verdict.

But Christ left not himself without witness ; Augustine
was raised up at a period when such teaching as his was so

much needed as a corrective; but of this more as we
proceed.

Tlie Sixth Seal (Third part).

We now come to the last part of the sixth seal, or the

Vision of the Palm-bearers. Here we believe Mr. Elliott's

interpretation to be defective and erroneous. We must
first shew what he says, and why we believe him to be

wrong ; then what we conceive to be the true interpreta-

tion.

First, what he says, &c. A departure from the truth had
begun ; this is implied, as we have seen, in the sealing-vision.

He considers that both that and the palm-bearing vision imply
that an antidote was supplied in a revelation of the doc-

trines of electing grace, through the instrumentality of

Augustine, Bishop of Hippo. To establish this, he first

sets forth the principle that St. John was a representative

man, a type of spiritually-minded men at the eera to which
the vision apx^lies. Some of the prophets are express^
called DTIQID, rvrroi, types, or symbolic men, representing

sometimes by their acts what should happen to the people,

e. g., Isaiah going barefoot, sx. 2 ; Jeremiah making a yoke
and wearing it, xxvii. 2 ; Ezekiel carrying his goods

through the wall in the twilight, xii. 6, &c. Kow, if John
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is here considered a s;>Tnbolic man, liis seeing the sealing

of " the servants of God " with " the seal of the living

God," and tlie angel of the covenant " marking " his people,

itc. implies that spiritually-minded men at the epoch to

which the vision belongs would prominently see Christ's

character, offices, and work in his people as regards these

matters ; and since the Apostle saw the angel rising from
the East, and bringing light with him, it would appear
that great light would be thrown on these doctrines, in

contrast to the prevailing dciiartiire from the truth,

through the instrumentality of spiritually-minded men of

that day. ^\'hat the doctrinal truth is, which is signified

in the sealing-vision, we have partly shewn ; but Mr. Elliott

thinks there is furthermore implied that a body of the

servants of God would be perpetuated by a living succes-

sion through all the period of the apostasy. They can be
traced under the fifth trumpet, ix. 4, and in the hundred
and forty-four thoiisand towards the conclusion of the

beast's reign, ch. xiv.

The same thing, he thinks, is also shewn in the vision

of the palm-bearers, which he takes to be prospective, and
to depict in anticipative figure, 1st, The heavenly happi-

ness of the aggregate of the sealed ones ; and 2ndly, The
continued preservation on earth of their line and succes-

sion. This he believes is proved by the fact that both
are manifestly God's faithful servants : the one on earth,

and still in the midst of prevailing corruption and conse-

quent trial ; the other in heaven and before the throne of

the Lamb. The diflerence in number does not affect their

identity, because in the latter we have the amount of suc-

cessive generations of the former, which is implied to the

Apostle by the palm-bearers being gathered out of all

nations, tribes, &c., i. e., from beyond the limits of the

Eoman world ; while the sealed ones are from the Eoman
world alone. Thiis in the palm-bearers we see the final

condition of the successive generations of the sealed ones,

and the vision must be considered as looking far forward
and anticipative of the distant future. It is from the pro-

spective character which Mr. Elliott thus supposes to belong

to the vision that difSculty has arisen, he thinks, about its

true interpretation, and that some have supposed that it

could only apply to the final consummation of all things,

so destroying the continuity of the sixth seal and of the
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seals generally. But there is a mark, he adds, in the vision

itself which shews that it mnhst be prospective and relate to

tliG distant future. Thei'e is no change in the apocalyptic

scenery here; whereas when the New Jerusalem actually

appears, descending from alcove, the new heavens and the
new earth are seen likewise and former things pass away.
Two other particulars must be noticed : 1st, llie palm-
bearers come, not as in our Auth. Vers, out of great tribu-

lation, but out of THE great tribulation, c'k t^s OXiipews tijs

fxeydXr]<;. This seems to be a term of comparison with some
other, previous and less, which can only be that alluded to

under the fifth seal, where another body of martyrs, after

those under the Pagan Koman Empire, is spoken of as to

be first gathered in before God's purpose would be com-
pleted, and their blood avenged, and Christ come. 2ndly,

Wherefore are they before the thi-one? Because they
washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of

the Lamb. Aia tovto k. t. X. i. e., through divine saving
grace, through the atonement of the Tjamb and the applica-

tion of the cleansing blood of Jesus Christ by faith. Hence
the main doctrinal truths figured in the palm-hearing

vision seem to be [i.] The assured final blessedness, and
that in every age, of those sealed with the seal of the living

G.od, or God's election of grace, [ii.] The number in-

finite, out of every nation, and language, &c. [iii.] That
they would be brought to heavenly joys only through great

tribulation, [iv.] That they would judge themselves to be
saved only by redeeming grace.

Wo now come to the historical fulfilment, according to

Mr. Elliott's interpretation. He shews that a revelation to

this effect Avas vouchsafed at the very period to which the

vision belongs, and this througli Augustine. (1) The chro-

nology of his life is as follows. lie was boiu a.d. 354^

during the reign of Constantius, while the tempest was
threatening. Ho went to Home, 38;i-385, just a year or

two before the fatal battle of Hadrianople ; was converted

and baptized, 385-387 ; returned to Carthago, 388 ; was
ordained presbyter, 391 ; bishop of Hippo, 395: and, just

as Hippo was besi(»ged by the Vandals, he fell asleep in

Christ, 430. (2) His doctrinal views were divine, sove-

reign grace, predestinating, electing, preventing, quicken-

ing, enlightening, adopting, saving from sin, from all real

evil, and to the end. So copious is ho on this subject that
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his name was evei* afterwards associated with it. Theso
doctrines of Augustine strike at the very root of the pri'-

vailing ecclesiastical ritualistic systems of the day, as shewn
under the sealing-vision. It is remarkabU' liow Augustine

was led to these by God's providence and prepared to be

an eminent tejicher of them, l^orn of a Christian mother,

anxious as a child for baptism when ill, but not then bap-

tized because of the danger of sin after baptism, as then

taught and as believed by his parents ; led captive by his

lusts, as ho tells us in his Confessit)ns, he wandered into

Manicliajan errors respecting man's formatioii, the origin of

«vil, &c. He sought refuge from himself, but found no
peace. Led to Milan, he was plucked as a brand out of

the burning under the teaching of Ambrose. He experi-

enced thus, before baptism, the power of saving grace—free,

electing, quickening. He began early to write and preach

on the subject of God's electing grace ; he tells us himself

that he did so in the beginning of his bishopric, i. e. A.n.

398.* At first he did this less prominently and distinctly.

Soon, however, the Pelagian errors on free-will spread

abroad and drew from him many treatises on the subject,

in which the doctrines of grace are upheld. When Kome
was taken by Alaric, a.d. 410, the remaining heathen

having cast the reproach of all the evils afflicting the em-
pire on the Christians, Augustine wrote his famous treatise

' The City of God.' The object of this celebrated work is

to distinguish this Commonwealth, City, or Kingdom from
that of the world. This he does [i.] in regard to those

who compose it, who are not the whole body of the bap-

tized and of professors, but the elect by God's sovereign

grace, [ii.] Their character ; the love of God in opposition

to the love of self, [iii.] Their privileges; enlightened,

quickened, sanctified, and saved by the same grace to the

end. [iv.] Their state in the world ;
pilgrims and strangers,

but with assured hope, [v.] Their home ; with Christ.

Even in details his description agrees exactly with the

symbolic vision. He calls them elect Israelites, God's

twelve tribes of election out of the whole tribes of profess-

* His earliest work, ' De Mor. Ecc. Cath.,' dating acoonling to the

Bene<lictines a.d. 388 ; in which same year his tiireo books, ' De Liber(j

Arbitrio' were also begun ; and in 394, while yet a presbyter, he pub-

lished, among other works, his ' Inclioata Expositio on the Epistle to

the Romans,' aud one on the Ep. to the Galatians.

—

Elliott.
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ijig Israel ; inhabitants of the Kew Jerusalem ; safe fiora

real evil ; their number definite, answering while on earth

to the hundred and forty-four thousand, small at any given

time but numberless in the aggregate
;
gathered out of all

nations and kindreds ; soon to be persecuted under Anti-

christ ; washed and made white in the blood of the Lamb

;

palm-bearers, like Israel of old, at the feast of tabernacles ;

to see God, and have all tears wiped away from their eyes

by Him.
Such being Augustine's doctrine, continues Mr. Elliott,

it will be seen that there was wanted the palm-bearing

vision to complete the sealing vision, as denoting the final

perseverance of the sealed. He then speaks of the appro-

priateness of the antidote to the baptismal and ritual-

istic errors of the day. Though Augustine aimed more at

Pelagian errors, yet his teaching was antagonistic to the

others. He entertained high notions of the efficacy of

baptism when rightly performed and accompanied by faith,

and for this cause has held his ground in the Church of

Rome. Tet what he taught attacks ecclesiastical and sacer-

dotal errors by the root. All the piety of the middle

ages, and down to the Eeformation, was much influenced

by Augustine's writings ; but Eome shrank more and more
from what he taught distinctively. Luther was an Augus-
tinian monk ; the articles of the Church of England reflect

a part of his teaching. The Jansenists derived all from it,

and in them it was condemned as impious and blasphemous

by the famous Bull Unigenitus.

Such is Mr. Elliott's view of the palm-bearing vision. It

has been necessary to state it thus at length, or the objec-

tions to it could scarcely be understood. The scheme is

very ingenious, and at first sight appears admirable ; but

mature reflection will raise more than one doubt as to its

being what is intended by the concluding portion of the

sixth seal.

(1st). Mr. Elliott runs the chronology too close. The
seventh seal opens, according to him, a.d. 395. Augustine's

conversion took place a.d. 385. He received what Mr. E.

calls the revelation made to him concerning the election

and final perseverance of the people of God about the first

year of his bishopric, *. e. a.d. 394 or 395. Then he began

to write and preach on the subject. These are Mr. Elliott's

dates, as given more exactly in the table in his Vindicite
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Horariae. This is ninning the point too close, and allows
only a year for the palm-bearing vision, which is out of all

proportion to the time assigned to other portions of the
Eevelation, particularly as 'The City of God,' according
to Mr. Elliott, was not begun till A.n. 410, or later.

(2ndly). Mr. Elliott's scheme docs not account for the
introduction ' of angels in the vision, nor for what the}' are
described as doing.

(ordly). A third objection is, that Mr. Elliott's scheme
does not touch tlie great and most prominent feature of the

apostasy, ichich became established during the sixth seal—the
worship of saints and angels—and which beyond a doiibt

called down the judgments which are the prominent fea-

ture of the seventh seal. It is true that Mr. Elliott works
that into his- interpretation afterwards and into the seventh

seal's vision; but here is a much more obvious condemna-
tion of it on his owoi principle of allusive contrast, as will

presently be shewn.
(4thly). The doctrine of the final perseverance of saints

—though an important part of the glad tidings of the
Gospel, intended to comfort and support those who believe

in the Lord Jesus (Jhrist and are painfully conscious of the

weakness and sinfulness of their nature, calculated to draw
them nearer to Him, and to lead them to love Him more,
vi'ho having begun a good work in them, assures them that

He will never leave them nor forsake them, but bring
them safely to the heavenly inheritance of which He has
given them the earnest in the Holy Ghost—is not of such
a nature that a want of prominence in the teaching of it

would necessarily imply a departure from the faith.

(5thly). It had already been sufficiently implied by the

sealing " the servants of God " in the preceding part of the

vision, if we consider the nse of the same figure in other

passages of the Scriptures, e. g., " sealed unto the day of
redemption."

What, then, is the true signification of the vi.sion of

the palm-bearing multitude and the angels accompanying
them?

(1st). It is clear that as the persons in the sealing vision

are people of God on earth, chosen and sealed out of the
whole number of the professing and baptized, so those in

the second vision, clothed with white robes and with palms
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in their hands, are seen by the Apostle not on earth but in

heaven, and before the throne of God and the Lamb.
(2ndly). That they are persons who have passed, while

on earth, through some great tribulation ere reaching the

throne, some grievous persecution, as Mr. Elliott himself

indicates, by reference to the sixth seal ; the same being
signified when it is said, " the sun shall smite them no
more," as will appear if that expression is compared with
what is declared of the seed sown on stony ground.

(3rdly). They are seen by the Apostle as triumphant,

bearing palm-branches, the emblem of triumph ; and justified,

having white robes.

(4thly). This justification is through the Lamb; their

robes are washed and made white in his blood. This is

pointedly declared to be the cause, the only cause, of their

participation in the heavenly triumph. Comp. v. 9 and
V, 15, Aia TOVTO K. T. A.,

(5thly). All they have, and all tney enjoy, is ascribed to

God and to the Lamb in various ways. They hunger no
more and thirst no more. Why ? Because the Lamb, who
is in the midst of the throne, feeds them and leads them to

fountains of waters of life (^wt^?, Tregelles). They are no
more exposed to the scorching of the sun. Why ? Because
God himself wipes away all tears from their eyes.

(6thly). They ascribe distinctly all the praise of their

salvation to God and to the Lamb, v. 10, 'H a-utT-qpia tw
(^ew i7/x,wv K. T. A. = our salvation be ascribed, &c. They
do this with " a loud voice."

(7thly). All the blessed company of angels, Travres ot

ayycAot, V. \1, are also described as present, standing round
about the throne and the elders and the four living crea-

tures ; and they too—mark it well—ascribe the thanks, and
the glory, and the wisdom, and the honour, and the power,
and the might, 17, 17, 17, &c., to their God also, and this for

ever. They confirm the ascription of the salvation of the

palm-bearers to God and to the Lamb ; for when the latter

so ascribe it, all the angels fall on their faces, worshipping
God, and saying. Amen, yes truly, the glory, and the

wisdom, and the thanks, and the honour, and the power,

and the might, be unto our God for ever and for ever

[Amen] ; implying not only that the others had indeed
done right in ascribing their salvation to God and to the

Lamb, but that they too ascribed all they had, and had
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received, to Him, who Avas tlieir God likewise, and that for
ever and for ever.

(8thly). It is clear that the palm-bearers are distin-

guished in some way from the four living creatures, whom
we saw reason before to consider as redeemed people of
God passed into the heavens to be witli Christ, until, when
He comes, they shall come with Him for his and their final

triumph, the redemption of their bodies, and the complete
destruction of the last enemy death and the grave.

Now, from all this we conclude that they are intended
to symbolize martyrs and sufierers for the Gospel's sake.

Mr. Elliott cites from Boldetti a palm-branch engraved on
a martyr's tomb. Other examples are given in Maitland's
book on the Catacombs. Here a vast multitude of such
persons, which no man could number, gathered out of

every nation, of all tribes, and peoples, and tongues, aro
seen by the Apostle before the throne, loudly ascribing their

salvation to God and to the Lamb ; and all the angels solemnlv
pi-oclaiming their approbation of this, prostrating them-
selves before the throne, ascribing everything to God, and
giving Him the praise. And the reason of these suiferers

being before the throne—we must repeat the point—is

declared in marked terms by one of the elders to be that

they washed their robes and made them white in the blood
of the Lamb : which is equivalent to this,—that they
acknowledged themselves guilty and unworthy sinners, and
ascribed all the glory of their salvation to Christ, not to

any merit in their own sufferings, not to their own strength
in enduring persecution, not to their own wisdom, but all,

all to the free mercy and gift of God in Christ Jesus our
Lord.

Now, coTild anything be a stronger condemnation, by
allusive contrast, of martyr-worship and angel-worship, or a

more simple and natural way of expressing it in a symbolic
vision? And this error of martyr-worship teas the prominent

feature of the apostasy, as matured by the end of the fourth

century, nay, as immediately consequent on, and connected with,

the o'certhrov) of Paganism. There is hardly a historian of

note Avho has written of these times who has not noticed

the connection. The heading of Mr. Gibbon's 28th ch.,

already referred to, and still more the contents of the ch.

itself, are notorious examples of this. Even Keightley'js

biief outlines of history do not fail to notice it. But it is

VOL. 111. 2 M
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especially in the writings of the most eminent Christian

authors and bishops of those days that the sad truth ap-

pears most strongly, and the strict connection of the overthrow

ofPaganism with this departure from the Gospel of our only Lord
and Saviom Jesus Christ. Let any one read the Orations of

Gregory, Bishop of Nazianzum, against Julian, written im-
mediately after the death of that Emperor, with whom
"the genius of Paganism sank irrevocably in the dust"
(Gibbon) ; or of Chrysostom, on the martyr Babylas,

with reference still to Julian ; or of Basil, on the forty

martyrs, who suffered under Julian, and on the martyr
Mamas ; or of Ephrem Syrus ; or of Gregory of Nyssa ; or

the poems of Paulinus, Bishop of Nola ; or even Augustine's

account of the miracles of St. Stephen ; or the history of

Sulpicius Severus ; or Jerome's account of the translation

uf the bones of Samuel to Constantinople ; or many other

passages in his treatise against Vigilantius, on the occasion

of the protest of the latter against these departures from
the Gospel of Christ ; and he cannot but see, unless he be

blind, the strong, pointed contrast to it of the last part of

the sixth seal, or the palm-bearing vision. He will find the

most eminent bishops and teachers of the latter half of the

fourth century speaking of the power of the martyrs and

of their relics, of their wisdom, of the honour due to them, of

the protection and safety granted by them ; as Gregory of Nazi-

anzum, e. g., on the occasion of the overthrow of Julian,

saying, that " by them dcemons are driven out and diseases healed

;

that they manifest tliemselves and predict the future ; that their

bodies alone are as powerful as their holy soids, ichether touched

or honoured ; that one drop of their Uood only, and the little

tokens of their sufferings, are as efficacious as their bodies."—
Greg. Naz. Orat. iii. adv. Jul. So Chrysostom :

" It is pos-

sible to remove the bones, but impossible to escape the hand, of
the martyr,'' whom he represents as " wrestling loith Julian,

grappling with him limb within limb, and so overthrowing, and
getting the victory over him. TJie sight of ' the coffer alone

'

which held the martyr's relics he describes as ' striking ivith terror

when it falls on the soul, and making the beholder feel as if

he who lies there were praying with him, and standing by
him, and looking on him.' Such is the power of the martyrs,

both living and dead ; both when they are on the spot, and when
they have left it ; so great is the power of the saints ; so irre-

sistible and terrible, both to monarchs and daemons, and to the
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leader and prince of the da'mons.''—Cliiysost. Op. ed. Bciicd.

ii. 531-577. So Basil of the forty martyrs: "He that is in

affliction flies to them, he that is in joy hastens to them also : the

one to be delivered from the evil, the other for the continuance of

his prosperity ; the mother prays for her son, and is heard ; the

wife for her husband who is on a journey, or for the recovery of
the sic]c ; let us then pour out our prayers WITH these martyrs." *

How strong and pointed the conti'ast, I :"epeat, between
what the Apostle «iw in heaven and what was then taking

place on earth ; between the feelings and actions of those

who should suffer for Christ, as depicted in the vision before

us by the Holy Ghost, and the feelings and actions attri-

buted to them at this time in the professing Church.
The words 'H crwT-qpia tw ©cw 7//awi', k. t. A., may well also

point, by allusive contrast, to the custom, then become com-
mon, of parading the relics and the dead bodies of martyrs on
the ramparts of cities and trusting to them for safety against

foreign foes. The allusion is the more striking when we
remember that the threatening tempest still hung over the

frontiers of the empire, and awaited only this apostasy of

looking to others besides and (which is always the conse-

quence of it) rather than to God and to Christ. The First

Commandment is, " Thou shalt ha\'e none other gods in

my presence,'' or " before my face," '•JQ"?!?.

\\ hether by the palm-bearers are intended the martyrs

before the epoch of the vision and under Pagan persecution,

or such as were to suffer for the truth after it during the

long period of the apostasy, matters little, as far as regards

the great truth shadowed out in the vision. They would be all

of one mind, as regards the ascription of salvation to God
and to the Lamb. Saint-worship and martyr-worship are

equally condemned, by allusive contrast, on either view.

At the same time the words ot cp^o/xcvot €k t?}? ^Ati/zccos ttjs

/x€yaA.7j5, appear to point decidedly, as Mr. Elliott justly

interprets them, to the latter body, the words being an
allusion to the other sufferers named under the fifth seal.

So does their countless number ; so also their being from

every nation, and tribe, and people, and tongue. I'he

* This last extract is important as sliowing the deceitfuhiess of the

system. Further evidence of the aj)ot>tasy will be found in abundance

in Bishop Newton's Twenty-third Dissertation ; Taylor's ' Ancii-iit

Christianity,' pp. 177-211; Dr. Gillys ' Vigilnntius; ' Elliott; and

Gibbon.
2 M 2
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emlDlems used Toy the Holy Ghost are, as before said, often

preo"nant with meaning. Here several things seem to be

implied and foretold. The reader will remember the mis-

taken anticipations of the Church on earth at the opening of

the sixth seal, about the time of the First Nicene Council.

" The whole earth appeared as one well-ordered family
;"

" the saints had taken the kingdom ;" '• righteousness had

sprung up;" there was now to be "abundance of peace;"

"the predictions of the prophets" in regard to these and

similar things " were now fuliilled." But 1st, Thesealing-

vision intimated that the servants of God would be but a

remnant, according to the election of grace, in the midst of

professing multitudes ; and 2ndly, The palm-bearing vision

that an apostas}^ had at that period of the vision, /xera raDra,

begun and become established, so that from thenceforth

many who professed and followed Christ would be called

to suffer for Him and the Gospel in the great tribulation,

which before had been alluded to, and was now to begin

;

that the whole number of such sufferers would be very

great ; that there would not be a country, a nation, a tribe,

or a people who would not furnish some. Not a few

persons perceived and anticipated this, more or less, as the

fourth century advanced. The extract given above from

Cyril of Jerusalem, and many more which Mr. Elliott

gives on another occasion, prove it. And yet they had

a very imperfect perception of the testimony for Christ

which these new sufferers would bear and of their true

•spiritual state and character; since they themselves be-

lieved and taught much of what these martyrs would lay

down their lives to bear witness against when more fully

developed and more completely established as the teaching

of the Church. It is not a little remarkable that the first

blood shed by what may be called Catholic Christians, to

distinguish them from Arian persecutors, was shed during

the period of this vision : that of Priscillian, Bishop of

Avila, in Spain, and six others with him, two of his pres-

byters and two of his deacons among them, a.d. 385. His

enemies bear testimony to the purity of his life, and the

errors with which he was charged were probably no errors

at all, or misrepresentations of his teaching, as in the cases

of Vigilantius and Joviniari. See Gibbon, c. xxvii.

We have seen reason to believe that the worship of

amgeLs was condemned by allusive contrast in this vision,
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as well as that of saints and martyrs. That it existed
widely at this time is proved by the decree of the Council
of Laodicea, a.d. 372, which condemns it; and we know
that it became a spreading evil, and was completely esta-

blished in the professing Church notwithstanding this

temporal and local protest. It is true that this feature of

the apostasy was a subordinate one, far less prominent and
wide-spread than that of saint and martyr-worship. But
with this fact the vision corresponds ; S(j much so that it

has been designated " the palm-bearing vision," the martyr
palm-bearers occupying the chief place in it.

The student of the Apocalypse will do well to compare
with what has been now said on the latter part of the sixth

seal and the great lessons to be derived from it, a few otlioi

passages which occur afterwards, all conveying the samo
important truths, e. g. (1) The command by a voice from
heaven on the judgment of the harlot, when all saint and
martyr and angel-worship will cease, xviii. 20 : Ev4>paLvot

CTT avrfj, ovpavk, koL ol aycot, kol ol aTroarroXoL, Koi ol Trpoc^-^rat, or
eKpivev 6 ©COS TO KpLfMa vp-wv i$ aur^s, i. e., God has judged
her ; the power and victory are G o d's. (2) The com-
mand by a voice from the thi-one on the judgment of the

same unfaithful Church, xix. 5 : Auetre tm & e w yixwv

irdvT€S ol SovXot avTOV, Koi ol (f>ol3ovfievot avrov, ol p.LKpol koi

ol fxeydkoL ; the praise be G o d's. (3) The answer from
God's servants and those that fear Him to this voice, xix. (3,

7. It is like that of a great multitude, saying, " Halle-

lujah ! Praise ye the Lord! for tlie Lord [our] God, the

Almighty, hath reigned. Let us be glad and rejoice, and
Su)p.€v -rqv 86iav avrto, give the * glory to II i m." And when
the Apostle fell down to worship the angel who was sent

to show him these things, the angel said, " See thou do it

not : I am the fellow-servant of thee and of thy brethren
that have the testimony of Jesus, t<S e u irpoaKyvrjaov,

H'jrship God."

TJie Seventh Seal.

Mr. Elliott supposes the Seventh Seal to be opened at the

death of Theodosius, and the " silence of about half an hour
in heaven" (viii. 1) to signify the brief interval of calm
between that event and the storms which soon devastated

* Cnntr. i. 6 ; iv. 11 ; v. 12, 13 ; vii. 12 ; xix. 1-7—with iv. 9 ; xi. 13

;

iv. x7 ; xvi. 9. In the first exx. U^a has the aiticle, in the last not so.
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the Roman world. The emblem is natural, and often nsed,

as by Theocritus, Virgil, Ovid ; by Pliny, St. John's contem-
porar}', " silente ccelo" and by onr own Shakspeare. " We
often see against some storm, A silence in the heavens."

(See Elliott.) " Theodosius died Jan. a.d. 395, and before

the winter was over the Gothic nation was in arms."—
Gibbon, eh. xxx. The first sounds of the First Trumpet
Mr. Elliott assigns to about a.d. 400, and Alaric's invasion

of Italy ; vv. 2-6, inclusive, to the intermediate period a.d.

395-400. We do not like to disturb this view, and have in

some sort adopted it in the observations on the Sixth Seal.

We believe, however, that a slight modification will make
the prophecy and history agree more closely. This will

presently be shewn.
" And I saw the seven angels who stand before God."

(viii. 2.) Comp. Luke i. 19. But why the definite article?
" And another angel came and stood at the altar, having a

golden censer (viii. 3, 4), etc.," i.e. performing priestly func-

tions. This can be none other than The Angel of the Cove-
nant, The Great High Priest of our profession. To other

angels the priestly office is nowhere, we believe, attributed.

It was the priests' ofiice, under the law, it is true, to blow
the silver trumpets for the purpose of calling the people
to the several feasts, etc., and priests blew the trumpets at

the overthrow of Jericho ; but this is not enough to deter-

mine the office of the priesthood to these seven angels.

Comp. Matt. xxiv. 31 ; Jud. vii. 16-18 ; 1 Th. iv. 16. Theirs

are trumpets of judgment to summon those who were to

execute God's just indignation on apostate Christendom.
Comp. Joel ii. 1 ; Zeph. i. 16. The first altar named is

the brazen altar of sacrifice in the temple court, or place

of visible public worship ; the second the golden altar of

incense. " A golden censer," because it was to be carried

to the golden altar, and only vessels of gold were used
within the vail, in the holy place, the emblem of the true

church on earth, and of spiritual worship, known to and
seen by the Lord. The absence of the article takes away
any supposed reference to the particular golden censer,

which, according to Jewish tradition, was used on the day
of expiation by the High Priest.* Observe well that no

* In Lev. xvi. 12, the Heb. has the article, though our A. V. has not.

In Hob. ix. 4, BvfiLciTripiov is apparently = BvffiaaT'fipiov, not Xi^avairiv.

See Alford's note.
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sacrifice is here offered, but incense is given to tne angel-

priest at the altar of sacrifice to be put to the prayers of

saints at the altar of incense within the vail before the

mercy-seat: the one expiatory sacrifice of our Great High
Priest not, being repeated, and being inca])able of repeti-

tion, but being the foi;ndation for ever of his intercession

for his people before the throne. " Much incense " was
given to the angel-priest that he might put it, he himself,

to the prayers of the saints, of all of them, t<3v dycwi'

TrdvTwv. The primary emphasis is on aylojv, but there is a
secondary one on iravrisyv.. The saints are of course Christ's

true people then living on earth. Such is the universal

usage of the term in the l^^ew Testament. They are

therefore identical, as a class, with those who before were
seen to be sealed b}'' Christ with the Holy Ghost,

the seal of the living God. " Mu,ch incense," not in-

cense brought by many, making much in the aggregate,

as Elliott in one place seems to interpret, but )iiuch, to

signify the greatness and acceptableness to the Father
of Christ's intercession, and the sense which every one of

the true servants of God has of his need of no less than

that to be added to his prayers that they may bo accepted

of God. The High Priest, according to the law, was to

take on the great day of atonement his two hands full of

incense 1''^?'^ ^^P, and when he entered the Holy of Holies

to put the incense on the fire he had taken with him from
the altar of sacrifice, that the cloud of incense, not merely
the smoke, Ka-n-vos, but the cloud, ri^bpn |:y, might cover

the mercy-seat. Such has been, with regard to Christ's

intercession, the feeling of those who in all ages have
been sealed by him with the Spirit ; and such were the

feelings of the true servants of God at the period to which
this vision refers. Witness Augustine, as quoted by
Elliott. " Whom shall I look to as my Mediator ? Shall

I go to angels ? Many have tried this, and have deseived

to be the sport of the illusions they loved. A mediator

between God and man must have the nature of both. The
true IMediator, whom in thy mercy thou hast shown to the

humble, the man Christ Jesus, hath appeai'ed, a mediator

betAveen mortal sinners and the Immortal Holy One; that

by his divine righteousness he might justify the ungodl}'.

. . . How hast thou loved us, Father, delivering up thy
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Son for us, for whom he, our priest and sacrifice (our priest

because our sacrifice) was subjected to death. Well may
my hope be strong in such an Intercessor."— ' Confessions,'

X. 42, 4o, abridged. But, alas ! such, as we have seen, was

not the feeling of the vast majority of the professing

Christian world between the death of Julian and the end

of the fourth century. They looked to other mediators, to

the martyrs and their relics, for acceptance and for help,

and so Christ was virtually superseded.* This is what

the vision before us now brings out by allusive contrast.

The virtual rejection, or even neglect of his intercession,

is intimately and necessarily connected with the virtual

rejection or neglect of his one, offering for sin for ever ; and

in proportion as the eyes are turned from Christ, as the

only mediator between God and man, to other mediators,

will they be turned away from the one sacrifice for sin for

ever, once offered, and by Christ himself, to some supposed

reiteration of that sacrifice, or some sacrifice for sin offered

by human hands ; the Lord's Supper will be made in some

sort a repetition of, or even identical with, the Lord's

sacrifice of himself on Calvary. Another inevitable conse-

quence will in time be an undue exaltation of the

ministerial office ; the clergy, having a sacrifice to offer for

* " The Christians frequented the tombs of the martyi's in the hope

of obtaining, from their powerful intercession, every sort of spiritual,

but more especially temporal blessings. They implored the preservation

of their health, or the cure of their infirmities ; the fruitfulness of their

barren wives, or the safety and happiness of then- children. Whenever
they undertook any distant or dangerous journey, they requested that

the holy martyrs would be their guides and protectors on the road ; and

if they returned without having experienced any misfortune, they again

liastened to the tombs of the martyrs, to celebrate, witli grateful thanks-

givings, their obligations to the memory and relics of those heavenly

patrons."

—

Gib. ch. xxviii. The allusive contrast extends, not impro-

bably, even to the incense. " If, in the beginning of tlie 5th century,

TertuUian or Lactantius had been suddenly raised from the dead, to

assist at the festival of some popular saint or martyr, they would have

gazed with astonishmeut and indignation at the profane spectacle

which had succeeded to the pure and spiritual worship of a Christian

congregation. As soon as the doors of the church were thrown open,

they must have been offended by the smoke of incense," kQ.. Under the

law, the incense was typical. When the type was fulfilled in the

intercession of the Lord of glory, and that intercession then virtually

forsaken, if Gibbon is right, as indeed he is, what must have been the

indignation of God, and how must He have been offended by such

tilings.
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tlio people, will become sacrificing priests, no longer simply
'Trpio-ISvTepot or cTrt'cTKOTrot, but Icpcts. Christ will indeed be
acknowledged ; that at least must needs be ; but he will

be virtually set aside. For to admit any to share with
him in any degree his office of High Priest, to look to

others besides him, or with him, as mediators with God

—

to look to any one or anything but his one sacrifice of

himself once offered, as making propitiation for iniquity

—

is, in reality, to make him of none effect ; and this is

a deep offence against God, and to provoke his just indig-

nation and anger. In both these ways did the inhabitants

of the liomau earth sin against Christ at the period of this

vision ; and therefore the apostle saw the angel, the priest,

fill the censer with fire, and cast it on the earth. Comp.
Ezek. X. 2, 7. The fire was frovi the altar of sacrifice, and
the angel-priest cast it himself on the earth ; for his one
sacrifice for sin was sinned against by those who professed

to believe on him. All the churches were to know that

he searches the reins and the heart, ii. 23. Out of that

mouth which said, I am the way, the truth, and the life,

there comes a sharp two-edged sword, with which he
solemnly affirmed at the opening of these visions he would
fight against the Church which should depart from him,
as the wife from the husband, i. 16, and ii. 16. That
such was the case with the Church of the latter half of the
fourth century there is abundant proof in the pages of Mr.
Elliott. Of the worship of the martyrs and others, and of
their relics, enough has been already said here, though
Mr. Gibbon will supply much more ; but the following

extract from so accurate an historian will illustrate the
other point, the sin against the one sacrifice of. the Lord
of Glory, and his one only altar, the cross of Calvar3^
" In the age whir-h foUowed the conversion of Constantino
the Emperor, the consuls and generals of armies devoutly
visited the sepulchres of a tent-maker and a fisherman ;

and their venerable bones were deposited under the altars

of Christ, on which the bishops of the royal city continually

offered tiik unbloody sacrifice."—Ch. xxviii. So fire was
cast on the earth from the altar, and " there were thunder-
ings, and liglitnings, and voices, and an earthquake." (viii. 5)
And then after these warning storms, and tumults, and revo-

lution, the seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared
themselves to sound, (viii. 6.) They did not, however, sound
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as yet, they only prepared to do so. At length the first

sounded. That this relates to what Gibbon calls " tlte

tremendous sound of the Gothic trumpet," ch. xxxi., and specially

to the invasions of Alakig and Ehadagaisus, there can be
little or no doubt. The only points on which there can
be a reasonable question are the date of the opening of the

Seventh Seal, and the interval embraced between that

and the sounding of the First Trumpet. Mr. Elliott, as

we have seen, makes the Seventh Seal open with the death
of Theodosius, a.d. 395, and the interval between that and
the fii'st blasts of the First Trumpet to be a.d. 395-400.

On these points there may be a doubt. The errors con-

demned by allusive contrast in the sealing-vision found
footing, and permanent footing, in the (Jhurch between
the time of Constantine and Julian. The invocation of

the martyrs, recurrence to their power and wisdom, and
the ascription of iiiidtie praise and honour to them, as

mediators with God (the errors mainly condemned in the

palm-bearing vision) were established in the Church, as

we have seen, at the time of Julian's death, and are remark-
ably associated with his reign and with his fall, and that

of heathenism with him. A local council against the

worship of angels (also condemned by allusive contrast in

the palm-bearing vision) was held within nine years of his

death, proving that such worship must have prevailed, to

a certain extent, some few years at least before the council

which was assembled to condemn it ; so that we may not
unreasonably suppose that the Sixth Seal embraces the

period of the overthrow of the heathen Roman emperors and
the sera of the Flavian family, of both which Julian was
the last, together with the brief reign of Jovian his successor,
" under which" sa\s Gibbon, " Christianity obtained an easy

and lasting victory ; as soon as the smile of the royal pa-

tronage was withdrawn, the gknjus of Paganism, which had
been fondly raised and cherished by the arts of Julian,

SUNK IRREVOCABLY IN THE DUST." Ch. XXV. " The silcnCC of

about lialf an hour in heaven " will then correspond

accurately on the year-day theory, in which respect Mr.
Elliott's interpretation fails, to what Gibbon says: "After
the death of Jovian, a.d. 364, the Roman world remained
ten days without a master." There was then no voice, m
.'^ound in the piditical heaven. The West was finally

eeparated fi-om the rest of the Roman earth immediately
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afterwards, a.d, 3(35. The seven trnmi)ets being given to

the seven angels may imply tlie great foreign wars which
threatened tlic empire on every side, and of one of which,
the Gothic Avar, a.d. 367-809, Gibbon saj'S : "It was the

preliminary step to the approaching decline and fall of the

empire. The Goths remained tranquil about six years,

till violently impelled against the l\oman Empire by innu-
merable hordes of Scythians, who appeared to issue from
the frozen regions of the North."—Ch. xxv. They were
settled in the empire by Valens, a.d. 375. "The impru-
dence of Valens and his ministers introduced into the heart
of the empire a nation of enemies." Ch. xxvi. The thun-
derings, and lightnings, and voices, and earthquake, may
well represent the events which speedily followed. The
Goths almost immediately revolted, and penetrated first

into Thrace, then united with the Iluns and Alans. Soon
after this occurred, a.d. 378, " the fatal battle of Ha-
drianople, among the most inauspicious days of the Eoman
calendar." And " in the disastrous period of the fall of

the Eoman Empire, Avhich may justly be dated from the

days of Valens, the happiness and security of each indi-

vidual were attacked, the arts and labours of ages mdely
defaced by the barbarians of Scythia and Germany. The
invasion of the Huns precipitated on the West the Gothic
nation, which advanced in less than forty years from the
Danube to the Atlantic."—Ch. xxvi. But even after

the reign of Valens there was a pause ere the First Trumpet
sounded. After the thunders, and li,ghtnings, &c., which
follow^ed the casting of the fire from the altar on the earth,

the angels did but at first prepare themselves to sound. The
history of the times, on our interpretation, corresponds
accurately with this. " The impatient Goths " were still

"restrained by the finn and temperate character of Theo-
dosius," but by him only. " It was apparent to every dis-

cerning eye that the Goths would long remain the enemies,

and might soon become the conquerors, of the Eoman
Empire." " The public safety seemed to depend on the

life and abilities of a single man." He died, Jan. a.d. 395,

and then, as we suppose, the First Trumpet sounded.
" Before the winter ended the Gothic nation was in arm's."
" They deserted their farms at the first sound of the trumpet,

and eagerly resumed the weapons they had reluctantly
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laid down. Tlie barriers of the .Danube were thrown
open ; the savage warriors of Scythia issued from their

forests .... and the various troops of barbarians, who
gloried in the Gothic name, were irregularly spread from
the woody shores of Dalmatia to the walls of Constan-

tinople."—Ch. XXX. Though Alaric's commission was to

burn up the third part of the Roman Empire, the Western
third, it is not said, as JMr. Elliott supposes, that it was
entirely confined to that. Hail and fire were first cast

upon the earth, and moreover all green grass, or corn,

7ra9 xop'To? X'^"P°5' comp. 1 Cor. ix. 4, not tlie third part of

it merely, was burned up, showing some comparatively

superficial devastation throughout the empire. Thrace and
Dacla had already " been prostrated and ruined " when
Greece was invaded by Alaric, ch. xxx., and " the whole
territory of Attica blasted by his presence." " The j)ro-

vinces of Europe which helonged to the Eastern Empire were "

already "exhausted" before he invaded Italy. "In the

reign of Arcadius, a.d. 396-408, the Huns ravaged the

East; . . . they passed the Tigris, the Euphrates, and
the Halys ; recruited their weary cavalry with the generous

breed of the Cappadocian horses ; occupied the hill country

of Cilicia ; and disturbed the festal songs and dances of

the citizens of Antioch. Egypt trembled at their approach.

. . . And the memory of this invasion was still recent in

the minds of the Orientals " more than twen«ty years after-

wards.—Ch. xxxiv. " Seventeen years " again, i.e. a.d. 412,
" before Genseric landed in Africa, that distracted country
was filled with tumult and bloodshed," ch. xxxiii., through
the persecution of the Donatists, which must have contri-

buted one item more to the general, but then temporary,

devastation of the whole Roman earth.

The Trumpets.

(^Abridged from Elliott, with a few interposed remarks').

Chap. viii. 7-12.—To find any decisive distinctive marks
of the first three trumpets we shall have to look to the clauses

which designate the locality or geograpjhical division in each
case invaded ; which, indeed, from the singular and marked
character of the phraseology that defines them, appear
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1

expresslj^ intended to fix the attention of the reader :
" thf

third part of the trees, and of the land," " the third ],>art of the

sea" and " the third part of the rivers."

But some commentators of high name tell ns that there

is no local or geographical meaning in these expres-

sions ; that they are all mere figure. Mede and most
expositors say that the I?oman universe is compared to

the mundane system, which consists of earth, sea, rivers,

heaven, stars ; the system or constitution of the Empire
having as its earth that which is the base and foundation,

as it were, of the whole polity ; as its sea, that amplitude
of rule which circumscribes its earth, as the natural land is

circumscribed by the natural sea ; its political rivers, also,

which flow from and into the sea, viz., the provincial

magistrates, etc. And then, as to the third part, whether
of land, sea, or rivers, they expound it to mean the whole

Roman earth, as constituting, they say, about one-third of

the known world at the time of the Evangelist.

By this interpretation the veiy distinctiveness of these

symbols in the sacred text is destroyed ; and a meaning
so nearl}' common attached to them, that, whosoever or

whensoever the invader, in so far as any one of the three

might be disturbed by the invasion, the figurative earth,

figurative sea, or figurative rivers,—it must needs bo that

the two others Avould be disturbed also.

Of the meaning of the third part we shall speak presently.

But what is the reason for thus putting aside the nati;ral

and geographical sense of the expressions, land, sea, rivers ?

It must have arisen from an opinion that whenever any
one prominent part of a prophecy is clearly symbolic in its

language, the rest ought to be interpreted in a symbolical

or figurative sense also ; at any rate, in such an example as

that now before us. So that in the present case the land,

gea, and rivers mentioned ought to be construed symboli-

cally, because the burning mountain, tempest, and meteor are

80; This opinion, which seems to have prevailed widely

among commentators, is evidently of too great importance,

and, if true, of too extensive application, not to demand an
immediate inquiry into its correctness. The question has

been put restrictedly, as in an example like that before us,

because really, as regards the general question, the mixture

of the literal and symbolic is so palpable and so frequent

in prophetic Scripture, tliat it seems quite needless to cite
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proofs. Thus it is the limited question of the admissibility

of literal localities and a literal geography into prophecies
generally symbolical that seems alone to need illustra-

tion. Nor will there be much delay in furnishing it. The
best proof seems to be that of examples from other pro-

phecies, where the mixture spoken of is unequivocal.

Two such only need be cited. The first from Ezek. xxvii.

26 :
" The east-wind hath broken thee in the midst of the

seas." In this passage Tyre is symbolized as a ship, and
Nebuchadnezzar as the destroying wind that shipwrecked
it. Yet, symbolical as the general phraseology is, the

chorographic phrase, " in the midst of the seas," designates

the literal locality of the situation of Tyre, and " the East

"

that of the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar with respect to it.

This example is the rather selected, because it illustrates

the manner in which the locality from whence a threatened

evil is to issue is often, by the peculiar appropriateness of

the emblem, intimated in Scripture metaphors as that on

which the evil is to fall. That the meaning which has

been attached to the emblem, as thus significant, is not

undesigned or fortuitous, will appear from its frequent

and distinctive use elsewhere to the same efi"ect. See

Ezek. xix. 12; xvii. 10; Jer. xviii. 17; Hos. xiii. 15; etc.

The second example is from chap, xxxii. of the same
jDrophecy. Here Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and his people

and power, are figured under the symbol of a crocodile.

After which comes the clause following :
" I will water

with thy blood the land wherein thou swimmest, even to

the mountains, and the rivers shall be full of thee." The
meaning of which is plain : the waters of the Nile being

wont to ovei-flow from mountain-chain to mountain, which
form the Egyptian vallej'', and, except at flood-time, to

separate at the Delta into man^^ different streams, the

prediction made was that these litei-al rivers, this literal

land, should be tinged with the blood of Pharaoh and
his people. Here, too, there is reason for the selection

;

viz., from the additional parallelism that the example offers

to that before us ;—in that, though the land previously

spoken of means the literal land of Egypt, and the rivers

its literal rivers, yet the sun, moon, and stars are in the

next verse used figuratively of its governing authorities

,

just as is the case in the symbols of the fourth trumpet, as

compared with those of the three former. For these are tho
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words of verse 7 :
" And when I sliall have put theo out

"

(i. e. out of the water) " I will cover the heaven, and make
the stars thereof dark ; and I will cover the sun with a

cloud, and the moon shall not give her light. All the

bright lights of heaven will I make dark over Ihee, and
set darkness upon thy land, saith the Lord."

Thus much on the admixture of the geographically or

locally literal and the figurative, in the phraseology of

other (Scripture prophecie^s. In addition to which, in the

Apocalyptic prophecy there are localities specifi.ed, both

general and particular, which must necessarily be in-

terpreted literally as localities. So, for example, in

passages like that in chap. xii. 12, where it is said, " Woe
to the inhabitants of the earth and of the sea ! " For, un-

less the land were the literal land, and the .sea the literal

island-studded sea, how could they have inhabitants ? And
again, in chap. ix. 14, where the Euphrates spoken of must
needs mean the literal Assyrian river ; sup})osiiig that

proof can be given satisfactory that the judgments figured

under the sixth trumpet were those of the Turkish woe.

A much more difficult question remains to be investi-

gated, viz., the meaning of " the third part." This expres-

sion can only refer to that recorded trisection of the Roman
world which occurred early in the reign of Constantine,

and just before the establishment of Christianity. It was
at that memorable crisis when, Galerius having died and
Maxentius having perished in the battle of the Tiber, the

Eoman world found itself under the dominion of the thiee

Emperors, Constantine, Licinius, and Maximin. And what
was the assignment of the provinces, as they at that time

fell to them respectively ? To Constantine, Ave read, there

attached Gaul. Spain, Britain, Italy, Africa; to Liciniu!<,

the vast Illyrian Proefecture, which coincided with and

embraced the rest of Eoman Europe; to Maximin, the

Asiatic provinces and Egypt. This trisection, at any rate

as regards its Western third, precisely answers to that of

the Apocalypse.

Thus the result of this investigation has been to show
that on general grounds, and with reference to the general

tenor of Roman history, at and subsequent to the time of

the Gothic invasions, the tripartite division that was spoken

of was precisely the most appropriate that could be chosen.
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It only remains to see whether it will suit the details of

the three first trumpet-visions, as we have alread}^ seen it

does those of the fourth. We will now give our own view
of this subject.

On " The Third Part."

We believe, as we have already said, the commentary of

Mr. Elliott on the Apocalypse to be by far the most
valuable which has yet appeared. It coincides with the

general stream of the ablest expositors. It has not only

added a large amount of illustration drawn from history,

from classical literature, from numismatics, and from critical

sources, to what his predecessors had worked out before

him, but has discovered and opened many new veins in the

vast mine of wealth, which God has given to the Church
in this Book of the Kevelation of Jesus Christ. It is

granted to no man, however, to exhaust that mine, nor to

any one never to make a mistake in a labour of such

extent. We have already found occasion to differ from him
in the interpretation of the concluding part of the sixth

seal, and in that of the opening of the seventh, and we can-

not but think that his view of " The Third Part " is not

correct. We proceed to assign our reasons for differing

from him here also.

^Vhere have we mention of " The Third Part " ?

[i.] It first occurs in the 8th chap., to which we are now
brought, in the account of the four first trumpets, at the

sound of which the judgments of God fell respectively on
" the third part of the land," " the third part of the sea"

"the third part of the rivers,"* and "the third part of the

sun, of the moon, and of .the stars;" i. e., on one-third part

of the whole earth beneath, and of all that shone in the

heavens above it. Mr. Elliott has rightly, we believe, ex-

plained, as some of his predecessors had done, though not so

correctly nor so perspicuously as he has, the earth as the

platform of the Koman Empire with limits as defined by
Gibbon, and existing at the period when the vision of the

* viii. 10. Observe it is said " on the third part of the rivers, and on
the fountains of waters," not, "on the third part of the rivers, and
on the third part of the sources of waters ;

" and it is said afterwards,
" the third part of the waters was made bitter;" not "the third part

of the sources of the waters."
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Apocalypse opens ; and the himinaiies as those of the i)oIi-

tical heavens. We liave already had oceasion to see that
this is the true meaning of the latter of these eniblunis in
the early portion of the sixth seal's vision. Mr. Elliott has
also well explained the judgments of the first four trumpets,

as we shall presently shew, of the invasion and occupation
of a large jmrt of the Eoman Empire, and " theexttnctiou" (a
term employed by Gibbon), " of the Imperial power," and
of "the senate," in the West by the Goths and Vandals,
under '* the tremendous sound oftJie Gothic trumpet." (Gibbon
again.)

[ii.] Following this in the prophecy, and also in the
broad features of history, we have under the fifth trumpet,

the invasion of the locusts, or thk Saracens ; for so Mr.
Elliott, trciiding in the steps of his predecessors, but adding
greatly to the materials they had collected in illustration,

interprets this portion ; but there is no direct mention here
of "a third part," ix. 1-12.

[iii.] We have next, under tJie sixth trumpet, the slaying of
" the third part of men," ix. 1 5, by the Euphratean horse-

men, i. e., of the Eastern third by the Turks according to

I\Ir. Elliott. Here also he has furnished additional mate-
rials in proof of the justice of the main part of his

interpretation.

Observe that neither here, nor elsewhere, have we men-
tion of all the three third parts ; but as one third is overrun
by the Goths, one part by the Sai-acens, and one third by
the Turks, it seems natural to suppose that the Saracens'
part is a second third, and the Turks' part the remaining, or
third third.

Mr. Elliott, however, contends for a different tripartition.
'• The Western Empire must needs," he says, " have been
one of the thirds. This reason is sufficient to exclude the
interpretation which makes the three parts the three old

quarters of the globe, as Vitringa, Faber, &c." He very
justly rejects this, as he also does the political trisection

made between the three sons of Constantine on their

father's death.* What he contends for is one which he
says " existed de facto at the precise time to which the
First Trumpet's sounding must be referred, and which had

* The reader sliould consult Mr. Elliott's tiible of the several

divi.siuiis of the empire made at various times.

VOL. III. 2 K
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been marked out some 80 or 90 years before, as a de jure

trisection, on an occasion passing, but most notable alike in

the history and in the apocal}^tic drama, viz., that memo-
rable one, when Galerius having died, and Maxentins
having been drowned in the Tiber, the Eoman world found
itself under the dominion of the three emperors, Constan-

tine, Licinius, and Maximin.
" To Constantino there attached Britain, Gaul, Spain,

Italy, Africa

:

" To Licinius the vast' Illyrian prefecture, which coincided

with and embraced the rest of Roman Europe :

" To Maximin the Asiatic provinces and Egypt."

[iv.] Let us now turn to the only remaining passage in

which mention is made of a Third Part, viz., ch. xii.

This chap., which contains the history of " The Sun-
clad Woman " and " The Dragon," is clearly introductory,

as Mr. Elliott himself acknowledges, to the xiiith chap., or

the history of " The Beast from the Sea." In this intro-

ductory vision we find " the tail of the dragon drawing
after it one third of the stars of heaven and casting them to

the ground."

In this Mr. Elliott finds a confirmation of the view he
takes ; for he says " there is a direct and striking reference

to this tripartition, at its forming, in a vision, the subject

of which is chronologically anterior to the Four Trumpets,
though in the apocalyptic arrangement placed supple-

mentally after them ; we mean that of ' The Ti-availing

Woman,' and 'The Dragon' in the xiith chap., where it

is said of the Dragon that he drew with his tail the third

part of the stai'S of heaven, in reference, if I mistake not,

to the then sole representative and head of the Eoman
Pagan power, viz., in the first instance Maximin, then
Licinius."

When we reach the 12th chap, we shall have occasion to

shew that there is very strong ground for believing that

Mr. Elliott is again in error in his intei-pretation of the

early part of that, chapter. We cannot here anticipate.

Suffice it to say for the present, and briefly, that it is a fatal

objection to Mr. Elliott's view of the Dragon being the

Roman Pagan power, that not one of the ten horns (which
Mr. Elliott himself interprets as the Gothic kingdoms
which in due time arose in the Western Empire) grew up or

appeared until long after Maximin, Licinius, and even
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Julian, I. e., not until long after tlie death or departure of

the Imperial power in a I'agan form. The trne interpre-

tation of this part of the apocalyptic visions, as we
conceive it, will be given in its place. A second and equally

serious objection to Mr. Elliott's view may, however, be

here briefly stated. In the vision " The Woman clothed

with the sun and with her crown of twelve stars," appears

first. " The Dragon drawing with his tail the third part

of the stars, &c," does not appear till after "The Woman."
The Woman dollied with the sxin, &c., is an emblem, as

Mr. Elliott acknowledges, of the Church clothed with the

sunshine of the Imperial favour under Constantine. This
answers to a.d. 325. But this was after the death of

]\Iaximin, who was killed in the same year in which the

tripartition contended for by iMr. Elliott was made, i. e., in

A. p. 311 ; it was after the death of Licinius which took

place A.D. 32-1 ; and therefore after the Dragon's drawing
after him the stars of heaven and casting them down to

the ground, if this, as Mr. Elliott contends, " has reference

in the first instance to Maximin and then Licinius."

Maximin, Licinius, and the action which on this supposi-

tion is ascribed to them, were past and gone before the

\\'oman appeared clothed with the sun and with her crown
of twelve stars, so that Mr. Elliott's interpretation is, in

this respect, a violation of chronological propriety. Other

objections to his explanation of the beginning of the xiith

chap, we leave for the present. It is enough for our

purpose now that Mr. Elliott himself affirms that " The
Western Empire must needs have been one of the thirds."

The third part mentioned in ch. xii. is that Western

Empire in our view, as well as his.

\V e return to the question of the tripartition. That
which Mr. E.liott advocates was, it must be allowed, of a

most transitory character ; for Maximin was killed within

a year of its having been made. Long before the invasion

and extinction of one third part of the empire by the

Goths and Vandals it had altogether passed out of the do-

main of observation. How mueh more so at the slaying of

the third part of men by the Turks !

As a general rule we may say that in Apocalyptic in-

terpretation we should prefer that which is notorious to

that which would escape the observation ofmost persons ; that

which continues thi'ough many generations to that which
2n 2
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lasts only for a very brief period ; and that whicli is

important in its consequences to that which has little effect

on the great development of God's dealings with the Church
and the world.

The tripartition which we suggest has all these broad
characters. It is strongly marked in the pages of history

;

it continued through several centuries ; and it is connected

with the most important consequences to mankind. It

began to be developed on the occupation by the Goths and
Vandals of a part of the Eoman Empire, and was completed

by the occupation of another part by the Turks.

The following extracts from Gibbon and another author

of first repute will further explain, and we believe justify,

the interpretation we propose.

Let the reader look first at Gibbon's Preface, and he will

find that the three periods of Tlie Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire, as marked by that accurate historian, corre-

spond with the Gothic, Saracenic, and Turkish invasions.

Then let him consider these other passages :

—

C'h. liii. :
" From the age of Charlemagne to that of the

Crusades, the world (for I overlook the remote monarchy
of China) was occupied and disputed by the three greed

empires, or nations, of the Greeks, the Saracens, and the

Franks." Ibid.: " The common appellation of Franks was
applied by the Greeks and Arabians to the Christians of the

Latin Chiirch, the nations of the West, who stretched

beyond their knowledge to the shores of the Atlantic

Ocean." Ibid. :
" After the restoration of the Western

Empire by Charlemagne and the Othos, the names ofFranks
and Latins acquired an equal signification and extent."

Ch. Ivi. :
" Tlie three great nations of the world, the Greeks,

the Saracens, and the Franks, encountered each other on the

plains of Italy."

Harris ('Philological Inquiries,' pt. iii. c. 1) when pro-

posing to speak of the literature of the middle ages, which
he reckons from the fall of the Western Empire in the 5th

century to the fall of the Eastern in the 1 5th, a space of

1000 years, says :
" A cursory disquisition illustrated by a

few select instances, will constitute the subject of the

present essay : and these instances we shall bring from
thr.ee classes of men, who had each a large share in the

transactions of those times : from the Byzantine Greeks,

from the Arabians or Saracens, and from the inhabitants of
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Western Europe, at that time called the Latins." And in

the snmniar}' at the head of ch. 1 :
" Three classes of men

during that interval conspicuous ; the B;izantine Greeks, the

Saracens or Arabians, and the Latins or Franks, inhabitants

of \\ estern Europe."
It will be seen that this tripartition into 1st, The Goth

and Vandal third, the \N'estern Empire, or that which after-

wards became the Frankish, and specially the Latin, or

Papal third, Eev. viii. 12; 2ndly, The Saracenic third,

Kov. ix. 1-13; Hrdly, The Byzantine Greeks, or that

which afterwards became the Turki.sh third, Kev. ix. 13-19,

is one so strongly marked in history as to have left its

effects even to our own day.

It will be seen also if some should still doubt of the
tripartition here pointed out as regards Kev. viii. 7-12,

that as regards "the third part of men," Rev. ix. 15, it is

singularly appropriate. At the period of the overthrow of

the Byzantine Greek Empire by the Euphratean horsemen
the three-fold division "0/ men" was patent, we may
almost say to the whole world, certainly to all that part of

it wath which the Book of the Revelation deals.*

* If it bctliougbt an objection to the inteipretation here proposed, tliat

tlio Saracens overlapped a part of tiie Latin tliirJ in tbe north-west of

Africa, &c., we answer : 1st, That it is not in tlie nature of things tliat

the Uinits of any triiwrtition should remain constant throughout the

whole of so long a period of years, amounting to centuries, as that of

which this vision treats ; and 2ndly, That the very same objection lies

against Mr. E.'s interpretation. He says, vol. i. p. 365, fifth ed., " It

was but the third part of men, tlie Eiiderii third, against whom the

slaying commission of the Euphratean horsemen could be properly said

to be given." Which is the Eastern third in his tripartition which the

Tuilcs overran and subdued? Neither Maximin's sliare exactly, nor

tlie lUjTian prefecture exactly. But to this day, though the Turk and
till- Saracen have coalesced, yet the Latin, the Greek, and the Ma-
bomedan divide between them not only the Illyrian prefecture, but the

whole platform of the Roman Empire, and hold, or struggle for power
and influence in Jerusalem, the great centre of the future. It is, of

course, but fair to refer the reader to Mr. E.'s way of relieving his inter-

pretation from this difficulty, in a note, part ii., ch. il.

If it be thought an objection to tbe tripartition we have proposed,

that, at the period of the Gothic invasion it was not developed, or mani-
fested, the same objection will be found to lie against the interpretation

of the ten horns of the dragon as the Gothic kingdoms. They were
not developed or manifested at the commencement of the period to wbieli

tlie vision belongs, but grew up and became manifest as that period ran

on. Just so was it with tlie development and manifestation of the tri-

partition during the period answering to the lirst six trumpets. Tliis is
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The Imagery of the Four first Trumpet visions (abridged
from Elliott).

The preparation of the trumpet-angels on the Apoca-
lyptic temple-scene we will suppose complete. The
moment is come for the first to sound his trumpet.

TJie First Trumpet.

He sounds : and instantly above the European section of

the Eoman Empire, all stretched, as we presume, in land-

scape beneath St. John, the heaven appears black with
clouds, and a tremendous tempest from the cold hail-geue-

I'ating countries of the north, charged with lightning and
hail, is seen driving over it.

The Asiatic continent, the maritime provinces of Africa,

and a part of the European provinces, remain untouched
by the storm. The skirts of the storm, at the first, dis-

charge themselves on Greece and Epirus. But quickly its

course is westward towards Italy. As it sweeps across

the Italian frontier, other terrific thunder-clouds from the

far north siicceed and intermingle with the first. Once
and again the almost united tempest spreads in devastating

fury over Italy, beyond the Alps and the Apennines.

Then dividing, a part impelled further south bursts with
terrific lightnings directly over the seven-hilled imperial

city, and passes thence to the southernmost coast vf

Bruttium beyond. A part, driven backward, takes a wes-

terly course over the I^hine into Gaul, and far and wide
devastates it : then crossing over the Pyrenean chain, pours

its fury on the Spanish provinces ; it does not spend itself

till it has reached the distant shores west and south of the

Atlantic and the Mediterranean. Thus has the whole
European part of the Western Empire been involved in its

ravages. Throughout the whole the lightning fire runs

along the ground, burning in wide-spreading conflagration

country and town, trees and pasture : and there are signs,

too, of the destruction of life as well as of vegetation ; for

blood appears mixed with the fire and hail. Slowly at

a veiy different thing, however, from the horna not appearing at all

(luring the existence, or at least before tlie departure of the dragon fmm
view, wliich has been stated to Ik- a fntal objeetion to Mr. E.'s interpreta-

tion of tlie early part of the twelflli eiiapter.
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length the storm subsides ; destnictive, however, even in
its subsidence. The desolation that it leaves is frightful.

The land was as the garden of Eden before the storui ; it

remains a Avasted wilderness.

Tlie Second Trumpet.

A pause ensues. Then presently there is heard another
ti-umpet blast of judgment. Aow is the visitation of the
Western third of the Mediterranean, and the islands and
transmarine province included in it, a part hitherto
unscathed and safe. The huge mountain-rock, blazing
with volcanic tires, has been upheaved from the southern-
most point of Spain, near the straits of Gades, and cast into
the sea. The waters of the mighty deep are agitated by it.

The lava pours down the mountain-sides. The igneous
stones and ashes of the volcano are scattered for hundreds
of miles all around, on sea and mainland, coasts and
islands ; tirst on the coast of Africa, then on that of tlie

opposite continent, from the Atlantic straits, all along up
to the head of the Adriatic. Ships appear set on fire by
them at sea and in the harbours, and light the water with
their conflagrations. Blood marks the loss of life accom-
panying, the same as in the former vision. Over the whole
maritime scene of its devastations whatever is habitable
appears desolated, whatever had life, destroyed. "The
third part of the sea became blood ; and the third part of
the living creatures in the sea (i. e. those that were in the
third part of the sea) died ; and the tliii d part of ships was
destroyed."

TJie Third Trumpet.

The volcano has not yet fully spent itself, when another
of the angels sounds his trumpet. The mighty river-line

to the north, which forms the ancient limit between bar-

barian Germany and the Ulyrian or middle third of the
Koman Empire, is now the new scene of judgment. A por-

tentous meteor glares over it, like a blazing torch trailing

its red line of light behind it in the northern sky. The
liver Teiss, pouring itself into the Danube, marks the central

point of the base of the great lllyrian Pn^fecture, and it is

here that it descends, and blazes, and taints with its sul
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phuroiTS exhalations the whole course downwards and
upwards of that ancient river. Unquenched, it rises again,

shoots in rapid course towards the western firmament ; is

repelled, as if by some counter-electric force, from a region

on which it was not allowed permanently to shed its evil

influences ; then in a southerly direction it falls on the

fountains of the European waters, where the Alpine

snows are dissolving from their glaciers. Wheresoever

it has fallen, the rivers and their tributaries have been

poisoned by it ; and the dead and dying of those that

drink them appear lying on the banks. " For the name of

that star is Wormwood, and many died of the waters

because they were made bitter." It poisons them, recedes

towards the Danube, and in a moment is extinct.

The Fourth Trumpet.

This vision has passed ; the fourth angel sounds.

Hitherto, though its land, and sea, and fountains of

waters have been desolated, yet the sun has still con-

tinued shining on the Western empire as before. But now,

at length, this too is affected. To the extent of a third

part of its orb it suifers eclipse. The shadow falls over

the Western empire ; thus the night supervenes. And see

the eclipsing influences act on the luminaries of the night

also. Presently the western third of the moon becomes
eclipsed ; and, of the stars scattered over the symbolic fir-

mament, all that are in that third of the western sky are

darkened also.

And what would be the natural, the almost necessary

interpretaiion the Evangelist would attach to them ?

Surely, considering the character of the s\mbolic figures,

both in themselves and as illustrated by their use in other

prophetic Scriptures, he would construe them as prefiguring

the ravages of some terrible invaders from Northern Ger-

many ; invaders who would desolate, first, the European
continental provinces of the Westein empire ; then its

provinces, coasts, and fleets in the Mediterranean ; a fresh

and dreadful scourge being superadded on the Illyrian

river-frontier and prsefecture, and on the Alpine regions

also, the local source of the European waters ; with, finally,

the extinction following of the imperial dynasty of tho
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West, and soon after of the subordinate offices of govern-
mentals. It remains to see how the symbols were fulfilled

in the progress of the Gothic and Hunnish desolations.

Historical Fulfilment (abridged from Elliott.)

In demonstrating this, the history of the five great de-

stroyers of the Western Empire need not be detiiiled at any
length—the first two associated nearly as one in the time
and in part of the scene of their invasions—those of Alaric
and Bhadagaisus, in the first instance; then of Genskric,

Attila, Odoacer.

The First Trumpet.

" The tremendous sound of the Gothic trumpet." " The Gothic

conflagration." Alaric.—G ibbon

.

The death of Theudosins was the signal for the fresh

bursting into action of the Gothic woe—a woe already

introduced within the territories of the lioman Empire
just before his accession. " lie died," we read, " in the

month of January, a.d, 393, and befjre the end of winter
the Gothic nation was in arms." They had for some ten

years befuie, or more, been settled in farms in the Moesian
and lllyrian provinces, according to the tenor of the peace
with Theodosius. But their farms were instantly deserted

;

they resumed arms " at the first sound of the trumpet."

Their countrymen from the Dacian forests joined them, in a
\\dnter of such severity as to make the ice-bound Danube
passable by their pondei'ous waggons. They declared

Alaric their chieftain. Their object was the desolation of

the empire. He led them to a prelibation of blood and
plunder in the invasion of the detached and hitherto un-
i-avaged peninsula of Gieece and Epirus. " The deep and
bloody traces of their march could be traced by the tra-

veller," we are told, " many years afterwards."

Then, by the infatuation of Arcadius, having been made
master-general of the Eastern lllyricum, and so furnished

with arms for their destruction from the Eomans' own
armouries, thus seated in authority in the centre of that

vast piajfccture, on the verge of the two empires, he hesi-

tated on which of the separated halves of the devoted empire
he should fall. His destiny was to the West and Italy,
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Terrible omens and prognostications preceded him. " The
Christians," says Gibbon, *' derived comfort from the power-
ful intercession of the saints and martyrs." Thrice, in fulfil-

ment of his destiny, he descended from the Alps on the

Italian plains, marking his course each step, as the awe-
struck historians of the times tell us, in country and town,

with ravage, conflagration, and blood, till the gates of Kome
itself were opened to the conqueror, and the Gothic fires

blazed around the capitol. Between Alaric's first and second

invasions of Italy, Rha.dagaisus, from the far north of Ger-

many, with his host of Vandals, Suevi, and Burgundians,

burst, "like a dark thunder-cloud from the Baltic," as Gib-

bon graphically describes it, on the Ehtetian and Italian val-

leys. With slaugliter and difficult}^ they were repulsed by the

Roman general from the vicinity of Florence ; but it was only

to bend the course of the vast remnant westward, and over-

Avhelm the provinces, then flourishing and fertile, of Gaul
and Spain. Blood and conflagration marked each step of

their track. The burning of trees and herbage is patheti-

cally particularised by the chronicles of the times. And
the desolators entered, never to retire. " This passage of

the Rhine," says Gibbon, " by the Suevi, Vandals, and Bur-

gundians, who afterwards never retreated, may be con-

sidered as the fall of the Boman Empire in the countries

beyond the Alps. The barriers which had so long sepa-

rated the savage and the civilized nations of the earth were,

from that fatal moment, levelled with the ground."

The era of Alaric and Ehadagaisus—that is, of the first

Trumpet— is to be considered as chiefly embracing some
fifteen or sixteen years, from a.d. 396 to about a.d. 410;

though, as the ravages of the provinces were not then dis-

cimtinued, we may consider the vision before us as em-

bracing a period somewhat longer.' In that latter year the

Vandals had extended their conquests to the Straits of

Gades ; and Alaric, having accomplished his destiny, and

reached in his desolating course the southernmost coast of

Italy, was suddenly arrested by the hand of death. Comp.

Gibbon, chs. xxx xxxi. TJie storms of loar : the Gothic con-

flagration : smolcing ruins : consuming flames of war : they fired

the adjacent houses : the flames encountered no opposition :

hostile fire. Comp. also the passages between notes 69-70,

and 90-92, ch. xxx.
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Tlie Second Trumpet.

" Genseric, the tyrant of the sen" " rrmts his eyes towards the

sea;'' ''creates a nacal pmver ;" " eJaims the Empire of the

Mediterranean;" " confined to the limits of the Western Em-
pire." " Genseric, a name which in the destruction of the Roman
Empire has desei-ved an equal rank with those of Attila and
Alaric."—G ibbon

.

To the Vandal Genseric was allotted the conquest of

the maritime provinces of Africa and the islands—all, in

short, that belonged to the Western empire in the Medi-
terranean. It was in the year 429 that he transported

his Vandal force, ready, like a burning volcano, for the work
of destruction, from the Gibraltar rock, across the Afric

sea, invited, under the influence of temporary infatuation,

by Count Boniface, governor of the province. Then, as

under the former Trumpet, fire did indeed mingle with
blood in the desolation of the unhappy provinces of Africa.

In the second year of the invasion, a.d. 430, Hippo was
taken; and then, in 439, Cartilage, with the capture of

which resistance ended. The whole province was subju-

gated to the Vandals, and finally severed from the Western
empire.

Thus a part of the prefigurations of the second Trumpet
had been fulfilled. But its ships, and the maritime pro-

vinces of Sicily and Sardinia, still remained to the Westei-n

empire, of the destruction of which the prophecy seemed to

speak also. For it is said, " The third part of the creatures

which were in the sea, and had life, died ; and the third part

of ships was destroyed." This was fulfilled by Genseric;
for, after the capture of Carthage, finding himself shut in

to the south by the desert, he, we are told, cast his eyes to

the sea, and determined to create a naval power. And then
" the Vandal fleets that issued from tlie port of Carthage
again claimed the empire of the Mediterranean." Sicily

and Sardinia were conquered by them ; all that was in the

third part of the sea—a division of it comprehending both
that vast basin of the western Meditenanean included
between the Straits of Gibraltar and Sicily, and that part

which, expanding beyond, sweeps round the south-west of

Italy to form the deep g'llph of the Adriatic—the whole
corresponding to the land third of the AVestern empire.

Twice, on occasions alike memoiable, the Eoman navies.
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with vast preparations, were collected to destroy the Vandal
power ; but suddenly, and most disastrously, in the har-

bours of Carthage and Bona, when the eyes of the Eomans
were fixed on them with hopes raised to the highest, they

were utterly destroyed ; in the latter case by fire ships

driven among them in the obscurity of night ; so that the

remainder of the prediction was fulfilled also. The fire of

the Vandal volcano must not spend itself until not only

what was habitable in the Western sea was destroyed, but
" the third part of the ships " also—those that navigated

the sea- third of the Western Empire. Of Genseric Gibbon
writes : The tyrant of the sea, the monarch of the sea. Ch.

xxxiii. notes 13, 14; xxxvii. and xxxvi. notes 6, 7. The

ships of Genseric. Naval war. Maritime colony of Hippo

burnt hy the Vandals.

TJie Tliird Trumpet.

" The Huns the terror of the loorld ;
" " Atiila the scourge of

God," " ivhom. the Bomans abhorred as the enemy of their religion

and republic."— Gihhon.
In the mean time, and long after the extinction of the

volcano and death of the tyrant of the sea, Genseric, yet

another plague was commissioned against the devoted

empire ; 1 mean the scourge of God, the king of the Huns,

Attila. About A.D. 450, in accordance with his treaty with

Genseric, he moved against the Western provinces through

the upper Illyricum, crossed the Eliine at Basel, and thence,

following its course downward to Belgium, made its valley

one scene of desolation and woe, burning the cities, mas-

sacring the inhabitants, and laying the country waste, till,

having left that vallejs which was one destined scene of his

ravaging, and advanced into the interior, he was repulsed

in the tremendous battle of Chalons, and so forced to retrace

his steps, to fall on another destined scene of ravage, "the
fountains of waters," in the Alpine valleys of Italy. Then
Aquileia, Pavia, Verona, Mantua, Milan, Turin, felt his

vengeance. All was slaughter, or despair and flight. With
Italy all defenceless before him, one might have expected

that, like his predecessor Alaric, he would have con-

tinued his devastation on to Rome and the far coast

of Bruttium. Instead of which, an embassy from the

Western Emperor Valentinian. accompanied by Pope
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Leo I., was successful at this point in deprecating his

wrath ; and, having granted peace, he repassed the Alps,
and retired. ^Vhel•efore a result, humanly speaking, so

unlikely? The reason is evident. The prediction had
expressly marked the term of Attila's desolating pro-

gress—"the third of the rivers, and the fountains of

waters." Already Attila had made bitter the whole river-

line of the Ehine and the Alpine fountains of waters.

Many had died, and still continued to die, that drank of

the waters, through famine, disease, and pestilence. This
being done, his course was to end. " Thus far shalt thou
go and no further." He recrossed the Danube, returned \o

the royal village between it and the Teiss, and there, the
very next year, was suddenly cut olf by apoplexy, a.d. 45o,

'J"he meteor was extinct, the empire and the power of the
Huns broken. The woe of the third trumpet had passed
away. Comp. Gibbon, ch. xxxv. notes 53, 54, 58, 59. The
savage destroyer : the formidahle barbarian : the enemy of the

religion of the Roman Repuhlic.

TJie Fourth Trumpet.

" Extinction of the Empire of the West ; " " Extinction of the

Consulship ;" " Extinction of the Senate."—Gibbon.
Some twenty years or more from the death of Attila,

and much less from that of Genseric—who, ere his death,

had indeed visited and ravaged the Eternal City in one of

his maritime marauding expeditions, and thus yet more
prepared the coming consummation

—

Odoacer, chief of the
Heruli, a barbarian band, one of the remnants of the
host of Attila, commanded that the name and the office

of Boman Emperor of the West should be abolished. The
authorities bi>wed in submission to him. The last phan-
tom of an emperor, whose name, Romulus Augusttdus,

was singularly calculated to bring in contrast before the
reflective mind the past glories of Rome and its present
degradation, abdicated, and the senate sent away the im-
perial insignia to Constantinople, professing to the Emperor
of the East that one emperor was sufficient for the whole
of the empire. Thus, of the Uoman imperial sun, the third

which appertained to the Westeni empire, was eclipsed,

and shone no more. Thus in the West the night had fallen.

Notwithstanding this, however, it must be borne in mind
that the authority of the iioman name had not yet entiiely
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ceased. The Senate of Rome continued to assemble as

usual. The Consuls were appointed yearly, one by the
Eastern Emperor, one by Italy and Eome. Odoacer himself
governed Italy, under a title (that of Patrician') conferred
on him by the Eastern Emperor. And, as regarded the
more distant Western provinces, or at least considerable

districts in them, the tie which had united them to the
Eoman empire was not altogether severed.

There was still a certain, though often faint, recognition

of the supreme imperial authority. The moon and the
stars might seem still to shine on the West with a dim
j-eflected light. In the course of the events, however,
which rapidly followed one on the other in the next half

century these too were extinguished. Theodoric, the

Ostrogoth, on destroying the Heruli and their kingd(jm at

Eome and Eavenna, ruled in Italy from a.d. 493 to 526 as

an independent sovereign. And on Belisarius's conquest
of Italy from the Ostrogoths the Eoman senate was dis-

solved, the consulship abrogated; and, as regards the

Barbaric princes of the Western provinces, their independ-
ence of the Eoman imperial power became more distinctly

avowed.

Tlie Fifth or First Woe-Trumpet.

"Tlie Saracens—a name which every Christian mouth has been

taught to pronounce loiih terror and abhorrence."—=Gibbon.

The fifth Trumpet vision was one of portending woe to

the Eoman earth and its apostatized inhabitants ; and what
the woe was, whence it came, and how it originated, is

thus described :—
" The fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from

the heaven unto the earth ; and to him was given the key of

the bottomless pit. And he opened the bottomless pit;

and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a

great furnace. And there came out of the smoke locusts

upon the earth.

" And unto them was given power, as the scorpions of

the earth have power. And the shapes of the locusts were
like unto horses prepared unto battle ; and on their heads

were, as it were, crowns like gold, and their faces were
as the faces of men. And they had hair as the hair of

women. And their teeth were as the teeth of lions. And
they had breastplates, as it were breastplates of iron; and
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the sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots oi

many horses running to battle. And they had tails like

unto scorpions ; and there were stings in their tails. And
it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass

of the earth, neither any green thing, neither any tree

;

but only those men which have not the seal of God in their

foreheads."

I'he quotation above given includes all the chief emblems

of the vision ; and in them an intimation—both as respects

the 'people commissioned, their new and false rdigion, their

commission to destroy, their primary prop/ic/ and leader—of the
origin of this woe to Christendom.
And Jirst, as to the country and people whence it would

originate—a point for which the section previous will have
prepared us. For while, by the admixture of human simi-

litudes in the hieroglyphic with the bestial, it was shewn
that men were the destined scourge, not literal loild beasts,

as in some of the ancient prophecies, there was further

indicated the very country and people intended.

Thus, in regard of the bestial resemblances. As the
ground-work of these, in the hieroglyphic, there appeared
the locust ; with the following marked peculiarities, how-
ever, that it was in look, movement, and sound like the

horse, in teeth like a lion, and in the tail and poison-sting

like a scorpion. Now the qualities of the invaders thus pre-

figured were obvious. The locust form indicated their

swarming in numbers numberless ; their being in their

migratory progress rapid, far-ranging, and irresistible

;

and moreover—except from some special preventive check,

such as in this case the prophecy foretold would be actually

given—being wide wasters eif the herbage and vegetation.

The 7«orse-like appearance seemed to imply that they would
be hordes of cavalry ; the likeness to the lion, that they
would be savage destroyers of life ; the likeness to the

scorpion, that of those in Christendom, whose lives they

spared, they would be the tormenters, even as with a

scorpion's poison-sting.

But, passing this for the jivesent, let us enquire what
the local or national indications are in these animal symbols.

On doing so, we shall find that they clearly pointed the

Evangelist to Arabia and the Arabs.

For the locust, the ground-work of the symbol, is pecu-

liarly Arabic. So the Sacred History of ancient times
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informs tis. " It was the east wind," it says, " which
brought the locusts " on Egypt : from which the infer-

ence arises that the conntiy they issued from must have
been that which, in all its extent, lies east of Egypt
—that is, Arabia. Volney and Lebruyn, from the convent

at Eama, observe that the inhabitants of Syria have re-

marked that locusts come constantly from the desert of

Arabia. Again, as of the locust, so of the scorpion, the

native locality was by the Jews considered the Arabian
desert. Witness Moses' words to the Israelites, on emerg-

ing from it after forty years' wandering :
" that great

«,nd terrible wilderness wherein were fiery serpents and
scorpions." Every one knows, if facts so notorious be worth
mentioning, that it is Arabia that is regarded b}^ naturalists

as the original country of the horse; and that its wilder-

nesses are the haunts also of the lion. The zoology of the

hiei'oglyphic is all Arabian.

Next, as to what was human in the appearance of the

symbolic locusts, viz. their faces as the faces of men, their

hair as the hair of women, witli crowns on their heads as

of gold, and breastplates as of iron. The qualities and character

here, too, indicated are sufficiently plain. Masculine

courage, united apparently with effeminate licentiousness

—a combination somewhat singular—as well as invulner-

ability in war, and splendid and constant victory, are indi-

cated. But, for the present, let us inquire intcj the local

sirjnificancy of these features in the symbol, and whether any
and what particular nation may seem to be figured by them.

Pliny, St. John's contemporary, at the close of the first cen-

tury, speaks of the Arabs as wearing the turban, having the

hair long and uncut, with the moustache on the upper lip.

So Solinus describes them in the third century ; so Ammianus
Marcellinus in the fourth ; so Claudian, Theodore of Mopsuestia,

and Jerome in the fifth. The last of these writers was
well acquainted with the people he wrote of, as he passed

mcjst of the latter years of his life at Bethlehem, on the

borders of the Aiab desert. 1 n that most characteristic of

Arab poems, Antar— a poem composed at this time—we
find the moustaches and the beard, the long hair flowing

on the shoulder, and the turban also, all specified. la

i-egard also to the turban, even the emblematic resemblance

of it, noted in the vision, to a crown or diadem is itself

characteristically Arabian. Of the four peculiar things
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that they were wont, in a national proverb, to specify as

bestowed by God upon the Arabs, the first was that their

turham shouki be to them instead oi diadems.

The testimonies thus quoted refer to three out of the four

points of personal appearance noted in the vision. And on

the fourthy that of the locusts appearing breast-ploted ivith

v-on, both Antar, the Koran, and the liistory of Mohammed
and the early Moslem Saracens, will also satisfy us. In

Antar the steel or iron cuirasses of the Arab wari'iors are

frequently noticed. In the Koran, among God's gifts to

the Arabs, their coats of mail for defence are specially

particularized. The breastplate of iron was a feature of

description literaUi/ answering, like the three others, to the

Arab warriors of the sixth or seventh centur}'.

Thus, on the whole, the country whence the woe was to

originate seems almost fixed by these concurrent symbols

to Arabia. And, turning fiom p-ophecy to history, if we ask

whether there was then, about the times of Heraclius, and the

opening of the seventh centui y, any such destructive irrup-

tion of Arabs on Roman Christendom, the correspondence

of fact with the prediction is so far notorious. A mighty
Saracen invasion is the chief topic of the history of that

century.

Secondly. But it is further said of the locusts prefigured,

that they issued out of the smoke of the bottomless pit, or pit

of the abyss ; the pit having been opened just previously,

and the smoke ascending thereupon out of it, as the smoke
of a great furnace. What does this mean ? Does it ai:)ply

to the origin of the Saracen invadeis just mentioned ? The
point is one strongly marked in the hieroglyphic, and
evidently most important.

The word d/Jwo-aos, abyss, is the same that is used of the

deep on Avhich the primasval darkness rested, in Gen.

i. 2 ; it seems to signify, most pioperly, that deptli or

lioUow of the earth which is the bed of the ocean waters,

though often used also of those waters themselves. By an

easy extension or change of meaning it came to signify

sometimes that deeper depth in which opinion, if not Scrip-

ture, placed the receptacle of the departed, at least of the

departed wicked. So it is used, for instance, in Ezek. xxxi. 17,

where it is rendered hell by our translators ; and it is thus

connected with the supposed habitation, or destined habi-

tation, of evil spirits. In the Kew Testament this seema

VOL. III. 2
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to be the more general use of tlie word. In St. Luke viii.

31, the ahyss into which the devils entreated that they

might not be sent, seems directly contrasted with the sea,

into which they precipitated the swine immediately after

entering and possessing them. And in the Apocalypse,

at the beginning of chap, xx., the sense of the word, as

signifying the prison place of evil spirits, can scarcely

be mitstaken—that, in fact, in which an angel who had the

l-eij of the abyss is described as seizing the devil, that old

servient, and casting him into the abyss, and there sealing

him up. In the present case, the word (f>peap, or pit, that

is added, confirms this as the meaning ; for it signifies evi-

dently an opening in the earth, a shaft of communication
as it were between the earth and the infernal region

beneath. And it is yet further confirmed by the notice of

the smoJce, as of a great furnace, ascending from it ; for in

every case in Scripture where the smoke as of a furnace is

described as rising from, out of, or beneath the earth, the

context shews that it is the smoke of penal fire. So in the

case of Sodom, so in that predicted of the mystic Edom in

Isaiah, so in that of the Apocalyptic Babylon. Thus, on
the whole, the observer could scarce be mistaken in inter-

preting this smoke from the pit of the abyss as an emana-
tion from the pit of hell—?', e. as some system of error and
false religion thence originating, it would seem, all on a

sudden, the effect of which would be almost instantaneously

to darken the moral atmosphere, and dim the imperial sun
in the firmamental heaven.

This being the thing predicted, we have again to recur to

history, and to inquire— 1st, whether, at the commencement
of the seventh century, there arose any hellish and false

religion in Arabia, in its manner of development sudden,

and in strength such as almost at once to darken Chris-

tendom; 2ndly, whether it was out of it that the Arab
invaders before mentioned sprang forth to be a woe to the

Koman world. And to both of these questions the answer
is evident. We all are acquainted with the sudden rise

of Mahommedanis7n in Arabia just at the very time we
speak of. That extraordinary invention of fanaticism and
fraud, which, being, as it was, from beginning to end a lie,

in its pretensions superseding the Gospel of the Lord
Jesus, in its doctrines inculcating .views of the blessed

God dark, cruel, and unholy, and in its morals a system
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of pride, ferocity, superstition, sensualism, indicated too

well to any one that had eyes to see, that it had indeed its

origin flom hell, and was an emanation, like the pestilential

smoke in the vision, from the pit of the abyss. Again,
it is a well known fact that it was afie,r embracing Islamisin

that the Sai-acen cavalry hordes burst forth in fury on
Eoman Christendom: and yet more, that they were im-

bued from this very source with the qualities that the

symbols in the vision indicated. For there is a perfect

fitness in the representation of the symbolic locusts as

issuing forth, all formed in character, out of the smoke
from the pit of the abyss. It was the religion of Mohammed
in fact, that made the Arabs what they were. It was this

that for the first time united them in one, in numbers
countless as the locusts ; this that gave them the locust-

like impulse to speed forth as its propagandists over the

world ; this which imparted to them, as to lions of the

desert, the irresistible destroying fury of fanaticism ; this

further which, in case of their conquering the provinces of

Christendom, had already prepared in them a scorpion-lilce

venom of contempt and hatred wherewith to torment the

subject Christian ; this, finally, that made them the 6q\v-

IxiTpoL described, that added sensualism to their ferocity,

suggesting indulgence of their lusts in life, and bidding
them look and fight for a heaven of hist beyond it. So
tliat here, too, there was no one point in which the Saracen

character and history did not answer to the prophetic

emblems. It was the same.

Thirdly. In lespect to the commission said to be given to

the Apocalyptic locusts : the positive commission to hurt the

men that had not the seal of God on their foreheads ; the nega-

tive, not to hurt the grass or trees. For, as regards the

former, we read in the Koran that Mohammed understood

and declared his mission to be against idolaters ; and that he
iirged his Saracen followers against the men of Eoman
Cliristeudom as being of the number. Again, as regards

the latter, the very restriction that in the prophecy was
])ut on the destroying career of the locusts—" It was com-
manded them that they should not hurt the grass of the

earth, neither any green thing, neither any tree "—had its

precise counteiqjart in the Koran. The often-quoted order

'jf the Caliph Aboubeker, issued to the Saracen hordes on
their first invasion of Syria—" Destroy no palm-trees, nor

2 2
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any fields of corn ; cut down no fruit-trees, nor do any
mischief to cattle "—was an order originating, not from
the individual character of the caliph, but from the precept

of Mohammed. It was dictated to him, not by motives uf

mercy, but of policy. And the policy was soon justified

in the rapid foimation of flourishing kingdoms out of the

countries conquered b}' the Saracens, a formation that, but
for this, never could have been. But what must be chiefly

impressed on the reader's mind is its distinctiveness as a
characteristic of the Saracens. For let him but mark the

extraordinai-y contrast they herein presented to the inva-

sions of the Goths, Huns, and Vandals. The eprjixLat, or

desert places, that abounded in the provinces conquered by
them, were long a memorial of it. Hence, in the Apoca-
lyptic prediction of the Goths, the wasting of the vegetation

by them, is made a distinct feature of prophecy ; in that of

the Saracens before us there is the foreshowing of the

direct reverse.

Fourthly. But who or what is thsit fallen star to whom the

key was given wherewith to open the abyss ? Here is a

difficulty that by some has been thought almost fatal to the

Saracenic solution.

Notwithstanding this, the reader will find that the ex-

planation is very simple. Bearing in mind that a star

indicates properly a prince or ecclesiastical ruler, and
therefore a fallen star a prince degi-aded from supremacy
and power, he will onlj'- have to look with attention into

iMoharamed's early histor}^ to find it.

Let it be remembered, then, that Mohammed was by birth

of the princely house of Koreish, governors of Mecca.
Originally the principality had been in the hands of the

Jorhamites. But one of the Koreish had bought of them
the keys of the Caaba, and that which went with the keys,

the principality of Mecca, which from him descended

lineally t(j Mohammed s grandfather, and was, in fact, in his

hands at the time of the grandson's birth. Now this prin-

cipality or government was one of no small eminence among
the Arabs. Nor coidd the eminence of the family be un-

known to the Eomans. For with the frontier tribes they

were well acquainted. Indeed, on the Eed Sea coast, not

very far from Medina, they had a custom-house only a few
years before the birth of Mohammed. Thus, the elevation of

Mohammed's ancestors as the governors of Mecca must have
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been well kuowu to the Romans. They were, in the view
of the Syrian Greeks, as among the stars on the horizon of

the political heaven. But just after his birth iiis father
died ; and very soon after, his grandfather also : and the
governorship of Mecca, headsliip of the tribe, and keys of
the Caaba passed into the hands of another branch of the
family. His prospects of greatness seemed all blasted by
their deaths. He found himself, so he recounted his own
liistory afterwards, a neglected and destitute orjdian.

Tiiough by birth a star on the horizon of the political

firmament, he was now, at the opening of the 7th century,
a star fallen to the ground ; and must so have appeared to the
Romans and Syrians when, in the character of servant of the
widow Cadijah, he came to traffic in the markets of

Damascus.
But thoughts were even then working in his mind

which were to raise him to an eminence immeasurably
higher than that of Prince of Mecca. May it not be said (so

to the point is each trait in the Apocalyptic prophecy) that

the fall of the star was probably the very cause of all that

followed afterwards? If he had not lost the keys of the

Caaba, the holy place of the Pagan religion of his ancestors

and countrymen, he would have sought no other. But lost

as these were, and with a mind brooding on his loss and fall,

when another key, likely to lead to his re-ascendancy, that

of a new and false superstition, was by the father of lies pre-

sented to him, he eagerly grasped it. The secret cave of

Hera, three miles from Mecca, to which he withdrew each
year, has not inaptly suggested itself to interpreters as the

mouth, as it were, of that pz'^ of the abyss whence the pesti-

lential fumes and darkness were seen to issue. Then al

length he declared his mission ; first privately ; three years

after, publicly. For a while the elders of the city and
uncles of Mohammed afiected to despise the presumption of

an orphan. They chased him from Mecca. But soon
fortune changed. After an exile of seven j-ears, the fugi-

tive missionary was enthroned as the prince and the pro-

phet of hiis native country.

Progress of the Woe predicted and fulfilled. (From Elliott.)

There was indicated, as well by the hieroglyphic itself

as by the words of explanation accompanying, that to the
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Arab cavalry hordes, thus gathered to the smoke of
hellish exhalation, there would be opened a fearful career
of conquest over Christendom; one in which they would
fly with locust wings, destroy what opposed them with
the strength of lions' teeth, and torment the Christians

subjugated as with the poison of a scorpion-sting. And
was there a correspondence with this in the facts of

tlie subsequent Saracenic history? It was in the year
629 that the Saracens first issued from the desert into

Syria, with proclamation of war against Christendom,
They appeared, and they retired ; it was but the omen of

wdiat was to follow. But in 636 they returned to prose-

cute their mission in earnest ; and within less than three

years Syria was subdued. The subjugation of Egypt
followed quickly on that of Syria ; then, some twenty or

forty years after, that of the African provinces ; then, at

the beginning of the eighth century, that of Spain. Let us

take, in exemplification of the rapidity and extent of their

conqtiests and destructions, two historical statements. The
(me, that in the ten years of Omar's Caliphate, from 634 to

()44, the Saracens had reduced to his obedience three thousand
six hundred cities or castles, destroyed four thousand
churches, and built one thousand four hundred mosques
for the exercise of the religion of Mohammed. The other,

that at the end of the first centuiy of the Hegira, the

Arabian empire had been extended to two hundred days'

journey from east to west, and reached from the confines of

Tartary and India to the shores of the Atlantic. " Over
all which ample space," says Gibbon, " the progress of the

Mohammedan religion diffused a general resemblance of

manners and of opinions." Over all which ample space,

we may add, the venom of the scorpion-sting of their

conquerors was made to rankle in the breasts of the subject

Christians.

For the bitter contempt and hatred flowing out from
the Moslem faith towards them could not but be felt

perpetually. It was marked in the very terms of appella-

tion—Christian dogs and infidels. The enactments of the

capitulations granted them were their every-day remem-
brancers of it. Deprived of the use of arms, like the

Helots of old, and with tiibute enfoi-cod as their annual
life-redempticm tax, with a dilierent dress enjoined them
from their masteis, and a more humble mode of riding,
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an obligation to rise np deferentially in the presence
of the meanest Moslem, and to receive, and (gratuitously

to entertain for a certain time, every Mohammedan
when on a journey—such were the marks of personal

degradation ordained in them. And then, in token of the
degradation of their religion—that to which, notwithstand-
ing all their superstitions, they cling with fond attachment
—there was the prohibition to build new churches, to

chime the bolls in those retained by them, or to refuse ad-

mission into them to the Moslem, though they regarded
his presence as defilement. Add to this the inducements
to apostacij operating to an incalculable extent on the
young and thoughtless, in families more especially ; and
then the penalty of death against their returning to the
Christian faith ; the insults, moreover, to Christian females,

and a thousand undefinable injuries of oppression ; and
how could it be but that the bitterness of their lot should
be felt, and the pcuson rankle within them, even as in other

days with the Jewish captives in Babylon, so as to make
life itself almost a burden ?

Thus we shall be better prepared to consider,

"What is said of the locusts having a king over them,
the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew
tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his name
Apollyon. Mede explains this angel as meaning Mohammed.
The objection to this interpretation is, that, in the

Apocalypse, wherever angels are mentioned, they seem to

have been the angelic spiritual agencies, good or bad, by
whose unseen instrumentality human affairs are affected. ^^ e

may, however, by a modification of the interpretation recon-

cile it in a measure with the proper apocalyptic use of the

word angel, and carry out its point and force much further

;

viz. by supposing not Mohammed personally to be intended,

but the spirit of evil that inspired him, and of whom the false

prophet was but the mouth and instrument. And then, and
as so interpreted, we see not merely a singular fact pre-

dicted, but one of important bearing on all the main points

of the prophecy. For the prediction was to this eft'ect

—

that wheresoever the Arab locusts might travel in their

career of conquest, there they would carry the false religion

of Mohammed with them, be ruled by its laws, and actuated

by its spirit. In this they differed from the Goths, Hun-
garians, and Saxons, who adopted the religion of the con-
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quered, and thus were rapidly amalgamated into one people
with them. But as the prediction respecting the sym-
bolical locusts was fulfilled, so was it also in the case of

the Saracens. Through all their conquests, in countries the

most remote, the Koran, the book dictated by the spirit of the

abyss to Mohammed, was the code of religion and of law that

governed them ; and the caliphs, invested with civil power,

were invested simply in virtue of their religious character

and office ag caliphs or vicars of the false prophet. And
hence, in fact, the perpetuation of their character through
this period as destroyers to Christians. For the name of

that spirit of the ahyss, their king, was Destroyer. Such it

appeared in the doctrine of the Book ; such on the field of

battle. And when we consider not only the destruction

of bodily life resulting, but also the destruction of soul

from the poisonous doctrines of Mohammedanism, suiely

the suitableness will be allowed by all of the name thua

given him. Oh, what a contrast in character, doctrine, and
results to men, between the spirit that animated Mohammed
and his Koran, and that of Him, and His Gospel, against

whom the deceiver set himself, the Prince of princes, the

Lord Jesus—the one the Spirit of Peace and Salvation,

the other the Abaddon, the Destroyer

!

But there was a term and limit prescribed to these

locusts ; a limit as to effect, a limit as to time. They were
not to hill the men of Christendom, i e. to annihilate them
as a political Christian body, but only to torment them.
And this was to be done for the defined period of 150 days.

These are the next points for investigation.

And first, as to the limit in effect. When the reader con-

sults any carefully written histoiy of the Saracens, he will

be almost sure to find the notice of their successes suc-

ceeded by a notice of certain remarkable checks that they

received after a while, the consequence of which was the

preservation of Christendom, both in the East and in the

West—for example, the two sieges of Constantinople, their

repulses in the mountains of Asturias, and their repulses

by the Franks under Charles Martel. It was said to the

Saracen locusts " that they should not hill," not politically

annihilate the united Church and State of Christendom,
either in the East or in any one of the kingdoms of the West,

however, scorpion-like, they might mutilate the political

body and torment the men, its constituents. In attempt-
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ing to annihilate them they exceeded their commission, and
were repulsed.

Again, there was restriction as to time. It was to a
period of Jive months, or 150 days, that their commission
was confined to injure the inhabitants of Roman Christen-

dom. In order to the understanding of this it is im-
portant, indeed essential, that the reader should bear in

mind two things : 1st, that the period noted is not that of

the duration of the symbolic locusts, but of their aggressively

striking, injuring, and tormenting the men of Eoman Chris-

tendom with their lion-like teeth and scorpion stings;

2.ndly, that the period intended by the 150 days is 150
years. For the principle of expounding a day as significant

of a year in the chronological periods of symbolic prophecy
is the correct one.

The first question, of course, must be, from what act or

event, as an epoch, to date the commencement of the period.

It is not one epoch only that suggests itself as that from
•which we might reasonably date such commencement of the

period, hut two or three. Thus, if we knew when first the
idea established itself in Mohammed's mind of preaching
his new and false religion, that perhaps might be considered
a fit epoch of commencement ; as being the time when the
kc}^ of the abyss was given him. Next, there was that of

the year (309, when Mohammed began privately to preach
his divine mission, and so, in the eyes of his family, to

open the pit of the abyss; and yet again, that of 612, when
he first yiihlicly announced his piophetic mission, and so

publicly caused the smoke of the pit of darkness to rise up
before the eyes of men. Fourthly, there was the epoch of

the year G2V», when the locust armies first issued out of the

smoke to make their attack on Syrian Christendom. Now,
out of the four epcjchs, Air. Elliott selects the third. He
prefers it to the two fiist, because, in regard to the term
of duration of any public woe, we ought to have some
noted puhlic act, and not anything merely private, to mark
both its commencement and its end. He prefeis it to

the last, both because the Christians in Arabia and along
the Ked Sua sutl'ered previously to the year 629 from Mo-
hammed's persecutions, as well as because the commencing
epoch 612 has a suitable epoch of termination correspond-
ing with it. wheieas that of 629 has none. Till a.d. 750
the power of the locust hordes remained unbroken. But
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in 750 it received a shock by the Abassides, descendants of

a different family of the early followers of Mohammed, sup-

planting the Ommiades in the caliphate. And then what
followed? First, the one and only survivor of the de-

posed and proscribed family escaped to Spain; and he
was there received, acknowledged, and established as the

lawful caliph. This was in the year 755. So at length

was the caliphate divided. There was thenceforth a caliph

in the West in opposition to the caliph in the East. " The
Colossus," says Sismondi, " that had bestridden the whole
South was broken."

Out of this change of dynasty a most important conse-

quence followed in the East. The new Abassidean caliph,

dissatisfied with the Syrian capital, determined on building

another on the western hanks of the Tigris.

It was in the year 762 that Almanzor laid there its

foundations ; and thither the government and head of the

locusts then took its flight, far eastward away from Chris-

tendom. Now the locusts no more roved in a body in search

of conquests. In fact, the ancient warlike spirit, at least

in this eastern division, had ceased as once to animate them.

The very name that the caliph gave to the new capital

was but an indication of the comparatively peaceable cha-

racter that was thenceforth to attach to the Saracens. It

was named the City of Peace. The eera is further noted

by historians as that of the decline of the Saracenic

pfjwer. So Gibbon observes, x. 41 :
" The luxury of the

caliphs {i.e. of the Abbassides) relaxed the nerves and
terminated the progress of the Arabian empire." And, let

me add, that the very geographical position of the new
capital contribiited to the lelHxation of the woe. For not

merely with reference to maritime entei'prises against it, but

with reference to military also, the distance of the new seat

of government added to the ditiiculty and diminished the

temptation.

And now, instead of aggressive war on the part of

the Saracens, aggression has begun against them, and
victoriously too, on the part of the Christians. In the

West, under the son of Charles Martel, Narbonne and Septi-

niania were in the year 755 recovered, and the Saracens

driven beyond the Pyrenees. It was the same in the East.

There Constantino Copronymus, the then reigning emperor,

seized the opportunity of avenging the wrongs and en-
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larging the limits of the Greek cmpii-e. So that the
period beginning 612 and ending 762 is obviou.sly in every
way remaikable as the period of the deliverance of Chris-
tendom from the chief terror and persecution of the
baracens.

Thus the epoch of decided commencement may be fixed

at l^Iohammed's public opening of his mission, a.d. 612 ; and
the epoch of full termination at the removal of the cali-

phate to Bagdad, a.d. 762. And the interval between these
dates of commencement and tcimination is precisely that
laid down in the jDrophccy, five jtrojjhciic months, 1 50 years.

It is remarkable how Gibbon not only weaves into his

chapters on the Saracens the cause of the judgment in the
apostacy of the Christian world, but that he even heads the
4oth chap, thus—"Introduction, Worship, and Persecution
of Images." Comp. throughout chap. xlix. 1. Hi.

27^6 Sixth, or Second Woe Trumpet

" TJie Ottomans the scourqe and terror of Christendom."—
Gibbon.

Chap. ix. i;5-19.—The thing most observable in the voice

here spoken of is the point whence it issued, the four horns of

tlie golden altar of incense. Kow, when a voice of command,
whether, as here, for the commissioning of judgment, or, as

elsewhere, for its arrest, proceeded from the throne in the
inner temple, from the heaven- of heavens, or from some
divinely appointed angel, in cases like these the meaning is

]>Iain. It was an intimation that it originated from God.
But what when proceeding (which is more seldom the case)

from some other local point or scene? In every such
example we shall find that the locality whence the voice

invoking judgment proceeded was one associated with
the sin or guilt to be punished. So in the history of

Cain, Gen. iv. 10: "The voice of thy brother's blood

crieth untp me from the ground." So in Job's protes-

tation of innocence, xxxi. 38: " If my land cry against

me, or that the furrows thereof complain ; if I have eaten

the fruits thereof without money, or caused the owners
thereof to lose their life." So Habakkuk ii. 11, James
V. 4, and in Isa. Ixvi. 6, an example more exactly parallel

with that before us, we read, " A voice from the city ! a
voice from the temple ! a voice of the Lord that rendereth
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recompence to bis enemies
!

" This is preceded by aij

appalling statement of the manner in which, in that Temple
at Jerusalem, the Jews had profaned its holy sacrifices and
services—" He that killeth an ox is as if he slew a man ;

he that oifereth an oblation as if he offered swine's blood

;

he that burneth incense as if he blessed an idol." So that
in that case the very incense-altar and altar of sacrifice,

profiined as they had been by the Jews, were scenes of
their guilt, and conseqnently scenes from which a voice
issued denouncing vengeance against them—" a voice from
the Temple, a voice of the Lord rendering recompense."
Similarly, though with an inversion of the reasoning,
in the case before us, since a cry was heard announcing
and commissioning judgment against the third part of men
from the incense-altar in the A[)ocalyptic temple of vision,

it was to be inferred that that mystic incense- altar had
been a scene of pi-ofanation or neglect by the above-noted
division of the men of Eoman Christendom. But this

explanation is only partial. The Evangelist does not in

mere general phrase describe the voice as issuing from the
incense-altar, but specifically from the four horns of it :

"1
heard a voice from the four horns of the golden altar

which is before God." It would seem therefore as if there
had been guilt contracted in respect of some particular

ritual in which these horns of the altar were concerned.
And what were the rites which had this character ? There
were three seivices in the Mosaic ritual, and only three,

in which, consonantly to the divine injunction, the altar-

horns were used. Th.Q two first were the occasional

atoning sacrifices for sins of ignorance, when brought to

light, either of the priests as priests, or the people col-

lectively as a people: the third, that of the stated and
solemn annual atonement, for the sins both of priests and
people, on the great day of expiation. Thus, tlie object

of the three services was similar ; and, with the excejD-

tion of what was peculiar to the great day of- atonement,
in the High Priest's entering into the Holy of Holies, and
the rite of the scape-goat, there was much similarity in

the ceremonials. In each case the hands of the part}'

seeking reconcilement and forgiveness were to be laid on
the head of the victim, and his sins told over it; then,

after tlie sacrifice of the animal victim, its blood was to be
sprinkled by the priest seven times before the veil of the
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Fanctnary, and then some of the blood was to he put upon
the horns of the altar of incense. But the rite of atonement
thus duly performed, the promised reconciliation with God
folluwtd. From the temple and altar, and ea(;h hlood-

hede\\'ed hoin of the altar, a voice as it were went fortli,

not of judgment, but of mercy—of mercy through Him
whose expiatory blood-shedding, and its application by
Himself to purify and to reconcile, the whole ritual of

atonement did but combine to typify. Instead of sum-
Uioning destroying armies against Judah, from the Eu-
phrates, it stayed them when advancing thence to its

invasion under Sennacherib (thus striking was the contrast

between Israel's cause under Hezekiah and that of Chris-

tendom we are now reviewing), and with authority that

could not be resisted bade them back.

Such were the particulars common in these three rites of

atonement ; and with their real and spiritual meaning,
as with that of the rest of the Levitical ritual, St. John
was well familiar. It was by this divine knowledge
that he had been prepared to understand that at the time

correspondent with the preparing of the trumjiets of judg-

ment, the large majority in Koman Christendom would
have forsaken the great lligh-rriest of their profession, in

respect of his connection with either altar ; in other words,

both as their atoner for sin, and as their intercessor,

mediator, and olierer of the incense of their prayers

bef ire God. And now when, after the judgments of five

successive trumpets against them, he heard a voice de-

nouncing judgment yet afresh from the four liarns of the

golden altar—those horns of which the one and only use

was in the rite of reconciliation for a transgressing priesthood

and people—what could he understand from it but this,

that, in spite of the discovery and the rebuke tif their

apostacy from heaven, neither the priesthood nor the col-

lective people, at least of this third of Christendom, woiild

repent and return ; that the ofi'er, the means provided, and
critical occasion of respite given for reconcilement would
pass unheeded; that their idolatrous superstitions would
be persisted in ; that thus their sins would be graven even
upon the horns of the golden altar, and the voice of the

Intercessor himself forced to pronounce from the midst
of them, Loose the four angels to slay the third part of

laeu!
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The question comes now before us, who or what might
be these angels?—angels four in number; angels com-
missioned in the work of judgment, and here specially

for the destruction of the thii d part of men ; angels

that had been bound previous to the blast of this trumpet,

apparently as if in action before the act of binding, and
whose binding had begun and had been continued by the

great river Eujjhrates? V^ ho or what were these angels?

The notorious fact of the Turks having subverted the em-
pire of Eastern Christendom has naturally and reasonably

suggested a reference to tJiem, as the grand subject of

the sixth trumpet vision. We have only to look at the

nature and use of angels, as represented in the Apocalyptic

pretigurations, to arrive at a satisfactory view of the point

in question. For in the Apocalyptic prophecy the angels

figu]-ed as acting on earth seem to mean, almost uniformly,

superhuman angelic intelligences, bearing commission from
God as the executors of certain defined purposes in His
providential government, and in their execution of them
making use of, directing, controlling, overruling the earthly

and human agencies subordinate. Isor is the number of

angels specified on such occasions conformed to the number
of earthly agents employed subordinately, whether national

or individual. The ciicumstance of there being one angel,

Eev, xiv., did not imply that it would be one nation only
that would furnish the earthly agency. Again, the speci-

fication of four angels, in Kev. vii., as appointed to desolate

the Roman empire, was no intimation of a quaternion of
nations being intended to combine in that desolation.

Kather the number four was chosen in accoidance simply
with the propriety of the figure. Plence the one obvious

inference, with respect to the passage before us, that there

is no necessity to suppose four earthly powers to be pre-

figured as combining in the work of the sixth trumpet,

because four angelic agencies are represented as concerned ;

rather that the number of the latter may have been chosen

from considerations altogether diHeient. Yet furthei', the

suspicion is suggested that, as the number of angels here

mentioned is the same with the number mentioned in

chap, vii., so it is likely that they may be, the one and the

other, the very same identical quaternion of angels.

In respect of the new earthly agency—the Turkish

—

commissioned at the sixth trumpet- blast against Chris-
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tendom, the two following points require notice : 1st, that

the locality where it received its commission was the same
as that where the preceding scourge was arrested and
bound, viz., Bagdad hij the Euphrates ; 2ndly, that its people

and power, then and there commissioned, contimied in life

and action, so as in due time to eii'ect the work assigned

them, of ulai/ing the third part of men ; to prove which two
points nothing more will be necessary than to trace, as

briedy as possible, the history uf the Turkish nation, fiom

its first commissioning as a Moslem antichristian power
to the fall of Constantinople.

In the year 1028 Mahnoud of Ghizni, the only potentate

whose power could reasonably have been deemed formid-

able to the Greek empire, died ; and at his death forthwith

his vast empiie began to fall to pieces. Among his subjects

liad been numerous Turlanan 1;iibes, whom it had been
Mahmoud's policy to move southward to Khorasan, a

country between the Himalaya and the Caspian, thereby

to separate them more entirely from their countrymen
beyond the Oxiis and Jaxartes. It was these that weie
now to become a woe to Christendom. In the year
10:j8 they rose in assertion of their independence—chose

Togrul Beg, of the house of Seljiik, as their chief; defeated

and killed Mahmoud's son Massoud ; diove the Ghiznivite

nobles eastward to the banks of the Indus ; and, having
extinguished the weak dynasty of the Bowides, who had
ruled since a.d. 933 in Persia, stood forth before the world
as lords of Asia. Originally idolaters in religion, they
now, both princes and people, embraced with fervour the

jeligion of Mohammed ; and then, being called to his assist-

ance by the Prophet's Vicar, the Caliph of Bagdad, in con-

sequence of the threatening danger of domes iic factions,

the foUowiiig memorable consequence resulted. After the

quelling of the factions, tlieir chief, Togrul, was invested

with a scimitar by the caliph, as his lieutenant; and the

1'urk hereby legitimately c(jnstituted temporal lieutenant

of the I'lophet's Vicar, and so head of the secular power of

Islamism. It was in the year 1(157. Let the reader

mark well the time. For it Wris the era intended in ihe

prophecy hefoie us as that of the loosing and commission-

ing of the power of the Turks against lioman Christendom.

And let liiin mark well the jAace. For it was the very

place noted in the projihecy as that from whence the
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destioying angels, under the sixth trumpet-blast, were to

be loosed and recommissioned to destroy

—

Bagdad by the

Euphrates.

This was one point that we were to prove in respect

of the Turks, it only needs to pTirsue briefly their history

to see in it the fulfilment of the other. Thus invested then,

and with a freshness of fanatic fervour which spoke them
animated by the same angel from the abyss as their earl}-

Arab precursors, a holy war against Greek Christendom
was at once, in the very spirit of their commission, resolved

on. The chief, Togrul himself, dying, it fell to his nephew.
Alp Arshn, to execute the pioject. Bearing in the very

name of Alp Ar«lan, " the Valiant Lion," both his own cha-

racter and that of his army—according to the prophetic

notice, " I saw in the vision the heads of the horses as the

heads of lions"—he passed the Euphrates, a.d. 1063, at

the head of tlie Turkish cavalry : and the loss of the

kingdom and frontier of Armenia (1065) was the news of

a day. The then emperor, Diogenes Eomanus, hastened to

the defence of his empire ; but in the fatal field near Ma-
lazgerd (a.d. 1071) his army was defeated, himself taken

prisoner, and the fate of the Asiatic provinces sealed irre-

trievably. On the assassination of Alp Arslan, he was
succeeded by his son Malek Shah. In his reign, Suleiman,

a subordinate prince, achieved, in 1074, the conquest of

Asia Minor ; and, with Nice as his capital, founded what
was then the dependent piincipality of Asia Minor, or Boiim.

This was indeed the most deplorable loss that the Church
and the empii e had sustained since the first conquests of

the caliphs. Nor did the severity of the scourge end at

Malek's death ; for Roum, now become an independent

kingdom, continued the desolation of the Greek empiie.

It seems that Suleiman had been originally urged to the

war against the Christian infidels by the voice of the

caliph, as well as of the supreme Sultari ; and as he

deserved from them the title of Gazi, or holy champion, by
the vigour and success with which he conducted it, so

by the manner also in which he continued to make it sub-

servient to the propagation of the Mohammedan faith.

Mosques were built, the laws of the Koran established, the

mission of Mohammed pieached throughout the whole extent

of the new kingdom ; the Turkish manners and language

were made to prevail in the cities, and Turkman campi
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scattered over the mountains and plains. On ihe hard
condition of tribute and servitude, the Greek Christians

might enjoy the exercise of their religion ; but their most
holy churches were profaned, their priests insidtctl,

thousands of the children circumcised, and of their brethren

multitudes induced to apostatize. Alexius trembled on
the imjierial throne of Constantinople, and in plaintive

lettei's implored the succours of Westein Europe. Fear-

fully rapid had been thus far the progress of the woe ; and
unless some great intervention should occi;r to prevent it,

it threatened very s})eedihj to extinguish his empire, and kill

the third part of his men. And such an intervention did,

in fact, arise ; for the time of its fall had not yet come. The
Crusades began and continued for two centuries ; not, indeed,

so as to avert the destruction, but to delay it. And what
must be chiefly marked at this point of the inquiry is this,

that throughout those two centuries the Turkish Sultans of
Bourn, in spite of the hostility thus aroused against them,
still all through preserved their vitality.

It was not until the next centiuy that a power of a dif-

ferent character, and from a ditferent quarter—viz. that of

the Moguls—sweeping across Anatolia, broke the kingdom
of Icouium : and then it was not so as to extinguish the

Turhnan power in Asia Minor, but only the Seljuhian dynasty

that had ruled over it. Immediately preceding this Mogul
irruption a fresh band of Turkmans from Charisme and the

Oxus, under Ortogoul and his son Othman, fleeing from
the Moguls, had, in A.n. 1240, engaged themselves in the

service and become subjects of Aladin, the then Sultan of

Tconium. And when the Seljukian dynasty had been
extinguished, as before stated, one of these, reuniting some
of the broken fragments, furnished a new head to the

Turkmans of Anatolia. And this process of reunion went
on, until it might truly be said that the ancient kingdcmi of

the Seljukians had again revived in the Ottoman dynasty.

Under one djTiasty the Turkman power began the fulfil-

ment of the prophecy of the sixth Apocalyptic trumpet
;

under the other it completed it.

The decline of the Moguls and the death of Cazan, of the

house of Zenghis, gave free scope to the rise and fall of

the Ottoman empire. Under Othman X., Orchan, Amurath,
and Bajazet, the European provinces from the Danube to

the Adriatic were rent from the empire, until its vitality

VOL. III. 2 p
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was almost confined to Constantinople. Then at length, for

the fij-st time for above a thousand years from its foundation,

Constantinople was surrounded, both on the Asiatic and
European side, by the same hostile monarchy. The four

destroying angels seemed to have occupied each its corner

of the heavens, whence to destroy. The fatal assault was
made ; Constantinople fell ; the Greek empire fell with it.

I'he slayer of men trampled, and has ever since continued to

trample, on its ruins.

Thus God's scourge under the second woe has been
shown to apply to the Turks. In order, however, yet

more distinctly to fix the application, there are added cer-

tain other characteristics of the people intended. Let us

now consider such characteristics.

1. And, first, as to their numbers. "The number of the

armies of the horsemen" it is said, " was myriads of myriads;"

a numeral phrase indefinite, but, according to its natural

and not unfrequent use in Scripture, expressive of large

numbers, and of which the applicability characteristically

to the Turkman armies, more especially as it is not mere
numerousness of army that is noted, but numerousness of

horsemen, is, to a student of the history of the times, notorious.

Numerous indeed were the contemporary armies of Western
Europe at the close of the eleventh century, yet not innu-

merable like the Turks, But here was a greater distinction.

With them the cavalry or knights were comparatively few,

the bulk of the army being foot soldiers ; whereas of the

Turkman the numbers numberless were cavalry. Further,

it has been suggested that there may be probably an allu-

sion also in the form of expression to the Turkman custom of

numbering by tomans or myriads. For though used among
other nations, yet there is probably none with whom it

has been from early times so prevalent as with the Turk-
mans and Tartars.

It is added, " And I heard the number of them."

It must be remembered that St. John sustained a double

character, representative as well as personal, on the Apoca-
lyptic scene. In the former character, he saw and heard
all that, whether in symbol or otherwise, was pre-enacted

before him on the Apocalyptic scene, in other words,

that of which the true Christian Church, of which he
was representative, would in each successive age witness

the realization. Now, considered in this point of view.
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Htid supposing that the notification of the numbers and
might of the Euphvatean horsemen fell on the Evan-
gelist's ear in the prefiguration with a 2)eculiar imj^ressiveness,

what could it betoken but that the report of the Turkmans'
might and numbers would with more than common im-
pressiveness strike upim the ear of the Christian Church?
if so, it surely needs but a glance at history to see the

realization of the prophecy. For the Crusades were but
the result of the hruit of the Turkish might and terrible-

iiess.

2. The next descriptive trait represents to us their per-

sonal appearance and array :
" I saw the horses in the

vision, and them that sat on them, having breastplates of

fire (i.e. oi fire colour), and hjacinth, and sulphur" or of red,

blue, yellow. The Ottomans, from their fiist appearance,
have affected to wear warlike apparel of scarlet, blue, and
yellow.

3. " The heads of the horses," the Evangelist proceeds
to observe, " were as the heads of lions ; and out of their

mouths goeth forth fire, and smolze, and sulphur. By these

three was the thiid part of men slain, by the fire, and the

smoke, and the sulphur that proceedeth c)ut of their mouths.
For their power is in their mouths," &c. The horses and
their riders are here evidently a composite sj^mbol ; the

latter being mentioned just once, as if to notify man's agency

in the scourge ; but all the principal characteristics, in-

cluding such as must needs refer not to animals, but to

men, being said of the horses. So in the clause, " their

heads were as the heads of lions." On which it must be

observed, that as the heads are of course symbolic, and
the symbol, according to its all but constant use in Scrip-

ture, to be interpreted of the Euphratean leaders—it

svas a pre-intimation that to these leaders the same lion-

like, haughty, destroying character woixld attach, even
as to the Saracens before them. And as to fulfilment,

it was not seen in respect of character only, but even of

title, in the Alp Arslans and others—the valiant lions and
noble lions of the Seljukians.

But there is the other more descriptive point. " Out of

their mouths issued fire, and smoke, and hrimstone (or sul-

phur)" it being added, as if to limit and define their in-

strumental use, " By these three was the third part of men
killed, by the fire, and by the smoke, and by the brimstone

2i'2
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which issued oiit of their mouths," In this there is an alln-

sion to the modern artillery used by the Ottomans against,

Constantinople. To this artillery, to " the five and the

smoke and the sulphur," the killing of tlie third part of men,
i.e. the capture of Constantinople, and by consequence the

destruction of the Greek empire, was owing. Constan-

tinople, and loith it the Greek emjnre, had stood fast for more
than eleven hundred years against all the hostile assaults

of the Goths, Huns, Avars, Persians, Bulgaiians, Saracens,

Eussians, and even the Ottoman Turks themselves for a

time. Hence the anxiety of the Sultan Mohammed to find

that which would remove the obstacle. " Canst thou cast

a cannon," was his question to the founder of cannon that

deserted to him, " of size sufficient to batter down the wall
of Constantinople ? " Then the foundry was established at

Adrianople, the cannon cast, the artillery prepared, and
the siege began. Gibbon himself markedly and strikingly

attributes the capture of the city, and so the destruction of

the empire, to the Ottoman artillery. So " by these three

was the third part of men killed, by the fire, and by the

smoke, and by the sulphur, which issiied out of theii'

mouths."
4. Next, as to the appearance of the horses' tails. For

" their power is in their mouth and in their tails : for their

tails were like unto serpents, having heads, and with them
they do injury." Now, had it been simply said, " their

tails were like serpents, and with them they injure," the

case would have closely resembled that of the scorpion-

locusts of the plague preceding ; and have indicated here,

just as there, the injury merely, and venom of a false

religion accompanying it, done by the new agencies of

woe. But there is mentioned further the peculiarity of

these serpent-like horse-tails, seen in vision, having heads ;

and thus according to the all but constant prophetic use of

the symbol, the further idea is naturall}^ almost neces-

sarily, suggested of rulers, or governing authorities, being

associated with the horse-tails. But a horse-tail to denote

a ruler is a strange association ! Instead of symbolizing
axxthority and lule, the tail is in other Scripture put in

direct contrast with the head, and made the represen-

tative rather of the degraded and the low. And" yet,

among the Turlcs, that very association had existence,

and still exists to the j^resent day. It seems that in the
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times of their early warlike career the principal standard
was once lost in the progress of battle, and tlie Tuikman
commander, in its default, cutting otf his horse's tail, lifted

it on a pole, made it the rallying ensign, and so won the
victoi}'. Hence the introduction and permanent adoption
among the Turks of this singular ensign, and this as that

which was thenceforward to be their badge, mark their rank,

and give them name and title. For it is the ensign of one,

tioo, or three horse-tails that marks distinctively the dignity

and power of the Turkish Pasha. Marvellous prefigura-

tion

!

" And with these they do injustice." Every historian

of the Turkish conquests and empire speaks of the o]-»pres-

sion of the Christian rajah by the Turkman pashas. Villages

permanently deserted in consequence of the oppression of

neighbouring pashas, whose ensigns are horse-tails, almost
every day are vi.sible to the eyes of the traveller; and
ofren with nothing but the silent grave-yard in its loneli-

ness to tell the tale of former life and population. When
one sees such scenes as these, the singular truth and apti-

tude of the symbol, as applied to the Turkman pashas,

must fix itself indelibly on the mind. " For the horse-tails

wei-e like unto serpents, having heads ; and with them they
do injury and oppress."

TJie four angels had been prepared for the hour, and day, and
month, and year, to slay the third part of men. The mode of

expression is singular. It cannot merely mean "for the
very year, the very month," &c., destined of Grod. So un-
derstood it is tautology, and, in the order in which the
words stand, each additional one does but weaken the sense.

When Daniel says ''for a time and times, and dividing nf

a time," he means the sum of these. So here we may under-
fstand the sum of one hour, one day, one month, cne 3'ear, on
the scale of a day for a year. Then,* even to the hour, the

third part of men were to be slain by the storm loosed

from the Euphrates. Thogrul Beg, called to help the

* i.e., at the expiration of: Comp. Dan. xii. 7, 12, LXX. A day =
a year: a month = 30 years as elsewliere in the Kev. ; an hour - one-

twelfth of a prophetic day (Are there not 12 hrs. in a day !) ; a year,

here not Kaip6s, the terni always useil elsewhere for a projjhetic year of

360 d., but iviavr6s, a recurring year = 365 d. and a quarter, a day for

a year. Total, less fractions + 3 ds. correction for exact time = 396 j
+ 118 d.
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caliph of Bagdad, extinguished the power of the Bowides,

was proclaimed protector and governor of the Moslem
empire, revivified it, and on 18th Jan. 1057, quitted Bagdad
with his Turkmans on a long career of conquest. These
Turkish conquests culminated in the capture of Constanti-

nople, and "extinction of the Eoman empire in the East,

29th May, 1453,* to the " consternation of Europe" and
" grief and terror of the Latins^—Gib.

And the rest of men, who were not slain hy these plagues,

repented not of the loorJcs of their hands, that they should not

worship TTpocrKwelv (their) dcemons,'\ and (^their) idols of gold,

and of silver, and of brass, and of stone, and of wood, which can

neither see, nor hear, nor walk ; and they repented not of their

murders, nor of their sorceries,^ nor of their fornication, nor of
their thefts.

Constantinople fell a.d. 1453 ; the Eeformation began
A.D. 1517. The interval was a remarkable one. Letters

revived in the Latin world through learned Greeks flying

from the Turks ; many universities, academies, &c., were
founded

;
printing, invented a few years before, spread

rapidly
;
geographical discovery was wonderfully extended

;

the arts were diligently cultivated ; § but there was no

fjL€TavoLa, no change of mind as regards those things which
provoked the judgments of God. New dead men were
added to the number of those to be worshipped ;|| the

* The interval is 396 y. +130 d., but tlie crisis really came on the

40tu day of the siege. " The fall of Constantinople could then no
longer be averted."—Gib. Had the prophecy said two hours, not one,

it would have been less exact. The truce granted to Kicli. I. by the
Turlanan Saladin was for 3 hrs., 3 ds., 3 wks., and 3 mos.

t Sat^Svia, dead men made objects of worship. See Bp. Newton's
' Dissertation,' and Elliott.

J (pap^aKeia from (t)a.pfj.aKov, which came to be applied to " drugs," &c.,

Init meant originally "any artificial means, especially for producing
physical effects." Hence " any secret means ofproducing a tiling," used
in LXX. oi pretended miracles of the Egyptian priests, Ex. vii. II. The

Heb. there is from tOn? i. q. tOI? "to hide," "do secretly," hence used

of " occult arts." Comp. Dl*? " a veil."

§ It was the age of Lorenzo de' Medici, Politian, Reuchlin, Erasmus,
Ximenes, &c. ; of Faust and Schaefer, Guttenberg, Caxton, &c. ; of

Columbus, Cabot, Vasca di Gama, Diaz, Amerigo Vespucci; of P.

Perugiuo, Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Augeio Buonarroti, Raphael,
Bramante, Titian, Correggio, Albert Durer, &c.

II
Amongst th(!m Buonaveutura, who changed " Lord " to " Lady "

throughout the Psalter.
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rosary, with its piayers to the Virgin, first invented by
Dominic, was revived ; a festival was instituted by the
Pope in honour of the immaci;late conception. Wlien
Constantinople was taken by the Turks, " the divine
images were stripped of all that could be valuable to a
profane eye, and the canvass or the wood torn, broken,
burnt, or trod tinder foot, or applied to the stable, or
kitchen, or the vilest uses."—Gib. Yet there was no
knowledge nor understanding in the Latin world to re-

nounce such. An important Council, the 5th Lateran, was
held for the reformation of the church, and total extirpation

of heresies. It forbade a few external abuses, but the
whole doctrinal system of the apostasy was passed over
as needing no reform. The previous persecutions, as of
Huss and others, were spoken of in it with approbation.
The interval between jubilees was shortened, two held,

and the infamous traffic in indulgences increased under the
notorious Tetzel.

Intervention of the Covenant Angel fulfilled in the Beformation.

Chap. X. 1 -3. —This vision must have rejoiced the heart of

the Evangelist, for there was comfort for him in the very
character and person of the angel intervening. From the
description in the prophecy of this angel, it was evident
that it was the Lord Jksus, the mighty One of Israel, the
Angel of the covenant, Him whose presence, mantled with
a cloud as His proper covering, was, under the older dis-

pensation, seen to visit this our earth, first by Israel in the
wilderness, then by one and other of the prophets after-

wards ; and whose countenance as the sun, and his feet like

fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace, St. John had him-
self beheld at the opening of tlie Apocaly])tic visions, when,
overcome by the greatness of the glory, he fell at his feet

as dead. Had other evidence been wanting, it was given
afrerAvards in his speaking of the two witnesses for Chris-

tian truth as his witnesses ; so that the fact was evident.

And was it not joyous for him to see the Lord he loved
appearing on the dark theatre of this world, and showing
that He had neither forgotten nor forsaken His Church?

Further, the nature and object of the intervention indicated

must have been most cheering to him ; for the object was
evidently the vindication of His own honour, and revela-
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tion of His own grace and gospel. To this tended each
epithet and characteristic noted of the angel, and his

descent in the vision—indications never to be overlooked.

For in the Apocalyptic notices of the intervention of the

Lord Jehovah, just as in those of other Scriptures, we find

that those, among His attributes, are for the most part

chosen for specification or exhibition which best suit the

nature of the action on which he is about to enter, and
which are in it to be most displayed and glorified. For
here there was the figuring of a bright irradiation before

St. John of the covenant-rainbow's light, and the sunbeams
of his glory ; there was, too, the descending in power, the
planting of his feet on land and sea, and speaking in voice
audible over the earth. From all these circumstantials of

power and glory accompanying it, this intervention was
surely to be sudden, striking, and ni^st extraordinary, in
vindication of His covenant of mercy to the Church ; that it

would be one in which He would specially display before

men His illuminating beams as the Sun of righteousness

;

and in which by Avord, and perhaps by act, He would assert

His rights to this world as His inheritance, and, with voice

audible through the whole Roman world, even as of the

Uon of the tribe of Judah, would rebuke and strike terror

into the enemies of His Church. By the hook that He held
opened in His hand, the instrumental means seemed figured,

whereby all this was to be accomplished—viz. the opening
of the volume of His own book, the Bible. And as, in the

deliverance of Israel from out of Egypt, the pillar of fire

did not only give light to Israel, but sent out its lightning-

fires, as the Psalmist intimates, to trouble the host of the
Egyptians, so the notice of His feet now appearing as pillars

of fire from beneath the cloud that mantled Him, must be
meant to signify that He would make the destroying fire

of His power to be felt among men, to the confusion of His
enemies, and the triumph of His own cause and people.

Thus much must have been inferred by the Evangelist
from the circumstantials of the vision concerning the
nature, glory, and results of the intervention of Heaven
here prefigured. And can we, who live in this latter age,

after having been brought, in our investigation of the Apo-
calyptic series of prefigurative visions, step by step through
the Roman world's history down to the close of the fifteenth

century, hesitate to recognise in that before us (it being
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the next that followed) the figuring of that grand event
with which the sixteenth opened— the KEFoitMAriON?

Surely, if we look simply to the one most prominently
niJiiked characteristic of the figuration, as betokening some
extraordinary, sudden, light-giving, world arousing inter-

vention t>f the Lord Jesus for His own cause and Churcli,

ttiere is not an event, from St. John's time even to the

present, that can be shewn to answer to it but the Eefor-

)aati(m ; while, on the other hand, not only does the

lieformation answer to the figure in this respect, but there

is not a particular in the vision of all we have jnst noted
in respect of which it did not answer, even to exactness.

Sudden, unexpected, most extraordinary-—the human in-

stnimentality employed so inadequate, and the results of

such surpassing importance—if ever event had the cha-

racter stamped upon it, above others, of some direct inter-

vention of Divine Providence, this was the one. Its most
prominent characteristic as a religious revival consisted in

its being one in which the glory of the Lord Jesus as the

Light of the soul, the Sun of righteousness, Jehovah our Justi-

fication, was publicl}'^ set forth, and by multitudes in dif-

ferent nations owned and felt. It was one in Avhich,

through the voice of the Keformers, far-sounding and loud,

He rebuked His usurping enemies, even as the lion of the

tribe of Judah ; and both by it, and by tlie providential

overthrow of the usuiper's power in a tenth of the apostate

city, did also assert His rights to this earth as His inherit-

ance, all in connection with the opening of His own icritten

vjord, that had been so long neglected and forgotten.

Finally, the auspicious result of this deliverance of His
church and His religion was not accomplished without

fiery contentions, in which the divine power was mani-
fested to discomfit the enemies of the tiTith. Just as it was
said by Lnther, when alluding long afterwards to the effect

of his protestation against indulgences: " This was to set

the world on fire, and disturb the whole order of the

universe."

Epoch of Afdichrisi's Triumph the Epoch of Chrisi's Interveniicni,

It is natural for the question to arise, whether there be
7 ot here some allusive reference and contratit, the rather

lecause there appeai-s in the action of the angel, whether
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as regards Ms planting of his feet on earth and sea, or his

roaring as a lion, a singular abruptness and decision; in

no way so simply explicable, it might seem, as by the sup-

position of reference to some signal usurpation of his rights

at the time figured, and the triumph of some enemy and
rival.. Thus we are led to inquire, whether, at the epoch
just before the Eeformation, there was any such signal

triumph of antichristian usurpation and usurper in Chris-

tendom ? Also whether, just at the said epoch, his triumph
was so signalised as to furnish any remarkable parallelism

of particulars, in contrast with those that accompanied
Christ's emblematic appearance and descent in the vision

now before us ?

The which suggestion and inquiry direct us at once to

Borne. For with Eome and its seven hills prophecy pro-

spectively connected Antichrist. To Eome, then, let us

pass in imagination, and observe what may be enacting at

Eome, and by the Pope, at the epoch and crisis that imme-
diately preceded the Eeformation.

There has been recently a new election to the Popedom.
And now—after the delay of a month, to allow of the

proper pomp attending it—the day is come for the cele-

bration of the ceremonial of his going to take possession of

the church of his bishopric, St. John Lateran. The city

is thronged with visitors on the occasion. Besides the

hierarch}^ of Eome, there appear many of the independent
princes of Italy ; ambassadors also from most of the states

of Western Christendom ; and, moreover, the episcopal and
ecclesiastical deputies that have assembled to represent the

Church univei-sal in the Genei'al Council now holden at

the Lateran. The concourse from early morn has been to

the great square before St. Peter's. There the procession

forms, on horseback, and thence puts itself in motion.

First in order is a troop of cavalry ; then a long line of the

gentry and nobility ; then, successively, the senators of

Eome, a file of Florentine citizens and other provincials, the

Pope's body-guard, and a second file of provincial barons and
gentry; then the envoys from Germany, Spain, Portugal,

and other parts of Christendom ; then abbots, bishops, arch-

bishops, patriarchs, upwards of two himdred and fifty in

number ; then the cardinals, the ecclesiastical dignitaries

wearing their jewelled mitres and their copes ; the rest drest

In richest costumes, and with ^banners streaming, as on a
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day of jubilee; then at length, thus preceded, and duly fol-

lowed and closed in by a troop of military, himself tho
hero of the day, the Pope ! The horses of the bishops and
cardinals preceding him are covered fi-om head to foot with
white trappings. He comes forth himself, too, on a white
horse, a cope of richest broidery Covering him ; the ring

of espousal with the Universal Church glittering on his

right-hand finger; and on his head the imperial tiara

of three crowns. A canopy is borne over him hy the

chief lioman authorities. The streets are strewed with
tapestry and flowers for him to j^ass over. The welkin
rings with acclamations of welcome. The multitudes fall

on their knees as he approaclies to receive his benediction.
" It seemed to me," says the narrator of the pageant, " that

it was the Kedeemerof mankind on the Palm Sunday going
to Jerusalem ; there being substituted only for Hosanna to

the Son of David I the acclamation, Viva Papa, Leone ! life
to the.Pope, to Leo!"
But is it really the case that the people regard him as

filling the place of Christ to them, and to be looked to as

their Redeemer and Savionr? Every one knows the

answer. It dwells on the exalted station of the Pope even
more than on the personal character of Leo—its authority,

power, sacredness, high above that of the kings of this

world, being divine rather than human, as of the very
Vicar of Christ and God ; and on Leo's personal virtues

—his prudence, firmness, decorum of manners, knowledge
of worldly affiiirs, love of si)lendour, and taste for classic

literature and the arts—chictl}' as fitting him for applying
the matchless authority of his office of Christ's Vickokkknt,
to the glory of Eome, the amelioration of the evils that from
without and from within have long afflicted Christendom,
and the introduction of a brighter age.

But the devices and paintings that eveiywhere, on tri-

umphal arches, columns, and other decorated erecti(jns for

the occatsion, meet the eye, as it passes onward with tho

procession, will be the most faithful as well as most graphi(;

expositors of the general state of thought and feeling

respecting him.

There is a strange mixture in these j^aintings of things

sacred and profane, of Christian saints and heathen demi-
gods ; St. Peter and St. Paul, Moses and Aaron, SS.

Cosmo and Damian, intermingling with Apollos, Mercuries,
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Minervas. Surely this fact well illustrates what has been
said of the homogeneity and natural fellowship of the

8at/Aovta of Eome, modern and papal, with those of old Pagan
Home

!

Does it not exhibit to the very eye what has been called

the invincible Paganism of Italy, but which was ratlier the

invincible Paganism of apostate Christendom ?

But to the point in hand—the expression of the mind
and spirit of the age respecting its newly-elected Pope

Lko. No doxibt some of the pictures and devices depict

him with reference simply to his 'personal character.

Such is that where Justice is introduced with her balance,

and Virtue as assaulted by various serpent-formed vices,

but delivered by a lion ; such that where the Arts and
Literature are represented as rejoicing in their patron

being made Lord of the world. Again, there is another

painting that depicts him as exercising iKitriarchal func-

tions—that, in fact, which represents the lately-convened

General Council in the Lateran Church, the cardinals and
bishops appearing seated in it, and the Pope high-throned

among them, with the legend, " Thou shalt put an end to

the Council, and be called the Reformer of the Church."

But, generally, the allusion is to his acting as Christ's repre-

sentative: insomuch that there is the application to him
alike of the history, titles, and offices of Christ our Saviour;

just as if he were indeed, as they say he is, His very imper-

sonator on earth. So, for the history, in that picture of the

tliree kings of Christendom fixing their eyes intently on a

star in the East—the morning-star evidently, not of Christ,

but of Leo ; so in that of Pope Leo sitting, and many
kings kneeling, and presenting gold and silver to him as

their offering ; so in another, where he sits yoitthful in age,

and in his cardinal's dress, disputing with aged doctors,

and conquering ; so in yet another, where Christ, indeed, is

represented receiving baptism, but in which the notification

of John Baptist as the patron saint of Florence, the presence

of SS. Cosmo and Damian, saints of the Medici family,

and that of two lions holding the scroll, plainly indicate

that in the Christ there depicted Pope Leo is signified. His

supposed impersonator ; and in which picture even Christ's

Godhead is ascribed to Leo, the titular legend inscribed

being, "A God wonderful among his saints!" Then,

again, as to Christ's offices, Leo is portrayed at an altar,
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sacrificing, surrounded by hi.s cardinals and Lishops, and
the scroll above reads thus, " Tanquam Aaron ;

" and also

in another, upjiosite, he appears at an altar kneeling,

with troops avni«d behind him, and the words written

above, " Tanquiim Moses." lie is in these i-epresented

as, in Christ's place, both the lligh-l'riest, Mediator, and
Captain of the Cliurch. And the legends beneath tell

the expected hnppy results—the one, " Thine eye is on the

ceremonial of divine worship, and now Keligion shall have
its due observance;" the other, " Thou art the intimate of

the Deity, and the enemies of the Christian name shall

yield to thee." As to the geneial hopes of prosperity and
happiness, they are elsewhere thus symbolized. From a

hall, the heraldic ensign of Leo, an ear of corn appears to

spring, and a giape-cluster of extraordinary size, such as

poets describe to have been produced inthefiibled Saturnian

age, and such, perhaps, as, according to the traditionary

report of Papias, might answer to St. John's prediction of the

fruitfulness of the airth in the millennium ; the legend

l)eneath indicating this new Vicegerent of Christ as its intro-

ducer, and that now at length its golden age was come.

There are tliree other paintings of him in this character,

which, on account of their singularly illustrative bearing

on the prophecy before us, demand a separate and particular

attention. First, that in the Genoese arc, between the

castle of St. Angelo and the Vatican. Hei-e the azure

of heaven is represented ; on its verge, refulgent with

glory like as the new-risen sun, stands portrayed the Pope ;

a rainbow in the air reflects its cheering radiance on a land-

scape of land and water, men and women, just emerged
apparently out of night and tempest below ; and the sen-

tence appears written underneath—" TJie ivorld hath been un-

veiled to li(iht ; the King of Glory has come forth !
"

Next comes that painting in the arc of the Florentines.

The Pope is here represented with one foot on the land, the

other on the sea, having a key, moreover, in his right hand
with which he opens heaven, and in the other another key
(the key ui hell, or perhaps of purgatory) : and, beneath,

the legend, " In thy hand I behold the empire of earth, and sea.

and heaven." Certainly we have in these two pictures of

the pageant the very counterpart to the opening emblems
of the vision before us. Yet again the lion there, as here,

appears prominently and repeatedly as a symbol in the
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devices. For instance, in the tritimphal arc near the bridge
of St. Angelo there appear two lions, each with one foot on
the Papal insiguia, to designate that it is the Pope they
symbolize, the other on the mundane globe; and with tlie

legends, as the cry uttered by them—" The prey is icorthj of
my glory ! " and " To me the charge belongs ! " With which labt

we may associate that in the Via Pontificum, where a Pope
sits entlironed, and two kings, having cast their crowns
before him, kneel and worship. These a lion is represented

as licking and fondling ; but on other two, that appear
armed and hostile in the distance, another lion seems as

about to spring ; and the motto proclaims, as ^^•ith a lion's

roar, that implicit submission is the law of this pontifical

empire.

Such is the triplet of counterpart paintings in this Leo-
niiie fragment in contrast with the Apocalyptic tiiplet of

symbols in the vision before us. But before we proceed to

give them a full and separate consideration, let us trace

the procession to its termination : and let us mark in

doing so the almost ostentatious exhibition in it of Christ's

degradation and nothingness as contrasted with the exalta-

tion of the Pope, of him whom, having now viewed not

only as head of the apostasy, but as the blasphemous usurper

also of Christ's place in the Church, we need no longer hesi-

tate to call the Papal Antichrist. Let us mark the contrast

exhibited between them ; for Christ, too, is present, they
tell us, to swell the triumph of the day. His place they

point out under the canopy, upon the white palfrey, just

before the line of bishops, some five-and-twenty attendants

being disposed, each with a kindled wax-light, roimd him,

and the sacristan as his guard behind. It is that box, they

say, which the gold brocade covers, that holds him. There
is the holy Eucharist, the consecrated wafer. That is

Christ. Christ indeed appears, but he is a state-prisoner,

to add to the brilliancy of the pageant, a puppet in the

hands of the priesthood !

Meanwhile, with all pomp, and with each of the mag-
nificent decorations that adorn the procession symbo-
lizing his glory, with every eye fixed upon him, and
every knee bent before him, the Pope advances on his

triumph. At length the Lateran is reached—that church

with which the Papal episcopate is connected, and in

the portico of which, as justificatory of its asserted uni-
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1

Tersal jurisdiction, an old marble record.s its dignity as
the mother and head of all chnrches. And as oti the setting

out a studied mimicry of Christ was observable, and the
paintings, too, and the legends, reminded the passer-by
that "the Heaven-sent One," "the King of (ilory," was
gone forth, so at the close of the in'ocession the studied

mimicry continues. Dismounting at the cliurch vestibule,

the Pope sits for a moment, as if in gicat humility, on
a lowly seat placed for the occasion ; then, amidst the
clKuiting of, " He raiseth the poor from the dust to make
him inherit the throne of glory," he is raised from it by
some of the oflBcials of the churcli. led up the nave, and
seated on the Papal throne within. They call it his

assumiAion, or taMng up, as if, like that of One before him,
to the elevation, not of a mere earthly throne, but a
heavenly, and with all power given to him in heaven and
on earth,

"We now advert to three remarkable symbolizations of

the Papal Antichrist above noted. Considering how
exactly they answer to the triple symbolization of Christ

in the Apocalyptic vision before us. His face, too, being
depicted as the sun, and with an investing rainhoic, His feet

as planted on land and sea. His voice as a lion's roaring—

•

considering further the chronological coincidence of the one
emblematic figuration and the other, the one in the pro-

phecy, the other in history—considering the fact, already
twice exemplified, that allusive contrast to that which would
at any particular epoch be opposed to and usurpatory
of his prerogative, is a feature observable in the chief

Apocalyptic prefigurations of Christ's intervention—con-

sidering all this, the question must at once be asked,

Avhether it bo credible that the parallel and the conti-ast

are in this ease either unforeseen or unintended by the
Eternal Spirit? But the full signification of the three

devices needs yet to be unfolded. Also it needs to be
shown that what they signified, as to the Papal preroga-
tive, was not the mere exaggeration of popular fancy or
feeling at Kome on a festival day of excitement, but realities,

such as the Apocalyptic vision, when allusive, can alone

allude to. This is the next subject for consideration.

To furnish in each case the illustrative historical facts

requisite, will necessarily occupy us some considerable

time ; for it is impossible that anything could exhibit
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more strikingly the extent of the Papal iisui'pation of

Christ's glory and prerogatives, just before His glorious

intervention in the Heformation, as well as the crisis ol

Papal triumph in regard alike of things temporal and
things spiritual of this world and the next.

1. Fii'st, then, as to the meaning and the acting out of the

emblematic iiainting which represented the Pope as the

newly-risen sun, the King of Glory, beaming from heaven
on this earth, and with the rainbow, the covenant-rainbow,

as his accompaniment.
We are not to suppose that there was merely meant

by this a symbolization of the Pope's supreme dignity, and
of the happy promise of his reign

;
just as the symbol of a

rising sun and rainbow might have been applied, in the

hyperbole of painting or poetry, to designate the hopes
entertained fiomthe reign of any other mighty sovereign on

his accession, though this no doubt was included, 'i'here

was general expectation of happiness from Leo's reign

signified by the emblem, on the scale of the Golden Age,
fabled and also predicted, as its measure and character.

Let it be well observed, as inferable both from the accom-

panying emblem of the rainbow, and from the title of " The
King of Glor}' " given to the Pope in the picture, that it

was as Christ's representative chiefly that the symbol was
applied to him ; and thus, that as Christ was the sun in

the Christian system, so the symbol was meant to designate

Pope Leo.

Now, of Christ the symbol indicated both the inherent

divine lustre, as Him in whom was light—the light of life,

truth, and holiness—and in whom was no darkness at all ; also

how out of this light, treasured in infinite fulness in Him-
self, it pleased Him to impart to the children of men, as

He said, " 1 am the light of the world ; he that followeth

me shall have the light of life." In this character His
glory was recognised while on earth as the glory of the

only-begotten of the Father, full of groxe and truth; aTid

was sulig of long previously, in Hebi-ew prophecy, as that

oi the Sun of Bigliieousness. In these same senses, then, we
must expect that the sj'mbol was intended to apply to Leo.

And, in point of fact, in the writings of the time we find

them all expressly noted. We shall presentl}^ see how the

Portuguese orator addressed him as dispersing the mists of

his mind by the sunbeams of his divine countenance. In
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similar tone, in tho Latcran, in presence of the General
Cuuucil of Christendom, his countenance is spoken of by
the chosen orator Tuccius as " beaming from it the in-

biipportable lustre of diviiie majesty." By one of the

l)oets of the clay, a splendour, dazzling as the sun's, is

described as flixshing ft'om his triple crcwai, with reference

to the divine glory attached to it of an empire over earth,

hell, and heaven. By the same poet ho is elsewhere
depicted as the sun's dwelling-place, because of the light

of wisdom that dwelt with him. The Maronite patriarch,

and another of the Oriental ecclesiastics, address him in

their letters as like the sun or the moon, full of truth ; and
again, as the sun refulgent in holiness. Further, he is repre-
sented as, like the sun, imparting out of this his treasure-

house of light to the children of men ; not only otherwise
as their enlighteuer, but chiefly as their illuminator in

matters of faith, revealing and opening to men the icay to

heaven, and also shedding a healing influence with his beams
on the darkness and woes of humanity. In the influence

last ascribed to the light of ihe Papal countenance, we see

the exact counterpart to that ascribed to Christ's in Ma-
lachi's beautiful prophecy, just before alluded to—I mean
that in which he speaks of Him as the Sun of Righteousness,

rising on them ihat fear Him with healing in His wings.
Thus it appears, that besides the inherent glory of majesty,

wisdom, and holiness supposed to reside in the Pope, the
sun of Koman Christendom, there were also two principal

points of view in which, like Christ, he was believed to

shed forth from himself this light and glory on mankind, viz.

as the dispenser to them of the light of truth—i. e. the true

faith—and the dispenser of the light of grace and salvation.

And to shew the Pope's actual exercise in real life of the
prerogatives thus falsely assigned him, we have only to

remember, with reference to the first, that in all disputed
matters of religious faith and doctrine, the ultimate refer-

ence was to him, his decision considered final, and even
the Bible statements supposed to derive their authority fiom
him, not his from the Bible ; also, in regard to the second,

that it was from him, as the recognised fountain of divine

grace and mercy, that the indulgences proceeded, whereby
not only the temporal judgments due to sin were remitted,

but the eternal, its guilt blotted out, innocence restored to

the sinner, and salvation insured. The exercise of the
VOL. III. 2 Q
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latter seems, from the accompaniment in the painting of

the covenant-ramtoio, to be extremely characteristic of the

Papal usurpation of Christ's most glorious spiritual pre-

rogative, and illustrative, by force of contrast, of the

emblematic outburst of the Sun of Righteousness in the

prefigurative vision before us, and of its glorious fulfilment

in the Reformation,

2. Next, would we learn the meaning, and its realization

iu actual life, of that most striking representation of the

Pope in the Florentine triumphal arc, as fixing one foot on the

land and another on the sea, how can we better satisfy ourselves

than by marking what passed at Rome in the second year

of Leo's pontificate, on the occasion of an embassy arriving

from the King of Portugal ? The ambassador was a general

celebrated for his part in the late conquests of the Portu-

guese in the far Indies. In testimony of them, he brought,

among other most magnificent presents to the Pope Leo,

animals from the East, the leopard, the panther, and the

elephant—animals unknown to the citizens of Rome since

the time and shows of its imperial grandeur. And great was
the popular admiration as these presents were led in pro-

cession through the streets of Rome, more especially when,
on arrival before the pontifical presence, the elephant, as

if with more than instinct, stopped and knelt, and thrice

bowed himself, as in act of adoration, to the ground. But
listen to the orator of the embassy. For a moment he
hesitates, as overcome by a sense of the majesty of him
lie is addressing. " Fear and trembling," he exclaims,
" have come over me, and a horrible darkness overwhelmed
me." Then, reassured by the Pope's serene aspect towards

him, "the divine countenance which, shining," he says,
" as the sun, had dispersed the mists of his mind," he pro-

ceeds to the objects of his mission, narrates the Eastern
conquests of the Portuguese arms, addresses the Pope as

supreme Lord of all, and speaks of these conquests as the

incipient fulfilment of God's sure promises—" Thou shalt

rule from sea to sea, and from the Tiber river to the end
of the world ;

" " the kings of Arabia and Saba shall bring

gifts to thee, yea, all princes shall worship thee, aU nations

shall serve thee;" and, under thy auspices, "there shall

be one fold and one shepherd." That is, he explains, the

promised universal latter-day subjection of the world to

Chi-ist as meant of its subjection to the Pope ; and the
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Portuguese discoveries and victories over the heathen as

feigns that that consummation was at hand. Thus does he
well illustrate to us what was intended by the Florentine

device under consideration ; concluding in the same spiiit

by a solemn act of adoration to the Pope as his king's lord

;ind master—" Thee as the true Vicar of Christ and of

God, the Kulor of the whole Christian Republic, we recog-

nise, confess, pi"ofcss obedience To, and adure : in thy name
adoring Christ, wliose representative thoti art." As to the

actimj out by the Pope of this prerogative of universal eartJily

supremnci/ thus assigned him by painter and orator, we
might be sure, even pi'ior to examination, that such must
have been the case when it was so obsequiously confessed
to, and with such expressions of personal fealty, not by an
immediately subject people only, but by a powerful and
coufitaut monarch like liim of Portugal. And it needs,

indeed, only to look into European history to find the
proof.

Already, four centuries before, Gregory VII. had put
forward pieteusions to authority, as Christ's Vicar, over
the kings and kingdoms of the world. And in the course
of those foui- centuries examples had not been wanting,
very remarkable, of the application of this PajDal preroga-
tive within and even beyond the limits of the old Roman
earth, European Christendom. So, for instance, in that
fateful Bull of Pope Adrian IV., a.d. 1155, whereby, on the
English King Henry's petition, permission was granted him,
agreeably with the Pope's undoubted right and prerogative
over all professedly Christian lands, to subjugate Ireland,

on condition only of an annual quit rent to the Roman See of
(me jyenni/ for each house inhabited within it. And so again,

about the middle of the fourteenth century, in the grant of

the Canary Islands, not long before discovered, though
beyond the pale of European Christendom, to Prince Lewis
of Spain by the Pontifi" Clement VI. But the Portuguese
discoveries along the African coast, towards the Cape of
Good Hope, began about the middle of the fifteenth cen-
tury ; and the more memorable one by the Spaniards, some
fifty j-ears afterwards, of a new world beyond the Westein
Ocean, gave scope and occasion for its exercise in far

distant seas on a scale immensely larger. The application
came first from Prince Henry of Portugal to the then reign-

ing Pope, that since, as Christ's Vicar, all kingdoms of the

2 Q 2
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earth were subject to him, he would, in virtue of that

authority, confer on the Portuguese crown a right to all

countries inhabited by infidels that they, the Portuguese,

Toight discover, promise being added that he would spread

rhe Christian religion in them, establish the Papal authority,

and so increase the flock of the universal pastor. A Bull

was issued granting the Portuguese all they might discover

from Cape Non to India. In 1493, after Columbus's dis-

covery of America, on the application of Ferdinand and
Isabella, a similar grant was made in terms still more pre-

sumptuous and striking. Thus, it was not without reason

that King Emanviel did fealty to the Pope on the occasion

we are considering, and acknowledged his supremacy by
whose grant he held his conquests.

Thus we have seen enough to convince us that the

Florentine painting exhibited on the day of Pope Leo's

enthronization was not an absurd or exaggerated device,

but only a graphic symbolization of a prerogative already

exercised, as well as asserted, by the Popes. Pleased with

the devotedness of the Portuguese king, he made a dona-

tion to him in terms more ample than those of the original

grant to Prince Henry, of all countries, provinces, and
islands which he might recover from the infidels, not only

from Capes Bojador and Non to the Indies, but in the parts

yet undiscovered, and unknown even to the Pontiff himself.

So did he plant one foot on the land, and another on the

sea, and the countries in it, eA^en where the mists of dis-

tance and imperfect geographical knowledge might as yet

hide them from view, distributing them, as their undoubted
and supreme lord, to whom he would. And, botli in doing

so, and in accepting the appropriation to the Papacy of the

latter-day prophecies, he stood forth before Christendom,

in all that concerned this world's dominion, as a daring

and gigantic usurper of the rights of Christ.

3. Again, we must exhibit, in the actual realities of life,

that voice of the Po])e, in guise and character as a Lion,

asserting the world as his prey, claiming to himself its

government, and threatening wrath and destruction against

opponents or rebels. In order to this, let us again direct

the eye to Rome. The solemn Council-General of Chiis-

tendom is there at this very time holding its sessions.

Where so likely a place in which to hear the voice of the

Papal Lion ? The session is in the Lateran church, the
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same that the Pope was enthroned in. There, then, let ns

enter, look, and listen. Behold gathered within its walls,

and sitting all in ordered array, above three hundred
bishops and archbishops arrived as representatives from
England, Spain, Toi-tugal, the Germanic enipiie. Savoy,

and the lesser States of Italy, together with ambassadoi-s,

genei-als of the religious orders, the Patriarchs of Alex-

andria and Antioch, and not a few of other ecclesiastics

from beyond the seas, the whole, under Pope Leo's presi-

dency, constituting the Council-General, or representative

body of the Church Universal.

The Council has been convened by the Papal Bull for

the extbyation of the s-hisms and heresies that have divided

the Chinch, its union, refvrmation, and exaltation. And this

is the arrangement for its proceedings : that before it

transact official business, and the I'apal Lion, who is using

it as his instrument, speak his and its enactments, the mass
be first celebrated ; the litanies. Gospel, and hymn, ' Yeni
Creator Spiritus,' chanted, and a sermon or oration, bearing

on the business, pronounced by a select member of the

Council. And in the Council, as in the painting, the

sovereignty of the world is assigned him.

And now hearken to the Uun's voice. '[W's first and pre-

liminary act in assertion of that sovereignty over the world,

and fulfilment of that office of its administration, is the

citation of the adherents of the Pisan Council and Prag-

matic Sanction as schismatics and rebels. And behold, at

tlie very threatening of his voice, both the schismatic

cardinals and the French king hasten, in public humilia-

tion, to announce alike the one and the other, and to ask

for absolution: on which the absolution is granted; and,

in the confessed subjection of all the kingdoms of "Western

Christendom to the Papal supremacy, the schism healed.

Then against the Bohemian heretics, the only ones appa-

rently known of as remaining, a citation is issued, with
similar promise of consideration and clemency in case of

submission. TJien, and with a view to prevent an}- fresh

rising of heresy or schism, and so to insure the continued

unity of his hride the Church, without spot or wrinkle, in

continued subjection to himself, the Papal Lion thus again

from tlie height of his apostolic office, as from the top of

Mount Zion. issues his voice of command: 1st, that for-

asmuch as p-iniing, that wonderful, recently-invented art.
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might be used to dissemiuate heietical notions, no books
be printed without the previous censorship of the Pope's

inquisitor in the district ; 2nd, that no preaching be allowed,

or explanation of the Scriptures, except in conformity with
that of the recognised fathers and doctors of the Church,

and no mention moreover made by them of Antichrist or

speculations mooted as to the time of the final predicted

judgment ; 3rd, that the inquisitors fail not to exercise

their vigilance, and proceed with all zeal against heretics,

if fresh arising, in orcler to their utter elimination from the

congregation of the faithful.

So much for the preservation of the unity of the Church.
As to its reformation, he undertakes it as that which, like

the rest, belonged to his province as supreme administrator

;

and accordingly issues enactments limiting pluralities, and
forbidding a few other external abuses, but passes over, as

needing no reform, its da^monolatry, sorceries, and religious

thefts and murders. Finally, in order to the effecting of

the last and chief object of the Council, the exaltation of the

Church, i. e. of the Church of Eome, he solemnly repeats

and confirms the famous Bull, " Unam sanctam," of Pope
Boniface VIII. , in which Bull the unity of the Church is

defined as that of one body under one head, the Roman
Pontitf, Christ's representative, and of which this is the

conclusion :
" We declare, define, and pronounce, that it is

essential to the salvation of every human being that he be
subject to the Eoman Pontitf;" prefixing thereto the

declaration, " Whosoever obeys not, as the Scripture

declares, let him die the death !

"

Such is the voice of the Pope, the " Leo Papa," as of

a lion roaring ; and the whole Christian Church, by its

representatives in Council, assents and consents to it. On
which, each object of its assembling having, as they viewed
it, been accomplished, the Roman Church, by the Council's

reforming canons, been renovated, as the heavenly Jeru-

salem, by the extinction of heresies and schisms, made one,

and, by the universal subjection of secular princes, elevated

as Mount Zion on the top of the mountains, a Te Deum of

thanksgiving is chanted, and the Council concludes ; and,

in order to the increase of the joy of its members at this

its auspicious ending, a plenary remission of sins and in-

dulgence is granted to each one of them by the Pope, once
in life, and in the article of death.
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Thus has been shown the realization, or acting out in

real life, by the Koiuan Bishop Leo X., of those preroga-

tives and functions of Christ which were attributed to him
in the three remarkable paintings to which attention has
been called, as exhibited before Christendom in the pageant
of his enthronization. And now at length we are prepared
to revert with abundant advantage to the AjJocalyptic vision

of the Covenant-Angel's descent, and the glorious events

that it presignified. And in this vision there was pre-

figured, as what would take place at the same precise

epoch, Christ's own opening to the woi'ld of that forbidden

book of God—His revival of that forbidden Gospel-preach-
ing—His exposure of Antichrist, as even then alive in the

Popes—and revelation, too (so far as man might know it),

of the time of the fated judgment, as involving the Pope-
dom's destruction, and placed at but one trumjDet's interval

from the chronological epoch of the intervention here
symbolized. All these things, I say, were foreshadowed
in the vision before us ; and in the Reformation all these

things, as we shall see, were done.

Finally, as the Papal Lion spoke enactments in its roaring,

with a view to eliminate and cast out of the company of the
faithful all heretics, or those that dissented from the Eoman
apostas}^ and Eoman Antichrist, so theie was prefigured

in the Apocalyptic vision a solemn elimination and casting

out from Christ's true Church and the communion of the

faithful, of Eome, its bishop, priests, and Church, as

apostate and antichristian. This also had its fulfilment in

the same great event ; and, together with a certain political

revolution accompanying—the fall of a tenth part of the

mj^stic Babylon preluding its entire fall—appeared both in

the prophecy and in the history as what may be called

the completing act of the Eeformation.

To show this, we must pass on to that memorable history.

"With the Apocalyptic vision before us as our guide, we
shall find ourselves called to notice, just in this very order,

the commencement, progress, and each grand epoch of the Ee-
formation of the sixteenth century.

Commencement of the Reformation.

Chap. X. 1-4.—It is the origin and commencement of the

Eeformation that is now our subject. And how can we so
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well set it forth, or how so well expound the Apocalyptic

vision which prefigured it, as by tracing its development in

the mind and history of Luther? For Luther was both the

master-spirit of that great revolution of the sixteenth

century, and the type, in the inward experience of soul that

made him a reformer, of what afterwards influenced the

soul of many another. " The Eeformation passed," it has

been said by a learned Professor of Modern Histoiy, " from

the mind of Luther into the mind of Western Europe ;

"

and by M. Merle d'Aubigne more in particular, " The
different phases of the Eeformation succeeded each other in

the soul of Luther, its instrumental originator, before its

accomplishment in the world."

Of these phases the two first are figured to us, as distinctly

as beautifully, in that portion of the Apocalyptic vision

that stands referred to at the head of this chapter. Let us

consider the two separately. They will exhibit to us the

secret origin, the first public acts, and so the opening epoch of

the Eeformation.

§ 1.

—

Tlie Discoverrj of Christ the Samour.

Chap.x. 1-3.—Luther, then, was God's chosen instrument

to effect this great revolution—Luther, the son of a poor

miner at Mansfeld ; one who when at school in his early-

boyhood had to beg his bread, under the pinching of want,

with the pitiful cry, " Panem propter Deum," and was
indebted to the charity of a burgher's wife at Eisenach,

afterwards spoken of as the pious Shunamite, for the power
of pursuing bis studies and almost for his preservation. But
let us hasten to that crisis of his history to which our sub-

ject directs us : that wherein he was prepared for, and then

began to act out, the great part assigned him in the re-

form^ition and revivification of Christ's fallen Church.

He had grown at this time into manhood, and, having

passed from the schools to the University of Erfurt, had

there, in the course of the usual four years of study, dis-

played intellectual powers and an extent of learning that

excited the admiration of the University, and seemed to

open to his attainment both the honours and emoluments of

the world ; when behold, on a sudden, to the dismay as well

as astonishment of his friends, he renounced the world and

all its brilliant prospects and betook himself to the solitude
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and gloom of an Augustine monastery. ^Vherefore so strange

a step ? We find thoughts deeper and mightier than those

that agitate the surface of a vain world were then pressing

on his soul,—the thoughts of death, judgment, eternity,

God ALMKiiiTY! There had combined together different

causes to induce this state of mind. He had fuund a Bible.

It was a copy of the Vulgate, hid in the shelves of the

University library. Till then he had supposed that there

existed no other gospels or epistles than what were
given in the Breviary or by the preachers. The discovery

amazed him. He was at once riveted by what he read

therein. It increased, even to intenseness, the desire

already awakened in his heart to know God. At the same
time there was that in its descriptions of man's sinfulness

and God's holiness and wi'ath against sin which awed and
alaiTaed him. Providential occurrences following soon after

confirmed and deepened the work on his conscience. He
was brought by a dangerous illness into the near view of

death. He saw a beloved fiiend and fellow-student sud-

denly cut oft' with scarce a moment's warning. He was
overtaken, while journeying, by a lightning-storm, terrific

to him, from his associating it with an angry God, as the

lightnings of Sinai to Israel. He felt unprepared to meet
Him. How shall I stand justified before God ? This was
now the absorbing thought with him. Thenceforth the

world, its riches, and its honours were to him as nothing.

In the pursuit, however, of this great object no success

seemed to attend him. He longed to know God, but
neither his own understanding nor the philosophy and
learning of the University yielded him the light he needed
for it. He longed to propitiate Him, but his conscience it-

self was dissatisfied with the inadequacy of his performances.

It was the long-established notion among the more serious

that the convent was the pZace, and ita prayers, penances, and
mortifications the means whereby most surely to attain to

the knowledge and favour of God. There, then, he deter-

mined to pursue his absorbing object. He gathered his

friends around him, ate his farewell meal with them, then
sought the monasteiy. Its gate opened and closed on him.
He had become an Augustinian monk.
But yet his object was not attained. The holiness or

the peace with God that he longed for, not found. In vain

he practised all the strictest rules of the monkish life. In
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vain lie gave himself, night and day, to the repetition of

prayers, penances, fastings, and every kind of self-mortifi-

cation. He found that in changing his dress he had not

changed his heart. The consciousness of sin remained
with him—of its indwelling power, its guilt, its danger.
" my sin ! my sin !

" was the exclamation heard at times

to burst from him. Pale, emaciated, behold him, moving
along the corridors like a shadow! Behold him, on one
occasion, fallen down in his cell, and, when found, lying-

in appearance dead from the exhaustion of the mental
conflict yet more than of sleeplessness and fasting. He is

a wonder to all the convent. " A wounded spidt who can

bear ?
"

There was a copy of the Vulgate chained in the monas-
terj. With eagerness still undiminished he renewed his

intense study of it. But it gave him, no more than before,

the consolation that he sought for.

It was at this time that Staupitz, Vicar-General of the

Augustines, was sent by God as His messenger to assist in

shedding light on the darkness of this wounded soul and
opening to him the Scriptures. On his visitation of the

convent at Erfurt he at once distinguished from among the

rest the young monk of Mansfeld. He beheld him with
his eyes sunk in their sockets, his countenance stamped
with melancholy, his body emaciated by study, watchings,

and fastings, so that they might have counted his bones.

It needed not an interpreter to tell him what was passing

in that sorrowful soul. For Staupitz was one who, in

secret and unknown to the world, had gone through some-
wliat of the same conflicts as Luther, until in the Gospel,

rightly understood, he found a Saviour. In the experi-

ence of his own heart he had both a key to understand,

and a spring of sympathy to feel for, what was passing

in Luther's. He sought and gained his confidence. He
entered with him on the solemn subjects of his anxiety.

The Bible lay opened before them. He expounded from it

to the poor trembler God's love and mercy to man as exhi-

bited in Christ crucified. He spoke of His death as the ex-

piation for penitent sinners ; His righteousness and perfect

justice of life as their plea, their trust. These were views

as comforting as new to Luther. He heard the words : he
received them ; received them not as the voice of his

Vicar-General, but as the voice of the Divine Spirit speak-
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ing by liira. It was the opening to liim of the Gospel

;

the setting forth to him of the two things he liad been so

intently seeking, and which now he saw to be clearly ex-

pressed in the Gospel record—the principle oijustification

he/ore God, and the principle of godly penitence and sancti-

fication within. how did the glory of Jp:hovah-Jesus,

even of Him that furnishes both to the believing penitent,

begin notv to shine before him ! Was it not jnst as in

the emblems of the Apocalyptic vision nnder consideration ?

With the eye of faith he beheld Him beaming npon this

lost world as the Sim of Bighteousness ; and the dark thunder-
clouds of the mental storm that liad passed over him only
served to throw out more strikingly the beauty of the

rainhow of covenant-mercy as reflected from them. In the

sunshine of this forgiving love the former overwhelming
bitterness of his sense of sm yielded to sweeter sensations.

"0 happy sin," was his very heart's language, "which
hast found such a Eedeemer !

" The subject oi repentance,

too, was now as sweet as once it had been bitter to him.
He sought out in the Bible all that related to it ; and the

Scriptures that spoke upon the subject seemed, he tells us,

as if they danced in joy round his emancipated sonl. Nor,
in the delight of these perceptions of the Divine forgiving-

love and mercy, did he rest content and inactive. From
the view of Jesus he drew strength as well as rigldeousness.

Thus was Luther inwardly prepared for the work that

Providence intended him. It remained that he should act

as God's chosen minister, to set before others, in all its

glory and power, what he had himself seen and felt. Al-
ready a fit sphere of action had been provided for the pur-
pose. A University had been just recently founded at

Wittenberg by the Elector of Saxony. A principal part

of the arrangements had devolved on Staupitz. Impressed
with a sense of Luther's intellectual powers and piety, he
summoned him to a professorship in the University. The
call of his Vicar-General was obeyed, as in duty bound, by
the young Augustinian monk ; and being appointed in the
University Doctor of Divinity ad Bihlia, and having to

vow on his appointment to defend the Bible doctrines, he
received therein his vocation as a reformer. It was another
epoch in his history. Forthwith, in his lectures to the
students, and in his sermons too in the old church of the
Augustines to the people, he opened to them the Gospel
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that bad been opened to him, and set before tliem the

glory of Jesus, mighty to save. Against the schoolmen,

and their scholastic doctrine of man's ability and strength

to attain to righteousness in religion, he published Theses,

and offered to sustain them, bis text being Christ is our

strength and our righteousness. Multitudes crowded irova.

different parts to the University to hear a doctrine so new,
and expounded with eloquence so convincing. The eyes

of men were directed to the true Sun of Eighteousness, as

risen upon them with healing in His wings.

Thus far the manifestation of Gospel light, however
glorious, had been comparatively noiseless and tranquil.

There had been simply the revelation of Himself by the

Lord Jksus to the favoured ones at W ittenherg in his cha-

racter of the Sun of Righteousness and the rainbow-crested

Angel of the Covenant, mighty to save. But now the calm
was to end. There was to be added His roaring, like as

the Lion of the tribe of Judah, against the usurping enemy,
and so the conflict to commence between these two mighty
antagonist principles and powers, between Christ and

Antichrist. The infamous Tetzel precipitated the conflict.

Approaching, in prosecution of his commission, to the near

neighbourhood of Wittenberg, he there proclaimed, as else-

where, the Papal Bulls of grace and indulgence; in other

words, set forth the Pope as the heaven-sent dispenser of

mercy, the Sun of Eighteousness, and source of all divine

light, grace, and salvation. Then was the spirit of the

reformer kindled within him. Little thinking of the effect

they were to produce, he published his celebrated ninety-

five Theses against indulgences, affixing them, according

tp the custom of the times, to the door of the chief church

at Wittenberg, and offered to maintain them against all

impugners. The truths most prominently asserted in them
were the Pope's utter insufficiency to confer forgiveness

of sin or salvation; Christ's all-sufficiency; and the true

spiritual penitent's participation, by God's free gift, and
independent altogether of Papal indulgence or absolution,

not merely in the blessing of forgiveness, but in all the

riches of Christ. There were added other declarations,

also very notable, as to the Gospel of the glory and grace

of God, not the merits of saints, " being the true and
precious treasure of the Church ;" a denunciation of the

avarice and soul-deceivings of the priestly traffickers in
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indulgences ; and a cloising exhortation to Christiaus to

follow CnnisT as tltcir cLief, even through crosses and
nibulation, thereby at length to attain to His heavenly
kingdom. Bold, indeed, were the words thus published,
.ind the effect such that the evening of their publication
has been remembered ever afterwards, and is ever memo-
lable, as the epoch of the Reformation. With a rapidity,

jiower, and effect unparalleled, unexpected, unintended

—

even as if it had been the voice of one mightier than
Luther speaking through him—the voice echoed through
continental Christendom and through insular England
also. It was felt by both friends and foes to be a mortal
shock, not merely against indulgences, but against the
whole system of penances, self-mortification, will-worship,

and every means of justification from sin devised by
superstition, ignorance, or priestly cunning : a mortal
shock, too, though Luther as yet knew it not, against
the Papal sujn-emacy in Christendom. For there had
been implanted in men's minds, both on the mainland
and the island, a view of Christ's glory, rights, and
headship in the Church, which, notwithstanding the sup-
port of the Papacy by most of the Powers of this world,
was not to be obliterated. The result was soon seen, botli

in the one and in certain countries of the other, in the
national erection of the Gospel standard, the overthrow of
the Papal dominion, and the establishment of churches,
pure and reformed, that acknowledged Christ alone as in

spiritual things their master. Adopting the s;yTnbols of the
Apocalyptic vision, we may say that the fixing of His right

foot on the sea and Ilis left on the mainland was thus
fulfilled in sequence to the uttering of His voice as when a
lion roareth. Nor did He quit the ground or remove the
maiked stamp of His interference till the political over-
throw had been accomplished, both in the one locality and
the other, of a part of the mystic Babylon ; in short, until,

as stated in the conclusion of this vision, '* a tenth part of
the city had fallen, and there had been slain in it names
of men seven chiliads,"—a pledge of its ultimate over-
throw, and of the establishment ou its ruins of Christ's

universal kingdom.
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§ 2.

—

Discovery of Antichrist the Usurper.

Chap. X. 3, 4.—In order to trace the next great step in

the Eeformation, as prefigured in the two verses which
stand prefixed to the present section, there will be needed,

in the first instance, a very careful sifting of the pro-

phetic enunciation that developes it. What mean the seven

thunders 1

In the phraseology of this remarkable passage there are

to be noted five things :—1st. The vocality of the thunders

spoken of, for they are said to have voices ; 2ndly. The
absoluteness of the prohibition, " Seal up, and write them
not;" 3rdly. The singular definition of the voices of the

thunders as their own voices; 4thly. The distinctive article

prefixed to and defining the thunders intended ; 5thly.

Their further definition by the septenary numeral. And to

the above there must be further added the consideration

of St. John's symbolic character on the Apocalyptic scene.

This done, all will be clear as to the signification of the

prophecy, and nothing more needed than a reference to

history to make its fulfilment clear also.

First, then, there is to be oliserved the vocality attributed

to the thunders; the thunders being said, twice over, to

have voices and to speak, evidently in a manner intelligible

to St. John. By this they are distinguished from the

thunders elsewhere mentioned in the Apocalyptic visions

as proceeding from the throne ; the which were known,
indeed, to be sounds of wrath and judgment from on high,

echoed in the judgments forthwith following on earth, but

still sounds not articulate or intelligibly vocal. Such
being the case, the thunders mentioned in the 12th chapter

of St. John's Gospel ofl"er themselves to our remembrance
as the nearest Scripture parallel to those before us ; for we
read that there was heard in them also an articulate voice

from heaven, the which the people around thought the

voice of an angel, and of which the words are actually

given us. This, says Mede, was by the Jews called Bath Kol,

i. e. a voice fi-om heaven or oracle. The inference, of course,

I'especting the thunders here spoken of is, that they too, as

they fell on St. John's ear, fell intelligibly, as an oracle or

voice from heaven.

2. Wo are to note the absoluteness of the prohibition:

" Sexil up the things which the seven thunders have uttered.
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and write fhem not /" Now, had there been merdy the first

injunction, " Seal them up," wo might have inferred the

total consignment of these oracukir voices t(j ohlivlon ; seeing

tliat no period, however distant, was assigned for theh- un-
sealing. But, besides this, there was added, as by way of

explanation, the further and yet more emphatic prohibitory

clause of which the absoluteness could not be mistaken,
" Write them not I

" And what was the reason of the

pro]iil)ition ? Surely it was as simply as satisfactorily to

be inferred from the reasons of the contrary injunction,
"• Write them," given three times elsewhere to St. John on
occasion of his hearing other voices as from heaven. First,

that in ch. xiv. 13, " 1 heard a voice from heaven saying
unto me. Write ! Blessed are the dead which die in the

Lord; Even so, saith the Spirit." Next in ch. xix. 9, "He
saith imto me. Write ! Blessed are they which are called

to the marriage-supper of the Lamb. x\nd he said, These
are the true sayings of God." Once more, in ch. xxi. 5

;

" He said, Behold I make all things new. And He said

to me, Write ! for these loords are true and faithful.'''' These
are all the examples of the kind that occur from the

beginning of the prediction of things future in ch. ix.

to the end of the Book. And in every case the reason

given for the Apostle's writing was of one and. the
same character; viz., because the voice that was to be
written was tnxe and faithful, because it was the voice of

the Spirit, because it was the true saying of God. The
necessary inference as to the reason of the prohibition,

" Write not !
" is this : that what the seven thunders

uttered, though apparently an oracular voice from heaven,
was not true and faithful, not the voice of the Spirit, not

the tnie saying of God ; but, instead thereof, false and an
imposture.

3. Directly accordant with which is the inference from
that most singular definition of the voices of the thunders
as their oicn voices ; a singularity the more obsei-vable be-

cause it is with marked emphasis repeated (in the following

verse). For what can the phrase imply but this, that the
voices of these thimders were in direct contrast, and ap-
parent opposition, to that voice of the Covenant-An gel,

•spoken of in the clause next preceding, that was like a
lion's roaring ?—which being so, inasmuch as the angel's

voice was that of Chi-ist, the probability suggests itself ot
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the voice of the thunders opposed being that of Antichrist.

Certainly the supposition seems thus far well to suit. For
the voices of the Pope, expressed in his decrees and bulls,

were, we know, regarded as oracles from heaven : indeed,

the name most commonly given to them, when condemna-
tory, was that of Papal thunders

4. We have to remark the distinctive prefix of the definite

article attached, on their first mention, to these thunders.
" When he had cried, the seven thunders uttered their

vuices." We have already seen reason to suspect, from the

three previously noted'' characteristics, that these thunders

were the voices of the Papal Antichrist. And it needs

nothing more than the mere mention of them to satisfy us

as to their notoiiety and pre-eminence. In a subordinate

sense each synod, each primate, indeed each bishop, might
issue ecclesiastical thunders, within his or its sphere and
diocese. But the Papal bulls and anathemas were empha-
tically tJie thunders, the Pope the thunderer. Regarded as

he was in the light of God's Vicar on earth, there was sup-

posed to be the condemning voice of God Himself in the

thunderbolts of His wrath. Invested with which terrors

by the prevailing superstition, throughout the long middle

ages, where was the kingdom in Western Europe that did

not tremble,—where the heart so stout, of noble or prince,

that did not quail before them ?

5. There remains the distinctive septenary numeral. And
this indeed is all that is wanted to complete the evidence

of the Papal thunders being those intended. There is

something very pointed and characteristic doubtless in-

tended chiefly by the numeral, a something which history

will readily suggest to us, and which the Apocalyptic

account of Antichrist, given afterwards, might equally

well have suggested to St. John. For in the 17th chapter

of this prophetic Book it was told him that the locality of
the throne of Antichrist would be seat ed upon the fated seven

hills of Eome. TJience were his thunders and lightnings

to issue.

Now it accords with the figurative style, alike in pro-

phecy and poetry, to apply the numeral distinction of the

parts characteiizing the locality whence a voice or other

emanation might issue to that voice or emanation itself. So
the seven thunders are explicable as being thunders from the

seven hills of Eome ; and the truth is, that this specification
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of the locality has here a peculiar point and propriety. For
fco it was that the locality of 'Rome seemed necessaiy to give
the Papal thunders their full sacredness and authority in

the estimation of Christendom. During the seventy years

secession of the Popes to Avignon this became notorious,

and lias been remarked by Mosheim and Le Bas. The
language of the latter is quite illustrative of the phrase we
are discussing. " The thunders," he says, " which shook the

world when they issued from the seven hills sent forth an
uncertain sound, comparatively faint and powerless, when
launched from a region of less elevated sanctity." In effect,

the seven hills seemed, like Olympus of old, to be an almost
necessary earthly adjunct to the mock ideal heaven of the

Papal Antichrist's Apostolic supremacy.
And now, then, we may say that the signification of the

seven thunders here spoken of is clear. The five Apoca-
lyptic distinctives answer completely, one and all, to the

thunders of the Vatican. And when, their signification

being thus settled, we next enquire whether what is said

in the prophecy of the seven thunders uttering their voices

of opposition immediately on the Angel's lion-like roar, had
its fulfilment in the utterance of Papal thunders against

Christ's voice by Luther, it need only that we look into

the historic page to see it. Scarce had Luther published

his Theses when the attack on them by Sylvester Prierias,

the official Censor at Home, and which was dedicated to

Pope Leo, showed what was to be expected from Pope Leo
himself ; and ere a year had elapsed, a solemn Papal Bull,

condemnatory of Luther's Theses, and in defence of the

whule system of indulgences, was committed to Cardinal

Caietan, and by him presently after published.

It is added, " And when the seven thunders had uttered

their own voices, I icas about to write,''' &c. We have here a

statement which will be found to lead us forward another

step, and a most important one, in the history of the

Keformation. In order, however, to our drawing this

inference from it, it will be necessary that we recall and
apply that important exegetic principle to which allu-

sion has already been made, viz., of St. Johns symbolic

character on the Apocalyptic scene. For the Apostle is

personally associated with this bright vision of Christ,

and glorious manifestation of Himself on the Apocalyptic

mundane scene ; and moreover, prominently, variedly, and
VOL. HI. 2 R
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remarkably acting out bis own part in tbe dramatic vis-ion.

For we read of bis rising up to meet tbe revelation, and,

notwithstanding tbe cloud tbat mantled tbe Covenant-
Angel, realising tbe glory and divinity of bis aspect and
bis voice ; tben, on occasion of tbe seven tbunders sounding,

preparing to write, until deterred by a warning from
beaven against it ; tben bearing a solemn declaration from
tbe Covenant-Angel respecting tbe cbronological place of

this intervention in tbe great mundane drama, as separated

by but one trumpet more from tbe consummation ; tben,

under tbe same beavenly impulse as before, going and
taking tbe book out of tbe band of tbe Covenant-Angel,
and eating it, and tasting its sweetness and its bitterness

;

then, receiving tbe Angel's solemn charge to prophesy
again ; tlien being presented with a reed like unto a rod,

wherewith to measure the temple and them that wor-
shipped in it ; then, finally, having the history of Christ's

witnesses through the dark ages preceding, even up to tbe

time tben present, retrospectively set before him, which
being so, siipposing we are satisfied that St. John is to be
viewed as a symbolic character, not merely will the general

inference follow tbat there must have been prefigured

hereby some singular re-awakening in tbe Church at that

time of ministerial apostolical spirit, in all its energy of action,

but also as to details, that each particular thing beard or

done by tbe Evangelist in vision must have been meant to

symbolize something correspondent in tbe views, history,

and actions of the reforming Fathers, bis successors in

office and in spirit.

To show this, will occupy us for some time. For the

present it is the meaning of the first particular statement, viz.,

" When tbe seven thunders had uttered their own voices, I
was about to ivrite," together with that of the clause follow-

ing, " And I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me. Seal

up those things which the seven thunders uttered, Sindicrife

them not," that claims our attention.
" And when tbe seven thunders uttered their own voices

I was about to ivrite." Applying tbe principle of interpreta-

tion just laid down to this statement, the fact presignified

seems clearly to be this—that those members of Christ's

true Church whom we suppose St. John to have symbolized,

Luther most of all, even after witnessing tbe glory and
boauty of Christ's revelation of Himself as the Sun of
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Righteousness, would yet, on hearing the hostile Papal
thunders, be ready to receive and publish them, as if they
were what they j^rofessed to be, a mice from heaven. And
such, indeed, if we look into history, was the very case

with Luther. For the cry of the Pope being Antichrist,

raised long previously by the followers of Waldo, Wiclift",

and Muss, had almost died away in Christendom ; and if

heard of by Luther at Erfurt or at Wittenberg, had been
heard of only as a blasphemous heresy. With a conscience

very tender, and tremblingly afraid of offending God, the

supposed saeredness and authority of the Pope, as head cif

the Church and Christ's Vicar, induced in his mind a pre-

disposition to bow with implicit deference to the Papal
decision, both in other things and in the controversy about
indulgences that he had engaged in. In his Theses nothing-

appeared against the authority of the Pope, but the con-

trary. For he himself says, " When 1 began the affair of

the indulgences I was a monk and a most mad Papist. So
intoxicated was I, and drenched in Papal dogmas, that 1

would have been most ready to murder, or assist others in

murdering, any person who should have uttered a syllable

against the duty of obedience to the Pope." And again,
" Certainly at that time I adored him in earnest." He
adds, " How distressed my heart was in that year, 1517, and
tlie following,—how submissive to the hierarchy, not
feignedly but really,—those little know who at this day
insult the majesty of the Pope with much pride and arro-

gance I was ignorant of many things which now,
by the grace of God, I understand. 1 disputed ; I was open
to conviction. Kot finding satisfaction in the works of

theologians, I wished to consult the living members of the

Church itself. There were some godly souls that entirely

approved my propositions. But 1 did not consider their

authority as of weight with me in spiritual concerns. The
popes, bishops, cardinals, monks, priests, were the objects

of my confidence. After being enabled to answer every
objection that could be brouglit against me from sacred

Scripture, one difficulty alone remained

—

the Church ought
to be obej'ed. If I had then braved the Pope, as I

do now, I should have expected every hour that the earth,

would be opened to swallow me up alive, like Korah and
Abiram." It was in this frame of mind that, in the summer
of 1518, he wrote that memorable lettei to the Pope, of

2 K 2
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which the tenor may be judged from the clause following

;

and nothing can mOre admirabl.>' illustrate the passage we
are considering :

—" j\Iost blessed Father ! prostrate at the

feet of thy Blessedness, I offer myself to thee with all I

am and all I have. Kill me or make me live, call or recall,

approve or reprove, as shall please thee. I will acknow-
ledge thj voice as the voice of Christ presiding and speaking

in thee." Thus, when the seven thunders uttered their own
voices he weis about to write ; i.e., as the word means, to rece«W,

publish, submit to them ; even as if they had been what they
pretended to be, an oracle from heaven.

But so it was that just at this critical point of temptation

and danger a real voice from heaven, the voice of God's
Spirit, saying " Seal up what the seven thunders have
uttered, and lorite tliem not," was his preservation.

Already, in the October of that year, on being summoned
and appearing before the Papal Legate, Cardinal Caietan,

when ihQ Pope's judgment was affirmed by the Legate to

be in favour of indulgences, and also of the efficacy of the

sacraments, ex opere operate, and independent of faith in the

recipient, seeing its contradictoriness both to the woid
and spirit of the Gospel, he would not receive it. Still,

however, for a while he remained partially in suspense.

He doubted, indeed discredited, the fact of the Papal sanc-

tion. But soon after, when the publication of the Pope's

Bull in direct sanction of indulgences had forced him to

identify the Pope himself with those antichristian abuses,

—and yet more when, in the year next following, on occa-

sion of the approaching disputation with Eck, he was
brought into the necessity of examining the origin, founda-

tion, and character of the Papal supremacy, then the real

antichristian character of the Papacy began more and more
to open to his view.

Early in 1519, not long before the dispute with Eck, in

answer to a request from the Elector of Saxony to be in all

things reverential to the Pope, he wrote to Spalatinus, " To
separate myself from the Apostolic See of Rome has not

entered my mind." But now the antichristian character of

the Papacy pressed upon him with greater and greater

force. The Elector was startled with hearing, " I have
been turning over the Decretals of the Popes, with a view

to the ensuing debate at Leipsic ; and would whisper it

into thine ears that 1 beo;in to entertain doubt whether the
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Pope be not the very Antichrist of Scripture." Further

study of Scripture, and further teaching of the Holy Spirit,

concurred, with the Pope's reckless support of all the anti-

christian errors and abominations against which he had
protested, to make what was for a while a suspicion only

an awful and certain reality to him. And when at lengtli,

in the summer of 1520, the Pope's Bull of anathema and
excommunication came out against him, when the seven

thunders pealed against the voice that the Covenant-Angel
had uttered by him, with all their fury, he did an action

by which all Europe was electrified. He summoned a vast

concourse of all ranks outside the walls of \\ ittenberg
;

hunself kindled a fire in a vast pile of wood previously pi 0-

pared for the purpose ; and, by the hands of the common
hangman, committed the Bull, together with the Papal

decretals, canons, &c., accompanying, to the flames. More-

over, in his published Answer to the Bull, he rejected and
poured contempt on its thunders as the infernal voices qf
Antichiust.

Such was the memorable act that marked the completion

of the first epoch of the Reformation. And now he was no
longer alone in the undertaking. Melancthon, Justus Jonas,

and many others, had. already joined themselves to him.

In most of the German universities and towns, by students

and people, and by not a few even of the monks and priests

also, the new doctrine had been embraced with enthusiasm;

besides that, in Switzerland, too, the work was progressing.

It is the remark of his biograplier, when arrived at this

epoch of the Eeformation, that at various times the world

has seen the power of an idea, even of common and earthly

origin, penetrate society, and rouse nations ; how much
more, he adds, when, as now, it was an idea originatiiuj from
heaven. In this observation he is speaking of the new view

spread abroad of Christ and Antichrist. And have we not

a comment in it on the Apocalyjitic statement, " I heard a

voice from heaven, saying to me, Write not !

"

Bevelation of the Advanced Chronological Position of tJie^ Befor-

mation, in Daniel's and in the Apocalyptic Prophecies.

Chap. X. 5-7.—At this point of the vision, let us, as

before, first well consider the figuration then turn to history

to inquire after the fulfilment.
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I, The Prophecy. — Now with regard to this prophetie

pansage under consideration, it is to he premised that two
important changes of translation have heen made in it. The
first is of the clause " that the time shall not yet 6e," in place

of the authorised version, " that time shall he no longer ;
"

—

the other of the clause, " ivhensoever he may be about to

sound," instead of the authorised, " ivhen he shall begin to

sound."

And now that the ahove changes have been remarked,

let us pass to the figuration itself.

Attention need not he called to the exceeding impressive-

ness of the act and words figured. Consider the announce-

ment ! It told of no less an event than the certain approach

and nearness, at the distance of but one more grand
epoch, of the long-promised consumraaticjn. And this

consummation was the ending of what is emphatically

called GocVs mystery. Consider, too, the Person announcing
it; the same divine Covenant-Angel, Jehovah-Jesus, who
now brought with Him, as His own proper investiture, the

same glory as the God-man in the earlier vision of Daniel.

And, once more, the exceedingly solemn adjuration which
confirmed it ;

" He lifted up His hand to heaven, and sware
by Him that liveth for ever and ever, who created the

heaven and the things that therein are, and the earth and
the things that theiein ai'e, and the sea and the things that

are therein ;
" an oath of which the /on>i, by lifting up His

hand to heaven, appears from other Scripture to have been
that which was adopted as most solemn, not by man only,

but God ; and in which God himself was invoked as a

wituess to the truth.

There is also a stiiking parallelism of the act and oaih,

with the one in Daniel, for besides the similarity in respect

of the terms and manner of the oath, in the latter as in

the former, it is evident from the context that He who lifted

up his hands to heaven, and swore by him that liveth for

ever, was the Angel Jehovah :—Further, his position, as

standing upon the waters of the Hiddekel or Tigris, cor-

responds with the Angel's standing upon land and sea in

the Apocalyptic vision. Yet again the consummation re-

ferred to in Daniel may be inferred, not otherwise only,

but from the Apocalyptic Angel's express reference to the

ancient prophets, to be one and tlie same with that meant in

the Apocalypse. But amidst all these marked points of
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correspondence in the two cases, there was one point as

marked of difi'erenco. "Whereas to Daniel the vision was
dechircd to be one of many days, and tlio appointed time of

the end to be not until after the lapse of an enigmatic period,

it was here, on the other hand, declared to be approaching,

and comparatively nigh at hand. It would not indeed,

tlie Angel swore, be just as yet. But He swore also that

there fc^hould intervene but one more trumpet-sounding
before it. " In the days of the seventh Angel (whenso-
ever he may be about to sound), then the mystery of God
shall be finished, according to the glad tidings He hath
declared to His servants the prophets."

II. TJie Historical FuJjihncnt.—For here, as elsewhere, St.

John is to be considered not so much iij his personal as

in his symbolic rep-esentative character. Whence the in-

ference follows that there ought to have been some
impression on the mind of Luther, and other fathers of the

Keformation, correspondent at the time, in real historical

fact, with that figured in the drama, as it was impressed on
the ear and mind of the Evangelist. Already examples
have occurred of certain solemn chronological notices, de-

clared on the open Apocalyptic scene, having had their

fulfilment in history, just as well as other prefigurations,

as under the fifth seal, for instance. Hence the rather a

conviction that in this the most emphatic, as well as

most striking, of all the Apocalyptic chronological notices,

there must have been intended the prefiguration of some
proportionally strong and definite expectation of the con-

summation, impressed in its due order of time on the minds
of the Eeforming fathers. And such indeed was the case.

For on Luther and Melancthon among the German reformers,

on Leo Jucia and Bidlinger among the Swiss, on Bishop
Latimer, Bishop Bale, and Foxe, among the reformers of Great
Britain, on all these there was impressed, with the force

and vividness of a heavenly communicati(m, the conviction

of the fated time being near at hand, though not indeed
yet come, of Antichrist's final foredoomed destruction, and
therewith also of Christ's kingdom coming, and God's great

prophetic mystery ending : just agreeably in respect of

time with the Angel's oath heard at this epoch in the

Apocalyptic drama by the representative man St. John.
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The Progress and Ecclesiastical Establishment of the

Reformation.

Chapters x. 8—xi. 2.

We have here a prefiguration of the two next great steps

of advance in the Reformation : first, the special com-
missioning by Christ of faithful spiritually prepared

ministers of the Reformation, to preach His Gospel in

various countries and languages ; next, the constitution and
definition of evangelical and reformed churches, to the

exclusion, as heathen-like and apostate, of the Church of

Eome. Let us consider the two separately.

§ 1.

—

Commissioning hy Christ of the Gospel-Preachers of the

Reformation.

Chap. X. 8-11.—The points to he noted in this passage

are the Spirit's direction to St. John to take the little book
from the Angel, the Angel's giving it him, together with

the charge to eat, and prove both its sweetness and its

bitterness ; then, after St. John's so eating and proving

it, his solemnly commissioning him to the resumption ot

the work of his ambassador and preacher of His Gospel:
" Thou must prophesy again, before many peoples, and

nations, and languages, and kings."

From the general Scripture use of the word prophesy it

appears that it is, in the present instance, open to us to

construe it in the sense of preaching the Gospel, as Christ's

ambassador, just as much as in that of predicting future

events. From which, if we turn to consider the Apocalyptic

context, it will be evident that the former can alone be the

true meaning. For, first, this is the undoubted sense ot

the word as used by the Angel in his account of the

witnesses, just biit a verse or two after that we aj-e con-

sidering :
" I will give power to my two witnesses, and

they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days

in sackcloth." Farther, it is this sense which alone agrees

with the symbolic act of receiving and eating the little

booh preparative to St. John's receiving the commission.

For the little book is evidently the substance and
manual of that which he was to prophesy. And as, in

the precisely parallel case of Ezelciel (Ezek. ii. 3, 7, &c.),

the book given to be eaten by him was not the mere pre-
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didive fart of God's message intnisted to his charge, but

the whole of it, and moreover not to be prophesied by
him simply by committal to writing, but to be declared

and preached by him, as God's ambassador, to the

Jewish people viva voce, so we may infer the same re-

specting both the subject-matter and the mode, here in-

tended, of St. John's prophesying. Nor must we omit to

mark the consistency of the interpretation thus given

with the antecedent parts of the vision. For whereas the

message intrusted to Ezekiel and the other prophets was
the same substantially that we find in the prophetic Books
bearing their names, it is the Gospel of the New Testament

that is emphatically enjoined as- the subject-matter of

preaching on every one of the ambassadors of Christ Jesus.

And from this we infer that the Little Book must have been
either the ichole llible in miniature foiTU, or else some
miniature part of the Bible ; such a part as contained in

it that which is the substance and cs.^ence of all Bible

doctrine, the record of the Gospel of the grace of Jesus :

and hence probably Christ's Gospel-yninisters' chief manual,

the Little Bible, the Neio Testament. This premised, and
with the remembrance, further, of St. John's symbolic cha-

racter on the Apocalyptic scene, as representative of Christ's

faithful ministers of the time, figured—more especially, in

this present act of the Apocalyptic drama, of him that

was the head, guide, and master-spirit of the ministers of

the Reformation, Martin Luther—the thing pre-signified in

the passage heading the present Section will appear to be

this ; that, at the time following on Liither's recognition

of Antichrist's voice in the Papal thunders, as also of that

Antichrist's fated and approaching doom, both he and other

reformers with him, impelled by the same heavenly influence as

before, and prepared by the experimental digestion of the Gospel

in their own hearts, would be commissioned as from Christ

himself (there being apparently some particular reason for

noting this divine origin of their commission) to go forth as

His Gospel-preachers and ivitnesses, specially against the

Papacy,—the word again implying some notable previous

suspension or interruption of this preaching work ; the con-

cluding words of the sentence fartlier indicating that this

Gospel-preaching would thenceforth be before many different

Mngs and people, and also in many different languages. All

this seems to be implied; nor will the historical fulfilment
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here fail to appear on investigation, as simply and com-
pletely as in all before.

For we find that dviring the dark ages this most important
function of Gospel-preaclnng had been neglected almost

universally. Living addresses to the heart and conscience,

fresh from the living fountain of truth, and making appeal

by the setting forth of God's grace and love through a

dying, risen, and interceding Saviour, continued all but
unknown in the church-worship, even up to the close of

the fifteenth century, and epoch of Luther's first preaching :

in other words, to the commencement of the Eeformation.

And now having to shew the fulfilment of the Apocalyptic
symbolization contained in the passage that heads the

present Section, " The Angel said, Tliou must proj)hesy

again before many nations, &c.," in other words, must
resume and revive the function and work of Gospel-preaching,

it may naturally occur to the reader that Luther had
already, from very soon after his discovery of Gospel-light,

begun partially at least to fulfil the holy work. And, in

fact, perhaps it will be well worth our while for a moment
to pause on this circumstance ; and to mark how he did it

in accordance, as he deemed, with his ordination vows and
ritual.

For so it was that though, on ordination to the Priesthood,

the paten and the chalice having been delivered into his

hands by the ordaining Bishop, he was therewith only

empowered and enjoined to sacrifice for the living and the dead,

yet at his previous ordination as Deacon there had been
observed and given him a ritual and a charge, not of late

institution, but comparatively primitive, and not founded
on man's falsehood, biit on Christ's own express appoint-

ment, which, agreeably with the proper significancy of

the rite, pointed to it. For the Booh of the Gospels being

then placed in his hand by the Bishop, he was thus

charged, " Take authority to read the Gospel in the Church
of God ;

" and words were added respecting his duty, as that

not onlj' of " assisting the priests in ministrations at the

altar," but also of " declaring the Gospel and other Scrip-

tures of the Kew Testament, and of preaching the word of

God." 1'hus, mere form as it had become, Liither, taught

as he was by the Spirit, even before his discovery of the

antichristian character of the Papacy, felt, as others felt

not, the solemnity of the charges. And, his subsequent
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ordination as Priest not in his mind invalidating the obli-

gation, and the order of his Vicar-General having confirmed

it, and the more he was quickened from above, the deeper

becoming his sense of the obligation laid on him, ho had
thus given himself quite early, and while yet but partially

enlightened, to the fulfilment of the function of Evangelist.

But the crisis followed (just agreeably with the pi)sition

of the vision before xas) forthwith after Luther's rejection

of the Papal oracle, as the voice of the foredoomed Anti-

christ, and persistence therein at Worms before the Emperor.
For thereupon the supreme secular and ecclesiastical powers
had issued condemnatory decrees against both him and his

fellow-labourers, and so against the Gospel-ministry itself.

By those of the latter they were excommunicated from the

Church, and degraded from the ministerial office : by those

of i\iQ former they were, on pain of confiscation, imprison-

ment, and even death, interdicted from the preaching
of the Gospel. And as for Luther himself, he was pro-

scribed as one out of the protection of the law ; so that

confinement in a lonesome castle of the Wartburg forest

seemed to his friend, the Elector of Saxony, the only
alternative whereby to hide him awhile from the storm,

and to save his life. Then was the time for his reflecting

in solemn solitude and insulation on things past, present,

and future, on what had been done in other days, and on
what it now needed that he should do for the cause and
Church of the Lord Jesus. And what then did he ? Did
he bow to the storm, and abandon the woik ? Let us but
follow out the apocalyptic figurations, as further enacted
by St. John on the visionary dramatic scene, and we shall

find that what he then and there heard, felt, and did,

depicted in just the truest and best manner the next
actings of Luther, and therewith the further progress of

the Reformation.
First, " the angel said, go, tahe the little hodJc out of the

Angel's hand." The chief occupation of Luther during
this his year of exile, was the taking in hand the New
Testament, with a view to its translation into the vernacular
German; And truly this was a work in which his verj--

soul felt complacency. Already, long since, he had fed

upon and experimentally digested its sacred contents.

And now, in their more particular and accurate considera-

tion, he again diijcsted it, and again tasted its sweetness,
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However bitter the consequences of preaching it (and
bitter indeed he afterwards found them), it was now with
him just as with St, John himself, when having received
the little book from the angel, he ate it, and found it

in his mouth sweet as honey. Then "the angel said, TJiou

must prophesy again." It was with a view to Christian

ministers digesting, like himself, and preaching the Gospel,
as well as to the people generally reading it, that Luther,
in fact, urged on his translation of the New Testament,
For full well did he recognise this, that Gospel-preaching
was still instrumentally the power of God unto salvation,

that to its long neglect and interruption through the dark
ages was very principally owing the establishment of the
antichristian apostasy in Christendom,— that by its

renewal (mark the word "prophesy again") the power of
apostasy was partially and primarily broken, according to

prophecy,—and that on them, the ordained ministers of
Christ, who had been enlightened to seek a Eeformation,
the obligation specially lay of accomplishing it. The
Pope's official annulment of their ministerial orders could
neither cancel those orders nor alter the obligation con-

sequent. The act of Antichrist could not cancel a com-
mission which, traced upwards to its source, not he, but
Christ himself, had communicated. Nor again, notwith-
standing all his deference to " the powers that were,"
could the Emperor's interdict move him on that point;
convinced as he was that God's word must not be bound
by any earthly potentate. Hence after the issuing of the
decree of Worms, and when himself an exile, he recognised
the voice of duty, and stimulated Melancthon and his

coadjutors at "Wittenberg to the continued exercise of
evangelic preaching, just as if there had been no Papal revo-

cation of their orders, or Imperial interdict against their

preaching; in other words, he urged upon reforming
ministers at this momentous crisis of their insulation from the

Romish Church and Empire, the fulfilment of what the angel's

injunction prefigured in vision, " Thou must prophesy
again !

" And though, as regarded himself personally, both
regard to the Elector's kindly mandate, and the fear of

rushing uncalled by God into danger, made him awhile
resist the desire that burnt like fire in his bones

;
yet

so soon as the doubtless divinely intended objects of his

seclusion had been accomplished, and when a crisis hud
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Arisen, in part through the bitter persecution of fellow-

labourers in Germany for preaching what were called

Lutheran or evangelic doctrines, in part through official

hindrances to the progress of the Gospel in the Saxon
electorate itself, in part through the rise of a fanatic sect

called Anabaptists, who, styling themselves apostles and

prophets, as if inspired from heaven, were but Satan's

counterfeits, raised up by him in order to bring discredit

on the true ; then, as under direction of that same voice from
heaven, and with a view to heading them in the fulfilment of

this their ministerial commission, he took the decisive step of

returning to Wittenberg, albeit without the Elector's per-

mission, and at the imminent risk, proscribed as it was, of

his own life. And on the road he wrote thus to the

Elector, explaining his motives :
" Inevitable reasons

compel me to this step : the Divine will is plain, and leaves

me no choice : the Gospel is oppressed, and begins to labour."

Adding, with allusion not so much to the significant rite of his

formal ordination as Deacon as to the higher commissioning

from above, and obligations consequent, that resulted from

Christ's own opening of the Gospel to his soul, " It is not

from men that I have received the Gospel, but fi'om heaven,

from the Lord Jesus Christ ; and henceforth I wish to reckon

myself simply His servant, and take the title of Evangelist."

So the Kubicon was passed ; and the reforming Gospel

ministers, with Christ's commission on their banner, con-

stituted a body independent of, as well as separated from,

Rome's ruling Antichrist. Then the nest clause in the

Apocalyptic prediction, " Thou must prophesy again before

many nations and Icings," &c., as God might open the door to

its progress, exactly tallies with what we read of next in

history. For it was in 1522 that Luther returned, and
resumed his work of prophesying at Wittenberg. And
within the next two or three years we are told of its

successful preaching (before princes as well as people) not

in G-ermany only, but in Sweden, Denmark, Pomerania,

Livonia ; in France, Belgium, Spain, and Italy also, though

not so successfully ; and further, last mentioned but not least,

England. We read, too, of translations of the Bible being

made simultaneously by evangelic ministers into most of

the vernacular tongues after Luther's prototype. The pre-

diction seemed fulfilling, " The Lord gave the word, great

was the company of the preachers
;

" and yet more par-
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ticularly and exactly, that clause of the Apocalj'ptic

prophecy that prefigured it, " Thou must prophesy again

before mcmy people, and nations, and languages, and khigs."

Still there remained on this head yet another point for

decision, a point essentially connected with the continuance

of this renewed evangelic preaching, and by far too im-

portant for the EefoiTQers to overlook in acting.

It is obvioiis that in the first instance the fulfilment

of the charge, "Thou must prophesy again," embraced
those only who, already ordained in the Bomisli Clmrcli, had
been by the Papal and Imperial decrees interdicted from
preaching, and degraded from holy orders. But cut off as

they were from the ecclesiastical hierarchy, and withoi\t

any bishop, at least in the Saxon electorate, uniting with
them, whence was to come the subsequent ordination of their

ministers, whereby to furnish the supply necessary for

the continuance of the preaching of the Gospel ? Was the

Reformation to be left, like that begun more early by the

Bohemians, to dry up for the want of pastors ? Could it be

Christ's will that the very separation from Antichrist

should involve as its consequence Antichrist's triumph ?

Surely not. In fact, the case must seem to be one provided

for in the original Scripture record of the first times of

Christianity ; not merely by the absence in it of any direct

Apostolic proscription of other than episcopal ordination,

but by the Apostolic constitution of some of the Churches
(of Corinth, for example), with but the tivo clerical orders.

Presbyters and Deacons, not the three. Thus satisfied that

both the spirit of Scripture countenanced the proceeding
contemplated, and though not the usual rule, yet the excep-

tion, of Apostolic practice, Luther decided to arrange for the

future independently of the Eomish hierarchy. In 1523
he published a treatise against the falsely called eccle-

siastical orders of Pope and bishops. A year or two after,

the function of ordination was formally taken by the

Eeformed Churches into their own hands. In the German
churches it was vested in superintendent presbyters, chosen
among themselves as a substitute for bishops ; in the Sioiss

cliurches simply in the presbytery. On the other hand, in

the cases of Denmark, Sweden, and England, it was
through God's favouring Providence so ordered, that the

direct episcopal succession should pass into the Eeformed
Church, and the more regular medium of ordination was
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c< iiliniicd. Thus was a provision made for the permanent

fultilmeiit of still the same Apocalyptic r.nmmissioii, "Thou
must prophesy again." Of course, on account of the

departure in some cases from direct episcopal ordination,

and on account of the ordaining bishops in tlie other cases

being excommunicated and degraded by Rome, the cry-

was raised by their enemies against ministers so ordained,

as if in reality unordained and uncommissioned. But
behold in the wonderful figuration before us God's men
Omnehj pronounced sentence in the matter. Supposing that

the sense that has been attached to the passage before us

be the right one (and, considering the context in which
it occurs, it will be hard indeed to disprove it), we have in

the fact of St. John's being made representative of the ministers

of the Reformation, at this particular stage in the Apocalyptic
drama, a direct intimation of their being all in the line of

the Apostolic succession; and in the Angel's words, "Thou
must prophesy again," of their being commissioned by Him
who commissioned the apostles,—the Covenant-Axgel, the

Lord Jesus.

There is yet one other point that must be noticed, viz.,

the change in the ritiuxl of Priests' ordination now introduced
by the Eeformers. The imaginary function of sacrificing

being renounced as blasphemous, and that tif preaching the
Gospel (in conjunction with the right administration of

the sacraments) being considered as the grand function of

the Christian ministry, a corresponding change was made
universally in'the verbal formula ; and instead of the words,
"Eeceive thou authority to sacrifice for the living and the

dead," authority was given, and a solemn charge added, to

preach the Gospel. Moreover, in some of the reformed
churches, and more especially the Anglican, there was
a change in the symbol as well as in the loords. Kot merely
w^as the delivery of the chalice and the paten abolished, but
instead thereof there was in the churches alluded to, the

substitution of the delivery of what most probably was
lhe BiySAapiStov of the Apocalyptic figuration, the little

Bible, the New Testament, or perhaps the whole Bible, now
through the art of printing (and the fact was most im-
portant) made a small book. We find it appointed in the
English formulary that the candidate for Deacon's orders
shall, on his ordination, have the New Testament given into

his hands by the ordaining bishop, and the caudidatt for
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Priest's orders the Bible. Yet again, in the consecration of

Bishops, it was judged fit that the same significant symbol
should not be omitted. Thus, in each of the three cases,

considering that the ordaining or consecrating bishop acts

in the ceremony as GhrisCs deputy, there remains in our

English ritual the perpetuation, substantially, of the

Apocalyptic prefiguration of the commissioning of the

ministers of the Reformation. Surely the fact is most
remarkable.

§ 2.

—

Tlte Ecclesiastical Constitution and Establishmerd of the Reformed
Churches, and their Separation from the Church of Borne.

Chap. xi. 1, 2.—" And the angel said, Eise and measure
the temple of God, and the altar (or altar-court), and them
that worship therein." It is to be here observed that the

temple was, agreeably with the Apostle's own application of

the figure, to be considered symbolic of the Christian Church

universal : the Holy of Relies and its company representing

that part of it, and their blessed state and worship, that might
have been already gathered into paradise ; the remainder of
the temple, and those worshipping therein, the Church on
earth and its worship. It is to be further observed respect-

ing this its remainder, including the holy place and the altar-

cuurt, that the holy place, being that which was concealedwith

its candlestick and incense-allar from general view in the

Jewish temple, and that wherewith in the Apocalyptic temple
the great High-Priest alone appeared conv«rsant, must be
regarded as figuring the Church in respect of its secret

spiritual worship, unseen by men, but marked by Jesus : on
the other hand, the altar-court, and they that worshipped in

it, as figuring the Church in respect of its visible and public

worship. Alreadj'- some illustrations of this the symbolic

signification of the altar-court have occurred to our notice.

For instance, the figuration of the souls under the altar, in

the fifth seal. And now that the symbolic temple is again

introduced into notice, with the new feature superadded of

its outer-court, or court of the Gentiles, the explanation con-

tinues obvious on the same principle. The altar-court, with
them that worshipped in it, is still used as the symbol of that

part of the Church visible which adhered to the true and
divinely instituted worship that the altar indicated. On
the other hand, the outer or Gentile court is the symbolic
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scene of the adscititions members from out of heathenism,

who having called themselves Christians, and been thus

enrolled into the body of the New-Testament Israel, had
yet ere long forsaken the Christian altar-worship, and
were now at length denounced by the Angel as having

visibly, though not professed!}', apostatized to heathenism.

Thus much on the temple scene, and the emblematic
meaning of those two diii'ereut parts of it, the altar-court

and court of the Gentiles. In addition to which, that it

would be scarce possible for St. John not to view the

heathenized professors of the outer court here mentioned
as of the same line of apostasy with that of the unfaithful

ones described in simdry notices ; the same against whose
usui-ping head there had been recently figured the interven-

tion and wrathful cry of the Covenant-Angel ; and from
whose seven-hilled metropolis, in hostile answer, there had
sounded forth the seven antichristian thunders.

This premised, the meaning of the predictive clause be-

fore us—" Eise and measure the temple," &c.—will readily

approve itself to the reader. It must signify that they
whom St. John at this particular epoch represented—that

is, Luther and his brother reforming ministers—would, as

the sequel to their resumption of prophesying or Gospel

-

preaching, 1, be directed to the regular constitution of the Re-

formed Church, for the measuring implies the edification

and constitution, as well as definition, of what is measured ;

2, that they would define, as those who only could be con-

sidered to belong ±0 it, such as in public profession and Avor-

ship recognized that cardinal point of the Christian faith,

justification by the alone efficacy of Christ's propitiatory sacrifice,

and through Christ's alone mediatorship ; 6, that they would
exclude therefrom, or excommunicate (for such is the eccle-

siastical force of the word) the Bomish Church, as apostate

and heathen ; 4, that, in order to these important acts, a

certain ecclesiastical authority would be officially given them,
it being said " there was given me a reed Mice unto a rod,"

with which to measure ; and both the more usual Scripture

use of tlie word rod, and the fact of this use being here abso-

lutely necessary, in order to the words having any force at

all, indicating that that same official rod was intended by
the word, which was the badge of ecclesiastical or civil autho-

rity. It remains to show the fulfilment of these four several

points in the further history of the Eeformation. Let it,

VOL. in. 2 s
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however, be premised before doing so, that with the same
marvellims appropriateness of symbol that we have seen

exemplified both in our last chapter and almost uniformly

before, alike the figure of iwiting a rod into the hand, and
that of msting out from a tem;ples enclosure, will be found to

have been symbols used in Christendom both before and at

the time reiferred to (as well as by Jews, Christians, and
Eomans at the time of St. John), to signify the things and
the actings that they have been here explained to mean.
And now then for the historical fulfilment. It has been

already noted that up to the time of Luther's return to

Wittenberg, in March, 1522, to resume, despite the Papal

and Imperial interdict!-', his ministerial functions of preach-

ing, the established religion in Saxony, as well as every-

where else, was still the Romish Papal religion. So much
was this the case, that when the reforming ministers at

Wittenberg, conjointly with certain commissioners of in-

quiry appointed by the Elector Frederick, began to take

steps for the abolition of some of the more prominent
superstitions of the Papacy, the Elector declared that they

had exceeded their orders, and might embroil him with

the Romish pielates and the Emperor. Nor, indeed, did

Luther as yet wish much more from the civil power than

the freedom of evangelic preaching. LTis idea was that

through the simple preaching of the Gospel, unenforced by
any further act of the civil power, the Papacy, which was
to be broken without haiid, would fall into ruins. This

was the state of things at the end of 1522. But Milner,

speaking of the state of things in the year 1523, says " The
difficulty of providing fjr the instruction and edification of

the Lutheran churches began to be now more and more
apparent. It was not possible that public worship and the

administration of the sacraments could be conducted de-

cently and in order without some plan of ecclesiastical dis-

cipline. The great personal authority of Luther seemed to

be the only cement of union among those that loved the

Gospel. Hence what feuds and divisions might arise ! And
there was no opportunity of forming a general synod of

pastors and elders, which might regulate the external state

of religion." In the providence of God, many of the old

canons of Wittenberg having died about this time, the

revenues of their canonries fell in ; and so the execution of

one part of Luther's plan was facilitated, viz., the forming
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out of them a common treasury, as he called it, for the sup-

port of ministers, as also of schools and hospitals. Still the

authority was not given ; the plan remained tniexecuted.

At length, after another year or little more, the Elector

Fi-ederick, thoroughly convinced that the Keformation was
accordant with CJod's mind and will, determined on taking

bolder steps, and giving his authority for the ecclesiastical

org-auization of the Keformed Churches. But he was now
sinking under age and infirmities, and died before it was
don^. "No sooner, however," says Milner, "did the

Elector John (Frederick's brother) find himself in posses-

sion of the sovereign authority, than," assuming to himself

that supremacy in ecclesiastical matters vvhicli, according

to the Keformers alike in Germany, Switzerland, and Eng-
land, was the natural right of every lawful sovereign, " he

exercised it with resolution and activity by forming new

ecclesiastical constitutions, modelled on the principles of the

great Reformer." The prefiguration was fulfilled, " There
was given me a measuring reed like unto a rod ;" and the

Keformers rose np in their strength to make the measixre-

ment. The account follows in hi!^tory of the execution of

this most important commission assigned them oimeasuring,

or ecclesiastically constituting, what was called the Evangelic

Church, the mystic temple ; of the authorization and intro-

duction throughout the Saxon churches of new formularies

of public worship, drawn on evangelic principles by Luther
and Melancthon ; of the removal from the Church and
church-worship of Eomish images and superstitions ; of the

appropriation of the ecclesiastical revenues of the electorate

to the support of the reformed parochial clergy and schools
;

and of the ordination, independently altogether of the

Eomish hieraichy, of a fresh supply of ministers of the

Gospel. All this was eftccted in the autumn of 1525. And
somewhat later, viz., in the years 1527, 1528, a general

visitation of the electorate by Luther and other of the

Reforming Fathers was made, on the Prince's order, to see

to the execution of the new system, and complete what
might be wanting to the ecclesiastical estahlishnent of a

separate evangelic Church; in all of which regulations the

example of Saxony was followed, pari passu, by the other

reforming States already noticed, in Germany, Denmark,
Sweden, and afterwards Eijglaud ; the rjdf^So'i of the civil

authorities being given for this purpose to the reforming
2 s 2
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ministers, without which the probability is that the re-

formed churches w^oiild have soon fallen into misrule and

anarchy. And what we are here called on, by the Apoca-

lyptic prefignration, further and specially to notice, is this:

that the principle acted on in them all was precisely the same

as that laid down by the Angel in the vision for the sym-

bolic measurement of the Apocalyptic temple, viz., to make
salvation through Christ's meritorious death and mediator-

ship (that which the altar of the Jewish temple symbolized)

the prominent characteristic of the worship of the newly
reformed Church, and to exclude those who (having forsaken

the altar) had made to themselves another method of sal-

vation, and given themselves up to heathen superstitions

and idolatries ; in other words, the worshipping professors

in the apostate pseudo-church of Eome. Charged by the

Papists as schismatics, the principle was solemnly avowed
and justified before the world. At the first Diet of Augs-
burg, held A.D. 1 525, an apology was delivered in by the

Elector, written by Melancthon, and in which the following

points were insisted upon:— 1st, that every minister of

God's word is bound by Christ's express precept to preach

the leading doctrine of the Gospel, justification hy faith in

Christ crucified, and not by the merit of humm performances;

whereas men had b}' the Eomiwh doctrines been drawn
from the cross oi' Christ to trust in their owm works and
superstitious dainties ; 2ndly, that it became princes simply

to consider whether the new doctrines, as they were called,

were or were not true, and if true, to protect and promote

them ; 3rdly, that the Eoman Pope, cardinals, and clergy

did not constitute the CJmrch of Christ, though there existed

among them some that were real members of that Church,

and opposed the reigning errors ; that the true Church
consisted of the faithful, and none else, who had the word
of God, and by it were sanctified and cleansed. On the

other hand, that Avhat St Paul had predicted of Antichrist

coming, and sitting in the temple of God, had had its fulfilment

in the Papacy ; which being so, and God having forbidden

Tinder the heaviest penalty every species of idolatiy and

false worship, of which class were the sacrifice of the mass,

masses for the dead, invocations of saints, and such like,

—

things notoriously taught in the Church of Eome,—that

they were not guilty of schism, either because they had
convicted Antichrist of his errors, or made alterations in
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their cliurcli worship and regulations, whereby the Eomish
superstitions were cast out. Such was the manifesto of

the Keformers, if it may be so called, in the first Diet of

Augsburg. In the second and more important Diet, held
there in 1530, after the completion of the re-formation of

the Church in the countries already particulaiized, the

same principles were asserted in the celebrated Confessions

of Faith then presented to the Diet and the Emperor, and
which may be regarded as standards of the ( hurches,—the
Lutheran confession of Augsburg, the Swiss, and the Tetra-

politan. Differing as these Confes^,ions might do in mattei's

of doctrine and of discipline, unessential and coviparativeh/

unimportant,—and the same may be said of the English

Confession, or Articles of Faith, drawn up a few years

after,—yet, on the three points inculcated in the Apoca-
lyptic vision upon him that represented them, the Ee-
formers were altogether agreed, viz., in charging the
preaching of the Gos})cl on their ministers, and declaring

their fulfilment of this function essential to the right con-

stitution of a Christian Church, in setting forth justification

by faith in a crucified, risen, and mediating Saviour, as the only
true method of salvation, and in separating themselves from
the Bomish Church, as a body excommunicate from Christ's true

Church, and apostate. Surely it was a wonderful and blessed

consummation. Such was the ecclesiastical constitution and
establishment of the reformed evangelic Churches ; and with
it concludes the second grand epoch of what, in exact ac-

cordance with the Apocal}-ptic emblem before us, has been
called the re-formation, or new constitution, of the Church.

Retrospective View from- the Beformation of Christ's two Wit-

nesses, considered in respect of their Character, and of the

earlier half of their History.

Chap. xi. 2-7.—We here commence an account, given by
the Covenant-Angel, of certain icitnesses, as they are called,

who throughout the apo.stasy so long reigning, and from
which the refoimed Churches had just separated, would
have kept up a testimony for Him. The view is retro-

spective, and on a subject most important and interesting.

And with reference to the fact here announced of Christ's

having kept up a witness for Himself during the long dark

times of the apostasy preceding, that it is that of which,
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eveu independently of this direct statement, we might
have felt assured— the faithful word of promise guaranteed

it. (See Isaiah lix. 21, and Matt, xxviii. 20.) Could
it be, then, that the forty-hoo months, or a thousand two

hundred and sixty p-ophetic days or years of the apostasy,

.should have prolonged their dreary course without

a witness having been kept up for Christ? Tt was in

the nature of the case impossible. It would have been

the falsification of the direct promises in the above-men-

tioned passages of Scripture, as well as the abandonment
of His own glory. Thus we see, independentl}- of any fresh

prediction of it, the fact was one of which the beloved dis-

ciple must have felt well assured. In the Apocaliy'ptic

visions, however, as nothing of importance was to be
omitted, so a fresh and full communication was now made
to him on the subject. After mention of the forty-two

months, during which the heathenized Christians of the

apostasy (the same that had jiist been cast out at his com-
mand, in the measuring of the temple), would, as the Angel
said, tread down the Holy City, or the faithful in Christen-

dom, he proceeds to inform St. John that thi-ough a period

precisely equivalent to those foiiy-two months there should

be all along witnesses to testify for Him :
" 1 will give

jiower to my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a

thousand two hundred and sixty days, clothed in sackcloth."

Kow, with regard to this great jirediction about the Wit-

nesses, it may perhaps be treated Avith advantage under
three principal divisions: 1st, there is the commission, cha-

racter, and 2ireviaiis earlier history of the witnesse><, as I'etro-

s]:)ectively described b}' the Angel, and as fulfilled ; 2ndly,

the particular and later history, as described and fulfilled, of

their slaughter and resurrection; Srdly, the notice of the

ascent of the witnesses, and certain important 'political events

contemporaneous with it ; which last division must be

treated of separately from the second, and by itself, for this

reason, viz., because it seems bi-oken cfi'from what precedes

by a notable change in the j>erson narrating ; what precedes

being related retrospectively by the Angel, then the narra-

tion at length resumed by St. John. Thus the events

described previous to the break must be regarded as already

past at the epoch correspondent with the Angel's giving

the narration ; that is, at the epoch next following that of

the ecclesiastical constitution of the Eeformed Churches
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and the Diet of Augsburg. On the other hand, those de-

scribed after the break as chronologically subsequent to that

epoch, and as marking the yet further development and
progress of the Keformatiun.

This premised, let us proceed to the first and largest of

these divisions, which answers to the passage referred to

at the head of this chapter. And, with a view to distinct-

ness, Irt us in the first place and first section consider the

general description of the witnesses given in the p-ophecy ;

then, in tlie three or four subsequent sections, their reali-

zation in Imtorij.

§ 1.— The WitiiPstes as described in Prophecy.

In the Angel's description of the two witnesses, the
following points are observable.

1. The term designating them implies personalifi/. For
in the only nine other places where the word loitness is

used in the New Testament, there can be no question that

persons are intended by it ; and so too in the forty or fifty

]iassages where it occurs in the Old Testament, as derived
from the Hebrew word properly corresponding. The same
inference results fiom Avhat is f^aid oi their prophesymg ; for

the verb prophesy, which may be found some hundred times
in the Bible, is never used but of persons : besides that

persons witnessing for Christ are elsewhere in the Apoca-
lypse distinctly noted. See Eev. xii. 17. There cannot
be a reasonable doubt, then, that living confessors were
intended.

2. The appellative ''my witnesses," points out to us the

grand subject of their Avituessing, viz., the Lord Jesus ; His
glory. His grace, His salvation.

3. They are described as "the two olive-trees and the two
candlesticlis, or lamp-sconces, that stand before the Lord of
the whole earth."

Of these emblems the candlesticks or lamp-sconces, are ex-

plained by Christ Himself, Eev. i. 20, to symbolize
Christian Churches : i. e. communities uniting together in a
true Christian profession ai'd Avorship ; the individual

members contained in which shone, by their consistent

doctrine and life, as lights in the world. We must re-

member that these must be small, as well as large. See
Col. iv. 15. In the present case the whole desciiption
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indicates paucity of number and depression. As to the
emblem ot olive-trees, since it was the olive-tree that sup-

plied nourishment to the temple-lamps, it would seem that

those must be symbolised thereby who supplied the needful
spiritual nourishment to the Ghrisfian Churches ; in other
words, all faithful ministers and Gosjpel-preachers ministering

to them. And to this effect, indeed, is the explanation
given of the emblem in Zech. iv. 11.

Thus from the union of the two symbols, of lamps and
olive-trees, we are to understand that both the ministers or

Gospel-preacliers, and the churches oi- communities taught by
them, were alike included in the Apocalyptic witnesses.

4. We must observe the number noted, " my tivo wit-

nesses." We may take it for granted that here, as uni-
formly elsewhere in the Apocalypse, the representative

sj^stem is followed ; and thus that the two witnesses stand
for many. But why the number tioo, unity being most
usually adopted in cases of representation ? To this the
answer seems sufficient, that two or three witnesses were
required in the Mosaic law to constitute a conclusive testi-

mony ; and therefore that, had but one witness been made
the representative of a number, sufficient, as is evidently

intended, for effectively testifying, the ustxal propriety of

emblem observable in the Apocalypse would have been
wanting.

In addition, that the circumstance of the two, not the
three, of the Mosaic law, being the number chosen, seems
to indicate that the witnesses would be only just enough
for the purpose; the very smallest number that might
suffice to make out the testimony satisfactorily. The
which fact seems also implied in the specification of but
two lamp-sconces ; whereas both in Zechariah's vision just

alluded to, and also in the vision at the commencement of

the AjDocalypse, the number of symbolic lamps exhibited

was seven.

b. Their condition, during the time of their witnessing, is

indicated by the garb said to be worn by them ;
" They

shall ])rophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days,

clothed in sackcloth." Sackcloth was among the Jews the

almost universal sign of mourning; as in the cases, for

examjde, of Daniel, Mordecai, and the Ninevites; and
it was worn doubtless on this accoimt by the ancient

Jewish prophets, their condition being generally one of
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trial, and often of persecution, amidst the prevailing

apostasy and rebellion of their countrymen. The same
is to be inferred respecting the condition of the Apoca-
lyptic sackcloth-iobcd witnesses. We must suppose that

both their righteous souls would bo vexed by the pre-

valent apostasy and irreligion of those around them, the

j)aganised Christians of the outer court, and also that

they would often suffer persecution from those encimies of

Christ and Christ's truth, politically supreme as they vi^ere

to be during the thousand two hundred and sixty days of

the witnesses' prophesying.

6. The next thing noted of the two witnesses is the

avenging ^iower gvYQn tliQm. against their enemies. "Who-
soever will injure them, fire goeth out of their mouth, and
devonrelh llieir enemies. These have power to shut

heaven, that it rain nut during the days of their prophecy

;

and have power over the wateis to luin them to blood,

and to smite the earth with every plague as often as they
will." There is a reference evidently in all this to the

supernatural power, that attached to certain of the ancient

prophets, of literalli/ thus acting against their enemies, viz.

to Moses, Aaron, and Elijah. In the present case the figu-

rative character of the whole jirophecy shews that these

statements are meant figuratively ^ and so too as they might
apply to the two Apocalyptic witnesses, the symbolic re-

presentatives of a long succession of many. It could not

be that for a thousand two hundred and sixty years there

should be no natural rain ; a sjnritual di ought must be
intended. Again, their turning the loaters into blood can
only be interpreted of the bloodshed of wars, inflicted in

God's Providence on the enemies of the witnesses; and
the fire going out of their mouths, of God's fiery judgments
destroying the apostates nationallij that might have perse

cuted them. So in fact the phrases are inteipreted else-

where in prophecy. See Jer. v. 14; I&a. v. 6; and Amos
viii. 11.

For, let it be further observed, immediate fulfilment was
not implied, in respect of the destruction spoken of as caused
by the fire issuing from the Apocalyptic witnesses' mouths,

any more than by the fire issuing from Jeremiah's in the

passage to which reference had just been made. The
individual witnesses or prophets might even die ; and yet

their words remain like fire to consume the guilty people.
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So it was said by Zechariali to tlie Jews, after the return

fi-om the captivit}^ of Babylon :
" The prophets, do they

live for ever? Biit my words, which 1 commanded my
servants the prophets, did they not take hold of your

fathers?" Of the judgments noted as to follow on the

rejection and persecution of Christ's witnesses, one is

declared to be continuotis through the whole period of their

prophesying, viz. the spiritual drought, or shutting up of

the doors of heaven ; one occasional, the smiting of the land

Avith plagues as often as they will ; the third we may infer

to be final, viz. the destruction of their enemies by fiery

judgments from God.

7. And lastly, with regard to the commencing time of the

two witnesses' testifying in sackcloth, it is evidently coin-

cident with that of the heathenised Christians treading the

Holy City. And to fix in histor}^ this latter epoch there

seems required the concurrence of two things : first, the

lapse of professing Christeudom and its ruling powers into

heathen idolatry ; secondly, their oppression of the truth

1 >y antichristian laws. In what was said afterivards to St.

John of the same thousand two hundred and sixty days'

period, its date of commencement was further defined

as following after the Dragon's casting water out of his

mouth to drown the Woman, the Church; and marked
b}' the woman's hiding in the wilderness, and the seven-

headed wild Beast, that had power given it for the

same forty-two months, rising from the sea ; the instru-

ment of Satan for making war against them that kept

God's commands and the testimony of Jesus. Eev. xii

15, 17 ; xiii. 5. From these data to infer the actual com-

mencing epoch will not be difficult, on proceeding to apply

the various figures of which we have been speaking to the

facts of real history.

§ 2.

—

The earlier Western Witnesses traced in History.

And now it is our duty to trace an actual succession of

living witnesses for Christ in character and history, cor-

responding with the above descriptive sketch by the

Apocalyptic Angel, throughout the dark fated period of the

thousand two hundred and sixty years.

As to the commencement of the thousand two hundred

and sixty years of their prophesying,—it being the same,
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apparently, as before said, with tliat of the rise of the Bcasi

from the 6V'a, described in chapter xiii., in otlier woids, as

will afterwards ajijiear, of the I'apal Antichrist, and deceni-

ici^al Papal eiujiire in Western ]']nrope,—we cannot well

hx it nnich earlier or later than the be(!;inning or the end
of the sixth century. For it was not till about the fornaer

date that the Topes assumed the direct character of Anti-

christ : or till the latter that the l.onibaids in Italy, and
the Saxon Hcptarch}^ just previously formed in Britain,

united themselves as constituents to the ]'a])al Eccle-

siastical Government. About which time that other cha-

racteristic of the thousand two hundred and sixty days,

noted in this chapter xi. of the Apocalypse, viz., that

of Gentiles of the outer court treading doicn the Holy City, in

other words, of heathen ised and idolatious pseudo-Cliris-

ti.ins occupying and bearing rule in Chiistcndom, had
begun to liave its fulfilment notoriousl}' also. In the sixth

centuiy the apostasy had become dominant. " The use
and even worship of images," says Gibbon, "was firmly

established before the end of the sixth century." And
again: "The Christians of the scA'enth centuiy had hisen-

sibly iclapsed into a semblance of paganisui ; the throne
of the Almighty was darkened by a clnud of martyrs,
saints, and angels, the objects of popular veneration."

And so too Mosheim : "At this time (i. e. in the seventh
century) true religion, weighed down by a heap of insane
superstitions, was unable to raise its head. The earlier

Christians were wont to worship God and His Son only.

But in this age they who were called Christians worshipped
the wooden cross, the images of saints, and bones of men
they knew not whom."
From about this epoch, then, we have to make our start

in quest of mtnesses for Christ. And first, and in the

fresent section, our subject is the earlier notices that are

discernible in histoiy of westkrx wnNi':3SES for Christ,

from about the beginning of the seventh century.

Before entering here, however, on a more proper chrono-
logical period of inquiry, let us advert for a moment to

those two remarkable individuals, previously raised up by
God's special piovidtnce just at the disruption, as we saw
long since, of the old IJoman Empire under the Gothic
temple-blasts,

—

Augustine and Vigilantius. The former^

eminent as a Chiistian teacher in e\Gr\ point of view, was
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eminent most of all for his strenuous, holy, and for a time

successful advocacy of the grand Gospel principle, that it is

to God's free grace in Christ Jesus, preventing, forgiving,

converting, sustaining, that man is indebted, from first to

last, simply and alone, for salvation; and this only in the

way of a living personal union of each individual soul loith

Christ, by faith.

The latter was eminent in the character of an uncom-
promising protester, far-sighted quite beyond his age,

against the then already commencing abuses and errors of

relic and saint worship, monasticism, celibacy, pilgrimages,

and other such superstitious doctrines and practices. After

the failure of God's tremendous Gothic scourge to induce

repentance and reformation in Eoman Christendom, and its

subsequent fuller adoption, ever more and more, of all the

above-mentioned antichristian errors and superstitions, it

needed that the character of both these men of God should

very soon be combined in the witnesses for Jesus. For

Augustine's weak part had been, though protesting indeed,

5'et not to protest with sufficient discernment or decision

against these instealing superstitions. And when they

were authoritatively enjoined in the system, it was then

needed evidently in the Lord's ivitnesses, not merely to

meditate and feed on Gospel truth, like Augustine's, in

private, as did multitudes doubtless in their convents

and their families, who were Christ's secret ones,—nor

merely to protest for the truth, as did Augustine himself,

but also to protest against contrary prevailing superstition

and error, even unto suffering, it might be, and death;

in short, to unite in a measure the spirit and the doctrine

of Augustine and Vigilantius.

Nor must observation be omitted of the locality of

Southern France, being even in those early times notable

for association with these the true principles and doctrines

of Christ's witne-ses. From Jerome's invective against

him it appears that Vigilantius' chief sphere of protestation

against the prevalent superstitions, and where both priests

and bishops of the district joined him, was that of the

Gallic Churches of Languedoc ; and it seems very possible

that his influence and doctrine may have extended eastward

even to Bauphiny and the Cottian Alps, and beyond.

Further, we know that Augustinian principles took early

and deep root in the south of Gaul ; and that Augustinian
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bishops, councils, and monasteries united to keep up tliere

the remembrance of Augustine's doctrine.

In illustration of which last-mentioned fact, let it be

observed that about a century after him we find Ccesarius,

bishop of Aries, in Davphiny, in the Council of Orange, in

the same province, held a.d. 529 under his presidency,

uniting with twelve other bishops, still of DaupMny and
Provence, in laying down as the one object of the Council,

most strongly, clearly, yet guardedly, and all on the ground

of inspired Scripture, Aug-ustine's evangelic doctrines above

stated, including that of personal spiritual rmion with

Christ, as, like the vino to the branches, the soul's one

source of life, and urging them on both priests and laics,

as the healing doctrine for man's soul. His life corre-

sjiondcd with the Christian excellence, so expressed, of his

doctrine. It was given to the unwearied, self-denying fulfil-

ment of his pastoral duties. But he was not exempt from
trial and persecution. He was once calumniated to the

mob as a traitor, and imprisoned ; at another to King
Alaric, and by him expelled awhile from his bishoprick

;

though soon, in either case, his innocence was acknowledged.

He spoke of the world, like Augiistine, as a wilderness

;

and thirsted for a draught from the water of life.

Nor must we omit to note the similar contemporary

witness held hy Fulgcntius, and many other African bishops

and ministers, on occasion of the ferocious Arian persecu-

tions of Vandal Hunneric. For it was not merely for the

divinity of the Lord Jesus that the}' witnessed and suffered,

but for the Augustinian doctrines of grace.

Let us now pass to that period at which our inquiries

were more properly to begin, (he opening <f the seventh cen-

tury : then, when paganized Christians, as before said, trod

in authority the mystic temple, and when the lights of the

sacred candlestick, gradually reduced from their sevenfold

completeness, had dwindled into the smallest number that

God's purposes and the perpetuation of the Gospel truth

might permit. And here, at the outset, just when Gregory

the Great, Bishop of Rome, had become eminent, we find

Skrenus, Bishop of Marseilles, in a disti'ict adjoining that

which had been visited and taught long before by Vigilantius,

witnessing in somewhat of the same spirit as the reformer

against the sin ut imaye-icorship. Againt>t this Serenus pio-
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tested, not in word only, but in deed. He ordered the de-

struction of the images of saints that had now commonly been
set up and were worshipped in the churches of his diocese.

The popular opposition and appeal to Eome made against

him show the strength of the idolatrous feeling then and there

prevalent. And alike this, and Pope Gregory's reasonings

and remonstrances, must needs have made his course

oneious and painful. But it was in vain. Serenus persisted

in his purpose, as one that would destroy Baal out of the

land.

The ancient Anglo-Saxon Church, too, not long after,

protested, with prolonged protest, against this sin, as

Serenus did in the south of France.

And in a.d. 704, the great Council of Frankfort, under
Chailemagne, was held, and a protest of three hundred
bishops of Western Christendom, as well as its Emperor, in

opposition to the Popes of Eome, was made against image-

worship. And surely this was a most remarkable protest

of Westein Christendom against that heathen practice and
antichristian superstition. JSor was this all. Foi' by its

reception of Alcuin into the Council, and eulogium in its

last canon on his erudition in ecclesiastical doctrine, it

adopted and identified itself generally with Alcuin's pub-

lished opinions on religion. What these were appears both

from other of his writings and also from the capitularies

of Charlemagne drawn up by Alcuin, in which there was
set forth doctrine respecting the sufficiency of the Scrip-

tures, the worship of God alone, prayers in the vulgar

tongue, the eucharist, justification and rei^entance, pre-

tended visions and miracles, and other like points. And in

these capitularies, and those of Louis the Pious, there was
enjoined the reading of the canonical Scriptures, as the sole

rule of faith, without any regaid to human traditions or

Apocryphal writings, and the forbidding of private masses

aiid other similar superstitions. Vv'ith these sentiments,

then, we may consider the Bishops of Western Christen-

dom, including those from Dauphiny and Piedmont, to have
admitted their concurrence at the great Council of Frank-
fort. And, indeed, with respect to one of their number,
Paulinus of Aquileia, we have the distinct record of his

both acting and writing conformably. It is further to be

observed that as the judgment pronounced on the religious
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dogmas in question was given as no newly formed judgment
on them, there was implied that tho same was the doctrino

heW. by many at least, long before tho Council.

The testimonies next oceurring arc uf Agohard, Archbishop

of Lyons from a.d. 810 to 841, on one side of the Alps, and
of Claude of Turin on the other.

Of the former, the protestation against image-worship,

drawn out most fully and clearly in an express treatise on
the subject, has been often noticed. But this Avas not all.

In the same treatise he states his views on the invocation of
saints, the character of which appears in the very heading of

the third cha])ter :
" There is no other mediator to be sought

for but He that is the Godman ;" and which has been
branded as heretical in the Roman ' Index Exjiuigatorius.*

He wrote a treatise also against Antichrist and the merits

of Avorks. And here, as in all his other works, we tiace

the disciple of Augustine. To his integrity and general

excellence of life there is abundant testimony. It appears,

however, that he was not without persecutic)n in his course.

He quotes himself those words of Scripture :
" All that will

live godly in Christ Jesus must suffer persecution."

Pass we now beyond the Alps, to Claude, Bishop of

Turin. For aboiit twenty years he labouied unweariedly
in his diocese, and was called to his rest about a.d. 840.

Against him, just as against others of similar character, the

cry of heresy was raised, both during life and yet more after

death. In particular he was charged wiih Arianism. So
among others by Jonas, the contemponuy Bishop of Orleans,

and, in later times, by Bossuet. It was said by Jonas that

he had not only taught and preached as an Arian, " but
even in death left the same error written in his wicked
books." But his books renmin, and evince the falsehood

of tho charge. ISor this alone ; but also that he was a

true, fearless, enlightened, and spiritual witness for Christ's

truth and honour, and against the superstition and wicked-
ness of the age.

It appears from his own works, and from the treatise

written against him, that his protestation wa« not against

one error and superstition only of the times, but all. The
written woid was made by him the one standard of truth.

He declared the essence of heresy to consist in a departure
from that interpretation of it which the sense of the Holy
Spirit demands ; and affirmed that heretics of this character
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might be found within, as well as without, the pale of the

visible Ch\irch. He saw that Gentile professed proselytes

of the outer court, who had intruded themselves within the

mystic temple, were in doctrine and life Gentiles still,

and protested against them (the resemblance was. often

noted by his enemies) in the spirit and power of Vigilantius.

But his resemblance was even yet more striking to the

evangelic bishop Augustine. Him, of all human teachers,

he most loved and followed ; and. like him, he delighted to

set forth Christ, and divine grace through Him, as the all in

all in man's salvation. Instead of the Ariawviev/s respect-

ing Christ's person imputed to him, he expressly repro-

bates them, and speaks of Christ aa very God, consubstan-

tial with the Father. He represents Him, too, as the one

head of the Church; and with the utmost fulness, unre-

serve, and precision, asserts the great doctrine of man's

forgiveness and justification, in all ages, through faith

aloue in Christ's merits, and not by any works of the law,

ceremonial or moral. At the same time the duty of

practical, self-denying godliness is enjoined by him.
" Christ Jesus did not command us," he says, " to worship

the cross, but to bear it ; to bear it by renouncing the

world and ourselves." Nor has his own exemplification

of the rule and personal holiness of his life ever been ques-

tioned.

Such were the truths for the assertion and defence of

which Claude became a reproach among his neighbours.

The Papal power had not yet established its supremacy in

Turin ; indeed it had not yet proceeded to deeds of blood

in support of its ever-gathering system of superstition
;

nor had the secular power surrendered itself as an instru-

ment to murder at its bidding. Tliat marked the cul-

minating point of the Papal Antichrist. And thus (_!laude

suffered not unto blood. Yet the enmity of the bulk of

both priests and people was in so far whetted and active

against him as necessarily to have made his prophecy a

prophesying in sackcloth.

As to the local range through which we may suppose his

influence and doctrine to have extended, it is said that the

French and Germans were infected, as well as the Italians.

More especially we seem justified in the persuasion that

such must have been the case in the churches of Dauphiny,

on the other side of the Cottian Alps, considering both their
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near neighbourhood, and that, according to credible re-

ports, they were even comprehended at the time in the

arch-diocese of Turin. Nor did the eftect soon die away.
A notable exemplification of the continued communion of

sentiment of the Dauphinese with him, long after his

death, occurred in the Council of Valence, held a.d. 855,

which Council was convened very much with the view
of asserting the Augitstinian or Claudian doctrines of grace

on occasion of the opposition to, and persecution of, the

monk GoitescJialciis. It seems that, about the year 84(5,

Gottschalc left his monastery in the diocese of Soissons.

avowedly, says liinckmar, with missionary objects, and
that, after preaching the Gospel agreeably with Augustine''

a

view of it for a few months in Pannonia, and then after-

wards in Lombardy and the Delphinate, he was recalled by
ecclesiastical autliorit}' into the north of France, there to

give account of bis doctrine, and to undergo the persecu-

tion of Rabamis Maurus and Hinckmar, the then two famous
archbishops of Meutz and Eheims. By the latter he was
condemned, on maintaining these doctrines, as a heretic,

degraded from the priesthood, beaten with rods, and cast

into prison, where he lingered, still refusing to retract,

till 870, and was then, on dying, denied Christian burial

by Hinckmar. It is admitted by both Fleury and Dupin
that the charges against him were unjust, and that his

doctrinal sentiments were only those of Augustine. These,
however, as being opposed both to natural pride and to the

growing ecclesiastical semi-Pelagianism, as well as growing
superstitions, of Western Christendom, were now unpalat-

able. Hinckmar did but represent on this point the spirit

of the world and of the age ; and so Gottschalc prophesied
in sackcloth. But it gave occasion to the Council of Va-
lence—that to which allusion has just been made, and at

which the metropolitan bishops of Dauphiny, i.e. of Lyons,

Vienne, and Aries, with others, attended—solemnly to re-

assert the Augustinian doctrines on grace and election, as

those which had been continuously handed down to them

;

making reference specially to that former Council of
Orange, held three centuries before under Ca^sarius, which
has been already noticed, as their example and pattern.

And we have treatises yet later on the same subject,

emanating from the Lyonnese Church, and exhibiting still

the same decided adhesion to the doctrines of Augustine.
VOL. III. 2 T
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Tims we advance towards tlie close of the nintla century
;

and in doing so we advance also into a period of deep
obscurity, especially as regaids the history of Piedmont.

There is noticed by Bishop Newton a Council held at Trosly,

near Soissons, in the year a.d, 909 ; at the conclusion of

which a confession of faith was made, including none of

those superstitions which constitute the essence of Popish
doctrine,—" of the Pope's supremacy, of the sacrifice of the

mass, of purgatory, of the Vv^orship of creatures, or of com-
mentitious sacraments." And thus it is a testimony of much
interest, though not undefective. Again, Mr. Faber has a

reference, locallj^ more in point, to a notice in the letters of

Atto, Bishop of VercelU, near Turin, a.d. 945, of certain

false teachers, known among the common people by the

name of Propliets, who taught them, Atto says, diabolical

error, and induced them to forsake their priests and their

Holy Mother the Church : respecting whom Mr. Faber
conjectures that they were Vaudois dissentients, long since

fixed in their Alpine settlement, making missionary incursions

into the plain of Turin and Vercelli. But clearer evidence

is needed to shew the class and character of these prophets.

It seems that we must admit not a partial gap in the line

of evidence, but rest on the obscurity of Piedmuntese history

in this earlier middle age as sufficiently accounting for it.

It seems that a purer and more simple faith had remained
with the original Alpine mountaineers, just as with their

Augustinian brethren on the other side the Alps in Dau-
phiny, during the two or three preceding centuries ; and
that after Claude's death the people of the plains that held

his sentiments, under the pressure of increasing persecu-

tion, gradually drew off more and more to the hills, and
there intermingled and united with the original inhabitants

and the sub-Alpine Dauphinese; yet still not by any
formal act of coL)nization, nor so as to leave none, or few,

of their sentiments in the Piedmoutese plain or cities.

Thus we may fairly conjecture that it is to some of these

spiritual descendants of Claude that what is said by the

above-mentioned Vercellian bishop Atto may probably be
referred, about the false teachers, called prophets by the

people, who in his time, about a.d. 945, seduced them to

desert their priests and their churches. Again, it is from
them that we may with yet more confidence consider the

sect to have descended which we read of as discovered
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A.D. lOoO at Turin, of whom it is said that they received

the Holy Scriptures alone as the rule of doctrine, rejected

the formal observances and rites of the Eomish Church, and
followed a strict rule of life.

And thus it is that we enter on the opening of the

eleventh century, a time much to be noted in the history

of witnesses in the West ; it being the era of the Councils of
Oiieaiis and Aries, in which heretics and heresies were con-

demned that had been imported, it is said, from Italy ; and
which introduced and was followed by that of Berenger,

Arnold of Brescia, Peter de Brui/s, and his disciple Henry,

and, in fine, of the Waldenses. Before speaking of these,

however, it may be well to trace in a separate section a
distinct line of confessors for scriptural evangelic truth,

\\ ho, contemporarily or nearly so with Serenus and Claude
of Turin, had kept up a witnessing for Christ and God's
word in the East; and afterwards in the tenth and eleventh
centuries, having migrated into the West, seem then and
there to have intermingled with the Western witnessing
body for Christ. The body known under the name of

Paulicians, or Paulikians, in ecclesiastical history is re-

ferred to.

§ 3. Ttie Eastern or Paulikian Line of Witnesses,

Let us now proceed to sketch the rise and subsequent his-

tory of the Paulikian Sect, up to the time of their west-
ward migration in the eleventh and twelfth centuries ; it

being reserved for a later occasion to discuss characteristics

of them that seem well to agree, prima facie, with those
given of Christ's two witnesses in the AjDOcalyptic pro-
phecy.

I'he sect thus began. In the year 653, soon after the
Saracenic conquest of Syria, an Armenian named Constan-

tine, residing near Samosata, received from a deacon whom
he had hospitably entertained on his return from captivity

in Syria the present of two volumes, then very rare ; one
containing the four Gospels, the other the fourteen Epistles

of St. Paul. It is reported by Petrus Siculus that he had
been educated previously in the principles of Manicheism.
However this might be, the perusal of these sacred bot^ks

caused a revolution in his piofessed principles and whole
subsequent course of life. Separating himself alike from

2 T P
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Manichean or other heretics, and from the established, but
now apostate, Church of Greek (hri.stendom, he applied

himself thenceforward to the formation of a distinct Christian

sect or church—a sect consisting of such as might be willing,

with himself, to found their faith and practice on the

simple rule of those sacred books, the only part, apparently,

then possessed by him or them of God's written word. In

the missionary labours whereby he sought to accomplish

this object, he likened himself to a disciple of St. Paul.

"I," said he, "am Sylvanus ; you, the Macedonians:" thus

intimating that it was the doctrine of St. Paul, very spe-

cially, that he wished himself to teach and them to follow.

And they, acquiescing in his views, adopted, as if in

public token of this their profession, the name which has

thenceforth ever attached to them of Paulikiani, or dis-

ciples of the disciple of St. Paul. Now supposing Constan-

tine sincere in his profession, it needs not to say how noble

the enterprise ; or, again, how strikingly, if carried out, it

must have been a witnessing for Christ in the midst of the

prevailing superstitions and apostasy. His sincerity has

however, been impeached. The historians from whom this

narrative is taken, assert that it was done hypocritically, and
in order, by means of the words of Scripture perverted, to

propagate more safely, as well as insidiously, the principles

of Manicheism. Yet they agree that he burnt all his Mani-
chean books, abjured Manicheism, and made it a law to his

followers not to read any other book whatsoever but the

Gospels and Epistles of the Kew Testament; moreover,

that these Gospels and Epistles were unadiilterated by the

Paulikians, and both received and preserved in precisely

the same words as the authentic copies of the Greek
Church.
The ministrations of Constantino were prolonged for a

period of near thirty years. Then at length, the sect

having become sufficiently considerable to attract notice,

an edict of persecution was issued against him and his

Paulikian congregations by the Greek Government, and
the execution of the edict intrusted to an officer of the

Imperial palace, named Simeon. In the fulfilment of it

Constantino was stoned to death. But from the stoning of

Constantino a new head to the Paulikian renmant was
raised up in the person of his murderer. Impressions were
made on Simeon by what he had seen and heard, that he
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could not shake off. For three yeai-s, we are told, ho se-

cluded himself in his own home, reflecting on it; then,

having made up his resolution, left all, and, joining himself

to those whom before he persecuted, became their new
head and chief teacher. The report of the revival of the

heresy after a while reached the ears of a neighbouring
Bishop, and by him was communicated to the then Em-
peror, Justinian IT. On this the Imperial mandate was
again issued against the sectaries, and Simeon and a large

number of his followers convened to answer the charge.

They were interrogated each separately on their tenet*:,

and opportunity ottered them for retractation. But in

vain. They continued pertinacious in what was deemed
their errors, which being the case, a vast funeral pile was
constructed near the heap piled up in Constantino's me.
mory, and they were all thrown on it and burnt alive.

Still the heresy, as it was called, rose again from its

ashes. One Paul, who had with his two sons escaped to

Episparis, and after him one of those two sons, Gegncesius,

snrnamed Timothy (who, summoned before the Patriarch,

witnessed, even by Petnis's admission, a good confession),

and then three other teachers, named Zacharias, Epaph-
roditus, and Baanes, perpetuated the sect through the
eiglith century. At length, just as that century was ex-

piring, there arose to head the sect another teacher, more
eminent, perhaps, than all before, named Sergius, who was
for some thirty-four years the chief minister and head of
the Paulikians ; having, like his predecessors, adopted the
name of one of St. Paul's followers, Ti/cMciis, in token of
his professedly, at least, expounding and propagating that

Apostle's doctrine. His spirit was eminently missionary,

and his laboriousness and activity such that in one of his

letters, written in later life, he thus expressed himself:
" From east to west, and from north to south, I have run,

preaching the Gospel of Christ, and labouring with these

my hands." The words seem to Petrus like words of»

boasting. At the same time he bears testimony, inci-

dentally, and we may say unintentionally, to Sergius's

sincerity of motive in his labours. It was his object, he
savs, to deliver his countrymen from what he now con-

sidered as their fatal error. And he adds that a success

attended him not inconsistent with this his laboriousness.

Kot of the laity onlj', but even of " priests and Levites,
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monks and nnns," many -were induced by him to join the

Paulikian sect, and indeed to become teachers in it. Thus
it grew and multiplied greatly.

It was in the course of these thirty-four years of Sergius's

ministiy that a severe persecution was begun' and carried

on against them by command of the Emperors Michael

Khangabe and Leo V., and at the instigation of thePatriarch

Nicephorus. On this, some of the Puulikians, now grown
numerous, resisted ; and they at length took up a position

of defence in Argseus, near Caesarea, in Cappadocia,

—

a position in which the neighbourhood of the Saracens

proved to them, in the event, to be an additional protec-

tion. In regard to Sergius himself, however, he dissuaded

them from, resistance, and at length he ended his own course

by the accidental stroke of the axe of a woodcutter :
" a

fit punishment," says the historian, " for one who had so

divided the Church of Christ." This was about the year

840.

It was not long after Sergius's death that the Paulikian

sectaries were visited by a fur severer persecution, origi-

nated by direction of the Empress Theodora; and both

the severity of the persecution and the numbers of the

sect may be judged of by the multitudes said to have
been sacrificed in it. Eeckoning together those that were
drowned in the sea and those that were put to the sword,

the numbers stated are not less than a hundred thousand.

On this the Paulikians determined on more decided

resistance to their persecutors, and under Carbeas, pre-

viously an officer of high rank in the Imperial service, but

who had now deserted to them, fortified themselves on

Mount Tephiice, in Armenia, and maintained a war of

various success, until at length reduced by tlie first Basil.

The subsequent history of the Paulikians is European.

They had already, in the year 756, under direction of the

Emperor Constant!ne Copronymus, detached a colonj',

which acted also as a religious mission, to Thrace. A cen-

tury after they appear to have strengthened this bj^ a second.

Yet another century after (about A.n. 970), the Emperor
John Zimisces removed the rest across the Bosphorus, and
settled them on the northern fiontier of the Empire : free

toleration being now granted and the city and distiict cif

Philij^j^ojwlis given them in possession. There Cedrenus

describes them as living in the eleventh century. Tliere
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the Emperor Alexins Comnemis vainly attempted to

convert them to the Catholic faith at the commencement
of the twelfth. There again the Latin Crusaders who con-
quered Constantinople found them in the year 1204. The
which last-mentioned speak of them under the name of
Popolicani or Poplicani. And so at the piecise epoch at

which our sketch of the earlier Western witnesses con-
cluded we are led by the fortunes of the Eastern witnesses
to the West again, and shall there have to trace in the
records of the two lines conjoined or intermixed the further
historj' of Christ's witnesses.

§ 4.

—

Joint Witnesses in Western Europe, tchether of Western or Eastern
Origin, during the eleventh and twelfth Centuries up to the Rise of
Peter Valdes.

In pursuing this our subject we shall have to abstract
the extant notices of certain professed confessors for Christ
brought before the Councils of Orleans, Arras, Toulouse,

Oxford, and Lomhers, in the years 1022, 1025, 1119, 1160,
and 1165, respectively, filling up the long chronological in-

terval between the second and third, in the want of recorded
details of certain other intervening Councils, by notices of
Berenger and Peter de Bruys, with their respective followers

;

and that between the third and fourth by ^i;e}Tm;/s's account
of heretics, still evidently of the same line and character,
that were condemned a.d. 1147 at Cologne. In regard of
some of these, the connection in respect of local origin, as
well as character, with ihe PauUMans of the East, is marked
decisively ; in regard of all, it is very possible. Of the
heretics condemned by the Council of Orlkans, we have
four nearly contemporary reports, the fullest being that in
the chartulary of the monastery of Chartres : all, however,
reports by enemies, and therefore to be received with the
necessary allowance and caution.

It is said that the heresy, hitherto unknown in France,
originated from a woman who had come ftom Italy—the
country where Paulikian emigrant bands early gained
footing in Western Europe—and who, wherever she went,
exercised so singular an influence as to seduce not the
more simple onlj' and the laics to her opinions, but many
even of the more leained of the priesthood. Thxis at
Orleans, as elsewhere, duiing a tempuiary sojourn in the
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city, she corrupted several of the clergy, more especially

two of the canons, named Stephen and Lisoie, who for their

rank, learning, wisdom, almsgiving, and general sanctity

of character, were, according to the united testimony of all

four of the chroniclers, held universally in the highest

reputation. These now became the local heads of the new
heresy, and with all their zeal endeavoured to propagate it

both at Orleans and beyond it. Among others, the chap-

lain of a Knight of Eouen (the latter named Arefaste) heard
their fame, became their disciple, and, returning home,
sought to proselyte his patron Arefaste, whom he loved,

we are told, with singular affection, assuring him that

Orleans shone above other cities with the light of wisdom,
the lamp of holiness. Arefaste suspected heresy, and, with
the privity of the King and some of the priesthood, went
to Orleans and feigned himself a disciple of the two canons,

in order the better to detect it. In his case, just as in his

chaplain's, the instructions of these new teachers began
with and were based on the Bible. They opened to him
views strange and heretical on the religious tenets in

vogue throughout Ckristendom, saying that in Baptism
there was no washing away of sins, in the sacramental eh-

ments no conversion by the priest's consecrating words
into Christ's body and blood ; that it was vanity to make
prayers to the saints and martyrs ; that icorks of piety and
justice, esteemed in the Church Catholic to be the purchase-

price of an eternal reward, were superfluoiTs ; further, that

the heaven and earth, as now visible, had existed from
eternity ; that all the Bible said of a Trinity of Godhead
in unity was false : and that Christ was neither bom of the

blessed Virgin Mary nor had suffered for men, nor had been
really buried in the tomb, nor had risen from the dead.

Now, whatever the Knight may have thought or felt re-

specting Christ, it is notorious that it was on the saints and
sacraments, the works of merit and the penances, thus
alike set aside by his teachers, that he must have rested

his hopes of salvation. " If not to these," he said, " tell

me what I may look to, lest I despair." In answer, he
was told that in their further instructions they would shew
him the way wherein he would be cleansed from every
spot of sin, and taught by the Holy Spirit unreservedly
that doctrine which was the mystery and glory of all Scrip-

ture ; after which he would have heavenly food wherewith
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to satiate bis soul, would see angelic visions, and in the

abiding fellowship of the Lord of all, in whom were all the

treasures of wisdom and knowledge, never know want
again. The narrative then proceeds to tell of the assem-
bling of a Council against the heretics. It was under the

presidency of King Robert and the Bishops of the neigh-

botirhood, and Arefaste and the two canons were summoned
before it. At first, on their rendering a confession of their

faith, it seemed difficult to convict them of heresy ; but
when charged by Arefaste with having taught him, as

Gospel, the several anti-sacramental and antichristian

errors above specified, and leminded also of their assur-

ance to him that from that doctrine neither tortures nor
death should ever make them swerve, they confessed to

the charge, and said they had long held the doctrine ; nor
could either the argimients of the Council, enforced for some
hours, or the threats of a torturing death, induce recanta-

tion either from themselves or others, who now, to the
number of ten or twelve, chiefly clergj^ eagerly pressed

forward to declare their accordance of faith with them.
Their final answer to the Council is said to have been as

follows :—" Ye may say these things to those ivhose taste is

earthly, and tcho believe the figments of-men written on jjcrcli-

nient ; but to us, ivho have the km written on the inner man by

the Holy Spirit, and savour nothing but what ice have learnt

from God, the Creator of all, ye speak things vain and unworthy

of the Deity. Pid, tJierefore, an end to your ivords ' Do with

Its even as you ivish ! Even now loe see our King reigning in

the heavenly places, ivho ivith His right hand is conducting us to

immortal triumphs and heavenly joys." On this, after shame-
less insirlts and acts of violence, received both from the

people and specially the Queen, who was present, they
were despoiled of their clerical vestments and led to a
great fire kindled without the cit}'. Even then their con-

fidence did not forsake them. They smiled, it is said,

when tied to the stake and in the midst of flames. The
number burnt is stated at from twelve to fourteen; two
only out of the whole number having recanted. At the
same time the corpse of another canon, who, it was learnt,

had died in the heresy three years before, was, at the com-
mand of the Bishop of Orleans, exhumed from its sepulcfhre

and cast, in token of indignity, by the highway.
Of the heretics examined at the Council of Arkas the
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account is as follows. It was reported to the Bishop, when
holding a station there in the year 1025, that certain men
had lately come into the neighhourhood from the confines

of Italy and introduced a new heresy, setting forth a

certain kind of righteousness as that by which alone men
were purified, and asserting that there was no sacrament

of the Church by which otherwise they conld attain to

salvation : thus overthrowing the established religion.

The chief teachers of the sect being, it would seem, absent,

the other and more illiterate members of it were sum-
moned before the Bishop and asked of their doctrine, wor-

ship, rule of life, and chief teacher. They replied that

the}^ were the hearers of one Gandulph, from the parts of

Italy ; that they had been instructed by bim in the pre-

cepts of the Gospels and Apostles ; that they received ndi

scriptures but these, and held to them in word and life.

When questioned respecting the established religion, it

appeared that they disbelieved and denied the whole doc-

trine and discipline of the Eomish Church. As regarded

themselves and their rule of life, they said, " If any one
will diligently examine, it will be found agreeable with

the doctrine of the Gospels and Apostles. It is to separate

from the world ; to gain our livelihood by the works of

our hands ; to restrain the flesh from concupiscence ; to

injure none ; and to shew love to all who unite in desiring

to follow the same doctrine and life." The result of the

examination of these simple and illiterate men is said to

have been their return to the Catholic Church through the

persuasions of the Bishop, whose arguments were based on

the Holy Scriptures, as what was received by them, the

Old Testament as well as the New. Thus, though they

failed of being witnesses for Christ, yet the sketch given

will assist us the better to understand the nature of the

heresy that had been taught them.

The link that next demands more direct notice in our

chain of evidence, is the history of the notable heresy and
sect of Berexger. It was in the year 1045, being then

principal of the public school at Tours, that he first excited

attention, by combating the received doctrine of transub-

stantiation. His doctrine was condemned in Councils held

at Eome, Vercelli, and Paris, in the year 1050 ; and he
was in consequence deprived of the temporalities of his

benefice. Still, however, professing and promulgating his
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doctrine, he was summoned, in 1055. to another Council,

at Tours, at which Berenger seems to have retracted. Tlie

I'etractation, in terras more or less dubious, was repeated

a second and a third time in the course of the thirty years

foUowina;. His retractation, however, was not from con-

viction, but under the influence of fear. In every case he
j-easserted the same doctrine after quitting the Council

;

employed poor scholars to disseminate it through France

;

and died, we are told, a.d. 1088, a penitent and in sorrow

—not, we know, on account of his anti-Eomish doctrine,

but on account of his retractation. His views on the

Sacrament were, that Christ's body is spiritually present to

the inner man, and spiritually eaten by those, and those only,

who are the true members of Chiist. With reference to

the other sacrament also, we have direct testimony that

Berenger, like his Paulikian contemporaries, held similar

heretical views.

Let us proceed now to the history and the heresy of

Peter de Bruys.

The account of Peter pe Bruys is derived chiefly from
a letter written against him by the contemporary Abbot
of Clugny. It seems that he was originally a presbyter

of the Church ; then became a missionary and protester

against what he denounced as the superstitions of the day,

ill the French provinces of Dauphiny, Provence, and Lan-
guedoc ; the former the subsequent scene of the laboiirs of

Neff. His success was great; and a sect formed of his

followers. They were regularly called after him Petrohrus-

sians, but called themselves Apostolicals, as being men who
professed to follow apostolic doctrine. At length, in the

year 1126, after near twenty years of missionary labour,

he was seized by his enemies and burnt to death in the

town of St. Giles, near Toulouse ; thus passing, so sajs the
abbot, from temporal to etei'nal fire.

The account of the Petrobrussian heretics, given by Peter

de Clugny, is as follows: 1st. That Christian baptism is of

no benefit without faith accompanying; and that not the

faith of others, but of the baptized one—a view grounded by
them on Christ's words :

" V\ hosoever fceZiewei/i and is bap-
tized shall be saved," so doing away, says the abbot, with
infant baptism ; and which he elsewhere notices as thus

expressed by the Petrobrussians, "Neither baptism is of
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avail without personal faith, nor personal faith without
baptism."

2nd. That Christ's body and blood are not present in

the sacrament of the altar, nor ought indeed to be offered to

God as for the salvation of the souls of the people ; seeing

that His body was once for all given to His disciples at the

Last Supper, and has since then been never made hy any
one, nor given to any one. 3rd. That it is vain to sacrifice,

pray, give alms, or do other good deeds in behalf of the

dead, the latter being wholly ucaffected thereby, and pur-

gatory a mere invention. 4th. That the cross is not to be
adored or honoured ; rather that, as representing the in-

strument on which Christ was cruelly tortured and killed,

it should be marked with hatred, and cut up or burnt.

5th. That the building of churches is unnecessary, since

God's Church consists not of a multitude of cemented
stones, but of the unity of the faithful gathered together

;

and prayer is equally heaid by Him everywhere. 6th.

That God is mocked by the priest's chanting in public

worship, seeing that He is not pleased with musical

sounds, but with the affections of the heart. Besides

these charges, he notices that of rejecting the Old Testa-

ment, acknowledging, however, that he had only heard it

nimoured, and that it might not be true. Again, by
St. Bernard, the further charges were soon after added, of

condemning marriage and meats; and Bossuet, in later

times, insisting on the truth of these, as well as of the

charges before enumerated, has branded Peter de Bruys
and his disciples as undoubted Manicheans.

It may be well, therefore, to observe that two facts ai-e

incidentally noticed by the Abbot of Clugnj^ which consti-

tute a direct contradiction to Bernard's accusations, the one

that Peter de Bruys and his disciples, in order to mark
their contempt of the crosses and cross-worship, had im-

piously, on a certain Good Friday, broken a wooden cross

to pieces, kindled a fire with them, roasted flesh thereon,

and eaten it, after a public invitation to the people to par-

take ; the other that they had actually compelled certain

monks to marry loives. Besides which, it is to be observed

that the Petrobrussian doctrine that the cross should be

hated as the instrument of Chrisfs torture and cruel death, is a

direct refutation of the charge of docetic Manicheism ; the
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which, as is well known, represented Christ to have been a

mere phantasm, and not of flesh and blood, susceptible of suf-

fering and death like our own.
The heresies of Peter de Bruys were propagated after his

death by one named Henry, an Italian by birtb, and whom
the Abbot of Clugny and others speak of as a disciple of

Peter. Beginning from Lausanne, he soon transferred his

labours to Provence and Languedoc, with eloquence such as

to melt all hearts, and character for both sanctity and be-

nevolence such as to win all admiration. He was the White-

Jield of the age and countiy. And his success was so great,

that when St. Bernard was called on to stem it, a change
appeared in the very habits and manners of the people,

such as is thus graphically described by him :—" The
churches are without people ; the people without priests

;

the priests without reverence ; Christians without Christ

;

the churches reckoned but as synagogues, the sacraments
not held sacred

;
pilgrimages, saints' invocation, oblations

for the dead, and festival-days neglected ; by denial of the
grace of baptism, infants precluded from salvation, and men
d3ang in their sins, their souls hurried away to the terrible

tribunal without penitence or communion." The eloquence
of St. Bernard was successful in restoring the ascendancy
of the established faith. Henry was pursued to Toulouse,
and then to Rheims, where, in the year 1147, he was
seized, convicted, and imprisoned, and soon after died

;

whether by a natural death, or by the flames, is a point
disputed.

But let us hasten on to speak of the heretics discovered
and burnt at Cologne in that same year 1147. We have an
account of them in a letter addressed to St. Bernard from
Evervinus, Praspositus of Stemfeld, near that city. He says
that they were brought up before an assembly of the clergy
and laity, including many nobles, and presided over by the
Archbishop himself. The inferior and more illiterate mem-
bers of the sect had declared that if their teachers failed to

make good their cause, they would return to the Catholic
Church ; although otherwise resolved rather to die than do
it. Accordingly, on the gathering of the assembly, two of
these teachers maintained their heresy from the words of

Christ and His apostles ; and in so far successfully, that
though some returned, yet others continued firm in their

heresy. On this, after three days' admonition, they were
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seized by the people, put into the fire, and burnt. " And
what is most wonderful," adds Evervinus, " they entered to

the stake, and bare the torment of the fire, not only with
patience, but with joy and gladness. Holy Father ! I wish
your explanation, how these members of the Devil could

with such courage and constancy persist in their heresy,

as is scarcely to be found in the most religious of the faith

of Christ."

Evervinus also mentions of the individuals burnt that

they spoke of their members as scattered almost every-

where, and of their heresy as having been concealed from

tlie time of the martyrs, and preserved in Greece and some
other countries ; thus expressly connecting themselves and

it with the PauUMans of the Greek Empire as its recognised

parent-stock and founders.

Let us now pass on to the narrative given in William of

Isewbury of the Puhlicani condemned a.d. 1160, at the

Council of Oxford. It is as follows :

—

" About the same time certain vagrants came into Eng-

land of the class that they generally call Puhlihani

They were in number, counting both the men and women,
somewhat more than 30. Dissembling their eiTOr, they

entered the country peaceably ; their object, bowever, being

the propagation of that pestilential heresy. There was one

Gerard leading them, whom all looked up to as their

preceptor and head. For he alone was in some little mea-

sure literate ; whereas the others were illiterate, and evi-

dently rustic and iinpolished, of the Teutonic language and

nation. During a sojourn of some little time in England

they added to their company one woman, and one only, she

having been circumvented by their poisonous whisperings,

and fascinated (so the report is) by certain magic arts.

They could not long be hidden. Enquiries were made by
some persons out of curiosity ; and foi'asmuch as they were

of a foreign sect, they were seized, and kept in public cus-

tody. The King, unwilling either to dismiss or punish

them without investigation, commanded an episcopal council

to be assembled at Oxford. There, when met in solemn

assembly as on a matter of religion, they answered through

him who was the literate among them, and who, under-

taking the cause, spoke for all that they were Chistians,

and revered the doctrine of the Apostles. Being inter-

rogated in order on the articles of our sacred faith, they
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answered rightly indeed concerning the substance of the

heavenly Physician, but perversely concerning the remedies

whereby He deigns to heal man's moral inlirmity, i.e. the

divine sacraments ; expressing detestation of holy baptism, the

encharist, marriage ; and wickedly derogating from the Ca-

tholic unity to which these divine assistances attach.

" When they were urged with evidence taken from sacred

Scripture, they answered that they believed as they had
been taught, but were unwilling to dispute concerning

their faith. Tlien, admonished to do penance, and reunite

themselves to the body of the Church, they despised that

salutary counsel. The threats, too, which were piously set

before them, in order that they might retract through fear,

if through no other inotive,—they treated with derision,

absurdly applying to themselves those words of our Lord,
' Blessed are they who suffer persecution for righteousness'

sake, since theirs is the kingdom of heaven.' Then the

bishops, in order that the heretical poison might not be
diffused more widely, having publicly pronounced them
heretics, delivered them up to the Catholic Prince for the

infliction of corporal punishment. His command was that

the mark of heretical infamy should be branded on the

forehead, and that they should be beaten with rods out of

the city, before the eyes of the populace ; strictly enjoining

that no one should presume either to receive them under
his roof, or minister to them any consolation. The sentence

having been pronoimced, they were led forth to that most
just punishment ; and they went rejoicing with light steps,

their teacher going before them, and singing ' Blessed shall

ye be when men hate you.' To such an extent had the

spirit of seduction deceived them ! The woman, indeed,

whom they had led astray in England, induced by fear of

punishment, left them, confessed her error, and obtained

leconciliation. But the hateful company'of heretics suffered

^;he just severity of having their foreheads caiiterized, he

who was their head, and as for a mark of his piimacy, sus-

taining the disgrace of a double branding, one on the fore-

head and one round the chin. Further, their gaiments
being cut down to the girdle, they were publicly scourged,

and with the sounding of the whips cast out of the city.

After which, through the inclemency of the cold (for it was
winter), and as no one shewed them even the slightest act

of compassion, they perished wretchedly."
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We will conclude our long historical catena with a notice

of the heretics denominated Boni Homines—one of the titles

of the Cathari, or Paulikians, of Western Europe, and who
are also said to have been Henricians, or followers of Henry
of Italy, by the Benedictine historian of Languedoc, and
others —who were examined and condemned at the Council

of LoMBKRs, A.D. 1165. In answer to the several charges

brought against them, they thus replied : that for inspired

Scripture they received the New Testament, and besides it,

as appeared afterwards, Moses, the Prophets, and the

Psalms, in those points of testimony, and those only, which
are authenticated by Christ and His apostles ; that, in regard

of the haptism of infants, they would say nothing of their

own, but only answer out of the Epistles and Gospels ; that

the sacrament of the body and blood of Christ was consecrated

by every good man, whether ecclesiastic or layman, and
that they who received it worthily were saved, while they
who received unworthily received to themselves damna-
tion. Respecting matrimony, they would only answer, as

St. Paul, that man and woman were united to avoid forni-

cation ; respecting repentance, and confession, and whether
fastings, mortifications, and alms were necessary after repen-

tance, in order to salvation, that the Apostle James had
said simply that they should confess one to another, and so

be saved ; and that they did not wish to be better than the

apostle, or, like the bishops, to add anything of their own.
As to any direct or more full confession of their faith, they
declined to make it to the Episcopal conclave examining
them, only adding their belief of the unlawfidness of oaths ;

and also, respecting the priesthood, that if persons were or-

dained to it in character different from what St. Paul had
described in his Epistle, they were not bishops or priests,

but ravening wolves and hypocrites, whom men ought not
to obey. When, however, upon this the presiding bishop
had proceeded to pass sentence on them as heretics, for-

tifying the judgment pronounced by arguments from Scrip-

ture, they replied that the bishop was a heretic, and not
they ; that he was their enem}', and the enemy of God, and
had not judged riglitly ; and that they would not answer
him concerning their faith, the Lord having commanded
them, " Beware of false prophets, who come to you in

sheep's clothing, while inwardly they are ravening wolves."

But turning to the people, they said, " We will confess now,
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out of love to you, and for your sakes. Hear our faith ! We
believe in one living and tnie God, triune and one, Father,

Son, and Holy Spirit; and that the Son of God took flebh,

w^as baptized in Jordan, fasted in the desert, preached our
salvation, suflered, died, and was buried, descended into

hell, rose the third day, ascended into heaven, sent the
Spirit, the I'araclete, to His disciples on the day of Pente-

cost, vpill come at the day of judgment to judge the quick
and the dead, and that all will rise. We acknowledge also

that what we believe with the heart we ought to confess

with the mouth. We believe that he is not saved who
does not eat the body of Christ, and that it is not con-

secrated except in the church, and also not except by a
priest ; and that it is not better done by a good than by
a bad priest. We believe also that no one is saved except
by baptism, and that children are saved by baptism. We
believe also that man and wife are saved, though carnally

united ; and that every one ought to admit of penitence in
heart and with the mouth, and of being baptized by a
priest, and in the church! " And, indeed, if anything moie
(received in the church) could be shewn by the Gospels or
Epistles, that they would believe and confess it.

When pressed to swear to this confession, they declined,

as judging oaths unlawful. Thus it was of no avail to their

acquittal. Their condemnation was ratified, and subscribed
to by the whole council.

§ 5.

—

True Christian Witness. Character of the Earlier and Middle-age
Paulikian Sectaries.

Thus by copious extracts from writers contemporary for

the most part, and all hostile, has been set forth in the two
last sections the history of a continuous line of Paulikian
dissentients frora the established apostate churches of
Eomish Christendom, tracing them down from their rise,

about the middle of the seventh century, through a period

of five hundred years, in part in Eastern Christendom, in part

in the Western to the rise and times of Petrus Valdo, or

rather Valdes, in the twelfth. This was the first jwint to be
developed in the inquiry respecting the presumed eastkrx
line of WITNESSES. It remains that we conmler and sift the
documentary evidence so set before us, with a view to de-

ciding from it on the contested and very important poiut,

VOL. III. 2 M
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wlietlier these dissentients were, as asserted hy tlie hostile

chroniclers, abominable heretics, or rather real Christians,

witnessing, according to the Apocalyptic description, for

Christ. In doing this it may be convenient, in order to

distinctness, to consider the particulars of evidence, /awwr-
ahle and unfavourable, separately; there being thus sug-

gested as the two main heads in this section :

—

I.—The obvious points of agreement between these

Paulikians and the figured Apocalyptic witnesses.

II,—The alleged points of disagreement between the

two, and charges of heresy against the Paulikian sectaries.

I.

—

The points of Agreement between the Paulikian Sectaries

and the figured Afocahjptic Witnesses.—And let it be pre-

mised, ere entering on the investigation, that an endeavour
will be made to keep separate what may be said of the

two great divisions, Eastern and Western, of the sect, in

ease we should prefer to regard certain of those that have

been noted in Western Europe (as we may very reasonably)

to be of a different and Western original.

1st, then, in regard both of ministers and congregations, the

teachers and the taught (for the two are found constantly

united together in the Paulikian histories, just like the

symbols of the olive-trees and candlesticks in the prefigurative

vision), it is notorious that they bore a continuous and un-

varying protest against those grosser superstitions of saint-

mediatorship, image-worship, and other kinds of idolatry,

through which the so-called Christians of the Eoman world
liad degenerated into Gentiles of the outer court, and
against which, consequently, witnesses answering to those

of tlie Apocalypse must needs have testified. Among the

]>romineut charges urged against the Paulikians before the

Patriarch of Constantinople in the eighth century, and by
Photius and Petrus Siculus in the ninth, we find the fol-

lowing : that they dishonoured the Virgin Mary, and re-

jected her worship, denied the life-giving efficacy of the

cross, and refused to worship it, and gainsaid the awful

mystery of the conversion of the blood of Chri.st in the

eucharist ; while by others they are branded as the ori-

ginators of the iconoclastic heresy, and the war against

the sacred images. In the first notice of the sectaries in

Western Europe, viz. at Orleans and at Ai-ras, they were
similarly accused. Very much the same charges were
brought against the Petrobrussians, the heretics at Cologne,
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tliDse at Oxford, and those at Toulouse. The protestation

of the I'anlikian sectaries against these grosser superstitions

of the established churches of (Christendom was, for the five

hundred years we speak of, continuous.

2nd. Though before the eyes of men the self-styled

Catholics of the Eastern and \\ estern Eoman world seemed
to constitute Christendojn, yet did these Paulikians regard

and speak of them throughout as those who belonged not

to the Church of Christ, but, being apostates, belonged

ratlier (to borrow the Apocalyptic figure) to the Gentile or

outer court.

3rd. As the Apocalyptic witnesses are said to have
observed tlie commandments and Word of God, so the adherence

of the Paulikian dissentients (professedly at least) to tli^

Gospel word, as the alone ground of their faith, subject of

their preachings and teachings, and rule of life, is all along

marked most strongly. After his own conversion of senti-

ment through the perusal of the Gospels and Epistles of

the New Testament, Constanthie distinctly founded his new
sect upon them, making it a law to his followers to read

nothing else whatever besides these sacred books ; and this,

we must remember, in a text confessed by the enemies of

the sect to be pure and unadulterated. And the fulfilment

and eifect of this rule meets us, as we have seen, in the

subsequent annals of the sect continually.

4th. Although from first to last a cry was raised against

the Paulikians for secret immmxdities, even as a part of their

religious, ritual and system—a cry echoed in the East by
Petrus Siculns. I'hotius, Cedrenus, and by others in the

West continued downwards to St. Bernard
;
yet in no case

do we find authentication of the charge ; on the contrary,

from time to time there transpires in other statements of

the accusers that which is virtually a contradiction to those

charges, and at least probable evidence of morals taught

and generally followed being (so as Christ's witnesses they
must have been) unimpeachable.
Thus in regard of their founder Constantine, if Petrus

Siculns represents him as having embraced the foul crimes

;.nd the impurities of Basilides, it is but just, after stating

him to have planned the levival of the heiesy in another

form, because of having observed that the fuid crimes of the

old impure sect of the 3Ianichees, as well as their impious

sayings, were an abomination and horror to all men ; also,

2 u 2
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that, in so reviving it, he did it under a show of piety.

Again, in respect of Sergius, although he heaps on him the

most virulent abuse, yet it appears from the narrative

both that this eminent Paulikian was before his conversion

to the sect a young man of excellent moral character, and

that afterwards, " rejecting," as Petrus expresses it, " all

the vices and lusts of the Manicheans, he fraudulently simu-

lated virtues whereby the better to deceive, and so as,

although a wolf, to appear vested before the world in

sheep's clothing." Other examples repeatedly occur of the

irreprehensibility of the moral character of the Paulikian

sectaries; for instance, the eulogies on the character of

Berenger, the non-impeachment of that of De Bruys, or

St. Bernard's testimony to the Petrohrussian sectaries :
" If

you ask of the conversation of these people, nothing is

more irreprehensible. What they say they do : they attack

no one, circumvent no one, defraud no one."

5th. It is obvious that the privations and sufferings

entailed on them by their profession of faith were such as

to make the mourning garb of sackcloth their fit clothing

;

as also that under them they exhibited a self-denial, un-

wearied zeal, constancy, and fortitude, through life and unto

death, just as if there was some superhuman power sus-

taining them ; even a power such as St. John was told of in

those words of the Apocalypse, " I ivill give power to my two
witnesses." Denounced as they were from the first as Mani-

chean heretics, they were from the first a class proscribed

and without the pale of the law; and thus both their

property and their lives exposed from day to day to forfei-

ture. Yet where was ever exhibited more earnest or more
enduring zeal than in the profession and propagation of

their doctrines? Like Simeon, those that possessed

property had to "leave all" on the very undertaking of

the work: like Sergius, to labour with their own hands

while fulfilling it. Yet was the all left, and the life of

labour, poverty, and suffering, undertaken and continued, not

by one, but by many, in the East, up to the amnesty

accorded by John Zimisces, near the end of the eleventh cen-

tury ; and from that time and ever after in the West. Then
consider them on the threatening and in the immediate

prospect of cruel death. It is said of Constantine by Petrus

Siculus, that the reason of his casting aside the name and

the books of the Manichees, when in a new form reviving
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Manicheism, was fear from having seen many slain on
account of that profession by the sword. Again, five hundred
years after Constantino, the monk Eckbert imputes to the

Paulikians of his time a simihir concealment of their real

sentiments from fear of death ; saying that, lilce thieves con-

fessing under the gallows, these heretics confessed and main-
tained their errors only when left without hope of life.

These assertions are among the many palpable and shame-
less falsehoods which he who runs may read in the anti-

Paulikian historians. Was it through shrinking from
death that Constantino disowned Manicheism ? The pro-

fession he embraced instead of it was that which exposed
him just as much, indeed more, than Manicheism itself to

death ; and after a ffew years, in effect, brought him to suffer

it in the cruel form of stoning. Was it because they could

not help themselves, and were remedilessly doomed to

suffer, whether they maintained their profession or not,

that the Paulikians, either then or afterwards, held firm to

their faith, and refused recantation? The very contrary is

the recorded fact. We read respecting that earliest of their

persecutions, how it was the royal command that the
disciples of Constantine should be distributed through the

Churches, and instructed in order to their conversion, with
promise in such case of free pardon ; but that the wretches
pieferred to die impiously in their error, lather than
by rei^entance to obtain both temporal and eternal salva-

tion. We read the same of Constantino's successor, Simeon,

when the Paulikians were all gathered together and
examined by the authorities. The same was the case with
the canons at Orleans. The same was the case at Cologne,

the same at Vezelai, the same at Oxford. And what is

further most observable on this head, is the spirit of united

joy and meekness that marked their constancy in suffering.

At Orleans and at Oxford the records exemplify this very
strikingly. At Cologne, too, as we have seen, Evervinus
marked it.

Such is a summary of the points favourable, even on the

face of hostile historians, to this most remarkable line of

Paulikian dissentients, as perpetuated for five hundred years

in Eastern and Western Eoman Christendom. And when we
consider all these points, it seems almost inconceivable

that they should have been in any essential point of faith

heretical or erroneous : indeed, that they should have
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been anything but a line of faithful witnesses for Christ's

truth and Gospel, taught, commissioned, and sustained,

from generation to generation, by Christ's own eternal

Spirit.

Before coming, however, to any decided conclusion on
tills most important question, it is necessary that we further

consider, as proposed

—

II.

—

The Charges of Heresy and Error alleged against the

Paulilcians, and shew the grounds and probable falsehocjd

of them. Among these stands out prominently the general

charge of Maincheism, and moreover sundry lesser and mare
particular charges of heresy and error, more or less connected
with the former, sufficient of themselves, if true, to dis-

qualify the Paulikians from answering to the figuration of

the Apocalyptic witnesses.

Now as to the general charge of Manicheism, it is siiffi-

cient to say in confutation, that in regard of all the four

most important principles of religion, first, its account of

the origin of man, and of the mixture of good and evil

apparent in the world ; secondly, its doctrine on the mode
of deliverance fi'om the aforesaid evil ; thirdly, man's future

prospects beyond death, in case both of those who follow out
this plan of deliverance and those who neglect it

; fourthly,

the authority on which these its doctrines are propounded,
and by whom sanctioned,—that in regard of all these four

points, the doctrines of Manicheism and those of the
Paulikians were not only not the same, or similar, but
altogether so different, indeed, so directly antagonistic to

each other and incompatible as to entirely exculpate the
Paulikian sectaries. To complete the proof, however, of

the purity of the stream of Paulikian doctrine up to the

epoch spoken of, something yet remains. It needs that,

besides clearing it of the imputed Manicheism, we disprove
also its contamination bv other heresy ; at least heresy on
vital points of Christian faith.

1. Is it true, then, that they rejected the Old Testament?
The circumstance that no such charge was made against

Gegneesius, surnamed Timothy, in his examination before

the Patriarch of Constantinople, deti-acts, of course, from
its probability. Again, the coincidence of the view of the
fall of Adam given in an epistolary fiagment of Sergius,

with the account in the Book of iMoses, indicates anything
but opposition to the authority of that part of the Divine
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recoixl—a part specially excepted against by the Manichees.

Further, we find in the history of their supposed Western
descendants that which yet more throws discredit on the

charge. For at Orleans, both from the absence of accusa-

tion on this point, and from other evidence, it may be

probablj^ inferred that the sectarian canons appealed to the

Scnptures generally as their rule of doctrine. At Arras,

and at Cologne, the casual or formal reference for authority

to the Old Testament books, seems to indicate that these

were received by the accused sectaries there, as well as

those of the New. At Lombers, though the charge is said

to have been confessed to by them of rejecting the Old
Testament, yet the President's own statement of the matter

in his condemnatory sentence, shews that it was in rejec-

tion of it only where unauthenticated by Christ and His

ai)0stles ; in other words, a rejection of what was apo-

cryphal and spurious, a reception of what Christ authenti-

cates as the Laio, Psalms, and Prophets, i.e. of the whole
Old Testament canonical Scripture; which being so, and
their implicit reception of the New Testament almost

necessarily involving that of the Old, this accusation of

the earlier Paulikians cannot but be regarded as most
improbable.

The truth of this seems to be as follows :—that them-
selves for a long time not possessing the sacred books of

the Old Testament (and we must bear in mind the great

difficulty in that age of obtaining them, especially by
persons excluded, as they were, from the established

Church), that knowing, moreover, that spurious Scriptures

were abroad purporting to belong to its canon, and hear-

ing, it is probable, false arguments and views on religion

and the Church, urged from wliat really belonged to it,

but which, from the supercession of the Mosaic law, in

respect of its polity and ceremonial, might be of no force

under the Gospel ;—I say it seems that, under all these

circumstances, it became an established habit with the

Paulikians to admit of no religious dogma on the asserted

authority of the Old Testament alone, or except as autho-

rised also by that which is pre-eminently the Christian

code and charter, and which, through God's grace, they did

possess and could refer to, the Scriptures of the New.
As to the charge of rejecting St. Peter's Epistles, it appears

in Photius and Cedrenus rather as a personal rejection ot
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Peter, and the stigma fixed on the Irish Protestants at this

veiy time by surrunnding Eomanists, of insulting Peter

because they reject St. Peter's successors the Popes, fur-

nishes a sufficient and true answer.

2. Again, is it to be inferred respecting the dualistic

principle charged on them that they held it, though not in

a Manichean, yet in an unscriptural and heretical point of

view ? The wording of the charge, especially in the

Formula of Anathema, in Photius, and in Cedrenus, natu-

rally leads us to the conclusion, that the peculiarity of

doctrine on this head appears to have related, not to the

original creation, but to the present constitution and the

present riding authority in the world. Witness the use of the

word atwi/, or age, to designate that which was the subject

of the creation intended ; the contrast of this evil creation

or constitution of things, not with another contemporaneous,

but with that of the a.ge to come ; and the distinction, con-

nectedly with their statement of belief on this point,

between themselves as Christians and others as Pomans.
Supposing this age and state then to have been viewed by
the Paulikians as the theatre and subject of the Evil One's

formative agency and domination, this view was Scriptural,

and a truth ; for we read of " the creation being made
subject to vanity, and brought into the bondage of cor-

ruption, by reason of, or through, him that subjected it
;

"

i.e. the Devil : he who tempted man, and so brought death
into the world, and all our woes. Again, respecting his

ruling in this present world, we read of his being the Prince
and God of this world, of the whole world lying under the

wicked one, and of the men of this world being those whom
he hath blinded, and leadeth captive at his will. Further,

we read of his declaring to Christ (and not being con-

tradicted in the assertion), after shewing Him the kingdoms
of the world and their glory, "All these things will 1 give

thee, if thou wilt worship me ; for that is delivered unto
me, and to whomsoever I will I give it

:

" and yet onOe
more, in the Apocalypse, of his raising up and governing
in the great city, the dominant Poman Empire, both under
its earlier Pagan and its later pseudo-Christian foiin. in

opposition to the kingdom, the so far depressed kingdom,
of Christ Jesus. Thus Scriptural, doubtless, were the viev/s

held by the Paulikians on the evil principle and the good,

the present supremacy of the one, and future of the other.
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And yet was there not even in these views something so

alien from the then generally received opinions, as almost

necessarily to provoke from men like Fetrus Siculus mis-

representation such as the tabular view exhibits, and the

bitter charge of heresy ? Certainly there was. Petrus, in

common with the then professing Christian world, supposed

Christ's spiritual kingdom to be commensurate with the

established Church visible, and thus triumphant over that

of Satan. What then when it was urged against them that

in the world or age then existing the Evil One was domi-

nant, not the Heavenly One ; yea dominant in the so-called

Church Catholic itself, as being in fact the predicted Eoman
Church apostate ! What when the children of the Jcingdom,

that would at the last be cast out, were by some of the

Paulikian sect declared to mean the members, and very
specially the priesthood, of the then professing Church

!

It is easy to see that this would be doctrine as abominable
and strange to the Greeks of the age of Petrus Siculus, as

to the Western Romans afterwards; insomuch indeed as

readily to provoke against the preachers of it the charge of

heresy. Even now, when carried out in clear and personal

application, the preacher who urges it is not seldom
deemed severe and a bigot. But was it not that which
they at least miost have urged who had to sustain the part

of Christ's witnesses, according to the Apocalyptic prophecy :

when the heathen, under the name of Christians, had come
into Christ's temple, and, saying " The temple of the

Lord, the temple of the Lord are loe," occupied and
defiled it ?

3. Next, is there reason to suppose that the imputed
error really attached to them of denying Christ's true incar-

nation and hirth from the Virgin Mary? To see the nature

as well as origin of the charge, it will be instructive to

look to the examination of Gegneesius. The question was
then put simply to him, " Why dost thou not worship and
adore the Virgin Mother of God ? " Here was the germ of

the future accusation ; and which in the time of Petrus
Siculus and Photius had been expanded into the following :

" They reject with hatred the Mother of God, always a
Virgin ; honour her with no place among the blessed ; and
speak not of Christ as horn of her, but as having brought
down a body with Him from heaven." Who does not see

that the jealousy of the accusers was not for Christ, but for
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the Virgin Mary; and that the charge of disbelieving

(,'hiist's incarnation was affixed as a mere rider and corol-

lary to that of dishonouring the Virgin Mother of God ?

\or is the charge, even as given, consistent in itself. For

observe that remarkable clause which follows immediately

on what has just been quoted from Petrus, a statement

twice elsewhere made by him, and also found in Photius:
" and that after the parturition of Christ she had many sons

by Joseph." it will need nothing more to satisfy us that

the charge was. as the Paulikians ever contended it was,

most unfounded ; and that the real point of dispute and
difference between them and their accusers of the Greek
Church was not this, but the identity, or exact similarity, of

Christs human nature with that of His Virgin Mother.

Now the perpetual tendency of the Church, from the

third century downwards, to aggrandize the Virgin Mary,

led to new views, or at least new statements respecting

the great doctrine of the incarnation. The Nestorian con-

troversy revealed this in the broad daylight. The Chris-

tian world was agitated to its centre with indignation

against him, who, preferring a more Scriptural phraseology

to the phraseology and definitions of man, would call her

the Mother of Christ, and not the Mother of God. And for

this Nestorius was inveighed against, first as an enemy to the

Virgin, and ultimately as a Manichean. Nor did it end
here. At the time of the founding of Paulikianism by
Constantine, the sinlessness of Christ's human soul and nature

had begun to be reflected back on that of His Virgin Mother.

It being so, it could not be but that the Paulikians, if real

witnesses for Christ, should bear their protest against the

rising error. Their alleged quotation of such texts as
" The second man is the Lord from heaven," is surely

explainable on the hypothesis of their urging them in

order to shew that sacred Scripture did not represent

Christ's human soul and nature as altogether of the Virgin,

or at least of one and the same character: an argument
however which, reducing the Vii'gin as it did to her own
real level of one of the fallen children of Adam, was
deemed little less than blasphemy. At the same time, that

their views weie not phantastic will appear from various

evidence : from their " reviling the wooden cross, as an
accursed instrument," or " as the instrument of punishment

used by wicked men ;
" (the same thing that was stated of the
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Petrobriissians long after, and whicli would be altogether

meaningless unless in the view of Christ's having really

suffered on the cross;) from their adoring what tlicy called

the cross, viz. " Christ, who tcith His arms extended formed

it." an act equally meaningless except on the same suppo-

sition ; from their speaking of their labours, poverty, and

suifering as a part of the following of Christ's footsteps, as

well as of His apostles' ; and from their regarding Him as

their forerunner into the heavenly Jerusalem, an office

which, except as one of real human nature like our own,

He could scarce have been supposed to sustain. On this

point then, as on the fonuer, we must acquit the Pauli-

kiaus of heresy.

4. Once more, it remains that we consider whether they

were really tainted, as asserted, with heresy on the sacra-

ments. Respecting the one sacrament it was said, " They
reject the communion of the body and blood of Christ," or,

as I'etrus Siculus expresses it, " They deny the divine and

awful conversion of the body and blood of Christ from the

sacred mysteries, feigning to receive it ; whereas they

meaji, instead of it, the words of the doctrine of Christ,

which he spoke when communicating to the Apostles."

liespecting the other sacrament it is said, " They express a

detestation of baptism, pretending to value it greatly

;

whereas instead of it they mean Christ, who, they say,

declared, 'I am the living water.'" Now that they did

not renounce the sacraments themselves appears probable,

both from their repeated disclaimers, and from the recorded

fact of their receiving both the one sacrament and the

other (at times probably when cut off from their own
ministers) at the hands of the priests of the Greek Church.

For I do not see for what purpose they should have thus

availed themselves of their administration, if in either case

they had conscientious objections or scruples respecting

them. So in the East. Nor was evidence to the same

effect wanting in the history of the probable Paulikian

offshoots in Western Europe. For it is recorded by Ever-

vinus of the Cologne heretics, " that besides imter-haptism,

they had what they called a baptizing with the Holy
Ghost and with fire ; " and that " they contended that the

elect among them might consecrate the body arid blood of

Christ at their meals;" also the case of the Petrobrussians,

among whom the apophthegm was current, " Nulla fides
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sine haptismo" as well as "Nullus baptismus sine fide;"

and that two of the accused of Lombers, where the only

questioned or suspected point on baptism was not as to the

propriety of water-baptism itself, but as to the belief in

the efficacy of pcedo-haptism ; and, on the Lord's Supper, as

to the place of its consecration, and the persons by whom
the consecration was to be performed.

That there was, however, some prominently marked
and constant dift'erence respecting the sacraments between
them and the churches established in Greek and Roman
Christendom, is plain on the face of the records. For it is

noted in every extant account of Paulikian doctrine, from
the examination of Gegneesius down to the Council of

Lombers, including the intervening notices of the sect by
Petrus Siculus and Photius, and at Orleans, Arras, Vezelai,

Cologne, Oxford. And it was this. What the Paulikians

objected to and denied respecting the eucharist was the

doctrine of transuhstantiation—a, doctrine already received

in the Eastern or Greek Church, as well as the Eoman,
though not authoritatively enjoined for some time after,

and against which the Paulikian protest, begun from early

times in the East, was kept up continuously in the West
afterwards, even to the time of Petrus Waldensis. As
regards baptism, it is evident that the Paulikians objected

and protested against the received doctrine of efficacy by

itself, and ex opere operato, to the spiritual purification,

quickening, and salvation of those to whom it was admini-

stered.

This being their doctrine respecting the sacraments, so

far was it from being a heresy, that it was chiefly, if not en-

tirely, a protest against that same abuse of the sacraments

against which the Lord himself recorded beforehand His

protest, in the memorable prefigurative vision of the seventh

of the Apocalypse.

Let us conclude this long argument respecting these

Paulikians with an observation which, on the whole review

of the matter, must strike us very forcibly. It was stated

by St. John in his Epistles, as a general characteristic of

the heresies which had up to that time appeared, that they

were all in character anticJiristian ; " even now there arti

many Antichrists." The true meaning of which word anti-

christian denotes rather that which usurps the place of Christ,

than that which is against Christ; though the latter
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sense must, of course, apply to all that is anticliristian

in the former. Kow, it will only need to look with at-

tention to the grand heresies that are recorded in eccle-

biastical history, to see that this is a characteristic essen-

tially attaching to them all. \\ hether it be the Gnostic

or the Manichean, the Arian or the great Greek and
Koman apostasy,—in every case Christ will be found to

have been practically set aside by the heretical system,

in respect of His chief ofiSces, and something substituted in

His place. It was Satan's grand object. On the other

hand, there appears in the record of the Paulikian asserted

heresies, albeit given by enemies, a marked and constant

tendency to Christ, not from Christ. For in their doctrines

respecting the sacraments,—in their reviling of the cross

which they pretended to honour, meaning thereby Clirist

crucified, who, with His arms extended, formed it,—in their

calling themselves the hody of Christ, implying that He was
their cJiief and their head,—in their speaking of Christ as

Him whose footsteps they wished to follow in this world,

Him who was their forerunner to the heavenly Jerusalem,

and, as their King, marked them from His mediatorial throne

in heaven,—in their looking, as the great object of their

hopes, to His introduction of the age to come, in which age
the usurper should no more have authority, but all the

power and all the authority be with the Lord Christ ;—in

all this they exhibited precisely the character ascribed to

them of Christ's ivitnesses.

In the meanwhile in this world their feeling was that of

exiles or pilgrims. They saluted each other as fellow-pilgrims

or fellow-exiles. For they were not of the world, even as

Christ was not of the world. Though resting for comfort
whilst on this earth on the God of peace, the realization of

His presence, and hope in His exceeding great and precious

promises, yet their home was in the icorld to come. And thus
it was that the world hated them ; and shewed its hate,

not only by other persecutions, but by blasphemies such as

we have been inquiring into ; and which not we onlj^, but
even the more candid of their enemies, have adjudged to

be false. I^et us, however, remember that one result fol-

lowed which was little foreseen or intended. These blas-

phemies were but an additional badge of their being really

what we suppose them to have been. The sacred and
unerring word of prophecy declared both generally that
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Clirist's witnesses would Lave to prophesy in sacJccloth

;

and specifically, as one cause of the sackcloth-robing, that

the wild Beast from the sea and the abyss would open his

mouth in blasphemies against them ; it being their appointed
honour, in this as in other respects, to tread not only in

their fellow-disciples', but, as they most desired, in their

Master's own footsteps. So that, in fact, it completed in

them the prefigured characteristics of the witnesses. And
following as it does on all that mass of favourable evidence

that we have extracted from hostile records,—the only

records now extant of them,—it enables us to conclude,

with yet the more confidence, that they were indeed,

according to the tenor of the Apocalyptic prefiguration, a

line of true witnesses /or the Lord Jesus.

§ 6. Epoch and Origin of Peter Waldo and the Waldenses.

Most people have heard of the Waldenses. It is with
reference to them that the history and epoch of the Lyon-
nese merchant, generally known under the incorrect name
of Peter Waldo, has become almost more notable than even
(eminent as he was among Christ's witnesses) on his own
account. For about the year 1 1 70, having sold all he had
and distributed to the poor, he became head to certain

missionary bands known thenceforward under the name of

Waldenses, as well as Poor men of Lyons, tha«t soon drew
on themselves the public attention and persecution in

various countries of Western Europe ; and from before the

middle of the next century became known as sectaries that

had intimate local connection with the Alpine valleys of

Piedmont and Dauphiny. And the question has been long
agitated, as one of the most interesting in the history of

the middle ages, whence and when was the first origin of

these sectaries ; it being allowed on all hands that they
had no Eastern or Paulikian original.

There exists, however, highly probable proof, proof alike

documentary and from testimony, to the fact of Waldensian
Sectaries having existed in Alpine or sub-Alpine settle-

ments, whether in the valleys of Piedmont, Dauphiny, or

Switzei'land, considerably before the time of Peter Waldo

;

insomuch as to render it likely that he was rather named
from Ihem than they from him. And connecting this with
the historical evidence previously given, it is probable that
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there was a secessiou of the sectaries to Alpine valleys,

coeval, or nearly so, with tlie time of ( laudo, Bishop of

Turin. Let lis proceed to state the proof.

And under this head will be unfolded the argument from
Peter Waldo's real name and aj^j^ellation ; that fnnn the con-

stant tradition, as reported to iis, of the latei- Wcddenscs ; that

iVom the partial admissions of their hostile chroniclers; and
that from certain ancient Waldensian documents still extant.

1. With i-eference to the name of the devoiit Lyonnese
merchant, we find on looking into the earliest and best

authorities, what should have been noted more prominently

than it has been, that in not one of them is he called by
the name of \N"aldo, but either Valdcs, Valdesius, Valdensis,

or Waldius, the three foimer evidently distinct appella-

tives from Waldo, and not even the last explainable as its

tantamount Latin rendering. And this is further observ-

able, that the first three names are used in the same or

earlier records, each one to signify a Waldensian sectar}^.

Which being so, the presiuuption is almost forced on the

mind that he may have been himself probably so called as

heinrj a Waldensian sectary, and thus in his -very name to

have exhibited evidence of the existence of these sectaries

prior to him. It might very possibly have attached to him
(indeed, such is the bearing of the reports of some of tlie

old writers) as a provincial or local, rather than as a reli-

(jiotis, appellative. And it deserves observation, that

Valdensis (and consequently Valdes, its equivalent in the

Gaulik Eomance, as also the Latin of Valdes, Valdesius)

was all through the middle ages just such a local appella-

tive, inasmuch as it answered to that of Vaudois now, as

designating an inhabitant of the Pays de Vaud, in Switzer-

land. To which let it be added that, supj^osing the valley

of the Drome, on which Die in Dauphiny is situated, to have
taken for a certain space the name, as was often elsewhere
the case, of that its chief town, then a resident there, too,

might have been named, as from the Vale of Die, Valdiensis,

Valdensis, or Valdius. Thus might either of these two
localities—each adjacent to the boundary Marches of Gaul,
specified b}^ the chroniclers—have given the appellative
to Peter Valdes, if a resident. Besides them I know ni>

other locality that would. But even supposing the word
to have been thus originally a local appellative, the circum-
stance of remarkable religious movements having occurred
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in each of these very localities just before Peter's time,

might then well have caused the local appellative to be a

religious appellative also ;
just like that of Albigensis and

others, soon afterv^^ards. For it is to be remembered that

Peter de Brays ministered previously in the one district,

—

that of Die in Dauphiny ; and Henry, the successor of Peter

de Bi'uys, at Lausanne, in the other : so as in both the one
case and the other to have connected a Valdensic locality

with religious innovation and sectarianism. Thus does the

Lj'onnese merchant's appellative of Valdensis, Valdes, or

Valdesius, although not decisive of it, yet certainly- favour

the hypothesis of a sect of Waldensian principles having
existed in the sub-Alpine districts of which we speak prior

to Peter Valdes.

2. To the same effect is the constantly asserted tradition of
the later Waldenses, as reported to us bj^ the Romish writers

against the sect. Thus Moneta reports the assertion of cer-

tain of his followers, that Peter Valdes received ministerial

orders from the collective body of his brethren ; and how
could he have received orders, or appointment to teach, from

disciples formed by his own teaching ? The statement of

Beinerius, the famous Inquisitor who wrote very soon after

Moneta (his date being about a.d. 1250), tends to prove
the same thing. A century after, or somewhat more,

Pilichdorf thus repeats the tradition :
" The sons of iniquity

say falsely that their sect has endured from the time of

Pope Sylvester." And again, about the year 1500, Claude

Seyssel, Archbishop of Turin, writes after the same manner.
So CEcolampadius. Vaudois sectaries, then living, declared

in 1530 that tliey had endured, a little people, for more than
400 years,—yea, from the time of the Apostles. In the

treaties of the Waldenses vnth the Savoy Government,
Muston declares that they asserted that they were possessed

of the Alpine vallej's before Savoy held Piedmont ; i. e.

before the middle of the twelfth century. Again, in one
of the later Waldensian manuscripts delivered to Morland
in 1658, and which must therefore have borne date before

that year,—to the question, " How long have the Waldenses
inhabited the valley's ? " the answer returned is, " On the

actual authority of many histories, about 500 years; but
according to our belief from the time of the Apostles."

Thus we see that from no very long time after Peter

Valdes' epoch, and ever after, instead of referring theii
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origin as a sectarian or religious community to him, the
\Valdensian sectaries ai'e declared to have dated it back to

the remote antiquity of Pope Sjdvester I., or even to the

Apostles ; also that in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

they asserted the further fact,—and appealed for its truth

to historical authorities then existing,—of their inhabitation

of the Piedmontese valleys as a sect of separatists as early, or

thereabouts, as the year 1100.

3. Nor are there wanting admissions, though partial and
self-contradictory, in the hostile chroniclers themselves to

the anticpity of the Waldenses, at Jeast to their antiquity

before Peter of Lyons. Thus Conrad of Lichtenau, Abbot
of Ursperg, in the diocese of Augsburg, states, in his
' Chronicle' under the year 1212, that he had in that year
seen some of the Poor men of Lyons at Rome ; and observes

respecting the sect they belonged to, that, " having arisen

some considerable time before in Italy" (not Ltjons or

France, be it obsei-ved), "the sect still continued;" thus
obviously implying that the origin of the sect was not
from Peter of Lyons. The same is the testimony of the

writer of the Tractatus in IMartene. So, too, Reinerius.

The later testimony, too, of Borenco, Prior of St. Eoch in

Turin, about 1640, must not be omitted; who, being com-
missioned to inquire into the history and antiquity of the
AValdenses of the Alps adjacent, rejjorted that there were
no new sects in the ninth and tenth centuries, but that

Claude of Turin was a fomeutor of former existing here-

sies in the ninth. For we can scarcely doubt but that

many old documents of authority on the subject existed in

the Ducal archives ; and, if so, that Rorenco, whose work
was dedicated to the Duke of Savoy, had access to them.
So that, though late, his testimony is not unimportant. Let
it be again observed, however, respecting the various testi-

monies, that what they witness to is chiefly the antiquity

of the sect ; and in so far as locality is concerned, only to

its having originated in Lombardy before appearing at Lyons.

As to its locality in the Piedmontese Alpine valleys before the
thirteenth century they furnish no testimony.

4. Next comes the argument from certain of the Walden-
sian documents still extant. Of the most valuable of all

these treatises, the Noble Lesson, an ancient manuscript copy
is in the library of Geneva, and it is with this one alone that

we have to do for the present. This treatise is in rhyth-
VOL. III. 2 X
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mical verse, somewhat like the Pi-oven^al romances of the

Troubadours ; and the date of eleven hnndrfed years from the

epoch when it was said, " We are in the last times," is

incorporated into the very verse itself, and as a part of the

poem : the translation of which verse is, " Well have a
thousand and a hundred years been fully accomplished,

since it was written that we are in the last times." Now
the date thus announced must needs be somewhere between
A.D. 1 100 and 1200. But which the more exact date? Whence
its eleven hundred years to be computed ? It seems almost im-

perative to calculate these eleven hundred years, according to

the more strict and literal meaning of the clause, from the

time lohen those xoords were icritten, '' We are in the last time,"

i.e. from the date of St. John's first Epistle, where alone the

passage referred to occurs. And as the composer of the

'Noble Lesson,' thoughunendowed with the critical accuracy

and learning of modern scholars, must yet, on the more
general and obvious evidence of Scripture history, have seen

reason to date the Epistle some twenty, forty, or fifty years

after Christ's death, it follows that he must have regarded

the eleven hundred years measured therefrom as elapsed

somewhere between a.d. 1150 and 1180 ; and which indefinite-

ness of some thirty years must be allowed to attach to the

self-ascribed date of the poem.
And it is curious that pretty much the same measure of

chronological indefiniteness should attach to the criteria of

other characteristic notices in the ' Noble Lesson' respecting

both the Vaudois addressed in it and the surrounding

Romanists,

But these notices as regards the question of priority of

the poem, and of the community addressed in it, to Peter of
iyows, comprehending, as the above thirty doubtful years do,

the whole period of his ministrations, are, like the date

itself, inconclusive. There is, however, in the dialect of

the ' Noble Lesson,' evidence strongly indicative of the dis-

tinctness of the community that spoke it from the Poor men
of Lyons, and which we may perhaps follow up by other

evidence shewing their priority. Respecting the dialect ot

the ' Noble Lesson,' it is to be understood that it was not

that of the Lyonnese merchant and the followers that he
gathered round him. Of these the language spoken and
written was, of course, the vulgar Bomance or Gaulilc of
Lyons and its neighbourhood- On the other hand, the
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language of the Noble Lesson is not only not the Li/onnese Ro-
mance, or more southern Proven^alof the twelfth or thirteentli

century, but a distinct, indeed, a primitive language. Now
such being the case, it seems plain that they who used it, i.e.

the people to whom it is addressed, must have been a
different community from the Poor men of Lyons ; indeed, of

a distinct and ditierent origin.

And this leads me to say something on the local site of
this ancient community and language, as being a point
ni)t unimportant to the enquiry before us, in which
we shall again be assisted by the consideration of the
dialect of the ' Noble Lesson.' For inasmuch as it is a
primitive language, of which the formation must be ascribed
to the far remote era that followed on the decomposition of
the Latin ; and inasmuch as, also, that four centuries and
more after this decomposition, it exhibited itself, as the
self-same literary document that we are discussing proves
to us, still perfectly preserved amidst the dialects spoken
by the surrounding populations, whether in Italy, Lom-
bardy, Southern France, or Spain, it would seem that some
seclusion, not temporary but permanent, and thus of

nature's own imperishable forming, must probably have
been both its cradle and asylum ; in short, just such a

seclusion as the deep mountain valleys of the Alps or the

Pyrenees could alone aftbrd. Which of the two mountain
chains might seem doubtful. The resemblance of the

dialect to the Provenr'al of Languedoc and its Troubadours—as

Languedoc and Provence lay between the two mountains

—

is alike accounted for on either supposition. But the

larger retention in this dialect of Latin words than that to

be found either in the Spanish, the ProvenQal, or other

Gaulish dialects, favours the supposition of an origin

nearer Italy than a Pyrenean one ; and consequently in

those deep valleys of the Cottian Alps that extend east and
west into Piedmont and Dauphiny. And when we add to

this consideration that of the acknowledged fact that a Vau-
dois community, speaking and writing the language of the
' Noble Lesson,' were known to be domiciled in these veiy
valleys of the Cottian Alps in the thirteenth century,

it will be felt that the evidence decidedly preponderates to

this side ; and that the earlier as well as later local nidus of

the dialect, and those that spoke it, may reasonably be con-

jectured to have been in the recesses of the Cottian Alps. And
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who and whence, then, the minister that addressed the com-

munify in the ' Noble Lesson ' ? A native minister, or a mis-

sionaryh-om the body of the Poor men ofLyons? 1 think after a

little consideration we shall find that probably the author-

ship attached to the latter. For the sentiments and doctrine

that the ' Noble Lesson' enjoins are in very many points

strikingly similar to those which, as we are told by Eeine-

rius, characterised the Lyonnese Peter and his disciples.

And when w^e add to this the wiiter's use of the term

Vaudes, the then Romanist term of reproach against these

sectaries, and consider that in historic records of the

last half of the twelfth century the very same term was
applied as an appellative, first to Peter Valdcs (or Vaudes)

himself, and a few years after to his followers, the

Poor men of Lyons, distinctively thus far from other

sectaries, the coincidence of appellation seems to be
greatly in favour of the authorship of the ' Noble Lesson

'

attaching to Peter himself, or to one of his missionary

disciples. It may be objected that there is no injunction

in the poem to a life of poverty and missionary labour,

such as we know from other testimony to have been
embraced by the Poor men of Lyons. But we are informed

b}' the writer of one of the ancient treatises on the Lyon-
nese sect, that there were two classes included in it : 1. The
perfect, or poor men proper, consisting of such as might
deviate themselves to poverty and the missionary life;

2. The general body of the disciples, who lay under no sucH

restrictions. Again, it may be objected that the 'Noble

Lesson ' speaks of the Romish superstitions with a measure

of severity, as if constituting nothing less than an apostasy

from God, and soul- destroying idolatry', which ill consists

with the views of those at least of the Lyonnese body, who,

we are told by Walter Mapes, in 1179, applied to the Pope
for sanction as a preaching order under the Church of Rome.
But a difference of view on the question of separation

from the Roman Church might well obtain between
different members of their fratei-nity ; and the same
reluctance to quit what was the Church visible, influenced

not a few of these Lyonnese reformers which afterwards

influenced some of Luther's disciples, and for a while even

Luther himself. Or perhaps an increased severit}^ of

judgment against Rome and Romish error might have been
learnt by the missionary who wrote the ' Noble Lesson,'
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from the veiy conimuuity addressed in the ' Koble Ijcsson'

themselves.

Let, therefore, the supposition of a Lyonnese authorsnip

of this ' Noble Lesson ' be admitted as probable ; the rather

since it precisely agrees with the notices that wr find in

history : fir»t, that Peter Valdes and his followcis dis-

tributed theological treatises, as well as the Bible ; next,

that Dauphiuy and Piedmont were distiiots to which the

course of some of these Poor men of Lyons was specially

directed, when flying from a persecution that early broke
out in that city, and that they there met and mixed with
other heietics. But what then ? We can derive evidence
from the 'Koble Lesson' whereby to prove the two points

now under discussion ; viz., first, the existence of evan-

gelic Christians dissentient from Pome prior to Peter and
his Lyonnese missionaries ; secondly, the existence of such
in the secluded Alpine valleys that branch from the Cottian

Alps just spoken of. With regard to the first, we may
discern evidence of its sketch, brief as it is, of the history

of Gospel preaching. " After the Apostles," it says, " were
eertain teachers : the}" shewed the ivay of Jesus Christ our
Saviour. And these are found even to the present time, but
they are manifest to only few pei'sons. These gieatly wi.Kh

to shew the way of Jesus Christ, but they are so persecuted
that they can do only little. So much are false Christians

blinded by error, most of all their pastors, &c." Now in this

it is to be remarked, not only that there is no mention of

Peter Valdes and the Lyonnese revival, but besides, and
instead of any such representation, it is implied in the

quotation that there had been a transmission of the same
apostolic doctrine that the poem taught continuously, th<jugh

by a line of but few, and those persecuted for it, from the

date of certain teachers who had followed after the apostles

do%vn to the time then present. Further, it seems other-

wise inferable from the ' Noble Lesson' that the very people

addressed in it—the same that spoke its Alpine dialect

—

were with this evangelic and anti-Eomish line not uncon-
nected. For they are styled at the commencement of the

poem hrethren. Their faults are spoken of in it as those

not of Komish error, but simply of religious lukewarmness
and worldliness. There is not a single exhortation to

them to come out from Pome and be separate. On the

contrary, the Eomanists are mentioned distinctly and con
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trastedly; viz., as the caitiff race, &c. Yet more, we may
infer both from the character of the poem and its self-given

title of a Lesson, or Lectio, that it was written not merely

as a manual for private pernsal among these Alpine Chris-

tians, but foi reading in the church assemblies—assemblies,

we must presume, already prepared in the district for such

readings.

Such is the presumptive evidence observable in the Noble

Lesson in favour of the two points contended for. It well

tallies both with the later Waldensian traditions and hostile

admissions, and also with the earlier historic notices of

sectaries existing in the Alpine and sub Alpine districts

of Piedmont, Dauphiny, and Switzerland, during the earlier

half of the twelfth century, who held a similar protest

against the corruptions of the Komish Church, and similar

religious views and habits in the main, so far as we
were able to form a judgment, to those of Peter Valdes

and the Waldenses of the ' Noble Lesson.' Such moi e

especially was Hennj of Lausanne (himself a Vaudois, or

Valdensis, by country), the chief of the Henrician sectaries

in those districts, about the year a.d. 1144; such Peter de

Bruys, the head of the cognate Petrobriissian sect, in nearly

the same parts, just before him ; each professedly as in

connection with Christ's true Church, contradistinctively to

the Church established, and as a line not then new, but

traceable back to the Apostles. And considering that we
find mention 3-et a centur}^ eai'lier of sectaries of the same
character, about a.d. lOoU, in Piedmont, and that the effect

of the personal labours of Claude of Turin, in separating a

distinct sect of dissentients from the corruptions of the

apostasy in Piedmont, could not in the nature of things

have ended in that centurj' (the ninth), but must, humanly-

speaking, have had perpetuation in the tenth,—we may
conclude that the Leonist and Piedmontese Waldenses of

the close of the twelfth century were the lineal religious

descendants of Claude of Turin, four centuries before them ;

the intermediate confessors being indeed "manifest but to

few persons," as the ' Noble Lesson ' says, but with a line

of perpetuation unbroken, though so imperfectly traceable,

and with certain of the disciples ever domiciled among the

recesses of the Alps. In conclusion, it has been already

hinted more than once that the exact origin of sundry of

the witnessing bodies of the eleventh century is doubtful,
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whether from the PauliJcian immigrants from the East, or

from sectaries of a native growth among the Alpine valleys

of Western Euiope. What has been now said will corro-

borate that doubt, and leave a strong impression with the

reader that the Christian sectaries of PauliJcian origin and
those of Alpine origin must have already often, before Peter

Valdes' time, been associated, and, like drops of water of

the same purity, commingled and run together. The
Orleanist sectaries originated, we read, from a w^oman
teacher, who came, about 1022, from the borders of Italy.

Again, the sectaries at Arras were, in 1025, taught by a

minister /ro?w the Italian borders. Who shall say from which
< >f the two lines these teachers ? The rather because after

the rise of Peter Valdes it is allowed on all hands that there

soon took place a commingling of his immediate followers

with sectaries in the Alpine valleys, and others elsewhere,

insomuch that Waldenses became thenceforward a kind of

generic name to the intermingled sectaries, and Piedmont
and Lombardy was confessedly their chief centre of settle-

ment.
It is of this united body, from near about the end of the

twelfth century, that we are about to speak in the ensuing
section, and to shew that they bore, just like those before

them, the marks of witnesses for Christ.

§ 7. The Waldenses, from after the rise of Peter Valdes, true

Christian Witnesses.

In evidence on this head we adduce the primary forty or

fifty years' historj/ of these Waldenses, then exhibit illustra-

tions of their doctrine, missionary proceedings, and character.

1. It has been already observed that it was about a.d.

1176 that Pe/er Valdes, previously a rich merchant at Lyons,

commenced his ministrations as a preacher of the Gospel

;

and that it was from connection with some place or people

of Valdensian name, that he probably derived both his ap-

pellation of Valdes, and more or less his religious views.

An interesting contemporary reviewer states that the im-

pression made by a pilgrim-minstrel, rehearsing the life of

St. Alexis in the streets of Lyons, induced him to take the

decisive step of quitting his merchandize, distributing his

wealth to the poor, and giving himself to the preaching of

the Gospel. In his ministrations he made the Holy Scrip-
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tures —then, among tbe laity at least, almost forgotten and
unknown—the groundwork of his teaching, directing and
diffusing a translation of them in the vulgar tongue, for

the better evangelization of the people ; in doing which he
gathered disciples in numbers around him, who soon be-

came conspicuous as a congregation of separatists from the

Komish Church. It was not long before persecution fol-

lowed. It originated with the archbishop ; and within

three or four years was so severe as to issiie in the expa-

triation from Lyons of Peter Valdes and his followers, now
called both Leonists and Valdenses. But the consequence
of their dispersion was the dissemination of evangelic

truth. The scattered bands of Waldenses went everywhere,

preaching the Gospel. With a success that is perfectly-

astonishing, they appear, before the end of the twelfth cen-

tury, to have not only preached but formed churches of

proselytes alike in Spain, Italy, the South and North of

France, Flanders, Germany, and Bohemia ; in which last-

named country Peter Valdes himself, about the year 1180,

is said to have ended his career.

Such, in brief, were the rise and early progress and settle-

ments of the Leonist Waldenses, a progress which was
everywhere marked by edicts and acts of persecution

against them. And let two recorded and important facts

concerning them be here again repeated. The first is that

of their speedy union and amalgamation with certain other

reputed heretics of different and earlier origin, especially

with heretics called Alhigenses, probably of Panlildan origin,

in the parts of Albi and Toulouse ; and again with others,

probably of native origin, in Provence, Dauphiny, and Lom-
bardy ; of which latter the Noble Lesson may be regarded as

a monument. The second fact is that of their chief gathering

into Piedmont and Lombardy after this amalgamation, at

first in wider diffusion and with more of prosperity through
the first half of the thirteenth century, then, on the fiercer

breaking out of persecution, into the recesses of the Cottian

Alps ; but still in siich numbers as to make Piedmont for

centuries after the centre and head-quarters of the widely

extended Waldensian sect.

2. With regard to the doctrine of the Waldenses, their own
writings, especially the Noble Lesson, and another of their

works, entitled Antichrist, offer u«, of course, the best evi-

dence. In the former, written, as it has appeared, within
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1

some twenty years of 1170, the following doctrines are
drawn out with much simplicity and beauty :—The origin

of sin in the fall of Adam, its transmission to all men, and
the ofi'ered redemplion from it through the death of Jesus
Christ ;. the union and the co-operation of the three Persons
of the blessed Trinity in man's salvation ; the obligation

and spirituality of the moral law under the Gospel ; the
duties of praj'er, watchfulness, self-denial, unworldliness,

humility, love, as "the way of Jesus C'hrist ;" their enforce-

ment by the prospect of death and judgment and the

world's near ending, by the narrowness too of the way of

life, and the fewness of those that find it, as also by the

hope of coming glory at the judgment and revelation of

Jesus Christ. Besides which, we find in the ' Noble Lesson
'

a protest against the Eomish system generally as one of

soul-destroying idolatry ; the iniquity of the Eomish per-

secutions of good men and teachers who wished to teach
the way of Jesus Christ; and the suspicion half hinted, and
ajiparently half formed, that though a personal Antichrist

might be expected, yet Popery itself might very possibly be
oneform of Antichrist. Such is tlie doctrine of the Noble Lesson.

In the Treatise of Antichrist we advance to an admirable and
direct identification of the antichristian system and the
Papacy ; which, though written after the period we are
jiassing under review, may yet be fairly presumed to ex-

hibit the opinions of the Vaudois of the thirteenth century
on the subject, they having embraced, as we know, at the
least as early as that period, the view that the Papacy and
Eoman Church was the very Babylon and Harlot of the
Apocalypse. From this treatise the following will appear
to have been the Waldensian view : that the Papal or llomish

system was that of Antichrist ; that its prominent cha-
racteristics were to defraud God of the worship due to

Him, rendering it to creatures, whether departed saints,

relics, images, or Antichrist, i.e. the antichristian body
itself; to defraud Christ, by attributing justification and
forgiveness to Antichrist's authority and words, to saints'

intercessions, to the merit of men's own performances, and
to the fire of purgatory ; to defraud the Holy Spirit by at-

tributing regeneration and sanctification to the optis opera-

turn of the two sacraments ; that the origin of this anti-

christian religion was the covetousness of the priesthood
;

its tendency to lead men away from Christ ; its essence a
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vain ceremonial ; its foundation the false notions of grace

and forgiveness.

This description will be found well to agree with Reiner s

account of the Waldensian anti-Romish doctrine given in

the middle of the thirteenth century ; also that the refe-

rence in the work to the Millelogium of Augustine indicates

the same doctrinal accordance with Augustine on the part of

the Waldenses as on the part of the earlier evangelic

Christians in Dauphiny &nd Piedmont. Their accordance

with Vigilantius is palpable.

3. With i-egard to the \¥aldensian m rals and character,

the brief description by Beiner will suffice :
—" Heretics

are distinguished by their manners and their words. For

they are sedate and modest in their manners. They have

no pride in clothes, for they wear such as are neither costly

nor mean. They do not carry on commerce, in order that

they may avoid falsehoods, oaths, and frauds, but live by
labour as workmen. Their teachers also are shoemakers

and weavers. They do not multiply riches, but are content

with what is necessary. They are chaste, especially the

Leonists, and are temperate also in meat and drink. They
do not go to taverns, dances, or other vanities. They re-

strain themselves from anger. They are always at work,

learning or teaching. They abstain from scurrility, de-

traction, and levity in discourse ; and also from lying and
swearing."

4. As to their mif;sionary plans and proceedings . it may here

also suffice to quote Beiner. Just premising that though

he relates what follows of heretics generally, yet it seems

specially intended by him of the Leonist Waldenses ; also

that whereas there were two classes among these Wal-

denses—the first called perfect, who left home, gave up
property, and devoted themselves to the missionary life

;

the other the general members, who lay under no such

restriction—it was to the Jirst of these that the quotation

has reference.
" The heretics," he says, " craftily devise how they may

introduce themselves to the acquaintance of the noble and

great. And they do it in this manner. They exhibit to

gentlemen and ladies some kind of tempting wares, such

as rings and kerchiefs, for sale. Having sold them, if the

man is asked. Have you anything more to sell? he answe'-,

I have more precious gems than these : and I will give
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them you, if yoxi will not betray me to the clergy. Having
received security, he says; I have one brilliant gem from
God, whereby men may have the knowledge of God. I

have another, which shines so that it kindles the love of

God in the heart of him who possesses it ; and so of others.

He speaks of gems metaphorically. After that he recites

some devout chapters, as that of Luke :
' The Angel

Gabriel was sent,' &c. ; or from our Lord's discourse,

John xiii. :
' Now before the feast,' &c. When he has

begun to interest his hearers, he adds what is said in

Matt, xxiii. of them that sate in Moses' seat ; and from
Maik xii. :

' Woe unto you w^ho devour widows' houses,'

and what follows. When asked by his hearers of whom
these imprecations are to be understood, he answers. Of
the clergy and monks.

'• After this the heretic draws a comparison between
the circumstances of tlie Romish Church and those of his

sect ; saying thus ; the doctors of the Eomish Church are
proud in their dress and carriage ; they love the chief
sents, and seek to be called of men Eabbi ; but such Rabbis
we do not desire to have. Also they are incontinent; but
each one of us has his wife, and lives chastely with her.

Also they are the rich and covetous, to whom it is said,
* Woe unto you rich

; ye have received your consolation :

'

but we, having food and clothes to cover us, are content
therewith. Also they fight and make wars, and command
the poor to be killed and burnt. Of such it is said, ' He
that taketh the sword shall perish with the sword.' W^e,
however, suifer persecution from them for righteousness.

Also they eat the bread of idleness, doing nothing : but we
work with our hands. Also they wish to be the only
teachers ; to whom it is said. Matt, xxiii., ' Woe unto you
that have taken away the key of knowledge :

' but among
us, women teach, as well as men ; and a disciple of seven
days instructs another. Also there is hardly a teacher
among them that knows by heart three connected chapters
of the New Testament ; but among us there is scarce a
man or a woman who cannot repeat the text in the vulgar
tongue. And because we have the true faith of Christ,

and teach a holy life and doctrine, these Scribes and
Pharisees, without cause, persecute us to death as they did
Christ. Moreover, they only say, and do not, and bind
heavy burdens on men's slujulders, but do not move them
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with a finger; but we practise all we teach. Also they

are more urgent in compelling the observance of the tradi-

tions of men than of the commands of God ; as of fasts,

festivals, going to church, and many other things, which
are of human institution ; but we only persuade men to

keep the doctrines of Christ and the apostles. Also they
load penitents with grievous penances ; but we, after the

example of Christ, say to the sinner, Go and sin no more,

and remit all his sins by the imposition of hands ; and
transmit souls at death to heaven : but they send almost

all souls to heaven. Having stated these and other

points, the heretic says, Consider which state and which
faith is the more perfect, ours, or that of the Church of

Eome, and make choice of it. Thus the hearer is turned

away from the Catholic faith, being seduced by their errors."

So concludes the historical view of Christ's witnesses,

as reaching to the times of Peter Valdes and his first

Waldensian associates, or end of the twelfth century.

There now begins the notable fera of the Beast from
the Abyss, or Papal power, taking up the sword, and
commencing war, in all the plenitude of its force and invy,

against these witnesses for the Lord Jesus. It is an fera

strongly marked both in the Apocalyptic prediction and in

history. And of it, and its memorable results, it seems
desirable to treat in a separate chapter.

Retrospective Vieiv, as continued from the Beformation, of tlie

Papal Wild Beast's War against Christ's Witnesses,- their

Defeat, Death, and Besurrection.

Chap. xi. 7-11.—There is no indication as yet that the

speaker changed. The narrative begun by him in the

preceding verses is not interrupted. Thus the Lord
Jesus, symbolically represented a little before as descend-

ing with life-giving lustre on the Poman earth, in pre-

figuration of the burst of Gospel light vouchsafed by Him
at the Beformation, must be considered as still addressing

St. John, and St. John as still the type on the Apocalyptic

scene of the reforming fathers. W hat the speaker now
directs St. John's regard to (of course retrospectively), is the

second part of his witnesses' previous eventful history

;

including the Papal wild Beast's war against them, their defeat

and slaughter, and their resurrection.
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T. The Papal wild Beast's war against Christ's witnesses.

We must observe tliat tlie definite article indicates that

but one wild Beast was figured in the Apocalyptic imagery
an from the abyss ; that the ascription of the same origin to

the seven-headed and ten-horned wild Beast which, in

Kev. xvii, 8, a])peared ridden by the Harlot, or apostatised

Komish Chui'ch, marks if as the actual one intended ; and
that this last is also identified by many indubitable marks
with the seven-headed and ten-horned wild Beast, which,
in the vision of chapter xiii., was seen b}^ the Evangelist
rising out of the sea of the Gothic inundation. Its history

was deemed too important to be here described parenthe-
tically, or in passing ; and was made in fact the subject of

those two supplemental visions of chapters xiii. and xvii.

to which reference has just been made. Thus far, however,
the Evangelist might presume respecting it, on this its

first mention to him ; viz., that it was some })ersecuting

power that would comprehend and head those Gentile or
paganised Christians that had been spoken of just before

as occupiers of the outer court of the mystic temple, or pro-

fessing church, through the period of the witnesses' pro-

phesying : also that it was the same ten-horned wild Beast
that had been rejDresented long previously to the Prophet
Daniel in vision, as constituting the last and most fearful

form of the Eoman Empire, in its character of persecutor.

Of this wild Beast, then, it was said by the Angel :
" When

they" (the witnesses) "shall have completed their testi-

mony, the wild Beast that is to ascend from the abyss shall

make war against them." In the Jirst clause of which
sentence the time and occasion of the war is noted ; in the
next the icar itself.

a. The time and occasion. " "When they shall have com-
pleted their testimony" orav TeXeaoxn rrjv ixaprvpiav avrwv, " the
wild Beast shall make war against them." This clause
has occasioned great trouble and laboiir to expositors, but
the following is, according to Mr. Elliott, the true meaning.

Let it be remembered then respecting reAew and the
accusative following, when designative of any function

often to be performed, and each time involving various acts

in detail, first, that the verb indicates not the mere finish-

ing, but the going through, and complete performing of the
function : ne.d, that the thing spoken of as completing may
be not the ichole official course of the functionary ; but his
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accomplishment or completion of the function, in all its

several parts, on each or any one occasion. In this way
then, supposing a repetition more or less frequent of their

jxapTvpta, or testimony, required of the two witnesses of the

Apocalypse, so soon as they might once have gone through

the several component parts or acts of that testimony, so

soon it might be said of them that they had fulfilled or

completed their testimony ; yet not so as to imply that their

whole period of testifying was at an end, or that they

thereupon ceased to be any longer Christ's witnesses.

But what, then, the constituent parts or acts of this testi-

mony"? Obviously a protest for Christ against each of

the successively developed and enforced antichristian

errors of the apostasy ; errors as defined by the Apocalyptic

prophecy itself; viz., the sacramental error, allusively noted

in the seventh chap., whereby the opus operatum of the

sacrament was made the source of life and light to the soul,

instead of Christ's Spirit ; the substitution of the mediator-

ship of departed saints, which chapter viii. hints at, in

place of Christ ; the idolatry, demon-worship, sorceries, thefts,

fornications, and murders of the apostate church and system,

specified in chapter ix. ; finally, the support and headship of

the system by the Bomish Cliurch and its Bishop on the seven

hills, with his seven thunders and voice of Antichrist, figured

or described in chapters x., xiii., and also xvii. These are the

successively developed characteristics of the apostasy noted

in the Apocalypse. The protestation of Christ's witnesses

had of course to embrace them all. And so soon as it might

have done this, so soon they might be said to have made

complete their testimony, in the intended sense of tlie phrase

iDcfore ns : although by no means implying the close of the

whole period of witnessing assigned them or their per-

sonal or official extinction as Christ's witnesses. Was the

epoch, then, of their completing this a marked epoch in the

actual history of those in whom we have thought to trace

Christ's witnesses ? And, if so, did war from the Papacy

against them mark its arrival ? Such in fact was the case.

Fi'om early times Ave have seen that the witnesses both

of Eastern and Western origin protested against the

sacramental error, the mediatorship of saints, the idolatries,

sorceries, thefts, fornications, and murders, which characterised

the apostate priesthood and church of professing Christen-

dom. But against Home, Papal Borne, as the predicted
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head of the apostasy, and the Bahylon and Harlot of the

Apocalypse, they for centuries protested not. But ere the

termination of the twelfth century, the Waldenses, the

orthodox associated Paulikians, and other sectaries, made
this step of advance. Then the Papacy roused itself collec-

tively in the third Lateran General Council of 1179, and
declared war against them.

h. And thus v?e come to consider, secondly, the tear

itxdf.

Let it be premised that the delay of this war until the

time we speak of is a thing not to be wondered at. It

resulted almost necessarily from the circumstance of the

gradual growth and develupment of the Papal Antichrist.

A lengthy description of the proceedings of the war is not
needed. Its earlier actions are traceable in the Councils

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. First in a Council

held at Tours, a.d. 1163, Pope Alexander III., after

noticing the detestable Albigensian heresy that had
spread like a cancer from Toulouse into the various pro-

vinces of Gaul, interdicts all from yielding the heretics

refuge, and from communicating with them in buying and
selling, or in the solace of human conversation. Next
followed the decree of the third Lateran Council, under
the same Pope, a.d. 1179, against Cathari, Patareni,

Publicani, and heretics of other appellation, pronouncing
anathema on them and their followers, and forbidding that

any should harbour them while alive, or when dead give

them Christian burial. In 1183, a Bull of Lucius 111.,

Alexander's successor, was issiied, in the purport of which
the Emperor Frederic is said to have expressly coincided

;

denouncing anathema against the Cathari, Patareni, Arnal-
distfe, and those who called themselves Humiliati, or Poor
men of Lyons: their favourers to be given up for punishment
to the secular arm, after prior degradation if of the order

of clergy ; and inquisition to be carried on for their more
effectual detection and suppression. In 1198 Innocent III.

succeeded to the Popedom, and instantly shewed what
was to be one chief characteristic of his reign, by epistles

written to various prelates in the first year of his pontifi-

cate, charging them to gird themselves for the work of

extirpation, and to employ, if necessary, the aims both
of princes and people. Then followed his mission ot

Legates, assisted by the Spaniard Dominic, as Inquisitors
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into the heretical pravity of the distii<it of Toulouse : then,

at a few years' interval, the proclamation of a crusade,

with all its horrors, against the heretics. The institution

of the Franciscan and Dominican orders furnished a supply

of instruments well fitted to carry out the schemes of

inquisition and of blood. The fourth Lateran General
Council, in 1215, re-urged and sanctioned all former plans

for the extirpation of heresy. After this came the anti-

heretical Councils of Narbonne and Tim louse ; then those

of Aries, of Narbonne again, and of Tarragona in 1234,

1235, 1242; then Gregory'- IX. 's ferocious Bull against

heretics in 1236 ; and nearly contemporarily, the edicts of

the Emperor Frederic II. The fact of the commencement
of this Tapal anti-witness Avar is strongly marked in

European history. The Papacy, and all Western Chiisten-

dom under its Jeading, had evidently entered on it as a

icar of extermination against all whom it might adjudge
heretics : against the Waldenses and associated Albigenses

pre-eminently, those whom we have seen reason to regard

as pre-eminently witnesses for Jesus.

II. We were to consider the defeat and death of the

ivitnesses.

The Papal persecution followed the Waldenses into all

their missions and settlements, not in Piedmont and
Dauphiny alone, but in Spain and in Calabria, in France

and in Flanders, in Germany and in Bohemia. Every-
where the spirit of the Inquisition, even though the Holy

Office might not have been regularly organised in the

comitry, pursued and tracked them ; and the Wild Beast

from the Abyss, or Papal power, acting on and ruling the

secular Western Europe, condemned them to condign punish-

ment. Nor was it against Waldenses only, but against

those who, whether oifshoots derived directly from them
or not, were inspired with the same spirit of witnessing

for Christ ; against Wicliif and the Wicliffites, more
especially, in England, and Huss and the Hussites in

Bohemia. It was marvellous, considering the might
arraj-ed against them, that these witnesses endured as they

did, through not the thirteenth only, but the fourteenth

and the fifteenth centuries also ; in spite of racks and
prisons, of the sword and of the flame, their voice was still

raised in protestation against the lies of Popery, and for

the truth as it is in Jesus. At length, however, as the
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fifteenth century drew to a close after a furious renewal of

crusades against the Waldenses of Dauphiny and Piedmont,

and the pui er surviving section of the Hussites in Bohemia,
tiie attainment of the Papal object seemed at hand, and
victory nearer and more near within its grasp. It was
just what had been predicted. For " the wild Beast from
the Abyss shall make war on them," was not the whole of

the prophecy. It had been added, "and he shall conquer

them, and he shall Mil them.''

And thus we are brought to a point in the witnesses'

history, retrospectively sketched for his servants' considera-

tion by the angel-spirit of the Reformation, of the deepest

interest, viz., the slaughter and death of the loitnesses.

1. The first thing notable in the prophecy is the strength

of the figure used respecting these representative witnesses

as being both of them killed by the Papal Beast, and lying

dead.

It is spoken of as a figure because the witnesses, being
symbolic, the death spoken of must be considered symbolic

also ; but it is a figure so strong as to signify nothing less

than the complete silencing of those they represented—their

apparent extermination, in fact, before Christendom. Kow
when was there any such complete silencing of all wit-

nessing for Christ, and against the apostasy ? It is

essential, in order to a satisfactory solution of the question,

that the period fixed on should be that at which by common
consent of historians, the voice of anti-Papal testimony was
most effectually silenced throughout Europe, and the

Papacy (though with some quick-following reaction, as the
sequel signified) most triumphant. And this period can
be no other than the opening of the sixteenth century, just

before the Reformation. Let Milner be the first historic

testimony. " The sixteenth century opened," he says,
" with a prospect of all others the mqst gloomy, in the eyes
of every true Christian. Corruption, both in doctrine and
practice, had exceeded all bounds ; and the general face of

Europe, though Christ's name was everywhere professed,

presented nothing that was properly evangelical. The
Roman pontifts were the uncontrolled patrons of impiety,.

The Waldenses were too feeble to molest the Popedom ; and
the Hussites, divided among themselves, and worn out by a
long series of contentions, were at length reduced to silence."

To the same pui-port is the testimony of Mosheim. Thus in

VOL. III. 2 Y
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regard of the first predicted characteiistic of the siippves-

sion of witnessing for Christ, namely, its completeness

ilirougliout Western Christendom, as indicated by the strong-

figure of the two witnesses being, not one bnt hoth of

them, hilled by the Beast from the Abyss, and lying dead,

the epoch is fixed approximately, on the clear testimony

of history, to some little time after the commencement of

the sixteenth century.

2. The same epoch will appear to bo pointed out, only

more exactly and definitely, by the predicted circumstantials

•jf the two witnesses' death, or rather of its public evidence

and recogTiition—circumstantials as to place and occasion.

The local scene of their being exposed as dead is

described as the irXaTeta, that is, " the hroad sfre.t or

place of the Great City :" the same Great City, it is added,
" that is spiritually called Sodom and Egypt, and' where
also their Lord " (the Lord of the two witnesses) " loas

crucified."

What is the Great City itself, is a point settled ; for it is

declared by an angel in chap. xvii. of this Book to be the

city which then reigned over the kings of the earth;

in other words, that of Borne—not, indeed, the mere metro-

politan Roman city on the banks of the Tiber, but, agreeably

with the representative force of all the associated symbols,

the political or ecclesiastical state, made up of the citizens of

its empire ; that is, at the time of the present vision, of

those of the ten kingdoms of Papal Christendom. It is

called the Great City in contrast to the Holy City just before

mentioned by the angel interpreter. It is designated also

as spiritually, that is, figuratively or antitypically, Egypt and
Sodom. The appropriateness of these figurative appella-

tives to the Papal state and city was so obvious, that they

were applied to it from time to time during the prolonged

period, to which our attention has just been directed, of its

war against the witnesses. As to its further description as

the place, or state. " where also the witnesses' Lord had been

crucified," this additional designation is a confirmation.

For does it not seem the most probable hypothesis, even

prima facie, that the word Trvev/xartKuy;, ^^figuratively," was
meant to apply to this fresh suggested designative of the

Christrrejecting Jerusalem, as well as to the other two pre-

ceding ? And does not the fact of those two other

appellatives, the Great City, and Egypt, being coupled
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with it, almost fix on this a figurative construction,

.seeing that the real literal Jerusalem was never so called?

The force of these considerations was so much felt by
various old expositors who had no prophetic hypotheses to

serve, as at once to decide them against explaining the

clause of the literal and ancient .Jerusalem, albeit they had
not before them the most elucidatory fact tliat the inhabitants

of the Boman earth were apocalyptically figured, after their

]n-ofcssed conversion to Christianity, as the twelve tribes of
Israel, tribes very soon apostatizing ; whence it followed

that the great city, the capital of this Eoman earth, would
needs in consistency answer to the figure of apostate

Israel's capital, i.e. to the apostate Jerusalem, as well as to old

Kome or Babylon, It was, indeed, in this character specially

that in process of time, as the apostasy rose to its height,

the Great City, professing to be the Holy City also, became
the scene of Christ's being crucified figuratively and afresh.

In fact, its thus crucifying Him afresh was, without any
reference to the prophecy before us, seen in the vision like

the rest at the time referred to and asserted. It was this

view which, more than any other, fixed itself on the mind
of Luther, when he witli deep anxiety was pondering those

I'ontifical decrees and acts which embodied in them the

Papal system, and impressed him with a sense of its abso-

lutely antichristian character. It is almost needless to add
that the resemblances of the great city to Egi/j^t and Sodom,
and apostate Jerusalem, gave intimation, of the crime, and
of the punishment impending : of the curse on Jerusalem,

the plagues on Egypt, and the burning of Sodom and
Gomorrha.
Now then it was the irXarda, the broad street or place of

this great city, which was to be the scene, according to the
Covenant-Angel's description, of the corpses of His two
witnesses being exposed. The figure of the -n-XareLa is

borrowed from the chief square or open pRace of a city, in

which the people assembled, whether for political dis-

cussion, for objects of merchandise, or the administra-

tion of justice. From this it seems to follow that there
must be here signified some city or town in Western
Europe, to which, al)ove all others, there were wont to

be the gatherings of tlie people of Christendom ; in

fcshort, that which might fitly be regarded as the forum of

the antichristian empire. And what that city or town?
2 Y 2
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Can any one doubt who is at all acquainted with histors'?

What other city but Borne f For it was to Borne, as the

supposed Holy City, that were directed through the middle
ages the confluent pilgrimages from Western Christendom

;

to Borne, the gatherings, as the fountain of ecclesiastical law
and government; to Borne the assembling, as the most
frequent scene of the Western geneial councils ; in effect,

the very occasion of the two witnesses appearing as dead
corpses seems described to have been one of precisely such

a gathering as that last mentioned ; the gathering of some
general council from the several States of \\ estern Christen-

dom. For there is mention of deputies assembled in the

TrXareta of the Great City, "from the people, and kindreds,

and tongues, and nations," that made these dead bodies the

subject of their contemplation and rejoicings.

So that, on the whole, in turning from prophecy to

histor3% from the symbolic picture to the thing symbolized,

it seems almost impossible to mistake the precise scene and
occasion alluded to. It can be surely none other than of

the very Lateran Council held from 1512 to 1517, under the

Pontificates of Julius II. and Leo X., just before the Eefor-

mation, of which a somewhat full description was earlier

given, as constituting an epoch ever memorable in history,

of the triumph of Papal Antichrist.

Let US advance, then, to a brief examination of the

Council's proceedings with reference to this subject of

the death of Christ's two witnesses, including the subse-

quent insults to their dead corpses and rejoicings over them.
And is not the very first thing that meets our view in

them strikingly to the point ? viz. the setting forth as one

of the three express objects of the Council, in its Papal
Bull of Convocation, the total extirpation of heretics ? For,

transferiing Papal language to Scriptural, this last enun-

ciated ])urpose meant nothing else than the annihilation

or subjection of all that might yet remain in \\'estern

Christendom of witnesses for Christ. It is implied that

opposing heretics were looked on as not yet altogether

silenced, the witnesses as not yet altogether exterminated or

extinct. And this, indeed, is in another part of the Bull

expressly stated ; for it speaks of ancient heresies in different

parts of Christendom still surviving. Further, in the sixth

session, held April 27, A.u. 1513, we are told that the par-

ticular heretics specially intended were the remnant of the
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Bohemian Hussites, now purified from the errors that had
crept into their body, and formed into the association of

the United Brethren. These had from the year 1504 begun
afresh to attract notice ; and, whether witli the Btihemian
King favouring them, or hostile, of these the extermination
or subjugation was considered as one of the express objects

of the Council. And what then the measures taken in

reference to it ? In a Papal Bull inserted, with appro-
bation of the Council, in the very next or eighth session,

held in December 1513, a charge was issued summoning the
dissidents in question without fail to appear and plead
before the Council at its next session, rmless, indeed, they
should have previously done so before a neighbouring Papal
Legate : the object declared being their conviction and
reduction within the bosom of the Catholic Church, and
the time finally fixed for the said important session May
the 5th in the spring ensuing.

Thus was the crisis come which was to try the faith of
this bleeding remnant of witnesses, and exhibit its vitality

or death. And would they then face the Lord's enemies ?

AVould they brave the terrors of death, and plead His cause
before the lordly legate, or the antichristian Council ?

The day of the ninth session arrived. The Council met.
But no report from the Cardinal Legate gave intima-
tion either of the pleading or even of any continued
stirring of the Bohemian heretics. No officers of the Coun-
.cil announced the arrival of deputies from them to plead
before it. Nor, again, was there a whisper wafted to the
synod from any other state, or city, or town in Christen-
dom, of a movement made, or a mouth opened, to promul-
gate or support the ancient heresies. Througliout the
length and breadth of Christendom Christ's witnessing ser-

vants were silenced : they appeared as dead. The orator
of the session ascended the pulpit ; and, amidst the applause
of the assembled Council, uttered that memorable exclama-
tion of triumph, " Jam nemo redamat, nuHus ohsistit."

" There is an end of resistance to the Papal rule and reli-

gion : opposers there exist no more :" and again, " The
whole body of Christendom is now seen to be subjected to

its Head, i.e. to thee." So did " they from the people, and
kindreds, and tongues, and nations," assembled in Home the
TrXareia of antichristendom, look on Christ's witnesses aa
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thenceforth not excommimicate and accursed onlj', but
dead. But we must well mark the day. For it seems
scarcel}'- possible that we can be mistaken in regarding it

as the precise commencing date of the predicted three and a
half years, during whicli (jhrist's witnesses were to appear
as mere dead corpses in the face of Christendom. It was
May 5, 1514.

There are yet two characteristic circumstances noted as

accompaniments of this the Council's recognition of their

death : the one affecting the slaughtered icitnesses, the other

its own friends and members.

The first is thus stated :
" And they fi-om the kindreds

and tribes, &c., shall not suffer their dead bodies to he -put into

graves." The expression is of course symbolic, as having
reference to the two symbolic icitnesses, the apocal^'ptic

representatives of many. We ma}-- therefore well expect
that in some edict of the Council, issued on the occasion,

this indignity and outrage may have been actually affixed

to such of Christ's witnessing body as might individually

happen at the time to be dead. And such, indeed, was the

case. We find that an edict was issued from l^ope and
Council that same day, the declared object of which was
the perpetual elimination from the Church visible of all

heretics ; and in which there were adjudicated against

them throughout Christendom all the '' debitCB poence," or

punishments imposed on heretics by foi'mer Bulls and
Councils. Now, among these punishments there was one
most constantly decreed and constantly deforced, which
affected the heretic when dead, as others affected him while
living, viz. the exclusion of his corpse from burial, as a person

excommunicate and without the pale of the Church. So
that it was a fulfilment to the very letter of what was pre-

dicted :
" They from the kindreds, &c., shall not suffer their

dead bodies to be put into graves.''

The other act, noted as consequent on the Council's

recognition of the witnesses' death, is the mutual congratu-

lations of its members, and com-placent interchange of presen/s

among them that dwelt on the Roman earth. " And they

that dwell on the earth shall rejoice," etc. And we have
but to open again the page of history in order to see how
it was fulfilled. For example, it was just as things were
dawning to the desired consummation, and when everything
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seemed to announce the final suppression of anti-papal

lieresy, as well as of anti-papal schism, that the magnificent

Eastern presents Avere ottered to Pope Leo in his master's

name by the Portuguese envoy, and which were responded
to by the j-et more extraordinary donation from the Pope
to the King of Portugal, viz. the sovereignty of half the

Eastern icorld. The maldng merry was also fulfilled. The
splendour of the dinners and fetes given by the Cardinals

on the triumphant close of the Council—a splendour un-
equalled since the days of pagan Rome's greatness—is

made the subject of special record by the historian of

Leo X.
But their congratulations and triumphs were not to be

long continued. For the next thing that we are called in

the prophecy to mark and explain is

—

III. The speedy and wonderful resurrection of the loit-

nesses.—" And after the three and a half days the breath of

life from God entered into them ; and they stood upon their

feet."

But no explanation is needed to suggest the events that

here answered to the prophecy. History speaks for itself.

Not in the compass of the whole ecclesiastical history of

Christendom, save and except in the case of the death and
resurrection of Christ Himself, is there any such example
of the sudden, mighty, and triumphant resuscitation of His
cause and Church from a state of deep depression, as was
just after the separation of the Lateran Council exhibited,

in the protesting voice of Luther, and burst of the Reforma-
tion. The sudden contrast forces itself on every writer of

history, whether of the Romish Church or not.

But does the chronology suit? It was predicted that for

three and a half days the witnesses were to be looked on as

dead : in other words, that there was to be the interval of

three and a half years between the first recognition of their

extinction by the assembled deputies from the states of
Christendom, and Iheir resuscitation. The day of the
ninth session was, as we have seen, May 5, 1514 ; the day
of Luther's posting iip his theses at Wittenberg (the

well-known epoch of the Reformation), October 31,

1517. Now, from May 5, 15U, to May 5, 1517, are

three years; and from May 5, 1517, to October 31 of the

same year, 1517, 180 or half 360 days; that is just half a
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year. So that the whole inteiTal is precisely, to a day, thi-eo

and a half years
;
p-ecisely, to a day, the period predicted in

the Apocalyptic prophecy.

So then, " the breath of life from God entered into the

slain witnesses, and they stood upon their feet."

There remains but one clause more for notice in the

prophetic description. After stating the witnesses' revival

and standing upon their feet, it adds, "and great fear fell

on those that beheld them," or rather upon " such as beheld

them." The Lateran Council, in fact, had separated, and

the deputies returned home, a few months before Luther's

protest ; so that the first impression from it was not the

same on one and all. At Rome, Pope Leo, incredulous as

to the possibility of anything occurring, especially from so

mean an origin, to afifect his supremacy and power, treated

it as a mere passing ebullition of feeling and genius in the

monk of Wittenberg, But not so they who were on the

spot, and beheld, when, like an electric shock, the voice of

the revived Gospel witness thrilled through Germany.
Not so, Tetzel, Cardinal Caietan, Eck, Miltitz. Of these

each one, as they entered on the scene, and looked on,

trembled in consternation. For they saw that the very

foundation of the whole Papal system was assailed, and
that there was a power in the voice and the movement,
even as if from heaven, that they could not withstand.

There is no need to retrace here what has been said before

of the subsequent successive steps taken towards the con-

solidation of the Reformation. Suffice it here to state that at

each step of advance, as the revival was confirmed, and the

witnesses stood more firmly on their feet, the fears of those

that beheld them continued and increased in anxiet3^ Not the

least were their fears excited when, after ten years of vain

schemes and agitation to put them down, the Lutheran He-

formers proclaimed as it were before the world—though all

unconsciously.and unintentionally—that they were but the

witnesses of Christ resuscitated and risen up again. This

happened in 1530, just after the memorable Augsburg
Council, when they united themselves collectively at SmaC
cald, under the name of Protestants, an appellation the

very same as that which, according to its Latin etymology,

signifies witnesses.
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Ascent of the Witnesses, and Political Estahlishment of the

Reformation.

Chap. xi. 12, 13.—The adoption of the reading rjKovaa

determines a point otherwise indistinctly defined, of much
importance, viz., where it is that the descended Angel of the

Covenant ends his elucidatory retrospective narrative, and
that the Apocalyptic figurations recommence before St. John
in their usual form and course. For supposing the reading

rjKova-a, and I heard, to be the correct one, it marks of itself

their recommencement. Other sounds now fell upon his ear

that were to be recorded, other objects called for his regard

on the Apocalyptic scene, in place of the voice and address

of the Covenant-Angel. At any rate, the transition cannot

be fixed earlier than the clause next before preceding, "And
after the three and a half days, &c.," for the characteristic

future tense of the Angel's discourse occurs immediately be-

fore it : nor later than the clause next after following ; for

there and then the cloud that mantled the discoursing

Angel, and of course the Angel with it, is said to have
ascended upward from the Evangelist's presence.

And hence a new and twofold historical testing of the
correctness of our historical exposition of this part of the

prophecy. For, 1st, the Angel's retrospective sketch of

the witnesses in the figuration, and the Eeformers' retro-

spective view of them in reality, may be supposed to have
been brought up to near about the time when the view
was taken, i.e. to the epoch of the researches of Bale, I'oxe,

Flacius lllyricus, &c. (about 1542 or lo-i-i); 2ndly, the

prefigLirations next exhibited ought to answer to the events

of importance next after that date ensuing in Protestant

Christendom. Now, how well the exposition stands the

first criterion will already have struck the reader. For
the last point noted in th.o Angel's retrospective narrative, viz.,

the two witnesses' firm standing upon their feet, to the

dismay of their enemies, after a sudden and most mar-
vellous revivification from a state of death, was shewn to

have had fulfilment in the consolidation and firm attitude

of the reformed body, when leagued together under the

name of Protestants or Witnesses. Again, that the new pre-

figuration introduced by the words " And I heard," takes
up the thread of either preceding prophecy, and inter-

weaving them, carries forward conjointly the further pro-
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phetic development of their grand and common subject, the

Keformation, will appear just as clearly as we proceed.
" And 1 heard a great voice from heaven saying unto

them, Come up hither ! And they ascended up to heaven

in the cloud; and their enemies beheld them. And at the

same time there was a great earthquake, and the tenth part

of the city fell. And there were slain in the earthquake

seven chiliads, names of men." Thus, in this prefiguration

there were three things noted:—1st, the icitnesses ascen-

sion; 2nd] y, ihe falling of a tenth part of the Papal city, in. a

great earthquake cotemporary, and the slaying of seven

chiliads in the earthquake.

I. TJie Witnesses' Ascension to Heaven.—Now there is a

passage in Isaiah, xiv. 13, which very clearly sets forth to

us the meaning of the symbol made use of. And from it

we can conclude that the heaven noted in the text is evi-

dently the heaven of political power and dignity ; the

ascent thither an advancement to political dignity and
power ; and the call, the loud call of summons from thence,

a call from persons highest for the time being in political

authority. But could it be that the icitnesses so late made
war against, even to extermination, by the wild Beast

from the Ab3\ss, should by any of these powers be called

up, and that with a voice audible through all Europe, to

political ascendancy and power? Such, indeed, was the

very fact, and within little more than twenty years from

the anti-Protestant decree of Augsbui-g.

It was the embroilment with other nations of Charles V.,

head of the Germanic Empire, that God's all-ruling

Providence made the primary means for effecting this

predicted consummation. Scarce had two years elapsed

after the passing of the Augsburg decree, when the im-

minency of a long-threatened Turkish invasion under the

terrible Sultan Solyman, made the reconcilement of the Pro-

testant States a point of obvioiis necessity to the preserva-

tion of the empire, and induced from tlie Emperor and

Germanic Diet a decree, celebrated as the Pacification of

Nuremberg ; by which decree full toleration was accorded to

Protestantism, and a stop put to all suits against Protestants

in the Imperial Supreme Chamber, until the assembling, then

shortly expected, of a General Council. This was their first

great step, and that on the Imperial call, to political ascen-

dancy. The embroilment with Turkey was followed by
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othei-s of longer duration with France, and then with
France and Turkey conjointly. Noi-, notwithstanding some
intervening truces, did the Emperor feel himself sufliciently

disembarnisscd to attempt the reduction of the rrotesttmrs,

until the Peace of Crcspy with the French King, in Sep-

tember, 1544. Concurrent with all this was the operation

of the reluctance of two successive Popes to the assembling

of a General Council. So that, in efl'ect, for not less tlian

thirteen years, viz. from 15.')2 to IbA^^, the Pacification of
Nuremberg continued in force in their favour. But after the

Feace of Crespy all was changed. The time was deemed by
the Emperor to have come for the subjugation of the Pro-

testants. Their requisition for absolute and peinianent

recognition and toleiation was rejected. A hostile decree

followed against them. And soon after, the threatened war
broke out; and the Protestants being defeated atMuhlburg.
and their chiefs, the Saxon Elector and the Prince of Hes^e,

made prisoneis and detained in captivity, and the interim

anti-Protestant decree soon after promulgated, it seemed as

if even the Protestant cause itself Avas put in jeopaidy. But
new and unexpected agencies were biought into operation.

The betrayer of the Protestant caiise in the war just ended,

I'rince Maurice, was led to espouse it. Then followed the

surprise of the Emperor Charles at Innsbruck, and the con-

sequent Peace of Nassau, concluded August 12, 1552, by
which the fullest toleration was accorded to Protestantism :

and Protestants, equally with Ixomanists, were admitted
to sit as judges in the Supreme Imperial Chamber. Jn
short, it was the fulfilment of the Apocalyptic prefiguia-

tion of the witnesses' ascent into the political heaven in

Germany. Kor, with reference to this consummation in the

(iermanic Empire, must we overlook the predictive state-

ment, " And t/ieir enemies beheld them." It seemed to pie-

intimate the presence of enemies on occasi(m of the wit-

nesses' ascension, just as before on occasion of their resurrec-

tion. And so indeed it was. At the passing of each decree

by which the Protestants rose into ascendancy, their enemies
were present in the iJiets and the Councils. As they sate

in elevation afterwards in the hnperial Chamber, still their

enemies were present, and beheld them. This made the

triumph more remarkable.

There remains yet one point for remark in the desciiptic>n

cf the ascent of the witnesses, viz., the circumstance of
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their ascent being " in the cloud." Now, it was in the robing

of a cloud that Jesus descended on the Apocalyptic earth

before St. John, in the vision of the tenth chapter. And as

there is no mention made afterwards of His divesting Him-
self of it, it must be understood that it was still in this

same robing that He did all that was subsequently noticed

of Him in the x\pocalyptic scene ; and as it is so, " the cloud
"

here mentioned with the definite article rnnst needs be this

selfsame cloud of the Covenant-Angel's investiture. The
object of it was twofold : 1, to shew that the ascent of the

witnesses was the terminating result of Christ's special in-

tervention ; 2, to identifj' yet further, and more explicitly,

the cause and triumph of the witnesses with that of the

Beformation. It is added, " And at the same time there was
a great earthquaJce." The events that have been detailed in-

volved of course a mighty schism of those countries from

the Papacy in which Protestantism had been established as

the State religion, viz., of Saxony, Prussia, Sweden, Den-
mark.

II. The Overthroio of a tenth part of the City, and the Slaying

of Seven Chiliads.— 1. The fall of a tenth part of the city.

" And the tenth part of the city fell." To understand the

intent of this prediction nothing more seems necessary

than to remember that the great city included in its empire

jnst ten Jcingdoms, and that the word fall is used in prophecy

with reference to cities or countries conquered, and trans-

ferred to the dominion of a triumphant enemy. It was
the conquest and overthrow of the Papal empire in one of

these ten kingdoms, apparently, that was the thing pre-

dicted. And was there any one of these ten kingdoms

—

and if so, which—wherein, about the same time as the

great political exaltation of the Protestants in Northern

Germany, the Papal empire fell, overthrown by Protest-

antism ? There was one, and that one was England.

2. A further result of the earthquake is thus predicted

:

" And there were slain in it seven chiliads, names of men."

The propriety of explaining the chiliads here mentioned

by reference to the Jewish original is evidenced by the pre-

vious Apocalyptic exhibition of the population of Roman
Christendom under the symbol of the ttcelve tribes of Israel.

And from this original we can conclude that some septenary of
subdivisions, popular and tenitorial, in the comm )nwealth

of Western Christendom is alluded to, which bearing pro-
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portion thereto each somewhat the same as the Hebrew
chiliad to all Israel, and constituting therein more

markedly than their prototype titles of high office, dignity,

and command, were conjointly destroyed as members of the

Papal boihf in the same political earthquake attendant

on the Keformation in which Papal J*^7)gland fell ; by ihe

same hostile agency, too, it would seem in the main, viz.,

that of Protestantism, and not very long after it in time.

Such being the prophetic conditions that have to be satis-

fied in history, doubtless we are directed to that memorable
revolution in Queen Elizabeth's reign, by which the seven

Dutch United Provinces were emancipated from the Spanish

yoke, and at the same time the Papal rule and religion

destroyed in them.

In every case, whether in England, Holland, or Germany,
" the remnant," or Papists that remained in them after the

victorious ascendancy of Protestantism, were, as the sacred

prediction describes it, affrighted. Penal enactments were
passed against the Pomanists. The popular feeling, too,

was against them. Times were when they dared not shew
their faces.

Thus closes the prediction of the ascent of Christ's wit-

nesses, and of the political establishment of Protestantism

and the Reformation.

Chap. xi. 14.—The Turkman woe could not be regarded

as near its end till after the great war with the German
empire in the last quarter of the 17th century. And the

next great war that it was engaged in, that against united

Austria and Eussia, a.d. 1770, proclaimed to the world, in

language too clear to be mistaken, that the Turkman
power was no longer a woe to Christendom, but Christen-

dom to the Turkmans.

Tlie Seventh or Third Woe Trumpet.

Chap. xi. 15-lP.—It does not appear clear, thus far,

whether these voices were from the heavenly ones in

the inmost part of the mystic temple, or from servants

of God elevated into the political heaven of human
ascendancy and power. But the song v/as instantly

taken up by other and less equivocal voices ; those of

the twenty-four elders tvhich sate before God. And what

fcaid they ? " They fell upon their faces, and worshipped
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God, saying, VVe give thee thanks, Lord God Almighty
which art, and wast, and art to come ; because thou hast

taken to thyself thy great power, and assumed the kingdom.

And the nations were angry, and thy wrath is come, and
the time of the dead to be judged, and thou shouldest give

I'eward to thy servants and prophets, and to the saints, and

to them that fear thy name, small and gieat ; and shouldest

destr<jy them which destroy the earth." Thus by the

blessed spirits also this seventh trumpet was recognised as

that under which was to be indubitably accomplished and
established Christ's blessed kingdom, towards which, from

the earliest ages, there had been directed the prayers and
longings of the saints of God. In full certainty of this

being the result, they speak of it, after the manner of pro-

phecy, in the past tense, by preference to the present, even as

if already accomplished. But at the same time they add
words of significant import, showing that other and awful

events must first happen ; the wrath of the nations (the

paganized nations) of Roman Christendom, clearly against

('hrist and his Gospel, even as if evidenced in some paroxysm

of malignity ; the outpourings of God's destroying wrath

upon them ; and last, not least, the completion of the time

of the dead to he judged, and coincidentally with it, of that

of God's propliets and saints receiving their reward. It is not

now the place to discuss the great question of the time of the

first resurrection and thejudgment, and the appearing and king-

dom of the Lord Jesus Christ. But this much can be said,

that, forasmuch as no symbolic characters are here referred

to, by " the dead " mentioned we seem almost forced to

understand the dead literally, by ihejufgment their judgment
literally, by the reward to the saints the reward elsewhere

spoken of as to be personally communicated to them at

Christ's coming. And, if so, the solemn fact looks us in

the face, that under that same seventh trumpet, the sound-

ing of which was to follow quickly on the passing away of

the Tuikish Woe, and thus apparently comprehending

our own times, there is actually destined to take place the

resurrection of the dead, the judgment, and Ciirist's taking

the kingdom. Let the reader not pass on without reflect-

ing on this. It is a thought too solemn, too important, to

be lightly laid aside or forgotten.
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The History of the Beast from the Sea or Abyss, from the

causes in ichich he had his origin to his final overthrow ; or,

the nistorij of the Persecution of the Peoi^le of God after the

establishment of Christianity *

Chap. xii. 1.—It has been shewn, by several links oommon
to the two, that the seventh trumpet embraces the seven
vials of the last wrath of God on apo.state Christendom.

The eleventh ch. brings the subject down to the gieat con-

summation ; ch. xiv. does the same. Ch. xii. must therefore

be retrogressive. It is clearly introductory to ch. xiii.

Chs. xii.-xiv. form a whole. Allusion had been made in

the fifth seal (1) to some grievous persecution, which was
to occur after that under the Pagan Emperors, and there-

fore after Constantino's triumph
; (2), in the sixth seal to

THE Great Tribulation, the same apparently as that last

alluded to ; (o), in the sixth trumpet to a few but suffi-

cient number of witnesses, who, clothed in sackcloth,

should keep up the testimony of Jesus through a period of
one thousand two hundred and sixty prophetic days

; (4),

in the same trumpet to a certain persecuting power, called

the Beast from the Abyss, which power is there abruptly
introduced without previous mention or further explana-
tion. Lastly, in the seventh trumpet, is a brief account
of a period of heavy and decisive judgments on the
oppressors.

It will be found,we believe, that here, as in other instances,

the Book of the Revelation is written on a plan which
more than one lucid historian has adopted. Gibbon
supplies many examples. Having had occasion, e. g., to

speak of the Roman finances, the establishment of Chris-
tianity, the invasion of the Northern Barbarians, the

* Or in other words, 'The History of tlie Great Tribulation.' Gib-
bon, in closing bis account (c. xvi.) of the pers'jcution of the Christians
by tlie Heathen, writes thus—" We shall conulude this chapter by a
melancholy truth, which obtrudes itself on the reluctant mind; that
even admitting, witliout hesitation or inquiry, all that history has
recorded, or devotion has feigned, on the subject of martyrdoms, it must
still be acknowledged that the Christians, in the course of their hitestiue

divisions, have iniiicted far greater severities on each other than they
had experienced from the zeal of infidels." He then proceeds to trace in
a few words the rise of the Bishops of Rome to power over the laity and
the cleigy—the terrible persecutions by the Papal power, the Holy
Office, and the Catholic princes.
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Saracens, &c., he begins and completes a full and separate

account of each of these subjects. Thus in his 50th chapter

he relates the circumstances in which the Mahomedan
delusion and power originated; in the 51st the conquests of

the Saracens; in the 52nd the decline and diviyion of their

empire. So it will be found that chs. xii.-xiv. contain

the history of the Beast from the Abyss, briefly, and.

without explanation alluded to in the previous general

prophetic history, chs. vi.-xi. ; ch. xii. going back to

detail the circumstances in which that persecuting^ power
originated ; ch. xiii. relating its reign ; ch. xiv. the suc-

cessive steps by which it was to be weakened and finally

destroyed ; or, which comes to the same thing, these

chapters give the history of the Great Tribulation, or of the

persecution of the witnesses of Christ from and after

the establishment of Christianity to the consummation.

Ch. xii., then, is retrogressive. At what time does it

begin ? We have before said that while Mr. Elliott's inter-

pretation of ch. xii. is right in the main, we believe it to

be wrong in more than one particular. We must first give

his view, then the grounds of objection. He makes the

vision of the Sun-clad Woman and the Dragon open with

the struggle between Constantino and his Pagan competi-

tors, and makes that struggle, which had already been

related under the sixth seal, occupy no less than twelve

out of the seventeen verses of the chapter, without affording

any new or important lesson; though on his own interpre-

tation the chapter must embrace three centuries, from

before the sole reign of Constantino at the beginning of

the fourth to the rise of the Papal power at the beginning

of the seventh. In endeavouring to establish his view ot

the third part he says :
" There is a direct and striking

reference to this tripartition, at its forming in the vision ot

the Travailing Woman and the Dragon . . . where it is said

of the Dragon that he drew with his tail the third part

of the stars of heaven, in reference, if I mistake not,

to the then sole representative and head of the Roman
Pagan power, viz., in the first instance Maximin, then

Licinius."

[i.] Thus he makes the Dragon the Eoman Empire under

a Pagan head, not simply and purely the Bornan Empire,

from a certain date, as a persecuting power, whether under

a nominally Christian or a Pagan head ; and this he does
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in several places. (1) But, on his own admission else-

where, the existence of the Dragon, with its ten \indiademed

horns, should reach through the fourth, fifth, and sixth

centuries, long after Maxiniin, Licinius, and even Julian,

i. e. long after tlie death of the Imperial })ovver in a Pagan
form ; for the Diagon casts out of its mouth the Gothic

flood, retires after that, and gives power, gieat authority,

and its throne to the Beast. (2) If the Dragon bo thu

Koman Pagan power, no horns ever grew upon it. Foi

Mr. Elliott him.self says that "not even when the [Gothic]

inundation retired from Central Italy could the forms of

the expected ten kingdoms be seen clearly emergent,"

Ft. II. c. 8.* How miich less then in the time of Maximin,
Licinius, and even Julian !

[ii.] In the extract above given Mr. Elliott says :
" In

reference, if I mistake not, to the then sole representative

and Jiead of the Pagan power, viz., in the first instance

Maximin, then Licinius." Here he makes Maximin the

head of the Dragon, and yet in the same extract he makes
him the tail, i. e. tail and head in the same emblematic
picture.

[iii.] In the vision, the Woman clothed with the sun, and
with her crown of twelve stars, is seen first ; the Dragon
drawing with his tail the third part of the stars of heaven
is not seen until after the Woman. Mr. Elliott himself

acknowledges afterwards that the Woman is an emblem of

the Church covered with the splendour of the Imperial

favour. But this was not fulfilled before the epoch of

Constantino's sole reign, and the Council of Nice. Till

then she was only partially thus covered, or, in the

language of the emblem, clothed with a part of the sun.f

He admits that the stars are emblematic of the Bishops, or

chief ministers of the Church, and the number twelve

of the whole, or universal Church of the day. How could

the woman be thus crowned with the full number, when

* Mr. Elliott is not clear, moreover, on the distinction between the

horns of The Dragon and the horns of The Beast from the Abyss. He
gives two lists of the ten kingdoms—one for ad. 480-490, the otlier for

A.D. 532 or 538, but both under the hciid of The Beast's ten horns

;

whereas the first are the undiademed horns of The Dnujon : otherwiae

The Dragon has no horns.

t Mr. Elliott himself uses an argument of this kind against Mr. Birks.

VOL. 111. 2 z
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Maximin first, and Licinius afterwards, the champions of

Paganism, were drawing away after them one third of the

number ?

[iv,] The woman is (a) first represented as clothed with

the sun, ver. !;(?>) after this as flying towards the wilder-

ness, ver.-6; (c) after this again there is war in heaven,

ver. 7. " The fulfilment of the latter point was seen,"

says Mr. Elliott, "in the seduction of Licinius to head

afresh the Dragon's cause." But it was after the defeat of

Licinius, and at the Council of Nice more than ever, that

the woman was seen clothed with the sun, the whole sun,

aud visible to all in the splendour of the Imperial favour.

The incipient invisible state of the Church, figured by the

woman's flight towards the wilderness, followed, according

to the prophecy and history, the final establishment of

Christianity under Constantine after the defeat of Licinius.

We proceed then to what we conceive to be the true

interpretation. The Woman must be the Church in some form

and at some period ; the visible Church, for she is openly

seen in heaven, w4>0r), not elSoj/, not seen by St. John alone,

as the representative of spiritually minded men ; the whole

visible Church, as yet one and undivided, since she had a crown
of twelve stars, that number being the natural symbol to

denote this, derived from the twelve tribes of the mystic

Israel ; raised to political authority, since seen in heaven, the

emblematic, or political heaven ; covered with the splendour

of the Imperial favour, since clothed with the sun. The
last emblem is one often adopted by historians and

publicists, and is abundantly justified by writings of the

period to which the vision refers. Mr. Elliott says that

the Woman depicts "Christ's true Church on earth, the

Church of the firstborn whose names are written in

heaven
;

" so also Mr. Garratt, but there is nothing in the

emblematic picture to justify this. We believe that the

visible Church at about the period of the Council of Nice, when
we suppose the vision to open, is rather intended.

We have said already that the Apocalypse abounds with

internal references and contrasts, which, laid side by side,

greatly help the right understanding of the prophecy. We
have an example here :—
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The Adulteress. The Bride, the Lamb's Wife.

clothed with the suu

[clothed wiih the sun
J,

and with the mouu
under her feet,

and on her head a

crown of twelve
Stars:

And she being with
child crieth out tra

vailing, and pained
to be delivered.

He carried me away in

the Spirit into a wilder-

ness, and I saw a woman
sitting on a scarlet-

coloured beast, which
was full of names of

blasphemy,

and the woman was
clothed in purple and
scarlet,

and decked with gold
and precious stones.

A nd having a golden cup
ill her hand, full of

abominations, and tilthi-

ness of her fornication.

To her was granted that she should
be arrayed in fine linen, clean and
white, for the tine linen is the
righteousness of the saints.

1 saw her come down out of heaven
from God, as a bride adorned for

her husband.
Her light* was like unto a stone
most precious.

The city was of pure gold like unto
glass.

The city had no need of the sun,
neither of the moon to shine on it,

for the glory of God did lighten it,

and the Lamb is the light thereot.

And the nations shall walk by
means of the light thereof,t anJ
the kings of the earth do brius;

their glory to it.J

The city had twelve gates, and at

the gates twelve angels, and names
written thereon which are the
names of tlie twelve tribes of the
children of Israel.} And the wall
had twelve foundations, and on
them the n;uiies of the twelve
apostles of the Lamb.
And there shall be no more paiu.||

Thus the last of these is described as a hide adorned fot-

her husband, a city of pure gold, while the first is only
a woman clothed ivith the sun. When we consider the

public and official language applied at the time to the

* That is, her own intrinsic light, not borrowed, as that of the sun-
I'lad woman, from earthly power, &c.

t Therefore it is some condition, yet future, of the Church on earth.

X Note the contrast between this and the being clothed with the
splendour of royal fa\ our.

§ Therefore the Churcli is to be then again one and undivided, truly
Catholic, and truly Apostolic, as also truly holy. Note by the allusive

contrast of silence, as regards the number twelve, that catholicity is

not acknowledged in the adulteress.

II
Evagrius (Ecc. Hist, i.) would fain apply what is said of Tlie Bride

to a part of the period embraced in the vision of tlie sun-clad woman
and the Church of Rome has repeatedly claimed this title for herself.

2 z 2
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Churcli -under Consiantine, viz., " the one Holy Cattolic

Church," we shall find that there is here somewhat of

expressive silence, something like the warnings addressed

to some of the seven Asiatic churches, "I have a few
things against thee."

" A woman clothed with the sun." We will now justify

our interpretation of this. Eusebius speaks of Constantine

as " a mighty luminary, diffusing the effulgence of his holy

light to the ends of the world." "As the sun, when he rises,

liberally imparts the rays of his light to all. so did Constan-

tine, proceeding at early dawn from the Imperial palace, and
rising as it were with the heavenly luminaiy, impart the

rays of his own beneficence to all who approached his person. . . .

Su'h was his general conduct towards all, hut he exercised a
peculiar care over the Church x)f God The Eoman
Empire, divided into two parts, seemed to all men to

resemble night and day, since darkness overspread the East,

[/.e. under Licinius], while the brightest day illumined the

inhabitants under the other portions [under Constantine]."*
" After the death of Licinius the sun once more shone brightly.

.... Thus our emperor, lihe the radiant sun, illumines the most

distant subjects of his empire, through the presence of the Caesars,

as with the far-piercing rays of his own brightness." This is

from one of the most eminent bishops of the time, it must
be remembered. kSee his ' Life of Constantine,' and ' Oration

in praise of Constantine.' Gibbon, ch. xx., thus writes of

the same emperor before his conversion: "The devotioiv

of Constantine was more peculiarly directed to the sun

27^6 sun was universally celebrated as the invincible guide

and protector of Constantine." Comp. also Gibbon's ex-

pressions on other occasions, "-the sunshine of the court," ch.

xlvii. ;
" the cloud of the royal disgrace" ch. xxi. ; and those

of many other historians; e.g. Milman: "The Eastern
' 'hiirches [under Licinius] would be jealous of their happier

Western brethren [under Constantine], and naturally would
be eager to basic in the sunshine of Imperial favour." Blum-
hardt :

" Constantine desired to cover the Church with
splendour." It must not be forgotten, in connection with
this, that Constantino's maxim was that " if he detected a

Bishop in the very act of adultery he would throw his

imperial robe over the unlawful deed, lest any one should

* Quoted by Gibton, c, xx.
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witness the scene, and be thereby injured," Theodoret, i.

11. Comp. the true wisdom of the Apostle and the com-
mand of the Holy Ghost by him, 1 Tim. v. 20. " Them
that sin " [.speaking of the clergy] " rebuke before all."

" wall a cmwn (o-re<^ai/osj of twelve stars." \\'hat is to be
understood by this can hardly be a matter of doubt. In

fact, we have the emblem of the stars interpreted for us in

the opening vision, i. 20. There, indeed, the stars are seen

in the hand of the Lord Jesus, His ayyeA.01, or messengers,

for bringing men to Him, that they might be saved through
Him; and for strengthening, comforting, rebuking the

Churches over whicli they presided. Here they form the

crown of the sun-clad woman. This is but too true a

picture of the feeling which prevailed ;it the time to which
we believe the vision to apply, as may be seen in Eusebius.

He says, ' Vit. Const.' iii. 6-8. " The Emperor convolved a

general council, and invited the speedy attendance of

Bishops from all quarters, the most distinguished of God's
ministers from all the Churches in Europe, Africa, and
Asia. When they were all assembled they formed, as it

were, a vast crown ((rre(/>avos) of priests. Constantine is the

first prince of any age wlio bound together such a garland as

this with the band of peace, and presented it to Christ his

Saviour as a thank-offering." Eusebius then compares this

assembly with the assembly of devout men out of every

nation gathered under the Apostles on the great day of

Pentecost, and says :
" Now the defect of this [last] assembly

was, that not all who composed it were ministers of God ;

l)ut in the present company the nnmber of Bishops exceeded

two hundred and fifty, while that of the presbyters and
deacons in their train was altogether without computation."

The historian spoke the sentiments of his time, himself a

Bishop and a leading person in the Tsicene synod. How-
ever much some of those who composed that assembly may
have been " distinguished,'' as he says, " by wisdom and
eloquence, others by the gravity of their lives, and by
patient fortitude of character, while in others these various

graces were all combined ;" yet it is not on the spirituality

of their character, nor the holiness of their lives, nor the

sufferings ofsome ofthem for Christ, that Eusebius claims the

superiority for the assembly at Nice over that at Jerusalem

;

he claims it merely on the ground that the foimer was com-
posed of " the clergy, ainongst whom were no less than two
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hundred and fifty Bishops," thus unduly and unscripturallj*

exalting the ministerial, and .specially the episcopal office

and making this the glory and crown of the assembly
Comp. with this the Apostle's crown, Phil. iv. 1 :

" Dearly
beloved, and longed for, mij joy and my crown ;" 1 Thess. ii. 19
' What is our hope, or joy, or crown of rejoicing? Are not

ye in the presence of our Lord?" Surely the finger of

the Lord and Head of the Church, who showed the.se things

to him who had lain on His bosom, and to His people

through him, points in the sjoubol before us to this growing

cliaracteristic of the times, this mark of the Kicene Church of

that day, which though, on the whole, faithful in doctrine

and one in communion, was thus nurturing a dangerous
principle, whicli when full}- developed issued, as the vision

of oh. xii. does in that of ch. xiii., in its legitimate

conclusion, the Papal supremacy, the Papal clergy, and
the Papal councils. Comp. Socrates, i. ; Theod. i. 10

;

Sozom. i. 25. In the opening vision, the stars, tlie angels

of the Churches, are seen in the right hand of the Lord
Jesus Christ, for what purpose we have already said. In

the vision of the new Jerusalem are twelve gates, and at

the gates twelve angels ; the Church being then again

to be one, her gates open on every side, and angels or

messengers of Christ at each of them ; for this end,

doubtless, viz., to invite and press men to enter in that

they may be partakers of the safety found within her, and
of her joys, and her triumphs. The emblem of the sun-clad

woman with lier crown of twelve stars points to a different

state of feeling, and one which suffers by comparison.

The Church's crov n of rejoicing is represented as being

not her Lord, nor her Loid's people as eminent for holi-

ness and the fruits of the Spirit; but simply the clergy,

and especially the Bishops in their ecclesiastical character. Then
also the Bi.shops received a considerable measure of political

power, and became subordinate luminaries and rulers in

the political heaven, as will presently be more distinctly

stated.

The moon under her feet. If the sun be the emblem of the

supreme or imperial power, by the moon may well be

intended the chief subordinate civil authorities, who
derived their lustre from him, as in the previous cases of

the sixth seal and fourth trumpet. These were all to be

laider the feet of, i.e. (Ps. ex.) subject to, the Church.
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How exactly this was fu'lfilled, though so little to be
anticipated in St. John's day, history testifies. Thus
Eiiseb. ' Vit. Const.' iv. 27. " Coustantine added the sanction
of his authority to the decisions of the Bishops, passed at

their synod, and forbade the Provincial Governors to rescind

any of their decrees; for he rated the priest of God at

a higher value than any judge whatever." Comp. Sozoui. i.

8 ; also i. 9. *' He enacted that their decree should be valid,

aud as far superior to that of other jiulges as if pronounced hij

the Emperor himself; that the Governors and subordinate

military officers should see to the exendion of these decrees, and
that sentence when passed by them shoxdd be irreversible.'''' So
Theod. i. 15. Dean ^^ addington, having related this,

proceeds to trace this power as it grew, until at length
it resulted in the supremacy of the Popes. ' Hist, of the
Church,' p. 128. So Gibbon, ch. xx. "The arbitration

of the Bishops was ratified by a positive law, and the
judges were instructed to execute without appeal or delay
the episcopal decrees, whose validity had hitherto depended
on the consent of the parties, &c." . . . .

" Some considera-

tions of religion, loyalty, or fear, protected the sacred
persons of the emperors from the zeal or resentment of the
Bishops; but they boldly censured and excommunicated
the subordinate tyrants, who were not invested with the
majesty of the purple." At the conclusion of this portion
of his history he says, " Such principles and such examples
insensibly prepared the triumph of the Roman Pontiffs, who
have trampled on the necks of kings," just as the prophecy
introduces the vision of the Beast from the Sea by that
of the sun-clad woman with the moon * under her feet.j

* As the moon is here taken to be an emblem of subordinate civil

authorities, it may not be amiss to remark tliat persons of senatorial

dignity wore a crescent on the sandal. Muntfau^on, t. id. p. 58. Also
the busts of Roman Empresses are represented on Roman coins as sup-
ported by a crescent. Rees, ' Cyclop.' Art. Medals. Comp. also the sun,
moon, and stars in Joseph's dream.

t Chaps, xii.-xiv. are a prophetic account of persecuting powers from
the establishment of Christianity under Constantino to the consumma-
tion. Chap. xiii. contains, under the emblem of the image of the Beast,
as will be shown, an announcement of tlie Latin or Papal Councils,
which were among the most terrible of all such persecuting powers.
Chap, xii., which is introductory to it, opens, as we believe, at the date
of the Council of Nice. Now it is very remarkable that historians

trace the Latin Councils to their germ in the Constantinian sera. So
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Chap. xii. 2-5.—Here is certainly the most difficult part

of the emblem.
[i.] The man-child cannot be Christ personally. We may

dismiss that view at once.

[ii.] Mr. Elliott supposes the man-child to be "the

children of the Christian Church united into a body
politic, and raised to dominant power," justifying this

from Is. Ixvi. 7, 8 ; and the child's being caught up to God
and to His throne as " the elevation of the Christian body,

after prior establishment in the firmament of political

exaltation, to some speedily following supremacy of the

throne, fulfilled in Constantine's enthronization over it, in

the cliaracter of a Christian emperor, inclusive of all

orthodox Christian emperors after him." To this view

there are, it appears to us, serious objections. (1) The
Church is represented in the emblem as being in pain, and

crying out loith pain to give birth to the child, Kpa^ei

wStVovcra kol (iaa-aviCoixivq reKCtv, and SO bringing forth the

child when already she was publicly seen clothed with the

sunshine of the Imperial favour, with all authorities sub-

ordinate to the Imperial under her feet, and adorned with

her full episcopal crown. She was not thus publicly seen

before Constantine's final triumph over Licinius, and

shortly before the Council of Kice. What was there in

Gibbon, in treating of that epoch, and Dean "Waddington, who also con-

nects another topic with this, as the vision does: p. 216. "The advance

of tlie Episcopal influence was in part due to the Councils, in which the

only influential members were the Bishops." Here, then, are the prin-

ciples put forth and acted on by Cunstantine, and which were afterwards

stereotyped in the Justinian Code. Euseb. ' Vit. Const.' iii. 20 :
" What-

ever is determined in the holy assemblies of Bishops is to be regarded

as indicative of the Divine will." So Constantine. And again, in his

letter to the Alex. Soc, ' H. E.' i. 9 : "That which has commendal
itself to the judgment of eight hundred bishops cannot be other than the

doctrine of God." So he said, as related by Gibbon, tliat "the suc-

cessors of the ajxistles have been established as priests and gods upon
earth." So Socrates, the Ecclesiastical Historian, Ibid. : "Even if those

who constituted that synod were idiots, yet as being illuminated by God,

and the grace of the Holy Spirit, they were utterly unable to err fi-om the

truth." See other passages from Athanasius and Augustine, in Bisliop

Trevera's ' Discussion Amicale,' showing how tiie Church of Rome still

maintains the same, all founded, as a matter of doctrine, on an erroneous

interpretation of Acts xv. 28. Justinian's Code stereotyped these piin-

ciples, as a matter of civil legislation. Novellae cxxxi., quoted by
Gibbon.
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history after that period answerii)g to these cries and pains
in bringing forth her child in connection with the union of
professing Christians into a body politic, and Constantine's

enthronization over it? And what was there answering to

this enthronization, as Mr. Elliott calls it? (2) Kor can
the exposition be thought satisfactory which makes the
child's being caught np, rapt, rjpTrda-Or], to God and to His
throne, the enthrtmization of Constantine, as a Christian
Emperor over a Christian body. Had it been merely said

that the son whom the woman brouglit forth was raised to

the throne of God, the meaning might possibly have been
what Mr. Elliott supposes, but hardly so when it is said

that the child was caught up to God, and to His throne;
for it is very doubtful whether tlie whole phrase can be
considered a hendiadys, and whether this be not to slur

over its first half.* As regards Is. Ixvi., Mr. Elliott's

identification of "the man-child," iDT, in ver. 7 with "the
children" rf^n of ver. 8 is very problematical. The first

was brought forth hefo^-e (Q-ioa) the Jewish church tra-

vailed, and before her pain Ciime, and is probably Christ

;

the second as soon as, or when she travailed. The context

has reference, it is true, to the future restoration and con-
version of the Jewish nation, but it is very doubtful
whether the two facts have, mentioned in vv. 7, 8 respec-
tively. The sense seems to be, "The promised child, the
Christ, has been born of the Jewish Church ere her pangs
came upon her ; after this, her first-born, as her pangs
came upon her, she brought forth other children, whom he

* Mr. Elliott adduces xiii. 12 in justification—"The earth and those
that dwell in it;" but in that case there is a reason for such a form of
expression. It is for emphasis, and to express totality ; oomp. vv. 3, 8, 16.

oAtj 7; yri—iravres ol KaroiKOvvres— irdi/Tas, to'is f^iKpohs Kal Tohi (/.fyd-

\ovs. The b( st texts and versions have -nrpSs twife, wphs rhu ©eor kuI
irphs rhv BpSuuv aiiTov. It is doubtful also whether the texts 1 Chr. xxix.
2.3 ; xxviii. 5, adduced by Mr. Elliott in support of his view that Con-
stantine's tlirone is called God's throne, because he was a Christian
Emperor, will hear him out. The throne ot David and of the son of
David might be called God's throne, because it is Clirist s of ri^dit. As
to Jer. xhx. 38, "I will set my throne in Elam," Lowths commentary
will not stand examination ; vv. 38, 39 refer, as we understand them, to
what is even yet future, and not to Nebuehadm zzar s conquest of Persia,
like part of tiie previous context. " Throne '' is here equivalent to
"kingdom." In v. 39 1 should be rendered "And, ' not 'But." Mr.
Elliott would not say that the kingdom of God was set up in the Romau
Eiupire by what he callb Constantine's enthronization.
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is not ashamed to call his brethren. Shall He who has

thus begun the work He has promised to fulfil not perfect

it? But this must be waited for with patience. Is even
the earth made to bring forth in one day? Or is a nati(m

born at once ? " We can see nothing in the passage signi-

fying that the man-child of ver. 7 means the children

which the literal Zion is to bring forth in the latter days

united into a dominant body politic.

[iii.] Mr. Garratt's view, which makes the man-child the

Church of the latter days, seems untenable. The Church
of the latter days is still represented in the Apocalypse by
the emblem of a woman, the Bride, the Lamb's wife, not as

a male child.

[iv.] There remains no other view, as far as we know,
but to understand the man-child, whom the Church of

the Constantinian aera brought forth, as Christ figuratively,

or doctrinally. The whole vision is figure and emblem.
The woman is a figure. The sun is a figure. The clothing

is figurative. The moon is a figure. Its being under the

feet of the woman is figurative. The stars are figures.

Their number, twelve, is emblematic. Their being placed

as a crown on the woman's head is figurative of certain

opinions respecting the episcopal order held at the time

which the vision depicts. The pangs of childbirth are

figurative. The bringing forth is figurative. The child,

even on Mr. Elliott's interpretatiojj, is a figure of a body
politic. The child's being rapt to God and to His throne

is, according to his view, highly figurative, and that not of

Constantine personally, but as the impersonation of a

Christian ruler at the head of a Christian nation. The
whole description of the dragon is figurative. His endea-

vour to swallow up the man-child is figurative. We can

therefore see no objection, but the contrary, to the interpre-

tation which would make the child, the bringing forth of

the child, the rapid ascent of the child to God and to

the throne of God, figurative of certain facts, which
occurred in and characterised the times to which we have

seen so much reason to assign the vision ; which facts are,

that certain doctrines, which the emblems well portray,

and which the Church had long nourished within her,

were now, in the midst of painful struggles, brought forth

by her to the light of day, and made patent to the eyes of

the world. What these doctrines were, the emblems, as
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we have said, well portray : (1st), in tlae emblem of a man-
child, Christ's true humanity; (2ndly), that IJe who was
born a child into the world is to rule all nations, or subdue
all the heathen as with an iron rod

;
(3rdly), in the

emblem of the child's being rapt to God and to the throne
of God, that this child was seen by the Church exalted far

above all piincipalities and powers in heavenl}' places (far

beyond the third heaven, and the paradise to which Paul
was rapt, ripTrdyr]), even to God, and to the throne of the

Majesty on High.
It is notorious that these facts and opinions are chaiac-

teristic of the Nicene period. The Church was then every-
where agitated and torn by the Aiian controversy. The
pains of childbirth may be emblematic of trouble from
within, or from without ; but they are even a more fit

emblem of the former than of the latter, and the vision

itself furnishes strong ground for believing that the former
must be here intended ; for the woman, while suffering

from them, is seen clothed with the sunshine of Imperial
favour, with all subordinate authorities beneath her feet,

and crowned with her complete garland of bishops, thus
outwardly, at peace, and therefore, if in trouble, inwardly.
We have only to read any one of the historians of tho^e

days, or any good Church llistorj^ to find the exact counter-
jiart. Euseb. 'Vit. Const.' ii. Gl : "The people of God
were in a truly flourishing state . . . . Ko terror fiom with-
out assaulted them, but a bright and most profound peace
. . . encompassed the Chuich on every side. Meantime the

spirit of envy was watching to desti'oy our blessings,

which at fir^t crept in unperceived, but soon revelled

without restraint in the midst of the assemblies of the
saints. At length the same spirit reached the bishops
themselves, and arrayed them in angry hostility against

themselves." Theod. i. 2 :
" After the wicked tyrants,

Maxentius, Maxiniin, and Licinius, the storm abated, which
their atrocity had excited against the Church ; the hostile

winds were hushed, and tranquillity ensued. This was
etfecred by Constantine. He enacted laws commanding
churches to be erected, appointed believers to be governors
(jf provinces, ordered that honour should be shown to the
priests. Hence the conceins of the Church were smiling
and prosperous. But the devil, the enemy of mankind,
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could nijt see her in so much prosperity without devising

plans for her destruction. Having found some, virho, though

bearing the name of Christians, were yet slaves to ambition

and vainglory, he thought them fit instruments for his

designs, not by the former artifice of setting up the worship

of the. creature, but by attempting to bring doivn the Creator to a

level with the creature. Arius, a presbyter of Alexandria, was

the person whom the enemy of the truth made use of to

plunge the Church into trouble." lb. i. 6 :
" Contentions arose

in every city." Sozom. i. 15 :
" After there had been many

synods held in Egypt, and the contest still continued to

increase in violence, the report of the dissensions reached

the palace, and Constantino was greatly troubled The
Emperor zealously endeavoured to remove the causes of dis-

sension (i. 17) but the breacdi was only widened, and Con-

stantine convened a synod at Nictea, in Bithynia." This

was no passing event, nor one of little importance, but, as

Gibbon says, ch. xxi., " From the age of Constantino to that

of Clovis and Theodoric the temporal interests both of the

Komans and Barbarians were involved in the disputes of

Arianism." As the issue of these struggles, however, at

that time, the Kicene Church put forth to the light of day,

and made patent to the eyes of the world (the decisions ot

the Council being made law for the whole empire by the

Emperor) the doctrines we have spoken of, and which are

well portrayed in the emblems, viz., (1st), Christ's true

humanity ; '(2ndly), that He is to rule over all the heathen
;

(Srdly), and since the great artifice of Satan was, as Theo-

doret says, to bring Christ down to a level with tlie

creature, the Kicene Church stedfastly contemplated him

exalted far above all creatures to God and to the throne ot

God. It was through the untiring etibrts, the struggles,

and the sufferings of the Church of that day that this

fundamental doctrine held its ground all tiirough the

period of the Apostasy ; and it was against this, that for the

greater part of the time from Constantino to the Papacy,

the power of the Roman empire and the Gothic kingdoms

which first grew upon it, was repeatedly directed. And
the language of some of the most eminent writers and

bishops of that day, as Hilary of I'oitiers, Lucifer of Cag-

liari, but above all, Athanasius, the great witness for this

truth through years of obloquy and persecution, is often a
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eingnilar comment on the words, Trpo? tov Qeov koL tt/jos tov

Opoi'ov avToi.*

Historians, in speaking of this si;bject, often employ hin-

giiage not very tinlike that whieh we find in this ])ro)iheey.

Thus Muehler in his history of Athanasitis, de.^criVjing the

opposite error, speaks of" those who lower the godhead of Jesuit

Christ." And Haweis, 'Continttation of Milner,' eh. xxii. § 3,

cent. 16 :
" The old heresies of Arian and Pelagian oiigin re-

vived, and various shades of degradation of Christ's divinity

brought Him down from essential godhead to the lowest state of

humanity." But Mr. Gibbon's language is the must striking,

though what he asserts is incorrect. Ch. xxi. :
" Fotirscoie

years after the death of Christ, the Christians of P.ithA-nia de-

clared before the tribunal of Pliny that they invoked Him as

a god, and HLs divine honours have been perpetuated in every

age and country by the variotis sects who attain the name
of His disciples. Their tender reverence fur the memory of

Christ,and their horror for the prufane worship ofanycre;ited

being, would have engaged them to assert the equal and ab.vo-

lute divinity of the Logos, if their rapid ascent towards the

throne of heaven had not been imperceptibly checked by the

apprehension of violating the unity and sole supremacy of

the great Father of Christ and of the universe." f
Chap. xii. 3.—That this is the Koman empire in some form,

and at some period or other, and as a persecuting i power,

few. who have studied the subject, doubt. Mr. Elliott has

fallen, we believe, into a slight error in calling it the Pagan

* For the first half of the phrase, irphs toj' ©eoj/, see Athanas. ' De
Decret. Nic. Synod.' c. 11, 19, 20, 23; 'Orat. Contr. Aiian.' i. :^0, 31_, 58;

ii. 20, ."5, 40. 57, 66. For the second LaL^ irpos rhv 6p6vov axnov, see

' Orat. Contr. Arian.' c. 61, 68.

t For a complete refutation of this assertion of Gibbon's, see the over-

whelming e\-iLlence of Dr. Burtons ' Testimony of the Ante-Nicene
Fathers to the Divinity of Christ.' As to the figurative language wliicli

has been discussed alx)ve, it may be said with confidence that figuri s

equally strung are found in parts of the Scriptures not prophetic and
symbolic ; e. g., " ^ly son Onesimus whom I have begotten in my
bonds." "My little children of whom I travail in birth again till

Christ be formed in you." " Before whose eyes Jtsus Christ has been

evidently set forth crucified." " I have espoused you to one husband."
" I am crucified with Christ." " Put on Christ.'' " Except ye eat the

flesh of the Son of Man, and drink His blood, ye have no Ufe in you."

J As a persecuting power, because represented not only as a dragon,

but as a great red dragon, nvppos. Comp. vi. 3. The animating spirit

ifl of course Satan throughout
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Roman Empire. It must be after the rise of the seventh
head, i.e. after Diocletian and the adoption of the diadem (see

Elliott on the seventh head) ; and after the establishment

of Chiistianity by Constantino, for it is seen after the sun-

clad woman. The period embraced by the entire vision of

the Dragon, as far as related in ch. xii., must extend
to the rise of the ten Gothic kingdoms ; but it must not

extend so far as the time when the Gothic rulers became
entirely independent, and assumed the diadem. The per-

secution by the Roman Empire, in its draconic form, must
be marked in its chief, and specially in its early stages,

comp. vv. 4 and 17, by the endeavour to destroy the man-
child which the woman broiight forth (see afterwards).

These conditions will all be satisfied by interpreting the

Dragon as the Roman Empire from about the dedication of

the second or new Rome, a.I). 3o0 or 334 (Gib. ch. xvii.),

till about the time when the Papal power succeeded the

Imperial in Old Rome. At the opening of ch. xii.,

say about a.d. 323 or 324, and the date of Constantino's

sole reign, the Woman is seen clothed with the Imperial

favour, but this is immediately followed b}' the vision of the
Dragon ; and it is not a little remarkable that from about
the year 328 to 337 Constantino himself had so much
changed as, in the language of Gibbon, ch. xxi., to "per-

secute the orthodox party" and to use the power of the

Empire for that purpose. Erom that time forward there

was a long period of persecution, extending (with some
interruptions, noticed al^o in the vision) .through the

greater part of the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries, by
Arian Emperors, and the Gothic horns or kingdoms which
grew up on the Empire, and as part of it, all of which
were at fii'st Arian or Pagan. These persecutions had this

peculiar to them as persecutions, that they were directed

against those who maintained the divinity of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Amongst these the great and venerable

Athanasius stands foremost in the annals of the Church;
and at one time, so successful had persecution been, in

silencing those who upheld the truth, that the world
seemed to have become Arian, and Athanasius to stand

almost alone. " Arianism seemed well-nigh to have avenged
the cause of fallen idolatry " (Milner) ;

* and the world was

* The reader should consult Gibbon's 2 1st chap.; but he can form
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surprised, as Jerome said, to find itself Arian. An account
of the earlier part of these persecutions will be found in

iSocrates, Sozomen, &c., and amongst the moderns in

the leading Church histories, in Maimbourg, or even in

Gibbon, whose 21st ch. should be read in connection with
this subject. But whoever would see the secret of the

courage and endurance of Athanasius and otheis of that

day, should peruse some passages in the ' Histoi-ia Aria-
norum ad Monachos,' or in Lucifer of Cagliari. Thus in

the former, ch. 47: "Though brethren forsake us, and
friends and acquaintance stand afar off, and none be found
to share our sorrow and to comfort, yet even then we find

more than we need in God our refuge. Elijah was alone
when he, too, was persecuted, yet for all and in all things

God was with the holy man. Here is an example which
the Saviour hath given us: left alone. He was plotted

against by enemies, that when we are forsaken by men we
should not lose courage, but have hope in Him, and not
betray the truth, which, though at first it may seem
afiiicted, shall yet be acknowledged at last, even by those

who persecute it." The Emperor Constantius had separated

on one occasion the confessors of the truth, thinking to

overcome them thus more easily, ch. 40, " not knowing
that if each be separated fiom all the rest yet has he still

with him that same Lord, whom together they all confessed,

who will make more be with him (as he did in the case of

Elisha the prophet) than all the soldiers that aie with
Constantius." See, moreover, chs. 60, 6L Also Lucifer of

Cagliari's treatise, 'Morieudum esse pro Filio Dei,' ch. 4-6.

These sufferers thus felt that their persecutors were
fighting not merely against them, but against Christ, and
that they were Xpio-ro/xa^ot. And on several occasions we
find them using an image similar to, and sometimes
identical with, that of the vision, viz., " the dragon," in

reference to their Impeiial persecutors ; and what is more,
feeling and affiiming that, acting as those persecutors did,

they could but be the forerunners of the great persecutor
Antichrist, whom the Scriptures foretold, just as we find the
Dragon in the vision the precursor of the Beast from the Sea.*

no due idea of the times, without a perusal of some of the writings of
Athanasius, Hilary, Lucifer of Cagliari, &c., aud the Ecclesiastical his-

torians of the epoch.
* See Athanasius, 'Hist. Arian. ad Monachos,' chs. 3, 19, 71 ; 'Orat.
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Thus the persecution by the Dragon had a peculiar

feature, and ditFered in its specific, though not, of course,

in its ultimate object, from that by the Beast from the

Sea, which was like that of the leopard, the bear, and

the lion, i. e., was a combination of the features of the

persecutions of the people of God by the Macedonian,

Persian, and Babylonian Empires, as will afterwards be

shewn. In the case of the Dragon, the sufferers felt that

in warring against them the persecutors warred against

the divinity of Christ, which they believed and maintained

at the expense of liberty and life.

Having seven heads, and ten horns, and diadems on Ms heads.

Mr. Elliott has shown the identity of the Beast from the

Sea and the Beast from the Abyss, chs. xiii. and xvii. What
is meant by " the heads " is explained in the prophecy

itself :
" They are seven mountains," on which the adul-

terous woman, the great city, which in St. John's time held

rule over the kings of the earth, xvii. 9, Borne, was seated.

" Sed quae de se-ptem totum circumspicit orbem Montibus,

imperii Roma, Deumque locus." Ovid. See also Propert.,

Virg., &c. :
" They are also seven kings," kingdoms, or

forms of government,* to which Eome had been succes-

sively (xvii. 10) subject; of which, in St. John's day, "five

had fallen," one existed, and one was future. Tacitus,

St. John's contemporary, as also Livy, Eutropius, &c., shew
the first six to have been Kings, Consids, Dictators, Decemvirs,

Military Tribunes, Emperors. See the passages in Elliott, who
shews that the seventh head is the new form of Imperial

government introduced b}' Diocletian, viz. Emperors, and

Caisars, a Persian ceremonial, and the jewelled diadem,

StaSij/xa, in lieu of the laurel crown, o-re'^aj/os-t The Dragon
had all the seven heads, not only the more to identify it

Contr, Arian.' chs. 7, 76. See also chs. 70, 74, 78, 80. So Hilary, ' Cont.

Constautmm;' 'Cont. Auxent.' 1, 2, 5, 11, 12; Lucifer of Cagliari,

' Pro S. Athanas.' i. 1), i. 15; Id. 'Lib. de non Parcendo,' &c. ch. 27;

Id. ' Moriendum esse pro Filio Dei,' ch. 16. See also ' Pro Athan.' i. 5,

ii. 2, 7, 9, 11, 12. 14, 15, 17; 'Liber de noD Parcendo,' 6, 9, 20, 22, 26,

27 ; ' Moriendum esse," ch. 7.

* Comp.Dan.vii. 17, |07?3. "kings," with its equivalent in t;.23, 1D?!D,

= Heb. nSI^O, " rule," " kingdom," " royalty." See also Dan. viii. 21, 22.

t It is very interesting to examine a series of coins of the Roman
Emperors, and to note the transition from the one to the other, as it

begins faintly a little before Coiistantine, and becomea thoroughly

established in him and his successors.
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with Home by the explanation in xvii. 10, but probably to

intimate also that all the authority and functions of the

pievious six heads were then in the hands f)f the seventh.

As to the ten horns, they are the ten Gothic kingdoms
which grew up on the Eoman Empire during the period of

the Dragon's history, as recorded in ch. xii., extending

from Constantine to the rise of the I'apal power. It will

be better to defer the discussion of them till later, and to

consider the ten horns of the Dragon and the ten horns of

the Beast from tlie Sea, or the Abyss, together, when the

very remarkable medallic illustration of the transfer of the

diadem from the seven Imperial heads to the ten Gothic
horns, chs. xii. 3 and xiii. 1, will be spoken of. Let the

reader al^o note heie that the heads stand before the horns

at the opening of the Dragon's history, the horns before

the heads at the opening of the history of the Beast from
the Sea.

Chap. xii. 4.—Here we must again differ, though with
regret, as we always do, from Mr. Elliott, who has missed, we
feel convinced, the peculiar force, chronological and moral,

of this part of the emblem, so wonderfully apposite as regards

the history of the Dragon. In discussing The Third Part,

he writes : "In ch. xii. it is said of the Dragon that

he drew with his tail the third part of the stars of heaven,

in reference, if I mistake not, to the sole representative and
head of the Eoman Pagan power, viz., in the first instance

Maximin, then Licinius." We have already shewn why
we believe Mr. Elliott to be here in eiTor. It only remains
to give what we conceive to be the true interpretation

of the tail. Of what is " ^/ie tail" an emblem elsewhere in

the Scriptures ? Of a false prophet. " The prophet that

teacheth lies, he is the tail," Is. ix. 13-16. This is just such
an emblem then as we might expect to find used of a

teacher of what is false in religion, of one who claims to

speak in the name of God, but who speaks without authority

from Him, and speaks what is false, and so misleads the

people.* Here also, as the tail forms part of the Dragon,
we are shewaa that this false prophet would in some sort

follow the Imperial power, and have some connection
with the Eoman Empire, forming in a manner a part

of it, as enjoying some degree of civil authority in it;

* So Ambros. Aasbert. in Apoc. 1. v, B.M.P. v. xiii. p. 532.

VOL. III. 3 A
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uut itself the leading power, but following the head,

perhaps obsequious to it. This tail of the Dragon was to

draw after it the third part of the stars of heaven, and
to end by casting them to the ground, i. e., overcoming
them, comp. v. 9. We have already seen that by the stars

of heaven are to be understood the Bishops. Thus the

meaning appears to be that some one claiming authority in

matters of religion, but teaching what is not true before

God, and at the same time connected with the Imperial

power, and following it as the tail does the head, would
draw after him, during the period designated by this vision

of the Dragon, one third of the Bishops of the Eoman
earth, and end by bringing them under his power. Was
there no power, having a religious character, which pre-

cisely at this period did precisely this? \Ve have only to

turn to Mr. Elliott's pages in another part of his Commen-
tary to find the answer. He has shewn, and that admirably
and elaborately, how the Bishops of Eome, long before the

full development of the Papal power, and exactl}^ during

the period of the vision of the Diagon, had not only begun
to teach what is false in religion, but gradually acquired

more and more power over the other Bishops in the West,

which he acknowledges to be one of the third parts.*

This, which was a very different thing from their acquiring

power over kings and emperors, was in progress and was
completed exactly during the period embraced by this

vision, fi-om the days of Constantino and his successors to

Gregory the Great ; and it went on especially after, and in

consequence of, the Gothic inundation, and of the persecri-

tions by the Imperial power when Arian ; and this acquisi-

tion of ecclesiastical authority was by the force of circum-

stances limited to the Western Empire, or that which
finally became the Papal, or Latin part. Mr. Elliott has

worked out these portions of the subject with great care.

And curiously enough, we have an Imperial Edict just

about the middle of the period, wheiein the very emblem
of the episcopalis corona is used in leference to this very

* Comp. Waddingtou's 'History of the Cliiu-ch,' Table ofContents, under
chap, xiii., where he says of the period, a.d. 320-604:—"The Bishop of

Eome was exalted as the Bishop of tlie Imperial city, as the only

Patriarch of tlie West, by the absence of the Imperial (government, by
the especial claim of St. Peter's protection, and of the keys ; hetice la

dtrived rested, which he converted Mo authority."
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siibject, viz., that of the authority of the L'omaii Pontilfs

over their brethren in the West. This decree is so im-
portant, and so illustrative of the erablem of the crown,

and ihe connection between the Imperial power and the

bishops of Eome, that we cannot but subjoin it in a note,*

beggiiiij; the reader to remember, in addition, that at the

penud which corresponds to the close of the Dragon-vision

* Inipp. Theodos. et Valentin. A. A. Actio, v. sell, coraite utriusqne

niilitiaj et patricio. Certum est et nobis et impeiio no.stio uniciim cs^se

jirsesidiuni in supernse divinitatis fuvore, ad quern promerendum prpoci-

jiue Oliristiana fides, et veneianda nobis religio sutfragatur. Cum
igitur sedis apostolicue primatum saneti Petri meritum, qui frbiceps ed
tpisarpalis coronx, et Ilomana) diguitas civitatis, sacrse etiam synodi

tinnarit auctoritas, ne quid pra3tcr auetoritateni sodis istius in licitum

jiiaisumiitio adteutare nitatur. Tunc enini demum ecclesiarum pax
ubique servabitur, si rectorem suum agnoscat uuiversitas : Hjec cum
liuctenus iuviolabiliter fueriut custodita, Hilarms Arelatensis, sicut vene-

rabilis viri Leonis Romani papie fiddl relatione comperimus, contnmaoi
au.su inlicita quffidam pr;Bsumenda tentavit: et ideo transalpinas

ecclesias abominabilis tumultus invasit; quod recens maxinie testatur

exemplum. Hiiarius enim, qui episcopus Arelatensis vocatur, ecclesiae

Komanaj inconsulto pontifice, iutlebitas sibi ordiuationes episcoporum

tola temcritate usurpans invasit. Nam alios incompelenter removit,

indecenter alios, invitis et repugnantibus civibus, ordinavit. Qui
quidem, quoniam non facile ab Lis qui non elegerant recipiebantur,

njanum sibi contrahebat armatam, et claustra murorura, in jjostilem

nior.m, vel obsidione cingebat, vel aggressioue reserabat, et ad sedem
quietis pacem prajdicaturus per bella ducebat. His talibus et contra

imperii majestatem, et contra reverentiam apostolioae sedis admissis,

)UT ordinem religiosi viri urbis papte cognitioue discussis, certa in eum
tx his, quae male ordinaverat, lata seutentia est. Et erat quidem ipsa

t^ententia per Gallius etiam sine imperiali sanctione valitura. Quid enivi

tanti pontijicis audoritnti in ecclesias non liceref? Sed nostram quoque
jirfeceptionem liasc ratio provocavit, ne ulterius vel Hilario, quern adliuc

episcopum nuncupari sola mansueti pra^sulis permittit Iramanitas, nee

cuiquam alteri ecelesiasticis rebus arraa miscere, aut prxceptis Bvmani
antistitis Ureal obriare Ausihus enim talibus Jides et reverentia nostri

violatur iiuperii. Nee lioc solum, quod est muximi criminis, submo-
vemus • Verum, ne levis saltern inter ecclesias turba nascatur, vel in

aliquo minui religionis disciplina videatur, /toe perenni sanctione decer-

iiimus. ne quid tarn episcopis Gallicanis, qvam aliarum provinciarum,

contra consuetudinem veterem liceat, sine viri venercdnlis papx urbis

xternx auctoritaie., tentare ; sed illis omnibis tro lege sit, QViDynn
SANXIT VEL SAXXERIT Al'OSTOLIC/E SEDIS AUCTOKITAS. Ita Ut quisquis

episcoforum adjudicimn Romani antistitie evocatus venire nefjlexerit per

mnderatorem ejusdem provincix adesse cogatur, per omnia servatis, qnce

divi parentes nostri Romans eeclesiie detulerunt. Aeti. P. K. A. . . .

Datum viii. idus junias Romaj Valentin. Aug. vi. Consule. i_Script.

Ualiicar., t. i. p. 706.)

3 A 2
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Gregory the Great himself used the emblem of the stars,

in the same sense, in his well-known letter to the rival

patriarch of Constantinople :
' Quid enim fratres tui omnes

Universalis ecclesiai episcopi, nisi astra cmli sunt ;" and that

it is used still of the Cardinals in the Eoman Catholic

Church, see Usher, ' De Statu,' &c., iv. 26. The fact that

this drawing of the stars by the tail of the Dragon is

placed at the beginning of the vision of the sun-clad

Woman and the Diagon is no less remaikable, and not on
one account alone. More than one historian traces back
the power of the Popes to the principles established by
Constautine and his successors, to the Imperial legislation

of the two or three centuries which preceded it, and to the

removal of the Emperors to New Kome or Constantinople.

See Gibbon, Mosheim, Waddington, &c.

Chap. xii. 5.—The Scriptures themselves furnish us with
a key to the meaning of this in the history of the prophet

Elijah, and of the Church of his day. Through persecution

and the corruption of the times, those who remained faithful

to God were forced to fly to the wilder and uninhabited parts

of the country, and there to be hidden. The Cliurch was
no longer visible, even to the eye of the prophet ; but the

Lord knew them that were His. The same thing began to

take place partly in the later years of Constautine, but
above all under Constautius. What Elijah was in his day
Athanasius was in a great degree in the days to which we
are now brought in the vision. And as not Elijah alone

remained faithful to God, but there were still seven thousand
who had not bowed the knee to Baal, so now were tiiere

still many who remained faithful to Christ in the midst of

a persecution as severe as that under Ahab and Jezebel.

What a ditference within a few years! In the memory
of many of that generation then living the woman had
been publicly seen clothed with the sun, with the moon
under her feet, and with her full crown of stars. Now she

was obliged to fly towards the wilderness, and was becoming
no longer publicly visible. We are brought to the same
date as that of the sealing-vision. There was now but

a remnant according to the election of grace, Eom. xi.

2-5; 1 K. xix. 10-18. The parallel between the two
eminent servants of God, Elijah and Athanasius, is, in

several particulars, very remarkable. Each was the most con-
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spicuous of his day. Eacli seemed at, one time to be left alone
to testify for God. Each fled, literally, under jjersecution, to

the wilderness, and was hid and preseived there by the provi-

dence of God. Tlie life of each was sought by the reigning
monarch of the day with the most determined perseverance.

1 K. xviii. 10 : "As the Lord thy God liveth," said the
good Obadiah to Elijah, when at the command of Gud
he was about to shew himself to Ahab, " there is no nation
or kingdom whither my lord hath not sent to seek thee,

and when they said, He is not here, he took an oath of the
kingdom and nation that they found thee not." So after

the horrible massacres of the adhei'ents to the titith in

Alexandria by order of ('onstantil^s, that Emperor wrote an
epistle to the Alexandrians (Gibbon, ch. xxi.), in which he
solemnly declares his " nnaherable resolution to pursne
with lire and sword the seditious adherents of Athanasius,
who by flying from justice had confessed his guilt and
escaped the ignominious death he had so often deserved."

Athanasius, Avho had remained to the last in the gieat
church of Alexandria, on the night when it was attacked,

escaped with difficulty in the confusion. " From that
moment he disappeared from the eyes of his enemies, and
remained above six years, a.d. 356-362, in impenetrable
obscurity. The despotic power of his implacable enemy
tilled the whole extent of the Eoman world ; and the
exasperated monarch had endeavoured, by a ver}^ pressing-

epistle to the Christian princes of Ethiopia, to exclude
Athanasius from the most remote and sequestered regions

of the earth. Counts, prefects, tribunes, whcde armies,

were successively employed to pursue a bishop and a
fugitive ; the vigilance of the civil and military powers
was excited by the Imperial edicts; liberal rewards were
promised to the man who should produce Athanasius, alive

or dead; and the most severe penalties were denounced
against those who should dare to protect the public

enemy." It was in the deserts of Thebais that he chiefly

took refuge, and from thi.s hiding place he continued to

attend to the gieat work for which he appeal's to have
been raised up by God, and to animate by his writings those
who remained faithful to Christ. The reader should con-

sult the whole of Mr. Gibbon's 21st chapter.

The mention of the woman's now beginning to fl'^

towards the place icJiere she loas to be fed fur a thousand^ wo
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hundred and sixty days* shews that the Church was now
approaching the time when the witnesses were to be
eluthed with sackcloth, xi. 3, during the reign of the

Beast from the Abyss, xiii. 5, and identifies her with
them during tliat period, with such exceptions only as the

prophecy itself elsewhere contains.

Chap. xii. 7.—We have now to consider this war and its

peculiar character, what is meant by Michael, and his taking

part in it, the period to which the vision has brought us, and
the general fulfilment of what is thus foretold. There will

be found cause to wonder at the exactness with which,

detail after detail in multiplied succession, the prophecy
and history agree.

1st. The peculiarities of this war in heaven, i.e., doubt-

less, as before, the political heaven. It was not to be a

contest between two rival emperors, as that between Lici-

nius and Constantino for example. Whoever is meant by
Michael, whether the archangel of that name, or the Lf)rd

Jesus Christ, as some have thought, we have on one side a

purely spiritual power, not animating an earthly one ; on
the other the Dragon, an earthly power, animated indeed
•by Satan, but still an earthly power; and animated by
Satan in a peculiar sense, not as the inspirer of the other

delusions by which parts of the human race have been led

away, but as tlie inspirer of that delusion which at one
period of the world or another has misled every nation,

every inhabited part of the earth, rrfv oIkovix^vtiv oXtjv, viz.,

heathenism.

2ndly. Michael. Some have thought that under this name,
as an emblem, the Lord Jesus Christ is intended, but we
can see no ground for this whatever.^ It is safer to follow

the Scriptures in the sense in which they everywhere else

* The manner in wliioh the period is described in v. 1-i, "a time,

and times, and lialf a time." serves to carry the mind more distinctly

back to tlie parallel of Elijah, and the three years and six mouths
(luring which it rained not at his prayer (comp. Jas. v. 17; 1 K. xvii.

;

E.e\. xi. 6;, but there is no doubt especially intended to identify it with

Dan. vii. 25. Comp. iilso with Rev. xii. 6, 14, '• where she iafed there,"

I K. xvii. 4, 9 ; xviii. 4 :
" I have commanded the ravens to feed thee

ll'cre;" "I have commanded a widow woman to sustain thee there;"

"Took an hundred prophets, and hid them by fifty in a cave, and fed
them with bread and water." (The same Hebrew word throughout.)

t Tlie more so if we compare Dan. x. 13, '' one of the chief princes ;

"

and viii. 25, "tte Prince of princes!"
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use this name, and to attend carefully to what they reveal

of the peculiar office assigned to this mighty angel. In
Dan. X. 13 he is described as ''one of the clikf rulers,"

Dnb', or in the language of the New Testament, apx'^n'^

"principalities in heavenly places," Eph. i. 20; iii. 10.

As one of the chief of these he is called in the New Testa-

ment, Jude 9, an apxayy^'^o?, a ruler of other angels in the

heavenly hierarchy, bo here, "Michael and his angels."

But it is in Dan. x. 21, xi. 45, and xii. 1 that we discover the

peculiar functions assigned to this archangel. All these

passages occur, observe, in the vision which relates what
should befal BanieVs people, the Jews, in the latter days,

X. 14. Thus Dan. x. 1, " Michael, your prince," i.e., of

you and yoin- people. And more distinctly still, xi. 45,

xii. 1, when some great opposer of God's purposes should
presume to plant the tabernacles of his palaces between
the seas, in the glorious holy mountain, i.e. in Jerusalem,
071 Mount Zion. " At that time Michael shall stand up, {i.e.,

stand up to oppose noy\ comp. viii. 25), the great

prince, loho standeth tip for the children of thy 2>eople," as

though to him among the principalities and powers in

heavenly places it were assigned to execute the will of God
in what concerns the place of the sanctuary on the glorious holy

Dwuntain, and the people of Daniel,
. such at least as should

be found written in the book; and as thougli, when the

purposes of God were opposed in the province committed
to his charge, he rose up to frustrate the opposition. Jn
confonnity with these views we find him described in

Jude 9 as contending with Satan for the body of Moses.

^^'e have but to use the key thus given to us by the Spirit

of God to open the meaning of that part of the vision to

which we are now brought. The preceding verses had
described the condition of the Church under Constantius.

Did anything remarkable happen in relation to the Jews
and Jerusalem in the times next following those of Constan-
tius ? Look at Gibbon's History, and it will be found con-
spicuous, even in the Table of Contents :

" Ch. xxii. a.d. 361,
Death of Constantius. Julian enters Constantinople. Is

acknowledged by the whole empire. Ch. xxiii. He embraces
the mythology of Paganism. He writes against Christianity.

The Jews. a.d. 363. Julian attempts to rebuild the Temple.
The enterprise is defeated. Perhaps by a preternatural event.

lie prohibits the Christians from teaching in schools. Dis-
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grace and oppression of the Christians. Ch. xxiv. a.d. 363.

March of Julian to the Euphrates, a.d. 363. Death of

Julian."

When the Arian cruelties were at their height under
Constantius, " the Pagans took courage," says Athanasius,
" and assisted the heretics in the persecution, saying, The
Arians have embraced our religion."* "At the death of

Constantius they were still exceedingly numerous," Milner,

iv. 7. And " amidst the intestine strife within the pale

of Christianity Paganism made a desperate effort to regain

its lost supremacy," Milman, ' Hist, of Christianity,' iii. 6.

"The very period during which the Christian world was
most divided by the Arian controversy, viz., the middle
and conclusion of the fourth century, was that precisely

during which the Christian religion overthrew her most
powerful adversary. Adz., Paganism," Waddington, ' Hist, of

the Church,' viii. 105. "The eyes of the votaries of

the gods were all directed to Constantius's successor, the

warlike, enterprising, and zealous Julian, the determined
fue of the Gospel," Milner, iv. 7. " The world in

no age ever saw a greater zealot for Paganism. Temper,
talents, power, and resentment, all conspired to cherish his

superstitious attachments," lb. iv. 8. Even Mr. Gibbon, his

admirer, calls him ^' the implacable enemy of Christ" and
says that " the insidious design of undermining the founda-

tions of Christianity was inseparably connected with the

zeal with whicih he professed to restore the ancient religion

t'f the empire." He endeavoured to reform Paganism itself;

borrowed from the Gospel precepts of morality and benevo-

lent institutions, while he employed the weapon of ridicule

to assail it. With a great refinement of policy he abstained

from open persecution, while he used every means to

weaken the power and interest of Christians, made an act

of sacrifice a condition of preserving their places of honour
and authority, used ensnaring artifices to draw unwary
Christians into compliance with Pagan superstitions, such

as placing the images of the heathen gods near his own
statue, so as to mix up the questions of disaffection and
sedition with that of religion ; and though he had restored

the orthodox in the beginning of his reign in order to gain

popularity, he gradually proceeded afterwards to deprive

* ' Histor, Arian. ad Monach.' 56.
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the chuiclies of their ministers, attempted to suppress
learning among the Christians, and encouraged the most
talented of the heathen philosophers to write against

Christianity, as he himself prei)ared an elaborate woik
against it, even in the midst of his preparations for the

Pei'sian war.

But this does not explain the whole of the emblem, nor
its most peculiar feature, the war between Michael and his

angels on the one hand, and the L'oman Empire under the

instigation of Satan and in connection with heathenism on
the other. " The Jews," sa3-s Gibbon, " deserved the

friendship of Julian by their implacable hatix'd of the
Christian name." " The design to build the Temple was
secretly connected with the ruin of the Christian Church."
His letter to the Jews, still extant (Ep. xxv. Op. Paris,

1030, ed. Petav.), concludes by requesting them "to lift up
their suppliant hands to the supreme God, the Creator,

that I vaay return from the Persian war to rebuild Jerusalem,

that holv city, the restoration of which you have so much
at heart, to dwell in it loith you, and give glory to the

Supreme." This was perhaps written before the defeat of
the attempt to rebuild the Temple, but it expresses wider
views than that of rebuilding the Temple. He proposed to

rebuild Jerusalem itself, the holy city. Had Julian
returned victorious from his Persian expedition, it is easy to

see that he would have addressed himself to the work anew
in the full confidence of his recent success, and undeterred
l»y what he would have been one of the last to acknowledge
as the hand of God. But to come back to the attempt to

rebuild the Temple. " He himself promised to defray the

expense oat of the exchequer, and appointed an officer to

superintend the work," Milner, ch. 8, cent. iv. p. 237. To
invalidate the prophecies was undoubtedly one of his

objects. "But the enterprise was suddenly baffled ,and the
workmen obliged to desist. Ko historical fact since the duys
of the Apostles seems better attested," lb. In fact Mr.
Gibbon himself, so strong is the evidence, is obliged to

(jonfess, ^'perhaps by a preternatural event." (1) The first and
most important witness is Ammianus Marcellinus, a heathen
historian of that very time, who attended Jidian in his

Persian expedition, and whom Mr. Gibbon represents as

an accurate and faithful guide, ch. xxvi. He writes thus,

lib. xxiii. 1 : " He (Julian) projected to rebuild tho
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magnificent Temple of Jerusalem. lie committed the con-

duct of the affair to Al^'pius of Antioch . . . who set himself

to the vigorous execution of his charge, and was assisted

by the governor of the province. But horrible balls uf fire

breaking out near the foundations with repeated attacks,

rendered the place inaccessible to the workmen, who from
time to time were burnt; and, being thus repeatedly

expelled by that element, the enterprise was dropped."

(2) Gregory, bishop of Kazianzum, born about a.d. 324,

and in the prime of life at the time of the attempt, pub-

lished his account of the defeat of it before the expiration

of a year (Op. Paris, 1630, Orat. iv. adv. Julian., p, 110),

Gibbon himself being witness, ch, xxiii. The account

agrees with the facts as related by the heathen historian,

though adding more particulars. (3) Ambrose, Bishop of

JMilan, born a.d. 333-340, and therefore from twenty to

thirty years of age at the time, gives a brief account, but

to the same effect. Op. t. ii. p. 3, ed. Bened. p. 949, Ep. xl.

(4) Chrysostom, patriarch of Constantinople, born at

Antioch about a.d. 347, and therefore about fifteen years

old at the date of the occurrence, and '" who might appeal,"

says Mr. Gibbon, "to the memory of the elder part of his

congregation at Antioch," wi-ites at great length, and in

several passages of his works, on the subject, and all to the

same purpose as the preceding witnesses. Op. t. ii. p. 574,

ed. Bened. iS. Babyla., Lib. contr. Jud. et Gent., a tract

written, as appears from § 21, about twenty years after the

event. Ihid. Hom, iv. in Matt. t. vii. pp. 46, 47 ; Ibid. adv.

Judaios, t. i. pp. 645, 646; Ibid. adv. Jud. vi. t. i. p. 651
;

Ibid, contr. Jud. et Gent, quod Christus sit Deus, t. i.

p. 580. (5) Theodoret, the ecclesiastical historian, Bishop

of Cyrus, born about a.d. 387, or twenty-six years after

this remarkable occurrence, confirms the testimony given

by the (jther witnesses (E. IT. iii. 20), though with some
particulars which appear to be additions, and such as were
sure in time to cluster round the original and simpler

narrative. (6) Socrates, who wrote during the reign of

Theodosius Jun., a.d. 408-50, relates the circumstances

much to the same effect, E. H. iii. 20. (7) Sozomen, born
somewhere about the beginning of the fifth century, or

aboat forty years after the event, does the same, E. H, v. 22.*

* Tlie testimony of Theodoret, Socrates, and Sozomen is of eoiu-se not

of the same weiKht as the earlier accounts. That of Eufiuua id not
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The reader should not fail to compare with these the

confessions and opinions of modern historians, beginninjz;

with Gibbon, ch. xxiii. To these he may add Mihiiau, ' Hist,

of Christianity,' bk. iii. ch. (5 ; Waddington, ' Hist, of tho

Church,' ch. viii. p. 109; Mosbeim, cent. iv. p. 1, ch. i, §

1 4 ; and Milner.*

A plausible explanation of.the phenomenon was proposed

by Michaelis, attributing it to an explosion of inllammalile

gases on opening long-closed cavities and vaults to lay the

foundations anew. " This is reasonably treated by tho

judicious Avriter of tho ' Life of Julian,' in the ' Cyclop.

JMetrop.,' and still more recently has been adopted, with too

little hesitation or comment, by the author of the ' Hist, of

the Jews.' " So writes Dean Waddington. But whether the

event was, strictly speaking, miraculous, or whether it

occurred in the ordinary course of the laws by which God
governs the world, is not, after all, the main point. Th«
important question is whether it was 'purposely designed

by the Euler of all things to arrest the rebuilding of the
Temple of Jenisalcm. If there was this design on the part

of the Maker and Governor of the world, then, whether an
explosion of gases, or an earthquake, or something altogether

exceptional and preternata;ral, was the means for accom-
plishing the end, is a secondary, though it may not be
thought by some an unimportant, enquiry. But to one who
believes the Scriptures, which in the Apocalypse furnish

such numerous and wonderful testimonies to the Divine
foreknowledge, and so to their own Divine origin, the

passage now under consideration in ch. xii. will leave

no doubt on one of these questions, and little indeed
on the other. The office attributed to Michael in the

prophecies of Daniel, the introduction of this spiritual

agent in the Apocalyptic vision just at the very period to

here given, as he copies from the Greeks. There are several other
witnesses of a later date mentiom d by Bishop Warburton in his ' JuUan,'
but not quoted by him. Pliilostovgius, the Arian historian, a contem-
porary, seems to deserve more consideration; but his testimony only
comes to us through Photius in the ninth century ; as, however, it enters

into no detail, and only gives broad and general fiicts, such as would easily

be remembered, it is jirohabl' thtit we have the substance of what he
wrote. See it repiinted from P.iotius, H. E. vii. 10, ed. (jtnev. 1G43.

*-All the above testimonies and opinions will be found given in full

in the Rev. Edw. Bilcy"s ' Tlie Twelfth Chapter of the itevelation, the
History of Ariuuism and its Times.' Seeky. 18-19.
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which we had been broiight by many other considerations,

viz., the period of Julian's attempt to rebuild the Temple uf

Jerusalem ; the fact of the symbols implying a contest,

headed on one side by the Imperial power of the Koman
Empire under the influence of Satan, and in connection

with heathenism, and on the other by a spiritual power;
together with other points yet to be noticed, and fitting

exactly from history into their place in the remainder of

the Ausion, appear to be a clear intimation that the Lord
sent His angel to frustrate the attempt to falsify His
word and to oppose His purposes respecting Jerutsalem and
her people. The Dragon fought and his angels, but pre-

vailed not, for the ministering spii-it to whom God has

given charge concerning the place of His sanctuary and
the yet future deliverance of the Jewish people, contended

with him, whether by a preternatural event or nut, matters,

perhaps, but little. The attempt was defeated, the truth of

the prophecies confirmed,* and within a few months Julian

perished in the Persian expedition. Had he returned

victorious there is reason to believe that his implacable

hostility to the Gospel, and his determination to extinguish

the religion of Christ, would have been carried on with

even less reserve than before. Such was the general appre-

hension among the Christians of that day. (See Greg. Naz.

Orat. iv. adv. Julian., pp. 114, 122, 123; Chrysost. de S.

liabyl., Op., ed. Bened. t. ii. p. 574.) There was a belief

current among them that Julian had promised this to the

heathen gods as a thank-offering in case of victoiy.

Tlie dragon fought and his angels, neither ivas their place

found any more in heaven, i.e. the political heaven, as

before.
" In losing their last Imperial patron the Pagans received

an irreparable blow," Gibbon, ch. xxv. " That worship was
unable to survive the p(.)litical patronage by which alone it

had so long subsisted ; it seemed to have lost its only

2:)rinciple of existence as soon as it ceased to form a part

of the system oi government," W'addington, ch. viii. p. 1 i 2.

*' A few months after the defeat of the attempt to rebuild

* It should also be remembered that Julian charged the Christians

with being apostate Jews, and claimed to be, with the Jews, a true wor-

shipper of the God of the Jews. See Julian, Op. Paris, 1630. Ep 2.^>

;

also Ep. 03, p. 240 ; aud Ep. 51, together with Cyril's reply to Julhi),

Op. t. vi. p. 2, p. 298. Lib. x. p. 3.")4 ; viii. 253.
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the Temple, Julian was killed in battle, and the succession

of Christian emperors was then restored, and never after-

wards intcrruj.>(ed" Ibid. "Christianity obtained an easy

and lasting victory : and as soon as the smile of the royal

patronage was withdrawn, the genius of Paganism, which
had been raised and fondly cherished by the arts of Julian,

sunk irrevocably in the diist." 'EfSKi^O-q 6is ttjv yrjv, kuI ol

ayyeXoL avTOv /act' auToC ejS^^-qdrjcrav' ouSe tottos f-vpidt} airwi'

ett Iv T(5 ovpavw.

Chap. xii. 10.—The voice the ay)0stle thus heard was in

heaven, the political heaven, as before ; a loud voice, public and

heard afar ; a voice of rejoicing, " Rejoice, ye heavens," etc.

;

the voice ofprofessing Christians, for the cause of the rejoicing

was the overthrow of the accuser of their brethren, who
had laid down their lives for Christ. Theodoret, ' Eccl. Hist.'

iii. 27. "As soon as the death of -Julian was known in

Autioch public festivals were celebrated, the victory of the

cross was exalted ..The citizens all exclaimed with one

voice, ' \\ here are now thy predictions, O foolish Maximus,'

[a philosopher of the time, a friend of Julian,] ^ God and

Christ have prevailed against thee,' " as in the prophecy, apTi

iyevero rj 8wa/xts tot) ©eov . . Koi rj i^ovaia tov Xptcrrou avTou.

" I shall conclude this book," continues he, " with the

mention of the public rejoicing at the death of the tyrant."

But it is in the public discourses of Gregory, Bishop of

Xazianzum, still extant, preached on the occasion, within

the year, that we have the most remarkable commentary.
Orat, iii. Adv. Julian., pp. 49, 54, 55. " Hear, ye nations

. . . hear, every power in heaven, all ye angels whose office

is the destruction of the tyrant [comp. ver. 7], of the

dragon *
. .. the common enemy and adversary of all . . . My

speech, yoyotfs like all whom I see before me, calls all to

* The dragon was used as a Roman standard, and this some time

before Juliiin. But Con!?tantine bad made the celebrated labarum the

Komun standard. Julian bani.-hed it, and a purple dragon was carrii d

oli.se to his person in the hottest of the light. Amm. Marcell. xvi. 12
" Quo [sc. Jidiano] agnito per purpureum signum draconis." Under
Jovian "the labarum of Constantine Wiis again displayed at the head
of the legions. ' Gib. xxv. To the passages respecting the dragon-ensign

quoted by Mr. Elliott, add fireg. Naz. Or. iii. adv. Julian., p. 75, aud

Zosimus,"iii. :
" A Persian took one of tiie standards made in the form of

a dragon, such as are usually carried by the Roman armies. The Em-
peror [Julian], indignant at this trifling misfortune, rushed on the

eucmy, put them to tiight, and took the staadard,"
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hapfor joy in spirit. ."Who broke in pieces the heads of the

dragon in the waters ? . . . The Loid, mighty and powerful,

The Lord mighty in battle'' [comp. ver. 10] . . . ''Rejoice,

heaven above, let the clouds pour down righteousness,

let the mountains break forth into joy . . . since the whole
creation and the heavenly poivers [comp. ver. 12] sympa-
thise in my opinion with such things." But it is not

a little remarkable that the words " the accuser of our

brethren, who accused them before our God day and
night," are specially and exactly applicable to Julian, and
to no other Imperial perseciitor, perhaps no persecutor, so

well as to him. Tuin to the works of Cyril of Alexandna
in reply to Julian, written a few years afterwards, and
you find him saying of Julian that he was the accuser

( /<ari/^'o/3os) of every saint, that he was everywhere accusing

(KaTyjyopevoiv) the religion of the Christians, that he

was the accuser of the courage which the martyrs had
shown, that he accused our Saviour Jesus Christ. In fact,

he not only ordered the Christians to be accused before an

earthly tribunal, but he accused them " in foro divino,"

impugTiing their motives. Of the holy and self-denying

Apostle Paul he said, that " of ail jugglers and deceivers

that ever were he was the greatest." He charges the

Apostle John with teaching what the other apostles dared

not do, the divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ. He accuses

the Christians of having forsaken Moses and the prophets,

calls tliem impious Galileans, and says that those who had
siiti'ered for the Gospel were justly puiiibhed as evil-doers.

And in all he was, as Gibbon says of him, ''indefatigable."

1 1 was literally bis work day and night, for " his elahoi-ate

viorh " against the Christian religion ' was composed in the

long nights of the two winters he passed," one at Constanti-

nople, "the other at Antioch, and during his preparations

for the Persian war.* The prime mover in all this was,

doubtless, Satan, as the prophecy declares. So Cyril of

Alex, says in his work against Julian: "It was rather, if

the truth must be spoken, at the instigation of that wicked

dragon, the first cause of all evil, I mean Satan. . . . Indeed,

that wicked spirit and enemy of God most manifestly

spoke by him ; and perhaps it would not be at all un-

* See Cyril Alex. Contr. Jul. Op. Lutet. 1638, t. vi. lib. i. p. f.;

X. S3.T ; VI. 205 ; x. 326. 333 ; viii. 252 ; iii. 100 ; vii. 345 ; x. 3211

:

Greg. Xaz. Or. iv.,"adv. Jul. p. 1G7.
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njfisonable even to likf-n him to that dragon, (hp6.Km'), the
first cause of all evil, viz., the serpent (rx^Ls) of Paiadise.

which was the in-tnmieiit of the woids of the devil.''

Coinp. eh. xii. 0, 6 SfjdKO)v 6 fxiya^ 6 o<^is 6 a.fi-)(olo<;.

But, alas I thoiigh the voice which the apostle heard
ascribed the salvation and the powder to God, it ascribed the

victory to the martyrs as well as to God : ''they overcame him,"
they, the martyrs, avrol citK/yo-av avrov, and that not merely
'• ou account of the blood of the Lamb," but *' on account

of their testimony." * Wonderful portraiture of the times

!

marking the very point in the history of tlie Chujch when
power began to be ascribed publicly to the martyrs ; and
exhibiting with surpiising exactness, in the compass of a
few words, the strange viixture of truth and error, of the
revelation of God and the inventions of man, which appears
in the writings of the most eminent bishops and teachei-s,

and characterises the acts of large bodies of professing
Christians of that time, and which became thenceforth
permanently established in the Church. We need not here
enter into details again. They hifve been sufiSciently given
already under the palm-bearing vision, and the openijog

of the Seventh Seal. The reader will ] emember the extracts

from Gregory of Nazianzum and others.f shewing the
introduction of raartyr-icorship in the Church just at the very

period of Julian's overthrow, and how it is again and again
connected with that ovei-throic. ^^'e have here another link
between the Sixth Seal and those parts of the chapter xii.

hitherto considered. The attentive reader will, no doubt,
have already observed several others.

The loud voice which the apostle heard said amongst
other things, as the Christians did after the victories of
Constantine, "Now is come the kingdom of our God;" and
so called on the heavens, and on all that dwelt in them, to

rejoice, for this amongst other reasons. But there was nc.

responsive voice from heaven, as there is on a later

occasion, xi. 15; xix. 1-6; there was only heard, it is not
(aid whence it canie, an ominous note of " Woe." Woe to the

earth, and the sea ! for the devil is come down unto you, having
great tvraJh, because he hioweth that he hath but a short time.

* Not through their testimony, nor through faith, hut on account of
their testimony, 5io with the accusative, not the genitive.

t Comp. esjx-cially Rev. xii. 1
1 , eviK-na-av aiiTov. and Gregory of Xazian-

zu/11, rriv v.Krik to. fid^rvpos, and Op. t. ii. p. 5G7.
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They thouglit that Satan was now overthrown and to be

b(nind, and that the kingdom of God was come ; comp.

ch. XX. 2, 4 ; but while tliese defeats made the great enemv
of mankind the more apprehensive of his final overthrow

being near, they served but to inflame his anger, and to

stimulate him to greater efforts, and other modes of assault,

all which, being in a degree successful, could but bring

greater calamities in their train. We are here brought, by

a close examination of many successive details, to the very

verge of that " disastrous period of the fall of the Koman
Empire, which may justly be dated from the reign of

Valens, when the happiness and security of each individual

were personally attacked ; and the arts and labours of ages

were rudel}- defaced by the barbarians of Scythia and

Germany. The invasion of the Huns precipitated on the

provinces of the West the Gothic nations, which advanced

in less than forty years from the Danube to the Atlantic,

and opened a way, by the success of their arms, to the

inroads of so many hostile tribes, more savage than them-

selves." Gibbon, ch. xxvi. Julian was killed a.d. 3(34;

Jovian his successor died, and Valentinian and Valens

began to reign in the very same year, 364 ; and from the

death of Julian to that of Theodosius, when Paganism was
completely overthrown, was only thirty-two years. See

Gibbon's '28th ch. The reader will not fail again to note

new links between this our twelfth ch. and the opening of

the Seventh Seal. And lohen the dragon saw that he ivas cast

down to the earth he persecuted the looman which brought forth

the man-child ; persecuted, or pursued, eStw^e. The woman
was before represented as already flying towards the

wilderness, ver. 6, where she was to be fed f(jr a thousand

two hundred and sixty days, before the Dragon was cast to

the earth ; and we saw the fulfilment of this in the his-

tory of the Church during the reign of Constantius. Here
the Dragon is represented, after the overthrow, as pur-

suing the woman in her flight ; i.e. as again persecuting and

driving her } et further to that entirely unseen and hidden

condition in vv^hich she was to pass the long prophetic

period of no less than a thousand two hundred and sixty

years, a day for a year. Accordingly, after the peaceful

reign of Jovian, which lasted but a few months, persecu-

tion was renewed by Yalens in the East, and corruption

increased sadly amongst the great body of those who prj-
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fessed. to be followers of Christ ; so that it is difficult to say-

where the Church of Christ was, even at this period, except
mainly in those who suffered for their faith in Jesiis as the
!Son of God. We have already seen evidence of this con-

dition of the Church at this peiiod in the opening of the
Seventh Seal. There are two or three prominent facts

which speak with a loud voice to shew how great the
corruption was, and how fearfully it had increased in the
half-century since Constantino first clothed the Church
with the sunshine of the Imperial favour, and in no small
degree subordinated the civil authorities to it. (1) The
wealth of the churches, especially of those in the chief
cities, had greatly increased, so much so tliat Valentinian
was obliged to " enact laws to restrain the avarice of the
clergy." Gibbon, ch. xxv., a.d. 370. (2) Bloody contests

took place more than once for the episcopal throne in these
cities on the occasion of a vacancy. (3) But what betrays
pei-haps the increasing degeneracy of the times more than
anything is the treacherous manner in which the enemies
of the empire soon began to be got rid of by assassination.

See Gibbon, chs. xxvi. and xxxi. Mr. Gibbon's remarks
also on the ambition and luxury of Damasus, Bishop of
Eome A.D. 366-384, are very apposite, as shewing the stage
we have reached in the prophecy between the establish-

ment of Christianity under Constantino and the rise of the
Papal emi^ire, i.e. between ch, xii. 1 and xiii. 1. Gibbon,
ch. xxv. :

" This lively picture of the wealth and luxuiy of
the popes in the fourth century becomes the more curious,

as it represents the intermediate stage between the humble
poverty of the apostolic fisherman, and the royal state of a
temporal prince."

Thus persecution was permitted anew by the great Head
of the Church, for her purification in some degree at least

;

and severe it was under Valens in the East, while the rule
of Valentinian in the ^^'est, though cruel in itself, was
tolerant on the subject of religious opinion, and even wise
and firm in its restraint of the increasing luxury and
avarice of those who then fixvoured the professing Church.
Thus there was persecution in the Eastern part of the
empire, and toleration in the Western.

Chap. xii. 14.—We were brought in the verses preceding
tliis to the period of Valentinian and Valens. At the head
of Gibbon's 25th ch. we have the following :

" Valentinian
VOL. III. 3 B
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associates his brother Valens, and makes the final diulsion of '

the Eastern and Western Empires." This was A.d. 364. Among
the Imperial coins of about this period, still extant, a type

becomes common having the two emperors seated, and
holding between them a globe. Behind is a figure, not

indeed of an eagle, but of Victory (which is nearly eqiii-

valent to it, considering that the eagle was the favourite

Roman standard) with the two wings of her figure stretched,

the one over the head of one emperor, the other over the

head of the other. See Bandiiri, or Elliott, who has given

an example from the British Museum. The two wings aie

clearly meant to represent the two extremities of the

Empire in its integrity, i.e. the Eastern and the Western
Empires. The woi-d wing is used in a similar sense in

most languages, and f]33 thus occurs frequently in the Old
Testament.* Had persecution, such as that under Con-
stantius, Julian, and Valens, been long continued, and in

both wings of the Empire, the very existence, at least as a

body, of the few remaining faithful followers of Christ

would have been compromised. So the good Lord in His
compassion and long-suffering gave a period of rest to

the Church when she was thus being pursued ; and both

the wings of the Eoman Empire were rendered favourable

;

by which is implied that one or both had not been, during

the times next preceding. This was fulfilled under Theo-
dosius, during whose reign the Empire was again tem-

porarily, and for only a very brief period, united, to be

again divided at his death. Gib. ch. xxvii. :
" Among the

benefactors of the Church the fame of Constantino has

been rivalled by the gloiy of Theodosiiis. If Constantino

had the advantage of erecting the standard of the cross,

the emulation of his successor assumed the merit of sub-

duing the Arian heresy, and of abolishing the worship of

idols in the Eoman world."

It was during the comparative calm of this reign that

the holy Augustine was converted, and began to write.

And from that time till the Gothic flood, which the death

of Theodosius let loose, reached Hippo, the seat of his

bishopric, be continued to give to the Church those nume-

* So TTTepvyiov ill the New. Matt, iv., the whig of the Temple, not a

Gothic pinnacle, as some are led to imagine from the prevalence of this

style of architecture among ourselves. The " pinnacle " of our Auth.
Ver. = pinnaculum = wing.
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rouR and valuable writings, wliich. not only strengthened
and refreshed her in his own day, but which were to her,

during her wilderness state, what the food was of which
Elijah i^artook when he was about to enter the wilderness,

and in the strength of which he passed through it.

The destruction of Paganism, even in remote parts of

the country, secured a safe retreat to humble piety in the

approaching invasion of the northern barbarians, which
began presently after the death of Theodosius.*

Chaj). xii. 15.—That by this "flood" is meant the invasion

of the Roman Empire by the northern barbai'ians can hardly
admit of a doubt. We have been brought by many con-

siderations exactly to that point in histor3% The image of a

flood to represent such an invasion is used in other parts

of the Scriptures, as Is. viii. 7, 8 ; xvii. 12. Comp. also Eev.
xvii. 5. It is employed by Gibbon with the same view in

several parts of his history, and is adopted by him, and by
almost every historian and writer of note, of whatever
school, in speaking of the conquests and occupation of the

Western Empire by the Goths and Vandals. Thus it will

be found in Salvian, writing a few years after the event,

in Robertson, Goldsmith, Baronius, Bossuet, Maimbourg,
Basnage, Fleury, Gieseler, Neander, Waddington, etc., etc.

The prophecy tells us that the impulse came from Satan,

as the prime mover, and that his object was to destroy the

woman by the flood. Theodosius, as we have just heard from
Gibbon, had subdued Arianism and abolished the worship of

idols in the Roman Empire. To destroy the woman by these

instruments, from within that ivorld, was now therefore hope-
less. Kot so by means of the northern barbarians. Every one
of these nations when they invaded the Empire had become
Arian, with the exception of one or two which were Pagan.
The Goths derived their knowledge of Christianity mainly
from Bishop Ulphilas, " a man of great talent and influence."

Waddington, ' History of the Church,' c. vii. p. 100 :
" This

prelate in the course of two missions to Constantinople,

during the reign of Constantius and Valens " (let the reader
remark how the floods of Ariani«m that were poured out

to sweep away the woman came fioiu the mouth of tlie

* Gibbon, c. xxviii. " So rapid, yet so gentle, was the fall of

Paganism, that only twenty-eight years after the death of Theodosius,
the faint and iniuute vestiges were no longer visible to the eye of the
legislator."

3 B i
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Dragon), "accommodated his opinions (whether sincere!

j

or not is questionable) to those of the Imperial court ; and
he returned, at least from his second embassy, the zealous

proselyte of Arianism.* This doctrine he rapidly propa-

gated among his compatriots, and diffused it through the

whole nation. The example of the Goths was respected by
the leaders of tribes of subsequent invaders and converts ; in

embracing the religion of the provinces which they con-

quered, they preferred that form of it which was professed

by their predecessors in conquest, and thus the tenets of

Arius were disseminated among the barbarian colonists in

every province of the Western Empire." Giljbon, ch. xxxvii.
" Whatever might be the early sentiments of Ulphilas, his

connections with the Empire and the Chuich were formed
during the reign of Arianism. The apostle of the Goths
subscribed to the creed of Eimini " [an Arian synod held

a.d; 360J
"

. . . . communicated these errors to the clergy

and people, and infected the barbaric world with the

heresy which the great Theodosius proscribed and extin-

guished among the R(jmans. Arianism was adopted as the

national faith of the warlike converts who were seated on
the ruins of the Western Empire."

Chap. xii. ] 6, The religious result of the Gothic was
very different from that of the Saracenic and Turkish
invasions. Christianity was swept away, at least in its

public and open profession by the nation, under the Sara-

cens and under the Turks. The result, as we have said,

in the Latin or Western world, was quite otherwise. The
religion of the conquerors was, as • it were, absorbed by the

soil. Instead of the Arian conquerors drowning the Nicene
faith of the Eoman population of the Western Empire, that

population (Gibbon, ch. xxxviii.) " communicated to their

* There was a political motive at the bottom of this. His embassy to

Valens was to induce that Emperor to assist the Visigoths against the

OstroKoths. This Valens did, and so obtained influence over Ulphilas.

The Visigoths, through the aid lent by Valens, got the mastery. They
applied to the Emperor for religious teachers, and he sent them zealous

Arian bishops. See Maimbourg, bk. v., a.d. 372 His authorities are

Jornandes de Eebus Got., c. 2S, and Sozomen. vi. 87. As helping to

shew how the tlood came frt)m the mouth of the Dragon, it is remarkable,

in addition to what has now been said of the part Valens had in it, that

the Visigoths were invited by Rufinus, the Huns by Stilicho, the

Vandals by Boniface, the Lombards by Narses, the Ostrogoths by Zeno
the Isauriau.
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1

conquerors their religion and their language." "Waddington,

p. 120 :
" The barbarians ... as tliej' successively possessed

themselves of the Eomun provinces during the fifth and sixth

centuries, successively adopted the religion of the con-

quered." See also the latter part of Gibbon's 37th ch.

" The ruin of Arianism among the barbarians." The con-

version of Clovis, A.D. 496, led the way with the Franks,

and that of the Lombards, under Theodolind, at the end of

The fifth and begininng of the sixth centuries, completed
the Work ; and thus the Latin or Western world became,
in the language of the day, Catholic. The conversion of the

Visigoths, of the Saxon^ conquerors of Bi-itain,* and of the

Lombards, the three barbarian nations who Avere the last to

abandon Arianism, and to give in their adhesion to liome,

took place during the pontificate of Gregory, snrnamed
the Great, a.d. 5viO-G04. (See Gibbon, chs. xxxvii. xlv.,)

And " Arianism, which had begun in Egypt about a.d. 320,

after having spread over the whole East, and almost the

whole \\ est, through the Visigoths, Vandals, Sueves, Ostro-

goths, Burgundians, and Lombards, when these people
occupied the greater part of Gaul, S]:iain, Afiica, Italy, the

islands, and Pannonia, was at length totally extinguished
about A.D. 660, having reigned, chiefly through the favour

of the barbarian nations, about 340 years." Maimboi;rg,
xii.

Chap. xii. 17.—After "the Eoman world had been over-

Avhelmed by a deluge of barbarians"—Gibbon, ch. xxxviii.,

by which the dragon hoped to sweep away the Church alto-

gether—" the earth submitted to the Nicene synod."—Gibbon,
ch. xxxvii. Satan, the animating spirit of Arianism, and the

instigator of Imperial persecution, vexed and disajipointed

when he perceived that this scheme had failed, prepared for

a new attack. The apostasy was nearly come to the full ; it

needed but that what had prevented its complete develop-

ment should be taken out of the w^ay, and then a new and
still more formidable power might be made to arise in the

AN'est to make war with the remnant of the A\ oman's seed,

those who observed the commandments of God, and bore
witness for Christ ; while war might still be carried on
against them in the East. We were brought by the

* Xot of the Britisli Cliurcli, wliicli does not appear to have been
tainted with Arianism, and whicli continued for some time stedfastly

to rt-iitit the oucroaclimeuts of Tiome.
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last details we considered in the prophecy to the conrer-

sion of the northern barbarians, beginning with that of

Clovis, the eldest son of the Church, and ending with that

of the Lombards. The next step in the prophecy is the

departure or retiring of the Dragon, aTrr}X.9e, i.e. of the Eoman
Empire and the Imperial power directing it. This is also

the next step in history ; and the langiiage of histoiians in

speaking of it is a counterpart of that which we have be-

fore lis. Let it be well observed that the departure or

retiring here in question is " spontaneous." The Dragon
is not driven away by force of arms, nor is it others who
depart from the Dragon. This sei-ves to mark the epoch
clearly, and to distinguish that which is here intended

from a subsequent one, viz. that of Pepin and the revolt of

Italy and the popes in the eighth century. The conversion

of the barbarians took place a.d. 496-600 ; the retiring of

the Eoman Empire and Imperial power may be most pro-

perly dated from a.d. 536 to about the reign of Heraclius,

A.D. 610-641, or the commencement of the Lower Byzantine
Empire. Gibbon, ch. xxxviii. :

" After the extinction of the

Western Empire .... the majesty of Eojte was faintly

represented by the princes of Constantinople." As the

power of the barbarian kingdoms increased, the power of

the empire was naturally diminished, and was gradually

withdrawn from one part after another in proportion to the

distance of each from the capital of the East. The Eoman
power had already withdrawn from Britain as early as a.d,

450, and had been weakened even at that time in other parts

ofthe empire ; but. Gibbon, ch. xli., " After Eome herself had
been stripped of the Imperial purple, a.d. 476 oi* 479, the

princes of Constantinople assumed the sole and sacred

sceptre of the monarchy ; demanded as their rightful inherit-

ance the provinces lohich had heen sihdued .... and feebly

aspired to deliver- their faithful subjects of the West from
the usurpations of heretics and barbarians. The exe-

cution of this splendid design was in some degree reserved

for Justinian." Ch. liii. :
" He was the first who, after a

divorce of sixty years, regained the dominion of ancient

Eome, and as>erteil, by the right of conquest, the augnst

title of Emperor of the Eomans." The Imperial authority,

moreover, was still recognised by the barbarian kings, as

Ave shall show when we come to speak of the transfer of the

diadem from the heads to the horns. Justinian, as is well
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known, made considerable efforts to restore it, and did so

for a time, through the victories of his generals, Belisarins

and Narses, in Africa, Ital}', and the sea-coast of Spain,

A.D. 5o3-56'> ; bnt his efforts were, like those of Julian to

revive Paganism, a brief, a last, and ineffectual attempt.
*' The great results which have immortalised his reign, to

be rightly understood, should be compared with the rapid

decay by which they were followed His M^ork died

with him." ' Ilistoire Universelle,' vol. vii. p, 198. Mr.
Gibbon opens his 42nd ch. with an account of "The
^\ eakness of the Empire of Justinian, a.d. 527-568." To
restore the Eoman power in Italy he sacrificed it the very
same year in Gaul, a.I). 536 (Gibbon, ch. xli.), " j-ielding to

the Franks the sovereignty^ of the country beyond the Alps,

and absolving the provincials of Gcmlfrom. their allegiance."

Thus the Dragon retired from all that part of the country
bej'ond the Alps. The conquests in Africa and Spain were
lost within a few years, except some strips of coast. In
these cases the Dragon was indeed driven away, and did

not retire spontaneously; but no vigorous efforts were
afterwards made to re-establish the lionian aiithority in

those i^arts ; and we may judge of their state by what took
place in such as were nearer to the capital. Even on the

upper Danube (Gibbon, ch. xlii.), " instead of asseiting the

rights of a sovereign, Justinian invited the Lombards to

invade and possess the Roman provinces between the

Danube and the Alps," in order to get rid of the Gepidai,

who had occupied them. In Italy, after his death (Gibbon,
chs. xliii., xlv.), " the exarchs of Eavenna continued to be
the representatives in peace and war of the Emperor of the

Eomans," " and were invested in the decline of the empire
with the remains of civil, and military, and even eccle-

siastical power." But from 1 taly about the time of Tiberius,

A.D. 578-582, and Maurice, 582-602 (Gibbon, ch. xlv.), " the

emperors were incessantly tormented by tales of misery
and demands of succour, which extorted the humiliating

confession of their own weakness." " The clergy and
senate, collecting the remains of their ancient opulence, a

sum of three thousand lbs. of gold, despatched the pa-

trician Pamphronius to lay their gifts and their com-
plaints at the foot of the Byzantine throne. The attention of

the court and the forces of the East were diverted by the Per-

sian war ; but the justice of Tiberius dismissed the patrician
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with his best advice, either to bribe the Lombard chiefs,

or to purchase the aid of the kings of France." Maurice gave
audience to a second and a similar deputation, but he only
" adopted with stronger efiect the measures of his prede-
cessor," In the time of Pope Gregory, a.d. 590-604 (Gib.

ch. xlv.), " The misfortunes of Eome involved the apostolic

pastor in the business of peace or war ; and it might be
doubtful whether piety or ambition prompted him to supply
the place of his absent sovereign." And so entirely had
the Dragon retired, soon after this, that historians begin
the historj' of the Byzantine, or Lower Greek Empire, about
the middle of the reign of Heraclius, a.d. 610-641. Gib-
bon, ch. liii. : "A motive of vanity or discontent solicited

one of his successors, Constans the Second, a.d. 641-648, to

abandon the Thracian Bosphorus, and to restore the pris-

tine honour of the Tyber But the sword of the
Lombards opposed his settlement in Italy : he entered

Eome, not as a conqueror, but a fugitive, and after a visit of

twelve days, he pillaged, and for ever deserted, the ancient

capital of the world."

But the Dragon departed to persecute tlie remnant of tlie

Woman's seed; and if we turn to Mr. Gibbon's 54th ch.,

we shall find the interesting history of the Paulicians

(beginning a.d. 654), and of their persecution by the Greek
emperors, which commenced within the lifetime and in

the person of their fii-st teacher, Constantine, or Sylvanus.
Mr. Elliott has examined their history carefully and in

great detail, and fully vindicates them from the charges of

their enemies. The fact that " their exile had scattered

over the West the seeds of reformation," and that they were
the spiritual ancestors of the Albigenses and Waldenses,
and of a long intermediate line of witnesses, would be suf-

ficient perhaps for this purpose with many. They, like

their successors, appealed from the traditions of men to the

original sources of Christianity in the ivritten oracles of God*
and their enemies reluctantly confessed to the purity of their

lives. " In a calamitous period of a hundred and fifty years
their patience sustained whatever zeal could inflict

* As to the charge made against them by their enemies of rejecting

the Scriptures of the Old Testament, see Elliott ; to which it may be
added that a not dissimilar charge is not unt'requently made even now
against those who reject, not the Old Testament, biit the Apocryphal
books which the Church of Rome has added to it. Such charges are

often the perversion of a true fact.
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From the blood ancl ashes of the first victims a succession of

teachers and congregations repeatedly arose Justinian

the Second, a.p. ()8o-711, vainly hoped to extinguish, in a
.single conflagi'ation, the name and memory of the I'aii]-

iuians. By their primitive simplicity, their abhorrence of

ytopular superstition, the iconoclast princes might have
been reconciled to some erroneous doctrines ; but they
themselves were exposed to the calumnies of the monks,
and tliey chose to be tyrants, lest they should be accused
as the accomplices of the Manichajans. Such a reproach
has sullied the clemency of Kicephorus, who, a.d. 802-811,

relaxed in their favour the penal statutes, nor will his

character sustain the honour of a more liberal motive.
The feeble Michael the First, the rigid Leo the Armenian,
were foremost in the race of perseciition, but the pj'ize

must doubtless be adjudged to the sanguinary devotion of

Theodora, who restored the images to the Oriental Church.
Her inquisitors explored the cities and mountains of the
lesser Asia ; and the flatterers of the Empress have affirmed

that, in a short reign, a hundred thousand Pauiicians were
extirpated by the sword, the gibbet, or the flames."—Gibbon.
Thus the Dragon departed * to persecute the remnant ot

the Woman's seed, who keep the commandments of God,
and have the testimony of Jesus.

The next step in the Dragon's history is xiii. 1 :
" And

he stood t on the sand of the sea." But we must inter-

rupt the sequence of the text to consider the ten horns,

a subject we have purposely deferred till now, when it

will be better understood, though in the vision it neces-

* Historians naturally adopt similar language. Thus Guizot, ' Hist,
de la Civil, en France,' Le<;on 2 :

" L'Emi:)ire Remain se sentit hors
d'e'tat de vivre: il commen^a par ra23peler ses troupes; il dit aux pro-
vinces . . . . Je ne puis vous defendre, de'lendez vous vous-memes.
Bientot il fit davantage, il cessa de les gouverner ; Tadministratiou se

rdira comine les troupes. L'Empire Momain se replie de toutes parts."

And Le^on 8 :
" L'administration Imperiale fut contrainte de se retirer

sponianement." The time of which M. Guizot speaks was before the tinal

departure, but his language serves equally as an illustration. So ' Hist.
UniverseUe,' vii. 216 :

" Rome Chre'tiennc n'avait pas a regretter le

depart des Empereurs." Procopius justly fixes the beginning of this to
the time of the Gothic war, ' B. G.' iii. 33 : "Tnh 5e rbu xpovof tov voKi-
fjLov rovSe Kvpioi ttjs kcnripas ol pdpl3apoi 5iaf5pr;57ji/ ^yivovTo wdcrris.

t The reading of A. C. N., Vulg., jEth., Syr., Arm., Ar. P., and of
editors Treg., Lachm. On the other side are B., and of editors Griesb.,

!Sch., Tibch., Alf. The balance of MSS. and versions is decidedly iu
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sarily occurs before, and in the description of the Diagon.
It will not escape an attentive reader that the heads of the
Dragon are crowned with the diadem, whereas it is the
horns of the Beast from the Sea, his successor, which wear it,

not the heads ; nor will he fail to observe that the heads
stand first in the case of the Dragon, the horns in the case

of the Beast.

That the ten horns are ten barbarian kingdoms which
between the fourth and sixth centuries grew up on, and
formed part of, the Eoman Empire, can hardly be doitbted

;

and the transfer of the diadem from the horns of the Dragon
to the horns of the Beast, as illnstrated by history and by
coins, will be found to be one of the most remarkable notes

of time in the whole compass of tie Revelation
;
quite as

remarkable as, if not more so than, the transition from the
laurel crown to the diadem. Some may be disposed at

first to think such minute particulars unimportant and
trivial, but that feeling will perhaps be changed into one
of astonishment when they come attentively to examine a

series of coins of the Eoman Empire, and to perceive

how clearly the laurel crown marks one epoch, and the

diadem the other ; how the diadem was scrupulously

confined, even on the coins of the barbarian kings, for a

long time after their establishment on Eoman territory, to

the Imperial head, and then at a particular epoch began
to be placed by those kings in their coinage on their own
busts, denoting a change in their relation to the empire,

and their having become entirely independent of it. Mr.
Elliott has given two lists of the ten horns, one for the

date A.D. 486490, the other for a.d. 532 or 533. The first

list is as follows : (1) The Vandals, in Africa
; (2) Suevi, in

Gallicia; (3) Fmj/oi/js, in Aquitain and Spain; (i) FranJcs,

in north-east of France
; (5) Burgimdians, in Burgundy and

French Switzerland; (6) Alemaimi, in German Switzer-

land, Alsace, and Lorraine; (7) Bavarians, in Koricum
;

(8) Ostrogotlis, the successors of the Huns, in Pannonia

;

(9) Heruli, or rather the confederates and mercenaries under

favour of icrrddri, not iarde-nv. The internal evidence for it will be

found very strong indeed. In fact, the latter readiaa; adds nothing to

the prophecy, though it is nevertheless the lectio prodivior, whereas the

former, the more difficult and unlikely of the two, is wonderfully accu-

rate as a prophecy, and will be found to fit into its place perfectly, in

what may be called the historical context.
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Oiloacer, the first barbarian king of Italy; (10) Anglo-

Saxons, in Britain. These were, however, all visible as

early as a.d. 47(3, when the Western Empire was over-

thrown by Odoaeer; for the Franks had obtained "a per-

manent seat and dominion in Ganl " (Gib. eh. xxxi.) as

early as A.n. 419, on the death of Honorius. These, then,

arc horns of the Dragon, and at this date none of them had
assumed the diadem ; for the first who did so was Clovis,

A.D. 510. After the conquests of the northern barbarians

both the people and their leaders still professed a respect for

the empire. Gib. ch. xxxi. :
" The odious name of conquerors

was softened into that of guests of the liomans, and the

barbarians of Gaul, more especially the Goths, i-epeatedly

declared that they were bound ... to the Emperor by the

duty of allegiance and military service. The title of

Honorius and his successors, their laws and civil magis-
trates, were still respected in the provinces of Gaul, of

which they had resigned the possession to the barbarian
allies ; and the kings who exercised the supreme and inde-

pendent authorit}^ over their native subjects, ambitiously
solicited the more honourable rank of masters-general of

the Imperial armies." Thus the Emperor Avitus, a.d. 455,
" accepted the Imperial diadem," while (Gib. ch. xxxvi.)
" Theodoric, King of the Visigoths, who had encouraged
him to assume the purple, offered his person and his forces

as a faithful soldier of the republic " and " his dutiful ser-

vant." So Odoaeer, a.d. 47G-490, after the overthrow of the

^VesternEmpire, A.D.476 or 479, (Gib. ch. xxxvi.), "abstained

during his whole reign from the use of the purple and the

diadem." So, again, Sigismund, King of the Burgundians,
A.D. 509 (Adrien de Valois, ' Gesta Francorum,' lib. vi. p. 508),

wiote to the Emperor Anastasius, " Though kings of our
nation, we consider ourselves but as your soldiers

By us you govern these distant regions." And the accurate

and laborious Lelewel * says, " The barbarian kings were
obliged to place the Imperial bust on their moneys. There
were distinctive marks which, in the eyes of the people,

])roved that it was no other than the image of the Emperor.
The head diademed and richly ornamented with peails, a
lance, a military cloak, all that afterwards became distinc-

* ' Numismatique du Moyen Age.' Paris, 1835. A very valuable
work, now becoming rare.
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tive of royalty, was ttien distinctive of the Emperor." ....
" The barbarian kings were obliged to iise the Imperial

effigy, because without it their money would not have found

circulation, and would not have been received even by the

barbarians themselves." So miich was this the case that

llichiarius, King of the Suevi, " to satisfy and assure the

people," struck coins, which still exist, with the diademed

head of the Emperor Honorius, who had been thirty years

dead. See Lelewel. Mr. Elliott, in his fifth edition, has

given a large plate in illustration of this point, with en-

gravings of coins in the British Museum. "We find another

evidence to the same eifect in the foot that the Emperor
Zeno, A.D. 471-491, made Odoacer and Theodoric, who were
successively kings of Italy, patricians : while the Emperor
Anastasius, a.d. 491-518, did the same by Clovis, King of

the Franks, and Sigismund, King of the Burgundians.

Ad. de Val., as before. " If it was an honour for the em-
perors to confer these dignities, it was not less an advan-

tage to the kings who solicited and received them ; for the

populations of the \Vest, who had been so long accustomed

to the authority of the Romans, no less than the Eastern

provinces of the empire, when they saw themselves thus

governed by patricians, felt more disposed to submit to the

yoke of the barbarians, since the Human offices and titles,

with which the latter were invested, almost made them
pass in their eyes for Bomans."

But in time a change took place ; and it is worthjT- of atten-

tion that, as the barbarian kings successively renounced
Arianism to become " Catholic," * so did they successively

assume the diadem. The Franks led the way. The con-

version of Clovis took place a.d. 496, and in 510 he assumed
the diadem. See Gib. ch. xxxviii. The conversion of the

Burgundians took place a.d. 609, but their kingdom was
overthrown by Clovis and passed under the sceptre of the

Merovingian kings. The Visigoths forsook Arianism a.d.

586-589, under Eecared, and about the same time adopted

the diadem, for (Mariana, ' Hist, of Spain,' vol. i. b. v. ; cp.

Maimbourg, b. xi. ann. 589) " their kings before Leovigild

his father never used this mark of royal dignity," and
" Leovigild had on his dying bed engaged Eecared to

* I am obliged to use this term, not in its true, but in its EomaQ
sense.
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emlirace the CatlKilic failh." The conversion of the Suevi

occnrred a.d. 501, and was established at the Council of

Biaga. In a.d. 584 their kingdom Avas united with that

of the Visigoths, and " at the third Council of Toledo,

A.D. o89, the king of these tvvo nations a})peared wearing

the pnrple, the sceptre, and the diadem." See Maimbourg.
The Ostrogoths continued Ai-ian to the last, and coins exist

of Theias, their last king, with the diademed head of the

Emperor Anastasins. Baduela, his predecessor, *' being at

war with Justinian, rejected that emperor's name, but ou
the reverse of his own royal monogram he engraved the

bust and name of Anastasins." See Lelewel. With the Anglo-

Saxons, though the evidence is not so complete, the same
connection appears to exist between the two f icts of their

becoming Catholic and the assumption of the diadem. S'^e

Hawkins's ' Br. Coins.' The heptarchy was completed
A.D. 582, just fourteen years before Pope Gregory sent the

monk Augustin to England. The case of the Vandals is

not so clear as most of the others. 'J hey appear to have
been more inclined to independence, but Lelewel is of

opinion that the heads stamped on their coins " have the

Imperial Roman head-dress that the people might believe

it was the image of the emperors."* The Alemanni and
Bavarians were conquered by the Franks, and followed

their fortunes. Even in the case of the Lombards, the siic-

cessors of the Ostrogoths in Italy, w^e shall find the s;im(i

connection. Theodolind persuaded her husband Agilolf to

have their son Adaloald baptised as a Catholic, a.d. 603
;

and we hear of the crown of Theodolind and the crown of

Agilolf. At the time of their marriage, a.d. 590, he bore
only the title of duke, but received the royal dignity in

the following year. See JMuratori.

In short, the gradual retiring of the Roman Empire from
the West, and the giadual acquisition of independence by
the barbarian kings, naturally went on pari passu ; and with
independence came the assumption of the diadem as the
sign of it. From the same cause, and at the same time,

the power of the bishops of Rome was gradually increas-

* Lelewel is noted for his exactness. All the numerous en,2:ravings

in his work are by his own hand. A single glance at the examples he
gives of coins of C4uuthamund, Hilderic, and Geilamer will show that
they are not portraits of these Vandal kings, but successive imitatioua

of t^he same Imperial bust.
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ing, both ecclesiastically and as temporal princes. And
not only so, but contemporaneously with these changes the

Arianism of the northern barbarians was subsiding through
their mingling with the Koman population and their clergy,

who, in point of education, were superior to their con-

querors. And thus it happened that the influence of Kome
as the old and venerable capital of the West, increased as

that of Constantinople diminished, and that the barbarian

kingdoms became successively Catholic and independent at

much about the same period.

Tire scheme on the opposite page will illustrate what
has been said, and what is yet to be said on ch. xiii. in

connection with it.

Eev. xiii. 1.—The last event to which we were brought
in regular order by the prophecy, and which was considered

before the interruption which was thought necessary in

order to speak of the Dragon's ten horns, was the retirement

of the Dragon, the first decided step of which we found to

be Justinian's yielding the sovereignty of the country bej'ond

the Alps to the Franks, and absolving the provincials from
their allegiance. This happened a.d. 536. In less than
twenty years from that date the only footing which the

Eoman Empire still had in the West was the Exarchate of
Mavenna* " a city on the coast of the Adriatic, about ten or

* Gib. ch. XXX. • The adjacent country to the distance of many miles

was a deep and impassable morass," which has been silted up by the

advance of the land on the sea, so that " the modern city is at a distance

of four miles from it." The Emperor Honorius fixed his residence

there as early as a.d. 404 ; but tlie Empire was not then confined

to the same narrow limits as in the time of the Exarchs. The Roman
Empire in the West stood on the shore of the sea in Sjmin, a.d.

550-tJ20; in Africa, a.d. 55S-69S or 720. From the time that Jus-
tinian invited the Lombards to occupy the country between tlie

Upper Danube and the Alps, and that the Lower Danube was also

occui^ied by barbarian invaders, the Empire was oblio;ed to have recourse

to naval operations and a coast basis, in endeavouring to restore its

influence in the West. There was no longer a chain of Eoman garri-

sons on the Danube and in the provinces to the south of it to rest on.

Moreover, during the first twelve years of the reign of Heraclius,

a.d. 610-622, Gib. xlvi., " The Roman Empire was reduced to the walls

of Constantinople with the remnant of Greece, Italy, and Africa, and
some maritime cities, from Tyre to Trebizond, of the Asiatic coast."

Gib. ch. xlv. The jurisdiction of the Exarchs extended to the duchies of

Rome, of Venice, and of Naples as subordinate provinces, and the three

islands of Sardinia, Corsica, and Sicily still adhered to the Empire.
[Gibbon
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twelve miles from the most southern of the seven mouth?
of the Po," (Gib. ch. xxx.) ; and a few strips oi coast in Africa

and Spain. The great efforts made by Justinian led but to

this result. After the overthrow by Belisarius and Narses,

his yenerals, of the Ostrogothic kingdom in Italy, which
had subsisted sixty years (Gib. ch. xliii.), " their throne
was filled by the exarchs of Eavenna, the representatives

in peace and war of the Emperor of the Eomans. Their
jurisdiction was soon reduced to a narrow province, but
]S arses himself, the first and most powerful of the exarchs,

administered above fifteen years the entire kingdom of

Italy," ch. xlv. " During a period of two hundred yeais

Italy was uneqiially divided between the kingdom of the

Lombards and the Exarchate. Eighteen successive exarchs
were invested in the decline of the Empire with the full re-

mains of civil, military, and even of ecclesiastical power.
Their immediate jurisdiction was afterwards consecrated as

The Patrimony of St. Peter." This last fact is one among
several other reasons why mention of the Dragon's standing

on the shore of the sea should be made at the beginning of

the vision which describes the temporal power of the Popes.

In the exarchs of Eavenna then the Eoman Empire took
its stand literally on the sand of the sea, while at the

same time, in a symbolic sense, it was on the verge of the

Gothic flood, if any think that sense be also intended.

There it stood, in the persons of its representatives, from
A.D. 553 to A.D. 752, when Eavenna was finally conqiiered

by the Lombards, and the series of exarchs extinguished

(Gib. ch. xlix.), their power having been greatly diminished
after the first of their number, and having been constantly

overshadowed and restricted by the superior power of the

Lombards. So weak was it under the Emperors Tiberius

and Maurice, as to call forth from the Eomans the petitions

and complaints already alluded to, and thus "Eome reached
about the close of the sixth century the lowest period of

her depression."— (Gib. ch. xlv.)

Gibbon afterwards says, ch. xlix., on occasion of Pepia's donation to tho
Pope, " The ample measure of the Exarchate might comprise all the
provinces of Italy which had obeyed the Emperor and his vicegerent

;

but its strict and proper limits were included in the territories of Eavenna,
Bologna, and Ferrara : its inseparable dependency was the Pentapolis,

which stretched along tlie Adriatic from Rimini to Ancona, and ad-

vanced into the midland country as far as the ridges of the Apennines."
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Chap. y.\\\. W, And I saw a beast rising up out of the sea, &c.

—Gib. ch. xlv. :
" Like Thebes, or Babylon, or Carthage, the

name of Bome might have been erased from the earth, if

the city had not been animated by a vital principle, which
again restored her to honour and dominion." . . . .

" Ponti-

ficate of Gregory the Great, or First, a.d. 590-G04." ....
" His spiritual office, and iejn-poraZr/owerjimeMi." .... "The
temporal power of the Popes insensibly arose from the

calamities of the times, and the Eoman bishops, who have
deluged Europe and Asia with blood, were compelled to

reign as the ministers of charity and peace." ..." The mis-

fortunes of Kome involved the apostolical pastor in the

business of peace and war, and it might be doubtful to

himself whether piety or ambition prompted him to supply

the place of his absent sovereign. He condescended in the
crisis of danger to name the tribunes, and to direct the
operations of the provincial troops." But the Beast was
seen rising (avafSalvov), not risen ; and as Eome was not
built in a day, so neither was ' The Papal monarchy,' or
' The sacerdotal monarchy of St. Peter,' terms employed by
Gibbon. But it is not a little remarkable that the rising

of the temporal power of the Popes, which must be placed
between the first and second Gregory or the first Adrian,
should so coincide with the times of the Exarchate. Dean
Waddington had no eye to this prophecy, we suppose, when
he wrote as follows, c. 28, § 1 :

" The Popes' political au-

thority originated under the exarchs of Eavenna, through
the neglect, or weakness, of the Eoman Empire. Soon
afterwards the domains of the see were formed and enlarged
by Pepin and Charlemagne." At the same time, it was
''from the sea" that the Beast was seen to rise, and in exact
accordance with this, the temporal power of the Popes
arose during the still agitated waters of the Gothic flood,

and while they were sinking into the soil of the Eoman
earth.

The Ten Horns of the Beast.

Mr. Elliott, as we have said, has given two lists for the
ten horns, one for a.d. 486-490 ; these are the horns of

the Dragon : the other for a.d. 522 or 523, which must,
according to his view, be the horns of the Beast from the
Sea. They are Anglo-Saxons, Franks of Central, Alle-

mannic Franks of Eastern, Burgundic Franks of South-
VOL. III. 3 c
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Eastern France, Visigoths, Suevi, Vandals, Ostrogoths in

Italy, Bavarians, Lombards. These all existed, he says,

in A.D. 522 on the platform of the Western Empire.
But to this latter list, as a list of the horns of the Beast from

the Sea, we cannot but think there is more than one fatal

objection. (1st.) The Beast from the Sea is, on his own
shewing, the Papal Eoman Empire. But of this the Vandals
(Arians) cannot be considered as a horn. They never
gave their power to it, xvii. 13 ; nor did the Ostrogoths.

(2ndh'.) The horns of the Beast from the Sea are diademed
;

but at the date assigned by Mr. Elliott neither the Anglo-
Saxon, nor the Visigothic, nor the Suevic, nor the Ostro-

gothic, nor the Lombard horn was so, not to .speak of some
of the others. It may be replied that in time they assumed
the diadem. But the Ostrogothic never did. Theias, the
last of their kings, defeated and slain a.d. 553, still put
the diademed bust of the Emperor Anastasius,* not his

own, on his coins, though at war with Justinian. His pre-

decessor Baduela, or Totila, had done the same, as Lelewel
remarks.

We believe, therefore, that this part of the subject re-

quires farther investigation. The study of those symbols
under which, as a veil, God thought fit to record the future,

for the instruction of those who desire to know His will

and trace His ways, is not easily exhausted. Experience-
has shewn that not to one individual, nor even to one
generation, has it yet been granted to read the whole of
that symbolic language clearly, and without an error.

Even in the pursuit of science, exact truth is not arrived at

except slowly, and often by successive corrections of former
minute errors. And it need cause no surprise that the

same should occur, where we have to investigate the vast

but minute foreknowledge of God, veiled in symbols, and
regarding events that have occupied many centuries and
concerned many nations. We believe, then, that a field is

yet open for further inquiry. At the same time we are
not without a solution .even in the present case, for Mr.
Gibbon's account of the kingdoms of the Latin world at the
date A.D. 1130, of itself alone, satisfies the terms of the pro-

* In the valuable collection of the Cavaliere Santangelo, at Naples,
the writer of these lines found, in 18.52, coins of Athalaric, Tlieodohatus,
Vitiges, and Theias, all of the same character as regards the diadem.
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phecy, cb. Ivi. " Tlie nine kings of (lie Latin ivorld might
disclaim their new associate, unless he were consecrated by
the authority of the supreme pontiff," the nine kings being
those of France, England, Scotland, Castille, Arragon,

Navarre, Sweden, Denmark,* and IlTuigary ; and the new
associate the first King of Sicily. The horns of an animal
are not developed when it tirxt comes into the world, but
only when it comes to maturity. The Dragon is, for tlie

sake of lucidity, described at the ver}^ opening of the vision

which concerns him as having ten hoi'ns, though the horns

did not grow upon him till about midway in the three

centuiies, which the 12th chapter propheticall}' records.

The Beast of the Sea himself is described at the opening
of the vision which concerns him as having the charac-

ters of the three old persecuting emjures, though these

characters were not developed till about midway in the

thousand two hundred and sixty years during which he is to

prevail. So we need not seek for his ten horns at the period

of his first beginning to appear in the world. It will be
enough if we find them about midway in the thousand two
hundred and sixty years, and this is the case with Gibbon's
list. What is required is that their kingly authority should

be contemporaneous with that of the Beast (xvii. 12).

They and he were to have it at one and the same time,

yutav wpav: and, what could have been little anticipated,

were all to be of one and the same mind (xvii. 13) in sub-

mitting their authority to his, and all to make war on
Christ and his people, xvii. 14. There is no reason what-
ever for seeking them on the platform of the Eoman Em-
pire, such as it existed at the opening of the vision, or at

the time of the Northern invasion. " In the decline and fall

of the Empire," says Gibbon, " the god Terminus, the sacred

boundary, had insensibly receded from the Ocean, the

Rhine, the Danube, and the Euphrates ; and Eome was
reduced to her ancient territory from Viterbo to Terracina,

and from Narni to the mouth of the Tiber." Thus the

extent of the Eoman Empire varied greatly at different

times, and we must seek the ten horns at any given date

* Frederic I., a.d. 115.5. in his reply to the Koman ambassadors who
were sent to tell him that Eome had elected him fur her sovereign,

Baid that " Denmark had been restored to the BomanEmpire." Gibbon,

ch. Ixix.

3 c 2
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on the platform of the Roman Empire as it existed at that

date, and not as it existed a.d. 96, or a.d. 395.*

And upon Ms heads names of blasphemy. — There are

curious facts to illustrate this. Gib. xlv. : "In his rival

[JohuJ, the Patriarch of Constantinople, Gregory I. con-

demned the title of Universal Bishop." " 1 confidently

say," wrote he to the Emperor Maurice, " that whoever
calls himself Universal Priest, or desires so to be called,

is, in his elation, the forerunner of Antichrist; because,

through pride, he sets himself above the rest," lib. vi.

Ep. ;J0. " Our brother and co-bishup John, despising the

mandates of the Lord, is endeavouring by his elation to

be his forerunner by the name (he assumes) ; in such a

way that he seeks to ascribe all to himself, and by his

pompous speech to subjugate all the members which adhere

to one only head, viz. Christ, to subjugate the members of

that same Christ, I say, to himself," lib. iv. Ep. 86. " Priests

who ought to lie weeping on the ground in ashes are

seeking for themselves names of vanity, and boasting of

new and profane titles," lib. iv. Ep. 82. " Away from
the hearts of Christians that name of blasphemy," ibid.|

That very name of blasphemy, as the first Gregoiy calls it,

when his rival John of Constantinople took it to himself,

was adopted by Gregory's immediate successor Sabinian,

A.D. 604-607, and confirmed to him by the Emperor Phocas,

A.D. 606. See Paul Wai'nefrid the Deacon, ' De Gestis

Langob.' lib. iv. c. 37. B. M. P. v, xiii. p. 182. And matters

grew worse as times went on, and as the Beast rose up
moie conspicuously from the sea. " The eyes of the nations

are fixed on our humility," wrote the second Gregoiy to the

Emperor, a.d. 727, " and they revere as a God upon earth

(ws ®£ov tTTtyeiov), the apostle St. Peter, whose image yon
threaten to destroy ;" the same Pope claiming at the same
time, be it remembered, to be the successor of St. Peter

;

nor only so, but more, for he continues :
" The remote and

* In this question it should be borne carefully in mind—(1.) That
the horns of the Dra.o;on are different from those of tlie Beast from the

Sea; (2.) Tliat though the Beast from the Sea and the Beast from tiie

Abyss are both symbols of the Papal Eoman Emphe, they may depict

it at different dates, and so the horns of the one may not be- the same as

tire horns of the other
; (3.) Tliat the horns of Daniel's fourth beast may

possibly differ from each and all of the foregoing.

t The lu'st, second, and fourth of these quotations are given in the

original Latin by Mr. Elliott.
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interior kingdoms of the West present their homage to

Christ and his Vickgkrent." And this title was not one
claimed by this Pope, as a solitary example, but is one which
has been persistently claimed by his successoi's. They
have ever since claimed, and still claim, to be Vice-Christ,

Vice-God, " Vicem Dei gerimns in terris "—" We hold the

place of God upon earth." The Epistles of the Popes, their

Bulls, the Councils, and other official documents of the

Church of Rome, should be read at some length to see the

extent to which " names of blasphemy " are crowded on
the heads of the Papal monarchy of Pome. " The Holy
Father," "The King of Kings and Lord of Lords," "The
Head of the Church," "The Husband of the Church,"
'•The Shepherd of the Church," " The High Priest of the
Church ;" these are but a few of " the names " claimed by
the mouth speaking great things, Dan. vii., and here
declared by Him to whom alone such titles can be given,

to be " names of blasphemy."
Chap. xiii. 2.—The reader should here remember that

chapters xii., xiii., and xiv., are a brief history of the great

persecuting power (xi. 7) by which the servants of God and
witnesses of Jesus were to suffer during "The Great Tribu-
lation," and to which that other persecuting power, sym-
Ijolized by the Dragon, was to yield his place. The very
symbol, a ivild beast {Oi-jpiov), whether the animal be a lion,

a bear, a leopard, a dragon, or, as here, and in the case of the

fourth beast of the prophet Daniel, ch. vii., one without a
specific name, is sufficient in itself, as we learn from Daniel
and the other prophets, to shew that a ^persecuting Empire
or power is intended. That which is here spoken of is de-

scribed as being like a leopard, but with feet as those of a
bear, and a mouth as that of a lion. The persecution by
the Dragon had, as we have seen, a particular character

and object ; and it will be found that the three beasts of

Daniel's vision, to each of which the Beast from the Sea
has some coirespondence, are not here named without a

purpose. This is a point, we believe, which has not been
sufficiently attended to. The leopard, the hear, and the

lion, in Daniel's vision, are, as is well known, the symbols
respectively of the Macedonian, the Persian, and the
Babylonian Empires. The persecution by the Beast from
the Sea, was therefore to resemble those by which the

people of God of old suffered from these Empires, and espe-
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cially that which they suffered from the first of these, the

Macedonian. The Babylonian persecuted the servants of

God because they would not worship an image, Dan. iii.

The revolt of Italy at the instigation of Gregory IJ.

was in support of the worship of images, which has ever

since formed a part of the religion of Kome ; and many are

they who, through her, have suffered death because thoy

would not worship them, nor bow down to them.* The
Persian, who had no images, persecuted them for praying

in their chamber to the God of Israel, Dan. vi. ; and in

its cruelty issued a command to its own people for a general

* The Second Council of Nice, which enjoined it, is recognised by the

Church of Eome as the Seventh General Council. Comp. Council of

Trent, Sess. 25. De Invoc. :
" Ita ut per imagines quas osculamur et

coram quibus caput operimus et procumbimus Christum adoremus, et

sanctos quorum illse similitudinem gerunt veneremur." In the Second
Council of Nice, in which the Greek language was used, when one of the

members composing it observed that Christ, in answering Satan, " Thou
shalt worship {TrpoarKw^ffeis) the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou

serve (kaTp€V(T€ts\" had used the word only of the latter word, and not of

the former, the Council, whose minds were already bent on restoring

the worship of images, eagerly caught at this ignorant gloss as a scrip-

tural authority, and a vain tlieoretical and verbal distinction between
diiferent kinds of worship, due to God and to images, became tlienceforth

established in the Church. Tliis was afterwards more elaborately

worked out by the Church of Kome in theu' latreia, as due to God and
to Clirist, hyperdouleia to tlie Virgin Mary, douleia to the saints. This
kind of distinction, as may be seen, underlies the language of the

Council of Trent in the above extract. In other oflScial documents of

the same Church, it is laid down that the same relative worship is due
to an image as is due to the person whom it represents; so that douleia

is due to the image of a saint, hyperduideia to one of the Virgin Mary,
latreia to an imago of Christ, and thus to a crucifix on which He is repre-

sented as suffering. The " procumbimus" of the Council of Trent is the

Latin equivalent of the Greek irpoa-KweTv, and that of tlie Heb. nPIti',

" to boio oneself, or prostrate oneself," Is. li. 2o. All the above vain distinc-

tions are swept away by the use of this word in the second commandment,
" Tliou shalt not how doivn to them, nnt;^, and tliou shalt not serve them,
niy ." The original words in the passage which ovu" Lord quoted, are,
" Thou shalt fear, N"lV the Lord tliy God, and thou shalt serve Him," 121! ;

and the reason of the introduction of the fiSuw, ' only,' is that immediately
afterwards is added, " Thou shalt not go after other gods, &c. For the
Lord thy God is a jealous God." He who reilects, and fears God, will be
convinced that, as the use of the two words in the commandm-nt is no im-
meaning repetition in the mouth of God, so neither is it without a deep
meaning that He added, " For I the Lord thy God am a jealous God."
Kome, to justify it, says " imnges are the books of the unlearned." The
Spirit of Prophecy had said long lief ire, " iroe to him that saith to the

wood, Awake; to the dumb stone, Aiise; it shall teach!
"
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massacre, " to destroy, and to kill, and to cause to perish

in all the king's provinces, all Jews, both young and old,

little childieu and women, in one day, and to take a spoil

of them for a prey." Esther iii. 13, This had but too

faithful a parallel in the Third and Fourth Lateran, i.e. the

third and fourth La/m Councils, a.d. 1179 and 1215, and
the ciusades against the Albigenses and others which fol-

lowed them ; and the massacre of St. Bartholomew's day,

to commemorate which a medal was struck in Eome, of

which an engraving may be seen in Elliott. In the Fourth
Luteian Council forgiveness of sins was promised to those

who should take up arms against the heretics, as they were
called ; and " if a temporal lord, when required and ad-

monished by the Church, refused to purge his lands of

heresy, he was excommunicated, and if he still persisted,

then, after a year, this was to be signified to the Pope,

who should then absolve his vassals from their allegi-

ance and give up his lands to be occupied by Catholics,

who should possess them by a title not to be disputed when
they had exterminated the heretics." See an extract from
this Council from the seventh volimie of Hardouin's great

collection in Elliott, pt. iii. c, 8 ; but the acts of these

Councils should be read at some length. The Macedonian

Empire, to which the Beast from the Sea is peculiarly

likened, was more dreadful than either the Babylonian or

the Persian. It established idol altars over the whole land,

forbad everywhere the exercise of the ordinances prescribed

in the word of God, drove the Israelites into secret places,

tore up and burned the oracles of God wherever it found
them, and exacted that in whosesoever hands any copy
should be found he should be put to death. 1 Mace. i. 41, etc.

All this, unhappily, has been done at the instigation of the

Papal Empire, and by its authority. The establishment

and the worship of images all over the Latin world is a

fact which has already been spoken of in our commentary
<m the first and second woes, ix. 1-12, 20. That of the

Papal war against the Holy Scriptures, and the bitter per-

secutions of those who sought the knowledge of the will of

God in them, we have hardly alluded to as yet. The sub-

ject is treated of at some length by Mr. Elliott, pt. iii. c. 1,

under Rev. ix. 20, 21, and pt. iii. c. vii. § 7, whom the

reader will do well to cousTilt. A vast amount of addi-

tional testimony to the same etFect might be here heaped
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up, did the limits allotted to us permit it. So long as the

Holy Scriptures lay out of sight of the vast majority of the

people, buried, as it were, in the antiquity of the Hebrew,
Greek, and Latin languages, which they did not understand,

and, even so, found hardly anywhere but in the libraries

of monasteries and in the hands of the clergy, there was no
war against them. But when in the twelfth century they

began to be circulated in translations into the vulgar tongue

among the Waldenses and Albigenses, and read by the

laity, then the power of the Papal Empire and of the Latin

kingdoms attaclied to Rome was put forth against them.

We abridge the following from Elliott, vol. ii. :
—" The third

cause," of the propagation of the Waldensian opinions, says

Richinius, " is the translation they have made of the Old

and New Testament into the vulgar tongue." Immediately

we hear of the burning of their translated books by the

priests in Alberic's ' Chronicle,' a.d. 1200. " Sismondi, in

his ' Albigensian Crusade,' p. 226, speaking of this period,

says that, as ' the heretics supported their doctrine by the

authority of Holy Scripture, the first indication of heresy

was considered to be the citation of either the epistles or

gospels.' In 1229, the Council of Toulouse prohibited

the laity from possessing the Scriptures. Hard. vii. 178.

About 1270, James I. of Arragon passed a law that who-

ever possessed any of the books of the Old or New Testa-

ment in the romance, or vulgar tongue, and did not bring

them to the Bishop to be burned, should be considered sus-

pected of heresy. (Townley.) In England, a.u. 1408,

Arundel, Archbishop of Canterbury, decreed in Convoca-

tion that neither Wicliif's translation nor any other in

the English tongue should be read till approved by the

Bishop ; and several persons were burned for refusing com-

pliance. Hard. vii. 1941 : and Townsend's ' Preliminary

Essay to Foxe,' p. 256, etc. About 1410 the decree of Pope
Alexander V. caused the suppression to be more decided

throughout Western Christendom. In 1413 a law was
passed by Henry V. decreeing that all Lollards, or those who
possessed or read Wicliii's books, especially his New Testa-

ment, should forfeit lands, cattle, goods, body, life, and

be condemned for heretics to God, enemies to the crown,

and arrant traitors to the land. Townley and Le Bas's

' Wicliflf,' 241 ." The fourth rule of the Index of prohibited

books issued by authority of the Council of Trent, a.d.
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1545, forbids the reading of the Scriptures in the vulgar
tongue, " seeing that more harm than good is the conse

quence of it." The Fopes in many of their bulls since that

time, and to the present day, have declared and done the

same ; as in the famous Bull l^nigenif us, directed against

the Jansenists, and in several directed within the present

century against Bible Societies, e.g. by Leo XII., a. v. 1824,

and many others. 1'he spirit of Rome is still the same,

the power alone is wanting, as plainly declared by a Bull

of Pope rius VII., A.I). 1800-1823. In speaking of the fit

penalty of the crime of heresy, he says that, " by a Bull

of Innocent III., the property of heretics is justly for-

feited ; and that as to sovereigns, the subjects of a prince

manifestly heretical are released from all moral obligation

to him, and dispensed from all allegiance and homage ; but
we are fallen on such calamitous times," he continues,
" that it is not possible for the spouse of Christ to practise,

or even expedient for her to recal, her holy maxims of just

vigour against the enemies of our faith." In short, as

regards the persecutions by the Papal Empire, Gibbon is

but too faithful to history when he says, ch. xvi., that " the

Church of Piome has defended by violence the empire which
she had acquired by fraud ; a sj'stem of peace and bene-
volence has been disgraced by proscriptions, wars, massa-
cres, and the institution of the Holy Office. And as the
reformers were animated by the love of civil as well as fif

religious freedom, the Catholic princes" [the homs] "con-
nected their own interest with that of the clergy, and en-
forced by fire and sword the terrors of spiritual censures.

In the Netherlands alone more than a hundred thousand
of the subjects of Charles V. are said to have suifered by
the hand of the executioner."

Chap. xiii. 2.—We have been necessarily led on several
centuries beyond the true chronological place which we had
reached in the prophecy, in order to explain the symbols by
which the Papal persecutions and their character are fore-

shewn, and must now return. We were at the point where
the Dragon stood on the sea-shore, and where, contempo-
raneously, or nearly so, the Beast was seen by the Apostle
rising out of the sea : i.e. the period during which the Empire
of B,ome was represented by the exarchate of Eavenna, and
during which the Papal monarchy was emerging from the
Gothic flood, rising up among the ten Gothic kingdomis.
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" The series of exarchs was extinguished," a.d. 752. " Tlie

reign of the Greek Emperors teas then suspended." " TJiere teas

A VACANCY IN THE Empire." The pages of Gibbon's 49th
chapter, between the above two extracts, and just before

and after them, are exceedingly rich in passages illustra-

tive of that part of the prophecy to which we have been
brought by many steps in regular succession. Who, or

where, was the Di-agon now ? The Eastern Em{)erors were
now the Byzantine, or Greek Emperors. In the Roman
Empire there was a vacancy. We shall see, however, that

it was almost immediately filled, and the Dragon, or Eo-
man Empire, will again be found, as should be the case,

according to the prophecy. Gib. ch. xlix. :
" After the re-

covery of Italy and Africa b}^ the arms of Justinian, the

importance and danger of those remote provinces required

the presence of a supreme magistrate ; he ivas indifferently

styled the exarch or the patrician; and these governors of

Eavenna, who fill their place in the chronology of princes,

extended their jurisdiction over the Roman city. Since the

i-evolt of Italy and the loss of the exarchate, the distress of

the Eomans had exacted some sacrifice of their independ-
ence. Yet, even in this act, they exercised the right of

disposing of themselves ; and the decrees of the senate and
people successively invested Charles Martel and his pos-

terity with the honours of patrician of Eome. The leaders

of a powerful nation would have disdained a servile title

and subordinate office ; but the reign of the Ch-eek Emperors
was suspended ; and, in the vacancy of the empire, they derived
a more glorious commission from the Pope and the republic.

The Eoman ambassadors presented these pahicians with the

keys of the shrine of St. Peter as a pledge and symbol of sove-

reignty In his first visit to the capital he (Charlemagne)

was received ivith all the honours which had formerly been paid to

the exarch, the representative of the Emperor. ... In the twenty-
six years which elapsed between the conquest of Lombardy
and his Imperial coronation, a.d. 774-800, Eome, which
had been delivered hj his sword, was subject, as his own,
to the sceptre of Charlemagne. The people swore alle-

giance to his person and family ; in his name money
was coined, and justice was administered ; and the elec-

tion of the Popes was examined and confirmed by his

authority. Except an original and self-inherent claim

of sovereignty, there was not any prerogative remaining
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which the title of Emperor could add to the patrician of

Koine."

Here, then, we have the Dragon again on the scene, and
the very next marginal heading in this same ch. of Gibbon
is, " Donations of Pepin and Oharlemagne to the Pojies

;"

and in the text, "The donation of the exarchate w^as the

firstfruits of the conquests of Pepin The Greek

Emperor had abdicated [aTrrjXOev), or forfeited his right to the

exarchate ; and the sword of Astolphus was broken by
the stronger sword of Charlemagne This splendid

donation was granted in supreme and absolute dominion, and the

world beheld for the first time a Christian Bishop invested loith

the prerogatives of a temporal prince." The subject is, indeed,

somewhat complicated, in consequence of Charlemagne's

having, "in his cooler moments," repented in a degree of

what he had done " in the first transports of his victory,"

and having " respectfully eluded the execution of his own
and his father's piomises." " The sovereignty of the

exarchate," moreover, " soon melted away in the hands of

the popes and in the disorders of the times they

could only retain the memory of an ancient claim." " In

a more prosperous age," however, " they revived and real-

ised it." The exarchate was long held by them as the

Patrimony of St. Peter, and they fully acquired the sove-

reignty of Pome. The prophecy takes no note here of

these fluctuations, but of the fact of the gift, which, as we
have seen from Gibbon, was really made, " The Dragon
gave him his power, and his throne, or seat, and great

authorit}'," so much so that the giver himself "viewed with

an eye of envy and jealousy the recent greatness of his eccle-

siastical ally ; " * nor only " his power, and his throne
"

or seat, the seat of the Roman Empire, Kome itself, " and
great authority," ecclesiastical as well as civil, but " one of

* Gibbon says afterwards, " The title of patrician was below the merit

and greatness of Charlemagne ; and it was only by reviving the Western
Empire that they could pay their obligations or secure their establishment.

By this decisive measure they would finally eradicate tlie claims of the
Greeks ; from the debasement of a provincial town, the majesty of Rome
would bo restored ; the Latin Christians would be united under a supreme
head in their ancient metropolis; and the conquerors of the West would
receive their crowns from the succtssors of St. Peter. The Roman
Church would acqun-e a zealous and respectable advocate ; and under
the shadow of the Carlovingian princes, the bishop might exercise, with
honour and safety, the government of the city."
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his heads, which had been, as it were, woiinded unto
death,"* ver. 17, "wounded by the sword;" "wounded by
the sword of Astolphus, which was broken by the stronger
sword of Charlemagne," as Mr. Gibbon has it above.
Here, again, we believe Mr. Elliott to be quite wrong.
He makes the " head wounded by the sword, and unto
death, as it were," to be the Pagan Imperial power, which
in the Koman Empire had " sunk irrevocably in the dust

"

several centuries before the period to which the vision has
by successive steps now brought us. We have seen also

the fulfilment of the last clause now under consideration
;

" and his deadly wound," the wound that was as it were
unto death, " was healed." The Dragon, though having sxu-h

a wound, came to life [again], e^Tycre, comp. ii. 8. Or, in the

language of Gibbon, the Empire of Rome " revived."

Chap. xiii. 3, 4.—We have seen the sort oi double sovereignty

of Eome, which resulted from the donations of the Carlovin-

gian family to the popes and Charlemagne's respectful elusion
" of his own and his father's promises." This continued,

and in Gibbon's 69th ch., where, in a note, he refers his

reader back to the 49th, he again takes up the subject of

Kome. After having long been occupied with the Byzan-
tine Empire, we at once find him describing, in the lan-

guage of history, what we have now before us in the sym-
bols of prophecy. " In the beginning of the twelfth cen-

tury, the ajra of the first crusade, Eome w^as revered by
the Latins" \i.e. the whole of the Western Empire, the

* All good editors abandon the eloov of the received text. Tliere

may be a doubt whether this word should be understood, and made to

govern fjciav {Kf<pa\-nv'], as Treg. The construction here adopted is the

simplest. Tlie reason for supjiosing eUov to be understood has possibly

been the difficulty occasioned by the wounded head being afterwards

ver. 14) represented as ahead of the Beast; whereas, by the above con-
struction, it is a head of the Dragon. But both immediately before the
Dragon gave it. and while his, and when the Beast received it, and it

bt'came his in virtue of the gift, it was in each case in a dying condition.

The reason of the present tense, ex*' '^"^er. 14), is perhaps this, that had
tliere been the past, eJxe", it would have seemed as if the wound had
been received when the head belonged to the Beast, whereas, as far as

the events of the eighth century are concerned, this was not the case.

There may be another reason, indeed, for the present tense, but of this

we cannot speak now. The fact of the double sovereignty of Eome,
that of the pope and that of the emperor, concerns this part of the sub-

ject, but will come out more distinctly from the prophecy and from
history as we proceed.
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"Western, or Latin third] "as the metropolis of the icorld,

as the throne of the pope and the emperor, who from the eternal

city derived their title, their honours, and the right or

exercise of temporal dominion." " They -worshipped the

Dragon, and they worshipped * the Bea.st," and " all the

world wondered after the Beast." But the Beast has evi-

dently more reverence than the Dragon. We need not
consult history minutely to learn how exactly what the

spirit of prophecy thus foretold was in due time fultilied

;

almost the very next words of Gibbon would suffice

:

*' It may not be useless to repeat that the successors of

Charlemagne and the Othos were chosen beyond the Khine
in a national Diet, but that these princes were content with
the humble names of Kings of Germany and Italy, till they
had passed the Alps and the Apennine. to seek their Im-
perial crown on the banks of the Tiber In the

Church of St. I'eter the coronation was performed by his

successor; the voice of God was confounded with that of

the people, and the public consent was declared in the
acclamations of ' Long life and victory to our Lord the
Pope ! Long life and victory to our Lord the Emperor !

'

Of her two sovereigns, the emperor had precariously reigned
by the right of conquest; but the authority of the pope
was founded on the soft though more solid basis of opinion
and habit." " AVith the free or reluctant consent
of the German Caesars, they long exercised a supreme or
suboidinate jurisdiction over the city and patrimony- of St.

Peter." " The names of Cajsar and Augustus, the
laws of Constantine and Justinian, the example of Charle-
magne and the Othos, established the supreme dominion of the
Emperors; .... but eveiy Pomanpiejudice was awakened
by the name, the language, and the manners of a barbarian
lord." And thus it happened that in time " the progress
of independence in Geimany and Italy undermined the
foundation of the Imperial sovereignty, and the triumph of
the popes was the deliverance of Pome." And so in the
end " the feet of the popes were kissed and their stirrup

held by the successors of Charlemagne."
Chap. xiii. 5.—This identifies the Beast from the Sea with

the little horn of the fourth beast of Daniel, ch. vii. And how

* The historian lias " revered," the prophecy irpoa-eKvvricrav, which is

in reality its exact efjuivaleut; " to fall at the feet of," "adore," " salute
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signal lias been the fulfilment !
" The evidence," as Mr.

Elliott says, " abounds in profusion." We have already-

adduced some examples, and refer the reader to Mr. Elliott

;

but, above all, to the Papal Bulls and Epistles, etc. The
mouth of that man surely speaks great things and evil, blas-

phemies, as the first Gregory said of one only of such, who,
however much he may add the saving clause, " meritis licet

imparibus," says, or allows to be said, of himself:* " I am
Christ's vicegerent;"! " lam vice-God;" J " God, becaiise

God's vicar;" "I hold the place of God upon earth ;"
§

"The authority of Almighty God has been conferred on
me ;" " I, speaking by the authority of Almighty God,

decree, etc. ;"
||

" I am tJniversal Bishop ;" " I am bound by
the eye of my inward thought to judge of the merits of all

Christians ;" " I am placed on the throne of supreme jus-

tice ;" " I am Pontiff, and it belongs to me to rescind or

approve the acts of others according to my judgment;"
" All right is placed in my breast ;" " It is lawful for

the Pope alone to judge of the whole Church, but himself

to be subject to the judgment of none ;" " I am Lord of

Lords and King of Kings ;" ^ " It belongs to me to depose

kings, and to absolve subjects from their allegiance, and
give the kingdom to another who will be subject to me ;"

"All kings shall serve me;" "The nation and kingdom
that will not serve me shall perish ;" ** "I strike with the

sharp sword-point of anathema, malediction, and eternal

damnation ;" ff
" I am the Head of the Church ;" " the Hus-

band of the Church ;" " the Shepherd and Father of souls ;"

" the door of the sheep ;" " It is necessary that every human
being should be subject to me ;" " The keys of Heaven
and Hell are in my hands ;"

\\ " Whosoever accuseth the

Pope it shall never be forgiven him ; because whoso sinneth

reverently, especially after the manner of Persians to their sovereigns."

The prophecy says SXr? ri 77), the Eoman eartli, as so frequently, not
olKovfievt) : the historian aays " the world."

* Always ' we," the pluralis majestatis. Such is the Papal style.

t Passim ; Dr. Manning of the Pope to this day,

I Innocent III., lib. i. Ep. 326, 335. &c.

§ The same in his decretals.

II
Alexander VI., Pius IV., Paul V., Gregory VII.

1" Innocent IV., Paul II.. Urban II.

** Examples notorious in history ; Papal medals ; Gregory VIL
tt Paul III., Adrian II.

XX Passim ; Juhus II., Paschal 11., &c
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against the Holy Ghost shall never be foi-given, neither in

this life nor in that to come." *

This is not only to speak great things and evil, but is

also in eil'ect to speak evil of God and of His name. Nor
has the other part remained without entire fulfilment, viz.

to speak evil of " his tabernacle," i.e. those among w^houi

He dwells, those whose conversation (Gr. iroXiTua, citizen-

ship) is in heaven while they are yet on earth, and who
look for the Saviour the Lord Jesus Christ. Phil. iii. 20.|
" Heretics, accursed, children of the devil, spawn of hell

—not a blasphemous epithet was there that the Pope and
his agents did not heap upon them. Witness the names of

infamy and the devils, painted, as his fit associates, on
Huss's cap at his martyrdom." So says Mr. Elliott, and
the witness is true. They, in short, who would put those

who kept the commandments of God and had the testi-

mony of Jesus to death, were not likely to be sparing of

evil names for them; nor they who could say of many
things contained in the Holy Scriptures, or to be certainly

proved from them, that such things are blasphemous,
impious, ofi'ensive to pious ears, etc., etc. ; as is the case in

the Bull ' Unigenitus.'

Chap. xiii. 7.—Of this suflScient has been said already in

our remarks, abridged from Elliott, on ch. xi, 7-10, where
the Beast from the Abyss is first alluded to. We have here
several links, such as are found in the Apocalypse, con-
necting one part with another, and here connecting much of
the eleventh ch. with this the thirteenth. Compare xiii. 7

with xi. 7 ; xiii. 7 with xi. 8 ; xiii. 10 with xi. 5 ; xiii. 3 with
xi. 5; xiii. 8 with xi. 10.

Chap. xiii. 8.—Elliott: "It was the last solemn act, before

the Reformation, of the deputies of Christendom assembled
in council to subscribe to the Bull Unam Sancfam, fiivst issued

by Boniface VIII., a Bull which declared 'That as there is

but one body of the Church and Christendom, so there is but
one head, viz. Christ's Vicar; and that it is essential to

the salvation of every human being to be subject to the
Eoman Pontiff.' Nor did the subsequent Council of Trent
ever revoke it." In the prophecy now before us we have
the solemn declaration of Christ himself in allusive answer,

* Sixtiis II.

t Contr. ver. 8 just afterwards, " those who dwell on the earth " and
see Elliott.
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twelve centuries and more beforehand, to these words of
the month which spake such great things and evil. Yes,
truly, all that dwell on the earth, all whose affections

are earthly,* shall, during the reign and triumph of this

power, revere and bow down to it ; all whose names have
not been written from the foundation of the world in

the Lamb's book of life. It is om- comfort in treating of

these solemn declarations of Him who was Himself despised,

rejected, and put to death for the faithful and true witness

which He bore, that He has ever had, even in the worst of

Papal times, a remnant according to the election of grace,

who kept the commandments of God, and looked to Him as

their onl}' propitiation, mediator, and hope ; many of whom,
however, by their open testimony to the truth, were pei"se-

cuted, even unto death. The Apostle after this, xviii. 4,

heard a voice from heaven saying of Babylon, " Come out of

her, my people, that ye may have no fellowship with her

sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues." This is a

proof that Christ has had, and has yet, a people in the very

bosom of Papal Eome, but that it is His will that thej'

should come out of her.

Chap. xiii. 9. 10.—If the reader will refer to the full, ad-

mirable, and interesting account which Mr. Elliott gives of

the witnesses, and to his fourth section, " Witnesses in

"Western Europe during the eleventh and twelfth centuries,"

he will find a list of sutterers, beginning with those under the

local Councils of Orleans, Arras, Toulouse, Oxford, Tjombers,

A.D. 1022, 1025, 1119, 1160, 1165 respectively, with others

between the second and third, and the third and fourth of

these. And if he will turn to Gibbon's 54th ch., he will

find the historian writing thus :—" The favour and suc-

cess (^f the Paulicians in the eleventh and twelfth centuries

miist be imputed to the sti'ong though secret discontent

Avhich armed the most pious Christians against the Church of

Pome. Her avarice was oppressive, her despotism odious
;

less degenerate perhaps than the Greeks in the worship of

saints and images, her innovations were more rapid and

* Tlie worfls may be taken in a lower sense, as Mr. Elliott has shewn.
See Matt. iii. 5, all Judea ; Acts ix. 35, all Lydda, &c. The Scrip-

tures use language as nieu use it commonly amongst each other ; and
thus in the case of words which have a "universid" meaning, as "all,'

and several others, do not stop at every moment to make exceptioua

and limitations, but leave such to the common sense of mankind.
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Bcnndaluus ; she had rigorously defined the doctrine of

transubstantiation ; the lives of the Latin clergy were more
corriipt, and the Eastern bishops might pass for the suc-

cessors of the Apostles, if compared with the lordly pre-

lates who wielded by turn the crosier, the sceptre, and
the sword." Gibbon then speaks of " the introduction of
the Paulicians into Ital}^ and France," and adds, " It was
soon discovered that many thousand Catholics of every
rank, and of either sex, had embraced the Manichaoan
heresy, * and the flames ivhich consumed twelve canons of
Orleans" [a.d. 1022, as above] " teas the first act and signal of
2)ersectition" He continues :

" Persecution of the Albigeois,

A.D. 1200, etc." " It was in the country of the Albigeois,

in the southern provinces of France, that the Paulicians

were most deeply implanted ; and the same vicissitudes of

martyidom and revenge which had been displayed in the
neighbourhood of the Euphrates were repeated in the
thirteenth century on the banks of the Ehone Pope
Innocent III. surpassed the sanguinary fame of Theodore.
.... The visible assemblies of the Paulicians, or Albigeois,

were extirpated by fire and sword, and the bleeding remnant
escaped by flight, concealment, or Catholic conformity."

Turn now to the 69th ch. of the same historian, and you
find, " Gregory VII., a.d. 1073-1086, who may be adored,

or detested, as the founder of the Papal monarchy, was
driven from Rome, and died in exile at Salerno. Six and
thirty of his successors, a.d. 1086-1303, till their retreat to

Avignon, maintained an lanequal contest with the Romans
;

their age and dignity were often violated; and the churches,

in the solemn rites of religion, were polluted with sedition

and mill der." Paschal II., a.d, 109^»-ni8, " escaped with
difficulty and danger ; levied an army in the Patrimony of

St. Peter, and his last days were embittered by suftering

and inflicting the calamities of civil war. The scenes that

followed the election of his successor, Gelasius II., a.d.

1116-1119, were still more scanda''ous to the Church and
city. Cencio Frangipani burst into the assembly . . . and
seized without pity or respect the Vicar of Christ by the
ihroat. Gelasius was dragged by his hair along the ground,
biifleted with blows, wounded with spurs, and boimd with
an iron chain in the house of his brutal tyrant."

" The charge of Manichseism comes from their enemies. See a com-
plete refutation in Elliott.

VOL. III. 3 D
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These examples might siififice, but " I cannot forget the

sufferings of two pontiffs of the same age, Lucius II. and
III. The former, as he ascended in battle array to assault

the Capitol, was struck on the temple by a stone, and ex-

pired in a few days. The latter was severely wounded in

the persons of his servants." Both '' Innocent II. and
Anastasius IV., a.d. 113o-11-4:3 and 1153-1154, either

trembled in the Vatican or wandered as exiles." Then
follows a period during which the popes were repeatedly

obliged to fly from their own subjects, and we reach the

times of Boniface VIII., a.d. 1294-1303, and the furious

contest between him and the kings of France, " As the

Pope resided at Anagni .... his palace and person were
assaulted by three hundred horse secretly levied by Wil-
liam of Kogaiet, a French minister, and Sciarra Colonna.

.... The dauntless Boniface, unarmed and alone, seated

himself in his chair, and awaited, like the conscript fathers

of old, the swords of the Gauls. Kogaret, a foreign adver-

sary, was content to execute the orders of his master ; by
the domestic enmity of Colonna, he was insulted with

words and blows ; and during a confinement of three days
his life was threatened by the hardships they inflicted on
the obstinacy they provoked. Their strange dela}'- gave
time and courage to the adherents of the Church, who
rescued him from sacrilegious violence ; but his imperious

soul was wounded in a vital part, and Boniface expired in

Eome in a frenzy of rage and revenge. His memory is

stained with the glaring vices of avarice and pride ; nor
has the courage of a martyr promoted this ecclesiastical

champion to the honours of a saint ; a magnanimous sinner

(say the chronicles of the times) who entered like a fox,

leigned like a lion, and died like a dog." This was soon
followed by the translation of the Papal throne to Avignon,
which has been called the seventy years' ca[)tivity, a.d.

1309-1377. Even the present century has witnessed

another captivity; the last few years another flight; and
now we appear to be on the eve of what may be an import-

ant .crisis ; though it will be but the introduction to a new,
a severe, but a final contest.

Chap. xiii. 11-14.— (1) The body intended is a, persecuting

lody, for it is a Orjpiov, a wild beast ; and we are, moreover, in

the midst of " The History of Persecution after the Establish-

ment of Christianity." (2) A body oi false teachers, according
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to onr Lord's own words, Beware of false prophets, which
come to yoTi in sheep's clothing, but inwardly the}'' are ra-

vening icolves ; and this second beast is afterwards (xix. 20)
expressly called the False Prophet* (3) Manifested, in the

characters here assigned, to spiritually minded men, of whom
J()hn is the symbol, after the subsidence of the agitated

waters of the Gothic inundation ; for it is seen rising out
i)f the earth, not, as the first Beast, out of the sea. (4) Exer-
cising the authority of the first Beast in subordination to

him, ivwiTiov avTov. (5) Making men bow down to and
i-evere the first Beast, TrpocrKwelv aiVw. ((i) Doing gi-eat

wonders, and, because of his doing such, deceiving the men
of tlie lioman earth. (7) Having some few other charac-

teristics to be spoken of hereafter.

Mr. Elliott's interpretation of the symbol agrees with
these marks. He says :

" As to the class or body repre-

sented, our Lord's well-known figurative description of

false teachers " (as above) " almost precludes the possibility

of error in interpreting it to signify a hody of antichristian

clergy, acting in support of the Antichrist just before sym-
bolized and described ; in other words, as the Papal clergy,

united under the Pope in his ecclesiastical character of the

W'kstkrx Patriarch ; and acting so as to support him in his

difterent and far loftier character of Christ's Vicar on earth,

or Antichrist." And what is prophesied of the actings of

this second Beast has been fulfilled, he adds, in those of the

Papal priesthood, and specially in its mitred f double
Hierarchy of Bishops and Abbots, the one presiding over

the secular, and the other over the regular or monastic clerg}-,

* Prophet, in the New Testament, is continually iised for one who
teaches or preaches. 1 Cor. xiv., Eph. iii. 5.

t He gives an engraving of the early two-horned episcopal mitre in

illustration. Tiiis perhaps confuses the suhject, siiwe in his text the

two horns are—the one the secular, the other the regular clergy. It is

a curious point, however. Whatever was the real origin of the two-

liorned mitre, the Pontifical gives the following explanation. De
CoiLsecr. Episc. Elect. " Imponimus, Domine, capiti liujus antistitis et

•igonistae tui galeam munitionis ct salutis
;
quatenus, decorata facie et

armato capite cornihus utriusque testanienti, terril)ilis appareat adver-

snriis veritatis et te largiente gratiara, impugnator eorum n.bustus

I xistat," &c. This prayer is used in putting the mitre on tlie head of

the consecrated bishop; and in putting on the gloves, allusion is made
to putting on the skin of the kids. Happy indeed liad it been for the
Church and the world if the only weapons used against presumed
lieietics iuid been the Old and New Testaments.

3 D 2
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so answering to the two horns. lie amply shows fiora

history these points of correspondence with the symbol

:

(1) That the clergy had become a distinct class; (2) An
apostatized clergy

; (8) Subordinated, as a body, to the

Papal Antichrist, or Vicar of Christ, from soon after the
subsidence of the Gothic flood

; (4) And that their acts, as

a body, corresponded but too well, in due time, with what
is here propliesied of the two-horned Beast, the persecuting

councils being composed of the Papal clergy, specially of the

bishops and abbots, with other dignitaries of the regulars.

From the chronological place which we have reached in

the prophecy we believe there is also special reference to

the Mendicant ordei-s. We have seen that the commence-
ment of the gieat and marked epoch of Papal persecution,

and of the retributive justice which the Great Head of the

Church allowed to fall on the Papal power, was somewhere
towards the opening of the eleventh century, from which
time the fulfilment of ver. 10 ran on in a full stream, Now
the next conspicuous feature in the history of the Latin
Cliurch and of persecution, after that commencement, was
the rise of the Mendicant orders, with greater pretensions

to poverty, humility, and Christian graces in general than

the secular clergy, who by their corruption had brought
religion into great discredit. These Mendicant orders

Avere also formed with the express view (1) of revivifying

the Papal power, weakened by captivity and the sword,

and by the disorders and troubles of the times ; and (2) of

extirpating those who were deemed and termed heretics

by the Latin Church, and who were now springing np in

great numbers, as we have seen from Gibbon. Of the

Mendicant orders two were conspicuous and terrible in-

struments of persecution, the Franciscans and the Domi-
nicans. They both arose within a few years of each other,

towards the beginning of the twelfth century, a.d. 1206-

1215, during the reign of Innocent III., at the same timo
as the ln(juisition, which embodied the principles and
practice of persecution, as the first crusades against the

Albigenses, the terrible and bloody Fourth Lateran, or

fourth Latin Council, and the establishment of the doc-

trine of tran substantiation and enforcing of auricular con-

fession by that Council. The third canon was, on the

application of Honorius, Innocent's successor, inserted by
the Emperor Frederic JI. among the constitutions of the
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Empire ; and " thenceforward tlie ecclesiastical and civil

autiiorities legally and systematically co-operated " in de-

stroying nniubers of the faithful servants of God and
witnesses of Jesus Chiist. Waddington, p. 709, etc.

llallam: "The Dominicans and Fianciscans vied with

each other in magnifying the Papal su})rumacy." Inno-

cent declared of ihuir founders that " in a vision he was
informed tliat they were the two pillai-s of the Church,
the two lights of the world, the two witnesses, the two
])atriarchs, t'he two evangelical prophets, the two standard-

bearers of Christ, the two scourges of heretics." VN add.,

oil j. " The institution of the Mendicants was eminently

u^eful, as it communicated a sort of ubicpiify to the ponti-

lical chair." Mosheim. vol. ii. p. o74, Eng. tr. :
" We must

not imagine that all the Mendicant fiiars attained to the

same degree of reputation and authority, for the ])Ower of

xhe Dominicans and Franciscans gieatly surpassed that of

the other orders, and rendered them singularly conspicuous

in the eyes of the world. During three centuries these

two fraternities governed with an almost universal and
absolute sway both State and Church ; filled the most emi-

nent posts ecclesiastical and civil ; taught in the universities

and churches with an authoiity before which all opposition

was silenced ; and maintained the pretended majesty and
prerogatives of the L'oman Pontiffs against kings, princes,

liishops, and heretics with incredible success. The Do-
minicans and Franciscans were before the Reformation
wliat the Jesuits have been since, the very soul of the hier-

archy, the engines of the State, the secret springs of all the

motions of the one and the other, and the authors and di-

rectors of every gieat and important event both in the reli-

gious and the political world." P. 377 : "These two cele-

brated orders restored the Church from that declining

condition in which it had been languishing for many years

b}' the zeal and activity with which they set themselves to

discover and extirpate heretics, to undertake various nego-

tiations and embassies for the interests of the hierarchy,

and to confirm the wavering nndtitude in their implicit

obedience to the lioman I'ontifls." * This was also the

* Let tlie reader consult Hallam, Gieseler, Waddington, Mosheim,
Le Bas (Life of Wickclifle). Elliott cites the apposite testimony of an
enomy. The Jesuit Gretzer, in his ' Proleg. in Luc. Tulens. Suc-
cetlaueos," has a cliapter on the measures " quibus stctss Waklensium,
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most marked sera perhaps of pretended miracles, of which
the two great Mendicant orders were the great promoteis.

The wounds of St. Francis are a prominent example. The
popes commanded beliefin them under pain ofheres}^ Images
were said to have spoken, eaten, sweated blood, etc. And to

this period also belongs the fable of the house of Loretto,

An " image," Greek cikojv, i.e. " a representation," or
" likeness," as will be seen by the note below.* The simple

interpretation, then, of the first words now before us is, that

the I'apal clergy, legular and secular, should address them-

selves to those that dwelt on the earth, urging them to form
a representation of, and for | the Papal Koman Empire,

—

to the inhabitants of the Eoman earth generally, so that it

was to be something general, not local, partial, or provincial.

Many unsatisfactory interpretations of this have been put

forward at various times, but Mr. Elliott's | rests on more
solid grounds ; and from him the following remarks are,

with some few additions, abridged. He explains the
" Image of the Beast " as the Papal General Councils of

Western Europe, or, as they are called, The Latin Councils;

which, with the Greek, were as follows :

—

The Greek General Councils.

Xice 325
C'oustantinople 38i
Epliesus 431
Ciialcedou -±51

Second Constantinople . . .

.

556
Third Cnnstantinople .. .. 681
Second Nice 787
Fourth Constantinople . . .. 870

nimium sese diffundenti, obviam itum est," i.e. in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, which he sums vip :—(1.) The zeal and labour of

Dominic and the Dominicans : \2..) The Inquisition : (3.) The council,
specially the Third and Fourth Lateran : (4.) The Pontifical Constitu-

tions against heretics: (5.) The anti-heretical crusades: (6.) The im-
jierial laws, specially of Frederick II.

* The Authorised Version often renders dKciiv by the Eng. " image,'
meaning by that not a statue of wood, stone, or metal, but a " likeness,"

or " representation," the true sense of the Greek. Thus with the verb
ilKOi, Jas. i. 6, 23—" He that wavereth is like a wave of the sea;" with
the noun, Col. i. 15, Christ " is the image of the invisible God ;

" 1 Cor.

xi., " Man is the image of God ;
" xv., " As we have borne the image of

the earthy, wo shall also bear the image of the heavenly ;
" Rom. viii.,

" To be conformed to the image of his Son ;
" ftlatt. xxii., " Whose image

is tiiis ? " i.e. " Whom does the head or bust on this coin represent ? ' &c.

r V. 14, dative; v. 15, genitive.

X Publislied in 1837, at the same time that Mr. Fysh was led to the

same conclusion.
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The Latin General Councils.

First Lateran 1123

Second Lateran 1139

Third Lateran 1179

Fourtli Lateran 1215

First Lyons 1245

Second"Lyons 127-i

Vieune 1311
Piaa 1409
Constance .. 1414
Florence 1438
Fifth Lateran 1512
Trent 154S

[i.] The language of historians and publicists fully justi-

fies such an interpretation of the symbol.

[ii.] The facts of history are in strict accordance with
llie prophecy thus understood.

[i.] Thus Gib. ch. xv. :
" Towards the end of the second

century the Churches of Greece and Asia adopted the useful

institution oi provincial synods ; and they may justly be sup-

posed to have borrowed the model of a representative council

from the celebrated examples of their own country, the
Amphictyons, the Achtean league, or the assemblies of the
Ionian cities." Ch. xx. : "The representatives of the Chris-

tian republic were regularly assembled in the spring and
autumn." This leads him to speak of the first General
Council of Nice, and the opinions of Constantine and others
of his day on the authority of such a coimcil, and he ends
the chapter thus: " The Catholic Church has unanimously
siibmitted to the infallible* decrees of the General Councils."

So Milman, iv. 1 :
" General councils, the representatives of

universal Christendom." Tertullian long before had spoken
of councils as " Ipsa representaiio totius nominis Christiani."

To shew that the Latin Councils represented the Papal
Koman Empire, not the Chuich alone, we find in Gibbon,
oil. xlix. (note) :

" The republic of Europe, loith the Pope and
Emperor at its head, was never represented with moie dignity

than in the Council of Constance." Ch. Ixx. :
" The Em-

peror Sigismund acted a conspicuous part as the advocate,

or protector of the Catholic Church, and tlie number and
weight of civil and ecclesiastical members migld seem to consti-

tute the States General of Europe." Even our language of
every day, when we speak of representative government, justi-

fies the interpretation. " The object of the more popular
character given to the House of Commons by the Reform Bill

was thus authoritatively stated by one of its authors. The

* The italics are Gibbon's.
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minister constituted that house the real and express image
and representation of the country."—Elliott.

[ii.] (1) But it was the two-horned lamb-like Beast, the
mitred prelates of the regular and secular clergy, who were
the real soul and mouth of these Latin General Councils.

They urged their assemblies, animated them, and were the
chief instigators of the persecuting spirit which, almost
from the first, these Latin Councils shewed, and which
in the third and fourth is horribly conspicuous. The
official initiation lay with the Pope, and letters were trans-

mitted by the hands of his clerical nuncios to the kings of

the Latin world. Other letcers were by him sent to the

archbishops and abbots, charging them to communicate
with the inferior ecclesiastical dignitaries, secular and
regular, on the subject ; so that it was through the two-
horned Beast that the image and representation of the
Papal Eoman Empire was formed. In these councils the
clergy alone had a voice. What a majority of their voices

affirmed became a canon of the council, and the council

was said to speak it. (2) The decrees of these councils

were declared and considered to be those of the Holy Ghost,

and infallible, as the President of the Council of Trent, the

last of them, said in the eleventh session, December 1st,

1551 :
" The ordinances of General Councils are not more

the decrees of man than of God." This is, indeed, as old as

Justinian's Novellas, cxxxi. :
" Prfedictarum quatuor synod-

orum dogmata sicut Sanctas Scripturas, et regulas sicut

leges, observamus." The reader will now remember, we
hope, that this can be traced still higher, viz. to the unwise
and unfounded opinions put forth by Constantine at the

first (Ecumenical Council, and not withstood, as far as we
know, but the contrary, by the leading clergy of that day ;

and he will see why, in this Eevelation of Jesus Christ,

which God gave him to shew to his servants things that

should come to pass, the vision of " The Beast from the

Sea," of his "Image," and of " The two-horned lamb-like

Beast," should be introduced by that of "The sun-clad

Woman," with her crown of twelve stars and the moon
under her feet. Thus the seed sowed by Constantine

brought forth in time the bitter and deadly fruit of the

Latin persecuting Councils. " These professing themselves
qualified to pronounce with an authority inherent, inde-

pendent of the written Scriptures, and infallible, and under
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the guidance of the TToly Ghost," required entire obedience
to their oracles ; and so superseded the commaDdments of

(iod by those of men. Tims they enforced image and
saint-worship ;

* transubstantiation and adoration of the

mass ; f auricular confession
; J the compulsory celibacy of

tlie clergN- ; § indulgences for remission of sins
;

||
purga-

torial fire, and benefit to souls in it by the suffrages of the

faithful and private masses
; ^ the Pope's universal supre-

inacy, and the necessity of submission to him in order to

salvation :** the co-equal authority with the inspired Sciip-

tures of the Apociypha and tradition
;f f the appropriation

to the Church, i.e. the ecclesiastical body, of the office of
interpreting Scripture ; and denial to the laity of tlie right

of private judgment and of leading the Scriptures.Jt (3)
Of the persecuting spirit of these Latin Councils little more
need be said. More than one of them was gathered for the
express purpose of exterminating heretics ; they directed

crusades against them, promising forgiveness of sins to

those who took up arms against them ; pronounced ana-

thema on those who harboured them alive ; denied them
burial wlicn dead ; forbad all intercourse with them ; mas-
sacred them by wholesale, and burnt many of them alive.

The reader should not fail to observe, moi'eover, as he
proceeds, that the notice of these Councils comes into the
Apocalyptic vision next before the prophetic announce-
ment of the Eeformation, and exactly where we might ex-
pect it from history ; for the popular and comparatively
liberal Councils of Constance, a.d. 1414, and Basle, 1431
( not acknowledged, indeed, as a General Council by the
Itomish Church), were looked to as a remedy for healing
the disorders of the Church in its members and in its head,

for reforming it in short ; but in vain : they persecuted
God's people, burnt Huss and Jerome, and broke faith in
the most scandalous manner.
He should bear in mind also that the Latin world has

been, and is still in a degree, divided on the subject of the
authority of the Pope and of a General Council ; that there
have been, and still are, many who would establish the

* Adopted by the Latin Church from the second Nicene Council,

t Fourth Ltiteran ; Trent, Sess. xiii. c. 6. J Fourth Lateran.

§ First Lateran.
||

First Lateran, &c. 1[ Trent, Sess. xxv.
** Fifth Lateran, adopting the Bull ' Unam Sanctam.'

ft Trent, Sess. iv., &c. U Trent, fourth canon, index.
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authority of the latter over the former, though the majority
admit that of the foiTaer to be supi-eme ; and this is vir-

tually the last decision. But the spirit of prophecy shewed
beforehand what both might and would become, and his-

tory has since shewn what both have been, viz., opposed to

God, and persecutors of his people even to death.

The mark. Mr. Elliott well illustrates this * by shewing
that it was a custom in St. John's day, and long before

and after it, for slaves, soldiers, and the devotees of one and
another gt)d to have certain crrtyjuaTa, or marks of appro-
priation impressed on the forehead or on the hand. It

was thus with the enslaved Athenians | in Sicily ; Koman
slaves I were marked with their master's name or mark
on the forehead; Eoman soldiers § with the Emperor's
name on the hand ; the devotees of Bacchus

|1
sometimes

with the ivy leaf : and to this day the custom exists among
the Hindoos.

TJie number. Sometimes a particular number was con-

sidered as sacred to a particular god, as 3 to Minerva, 4 to

Apollo. This niunber sometimes had reference to the

number of letters in his name, sometimes to the sum of the

letters of his name when used as numerals. I'he reference

here must be to the latter of these methods, for who can sup-

pose a name containing six hundred and sixty-six letters ?

As examples of this method we have the Egyptian Thauth,
or Mercur}-, spoken of under the number 1218, Jupiter

invoked under the number 717, Apollo 608.f This was
called laoxp-qc^ia, or numeral equality. These calculations

were mostly made in Greek.
The Scripture before us says, " Here is wi.'-dom. Let him

that hath understanding count the number of the beast,"

i.e. Here is room ** for the exercise of wisdom ; let those

who are able employ their minds to discover what is thus,

for wise reasons, enigmatically expressed. 1st. then, there

is no doubt about the correctness of the number ^^4, QQ'o.

* See especially Daubuz, and Clarke in his elaborate wort on the

Dragon and the Beast, from whom Mr. Elliott borrows many illustra-

tions of these topics. + Plutarch Vit. Nic.

+ Valer. Max., Plautus., Ambrose '"De Obit. Valent.'

§ ^lian, Ambrose.
||
3 Maccabees.

«j[ (0 = 9+ a) = 8OO+v = 4OO-}-0 = 9) = 1218. Jupiter, as called ^ dpxi?.

the beginning, or first origin (•r7=8+ a = l+ p = 100+ x-600-f-ij = 8>=
717. Apollo, as ^ us, or {(rjs (7j = 8-l-u-400-f-s = 200) =G08.

** Comp. xiii. 10; xiv. 12.
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2ndly. The word intended is almost certainly a Greek
word, for the Apocalypse was written in Greek, and the

numerals are expressed in Greek. 3rdly. Within about a

century after the Apt)calypse was Avritton, Adren'os. itself

'* the name of a man," the father of the Latin race, Lathius,

of which the numeral value is %^:)(!),* was given by Irenjeus.

lie gives two other solutions, and prefers one of these, but
on grounds clearly insufficient ; saying, however, of Lateinos

that it seems to him very probable, since this is the name
of Daniel's last kingdom, " they being Latins that now
reign." Hippolytus, his follower in the episcopate and
martyrdom, not long after, gives the same solution, saying,
" They who now reign are Latins, AdreivoL, and the name
transmuted into that of an individual becomes AaTcivos"]"

It has been objected that the word should be wiitten only
with an t and not et; but the objection is unfounded, as

may be seen from Ennius and Plautus, and from numerous
imperial medals, where Balbinus, Macrinus, Antoninus are

often written BaA/Setvos, MuKpetvos, Av-rovetvos, etc. J
AVe have been already led by numerous other considera-

tions to see that the Latins, the nations of the West, the

Latin clei-gy, the Latin Councils, are those with which these

visions of the xiiith ch. are concerned. In short, by com-
paring the Eevelation on one hand, and the ' History of

the Decline and Fall ' together with authentic documents
of the times on the other, we have been brought step by
step in regular succession to what Gibbon calls " the
Laiin world," of which the Pope is represented as "the
Father;" and to the Latin Church, wheie all is Latin— all

the services of the Church, from the time of Pope Vitellian,

A.D. 663, at about the very period when we found the Beast

in the vision rising from the Sea : the only form in which
the Scriptures are recognised, the Latin Vulgate; the Papal
Bulls and Encyclical Letters, Canon Law, Decrees of Coun-
cils, etc., all Latin.^

* vA = 30+ o = l-l-T = 300 + e = 5-i-i:=10+ v = 50-|-o = 704-s = 200) =
666.

+ As is said of Christ, Matt. ii. 23, NaCcapaTos KXr]07](mai, so may it

be legitimately said of the Beast, Aarfivos KaKel-rai.

X So to this clay in S. Loienzo, Florence. Heic situs est Ferdi-
nandus III. ; and on the pyramid at the head of the steps of the Piazza
di Spagna, Rome, eklus for idus.

§ Mr. Clarke's solution, 'H AotiVtj $a(n\eia, is remarkahle, but it is

not the name of a man. For other proposed but unsatisfactory solutions

Bte Elliott.
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But little need be said to shew how those who are
symbolised by the second, or laiab-like Beast, liave fulfilled

what is here predicted of their causing the inhabitants of

the Roman earth to receive the mark, name, and number
of the Beast. The Bull Unam Sanctam is enough, and only
one example amongst a vast number. Under the congre-

gated Western Hiei-archy it was declared to be essential to

the salvation of every human being to be subject to the Roman
See. Both the secular and regular clergy take on them-
selves the vow of obedience, and to this day endeavour to

bring all into subjection to Rome and the Papal power.
Kings and emperors liave habituall}' been urged by them
to be subject to Christ's Vicar, the Pope. The men of

the Latin world were marshalled by them in the crusades

against the heretics as soldiers under the Roman banner.
And by them men are to this day urged to prostrate them-
selves before him (TrpocrKwelv avrw), in the same character, as

the Vicar of Christ. In short, they are still ever urging
men to an open professif)n of submission to him, the mark
on the forehead ; and urging them to do his will and
bidding, the mark on the hand.*

The Tear-day principle.

We have hitherto taken it for granted that in the Reve-
lation a day stands for a year. It is time to state the
grounds for this.

(1.) Though there maybe sometimes a mixture of the
literal and the figurative in the Apocalypse, symbolism is

the rule.

(2.) Empires and kingdoms are symbolised by wild
beasts, and churches by women. The one last through

* Mr. Elliott refers very appositely, in illustration of the marh, to tlie

well-known habit, taught to all the followers of the Pope, of crossini^;

themselves in a particular way ; and especially to the ninth canon of tlie

seventh session of the Council of Trent, wherein it is laid down that

—

If any one sliall say that in the three Sacraments of Baptism. Confirma-
tion, and Orders, there is not imprinted on the soul a mark charaderem,
comp. Eev. xiii. 16, xapaTM" . '-e. a certain spiritual and indelible sign,

which cannot be repealed, let him be anathema. He might have
added, what is not less worthy of notice, tliat in the catechism of the
Council of Trent, pt. ii. § 29-31, this Koman mark is said to be the same
as the seal of the Spirit on the heart, 2 Cor. i. There is surely allusion

by contrast in Eev. xiii. 16 to Rev. vii. 3-8. This last, again, is inti-

mately linked with Rev. xiv. 1-5, which next follows.
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1

centixi ies, the lives of the others are comparatively of short

duration. Thus, if proportion be observed, forty-twc
months, or three and a half years, in the life of the thing
symboli.sing, should correspond to a much longer period in

the thing symbol i.sed.

(o.) The fourth empire of Daniel is, beyond reasonable

doubt, the Koman Empire. The ten horns springing from
it, with equal certainty, ten kingdoms;* and if so, then
the little horn is also a kingdom. What is said of that

horn implies a longer duration than three and a half natural
years, for he was to v^ear ow/f the saints of the Most High,
and to think to change times and laws ; and they were to

be given into his hand until the expiration of, or for, a
time, and the dividing of a time. All this needs, in all

probability, a longer period than three and a half literal

years.

(4.) The time, and times, and dividing of a time of
Daniel, during wdiich the saints of the Most High were to
be given into the hands of the little hoin, are almost cer-

tainly identical with the time, and times, and half a time J
of the woman's being in the wilderness (Eev. xii. 14) ; but
if not, they are at least on the same scale ; and this latter

period is the same as the one thousand two hundred and
sixty days of ch. xii. 6. If the three and a half times of
Daniel, then, are a longer period than three and a half
literal years, the thousand two hundred and sixty days of

ch. xii. 6 are a longer i)eriod than a thousand two hundred
and sixty literal days. These days are probably identical

with the same number of days during which the witnesses
were to prophes}^ in sackcloth (ch. xi. 3); and the same
]ieriod is probably intended by the forty-two months,

§

during which the Beast was to prevail (joirjaaC), and the
forty-two months during which the Gentiles were to tread
under foot the holy city. These events are all, probably,
but different aspects of what should pass at one and the

* Dan. vii. 17, " kings " = " kingdoms ;

" therefore most probably in
vcr. 24 likewise.

t Tiie proper meaning of the word used by Daniel, vhl = Heb. H ?3
" to consume," " waste away," "bring to nothing," in Piel. Tliis is the
firimary sense, and hence the word means sometimes, but rarely, " to
afflict."

X uaiphv, Kol Kaipovs, Kal ^^lav Kaipov, Kaip6s is sometimes used for

o year. Se« Elliott.

§ Gen. viii. 3, 4, and vii. 11, 24 fix the month at thirty days.
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same period, or at periods of the same length at about the

same time ; for it is possible that some of them maj' have
different commencements and different endings, like the

three equal and parallel lines below :

—

(5.) But a yet more certain indication of days being pro-

phetically symbolical of years ma}'^ be drawn from the fact

that Daniel's sevent}' weeks are certainly seventy weeks of

years (Dan. ix.) It has been said, indeed, that the W(jrd

y^^, standing alone, means simply a hebdomad, or

septenary period, whether of years, months, weeks, or days.

But Mr. Elliott has shewn that with the masoretic point-

ing it always means a week of days, when standing alone,

and without any other word to define the period.* Diffi-

culties have been found in shewing the exact chronological

fulfilment of the seventy weeks, or four hundred and ninety

years, of Daniel's prophecy; biit (1) no one can for a mo-
ment reasonably doubt of the very close chronological

approximation of Daniel's prophecy, when taken a day for

a year, to the facts of history, Messiah was cut oft", the

sanctuary destroyed, desolation swept over the land, at

about the very time foretold, on this theory. (2) The
difficulties do not lie in the prophecy, but in the darkness

of some parts of profane history, and the want of precise

data in chronology. (3) The subject has been worked out

with much care and success in Mr. Boyle's recent work on
Daniel.!

(6.) The Scriptures furnish other examples of the sym-
bolic substitution of a day for a year. Ezekiel was ordered

(ch. iv.) to lie three hundred and ninetj' days on his left

side, then forty days on his right, before a miniatixre repre-

sentation of Jerusalem, as besieged. The miniature scale

of size, a tile for a city, a man for a nation, corresponded

with the miniature scale of time ; and as the drawing was

* There are but eleven instances besides the six in Daniel's prophecy.

Lev. xii. 5 ; Ex. xxxiv 22 ; Deut. xvi. 9, 10, 16 ; Jer. v. 24 ; 2 Cliroii.

viii. 13; Num. xxviii. 16; Gen. xxix. 27, 2s^, where it is admitted bj'

the best critics tliat the meaning is a week of days.

t ' The Inspiration of the Book of Daniel.' By W. R. A. Boyle, of

Lincoln's Inn, Barrister. Rivingtons, 1863.
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symbolic, and the prophet symbolic, so also were the days
of the pi()])hct's position ; " a day for a year," ver. 6.

(7.) The forty years of Israel's wandering in the wikler-
ness corresponded also to the forty days of searching the
hmd. The case is not exactly like the preceding, and yet
there is some similarity. Israel by assenting t<^ the forty

days' sin of the majority of the spies took that sin on
themselves, and their punishment was to be in this corre-

spondent, a day of their sins to a year of their punish-
ment.

(8.) Again, the year-day principle finds a remarkable
support in the fact that it pioves exact in so many instances
besides those already spoken of; e. g. the hundred and fifty

years, or five months, of the locusts; the Lour, and day, and
month, and year of the Turks ; the three and a half years
of the witnesses' death ; and, we may add, the half-hour's

silence in heaven, as here inter^ireted.

(9.) It is distinctly foretold in the New Testament that
an apostasy should take place, that men should turn from
the truth to fables, that the truth should be evil spoken of,

that there should be false prophets making merchandise
(if the Church. There is the highest moral probability
that this is the same thing that is foretold by the prophet
Daniel (ch. vii.); indeed, there is almost a critical certainty
that it must be p", for this apostasy is spoken of (2 Thess. ii.)

as 7} aTToarao-ia, THE apostasy, i.e. one previously mentioned,
or well known. This can hardly be any other than what
is foretold by Daniel ; and this we have seen cause to con-
nect with what is said in the Eevelation. But an apostasy
of this kind, so general and wide spread, and involving the
majority of the professing Christian Church, could not be
the work of so brief a period as three and a half literal

years.

(10.) Finally, Mr. Maitland's objection to the year-day
principle is a singular example of confusion of thought.
He says to the maintainers of the year-day principle, " You
take (if I may so speak) the ivord goat to mean the thing

goat, and the thing goat to represent the thing king ; but
you take the icord day (not to represent the thing day, but)
at once to represent the thing year." This is not a true
statement of the case, but a confusion of thought. We take
the tcord goat to mean the thing goat, and the thing goat to

be a symbol of the tiling king ; and we take the word day
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to mean the thing day, and the tiling day to be a symbol of
tlie thing year,

(11.) Mr. Elliott lias amply shewn that the year-day
principle is no novelty among Christian writers, nor a

principle invented by modern interpreters to uphold cer-

tain theories of Apocalyptic interpretation; and to him,

as in so large a part of this Commentary, we again refer

those who would study the subject more fully.

TJie application of the year-day pinciple to the three and a

half times, foriy-two months, or one thousand two hundred and

sixty days of the Apocalypse.—^\'e believe that it is our wisdom
to wait for the full elucidation until the purposes of God
have been moie fully developed. There is more than one

epoch from which we might think the commencement
should be dated. Events will in due time clearly indicate

which was, or which were, intended by the Spirit of pro-

phecy. In the mean while (1), one very remarkable ful-

filment has been pointed out by Mr. Elliott. The four

years from a.d. 529 to 633 are memorable as the epoch of

" the promidgation of Justinian's Code and Decretal Epistle to

the Pope," by which " the Pope's ecclesiastical supremacy
was confirmed to the fullest extent, and his antichristian

pretensions and character in no slight measure recognised

and sanctioned." The popes had by this time " espoused

what is false and stiperstitious in doctrine," and received

by this code " a judicial supremacy in matters of faith and
ht'resy." " A legal intolerance of faithfully witnessing for

Christ was the necessaiy result, whether as yet enforced

or not." Now it is very remarkable that just one thousand

two hundred and sixty years after a.d. 529-533 came the

great French Bevoliition, whose commencing epoch is a.d,

1789-1793, by which the legislation of the Justinian Code icas

superseded in the dominions of " the eldest son of the

Church " by one of a tolerant and liberal character, which
has spread, or is yet spreading, to all other kingdoms
where the Eoman Catholic religion was, or is yet, domi-

nant. (2) A second commencing epoch has been suggested,

viz. from a.d. 604 to 608, memorable as the period when
" the Emperor Phocas, Maurice's murderer and successor,

first opened friendly communication with Pope Gregory I.

;

when the Lombards, the last of the ten kingdoms, acknow-
ledged the spiritual supremacy of Eome, a.d. 604 ; when
Phocas issued his decree giving the supremacy to the see
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of Rome over that of Constantinople, 607 or 008 ; and
when he further marked his favour to him by giving him
the Pantheon." IJetkoning one thousand two hundred and
sixty years onwards we are brought to A.n. 1804-1868, our
own day, when events passing at Home almost under our
eyes promise to mark a nieuiorable epoch in the tempoial
jiower of the popes ; though, as tlie subsequent chapters of

tlie Revelation seem to shew, they may probably prove but
the commencement of a still more severe struggle than has
yet been seen between Christ and his people on one side,

and the powers of error combined against them on the
other; of the great and final war, in short, Avhieh will end
in the entire destruction uf all who 02)pose Christ and
those who follow Him.

Chap. xiv.—^Ve have said already that chaps, xii., xiii.

and xiv. form a whole. And as Gibbon's fiftieth, fifty-

first, and fifty-second relate respectivel}^ the lise, tri-

umph, and decline of the Saracen power, so do these
three chapters of the Apocalypse respectively describe,

in proj^hetic symbols, the causes which, on the establish-

ment of Christianity, led to the rise of the Papal Roman
Empire, its power and triumjDh, its decline and over-
throw ; or, in another point of vie\\', they relate pj-o-

phetically the beginning of " The Great Tribulation," the
epoch of its greatest violence, and the several steps hj
which the persecution of the people of God should be
checked, ending in the final and terrible cjverthrow of the
persecuting powers. The foiirteenth ch. then contains the
prophetic history of the last of these three subjects ; and it

will be found, we believe, that the successive steps by
which the persecuting power of the Papal Empire was to
be gradually consumed, and finally destroyed are these :

(1) The Reformation, vv. 1-5. (2) Evangelic Missions,
vv. 6, 7. (3) Revolutions in the Papal countries, vv. 8-11.

(4) The general introduction of the principles of tolera-

tion, vv. 12, 13. (5) A first severe judgment, called
"The Harvest of the Earth," vv. 14-16. (0) A second,
final, and still more terrible one, called " The Vintage,"
vv. 17-20.

This we now proceed to shew. The reader must bear in
mind the period of history to which we had been brought
by the thirteenth ch., viz. that of the power and triumph

VOL. m. 3 E
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of the Papal Eoman Empire, supported by the full weight

of the clergy, regular and secular, and especially of the Men-
dicant orders, the palmy ajra of Romish miracles, of the

persecuting Latin councils, and of the crusades against the

Albigenses and others ; i.e. to the thirteenth century. There

was little or no change in the geneial state of things until

the Reformation. Internal dissensions indeed tended to

weaken for a time the Papal power, as when lival popes

stood arrayed against each other, and councils against

popes ; but while these, together with the revival of letters,

were preparing the way for all that afterwards befel, yet

at the epoch of the fifth Lateran Council and of Pope Leo
X., the wounds, which that power seemed to have re-

ceived, were healed ; and all witnesses for Christ were

silenced. The Reformation was the fi.rst deep and lasting

blow to the Papal power; and we shall find reason to

believe that this is what is next foretold in the prophecy,

i.e. in the part now before us for consideration.

(1.) The mention of the hundred and forty-four thou-

sand here naturally carries the thoughts back to the

hundred and forty-four thousand of the sealing-vision,

which will help us to understand this. In that the con-

dition of the Church was shewn, such as it became after

the establishment of Christianity by Constantino, and in

the days of his sons and successors. Not all the professing

and visible Church were acknowledged as servants of God,

but a remnant only, according to tne election of grace.

There was still a visible Israel, but only a hundred and
forty-four thousand out of it were recognised as Christ's.

The Church had not yet entirely reached the wilderness-

state, to which she was afterwards reduced, and when she

could no longer be publicly seen ; when the smallest

number of witnesses which the law allowed were alone

found to bear open testimony for Christ. The hundred

and forty-foui thousand, represented as chosen out of the

twelve tribes, were few compared with the whole number
included in the tribes, few compared with the whole body
of those among whom they lived, and who professed to be

followers of Christ ; but by comparison with that other

and darker period they were still many. Such was the

condition of the Church when flying towards the wilder-

ness-state before the great apostasy was completed. And
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it is reasonable to cnnclnrle that the Spirit of prophecy, by
using a similar emblem here, intends to teach us that, in
tlie sigVit of the great Head of the Church, her condition,

as she began to emerge fj-om ihe wilderness-state, and to

be somewhat again publicly visible, was of the same kind.

And such has always been the judgment which, in sub-
stance, the men of the soimdest views have taken of tlie

condition of religion in the churches of the Reformation

;

it is, in fact, the doctrine held by those churclies, and is

furceil on our notice bj'- notorious facts.

(2.) The symbols shew us, again, that the whole body of

professing Christians would not be one in communion, as

at the period of the Council of Nice and of the sun clad
woman ; and as is to be the case in that new, future, and
happy period described imder the emblem of the New
.lerusalem. It has not been so in the churches of the
Keformation. The circiuiistances of the times have made
it impiissible. As long as the apostasy of the greater part

of professing Christendom lasts it cannot be. It would be
the sacrifice of truth to error, it would be unfaithfulness to

Christ. And, besides this, there have unhappily been, and
still are, internal causes of division, which have hitherto

prevented it.

(3.) We saw reason to believe that in the sealing-vision

were symbolised those doctrines which the providence of

Christ prepared for the C^hurch, just as she was fleeing

towards the wilderness, and supplied as food for her during
the three and a half times of the wilderness-state, in the
w)-itings of his holy and favoured servant Augustine. The
use of similar emblems here would lead us to suppose
that similar teaching would characterise the churches of
the Eeformation. That such has been the case the Augus-
tinian monk Luther, and the Augustinian tone of the
Articles of the Chiirch of England, and of the other refoiToed

churches, bear witness.

(4.) The hundred and forty-four thousand are seen
standing with the Lamb on Mount Zion* the natural symbol

* The city of the livino; (lorl, the holy city, still called El Kuds, tlie

Holy. There is, we believe, allusive contrast here to Home, which is

so often represented in the liatin Councils and Papal Bulls as Holv
Riime. and the heavenly Jerumlem. The popes moreover are represented
as standing on the summit of mount Zion, thence casting theu- eyes over
the world. Elliott.

3 E 2
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to denote that they would be united in a body politic;

while their standing there with Christ denotes that in

their civil polity they would take their stand with Him.

The song of praise moreover is heard by the Apostle as

CDming from heaven, here again, we believe, as so often, the

political heaven. We have, in these parts of .the emblem,

links, or taches, which loop the present vision to the open-

ing of the eleventh ch., where the civil establishment of

the churches of the Eeformation is described by another

symbol, the measuring reed like a magistrate's rod ; and it

is not a little remarkable that, in the providence of God,

every one of the churches of the Eeformation was united

with the State, and framed on the model of national

churches ; and yet, at the same time, in this union of the

Church and State the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, the

Lamb of God, was publicly recognised, and the two inti-

mately associated.

(5.) Though the condition of the churches of the Ee-
formation was not yet that of the Bride, the Lamb's wife,

yet the Lamb was the centre round which the remnant
according to the election of grace found in them would
gather. Christ was to be their rallying point, and with

Him they were to take their stand. The fulfilment was
according to the prophecy. Christ, His word, His atone-

ment, His mediation. His grace, justification through faith

in Him, and sanctification by His Spirit, were everywhere

the doctrines of the churches of the Eeformation, in opposi-

tion to the sacrifice of the mass, the mediation of the Virgin

and saints, justification and sanctification by the sacraments,

and absolution by priestly authority.

(G.) There were now also not a few, and the smallest

number which the law allowed, as witnesses for Christ,

but a goodly number having His name and His Father's

name written on their foreheads, i.e. making an open pro-

fession of their faith in Him. Tiieir number is symholicaUij

described as a liundred and forty-four thousand, not that

such is to be considered their actual mimber, even in one

generation ; for the Apostle heard a voice loud as the sound
<if MANY waters, and as that of a great thunder, indi-

cating a vast multitude, singing the song of the redeemed.

The definite number a liundred and forty-four thousand

we take to be a symbol, in the same sense as in the sealing-

vijion.
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(7.) Their voices were heard in a loiul song of praise

and thanksgiviui;' for redeeming love ; for the hundred and
forty-four tliousand are declared to he identical with
those who wei-e redeemed fi-om the earth ;* none but they
could learn that song; and that would certainly be its

burden.

(8.) Fn fact, we find in oh. v. 9, as a part of the descrip-

tion of the twenty-four elders and four living creatures,

that they had haiys and sang a new song, saying, " Thou
hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every kindred,

and tongue, and people, and nation." Here also the Apostle
heard as it Avero the sound of harpers harping with their

harps, and the hundred and forty-four thousand sang a
new song, no doubt the same, in substance and spirit, as

that before spoken of; but now it was as it xoere a new
song ; for it was one which the redeemed in heaven were
heard to sing of old, and whi(;h to them was ever new, but
which had been generally forgotten when men turned
from the truth to fables through so many ages, as it was
foretold that they would, both in other parts of the Scrip-

tures, and in the passages which we lately considered in

the Eevelation. Though a few men of piety had known it

from time to time in the cloisters of the daik ages of the

Church, and it had been heard on the lips of the witnesses

for Christ, nevertheless this song of praise from a goodly
number who had the Ketleemer's name and His Father's

name openly on their foreheads was as it were new.|
Psalmody, moreover, literally speaking, revived in all the

Eeformed Churches, and formed an important part of the

public worship of the congregation, as with the Christians

of Pliny's day when they sang hymns to Christ as God. It

was not, as in the services of the Church of Rome, where
the priests chanted the mass for the people. Here the

song came from the lips and hearts of the whole body of

the hundred and forty-four thousand, as the voice of many

* Tliat they are not identical with the redeemed in heaven, repre-

sented by the four livinfij creatures and the twenly-foin- ehiers, is mani-

fest from their sinj^ing tlic hymn of praise, not before the throne simply,

but in the presence of the four living creatures and the twenty-four

elders.

t Mr. Elliott observes that occasions on which a new song is said to

have been sung in the Church of God, were often periods of some signal

deliverance, or of some fresh revelation of Himself and His grace. Ex.

XT. 1 ; JuiJg. V, 12 ; Ps. xxxiii. 3 ; xl. 3 ; xcvi. 1 ; cxliv. [) ; Is. xiii. 10.
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waters and of a great thunder. It was as it wore tlbat

of harpers harping with their harps. The harp of
David was as it were strung and txined by them afresh.

His psalms and hymns they made their own, and sang,

giving thanks to God, in a language wTiich they under-

stood ; while the glad tidings of salvation through faith in

Christ, which for so many ages had not been proclaimed,

seemed a new song, and the hymns of praise a new occu-

i:)ation, and the new liberty to praise God a gi-eat deliver-

ance. " Biit as to the characteristic as well as most
glorious subject of the song, listen," says IMr. Elliott, " to

the account given of it by him who was the chief precen-

tor : ' Learn to know Christ, Christ crucified, Chiist come
down from heaven to dwell with sinners ! Learn to sing

the new song, Thou, Jesus, art my kightkousness ; I am thy
SIN : Thou hast taken on thyself what was mine ; Thou
hast given me what is thine.'

"

(U.) This remnant according to the election of grace, these

hundred and forty-four thousand, the redeemed from the

earth, like their predecessors, the witnesses in sackcloth,

were stigmatized as heretics, and called by many an evil

name, by those who said it was they themselves who were
Christians, and who bore chief authority in that which was
called the Church of Christ, and was not; but Christ

approved and justified those who were thus stigmatized.
" These," said the decree of Frederic II. of the so-called

heretics of his day, " these are ravening wolves, these are

evil angels, these are depraved children of the father of

iniquity and the author of deceit, these are vipers, these

are serpents which creep in as it were unawares. We use

the sword of just vengeance against them, and decree that

they be burned in the sight of men." Labb. xiv. 25, 26

:

" These," said the Holy Ghost of the hundred and forty-

four thousand, the redeemed from the earth, " these are

they who were not defiled with women, for virgins they

are ; these are they which follow the Lamb whithersoever he
goeth ; these were redeemed from among men, a first-fruits

to God and to the Lamb ; and in their mouth falsehood was
not found, and without fault they are." Those who advo-

cated and enforced the constrained celibacy of the clergy

and the cloister, made high pretensions to superior sanc-

tity, exalted what they called holy virginity, and declared

the marriage of the clergy to be no better than concu-
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1

'binage,* but the terribly immoral lives of the clergy,

isecular and regular, just before the Eeformation, had .be-

fduie a general scandal, and shewed the nnsoundness of

the whole system. And Avhen the primitive doctrine,
" Let marriage be honourable in alhf and the bed unde-
filed," was revived in the Reformed Churches, it liad in this

jn-opheey received beforehand the sanction and approbation

of Christ. So with the false pretensions to humility and
]-)Overty, so strongly made by the Mendicant orders, pro-

fessing themselves thereb}^ to be more truly followers of

the Lamb of God in all things. When such pretensions

and practices were exposed in the light of the Eeformation
and a truer humility, a real poverty of spirit, and a more
just idea of selfdenial and of walking in the steps of

Christ, came to be understood, the Spirit of prophecy had
long before acknowledged those who really practised such,
" These are they who follow the Lamb whithersoever He
goeth." This better teaching and these truer views of

the mind of God gained footing, however, but in a small

part of the nominally Christian world. But, as we learned

before of the same epoch, that now a tenth part of the city

fell, a tithe, i.e., of the whole, a pledge that the rest should
follow in due time, so here the hundred and forty-four

thousand are described as first-fruits to God and to the

Lamb, tlie first-fruits of that general in-gathering when
the kingdoms of the world shall become the kingdoms of

God and of His Christ. And their God is pleased, in con-

elusion, to say of them that what they taught, and prac-

tised was truth, and no lie, J that, stigmatized as they were
as heretics and evil doers. He held them blameless ; and
when they rejoiced in what the Apostles taught that
" whosoever believeth on Him is justified from all things,"

He put the seal of His Spirit of adoption on their hearts,

having through His love ordained before the foundation of

the world that they should be holy and without blame
before Him, not for their righteousness' sake, but for that

of His Son, which in the riches of His mercy He was

* Second Council of Lateran, Can. 6. f Heb. xiii. 4.

X Comp. Hab. ii., where graven images are called " teachers of lies,"

instead of being what their advocates call them, "the books of the

people ;" and Rev. xxi. 8, 27 ; xxii. 15, where it is said that " all hars,"

i.e. liars of every kind, shall be cast into the lake of fire, and shot out of

the New Jerusalem.
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pleased to impute to them, as He had imputed their sin io

Him in whom was no sin, and with whom He was always
well pleased.

We shall now find several links which bind together

several parts of the Eevelation, and the Eevelation with
the prophecies of tlie Old Testament, and which help the

interpretation.

The seventh trumpet, let it be well remembered, is a
WOE trumpet, and the last woe (viii. 13, ix, 12, xi. 14) ; for

with it the kingdom, or sovereignty of the world, becomes
that of God and of His Christ. Thus it embraces the

seven vials, or the last plagues, or judgments of God on
apostate Christendom, in which the wrath of God is brought

to a conclusion, ireXeaOr], xv. 1.

Let us now go back for a while. The souls of those who
suffered under pagan Rome had been heard by the Apostle

crying from under the altar where their life had been
poured out :

" How long, Master, thou that art holy and
true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood on them
that dwell on the earth ? " * and they had been told to wait

for a time, till another body of sufferers for Christ should

be completed.

In the Apocalyptic description of the Eeformation (ch. x.)

the rainbow-crowned angel was heard by the Apostle

to swear by Him who liveth for ever and ever, and who
created the earth and the things that are therein, that

there should be no gieater spacef of time than
:j:

the days of

the voice of the seventh angel ; § those being ended, the

mystery of God, His before unfolded purposes, should be
brought to a conclusion (iTeXeo-Orj), according to the glad

tidings He had given of old to his servants the prophets.]]

At the Reformation a tithe of the city, i.e. of Papal

Eome, fell away fi'om it, a pledge that the whole of its

power should fall; and a remnant according to the election

* "The blood is the life thereof," Lev. xvii. 14.

f Xpivos, auarthi'ous, " length, or space of time," exactly as in the

other passage above quoted, and to wliich this has reference.

X aXKa, after a negative, "except." See Arnold's Greek Grammar,
and Winer's. Comp. also Matt. xx. 23, where the Authorised Version

has erroneously supi^lied the words "?f sliall he given."

§ Kai, *' and then," as not unfrequently in Greek ; and as 1 very fre-

quently in Hebrew.

II
Thus the latter chapters of the Eevelation have constant reference

to the Old Testament prophecies.
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of grace of open witnesses for Christ was gathered out of

it, Sifi first-fruits to God and to the Lamb.*
Thus tlie Eeformation period was not to be that of the

iiiial judgment of God on apostate Christendom, nor was
the mystery of God then to be brought to a termination,

nor the kingdom or sovereignty of the world then to be-

come that of its true Lord and Master, and of His Christ.

Another well-defined epoch was to come, one of terrible

and liual judgment, which was to bring in what prophets

of old had written of, and what prophets, martyrs, and all

God's true servants had looked, waited patiently, and suf-

fered for, if need was, even unto death.

Indeed, the Churches of the Eeformation, like that of

Sardis, failed, after a while, and in a great degree, to re-

member how they had first received and heard, and to hold

it fast. Eationalism and neology spread extensively among
them. During the larger part of the last century they had
a name to live, but were dead, and had need to have the

warning voice addressed to them :
" Watch, and strengthen

the things which remain, that were about to die, for I

have nut found thy works complete before my God. If

thou wilt not watch, I will come on thee as a thief Thou
hast indeed a few names, which have not defiled their

garments, and they shall walk with me in white, for tliey

are worthy." " tSume such there were all along, amidst

the ever increasing defection of tlieir brethren, in the

Churches of Protestantism. Illustrious names stand pre-

eminent, as those by whom, among others, the t(U-ch of

tnith was transmitted down, in the ecclesiastical annals

of Protestant Christendom ; in Germany, for example, those

of Arndt, Spener, and Franke, of the Lutheran Church ; not

to speak of others in the Moravian community also : in

England, within the pale of the Established Church, of

* There are yet three other links connecting other parts. (1.) With
the cry of the souls under the altar, eh. vi., connect what is said of the

angel of the vintage coming out from the altar, with power over the

idtar fire, xiv. 18; and the answer of the altar under the third of the

vials of the last wrath of God, when the rivers and the fountains of

waters become blood. Even so, O Lord God Almighty, true and right

are Thy judgments; also the voice from heaven, xiv. 12, 13, From
henceforth happy are the dead which die in the Lord. (2.) With the

seat of the several judgments of the first four Trumpets, and the first

four Vials connect, as allusive, xiv. 7. (3.) With the opening of the

temple m heaven, xi. 19 and xv. 5, connect xiv. 12, 13, as will be shewn.
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Hooker and Usher, Hall and Leigliton, Beveridge and
Hopkins, Walker and Venn ; without it, of Baxter and Howe,
Watts and Doddridge, Wbitefield and \Vesley. And it is,

I think, deserving of remark, that of these not a few, like

the admirable Spener, made the very point prominent in

their doctrine, which is noted respecting these hundred and
forty four thousand in the Apocalyptic statement, viz. that

none but the converted and ilhiininated by the Spirit of

God could rightly understand the Gospel, or belong to

the kingdom of the Lord Jesus." Elliott, pt. iv. ch. 10.*

There needed then a new effusion of the Huly Spirit on
the Eeformed Churches ; and it is plain also, from what has

been said, that after the epoch of the Eeformation, and
next after it, there should come one of final judgment on
apostate Christendom. These, accordingly, are the next

steps in the prophecy.

Chap. xiv. 6-11.—And what are the next events, which,

after the Eeformation, mark epochs in the history of the

Church and of the kingdoms of this world ? In the former that
which has well been called The j3Em of Evangelic Missions ;

in the latter Tlie ^ra of Revolutions in the Papal kingdoms

;

the two being on the whole contemporaneous, though the

former began somewhat first, as in the prophecy it is the first

announced. The Society for Promoting Christian Know-
ledge and the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel were
founded a.p. 1698 and 1701, the precursors of the numerous
other Societies which, about a century later, sprang up in

* Note by Elliott.
"

' Spener's aim was to obtain a communion of

Christians whose consciences should have become awakened to that

certain verity, that nothing but heartfelt conversion, and being born
again, can suffice for such a purpose.' Barthe, 402, 436. Dr. Pusey
states that it was one of the things objected against Spener by his

enemies, that he taught that Holy Scripture was then only a source of

religious knowledge when understood according to the meaning of the

Holy Spirit, and that ministers were mere guides to the real Teacher,

the Holy Spirit, and Christ in him." Pusey, p. 83. Tliis confirms us in

our opinion that the Church of Sardis may be typical of the Reformed
Churches. The attributes, which stand at the head of the epistles to tlie

seven Churches, are chosen as appropriate to the condition of those

Chm'ches severally, and in the ease of the Church of Sardis they are,

" These things saith He that hath the seven Spirits of God," i.e. who
has the gift of the Holy Spirit for all times, " and who holds the seven
stars in His right hand," i.e. who holds all ministers in His hand, being
able to make them what He pleases, and being alone able to make them
effectual ministers of His word, and faithful messengers of the glad
tidings of salvation through faith in Him.
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quick succeswion among the Protestaiit Churches. Under
the auspices of the first, the forerunners of the others, the

apostolic JSwartz hibonred in India, and left there a name
which will never be foigotten. He was followed by some
others of a like mind, but nevertheless the work languished,

and funds and men failed, during the gieater part of what
remained of the eighteenth century. The Moravian Mis-
sion,. " the pattern, though with such small resources, of a

missionary bodj-," followed in 1727, sending a mission to

the West Indies in 17;il, to Greenland in 1733. Then
came the Wesleyan Missionar}'^ Society in 1782, strength-

ened and enlarged afterwards; the Baptist in 1792; the

l.ondon in 1795; Scottish in 1796; Is etherlands, 1797;
Church Missionary in 1800; and Berlin, 1800. The great

and important British and Foreign Bible Society,* the

handmaid of every Missionary Society, arose in 1804, fol-

lowed by numerous daughters in foreign parts ; the Basle

Missionary Society in 1822; the French Protestant in

1823 ; the Ehenish in 1829 ; not to speak of the American
IMissionary Societies, which have been so much blessed of

God.
By these the everlasting glad tidings of God's great

love in Christ, and of salvation through faith in Him, have
been pi-eached more or less to them that dwell on the

earth ; the inhabitants of the Papal Eoman Empire (comp.
vi. 10, xiii. 8, 12, 14) ; and not only to them, but to every
nation, kindred, tongue, and people; so that the command-
ments of Gud^ and the testimony of Jesus Christ, as con-

tained in the Scriptures, are even now, in whole or in part,

extant in almost every known language, the greater part of
the translations having been made during the present cen-

tury, by men engaged in missions to these various families

of mankind, and under the auspices of the British and
ForeigTi Bible Society.

And contemporaneously, or nearly so, with this ^ra of

Missions has gone on—and the coincidence is most remark-
able—the iEra of Eevolutions in Euman Catholic countries.

While the first Evangelical Missionary Societies were
being founded, as above, in Protestant countries, the mate-

* Issues to May, 1867, nearly 50,000,000 copies in 208 languages.

t A llusive contrast to the prevailing worship {TTpotTKvvnais) of them
that are no gods, and who did not make the heaven, nor the earth, sea,
and fountains of waters.
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rials were being accumulated wliicli produced the terrific

explosion of the great Frencli EeA'olntion. The Revoca-
tion of the Edict of Nantes, by which the bulk of the Pro-

testant population of France were driven from it, and with
them a great part of the intelligence, wealth, and skilled

industry of the nation, took place in 1688. Voltaire was
born only six years afterwards, and then soon came the

encyclopaedists and their publications. And just follawing

the commencement of the period when the Evangelic Mis-

sionary Societies began to spring up thickly on every side

in Protestant countries, the great Revolution broke out,

1789-1793, which overthrew the whole fabric of society,

and all that had tiie appearance even of leligion in the

dominions of the eldest son of the Church ; left such im-

portant and permanent consequences behind it; introduced

principles thoroughly antagonistic to Rome ; and set an
example of revolution in other Roman Catholic countries

which is working to this day. This, then, we believe to

be the commencement of the final judgment of God on
apostate Christendom. IMen were allowed in this great social

convulsion to eat the hitter fruit of their own ways, when
they had put God and His commandments from them to

worship those that are no gods, and to observe the com-
mandments of men.
The fir.st angel was followed, in rapid succession, as we

suppose the meaning to be, by two others, and these by a

voice from heaven.

We believe the voices of the three angels, and the voice

from heaven, to be in some sort antidpative announcements

of what was about to take place, made at the commence-
ment of what woTild prove to be a period spread over many
years ; and this for the following reasons :—(1), The an-

nouncement at the first sounding of the Seventh Trumpet
is plainly antidpative ; for the Seventh Trumpet is a \\ oe

Trumpet, and terrible judgments are spoken of as taking

place after the announcement that the kingdom of the

world had become the kingdom of God and of His Christ.

(2). In the passage before us the voice said, not that the

judgment of God was fulfilled (ereAeo-^r;). but that the hour

for it was come, the time for it to begin. (3). So in the

18th chapter it will be found that almost the same words
as those of the second angel here are spoken, " Babylon the

great is fallen," while those words stand plainly at the
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commencement of the prophetical history of her fall, not

after it has taken place. See especially xvi. lii, where the

judgment on l^abylon is declared to be under the last of

the vials, in which the wrath of God is to be conipU'tcd

;

whereas, after the second angel's announcement, there

comes the judgment of the harvest of the earth, and the

yet more terrible one of the vintage.

We have now to consider what is to be understood by

these anticipative announcements, made, as we conceive,

at the commencement of the Seventh Trumpet's sounding.

Chap. xiv. 7, 8.—Babylon is declared in ch. xvii. to be the

gTeat city which in St. John's day held rule over the kings of

the earth, i.e. Rome. It is here announced that the hour for

her judgment is come, that those events were now begun, the

issue of which would be her complete and final overthrow.

Chap. xiv. 9.—The third angel delivered his message, as

the first the latter part of his, which leferred to the judgment
now beginning, " tcith a loud voice." Betbre we enter farther

on the consideration of the announcement made by this angel

we must establish an important principle of interpretation,

which is that here in the Apocalypse, as in the Old Testa-

ment, nations and churches, being often personified as

individuals, are spoken of in the singular number ; so that

Ti9, " any one" in the passage now before us ; ot-Sei?, " no

one " (xv. 8) ; 6 yprjyopwv, " he that watcheth " (xvi. 15), maij

i-efer, and, as we believe, do refer, not so much to indi-

viduals, as to nations and kingdoms.

In the Old Testament examples of this substitution ot

the singular for the plural, where the nation or kingdom is

tacitly though not expressly personified, abound ; e. g.

Deut. vii. 6 :
" Thou art an holy pco2jle to Jehovah thy

God. Jehovah thy God hath chosen thee to be a special

jjeojyle to Himself above all peoples that dwell on the face

of the earth If 2/e hearken to these judgments, then

Jehovah thy God shall keep unto thee the covenant and the

mercy which He sw^are to thy fathers, and he w^ill love

tlice, and bless thee in the land* which he sware to thy

fathers to give thee Jehovah will take away from

thee all sickness," f etc. So frequently in the prophets,

* The land is here the whole land of Canaan, not the portion hi-

berited by any individual.

t It is not meant, we suppose, that no individual among them should

guffer from sickness, but that no pestilence should prevail amongst
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e. g. Obadiah : " Thus saitli Jebovah concerning Edom,
Behold, I have made thee small among the heathen."

Micah i. 11 : "Pass ye away, thou inhabitant of Saphir."

In the Revelation the Dragon, the Beast, the ^N'oman, the

Adulteress, the Bride, are plainly impersonations and col-

lective. So in the passage now before us, " He that wor-

shippeth the Beast and his image, and receiveth (his) mark
on his forehead, or on his hand, he also shall drink of the

wine of the wrath of God." Here " the Beast " is mani-

festly an impersonation and collective, and, for the reasons

already given, we believe the "/ie" is also collective and
what may be called a tacit impersonation.

We now proceed to the interpretation of the second

angel's announcement; but a few exegetieal remarks are

first necessary. Many no doubt suppose from the expres-

sions "tormented with nre and brimstone" and "the
smoke of their torment ascendoth up for ever and ever,"

that the eternal punishments of the world to come are heie

intended ; but on consideration this will be found, we are

persuaded, to be a mistake. (1). We have already seen

reason for supposing "he" to be here a collective term,

used for a nation or kingdom. (2.) The time of God's

judgment, spoken of a few verses before, is not that of the

great day, but that of the last wrath of (lod on apostate

Christendom. (3.) The judgment on Babylon, or Kome,
also an earthly judgment, is the subject of the verse next

before those under consideration. (4.) Then follows, "If
any one worship the Beast and his image he also shall

drink of the wine of the wrath of God," from which it is

natural to conclude that earthly and national judgments

are here likewise intended ; not to say that the third

angel, following the first, may well be supposed to refer to

what the first had said, " The hour of his judgment is

come." (5.) The word /^acrart^co, rendered " torment" is

repeatedly used, not of the everlasting punishments of

them as a nation, such as is related in 2 Sam. xsiv. See the words
th;it follow next, Deut. vii. 15. The principle above contended for ex-

plains the solecism so often met with in the language of Moses, where
"?/om" and "thou" are continually interchanged. ^^ Tliou" in sucli

cases is a collective. The advanfcige of this mode of expression will be

apparent on rcMection. It leavts room for, and excites, individual appli-

cation. In the extract from Micah, the margin has " iiihabitreas,"

which is literal, the Hebrew using the feminine as a collective.
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the world to como, but of earthly tribulation, as Mr.
f]lliott has remarked. See 2 Pet. ii. 8 :

" Lot vexed

(i/SaadvL^tv) his righteous soul." Matt. xiv. 24 :
" The ship

was tossed with the waves" (^(iaavi(o[j.€vov'). Mark vi. 4, 8 :

" Toiling in rowing " (/iao-avi^o/xeVovs). We have the sub-

stantive so used in a passage linked to that under consider-

ation, and Avhich clearly sjieaks of an earthly judgment
(xviii. 0, 15), "The kings of the earth shall mourn and
lament over ber when they see the smoke of her burning,

standing afar oil' for fear of her torment" {(iacravLa-jxov) ; and
again of an earthly judgment, that by the Saracens (ix. 5),
" To them it was given that they should not kill them,
but that they should be tormented {fBaa-avta-Ot'^crovTaL) five

months, and their torment (/3ao-ai/«r/x,d?) was as the torment of

a scorpion when he striketh a man." ((>.) Fire and sidjjlmr

are used in a previous passage (ix. 18), in their literal

sense, of the Turks' use of modern artillerynn the slaying

of the third part of men, the Byzantine or Greek Empire.

(7.) There remains but one other expression which might
still lead to a doubt of the correctness of the interpretation

we propose, "/or ever and ever" This looks at first sight as

if spoken of the eternal punishments of the world to come,
but we have exactly the same expression used of the judg-
ments which were to befal Babylon or Eome, the great city

that held rule over the kings of the earth :
" The voice of

harpers, etc., shall be heard no more in thee, no craftsman
of any craft shall be found any more in thee, and the soimd
of a millstone shall be heard no more in thee And
her smoke goeth up for ever and ever," {. e. evidently, she
shall never be restored, her destruction shall be to all ages,

world without end. We have the same kind of expression

exactly used of the literal Sodom (Jude 7),
'• Sufiering

the vengeance of eternal fire." *

* In all such cases, behind the literal application of the wnids. there

lies DO doubt a deeper one. Somewhat more also may be said in cor-

firmation of the view taken above. "The smoke of her burning" is

probably taken from the ease of Sodom. Gen. xix. '28, the more so as

Home, the great city, is called Sodom and E<;ypt, as well as Babylon, xi. 8.

Comp. also Is. xxxiv. 10. The smoke of it (Babylon) shall go up for
ever and ever, is explained in the following liemistich, "from generation to

generation it shall lie ivu»te, none shall pa^s through it for ever and ever."

This passage speaks of tbe same events as those of a part of these final

judgments, viz., the vintage. Comp. Is. xxxiv. <;; Ixiii. 1-6; xiii. 19:
" Babylon shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. It
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We believe, then, the sense of the third angel's announce-
ment to be this, that as the hour of God's judgment on
Kome was come, so every nation or kingdom subject to

her, and making an open profession of her religion {i.e.

having her mark on the forehead), or doing her work, pro-

moting her cause and interests {i.e. having her mark on
the hand), should also suffer in these approaching judg-
ments, and drink of the cup of God's displeasure, by being
the scene of Revolution or Wai;, or both ; that during
the period of these judgments the Latin kingdoms * (i e.

those that received the mark of the name of the Beast

from the Sea), whether admitting the authority of the Pope
as supreme, or that of the Latin Councils (i.e. whether wor-
shipping the Beast or his image), Ultramontane or Galilean,

should have no rest ; but that, continually, one or another

of them should be tossed and troubled by revolution or war,

till the power of those kingdoms which continue to be led

by the traditions of men, and not by the commandments of

God, be consumed, never more to be restored.

That the whole period since the breaking out of the

Great French Bevolution, the signal for the rest, has been
one of incessant revolutions and wars in Koman Catholic

countries is now a notorious fact in history. Hardly a
single 5-ear has passed, if even one, in which there has not

been some disturbance from one of these causes in some one

or other of their number ; and the epochs ushered in by
the events of 1789-1793 in France aviU ever be noted as

The Mra of Bevolutions. We need hardly appeal to the

history of the years from 1789 to 1815 for the pioof of what
is thus affirmed. The facts are, for that period, notorious.

A few examples may be given for the years since 1815.

War of independence in Venezuela, 1816; war between

shall never bo inliabited, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to

generation," LXX. els rhu alcuua xp^-vov. Jeremiali, clis. 1., li., should be
carefully compared with these parts of the Eevelation which speak of the

overthrow of Babylon. It is from Jeremiah that many of the expres-

sions aro taken. See Jer. 1. 18, 40 ; li. 25, 2(3, 29, S7, 43, G2. There
is also, doubtless, allusive contrast here in the Eevelation, since Rome
pagan and Eome papal has vainly called herself " The Eternal City."

Comp. xviii. 7: "She saith in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no
witlow, and shall see no sorrow."

* In t7. II the plural is used, which might be in the sense alluded to

before, but which we here rather believe to signify the whole number of

the Papal or Latin kingdoms taken together.
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Spaiu and her South American culonies, 1817; AVar of

independence in I'hili, 1818; Insurrection at Valencia,

victory of Bolivar, liepublic of Columbia formed, uniting

]Sew Grenada with Venezuela, 1819 ; Insurrection in Spain,

Portugal, Kaples: liberation of Peru, 1820; Naples, Pied-

mont, 1821 ; Spain, 1822 ; Portugal, 1823, 1824; Portugal,

Peru, 182G ; Portugal and Banda Oriental, 1828 ; Mexico,
1S29; France, (Belgium), Portugal, 1830; Italy, 1831;

Portugal, 1832; Spain, Portugal, (Ireland), 1833; Spain,

1835 ; Spain, Portugal, 1836 ; Spain, (Canada), 1837; Spain,

18;8; Spain, Paraguay, 1840; Spain, 1841-45; Portugal,

(Switzerland), Rome, 1847 ; France, Austria, Parma, (Ire-

land), 1848 ; France, Austria, Tiiscany, Naples, Kome, 1849
;

France, Portugal, Cuba, 1851; France, 1 852, etc. In the later

years events of a similar character have followed in quick

succession, and with more decided eifect ; witness Mexico,

when it was the French Emperor's purpose to restore the

Latin dominion, Italy, and Austria. Spain is still in a chronic

state of revolution, and may ofler a new and terrible spectacle

at any moment ; and Pome itself is certainly not at rest.

IJev. xiv. 13.—These beautiful words, from their associa-

tion with the Burial Service of the Church of England, trans-

])ort the whole train of thought to the world to come, and
make one suppose, at first, that the blessedness here spoken

of is that on which all who have ever died in Christ have

entered, all who shall yet die in Christ shall enter, on

quitting their earthly tabernacle to be with Him. But

(1.) the words "from hencefurfh" shew, on reflection, that

something beyond this must be intended ; for we have no
warrant whatever in the Scriptures for believing that at

any time between the death and resurrection of Christ on

the one hand, and our own day on the other, any change has

taken place in the purposes of God, such as to render the

condition of those who died in Christ before it less happy
at or after their departure than that of those who have died

in Christ since ; nor that any such change will take place

between this and the coming of Christ. (2.) The English

word " blessed " is apt also to mislead in the Bame direction
;

but the G reek ^aKapio'i * is often used where something

far less than the blessedness of the redeemed in the world

* naKapios, from fiixKap, which strictly in Greek writers is an epithet

applied to the heathen gods; hence, of men, "blest," "fortunate."

Liddell and Scott.

VOL. III. 3 F
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to oome is intended ; e. g. Luke xxiii. 29 :
" Behold, the

days are coming in which they shall say. Blessed are the
barren, and the wombs that never bare, and the paps
which never gave suck." Acts xxvi. 2 :

" I think myself
happy. King Agrippa, because I shall answer foi- mvself
this day before thee." 1 Cor. vii. 40 :

" She is happier if

she so abide, after my judgment." It is a word which in

Scripture usage, where things are represented as they
appear to the eye of God, is most frequently employed in

connection with the possession of true Christian temper
and disposition and faith, because they only are truly

happy, in the view of God, who have such ; but, in reality,

it simply means " happy," as we should use it in such an
expression as the following :

" We may well say, Happy
are they who die in Christ now, when we consider the
cruel indignities and horrible tortures which many of His
servants have been called upon to endure in less fortunate

times, first during the Pagan and then during the great

tribulation of the Papal persecutions." The awful bar-

barities of the Holy Office are, alas! but too well authenti-

cated, and far surpass all that is related of the sufferings of

those who are spoken of towards the close of the 11th cb.

of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and of whom the world was
not worthy.* (3.) The translation, " They rest from their

* Barth, ' Universal History on Christian Priirciples,' thus relates some
of the tortures of tlie Holy Office. " The first was that of drawing the
accused up a forked heam, one foot fastened to each fork, and the liead

downwards ; the superior Dominican then addi-essed him, ' Confess, my
son, confess.' Wlien this had no effect, he was suspended by the
wrists, tied together, with a heavy weight hanging to his feet, and kept
in this posture till piteous groans were extorted, which the persecutors

tried to drown with loud mockeries, calling huu dog and heretic. The
next step was to draw the victim up and down from tlie ceiling by tlje

rope till his joints were dislocated. If he still confessed nothing, after

a sliort respite allowed to exhausted nature, he was laid on his back in

a kind of tiough, with splinters crossing underneath, so as to pierce the

back with severe wounds. While the sufferer lay in this position, the
lower part of his face was covered with a piece of fine linen, to inter-

cept his breatliing, and on tliis a quantity of water was spouted, so as

to force the middle part of the cloth down the throat ; the linen was
then suddenly tugged up with violence, and was followed by a stream
of blood. When all these cruelties were ineffectual to make the accused
confess things that he knew not, or to betray any of his brethren (and some
were too faithful and loving to do this under suifering'i, his feet were
placed over an iron pan of red hot coals, and basted with grease, until

they were thoroughly roasted."
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hhours" is so familiar to us, and so congenial to the sense
in whicli alone the whole passage is coiuinonly taken, that

it is hard to divest oneself of the belief that it is the mean-
ing intended: but the Greek word Konoiv* has often a
different meaning, " troubles," not " labours :" e. g. Mark
xiv. G, " Ijet her alone, why Irouhle ye her'' (tl avrfi kottov?

Trape'xcre); Luke xi. 7, "He fiom within shall answer and
say, Trouble me not;" Luke xviii. 5, " Because this widuw
trouhldh me."

We believe, then, the meaning of this voice from heaven,
to which the Holy Spirit gives a solemn approval, to be that

the time ofjudgment announced by the three angels, and now
about to commence, should be that in which the cry of the

souls under the altar should at last receive its answer ; not
only in this, that a just retribution should now be inflicted

ou those kingdoms and nations which had persecuted the

servants of God and witnesses for Christ (which was more
especially the announcement of the angels), but that now
a final termination should be put to such cruel suffering,

even unto death, as through so many ages they had under-
gone for Christ's sake at the hands, first of Pagan, then, in

a still more aggravated form, of Papal persecutors ; that

the principles of religious liberty and toleration should
now begin to prevail, and be more and more established, as

these judgments of God proceeded ; but above all that this

comparative rest would be the prelude to the great and
final rest of Christ's people at His coming and His king-

dom, now anticipated as soon to take place, and to follow the

judgments. Comp. 2 Thess. ii. 8.

Accordingly, just before the French Revolution broke
out, religious liberty was accorded in 1781 by the Emperor
Joseph IL to his subjects; in 1782 the Inquisition was
abolished in Italy and Naples, while a few years later it

was restricted even in Spain from inflicting death. But it

was the French Eevolution especially which, with all its

iniquities and cruellies, nevertheless inflicted a mortal
w^ound on the Inquisition and on the pi-actice of persecu-

tion for religious opinion, and which introduced into the

constitutions and legislation of Poman Catholic countries

more or less of a leaven of religious liberty and of the prin-

* kSttos, Wier&Wy '^ a striking," "heating;" hence " toil and troubh,"

"tuffering," and even " the pain of a disease." See Liddell and Scott.

3 F 2
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ciples of toleration.* Even in Protestant countries these

principles have been better understood from about the

same jieriod. The w^ork, it is true, is not yet complete in the

Latin world (as w^as foretold, ch. xv. 1, 8), for the judgment
is not yet completed ; but the leaven has been put into

the mass, and is still at work. Even in Fiance religious

liberty, though written broad in the constitution, is as yet

but imperfectly understood and acted on. It is throughout

Roman Christendom as when Pharaoh first would let the

men go ; then, when the judgments of God fell more heavily

^1Y}on him, the ivomen and children; then, when the severest

of the plagues came, so that there was not a house through-

out Egypt in which there was not one dead, the cattle also.

But even when he had thus nominally given this complete

liberty to the people of God to serve Him as He required,

the heart of the King of Egypt was not changed; and,

when he thought the opportunity favourable, he pursued

tilem still to enslave them again; then came the final

judgment which for ever overwhelmed the persecutors.

So, though the earth maj' have been reaped with a shaip

sickle by what we of this and those of the generation pre-

ceding us have witnessed, the vintage is yet to come, the

last, the terrible, and the decisive stroke, when the deliver-

ance shall be complete, and the Lord Jesus, 6 cp^o/^^'os,

shall come.
Here is what the souls under the altar cried to God for.

" Here is the patience of the saints, (of) those who keep

the commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus. And
the voice from heaven said, Write, Happy are the dead

who die in the Lord from henceforth : yea, saith the Spirit,

that they may rest from their troubles ; for their works do

follow them." It is no longer to be as before, when what
they laboured for, the establishment of their Master's king-

dom, was deferred, when they were bid to wait, and told

that other suiferers, and The Great Tribulation, must first

come : their hopes, their prayers, and their labours should

now be speedily followed by what their predecessors had

hoped, prayed, laboured, and patiently waited for, but had

not been permitted to see ;
" The Great Tribulation " was

* These came to France in a great measm-e from the United States,

and to the United Stntis from England originally, and to England,

chiefly, thi'ough the Eefurmation.
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being brought to an end ; the last vials of God's anger were
being poured on the persecutors ; the Great Rest and the
Lord were close at hand, and already anticipated by thos«>

who keep His commandments and have the testimony of

Jesus.

The Harvest of the Earth, xiv. 14-16. TJie Vintage, xiv. 17-20.

There is undoubted reference here to several prophecies
of the Old Testament; e.g. Dan. vii. ; Joel iii. 10-14;*
Is. Ixiii. 1-6; xxxiv., xxi. 9, 10; Hab. iii.; Ezek. xxxix.

See especially verses 17-21 ; also to many other prophecies
in these and other prophets.f

The passages before us are also linked with other pas-

sages in the llevelation itself; e. g. xix. 17-21 ; xi. 18, 19
;

xvi. 19-21.

If we are right in supposing that the announcement of the

three angels and the voice from heaven are anticipative, or

uttered on the eve, as it were, of the events they describe,

then the harvest of the earth will be the terrible judg-

ments of the French Revolution, together with the convul-

sions and wars to which it gave rise, and the vintage one
still more terrible and decisive yet to come.
Some may prefer to consider the announcements of the

three angels and the voice from heaven as not antici-

pative ; in which case the harvest, as well as the vintage,

are yet to take place.

We need a double measure of caution and diffidence

when we reach prophecies which concern our own day

* The expressions are, in more tlmn one instance, taken almost wonl
for word from the ol<l prophets, both in the jjassagts we are now to con-

sider, and in several others which occur in the latter part of the Reve-
lation.e.gf. Rev. xiv. 15, ire/xxpovTh hpiirav6v aov, Koi dipicrov' '6ti ii;r\pav6-q

6 eepifffihs rris yris. Joel iii. 15. I^Vl^ ^^'^ 'r" "^IP '^^^^^ I" Zech.

v. 1 the LXX. has Speiravov, "a sickle," where the Authorised Version

has "a roll." The Hebrew is rOj'O, fern. The Heb. for "a sickle"

is 730, masc., at least elsewhere in the Old Testament. It is just pos-

sible that in Zechariah's time the former may have been used for " a
sickle " as well as the latter. This suits the context of Zechariah much
better. Masc. and fern, forms of a substantive, both having the same
meaning, are not unfrequent in Hebrew.

t Comp. also most of the latter cliapters in Isaiah with the latter

chapters of the Eevelation.
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and events yet unfulfilled, or in the course of fulfilment

;

and cannot interpret with the same confidence as where
the predicted purposes of God have long since i-eceived their

full development and accomplishment.

That the harvest of the earth here foretold is not the

gathering of the wheat into the garner (i.e. of the righteous)

spoken of Matt. iv. 12, xiii. 30, has been amply shewn by
Mr. Elliott. For (1) the sickle is a sha7-p sickle in the

harvest, as in the vintage, which must mean one of severe

judgment. Comp. xix. 15. (2) The harvest and the vintage

here are plainly the same as those foretold by the prophet

Joel, iii. 12-16. In Joel both are periods of severe judg-

ment.
It will be seen from the passages of the old prophets

qtioted above that the return and restoration of the Jews is

closely connected, by way of result, with the vintage of

the earth. It is more than probable that the great day of

the Eastern Question, the first faint streaks of whose dawn
are already perceived by many, will be associated in some

way with the decisive and terrible events here foretold.

It is already manifest that the result of the recent cam-

paign in Germany will be to increase very largely the

number of men trained to bear arms in the great military

powers. Weapons of destruction are being daily perfected

and prepared by them for their armies, so as to increase

the slaughter in such wars as shall next take place on a

large scale. And thus we may hear in our day the ap-

proaching sound, at how great a distance they may yet be

we know not, of those heavy but decisive judgments of

Almighty God, which prophets heard afar off, near three

thousand, and the beloved Apostle near two thousand, years

ago. " The press is full, the vats overflow ; fur their

wickedness is great. Multitudes, multitudes in the valley

of decision : for the day of Jehovah is near in the valley of

decision The heavens and the earth shall shake

:

but Jehovah will be the hope [or refuge] of his people,

and the strength of the children of Israel. So shall ye

know that I am Jehovah your God, dwelling in Zion, my
high mountain ; then shall Jerusalem be holy, and there

shall no strangers pass through her any more." So hei-©

in the Revelation, while one of the angels, which had the

seven vials of the last wrath of (iod to pour out, shewed

to the beloved Apostle the final destruction of Babylon and
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the judgments which end with tlio vintage, one of the
same angels shewed him the New Jerusalem coming down
from heaven, as a bride adorned for her husband. C'omp.
Is. Ixi. 10; Ixii. 4, 5; lii. 1.

Thk Vials.

Chaps. XV. xvi. (abridged from Elliott).—The seven vials

appear evidently to be the development of the seven
trumpets. Compare the beginning and the end in each
case.

Before entering on the explanation of the vials and the
eventful circumstances therein prophetically expounded,
our attention is called to the position occupied during their

destructive action by some who are described as " separated
from out of, and victorious over, riKtovras tV, the beast, and
his image, and the number of his name." We behold a sea,

as it icere of glass mingled ivith fire, i. e., like a flood of vitri-

fied lava * poured from some mighty volcano. As the Apo-
calA-ptic Babylon is shown to be destroyed by fire, the
locality desolated by the fiery flood may well be some jior-

tion of the Beast's territory. The harpers (comp. xiv. 23),

who stand upon the margin, eVt, of the flood, and sing thanks-
givings to the Almighty, appear to represent some figurative

Israel delivered from the figurative Egypt, xi. 8, (like Israel

of old from the long and cruel bondage of the literal Egypt),
witnesses to God's righteous judgments i;pon her, the last of
which were now before them, while they were soon to

enter into the promises God had made to their fathei-s.

So that which Moses taught the people of God of old to

sing, viz., Jehovah's triumph, and their deliverance, Exod.
XV., and the final participation of the nations in Israel's

rest, Deut. xxii. 41—43, was now blended with the song

* The desolating efifects of the fj^reat revolutionary period, begun in

1789, ftiid not yet ended, were spoken of under this very figure by
Burke, the ' Journal des DeTjats,' the ' Times,' M. Montalembert, &c.
See Elliott. "Ya\of, fjlags. The x"'^^ \l6os, molten stone, of old Greek
writers was probably glass (see Lid. and Scott), which is formed by
igneous fusion of rocky materials. Quartz, or silex, with a little potass
readily fuses, and forms a cjlass, a dag, or granite rock, according to the
rapidity of cooling. Hornblende, which occurs in vast quantities in

igneous rocks, is a dark glassy mineral. Gneiss in contact with granite
lii often rendered hornblendic.

—

Page, Text Booh 0/ Geology.
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of the Lamb. The judgments, the triumphs, and the rest

were His ; and so of His people with Him.
The representation of Kev. xi. 19 is again depicted. The

temple is visibly opened in heaven and the ark of the cove-
nant appears, proving that at the time there would be indi-

cations of the opening of Christ's Church to the world, so

as it had never been opened before. Nevertheless the
flo\ving of the nations into it, was to be deferred until the
vial plagues had first been poured out, xv. 8. For this pur-
pose seven angels come forth from the temple, denoting that

all the approaching political convulsions of Christendom
were ordered by the providence of God ; and inasmuch as

the vials of icrath were put into the angels' hands by one of

the living creatures, that is, by one of the four companies * of

beatified saints, it is signified that it is the design and intent

of these judgments to vindicate the wrongs and injuries of

the people of God.
The vial or cnp in Holy Scripture frequentl}' represents

the judicial puni^hments which God inflicts. Thus, in tlie

hand of the Lord is a CUP, and the icine is red. It is full of
mixture, and he poureth out of the same ; hut the dregs thereof

all the icicked of the earth shall icring them oid (Ps. Ixxv. 8).

Behold I have talcen out of thy hand the CUP of trembling. I
will put it into the hand of them that afflict thee (Is. li. 22).

The resemblance between the first four vials and the

first four trumpets is too marked to escape notice. The
localities as well as the other figures are almost identical.

The earth, the land division of Western Roman Christen-

dom ; the sea, its maritime colonies ; the rivers, the two
boundary rivers the Ehine and the Danube ; the fountains

of waters, the more immediate Alpine streams ; the sun, the

ruling emperor of the Roman earth. The s}-mbols and their

signification remain very much the same.

The time to which the prophecy seems to point as the
period of the first sounding of the seventh trumpet is the

outbreak of the great French Revolution in 1789. This
was preceded by a brief warning intei"\-al from the passing

away of the Turkish woe about a.d. 1744, marked out by
the prophetic notification, Tlie second woe is past : behold the

third woe cometh quicUy.

• (wov, so LXX. in Ezek. i. Heb. n*n, often aqy " animal " or " living

creature," sometimes " a company of living men,' Ps. Lsviii. 11 ; 2 Sam.
xxiii. 13 : femijiines in Hebrew being often collectives.
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The general tranquillity of Emope during that inteiT.il

of tiiue was such as to aft'ord to the oidinary mind no sigii

of approaching tumults. Although the Empire of Russia

included the desolate regions from which in earlier times

issued foith on Christendom the barbarous hordes which
destioyed the Koman power, it was now a civilised region.

Modern Germany, with its 23^10 walled towns, presented

obstacles to invasion which in earlier ages were unknown.
The rancour of theological dispute had almost subsided

:

there was a balance of power between the rival bodies

which prevented the aggression of one upon the other. It

was believed that the recent revolt in America, democratic

as it was in its tendency, would have no effect upon
European methods of rale. The peace of Versailles in

1783 was to introduce a long repose to Europe.

There were, however, tw^o antagonistic classes of men
who watched the progress of events with care. The one,

the infidel philosophers of Fiance, who looked up to Vol-

taire as their leader, men who, aided by wit and scientific

knowledge, left no stone untumed to eflect the great object

they had at heart, the destruction of the Christian religion.

Republican clubs and low-priced atheistical and revolu-

tionary publications, issued by them, served to undermine
the principles of all ranks in society, and, without any sense

of religion to control them, the mass of the people were pre-

pared for any outbreak against government and social order.

The Christian philosopher also foresaw an outbreak,

not such as the foimer looked for, but one of wrath and
judgment. The abounding iniquity could not fail to be
punished. The recluse of Olney heard tlie iclicels of an
avenging God groan heavily along the distant road. The un-
wonted storms and hurricanes which just at that time
occurred, destroying whole towns and districts, attracted

the notice of the thoughtful and filled them with fore-

bodings. Tempests, earthquakes, and convulsions were
destructive and frequent, it was in reference to this un-

natural state of the elements, and specially in reference to

the Calabrian earthquake, which lasted three years, from
1783 to 1786, that Cowper writes

—

" The world appears
To toll the death-bell of its own decease,

And, by the voice of all its elements.

To preach the general douin."
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Thns, as in some parts of Holy Scrij^ture the literal ami
the figurative were alike joined in the prediction, when
the seventh trumpet sounded there -were lightnings, thun-
derings, an earthquake, and great hail. The French Revo-
lution Ijroke out. When the National Assembly met, the

Eepublicans gained the ascendancy, and at once proceeded

to abolish the laws, rights, and customs of the French
nation. The privileges and titles of the nobility, the tithes

of the clergy, and the King's supremacy, were saciificed to

])opular clamour and caprice. All that seemed most stable

in Church and State was overthrown.

It is at this time that the vial judgments may be sup-

posed to begin, and a reflecting mind, reviewing the period

they embrace, can hardly fail to be stiaick by the following

coincidences. Just as Papal Christendom began to be de-

solated by " /7ie revolutionary lava loMch covered Europe" (1)
England, insidar England, to which living Protestantism, and
the hundred and forty-four thousand who alone understood

its new song, seemed then almost confined, stood uuhuil
on the brink. (2) Even there, however, true religion had
for a long period much declined ; a religious revival was
needed in the nation ; and just about the time that the

vial judgments began, such a revival began also, and a new
missionary spirit, such as had hardly ever before occurred.

Barriers before existing were removed ; missionaiy societies,

the British and Foreign Bible Society, and others, all having

for their object the dissemination of the Scriptures, and the

manifestation of the Gospel of Christ, sprang up one after

another in England, and in other Protestant lands. The
doors of the temple were thrown open, and the ark of

the covenant with its mercy-seat set before the eyes of the

nations. The reader will remember that the same re-

markable coincidences were pointed out before in ch. xiv.,

where an angel with the everlasting Gospel was seen flying

in mid-heaven, followed immediately by the announcement
of a series of final judgments on Babylon, and all who
should be found opposing Christ.

The First Vial.

Ch. xvi. 2.—One of the plagues of the literal Egypt was
the botch, Deut. xxviii. 27, a noisome and' pestilent ulcer.

The same expression is here used of the figurative Egypt.
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The sore intlicates the outbreak of some corruption* wliich

had been festering within, and which, breaking out, would
spread the infection and produce great distress. And so it

happened. A fierce outbreak of social and moral evil,

deuiocratic and popiUar frenzy, atheism and vice, characte-

rised the first French Kevolution. From France the gan-

ijrene rapidly spread throughout Europe. Papal Clirislen-

dom imbibed the poison, and shared the punishment.
In its earlier phases the character of the Kevolution was

mistaken by many : the movement was hailed as the har-

binger of liberty and overthrow of despotism. But they
were soon undeceived. First came the declaration by the

National Assembly of the rights of man—a code of open
rebellion against all authority and order ; then the assault

upon the palace of Versailles and the forcible abduction of

Louis XVI. ; then the revenues and possessions of the

Church were confiscated.

The Jacobin clubs obtained supreme power. Another
still more ferocious attack upon the Tuileries followed.

The King is dethroned, the Swiss guards are massacred

;

'6000 Royalists are slain. The King, the Queen, and several

merabei's of the royal family are judicially murdered. An
open defiance of all order is authoritatively proclaimed.

The reign of terror under Robespierre ensues ; the Revo-
lutionaiy tribunal ; the cruel massacres in La Vendee
and at Lyons ; men and women are tied together and
drowned (republican marriages) ; vessels are filled with
prisoners and sunk (republican haptisms) ; innumerable
multitudes are shot down, roasted alive, drowned €7i masse.

Finally, the very acme of guilt and iniquity, the King of

Heaven is dethroned; Christianity publicly renuunced;
a harlot wt)rshipped as the Goddess of Reason ; the wor-
ship of God abolished ; every religious rite crushed out

;

the sacraments profanely burlesqued; a sacramental cup
(if wine brought into the street, and an ass compelled to

drink thereof. Such was the French Revolution in its de-

velopment. Assuredly the whole head was sick, the whole
heart faint. From the sole of the foot even unto the head

* Fatlier Lambert, an unexceptionable witness, describes it as " tlie

«/cer of unbelief," "a hoirible abscess, full of corruption and venom," "a
moral gamjrene ;

" and Burke as " the malignant French distemper," " a
flaijue which called for the severest quarantine." e'A/cos is the ward
used for the plague-carbuncle.
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there was no soundness in it, but wounds and bruises and
putrifijing sores. There was the opy?;, xi. 18, following
the cAko? ; the frenzy following the ulcer.

It was upon men having the mark of the Beast and who
worshipped his image that this vial was poured out. Tlie

clergy were Romanist and suffered terribly, as did also the

lay people. Independently of this, however, the conduct
of the republicans was but the adoption of the example
which their religious teachers had long since given them.
The infiddity and atlieism* which acted so tremendous a
part in the French Kevolution, was not only the reaction

of man's reason and natural moral sense against the incre-

dible dogmas of the Papal system, and the cruelty which
had enforced them, but had prevailed extensively in the

bosom of the Romish Church, and among her clergy in

France under Louis XIV. The moral licentiousness which
aggravated its horrors, was but the natural I'esult of the

Jesuit system, which prevailed under the same monarch,
and of the principles of morality inculcated in their books
on ethics, and in the confessional. Even the democratic

regicidal principle had been previously advocated and acted

on by the Jesuits, and other followers of the Pope, against

the Protestants. And lastly, the atrocities and cruelties prac-

tised on principle against the French Papal priests and
their adherents, were copied from precedents which these

had set.

Hie Second Vial.

Ch. xvi. 3.—Again it is the second trumpet that gives us

a clue to the locality of this judgment. Here was the

utter overthrow of the maritime power, commerce, and
colonies of Papal Christendom. The democratic and
revolutionary spirit of France and the naval power of

England contributed to effect God's pui-pose. First of all,

the island of Hayti (S. Domingo), the most flourishing of

the French colonies, was lost. It was infected by infidel

opinions. After a servile war of twelve years, in which

60,000 negroes were slain, it ceased to own French sway.

Then, for twenty years, the fleets of England, preserved and

directed by the same good providence of God, subdued, in

* Our limits here, as elsewhere, will not allow us to give the hun-

dredth part of the inten'sting details, and proofs, which Mr. Elliott

gives in support of his interpretation.
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every quarter of the globe, the ships, colonics, and commerce
of France, and of Holland and Spain the allies of France.

The French fleet was nearly destroyed at Toulon in 179:5

by Lord Hood. Corsica and many Spanish and West
Indian Islands were subdued in 1794, in which year also

occurred Loid Howe's great victory off Ushant. In 1795 the

French were defeated off L'Oiient, and the Cape of Good
Hope was captured. In 1797 the victory of Cape St.

Vincent was speedily succeeded by that of Camperdowu
over the Dutch fleet. Then followed Lord Nelson's three

great victories ; of the Nile in 1798, of Copenhagen in 1801,

of Trafalgar in 1805. If we consider the French losses

from 1793 to 1815, we find that nearly 000 vessels of war,
besides multitudes of ships of commerce, were destroyed,

and all their crews captuied or slain. The history of the
world does not furnish such a period of naval war and
bloodshed. The sea became as the hlood of a dead man.
Lastly, when the maritime power of the Papal nations had
been crushed by English valour, the Spanish colonies of

South America threw off their allegiance, after another
scene of bloodshed only equalled by those just described :

the Brazils were separated from Portugal and thus the

prediction was complete. As regards the Papal European
colonies they became dead.

The Tliird Vial.

Ch. xvi. 4-7.—When the third trumpet sounded, we saw
that the locality described was the rivers and fountains of

waters, that is, the Alpine fountains and streams, and the

boundary rivers the Khine and the Upper Danube. \\ e

have the same locality specified in the third vial, ch. xvi. 4.

According, therefore, to the analogy of the former ex]da-

nations, this judgment was to take place in those countries

watered by the h'hine and Danube, as well as in Northern
Italy. And so it happened. During the year 1792 war
was declared by France against Geimany; in the same
year against Sardinia ; and consequently all the towns
watered by the Alpine streams became scenes of bloodshed.

Mentz, AVorms, Spires, the towns formerly desolated by
Attila, suffered. Another French army entered the coun-

tries upon the Mouse, a branch of the Rhine : a third ad-

vanced into Piedmont, the Alpine frontier. In 1793-94
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the war still desolated the same fertile regions. The
French advanced to Holland. In many places they were
beaten, but in most they were victorious. At last the

Archduke Charles drove Moreau and Jourdan back to the

Rhine.
In 1796 Buonaparte attacked Piedmontese and Austrians.

The course he followed was from river to river, through

northern Italy until he came to Venice. Every river,

and he crossed several, was dyed with carnage. The
Alpine rivers were tui-ned to blood. It was in 1797 that

he uttered the threat that he would prove an Attila to

Venice. Austria was forced to submit to his terms : the

treaty of Campo Eormio stipulated that the valley of the

Rhine, one part of the prophetic scene, as well as the Aus-
trian Netherlands (now called Belgitxm), the Palatinate

on the one side of the Rhine (now Rhenish Bavaria), W'ir-

temberg, Bavaria, Baden, and Westphalia on the other,

should be ceded to France.

Again in 1799 the fountains of waters were dyed with

blood. The French were driven out of Italy with great

bloodshed. But the tide turned. In 1800 the decisive

battle of Marengo was fought, and the Danube became the

scene of judgment. One victory followed another till the

memorable battle of Austerlitz completed the overthrow of

the German empire.

The reason given by the angel for the judgment is re-

markable : they are worthy, for they have shed the blood of
saints and prophets. The cruelties of the French, of the

Piedmontese, of the rulers of Savoy, against the Waldenses,

the Albigenses, the Huguenots, the Calvinists, from the end
of the thirteenth to the end of the eighteenth century; of

Austria against the Hnssites, the Lutherans, in Loinbardy,

in Moravia, in the Netherlands and elsewhere, did call for

vengeance and for retribution. How long, Lord, holy and

true, dost thou not avenge our blood on them that dwell on the

earth f

Tlie Fourth Vial.

Ch. xvi. 8-9.—The fourth trumpet again helps us to the

signification of this symbol. The siin, moon, and stars,

were on that occasion represented as being smitten with
judgment, and the Roman Emperor and his subordinate

authorities were the real sufferers. So again now. In
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1800, the year after ihe battle cf An.st(3ili(z, Napoleon
ordered the Emperor of Germany and I'ome to reiioiince

his title. Thus the imperial siin of Papal Chritstondom
was darkened. Most of the independent sovereignties of
Europe were revolutionised, and their light eclipsed in the
political heaven. Buonaparte exercised his usurped oifice

of kingmaker to the gi-eat distress of the nations, 'Iho

King of Prussia was deprived of half his dominions, which
were granted to the King of Saxony ; Westphalia. Hollantl,

Spain, and Portugal, were allotted to his brothers, and
Kaplos to his General Murat. Kever had there been such
% subversion of the old dynasties, such a shaking of the
powers of heaven. In 1809 the Emperor made a desperate
effort to regain his lost power : he failed, and was com-
pelled to purchase a peace by giving his daughter IMaria

Louisa in marriage to his oppressor, and thereby acqui-

escing in his tyranny.

The scorching with fire may be referred to the sufferings

of the countries which were exposed to these fearful

troubles. The accounts we have received enable us to

appreciate the truth of an observation which Napoleon
himself made—" the genius of conquest is the genius of
destruction." Conscriptions, taxation, loss of life, pillage,

devastation, and ruin, marked his course and sullied the
glory of his achievements. Men were scorched with great

heat.

Tlie Fifth Vial.

Ch. xvi. 10, 11.—We have ali-eady seen how great were
the sufferings of the Romish clergy during the French
Revolution. Their sustenance was withdrawn when tithes

were abolished, Chm-ch lands confiscated, and monastic
houses destroyed. This was followed by the abolition of

the Romish system of religion, and the razing of churches
to the ground. The whole French ecclesiastical system
was broken up. Twenty-four thousand clergymen were
brutally massacred ; the terrified remnant fled.

So greatly had the anti-papal spirit increased that the

French army was eager to maich against Rome. The Pope
saved himself by surrendering several towns, by paying a
large sum of money, and by giving up the treasures of the

Vatican,

At length the decree went forth for the humbling of the
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Beast. In 1809 Xapoleon declared that the Pope's tem-
poral dominion had ceased. The States of the Church were
annexed to France. Rome was degraded to the second
(iitj of the French empire. The vial of wrath was pmired
out on the throne of the Beast. At a subsequent period the
pope was brought to France : he received as a pensioner a
fixed income. True he afterwards regained his throne in

Eome. But the world had seen his weakness : a precedent
was established for future generations.

In France until very lately the Romish religion was
tolerated upon an equality with other religions ; in Portixgal

and Spain Church property has been confiscated ; in Italy

late events have shown that the authority of the Pope if

unsupported by temporal power has nothing in itself to

maintain its supremacy.
Ver. 11.—Here, too, history shows the truth of the pre-

diction. Neither in Rome, Spain, Fiance, or Italy has

there been any national return to the true God. They
have felt the bitterness of re^ olution and bloodshed ; but
they have felt it as coming from man. They have revived
the old supeistitions. The reinstated governments I'estored

the pope's power, they gave him their support, they con-
sidered him their ally. To regain his favour the Bourbons
dudicated the kingdom to the Blessed Virgin ; the Jesuits

were re-introduced. In Spain the Inquisition was re-estab-

lished. In Austria the Jesuits were again active. In all

other countries the superstitions of Rome were restored

in full force. The desecration of the Lord's Day continued.

No improvement appeared in true religion or morality.

The Sixth rial.

Ch. xvi. 12.—The introduction of this symbol once more
di]-ects us to the Turcoman Empire as the subject of this

visitation. The Turks had long ceased to be a terror to

the nations : the woe had passed. During the revolutionary

wars they had been, so to speak, uninjured. The time of

their judgment was now come.

The first appearance of trouble was in the revolt of Ali

Pasha of Yanina, who by asserting his independence
opened the way for the Greek insurrection of 1820. The
issue of the Greek rebellion is well known.
The Turkish army in the Morea was destroyed. The

insurgents were uniformly superior to the Turks by sea.
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Their freedom was nearly complete when Ibraliini Pasli;t

appealed with an Egyjitian armament. The battle of
Kavarino, however, in 1827, in which the fleets of England,
France, and liussia were c(jmbined, destroyed the Turkish
fleet and saved Greece from ruin.

Tlie revolt of the Janizaries followed. Thirty thousand
of these ancient troops were massacred, and their power
was consequently greatly weakened. Yet at this period

Turkey was imprudent enough to plunge into a war with
Kussia. The troops of the Czar were everywhere victo-

rious ; Constantinople was threatened by the conqueror,

but Europe interposed, and peace was made. In 1829 the
French landed 40,000 men in Africa, captured Algieis,

converted it into a French province, and dried up another
source of Turkish poAver.

Then came the insurrection of Mehemet Ali of Egypt. He
attacked and conquered Syria. He defeated the Sultan's

armies at Hems, at Nizeb, and at Iconium. The union of the
great European Powers soon drove the Egyptians out of

Syria. They captured Acre, and forced back Mehemet into a

nominal allegiance to his master. Yet it is but a nominal
allegiance : the Euphratean flood is there too fast drying tip.

There were other causes for the decay of the Turcoman
Empire, causes which marked the judgment as from God
himself. Earthquake, pestilence, and famine, even more
than the wars enumerated, served to depopulate the em-
pire. Conflagrations also did their part. One writes
from Bagdad, " Surely every principle of desolation is

operating." Another, the chaplain of the British Embassy,
says, " Within twenty yeai's Constantinople has lost more
than half its inhabitants." On every side the process of

decay goes onward. ^\ hat may yet remain to be accom-
plished before the Turkish nation is wholly dried up and
annihilated is only known to Him icho doeth as He wills in

the armies of heaven and among the inliahitants of the earth.

For the present her only support is the mutual jealousy of

the princes of Christendom. Their selfishness is Turkey's
safety.

AYho the kings of, or from, the East may prove, whose
way is to be prepared by this drying up of the symbolic
Euphrates ; whether, as some believe, the Jews, after the
overthrow of the Turkish empire ; or, according to others,

the Gentile nations who, it is promised, shall come and
VOL. III. 3 a
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worship Christ, and as kings of Sheba and Seha, like the

Magi, shall offer gifts, is a question full of interest, but it

has reference to future events, and is, therefore, beyond
the limits of fulfilled prophecy.

The TJiree Frogs.

Chap. xvi. 13, 14 (dyridged from Elliott).—England had
scarcely awakened to a sense of her position as the bulwark
of Protestantism when the influences here described began
to undermine the faith and to injure the repose of the

Church.
The very remarkable symbol of this vision indicates a

rapid diHusion of three unclean or unholy principles,

like in character to those from whom they emanate, the

Dragon, the Beast, and the False Prophet, resembling frogs

by reason of the noise employed in propagating them.

Considering the sources thus indicated, we can be at no
loss to deduce the three corresponding principles :—1. Infi-

delity ; 2. Popery; 3. Priestcraft: three spirits of evil,

which go forth and gather the powers of the world to the

great day of approaching conflict. Again, since these three

spirits issue forth just at or after the incipient drying up
of the Euphrates, we may consider the last twenty years

(1830-1852) as the period marked out by the prophecy for

their development.

I. Infidelity.—The furious outbreak of this unquiet spirit

was shown in the agitation that attended the passing of

the Roman Catholic Emancipation and the Reform Bills.

The public mind was blindly impelled onward ; rank and
property. Church and State, were endangered. Infidel

and democrat united in agitation. The Established Church
was specially singled out for attack. Even orthodox Dis-

senters were infected by the same spirit, and, instead of

preaching the Gospel at home and abroad, were too often

known as political agitators and partisans of infidelity.

The crisis appears to have passed. A reaction in favoiir

of order has taken place among the middle classes. The
unclean spirit, however, is still active among the lower

orders. Socialism, Chartism, political and trades unionism

prove that the evil is still abioad in the land. The present

is pre-efuinently a journalistic age. In 1845 the issue of

newspajjers and pamphlets of a decidedly peinicious tone

in London alone amounted to thirty millions, and they
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have greatly increased since. In 1851 the total annual
issue of immoral publications exceeded the total of the great
religious book societies and seventy religious magazines.

Tlie poison is not confined to these publications. The
appeal to Reason, as opposed to Iicvelation, is j-et at work.
The Rationalistic spirit is infused into our literature.

German works of an infidel, or, as it is called, of a critical,

tendency are translated and freely read by all classes.*

In France the poison is widely diffused : it pervades the
journals, it tinctures the drama and the novel. In Spain,
Portugal, and Italy the infidel spirit is combined with
Popery. SwitzevLind has not escaped. It was the working
of this spirit ihat produced the revolutionary outbreak of
1848. In short, the unclean spirit has gone forth to the
kings of the whole world. A specimen of its going forth

may be seen in the efforts made to inundate the world with
the works of Tom Paine and liis congeneis.

II. Popery, the spirit which comes from the mouth of
the Beast, is equally active and mischievous. In the year
1815 the kings and the Pope were reinstated (the latter in

his usurped character of God's vicegerent on earth), and
since that time Popery has exhibited renewed life. In
some places the Inquisition was re-established, and so also

the order of the Jesuits. In France and Spain, in Portugal
and in Austria, the revival was instantaneous. In two
places, Ireland and P>elgium, the combination of the law-
less infidel spirit with Popery was evident and palpable

;

and although these countries were subject to the beneficent
sway of a Protestant government the success was marked.
After a violent agitation the Emancipation Bill was passed
in 1829. In the following 3'ear the Dutch were expelled
from Belgium. In France Eome was favoured by the revo-

lutionary king. In 1847 the papal party in Switzerland
largely increased ; and in the Canton de Vaud the faithful

ministers were obliged to leave the national Church. At
Geneva the Pioman Catholics and the democrats form a
united body.

In England, the passing of the Emancipation Act

* As jom-nala there have been ' The New Moral World,' ' The Atheist,

and Republiean,' ' The Weekly Dispatch,' ' The Noi-them Star,' &c.

;

of other publications, F. Newman's • Pliases of Faith,' Greg's ' Creed of
Christianity,' 'The Oxford Essays/ 'The Pentateuch critically exa-
iuiuod,' and a liost of othc rs.

3 G 2
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strengthened Popery at home and abroad. At home, the

scale of power came into the hands of the Irish Romanists.

Hence true Protestant evangelic principles have fonnd no
encouragement in the House of (vommons. And so through-

out the country, while iniidelity was strengthened Popery
was upheld. Eomish chapels, colleges, convents arose on
every side. The press aided the Komish magazines and
periodicals ; Eomish controversial works and Komish tracts

obtained a wide circulation. Romances, novels, history,

music, architecture, helped forward the movement. In
Ireland the unclean spirit breathed and spake from the

Romish altar. The Protestant clergy, if active in evan-

gelization, were almo-ijt without the pale of the law. Their
schools were supplanted by Popish schools. Those who
attended Protestant teachers were cursed from the altar.

Again, the unclean spirit wings its way to India, to

Australia, to New Zealand, to Canada. Eomi.sh bishops

and priests influence the press, agitate for power, and
oppose the work of evangelic missions.

France has greatly helped forward the unclean spirit of

Poper3^ Wherever her power could be felt she has pro-

tected Romish missionaries and upheld Romish influence.

When Pio Nono was expelled, the French resK^red him.

France, democratic France, jirides herself on being the

protectress of Catholicism, and imperial France is the

guaidian of the Sjadan churches and convents, goes to war
for their protection, and upholds the throne of the Pope.

III. The third unclean spirit is from the moiith of

The False Prophet, i. e., of one who, professing to be an
authorised teacher of the knowledge of God and of His
will, is not such in reality, but a teacher of what is false

in His sight. So we found the terms t^sed in ch. xiii., and
elsewhere in the Scriptures. The essential characteristic

of such teaching is always more or less to lay claim to a

divine and exclusive authority for its office and work

;

and, in the priest, to put wMn, Ids teaching, his work, and
his mediations, in the place, or by the side, of God, His
commandments, and His direct actions in what concerns

religion. This is Priestcraft, or Sacerdotalism. A spirit of

this kind is shown to go forth soon after, or contempo-
raneously with, the two others, just after the drying up of

the figurative Euphrates began, and under the sixth vial,

the commencement of which, as we have seen, dates from
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about 1820. We have clearly recognised the going fortli

of the two otherti. Infidelity and Popery, some ten years

after this, and of the latter (jf these two in England pro-

minently after the passing of the Eoman Catholic l\elief

Bill in 1829. And we cannot hesitate to recognise a com-
mencement of the going forth of the third in the publica-

tions which began to issue from Oxford in 1833. The
movement arose indeed at first in antagonism to the other

spirits, which were tending to disturb and overthrow the

existing institutions in Church and State ; and from its

conservative character obtained favour with many, and
strength, before the errors of its real principles and
tendency were developed and understood.

The characteristics of this false teaching were these.

(]) An apfcal to primitive antiquity ; this, however, not an
appeal to the Apostles and their age, but rather to the

writings and practices of the fourth and fifth centuries,

when error had so crept into the Church by the side of the

truth, that this very ajra is noted in the Revelation as

the first marked development of the apostasy and its

priestcraft ; and as that of the first judgments on the

Christianised Eoman Empire. (2) The central doctrines

of this early departure from the simplicity of the Gos-pel,

as we have seen, were the undue exaltation of the Church

sacraments, and so of the priesthood, in a sacerdotal sense.

These were also the central doctrines of the Oxford move-
ment ; as they are of the Kitualism of the present day,

which is but a continuation of the other. (3) Following
the early false teachers, one of the next steps was reserve on

the doctrine of the atonement, and doctrines concerning justifi-

cation, the mediation of living priests, and departerl saints,

by which the one atonement and the alone mediation of

Christ were virtually superseded. (4) With these came
auricular confession, priestly absolution, and penances. (5) Also
some mysterious change in the sacramental bread and ivine, after

consecration by the priest, on what was called an altar. ((3)

The offering of them, so changed, for the dead, as well as

for the living. (7) And it was said that in Baptism and
the Lord's Supper Christ's ministers do really ivork miracles,

which the Spirit of Prophec}^ foretold The False Prophet
would claim to do. (8) Then to the one only rule of faith

and pi-actice, The AN'ritten Word and Commandments of

God, were added the traditions and commandments of men. (9)
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Self-impo.<ed ceUbacij, especialhj in the clergij, was exalted,

a> was dune in the fonitli and fifth centuriet;. (L) Even
the Papal pretensions and authority were more or less

recognised ; the Eeformation deplored, and decried, as a

schism; and that which the Spirit of God has not hesitated

to call tlie throne of the Beast, was called the Smiours Holy

Home. (11) Hie decrees of oecumenic councils icere made the

voice of the Hoh/ Sjjirit, just as The False Prophet, ch. xiii.,

was the adherent and upholder of The Image of the Beast.

(12) One avowed object of the movement was to un-

protestantise the national church ; to foreign Protestant

churches the character of churches of Christ was denied

;

and the great doctrine of justification by faith was abhon-ed

and rejected.

The period at which this movement began, its charac-

teristic doctrines, and the noisy clamour with which,

especially in its present ritualistic development, it has not

ceased to disturb the repose of the Church,—a feature which
it has in common with the other two,—point to it as a part,

at least, of the manifestation of the third of the three

spirits of error, which were to go forth to gather the mlers

of the earth against Christ, and those who follow Him, are

His witnesses, and keep the commandments of God.*

The Seventh Vial

Here we tread with extreme caution. Events are not

yet sufficiently developed to afford us a firm footing for

interpretation.^ Possibly, this last vial of the wrath of

God began to be poured out in 184:8, as Mr. Elliott and

others seem to think. Be that how it may, this is certain,

that, measured on the scale of the whole apocalyptic

visions, the end is at hand. Happy he who shall be foimd

watching

!

There are two passages in chs. xv. xvi. which have
not we think received all the attention fi-om Mr. Elliott,

which they call for.

[i.] The first is xv. 8. The reader will remember the

* "We are here concenied ^?it!l opinioTis, not men; doctrines, not

those who hold them. Many even in Eome are not of Kome. '

—

Elliott. The -writer of the parts of this commentaiy not abridged from
Elliott is alone responsible for the abridgement litre.
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principle established by our remarks on xiv. 9, viz., that

tlie singular number is often u.sed in the Scriptures as a
collective, being in fact a tacit impersonation, denoting,

not an individual, but a nation. This passage appears to

us to be an example; and to bear its own evidence to the

fact ; for it cannot reasonably be believed that tlie meaning
is, that during the whole period of these final judgments
on ajiostate IJoman Christendom no one could believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ; nor this, that during the same
period no believer whatever, on departing this life, should
be admitted to be with Christ, seeing that other passages

contradict this, as 2 Cor. v. 7, 8 ; 1 Thess. iv. 14. There
remains, as far as we can see, but to take ovSet's, " no one,"

as a collective, and tacit impersonation, and to understand
the passage thus : That notwithstanding the judgments of

God under the vials, the open publication of the Gospel,

and the removal of civil and political disabilities to a
public profession of it, in the Latin kingdoms, there will

be no national reformation in any of them till these judg-
ments are completed. Hitherto at ^least, i.e., during the
first six vials, there has not been. This conclusion is

confirmed by the language used in ch. xviii. 4 ; and
'^iv. Elliutt appears to arrive at it from another ground,
but does not work out the foregoing principle. He reaches

it from the fact of its being said, " All nations slioll come
and Worship thee," as of a thing future, and seems to adopt
it in ch. xvi. 3. See vol. iii. pp. 006, 381, 5th ed., comp. xvi.

11, 21; xxi. 24. 26; xxii. 2. Let none, however, be dis-

couraged in their endeavours to make knowTi the truth

among these nations. That is our duty ;" results are with
God : though a whole people may not turn to God, indi-

viduals may, and will.

[ii.] The second passage is xvi. 15, *' Behold, I am
coming as a thief; blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth
his garments, lest he walk naked, and they see his shame."
Here again we believe that the warning is addressed to a
nation, or nations, rather than to individuals, though all may
well give ear to it. A key to the meaning T^-ill be found
in 2 Chron. xxviii. 16-20: "At that time did King Ahaz
send imto the kings of Assyria to help him. For again the
Edomites had come, and smitten Judah, and carried away
captives. The Philistines had also invaded the cities of
the low country, and of the south of Judah, &c. For the
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Lord brought Jndah low, because of Ahaz. King of Israel

;

for lie made Jndah naked, and transgressed sore against

the Lord." The above solemn warning then is addressed

to a nation,* or nations, which having received the true

knowledge of God, like Judah of old, are in danger of

turning back from it. To what nation can such a warning be
addressed if not to England ; and it may be to a few others,

to which scriptural truth was given at the Eefurmation ?

The warning is placed under the sixth vial; and it is

under that vial that such strenuous efforts have been
made, as we have seen, not only from without, but from
within, to bring England back to Kome, to decry the

Eeft'vmation, and to strip her of her Protestant character,

which would be to strip her of her strength, and make her

naked, like Judah of old, to her shame. Happy will she

be if she keeps her garments, remembers the religious

advantages she received -at the Reformation, holds fast to

them, and repents ; for Christ will acknowledge those

who bear testimony to Him ; and God, who has been her
shield, and kept her shores from the foot of the invader

for so many years, and even centuries, while other lands

have been made desolate, and overrun by war and revolu-

tion, will be her shield still ! Hitherto she has stood secure

on the brink of the fiery flood. But the volcano is not

spent ; the earth heaves still fiom time to time with its

throes ; and threatens fresh eruptions. There is room for

hope ; for the warning says, " Happy is he that watches
and keeps his garments;" not "Woe to him that keeps

them not ;" but there is ground for apprehension in the

circumstances of the times, and in the fact of the connection

in which the warning stands in the prophecy.

The Judgment of the Great Harlot.

Chap. xvii.—The reader will remember the voice of the

* The reader will do well to compare the warning here with that

addressed to the Church of Sardis, which we have seen reason to

connect with the churches of the Reformation : e. g. (1) " I am coming aa

a thief," iii. 3 and xvi. 18 ;
'2, " Watch ;" " If thou shalt not watch ;"

-' Blessed is he that watciieth ;" iii, 2, 3 and xvi. 15 ; (3) "A few names
which have not defiled their garments, they shall walk with me in

white ; strengtlien the things that remain, and are ready to die ;

Remember how thou hast received, and hold fast, and repent
;"

" Blessed is he that watciieth, and keepeth his garments, lest he walk
naked ;" iii. 3, 4 and xvi. 15.
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first angel in chap, xiv., " The hour of his judgment is

come," and that of the second, " Babylon thk Grkat is

fallen, kIio made all nations drinh of the wine of the wrath

of her fornication" Tropvetas ; and that these were shown to

be anticipative announcements made on the eve of that

series of events, which are called the seven vials of the

last wrath of God. He will also have observed that

the subject of the judgment on Bahylon is resumed under
the last of the vials, " Ghkat Babylon came in rememhrance

before God to give unto her the ciif of the loine of the fierceness

of his anger,'^ xvi. 19. And then, xvii. 1, there ''came one

of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and said. Come
hither, I loill shew thee the judgment of the great harlot, jropvq'i,

thai sitieih upon the many waters, with whom the kings of the

earth committed fornication, tivopvevaav, and the inhabitants of
the earth icere made drunk ivith the wine of her fornication,"

TTopi/etas. And when tlie Apostle saw her there was "written
on her forehead a name which was a mystery," and which
was this, " Babylon the Gkeat, the mother of the harlots,

7ropvu)v, and abominations of the earth."

The angel, who appears from xvi. 19, to have been in all

likelihood the last of the seven, then proceeded to this

effect, " I will tell thee the mystery of the woman," &c.,

i.e. I will explain to you what is to be nnderstood by the

woman, &c. " The ivoman ichom thou saicest is the great
CITY, ivhich holds rule over the kings of the earth,"* xvii. 18.

This can be none other than Eome. Rome alone held rule

over the kings of the earth in St. John's day, and Eome
has been the city, which more than all others has done the
same through all the centuries which have since elapsed.

The vision must also, as it appears from other indications,

refer to a time when Rome had become nominally Christian,

for the kings of the earth did not prostitute their power to

Eome Pagan, xvii. 2, but were subdued by her ; nor were
the inhabitants of the earth made drunk with the wine of
the adulterous departure from God of Eome Pagan, for all

the nations whom she subdued were as much idolatrous as

herself; nor did ten horns grow up on Pagan Eome, and a
little horn among them before which three fell, Dan. vii. 7-;

* 77), not olKov/jLtfrj ; the difference being carefully maintaintd
throughout the Apocalypse: the Bomau earth, or world, as Gibbon
ofiL-n calls it, not the whole inhabited world.
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Eev, xvii. 3 ; and the woman js clearly contemporaneous
with the beast which carried her, which beast did not exist

when St. John saw the vision, but was then future, xvii.

8, 11. The woman is still further identified with Borne, by
the seven mountains on which she is seen seated, v. 9, and
by her seven forms of government ; and with Eome Papal
by the eighth head, which is both an eighth, and at the

same time of the seven ; but of that more hereafter.

By Babylon, then is signified Kome Christian, or rather

Papal. She is described as a -n-opv-rj, a woman who had
prostituted herself to many. This, in the case of a church
which had been espoused as a chaste virgin to Christ

(Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 2), implies adultery, and adultery with
more than one, unfaithfulness to Christ, the heavenly
bridegroom, in more than one way, and on moi'e than one
occasion; and may imply amongst other things bowing-

down to images made with hands, and calling on them that

are no gods. So the figure is used of Israel and Judah in

many passages of the Old Testament. Jer. ii. 2, 20 ; iii.

1, 2, 3, (5, 8, 14 ; Ezek. vi. 9 ; xvi. ]-4I ; xxiii. ; Hos. ii. ;*

and it is applied by the Lord Jesus Christ to the genera-
tion among which he lived. The symbol is the more to

be noted from the contrast afterwards presented by the

bride, the Lamb's wife.

The woman is described by the angel as " seated upon
many ivaters" by which are meant, as the angel told the

beloved disciple, " peoples and multitudes, and nations and
tongues,"! xvii. 1 5 ; and these must, in one sense, constitute

the body of the beast, for when the apostle was carried away

* Xl6pvi\, "harlot," is used in these passnges most frequently, /zoixa-

Kis. " adulteress," sometimes ; the LXX. followmg strictly therein the

corresponding- Hebrew words iljp and FjX^ or their derivatives.

Adultery may be but with one, ivopveia is with many. The latter is

the stronger word, and denotes a deeper dye of unfaithfidness in one
who has been esftoused to a husband, which is the symbolic sense

in the case of a Chin-ch unfaithful to Christ, which once had been
espoused to him. It is not in vain that God describes himself as a

Jealous God and it is remarkable that He thus describes himself in

the Commandment, which forbids the bowing down to images, the

work of men's hands. Comp. Jer. iii., "Judah committed adultery
with stocks and stones."

t " The many waters " is the reading adopted, in brackets, bj' Trcg.,

Alt'. ; the reference in the article being probably to xiii. 7, " authority

over every kindred, and people, and tongue, and nation," since the

angel so explains the symbol.
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in ihe spirit to see what the angel had thus described to

him, he behekl a woman seated on a scarlet-coloured wild
beast, the symbol being in this case changed to denote the

persecuting character of the thing symbolised.

The woman is described by the angel as having com-
mit ted /orHiVo/Zt^ji lo'ith the kings of the earth, i.e. in language
which men naturally adopt, as having prostituted her autho-
rity to them, and they theirs to her, for some temporal and
mutual advantage ; and history relates numberless cases

in which this lias occurred.

And the inhabitants of the earth were made drunk with the

n-iiw of her fornication (Comp. Jer. li. 7). Her fornication

is lier unfiiithfulness to Christ; the wine of her fornica-

tion must be her unfaithful teaching ; and this is repre-

sented as having an intoxicating etlect, depiiving men of

the right use of their mind, i. e. of course, in what concerns
God and His will.

So he carried me away in the spirit into a wilderness.* We
fully believe that Mr. Elliott is right in referring for illus-

tration to the description given by that most accurate
historian, Gibbon, of the condition of the country about
Home at the time when the I'apal power arose :

—" About
the close of the sixth century Eome had reached the lowest
jKiint of her depression. The hostile approach of the
Lombards was often felt, and continually feared. The
inhabitants of a potent and peaceful capital, who visit

without an anxious thought the garden of the adjacent
country, will faintly picture in their fancy the distress of
the Eomans. Such incessant alarms must interrupt the
labours of a rural life. TJie Campagna of Rome ivas speedily

* Notwithstanding Dean Alford's rather positive aflSrmation that the
meaning must be " the wilderness " Iti such cases as this, viz., after

a preposition, and his reference to the usage of the LXX., and to

Is. xvi., from which the words " Babylon is fallen, is fallen," appear to

be taken, and which is headed t^ 'dpa/xa ryjs eprj^ias, we maintain with
Mr. Elliott, that a wilderness is not only a legitimate rendering, but
the most probable here, and even the trae one ; for this reason, that
ip-nix'ia. almnjf, fas many as thirty times) has the article in the New
Testament, except here; that it always has it in the New Testament
after a preposition, and after the same preposition as here, except here

;

that it has it twice in this Book of the Rev., xii. 6, 14, after the same
jireposition as here; in short, this is the only passage without the
article, not only in the Book of the Eev., but in the whole of the New
Testament.
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reduced to the state of a dreary wilderness, in which the

land is barren, the waters impure, and the air infectious,"

ch. xlv. What it was then, it has continued since, and is

to this day :
" the greater part of the Campagna of Eonie

is reduced to a dreary and desolate wilderness," ch. Ixxi.

Thus the vision may apply to what it was then, or to what
it is now.

Chap. xvii. 3.

—

And I saio a woman sitting, &c.

" The names of blasphemy " is clearly a reference to

xiii. 1, and is one of many things which identify this Beast

from the abj'ss, xvii. 8, with the Beast fiom the sea, xiii. 1,

and which we have seen to be the Roman Empire in its

Papal form. There are many other notes of identification.

The ten horns ; the seven heads ; the persecution of the

saints, xi. 7, xiii. 7, xvii. 6, and the witnesses of Jesus

;

the authority of the beasts, or rather beast, over kindreds,

and peoples, and tongues, and nations, and the submission

and prostration to it of all the inhabitants of the Eoman
earth, except some only whose names were written from

the foundation of the world in the book of life, xiii. 7, 8,

xvii. 8. And, as Dean Alford says: "The beast [of ch.

xvii.], as soon as described, is ever after mentioned as to

Orjpiov, and in ch. xix. 19, 20, the identity is expressly

established, for there we read, v. 19, that the "beast and
the kings of the earth make war against the Lamb, which
beast can be no other than this on which the woman rides,

cf. our m. 12-14 ; and in the next verse we read that tJie

beast was taken, and the false prophet loho did miracles"

[rather " the miracles," an additional mark of identity, see

xiii. 13] "before him, which beast can be no other than

that of ch. xiii. The identity of the two is therefore a

matter not of opinion, but of demonstration."

Nevertheless the two visions may possibly be meant to

describe the same beast at different periods of its existence,

since in the one case the horns are represented as diademed,

while in the other this is not expressly said of them,

although, by their being called /JacrtAet?, Mr. Elliott thinks

that this is implied.*

* Some have imagined, reasoning from the absence of the dinrlem,

that the ten horns at the period of the vision of chapter xvii. wouki
be kin{ilees democracies, thus forgetting that the words 3a(riA.eu9,

flu<riA€i'o, are here used of them. The diadem is the emblem, liowever,
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The beast is represented as "full of the* names of hlas-

pliemy." In ch. xiii. they were only seen on the heads of

the beast. It may be, if the visions refer to the Papal
Koman Empire at different periods of its existence, that,
" as ridden and guided by the harlot, it is more blas-

phemous in its titles and assumptions than, before . . .

Christendom has had its 'Most Christian,' 'Most faithful'

kings, as Louis XIV. and Philip II. ; its ' Defenders of the

Faith,' such as Charles II. and James II. ; its society of

unprincipled intriguers, called after the sacred name
of our Lord, and working Satan's work ' ad majorem Dei
gloriam;' its 'Holy Office' of the Inquisition, with its

dens of darkest cruelty; its 'patrimony of St. Peter;'

its ' Holy Koman Empire ;' all of them, and many more,
with which the woman has invested the beast. Go where
we will, and look where we will, in Papal Christendom,
names of blaspliemy meet us."—Alford. Besides these we
have "The Holy Father," "The Vicar of Christ," the
" Vice-God," " The Bridegroom of the Church," &c. But,
as Mr. Elliott observes, the Head is spoken of as including

the body, Apoc. xvii. 11 ; Dan. ii. 88, 89; viii. 21, 22.

Chap. xvii. 4, 5.

—

And the woman loas clothed, d:c.'\ Purple
and scarlet are notoriously the colours worn by the chief

dignitaries of the Church of Rome, which borrowed them
from Imperial Pagan Pome. The gold and the precious
stones may be seen in profusion even yet in the Roman
Catholic Chiirch on her images, her reliquaries, her high
altars, her jewelled receptacles, with their golden rays,

for the conseciated wafer, which she calls The Host
(hostia) or Victim (i.e.. The Lamb of G(k1), which she
declares to be Christ in all his Godhead, and in all his

of absolute and despotic pmoer, and the absence of it here, while $a(n\evs
and ^affiKeia occur, -nunj imply that the ten kingdoms were no longer
governed by absolute and despotic rulers, but by const itutioiuil

monarchs. Since the great French Revolution, such a form of govern-
ment has been more or less established in all Roman Catholic countries,

and the tendency towards this form of government is manifestly on the
increase.

* The article is adopted by Treg., Alf. This is another reference to

chap, xiii., and another mark of identity between tlie Beast from the
Sea and the Beast from the Abyss.

t Comp. and contr. "Clothed with white robes," iii. 4; vi. 11

;

xix. 8 ;
" Clothed with the sun," xii. 1 ;

" Clothed with sackcloth,''

xi. 3.
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Manhood, flesh, hones, nerves, hlood-vessels, and which is

the object of her highest worship, Aarpeia, a God wlioiu her

fathers knew not,* which, as it is lifted up in her churches,

or carried about in the streets, her priests, her kings, and
her people, bow down to and adore; and throughout the

whole Papal eaiih, woe unto him, who, in times not far

remote, refused to bow down to and adore it with the rest

(comp. Dan. ii.) ; and even yet in countries thoroughly
Roman Catholic, and where the Church of Eome has power,
woe still to him who refuses to do so. Having a golden cup

in her hand, &c. Mr. Elliott, Bk. iv., p. 34, 5th ed., has
referred not inappositely to a most remarkable illustration

of this in a Papal medal, struck on occasion of the Jubilee

of 1825, where Rome is represented as a woman holding
out a cup, with the consecrated wafer, the host, her god,

over it, for the adoration of mankind, with the legend,
" She sits upon the universe." The golden cup seen in tlie

vision contains of course the wine of her fornication with
which she made the nations drunk, as the angel had before

spoken. Here it is seen by the Apostle, the representative

of spiritually-minded men at the period of the vision, in

the woman's hand ; denoting that they, like him, would be
taught of God to see Rome, and the eifects of her teaching,

in the light in which they are thus described.

The name written on her forehead was not only " Great

Babylon," i. e.. Great Rome, but " The Mother of the Harlots

and Abominations of the Earth." There can be but little

doubt that this is meant to be in allusive contrast to the

name she openly lays claim to, " The Mother and Mistress of
all Churches." The Spirit of Prophecy declares her to be a

mother indeed, but of churches unfaithful to Christ, and
idolatrous.!

Chap. xvii. 6.

—

Andlsaiothe Woman drunken, dec. Marvel
well the Apostle might at beholding a Church professing to

be " The Holy Catholic Church," " The Mother and Mistress

of all Chixrches," under the guidance of one who declared

himself " Christ's Vicegerent," " The Bridegroom of the

Church," proclaiming crusades against those who, in fact,

kept the commandments of God, rather than those of men,
and bore testimony to Christ

;
promising foj'giveness of sins

* Comp. Dan. xi. 38.

t In the Old Testament "a?i abomination" is in many cases the

equivalent of an idol.
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1

to those who took up anus against them
;
giving away their

lands and possessions to those who extirpated them ; and
e.^tablishing the Holy Office for inquisition of heresy, where
cruelties Avere perpotiated in the name of Christ worse than
those of the worst heathen persecutors.

Chap. xvii. 7-12.

—

And the Angel said unto me, dr.

The three first particulars in the angel's explanation of

the beast are repeated in the same verses, llie beast (1)
was, and (2) is not, and (3) shall come. And again in the
verses next following. The seven heads are seven mountains

on which the woman sitteth, and they * are seven kings,^ or ruling

powers. Five of them fell (s(^)me time since), one is now
existing, i.e., at the time when the angel shewed the vision

to the apostle, and the other is not yet come ; and ivhen he

shall come he must continue a short time, and the beast ichich

(1) teas, and (2) is not, he is both an eighth, and is also [of

the number] of the seven, and (4) goeth into perdition.

The seven mountains and seven forms of government
have been already spoken of under ch. xiii. Of the seventh

head it is here said that it was to continue but a short time,
which is true of the divided and despotic power that began
with Diocletian, and received a deadly wound by the
Gothic sword. The shortness of its existence is to be
measured by these tw^o considerations, (1) the much longer
duration of the beast, more than twelve centuries, which is

the immediate subject of the vision; and (2) the interval

before the coming of Christ, which is the great topic of the
wluile book, and is kept in view from its commencement to

its conclusion.

It remains to speak of the eighth head, which is at the same

* There can be little doubt of this being the true rendering (see

Trcg., Elliott, Alford), not as A. V., " And there are seven kings."
Tlie angel is explaining what the seven heads are. .

t Dean Altbrd's argument from Dan. vii. 17, |'3??3 "kings," he
says, not " kingdoms," PaaiAdai, as LXX., will not stand examination.

Ho has forgotten Dan. vii. 23, 1D'?D "kingdoms," used by Daniel as
equivalent to the former. Nor is his argument from TriTrreiv, as if

it must necessarily mean "to fall by violence," and could not mean
'to cease," of more force. To "fall" in the sense of "to cease," is

used in Greek, as in English, e. g., " the wind fell." Mr. Elliott has
also cited in reply, Cie. de Oil', ii. 13 :

" Ea tua laus pariter cum
republics, cccidit." The word PaaiXevs carried the idea of despotic
pow(T only after the Persian war ; before that it was even opposed to
Tvpai'i-is^ and might simply mean "a chief," "a lord," " a master."
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lime of the seven* The description is most remarkable and

must apposite, as depicting the Papal authority, which is

both unlike and like some of the forms of government

which preceded it. Gibbon's language illustrates the sub-

ject in a few words. He calls the Papal power " The sacer-

dotal monarchj of St. Peter." " The world beheld for the

first time a Christian bishop invested with the prerogatives

of a temporal prince." " The successors of St. Peter and
Constantine were invested with the purple and prerogatives

of the Ctesars." The Donation of Constantine, though it

has long since been proved to be a forgery, serves the pur-

pose of illustration, as much as if it had been genuine and

authentic. It says, " To the blessed Sylvester, our Father,

the supreme Pontiff, we now give the Lateran palace of

our Emperor ; next the diadem, or crown of our head ; also

the Phrygian, or superhumeral, or collar, which is wont to

surround the Emperor's neck ; and also the purple cloak,

and the scarlet tunic, and all the imperial robes ; conveying

further the dignity of the imperial presidents, and the im-

perial sceptre ; and also all the insignia and various imperial

ornaments, &c. : and, that the pontifical dignity may be

honoured with glory and power more than the dignity of

earthly empires, we give and resign to the same blessed

Pontiff Sylvester, the universal Pope, both our palace, as

said before, and the Roman city, and all the provinces,

countries, and cities of Italy and the \\' estern regions." In

chap. xiii. it is said that the Dragon gave the Beast from

the sea his power and his throne, and one of his heads,

wounded as it were to death. It may be, therefore, that

no more is intended than the transmission of " the purple

and prerogatives of the Ca3sars " to the Popes, their suc-

cessors, as Gibbon calls them ; but when it is said, in

chap, xvii., that the eighth head was of the seven, it may
possibly be that somewhat further is meant ; and, the more

so, as history shows that the resemblance of the eighth

head to some of the seven is found in other particulars

than those hitherto enumerated. Thus, under the revolt

of Gregory II. and Italy in a.d. 728, "the style of the

* That this must be the meaning is plain, from the beast's being

seen with seven, not with eight h(.ads. The eighth is an eighth, aiul

nevertheless of the seven, something new and different from all the

others, and yet having the character of one or more of them ; of the

aeven, not necessarily " a new seventh,'"' as Mr. Elliott states it.
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Roman Senate and People was revived."—Gibbon, " The
Bishop became the temporal as well as the spiritual sove-

reigu oi-dfree people," while, at a later period, " the Komau
city acquiesced under the absolute dominion of the Popes

about the same time as Constantinople was enslaved by the

Turkish arms." And again, " The policy of the Caesars has

been repeated by the Popes. The BiKlK)p of Kome affected

to maintain the form of a republic, while he reigned with the

absolute power of a temporal as well as a spiritual monarch."

"In the revolution of the 12th century, all the Komans
renewed their oath of allegiance to the successor of St.

Peter and Constantine, the lawful head of the church and the

republic." See especially chs. xlix. and Ixix. of ' The Decline

and Fall.'

And the ten horns ichich thou sawest are ten kings, tvhir.h have

not yet received a Icingdom ; but they receive poioer as kings at

one (and the same^ hour [or time] * ivith the beast. That the

Papal power grew up at the same time with the kingdoms
which the Korthern barbarians established on the ruins of

the \Vestem Empire, has been already shown in our re-

marks on chap. xiii. ; but the following from the Pope's

recent allocution (see 'Times' of 6th November, 1866)

is a curious illustration. " By a singular arrangement of

Divine Providence it happened that the Eoman Empire
having fallen, and being divided into many kingdoms and
divers states, the Koman Pontiff, in the midst of such great

variety of kingdoms, and in the actual state of human
society, was invested with his civil sovereignty, in conse-

* Dean Alford finds fault witli this rendering, which is that of

Vitringa, EUiott, and Wordsworth, and " ventures to say that no cue,

but for a preconceived opinion, would have thought of it." He had
quite miscouceived the construction of the sentence by representing jUi'o*

upav as united with yuera. 'I'he very order of the words shows that

fiera should be taken with Xaix&avovcri, not with fiiav wpav, and one hat-

only to open Liddell and Scott s ' Lexicon,' or any good Greek grammar,
to see that the seuse of /ucra, so taken, is perfectly legitimate. lu fact,

the sentence would be comi)lete witliout fxiav u>pav. That its repeatedly

means " one and the same " is familiar to every attentive reader of the

Greek New Testament, and Mr. Elliott has given numerous examples.

In Ep. iv. it occurs many times, and curiously enough, it is found witu
this meaning in the words next following those under consideration, ^iav

yiidfjiriv. where Dean Alford himself renders "one and the same." He
himself also gives an example from the Book of the Revelation, which
entirely justifies the sense here contended for, iii. 3, Tomr Upav, " at

what time."

VOL. III. 3 tt
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quence of wliich, never being subject to any lay power, he
exercises in entire liberty supreme authority, and his juris-

diction over the Church, which has been divinely confided

to him by our Lord Jesus Christ."

Chap. xvii. 13, 14, 17.

—

These have one (and the same)

purpose, &c. {See our translation here.)

The fulfilment of this also has been already shewn under
ch. xiii. The reader is now only requested to reflect on
the remarkable fact that all the barbarian kingdoms esta-

blished on the ruins of the Koman Empire in the West
should have been of one mind, should every one of them have
lent their power and authority to the Bishop of Eome, in

opposition to Christ and to those who bore testimony to

Him and kept the commandments of God rather than the

traditions of men. But the Lamb shall overcome them, for

He is Lord of lords and King of kings. The contest is

yet in progress ; but already his judgments have been
made manifest in a degree in every one of the kingdoms
which have lent their power to the Popes.

Ver. 1 6.

—

And the ten horns which thou saioest, <&c.*

We are sorry to be obliged to differ here again from
Mr. Elliott. In his later editions he makes this refer " to

the distant past and to what the ten Gothic horns did to

Imperial Rome in the fifth and sixth centuries." We rather

accept his first interpretation. In that he explained the

passage of " modern, and in part yet future, times and a

desolation of Papal Eome, begun by the Powers of Western
(Jhristendom at the great French Eevolution, and here-

after by the same Powers to be completed." Our reasons

for accepting the latter rather than the former solution are

the following. (1) The fact of this prophecy being given

in chap, xvii., and not in chap. xiii. (2) The change
of tense in the angel's explanation ; the ten horns shall

make her desolate, iroL-qcrovcrLv, for Grod gave, eSwKtv, to their

hearts to accomplish His purpose, and to be of one and the

same mind in giving their kingdom to the beast, as if the

former fact were to follow after the latter in point of time.

(3) The limitation : they were to do this, viz., to give

their kingdom to the beast until the words of God should

* MSS. authority, aud the texts of the best editors, are so decidedry

in favoiu- of this reading, and not of that of the received text, that we
cuunot with Mr. ElUott adhere to the latter.
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be fulfilled ; as if implying that then a change would
come over them. (4) Imperial Eome did not ride and
direct the beast ivith the ten Jiorns, as lepresented in this

vision. Papal Kome has done so. (5) IS' or was the harlot-

character of Imperial TJome and her fornication with the
kings of the earth developed, as that of Papal Rome has
been ; nor were the nations made dri;nk with the wine of
her fornication, nor would the apostle have so marvelled to

see her drunk with the blood of the saints. (6) There
aie several passages in ch. xviii. which are a manifest
alhision to this now before us, and which seem plainly to

show that tJie same events are meant in the one and in the
other. (7) The tearing and desolation of the harlot by
the ten homs after they had first given their power to the
Papal Eoman Empire seems well to accord with the retri-

butive justice of God.* (8) Whatever difiSculty there
may be in understanding the passage as we propose, arises

only from the fact of the fulfilment being yet in progrese
and incomplete.

The plain meaning of the words is, that the ten horns,
i. e. the kingdoms which grew up on the Western Empire,
and the beast, i. e. the population of what should be the
Roman Papal territory, at the period of the vision, shall

hate the harlot

—

i. e. Rome in her character as an unfaithful

Church—and make her desolate rypc/Aw/xevT^v (comp. xviii.

19), and naked, i. e. strip her (comp. xviii. 16, 17), and
eat her flesh, i. e. consume her substance, and burn her
with fire (comp. xiv. 11 ; xviii. 8, 10, 18). How exactly,

beginning fiom the great French Revolution, some parts

of this prophecy have already been fulfilled in a measure,
in all Roman Catholic countries, in some more, in some
less, in France, Italy, Austria, Belgium, Portugal, Spain,

the Spanish American colonies [as in England also at the
time of the Reformation], by the seizure and appropriation
by the State of ecclesiastical property,| of the immense

* Those who have been led by others to violate the will of God are
often used by Him as a scourge tfi those who have so led them. TJie
sentence against the man of Gud, 1 Kings xiii. 20, who had been induced
by the false representations of the old prophet to disobey a jilain and
positive command of God, was sent through the lips of that old projjhet

;

and so the message became doubly scjlumn and etiective.

t The ecclesiastical property in France, just prior to the great Frejick
Revolution, amounted to at least one-third of the whole property of tiie

xiuntry. See Alison.

3 H 2
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wealth amassed by the Church of Eome, and of the terri-

tory of the Holy See, is notorious. Even the events M^hich

are passing, as it w^ere under our eyes, in Italy at the

present moment are a signal monument of this and of the

strong dislike of the population to the ecclesiastical govern-

ment of Eome ; and the most recent allocution of the

Pope (see the 'Times' of Gth Nov., 1866), like several

others which preceded it, curiously illustrates the subject.
" Foolish are those who do not cease to demand of us,

already despoiled, and with the most manifest injustice, of
.several p-ovinces of our pontifical territory, that we should

renounce our civil sovereignty and that of the Apostolic

See. Surely, every one must see how unjust and preju-

dicial to the Church is such a demand We cannot
renounce the civil power established by the Divine wisdom
of Providence for the good of the Universal Church. We
are bound, on the contrary, to defend that government,
and to protect the rights of that civil Power, and to com-
plain strongly of the sacrilegious usurpation of the provinces

of the Holy See, as we have already done, and as we do now,
remonstrating and protesting to the utmost of our power."

Chap. xvii. is chiefly explanatory, and a kind of preface

to what next follows. It begins with one of the seven
angels telling the apostle that he would show him ''the

judgment of the great harlot!^ But before the description

of this judgment begins, " the harlot " herself is first seen

by the apostle, and the angel explains to him what is

to be understood by the several parts of the symbolic
i-epresentation. A few prophetic details are woven into

the explanation, and then in the xviii.th and xix.th chs. the

real account oi '' the judgment''' commences.
Chap, xviii. 1-3.

—

\^And] after these things I saw, dx.*

The cry, "Fallen, fallen, is Babylon the great," seems in

a measure anticipative, as before ; \ for after this, in ver.

4, a voice from heaven is heard, saying, " Come out of her,

my people, that ye receive not of her plagues;" and in

ver. 21, a mighty angel takes up a stone like a great mill-

stone, and casts it into the sea, saying, Thus with violence

nhall the great city Babylon be cast down, (SX-rjO-qaeTaL : but

* "Unclean spirit," comp. xvi. 13:

—

"fornication,'' iropveias ; eir<$p-

vevffay;—"power," "ahundanee," dvydfj.ea)i :
— "delicacies," crTp^fouy,

t xiv. 8, to wliich this is by these yfonh linked.
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if tlio cry be anticipative, it .stands on the very verge of

the events to which it refers.

The passage now under consideration contains the

grounds of the impending judgment on Babylon, i. e.

Kome; viz. (1) The corruption and uncleanness with

which, in the sight of God, she is filled; (2) Her having

led nations and kings to be unfaithful to Christ
; (3) The

fact that through her the house of God had been made a

house of merchandise ; for such, in substance, we find to

be the meaning of the last clause.

But before the judgment falls a warning voice is heard,

as we have seen, from heaven, calling upon all who were
God's people to come * out of her. it is like the call to

Lot and his family to come out of Sodom, ere the judg-

ment hanging over the cities of the plain fell on them :

like that to the people of Israel to leave the tents of

Dathau and Abiram ; and like the warning given by the

Saviour to those who believed on Him, and who should be
in Jerusalem when the Eoman armies encircled her just

before her destruction.

This shews the mind of God on more than one verj' im-
portant question, whicli frequently presents itself in practice

in the present day, such as reunion with Rome, the reforma-

tion of the Church of Rome as a whole, or of some national

branch of it, as in Italy, or other Roman Catholic countries.

It shews that such things are not to be expected. It shews

also that God has a people in the midst of Rome, but that

it is His will that they should come out of her, and that

for tAvo important reasons: one, lest they should be so

entangled by remaining in her as to become participators

in her sins ; the other, lest by remaining they should be-

come involved in the calamities about to fall on her.

Chap, xviii. 5-8.

—

For lier sins reached unto heaven, <&c.'\

To whom this injunction is addressed seems doubtful.

One point only needs illu.stration. "In her heart she

saith, I sit a queen, and am not a widow, and mourning 1

shall not see." This has ever been the language of " the

* Comp. Jer. li. 6, 45, from -which this appears to be taken.

t " Unto heaven," Jer. li. 9 :
—" iniquities," or " tcroiicis," aSiK-fiixaro-—

" Bender to her," Jer. li. 29 :

—

^'lived luxtiriouslij,'' iarpriviacre :
—" I sit a

(pieeu," Is. xlvii. 7, 8, 9 :
—" in one daij," comp. " in one hour,"' w. 10,

17, 19 :

—

^' death " or ' iiestilence" Qdvaros, see ch. vi. 8 :—jire. Dan. vij.

10, 11,26.
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Roman City." Gibbon does but accurately echo and i-ecorcl

it when he calls Eome " a city which swelled into an
empire," ch. 38 ;

" the ro5'al cit}'- which had given laws to

the fairest portion of the globe," ch. 69 ;
" the queen of

cities," " the queen of the earth" " the venerable cit}-," " the

eternal city" ch. 31.* The language has still been the same
in Eome Papal, as in Rome Pagan. " When Rome falls

the world will fall," was a proverb of the eighth century,

as related by Gibbon, ch. 71. "In the beginning of the

twelfth century Home was revered as the metropolis of the

world, as the throne of the Pope and the Emperor, wlio fiom

the eternal city derived their title, their honours, and tlie

right or exercise of temporal dominion," ch. 69. "'Borne,

the capital of the world" appears on one of the republican

coins of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

—

Ibid. She
is called " the queen of cities" " the Boman matron," in the

address to Frederic I.

—

Ibid. " The lawful mistress of the

ivorld" at the coronation of Petrarch, a.d. 1341, ch. 70.

" Her eternal sovereignty over her princes and provincials

was the theme of the public and private discourses of the

tribune Rienzi, a.d. 1347; she was still 'the metropolis of

the Christian world ;' " and when Petrarch invited the Popes

of Avignon to fix their residence in Rome, he said that

" the successor of St. Peter was the Bishop of the Universal

Church, and that it was not on the banks of the Rhone,

but of the Tyber, that the Apostle had fixed his everlasting

throne."—Ibid.

Such has also been the claim of " the Church of Borne."

She is " the mistress of all Churches," and " the gates of

hell shall never prevail against her."

Such is her boast and her confidence: " in her heart she

saith, I sit a queen, and am not a widow,-j- and mourning I

shall not see ; therefore in one day shall her plagues come,

&c., for strong is the Lord who did judge her."

Upon this follow the lamentations of three several parties,

when the hour of her judgment is come.

(1) Of one of these parties little need be said in the way
of explanation. They are " tlie hings of the earth," \ the

Roman earth, or Latin world, the sovereigns of the Roman

* " Imperii Roma, Deumque locus." Ov. " Toti quse praasidet orbi."

Proper. "Imperium terris, animos jequabit Olympo." Virg.

t That is, " I have not been forsaken of God."

X 77}, not olKOVfA.tl/T).
J
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Catholic kingdoms, who, in and through connexion with
the Church of Home, have been unfaithful to Chriat, and
for political and worldly purposes have prostituted their

power to her, ignorant, or foigetful, of their duty, as re-

sponsible to Christ alone for the exercise of their authority,

and required by Him to exercise it in accordance with His
will, for His honour, and for the true interest and happi-

ness, in this world and in the world to come, of their

subjects, Ps. ii. ; Ixxxii. These kings it is said shall " stand

afar off" because of the fear they have of being themselves
involved in the trouble, /3ao-ai'io-/xds, when they see how
Kome is being consumed, and shall cry, " Alas ! Alas

!

The City ! Tlie Great City ! for in one hour did her judgment

come ! " It would seem, therefore, that they will feel unable
to help her, and afraid of being themselves involved in her
calamity, at least at the period which is here intended.

(2) The second party consists of "the merchants of the

earth."* Who are to be understood by these? To answer
this we must look to the use of the terms " merchant,"
" merchandise," in the Scriptures, and specially in other

prophetic parts; and must also examine history. Gibbon
has too truly said that " Ambition is a weed of quick and
early vegetation in the vineyard of Chri.st,"! ch. Ixix. ; and
shown that covetousness and the love of money is equally

so. " The strict legulations which have been framed by
the wisdom of modern legislators to restrain the wealth and
avarice of the clergy may be deduced from the example of

the Emperor Valentinian. His edict, addressed to Damasus,
Bishop of Eome, was publicly read in the churches of the

city He applied this severe remedy to a growing

evil The lucrative, but disgraceful trade, which was
exercised by the clergy to defraud the expectations of the

natural heirs had" [already I] "provoked the indignation

of a superstitious age, and two of the most respectable of

* Comp. Is. xlvii. 15 ; Jer. li. 13.

t It would be a useful work, and not without interest, if one well

acquainted witli the writings of classical antiquity, and with those of

other heathen and of unbelieving authors, woidd collect and publish in

a popular and readable form the numerous testimonies which may be
collected from witnesses thus above suspicion to the great Scripture

doctrine of the corruption of human nature. This has been more than
once partially and imperfectly done, but not in the manner here
proposed.
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the Latin fathers honestly confess that the edict of Valen-

tinian was jnst and nece.ssaiy But the wisdom and

authority of the legislator are seldom victorious in a contest

with the vigilant dexterity of private interest If the

ecclesiastics were checked in the pursuit of personal emolu-

ment, they would exert a more laudable industry to increase

the wealth of the Church, and dignify their covetousness with

the specious names of piety and patriotism," ch. xxv.

We shall find, as we come later down in history and to

Papal times, that this was indeed, as Gibbon but too truly

calls it, " a growing evil." But let us first turn to the Scrip-

tures and what they foretel. The evil existed in the J ewish

Church when our Lord was on earth, and long before;*

for it has its seeds in the corruption of man's heart, and is

therefore of all times. He purified the Jewish temple in

this matter twice, once towards the beginning of his

ministry, once towards the conclusion.f In doing this He
said, " Make not my Father's house a house of merchandise."

The apostle Peter, in what we may call his last dying charge

to the church, declares plainl}', 2 Pet. ii., that "as there

were false prophets in the Jewish Church, so there would

be false teachers in the Christian, who would bring in

without authority J destructive principles, § sects, or schools,

even to the length of denying or renouncing
1|
the Lord

* Isaiah, Ivi. 11. speaking of the Jewish priests under the emblem of

shepherds, says, That they every one of tliem " looked to gain from his

quarter." Jer. vi. 13 ; viii. 10 :
" From tlie least to the greatest every

one of them is given to covetousness, from the prophet to the priest.

'

Ezek. xiii. 19; xxxiv. 2, 3 :
" lliej/ feed themselves, and not the flock."

Mic. iii. 11 : "The priests teach for liire, and the propliets divine for

mmey." Cp. also Mai i. 10.

t Perhaps there is something typical in these two occurrences, the

one towards the beginning, the other towards the end of His earthly

ministry ; for it is certain that He purged his Church in this respect at

its commencement (see John xii. 6 ; Acts i. 16-21 ; iv. 35, with vi. 1-4
;

and V. 1-11 ; xx. 33, 34, 35) ; and it is certain from prophecy that

He will do it again, as the very prophecy now under consideration

proves.

t vapfta-d^ovcrtv, " introduce without authority, or over and above the

commandments of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and of his

apostles ;
" cnmp. Gal. ii. 4 ; Acts xv. 24, napiiffd.KTovs il/ei/5a5eA(J)ous.

§ aipea-eis cnrcoXeias. See Liddell and Scott for aipea-eis.

II
'Apvovixfvot; comp. Tit. i. 10, 16: "There are many and vain

talkers and deceivers, specially they of the circumcision, teaching things

that they ought not ior filthy lucre's sake They profess that they
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1

who boTight them, and bring on themselves swift destruc-

tion. And many shall follow their pcruicious ways, by reason
of whom the way of trnth sliall be evil spciken of; and
through covetousness shall they with counteifcit* words
make merchandise of you, whoso judgment now of a long
time is not l3'ing inoperative,f and whose destruction is not
slumbering .... for the Lord knowoth how to reserve

the unjust to the J day of judgment to be punished." § So
the apostle Paul, describing what should take place in the

latter .days, says that men should be " lovers of themselves,

covetous, having a form of godliness, but renouncing its

power."
11

But of old God declared that a day shall come when
" there shall no longer be the merchant, or trafficker, in the
house of the Jjord of Hosts," ^ Zech. xiv. 21 ; and this pro-

phecy is manifestly connected with a period yet future, and
with the restoration of the Jews.

There can be little doubt, therefore, who are meant by
the merchants of the Koman earth in this Book of the Eeve-
lation.

History is here once more in but too close agreement with
what God foresaw and foretold. ^Ve have already seen
that even before the Papal times Valentinian was constrained
to issue an edict to restrain the ivealth and avarice of the

clergy, and that the evil icas a growing one. " The venality

of Borne was eai'ly celebrated."—Elliott. In the tenth cen-

tury, Arnulph, Bp. of Orleans, calls it " a venal city, which
weighs all its decrees by the quantity of money." Matthew
of Paris relates that in the twelfth century a sum equal to

10,000Z. was paid to Eorae by the Abp. of York for his

know God, but in works they deny or renounce him." 2 Tim. iii. 1, 2, 5 :

" In the last daj's men shall be lovers of themselves, covetous, ....
having a form of godliness, but denying or renouncing the power
thereof, ' hpvyifji.ivoi.

* K\a<TTo7s, ' fabricated," " counterfeit," " sham," i.e., not the genuine
teaching of the Lord and liis apostles.

t ap7e7, "lies idle," "unemployed," "doing nothing," "inactive."

X
" The day," or "a day" : imcertain, aa there is no article, but the

substantive follows a preposition.

§ Or " in a state of punishment," Ko\a(oiJ.ivovs, present participle.

II
Comp. Rom. xvi. 18 ; 2 Cor. xii. 17, 18 ; 1 Tim. iii. 3, 8 ; Tit. i. 7

;

1 Pet. v. 2.

^ Auth. Vers, erroneously " the Canaanite," *3J?33. See Ezek. xvii.4
;

and (iesen. Lex.
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pall. If we come to the institution of the year of Jubilee,

and Gibbon's account of it, we read thus :
" The progress

of industry had produced and enriched the Italian re-

publics ; the aera of their liberty is the most flourishing

l^eriod of population and agriculture, of manufactures and
commerce But the position of Borne was less fa'vour-

able, the territory less fruitful ; the chaiacter of the in-

habitants was debased by indolence and elated by pride

;

and they fondly conceived that the tribute of subjects must for
ever nourish the metropolis of the Church and empire. This
pi-ejudice was encouraged in some degree by the resort of

pilgrims to the shrines of the apo.stles; and the last legacy
of the popes, the institution of the Holy Yeak, was not less

beneficial to the people than to the clergy. Since the loss of

Palestine, the gift of plenary indulgences, which had been
applied to the crusades, remained without an object ; and
the most valuable treasure of the Cliurch was sequestered above
eight years from public circulation. A new channel was
opened by the diligence of Boniface VIII., who reconciled

the vices of ambition and avarice ; and the Pope had suf-

ficient learning to recollect and revive the secular games
which were celebrated in Eome at the conclusion of every

century. To sound without danger the depth of popular

credulity, a sermon was seasonably pronounced, a report

was artfully scattered, some aged witnesses were produced,

and on the 1st of January of the year 1300 the church of

St. Peter was crowded with the faithful, who demanded the

customary indulgence of the holy time. The pontiff, who
Avatched and irritated their devout impatience, was soon
persuaded by ancient testimony of the justice of their

claim, and he proclaimed a plenary absolution to all Catho-
lics who, in the course of the year and at every similar

period, should respectfully visit the apostolic churches of

St. Peter and St. Paul. The welcome sound was propagated

throughout Christendom, and at first from the remotest

provinces of Italy, and at length from the remote kingdoms
of Hungary and Britain, the highways were covered with
a swarm of pilgrims, who sought to expiate their sins in a

journey, however costly or laborious, which was exempt
from the perils of military service. All exceptions of rank
or sex, of age or infirmity, were forgotten in the common
transport; and in the streets and churches many persons

were trampled to death by the eagerness of devotion. The
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calculation of their numbers could not be easy nor accurate,

and tbey have probably been magnified by a dextenais

elergj^ well apprised of ihe contagion of example; yet we
are assured by a judicious historian, who assisted at the

ceremony, that Koine was never replenished with less than

200,000 strangers; and another spectator has fixed at

2,000.000 the total concourse of the year. A irijlimj oblation

from each individual would accumulate a royal ircamre, and two

priests stood niijht and day, tciih ralces in their hands, to collect,

v:ithuut counting, the heaps of gold and silver that ivere poured on

the altar of St. Peter From a city without trade or

industry, all casiuil riches will speedily evaporate ; but the

avarice and envy of the next generation solicited Clement VI.

to anticipate the distant period of the centur}'. The gra-

cious pontitf complied with their wi.shes, atforded Borne this

poor consolation for his loss, and justified the change by
the name and practice of the Mosaic Jubilee. 11 is summons
was obeyed ; and the number, zeal, and liberality of the

pilgrims did not yield to the primitive festival To
the impatience of the Popes we may ascribe the successive

reductions to fifty, thirty-three, and twenty -five years

;

although the second of these terms is commensurate with
the life of Christ. The profusion of indulgences, the revolt

of the Protestants, and the decline of superstition, have
much diminished the value of the Jubilee ; yet even the nine-

teenth and last festival was a year of pleasure and profit to

the Romans." ch, Ixix.

JEneas Silvius himself, afterwards Pius II., a.d. 1458-64,

writes :
" Nihil est quod absque argento Piomana Curia

dedat. Nam et ipste manus impositiones et Spiritus Sancti

dona venduntur ; nee peccatorum venia nisi nummatis im-

penditur."—Op. p. 1 49. Eodolph Glaber, a monk of Cluny,

cited by Usher, ' De Chr. Eccl. succ. et statu,' c. iv. s. 1 5,

thus writes, Bk. iv. c. 5, of the purchase of the papal dignity

itself by, or for, Benedict IX., a.d. 1012-24 :
" Intercedente

thesaurorum pecunid electus exstitit a Eomauis. Cajteros

tunc temporis ecclesiarum prailatos auncm potius, vel ar-

gentum exaltabat, quam meritum. Proh I'udor
!

" And
again, Bk. v. c. 5 :

" Omnia ministeria ecclesiastica ita eo tem-
pore habita venalia, quasi in foro secularia mercimonia." At
the period of the Pefoimation and of Tetzel. it is well

known what a scandal the traffic in indulgences had become.
The moiety of the money flowed to Kome, the price of the
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merchandise of souls of men, ver. 13. Where the Eoman
Catbolic religion prevails Avithout restraint, such things as

the following are not uncommon: "The late Mr. Bryan
Bolzer, of Little Longford-street, left the Eev. J. Eooke
600Z. in cash, his silver plate, jewelry, books, horse, and
jaunting-car, &c., for masses for his soul."—'Freeman's
Journal,' 1st September, 1835. And, as has already been
said, the enormous wealth which had been amassed before

the great French Eevolution in Eoman Catholic countries,

embracing not only moveable property, but a very large

proportion of the whole landed property of the country also,*

excited, when revolution bi-oke out in them, the cupidity,

and was seized for the urgent wants, of the revolutionary

governments, which, at various times from that day to this,

have arisen in them ; and, while we write, the process is

still going on.

But from of old the judgment of God has not been sleeping.

A time was to come when " the merchants of these things, which

were made rich hy her, should stand afar off," afraid of being
involved in her trouble, and so not going to her aid. In
this they resemble the kings, but in this other point they
differ. The merchants lament for the loss of their gains,

"weeping and mourning, and saying, Alas! Alas! The
great city that was clothed in fine linen, and purple, and
scarlet, and decked with gold and precious stones, and
pearls ! for in one hour did so great riches cume to

nought !

"

I

* Elliott refers to Blackstone, who says that but for the intervention

of the Legislature and the Statute of Mortmain, the Church would ere

now "have become master pi-obably of every foot of ground in the

kingdom." Within the knowledge of the writer of the abo\'e portion of

the text, a very large amount of property indeed has come ;igaiu into the

hands of ecclesiastical corporations in France since 183t). Both processes

are still at work in the Koraan Catholic world.

t For the enumeration of wares and merchandise, eomp. the following

verses from Ez. xxvii., speuking of Tyre, and Rev. xviii. : gold, Ez. 22

with Rev. 12; silver, 12 with 12; precious stones, 16, 22, with 12 ; tine

linen, 16, 24, with 12; blue and pui'ple, or purple and scarlet, 7, 16,' 24,

with 12 ;
precious woods, &c., 15, 24, with 12; ivory, 15 with 12; vessels

of brass. 13 with 12; iron, 12, 19, with 13; spices, 17, 19, 22, with 13;
wine, 18 with 13 ; oil, 17 with 13; fine flour and wheat, 17 with 13

;

cattle and sheep, 21 with 13 ; horses, 14 with 13 ; chariots, or clothes for,

20 with 13 ; bodies and soids, or persons of men, 13 with 13, ^vxa'i

avBpdiitoiv in both. Some reference must sui-ely be intended ia the Rev.

to the above in Ezek.
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(3) A third class was to weep and lament when they

saw Eome being consumed, and are thus described :
" Every

shipmaster, and every one sailing to the place, and sailors,

and as many as trade by sea," ver. 17; "all that had the *

ships on the sea," and " who were made rich thereby, and
from the wealth of Rome," ver. 19. Who are meant by
tht'so ? Is it the mercantile interest, the chief mercantile

nations, whose commerce will be checked and aifected by
the political troubles which the falling of Rome will occa-

sion '? Or is this a fignre, like that by which the previous

class are described, and meaning all who have any inter-

course or dealings with Rome, and whose pecuniar}^ interests

are thereby promoted ? Whoever they may be they also

are described "as weeping and mourning" when they see

Rome being consumed, so as even to " cast dust upon their

heads" and to cry out, " ^^'hat city is like the great city?

Alas! Alas ! The great city, wherein were made rich from
her wealth all that had the ships on the sea!" There
appears to be unquestionable allusion to the prophecies of

lizekiel concerning Tyre, chs. xxvi., xxvii., xxviii. See
especially xxvi. 16, 17; xxvii. 29-33.

We are thus brought to ask another question. A^'as this

part of the prophecy fulfilled at the period of the Great
French Revolution, when the effects of that revolution ex-

tended even to Rome, and the dethronement of the Pope ?

And was the reaction which followed, at the time of the

overthrow of Napoleon, issuing in the Restoration of the

Rope and of the fallen Roman Catholic powers, in which
Restoration England, the great maritime power of the day,

joined, the result of the feelings described as affecting the

kings of the Roman earth, the merchants, the Papal clergy,

and all who had any intercourse or dealing with Rome,
had the ships on the sea, and whose pecuniary interests

were thereby promoted :—or is this part of the prophecy
yet to be accomplished ? We rather suppose the latter,

for these reasons : (1) There is no hint of any such Resto-

ration here: (2) It seems most probable from xvi. 19 that

the events here intended are to take place under the

seventh vial. We think it then probable that, as the

seventh seal embraces the seven trurajDets, and the seventh

Trumpet the seven vials, so the 18th and 19th chs. are an
expanded and more detailed account of the events of the

tieventh vial, in so far as those events have reference tc
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the fall of Babylon, i. e., to the gradual consumption at the

last of Rome, and to her final and entire overthrow.

When the three different classes of people had each in

their turn expressed their grief at this overthrow, had
each uttered an Alas ! Alas ! at the fall of The Great City,

a voice, apparently from heaven, exclaimed in answer,

Bejoice over her (thou) heaven, and (ye) saints and apostles * and
prophets, for your judgment did God judge on [i. e., require of,

or visit on] her. See xix. 2. Comp. with this Deut. xxxii.

43 :
" Rejoice ye Gentiles, his people" (so the Heb.), "for

He will avenge the blood of his servants, and will render
vengeance to his adversaries, and will be merciful to his

land, and to his people." We have here one of the many
links, which in the prophets connect the events foretold in

the portions of the Revelation which follow with the

restoration and conversion of the Jews.j

Chap, xviii. 21-24.

—

A mighty angel then tooh up a stone, &c.\

Here appear to be foretold, not only the destruction of

Tlie Church of Borne, but the complete destruction also, and
perpetual desolation, of The Boman City, which is to be, as

Sodom and Babylon are now, " desolate for ever," in order

to mark God's displeasure at what has there been done, so

contrary to his will and so abominable in his sight. As
a great millstone cast into the sea, so " shall she sink and
shall not rise from the evil that God will bring upon her."

Jer. li. 03, 64. Comp. also, and contrast what is said of

Rome in the above passage, with what is said of the long

desolation of Jerusalem, but of her restoration, Jer. vii. 34 ;

xvi. 9 ; xxiv. 10, 11.

After the voice had been heard calling on saints, apostles,

and prophets to rejoice at the fall of Rome, and the angel

had shown by his significant act how suddenly and entirely

she should be overthrown, from three several parties, as if

in answer to the three parties who lamented over her,

* " It is peculiarly worthy of remark, that the apostles, who are

idolatrously honoured at Kome, and daily worshipped, should be specially

mentioned as rejoicing in her flill, as if it avenged them on her, for the

dishonour cast on their characters, while it vindicated the glory of God."
— Treasury of Scripture Knowledge, Bagster, London.

t Many have supposed that tlie use of tiie word Hallelujah, which
thi-ice follows, xix. 1, 3, 4, indicates the same thing.

J
" With violence," bpixvfxari, " with a violent motion, or rush :

"

—

" eorcery," (papfxaKua, " drugs, potions, or witchery."
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saying, " Alas ! Alas ! for the Great City !

" was heard
'' Hallelujah," Praise ye the Lord. Comp. Jer. xxxiii. 11.

Chap. xix. 1-3.—(1) First it was, as it ivere a great voice

of MUCH PEOPLE IN HKAVEN ;
* aud then the same voice of

praise was heard a second time from the same company
in heaven thanking God that the judgment thus executed
was now to be final and complete, and no longer partial or

temporary as on souae previous occasions ; now /<er smoke,

that of her judgment by fire, goeth tip for ever and ever.

(2) After this the twenty- four elders,! ^^^ th^ four
LIVING CREATURES /aM down and icorsMp Him that sitteth on the

throne, giving their assent to what had been said by the
former great multitude in heaven ; answering the call on
heaven, and on saints, apostles, and prophets to rejoice ; and
saying Amen ! even so ! Hallelujah ! Praise ye the Lord !

And a voice came out from | the throne, saying. Praise our

God, all ye his servants, and ye that fear Him, small and great.^

(3) Then the Apostle heard, in answer to this new ex-

hortation, as it were a voice of a great multitude,§ and
as it tcere a voice of many ivaters and as it were a voice of
mighty thunderings, swelling the tide of praise, and saying,

Halleldjah
; Jfbr the Lord [our'] God the Almighty {hath)

* Qu. ? Whether the political heaven in contrast to the throne, w.
i, 5 ; or whether those who here give praise are the same as those who,
having come out of the great tribulation, are with Christ in heaven
above awaiting his coming and the redemption of the body. In the

latter case we should rather have expected " our blood,' and other tokens
to identify them :

—
" corrupt," eipOnpe. 1 Cor. iii. 17 :

" If any man defile

{(pOeipei) the temple of God, him will God destroy," (pB^pil; and link

with the present passage, xi. 18, to destroy {Stactydupai) them which
[destroy, or rather] cornqjt (Sia(peeipovTas) the earth. Comp. also the

two senses of DriJi^, Gen. vi. 11, 12, and 13, 17, together with the

LXX. version.

t To these link xi. 16, and xi. 18.

X Qy. '? If not from the four living creatures, who are not here

mentioned, though the twenty-four elders are ; but who are described in

iv. 6, as being in the midst of the tlu'one, as well as round about it.

§ Qy. ? Whether on earth, or some on earth and some in heaven :

and whether the word " all " v. 5 is strictly universal, or limited by some
tacit and allusive contrast, as in John xii. 32.

II
To this Uiik xi. 15, 17 :

—
" made herself ready." To this link xxi. 9.

The chronukigy is tlius somewhat iudieated ; the vision of the Bride,

theLamb"s wife, commences somewliere in the midst of the vision of the
judgment of the harlot ; and if we are right iu supposing that it was the
nngel of the seventh, or last, vial who shewed the judgiueut 0/ the Harlot
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Chap. xix. 11-16.

—

And I saw heaven opened, &c.*

Vers. 17, 18.

—

And I saio an angel standing in the

sun, (fecf

Home to the apostle, it will be the same angel who shewed him, some-
what later, as representing spiritually-minded men at the time when
these events should occur, the preparation of the Bride, the New Jeri"-

SALEM, for her union with her Lord at his coming :

—

"fine linen," Contr.

xvii. 4. The Harlot's clothing:

—

"the righteousness," -ra SiKaieifiara,

plur. as XV. 4:—'"/ie," i.e., the angel who shewed John these tilings:

—

" Blessed," yua/capiot:— " true .sayings of God," allusive contrast to some
that were not such, and were not of God:—" to worship," irpoixKwe'iv.

A natural tendency of the liuman heart, even in an apostle under such
circTmistances, but contrary to wliat angels woidd allow, and to what
God commancls. There is doubtless allusive contrast to the worship of

angels in the Church of Borne, and to the absence of all such worship
in the New Jerusalem. Comp. what is said of Pder, Acts x. 25, 26,

and link with the present passage (comparing the resemlilance between
the two and the slight variations), xxii. 8,9. "See (thou do it) not, I am
the fellow-servant of thee, and of thy brethren the prophets, and of
those who keep the words of this book ; worship God :"— " prophecy,"

i.e., bearing testimony to Jesus is doing what the Spirit did which was
in the prophets. For " the Spirit of Clirist whicli was in them did

testify beforehand to the sufferings of Christ, and to the glory that

should follow them." 1 Pet. i. 11. There is of course reference in the

passage before us to " the witnesses," xi. 3, who are also called
" prophets," xi. 10.

* " A wlu'te horse," emblematic of triumph. Comp. and contr. Zech. i.,

where the Son of Man is seen on a red horse, and with him others on
horses of mingled red and white :

—
" Faithful and True." Link this

with the epithets which the Lord Jesus chose in his message to the

last of the seven Chiu'ches, Laodicea, iii. 14. His truth and faitlifulness

were now about to be manifested :
—

" mahe icar," Ps. Ixxii. 8-11 :

—

" He himself," Matt. xi. 27 :—" dipped in blood," Is. Ixiii. 1-6. " Who is

this that cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah? &c."

Thus these events are connected with " the Vintage of the Earth.'' and,

as will be seen from Isaiah, with tiie restoration and conversion of the

Jews. Let the reader tm-n also to Is. xxxiv. 1-8, which manifestly

speaks of the same events ; comp. Ixiii. 1 with xxxiv. 6, the sacrifice iii

Bozrah, and great slaughter in Idimaea, Edom :

—

"out of his mouth goeth

a sharp sword," Comp. i. 16 ; ii. 12, 16 :
—

" He himself shaU rule," " He
himself treadeth," Is. Ixiii. 3 :

—
" King of Kings, and Lord of Lords."

Comp. xvii. 14.

+ Add to the passages refeiTing to the vintage and the treading of the

winepress, already quoted from Joel iii. and Is. Ixiii., the following, Jer.

XXV. 29-33 ; Is. xxx. 25, 26 ; Ix. 19, 20, which the reader should care-

fully compare with the Eev. Also for prophecies concerning Jerasalem
and iier people of old, and wliieh have been literally fuMUed in her case,

the following in wliieli several of the details are the same as in the above
passage from the Revelation; Deut. xxviii. 26; Jer. vii. 33; xvi. 4;
xix. 7 ; xxxiv. 20. So of Egypt, Ez. xxix. 5 ; and of Gog and Magog,
Ez xxxix. 17-22.
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Chap. xix. 19, 20.

—

And I saw the beast*

Chap. XX. 1, 3.

—

And I saw an angel coming down, dc.^

Ver. 3.

—

And cast him into the bottomless pit, del
Vers. 4-6.—And I saw thrones and they that, tlo.§

" TIw beast," xiii. 1, &c. ; xv. 2 ; xvi. 13 ; xvii. 3, &c. :—" the kings

of the earth," xvii. 12, 14; xviii.9; xvi. 14. •.—"gathered," xvi. 14, 16:

—

"the tear," xvi. 14; xvii. 14 :

—

"his army," xvii. 14, " Tliey tliat are
with him, calletl, and chosen, and faithful:"—"/7(e beast," the Papal
power continues to exist therefore even up to this ptuiod. Qy. ? there-

fore if not after the destraction of "the Roman City :"—" the fatse
prophet," identified by the article and other particulars with the two-
horned lamh-like beast of xiii. 11, &c: ; the Papal clergy :—" the wonders

"

[or miracles], those before spoken of, xiii. 13, 14 :
—

" the mark," that

before spoken of, xiii. 16, 17 ; xv. 2 :—" Ui$ image," that before spoken
of, xiii. 14, 15 ; xv. 2. :

—
" the lake," definite probably by reference to

Is. Ixvi. 24 ; or possibly because it is something well known. See after-

wards XX. 10, 14, 1.5; xxi. 8. :

—

"with the sword," by the word of his

power :
—" their flesh." See references to the prophets already given.

t " The key," ix. 1. The key is there used to open the abyss, here to

close it:—"bottomless pit,' Heathenism here, Mohammedanism inch, ix.,

the Papacy in ch. xvii., are declared to have their origin in the bottom-
less pit :

—
" the old serpent," Gen. iii. 1 ; Rev. xii. 9. The present passage

has manifest reference to the latter of these two, where Satan is described
in exactly the same terms, and where we saw reason to believe that he
was spoken of in his character as the author of heathenism, in which
the whole world, rj oiKovixfvri '6\v, and not merely the Roman earth, ^ 7^,
has been at onetime or another involved :

— " the Devil," 6 5ioj8oAos, i. e..

The Traducer of God to man:

—

"Satan," JtOK', "The Adversary," de-

ceiving, then accusing man to God
X
" 'The nations." In Rev. xii. 9, " the whole world," here " the nations,"

TO €0«/7j, which might even be rendered " the heathen," or " the Gentiles."
xi. 2. Comp. xi. 15, '' The kingdom, or sovereignty, /8o<n\6i'a, of the
world is become (the kingdom) of our Lord, and of his Christ, and He
shall reign for ever and ever,'' the anticipative annouucement at the
first sound of the seventh trumpet, or last woe, foretelling the result of

what would take place under it ; also xv. 4, " All nations shall come and
worship before Thee,'' the anticipation of the result of the seven vials of

the last wnith of God, which vials are embraced by the seventh trumpet.
The prophecy of xx. 2, 3, appears therefore to imply the overthrow of

heathenism, whether heatlien heathenism or Papal heathenism, xi. 2, in

all nations, for a 1000 years, whatever period that may be, after and as
the result of the hxat terrible judgment of the vintage, or Treading of
the Winepress. Comp. Matt. vi. 10, " Thy kingdom, jSatriAeio, come ;

'

and Dan. ii. 44, " And in the days of these kings (= kingdoms, shall

the God of heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed ;

and the kingdom shall not be left to other people, (but) it shall

break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for

ever : "—" a little season," v. 7.

Jj
" Judgment was given," Dan. vii. 26, 27, " The judgment shall sit,

and they shall take away his dominion [that of the little horn that apaka
VOL. III. 3 I
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This seems the place for considering some important
questions connected with all the latter part of the Eeve-
lation, the part yet unfulfilled.

[i] Is the resurrection here spoken of a literal resur-

rection ?

[ii] Who are to have part in it ?

[iii] Where is the chronological place of the New Jeru-
salem ? Is it before, or after, or contemporary with and
prolonged after, the thousand years ?

[iv] Is the New Jerusalem to be in heaven, or on earth ?

[v] Is the second coming of the Lord Jesus Christ to

take place before the thousand years, or after the thousand
years and at the general judgment, xx. 11-15?

[vi] Are the new heavens and the new earth to be created

before the thousand years, or after the general judgment ?

great words against the IMost High (or by the side of 1]}?, i. e., putting

himself and his words ou a par with the Most Higli), and that wore out

the saints of the Most High], to consume and destroy it to the end
(comp. 2 Th. ii. 8). And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness

of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the people

of the saints of the Moat High, whose kuigdom is an everlasting

kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and obey him." (Comp. Ps.

Ixxii. 8, 11, 5; Phil. ii. 9, 10.) 1 Cor. vi. 2, "Do ye not know that the

saints shall judge the world ?
"—" heheaded." The suft'erers under

Pagan persecution probably, and a reference to the fifth seal, vi. 9, " I

saw under the altar the souls (res xpuxas) of those that were slaiu

because of the word of God, and because of the testimony which they

held :' —"such as worshipped not," The sufferers probably under Papal
per;5t'cution ; those for whom the former were t(jld to wait, ere their blood

could be avenged ou them that dwelt on the earth :
—

" they came to life"

i^T]aav. Comp. ii. 8-1 1, " These things saith the First and the Last,

who was dead and ca7ne to life," fCrjaev. . . .
" Fear not the things which

thou art to suffer : behold the devil shall cast some of you into prison,

that ye may be tried, TvupaadrJTe, and ye shall have tribulation, 6\i}pii,

ten days : be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee the crown
of life [= reiguing with Christ]. He that hatii au ear to hear, let

him hear what the Spirit saith uutothe Chmches : He that overcqmeth

sliall not be hurt of the second death :"—" and reigned," 2 Tim. ii. 10-12 :—" 2'hese things," '• I endure, virofiivai, all things for the elect's sake

that they also may obtain the salvation which is in Christ Jesus with

eternal glory. (It is) a faithful saying : for if we died with Him
[clearly from the context, as Ellicott takes it, 6 Sia -rraOrnxaTuiv Odvaros,

i.e., "If we suffer with Christ," see especially vv. 3, 9. KaKoiraQia iJ.4xpi

Ze<Tix(i)v, I suffer, even unto bonds and imprisonment for the Gospel

;

do thou, Timothy, mffer with me, o-vyKaKunddriffoi', as a good soldier of

Jesus Christ], we shall also live with Him; if we endure, i<Top4vofxev, we
shall al&o reign icith llim" :—" priests," Comp. i. 5, 6 ; v. 9, 10; also

1 Put. ii. 5, 9.
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Before we enter on any of these questions it will bo well

to remember that on the subject of unfulfilled prophecy it

is our wisdom and duty to think and speak with nioie than
usual diffidence. We can see what is yet future but indis-

tinctl}', even when it has pleased God to reveal it. Some
things yet future are spoken of very explicitly, with many
iletails, in a great variety of ways, and by almost every
<me of the prophets as well as here in the IJevelation, and
elsewhere in the New 'I'estament. Yet even the most clearly

revealed are, in a degree, like objects in the distance, and
seen through a haze ; much more the others.

It is also our wisdom and duty to remark that prophecy
was not given to satisfy vain curiosity ; but for a higher,

and a practical purpose.

[i] As to the first question, there can be, we think, but
litile doubt. Literal and figurative are frequently inter-

mingled in the older prophets and in the L'evelation, as

Mr. Elliott has shewn, and they are so here ; but in general

it is easy to distinguish them. W hen we read here of men
who were beheaded for bearing testimony to Christ, it is

manifest that this is to be taken literally. The persons

meant are certainly persons who suffered a literal death
because they preferred to obey God rather than man, and
to lay down their lives rather than den}' their Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. This being so, we can hardly resist

the conviction that the resurrection here spoken of is also

a literal resurrection. So also the reign of Christ and that

of those who are to reign with him, must be understood
literally, and not figuratively; just as certainly as, when it

is said elsewhere, "If we suffer with Him we shall also

reign with Him."
[ii] Who are to have part in The Fir.4 Mesurrection /

It would seem, at first sight, that those only will be ad-

mitted to enjoy this privilege who have suffered death for

Christ under I'agan persecution, or who, in Papal times

have suffered (whether unto death, or not, does not so

clearly appear) for their faithful adherence to Christ, and
their refusal to wors^hip, or render spiritual allegiance,

TvpoijKvvfiv, to those who had usurped his place, changed
his laws, and laid claim to his authority. If this is the
meaning, it need not surpiise us that the purpose of God
should be to honour some of his faithful servants, viz.,

thosse who have actually an^l painfully suffered for his sake,

•6 J 2
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by raising them from the dead to reign with Christ, before

He calls from the grave the rest of his children, and the
whole company of the unjust. God has not seldom been
pleased to put exceptional honour on some of his servants,

as on Enoch, Elijah, Moses, on some of the prophets, some
of the apostles, some of the saints who came forth from
their graves after the resurrection of Christ, and before

others. The parable of the labourers in the vineyard
comes in to teach us here. There are, however, not a few
reasons for believing that The First Eesurrection will not
be confined to such only as have actually suffered death
for obedience to God and faithful testimony to their

Saviour, ^\"hen it is said that those who have so suffered

hhall be partakers of The First Eesurrection, all others are

not necessarily excluded ; but these may be expressly men-
tioned, because as their sufferings, and in one case their

prayers for deliverance, are prominently recorded in the
former parts of the prophecy, so also is the kingdom they
shall receive, through the mercy of God, as the reward of

their patient waiting for Christ.

The reasons for believing that The First Eesurrection
will not be confined to those only who have actually

{suffered death for Christ in Pagan or Papal times, will be
better understood after we have considered the other

questions.

[iii] Where is the chronological place of the New Jeru-

salem? Before, or after, or contemporary with and to

continue after, the thousand years ? We may confidently

answer that it is the last of these, and that for the following

reasons : (a) The seventh or last trumpet is a woe trumpet.

It embraces the seven vials of the last wrath of God. The
thousand years can hardly be embraced in these, notwith-

standing what we find in xx. 9, 10. The period of the

last vial of the last wrath must end with the terrible

judgment with which the xix.th ch. ends. (6) Both The
terrible Judgment on " The Beast," and " The New Jeru-

salem," are shown to the Apostle by one of the Angels
who pour out the vials of the last wrath. We have already

seen reason to believe that the angel who shewed him the

first of these is the last of the seven. Much more must it

be tlie same angel of the last vial who shewed him The
New Jerusalem. This seems to indicate a close connexion
in point of time between the two events, (c) There can
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hardly be a doubt that the tol/e mentioned, xix. 7, is the

same as the bride, the wife, mentioned in xxi. 9. The latter

is distinctly identified with The Holy City, New Jeru-
salem, xxi. 2. The mention of the loife in xix. 7, precedes

the mention of the Lord Jesus Christ, The Word of God,
going forth to judge and make war, to smite the nations,

and tiead the winepress of the fierceness of the wiath (jf

God, with great and terrible slaughter. Already before

this treading of the winepress it is said that the wife had
made herself ready, that the marriage of The Lamb was
come, and that happy were those called to the marriagu-

supper. We cannot, therefore, suppose that an event.

alreddy in preparation at least even before the treading of

the winepress, is to be deferred not only until after the

thousand years, but until after an indefinite period beyond
this, i. e., until after the general judgment. The description

of The New Jerusalem, xxi. 9 &c., does not occur, it is true,

until after the mention of the general judgment, xx. 11-15
;

but the order of narration cannot there be the order of

time. The description of The New Jerusalem must be re-

trogressive. We have seen that this plan is often pursued
in the Revelation, and in the writings of the Old Testament.
Indeed we seem to have here another of those numerous
links, which serve to connect, and not seldom to fit into

their chronological place, the different parts of the Apo-
calypse. At the first mention of the wife, xix. 7, she is

described as even then frepared for her husband, and already

clothed in her bridal raiment; and the marriage of the

Lamb is said to be come. At the second mention, xxi. 2,

the hide is also seen adorned for immediate union with her
husband, thus carrying back the subject to the same chro-

nological place as at the first mention, xix. 7 ; and then a

great voice is heard out of heaven declaring the tmion to

have taken place, for the voice said, " The tabernacle of

God is with men ; and He will dwell with them, and they
shall be his people, and God himself shall be with them."
When the Apostle had heard this voice he was carried away
in the spirit by the angel to a great and high mountain,
from which he could have a commanding view, and actually

see what the voice had spoken of, " The Holy City, Jeru-

salem, The Bride, The Lamb's Wife," xxi. 9. {d) Theie
are other things which still further confirm our conclusion

respecting the chronological place of the New Jerusalem,
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Before the general judgment, and between that and the

thousand years, Ave hear of " the beloved city" as existing,

and defended by God Himself. Comp. Zeeh. ii. 5, &c. (e)

" The second death" follows the general resurrection, xx.

14; and therefore still more the thousand years, xx. 6.

It also follows the period of the New Jerusalem, and of

God's dwelling with men, xxi. 8. (/) In the introduction

to the seven vials it is said, " Just and true are thy ways,
thou King of the nations ; who shall not fear, O Lord, and
glorif}^ Thy name ? For Thou onlj^ art hoi}', for all nations

shall come and worship before Thee ; for Th}' righteous ways
are become manifest

!

" But it is added that although
" The temple of the tabernacle of witness was opened [i. e.

the ark of his covenant seen, xi. 19] in heaven," " none"
(of the nations) would be " able to enter in until the

seven plagues of the last wrath should be finished." And
so, in accordance with the view hei'e contended for re-

specting the chronological place of The New Jerusalem,

we find, 1st., Satan bound, and shut up during the thousand

years, so that he could no longer deceive the nations ; and
2ndly, under The New Jerusalem, the nations walking by
means of its light, xxi. 24 ; healed by means of the leaves

of the tree of life in the midst of it, xxii. 2 ; and they and
the kings of the earth bringing their glory to it, xxi. 24,

26. (g) Already at the very commencement of the seventh

trumpet, " there were great voices in heaven, saying. The
kingdom, or sovereignty, of the world, is become that of

our Lord and of his Christ, and He shall reign for ever

and ever." We found reason for thinking that this an-

nouncement is anticipative of the results produced by the

judgments of this last trumpet ; but it is difficult to believe

that the anticipation reaches all through and beyond the

thousand years, and the indefinite period between their

termination and the general judgment.

[iv] The fourth question has been virtually answered

in what has been said on the third. But the internal

proofs, drawn from the Eevelation itself in support of the

points contended for, pale beside the mass of overwhelming
evidence from the older prophets.

The key to the solution of most, if not of all, the ques-

tions above proposed, is to be found in what the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures foretel of the yet future restoration of

God's ancient people to the land which He gave by an ever-
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lasting covenant to ATDvaham and Lis seed after him, the

rebuilding of Jerusalem, tlie conversion of the people there,

their forgiveness and re-establishment in God's favour, and
the new condition of the world which Mqll accompany these

events. The Old Testament prophecies throw a most re-

markable light on these latter chapters of the Eevelation,

and these parts of the Revelation on the Old Testament
prophecies; as the Ep. to the Hebrews throws light on
Leviticus, and Leviticus on the Ep. to the Hebrews. In
both cases the one can hardly be understood without the

other. If the reader will go legularly through the prophets

—not to speak of Deixteronomy and the Tsalms—collecting

all the passages wliich have reference to God's final pur-

poses of mercy to his ancient people, he cannot fail to be
struck with their number, variety, and many and explicit

details. He will note these facts: (1) that almost every
one of the prophets speaks of this subject, and several of

them frequently; (2) that the punishment and rejection of

the people of Israel for their sins is hardly ever mentioned
without the subject being carricfl on to God's final purposes
of mercy to them. This is so much the case that the inter-

mediate events of Christ's first coming and his rejection

are in some instances hardly, if at all, brought into view in

the 2')rophetic picture ; but the eye is carried on at once " to

the end of the indignation," and their re-establi^hment in

God's favour thenceforth for ever. He will find tliat the

following events stand in close connexion :

—

(A) " The end of the indignation," or " tlie time of the

end :
"

—

Tlie restoration of God's ancient people Israel to their

land, and the rebuilding of Jerusalem and of other cities ; their

conversion there ; their forgiveness and re-establishment in the

favour of their God, thenceforth for ever; their rebuke taJcen

away, and Jerusalem a praise in the whole earth. Comp. Eev,
xix. 7; xxi.3, 9-27; xxii. 1-5.

[i] The original promises on these subjects, made through
Moses.—Lev. xxvi. 40-45; Dent. xxx. 1-10; xxxii. 36-43;

xxxiii. 26-29.

[ii] The promises through the prophets, in approximate
chronological order.

(a) Prophets of the ten tribes.—Hos. i. 11 ; ii. 15-23;
V. 15 ; vi. 11, in Heb. ; xi. 10, 11 ; xiv. Amos ix. 11, &c.

(&) Prophets of Judah.—ls.ii. 2-4; xi. 11, 12; xii. l,&c.;

xviii. 7; xxv. ; xxvi.; xxx. 19, 22, 26; xxxi. 6, 7 ; xxxiii.
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24; XXXV. 10; xl. 2; xliii. 5; xlix. 11, 12, 19; li. 3,

11, 17; lii. 1, &c.; liv. 4, &c. ; Ivii. 13, 14, 18; Iviii. 12;

Ix. 1, 4, 9, 10, 11, 15, 21; Ixi. 4, &c. ; Ixii. 4, &c. ; Ixiii.

7-11; Ixv. 8, 9, 10, 16, 18-25; Ixvi, 19-22. Mic. iv. 6, 7;

V. 3; vii. 8-11, 18. Joel iii. 16-21. Jer. iii. 13, 14, 18, 19;

xvi. 15; xxiii. 3, 8; xxx. 3, 8, 10, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20,

21, 22; xxxi. 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16-19, 21-24, 27, 28, 31, 34,

35-40; xxxii. 37-44; xxxiii. 6-14; xlvi. 27. Hab. iii. 13.

(Comp. V. U with Dent, xxxii. 41.) Zeph. ii. 7 ; iii. 11-20.

Ez. xiv. 22, 23 ; xvi. 42, 60, 61, 63 ; xx. 34-38, 40-44 ; xxviii.

25, 26 ; xxxiv. 13, 14, 25-29 ; xxxvi. ; xxxvii. ; xxxix. 23-29.

Dan. viii. 13, 14, 19 ; ix. 27 ; xii. 1, 7. Obad. 17. Zech. i.

14-17 ; ii. 1-7 ; iii. 9 ; viii. 4-8 ; x. 6, 8, 10 ; xii. 6, 10 ; xiii.

1, &c. ; xiv. 21.

(B) A period of terrible judgments on Gentile nations, the

harvest of the earth, and the vintage, or treading of the wine-

press, involving great slaughter ; the time of the Lord's final

controversy for Zion; the Lord fighting for Zion ; terminating

the poiver of the four great Gentile Empires, and the times of the

Gentiles ; and leaving some of the Gentile lands an eternal

desolation, like Sodom and Babylon. Comp. Eev. xi. 1 8, 19 ;

xiv. 14-20; xix. 11-21.

(a) The original prophecy on this subject through Moses.

—Dent, xxxii. 40-43.

(h) The prophecies through the other prophets.—-Hos. ii.

18. Is. ii. 4; xiv. 25; xvii. 12-14; xxiv. 20-22; xxvi. 21;

xxix. 7, 8 ; xxx. 25, 27, 28, 30-33; xxxiii. 3, 12; xxxiv. 2,

3, 6, 7 ; xlix. 26 ; li. 22, 23 ; lix. 18 ; Ixiii. 1-6 ; Ixvi. 14-16,

24. Mic. i. 2-4; iv. 13 ; v. 8, 11, 15 ; vii. 10. Joel ii. 31 ?;

iii. 1, 2, 9-19. Jer. xxv. 29-33 ; xxx. 11, 16, 23 ; xlvi. 28;

1. 28 ; li. 11. Hab. iii. 6, 12. Zeph. iii. 8. Ezek. xxi. 4, 5,

9, 10, compared with 27, but?; xxxix. 9, 15, 17 ? Dan. ii.

34, 35, 44; vii. 11, 26. Obad. 15, 16. Hag. ii. 22. Zech. i.

21; ii. 8; ix. 13-17 ; x. 5 ; xii. 4, 9; xiv. 2, 13, 14. The
Lord fighting for Zion. Is. xi. 4 ; xxxi. 4, 5 ; xxxiii. 3, 5,

10; xlix. 24-26. Mic. vii. 9, 16. Zech. ix. 15; x. 5; xii.

7, 8, 9 ; xiv. 2, 3.

(C) A happy peacefid condition of ''the Pleasant Land;"
" the Holy City," " a quiet habitation ;" sorrow and mourning

no more ; their inhabitants no longer a remnant, according to

the election of grace, but all righteous. Comp. Eev. xxi. 3,

xxii. 5.

Jerusalem, &c., in peace. Is. xxv. 8 ; xxx. 19 ; xxxiii
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20 ; XXXV. 10 ; li. 3, 11 ; Ix. 4 ; Ixii. 8, 9 ; Ixv. 19 ; Ixvi. 13.

Jer. xxx. 10, 19; xxxi. 4, 12, 13, 16, 17, 25; xxxii. 37;
xxxiii. 6, 10, 11; xlvi. 27. Zeph. iii. 14-17. Ez. xxxiv.

25, 28. Israel and Jerusalem, &c., holy. Hos. ii. 19 ; iii. 5.

Is. xxxiii. 5; Iii. 1 ; liv. 11-14; Ix. 14, 21 ; Ixii. 1, 12; Ixv.

9. Joel ii. 28 ; iii. 17. Jer. xxxi. 23, 32, 34; xxxii. 39, 40.

Ez. xxxvi. 2(5; xxxvii. 14, 23, 24, 28. Zech. xii. 10; xiii.

1-4 ; xiv. 20. Mai. iv. 6.

(D) The 7narriage of the Land, and of the Holy City, and
their feople to the Lord. Comp. Kev. xix. 7 ; xxi. 2, 9. Hos.
ii. 19. Is. xlix. 18; liv. 5; Ixi. 10; Ixii. 5.

(E) The Lord dwelling and reigning in Jerusalem ; his glory

there ; the Sovereignty of the world that of our Lord and of
his Christ ; his kingdom to endure for ever. Comp. Eev. xx.

4 ; xxi. 3, 5, 11, 22 ; xxii. 3, 4 ; xix. 6 ; xi. 15. Is. iv. 5, 6
;

xi. 10; xii. 6; xxiv. 23; lix. 20; Ix. 1, 2, 7, 13. Mic. iv.

7; V. 4. Joel iii. 17. Jer. iii. 17. Hab. ii. 20. Zeph. iii.

15, 17. Dan. vii. 13, 27. Obad. 21. Zech. ii. 5, 10; viii. 3.

(F) Tlie coming of the Lord. Comp. Kev. xix. 1 1 ; xx. 4

;

xxi. 3, 11, 22, 23 ; xxii. 3, 4, 5. Is. xxvi. 21 ; xxxiii. 17 ?;

XXXV. 4; Ixiii. l-() ; Ixiv. 1-4; Ixvi. 15. Mic. i. 3. Hab.
iii. 3 (in Heb.). Ez. xxi. 27 ; xliii. 2-5, 7. Dan. vii. 13,

27. Zech. ii. 13 ; ix. 14; xiv. 4. Mai. iii. 2, 3.

(G) NeiD heavens and a new earth. Comp. Rev. xxi. 1, 5.

Is. li. 16; Ixv. 17; Ixvi. 22. Comp. Mic. i. 3, and Hab.
iii. 9.

(H) The vail taken from the nations that are left, and this

through the means of God's ancient people restored and
converted to him ; these nations going up to Jerusalem, as the
great centre from Avhich the knowledge of the Lord will then
be spread ; the Lord its light ; living waters going forth

from it ; the earth thus filled with his praise. Comp. Rev.
XX. 2; xxi. 24, 26; xxii. 2. Is. ii. 2-4; xi. 9, 10; xii. 4;
xix. 21, 24, 25 ; xxv. 7 ; xxx. 25 ; xliii. 21 ; xiv. 14, 20-23

;

li. 4, 5 ; liv. 5, 6, 7, &c. ; Ivi. 7, 8; lix. 18, 19, 20 ; Ix. 3, 5,

11, 12; Ixi. ti, 11 ; Ixii. 2, 7 ; Ixvi. 12, 18, 19, 21, 23. Mic.
iv. 1. Jer. iii. 17; iv. 1, 2 (in Ileb.) ; xxxiii. 9; xlviii.

47 ; xlix. 6, 38. Hab. ii. 14. Zeph. ii. 11 ; iii. 9 (in Heb.),
19. Ez. xvi. 53; xvii. 24; xx. 41; xxxvi. 23, 24, &c.,

36; xxxvii. 28; xxxix. 21, 22, &c. Dan. ii. 35; vii. 27.

Zech. ii. 11 ; viii. 20-23 ; xiv. 9, 16-19.

The reader should now compare with these passages from
the Old Testament the xi.th ch. of the Ep. to the Romans,
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and what is there plainly said, viz., that the receiving of

Israel again into the favour of God shall be as life from the

dead to the rest of the world.

We now return to the questions we left unanswered.
[v] Is the second coming of the Lord Jesus Christ to

take place before the thousand years, or after the thousand
years, and at the general judgment?

(1) The early Church fully believed that it would pre-

cede, or usher in, the thousand years of his reign with his

saints, as Mr. Elliott has amply shown. A general change
of view came in after the establishment of Christianity under
(.'onstantine, and when corruption in doctrine and practice

had begun.

(2) The Apostles kept the second coming of the Lord
before the mind of the Church of their day constantly ; not

as a speculative doctrine, nor as a matter of ciiriosity, but
in the most practical manner ; emploj'ing it as an incentive

to every and the most common duties, &c., of daily life, e. g.,

as a comfort under sutteringfor the Gospel's sake, and under
the loss of believing relatives and friends ; as a stimulus to

ministerial faithfulness ; as a reason why we should not

judge others, nor judge even ourselves, definitively, but
wait for his decision on both ; as a motive even with ser-

vants to fulfil all the details of duty to their earthly masters,

not purloining, not answering again, &c. ; and to all, as one
of the most effectual of all motives to become in heart and
mind like their Heavenly Master, and to purify themselves

as He, whom they would hope to see and to reign with, is

pure. 1 Th. i. 9, 10; ii. 19; iii. 12, 13; iv. 13; v. 11 ; v.

23. 2 Th. i. 6-10 ; ii. 1-8 ; iii. 5. 1 Cor. i. 7, 8 ; iii. 12-15
;

iv. 2-5; XV. 22-26, 51, &c. Phil. i. 6; iii. 11, 20, 21. Col.

iii. 4. Heb. x. 35-38. Jas, v. 7-9. 1 Pet. i. 7, 13 ; iv. 13
;

V. 1-4. 2 Pet. i. 16; iii. 3, &c. Jude 14, 24. 1 Joh. iii.

2, 3. These references are in approximate chronological

order as regards the time when they were written.

(3) The Lord Jesus Christ himself, when He was soon

to take his departure 'from his disciples and the earth,

urged on all who are called to know Him, and that in the

strongest and most practical manner, the duty of always
looking for His return, always acting with a view to the

account which we shall then have to give to Him. Matt,

xxiv. ; XXV. ; Lu. xxi.

(4) To impress this the more strongly, He told his
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disciples of the Father's purpose in this matter, viz., to

withhold tlie knowledge of the day and the hour from all,

from the angels in heaven, and even from that human
nature, like ours in all but sin, which was taken into the

Godhead when the Word was made flesh and dwelt among
us*

(5) It seems difficult to believe that what is held forth

to the Church, as the great object of her hope, is not to

take place until after the thousand years, after the reign

of Christ duriug those thousand years with his saints,

and afrer the indefinite period between that and the

general judgment.
These considerations will help us to enter on the inquiry,

not as a matter of curiosity, nor one of mere literary dis-

quisition, nor as a party question, but for a holy and
practical end, and as applicable every day and to every
duty.

i. ^Vhen the Lord Jesus Christ, God manifest in the

flesh, the Word, that was in the beginning with God and
became flesh, and dwelt [la-Krjvwa-ev Iv rjfxiv, tabernacled

;

comp. Kev. xxi. 3, o-KrjvwaeL /xer aurtur] among us, and whose
glory the Apostle saw, was about to be rejected of the Holy
City and the people, He wept over it, and said :

" 0,
Jerusalem, Jerusalem (thou), that killest the prophets, and
slonest them which are sent unto thee, how often would I

have gathered thy children together, even as a hen
gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would
not I Behold, yourf house is left unto you desolate. For
1 say unto you, ye shall not see me henceforth, till ye shall

say, Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord. J
And Jesus went out and departed from the temple." Thus
from the second house, or temple, whose glory was to be
greater than that of the first (Hag. ii. 9), the glory of God
(2 Cor. iv. 4, G) in the face, or person (tt/ooo-oStto)) of Jesus

* Some of the Apostles seem to have expected that the Second
Coming might take place during their own lifu-time ; though the
Ap. Paul, and possibly the others, may have been made sensible as
their end drew near that tliey should depart this life before His
return. Comp. 1 Thess. iv. 17; 1 Cor. xv. 51 : 2 Cor. v. 4; with the
following written at a later date, Pliil. i. 23 ; 2 Tim. iv. 6.

t "Yours" now, no longer ''Mine." Contrast xxi. 13.

t From Ps. cxviii. 26. HIH^ DtTS NBH Comp. Exod. vi. 3 in the

Heb.
T

: •• : T -
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Christ, who is the image of God, and in whom dwelt all

the fulness of the Godhead bodily, departed; as Ezekiel
had seen it depart from the first (Ezek. i. 26-28 ; x. 18-20

;

xi. 22, 23). But the words, " You shall not from, or after

this time, aTr' aprt, see me until you say. Blessed is he that

Cometh, 6 ipxo/J'.evo^, in the name of the Lord," seem to

intimate that his return will take place when they return

to Him, Comp. Lii. xiii. 35.

ii. When he stood before the High Priest and the great

Council of the nation, and was adjured by the High Priest

to tell them whether He were the Messiah (Dan. ix. 25),

the Son of God (Ps. ii.), He declared that He was. He
added, as they were now rejecting Him, Ps. cxviii. 22, that

moreover, ttXt^v, " from after that time, air apri,* they should
see the Son of Man (Dan. vii. 13) sitting on the right hand
of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven." The
meaning cannot be that immediately after the moment of

His answer He should so come, and they so see Him ; but
rather that He would now depart from them, and that

when they next saw Him, after his rejection by them, it

would be at his coming in glory, as foretold by the pro-

phet Daniel. Comp. Acts x. 41.

iii. When the Apostle Peter boldly charged the Jews
with rejecting and murdering their Messiah, and declared

to them that the Scriptures had foretold this, he tenderly

added, " Eepent, and return, to the end that your sins may
be blotted out, and in order that | times of refreshment may
come from the presence of the Lord, and that He may send
Him who has been foreappointed for you, Jesus Christ (i. e.

Messiah), whom (the) heaven must receive till the times

of the restoration of all things, which (times) God spake of

by the mouth of all his holy prophets from of old." The
repentance of Israel, and the return of Jesus, the Messiah,

and the times of the restoration of all things, times spoken
of by all the prophets from of old, are thus plainly con-

nected, and referred to the same epoch. There can be

* i.pTi in later Greek came to signify "soon," "presently;" see

Liddell and Scott; and thus our translators, correctly, "Here-after."

which leaves tlie actual time of the event future, but not necessarily

immediate.

t Sttcds hv, with subj., and aor. This can only mean " in order that,"

not " when," as Auth. Vers. See Alford's note, and Donaldson s and
Winer's Grammars.
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1

little doubt that those times are none other than those

t-o plainly pointed out in the passages qiioted above from
so numy of the prophets, and foretold in these last chapters
of the Revelation, where reference is made to the thousand
years and the New Jerusalem.

iv. It may be well to oflfer a few observations on some
of the passages from the old prophets which relate to 27*6

Coming of the Lord.

(o) Is. xxvi. 21. "Behold, tlie Lord comefh out of his

place to punish the inhabitants of the earth for their

iniqiiity : the earth also shall disclose her blood, and shall

no more cover her slain." Let the reader carefully examine
the whole context from xxiv. 21 to xxvii. 13, and he will

find connected with the Lord's thus coming out of his

place great slaughter, xxvi. 21; xxiv. 21, 22; the slaying
of a certain dragon, xxvii. 1 ; the gathering of Israel and
of all lands, xxvii 12 ; their language and feelings on their

conversion, xxv. 'J; xxvi. 1-18; their rebuke taken away
throughout the earth, xxv. 8 ; a resurrection from the dead,
xxvi. 19 ; the Lord reigning in Zion and before his

ancient people in glory, xxiv. 23 ; his rest there, xxv, 10

;

the light of the sun and moon as nothing, xxiv. 23 ; in

comparison no doubt with the Lord's presence, comp.
Kev. xxi. 23.

(b) Is. xxxiii. 17. " TJiine eyes shall see the King in his

beauty.^' Connected with Jenxsalem become a quiet habi-
tation, and the Lord her Judge, Lawgiver, King, and
Saviour, xxxiii. 20, 22.

(c) Is. XXXV. 4. " Bebold your God will come with ven-

geance, even God with a recompense : He will come and
save you." The thoughts are here evidently carried beyond
the First Coming to the Second, and the restoration and
conversion of Israel (comp. xxxv. 10 with Eev. xxi. 4)

;

and the coming is connected in the passage itself with a
period of judgment, and the Lord's controversy for Zion

;

" He wall come, and save %jou."

(d) Is. Ixiii. 1-4. " Who is this that cometh from Edom,
with dyed garments from Bozrah ? this (that is) glorious in

his apparel, travelling in the greatness of his strength? I

that speak in righteousness, mighty to save. Wherefore
art thou red in thine apparel, and thy garments like him
that treadeth the wine-fat? I have trodden the winepress
alone ; and of the peoples D"''?!' there was none with me

;
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for I will tread them in mine anger and trample them in

my fury ; and their blood shall be sprinkled upon my
garments, and I will stain all my raiment. For the day of

vengeance is in mine heart, and the year of my redeemed
is come." Here, as the reader will see, if he looks onwai d
into the context, the treading of the winepress is connected

with God's great goodness to the house of Israel, hi.s

calling to mind the days of old, Moses, and his people, and
with this prayer, which in their repentance they will pour
out, that He would come and save them, Ixiv. 1 :

" Oh !

that thou ivouldest rend the heavens, that Tliott wouldest come
doion, that the mountains might flow down at thy -presence,

as when the melting fire burneth, (and) the fire causeth

the waters to boil, to make Thy name known to thine

adversaries, that the nations may tremble at thy presence.

When thou didst terrible things which we looked not for,

Thou earnest down [or, Thou earnest down doing wonderful
things that we expected not], the mountains flowed down
at thy presence. For since the beginning of the world (men)
have not heard, nor perceived by the ear, neither hath the

eye seen, God, beside Thee, what He hath prepared for

him that waiteth for Him."
(e) Is. Ixvi. 15, 16. " For, behold, the Lord will come with

fire, and with his chariots, like a whirlwind, to render his

anger with fury, and his rebuke with flames of fire. For
by fire and by his sword will the Lord plead with all

flesh : and the slain of the Lord shall be many." Here
the coming of the Lord is connected with great slaughter

;

and, as may be seen from the context, with his comforting

Jerusalem, v. 13 ; with the restoration of her people, vv. 19,

20 ; with the new heavens and the new earth, v. 22 ; with

Jerusalem become the great religious centre of the earth,

and all flesh going up there to worship before the Lord,

vv. 23, 24.

(/) Micah i. 3, 4. " Behold, the Lord cometh forth out of
his place (comp. Is. xxvi. 21), and luill come down, and tread

upon the high places of the earth. And the mountains shall

be molten under Him, and the valleys shall be cleft as wax
before the fire, and as the waters (that are) poured down a

steep place" (comp. Is. Ixiv. 1). Here the coming of the

Lord is connected with judgments on all nations, and the

mountains melting.

(g) Ezek. xxi. 27. " I will overturn, overturn, overturn
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it [i.e. the kingdom]; and it shall be no (more), until He
come whose right it is ; and I will give it to (Ilim)." Here
the coming is connected, as may be seen fiom the whole
oh., with a sharp sword, and sore slanghter, and the Lord's

not returning it to the sheath, till all flesh know that He
has unsheathed it.

(1i) Ezek. xliii. 1-7. "Afterward he brought me to the

gate (even), the gate that looketh toward the east: and,

behold, the glory of the God of Israel came from the way of the

east, and his voice was like a noise of many waters, and
the earth shined ivith his glory .... And the glorij of the

Lord came into the house, by the way of the gate whose
prospect is toward the east. So the Spirit took me xij),

and biought me into the inner court : and, behold, the

glory of the Lord filled the house. And I heard (one)*

speaking to me out of the house : and a man| stood by me.

And he said unto me, Son of man, the place of my throne, and
the place of the soles of my feet (comp. Is. Ix. 13) ivhcre I icill

dwell in the midst of the children of Israel for ever, and my holy

name shall the house of Israel no longer defile .... xliv. 1.

Then he brought me back the way of the gate of the out-

ward sanctuary, which looketh toward the east, and it was
shut. Then said the Lord unto me, This gate shall be
shut, it shall not be opened, and no man shall enter in by
it, because the Lord, the God of Israel, hath entered in hy it,

therefore it shall be shut." Here is the return of the glory

of the Lord to the temple, which glory Ezekiel had seen

depart from it, x. 18-20; xi. 23. He tells us expressly,

V. 3, that it was the same as he had before seen by the

Eiver Chebar ; and if the reader will refer to i. 27, 28, he
will find that the appearance of this glory was as the appearance

of a man above on a throne, with the rainbow round about it,

and with the four living creatures, at the sight of which
the projihet fell on his face. The whole vision corresponds

in numerous particulars with that which stands at the

beginning of the Bk. of the Revelation of Jesus Christ.

It cannot refer to the First Coming, for after that here in

question the children of Israel are to defile the holy "name
of the Lord, and the place of his feet no more."

(i) Dan. vii. 13. Here one like the Son of Man is seen

* Auth. Vers. " him ;

" but the Hub. is n^nQ VO^'NI.

t Auth. Vers. " the man," the Hob. ia auarthruUij.
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coming in the clouds of heaven, and "to him the dominion is

given, and his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and all

dominions are then to serve and obey him." This coming
of the Son of Man is connected with the overthrow of the

little horn, and of the last form of The Fourth, or Roman
Empire, to consume and to destroy it unto the end, v. 26.

Comp. 2 Th. ii. 8, " Whom the Lord shall consume with
the spirit of his mouth, and destroy with the brightness of

his coming."

(k) Hab. ii. 20 ; iii. 3. " The Lord is in his holy temple :

let all the earth keep silence before him. [A prayer of

Habakkuk, &c,], Lord, when I heard thy report [i.e.

" the report of thee," comp. Is. liii. 1 in Heb.] I was
afraid : Lord revive thy ivork in the midst of the years, in

the midst of the years thou wilt make known ; in wrath
w^ilt remember mercy. God shall come* from Teman, and
the Holy One from Mount Paran. His glory covered the

heavens, and the earth was full of his praise." This will be

found connected in the context with " the end," ii. 3, comp.

Heb. X. 36, 37 ; with severe judgments and a period of

great trouble, iii. 6, 12, 16, specially among the Gentile

nations, iii. 6, 12; and the head\ of the house of the

wicked, iii. 13, probably the last form of the last of the

four Gentile empires, the little horn of Daniel; with

the trembling and melting of the mountains, as in other

passages referring to the coming of the Lord, iii. 6, 8, 9,

10 ; and with the salvation of his people, iii. 13, 14.

(Z) Zech. ii. 10, 13. " Rejoice, daughter of Zion ; for, lo,

I come, and I will dwell in the midst of thee, saith the

Lord ... Be silent, all flesh, before the Lord, for He is

raised up \ out of his holy habitation." Connected with

the Lord's inheriting Judah, his portion in the Holy Land,

and his choosing Jerusalem again, ii. 12; with judgments

on the Gentile nations for Zion's sake, ii. 8, 9 ; with many
nations being joined to the Lord, when He dwells in .the

midst of her, ii. 11; and with her recognition of Him
whom the Lord of Hosts had sent unto her, ii. 9, 11.

(m) Zech. ix. 14. "And the Lord shall he seen over

them." Connected with a great slaughter, ix. 14, 15;

* xiT flit.

t Comp. Ps. ex. 6, where the Heb. is also in the singular.

X "liyJ Niphal, in its true, or reflexive sense.
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with the Lord's fighting for Zion and her people, ix. 14,

lo: and saving them as the flock of his people, ix. 16.

(ft) Zech. xiv. 1-4. "Behold, the day of the Lord
coiueth, and thy spoil shall be divided in the midst of

thee. For 1 will gatlier all the nations against Jerusalem
to battle ; and the city shall be taken, and the houses
rifled, and the women ravished ; and half of the city shall

go forth into captivity, and the residue of the people shall

not be cut off from the city. Then shall the Lord go
forth, and fight against those nations ; as when He fought
in the day of battle. And his feet shall stand in that day
tipon the Mount of Olives (comp. Lu. xxiv. 50, 51; Acts i.

9-12), which is before Jerusalem on the east (comp. Ezek.
xliii. xliv. as above) ; and the Mount of Olives shall cleave
in the midst thereof (comp. Mic. i. 4 ; Hab. iii. 10) toward
the east and toward the west, and (there shall be) a very
great valley," &c. Connected, first, with a remnant brought
through the fire and purified, xiii. 8, 9 ; and then with
living waters going out of Jerusalem, xiv. 8 (comp. liev.

xxii. 1, 3) ; with the Lord's being King over the whole
earth, 9; with the restoration of Jerusalem, 10; safely

inhabited, 11; and become holy, 21; and with all flesh

going np to worship the Lord, the King, there, 16, &c.

(0) Mai. iii. 2, 3. " Who may abide the day of his

coming? and who shall stand when He appeareth? for He (is)

like a refiner's fire, and like fullers' soap. And He shall

sit as a refiner and purifier of silver ; and He shall purify
the sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver, that

they may offer unto the Lord an offering in righteousness."

The thoughts are here manifestly carried on through the
First to the Second Coming, to a time when the offerings

of Judah and Jerusalem shall be pleasant to the Lord, as

in the days of old, in the former years, iii. 4. Thus there
is very strong ground for believing that the Second
Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ will precede the thousand
years and the New Jerusalem. The balance is greatly on
this side, though we do not deny that there are some
remaining difficulties. Be it how it may, happy he who
is prepared to go forth to meet the Bridegi-oom at any
moment ; more blessed he, who is always looking for his

master's coming, than he, who, without this, has the tniest

notion on the question whether He will return before or

after the millennial period.

YOL. III. 3 K
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[vij The sixth, or last qiiestion, Are the new heavens

and the new earth to be created before the thousand years,

or after the general judgment? is not of easy solution ; but

the following remarks ma}- throw light on it.

(a) The formation of new heavens and a new earth

appears to be contemporaneous with the coming of the

Lord, in 2 Pet. iii. Their creation is mentioned in con-

nexion with the creation of a New Jerusalem, Is. Ixv. 17,

18, in such a waj' as to convey the idea that the two events

are to be contemporaneous, or nearly so. Is. IxyL 22, 23,

standing alone, might not, perhaps, lead to the same con-

clusion, but seems to do so, when found to be a reference

to the foregoing passage. They are also mentioned in

close connexion, l^ev. xxi. 1, 2.

(h) Many passages in the Old Testament prophets speak;

of great physical convulsions of the heavens and the earth

at the coming of the Lord. The earth trembles, valleys

are cleft, mountains melt and flow down at his presence
,

"The Lord will come with fire" Is. Ixvi. 15. So in the

Kew Testament we read that "the Lord Jesus will be

revealed from heaven with his mighty angels in flaming

fire,'' 2 Th. i. 7, 8. " Thf-: * day (that great well-knowii

day) will make manifest every man's work, for it (that

day) isf revealed in fire, and so fire will try every man's
work of what sort it is." In 2 Pet. iii. also, The second
coming of the Lord, and the creation of new heavens and
a new earth, are accompanied by intense fire.

(c) In 2 Th. i., one purpose of the coming of the Lora
is to take vengeance on them iJtat know not God, and that obev

not the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. In 2 Pet. iii.

the coming of the Lord is " a day of judgment and destruc-

tion of ungodly men." So, Is. Ixvi., when the Lord comes
it is " to rebuke with flames of fire, and by fire, and by h s

sword (xi. 4; xlix. 2; Eev. i. TG) to plead with all fiesh."

These judgments would seem, then, to be a part of the

same events as the treading of the winepress.

(d) Moreover, what is to take place at the period in-

tended in this passage, and in the new condition of things

Avhich is to result from it, is likened to what took place at

* So Mai. iv. 1 in the Heb., though the LXX. omit the article.

t Tlie present tense, because a reference to a revealed (Is. Ixvi. 15, us
above; Mai. iv. 1 , well-known, and undoubted truth. So, also, in

classical Greek. See Donaldson's Greek Grammar, s. 423, and Winer.
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tlie Deluge, and to what resulted from that. The koo-/xo?,

which then was, perished ; i. e., the order and arrangement

of tlie world then underwent some important and consklerahle

phiisical change. A part of this was that all the fountains of

the * great deep were cleft.f The greater number of man-
kind then living perished; some, though but a few, Avere

saved through the water, and survived. It is plain that at

the coming of the Lord the present koV/aos, or order and
arrangement of the world, will undergo some yet greater

and more important physical change. Valleys, as we have

seen, will be cleft, Mic. i. o, 4; IJab. iii. 9; Zech. xiv. 4:

molten rocks poured down, Mic. i. 3, 4 ; Is. Ixiv. 1-3 : the

sea will overflow, and its waves rise and roar with terrible

violence,! Hab. iii. 10 : great earthquakes will occur.§

Ilab. iii. 10 ; Nahum i. 5 : the revolution of the earth will

in some way'be atfected, the sun and the moon standing

still in their habitation, as seen from the earth, Ilab. iii.

11. Thus the heavens and the earth will undergo some
great physical modification, such that in their altered con-

dition they may be called new heavens and a new earth

;

and in these righteousness shall dwell, 2 Pet. iii. 13 ; Kev.

xxi. 27; Is. Iii. 1 ; Ix. 21. A large part of mankind will

perish when the Lord thus renders his rebuke with five,

and by tire and by his sword pleads with all flesh, bur

nations will remain. He who brought the world and some
of its inhabitants, though it were but a few, through water,

* Anarthrous in tlie Ileb. ; D^nn is so generally. At the same

time the absence of the article may indicate that the distribution of land

and sea was not then the same as now.

•f
Gen. vii. 11. yp3 ; nyp3 is used of the great valley of Lebanon,

KuiXtj Supi'a, and of other vallcvs. The verb occurs also Micah i. 4 :

Hab. iii. 9; Zcch. xiv. 4; Prov. iii. 20; Hab. iii. 9, "Thou shalt

cleave (fut.) tlie earth with rivers."

+ The well-kllo^^^l etlVct of gnat oaithquakes. In that of Lisbon,

A.D. 1755, the shock extended to Spain and France, and the agitation

it caused in the sea, and the enormnns masses of water it put in motion,

were ftlt with more or less destructive ettVct in Ireland; in the north

of Africa, where 10,000 people were overwhelmed by the sea ; at

^Bladeii-a ; in short from Martinique to Lapland, and fi-om the coast of

Africa to Greenland, i.e., over the greater port of the Atlantic.

§ " When the mountains see thee they shall writhe, -l^'n', a storm of

waters shall pass by : the deep shall utter his voice, and lift up his

handd on high." —Hab. iii. 10.

3 K 2
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when the greater part of the human family then existing
perished for their wickedness, will be at no loss for means
to biii)g some, and even many, through fire in these still

greater convulsions, though we may not he able exactly to

see how this can be accomplished.
(e) The same events appear to be spoken of by the

Tjord Jesus Christ himself, when He said, as recorded by
8t. Luke, xxi. 24, etc., "They (the Jewish people) shall

fall b}' the edge of the sword, and shall be led away captive

into all nations: and Jerusalem shall be tmddert down of

the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled.

And there shall lie signs in the sun, and in the moon, and
in the stars ; and upon the earth distress of nations, with
]ierplexity; the sea and the wka'CS roaring; men's hearts

failing them for fear, and for looking after those things
which aie coming on the earth ; for the powe'rs of heaven
shall be shaken (Hag. ii. 21 ; Heb. xii. 26, 27, 28, 29;
Exod. xix. 16-20). And then shall they see the 8on of

Man coming in a cloud with power and great glory. And
when these things begin to come to pass, then look np and
lift up your heads ; for your redemption draweth nigh."

\\ hen they hegin to come to pass looh up (for Christ's

appearing), for your rkdkmptio.v draweth nigh, i. e., the

redemption of the body, Rom. viii. 23, also 21, 22 ; and 1 Cor.

XV. .51-57; your redemption, i.e., of those who have be-

lieved, or shall then be found believing, on the Lord Jesus
Christ. Conip. the First Kesurrection, Hex. xx. :

" (Seeing)
then (that) all these things shall be dissolved, what manner
(of persons) ouglit ye t(j be in (all) holy conversation and
godliness. . . . V\ herefore. beloved, seeing that ye look for

such things, be diligent that ye may be found of him in

peace, without spot and blameless." *

* 2 Tim. iv. 1, in Aiith. Vers., seems to connect the Second Coming
with the General Judgment ; but this arises from a wrong reading.
The critical reading is Kai, not jcard ; "I chnrge tliee before God and
the Lord Jesus Cluist, who shall judge the living and the dead, and by
liis appearing, and his kingdom," &c. The chief dithculty is 2 Pet.

iii. ; but there the text is in one important place, ver. 10, and just

where it most aflfects the present subject, a matter of sonic doubt. As
the Auth. Vers, is at fault in more than one part, and the meaning of

many of the words requires careful attention, we subjoin from Treg.'s

text a parnphrastic translation. ' For this Ihey willingly are ignorant

of, tliat there were lieavens of old and an earth which having emerged;
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On a review of the whole subject, as it has dow beeii

considered, we think that the balance of evidence lies in

favour of the opinion that not those only who have actually
suffered persecution and death for Chiist, but all who have
believed in llini. will have part in the First Resurrection ,

1 Cor. XV. 23, alone would seem to decide it: "They tliat

are Christ's at his coming." After tliis He will reign until

out of water ''Gen. i. 2, 9), stood firmly togctlicr ' in the midst of water
by the word of God; notwitlistanihiij^ which- the tlien (existing) order
'of tiie world) was overlluwtd with water, and so^ destroyed, lint tlie

hetivens that (are) now, and the earth, arc reserved for fire, and, by his

word, are kept in store unto the day of judj^ment and destruction of

ungodly men. . . . But (the) day of the Lord will come as a thk-f, in

which the heavens shad paiss away ^ with a rushing sound ; elementary'
matters shall be on tire, and be loosed and broken up* and (the) earth
and the things that shall be found in it.*' Seeing then that all the.ti-

things shall certainly be loosed and broken up, what manner (of
persons) ought you to be in (all) holy conver.-ntion and godliness,
waiting for, and hasting (the coining of; the day of (iod, lor the sake of
which (even) heavens shall be on fire, and be loosed and broken up.
and elementary matters shall burn and melt. But we, according to his
promise, wait for new heavens and a new earth, wherein righteousness
shall dwell." Two observations in conclusion. 1st. It is plain that the
physiciil events spoken of in this passage are spoken of in connexion
with the Lord's Secoml Coming. 2ud. That tiiey cannot be tliose

which are to occur- at the General Judgment, for then " the earth and
the heaven (sing.; are to tiee away from the face of Him who sits on the
tiirone, and place is to he found for them no more."—Rev. xx. 11.

1 ffvvicnrtfjLi. See Lidd. and Scott's Lex.
2 Si' 5>v. Alf. has missed the sense. For this use of 5ia see Kom. iv.

11; ii. 27; 1 Tim. ii. 15.

^ irapeXixxTovTat, properly " shall pass by ; " does not necessarily

imply "annihilation,'' or •' complete destruction ;
" but only existence

in an entirely new stiite. Comp. " This generation shall not pass
away."

» No article ; therefore not'necessarily all such.
* \v6-fiaovTai " shall be loosed," or " set free." It is difficult, how-

ever, to give the full meaning without a paraphrase as above.
* The reading adopted by Treg., and undoubtedly the true one, if

MSS. authority, B, N, K, is to prevail, and tlie canon of the more
difficult reading. G has cKpavia-OriirovTai; A, 13, 4, KaraKa-ijairaL. It is

highly probable that as St. Peter wrote the pas.snge the antecedent
was exi)res8ed in the relative clause only.—See Winer, p. iii. s. 24, 2, b,

and that tiiis rather unusual construction led to the confusion. The
reading of A, " utterly destroyed by fire," is inconsistent with what is

sail in many passages of the old prophets; which St. Peter evidently
had in view, dee ver. 13, " we, according to his piomise, dec'
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He delivers up the kingdom to the Father. Sue also 1 Th,
iv. 16.

We have now only to return to the remaining text of

tlie Revelation, and to call the reader's attention to a few
of the passages from the prophets which fjretel the same
things as the texts to whicli they are appended.

Chap. XX. 7-10.

—

And when the thousand years, d'c*

Vers. 1 1-15.

—

And I saio a great white throne. <&c.]

Chap. xxi. 1.

—

And I saw a new heaven, <&c J
Vers. 2-4.

—

And I saw the holy city, dc.^

Vers. 0-8.

—

And he that sitteth upon the throne, tD(;.|j

* " Gog and Magog." See Ezek. xxxviii. ; xxxix. ; specially, xxxviii.

8, 11, for the chronological place of tliL-se events ; althou;.';li xxxix. 22

presents a diflBculty. That we should meet with buch in emleavouring

to arrange all these great future events in the order in which they

are to occur is not surprising. " We see in a glass, darkly, as yet.

'

t " The hook of life," Ex. xxxii. 32 ; Ps. Ivi. 8 ; Is. iv. 3 ; Ezek.

xiii. 9 ; Dan. xii. 1 ; Phil. iv. 3 ; Rev. iii. 5 ; xiii. 8.

J
' j. new heaven," Is. Ixv. 17; Ixvi. 22:—" T/ie sea is no more."

If this refers to what shall take place at the Second Coming, as we
have before spoken of that event, there is some little difficulty ; because

at the great final ju'lgraent the sea gives up the dead in it ; from
which it would appear at first sight that the sea is to exist between thu

Second Coming and the final judgment. As the copula is not ex-

pressed, XX. 13, the meaning may possibly be that the bodies of those

who had in pre\'ious times perished in the sea shall then arise ; but here

again '• We see in a glass, darkly, as yet. ' Since the new heaven and
the new earth are certainly literal, we can hardly suppo»e that the

words " the sea exists no mure " are to be understood figuratively.

—

See also Is. Ix. 5.

§ " The holy city," Is. Iii. 1 ; Ixii. 1, 2, 12 ; Joel iii. 17, &c. :— " New
Jerusalem," Is. Ixii. 2; Ixv. 18; Hev. iii. 12; &c. :

—

''tier husbuid,"

Hos. ii. 19 ; Is. Iii. 1 ; Ixii. 4, 5 ; &c. :

—
" the tabernacle of God,' Is. iv.

(J ; xii. 6 ; Ezek. xxxvii. 27 ; xlviii. 35 ; Joel iii. 17, 21 ; Zech. ii. 10 ; &c.

:

—''death no more," Is. xxv. 8. :
—"?ior trouble any more," Is. xxv. 8 ;

XXX. 19; xx.xii. 17 ; xxxv. 10 ; Ii. 11 ; Ixv. 19; Jer. xxxi. i; &c. ttSvos,

•• painful labour," or " trouble."

II
"Tliese words." Allusive contrast to some that were not. Contr. x.

4 Comp. xiv. 13 ; xxii. 6 :
—

" done," x. 7 ; xv. 17 ; Ezek. xxxix. 8 :

—

" the e)id," i. 8 ; xxii. 13 ; iii. 14 :

—

''water of life, ' xxii. 17 ; Is. Iv. 1

;

llev. xxii. 1 ; Zt-ch. xiv. 8 ; &c. :
—' overcometh,' ii. 7, 11 ; xv. 2 ; &c. :

—

" infwrit," Is. Ixv. 19 ; &c. :
—" cowardly," contr. " he that oyer-

cometh." It is not a little remarkable that thost, who are afraid of

confessing Christ, are to be thus cast away with murderers, whore-

mongers, idolaters, &c. Comp. Matt. x. 38, 39; xiii. 21; Heb. x. 38,

39 ; &c. :
—" idolaters," ix. 20, 21 ; xxi. 27 ; xxii. 15 ; &c. :—" all liars,"

liars of eveiy kind, Is. xliv. 20; Hab. ii. 18 :—" second death" xx.

14, 15.
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TJie Ncio Jerusnlcm.

Chap. xxi. 9-14.

—

And there came unto me, dc*
Vers. 15-17.

—

And he that talked with me had, cCc.f

* " One of the neren angeh," conip. xvii. 1 :

—

"the Lamb's wife,'' xix.

7; xxi. 2:

—

"hi(jh mouidain," Ivivk. xl. 2: contr. the apostle's biiii:;

onniiil away iu the spirit to o icildcntens to see tlie Harlot:—"/Ae lahj

city,'' xxi. 2;—"o?(< of heaven." Fur the explanation of this hw
nCterwaids under vcr. 16 :

—

"the glory," the Shcchinah, the vi.->ible glmy
of God (hrellhig among his people, from pJi' -'to dicdl." Couip. Ex. xl.

34: "A ell aid covered the tent of the congre}.!;ation, and the glory of

the Loud tilled the tabernacle." Ezc-k. x. 18; xi. 23; xliii. '2, 4, 7:

xliv. 4; xlviii. 35; Is. Ix. 1. li), &c. -.—"her light,' Is. Ix. 1, 3, 19, 20;
Ixii. 1, &c. —"a tcall," Ezek. xxxviil. 11; Is. xxvi. 1, "In that day
shall this song be sung iu the land of Judah ; we have a strong citv";

SALVATION will God appoint for -walls and bulwarks ;" Ix. 18.

"Violence shall no more be heard in thy land, wasting nor destrae-

tion within tliy borders; but thou shalt call thy walls !?ALVAT1ON.
and thy g.des I'lvALSE;" Zech. ii. 4, 5, "Jerusalem shall be inhabited

a.s towns without walls, for I, saith the Loitc, will be imto li»;r a wall
of fire round about," &c. :

—

"ttvelre," conip. xii. 1, and what was there

said on the meaning of this number as a symbol:

—

"unijels," i. 20;
ii. 1, 8, &c. ; God's messemjcrs to bring men into the holy city, and to

exclude those who ore unclean:

—

'' ivrittcn thereon," Ezek. xlviii. 31.

Contr. xvii. 3 ;— " three," according to the encampment of the tribes

of Israel about the tabernacle in the wilderness, three on each side :

—

"foundations,' Is. xxviii. IG; 2 Pet. ii. G; 1 Cor. iii. II; Eph. ii. 2U ;

Zech. iii. 9 ; vi. 12, 15 :
—" Hie Lamb," Christ, the Lamb of God, and the

words which He sent to the children of Israel by those whom He
chose, being then and there recognised as the very basis of the whole
city; comp. Zech. ii. 0, 11 ; xii. 10.

t "^ golden measurivcj reed,' differing from that used at the Ke-
formatioti of the Chm-ch, in that this is golden, and no longer like a
pd^Sos, or magistrate's rod of office, xi. 1. Comp. Ezek. xl. 3; Zech. ii.

2, 3, 4. The New Jerusalem will have no need of the protection of the
state, nor of the splendour of any earthly sovereign. Contr. xii. 1 with
xxi. 23. The Lord will be her Protector and her Gloiy ; the kings of

tlie earth will bring their glory imto her, xxi. 24:

—

"tlie height
"

A manifest proof tliat we have here symbols, and synibols dirficnlt

to interpret. Supposing the meaning to be that each side of the city is

3000 stadia, and reckoning tlie stadium at GOGJ feet, the height, being
ecpial to the length of each one of the sides, would be more than 340
miles; the height of Mount Everest, the highest mountain in the
world, luhoge top is in the heavens, being only between five and six

miles. We may. however, see some part of the meaning, for we havu
these ideas, at least, conveyed by the symbols. (1) Tliat of a plan,

conceivid in the mind of Him from whom "the holy and belovid city
'"

came out of heaven, couciived before its foundations were laid, and
carried out to the end, and to the very last stone. (2} Perfect order,

regularity, and symmetry. (3) Unity and completeness, embracing
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all God's people in one, as symbolised by the number "twelve." 'A)

Vaatiiess in every sense, (oj Security and impre.ijnitbility. There
are two passiiges which may help us in the interpretation, 1st, Ps.

i-xxii. 3: "Jerusalem is built as a city that is at unity in itself,"

Prayer Book Version ;
" That is compact together," Bible Version

;

Tin'' n?"n"l3nk^ " Jerusalem, that is built as a city that is coupled, or

joined together, to itself;" the word "l^H being used of "the coupling

together" of the tabernacle curkiins, and of men's "joining in fellow-

ship ' with one another. 2ndly, Gen. xi. 4 :
" They said, go to, let us

build a city, and a tower whofs top may reach to Iieavew; and let us

make us a name, lest we he scattered abroad upon the face of the whole
earth. And the Lord came down to see the city, and the tower, whick
the children of men huilded. And the Lokd said, Behold, the peoyAe

is one, and they have all one language ; and this they begin to do

;

and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have
imagined to do. Go to, let us go down, and there confound their

language, that they may not understand one another's speech. So
the Lokd scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all the
earth ; and they left off to build the city. Therefore is the name of

it called Babel." Here was the first great city of the earth, at least

since the great physical convulsion of the flood; built on a human
plan, for a hvunan purpose, and for men's glory; without regard to

God ; and, as is manifest, in opposition to his will ; to be the centre of

unity, probably the religious centre^ of the whole earth, a religion

practically without God, and not improbably idolatrous ; to be graml in

dimensions; and to astonish by its lofty height, D^pt^•2 iC'NI, " ite

head in the heavens." The New Jerusalem is in eveiy respect the very
I ipposite ; the last great city upon earth ; built on a divine plan ; for a

divine purpose ; truly grand in conception, and complete in execution
;

perfectly united in itself; all order and regularity; fuunded on what the

Lamb of God sent his apostles to teach ; the centre of the true know-
ledge of God; a bond of real union to the whole earth; truly vast

in dimensions, and reaching to the heavens, being, like what Jacob
saw in vision, a communication between earth and heaven, the Loril

there dwelling among the childien of men, and being their eflectual

security. There will be no longer any scattering there, nor any con-

fusion of tongues, '• For then will I turn to the peoples D'JSJ? a pure

language, that they may all call upon the name of the Lord, to serve

hiui with one consent," Zeph. iii. 9 ; comp. Zech. xiv. 9. There will in

that day be a literal and material Jerusalem, as we learn distinctly

from numerous passages in the Prophets ; here we have its moral

aspect symbolically expressed. The literal and tiie figurative may
pm-aaps be mingled in some parts of the description of the New
Jerusalem, but the symbolical appears to be the most prevalent. The
simple fact of the New Jerusalem being called The Bride, The Lamb'o
Wife, is in itself enough to show this. The literal and material citv,

rebuilt and restored, could hardly be thus spoken of. Once satisfied

then on this point, we shall better be able to see the meaning of many
of the expressions which are used; e.g., xxi. 2, 10, " I saw the holy city

New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God." This may now
be easily understood, and we have its equivalents elsewhere in the New
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Chap. xxi. 18-21.—^«d! tU building of the vail of it, dc*
Vers. 22-27.

—

And I saw no temple therein, dr.]

Tostament; e.gf., Heb. xi. 10, " He fAbraham) looked for a city wliieli

liath foiindutions, irhnse bidl'ler and viaker is God." Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 'J.

" Ye are God's buildini].' Ziich. vi. 13. Let us siy onec lor all, that in
connexion with this subject of the New Jerusalem we should not forj,'et

the following passages of the Epistle to the Hkiikews, xii. 20, " Y(^

are come unto Mount Zion, and unto the city of the living God, the

heavenly Jerusalem, and to an innumerable company of angels, and to

the general assembly and church of the first-bora, which are written in
heaven" (Kev. xx. G), &c. ; xiii. H, "For here we have no continuing
city, but we seek one to come."

* " The foundutioits of the waU." There is little difficully in explaining
several of these symbols. The name of a city stands fre(|uently in the
Scriptures, as in the language of every day, for. the inliabitants of that
city, as when the Lord said, "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that kiilest tho
prophets, &c." When it is said, '• Tlie city ivas pure gold" it is 0(juiv;dcnt

to what is foretold by Isaiah, and others of the old prophets, Ix. 21, " Tiiy
people shall be all righteous," and therefore precious in the eyes of

God. Comp. what is said of an opposite condition of the nations,

Is. i. 21, 22, 28, '• How is the faithful city become an harlot. . . Thy
silver is become dross. ... I will tui'n my hand upon thee, and purely
purge away thy dross, &c." Lam. iv. 1,2, "How is the gold become
dim ! the most fine gold changed I The stones of the sanctuary are
poured out in the top of every street. The precious sons of Zion, com-
parable to fine gold, how are they estet}med as earthen pitchers, the
work of the hands of the potter!" "Like pure glass,'' i.e., as men
themselves employ the figure, ''transparent,' "in wliose spirit there
is no guile," Ps. xxxii. 2. " The foundations of the ivaU" are the twelve
apostles of the Lamb. These are all precious in the sight of God,
comp. Is. xxviii. 16; 1 Pet. ii. 5, 6; Exod. xxviii. 15-22; tiiougli

ditierent in chai-acter. " T/te wall " itself is precious also in the siglit

of God, and may be supposed to signify those who, resting on tlie

apostles of the Lamb, succeed, in some sort, to their functions, defining
the precincts of the city, and contributing to its security. " Ilie gates

"

may receive illustration from the use of the term in the Old Testament,
not to say the New; John x. 9; Ps. cxviii. 20; Ps. Ixix. 12; 2 Sam.
xix. 8; 2 K. vii. 17; Prov. xxxi. 23; Neh. xii. 25. Thus the symbol
may signify those who are charged to give or refuse admission to

tile city ; or those who administer its affairs, and sit as its judges ; or
more plainly expressed; Is. Ix. 17, "For brass I will bring gold, and
for iron I will bring silver ; and for wood brass ; and for stones iron

:

I will also make thy ofticers peace, and thine exactors [overseers,

or taskmasters, Ex. iii. 7, same word in Heb.] righteousness." " The
broadway " is the plac^j of meeting for the transtiction r.f public business,

equivalent, therefore, to the public meetings, or councils of the city

(tlie sense in which the same symbol is used, xi. 8. See Elliott on that
passage"; : these are to be pure, and without guile.

t
' No temple," Is. Ixvi. 1, 2 :

—" ?io need of the sun," see what is said

on the sun, &c., as emblems, xii. 1 ; and comp. the use of the measuring
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Cliap. xxii. 1-5.

—

And lie shewed me a river of water of life,

dc*

Conclusion.

Vers. 6, 7.

—

And he said unto me, These sayings, tfcj"

Vers. 8, 9,

—

And it loas I, John, who teas, &c.'\.

reeds, the one like a magistrate's rod, xi. 1, tlie other all of gold, xxi.

15. Add Is. Ix. 19, 20 ; xxiv. 23, &c. Here also we have emblems, not
physical realities ; see for proof Is. Ixvi. 23 ; Zeeh. xiv. 16 ;—" the

nations," see the passages cited under letter (H), eh. xx. : - " gates not

shut," allusive contrast to those who in other times, pretending to have
the keys of the kingdom of heaven, shut it against such as desired

to enter in :
—

" no night,' no darkness, and the city always open to such
as seek to enter it :—" common," that is, unclean, Acts x. 14. Conip.

also Is. Ix. 21 ; Zepli. iii. 11-13, and other texts under letter C), ch. xx.
* " Water of life." Here again the emblem is not of difficult inter-

pretation. The Scriptxu-es are often their own best inteq^reter, and here

tell us plainly what is intended, viz., The Spirit of Life in Christ

Jesus, proceeding from the Father and from the Son, John viii. 38,

39 ; Rom. viii. 2 ; John xv. 26 ; xiv. 16. Wiether any literal, as well

as figurative, sense is meant, the reader must judge for himself. See
Joel iii. IS; Is. xxx. 25; Ezek. xlvii. 1-11; Zech. xiv. 8 :

—

"a tree of
life," Christ. John i. 4 ; xi. 25 ; xiv. 6 ; 1 John i. 1, 2. Comp. Gen. ii.

9 ; Rev. ii. 7 ; John vi. 33, 48, 50, 51 :—" its fruit every month.'' The fruit

of this tree of life is ready at all seasons, and at all times, for those

who desire to eat of it. and live ; for the inhabitants of the " holy city,"

and for those who from month to mouth shall go up to it from among
the nations tliat are left. Comp. Ezek. xMi. 12 ; Is. Lxvi. 23 ; Zech. xiv.

16-19:

—

"no more curse," allusive contrast to the innumerable ana-

themas of the Beast from the sea, and the abyss, or Papal Rome,
poured on those who kept the coimnamljnents of God, and bore

witness to Jesus :
—

' the throne of God" see under letter (E), ch. xx. :

—

" his name," allusive contrast to xiii. 16 ; comp. xiv. 1.

t
" Tliese sayings,'' allusive contrast to otl^ers which were not so.

See also xix. 9, and contr. Dan. vii. 8 ; Rev. xiii. 5 :
—" prophet," the

things which in these visions were shown to the Apostle were the same
as those which were revealed of old to the prophets.

X
" I, John.'' We suppose the apostle to mean by this something

like what his brother apostle said, 2 Pet. i. 16-18 ; and also hereby

to put his signature to tliis Revelation which he received from God
through Jesus Christ :—" to ivorskip,' -KpoaKwrjcTai. As many parts of

this Revelation were made known tC tiie apostle through the instru-

mentality of angels, there would have been tlje greater danger of angels

being worsliipped, without such an event, and such answers as we have
here, and in xix. 10, had tlius clearly established the opposition of such

worship to the will of God. The angels themselves thus humbly, and
tenderly, but emphatically reject all such worship, and direct all

worshippers to God, declaring themselves to be no more than theii

fellow-servants.
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Chap. xxii. 10-15.

—

And he saitli unto me, seal not, dc*
Vers. 1(3, 17.

—

I, Jcsus, sent mine angel to testify, dc.^

Vers. 18, 19.

—

I testify unto every one thathearetli, (fcj

Vers. 20. 21.

—

He who testijieth these thiiujs saith, Yea!
1 rome shortly ! Amen ! Come, Lord Jesus.

The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ he with all the saints.

Amen I

'EPXOT. Come ! Lord Jesis !

* " At hand," Contr. Dan. viii. 26 ; x. 14 ; xii. 9 :
—" heghinhig," 'Apx'fi,

showing the meaning of the siime word, iii. 14, where it appears among
the attributes of the Lord Jesus Christ when addressing tlie last of thw
seven churches :

—
" days," animals unclean by the law, Lev. xi. ; and the

symbol of those who draw back again to sin and error, " after having
been enlightened, having tasted of the heavenly gift, having been
made partakers of the Holy Ghost, and having tasted of the good
word of (itod, and the powers of the world to come,' I'rov. xxvi. 11;
2 Pet. ii. 22 ; Phil. iii. 2 ; Heb. x. d'J.

t ''The root," Is. xi. 10:

—

"the offspring," Is. xi. 1. These two
jtassages lie in the midst of a context which largely speaks of the
.same subjects as all the latter chapters of the llev. This root of

Jesse is to 'stand as an ensign of the peoples, D'^Vj to it shall the

(rentiles seek, and his rest shall he glory :"—" the vwrning star,"

the star of whom Balaam sj)oke, Numb. xxiv. 14-24, when he was
constrained by the Spirit of God to declare that there was no enchant-
ment against Israel; spoke of the latter days; of what should then
happen to all the enemies of God's ancient people, and to tlie last

of the great Gentile empires ; and foretold that Scei'Tre which shoidd
rise out of Israel to destroy them; which Sceptre even the Targum of

Onkelos acknowledges to be Messiah!—"fredy," Is. Iv. 1.

X
" 1/ any one," Deut. iv. 2 ; Prov. xxx. 6.

NOTICE.

Our limits have necessarily, for the most part, excluded details in

proof of the interpretation. For these the reader is referred to the
' Hor. Apoc' in parts abiidged therefiom. In others, writers belonging
to the periixl generally supply abundant materials. We give a few
extracts for ch. xii., where we ehictly difler from Mr. Elliott :

—

(A.) Thus for the man child openly seen, exalted far above all princi-

palities and powers, irpbs rhu @e6v Kal npds rbv dpuvuv avrov, to God and
to His throne, we have the public acts of the Nicene Synod, and pas-

sages like this in Athana.sius and other.s. [i.J. Tlphs rhv &iiv :—Atlian.
' de Deer. Syn. Nic.' 11. " Where the Father is, there also is His Word,
\6'yos.'' 19. " He is of the being, ouffia, of tire Father. To none of the
created dues this appertain." 20. " He is not only like, but He is ^jise-

parable fr(;m tlie being of the Father. . . . The Word is ever in the

Father, and the Father in the Word." 23. " The holy men have said

that the Word i^ with the Father, irphs rhv @i6v ' Joh. i. 1) ; . . they
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proclaimed Him to be His briglitness, airavyaa-ixa CHeh. i. 3), in order ttiflt

they might make manifest the peculiarity and inseparability of His being,

and His oneness with the Father, trphs rbvQiSu." Or. c. Ar. i. 31. " He
is everlastingly with the Father, a-vvfa-ri." 30. " The Arians shut up and
destroy everytJiing only in order to separate the Father from the Word.

'

58. " it is peculiar to Him to be, and remain tliroughout, ever with the

Father." 3^. " The Father is, S>v ian, and ever is ; on this account His
Word is Sjv icrri, and is everlastingly with.^uera, the Father." 57. " The
Word has being in no other beginning, a.pxfi, but in the Father (who,

according to them, is without beginning), in order that He also may bo
without beginning in the Father, being begotten of, and not created by
Him." 66. " He has inseparable the oneness of His Godhead with, -Kpds,

the Father." So Hilary Op. Hist. frag. ii. 28. " The inviolable solidity

of the eternal unity of the Father and the Son." And Lucif. of Cagl.

De nou par. 22. " The Son was never without the Father, nor the

Father without the Son. . . . The Father and tlie Son have one God-
head." [ii.] Uphs rhv Spovov avTov:—Aih&u. c. Ar, i. 61. "Governing
the government of His Father, the Son sits with the Father on the

same throne." Lucif. of Cagl. De non par. 22. " You (tlie Arians) deny
that He always reigned with the Father. ... He who has the Spirit

cannot say of the only Son of God that there was a time when He was
not, that He was made from nothing, since he believes that without a
beginning He reigned with the Father, and will reign without end."

So Greg. Naz. Or, iii. c. Jul. speaks of Christ as avvdpovov with the

Father.
(B.; For the figurative expression of the Dragon seeking to devour

tlie man-child, we have not only the scriptural doctrine of Christ's suffer-

ing in his members, but the mental realization of this in those who
suffered under the Arian persecutions :—Lucif. of Cagl. Pro S. Athan.

i. 5. "In Athanasius you persecute God." 11. "As a fierce wtld-beast

you have begun to punish us with Athanasius. . . . You are the fore-

runner of Antichrist." 15. "You persecute the house of God, Constan-

tius, not knowing that you persecute God Himself, in His house." ii. 11.

" As Herod, in tlie Apostle James, persecuted the only Son of God, so

do you in those whom you have killed, and in us whom you persecute."

15. "Whom, think you, did the Jews persecute in the Prophets but

the only Son of God, as also in the apostles and martyrs ? So do you in

Athanasius and in us persecute the true Son of God. You say he is not

the true Son of God, but made from nothing, and that there was a time

when he was not. We Christians vindicate the one Godhead of the

Father and of His only Son. . . You are not less in unbelief, Constan-

tius, than Antichrist ; for you do not cease to devour the servants of God
with iron teeth." Mor. pro. F. D. "Though you be Emperor, the

Serpent, crying out for tiie death of us who are innocent, is trodden

under foot in you, since he cannot prevail through you, his executioner."

Numerous like passages might be added.
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